












EUTHERIA

prompt roller

from
muscular sprains

-Says Kapil Dev

“Very often my muscles get sprained

while bowling or batting. That is

why I always keep EUTHERIA with

me. It gives me prompt relief from

muscular sprains and pains. It also

helps me to get rid of headache and
cold. I trust EUTHERIA.'*

(Kapil Dev)

STAR PLAYERS TRUST EUTHERIA (A Cow ol into EntsrpnM)
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Letters to the Editor

Asiamm
the Rest

THE idea of a cricket
series between an

Asian XI and The Rest has
always fascinated me
Even though The Rest
looks very strong on paper
in my opinion the Asian XI
will triumph My selection
of both teams is as follows
The Asian team SM

Gavaskar(Capt ), Moshin
Hassan Khan, DB Veng
sarkar, Javed Miandad,
Zaheer Abbas, Sandip
Paul, Imran Khan (Vice
capt), Kapil Dev, S M H
Kirmam (1st w k ), Wasim
Ban (2nd wk), Dilip
Doshi, Abdul Qadir, Sar
fraz Nawaz, Mapd Khan,
Madan Lai, Roy Dias,
Duleep Mendis
The Rest GS Chappell

(capt ), C H Lloyd (vice

capt), Vivian Richards, D
Haynes, I T Botham,
David Gower, Glen Tur
ner, Geoff Howarth, Denis
Lillee, Michael Holding,
Joel Garner, Rodney
Marsh (1st wk), Bob
Taylor (2nd w k ) Jeff
Thomson, Bruce Yardley,
Kim Hughes, Richard
Hadlee
PROMOD MALHUR, SUB

RAMIAN,
CHANDRASHEKHAR,

Udaipui

Relative

competence

I
N reply to a letter by
Ajay Sreekanth in Sport

sworld dated Decembei 1,

1982, I wish to state (1)
That being a brother in

law of Gavaskar, with no
talent at all, is not a
criteria of selection

(2) Vishv’s performance
cdways remained satisfac

tory throughout his che
quered career since 1969,
even before he was mar
ned to Gavaskar’s sister m
1979, whereas Ashok
Malhotra failed to impress
on his debut in Madras
during the India-England
senes in 1981 82 Subse
quently Ashok Malhotra

flopped against England
recently m June 1982
(3) Vishy stands above all

This yeal he scored the
maximum tuns It was
solely due to Vishy's devo
tion towards cricket which
enabled him to achieve
this status and not because
he was a bi other m law of

Gavaskar
(4) He is ridiculous to com
pare an international team
like Sri Lanka to a State
team Delhi
(5) Ajay Sreekanth him
self admits that Vishy is

one of the best late cuttei s

in the world
(6) Malhotra’s innings of
116 for the Rest of India
against Delhi is appreci
ated but he has a lot to

learn
I wonder how Aiay

Sreekanth dared to com
pare the greatest little

master Visnwanath with
an ordinary player like

Ashok Malhotia
SATISH SACHDEVA,

New Police Line

Vishy washy

THIS letter is written
with reference to the

letter of Mr Sieekanth of
Madras, in the Sport
sworld issue dated Decern
ber 1, 1982 Mr
Sreekhanth has attacked
our ‘Vishy* very severely
and the writer’s replace
ment selection for Vish
wanath i e , Malhotra, is a
ridiculous one Malhotra
cannot match the grace
and style of ‘Vishy*

I do agree that the
Hanrana lad scored heavi
ly this season, but I want
to mention that Malhotra’s
place was denied only be
cause a seasoned campaig
ner like Mohmdei Amar
nath was chosen There is

no player m India to chal
lenge Vishv’s two down
spot His Lankan tour does
not mean that Vishy is

over the hill

VS LBALACHANDRAN,
Calcutta

Unhealthy

criticism

SEEING the present ba
lance and stength of

the Indian cricket team, it

definitely stands third in



it let a cold
ruin your day.

i A cold can be relieved
There js a way to relieve a runny nose

or blocked-nose, heavy head, sore throat and
chest congestion—all those symptoms that can
spoil the best of days.

Fight it with a colds remedy
> It's not enough to treat it like you would treat

any other ailment. Use a special colds medicine
that works simultaneously on all affected areas.

1

Coldarin is only for colds
Goldarin relieves all the symptoms

that bring you down. It has special ingredients

that act together against all cold-affected areas.

Plus Vitamin C to build your resistance.

When you have a cold, it makes sense
to treat it like i cold.

Speciallyformulated for colds

the Wdrid {after W*st In-

dies and Australia). The
batting line-up has got
tremendous talent with
Gavaskar, Vishwanath and
Vengsarkar being undis-

putedly world class bats-

men. In the middle order
Yashpal and Amarnath
are quite capable of block-
ing the ball as well as

striking it hard.
As far as the wicket-

keeping is concerned Kir-

mani is undoubtedly an
asset for any team. Kapil,

Patil and Srikkanth can
slaughter any bowling
attack.
Though our bowling

lacks hostility and
penetration, it is well ba-

lanced with the brilliant

Kapil as the main striker

ana Madan and Sandhu to

assist him.
In the spin department

India retains her suprema-
cy with experienced
Doshi, the chief attacker
and Shastri to restrain the
batsmen with his accur-
acy The department is

further strengthened by
the inclusion of Manmder
and L Sivaramakrishnan
who have got promise and
would have to gear up to

achieve Test recognition.
Therefore, the team may
not be extraordinary but is

well set within its limita-

tions.

DEBAJIVT BISWAS,
Ranchi

.

Well earned sleep

FIRST of all, Sport

-

world should be con-
gratulated for the detailed
reports of the Asian
Games and the wonderful
photographs.
The Delhi Asiad indi-

cates that India is now
heading towards greater
achievements m the field

of sport The authorities in

charge of the Asian Games
must have had a good
sleep after the conclusion
of the Games on Decem-
ber? Let us look forward to
1992 when there are
chances of India hosting
the Olympic Games.

SANJEEV MEHTA

,

Calcutta.

naan yau

J WAS reading with
great interest the

excellent coverage of the
Ninth Asian Games at De-
lhi in Sportsworld during
the last few* days. Apart

km the newt coverage,
the exclusive pictures <rf

the Kinth Asian Games de-
picting Indian athletes in
action were of greet joy to
the readers.
My hearty thanks to you

for enabling us to enjoy
the games at Delhi from
here and have the feeling
that they are happening
before our eyes. Also hear-
ty thanks to our athletes,
valsamma, Chand Ram,
Kaur Singh, Charles Bor-
romeo and others.
DR. TUSHAR KANTI

DEY,
Howrah.

Sarcasm

THE letter - Why
Malhotra was drop-

ped” by your reader Mr
Ajay Sreekanth of Madras
was veritable enlighten-
ment for all cricket follow-
ers in our country. How
can he saw that Malhotra’s
performances are more
valuable and meritorious
than those of Vishwanath?
Vishwanath has had low

scores in the Madras Test
against Sri Lanka but are
these as important as his
scores of over 50 in three
successive Test innings in

England and the double
century and century he
scored last year.

It does not matter if

Malhotra fails m the Test
he was selected for, but if

Vishwanath fails in a sing-

le Test, it is an unpardon-
able disgrace. Definitely
selectors like Bedi, Borde,

Ghulam Ahmed and cap-
tain Gavaskar are not as
well informed about the
finer points of the game
and its players as our
friendMr Ajay Sreekanth.
It is high time the B.C.C.I
took note of this and make
suitable alternations in

the Test selection commit-
tee. They should im-
mediately draft in the ser-

vices of Mr Ajay
Sreekanth as one of the
selectors or even better as
the chairman of the selec-

tors. This marches Mr
Sreekanth ’s sarcasm

.

B.S. SHANKAR

,

Bangalore.

No praise is too high for

our hockey stalwarts as
even after their ignomi-
nious defeat, they aid not
loose their hearts and took
sweet revenge*

SABVJ SEN;

Calcutta*



I My n lost memorable moments I

THERE was that contented
look on his face when one

met him while he was spending a
few days at the residence of one
of his sons in central Calcutta.

The man was nearing seventy,
but not once did he give the
impression of an I-am-
something-of-the-past. There
was a touch of class and the
mellowness of good old vintage
wine write large on his face as he
sat and cleared the cobwebs of
his memory. There were grey
hairs and wrinkles, no doubt, but
there also was a peculiar aura
around the grandfather as he
sipped his tea ... absolutely re-

iaxed in his spotless kurta py-
jama and kept the Calcutta win-
ter at bay with his dark brown
shawl

Yes, India had produced bet-

ter tennis players than Shubh
Sawhny, but this perfect gentle-
man had also had his hours of
glory Davis Cup matches for his

country; National titles kept
company with the various fore-

ign tournaments he had under
his belt and, what is most impor-
tant, is that he loved, and still

loves the game that is closest to

his heart—tennis.WF.ll it all started in a small
district town in .Pakistan.

Jhang was the name. I was born
way back in 1915. My father was
a criminal barrister. In fact, if I

want to discuss any part of my
tennis playing career my father
will always occupy the centre of
the stage. It was he who was also
my coach and mentor. Our home
in Jhang had a very big com-
pound and it was here*—-against
the compound wall—that I first

lekrnt^y tennis. I used to hit

the tennis ball for hours on the
wall until my . father then de-
cided to take me to the local
club.

Even at this level of the game
my father taught me the basic
attitude one must have for ten-

nis. I followed Jus advice
throughout my playing career.
He gave me the killer instinct
and would always tell me, “Nev-
er let a loose ball go by. Punish
it. Punish it mercilessly.”
One of my most memorable

moments, or should I say associa*
tions, was the one I had with the
collossus aftlndian tennis before
partition. Saleem was his name.
He was a friend of my father and

SHUBH SAWHNY

spared much of his valuabe time
to teach me the finer points of
the game. My father saw the
potential I had and we soon
shifted from Jhang to Lahore.
After finishing school I joined

the Forman Christian College in

Lahore and soon became both
my college andnhe Punjab Uni-
versity captain. But there was a
particular moment 1 will always
cherish. You see there was this

prestigious tennis match be-
tween our college and the Gov-
ernment College of Lahore.
There was tremendous enthu-
siasm over this annual event and
after I won the tie lor my college
there was delirium in our ranks.
I was cheered all the way back to
college... absolutely fantastic.

From here I graduated to big-

ger things. The Inter Varsity
doubles tournament was won by
me and my friend Manmohan
Bhandan. Doubles has always
been my forte. After Manmohan
and myself won the varsity dou-
bles title at Allahabad we de-
cided to stay on for the Nationals
which were only a few days

Ghouse Mohammed was a
perfect gentleman even
though he beat me more

often than not

away. There were players like
Brooke Edwards, Knshnaswamy
and Kamaswamy who were also
playing and quite obviously we
did not even give ourselves a
chance. Every •morning we
would pack our bags before leav-

ing to play our match, expecting
to get knocked out. We finally

did pack our bags and leave
Allahabad, but it was not before
we were crowned the doubles
champions of the country. This
was in 1932. 1 was also ranked
Number One in the country in

1936-37, 1937-38 and in 1939 was
the joint Number One with
Ghous Mohammed
Ghous is a man who 1 will

always remember. We had so
many a battle royale on court
and I must confess that he beat
me more often than not.
Although I did put it across him
ju$t after he returned from mak-
ing the last eight in Wimbledon.
But that is not which is impor-
tant. Ghous was a perfect gent-
leman.

In 1936 I played one of my
most memorable matches
against the Czech R. Menzel who
was one of the top three players
of the world at the time. The
match was played in Lucknow
and after 1 won—what 1 and
many others thought was the last

point—the umpire said, ‘game,
set and match to Sawhny'. Men-
zel came up looked up at the
umpire ana protested saying
that my racket had crossed the
net. The umpire to everyone’s
disbeleif agreed and I then went
on to lose the match. Anyway, 1

take it all as part of the game
and have no regrets for this or
for that matter any other part of
my playing career.

It was a great privilege to be
selected to represent the coun-
try in its first Davis Cup This
was in 1938 Before this, a team
was never really officially
selected. Brooke Edwards was
the non-playing captain and the
team included Ghous, Y. Singh,
Jimmy Mehta and myself. Ghous
and me played most of the
matches in the Davis Cup itself

and also on the tour we had
enroute to Austria. There were
many notable victories I had in
Cairo, Athens and m Alexandria
I was also given the opportunity
to play a number of exhibition
matches.

Finally we did not play Au-
stria as there was this man cal-

led Hitler who had walked into
it. Instead we played and lost to

Belgium.
The sounds of the shells of the

Second World War silenced my
tennis playing career right up to
1948. it was very unfortunate for
me but was the same for all

sportsmen of the time.
Nevertheless (even though I

myself was surprised) 1 was
selected in 1948 to play the
Davis Cup England. 1 had scarce-

ly touched a racket in years, but
finally decided to make the trip.

We lost the tie but there was one
consolation. Sumant Misra and
myself became the joint Holders
of the Queens Club tournament
in that year.

I played tennis for the fun of it

till 1964 till my heart showed a
flicker on the ticker. Love the
game I still do, but then age
respects no one.

AS TOLD TO DEREK O’BRIENl
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Sharing the hockey spoils
OURBUX SINGH takes a look at the graph of 1982.

U5TRALIA very deservingly

Hockey Tournament with a convinc-
ing 6*1 victory over India in the

f finals. Australia not only played well
in the Esanda tournament but in my
opinion have been the consistent
performer in International hockey
during the whole of, 1982. Where as

all other teams have been playing
inconsistently and their perform-
ances have been fluctuating from
^tournament to tournament, it is Au-
stralia who have been giving im-

proved performances with each sub-
sequent tournament in the last year.

Australia finished third in the
Wbrld Cup in January 1982, then
improved further to climb up to

second position in the Champions
Trophy in June 1982 at Amsterdam.

m0 9mrU final: India vs Japan

•' *

And in November they have won
their first ever gold medal in Inter-

national hockey at Melbourne. The
most remarkable feature about the
Australian hockey team has been
that they have never been thorough-
ly outplayed by any team during
1982 wnereas all other teams includ-

ing Pakistan, Germany, Holland and
India have. All these teams have lost

by heavy margins to their opponents
in one tournament or the other. In

fact Australia were distinctly un-

lucky not to reach the finals of the
World Cup when they lost to Ger-
many in the tie-breaker.

Coming back to the Esanda, India
started on a good note when in rheir

opening match they defeated Pakis-

tan by 2-1. This win was more note-

worthy because of the fact that only

10 days before Pakistan had defe-
ated India 7-1 in the Asiad final.

Even after the Asiad final (before
India played Pakistan in the Esanda)
I had written in the Sportsworld 15
December, “Many people may ridi-

cule me when I say that the same
Indian team could have given a
tough time to Pakistan and was even
capable of beating it." I am happy to

say that my stand was vindicated as I

feel both India and. Pakistan have
teams of the same standard. Both
have excellent forward lines but
mediocre half lines and deep de-
fence and still weaker goalkeepers.
This becomes more pronounced
when we play other European teams.

In the match against Pakistan, In-

dia’s defence held on grimly and the
Indian forward line functioned well.

.TARAPADA

BANSRJEIT



It* feet the scttfe should have bean
44 In India’s favour* as on twp occa-
sions die Indians Were unlucky. Just
as the half time whistle was blown
Jagdeep scored, but the goal was
rightly disallowed Then of course
the Indian captain Zafar Iqbal again
muffed a penalty stroke

I place a lot more importance to
India’s win against Holland as it has
been a long time since we have been
able to get the better of the Dutch
We went down to them m the World
Cup after leading at one stage and
then lost to them again at Am-
sterdam
However, by all accounts, the

Esanda clash was a superb match
First Gomes converted a penalty
stroke to give India the lead and
then Bowman converted a penalty
corner for Holland for the equaliser
India's winning goal came four
seconds from the end through Vmeet
Kumar who converted a penalty
corner
With this win India for all practical

purposes were in the semi finals as
its next two matches were compara
tively easy and India won against
Malaysia 4-0 and then beat China
20
In the only other crucial match in

Pool A, a depleted Pakistan threw m
the towel and lost to Holland I 6
This was the second drubbing taken
by Pakistan at the hands of the
Dutch They had earlier lost to Hoi
land in Amsterdam 1 7

In Pool 4
B* things were quite con

fusing till the end as New Zealand
came back into the reckoning with a

bmg after their dismal performance
in the last World Cup where they
came 7th They had lost 3-12 to

Pakistan
In Melbourne, the Kiwis beat West

Germany 3-0 The New Zealand for
wards put up a great show Daji,

Miskimm ana Parkins combined well
throughout the tournament New
Zealand then went on to beat Eng
land 3-2 With these two wins the
Kiwis also qualified for the semi
finals even though they lost badly to

Australia, 3-7 In fact, they weie
leading 2-0 at half time but then
were completely outplayed by the
fast and attacking Australians who
banged m seven goals m the second
half

Austialia m their next match, got
the better of West Germany 2 1 and
then played Jr goalless draw with
England
The semi final line up was Austra

ha versus Holland and India versus
New Zealand
Austialia defeated Holland 2 1 It

was Ric Charlesworth’s match as he
broke the Dutch defence time and
again However, it was Holland who
took the lead through Bowman who
convened a penalty corner But
then, only three minutes later Peter
Hosselhurst equalised from a coun
terattack In the dying minutes
Botch scored a controversial goal to

give the home team a 2-1 win
In the second semi-final India

came from behind to beat New Zed
land 3 2 At half time the Kiwis were
leading by a solitary goal scored by
McLeod off a penalty corner With

Shahid coming in as a replacement
for Sayed Ah in the secona half India
took control and it was Shahid who
scored the equaliser and then again
he set up a pass for Jalaluddin to

give India the lead Then, while
India was playing with nine players
because of two suspensions, Patel
equalised for New Zealand Howev-
er, a little later Vmeet Kumar scored
the match winnet for India
And with it India entered a ‘world

class’ final after a lapse of seven
years The Asian Games and the

!

Olympics have been robbed of much
of their hockey glamour m the last

couple of years, and the only notable
performance by India was way back
in the 1975 World Cup
With their splendid display

throughout the Fsanda till the final,

India had raised high hopes at home.
And my word, what a shattering blow
it once again turned out to be We all

expected a rousing final, but Aus-
tralia were two goals up within the
first six minutes

India, unbelievably, were four
goals down at half time Like in the
semi finals, by the time Shahid and
Mervyn Fernandez came on as sub-
stitutes it was too late We domin-
ated play m the second half and yet
again muffed up two penalty strokes
and quite a few penalty corners But
Australia added two more to their

tally, conceded a lone goal and won
by the tennis scoi e 61
The Indians lost because their de-

fence failed m the same way they
had done at Delhi only 19 days ago

It is a puty that we once again

moment during the Indo Pak encounter in the Asiad



todki vs Bangladesh

conceded six goals in a match, four of

which were field goals. There is

definitely something basically wrong
with our defensive play. No doubt
the astro turf is playing its part in so
many goals being scored. But to

highlight this, 1 wish to point out that
during my own playing career, I

played four matches against Pakis-
tan and the total score in the four
matches was just 3-2 in favour of

India. We conceded two goals both
off penalty comers, one at Hamburg
in 1966 (1-1) and the other at London

[

1967 (0-1). On the other hand we
|

scored three goals, one of which was
a penalty stroke at Tokyo in 1964;

I

the other two were field goals,

scored at the 1966 Bangkok Asiad
(1-0) and the other in 1966 at Ham-
burg (1-1).

Our full backs and half backs,
unlike in the days gone by do not
cover each other up and our goal-
keepers, as a result, are exposed to
the field shots of the opponents.
As Manager of the Indian team

Balbir Singh very rightly pointed out
after the Esanda-final that we will

'have to evolve new methods to coun-
ter the European game of long pas-
ses on astro-turf. It is on the latter

surface that our style of hockey has
found itself in difficulty on more
than one occasion. Looking back on
the year gone by, I feel that the
salient points of the European style
6f hockey are: fast counter attacks,
long passes, outnumbering oppo-
nents in defence, having outstanding
goalkeepers and supreme fitnessand
speed.
On the other hand our boys have

yet to get accustomed to the astro- I

turf which we received just before !

the Delhi Asiad. Other countries
have already been playing on the

surface for the last five or six years. I

am not trying to give excuses for our
heavy defeats but the methods and
tactics have to be looked into and
only practice will make perfect.

First of all India has to really

strengthen her defence. Both India
and Pakistan have to concentrate on
their halves and full backs. Our full

backs tend to play too much upfield
any very square, a policy which is

suicidal against a pass from an over-

head scoop. With the use of the hand
banned completely in hockey, the
Indians, as a result, have conceded
many penalty coners on this score.

Moreover to strengthen our de-

fence we will have to ask our inside

right to stay about 50 per cent in the
half line and to play as a withdrawn
inside right rather than as an attack-
ing forward. I am not advocating a
four man half line, but we need
someone like the Australian captain
Charlesworth, who is an inside right,

I who can feed the other forwards as
well as help his defence.
Mr Mazhar Shaikh a well-known

Pakistani journalist told me after the
final at Delhi that Pakistan are
seriously thinking of playing with
four forwards and four halves in the
future to counter the Europeans. I

may not go that far at present, but
certainly feel that our defence needs
a lot more tightening up.

If European teams like Holland
can score 13 goals against Pakistan
in two matches with only three or

NIKHIL BHATTACHARYA

four forwards, there is no reason why
we should not be able to do better
with four and a half forwards. There
is nothing wrong with our forward
line, we can beat any defence in the
world with the present set of for-

wards. But our defence is the weak
link.

Both India and Pakistan are ex-

perimenting with their centre
halves. Goal keeping is another sore
point for both the countries.
The three most important posi-

tions in a team are the inside right,

the centre half and the goalkeeper.
These three positions have been the
strong point of Australia. Charles-

worth as inside-right, Trevor Smith
as centre half and G. Reid in goal are

the pillars of the Aussie team.
On the whole the Indian perform-

ance in 1982 was noteworthy and the
boys should also he congratulated
for their excellent overall display at

Melbourne. The Indian team i$>

young and most of the players can
hope to represent the country for

another four years or so. Most of*vhe

other teams are in the of process
breaking up. Manioor ul Hasan and
Samiullah of Pakistan will soo»>be
retiring, and Australia's Trevor
Smith and Charlesworth will.not test

yery long. Holland and West Ger-
many are also in the same boat.

It is for this reason that I believe
that with a few changes here and
there these same boy* can deliver
the goods for India. The Indian
teanrs performance can be judged
by the fact that it has-been,pester
ing will with each subsequent
tournament.

,

- ,

'



“We mad temai lam1 pri mss"
ZAFAR IQBAL tells 0. RAHUL on his return from Australia

C€ A USTRAUA no doubt are a
XXgood side, even better thanxXgood side, even better than

us. However, we made mistakes but
for which ik? result of the matdi
would have been different, at least

not as lop-sided as 6-1.” This is how
India's captain, Zafar Iqbal, summed
up the Esanda International hockey
tournament final at Melbourne.

Elaborating, the 25-year-old skip-

per, an engineer by training, said

that, as in the previous matches of

the campaign, India should have ex-

ercised greater caution in the earlier

stages of the final using the first 15
or 20 minutes to size up and check
the Australians.
Against Pakistan, the Netherlands

and New Zealand Syed Ali and
Gomes, the two inside forwards play-

ed a cautious, withdrawn game “Dub
Ice” which left less scope for gaps in

our rear and was a great help to the
defence. “All of us five forwards
went into the attack in a line against
Australia,” regretted Zafar, adding
that when India lost the ball the
Australians were quick to counterat-
tack.

With those huge gaps there, India
had no answer to these swift counter-
attacks. By the time India rear-

ranged their resources, the damage
had been done. The Australians were
already four up.
Zafar paid a rich tribute to the

speed and fitness of the admirable
Australians. Also their experience
and teamwork. With the exception of

Riley and Browning, the same set of

Australians has represented the
country for an amazing period of

time. No other side in the world is

collectively as mature and intelli-

S
ent as this Australian team under
tie leadership of Ric Charlesworth,

a general medical practitioner by
profession.
Commenting on their style of play,

Zafar said that, though they play the
same five-three-two formation as we
do, in the interchanging of positions
the Australians are uvery clever”.
Charlesworth himself is the
cleverest, Zafar thinks. He is fol-

lowed by Terry Walsh, the man who
scored four of the six Australian
goals in the final.

But when India got into their
stride in the second half they were as
good as the Australians, added
Zafar. “We were then deserted by
luck. Jalal and I failed with penalty
strokes, Shahid, who came in the
second half, saw two of his shots hit

the goal posts and Syed and Mervyn
were each guilty of a bad miss. With
an open goal in front, Syed's stick

was “hooked” by an Australian, but
the infringement went unnoticed by
the umpire-

Early in the match, another umpir-
ing decision went against India,

Zafar thought. That was when Craig
Davies hit nis second penalty corner
goal. The shot was too high, accord-
ing to Zafar. Before it went in, full

back Vineet Kumar had taken the
ball on his stick at body height.
The difference between the two

teams is not as much as the six-one

margin would suggest, Zafar felt. In

fact, had India had their share of

luck the score line should have read
much closer: 6-5 if not even six-all.

A change of attitude would do the
game and its players in India a lot of

good Zafar, felt. India were number
three at the Champions Cup in Am-
sterdam and number two in the
Esanda Cup—both world tourna-
ments far higher in quality than the
Asian Games. This is no mean
achievement, but people only talk of

our defeat in the final.

In Zafar’s opinion the Indian team
had indeed improved. The changes
after the Asian Games final—Jala-

luddin for Charanjit Kumar and Neel
Kamal for M. R. Negi—were for the
better. Jalaluddin was a very consis-

tent performer on the right wing at

Melbourne. Neel Kamal, who was
fielded against China, also did well,

says Zafar. While players like Sha-
hid, Fernandes and Syed All needed
little comment, Zafar thought
Gomes, as an inside forward, and full

back Vineet Kumar established
themselves at Melbourne. Manohar
Topno, the other full back, of course,
is already an established pillar of the
side. Shahid and Fernandes were
used mostly as ‘‘reserve” weapons at

Melbourne Zafar also praised the
Indian team management.

Starting at the beginning that is

the match against Pakistan, Zafar
said his team played without the
tension of the New Delhi Asian
Games final. “We put that behind
us,” he explained.

“Afte'r our heavy defeat at New
Delhi, our approach to the Pakistan
match at Melbourne was “every*
thing-to-gain-and-nothing-fo-lose”
and that helped us. We avoided the
mistakes of New Delhi. Syed Ali and
Gomes played a little ‘hut ke’ and
that gave us a good, safe feeling.

There were no big gaps for the
Pakistani forwards to exploit.”

Syed began the Melbourne cam-
paign with a goal against Pakistan
who drew level through a penalty
corner goal by stalwart full-back
Manzoor Senior. But Zafar himself
snatched the winner following
another penalty corner.

In this confidence-restoring vic-

tory everyone played a part, accord-

ing to Zafar. Vineet and Topno were

splendid, especially the latter, “who
even came up into the inside-right
position when the occasion deman-
ded,” thus putting the pressure on
the opponents. In the last stages
goalkeeper Romeo James brought
off a good save from Mushtaq who
somehow got possession of the ball.

“It was a good start and we kept it

up against the Netherlands,” «Zafar
went on. “In Bouwman and Van
t’Hek the Dutch have two very good
players. But we put guards on them*
especially the wandering Bouwman,
who was effectively checked by Top-
no.” Still Bouwman got a goal. But
India got two—through Gomes
(stroke) and Vineet Kumar (penalty
corner) a bare four seconds from the
close. Zafar has no doubts that it was
a genuinely gained penalty corner
award followed by an equally
genuine goal, whatever the protests.
A Dutch player was first guilty of
“kicks” and Vineet's shot went in off
a defender’s stick, the ball still

sounding the boards.

Zafar was all praise for the New
Zelanders whom India beat 3-2 in the
semi-final.

“Arre

!

They are a fine
hockey team. They played as well as
they did in the Montreal Olympics
where they won the gold medal. The
Indians m the side, Ramesh Patel
and Peter Daji, aie very good.”
The New Zealanders took the lead

about the tenth minute from a penal-
ty corner. “Things changed for India
when Shahid replaced Jagdeep. The
dribble following which Shahid got
the equaliser was wonderful. The
New Zealanders stood still, as
though in admiration It was like an
electric current passing thiough the
Kiwi defence. In the end, when Sha-
hid put the ball into the goal, the
New Zealanders broke into laughter
at their own helplessness.” Jalal
then made it 2-1 tor India before
Patel restored parity for the Kiwis.
“Vineet finally saw us through to the
final with a penalty corner shot. U
was a fast, exciting up-and-down
game.”

Three Indians were selected to
play for the Rest of the World
against Australia at Adelaide at the
end of the tournament, but because
of their flight bookings they could
not accept the invitation The three
were Mohammed Shahid, Mervyn
Fernandes and Manohar Topno.
“Ours is a young team, with each

player still having years of hockey in
him, and if we can maintain our
progress and play with less tension
India can look forward to maintain-
ing its Olympic title," said Zafar
before going home to Ahgarh for a
few days of well earned rest.
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iere is a shortage of

fast bowlers now
DRJEHANGIR KHAN telfs MUDAR PATHERYA

DR. JEHANGIR KHAN, who
played for India in her very

first Test is an old man now, hair
very much whitening. He has a
heard now, but for those who have
had* even a glance at the sepia
snaps of the Indians of 1932 or

' 1936, the man would not be hard to
recognise.
When this writer rang him up at

; his residence. Dr. Khan could hard-
! ly believe that someone from India
could think of remembering him,

:
let alone asking for a personal

;
interview. He agreed without
hesitation and though he spoke

' quite softly, he still stood up to his
sijc feet and ramrod straight too.

He calls around in his near pala-
tial home for refreshments and

v then prepares some tea. There are
also some sweetmeats which he
asks to be sampled: “Made by my
daughter, you know.” And then
quite suddenly he apologies for his
driver’s absence: he cannot
^arrange transport for his guest and
fhels downright pained about it.

Old men there are, but seldom do
they come gentler than Dr. Jehan-
gir Khan.

8PORTSWORLD: Tell us some-
thing about your early involve-
ment with the game.
JEHANGIR KHAN: Well, I was
born in a village called Basti Ghu-
san near Jullundur city in East

,
Punjab. Cricket was a part of our
family. My two elder brothers play-
ed it and my two maternal uncles
were also very good at the game.
Of the latter two, one captained
the Mamdot Club of Lahore for 20

,

years while the other played for

|

the Muslim University of Aligarh.
Even on the paternal side, there

Whs much enthusiasm for the
* game. The other sport that the
elders of the family played in those
times was football because hockey
had not been introduced in the

\

Cjwintiy. Hockey was to come some
in 1922-23, the time around

t which I was in my ninth class.

, My school was in the American
[^Mission compound and was called

the American Presbyterian Mis-
sion High School. This was a mile
or so from my home village and
after passing my primary school I

went over to the high school run by
the American missionaries. I

started playing cricket while 1 was
still at home because there was
plenty of it all around. Many mem-
bers of our family played for their
schools and colleges.
This village is situated 70 miles

east of Lahore and 220 miles from
Delhi. There was a very famous old
cantonment nearby—the Dogra
Centre. The British were very fond
of cricket and when this canton-
ment was established in Jullundur
the Englishmen indulged in the
game there too, so we followed
suit. We learnt of it because some
of the players went there to learn
what the new game was about and
a few were also employed as
groundsmen in the various canton-

<' - * r.ovWVSTV" 1

ment regiments.

SW: Were there any objections
from the members of your family
to your playing the game?

JK: No. My family had always
believed in sport. Long before
cricket we had wrestling and some
of our fighters challenged the
great wrestlers of the Punjab, in

their own time. Our village also
produced some very famous hock-
ey players one of whom captained
the hockey team twice and who
now lives quite close by. His name
is Mohammed Niaz Khan and other
was Firoz Din, who played with
Dhyan Chand.
SW: What about your academic

qualifications?

JK: I passed my matriculation
from Mission High School as I have
told you and then went to a local
college, the Dayanand Anglo Ver-
nacular College, run by the Hindu
society.

I passed my intermediate from
that college and then went over to

the Islamic College, Lahore. In
1927 I played for my college and
university and in 1929 I was spot-

ted by one of my professors,
Ukramet by name.
He got in touch with someone in

the Calcutta University and they
organised matches between the
Punjab and Calcutta Universities.

I played about two or three times. I

did my BA examinations from Pun-
jab University and then was
selected to play for -the all-India

team that toured England in 1932.
SW: You actually proved your

merit thatyear at Delhi by a timely
bowling performance.
JK: Quite right. I played there

and professor Ukramet was also

there as a reporter. Duleep and
Iftikhar Pataudi were also there
and they appreciated my field-

ing—I had taken two excellent
catches. ,

SW: there was alot of politics in,

that ride to England .in 1932.

JK: Well, this side-let me
gather the. courage to say afterail



these years was not detected on
merit, it was * team of individuals
gathered on a communal basis and
it was agreed that a certain num-
ber would be Muslims, a certain
number Hindus and a certain num-
ber belonging to the rest.

And since it was the Maharaja pf
Patiala (who was a Sikh ruler)
leading the side in the beginning,
two Sikhs were included—Lall
Singh and Joginder Singh. Lall
Singh did not even have the re-

sidential qualifications according
to the 1932 souvenir published on
the occasion. He was born in
Malaya and had come all the way
from there to participate in the
two trial matches. And as for
Joginder' Singh, he was in the
Maharaja’s service—a captain in

his small army.
SW: It is also said that before

dawn on the morning of the Test
some of the players gathered out-
side the Maharaja of Porbandar’s
room and demanded that C. K.
Nayudu be dropped from the cap-
taincy, otherwise they wouldn’t
play.

JK: I don’t think so. Porbandar
was selected as a representative of
the princes. He chose Limbdi as his
vice captain, did not play too many
matches, sat down for that single
Test and put Nayudu forward to
captain the team. Porbandar real-
ised that he wasn’t up to the stan-

£V; \ ‘ vrV.
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Dr Khan in a roomful of memories

dard.
SW: Wasn't the team a dis-

jointed one arising from communal
differences?
JK: No. It was the first time that

India had gone out, so everybody
tried their best. Of course, the
Maharaja of Patiala had taken a
team out also in 1912.

Lato Ammath wtth C. K Nayudu (right)

SW: In 1911, 1 think.

JK: Er, yes but that was a pri-

vate visit.

SW: What was the mood of the
players before going out that his-

toric morning of India’s first-ever

Test?
JK: They were all keen cricketers.

The fact was that our batting was
not as good as our bowling. Our
batting was brittle. That is one
weakness that exists even today in

our (Pakistan’s) batting.

You get a good start but two,
three, four wickets fall in the mid-
dle order and then there is plenty
of pressure on the last two or three
players. So, though we have gained
in experience and practice from
tours within the country and
abroad, we still lack in concentra-
tion.

SW: What about those two wick-
ets that Nissar took—one of Sutc-
liffe, the other of Holmes?
JK: Oh, they were great deliver-

ies, there is no question about it.

Nissar was a very good bowler and
my college fellow—senior to me.
When I was in the BA he joined the
MA course. We were in the same
team so he was my good friend too.

He normally bowled inswingers
but occasionally his deliveries
went away—even he never knew
how it happened! It is also surpris-

ing that he was never no-ball by
any umpire, British or Indian.
SW: There must have been many

words of encouragement ex-
changed at that time if you re-

member.
JK: Oh, plenty. Also much leg

pulling because Nissar was such a



fine gentleman. At this point let

L$he digress a bit. Actually when I

in the Islamia College and in

ifee University, we were seven
payers who came from Jullundur.
They studied in various schools in

Juliundur but when we came to
‘Lahore we played in one team.
Only three—Khwaja Saeed who
died very young and two others—
were from a different place.
SW: Lai Singh’s throw is the

;

talking point of history even now.
;

He ran out Frank Woolley and
i
England were reduced to 19 for

. Jffc Lall Singh was a very good
fielder and somehow he had plenty
pf anticipation. He began to move
with the bowler and when the shot
was hit he had already moved a
step or two. He was quick on his

feet, a fine runner.
SW: The batting was a bit of a

letdown after our fine bowling.
JK; We had some very good

S
layers like Wazir A4i and Nazir
li who also came from Jullundur.
We had the two Sikhs also.
Whenever they moved about on
the streets people used to follow
them, amused by their turbans and
beards.
In one of the festival matches at

Folkestone where I was also pre-
sent, D. R. Jardine and Percy
Chapman persuaded Joginder
Singh to show them how he tied a
knot on his head. They were very

S
leased when they got to know
ow it all happened. On the second

tour in 1936 they used to be fol-

lowed everywhere by children be-
cause they could easily be recog-
nised. Bahadur Kapadia, the wick-
et keeper, always used to shout
“Saa/o migrates chhey” (they are
migrates) in his own language,
Cujarati.
SW: You were also there on the

1936 tour, on which it is said that
politics again played a big part.

JK: Well, of that I do not know
much because after leaving Lahore
1 joined Cambridge and had stayed
there for seven years. I did my BA
honours, tri-pass as they called it,

and then stayed on for my Ph.D
which took me three years. So I

was ignorant of the politics as I was
mostly away.
SW: Lala Amarnath was also

lent back to India midway if you
remember.
JK: I was present there when it

all happened. 1 was then studying
in England as I have told you and
had gone to London. I had injured
my little finger while fielding in
the slips at Cambridge.

Incidentally, 1 tried to take a
catch on my left side, lost my
balance and ended up resting on
my left hand and injured -this fin-

ger which is still stiff. Even after

45 years I have to bend it every
morning and every evening to pre-
vent it from stiffening.

But back to the Amarnath inci-

dent. 1 was not playing as 1 had a
bandaged finger so I decided to go
to Lord’s to see the Indians play-
ing. Vizianagram, who was the cap-
tain, tried to save Amarnath as it

•was already afternoon when ale

had gone in to bat; Amamath was a
great all-rounder, great batsman,
great bowler but a slightly touchy
and unbalanced man.
Our first two wickets had gone

quickly so the Maharaia Of Vi-
zianagram was trying his level best
to shield Amarnath. He sent in a
nightwatchman who also got out
and the Maharaja was forced to
send Amamath in the last over or
the last but one over. Amamath
went in, played one or two balls

!

and then got bowled.
He was furious when he came to

the pavilion, started cursing Vi-
zianagram and threw his bat to one
side, his gloves on another and
then abused Vizianagram again.
The manager, Brittain Jones who
was the ADC to the viceroy, was
angry with Amarnath for his be-
haviour and told him to pack up.
Then Amarnath realised that it

was serious and begged on his
knees to be forgiven. But the man-
ager said that he had behaved so
ignominously that he should leave
the country immediately. The man-

j

ager however, was adamant and
had the ticket brought im-
mediately.
SW: When did that famous “bird

incident’* take place?
JK: We were playing the MCC.

|Tom Pearce was batting and I was
bowling from a north to south

|

direction. The bird was travelling I

from east to west and the flight of
the ball and the bird coincided. As
the bird was a lighter creature it

was carried towards the batsman,
jTom Pearce played the ball and
j

the bird fell behind him, missing
the bails. It was badly hurt and
fluttering at that time. It died soon
after and as it had taken place at
Lord’s and never before in the
history of the game it was pre-
served in the Lord’s museum. It is

there even today.
SW: You must have participated

in the quadrangulars and the pen-
tangulars in Bombay.
JK: That was the highest class of

cricket in India at that time. I had
just come from Cambridge in 1939
and had injured myself. I had torn
a stomach muscle and it was pain*
ing quite badly. I had it treated by
a masseur in England but it did not
heal.
When I came to Bombay, Nazir

Ali my old friend caught hold of
me. He asked me whether I would
play in the Pentangulars but I said
that I was not feeling very fit. But
now he insisted that whatever the
case may be I would have to play. I

played, got some wickets but as the
pain increased I told Nazir that it

would be impossible for me to
continue. Tbat was the only time I



Majid Khan—cricket in the family

played in the pentangulai s—only world I went twice after my play

one game mg days and I found a great

SW: Do you think that the change
cricketers of today are extracting SW. How do you take innova-

as much enjoyment from the game tions like coloured clothing id

as players m your times did. cricket?

JK:I used to play at that time for JK: Well, sometimes it looks

the leading dub m Lahore and we quite queer to me
used to get six annas per day which SW: How would you compare the

was enough for two cups of tea and cricketers of yesteryears with
two plates of bhaturas That was those of today?

for the whole day so we used to JK: The batting has certamh
have two plates of bhaturas for improved by experience and by
lunch and one cup of tea. At tea watching other players The pre

time it was just one cup cup and no sent day batsmen are much super-

biscuits Later, the amount was tor but 1 am not sure about the

increased to eight annas That was bowling department There is a

how much we enjoyed cricket shortage of fast bowlers now
then On an overseas tour we used When I was m England every
to get two pounds a week for all County had their last men, Lar-

our requirements including our wood and Voce for Notts, Bowes
laundry for Yorkshire, Allen for Middlesex
There is plenty of money now and Tate for Sussex

and if you play five Tests a year it You see, the problem is that

means 60,000 rupees. People in today every young fast bowler
those days were not ^greedy—they wants to achieve success very

lived a contented life. At present fast—wants to become a star in a

there is a lot of greed and cheating short time As far as the fielding

going around. Fifty years ago, the goes, we dropped many catches in

players were also better behaved oui time but I do not see the

-^this is not the case with just situation today having improved
India and Pakistan but all over the much either

SW: Let us talk about some
cricketers of yore. First we take J.

B. Hobbs.
JK: He was a very great batsman

because he suceeded on every type
of wicket. He would have made it

big m any era remember that he
had played very well on the sticky
wickets in Australia and also m
England His record also speaks
tor itself In fact, his last century
was hit against Cambridge

I also saw much of Frank Wool
ley His timing was so good that
one could hardly realise that he
was tapping the ball when it went
to the boundary I saw Woolley
hook Constantine for sixes Why,
he even hit Nissar for a six

When it comes to comparing
modern players individually 1

think Zaheer Abbas resembles
Walter Hammond the most
Zaheer is a marvellous player and
so was Walter You could hardly
set a field when the latter was iri

his mood

SW: Coming to the present Indi-

ans who has impressed you till

now?
JK: Well, theie is this openi i of

yours 1 think his name is Srik-

kanth I saw his innings of 135 on
television and what 1 saw will

remain m my memore foi quite a
long time His performance, was
discussed at home He is one who
can also be computed with the
gieat hitters of yesteiveai
SW: What about Majid’s involve-

ment with cricket^

JK: You know we migrated from
India after partiton and got a claim
certificate that enabled us to get a
plot of land here We lelatives

settled down in one place and
Majid and Imian began plavmg in

the lawn in front of this house
Thev often used to take matches
and Abdul Qadu was anothei who
often used to come and |oin them
hete
Moreover, the bovs were helped

as cricket was fn the family The
mothers of Majid and Imran are
sisteis and so is the mother of

another Test plavei Javed Burki I

often tell my wite that this is just

the second time in the whole his-

tory when thiee sisteis have pio*

duced internationals 1 he fn st was
when the Lodi sisteis man ltd
princes who became emperors la-

ter on
SW: Since the the topic is hot at

the moment, how would you com-
pare Imran Khan with Mohammed
Nissar?
JK: The pity is that though Im-

ran lives not more than 200 yaids
from where we aie sitting I have
never seen him bowl in the nets he
is touring most of the time

13
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ABDUL QADIR, the enigmatic Pakistani leg-spinner tells MUDAR
PATHERYA in an exclusive interview .

A BARE 250 yaids from Imran
ZXKhan’s house, a few enquiries in

Dharampura and you are there. It's a
small lane, kutcha to be precise, and
not enough for even two cars to pass
through at a time. But Abdul Qadir’s
house is just in front so you don't

bother. Let the world take care of

itself. A young man answers the
door, but Qadir is not at home Could
1 call at nine tomorrow? Done
But next day Abdul the tweaker

still remains elusive, much like the
stuff he bowls Until he meets you
one evening right out of the blue,

shakes your hand like a friend of oh
so long ago, then apologises for mis-

sing you once. So we meet one after-

noon at his place and then the yarns
about spinners.

“I began as a young boy, was a

street cricketer to begin with. I nev-
er played for any club but later to

play regularly 1 joined the Dharam-
pura Gymkhana, one of our clubs, for

whom I am playing even now. And
really it is a God-gifted thing though
I was helped as I saw some good leg

spinners. There was one who was
playing for Rawalpindi by the name
of Sabir and the other was Intikhab,

Alam.” Aftet a bit of prompting

I

Qadir begins again. “Yes, of ‘Inty’ I

I saw little because he was for most of

the time playing for Surrey and
involved himself so little in the
domestic tournament. But I was very
impressed by Sabn And 1 tried and
struggled aftei seeing him. Thank
God I did something ”

But you wouldn’t know that this

very man had begun his career as a
medium paced slinger, opened the
batting too until someone said that it

did look indecent enough for one
man to monopolise the show this

way. So Qadir, with visions of ‘Inty’

already up there, took to leg spin-

ning. And winning matches, you
guess. But Qadir tells vou “I am not a
complete bowler still. I am only
learning.” You don’t take that and
you tell him. He smiles.

Abdul Qadir is off then to his
schooling career “I played a few
times foi them. Actually 1 was very
keen to play cricket all the time so

my studies did suffer. 1 played about
15 games for my school in tourna-

ments bur had already become
famous for my club so 1 cannot say
that 1 did much for myself from my
school

”

It was inevitable that his story

would have a page or two about
parental intervention “Oh ves, there

were a lot of objections They did not

encourage it as they, were very reli-

gious people So all the time they
were telling me not to play so much
of cricket, telling me that I was
wasting my time with the boys, doing
nothing, only going out in the morn
ing and coming back in the evening.

They said that it did not look nice

and thsp I should also start praying a

bit. Why, they have still not accepted
the idea of my playing cricket!”

Raised eyebrows and gaping faces

but Qadir nods his head and says it is

true.

And wasn't his father the Imam of

the mosque they have in Dharam-

f

mra you ask? “That’s right. He died
ast year and would you believe it, he
did not know about a single ball of

the game? At times he just watched
the TV and saw me there. Mv mother ,

does the same today ”

Then he retuins to his progress at

college “In the first year I did not

get wickets or runs but m the second
1 was the vice captain of the team
and played only about four or five

games for the college In the first

match I made tust one run but from
the second I got a century in each
game till the fourth, in the fifth—it

was the final—I was 145 not out and
had taken 35 wickets or so too. After
that 1 was established.”
Qadir was called on to play his first

Test in 1977-78 but failed "I was
playing a Test match at that time but
not thinking about that. I was in very
good form at that time and a young
guy too Boycott was batting against

me but I never felt that such a great
batsman was standing at the other
end. I bowled well m that particular

game but got only one wicket ” It

was of Bob Willis, probably the
world’s worst Test batsman “But I

can tell you something,” Qadir says.

“Our first match had finished and 1

went back to the hotel and our
captain Ban was coming from the
other side. He asked me if I was
satisfied and happy. I said that I was
not. He ask^d me the matter,” re-

lates Qadir with expressive gestures.

“I told him that I had not taken many
wickets but he told me that it doesn’t

matter and that ^ou are playing all

three Test matches. That made me
even more determined.”
Immediate success. Bowling from

the Thandi Sarak end, ‘Bulbul* Qadir
had the English batsmen groping
and Wisden went to the length of

saying that he had been one notable
discovery for a long time. He got six

for 44 and reminds you that it broke
the 24-year-old record of Fazal

j

Mahmood. To cream it, Qadir got
some five again in the last Test and
the man was made.
He was taken to England in 1978

when the other super Pakis were
under signatures to Packer. Pakistan
did badly, lost two out of three and a
handful were even accused of being
bribed by a certain telly network
tycoon to play badly. Qadir, too,

failed. “I was immature then. A lot of

senior cricketers told me to keep
myself warm but I thought it



vrouUii^ matter, So on* line day I

started bowling ft the nets and there
wasa little twitch ft my shoulder but
I felt that it wasn’t anything. Later,
the pain increased and 1 had a poor
tour at the time. 1 came back and was
out of the Pakistan side for two
years.”

You ask .why but Qadir for once
refuses to talk. Hmmm, politics you
sense but Qadir doesn't give the
game away. He touches on it though.
“I got near-about 200 wickets in the
two seasons but never toured with
the Pakistani side in 1979-80 and
never also played against Rohan
Kanhai’s International touring side.

Even this year ( 1982) I was not called
up to play even against the Sri

Lankans in a First Class game!”

“Qadir, however; was brought over
to India under Asif Iqbal in 1979. He
did not play a major role in the
series, or secondary for that matter.
One of the allegations handed out
was that he had not been bowled
adequately, a requirement deserving
fulfilling. “I don’t blame Asif (Iqbal)
actually. We failed in the batting,
never got many runs, you know, and
also Asif was not too confident about
me. He hadn’t played any games
against me and thought that a leg
spinner was a very expensive bowler.
I did manage to* play at Bangalore

|

and at Delhi. It was in Delhi that 1

I

bowled some 13 overs, seven or six of
which were maidens and gave away

I

only 16 runs. In the second innings
Asif never gave me the ball and all

day I just fielded at square leg and
mid off. I played at Bombay and
there I bowled four to five overs and
gave away ten to 12 runs. In the
second innings Asif gave me five
overs, there were two maidens, gave
some 15 or 16 runs and got one
wicket—of Vishwanath.”
Qadir was also chosen for his coun-

try against the West Indies at home
in 1980-81 and how the accusation
against Miandad was that Qadir had
been grossly over-bowled. But this is

hats off for the bearded spinner. He
doesn’t wish to comment. Why don’t
you ask Miandad this question?” he
chuckles, then moves on. “Well, the
Lahore wicket was very soft then and
a good batting track. The same was
the case with the pitch at Faisalabad
where the second match was played,
the strip being dead and slow. I

played only two matches and got
ejignt wickets and was never played
dn turning wickets at Karachi and
Multan. That was unfair 1 thought.
One of the two spinners finished
with 15 wickets from four Tests and
the other took 16. Comparatively, I

too had a similar average,” Qadir
says, explaining his case.

“And nobody was even appreciat-
ing that I had taken 87 wickets last

season. It was only Imran Khan and
he knows me well. He realised that

here was a great spjpner who had all

the varieties. He had played two or
three First Class games against me

Asif Iqbal—-not to blame

earlier and most of the times I had
got him out. That is why, I guess, he
was very impressed by me. I used to
bowl against players in the nets also
and got Imran out always. One day
he came and told me that I should
play club cricket in England. I said
no, I wasn’t interested and wanted to

finish my career. He began abusing
like anything, telling me that I had
the ability and never knew how good
1 was. So he asked me to contact

f

)eople in the league cricket in Eng-
and. I got in touch with the Hanging
Heaton Club, played five games for
them and got 25 wickets. Remember,
it is a 55-over game there.”
Hanging Heaton is it? You remind

Javad Miandad—no comment

i
r~

him of that tiffthathe had had and
to.,tty* *bhr It began wbfeh Qadir
was put oh from one particular end
and had die batsman beaten thrice
in his first over, the wind and other
conditions were just perfect but
Qadir was taken off next over for a
medium pacer. Qadir requested a
bowl from the end where he had
confused the left hander but the
captain wouldn't agree. Finally, he
had to condescend, requested to be
taken off temporarily and be
brought on later but from the very
end that had favoured him. This, too,
was rejected and the captain, a cer-
tain Garner tried to force Qadir on
from the other end. “He said that he
was the captain. Even I said that I

was not a street cricketer but an
1

International bowler. He said that it

would be bad for me but I didn’t,
bother. The fielders came to me and
requested me to bowl but I said no. I

was firm that if he wanted me. to go
on he should first apologise, then
allow me to bowl from the end that I

was best suited to. That evening I

told the Chairman that I did not want
to play any mo(re cricket for Hanging
Heaton. The hext day 1 saw the-
headline “Hanging Heaton sacks
Test man!” Qadir laughs even at the
thought of it.

And then it’s back to the tour of
England in the summer of ’82. “All
credit goes to Imran and he was very
^confident about me. He was sure that
if I toured with the Pakistan side I

would surely be successful. He
wasn’t really supported in his deci-

sion by the Selection Committee, so
he took me on his own responsi-
bility.”

“I was happy, thank God, that I did
well. I went into the Test with 50
wickets from the First Class games. I

also got some ten wickets in the
Tests which is really good because in

the last one I was completely unfit.

Gatting hit a ball and I put my hand
in th£ way and my fingers were cut.”
You remind him of the Press critic-

ism and he blubbers, “oh, foooo.
They were all against me. Some even
said that I was a cousin of Imran
Khan!”
The moment of truth now comes

against India. Critics back home
have written him off, saying that he

„

will never make it against the Indi-

ans. But Qadir shakes your hand
tightly, draws a deep breath and
then says, “Insha Allah 1 will do
something.” And then the chemistry
of the wicket* the wear and tear

seems inconsequential. Abdul the
schemer scratches his chin and the
killer gleam returns. He doesn't real-

ly care whether they say that the
action is unusual and that it is caus-
ing the damage or if it is the earth at

work. As long as the blasted thing is

turning 'Bulbul’ Qadir is satisfied.

And more often it does. Sunny
Gavaskar and his cadre shall cross
their fingers and hope that it very
well doesn't, not at least this series.

- js
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THE toss, that ! won, did not turn
out as important as I thought itX out as important as I thought it

would be. I was of the impression
i/that the pitch would be quicker than

was, greener and having more
taoisture too. But it turned out to be
even slower than the one on which
wejplayed in Australia that certainly
bad more bounce and moisture even
though it was in the middle of the
aunimer. So we ended up going and
fowling on a: wicket that turned out
•to be a reasonable batting track. As
COJjnpared to the Lahore pitch this
was definitely a faster one and the
Other advantage was that the ball

swung here because of the sea
hriete and especially when you

bowled into the wind. This wicket, I

thought, would help the leg spinner
and later on the finger spinners
would also be able to reap a benefit.

Early on there was a bit of a
misunderstanding between the Indi-

an openers and as a result, Sunil
Gavaskar was run out for eight.

Maybe if Arun Lai had run straight-

away he would have got in but be-
cause of the hesitation and Gavas-
kar’s slipping 1 had just enough time
to run him out. He might have got
through if he had gone on but it was
a bit risky to attempt it early in the
innings. India were now 10 for one
wicket and to have got Gavaskar out
marked a great relief in the Pakista-

ni team. His presence is always an
inspiration for his side in the middle
too because he is so used to giving
them good starts. So once he goes it

is psychologically bad for their team.
Vengsarkar, the next p*an, was

unlucky to have got such,a good ball
early on. It bounced on him and he
edged it to Mohsin in the slips for
none. India were now ten for two and
the two most dangerous batsmen in
the Indian side had gone. They can
both stay around for long so obvious-
ly we were relieved. I wish we had
got Vishwanath out straightaway
and if Mohsin had held that catch
that same over it would have set
India back greatly.



* Vishwanath is that*©* of xbats-
idan who cm <^tngi§ the course at
the game. After getting ^way and 4

before we knew anything he had 20
runs on the board. So in that situa-

tion sometimes you have sot to go on
the defensive which is why he is so
dangerous a player. Arun Lai was
just interested in staying there. He
was lucky I thought and had near
misses but 1 thought that he was
quite gutsy for Test Match cricket.
He also showed a very good Test
Match temperament and fought Jt
out. The batsmen, Vishwanath and
Lai, helped to put some life back into
the Indian batting and they had
carried the score to 48 when I

brought on Abdul Qadir. He made
one bounce in his first over and it

took Vishwanath on his glove which
was caught behind. The batsman had
made 24 and it was Qadir’s first

success of the series.

In fact, we might have even got
Mohinder Amamath, the incoming
batsman soon enough off Qadir
Mohinder edged him to forward
short leg but Malek never attempted
the catch. Malek is not a regular
short leg which is such a disadvan-
tage for ms. We missed Haroon
Rashid there and his presence in the
team had so much of an effect on the
fielding rather than the batting. I

guess I even lost my temper at
Saleem Malek at that stage but it

was just one of those things—in the
heat of the moment. India went in to
lunch at 55 for three, Arun Lai 15
and Mohinder on five.

Immediately after lunch I had
Mohinder going at the same score.

He was so concerned about not
touching the ball outside the off

stump that sometimes he let them go
even from very close. We had
noticed this in Lahore where he had
left them and was lucky to find them
going over the stumps. This time
however he was lbw without even
attempting a shot. After getting him
out of the way I felt quite weak—the
after effects of flu. Also, I began to

have cramps in my legs because I

was on antibiotics.

Sandeep Patil came in next and he
is one batsman who gives the bowler
a lot of chances. I thought he was
very lucky not to have got out in the
first couple of overs he faced off me.
He finally fell .to Qadir—good bowl-
ing—and Miandad had taken a bril-

liant catch at silly point. India were
now 70 for five and Patil had made
just four.
Then Kapil Dev joined Arun Lai.

Kapil was also fortunate; he could
have gone the very first ball he faced
of Qadir’s the same way he had
Sandeep Patil. The ball fell just a
foot away from Miandad and from
then on Kapil just decided to take
the bowling apart and platted some
beautiful snots. He was quite merci-
less on Qadir but again I thought that
hewas lucky. One hit Miandad which
was going straight to Mansoor at
cover; And Kapil is such a clean

Kapil looks at Ns Oat as Sarfraz congratulates Imran tor bowling his adversary out for one

hitter of the ball that he kept getting
away with everything; every ball
that he middled found the boundary.
His 50 dame off as many minutes,
just 30 balls and contained nine
fours and a six.

Kapil was singling out Qadir for

his hitting but that should not mean
that Qadir was bowling badly. I was
also keeping Qadir on because India
were then 70 for five and we could
afford to give aWay 30 to 40 runs and
get a wicket instead. But finally I had
to take Qadir off as Kapil Dev had
got on top at that stage and looked
more like scoring runs than getting
out. During that time when India had
advanced to 130 their sixth wicket
went. Arun Lai was leg before to

Sarfraz for 35—a lapse in concentra-
tion. Moreover, Aruri always played
on the back foot so he was always
going to be susceptible to anything
that moved away or kept low. The
batsman appeared dissatisfied about
the decision—all are about the
lbws—but I suggest that he look up
the replays. There had been no com-
plaints about the umpiring which
had been just perfect and no deci-

sion was doubtful at all. They were
all out.

Sarfraz later also got the prized

Kapil, in fact, he should have had
him much earlier but one had
cleared Zaheer and on another cou-
ple of occasions Kapil had played

and missed. Kapil played across the
line, topi,edged it and was caught and
bowled for 73 at 167 and immediate-
ly I put Qadir back on to bowl. Qadir
was getting help from the wicket but
when Kapil went on the attack he
began to lose it a bit. So when Kapil
had left, Qadir as the attacking bow-
ler was the best choice to put into
the attack.

And almost immediately Qadir
turned one well and Kirmani snicked*
one which Mohsin held brilliantly. It;

was 168 for eight and Kilrmani had"''

made 1 1 . A couple of balls later the
debutant Maninder was lbw, mis-
reading the flipper for none. Nekt
over, I came on and bowled Doshi by
one that came in a bit and India were
all out for 169, Madan Lai not out
with one.
Among the Pakistani bowlers I

thought that Sarfraz did very well. I

couldn’t bowl much and was ex-
hausted after lunch because of the
weakness. Qadir also bowled very
well, got four wickets and his best
ball was when he got Patil. Having
restricted India to only 169 I hoped
to make some 150 or 200 runs on,
then send India in. By that tinfie the
wicket would have begun to favour
the leg spinner even more so we
would be in a position to win the
match.
But much of Pakistan’s advantage 1

was gifted away in the evening when
j



batsmen played some very poor
J i^ri^jis. Mansopr, coming in place of

Mudassar who was down with flu,

Plashed at Madan Lai and edged it to
Kirmani for nought. Pakistan were
five for one ana it was a pity for
Mgnsoor; he is such- a good player
hut going through a baa . patch.
Next to fall was Moshin. He played

. some shots like he used to when he
was in form against the Australians
and the English but his one failing
has been that he always throws his
wicket away. Instead of allowing the
bowler to get him out Mohsin more
Often gives away his own wicket. He
did it this time also. He drove up-
pishly off Madan Lai to cover and
Mohinder Amaraath had held the
catch. Pakistan were 15 for two,
Moshin had made 12.

The justification in sending
Saleem Malek before Zaheer Abbas
was because Malik is such a good
player. But I guess that at that time

. he was just too eager to get on with
it. He has got all the talent and only
needs to relax and get the runs. He,
too, tried to drive and got the edge.
Kirmani behind had brought off a
brilliant catch and Pakistan were 18
for three and in trouble. Zaheer and
Miandad then took charge and they
suddenly made the bowling look
very easy. The day finished with
Pakistan at 57 for three and if the
two overnight batsmen could give
Pakistan a good start, I thought,
Pakistan should have been in a posi-

tion to force the initiative.

MIANDAD and Zaheer resumed
their overnight vigil and 1

thought that their partnership had
< been ideal except for a brief Mian-
dad flurry at Madan Lai. Otherwise,
Miandad was looking to stay there
and collecting singles while Zaheer
was on the attack all the time.

3
- It was Zaheer Abbas who kept the
Indian bowling on the defensive
while Miandad kept things going at

the other end, though not providing
the Indians with a breakthrough.
So I thought that it was a very

valuable partnership, disturbed only
when Miandad left a ball which hit

his pad. It was sheer bad luck on his

part as Mohinder’s ball was way
down the leg side. Somehow the
delivery hit his legs and got de-

; fleeted onto his stumps. Miandad
was out for 39 and Pakistan had lost

'

' their fourth wicket for 128. He was
very annoyed when he came back;

/ his innings was chanceless and he
had hardly missed even a single ball.

Suddenly to have got out like that
:

, ,

(was terrible.

1 still felt at that stage that we
t needed a lot of runs as we had
V bowled India out on a very good
' patting wicket. Our three batsmen

;
athe previous evening had thrown

it away most of the advantage and it

Was question of building our in-

v' Qinp again. And now, at a very
critical stage, Javed Miandad had
gtt hfmself out. It had been a very

>' I fy^, "**" My.",- ".*'—

good partnership and they were com*
pletely on top of the bowling when
this strange incident happened: The
Indians could easily have come back
into the game had they wanted to.

Mudassar entered at that stage
and he was merely asked to stay
there. Incidentally, this was the in-

struction that Zaheer had also been
issued. As long as he remained at the
crease the Indian bowling could not
attack us.

Zaheer is such a marvellous player
that even when he is on the defen-
sive he can easily keep on picking up
the odd four. I thought that he was in

complete control ofthe situation all

the time. He didn’t look in any
trouble at all before lunch. As a
matter of fact, he was in control right
through the day. It was another in-

nings of complete mastery against
spin as well as pace. He got his
hundred a little before lunch and he
was seen waving his bat towards the
pavilion—to his wife and children
sitting there.

I was quite pleased with the score
of 190 for four at lunch. 1 knew that
even if the tail wagged we could get
another 100 runs at least. And the
Indian bowling wasn’t looking like

doing anything, so were satisfied. In

our opinion, none of their bowlers
looked at all menacing.
The instructions after lunch were

very much the same: to stay there.

Mudassar had by, then played him-
self in. In the context of the game he
played a very good knock. He hung
around, kept getting the singles very
much like Miandad. He was content
to be there whereas after tea, when
he had played himself in, he really
played some good shots.

After his century Zaheer was more
occupied with playing it cautiously.
At that stage he started playing very
responsibly, not going for his shots.

He probably realised that we wanted
a big lead and did not want to bat
last on the wicket. Both he and
Mudassar managed to keep their

ends going by tea and by now the
situation had improved greatly—bet-
ter than what it was at lunch. It was
279 for four and we had not lost any
wickets after Miandad. Zaheer was
on 161 and Mudassar on 58.

We were also hoping for the new
ball because this one was spinning
and it was not easy to score off the
old ball. The two spinners, Doshi and
Maninder, were giving us a bit of

trouble, more than the harder new
ball would. True enough, the new
ball came faster onto the bat and.
scoring became easy.
Maninder Singh impressed on his

first day of serious Test bowling. I

think that he has lot of ability. He is

a very fine natural left-armer. A
spinner, of course, takes longer to
mature than anyone else so obvious-
ly he is going to take his time.
But he is a wonderful bowler and

has a lot of potential. Doshi is the
more professional and hardly gives

away anything. On a fairly placid
wicket with Zaheer in full flow, it

was not easy to contain the batsmen.
Zaheer and Mudassar decided to

plunder the new ball when it was
introduced. Some time later, Zaheer
was trapped lbw by Kapil Dev, a
tired shot. It was a fairly good ball

that came in but not one that would
have got Zaheer put if he had been
more cautious. Zaheer was ex-
hausted and had played a relaxed
shot. He came back disappointed,
out at 186. He felt that he should
have gone on for his double century.

In the end 1 played out a few
deliveries and felt that the wicket
was pretty good, Mudassar at the
other end had played second fiddle

to Zaheer throughout his innings. He
did a great job for us as he knew
exactly what was required. Mudassar
is a “thinking” cricketer and has a
very sound head on his shoulders. At
the end of the day Pakistan were 349
for five, Mudassar not out with 94
and myself with four.

MUDASSAR began the third
morning by getting his hun-

dred. It was well deserved and
though the wicket was still placid,

the innings was sensible as he had
played in the context of the game.
He first partnered Zaheer, then got
together with me and never took any
undue chances; he played the in-

nings we needed. This century was of
great importance to him at this stage
of his career because, of late, he had
been overshadowed by Mohsin and
was getting a bit of an inferiority

complex.
The plans for the morning were

simply that Mudassar would have to
stay fhere while 1 went around for
the runs. We wanted enough time to

bowl at the Indians and I thought
that we were quite successful in

what we wanted. Though 1 should
have stayed around a bit longer, I

fell when I tried to hit one too hard
and ended up striking it a bit early
and the ball, off Kapil, rose high to

Mohinder Amarnath on the long leg
boundary. I had made 33 and Pakis-
tan were now 397 for six—our prog-
ress seemed a bit retarded.

So, the instructions to the incom-
ing Bari were to look for the runs. Of
course, he didn’t have to get his head
down during that stage of the game.
Ajid Bari was quite successful, but at

the other end, Mudassar had gone at

427. He was looking for a single.

Going next was Abdul Qadir. He
never came in line, was looking for
the short ball, perhaps, and played a
poor looking shot—in fact, no shot at
all. It was just a straight ball from
Kapil and that made it 427 for eight,
Qadir none.
At 452, Wasim Bari was the ninth

man to make his exit when he fell

prey to a Doshi delivery that spun a
bit and Arun Lai had held him for 30.
Felting immediately after lunch was
Sarfraz, lbw to a ball, that moved
in—a very good delivery. Pakistan







were all out for 452 with a lead of *

280—a massive one. It is not easy for
any side to battle with the pressure
of such a total in front of them
because, with the fall of each wicket,
the pressure mounts. We could have
got another 50 to 60 runs more—and
a lead of 350 would have been better.

So our plans were definitely to

keep the pressure on. Perhaps 1 tried
to bowl too fast in my first spell and
ended up pitching short, while Jala-
luddin bowled well. My anticipation
was that if we had four wickets by
the end of the day's play, we would
be very well placed. But, to revert to

the Indian bowlers, who bowled on
the third day. Kapil bowled very
well. Doshi, too. The odd ball did
spin. Also, it is never easy to hit

Dilip. To stop the runs, he would
have had a better chance with*
another spinner.
When the Indians went in to begin

their second innings, there was
almbst a run out in the very first

over. Sunil Gavaskar had this great
urge to get off the mark very quickly
and nearly paid for it. Jalaluddin
also almost had him edging behind
but all in all, Gavaskar looked very
confident—ominous for us—as long
as he was there. Early on, Mudassar
dropped Arun Lai. We were all dis-

appointed about that as the wicket
was not helping the medium pacers
at that stage.

1 brought on Qadir early because I

was clear in my mind that Qadir as
an attacking bowler needed all the
wickets. To me, he was the best bet
on this wicket as the ball was spin-

ning. And Qadir answered our
prayers in the venr first over. Arun
Lai played a Qadir flipper as a leg

break and was trapped plumb for 1 1.

India had lost their first wicket for,

28. In a situation where we were
leading by 280 runs, any wicket is a

great morale booster for the team
for, from then on, it is just nine more
to go. When you break the opening
partnership, there is a great upsurge
and then you don't have to do much
to get the others. That is what hap-
pened.
Later on, when Gavaskar was with

Vengsarkar, he was almost run out
again. It was Vengsarkar’s call—

a

close one—and Gavaskar should not
have run for it. It was very risky and
Gavaskar, at that stage, was trying to
play as the sheet-anchor. Gavaskar
batted in a very composed manner,
looking again very ominous for us.

But he fell for 43 at 102. The ball

swung a little bit, then cut in off the
wicket and Gavaskar was bowled.

It was a dismissal quite similar to

how I had bowled Ian Botham at

Edgbaston last summer. The only
difference was that the delivery at

Edgbaston was quicker while this
1

moved in the air much more. With
Gavaskar's going, we were quite cer-

tain that we would win.
This must have been very demora-

lising for the Indians—their main

supporting pillar had gone. Interes-

tingly, I was going to take myself off

at the end of that over but after

getting the wicket, I just went on!

By this time, I had got into rhythm
which, somehow, got better and bet-

ter. There was also a strong breeze
blowing from across the ground, so it

became easier for me to bowl the
in-swinger. As it is, with my natural
action, it is very difficult to bowl it as

compared to any other ball. But the
breeze made the difference. So Vish-
wanath came in at a very tough time
and he left a big in-swinger and was
bowled shouldering arms. Randall,
at Edgbaston, had fallen quite this

way though this one swung in much
sharper. Vishwanath went for no
score and India were now 108 for

three.
Next man to follow was Mohinder

Amarnath. He was trapped by a ball

that kept low after swinging in. 1

thought that it was a good piece of

judgement on the part of the
umpire—again, no batsman will be-

lieve that he was out. I saw the
replay on television and it was very
similar to the way Sarfraz had gone
in the morning. Both the shots had
been attempted on the front foot but
Mohinder was out all right as I had
bowled very close to the stumps. So
India were now 112 for four, Mohin-
der out for three and Vengsarkar
stuck on 49.

We had Sandeep Patil also going
early—in fact, at the same score. The
way the ball was swinging when Patil
came in, I backed myself against
him. He may be a very hard-hitting
batsman, but he doesn't have a good
defence? So once the ball had started
moving in, I knew he couldn't last

very lone. He is not a technically
correct player either. When he plays
to mid-off, there is always a gap
between his bat and pad and the bat
is also held in a slanting position.
This time, he missed the ball that
came in and was bowled.
Kirmani went at 113, the sixth

wicket, when he played a .Qadir

21
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googly of which he had no idea right

into Saleem Malek’s hand at short

leg. Qadir was bowling well. He has
this unique ability to bowl like a
two-in-one bowler, for long periods
as an attacking bowler and also for

short spells. The batsman is under
pressure all the time.

Kapil Dev left at 114 after making
one. The ball came in from outside
the off stump and he attempted a

'nothing shot* at it, got an edge and
helped it on to his wicket. Seven
wickets had fallen, my fifth, and now
the boys were just delighted; they
had smelt victory.

1 was also happy that I got my
200th Test wicket on the day. I

hadn't bowled too much on Pakistani
wickets, so it was a far cry to think of

nearing the,mark. Also, 1 played very
few Tests over the last couple of

years which 1 reckoned to be my
peak. Until the England tour, I had
played only about seven Tests in two
years and a half.

As far as the spell itself was con-
cerned, it was certainly the most
rewarding that 1 had ever bowled for

Pakistan. I captured five wickets for

three runs as India ended the day
with 118 for seven wickets, Vengsar-
kar batting with 53, Madan Lai with
none. I had bowled better many a
time for my country, but had never
got so many wickets.
One of the features that was

noticed on the third day was the
reduced number of intrusions into

the playing area. This was amazingly
good for Karachi, because here, it

was pathetic before. This was the

best Test match that I have played
out there. This was the best I en-
joyed, otherwise it always is terrible,
a total chaos. The intrusions are very
disconcerting and the players try to
discourage it always.
We were very satisfied at the end

of the day. We had visions of a stiff

resistance earlier on, but now it

looked that we might just be able to
polish off the Indians before lunch
on the fourth day.

ON the fourth day the anticipated
that things would finish before

lunch or in even just two overs as
Maninder and Doshi cannot bat, so it

just depended on our getting an
early breakthrough. As long as play
lasted in the morning Madan Lai
stole the show which did prove the
depth of Indian batting. It also
showed how well he can bat and he
did play some very good shots off

Qadir. In fact, he hit the leg spinner
for a four and then lifted him for a
six. I had always thought that Madan
Lai was a good player of spin bowl-
ing; it was pace bowling that normal-
ly got him shaken.
Vengsarkar was at the other end

ail this while. He is also an excellent
bat and in fact, he was one of the two
players that I had feared before the
start of the series. And he showed it

on the third afternoon and the fourth
morning. He showed his good techni-
que, defence as well as nis capacity
to attack in his knock of 79. The
stand between him and Madan Lai
got along well though it was still not
enough to cause a sort of a panic

among the Pakistanis. Even the bats-

men, perhaps, knew that they were
fighting for a lost cause. There was
nothing that they could do. Yet they
played very well, chose the right ball

to play their shots.

1 gave myself five overs from one
end which is normal enough for a
fast bowler but I never felt all that
effective—the ball did not swing as it

did on the third afternoon—and I

tried to do something different. Sar-

fraz came on in place of me but even
he did not feel too happy from that
end. So I put myself on again from
the opposite end to see if anything
did happen—an outside chance.
And sure enough we had Dilip

Vengsarkar. One of my balls just
swung away and he had edged it to

Bari and India were now 197 for

eight. Next ball, Maninder Singh had
got an inswinging yorker and maybe
because he had not played fast bowl-
ing >before, scared the life out of him
and left him quite bewildered. A few
balls later, another inswinger from
me had finished it all. Doshi got a

pair, clean bowled in the process and
Pakistan had won by an innings and
86 runs. India were all out for 197,

Madan Lai not out with 52.

The wicket in Karachi had not
been helpful and it had been the
atmosphere and the breeze at work.
We hoped that at Faisalabad there
would be much in the wicket to help
us as obviously the ball woud not be
able to swing as much there. Then
Pakistan would have the chance of

moving two up in the series.
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RANJI TROPHY LEAGUE

The picture linfolds
NORTH ZONE

THE man they left behind when
they sent the team on the tour of

Pakistan continued making his point
during the North Zone Ranji Trophy
league. Ashok Malhotra’s first re-

minder to the selectors came the day
at Chandigarh the day after the
Asian Games were over. It was a
grand century for Haryana against
National Champions Delhi. A pity it

did not attract the notice that it

deserved. The public had still nor
recovered from the Asiad hangover.
If that was not enough. He re-

morselessly grounded the Services
attack to the dust of the latter's

ground at the Delhi Race Course to

race to a double century a few days
later.

Students of the game will put
greater value on his century against
Delhi. Even in the absence of three
of their star players—Mohinder
Amarnarh, Madan Lai and Maninder
Singh, all of whom are in the party
touring Pakistan—the Delhi attack is

not to be trifled with. It still has
bowlers, like Sunil Valson, Rakesh
Shukla, Kirti Azad and Arun Khur-
ana, who can trouble the best bats-

men in the land. But all were treated
alike by Ashok Malhotra in his in-

nings of 155, which included 19 fours
and a six, kept him at the crease for

about five hours and enabled
Haryana to pile up a respectable 301.

The Delhi spinners met with little

reward, all the Haryana wickets fall-

ing to quick bowlers Valson (4 for 62)
and Manoj Prabhakar (5 for 88).

By the end of the second day Delhi
had still a long, anxious way to go,

having lost six wickets for only 200
runs. It was just the type of situation

for Rakesh Shukla to excel in. Com-
ing in at number five, Shukla,
another player who could have been
an asset in Pakistan, held the Delhi
innings together till the defending
champions had reached safety—366.

Shukla was unbeaten with 103 in the
end, having struck 19 fours and a six

in a stay of 377 minutes. The remain-

der of the match was a mere formal-

ity, Haryana ending it with a score of

64 for no loss in the second innings.

The evergreen Rajinder Goel con-

tinues to play his customary leading

opening bowler in young Chetan
Snarma. He may not be a Kapil, but
he is not without promise. With Yog-
raj Singh having switched his loyal-

ties to Punjab, Qhetan’s place in the

Haryana team seems assured. He i

made good use of his opportunity!
bagging three wickets for 155 runs*

.

Shortly after his long 36-over stint

against Delhi, Chetan was amongtH#
wickets again with a rich match haul v

of eight for 129 against the Services.,;,

Haryana were the only team to havey
taken nine points (including one1

,

bonus point for scoring faster then
'

the stipulated rate of four an ovOjr) *

off the Services. Malhotra’s 228 in *
total of 481 for five declared was his
second double century against the a

Services having hit the first wheini'

Haryana played hosts at Faridabatf
last year. Not even Sudhakar Rao (43,}

and 88) could save the Services from

SMa 1/ ii urra r3m;rKi

gures of 44.5-25-7,1-4 speak for them-
selves. No praise can be too high for

this master of left arm spin who
became Indian cricket’s leading
First Class wicket taker a long time
ago. In Kapil Dev’s absence in Pakis- .

tan, Haryana have found a useful | Rakish ShuklostiH going strong

i-v-



Ml $mmgs defeat, being all out twice
|iw totals for 160 and 294. In the end,
hmy one point separated Haryana,“ Delhi at the top of the league,

underlines the value of the
its point.

| / While Haryana raced to victoryMr Services, Delhi, playing host to

llftmjab, were beaten on the first

[ mfkings at Ferozeshah Kotla. Delhi’s

ityfttting came into its own only the
pajacend innings when Raman Lamba
\m a century (107 not out) and
'’ClUttan Chauhan, captaining the
[foam in Mohinder Amarnath’s abs-

^0nce, made 76 in a total of 209 for

1
|wo. Earlier, Delhi were all out for
/w after being six down for* 73 at

stage in the first innings. For
Jigbnjab, Yograi took three for 30 and
JEftjfnder Singh Ghai four for 50. A
Mitdsome century (104) by Jagesh

k
pitta enabled Punjab to easily over*
**ke the Delhi total.

' For Delhi, who qualified for the
Itoock-out stage of the tournament

year, edging out Haryana by
Hriftue of their superior quotient, it

;
was their worst start to their Ranji
atrophy campaign in a long time—

a

J
jtoere eight poiuts from two matches,
rflt}* struggle between Delhi, Punjab
!,*fid Haryana in the qualification

r #dce to the next stage now depended

\

QA hew Delhi fared against tne Ser-

[fSees and Jammu and Kashmir and
ffh'e and the Haryana-Punjab
; match—one of the big events in the
^^pofthern cricket calendar. As it

fturned out, Haryana took five points
[from Punjab and Delhi eight each
> from both Services and Jammu and

eshmir to qualify for the quarter-
als. Haryana ended the North

ft Zone League with 25 points, Delhi
i,4ffith 24 and Punjab with 23.

This is the second year in succes-

I

ifcm that Delhi have ended the North
Stone League at the number two spot.

' However, being the defending cham-
;
pions, they will be treated as number

i ono for purposes of the knock-out
'round draw, though in the Wills
.Trophy it will be Haryana who will

! move up from the zone.

, Delhi had one last scare before
.
they were able to win the match at

“ Jammu. They were all out for a mere
1

122 runs in reply to J. and K.’s 132,
, but with 28 runs added to their score
1

because of the hosts’ slow over rate

, they totalled 150. But Delhi asserted
themselves in the second innings.
After J. and K. were all out for 84
OKIlti Azad 3 for 16, Arun Khurana 3
for 18), the champions raced to 67 for
three to emerge winners with over a
day to spare.

It is after a long time that Delhi
are without a North Zone cricket
title. In three other age-group
tournaments earlier—Vijay mer-
chant Trophy (under 15), Cooch Be-
*har (under 19) and C.K. Nayudu
i (under 22)—Delhi failed to make it

v to the top.

l D. RAHUL

S0U1H ZONE
TA7TTH six of the ten matches over
VV in the South Zone Ranji Trophy
League Championship, the hunt for
the title has become so absorbing
that for the first time since the
league system was introduced twen-
ty-five-year ago, it is very likely that
there could be a three way tie be-
tween the top teams, Hyderabad,
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.
The points system as it stands so

far is indeed intriguing. Tamil Nadu
have twelve points from two matches
and have still to play Karnataka and
Kerala. Karnataka have fourteen
points from two matches and have to
play Tamil Nadu and Kerala. Hyder-
abad, With seventeen points frhm
three games have one match in hand
against Andhra.
Out of the remaining four matches,

the crucial one is between Tamil
Nadu and Karnataka. It is taken for

granted that Tamil Nadu will get
nine points against Kerala and so
also will Karnataka from Kerala and
Hyderabad from Andhra. If that hap-
pens, Tamil Nadu have to grab five

points from their match against Kar-
nataka. In that event the three teams
will all end up with twenty-six
points. Then the run quotient will

have to be taken to decide which two
teams would qualify for the knock-
out stage.

But will Tamil Nadu be able to

take five points against Karnataka?
Just think of this. Tamil Nadu could
get only three points to Hyderabad's
five and then Hyderabad could get
only three points to Karnataka’s five.

The Karnataka bowlers and batsmen
seem to be in splendid form but the
fact remains that in recent times)
Tamil Nadu has always had the bet-

ter of Karnataka at Chepauk. Karna-
taka last beat Tamil Nadu at Madras
in 1970-71 when the home team was
a particularly weak one. Of the next
five meetings, Tamil Nadu has
scored an outright win once, three
times it has gained first innings
points and in 1978-79, rain washed
out the final day’s play when Tamil
Nadu were on the brink of taking the
first innings lead. So Tamil Nadu
despite their not very impressive
show against Hyderabad and Andhra
can take on Karnataka with some
confidence.
Against Hyderabad the Tamil

Nadu bowlers failed to back up their

batsmen. P.S. Moses, a talented bats-

man who hits the ball with perfect
timing, hit his maiden Ranji century
(120); and he and R. Madhavan, a
left hander making his debut 176
runs for the third wicket, Madhavan
making 96. But the rest of the bat-

ting, except for Bharath Reddy who
hit a typically ebullient 53, crumbled
against Shivial Yadav who finished
with six wickets for 111 runs. Still a
total of 373 was not to be scoffed at.

But Sekhar except for two early
wickets could do nothing else right
and Venkataraghavan (one for 112)

had one of his most expensive Ranji
matches ever. Khalid Abdul
Quayyum and Vijay Paul got
together in a fifth wicket stand of
177 runs to complete the rout of the
Tamil Nadu bowling. While
Quayyum got 136, Vijay Paul re-

mained unbeaten with 156. Hyder-
abad ultimately got 469 for nine
declared and as always in matches
between the three top teams, the
fact that Hyderabad got two more
points than their opponents in this

game, could prove vital in the end.
After this not very encouraging

show, Tamil Nadu took on Andhra at
Madras. They got the expected nine
points defeating Andhra by an in-

nings and 98 runs with a day to

spare. Put into bat, Tamil Nadu, with
centuries by Sivaramakrishnan and
Vijayakumar hit up 398 for nine
declared on the first day. Sivaramak-
rishnan the bearded left handed
opener hit his fifth Ranji hundred
and his third successive one against
Andhra while for Vijayakumai his

101 not out was his maiden Ranji
Trophy hundred. On the second day
Andhra collapsed twice for 144 and
156. Venkataraghavan was the chief
wrecker m the first innings taking
seven wickets for 44. This included a
mesmeric spell of five wickets for
three runs off 25 deliveries. In the
follow on they fared little better this

time chiefly falling to the left arm
spinners of Madhavan (5 for 32).

Hyderabad next took on Kerala
and triumphed in a most emphatic
manner by an innings and 14 runs
with a day to spare Hyderabad
started off by getting 347 foi four
declared in quick time This time
Vijay Mohanraj got 122 while Vi-

jaypaul and Narasimha Rao contri-

buted half centuries. Kerala col-

lapsed twice on the second day for
112 and 221. While pace bowlers
Sridhar (5) and Wahab (3), shared
the spoils in the first innings, Bhivlal
Yadav was almost unplayable in the
second grabbing six wickets for for-

ty-nine runs.

At this stage it must be admitted
that Hyderabad looked unbeatable
and they predictably started
favourites against Karnataka at
Bangalore. Everything went all right
for them on the first day as Karnata-
ka were restricted to 217 thanks to
another good bowling effort from
Yadav (4 for 69). Even this total was
reached because Abhiram got 70 late

in the order. But on the second day,
Raghuram Bhatt struck deadly form.
Hyderabad, despite a gallant un-
beaten forty-four by skipper Nara-
simha Rao were shot out for 156 with
Bhat grabbing six wickets for fifty-

five runs. Karnataka seemed satis-

fied at having got five points most
unexpectedly and in the remaining
time did not press for an outright
victory. Binny got an unbeaten cen-

tury in Karnataka9
)? second innings

as the match petered out into a tame
draw.



Sivaramaknshnan m action tor Tamil Nadu

Karnataka had earlier put a tine

show on the final day to take full

nine points against Andhra At
stumps on the second da\, it looked
like Andhra would avert an outi lght

defeat Batting fust, Karnataka bat
ted m breezy fashion to run up a

total of "*77 tor eight declai ed Open
er Srinivasa Prasad led the run riot

with 106 There were also good
scoies fiom Sudhakar Rao, Abhiram
and Vijayaknshna Andhra replied
well Spearheaded by a fine 106 by
Bhaskar Ra namurthy they got as far

as 274 despite Vijayakrishna’s splen
did effort The veteran left arm spin
ner captured seven wickets for 85
tuns At this stage there was just

over a day left but Karnataka now
swung into action They got quick
runs on the final morning and de
dared at 155 for five This left

Andhra 195 minutes and 20 manda
tory overs to get 259 runs for a
victory Initially* it did seem that

Andhra would hold out for a draw
but Vijayaknshna again struck a
purple patch and Andhra were dis

missed for 141 when they were still

6 2 overs left in the match Vijavak
nshna finished with five for 28, giv
ing him 12 wickets for the match He
and Bhatt may well tuin out to be
Karnataka's match winners *his

season
In the battle between bottom

teams, Andhra scored an innings and
127 runs victory over Kerala at

Venkatagin Andhra led off by scoi

mg 362 thank* to a ninth wickets
stand of 112 runs between Kamaraju
(59) and Pratap Kumai (68) A dispi

rited Kerala then threw m the towel
quickly and were disposed foi 113
and 102 early on the morning of the
third day The Andhra skipper Chan
drasekhara Rao was the hero of the
victory Playing in his last Ranji
match, the 42 year old veteran grab
bed nine wickets—including a bag of

ux for twenty eight m the second
innings—to bid a triumphant adieu
to the game he adorned for eighteen
years

PARTAB RAMCHAND

WEST ZONE

AUNSHUMAN GAEKWAD single-
handedl> earned Baroda to the

top of the league m the West Zone
Ran ii liophy cricket championship
Gaekwad was in u resistible form as
he hit a staggenng 649 runs, much to
the discomfort of the bowlers, in a
mere four matches m this pool
Gaekwad, who nauowly missed

being selected for the current tour of
Pakistan took it out on the bowlers
while scoring one double century,
two hundreds and in typical cap
tain’s way ensured that Baroda
would win the Talim Trophy, symbol
of supremacy in the West Zone Ranji
Trophy league
Ihe pile of runs that flowed from

Gaekwad's broad bat, meant that hot
favourites Bombay were denied the
top spot 1 hough Bombay, by
finishing second in the league have
also qualified for the Ranji Irophy
knockout stage along with Baroda.
they have lost a lot in terms of
piestige



Hums up cricket series 2

The highest individual score Dv an Indian

against Pakistan is 177 not out hv
Chandu Borde in the 196061 senes at

Madras The highest by an Indian in Pakistan

is 145 by Vishwanath at Faisaiabad irt the
1978 79 series

up to the start of the 1982-83 series,

India had played 199 tests, and won 35
Pakistan had played 122 tests, winning 24

Out of the 24 indo Pak tests,

India hav« won 4, and Pakistan 3.

Abdul Hafeez kardar who captained the
v Pakistani team in the indo PJk series ot\ 1952 5? and 1954 55, had earlier

\ played for India m test— matches

Gundappa vishwanath’s
Teat History

aii tests v/s Pak
up to
1979-80

1982 83
Senes

Matches 8b 9

innings 1b

NotOut 10 1

Runs 5966
i

477

Avenge M 07

Highest Wamm 14b

14 1

50s ^4 ?

Catches 62 6

Wickets 1

ah fjctsario figure ,mentioneaneredrev.)iiaur ro
the *R»rr Of rnp current -.tue, if ,tn\ new
recoras are craift a w ite them flown
n rne ^n.irfx pm iOf a

The Calcutta test or 1 979 30 was
Vishw. math's first as caot nn and
Asif iqbai’s last as player and captain
in that march, Vishwanath broke
Bishen Singh Bedi's record of the
most appearances for India (67

And if Vishwanath play., in the first 5

test . in this stnes, he win bi rak Sobers'

aiKimc record of 85 conn cutive
appearances

The refreshing Cola

Tnkaya Pf jj 8^



For « side that has prided itself on I In the crucial match against Baroda,
]
£J||

\

2QNEFor a side that has prided itself on
the abundance of cricketing talent—
a quality that has enabled Bombay to
win the national championship more
times than any other team-
finishing second in the league was an
indication of the declining standards
of the game in this premier cricket-
ing city of the country. True, Bombay
was without the services of Sunil
Gavaskar, Dilip Vengsarkar, San-
deep Patil, JRavi Shastri and Balwin-
der Sandhu who were away doing
duty for the nation in Pakistan, but
the fact remains that its bowling
resources have hit an all-time low.
The other significant milestone

that was registered in the West Zone
league was to the credit of Ashok
Mankad. The 36-year-old former In-

dia cricketer crossed Vijay Hazare’s
aggregate of 6312 runs, to become
the batsman who has scored the
maximum number of runs in the 49
years of the Ranji Trophy tourna
ment, since it was introduced in

1934-35
Vijay Hazare needed 103 innings

to score his runs for an average of
69.36 while Ashok Mankad, who
made his debut in the Ranji Trophy
in 1963-64 required 118 innings for
an average of 74.31. But Hazare, who
was from Baroda, has the highest
number of hundreds m the tourna-
ment Hazare has 22 tons, but Man-
kad with 21 centuries should soon
pass that milestone as well.

Coming to this year's matches,
Baroda scored outright victories over
Gujarat and Maharashtra, while they
secured the vital first innings lead
against Bombay and Saurashtra.
Baroda inflicted*an innings defeat on
Gujarat, while Maharashtra yielded
by a margin of nine wickets.

In amassing 649 runs, Baroda’s
Aunshuman Gaekwad had scores of

225 against Gujarat, 144 against
Bombay, 135 off the Saurashtta
attack and 64 and 81 not out against

Maharashtra, to achieve the impress-
ive average of 162.25. Gaekwad’s
previous best m a season since he
made his debut in the National
Championships in 1969-70, was 416
for an average of 104 in 1980-81.

The bowling honours in the league
were also bagged by Sgnjay Hazare
of Baroda. The 21-year-old leg spin-

ner and a nephew of the famous
Vijay Hazare; captured 25 wickets in

the four matches. He had a haul of

eleven wickets against Gujarat, six

against Maharashtra, five against
Bombay and three against
Saurashtra.
The extent to which Baroda de-

pended on Gaekwad and Hazare can
be seen from the fact that the only
cricketer to contribute substantially

was A. Bhansali who scored a hun-
dred off the Saurashtra attack.

On the other hand, Bombay after

yielding the first innings lead to

Baroda, scored an innings victory

over Gujarat and led Maharashtra
and Saurashtra on the first innings.

which was played at the new stadium
on the outskirts of Bombay at Thane,
Bombay batting first scored 243
while Baroda replied with 337 for
seven wickets declared.
Against Gujarat, Bombay scored

the imposing total of 363 for 2 wick-
ets declared, the Mankad brothers
Ashok and Rahul remaining un-
beaten with 121 and 138 respective-
ly. Gujarat managed 101 and 196
with Bombay’s left arm spinner Ravi
Thakkar capturing six for 25 in the
first innings.
Thakkar had a good match against

Maharashtra as well when he added
115 runs for the ninth wicket with
Kiran Mokashi to help Bombay to a

total of 370. Mokashi scored 80 and
Thakkar 44. When Maharashtra bat-

ted, Thakkar had figures of eight for

102, and Bombay enjoyed a lead of

91 runs on the first innings.
Saurashtra, a strong side on paper

with names like Karsan Ghavri, who
switched from Bombay as he was not
selected, Uday Joshi and Dheeraj
Parsana, finished fourth m the
league. Saurashtra after registering
a win against Gujarat, surprisingly
lost to Maharashtra by five wickets
in an exciting match. Further they
were beaten on the first innings by
Baroda and Bombay

But Saurashtra’s chances bombed
when they lost to Maharashtra, m
spite of leading on the first innings.
Saurashtra scored 262 and 158 while
Maharashtra replied with 223 and
198 for 5 wickets. For Maharashtra
Daniel captured nine wickets and
Raju Bhalekar scored 83.

As for Maharashtra, besides their
triumph against Saurashtra, they
lost on the first innings to Baroda
and Bombay while beating Gujarat
on the first innings, thanks to centur-
ies by Raju Bhalekar and Pradhan.
Raju Bhalekar who captained

Maharashtra in their first match was
replaced by Vijay Shetty in a move
that seemed to have more to do with
mystery than strategy.

Gujarat had the mortification of
losing to paroda, Bombay and
Saurashtra, but still had a few im-
pressive individual performances
with Kirti Brahmbat scoring a ton
against Maharashtra and Bakrama
achieved the same distinction
against Saurashtra.
Besides the humiliation, Bombay

suffered by finishing second in the
group, the other loss is that next yea**

they will not be participating in th

Wills Trophy Limited Overs Cricket
Tournament as a team, because only
the zonal champions are invited to
this tournament.
The final point tally in the West

Zone Ranji Trophy league was Baro-
da 27, Bombay 22, Maharashtra 16,
Saurashtra 15 and Gujarat 3.

HARESH MUNWANI

ORISSA finished on top of the
league table for the first time

since tney first participated in this

tournament, an achievement that
has taken them as long as 33 years to
fulfil. Orissa, who first figured in

1949, edged out Bengal in their last

encounter to assure themselves of
the first place.

Orissa finished with 15 points in
the league, to Bengal’s 14, which
meant that Bengal were denied the
top spot for the second successive
year. The champions went home with
eight points from Assam, two points
against Bihar and five against Ben*
gal. The latter, on the other hand*
finished with six points against
Assam, five points against Bihar and
three points against Orissa. Bihar
and Assam finished third and fourth
in this zone respectively.
For Orissa, one of the high points

of the season was the maturity dis-

played by young opening batsman
Balivada Kondal Rao Patnaik. In the
first innings against Bengal, this 20-

year-old scored 96 runs and finished
with the Man of the Match award
which he thoroughly deserved. Oris*
sa have proved that they have the
talent to emerge from the wilder*
ness, so to speak, but as long as they
rely on two or three people to pro-
duce a winning combination, they
will never really be a force to reckon
with.

One is not denying the fact that
the boys from Orissa have made
great strides, but they should not
rest on their laurels at this stage. No
one gives prizes for also-rans and
they still have a long way to go
The highlight of the East Zone

league was without doubt the Orissa*
Bengal clash at AsansoL Patnaik’s 96
and his 120-run fourth wicket part-
nership with H. Prabharaj (who '*

scored 74 ) went a long way to help-
ing the underdogs to a formidable
229 for six. When one considers that
Orissa were at one stage three down
for 64 after being sent in, Patnaik’S
knock assumes even greater import-
ance. True, Arup Bhattacharya was
the most successful bowler for Ben-
gal, but his five victims cost him 75
runs.
At Dibrugarh, Orissa beat Assam

outright, by ten wickets. Assam
scored 100 and 154 while Orissa
scored 184 in their first innings and
71 for no loss in the second.

Earlier, Bengal took five points off

Assam in yet another drawn match,
l
b?ngal’s superiority was never in

hf during this encounter and the
i. they got their points on

t
•

"
* 126 run first innings

. n. <Mit proof of the dif-

ference in standard between the two
teams. Bengal were 248 for two de-

clared while Assam could only man-
age 122 all out and a pathetic 28 for

five in their second innings.

A CORRESPONDENT



COOCH BIHAR TROPHY

Central win comfortably
SPENDING 'a wintry day in the

sun-drenched Eden Gardens is

itself a pleasing experience. And it is

fil the more enjoyable if the willow-

Wielders are there to enliven the
atmosphere. Thus it was not much of

*n assignment when it came cover-

ing the final of the Cooch Bihar
Trophy tournament. The teams in

the fray were Central Zone and
South Zone—both consisting of
young, promising players, keen on
mastering all the techniques of the
game to grow into mature cricketers
before long.

Yes, they showed that they have
the makings and if given proper
training and of course not spoilt by

J the internecine politics of Indian
, ipricket they could one day give their

Country a rich pool of cricketing

talent to draw on.
In fact, it is unfortunate that not

S
uch importance is attached to such
tnior tournaments by the top bosses

.Of the administrative bodies manag-
ing the affairs of the game in this

Country. The tournaments are orga-

nised m the major sporting centres
and that's all. Not a single experi-

i enced eye is turned to these ambi-
tious youngsters in action and the
tournament passes off unnoticed

with only a few lines appearing in

the local dailies in the name of
coverage.
But ironically, performances in

these teen-aged tournaments are
quite up to the standard. A note of
sincerity can always be noticed in

the attitudes of the junior players
and, needless to mention, the result
is a general atmosphere of stiff con-
test inspiring the participants to do
their level best in bringing the pro-
ceedings under control. But alas, we
Indians are all star-connoisseurs and
few of us consider it worthwhile to
condescend to pay any attention to
these fledglings, setting their sights
on great heights.
The Central Zone-South Zone cru-

cial tie promised to be an exciting
affair when on the first day Central
Zone made a breezy start and piled
up a formidable score of 243 for five
at stumps. The chief architects of
their innings were Yousouf Ali Khan
and Kuldeep Singh Hanspal. They
built up a confident partnership of

94 after Central Zone won the toss
and elected to bat. The first wicket
that Central Zone lost was of Anju
Mudkavi, caught G. Harris bowled
Ravi Kumar for 12. The score then
stood at a meagre 40. Then appeared

on the scene Hanspal to turn the tide
in their favour in collaboration with
Ali Khan. Playing their strokes with
confidence and control, the two soon
blunted the hopes of the South Zone
bowlers among whom W. V. Raman
was causing problems for their rivals

from time to time. Together they
continued the onslaught till 134 at
which stage Raman seperated the
pair by clean bowling Khan who was
then at 70. Khan had eight bound-
aries and remained at the crease for

187 minutes.
But little impact could this dismis-

sal cause on the Central Zone in-

nings, as they had already reached a
comfortable position and at tea
break their score read a respectable
171 for two—hardly any cause for
worry. South Zone's attack, on the
other hand, was still being
spearheaded by Raman who re-

mained as effective in the later
stages of the day's play as in the
early. And it was he who dealt
another blow to Central Zone by
trapping Surinder Pal Singh leg be-
fore when the score was 180.
The next man to go back to the

pavilion was Hanspal. He was run
out at 210 and his innings of 75
consisted of six fours taking 227

*&OOCh Bihar Trophy final it) prograss



minutes.
The day ended with Mukesh Saha*

ni and Gindhari Misra at the crease
and the Central Zone first innings
score at 243 for five And if anyone
shone on the day on the South Zone
side, it was Raman whose bowling
figures at that juncture read an
impressive 36 15 54 2 The other
bowlers who got some success were
A. Chatterjee and Ravi Kumar, both
getting one wicket each

Central Zone cruised to an even
more comfortable position on the
second day which saw them take the
score to a massive 343 and then offer
a formidable challenge to their rivals
who had to struggle hard to finish
the day at 172 for five

After their happy knock on the
first day. Central Zone continued
their innings for only two hours on
the second The first man to be
dismissed on this day was Gindhari
Mishra when the score was at 283
He faced 44 balls in 53 minutes and
his 36 included six fours Now things
seemed to have turned a bit hostile
for Centra] and they lost one wicket
after another in close succession till

the last wicket partnership of Ravi
Shankar Tiwan and Straj Hasan
TChan somewhat delayed the end of
the innings and realised 41 runs in

the process
Now South Zone was faced with an

acid test, requiring patience, skill,

care and judgement But they made
a mistake or rather blunder right m
the very beginning Even before the
score had reached double figuies,
they lost their first wicket, then their
•second at 22 and the third at 54
Things seemed headed for a disaster
And South Zone would really have
been m a hopeless position, had not
V Sankupam put up a gallant fight

back to give some substance to the
crumbling South Zone innings In
partnership with G Harris, Sankupa
ni took the score to 115 befoie falling

to Mukesh Sehan caught by Yousouf
All Khan His was an aggressive
innings and his 73 came m 137
minutes, with the help df nine
boundaries.
The last man to return to the

pavilion was G Jams The score was
then a somewhat reassuring 172 for
five, with Ravi Kumar and W V
Raman remaining at the crease
The next morning saw the South

Zone batsmen put up a grim fight
back in a desperate bid to neutralise
the tremendous pressure the mas
sive Central Zone total /had put on
them. Indeed the two overnight bats
men Ravi Kumar and S. Raman play-
ed a faultless gamfe till the score
reached 220 But there started the
final collapse After Ravi Kumar was
bowled by Siraj Hassan for 34, it did
not take the Central Zone bowlers
long to wind up the South Zone
innings, dismissing their tail-enders
in quick succession at the cost of
only 38 runs. Central Zone’s
Giridhari Misra and Siraj Hasan
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Khan bagged three wickets each
Victory now seemed a certainty for

Central Zone They had taken a lead
of 85 runs in the first innings and
now had a demoralised South Zone
side to face in the second Things
were totally under their control and
they did not fai) to make the most of

it, the hero once again being Yousouf
All Khan who built up a splendid
partnership with Kuldeep Singh to

take the side's score to 188 for one at

rhe end of the third day's play

Now Central Zone had an overall

lead of 273 runs with nine wickets
still in hand It was next to impossi
ble for South Zone to make a com
eback into the game The Central
Zone cricketers returned to the pavi-

lion at the end of the days’ play fully

confident that the Cooch Bihar Tro

phy would be theirs m any case the
next morning
But there were some even greater

things in store for them Two seconds
were set by their batsmen one by
Yousouf himself and another by
Yousouf and Kuldeep Singh jointly.
In the first case Yousouf scored 250
to set a new Cooch Bihar Trophy
record surpassing the previous maru
of 231, made by Ibn of Bombay last
vear In the other, Yousouf and Kul-
deep put up a second wicket part-
nership of 341 runs—another Cooch
Bihar Trophy record Let alone the
fact that Kuldeep had scored a fault*
less century of 145 runs Are the
proceedings not impressive enough
to deserve the valuable attention of
our cricket big shots9

A CORRESPONDENT



Says SALIM DURRANI in an intimate interview to PARTAB RAMCHAND
i" JIT was called the “Errol Flynn”
JOLand “D \Artagnan ” of Indian

* tiricket—dashing and flamboyant,
beady and handsome, he was among

; the mostpopular of all Indian cricke-

v, tiers. They asked him for a six and
tight away he obliged the spectators.

'(Even today, in his 48th year, Salim
V' Durrani is as tall, graceful and mod-

t'pst as ever. So it was natural that

l
: When he visited Madras recently in

f connection with his benefit, Sport

-

v sworld should seek his views on
: various aspects of the game.

i

'SPORTSWORLD : Tell us some-
\l Hlfcog about your benefit*

* SALIM DURRANI: It will be held
HI Bombay from March 15 to 17. On

! the first two days there will be
1 50-over matches. The first will be for

the Vinoo Mankad Cup and the
"second for the C.K. Nayudu Cup. On

wicket competition. I must point out
here that the matches will not be
played in a festive atmosphere but in

r
:deadly seriousness. That is why the
tups are being presented.
§W: Who are the players likely to

3take part?
SD: Now that the West Indies tour

is on, obviously the cream of Indian

,

cricket will not be available. But
>brominent players like Pataudi,
Hanumant, Jaisimha, Wadekar,
Chandrasekhar, Prasanna, Bedi and
others—cricketers who have been in

j

retirement only for some time but
iwho can still draw crowds—will take

Also I am hopeful of PakistaniSrs like Mohsin Khan, Zaheer
s, Imran Khan and Wasim Raja

taking part. Invitations have been
;
sent to them as also to the two Sri

. Lanka players Roy Dias and Duleep
Mendis. I am also hopeful of Sobers

,
and Kanhai participating.
SW: What are the major changes

vou find in the game since your
heyday, that is about 20 years ago?heyday, that is about 20 years ago?
’ SD: Well\ the outlook is more pro-
fessional, which means that the

;
adventure and the aggressive atti-

?
(

tUde is hardly there any more. That
,M a pity.

.. SW: How would you compare the
present Indian side with the team of
:ypur days?

SD: Oh, there is no comparison.
Our team was far stronger, man to

,
man. However, that is not only with

i.
regard to the Indian team, but in the

^gsfe ofethers, too. Off-hand, I would
|eay'fhat there are six players in the
^present team who would not have

a plade in the earlier squads.

SW: You, have often been called
the “erratic genius” of Indian crick-

et, and it is the considered opinion of
many that you should have played
many more Tests for India than the

29 you actually did but for your
sudden rushes of blood. What is your
opinion?
SD: First let me say frankly that I

was no genius. I was just a sincere,

hard-working cricketer. 1 was a keen
student of the game. Whether bowl-
ing or batting, I always studied the
opposition and the wicket. But
maybe the methods I adopted were a

bit different and that is why 1 was so
popular with the public. 1 never
allowed myself to be dominated by
the bowler. So, sometimes, 1 did get
out to rash strokes and similarly at

times was pretty expensive with the
ball. I was not a bowler in the class of

Mankad and Bedi. My aim was to

entertain the crowd, though not at

the cost of the team. Somehow, be-
cause my playing methods were
different, a lot was expected of me.
Eight times out of ten, I succeeded
but on the two occasions 1 failed, a
lot would be made out of it and 1 was
lambasted by a section of the people
most unfairly.

SW: So you think vou should have
played more often for the country?
SD: Certainly. I was dropped after

scoring 55 in the Bombay Test
against the West Indies in December

1966 and did not come back till early
1971. Now, the period from 1967 to
1970 were the best years of my
career. But I was not selected. I

continued to perform well in the
domestic tournaments. It is impor-
tant to recall that 1 never bowled in

England, Australia, New Zealand or
Pakistan. In England, particularly,

my type of bowling would have been
difficult to encounter when you con-
sider the fact that before me, Man-
kad and recently Bedi and Doshi
have all done well there. I only made
two tours to the West Indies—in 1962
and 1971. Anyway, I have made more
comebacks than any other Indian
cricketer and believe me, it is not
easy to come back.
SW: Yoy played under four cap-

tains—Ramchand, Contractor,
Pataudi and Wadekar. How would
you rank them?
SD: Well, 1 played under Ram-

chand in only one match so 1 can't

comment. Contractor was basically a
defensive captain. Pataudi was by
far the best. He was a good, aggres-
sive captain with a sound knowledge
of the game. Wadekar was not as

flamboyant, but his- strategy was
sound. In my opinion, he was an
underrated captain because too
much was made of his luck.

SW: Name some of the best players
you encountered as a bowler and
batsman.
SD: Well, the fastest and most

dangerous bowler I faced was Ches-
ter Watson while as far as swing
bowlers go, it would be McKenzie,
though Arnold and Motz were also
splendid movers of the ball. The best
off-spin bowler I faced was David
Allen and the best left-arm spinner,
Tony Lock. But the best left-arm
spinner of my time was undoubtedly
Bedi. As regards batsmen, the most
difficult batsman to bowl to was
Barrington. He was impossible to
dislodge easily.

SW: Chandrasekhar has gone on
record saying that Sobers was the'

most difficult batsman he bowled to.

SD; Well, for Chandra he might
have been (laughs).

SW: How about recalling your
most memorable moments in Tests
as bowler and batsman.
SD: Well, though I took ten wick-

ets in the match in the final Test at
Madras against England in 1962, I

would rank my two wickets for 100-

odd runs against the West Indies at

Kingston later that year as my best
bowling achievement. On a good hat-



tap track, I bowled nay heart put. I
achieved a good deal of turn and
trouble all the batsmen and the
batting line-up included Hunte,
McMorris, Kanhai, Sobers and Wor-
rell. But then, too, many catches
were dropped off my bowling and
the final statistics do not tell the real
story at all, though 1 bowled 70 overs.

Just one example. Sobers was drop-
ped when he was two and then he
went on to make 153. Little more
need to be said. As regards batting,
again though I got 104 against the
West Indies at Port-of-Spain in 1962,
I would rank as my best innings the
53 I got against England at Calcutta
in 1973. It was a vital innings for me
and the side. I was making another of
my comebacks and 1 had failed in the
first innings. By the time the second
innings came around, we had only a
slender first innings lead and I also
batted with a suspect knee. The final

victory margin was only 28 runs so
that explains the value of my 53 and
why I rank it so high.

SW: The accent was on spin in your
day. Then, for the last few years, the
Indian attack- has relied mainly on
pace and now with the unearthing of
young spinners in Maninder and
oSivaravnakrishnan, it looks like spin
would again be the mainstay of the
Indian attack.

SD: Yes. And that is a good thing. 1

am impressed with both Maninder
and Sivaramakrishnan. The latter
particularly seems like God’s gift to
us. He has the potential to become
the greatest leg-spinner since Sub-
ash Gupte. He has it within himself
to make a name in the world and be
an outstanding leg-spinner. He has a
natural action and I am particularly
pleased at the way he uses the pop-
ping crease. As regards Maninder, he
is also a fine prospect and an impor-
tant thing from his point of view is

the fact that Bedi is in Delhi to guide
and encourage him.
SW: How do you think the series

between India and Pakistan will turn
out?
SD: The Pakistan team on paper

looks to be a pretty balanced side.

But they lack consistency. The Indi-

an team, too, has been performing
Creditably over the last few years
and it should be a close series,

marked by big scores. Pakistan have
the advantage of their home ground,
though.
SW: A lot has been said about he

Indian bowling not being able to
contain the strong Pakistan batting
line-up. Do you share this view?line-up. Do you share this view?
SD: 1 would not paint a too pessi-

mistic picture. Take Kapil Dev, for
instance. He is just tired and
obviously did not go all out against
Sri Lanka. But against Pakistan, he
will be a different proposition. He
will go all out. I predict that Doshi
will be among the wickets for the
Pakistani batsmen are always sus-

pect against left-arm spin. Also,

don’t underestimate Madan Lai. He
will be a success.

ity i '"J '

SW: What about the batting?
SD: There is no reason why it

cannot match Pakistan’s. In Gavas-
kar we still have a world class bat.

He is just superb. 1 have always
rated him even ahead of Boycott.
Vengsarkar is a fine attacking bat.

Vishy is still a great player. Srik-
kanth has real talent. No one can go
for the bowling in the manner he
does without talent. He only has to

keep cool sometimes. Then there are
Amarnath, Kapil Dev, Yashpal and
Kirmani and when you come to think
of it, we bat right down the line.

SW: Would you want to become a
national selector?
SD: Yes, I would like to be. In fact,

I will try to make a bid next year
from my (Central) zone.

SW: What are your immedlaHe
plans?
SD: Well, right now I am going,

around the country tc get advertise-
ments and solicit help regarding my
benefit Here I must mention that
Kishen' Rungta, Bedi and Wadekar
have been a great help in various
ways. I also take this opportunity to
appeal to the public to come to my
aid. When they wanted sixes I
obliged them. 1 fiave no doubt that
they will lovingly respond to my
appeal. I am also busy writing my
autobiography: Ask me for a six. It
should be out within six months. It is

meant to be both entertaining and
educative. It will also have three
short chapters by Umrigar, Manjre-
kar and Pataudi.
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^Regional round-up

ALCUTTA

%rtaih of squash

^TpOP class squash was witnessed at

JL die Calcutta Rackets Club where
East India Squash Cham-

pionships were played as the city

iftnrerberated to the sound of Christ-

met carols. The sport has its select

tMttld of followers in the city and the
packed galleries on the final day

, feared ample testimony to this

The experienced Major Raj Man-
chanda had to put all his prowess

1 together before he got the better of

.Omyar Ali Khan. The latter was by
farthe more attacking of the two
players and used the drop shot to

good advantage. However, Manchan-
aa was like a wall putting everything
back and it was this steadiness of his

which finally tilted the scales in his

favour.
Ali Khan lost the first game failing

to collect even a single point but
then came back strongly in the
second game to take it at 9-2.

At this stage most people thoughr
that Khan would now keep the initia-

tive he had seized. Manchanda
thought otherwise and won the third

game at four. In the fourth game
Enthusiasts of this sports loving city

had the privilege of witnessing one
of the most breathtaking displays of

squash. Khan went into a 7-3 lead
and at this stage there were all

indications that the match would be
decided in the final set. It was not so

because Manchanda soon pulled
himself together to win the game and
the match.

DEREK OBRIEN

Pongal sports
i

ERROL HART and S. Yasmin of

Don Bosco Athletic Club took the
men’s and women's individual titles

in the Madras District Sports Council
Pongal festival. This is an annual
event, held just before the Pongal
festival at both the District and State
level. Hart finished with eleven
points with a first place in the long
lump and second places m high jump
and javelin throw. Yasmin came first

l&high jump, second in long jump
third in the 100 metres to finish

g
th nine points. Don Bosco Athletic
ub with 22 and 38 points respec-

tively claimed the men’s team cham-
pionship.

Revenue Games

H . P. JOSHI and R.Vidyaof
Income Tax (Tamil Nadu) took

the honours in the table tennis event
by bagging a double each in the
Central Revenue Games (South
Zone). In the men’s singles final,

Joshi defeated Mir Hyder Ali of
Central Excise (Hyderabad) 17-21,

21-17, 21-13, 21-9 while in the
women’s singles final Vidya beat
Aijaz Ahmed of Central Excise
(Tamil Nadu) 18-21, 2M7, 21-16,

21-11. Joshi and Ramachandran (In-

come Tax) won the men’s doubles
title defeating the Kerala pair of

Rose Chandran and C. Ramachan-
dran 21*10, 21-18. Vidya and G. Chit-

ra defeated Rohini and Victoria of

Karnataka 21-8, 21-5 to win the
women’s doubles title. Central Ex-
cise (Tamil Nadu) won the cricket
title defeating Central Excise (Kar-
nataka) by 128 runs, while Customs
and Central Excise (Kerala) won the
football title defeating Central Ex-
cise (Andhra) 1-0. The kabbadi title

was won by Income Tax (Tamil
Nadu) who defeated Central Excise
(Karnataka) 16-8. Pandurangiah of

Centra] Excise (Andhra) won the
tennis singles final when he defeated
Abbas Ali Baig of Income Tax (Tamil
Nadu) 6-3, 6-4 in the final.

ed a major part in deciding the
matches and it must be said that

Jolly Rovers, State Bank and MCC
were thwarted by the wet weather.

State Bank, for example, scored
301 for six declared with the new
State opening bat Suresh Kumar top
scoring with 96. The bowlers then !

did their part dismissing Reserve
Bank for 167. State Bank enforced
•the follow on but they could only
bowl two deliveries when rain came
down and the match was halted once
and for all.

Jolly Rovers were expected to take
eight first innings points against In-

dian Overseas Bank. But in reply to

the opponents’ score of 254 for eight

declared, IOB had scored 37 without
loss when ram stopped play. Rovers
got only five points and thus can be
considered unlucky.

MCC were expected to take the
full 12 points against promoted
Grand Prix. They replied to Grand
Pnx’s modest 169 strongly by scoring

295 for seven declared. Former State

star S. Srmivasan scored a capital

unbeaten 100 in difficult conditions.

Grand Pnx put up a good show in

their second knock and scored 117

for one wicket before bad light stop-

ped play

State Bank, yet again Dedicated Rao retires

CC T^HEY can’t do it a fourth time.”
X That was what was being said

of State Bank at the start of the new
cricket season m July The Bankmen
had won the Rajah of Palayampatti
Shield, symbol of supremacy among
Senior Division league cricket teams
for three years in a row. But this year
thev had lost a couple of established
stars to other teams and did not seem
strong enough to letain the shield.

Moreover other reams like Jolly Rov-
ers, Alwarpet Cricket Club and Mad-
ras Cricket Club made some gains in

the transfers, and looked formid-
able.
However with about 75 per cent of

the season’s sixty-six matches gone
through. State Bank are sitting com-
fortably at the top and it will take
something out of the ordinary from
the three other teams to wrest the
title from their grasp. State Bank
have 74 points from ten games and
have one match in hand. Jolly Rov-
ers have 54 points from eight games,
Alwarpet 44 from 7 matches and
MCC 57 from eight games.
Before the weekend's ties on De-

cember 11 and 12, it did seem that
Jolly Rovers and MCC could close
the gap between them and State
Bank (Alwarpet did not have a
match). But rain and bad light play-

K CHANDRASEKHARA RAO,
one of the most dedicated

cricketers the South Zone has had in

recent years, has retired from first
|

class cricket. Rao’s last match was
|

tor Andhra against Kerala at Venk-
atagiri in mia-December
Simple and unassuming by nature,

Rao was a model cricketer for the

young. His Ranji career spread over

18 years and for all these years, save

one in which he played for Railways,
he represented Andhra. Playing for a

weak team is always a tough proposi-

tion but Rao was always a doughty
fighter whether batting or bowling.
An all-rounder, Rao scored almost
1,500 runs and took 143 wickets. He
captained Andhra on eleven occa-

sions, his 162 against Tamil Nadu

—

the highest ever individual score for

Andhra—was his only three-figure

knoqk. Rao, 42, who works in the
Integral Coach Factory, Madras was
also the coach of the Tamil Nadu
State team. Besides being a NIS
coach and a qualified umpire, Rao
flayed for Andhra in the Santosh
Trophy in the mid-Sixties. He
finished his long career on a trium-

phant note taking nine wickets for

the match leading Andhra to an
innings victory over Kerala.
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Jobs for Korola
athlotos

Kerala Chief Minister, K Karuna
karan has assured that the State

Government would give emplovment
to Kerala sportsmen and women who
were working outside the State The
Chief Minister while congratulating
the Kerala spoitsmen and women
who won laurels in the 9th Asian
Games said that the State Govern
ment would take care of the msur
ance policies of the players and
athletes too Mr K P Nuruddin
Kerala Sports Minister also con
giatulated the Kerala athletes who
had achieved a tremendous success
in the Asiad surpassing othei states

with a haul oi 7 medals including a

gold
The Kerala Government has also

decided to construe t a sports com
plex with all modem faulitu s to

improve the standaid ot the sports
men and women of the State Mi
Nui uddm also add< d that the gov
eminent would consult the athletes
to decide how the cash awaids
announced In the Government could
he giv en to them without irv iting

disqi d lit ication Seventeen spoits

men and woim n from Keiala besides
seven medalists at tht Asiad have
been disbiused the Asiad partiupa
non allowance of Rs 5 000 each by
the Govtinmi nt

Idukkiwin

Holde i s 1 amil Nadu l etained the
Ghulam Ahmed Irophy defeat

ing H\dei abad b> \ u tue of then first

innings lead in the final ot the South
zone (under 19) ci Jtket tournament
held at Tnsandrum Tamil Nadu
gained a ^ i un lead in the first

innings over Hvdeiabad when the

former piled up 165 runs However
in the second innings, Tamil Nadu
amassed a huge total of 496 and the
highlight of play was a tine century
by skippei W V Raman Hyderabad
had a dismal statt in the second
innings and ai the close of play they
were 128 foi seven wickets m then
second innings

Tamil Nadu retain
trophy

Ernakulam women emeiged win
ners defeating star studded

Tnchur 61 54 m tne women’s final of

the Kerala State Basketball Tourna
ment held at Tellicherry India play
er Leelamma Thomas, captain of the
Tnchur Team who scored 29 points,

put up a scintillating display but
could not contain the all round
thrust of the Ernakulam team who
were backed by their promising Raji
Thambi and Emilie K Mathew The
Tnchur team led the winners at

Mr PN Mohile General Manager giving away the IRA A cup to the captain of

Southern Railway

M) 24 but howtvei it was in the last 5

minutes ol the play Ernakulam
bounced back into the game with
captain, Alman Nerticadan and Rap
Thambi pei forming cieditably to

wi ap up the match m a convincing
margin box Tnchur Asha Mai

v

Tacob too pei formed well
In the men’s final Idukki wert

declaied winners Their opponents
walked out ol tht couit protesting
against the decision ol the reterei

when the scoie was 44 ^8 in favour of

Idukki

HUBLt
Inter-Railway Vol-
leyball Tournament

The 29th Inter Railway Volleyball
championship was held here

undti the auspices of the South
Ctntral Railway Hubli Divisional
Spoits Association Eleven Men’s
and toui Women’s team pai ticipated
in the tournament
The recently concluded tourna

mtnt geneiated enough interest and
thrills Southern Railway after a

lapse ot 16 years emerged as winners
of the I R A A cup defeating West
ein Railway 9 15, 15 9 16 14 15 7

The Lastern Railway women s team
c nnexed the foil ng shield defeating
South Eastern Railway

1 his was the f i st time that the

citizens of the twin citv Hubli
E*harwar witnessed the floodlit vol

leyball tournament
There were a few thrilling encoun

tei s in the Men s league fixtures and
by far the best was between Western
and North Eastern Railway North
Eastern grouped with Western put
up a brave fight with the match
going to four sets The result went in

favour of Western at 15 3, 15 1 1,

11 15,17 15 Southern Railway and
Western Railway secured eight
points each and clashed in the final

Last Year's joint winners South
Central Railw ay secui ed the third
place defeating the Integral Coach
Factory, Madras

[INDORE
~~

Vijay Merchant Trophy

A I the time of going to Press,
^

xjJndorc is all set to host the Viiay
Mei chat t Trophy for cricketers Of

the counrrv who have not yet
reached their fifteenth birthday The
tournament one is sure, is going to

see a lot of talent on display and the
budding Cavaskais and Kapil Devs <

of tomoriow will be moie than eager
to display then piowess

I he matchts at the State level

havt In i n gone through and these
must have given the selectors of the
lespective zones ample oppoirumty
to stk el their teams for the Inter
Zonal phase ot the touinament
which at the time of leading would
have already been completed at In*

dore
Noith /one must stait as the

favourites for the title, but then one
can never leally pi edict These
youngsters are having one of their
first tastes of exposure and just like
horses on their maiden run, signall

mg out who will eventually come out
tops is a none too an easy job
B Mohanty who will be leading the

East Zone side has tremendous
potential as a batsman and might
just emerge as one of the stars of the
tournament Anyway, let’s just wait
and sen

A CORRESPONDENT



Sportspeople

Akhtar All s new
assignment

*

A KHTAR ALI is a namt re >pected
/jLnot only in tennis tucles of India

but also carries a lot of weight in

foreign tennis tucles The Calcutta

based tennis coach is considered one
Of the best m his profession by many
well known tennis plavtis the world
Over As a man Akhtai is a great

person He does not have any ans

:

about him and is not the sort of

person to blow his own saxaphone
telling the world that he was the

r Coach of the Indian tennis team
which made it twice to the Challenge
Round of tht Davis Cup
The expet tented coach who has

trained neailv all the top plaveis of

the countiy in the last IS vears or so

was given a raw deal bv the All India

indeed a great honour Not many
people heie m India teali&e the 1m
poitance of my assignment I can
now be called at any time by the
II TP to conduct one of then
coaching camps in ans pan of the
world Besides the financial gain
which the assignment offtis it is also

a vers prestigious one
When asked whethei ht had any

plans of settling down abioad All
retorted, “1 am surely going to enjoy
coaching the top class youngsters of

the world when I go abroad But I

have no intentions of leaving India
foi good And let mt take this oppoi
tunity to let it be known that I am
still at the st i vice of mv country
Whenever 1 am called upon to coach
tht Davis Cup team 01 anv other
assignment in the countrv l shall

alwavs be available
Akhtat All alwavs has and will

continue to give the game he loves

all ht has and from all spoits lovers

of the countiv and all of us here m
Spoi rsw oild wc wish tht llairv
lioppman of India our good wishes
on his new assignment

AUhtar Ah flanked by John McEnroe and Vipy Amntrai

Lawn Tennis Association just before
the Asiad 1 ht association seemed to

have forgotten that Ah was alwavs
called upon bv Viiay Amt it raj when
the lattei wanted to tune up lor a big
tournament Mot cover Akhtar has
also coached Ramtsh Knshnan 1 n
nco Pipeino and in tatt virtuallv

evetyone who is someone on the
Indian tennis cutuu
Anv wav that is anothei stoiv But

the nonv )f it all is just as his own
national tennis association doos nor
gram him recognition the Intel na
tional Lawn Tennis Federation
selects him as one of then tennis
loaches Ihe announcement tftas

i made m mid December Akhtar All

F is the fust Asian to he given this

pi ivelt gc
When contacted while giving

coaching at the Cakutta South Club
the evti smiling coach said, “This is

1

7

Lover of shooting

D l C 1 INI of abilities with age is a
inituial phenomenon but theie

die sonic who light and continue to
climbs uphill till the vtiv last

On 4th Ithiuatv 1*117 in Kota
t licit was horn a child who was to

c live a vi iv illusti lous taitei in the
wmld ol shooting lodav at 6$ Mai
\l>n Kal\ in Smph was ihosen tht
coach of tilt Indian Shooting Team
loi \swul 82 but 10 vtais ago at 55
lu was out of the top Intel national
act shoot cms In 1*174 while at the
helm of his cattei, he taintd the
pi t stigious position of being an In
tei national fudge m the Trap and
skeet cunts fhe brightest feather
was uldtd to Apjfs cap when he
received an A' licence to act as a
judge in the Olympic—onlv the

second Indian to do so

kalvan Smghjfs father the ‘late

Bug Apji Govind Singhji (('» O C of

Kota State loices) taught him the
basis of i if le shooting during loyal

shikais Soon tht woithv son be
came a ciack shot Ht shot his first

ngtt at the age of 9 with a *00
Savage Since thtn lu has paitiu
paled in moie than 500 tigei shoots

In spite ol his love lot wild life

shooting he was om of the few
enlightened persons who lecogmsed
tht necessit\ of wild life pit sciva
turn No soonti did he diuit his

mttust tow aids taigtt shooting,
awriids and distinctions in this field

staittd pouting in In the armv he
was ont of tht \t iv ft w C ommandeis
who was also a rnaiksman 1 xplain

mg his suettss ht savs ‘The
coaching 1 got tioni mv lathci at an
catlv agt was a big handicaj) Apait
liom it practice and confidence
helped me lot

His outstanding ptifoimancc in

tilt 19(»2 Wot Id Shooting (ham
pionship at Cano caincd him a

Wmld Mastti Shooters Badge an
honmn bestowed to onlv two Inch
ans lodatt He is llso tht solitaiv

Indian rnaiksman to participate at

tht Polai C.i tnd Pi i x li ip tncf

Sktct Championship uj 1 ml md
(1970)
A magnanimous phillunhiop md

a Paul Mims 1< How ol Rotarv Mat
Apji had tile hotiout of being lilt

Manigti ol r he Indian shooting
squad foi tlu Munich Monttealatid
Mo>eov\ Olvmpics md tht Bnshane
Commonwealth (»aim s At the mo
me nt lu is on rht fuiv ol Ajipt il too

Aj)|i s lnteicst does not end with
paitieipation m I ut 1

1

national com
petitions He is making ceaseless
thoits to populause the spoits and
pit sent wild lift in the counin
Commenting on shooting in India

Apji said There is an acute slior

tage of facilities if Inch.i wants to

make a (it nt in this field tht Govern
mtnt should piovide adequate funds
oi else the Indian Aim> should put
10 men exclusivelv on target
shooting

I hough Maj Apq is an ace Inter

national rnaiksman and an excellent

coach himself he did not encourage
his own son to take up this caieer
I xplaining modestly he said
Spoilsmen m oui countiv have no

financial sccuntv Apait horn it I

was luckv to havt an opportunity to

pi ut ist with Malniido Sahib (HH
Kota) and at his expense but who is

going to bear m\ son’s expenses 1* I

can t
’

With this we paited (as Apji was
Jtavmg for Delhi) but not the
thought that it is just due to the lack
of finances and strict import policies
that oui shooters aie unable to shine
in ate shooting competitions of the
world
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n*r

f§
rn ket woul i not hr

thrown without its

misprints Let us

ho(K> that ( tould turns

to C»oldand that

Botham dors not

loath Bottom lotus
doublr c hot k thr

proofs to make sure

that (Amor is ne\n a

Conor and that thne
tire no Lemmings in

out Test tram Lotus
hope • astrue tnghsh
patriots that this w///

not prove to lx* a
Siller season nor that

the c hairman ot

sclo( tors deserves to

be renamed l\ ter

Mad —lonathan Ki< e
on the (ui lent Ashes

senes

I knew what is re

quired to make a

good score and no
doubt I am aiming tot

that again Victorian

cricket isieally im
portant to me at the

moment and obvious
l\ I am desperately

wanting to get ba< k

into the Australian

team —-lulien Wien
or Victonanvicfc

c apiatn and former
Australian lest

batVnan

Ihommo Lillee and
Hoggy are all over TO

and with players

staying in the game
longer these class

pei haps all the older

players will be
around tor a few
more series vet -

Allan Border

C hris Favaie I m a

bit woiried about him
because he s one ol

those players like

Boyc ott who c an bat

all day - Dennis
Lillee

It c omes and
goes Mit hael

Molding on a nagging
knee m|ury

I would have gam-
hied with t owans m
the third Test but
then again I would
not have gambled

with him on the tour

in the firsi place -

Tony (jreig

I am bung paid to

do the thing I love
most — playing < ric k
et No wonder I m

happy -Lddie Hem
mings

Randall s 7ft and the

match saving century

that followed showed
once again that on
Australian wic kets

paitic ularly he is

someone who could
bat to save your life

though with the atten

dant danger that you
might die ot a heart

attac k while he was
doing so —Matthew
Lngel on Derek Ran
dall s performance in

thelirst Anglo
Australian Test

The brutal truth is

that Lngland took on
Australia in the first

lest with eight men
and three passengers

( ook Pringle and
C owans — Robin

Marlar in The Sundav
7 1mes

It is all very well to

sit bac k ann say that

cricketer or any
other sportsmen

should quietly nr cept

being verbally

taunted and physical

ly attac ked by drunk
en louts But you

wouldn tat cept such
treatment while walk

mg down the

street —Allan Border
in Australian Cricket

newspap>er

Adrien years of
1 est c ridcet have seen
Australia s chunky

wicket keeper rise to

the top ot the lists A
hardcore member of
the team Marsh is

motivator and humor-
ist oneoftheOalli
poll breed —David
Fnth on Rodney

Marsh

SPORT
QUOTE

Mv colle igues (the

South Australians) are

a crazy burn h ot gu\s
and good tun to play

with You get that sort

of c nioyments from
winning -jocl

Garner

I don t like one (lav

game * I think the v re

rc at towbov C.eott

l aw on

1 he Austral i m
C nckr t Boaid havr

allocated $10 000
out ot their Benson
and Hedges spun
sorship this year lor

this lest match I hat

$ 10 000 would have
been sharr d ft 000 to

the winncis 1 000 to

theloseis Tony
Circig on C h innc I

Nine end ot nutc h

presentations

I am no longei pti

turbed at l>eine forced

to play out maiden
overs — David

Hookes

I believe that Chap
pelf is spJI Australia s

best batsman and
should change his

mind and accept the

responsibility of the

No 1 slot rather than

push it onto someone
such as Allan Border
who does not have
the technique for thr*

lob — Bob Simpson

'
I his side is obsessed
by the thought that

however bad the

situation, there isal

ways Botham to get

them out of it As a
batsman Botham is in

a muddle —Henry
Blofeld

India mas bcOlym
pic champions but
their victory in Mos
cow was a hollow
one and they have

not reac hed trie semi
finals of a truly world
event since 197 1 -

Pat Rowlev before In

dia rr ached the finals

ol the Esanda touma
me nt

The tragic iniury to

Australian fast bowler
lerrv Aide imm dur
mg the crowd riot on
the sec ond innings ot

the Perth Test ( ausr d
a rush l>\ ottic ials to

slam the stable dooi
ltu i the horse had
bolted — Pc tf i

Mclailamt in tin

tl isdr / c c kt t

Morin l\

lean lil» me II the

he al m ) l stc tilt sail

m mv it as it m
unr path from
my brow Keith

Andre w rec ills a

gruelling experu net

in Biisbmc 2ft years

ago

How c an wo be cm
tic al of Pakistan

c mwds when we
can t control our
own Greg Chap

pell

Neither side de
served to win -Bill

O Reilly after the

Perth Test

Slow motion replays

can be cruel I ve
waged some private

wars with reporters

myself and I know
what it s like It s the

media that gets the

umpires really up-
set—but I guess

they re under press-

ure just like us'—for-

mer Test umpire Tom
Brooks

- 40
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ACROSS

1

.

One of Muhammad Alt's trainers, a
fair skinned one (1,6)

,4. River that flows outside Edgbaston
in Warwickshire and across which C.
K. Nayudu once heaved a ball! (3)

6. Judokas practice on this (3)

8. This Armstrong led Australia in Eng-
land in 1921 at cricket (7)

10.

Among the leading South Africans
of today, most of them have played
Test cricket. Barry Richards and
Graeme Pollock have but (3,4)

13. Court divider in a bit of a jumble (3)
14. A woman tennis player whose first

name means to file a suit (3)

15. Former England opener born in

India (7)

2. Badminton trophy contested by
women on the international level (4)

3. Former Test player of India as well

as a selector (4)

4. Snooker player of the present who
ends with the name of the champion
in another sport. First name: Ray. (7)

5. The pitch batsmen dread especially

when the sun is beginning to shine

(1. 3, 3)

6. Argentina’s footballer who became a
superstar during the 1 978 World Cup
0 .6)

7. French tennis player with Thierry as
the first name (7

1

)

9. One of the cricketing Mohammeds
from Pakistan (5)

1 1 . A neat cut for a former West Indian

pace bowler (4)

12. Bobsleigh course near Innsbruck,

opened for hosting the World Cham-
pionship in 1963 (4)

Excellent :17—15, Good; 14-13, Fair:

12—11

HBHHBBHHBM Answers bv Surihir Vaidya

Ramesh Jalan, Bombay
Q Please state the total number of Tests
played, runs scored, centuries and half

centuries scored by G R Viswanath.
What is the world record of half centur-

ies in Tests? Who scored them?
A Vishwanath has played 85 Tests,

scored 5946 runs, 14 centuries, 34 half

centuries. The world record of fifties is

held by Geoff Boycott of England who
has hit 42 half centuries in 108 Tests.

f3Samudra Bhattacharya, Jamshedpur
Q What are the addresses of S M H
Kirmani, Kapil Dev, D B Vengsarkar and
D I Gower?
A You may write to the respective

cricket associations, who will forward
the letters to the respective cricketers.

You may write to Kirmani c/o Karnataka
Cricket Association, KSCA Stadium, M
G Road, Bangalore 560 001, to Kapil

Dev c/o Haryana Cricket Association,

Vijayanagar Colony. Near Hans Gate,
Bhiwani 125 021, to Vengsarkar c/o

Bombay Cricket Association, Wank-
hede Stadium, Churchgau,, uombay
400 020 and to D I Gower c/o Leicester-

shire County Cricket Club, County
Ground, Grace Road, Leicester LE2
8AD.
R.K. Chatterjee, Uttarpara

Q Please give me Wasim Ban’s Test
record before the Tests against India in

Pakistan in 1982-83?
A 67 Tests, 97 innings. 25 times not out

1212 runs, 85 highest score, 16.83
average, 5 half centuries, 16 ducks, 160
catches and 24 stumpings 6 times
captain.

Q Wfrerwasvthe Pakistani bowler who
claimed Gary Sobers’ wicket for a duck
for the first time time, where, when and
how?
A Fazal Mahmood claimed Gary Sobers
Ibw for a duck in the first innings first

Tfest at Karachi in 1958-59, in his first

Test as a captain.
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Balm and Subudhf, Daraaput.

Q. Who are the Indian batsmen to have
scored a century at Lord's?

A. V. Mankad (184 in 1952), G.R. Vish-

wanath (113 in 1979) and D.B. Vengsar-
kar (103 in 1979).

Priyadarshan, Bokaro; P. Subramaniam,
Hyderabad.
Q. When, where and against whom did
Gavaskar make his Test debut?
A. in the second Test versus West Indies
at Port of Spain in 1970-71.

Fatguni Mahapatra, Cuttack.

Q. What is the Test batting record of

Conrad Hunte of the West Indies?

A. 44 Tests, 78 innings, 6 not out innings,

3.245 runs, 260 as his highest score,

45.06 average, 8 centuries, 13 half cen-

turies and 4 zeroes.

Mohammad Izhar Alam, Rahlmpura.
Q. Who was the first batsman to hit a
century before lunch in Tests?
A. Victor Trumper’ of Australia, who
scored a century before lunch in the 4th
Test against England at Manchester in

1902.
Anil Kumar Banka, Ranchi.

Q. What is the minimum number of overs
and the shortest time in which a complete
side has been bowled out in Tests?
A. 12.3 6-ball overs were bowled by
England bowlers (Gilligan and Tate) to
dismiss South Africa for 30 at Birmingham
in 1924. The innings which lasted for 75
minutes, is the shortest in the annals of
Tpet rrirlrot

Rashid Sanwanralla, Calcutta.

Q. Give the names of batsmen who have

fQuiz

QUESTIONS

Identify the famous footballers who
were given the following nicknames:

I. ‘Der Paperiender’ (The Man of the

Paper)
2 The Professor'

3. The Galloping Major'

4. Mummo’
5. Der Momber’ (The Bomber)
6. 'The Man who strolls'

7. ‘The Sorcerer'

8. 'Veleno' ('Poison')

9. ‘The Black Diamond'
10. 'El Viejo’ (The old one)
II. ‘Boni’

ANSWERS
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fteMntoklktiai Singh, Monghyr.

% What is the most member of wickets

ftgt have been taken by one bowler in a
«Ssjj[ during a Test’
L 15 by J Briggs of England against

,801101 Africa at Cape Town in 1888-69

Stntey Sadhtr, Chandigarh

Q. What is the Test record of Sudhir S
fMk’
A, 3 Teste, 6 innings, 141 runs 77 as his

highest score 23 50 average one fifty

awl one zero

Aiw Raton Melt, Hooghly

Q. What are the highest and lowest Test

scores of Pakistan’

A. 857 for 8 wkts decl is the highest total

made in the first Test against West Indies

at Bridgetown in 1957-58 and 62 ts the

lowest total, made in the 1st Test against

Bridge
Boris Schapiro

Percentages are funny things One of the

ttefttfng facts is that the chance of a sim-

ple finesse succeeding (50 per cent) is

ntuch the same as the probability of at

feast two finesses out of three coming off

The trouble is that sometimes other

ftgtors come into the affair This was a

recent hand from match-play

J 64
OJIO
OKQ52
AK106

#1073
<?Q854
OJ 1093
#53

+ K 9 8 5 2

02
0876
# Q 9 8 2

A Q
PAK9763
OA4
# J 7 4

North dealt at love all and the contract at

both tables was six-hearts The
sequence at the first table took up some
six rounds of bidding and finally ended
in the slam In the Other room the part-

nership adopted a simpler approach -
North opened 1 NT (12-14 points) and
South responded six-hearts

How would you tackle declarer's

problems after the lead of O J? Spade
finesse* club finesse, heart finesse -theym aS available; but in action who thinks

dearly about these matters7

The scientific declarer (at least, as far as

the bidding was concerned) lost sight of

tk percentages He argued that if he
pok a first-round trump finesse and itW, then another losing finesse would
teed to disaster I suppose that was true,

but I don't think that his actual line of

play was an improvement He started

with two top trumps His idee was that if

P Q fett In two founds he was home and
dry for he could dtow trumps and park
W$ losing Q on the longdiamond even
if thfe dub finesse failed You can see
what happened finesses or percentages

apart, he lost two trump tricks

Sy oontrast the mors drect bidder took
e more subtle approach He won the
diamond lead in hand, crossed to

dummy with a topdub and took a losing

trump finesse West returned a club and
now declarerspumed the finesse He put

Australia at Perth in 1961*82

Surajtt Kumar ttey, gatings,

Q • What is the Test record of Mike
Brearley? How many centuries has he
scored so far'7

A. 39 Tests 66 innings 3 times not out
1442 runs 91 as his highest score 22 68
average 9 fifties 7 zeroes and 52 catch-
es He has yet to score a century in Tests

C Rajendra Kumar Gutechha, Bangalore.
Q How many times Kapil Dev captured 5
or more wickets in an innings and 10
wickets in a •match? How many wickets
are there to his credit?

A 10 times 5 or more wickets in an
inninas and once 10 or more wickets in a
match He has captured 147 wickets in 38
Tests so far

Pumima Das, Calcutta

up dummy's remaining honour (giving

himself the extra chance of the Queen
falling), drew trumps and discarded his

last club on a winning diamond before

taking a successful spade finesse for his

contract

Well, which line of play appeals more to

you7 Nobody ever accuses me of being
a * result merchant” but one line of play

worked and the other didn't

Last week's quiz. South dealt at love all

with # A 7 6 5 3 C? A 7 6, O A K 4,

#43 He opened one-spade and North

responded two-clubs At this stage the
"point-counters look at their hand and
(with 15 high card points and reasonable
balance) re-bid an automatic 2 NT Not
for me1

I agree that 2 NT is a big

improvement on re-bidding the awful

spkle suit, but I am convinced that it

pays to “invent" a bid of two-diamonds
on hands of this type It keeps all of the

options open and, on the rare occasions

that partner feels the urge to pass two-

diamonds, things cannot be too bad
TMs week's pk As North you hold

* A K J 10 6 3 2, <7 none, 2, # K
J 8 5 2 Your partner deals and opens
one-heart (1) What do you respond7 (2)

If you decided to respond one-spade and
partner chooses to re-bid two-clubs, how
do you proceed7

Q. Who wore tho Pakistani wWret-tekttff
intha sensational collapse of i* Auatm
liana In the first Test At Mgboume in

19797 Give their bowling figures ats6
A. Sarfraz Nawaz 35 4-7-86-9 and the
10th batsmen wap run out

Sunil Patnalk, Calcutta.

0 What is the total number of runs scored
by Sandeep Patii In Rami Tnaphy and
Tests?
A. 730 runs In 13 Tests and 1093 runs in

21 Ranji matches

Amltova Saikia, Gauhati.

Q Please tell me how old David Gower is,

his highest score and the number of Tests
he has played till now
A David Gower is 25 years old and he
has so far scored 2548 runs in 38 Tests till

date

s o-o, r-e* to n-B ..

According to Geller m hts recent book Quean’s
Indian Defence 10 QR-B1 followed by doubling

Rooks on the QB file yields White some initiative

on the Q tide

to .nu-oi. it

12 QR-B1, S-St, 13PxP, IPiP
14 UlR, SiRt ISR-BI.S-ttl
16 P-K3, tt-13, 17S-S1, n-KS
15 S-SZ, S-Bl, IS BlS, fix#
20 ft i it, M-aa, 2t r-ko, mm
22 R-RReb, OiRi 2SSiS.tt.S2
24 l-fifi, P-QKM
Keene probably had not foreseen the difficulties

anting out of the poor placing or his Bishop
2SP.tt3.R-lt, 2B P-SR4, K—R2
27 PlP, IB -KB, 2B P-ttfi. PaP
25 B-B3, tt-87, 30 P-RRM, tt-SSefe
31 R-R1, P-R3i 32 3-K2, tt-07
33 K -02, X - 03, 24 P-ttS
This will be forced In the end but perhaps

34 P - B4 could have been tried first

34 . P-R4, SB B-B1, R-R3
35 P-33, tt-IB, 37 R-B2, tt—S3
SSPftP.RlP; 3S P-34eb, R-R3
40 0-B3, n-KBck. 41 R-102 and

IChess

On the strength of his victory in the

Grieveson, Grant British Championship
Tony Miles can justifiably claim that he
is again our leading player During the

last couple of years nis status has come
under increasing pressure from John
Nunn and Jon Speelman, and theres no
doubt that together they stand well above
everyone else In the following encoun-
ter, the first ever between grandmasters
m the British, Miles displays his excellent

endgame technique After a quiet open-
ing a tactical skirmeh resulted In what
looked Mw a level ending, but Mfles saw
that his Knight had more scope than
White's Bishop and cleverly exploited hts

chances.

White- toy Unmi Buck TeeyJttM. Queans
Pawn, Quean1

! Indian Oettnce (Torquay 1982)

1 P-S4. tt-IttSi | P-SB4, P-R3
3 tt—ttte. P-Sttli 4 P-RB3, B-NM
n-ttliMi SS 1B.S-B
7 tt-ft O-St SS-ttftP-83

Black will win the QKtP

CaagaUUM SSSO Solution next week

Black

Sa!^l7filS
,

ttreiI* tlSSL NMttttl

iMnSm-toStomJTwEttoimM
concluded Ms attack by 31 PxR,32Rxft
Px Pch, 33 K-ttl, Ktx R, 34 Q -02. KtxSch,
36KxP(or35QxKtP-R6ate), R-Ktech,
and White radgnad rathar than be mated

PisMwa Na 121S. Sokidon next weak
p.aatt.(OtoNWtisso
OteJSWStttttttttimi-Ssaato—kSbtaak).
WMte to pfcr and rata In Svt move*

Salatlaa ta Na tttS (Raaaard).
<3tttt10,ltt14tt1|Si1MkU,l4ttSftraRtt7
t/um-am tafireJ lR-fO&QuttwangkW
1 Pxfteh, 2 K*Pi(b>l KtxP, 2 K-K2.

(c)l B X tt, 2 tt - B7, (d) 1 MI- 89,

2 Q x R, (a) 1 tt-M3, 2 Q-QR8jW 1

P-BS 2 R x KtP
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2ist October 1978, Faisalabad Sunti Gavaskar
captured ms only test wicket when he had

I Zaheer Abbas caught by Chetan
|
"nA Chauhan zaheer, on 96, was in sight of

\\ his second century of the match

ID me Delhi test in the 1979-80 indo-Pak
. senes will be remembered as Dilip

L vengsarkar’stest India out for
\126 in the first innlngs,slumped
« again in the second innings and
\ faced defeat But vengsarkafs

/\ spectacular 148 notout took

\ India almost to victory The
I match ended with India needing

/ 26 runs to win with 4 wickets in

/hand Scores Pakistan 273 and
/ 242 India 126 and 364 6

/ Sandeep PatH made a quiet debut
/ in the 5th test of the 1979-80 senes
# against Pakistan But in the 6th test

f (Sandeep’s second) he hinted at the
future with a power packed
innings of 62.

T
The refresfangGaia
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Useless

Doshi

AT the conclusion of the
second Test at

Karachi, Pakistani com-
mentators were emphatic
that India lacks the bow-
lers capable of bowling
any side out twice in a
match.
At the risk of sterring a

hornets* nest, I would go as
far to suggest that Dilip
Doshi is now becoming a
definite liability for India.
Even though he had five
wickets at Lahore, one
can’t help feeling that he
got these because the bats-
men went for the runs, and
not because of his bowling
merit. It is becoming evi-

dent that he no longer is

the danger bowler he once
was. In normal conditions,
he is unable either to get
wickets or restrict runs.
The Pakistanis scored off

him at will and the West
Indians will thrash him.
As for his batting, one

ball is sufficient this field-

ing is atrocious. No bowler
on today's Test circuit
takes as lackadaisical an
attitude to these two de-
partments as he does. The
quality of his bowling de-
finitely does not make up
for these deficiencies. One
hopes for the sake of Indi-

an cricket that Maninder
matures soon. We need a
.strike bowler to support
Kapil Dev immediately.
Doshi hardly performs this

role.

VIJAY CHORGHADE

,

Pune.

Downhill cricket

THE extremely poor
public attendance in

the first cricket Test
match between India and
Pakistan and the recent
withdrawal of two major
sponsors for the World
Cup Cricket tournament
to be held in England next
year are a clear indication
of the declining popularity
of cricket abroad. Howev-
er in India, the Press and
the Public continue to be
obsessed with cricket-*-*

game of flannelled fools* It

is high time Indians took,
more interest in truly in-

ternational sports like
athletics, swimming, foot-

ball etc.

ANINDO MAZUMDAR,
New Delhi.

Otto tome

I
F one recalls the pro-,

ceedings of that fateful
afternoon of the 25th De-
cember 1982 at the Nation-
al Stadium of Karachi dur- •

ing the second cricket Test
match between India and
Pakistan,* one Should be
surprised to find that the
top five Indian batsmen
who lost their wickets in
rapid succession during
that deadly 2nd spell of.

Imran Khan, hardly made
any contact with the ball.

It was not only sheer pace
but also the movement of
the ball which caused such
a debacle. The batsmen
did not know what was
happening. The ball was
swinging so much and that
too at such a high speed
that one may wonder, if

there was any ghost in the
wicket. But the reason
may be, what most of thfe

viewers did not notice that
Imran Khan was combing
hair with his fingers quite
often during that deadly
spell. I don’t know
whether he was trying to
set his hair or he had some
ulterior motive behind it.

It reminds me of John Lev-
er’s famous “Vaseline
Affair” of the Delhi Test a
few years ago, when the
Indian batsmen had no
answer to his viciously
swinging deliveries, which
he had managed by using
vaseline on the ball.

I do not want to blame
Imran Khan for cheating,
but it would be better If
our captain remains’
watchful so that the oppo-
nent bowler does not in-

dulge in any unfair prac-
tice.

H. SINGH,

Calcutta.

HEARTY congratula-
tions \ to Mohinde#'

Amaranth for coming back



Don't let a cold
ruin your day.

A cold can be relieved
There j§ a way to relieve a runny nose

or blocked .nose, heavy head, sore throat and
cheat congestion—all those symptoms that can
spoil the beet of days.

Fight it with a colds remedy
It's not enough to treat it like you would treat

any other ailment. Use a special colds medicine
that works simultaneously on all affected areas!

Coldarin is only for colds
Coldarin relieves all the symptoms

that bring you down. It has special ingredients
diet act together against all cold-affected areas.
Plus vitamin C to build your resistance.
When you have a cold, it makes sense
to treat it like 6 cold.

Spedalyformulated forcolds

Teat cricket with
vengeance. A great injus-

tice has been done to this

lion hearted batsmen all

these years when he was
deprived of his due place
in the national team, I

wonder what the members
of the previous selection
committee, who in their

wisdom preferred
mediocre players like Kir-

ti Azad or Suru Nayak and
others, feel about this

great comeback by Mohin-
der Amarnath. May he
continue to serve India
well in the years to come.

Dr. A. K. RAO,

Algeria.

Tasty Test

EVEN though' the 1st
Test match of the pre-

sent Indo-Pak series ended
in a tame-draw and to most
of the cricket-fans it was
taste-less and rain-washed
from the third day on-
wards, however, in my
opinion it is totally taste-
ful. The entrance of Sunil
Gavaskar into the select
band of cricketers who
have completed 7,000 plus
runs in Test cricket, the
electrifying innings of
Sandeep Patil and the
transcendental play of the
tenacious Mohinder Amar-
nath proved the foresight
of our selectors. Moreover,
there was the incredible
and unbeaten century Of
Mohsin Khan, the batting
of Zaheer,~all these
things inculcated much
pleasure in me. What a
tasty-tasty-match!!
BIJAYA KUMAR

PRADHAN.

Hatamuniguda.

Garnet duck

S UDHANUA DE-
SHPANDE of Bombay

in the Sportsworld issue of

1.12.1982 has pointed out
that Sunil Gavaskar has 8
ducks to his credit as
against sev.en, as men-
tioned by me in my
answers. I feel 1 am correct

;

in saying that Gavaskar
has only seven ducks to his

credit and not eight, as
pointed by Deshpande. He
has stated that Gavaskar
had made zero against En-
gland in, 1972*73 in India.,

u is not true; he was un-
beaten’ with zero, which
means that this duck is not
to be recorded in the ra-

cord books as a zero to his

name. The score of not out
•zero, is not recorded as a I

zero to the credit off a I

batsman.
SUDHIR VAIDYA,

Thana

.

The Aussie way

WITH two thumping
wins against England

in. consecutive Tests both
achieved in .the absence of
their top two fast bowlers
Lillee and Alderman—Au-
stralia have erased over-
night the ignominy of their
recent 0-3 rout in Pakis-
tan. Apart from being the
home side, the main con-
tributory factor is the re-

turn of Greg Chappell in
two capacities—as bats-
man and captain. His two
centuries in the three
Tests showed that the mas-
ter bastsman is still at his
strokemaking and runget-
ting best. The. overnight
transformation effected
by his commanding lead-
ership emphasises the fact
that Hughes’ insipid cap-
taincy was the main cul-
prit in Pakistan. The Au-
ssie have lost every series
they played under Hughes
by convincing margins.
With 20 wickets in two

successive Tests and con-

|

sistently fast and hostile
bowling in the series so

1

far, Lawson has unequivo-
cally established himself
as heir to the legendarv
Lillee’s throne. Written off

* as has been in their thir-
ties, Thomson and Hogg
incredibly sprang back to
bowl at their fastest in
Australia’s hour of' need.
Wessels who had revealed
great promise against the
world’s fastest bowlers
while playing in W.S.C.
some years back, has now
confirmed his world class
stature.

After all the easy runs
scored on easy wickets
against the mundane Indi-
an bowling in 6 Tests in
India and four in England
in the past one year, the
Englishmen have now
been exposed as poor play-
ers of topclass pace. And
their bowling, excepting
Willis,, has proved quite
ordinary. Peter May. and
Co., must be regretting all

those crazy . decisions

—

like the choice of three
medibcre offspinners at
the expense of left armer
Edmonds, the omission of
England’s, quickest bowler
DUlgy to



May's blue-eyed boy
Pringle.(who has been a
consistent flop) and the
perseverence with men
like Cook and Jackman
who have never looked
anything more than run-of-
the-mill County cricketers
PRAKASH PARAYATH,

Kerala

Protest

THIS is being written in

protest against the
comments made by Ajay
Sreekanth m Sportsworld*
dated December 1, 1982 It

is absurd to say that Vish-
wanath is in the team be-

cause he is related to Test
selector and captain
Gavaskar Vishwanath
has. for more than a de
cade remained India’s*
number one batsman and
India still depends on him

VIVEK DOGRA ,

Jullupdut

WOULD it be possible
foi your weekly to

publish details of touina
ments in lawn tennis being
held in various paits of

India at least IS days in

advance^ The newspapeis
publish this information
very late and sometimes
not at all. with the result

entries and other formali
ties cannot be completed
m time

It would also be better if

you could publish details

of maior private coaching

camps in lawn tennis
bemjg held an various parts
of the country,
By publishing all this in-

formation you will be help-
ing a lot of players to take
part in such tournaments
and coaching camps

UNNI NAIR ,

Gorakhpur

Tennis Una

THE Indian hockey
team has done ex

tremely well in the recent
ly-concluded Esanda Inter
national Hockey tourna
ment, then being drubbed
by 6 1 margin by the Au
ssies in the final notwith-
standing

It was a consolation for

India being placed second
m the final analysis, com
ing as it does in the wake
of disastrous defeat at the
hands of Pakistan at the
Delhi Asiad

It is high time that the
selectors and admimstra
tors ol hockey plugged the
loop holes tn selection,
training etc to improve
further so that the Euro
peart teams’ intending
domination of hockey m
the near future could be
halted The time has come
for India to seriously pon
der over the question of
switching over to the Euro
pean style of playing
hockev
H SATYANARAYANAt

Bangalore

i have India to travel in.

Youth hostels to stay in.

Who wants the Alps?

Ar# you one of (hots who toys
1 with I had ths money to trsvsl?

And doss travailing invariably

maan foreign trips for you?

Wall think again You and I belong
to a country with thousands of

places worth visit and no two of

them alike From the Himalayas

(scores of trekking routes!! to the

seashore down south You can
ride an elephant up to Amer Fort

pitch a tent in a field of flowers

wander amongst the rums of

Hampt go for a walk with only the

sea for company I rould go on and
on For excitement scenic beauty
and sheer variety ol experience —
you can t beat Indie

| Oalhouam

b Pancftfcut*

And now the rupees and paisa bit

You can gat dean comfortable

accommodation in the youth
hostels all over the country The
Jepartment of Tourism itself has
built 10 youth hostels in as many
S ales With tariffs ranging from

Rs 4 to 1 0 a night and oft season
and students concessions available

in some places There are many
other inexpensive youth hoaiela too
run by State Governments snd the
Youth Hostels Association of India.

Honestly now doesn t that make i
holiday really afford able?

For further information
contact the Government of India
Tounit Offices or the touih Hostels
Association of India 0 Nysya Marg
Chanakyapuri New Delhi 110021
Thf peck your knapsack and
gat going

Gandhlnapar

Aurangabad (

Department of Tourism
Government of India

aaxfcmwtam ym
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A year of excitement
and upsets

&EORGE K. GEORGE reviews the international tennis scene of the last year
$*nd predicts an eventful season ahead with a number of promising players

. coming up fast to challenge the present top-rankers

A N unusual year of tennis, that is

JKLperhaps the best way to describe
- 198i. Never did all the major tourna-
Vmilts provided so much excitement
Slid, ‘upsets. Seldom have so many
fjfrnig players surfaced and domin-

,

international tournaments,
iltarely have the veterans come back

such assurance and authority to

^Arevail over the young turks. Sud-
pdnly professional tennis had be-

S, Uj^le truly international witji numer*
non-American names and faces

^ipftong the top 50.

V&'Wo more can the top five or ten
Hike their places for granted even in

* aminor Grand Prix event. Anyone in

S first 150 seem to be capable of

letting the applecart. Age seems
be irrelevant as men in their early

Oannprtb-m great form

and mid-thirties whip talented
youngsters and teenage wonders.
This was the most unpredictable
year in tennis, especially with the
hiatus of Bjorn Borg.
One wondered what type of a dull

and boring year 1982 would be as the
season opened with Borg’s long vaca-
tion and the subsequent self-
imposed exile. In his absence, it

looked as if McEnroe and Lendl
would dash in final after final.

In the women’s division, Chris
Evert-Lloyd seemed to have lost in-

terest ana Tracy Austin’s recurring
ailments and injuries seemed to cre-
ate a big void.

To everyone's surprise, one was
indispensable. Professional tennis
has Acquired so much deyth that in

spite of hundreds of tournaments
and exhibitions all over the world,
the feud between the two pro tour
circuits and the conflicts of hectic
schedules there were enough stars to
provide glamour for most tourna-
ments.
The big news of the year certainly

was the man who did not play a
single Grand Prix tournament: Bjorn
Borg. Even in the glorious moments
of Jimmy Connors at Wimbledon and
the U.S. Open, his shadow loomed
large. He was certainly missed at the
French Open and Wimbledon. To a
great extent Mats Wilander’s stun-,

ning appartion in Paris made up for
his absence. At the same time the
presence of a Swede, who resembled
so much in appearance and playing



style, reminded the public of Borg.
Comparison between the two made
Borg's absence even more notice*

able.
Borg did come back later in the

seaison especially in a number of

exhibition matches. He performed
well in the Europe vs the Americas
series. He whipped. Lendl convin-
cingly, but lost to McEnroe in the
semi-finals of the European Cham-
pionships He also lost five of his six

exhibition matches with Connors.
His last loss was at the hands of

Brian Gottfried in the quarter-finals

of the Nastase-Hamptons tourna-
ment in the third week of December.
In thesd different encounters, Borg
has revealed patches of his former
brilliance.

1982 was the year of Jimmy Con-
nors and only Connors. Not even
Martina Navratilova with all her
wins or

,
Ivan Lendl with all the

money he accumulated from all sorts

of matches could share the limelight
with him. No one had expected him
to rise to such heights at the so-

called twilight of his career. It was
the reliving of his glorious 1974.
Connors shot up to the number one
«spot soon after the US Open and
then lost it to McEnroe who led the
US to its 27th Davis Cup victory. But
in his last tournament of the year,

the Nastase-Hamptons, he won the
title and regained his number one
ranking. The year could not have
been better for Jimmy Connors.
What was more exciting was the
acceptance the former ‘bad boy* has
received all over the world.

John McEnroe will remember 1982
not as the year he lost his Wimble-
don and US Open titles, but as his

year of self discovery. After the
premature glory of 1981 and all the
publicity and criticism it brought,
McEnroe was unable to withstand
the pressures of being no. 1 with his

particular behaviour pattern.
The conflict was obvious. He had

to decide whether he should con-

I tinue to win as a bad guy, or convert.
It was a hard decision as it is very
difficult to reconstruct one’s perso-
nality and revise one’s philosophy on
public demand. McEnroe also was
aware that he will not be another
Bjorn Borg temperamentally. The
manner in which he played the Davis
Cup of John McEnroe. It also has

f

litted that he could master even the
bw'^pist clay of Europe with his

complete game. In the final phase of*

the*; season he defeated Borg and
editors convincingly, but in his last

two encounters with Lendl, he threw
away his matches after good starts.

Once he bvercomes his mental block
against Lendl, John should bounce
back to where he belongs tor—the
top.

,

EAN LENDL's career continued to

e curious just like himself- He
seem to be destined, to be the Larry
Hplttids of professional tennis. He
i<P;^:M'S09ey and matches

Anarea jaegar—a crucial state of emotional adjustment

than any other player in 1982 with-
out winning a Grand Slam event. In
January he won the Master's Grand
Prix which was the delayed finale of

the 1981 season. He seems to thrive
on the round robin format. But the
1982 Grand Prix to be played in New
York in the third week of January
will be using the elimination system
and it may not be too much to his

advantage. He won the WCT finals,

and the ATP title during the year
and earned over $ 2 million in prize
money. He beat Connors for the first

time at Cincinatti 6-1. 6-1, but gave
in to the veteran at the finals of the'

US Open. In some rankings, he even
occupied the top spot, but his abs-

ence from Wimbledon and his inabil-

ity to win a Grand Slam event so far
has limited his authenticity as true
champion. His rather, unpleasant
personality and some unsporting ac-

tions and reactions at major tourna-
ments like the Grand Prix and Davis

Cup in the past has affected his"

image as a champion. Nor has hifc:

statements to the Press helped
things either. In all probability, h£
will have another rewarding yeax" in
terms of money. But one wonders if

he would ever reach the stature that*

Borg, Connors or McEnroe hav$
achieved. Qn the contrary, he may
fade away like Guillermo Vilas or
Xllie Nastase with many wins fits>4

money without being a champion ih
the true sense of the word. V>

Guillermo Vilas had a very sue*
cessful season and he is certainly ond
of the top four performers of the
season. He has been consistent and,
powerful as ever. Politics kept hh»-
out of Wimbledon, but at Paris an&i
New York he performed well., jBp*
loss to Wilander in the French
Final was more of a psyqhologtlid
disaster, it seemed. He held on 'very,;

well till his semi finals defeet at

US Open and he let himself sUfv



by the end of the season. He
«eUay come back at the Masters Grand
"Ik where he is one of the top four

eds. Throughout the year he

I

iked like the fittest prepared
iete in the pro circuit.

pr^Otheir top players are Gene Mayer,
F-'Piter McNamara, Mats Wilander,

Mm Higueras, Landres Gomez,
Johan Kriek, Steve Denton, Vitas

P*jfulaiti$, Jose Luis Clerc and Yan-
p£k Noah. Wilander has been the

hftost sensational of these. His
french Open victory and the six and

p half hour duel against McEnroe in

pthe Davis Cup have certainly made
%Mm the most promising newcomer of

•vthe year. There is so much talent,

rtfvfll and character in this young man
V$t 18, that he is going to be there for

jOp'loog time. The instant stardom
^following the French Open victory

confusing and unnerving for

Bvarh-woke up late

him. Gradually he is coping with it

and he is recovering from the ran-
dom losses he suffered since. The
Davis Cup performance has put him
back on the top once again.
Gomez raised great expectations

after he won the Italian Open and
then fell apart. He reminds one of
players like Vijay Amritraj,
talented, charming and popular, but
Without the killer instinct to stay on
the top. Noah had a great year with
significant wins at the US Open and
in the Davis Cup. He also became
one of the most liked sportsmen of

the world.
Kriek took the Australian Open.

The player whose performance has
been stunning in 1982, but has not
been given his due by the media,
despite finishing among the top 15, is

an unassuming Texan called Steve
Denton. He distinguished himself as

a leading doubles player in 1980 and
81. —
The 26-year-old Denton still pleys

with his Texas University doubles
partner Kevin Curran. Suddenly he
exploded to singles in 1982 and beat
top players like McEnroe and Geru-
laitis. Besides reaching the fourth
round at Wimbledon and the US
Open, Jie and Curran won the dou-
bles at the US Open after a
marathon. His serve is awesome and
it has been the main factor of his
success. Somehow the star quality
that the media look for in a top
player is missing in Denton. Maybe
his rather clumsy action has some-
thing to do with it. In any case, he is

likely to torment many superstars
for a while with his serve and his

guts.

Peter McNamara could not do as
well as in 1981. Family problems
kept him out of the US Open. In the
crucial Davis Cup tie against Austra-
lia he could not rescue the home
team.
Among the senior players, Wojtek

Fibak had a number of significant
wins towards the end of the year. But
Mark Edmondson’s Wimbledon per-
formance and Kim Warwick’s show
at the US Open were certainly more
memorable.

Although the established players
stole the limelight a number of
youngsters gave notice of their skills

and will. Jimmy Arias (US), Henri
Leconte (France), Chip Hooper (US),
Rodney Harmn (US), Tim Mayotte
(US), and an array of young Swedish
players led by Wilander have been
impressive.
The big question will be the final

rankings. The ATP and WCT rank-
ings are bound to be conflicting.

Connors may head the list. The con-
troversy will be about the No. 2
spot—Lendl or McEnroe? It will be
unfair to place McEnroe behind
Lendl in spite of his recent losses to

the latter.

In the women’s division, the No. 1

question was settled at the finals of
tne Toyota series, which is the coun-
terpart of Masters’ Grand Prix for

men. Martina Navratilova beat her
archrival Chris Evert-Lloyd 2-1 in

that crucial match. Martina was
ahead in the first half of the season
when Chris took it easy. Chris was a
little too late to come back and *let

Martina win the Wimbledon, final.

She also lost the semi finahpof the
French Open mainly due to lhck, of
desire to win. But when Martina
started claiming the Grand Slam
honour based on her 1981 Australian
Open and a place -among the all time
greats, Chris Lloyd woke up. Marti-
na’s own doubles partner ,deprived
her of the one title she has never
won—the US Open. Chris won it With
ease and then went on to taka the
one Grand Slam tide that had
escaped her, die Australian Open,
The upset at die;Meadow>h«d:

ruined Martin*’* Gtand
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Martina Navratilova—settled the top spot question

and her loss in the Australian Open
finals revived the No. 1 question. But
the Toyota title put her right back to

the top. As the winner of the singles
and the doubles, both at Wimbledon
and the Toyota series, and the
French she certainly was No. 1 in

1982. Her record for the year is 91-3

which included 15 tournament final

wins. The three losses were all in the
finals. Chris Lloyd has a 73-6 record
for the year. •

These two women completely
dominated the year. Tracy Austin
was out of most tournaments and > i

still is not in top physical condition. 1

She was badly snipped at the Toyota
semi finals by Evert. Andrea Jaeger
was very promising in the beginning
of the year, but recently she has
been beaten over and over again by
Evert. Andrea also seems to be
undergoing a crucial state of emo- <

tional adjustment to the demands of \

the pro tptir and family pressures, i

Pam Shriver and Hana Mandlikova 1

keep swinging from brilliance to

24

mediocrity. These two young women
have exceptional talent and intelli-

gence. Somehow they have been able
to stabilize their game and their
temperament and settle down.

Billie Jean King and Evonne
Goolagong made gallant efforts to

come back, but with little success.

Two made tremendous progress dur-
ing the year: Bettina Bungee and
Barbara rotter. Potter won the US
indoor. Bungee won the Avon (Hus-
ton), the German Open and the T.V.
Tokyo and led the German National
team to the finals of the Federation
Cup. Her victims included Pam
Shriver and Hana Mandlikova. She
also reached the semi finals at
Wimbledon. She was also the runner-
up in two other tournaments. While
Potter has calmed down and control-

led her reflexes and overenthusiasm
on the court, Bungee, who is very
feminine and delicate in appearance,
and attitude, has become tougher in

her approach to the game. That prob-
ably accounts for their success.

Sylvia Hanika created a few sensa-
tions in the beginning of the year,
especially by upsetting Martina Nav*
ratilova in New York. But gradually
she faded away. Kathy RihaJdi has
matured a lot over the year, but has;
a long way to go in order to provide-
any serious threat to the top five;

The most noteworthy newcomers of
the year are Zina Garrison and Bon-
nie Gaudsek. Junior Beth Herr,
Leigh Thompson, Elsie Burgen,
Kathy Horwath and Susan Mascarjn
have also shown considerable
promise.
With Borg's return, 1983 will be a

memorable year for men’s tennis.
The focus will be on the Lendl-
McEnore rivalry. In their six meet-

.

ings, John has been able to taker
;away only one set, Borg-Connoi"» I

rivalry will be equally interesting; In -li-

the women’s section it is going to be
4,4

a bloody shootout between Chrir
Evert Lloyd and Martina flavrsitUV £
va. Who could ask for anything !
better?



An eventful ’82

George K. GEORGE in New York

fiTN a country where sports is one of
JLthe major industries, labour dis-

putes could be the main event of the
year. A 57-day football strike be-
came the most memorable and signi-

ficant event in American sports in

1982.
; Football (not soccer, but American
football) is an integral part of Amer-
ican life. The strike by the players’
union, the longest labour dispute in

sports history certainly dwindled the
popularity of the game. The $1.6
billion settlement was not a victory
for the players or for the manage-
ment. Millions of dollars of televi-

sion revenues and local taxes were
lost as a result of the strike. Players
.also suffered considerable financial

i losses.

Very few of the major sports in the
United States attract the attention of

fans abroad. Boxing and tennis are
the major items being covered by the
foreign Press while athletics gets

Very little national attention in the
tyuted States. Tennis had a glorious
year while for boxing, 1982 was one
long nightmare. It began with ridicu-

1 lous mismatches and ended with a
major tragedy.
The most publicised sports event

5of the years was the Gerry Cooney-
Larry Holmes heavyweight title bout
which had a price tag of$50 million.

' It was a rip off. Yet, the racial type of

6 white underdog fighting a black
champion in a sport dominated by
the blacks made it a blockbuster.

>> Sugar Ray Leonard’s premature
retirement from boxing was prob-.

ably more newsworthy than any bout
of the year. As Ali’s rightful heir,

Ray had become the most popular
;

and entertaining fighter in the Un-
ited States. He was practically run-

4

ning out of opponents and has been
Considering moving to another
weight division at the climax of his

'Career. Unfortunately, six months
•after he underwent surgery for a

* detached retina, 26-year-old Leonard
announced his decision to call it a
day. The offer to fight Marvin Hagler
<for a $20 million purse was tempting,
but at least for the time being, Ray

’ Leonard has taken the wise decision.

Be has earned at least $31 million
from his 31-1 bout career,

a. The end of the year was hectic for

?boxing. Tomas Hearns and Aaron

y Pryor proved their superiority
: beyond doubt. Gerry Cooney practi-

iJ’caily disappeared and Larry Homes’
Y title defence against Tex Cobb was a
25-round disgrace. But the real

tragedies were yet to happen. Young
Boom Boom Mancini knocked out
Korean fighter Duk Koo Kim in the
W.B.A. lightweight championship
and consequently the challenger
died in hospital without regaining
consciousness. Mike Weaver was rip-

ped off as his title bout for the W.B.A
heavyweight title was stopped in the
first round by the referee. Michel
Dokes was not offically declared as
the winner at the end of the fight.

The W.B.A. decision came weeks
later. A rematch is ordered and

Ws has accepted it.

HILE boxing had been a matter
of little pride to the Americans,

they enjoyed a marvellous year of
tennis. Jimmy Connors, John iMcEn-
roe, Chris Evert-LIoyd and Martina
Navratilova swept most major
tournaments.
The Americans also won the Davis

Cup, the federation Cup and the
Wightman Cup. John McEnroe was
mainly instrumental for the US
Davis Cup victory all the way. Jimmy
Connors and Chris Evert made this
year’s US Open very special by re-
peating 1974.

In spite of McEnroe’s inconsisten-
cy and stiff competition from Euro-
pean players, the Americans domin-
ated the tennis scene in 1982. Only
Mats Wilander’s French Open magic
shared some limelight.

I
T has been a disastrous yeae for
American soccer. The game is cer-

tainly gaining more popularity with
the youth and high school students,
but professional clubs are in serious
trouble. The number of clubs has
shrunk from 24 in 1979 to 12 this
year. Three more clubs showed huge
arrears and are in danger of being
folded in the near future. Attend-
ance at the games has been steadily
declining over the past year. Exten-
sive coverage of the 1982 World Cup
certainly brought the sport to the
attention of the American public.
Team America, the new venture to
create a national team out of the
native professionals of different
clubs will go down as the brightest
spark of US soccer.

O NE of the most thrilling mo-
ments of American sports this

year was the finals of the US Open
golf at Pebble Beach. Veteran Jack
Nicklaus was way ahead in the final

moments of the prestigious tourna-
ment. At 42, Nicklaus seemed to
have gained his fifth Open title. But
suddenly a miraculous performance
was put up by British star Tom

Wfctson. He called it “thebest shot of
my life.” Weeks later he would add
the British Open title to his six.major
titles. It was America’s loss, but
golfs gain.

In swimming, two names were re-

sounding throughout the year: Tracy*
Caulkins and Mary Meagher. Caul-
kins is the national champion in 200
meter backstroke, 200 individual
medley and 400 individual medley.
Meagher holds the titles in 100‘

meter and 200 meter butterfly.

The, United States scored a double
in the world figure skating cham-
pionship this year. Scott Hamilton
won the men’s title, while teenage
celebrity Elaine Zayak captured the
women’s crown to bring her year-

long winning streak to a glorious

climax.
Never before did Indianapolis 500,

one of the most famous road races of

the world end in such an exciting
finish. Gordon Johnock finished 16
hundredth of a second ahead of

national driving champion Rick
Maers:
College basketball had • probably

one of its most glorious years. The
1982-83 has opened with unusual
excitement with university of Virgi-

nia’s Ralph Sampson and George-
town University’s Pat Ewing in

focus. Recently the two appeared on
the cover of the country’s leading
sports weekly Sports Illustrated. In

recent years it had happened only
once before. Gerry Cooney and Larry
Holmes were featured in a similar

fashion prior to their fight.

Professional basketball had an ex-
citing season that ended when star-

studdedLos Angeles Lakers and Phi-
ladelphia 76ers met in the national
finals. The Lakers took the title with
the help of stars like Kareem Abdul
Jabbar, Magic Johnson, Kurt Rambis
and Bob McAdoo.
But by the end of the year the

76ers, led by superstar Dr J, ac-

quired Moses Malone for $13.2 mil-
lion for six years. That is the' way
Americans pay their top professional
players.
On the whole, 1982 was not exactly

one of the most exciting years of
American sports. The quality of the
performance by major teams in lead-
ing sports was not very flattering.

Except in tennis, figure skating and
track and field, the Americans had
hardly any impact on the world
sports.

American sports has an exciting
year ahead. Track and field, the
stepchild of the country’s sports, will
attract a lot of attention because of
the upcoming Los Angeles Olympics.
College and professional basketball
will nave a vintage year. Football
should recover the after affects of
the big strike of ’82 and bounce back
to its traditional popularity. 1983
will be a crucial year for American
soccer as it vies for the right: to stage
the next World Cup.

A



Spot report

Tribal sport

is alive

and well

MARIO CABRAL e $A

PRABHAKAR S1NAR1, who won a
National Award this year for

promotion of sports (like bullfights

in Goa) is the Acting Inspector
General Police of the A & N Terri
torv (Andaman & Nicobar) In his

opinion, the Negritos are world class

archers He ought to know Smart
was once a terrorist fighting a gueril

la liberation war with the Portu
guese
And the women footballers of the

Nicobars are simply stunning says
Smart Well, coming from a seasoned
policeman it must be true However,
the truth is that civilisation has
taken its toll, here m the Andaman
and Nicobar archipelagoes, and,
often, show and showmanship seem
to have overtaken the primal shakt
and sincerity
The /Vsian Negrito—only four

tribes, numbering hardly 600 mdi
viduals is what remains of once 19
(nineteen) tribes numbering a few
thousands—is, pdrhaps, still the
keenest and nrfost humane of the
hunters He uses a featherless arrow,
for greater penetration dnd thrust

and better striking power and aim
x

The Tarawas pull their bows with the
leg, and their leg power is phe
nomenal Children—and this is com
mon trait with the Nicobarese mon-
goloids are taught to climb trees and
lofts and stay there while the parents
and the tribe go hunting (honey and
wild boar, but never deer or buck)

In the Nicobars, sports and com
«petition are essential elements of

their life styles Yes, of course, it no
longer is as before Wrestling in

India has become heaven on earth
Bullfights m Spain are more of a
tourist attraction than the coreog
raphed daredevilry they once were
And pig fights m the Nicobars are
but a parody of what they were

Listen to the story nonetheless
The u

pig fight” is the most common
sports modality of the Nicobarese It

is conducted mainly on the occasion
of “Ossuary Feast”, celebrated in

remembrance of all dear departed
Neighbouring villages are lpvited to

participate in the pig fighting and

they flock m large numbers They
are fed by the villagers-or the fami-
lies who arrange the n
The pigs are caught from the jung

le and kept m wooden pens for a day
or two and then brought to the open
ground on the day of the festival
Sometimes the pigs are star starved
for a night to arouse their temper
and a little toddy is also given to
excite them
On the day of the festival one hmd

leg of the pig is tethered to a rope
and held by a person, as a pre
cautionary measure The pen is then
opened The pig which is in a hungry
and devastating mood and in an
awtul temper, rushes m a rage out of
the pen The animal darts for “the
tighter” who keeps on teasing the
beast

If the pig fighter manages to catch
hold if the ears of the pig and
subdues the animal, he is considered
to have won the contest (Once in a
while the pig manages to dig his
tei th into the pig tighter ) But usual
lv the animal hardly has anv chance
of doing so because when the pig
seems to make some headway the
person holding the hmd leg of the
pig pulls him up and the animal is

summarily carried away from the
aitna bv three oi four persons

A pig fight in progress

I his is said to be the onl\ occasion
the Nicobarese are uuel to animals
The festival l* celebrated during the
time of "Kananhuan” (ashes lm
mersion ceremony) However, on
certain rare occasions the fight is

also arranged in honour of disting
uished visitors from the main land
The duel was one of the most

popular tribal sports and is currently
losing us importance because of dis

use However, during certain special

more for the magnificent obsession
of defiance
The fight is

help of lathis, i

is conducted with the
, the required length of

which is estimated to be 10 feet
Once the competitors used to hit

their opponents with all their might
and the opponents were obliged to
defend themselves very cautiously
The participants in a duel would
often sustain serious wounds and
occasionally succumb to the injuries
Now a days, the duel is but so

much of showmanship and a short of
entertainment for the onlookers The
competitors wear special dresses
while participating m the duel
The Nicobarese wrestling is done

m a peculiar way The wrestling
starts with the contestants taking
hold of each other by placing their
arms round the back of one another
in a close embrace Ihen, by sheer
bodily strength, the wiestlers
attempt to throw their opponent off

balance on to the ground If one falls

to the ground without touching his
back portion, the contest is said to
have ended m a draw
The Nicobarese have taken to

modern games like football, cricket,
hockey, volleyball kabaddietc on a
very large scale I ootball was intro-

duced in Car Nicobar by late Bishop
John Richardson The Nicobarese
are good footballexs Their girls, par
ticularly In recent years, teams from
Nicobar have been going to Delhi to
participate in Silbroto Mukheriee
Cup
They have their football league

and knockout tournaments in the
Islands The best footballers, like
William Constantine, Mathew,
Daniel, Herbert are participating in

some of the important football teams
in Goa William was playing for East
Bengal in the year 1965 66 Now, he
is m Car Nicobar, working as a
teacher
Canoe races are organised be

tween two villages or two groups of
Nicobari tribe The challengers
agree, well in advance, on the date
and timings for the fixtures The
canoe race continues for three days,
the first day in a village in the
vicinity of the challengers and the
other day in the village of the other
group

If a party wins the race on the first

day and the other party wins it on
the next das, the race will be treated
as a draw and then th* next day
there will be another race Until and
unless one party is defeated, the i ace
continues The race is held at least
once a year
During these days the Nicobarese

enjoy their feasts with their friends
and dear ones They enjoy danung,
singing and also take toddy, ex
tracted from coconut trees on these
occasions Oh 1 it is such a moving
feast
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Sportsworid Special

WILLS TROPHY

BOMBAY BEST
DEREK O’BRIEN reports

THE fifth Wills Trophy Limited
Overs Tournament was played in

the eastern part of the country at a
time when the strains of Christmas
carols were drowned by those of
Auld Lang Syne ushering in the New
Year. India’s star cricketers were
away doing duty across the border
giving both Test discards and aspir-
ants just the kind of opportunity
they were looking for. ITC the spon-
sors of the tournament deserve to be
congratulated for going ahead with
the tourney, knowing fully well that
gate proceeds would be nothing to
write home about at the matches
played at Patna, Gauhati, Cuttack
and Calcutta. The big guns were
'away but the shots still fired.

Gauhati which has not had much of

Action from the semi final »

bic time cricket in recent years play-
ed hosts to the quarter final clash
between the Board President’s XI
and Delhi, the winners of the trophy
in 1979. The weather in Gauhati was
so much like that in ol Blighty with
insufficent light and threatening
clouds, on more than on one occa-
sion, getting the better of the day’s
play.

The Wills Trophy, except for 1978,
has always been a 50-over affair, but
because of the vagaries of the weath-
er the Gauhati match had to be
reduced to 41 overs. Delhi batted
first and were in none too happy a
position when they lost three top
batsmen with less than 50 runs on
the board. However, Surinder Khan-
na (70) and Kirti Azad (54) put on a

match winning 99 runs for the fourth
wicket. The Delhi skipper Chetan
Chauhan chipped in with a useful
one. score and five runs while
Deepak Chopra got 20 and Delhi
ended up with a reasonable 196 for;
the loss of seven wickets. '

„

This meant that the President’s XI
had to score about four runs an over;
to make it to the last four. They?
never really looked like recovering
from the loss of their first four
batsmen for 27 runs and finished a

:

disappointing 131 for nine 65 runs <

behind the target. Jayaprakash

J

Prabhakar was Delhi’s most success* \

ful bowler, conceding only a dozen
runs for his four wickets while Azad }

finished with three wickets, bagging
the Man of the Match award. L

The Wills XI did not have any
problems on their way to an easy win
against Bihar at the Moinul HaqUe
Stadium in Patna.
On paper the Wills XI were the J

strongest side in the tournament 4$/;
they had quite a few ex-Test players

;

in their ranks. Aunshuman Gaekwad
’

from Baroda led the side and he was,
supported by Pranob Roy, Roger":
Binny and the man who was very,
unlucky not to take the plane to 1
Pakistan—Ashok Malhotra. $
The Bihar boys did not do too"

badly when they made first use wj,;

'
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wicket, scoring 181 runs for the
of six wickets. Shashi Nair made

44 and Hari Gidwani pulled
weight in the side scoring a

couple of dozen runs.

I?
, Ashok Malhotra played like a man
possessed in the Wills XI innings. He

^xMquisitely carved 68 chanceless
gpftms in little over an hour and a half

see his side to an easy victory and
iself bagged the Man of the Match

6f Rs 2000.

• quarter final played at the
historic Cden Gardens was the most
competitive at this stage of tourna-
^“it. The veteran Rahway skipper

a the

{aifrrtrd
^ The
f»

i
[yder Ali won the toss and aske<
amil Nadu Cricket Association XI

pto bat. The dew on the wicket, or the
fought that it was there, troubled
the TNCA batsman and except for a
half century by Abdul Jabbar, the
TNGA batting did not offer much
Resistance being bundled out for 191
even before the statutory overs were
^completed.
- The Railway openers Rajeshwar
Vats and Amresh Roy began in Ra-

ni fashion rattling up 70 runs
t the first ten overs the TNCA
lers sent down. At this stage it

^ppoked like that the match was going
to be one way traffic for the Rail-

ways. But with the introduction of

;Dflte experienced Venkataraghavan
I m4 S. Vasudevan in the TNCA
attack things somewhat evened out.

uThe fielders from the South let their
.aide down as much as their spinners
$Ottled up both ends. Rajeshwar
Vats finally got out but not before he
Jnad scored a well made 76 runs a

at which enabled him to pocket the
[ati of the Match award.

,
Thus, in the semi final Delhi were

failed to take on the Wills XI while
Railways were up against a young
Bombay side under the stewardship
of Ashok Mankad.
Much was expected from the semi

final played at the Eden Gardens
between Delhi and the Wills XI. The
latch was very competitive right

Om the moment the Delhi batsmen
Went out to bat on a cold December
morning. Gursharan Singh who came
III at one drop scored a useful 31 runs
and wicket-keeper Surinder Khanna
Chipped in with 37. But the man who
was in irrepressible form was the
Delhi Number four Kirti Azad. His
Strokes all around the wicket were as
ttauve as his looks. He hit seven
boundaries and on two occasions
Ctaared the fence.- He was dismissed
just a half a dozen runs before the
magical three figure mark. All this
frit# together gave Delhi a fairly safe
total of 221.
Manoj Prabhakar sent the Wills

batsmen up into smoke with a con-
lled exhibition of seam bowling,

(e sent the top four Wills batsmen
m the long journey back to the Dr.

,
, C Roy Club House. The Wills XI

did manage a fightback through Ro-
sier Binny and Ashok Malhotra.

lese two took the score to 145 and

BaSfiHBiMiBfifiBfiBBB

The Wills Eleven skipper Qaekwad is all concentration in the match against Delhi

at this stage it did seem that they
could guide their side to victory.
However, at this juncture Malhotra
did not read a slower ball of Kirti
Azad and was caught and bowled by
the ex-twenty-four-year old Test
player.

There was still a flicker of hope till

Binny was around, but when ‘Jacks’
was caught on the deep mid-on
boundary by Gursharan Singh the
writing was on the wall. The Wills XI
folded up for 181 still 40 runs behind
the Delhi total.

While Delhi were gaining the hon-

ours at the Eden Gardens, the Bom-
bay side were taking care of the
Railways at the picturesque Barabati
Stadium in Cuttack. The latter is one
of the better stadia of the country
and it is indeed unfortunate that not
many ‘big’ matches are played there.
Anyway this is not the time for
dabbling in the pros and cons of what
match should be played where.On
with the game.
In the second semi final of the fifth

Wills Trophy Bombay won the toss
and put the Railways into bat, the
Bombay skipper Ashok Mankad thus



Daylight revelry

DIGITAL watches, cans of beer, t

radial tyres, insurance com- f

patties—what do all these have in

common? Well add one more to s

the list—it will make it easier— «

cigarettes. Of course! All these 1

companies are involved in sports i

sponsorship in different parts of 1

the globe. Sponsorship after all is \

a give and take relationship, the f

proportion of each differentiating 1

from firm to firm, but there are i

two things which almost always t

remain in common. The company
involved reaps benefit in terms of ?

goodwill, sale and publicity while <

on the other hand sport is given a i

godfather. i

One of the companies in the
j

forefront of sports sponsorship in

india is ITC. This writer does not \

want this piece to fulfil the same i

purpose as that of a radio jingle <

or a billboard—no, never. Howev- i

er, admittedly ITC have been i

doing a lot for the promotion of <

sport rhrough the golfgreens, ten- ;

preferring to ‘bat blind.’ The Rail-

way batsman never really got going
anu only managed to muster 140
runs from the 45 overs bowled to

them. Suru Nayak and R. Kulkarni
bagged three wickets apiece and at

no stage of the innings did it look
that the Railwaymen would get on
top of the bowling.
Bombay lost two quick wickets,

having a none too happy start to

their innings but the Bombay opener
Sanghani along with C. Pandit saw
their team through to the final.

ADEWY morning in 1983. The
first. And the stage was set for

the climax of the limited overs
•tournament. One .does not know
whether it was the after effects of

the midnight revelry that kept the
crowd away from the Eden Gardens
on the morning of January 1. If it was
not that then could it be that New
Year holidayers had preferred
paying a visit to the zoo? Or had gone
to xtiake a quick buck at the Indian
iProduce Stakes at the Calcutta race-
course? I have a strange suspicion
that none of these is the correct
reason for the poor crowd at the
Gardens—when the Test stars are
away many do not (unlike the
nursery rhyme) prefer to see the
lesser, lights play.

The Delhi (officialy the DDCA)
captain Chauhan won the toss and
aued the Bombay side to take first

use pi the wicket* Bombay were in

the hick from the word go and irwss
thanks only to 45 and 27 runs repec-

that the Bombay total reached at

ttagt respectability—that, is what it

nis courts, football and hockey
fields and, of course, cricket.

Tradition plays so big a part in

sport in this country that it came
as quite a surprise when the
Board of Control for Cricket in

India lent its support to the Wills
Trophy. The BCCI’s faith in ITC
was well worth it, as in the first

five years of the tournament they
have* made it more popular than
any other limited-overs tourna-
ment in India.

After the great breakthrough in

sponsorship made in 1978 it was
decided that there would be a

rolling trophy, and the matches
were to be held in different re-

gional centres year after year.

South Zone were the hosts of

the first tournament, with the

matches being played in Hyder-
abad, Bangalore and Madras. It

was Western India’s turn to hold
the tournament in 1979 and they
did so in Poona, Ahmedabad and,

arguably, the home of Indian

cricket, Bombay.
In the third year of the cham-

pionship the spotlight shifted to

the north, witn the final being

'

played- in the capital and in 1981
the* proceedings took place in

Nagpur, Jaipur, Indore and Kan-
pur—in other words the Central
Zone.

It is common knowledge that

India have not fared well in the
limited-overs Prudential Trophy.
One of the primary reasons for

these debacles is that the Indian
players do hot play much of the
one-day game. In this respect the
Wills Trophy is a great asset for
Indian cricket as it gets the play-
ers acquainted with the nuances
Of the limited over game.
Salim Durrani summed this

quicksilver version of cricket up
beautifully when he said, “Instant
cricket is so much more than
chancing your arm and hoping for

the best. It is anticipating, impro-
ving and outwitting the opposi-
tion." Well, the spills and thrills

of the one-dav game always over-
flow—let’s drink to that,

D OB
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The light of other days
ONF has always maintained

that ci ickf ters should nor use
statistics as a drlinken man uses
Jamposts—foi suppoit rather
than foi illumination Meveitht
less, statistics do often leveal
more often than what thev con
ceal- \erv much like a bikini
Keeping this m mind Ut us take a
statistical peep into the fust few
veais of ont of India’s piemiei
limited oveis uicktt touinanient,
that which is pla\cd foi the Wills
Ttophv
The fust tournament which was

held in tftt beginning of March
1978 saw the expected clash m
the final between the Wills XI led

bv Vcnkataiaghavan and the
Boaid Piesidenr s XI led bv
Gavd’kat In fact us one looks
back on the matches plavcd in

1978—most 0f them were quite
ont sided In one of the semi
final > Wills XI brushed aside De
Ihi bv as manv as nine wickets
and in tlu same vear also collated
Bengal bv tight wickets The
dthei finalists the Boatd Piesi
deni’s \I also icgistered a one
wav vtctoiv in the last toui lomp
ittg home hv eight wickets against
the Prasanna led Karnataka

it was in the same \eai that
Karnataka took on Uttai Ihadesh
and this was perhaps the only
encounter in the tournament
Which had all the meat of one du\
cricket Finally Uttai Piadesh
even though thev did not last the
stipulated 60 o\eis .toied 254
whu h was mst 45 i uns awav fiom
the Karnataka scoit of 299 foi

eight wickets In this match as
manv as 55} mns weie scored foi
the Joss of lb wickets thus a\ei
aging o\ei 10 00 runs pel wicket
On ont of the fc w occasions in the
tournament thiec batsmen scoied
ovci 50 foi then side the tno who

did the job for Karnataka were
Bujesh Patel, Sudhakar Rao and
S\ed Kirmani

In the final analysis of 1978*
there is little to doubt that it was
not Wills XI all the wav In the
tfuec matches they played on the
way to bagging the Wills Trophy,
thev only lost six wickets thus
avei aging a little undei 95 00 per
wicket

Dilip Vengsaikar shone in 1978
picking up two Man of the Match
awaids plaving for Wills XI
The following \eai the tourna

ment moved to Western India and
hosts Bombay led bv that oldwar
hotse Ashok Mankad could not
take full advantage of the home
conditions
Once again foi Bengal it was a

disappointing veai Bombas ham
meied them bv eight wickets in

the fust of the quarterfinals In
fact this tournament has nevtr
quite been Bengal s plate of rosso
mdldi—m 1980 thev lost to Wills
XI in the quattei final and since
then base not even qualified foi

the tournament piopei
But the highlight of the tourna

ment in 1979 and m fact the
highlight of the Wills Trophy
plavea till date was that pulsating
final between Delhi led by the
colouitul Bedi and Bombay The
latter after being put into bat
were all out foi 255 m 56 1 oveis
The match could have gone either
wav till the veiv last delivery as
Delhi also made 255 m 60 oveis
but won the match because thev
had los* less wickets—seven to

Bombay s ten %

1979 was very much a bats
man's year as besides other high
scores thev weie three centu
rions—Vijav Chopra, Surmder
Amarnath and Sandip Paul The
’attei clouted foui 6’s m the 109

minute* he wife at the create few
his unbeaten 103, It was in die
same year that K, Snkkanth of

Tamil Nadu took as many as 21
runs off a single over The bowler
to suffer was Saigaonkar He was
not the only swinger of the arm to

take the stick that vear, as K
Srmath representing the Board
President’s XI bowled 11 overs
for 63 runs while Solkar’s 12 overs
for Bombay against Delhi cost
him 62 Bedi however did get
among the wickets claiming 5 for

30 plaving against the Board Pres
id&nt's XI A good vear then—and
what a final!

If one goes by the ’Man of the
Match' awards for 1980, then the
Wills Trophv had something m it

foi everyone Ravi Shastn be
came the first bowler to bag the
awaid taking 5 for 16 and in the
same year Bedi also won the
award, „

Keeping with the trend set bv
the 1979 final the Third Wills
1roph> had some leallv dose
finishes In one quaittr final
Hyderabad scoied 162 loi 7 wick
els and m a nail biting finish the
Boatd President’s \1 achieved the
tatgei with onlv seven balls to
spait The Board Presidents XI
weie involved m anorher keen
tussle, this time m their semi
final against Delhi Delhi batting
first scoied 224 for 4 alter which
ihe Boatd team made 224 foi
8—the winning runs coming with
only one ball to go
With these two wins—both

matches could have gone either
way—the Board President's XI
took on the Wills XI m the final

Yet anothei close finish, but this
rime not m favour of the foimer

,

The Vishwanath led President’s
XI scored 216 for 8 The Wills XI
in iepl\ made the runs with three
wickets in hand and only 3 balls
to go to bring to an end vet
another interesting limited over
tournament

D OB
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Battling it out tor the Witte trophy

seemed—showing 158 m 47 1 overs
With the exception of the two

Mankads none of the Bombay bats-
men even crossed the 1 5 mai k The
wickets of filmland were more or less
evenly distributed among the Delhi
bowlers with Valson, Shukla and
Prabhafcar claiming a couple each,
while A7ad and Chdpra shared two
between them
Mankad admitted after the match

that at this stage he felt he was
fighting for a lost cause but did not
hesitate to add, ‘T have tremendous
confidence in my boys ”

Delhi began then innings 13 mi
nutes before the lunch interval and
at the break had crawled to seven
from three overs They have been
playing together as a team for a
comparatively long period and their

team spirit needs to be admired It

was this a’dded to the policy of

keying themselves up well and
psyching their opponents that had
brought them as far as the final Lest
one is misunderstood^they are 'also

a fine set of cricketers. However on
the first day of 1983 something
veemed to have gone wrong
After losing the wicket of their

skipper at 22 Delhi went on well and
s t one stage were looking a healthy
43 for one And then . bowled,
stumped, LBW, run out It was all

over The Delm account had closed,

had a run short of the century mark
and Bombay had won by a convinc-
ing margin of 59 runs, a margin of

victory of which evert the most die-

hard Bombayites would not have
expected after their own inept bat-

ting display
Kulkarm who opened the bowling

for Bombay finished with three
scalps undei his belt as did Jadav.
The formei returned the figures of
7 1 ovei s, 2 maidens taking three for
13 Great bowling by any standards.
In fact, all the Bqmbay bowlers did a
commendable |ob

Kirti Azad who was tragically run
out when he was on one said of the
defeat, “It is difficult to believe

The story might have been a diffe-
rent one to relate if Kirti had not got
run out or if No ifs here please
The Wills Tiophy is in Bombay for
another year and Mankad and hia
boys deserve every ounce of it.

PICS ALOKE MITftA
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India win—at last
MUDAR PATHERYAfiles his despatch from Lahore

WE arrived in Lahore just the i ripple Twenty runs in an over off

evening before the game Not their captain meant something, and.VV evening before the game Not
the best of times to be there There
was a scampering for sweaters—it

was biting cold and on top of that it

had rained A late evening call to

Kirmani showed up that the Indians
had settled for some batting prac
tice—the ground had absorbed too
much of moisture to accommodate a
batting outing Intikhab Alam, the
Pakistan manager, enlightened that
the army had been called on to help
Qttt with their helicopters for the
drying operations Tne following
morning, thus, it was not surprising
to find expansive sawdust covet on
both sides of the plavmg stnp
Obviously, the groundsman had tor

gotten to Cover parts of the playing
area before pushing off to bed
The most astounding twist to the

proceedings of the morning and
afternoon was given when the Indi
ans, offered the option, walked out
on the licit pretext of bad light and,
by a strange logic, ended the win
tiers India were 192 off the 27 overs
bowled when bad light forced cur
tailment, As mathematically, the
Pakistanis had managed only 175
runs in the identical number of de
liveries, the Indians got away on the
better run rate How Imran must
have cursed himself for not having
finished off all his seven overs and
breaking the run not instead of
reserving them for the very end An
end that never came
The Indians were fortunate this

time that Snkkanth struck With
Gavaskar at the other end showing
signs of playing his innings in con
trasting instalments, the opening
alliance was giving indications of a
subsequent dosing in Both the open
ers sun ived, thanks to fumbling fin

gers—Gavaskar let off by Mudassar
and Snkkanth floored bv Ban Not
that it could quite be the reason for

unsettlement Snkkanth, m tvpical
fashion, swung loosely at a Naqqash
delivery that was quite wide enough
m the fpst place which went for six

A little later, he most incredibly
Singled out Imran for a hooked six

The following delivery Imran
bounced short again This time it

.went bounceless over mid wicket A
hush fell ovei the partisan Pakista
ms .Next ball, Snkkanth had hooked
Imi an again and got away with
four—the applause had begun to

ripple Twenty runs in an over off

their captain meant something, and,
so, this was the Mister Snkkanth
they had heard so much about
But Snkkanth, it seemed, was not

interested m the hanger, on his style

of course Gavaskat said that his

ambition was to play out one entire
day and get his 100 in the last over,

this time, he hardly showed mten
tions of lasting through Shahid
Mahboob, the lankv and debutant
pacer, was brought m and Snkkanth
had pulled him straight into Zaheer’s
hands Snkkanth went for 39 at 57

At the other end was Gavaskar ap
plaudmg his man out and he was
only ten

Soon, Gavaskar himself was to

take a break from the canonical He
credited a couple of copvbook drives

for four to his tails before swinging
Mahboob over Imran's head at mid
on for another boundaiv Gasaskar
was coming off well in certain quar
ters, which had reconciled them
selves to the fact that he could never
bat anywheie above gear one If was
revelation, but there was more to

come
The 100 of the innings had now

come off in 16 2 oveis and Gavaskai
was now hitting Mahboob again This

time, it was a six over long on’s

upturned head—a long time since

Gavaskar knew what it was to hit

one Meanwhile, he had leached his

50 in 90 minutes and India had
docked at 133 with only one man
down So fai so good The Pakistanis
were now hoping against hope
At 148, Sandeep Patil too, had

joined m the not He took a six off

Fakih beyond Miandad’s outstretch

ed hands A lew balls latei, Patil had
done away with e\en that—a clean
one India's hopes surged ahead and
naturally Fakih was taken off and
Mudassar introduced That just ab
out did it Patil went first ball to the

golden armed ‘D K \ taken by Raja
for 51 Not an innings that he would
like to remember himself, he had
looked greatly circumspect but as far

as utility went, he had hung India
were now 17 3 for two and ten overs
were ^et to go
At 185, it was the exit for Gavas

kar He swung Naqqash just when
the bowlei read like an open book,
but Mansoor had taken a low catch
on the mid wicket rope for 69 Now,
7 2 overs iemained India were set

253 and the fight was thickening
A bit of it went away when Kapil

Dev went leg before to Mudassar in
the 27th over, but the Indians,
thanks to the vagaries of Lahore’s
weather, closed shop and much to
their benefit too Yashpal was six
and Mohinder one when the Indians
trooped in at 193 for four, the day
won and confidence brimmed again

Earlier, more outrageous things
had come to pass The day had begun
with Moh&m Khan going to the first

legitimate delivery of the game,
caught and bowled to Kapil Dev*Bad
start as it was for Pakistan, Zaheer
Abbas showed just how things could
be neutralised, then the road to
advantage paved

Things began quite slowlv with the
first boundary of the game coming
only m the seventh ovei That some
what opened the floodgates Next
ball, Zaheer had once again driven
Kapil for four before Gavaskar per
ceived Sandhu and brought him on
lot his opening spell of the game
Zaheer inaugurated it with a four
and off the third he repeated the
effect with a squat, e cui oi the old
class Shasru was hi ought on from
the opposite end at 52 and he waited
for a bit of time beloit Mudassar,
dabbling in ones and twos had
driven straight back to the bowler
caught out foi 24 Now it was 70 foi

two in the eleventh o\er and things
did not augui too well foi the Indi
ans—especially with Miandad flow
mg It was Shastri’s first wicket m an
age—lather in exatrh 30 davs
Meanwhile, Zaheer had got his 50

m 59 minutes with Pakistan on 78
and the Indians mooched aiound m
untidiness The perfunctones, as ex
pected, with Miandad baiting the
Indians, Sandhu especially to have a
shy We used to do it at school, too,

and learnt that it was always wise
not to lose one's cool But the soft

spoken Sandhu had, perhaps missed
out on it and once quite m itated, he
thiew a frenzied delivery at Mian
dad Gavaskar had to run in tm
mediate^ from mid on to calm his
fellow Bomhayman
The pyrotechnics were inevitable,

later, one was to wisecrack that it

looked more like the ‘Divali* of home
than an intei national cricket match
For, at 119, Miandad had walked out,
whistling I guess, to Sandhu and
despatched him over mid wicket for
four Next ball—same effect and
same place Thev changed ends then
and, off the last ball, Zaheer had shot
the turbaned medium pacer past
square leg The flag wavings had
begun
Sandhu was picked up and Gavas

kar probably remembered that he
had Mohinder still left He sampled
him but Zaheer had got six off him
promptly first ball Mohinder,
however, must have reconciled him
self to a moral victory, he had
Zaheer lifting but Madan Lai—yes, it

was him—dropped him Worse, he
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ww even came under it and Pakis-
tan inched over to 141 for two with
10 overs yet to go.
At the stroke of 12, Zaheer had

lifted Madan for a six to leg while
Sandhu fumbled yet again with a
pick and throw that could have cul-
minated in a run out. Meanwhile,
Miandad at the other end, continued
to do the most unbelievable things to
the Indian bowling. While every ball
was meant to be hit, Miandad went
about it as if it was some annual
village grocers versus blaksmiths

Line. His improvisation was incredi-npr
le and as if to prove it, he was to
walk down to Mohinder and clobber
2iim over the umpire’s head for a
straight six. He got his 50 in less time
than Zaheer and pamphlets began to
be circulated at that time in the
Press box. (One thought that it Was

merely encomium on Miandad’s
merciless marauding but wait...this
had something to do with sex and
vigour. Fancy distributing them to
visiting journalists!)
And while 25 overs yielded 165

runs, Zaheer went on to his fifth
successive hundred against the Indi-
ans on this tour. The same bat wav-
ing as usual—it must have become
part of every Indian bowler's night-
mare by now—and it had taken him
just 135 minutes. Miandad, inspired,
.took the most powerfully-pulled
boundary one saw on this visit while
the next ball had some spectators
scattered in the topmost gallery over
fine leg. MiandadS shot must have

g
one there. The following delivery
ad been hooked again for four and

Kapil seemed to be having hardly
any effect.

Pakistan Tour Diary
w

PAKISTAN they say is dreary, there
are few diversions after the sun

goes down on cricket and even the
players are airing the same opinion.
Vengsarkar said that he was, “abso-
lutely bored," while Gavaskar was
busy counting the days—35 now to
go—they had before it was home
again. The same is the case with the
Press, but ploys to defuse the tension
have to be schemed.
So one fine night after his noctur-

nal K.R. Wadhwaney of the Indian
Express found a breakfast card con-
veniently hung on his doorknob. Ev-
ery item on the menu had been
ticked off for the men serving next
morning and apparently without his

notice one of the Pressmen had been
at work ordering for his colleague. If

Wadhwaney had not noticed there
might'have been a party next morn-
ing! Not to mention the tearing of
hair on the. eve of the New Year.
There was a bit of scampering when
someone had received a call from the
Indian Consulate in Lahore with the
promise of nectar in this dry country.
A rendezvous had also been fixed.
Only if the journalist had known.
Another received a telephone call

late at night. The caller identified
himself as Abdul Qadir, “I have been
reading what you had to say about
me. I must say that your writing is*

absolutely pathetic. How long have
you been in the writing line •” Then
the gritting of teeth, frantic gulps of
water before it had been revealed
that it was only Kamar Ahmed of the
BBC!
So when a cricket match sponsored

by Wills was also organised it did not
come as much of a surprise. Simply
dubbed as the “Press Test,” which
was attended in its earlier stages at
the National Stadium by Gavaskar,
Vishwmnath, Kirmani and the Consu-
late General of Indio in Karachi.
The Pakistanis included former

hockey captain Islahuddin to repre
sent th<lem and that just about made
the difference between winning and
losing.

The Indian journalists batted first

and in next to no time Rajan Bala of

the Deccan Herald had run out R.
Snman of The Times Of India . Then
skipper C.S. Rao of The Hindusthan
Times went for 17 before Bala was
himself run out by this writer for 29.

A bit of a controversy had erupted
when the Jaagran's comical and con-

vex correspondent Padampati Shar-
lei

‘

ma—who else—was given leg before
first ball. Stunned silence before the
volcano in Sharma had given way.
Food enough for leg pulling in the
Press Box for another couple of

weeks. The rest of the contributors
were Javed Akhtar (The Daily) with
16, Ayaz Memon (Sportsweek) with
as many, Mudar Patherya (you
should know) with 15 and K.R.
Wadhwaney with 13. The Indian in-

nings had finished with 136 and the
match seemed safe enough.
Safe enough before Islahuddjn

flexed his muscles and took charge.
He monopolised the strike and went
on picking up the runs and the
Pakistanis had lost only two wickets
when half the total had been accom-
plished. At that stage Wadhwaney
had Islahuddin caught behind by this

writer for 46 and interest had been
introduced again. The Indian bow-
lers Mohan and Wadhwaney began
to carve away the rival batting in a
short while the scorer had shouted
'99 for seven’ to draw the attention
of the batsmen and the struggle had
begun. A mini recovery was orga-

nised and things went up to 134 for

nine. But then the Pakistanis with a
little more* than an over to them-
selves just about made it. Every
player went hotelwards with nearly
half a thousand richer.

A couple of points were noticed

The Indians continued with their
generosity. Madan Lai dropped
Zaheer at mid-off but next ball, Srik-
kanth had held it hard on the mid-
wicket rope. Zaheer had gone with
105 to himself and, at 228 for three,
Pakistan seemed safe. Miandad also
got his hundred in the last over but
the best was yet to come. He lifted

Kapil over long off for a six and to
make it his sixth of the innings, he
had done the same next ball—this
time over mid wicket. Twenty runs
had been plundered in the last over
and now Pakistan sat pretty at 252
for three. Miandad had 119 not out to
himself. He was to win the Man of
the Match award.

The match in public opinion
seemed to already have been de-
cided. If only they had known....

which if heeded might have given
India the game. C.S. Rao overbowled
himself as was evident fiom his sta-

tistics of 11 overs and 66 runs.

Mohan on the other hand gave just

42 in 17 unchanged overs as the
Pakis scraped through. Next day
much was made of this match m the
local newspapers—people were
actually talking.

So when we flew north into Lahore
for the one-dayer it was inevitable
that we be asked to play another
‘Test’, this time against the Sports
Writers Association of Pakistan. For-
tunately the Gaddafi Stadium had
not been chosen as the venue. The
Aitchison College was the perfect
setting for a game of this nature

—

the distant spire, the tall trees, the
soft sunshine filtering throiigh, the
smell of freshness and the wet earth.
This was it.

The pavilion in the background a
marvellous construction of teak out
from the old world added to the
romantic atmosphere. While there
always was the face hunt among the
numerous lines of well preened
heads in the sepia snaps hung
around we searched some out
allright. There sat a certain 'Majid
Jehangir’ in the cricket team of 1963
and another 'Imran Ahmed’ in the
Aitchison College cricket side. Six
years later another face looked
familiar—yes, it was Abdul Hafeez
Kardar.

The Pakistanis, perfect hosts, had
arranged for Test umpires Khizar
Hayat and Shakoor Rana to stand
and suddenly the match had become
a business affair. Everyone was tak-
ing it seriously*Captain Rao, surpri-
singly retained, was now telling ev-
erybody: "Buck up and score quickly
please. We must win this game." But
within five minutes of the beginning
everyone was breathing lightly. The
Pak bowling was all long hops and
half volleys and the Indian openers*
in the middle were having a nice
outing for themselves.



Our batting clicks an and off: fiavaskar

THE day before India went into
thd one-day international at

Lahore, this writer bumped into
Sunil Gavaskar in the corridor of

the hotel where both were
Staying. It was inevitable that a
cricketing conversation Should
develop—we talked of politics

too—and veiy soon the prospects
for the over-umit game had oeen
touched upon Gavaskar was of

the opinion: “All we need is a
good start from Snkkanth But he
has this problem against the fast

bowlers'*. And then it was hard to

pick out the decibels
But surprise of surprises* India

had won by the next evening
contrary to public—and Press—
opinion so it had to be Gavaskai
again for a mint interview in his

room aftei the ait had cleared a

bn
“Well, 1 still maintain", main

tamed Ga\askar t “that theie is

very little diffetente between the
two sides it is just that their

blokes, having played a three
match senes against Australia,
are in a more advantageous posi
ion as fat as the match practice
goes and thev aie piaving m
familial conditions.

4T don't think that they are a
better side But I do think that
they have a slight edge in conii
dence because, again, they are
playing at home and after a good
series against the Australians.
Their last series win was a
tremendous victory "

When asked of what he would
make of the Karachi collapse,
Gavaskar thought it had been “a
marvellous spell on the part of

Imran Khan It was a spell where
vety tew batsmen m the world
would have been able to tope
with that sort of thing It is a kind
of spell that a bowler dreams
about ”

The Indian captain admitted
that going one up in the senes
was “one nell of a thing to be in".

Coming back to the one-day
triumph, Gavaskar felt that Indi
a’s emergence as a ‘Super Powet’
m the limited overs game could
not be consolidated unless the
fielding was preened. “There is

something lacking in it. Unless
this is looked into and improved
upon, I cannot see us beating
other sides regularly. We will jutt
keep winning the odd games. The
ground fielding is the one requir-
ing careful attention; everyone
drops catches. The thing is that
we are giving twos when there is

only a single to be taken and one
when there is none. That is the
basic difference between a win-

ning side and a losing side.

When prodded shout whether
,the mode of winning was consi
dered satisfactory, Gavaskar was
surprised that I should even have
asked. “Why not? It may be that
Imran had two overs left, but
since they scored SO runs in the
last three overs, we could also
have done the same".
Of the bowlmg department,

Gavaskar did not appear too hap
pv. “Well, that has been one dis

appointment, but in the one-da}

f

lame, bowlers do get carved over
1 the bowlers bowl well in the
initial spell, the first three or four
overs, then you find them dome
quite well in the subsequent spell

too"
On a more pertinent note,

Gavaskar commented: “Well,
Kapil Dev is coming across bats-

men in form on wickets which
haven’t really helped him and he
doesn’t have that extra yard of

pace that Imran has. May be that
is the reason why the Pakistan
captain has been getting wickets
and Kapil hasn’t Shastri, on.the
other hand, is a defensive bowler,
I don’t think that he is a sort of

person capable of running
through a side—a bits and pieces
cricketer really. He is basically a
few runs and a few wickets man.
As tar as Sivaramaktishuan goes,
I think that it is his first trip and
since he has played only two first
class games, it would be unfan to
judge him
The topic ol India’s batting had

to come up. Sunil’s face creased
at the mention of it. “Well,..our
batting, it sort of clicks on and off

but t am only hoping that it keeps
on clicking I am not worried
about Vishwanath’s hatting be-
cause he had the same problem at

this time last year He never
scored manv runs m the first

three matches but then he came
back with a bang in the next three
games His is the kind of hatting
that we shall have to wait for
because, of the experience we
have had. 1 don’t think that his

form is causing anv concern be-

cause he has had onlv thiee in-

nings and once he was done in He
is that sort of player who might
come good at any time “

“Another thing that we get
over-worried about is the team
spirit We keep oi» saying that

there is more spirit m the Pakista
ni camp, more togetherness,
etcetera, but 1 think that it has
been a bit ovei played It is just a
question of the team clicking In

some cases it can be terrible, but
heie it is |ust great I think the
seniors ate helping the juniors
and the juniors are paying heed
to what the seniors are telling

them Theie have also been quite
a lot of mfoimal team meetings
where the iuniors are all ears to
what is being said They are
drinking m the experience of the
seniors and 1 think that is a good
thing.”
On the subject of squaring the

senes, Gavaskar said: “At this

moment, as captain, 1 have to be
optimistic and 1 am optimistic in

the sense that we have a very
good chance at Hyderabad, paisa-
labad is that kind of wicket which
normally does not produce a re-

sult with a good batting track, so 1

don’t know waht is going to hap-
pen there. Hyderabad, from my
previous touring expenence, has
turned and there are more spin-

ners m our side than theirs, you
know. We have a fair chance

i -Ml, \
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FOURTH ASHES TEST

Drama all the way
PATRICK JONES reports from Melbourne

FOR f ngland it was ltiucnil lest

Nothin? h ss th m i v ictor y would
have sufficed then needs as only
win could ke^ p their chances ot

retaining tht Ashes ali\c But all was
not will in the tourists dressing
room One ot then kevplaveis De
uk Randall an opener tound him
self out ot the team due to intun a
problem that gave 11st to widespit- ad
spec illation as to who would open the

F ngl me! halting against the whir!
wind pace attack ot |cif Thomson
(unit I aw son and the old waihmse
Rodne\ (log? The most like 1\ pan
was (jiaeme T owlet and Oeott Cook
with Ia\ai< coming in to the thud
position and (»ower ?cttmg the

iourth slot

I oi 1 ngl md captain Bot) Willis it

wa •» i tricky situation icquiim? sc

non consult i ation ot all the rc

lee ant lac tors like 1\ to intluerue the

t out se of < vents But Willis had little

scope fot choice And the itsponsi
biluv ot inaugurating the i ngland
innings was given to lowlei and
C ook

But the tourists made a lead statt

end disastei stemed a looming possi

bihtv when the fust three wicket
te II ioi a dismal r

>f> uiukrscotmp the

life the Au tiaiian pace nun wete
going to wiest from the Melbourne
wieke t e>peciallv the paee men
Thomson and Hogg who shook the.

foundation ot the I ngland innings b\
eapturing the wicktls ot 1 owlti
( ook lndtiowei in quic k sucee ssion
Hog/ m lde (lit initial bre akthiough
ot the Australian attack wht n he got
F owlet caught by (ueg Chappell at

slip toi only torn

1 Fie next blow to the I ngland
batting was dealt bv 1 homtiio ope l

ating on the otlui end who kind of

compelled Cook to senel a eatch to

(lie g C happell standing in the same
position and return to the pavilion
tor a meagre 10

l hen it was tiower s tuin to yield

to the paee blit/ ot the Australian
bowltis After a idthei confident
beginning, he erred m negotiating a
Hogg delivery in the bowler s first

over iftei lunch and ended up in the
magic gloves ot wicketkeeper Rod
Marsh with a personal lontubution
ot only 18 runs to the l ngland fust
innings score Cause foi concern in

deed in the Pnglish dressing room
and naturally tfcre lesult was 1 ngland
considered it high time to go on tht
defensive uffdfcr the guidance ot

¥

\Mir 1

Chris Tavare—noble efforts

C hr is I aval t and ai rc st the collapse
at least tor the dav

But that was not to he Despite
noble ef torts on the part of ravart
and his putner Allan lamb tht

1 ng land inning could not withstand
the evti met casing pressure
mounted on them b\ the Australian
bowlers Attei I tvare tell to Thom
son soon attei tea the 1 ngfish mid
die older was ripped through bv
A it die y who clnrrud tour wickets
thost ot All in 1 amb taught by John
Dyson toi i \ ilu iblt M I m Botham
caught bv kt pit i Wtsscis it shoit

k? C.eofl Mille i at ilh point bv
All n Botch i *oi 10 md Bob I lylor

by Rod Marsh tor only one And tht
1 ngl trul mnuifs ended in one d n
will 281 runs on board md the

name s of lav ate and 1 amb st Hiding
out ot tht otlui staiwuts who were
t \peett d to pul up dt tti nunc d t ftoit

to t ikt then idt to » commanding
po turn indtherby ottti Au ir ill t i

it I c lialk ngt mtficntu \ imuniig
In tut tt mis wot diet m cl tight

hour tht beginning fry Ausna
ha Ihtu t lptain the gicat (utg
om * igaui showed Ins insight into

the t-
»nie by sending P ngland in to

li.it iftei winning tin to*s This was
tfu thud tunc he took <>uch a dtii
sirn always a suspect one and tht
st c md time tne move paid di

vuknds thanks ot course to the
wonktiul howling performances ot

Hogg A ardle \ and I humson who
sitnj lv torpedoed the Lngland bat
ting right Horn the word go

lilt t it st two got tour wickets each
while the latter got 2 to his uedit
And the second day was wntten ott

m advance entue lv in favour of

Australia
But there was some drama in store

toi the Melbourne cru ket lovers who
thronged the ground to see the tiadi
tional uvals locked in a prestige
tussle Australia failed to reap any
harvest out ot thtir opponents mis
toi tunes Their innings ended will a
nominal lead ot just thret runs and
it too was a one dav affair— taste of
revenge indeed for the Pnglish
cricketers The 1 ngland attack was
spearheaded by young Norman
Cowans tht man whose selection fo

the lest side drew much fire fiom
many a cricket pundit in England
Added to this injury was the insult of

being dropped from the team for the
third Test at Adelaide But here
Cowans avenged it all



Tin Australian innings start! d oft

rather smoothly with Kc pplei Wes
sels and |ohn Dyson playing tlitn

shots with confidence and |udgt
ment till they itached SO odd run*

At this stage ( owfins apptaud on
the scene and made the lust hicak
through foi England napping Dyson
leg befoic wic kci liis spt cd st t nu d
to post pioblems toi Dyson light

fiomthc lust hall especially when it

camt to laung the rising ones and
his unpredictability soon got him
anothtt t_n\ table victim when Hug
( happell tashlv hooked a deliberate

ly shoit pitched ball to tlu squait
leg houndaiv fot Allan I amh to take
an easy catch to eg went back lor

thick
\ little later W esse Is bails weit

knocked down by Willis with a mat
\e lions dt lively foi 47 \nd the ei isis

detpend for Australia when Allan
I»otdei fell to Botham lot two with
the score 89 foi font

I Now tilt lesponsduhty loi stand
inf against thi tide ol collapse

it ted mainly on the Met captain
Kim Hughe- He lose to the occasion
in partnership with Da* id Hookes
and the fifth wicke t st ind v iclde d SI

inv iluible inns D*i\ id Hooke s*play

e d aggie ssi\el\ cutting md dining
the tiled 1 nghsh bowlers with ease

be lot bowling out caught behind by

l ay ’or oh Dcitk Pi ingle

Hookes exit was followed by v -»r

another solid piitneiship between
Kim Hughes and Rod Maish
rogethci they piltd up 81 tuns for

the sixth wicket bcfoie Hughes had
Ins stumps shattered by Wilhs for 66
On the other end Maish slowly

leaehtd his fust half century m 23
lest innings m 100 minutes and
upturned to the pavilion bowled by

Willis foi 53
As for the performances of the

L nghsh bowk is Willis Cowans and
Miller proved the most successful

capturing 3 for 38 2 f >r 69 and 3 for

44 respectively
Tht match proved a neck to nee k

affair when at the close of the thud
day’s play, Fngland’s second innings

ended foi 294 runs, requiring Austia
ha to make 292 in then stiond
innings to win the match and theitby
secure the ieturn of the Ashes
Fngland’s performance m the

second innings had hardly any dif iei

ence from the wav they had faced
the Australian attack in the fust It

was the Aussie pacemen again who
caused tremendous trouble for the

Fnglish batsmen and their fortunes
kept swinging on the balance
throughout the innings From 40 foi

none to a grim 45 for three, from
there to a somewhat reassuring 128
for three before collapsing to 160 fot

six before tea And a valuable last

wicket stand of 61 by Derek Pringle

and Bob Taylor once again turned
the tide m England’s favour to some
extent
England had started the day ging

erly Cook and Fowler adopted a

Norman Cowans- critics silenced

slow but steady attitude and took the I ngland innings by I awson who
the score to 40 in tht fust houi It bowled ( owans for 10

was at this lunctuie that Australia But Australia was now in a little

sti uck its first blow when ]etl 1 horn tricky situation—the target of vie

son Rodney Hogg ind Gt off l awson tory was not loo fai away but

each took a wicket m a ?0 nitnufr chimes of batting collapse m the

spell 1 fact of a detei mined attack by the

Cook laced a brilliant dthwiv English bow lets not lemote either

from Thommo which kivstd his bat And when the dav’s play came to

betoie hiding in the palm of Brute an end then feais had come true

Yardlev Chns returned with a cluck Cowans had grabbed six wickets for

falling to Hogg c nd the si ort at that only b lJ runs leaving the Aussies
stage was mere 44 gasping with a seme of 255 for nine,

lowler and Lamb tried hard to still needing 37 runs to make on the
shore up the falling innings and final day to win the Test

remained at the crease until alter

lunch adding M runs foi the fourth As expected the final dav s play

wicket before f owlti saw his stumps proved an oufught thuller A defiant

to bt shatteied bv a Hogg delivery last wicket partnei ship of Allan Bor
for 65 der and Jeff 1 homson made a drama
The closing overs of the day saw tic attempt to win the match And

captain Bof Willis and Noiman thev nearly made it From 218 they

rowans make a last ditch effort to took the Austiahan toiM to 288 for

take the E ngland second innings as nine out of the 292 they needed to

far as possible, in view of the batting win But when only three iuns stood

strength of the Australians for whom between them and victory, Thomson
it might nn have been a difficult edged a ball from Botham to Tavare*

task at all to build up a big innings in * ho simply could not have afforded

the remaining two days But the to make any mistake England won a

cm tain was soon brought down on most thrilling lest match
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pluved to a plan I hey went on the
defensive straightaway bv pulling
(pack Majid hot all his scheming and
vetsatalitv this Iranian is a bettei

Stnkei as ht showed with two boom
ing shots in the two games Shabbii
end lamshed Nasmi look jobless

without Majid’s promptings and
help Nasmi howtvei had a good
fit st matih on the right wing But the
men to thank weit then deep defen
tiers paiticulaiH Pern Doiu who
gave a consistently good perfoim
ante throughout He is pair attackei
in the tick nee Oiten he also coveted
Up lot skipper Moidul Islam and
Amide b Das l p iiont he and Nasir
n did the htad woik for Majid’s
lethal ilag kick
Past fitngal s attacks flowed from

the linkmen Amairai and laieed
using Nlihu Bose as the launching
pad Bui tor all then good woik m
the middle the v seemed to panic in

ftont ot the goal lhtv concent! ated
moic on tlu right wing and Kaitick
and this dtpcndance on one plavci
was one 1 cason toi then iailuic

The koitahs won the othei sc mi
final without much ot a hiss, scoung
a goal and keejnng the advantage
intact against Matatlal who foi all

then good showing in cailiei match
es, tust could not click at the light

time

An exciting moment during the fine!

In the final, Mohammedans were
lucky to have survived the fust meet
mg when the Koreans did cvetvthing
but scoie The Mohammedans haully
earned the ball into the Koitan halt

in tht second halt with the Koreans
having moit men to ciowd the dt
fence and swoop into the ottence
Doiji and Piatap Ghosh pi evented
tht fall ot then goal Majid was kept
quiet bv tht Koiean midfield No
othei Mohammed in foiwatd was
able to vc mute into the box and the
game was goalless
Changing then tactics tlu Ko

leans ovetran the Mohammedans in

the replav Mohammedans plaving
then fouith match in five days did
not have then htaits in the mm h
and an in lined Piatap limped off

aftu conceding two goals 1 lit twin
bioihtis kwton j ic Hvmi and
Kwcon |ac Hwan scoied a goal each
the latte i tmciuig the loot of the net
fiom the top ot the box foi tht
longest shot bv the Koitans in tht
tournament Iheu slioit mpp\ toi

waid Pack Cut n |ik lan thiough to

di ivt home on the urn toi the thud
goal I he onlv noticeable torw ud
plav of the Calcutta club was Dc
hashish Rov s attempts on his own
hut all ot them endtd btfmt he

could aim l)t hashish was one of the
stais ot tht last Mohammed in

triumph here but this time he was
spannglv used

THE DCM and t)uiand football
tournaments art pait of tht

capital s milit u 1 hat even the Asi in

Games could not aiftei then tlavoui
and unpottance was appai ent when
the DCM got unde r wav immt di ite lv

after the Asiad All the major clubs
weie theic and so wtrt the \m ul

weaiv stais

Picking tht foui st nn fin ilist wa
like ticking a tackpot jiool ticket

One wondeis how m inv it dh jloi it

tight Though fool ball itself in u i

touched anv gu at heights ihen w is

ttemendou txemmtnt linn w is t

spot of violence tot though hukil
not of tlu 1\ pe w line sst <i 1 ( oupI<: t

weeks c. ai lie. i dming t » r \ i m
Gann s

Out ot all tin tn ned llcS ii

kotcan l niv«nin 1 ul 1 i t Be

Mohdinmt el m j> n t r t ml i

Im\ * Matatl il l li ih 1 1 !I

foui be i tils Nc ithe i IC 1 Mill

B^l could conn f ht > 1
1l t u i

pool which me Inch i < l it in m
I ast Be n*. il

|usi as ilit w mtti \mi <1 t i » i

sweeping the eaj)it il st nn 1 Mu
tt ants win It f i out n It c 1

Mafatial g uni el tin tin \
]

1 >1 ir the

st mi finals liter t is in 1 spli n



Jamshed Nasirr (left) and Aloke Mukheqee fiqht tor control of the ball

chilling utniospheu
On tlit coldest dd\ m a decade

with tain as a dis< omening attorn
panmitnt Matatlal had to snatch a

point liom Ooikhd Brigade to qual
ifv piccentmg tilt Austialian club
horn pool A which h id anoihti ime
ign inti\ Pakistan Intel n ltional

An lines as tht tilth team Ihe Goi
khas had done a good turn to the
Bombay club In heating the Austia
bans on Boxing Day bv an uncx
pec ted ) 0 mat gin Mafatlal who had
lost to tht Austidhans bounced back
with a hard fought diaw with
Mohammedans who had beaten the
Austialians ind the Goikhds to make
sure ot then place in the knockout
round Though the Pakistanis did not

make much ot an impulsion the\
still staved m tht tiav till the last

da\ of the league b\ heating the

Gorkhas
When Mafatlal and the Goikhas

met the Bombas team had a barter

goal difteience than the Australians
and a draw was all that the v needed
1 he Gorkhas on the other hand had
to win bv a three goal maigm to stop
both Matatlal and the Austialians A
win bv less than that maigin would
have helped the Austialians Ihe
match ended in a pulsating dtaw and
in the excitement the Austialian
team officials got their calculations

wrong and thought thev wete
through 1 hev rushed out m the i am
to pat the Goikhas for holding Mafat
lal Their contention was that since

both Matatlal and their team had

(unshed with toui points apiece the

sti iking late should and tht icsult

between the teams should be the
deciding factoi The Austialians had
netted six goals as agdinst Malatl il s

tut But the tournament iules wen
vei\ cledi that the goal differ enct
would be taken into account fust

before going into othei exeicises
Mdtarldl had ti\e goals foi dndthite
against while the Austialians six toi

and live against
In the othei gioup Incheon were

happy with a win against JCI Mills
and two diawn games with last
Bengal and BSI while the Calcutta
club had to work haid tor a draw
against BSF and a lone goal uctorv
ovei the Phagwara team

BSI mack heavy wedthei of their
piequdi t i final dash with Calcut
tas Aivar ( lub winning by an extra*

Semi final between Mafatlal and Incheon University

7 7
<ie



Dunlop Dealers, join the contest and win attractive prizes!

Contest open to buyers of
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• time goal after being two-all at full

time. Aryans have always been liked
bv the Delhi Cate Stadium, crowds.
This year their forward line of Kashi-
nath Paul. Moti Singh and Partho
Dey showed good punch.
Another Calcutta club, Rajasthan,

went out 13 to Bangalore's Chief
Inspectorate of Electronics who
themselves were brushed aside by
JCT Mills in the pre-quarters. Mafat-
lal made it to the league putting out
Air Force, but the elimination of

Punjab Police in another pre-
quarter-final match was a bit of a
disappointment for their army of

supporters. The Gurkhas stunned
them to thrill some of the oldtimers
who were a witness to the exploits of

another brigade team in another era.

Amar Bahadur and Bhupmdei
Singh Rawat, members ot that great
Gorkha side ot the late Sixties, were
there watching the new generation.
Thev were in Delhi as manager and
coach of the Mafatlal team.

Handicapped bv injuries, Matatlal
began impressively bv thi ashing
Pakistan International Airlines 3 0.

|

Both Swam and Ranjit were m su-

!

perb form as attacking medios. As a

vol lever few can match Ranjit who
twice struck with stunning powei,
though neither shot tesulted m a

goal. Aleern Khan would remember
the goal he scored horn over 2f>

vards. The ball struck the bracket ni

the goal lie!me entering m
Aftei this, thev tried to salvage a

point from the Austialians and neai

-

Is did so. but lor the lapse oi goal

keepei D'Silva who had lo let the
hall tluough his hands because ot his

faulty positioning.

The Australians, who were without
most of then men who came last

vear. still had enough strength to

carry them on with their ruthless

tackling and swift counter-attacks.
Mostly they had onlv two forwards
up front with lour men in the middle
and four in the rear, one of these
functioning as sweeper Surprising-

ly, with this formation they failed to

i check i he nippy Gorkhas. And one of

their officials commented, “You
know, they were playing after the
Christmas Day.'’ Well, thev missed
their near and dear tor the Christ-

mas but the Gorkhas and Mafatlal
made sure they did not miss the New
Year back home
The Gorkhas cleverly kept the ball

down and beat the Australians at

their own speedy game. The Austra-

lians seemed to have taken the

match lightly, resting then striker

Frank McKay and another forward
Tony Pragnail. These two along with

Adrian Kersten provided all the for-

ward thrust.

The Gorkhas initiated many of

their attacks from their right wing
with Rajan Gurung arid Suresh
Mukhiya looking dangerous with

their speed and good positioning for

their shots. Ganesh Sen and Naina

Kvramat of Matatlal (loft) locked in an aerial tussle

Tiuipu manned the midfield with
perfect understanding. Aftei losing

to PIA and Mohammedans, they
were, for all practical purposes, out,

having conceded four goals to the
Calcutta club, and their win ovei the
Perth side only pulled the visitors

down.
In retrospect, the* GorkhasMoss to

PIA proved to be rheii undoing. The
Pakistanis, who had lost all then
other games, which include the 0 4

drubbing by the Australians and l->

thrashing by Mohammedans, had too

many loopholes to plug. At best, they
looked an ordinary club side bv
Indian standards.
Mohammedans had the easiest m

routes to the knockout round The 1

beat the Australians 1-0. after s*i\ mg
a spot kick, Majid being the scoiei.

before going on to defeat the Gor
khas 4-1. Their goalless encountei
wi h Mafatlal next not onlv saw them
thiough. but also helped the Bombay
team get back into the competition.
Majid, Shabbir and Nasirri si ruck a

good combination and their defence
in me hands ot Motdul Islam. Pom
Dorji and Anudeb Das looked safe.

Incheon and East Bengal could
easily chalk then strategy in the
other group as thev met in their first

with the Mohammedan goalkeeper Pratap Ghosh

match. Though JCT too seemed to

have put BSF in the shade with an
easy 2-0 win. the latter raised their

game to bold both the Koreans and
East Bengal.

East Bengal were in danger as they
took on JCT in the crucial game after

Incheon had left the Phagwara team
number with three goals. In an ac-

tion packed game, F,a*x Bengal’s
skipper Am a I raj produced a great
running shot tor the only goal of the
match
Incheon should have had both

points horn East Bengal whose de-
tente did not look all that confident.
Again, they were lucky to have re*

t ’fed with a point against BSF.
I-!. nr saved them on more than

i' . c.ismn. Amalraj and Mihir
!» . « *id not be seen up as much as
t‘i would have* liked to because of

tt h ''.v icai line. Mihir. whenever
he moved up. was of great help to

kn^ick ,»et t who alone looked like

do# omething inside the box.

Incheon, with their captain Lee
Jong-1 Jwan in control ot the defence,
had two wingers of merit in Kang
Man-Young and Pack Goen-Jik.

D. RAHUL
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Women take te powerlifting

THE first ever Women’s
Powerlifting Cham-

pionships in India were held in Cal-
cutta recently. It was organised hv

. the Indian Powerlifting Federation
in connection with the 4th West
Bengal State Powerlifting Cham-

.
pionships for men under 23 years,
under the auspices of the West Ben-
gal Powerlifting Association. The In-

dian Powerlifting Federation is the

,
only recognised body under the In-

ternational Powerlifting Federation
.and the Ministry of Sports. Govern-
ment nt India are trying to help in

the promotion of the sport.

Though powerlifting is a.new sport
when compared to other Olympic
disciplines it still has managed to

tiain tremendous popularity through-
out the world in recent years. Out of

the twelve World Championships
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BLEND OF BEAUTY AND BRAWN: Smriti

Sbarma deadlifts BO kgs

seven countries participated. In the
second Women’s Worlds held in

Birmingham, England, 64 partici-

pants from 14 countries including
the IJ.S.A, Great Britain, Canada,
Sweden. Brazil, Belgium, Australia,
Finland. Japan, West Germany, Nor-
way and Spain took pari. The 3rd
Women’s Worlds is scheduled to be
held on May 7 and 8, 1983 in Ade-
laide. Australia.
The Open Women’s Powerlifting

Championships were held in diffe-

rent States of India. The first

A proud Madhusudan Roy pose with his

Junior Strongman of West Bengal trophy

Somite Sardar on her way to a 120 kg deadlift

held since 1971, the Indian Power-
lifting Federation successfully
hosted the XI World Championships
in Calcutta at the Netaji Indoor
Stadium during Novembei. 1981. As
per a resolution adopted at the Inter-

national Congress in 1979 in Dayton.
Ohio, IJ.S.A. the first Women’s
World Powerlifting Championships
were held in Hawaii. The cham-
pionships were organised by the In-

,
ternutional Powerlifting Federation
and since it was a success the I-P.F.
formed a special Women’s Commit-
tee with Mrs. Jan Todd of U.S.A.. as
th& Chairperson. Mrs. Todd is the
first woman powerlifter to lift 451)

kg. Thanks her tireless efforts,

women have now become interested
in the sport.

During the first official Women'
World Powerlifting Championships,
onlv tvventv-seven women from

cutta and Jamshedpur raking part in

the championships.
Sumita Sardar won the 48 kg class

while Karabi Sinha, in the 56 kg
class, lifted a total of 270 kg in the
competition. Both of them are being
trained by National Coach Siibrata

Dutta, an Arjuna awardee. Though
these girls have been training for the
last few months, yet their perform-
ances were not up to the world mark.

Pretty Smriti Sharma won the 44
kg. class equalling the total of the
5th position in the last Worlds. Be-
sides these three girls the other

Women’s Open Powerlifting Cham-
pionships were very successfully
organised by the Surva Sangha
Bayamagar of Calcutta, an affiliated

unit of the West Bengal Association.
The response was very encouraging
with 14 promising young girls from
Hooghly. Howrah, Midnapore, Cal

4 '

Sumita Laha

participants were Ranu Das, Iti Shar-

ma (44 Kg); Sutapa Biswas and
Tanusree Kar (48 Kg); Dipali Nundy,
Dolly Saha, Meera Roy and Sangeeta
Ghatak (52 Kg); Sumita Laha and
Maya Das (56 Kg) and Sandhya Mon-
dal in the 60 kg. class.

More than 100 participants from
Howrah, Hooghly, Conch Behar, 24
Parganas Midnapore, Murshidabad
and Calcutta took part in the 4th
West Bengal State Junior (Men’s)
Powerlifting Championships. Surya
Sangha Bayamagar of Calcutta and
Hooghly District won first and
second place respectively in the
team event, followed by Sanghamit-
ra (Calcutta). Madhusudan Roy of

Surya Sangha Bayamagar was ad-

judged the “J.unior Strongman of

West Bengal”.

MONOJIT BOSE
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ALLINTHEGAME
BOXING
TRIAL

Man slaughtei

the charge

THEKI was this boxer
called Angelo Jacopuc

u who at the age of 29 died
on fulv 19 1978 It was
quite a fight and the news
of Jatopucu s death
shocked the boxing world
The ill fated boxer was
fighting Alan Jdmtei for

the 1 uiojh an mid
dleweight title Jacopucu
was knocked out in the
12th tound but got up al

terthr count went against
him to congratulate tin

winner And then
A few houis alter the

fight lacopucct iclt a little

di/zv and was i ushc d to a
neaibv hospital Within a

matter of minutes he
underwent two emei genes
brain operations aftei

which he dud
The bomb how* ver was

^

droppe d last w et k when ^
*

the doctor the boxing
manager and the itleree
of the fight went on tr ial

charged with manslaugh
ter of the boxer four vears
ago
The indictment against

the trio concei ntd said

that the doctoi should
have lushed latopucci to

hospital aftei the post
bout tests and that the
referee and the boxing
manager should ha\e stop
ped the flgh* ear liei be
cause it was cleai that
Jacopucci was badly hui t

The trial which got
undetwav in Decembei is

expected to ‘waim up’
when it resumes fi om
January 20

TRADITION
Oxford versus

Cambridge

THE honours were even
after the two tradition

al rivals Oxford University
and Cambridge University
had met each othei m rug
by and then a day later in

football

First Cambridge thanks
to some brilliant tries and
dropped kicks by the 19
year old Christopher
Andrew kept the Bowring
Boul—the symbol of rugby
supremacy between the
two universities—for
another year
However Jt was Oxford

University who won the
annual football match In
cidentally, this wa the
99th such match The 4 2
win was some comfort to

the Oxonians because
even though they have
been losing out m rugby
and cucket in the last cou
pie of years thev still

leign supreme in football
and in the watei from Put
nev to Mort L ake
Oxfoi d wei e 4 1 up at

one stage and always
looked the bcttei team
However even with this

win tfic ovtiall score still

is in favour of Cambridge ,

thev have four wins more
than Oxfoi d’s 37 Twenty
one matches have been
drawn

FOOTBALL
SNIPPETS

Matadona has

hepatitis

HFRT arc a couple of

football stories for

vou The Argentinian foot

ball supeistai Diego Mara
dona is having a spot of

bad luck Thei e were re

C
orts from Barcelona that
t is suffering from hepa

tins Earlier in the season
the man with the richest

pair of legs i i the world
was forced to sit on the
sidelines tor many a match
because of an ankle in

1UIV

Aftei the lattei was
taken cai e of he started

turning up foi ti aming ses
sions Howev er, team doc
tors soon dtscoveied that

Diego had got a viral form
of hepatitis

Then, of course, the de
bate i egardmg the venue
of the 1986 World Cup

continued General Cesar
Montagna who is the Presi
dent of National Sports
Council said is Rio de
Janeiro that on no account
could the Bia/ilhan go\
ernment affoi d to host the

1986 World Cup The
General explained that

the countiy was drowned
in economic difficulties

and then went on to sa\ I

don't believe the Bra/il

lian President Joao
Figueiredo intends to

leave a protect like the
World C up tor his succes
sor ” The teim of the Bra
7ilhan President expires in

19SS \nywav wt will ill

soon find out where the

Italians will defend then
World Cup title

ANOTHER
ASIAD YARN?
few Fbieign fans

THE Asiad is Jong since

over but some apailmgX over but some apailmg
facts are still pouring in

According to a govern
ment tourism official only
200 paying foreign fans
turned up for the fortnight
lon^extravaganza in

Adverse publicity was
one of the reasons cited

foi the poor turn out at

Delhi the other being the

'flop' the Ti ial Gamt s held
in September last vear
Thei e was one per son

who summed it up best *1

hear d the silver shops did
prettv well bur I can’t sa\

if that was fiom foteigneis
oi from Indians ftom other
pai ts of the i ounti v

'

FAMOUS
FOREARM

Little Miss l antastic

SHF's bar civ fivt—one
of the manv kids from

Rochester Ktnt loleen
Sturt smothti is a gvm
and dance ttachf r No
thing out of the ordinal v
vet * Thev w hv w as it that

the five vt ai old Miss
Sturt was the cvnosure of

all eves' A guest of the

Queen Mother and Prime
Minister Mat gar tt Thanh
et * A tins figure undei
the glartng hghts of British

telev ision' Chase d hv tht

Piess foi itutivit ws *

I Well we 11 U t vou into

the seciet oung Jolem
was one ol tht 14 chtldien
sc 1c tc d as w inner s of tht

Children of t otirage

awardsioi 1982 Still that

is not < nough to account
lor he r ippear ing on the

front page of Iht Sunday
firm s 1 he t c is one othei
little it atuie

lole en Stui c w as hoi n
without a forearm a hand
icap she has now ovetcome
to become a first class

swiminei^dancei and gvm
nast •

I he aitificial arm which
Joleen weais is eltctncal
lv powered hv batlt iv

I here was a smile on the
little sweetheart s face

and a twinklt in he i eve's

as sht removed the arm
to show Piessmen how the
limb she had fitted onh a

year works
Her friends and tamilv

treated hti quite normally
in the din of all tht public

lty with loleen s sister at

one state quipping up “1

can't hold vou—your aim s

coming off Little Joleen
smiled and continued hue
back stretching exeicise



BHILWARA CHESS CHAMPIONSHIP

A fillip to Indian chess movement
TH!< piestigious Bhilwaia Giand

mastei s C hess louinameut inuu
guiated In the Ptusiiltnl of India
Shi i Zail Singh was conducted at tht
House of So\itt Lultuie New Delhi
With iht pai ticipation of thiec
Grandmasteis tiom USSR, one high
l> lated mastei liom l

r K and eight ot
our leading plaxtis. flu chess lowng
public ot the capital were entc

i

tamed tm a fortnight to a scintillat

mg displav nt iluss Grandmaster
Tone, (Philippines) who was ex
pec ted to take pan withdtc w at the
last moment appaienth to prtpaie
t oi his foitluoining wot Id chum
pionship mate lu s sc he duled in earlx
198 i

The const (juenr lowenng ot the
categorx ol tht tournament in

it eased the lequiiements toi the

Grandmaster and Intel national Mas
ter not ms to 8 1/2 and (> 1 2, tespec
tnelv The Indian lineup included
Intel national Mastei s Raut Ra\i
Sekhar, Raxi Kumar and Patames
waran who w’cic seeking then
maiden CM noim Tht West Bongal
chess piodigv Dilncndu Bama attet

Ins sensational \ictoi\ »>\ 1

1

world
title challenge t Victor Kouhnoi at

London in the 1 lends Bank Masters
was expected to pi oxide scxeial sui

puses National Champion Piaxttn
Ihipsav and Baiua needed to scott

an IM noim foi tlun master title n

Sox let Gi andmastei Kupreichik,
the highest idted plavei of (he
tournament, surged ahead display*

ing his usual style of speculative
attacking chess Meanwhile, the In
dian hope Baiua scored a brilliant

xutoix oxei Butish mastei William
llaieston atnu an exciting time
sci amble In the vei\ next round he
went ( n to pull oft anothei upset win
oxei Kupteuhik in a marathon 9
houi hittle in a queen and pawn
ending theiehv wiesting the lead
1 he other Sox let Grandmaster
foseph Doit man and Maik I.umanov
wen doselx following Baiua 1/2

point behind In a tense bth round
encounter IM Rata Raxisekhai, who

Joseph Dorfman receiving gifts from Jagmohan Lt Governor of Delhi
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,v

Lt Governor of Delhi Jagmohan giving a cheque

had been making steady and slow
progress rill then, caused Barua his

first setback in the tournament by
defeating him in a dynamic battle

where Barua's adventurous nature
led him astray. This enabled lour

other players to join the lead, thus
making the tinal outcome very un-

clear. In 7ti: round, Thipsay went
down to Dorfnian, after being
strategically outplayed from a Sicil-

lian defence. While* Parameswaran
and Ravisekhar kept their chances
for the GM norm alive with an hard
fought draw, Taimanov drew, rather
quickly, with Hurston from Sicillian

Paulson.
Taimanov overcame the challenge

of Parameswaran in a positional bat-

tle, when the latter blundered under
time pressure. Kupreichik played
sparkling chess to down Harston.
With a London System, Barua
wrested a draw from Koshv who had
a definite advantage right from the

opening. Dorfman drew with
Ravisekhar who thereafter was
caught in a web a of draws.

Ravi Kumar who had a bad patch
in the opening stages scored his first

ytfitiwy over flask Ali playing with a

of Rs 4.333 and some other gifts to Dibyendu

Dutch defence gambit. With the
tournament nearing its closing
stages Barua claimed the top hon-

ouis of the 9th round by scoring a

memorable victory with a king and
pawn ending against 1M Paramos
waran. Baiun thus fulfilled the re-

qunements of an 1M norm with twro

i minds to spare, thus becoming lndi

aVSth International Master
Thipsav survived same tense mo

ments in his adjourned games to

consolidate his position with 5 1/2

points. In the penultimate lound
Dorfman emerged as the leader with

fat lie victory ovei Koshv whose mod
ern defence got him into a sterile

position. While ’laimamiv survived

the severe pressure <>' Bama in an

end game. In a pawn down position

at tei tw'o adjournments, Thipsay
edged towards his goal—IM norm

—

alter a hard-lought draw against

•Kupreichik. Surprisingly, Soviet GM
Dorfman was content to take his

tally to 8 points by means of a quick
7-move draw with Parameswaran m
an otherwise action-packed final

round, where Ravi Kumar completed
his recovery by overpowering Barua
in a complex struggle, thus denying

Barua (left)

the wonderboy the chance to tie for

the top honouis.
Ravisekhai played a solid game to

hold the dangerous Soviet tactician
Kupreichik to a draw, thus enabling
Doifmnu to take the first place.

Kupreichik was second with 7 1/2

points, followed by Taimanov who
suffered an upset loss io Thipsay it

gave the lattei an IM norm to be-
come the country's bih Master. Dorf-
man and Ravisekhar were the only
players to remain unbeaten.

The final platings were: Dorfman
8. Kupreichik 7 1/2, Taimanov,
Barua, Thipsay 7, Revisekhar to 1/2
Ravi Kumar, Parameswaran 5 1/2,

Haston Koshy 4 1/2, Nasir Ali 2,

Alexander 1.

Carrying a total prize fund of Rs.
40,000 the tournament was spon-
sored by the Bhilwara group of in-
dustries whose chairman L. N. Jun-
junwala is a keen chess enthusiast.
Started in 1974. the Bhilwara Chess
Championship has been constantly
expanding.

RAVI KUMAR



Aside

Funny game, football
I
T’S easy to say there aren’t many
characters around these days in

the George Best mould. But consider
the footballer’s lot: signed up as
apprentice at 15, professional at 18,
working flat out to establish yourself
in the first team by the time you’re
20—this routine doesn’t allow much
chance to develop a personality out-
side the confines of the game* or a
vocabulary that goes beyond being
Sick as a parrot’, ‘over the moon*, or
‘magic’., Besides, the men who run
the game don't like the idea of their
players staying out till all hours
nightcluhbing and womanising—
they try to encourage their ‘lads' to

be married bv their early 20s and
living in a nice quiet suburb miles
away from their local town’s flesh-
pots. Here’s a firely arbitrary top 10
of significant ‘lads’.

Kevin Keegan

EASILY the best known pro in

Britain if only because of his
extensive advertising for products
such as Brut after-shave. Being also a
frequent winner of Best Whatever ol

the Year, the average punt€*r might
expect fans to worship the very turf
he treads on. An innocent friend of
mine imagined so till 1 brought him
along to watch Keegan’s team play
away to Spurs. My chum was asto-

nished to witness the way every time
the ball went near Keegan, the home
crowd was whipped into a near fren-

zy, hurling the most outspoken abuse
at his stocky little frame. The abuse
reached new heights whenever
Keegan tried one of his specialities—
falling over in the goalmouth and
appealing to the referee for a
penalty.

Part of the trouble with Keegan

—

aside from the unfortunate perm he
persists in wearing— is that he
strikes the average fan as too clever
and too rich by half. His England
career is now in doubt as he was
dropped last September and blub-
bing rn the Press, he declared he was
too insulted ever to want to play
again in an international. His career
also took a dramatic turn at the
beginning of this season when he
signed for lowly second-division
Newcastle, saying he needed a new
‘challenge’. It was only the cynics
who pointed to his rumoured new
basic salary of £3000 a week.

Qton Noddle

I
F you want to know what makes
grown men cry, you should just

watch Glen Hoddle lor the 90 mi-
nutes and ignore the rest. He scorns

anything simple and can do things
with a football that Beethoven
couldn’t with an orchestra. And that
verbal excess is symptomatic of the
effect Glen has on sports writers—
unless they’re from the north which
means they HATE him. They call

him a “southern softy”, a “fancy
poofter”, or in the words of one
Midlands manager talking about
Glen's style of play: “He just fannies
around with the ball.

Glen wears his genius lightly m
ublic (though he’s prone to save his
est party tricks for when the TV

cameras are at the ground), votes
liberal, and should be the guy every
England team is built around for the
next eight years. 1 often dream that
if 1 can’t be Humphrey Bogart,
please God let me be Glen Hoddle

Rotor Shilton

THE current England number-one
goalie. A fitness and weight-

training fanatic, he has welded his
six foot body into a solid mass of
muscle, all in pursuit of his modest
ambition to be the best goalkeeper
in the whole universe His shear bulk
is quite something to behold—he
prowls possessively around his goal
area, running the show, badmou-
thing his own colleagues if they dare
lapse from the highest possible stan-
dards (he flaps his arms at them like
a Metal Mickey), and endeavouring
to outpsych his opponents bv his
mere presence.
His presence was also evident m a

different way some years back when
he was discovered m a Midlands car
park practising his handling techni
ques in rather an intimate fashion
with the wife of a (subsequently)
outraged supporter. The newspapers
had a giand time with this story and
it’s to Shilton’s credit that during his
next match—away to Arsenal—de-
spite the massed ranks in the hojne
crowd chanting “Does yer missus
know you’ie here?” he still kept his
concentration and played a solid

game.

Bryan Robson

THIS apparently slim-buiit young
man is Britain’s most expensive

footoaller—he cost Manchester Un-
ited £1,800,000 plus VAT. Can you
imagine? Given he weighs 11 stone 7

pounds, that works out at £11,180
per pound, which puts him out of
even Harrods Foot Hall class.

It’s not that he’s the most naturally
talented player in the kingdom,
more that he embodies the most
highly prized virtues. He never stops

running, is as good at the back as he
is up front, and he leads a blameless
private life. Another point in bis
favour is that he abandoned his pefm
for the recent World Cup. He is4he
epitome of the modern footballer

—

wears a gold bracelet and neckchain,
drives a Granada Ghia and his ambi-
tion, once football ends, is to run a
restaurant.

Qraem* Souness

THIS fellow has m recent times got
round to burying his ‘bad-guy’

reputation as an aggressive Cham-
pagne Charlie-—though it’s still best
not to annov him on the pitch—and
has re-emerged smothered with re-

sponsibility as captain ol both Liver-
pool and Scotland. A Rolls Rovce of

a player, he combines his peim with
a rather rakish moustache.

Paul Mariner

NOW here’s guv who knows all

about st vie His coiifure, post-

ure, range of tacial expressions and
high-cut shoits with their special
extended slits on each hip, all make
him a natural toi the TV cameras
which are forever lingering on the
Ipswich and England centre forward
whenever he’s just missed again.

But he’s not just a poseui, or one
who’s even better than Keegan at

falling over in strategic positions,
he‘s a man of some discernment. He
lives in a restored ISth century coun-
try cottage in Suffolk, collects paint-
ings—with the emphasis on primi-
tive art—likes shooting and animal
preservation (well, if the Duke of
Edinburgh can do both...).

Garth Crooks

WATCH out ten this guy. A couple
of years back, he was modestly

plaing his trade as a well-meaning
centre forwards with highly un-
fashionable Stoke City. Then, sud-
denly, a transfer to Tottenham and
now Garth (or ‘Crooksie’) is popping
up all over rhe place, A DJ on
Capitol Radio, a pundit on the ‘state
of British youth’, a sharp dresser, an
enthusiast of soul-funk music and
what’s more, he was spotted at a
children's chanty show, sitting in a
booth offering kisses at 30p per pout.
All this and an exciting strength and
speed that brings those members of
the crowd not already there, up onto
their feet.

Cyrille Regis

CYRILLE’S got a year or so’s start
on Garth in the push to be Eng-

land’s first black centre-forward, and



what’s more last season he won the
BBC Goal of the Year Award. Cyrllle
really does look cool: when 1 first

saw him close up in his sharp
casuals—no golf jumpers here—he
reminded me of a mid-career Marvin
Gave.
Back in his football gear, his legs

are a sight to behold. Naturaflly he
has high-cut shorts, and his glisten-

ing thighs could prise elephants
apart. He's a real nice guy with it,

too.

Graham Rix

I
KNEW a sensible woman once

who almost swooned whenever she
thought of this Arsenal player’s end-
less legs. 1 pointed out they were
faiily thin and gangly but do no
avail, she was enraptured. Well, in

true footballers sytle, he has since
married his childhood sweetheart
and I don’t suppose you'd find him
hanging out in London’s clubland
these davs.
He’s another nice guy, very sensi-

tive, very skilled, reads The Guar-
dian and always votes Labour.

Tony Morley

I
’M a Ian of Mot ley's. He’s short but
hits flowing stylish hair, and when

lie’s oft on a gallop down the wing for

Aston Villa ( ot sometimes England),
he's quite a stirring sight He drives
a Capri, likes wild life (not the kind
.found in Birmingham’s hotspots) and
swimming, and he’s a genuinely ex-

citing, match-winning player. The
kind who even il his special skills are
often marginal to his team’s overall

efforts, is still of a rare nature when
all aiound him are conforming to a
dteuiv don’t-give anvrhing-away
plan.

How Do They Manage?

I
T wasn't that long ago that mana-
gers weie retiring types who kept

m the background, much like a

school headmaster. Not these days,
nossir. Why, a couple of seasons back
a northern club sacked their mana-
ger not because he was bad (his team
had just finished second in the first

division ) but because he wasn’t
much use with the Press, didn’t

attract many column inches and was
consistently overshadowed by the
flash new manager of the other big

club m town.
The club in question was Manches-

ter United, and that city now re-

verberates to the .Battle of the Mana-
gers. United now have Ron Atkinson,
known in his playing days as ‘The
Tank’ and now often as ‘Big Roh’

—

his shoulders are so wide he can
hardly walk through doors and his.
distinctive sartorial style.is a shin-

length beige angora coat (no sheeps-
kin jacket here), a gold Role* watch,
a gold bracelet on the other wrist

and a cigar. Ron is flash and likes the
TV cameras. But not as much as the
oher manager?-John Bond, of Man

„
.City. Bis dress style is pretty much

the same, though he smokes bigger
cigars. TV loves him as he’s prone to
shoot his mouth off at the slightest

provocation, not often to say very
much, mind you, but that hasn’t
stopped him yet.

Overshadowing even this duo is

the Mouth himself Brian Clough. It’s

easy to impersonate his whining
north-east accent but you can’t ape
what he says. Talking once about his

first sighting of a centre forward he
was later to buy and then sell for £1
million, he commented, “The Bovril
at half-time was more exciting than
him.”
Clough’s success is phenomenal

even if it's mainly because he puts
the fear of eternal damnation into

his players who say that facing him
at the interval after a bad first-half

makes ?h€ Spanish Inquisition seem
a vicar's tea party. Newspaper polls

consistently show Clough up as the
people’s choice for the top slot as

England manager but he’s offended
too many of the dull grey back-
ground (and southern) establish-

ment figures who run the game.
Besides, he openly supports the
Labour Party, and was a founder-
member of the Anti-Nazi League.
He’s also indicated that when foot-

ball loses its novelty, he wouldn’t
mind going full time into politics.

Another character among manage-
rial ranks is Laurie McMenemy, the
geordie ex-Guardsman boss of South-
ampton, He does ‘alcohol-free larger’

ads and often crops up as a good
natured genuinely witty TV pundit.
All these managers are familiar
media figures but Britain's most con-
sistently successful manager is not in

theic ranks That man is Liverpool's
Bob Paisley, and the day he’s found
hogging the TV limelight is the day
Bob Monk house makes a funny joke.

Quiet as a dormouse. Paisley, who's
announced his retirement tor the
end of this season, is the game’s most
respected manager.
Being a manager is not all fun, gold

bracelets, TV cameras and being
called ‘Boss’ by players. It’s probably
the least secure job m England. If

everything goes well you’re vener-
ated—the fans think you can walk on
water—but if things take a turn for

the worse the next week, you can
expect your P45 within days.

Netting the profits

FOOTBALLERS are high earners

all right, but only at the top level.

The right, but only at the top level.

The £500 a week basic was broken

through in the mid-’7Qs by Malcolm
MacDonald at Arsenal, and un-

doubtedly there are now at least six

players clearing £1000 a week-
details are* difficult to unearth

,
as

clubs are extremely reluctant to let

slip in public how much they pay
their stars. And the basic wage is just

that—all sort of extras go on top, plus
‘ the various advertising or spon-

sorship .deals a player (or more

accurately his agent) can swing.
Indeed, at this high level, the main

problem is how to Keep the taxman
at bay. Footballers’ accountants are
forever working out ways of setting
expenses against salaries for the
boys with magic feet. They often fail,

and that’s why several famous play-
ers have left these shores to sample
football in countries like Italy, Ger-
many and Spain. There the salaries
can be sensational—out of all propor-
tion to what the clubs can recoup
through their turnstiles. The Euro-
taxman too keeps at bay. The latest
departure was the first £1 m man.
Trevor ‘Trev’ Francis, whose new
Italian club has installed him in
nothing less than a cliff-top castle
overlooking the Med. Nice work if

you can get it.

Again, this is just the top flight.

The recession has finally caught up
with the game. Clubs in the lower
divisions are shedding every player
who’s even vaguely excess to re-

quirements, and there are now a lot

of footballers on the dole, with little

chance of getting another job. The
gravy train days are over unless
you’re good, very good.

Offside and all that

THE wonderful thing about the
rules of football is that they are

so straightforward—the only real
point being to get that round leather
ball into the goal of the other team
without using your hands, and that's

about it None of this leg before
wicket, rain stopped play, the ball

was out Mr McEnroe complicated
stuff, football is simple.
Sure there are tricky little things

like ‘offside' and ‘obstruction’ but
they shouldn’t complicate matters.
The ball is in plav continually for

most of the 90 minutes and so long as
you keep track of the thing, it’s not
difficult to follow what all the fuss is

about. Eleven guys on each side,

roughly live of them there to stop the
other lot scoring, five to get their
goals, and one—the goalkeeper—the
only guy allowed to use his hands as
a last line of defence.

Don’t worry about the little man in

the middle dressed in head-to-toe
black who keeps blowing his whistle
and upon whose parentage the Crowd
frequently expresses much doubt.
That's the referee and no one likes1

him very much, unless he’s just given
your team a penalty.
The offside rule, is the only tricky

one. Basically it means there must be
one defender and the goalkeeper
between you and your opponent’s
goal when you get the ball. Yes, it

does sound vague and ye$, it does
lead to many arguments and no, I

don’t know Why it still applies. But
there again, the Americans, in their
recent rush to take up the game,
decided to trash this slowing-up
offside business which was leading
to scores in the USA like 13-8, which



somehow don’t sound light unless
you’re a suppoiter ot the inlet u>r,

class ridden game ot rugbv *

Slick as a parrot

I
T’s not pist rht cynics who sav

football has become a bianch ot

showbusmess withei thin simpl\ a

sport bashion has b< come as uucial
a pait ot the star plavci s perfonn
ante as his ability to sh ikt oft man
to man mat king m bend balls 1 1 oni i

fiee kick
For a stall the stup A couple ot

yeats ago Admual and Adidas wtit
the ktv brand names tinning our
awful designs that incoi poiated
three stupes down iht aim oi r new
and gruesome pti mutation ot th<

club s distinctive colouis Bui these

days it s only the bn/o teams which
Stick to those thick stupes What s

hip now ait biand namts such as 1 1

Coq Spot fit made out of a shiny
shimmei mg mate i tal otu n w nh thin

and subtle vcitual stripes Ties
Chit non-* Iht neckline the length
Ot the sleeit tlu sock colon i all

these things change c\ci\ viai as
the new autumn looks aic um tiled

when tht season kicks off m August
Hair matteis as well Many a dc

cade ago footballeis had Bi\l
tretmtd shoit hack and sides with \

Ugid pai tit ion st i aight act oss the
middle of then head 1 ong ban had
its dav dunng the ’(>0s ind 70s
(lemembei George Best s Mowing
mane 9

) but not now at least not in

Britain— the World Cup revealed
that rht At gt unmans and the

French still went tm Itngthv locks

but what would tiny know* Iht

mid 70 s in Btitain saw the develop
ment ot tht scampi in 1 b iskt t pc im
hairstyle and soim otherwise quite

sensible plavers succumbed to its

lute leading to i ib lid it mai ks about
then subsequent u butane t to tiv

and head duty niuddv halls

Iht ptim alas still his its ulht

rents but lnucifullv it s nor too 1 1

1

qutnt Then ueothti telltale pom
tcis to which plavtis ut shaipti
than othci Shoii slinits etitamly
high cut so the v i lse ot! the se nsuous
swelling ot the upper thigh and
some turns with thin slits up tich
suit Ihe r uy whos going pines
wcais his shut outside his shoits
when hi ste ps onto the pitch Some
munageis ui vtrv stem ibout how
then pi ive is turn out md insist they
tuck tht u shuts m but it \out st n
plavei youi crowd plersti is

f
ouq

to cut up imigh at thi uistiuetion

well \e>u ve got to go iloug with him
Going to the mateh managtis still

prelet plavtis to wc ai i hla/ci tvpt
daik jacket with gic\ oi othci light

ci colouied smart casual slacks But
again stai pint is with then lmigc
to consider rebel agunst this Otl
duty thtie is a distiessing contormi
tv aiiout the wav footballeis dtess
Inevitably the it will be the golfing

It i sc y with its small motii ovei the
heart an opt n necked long t ollated

shirt with some kind of Stapress
pants The walk will be a kind of

swagger a bow leggedness that
make s them look like they vc been m
the saddle ail morning \nd a sport
bag with a biand name on it And
gum they chew gum biliously

Day of the match

I
! you wtie to believe what the
papcis say the first time eallei to

i real football m itch nnjLht expect
its atmosphere to resemble the
( hnslians being led to the lions

lull scale rioting ht tween nval sup
poiteis bottles being broken over
vour head and Ians who stand there

munching pitccs ot ciacktd glass

while thev pi t lulls kmc each other
in iht groin

It vou wen to bthevt what the I\
cameras show you d expect good
spot tsm inship a happy family
itmosplnrt murmurs of applause
tor i good puce of play no matter
which team was r» sponsible and
deep conce in wht ir » mtinhet of the
opposing team goes down miuitd
t)lus c ht* r\ lend it ions ot lather jolly

songs
Be w lined ntithei is ttue' So

1c t s lake It tiom the beginning Most
big I iqlish giounds aie in the down
to earth parts ot the large i citu s and
tiom tht outside tend to itscmblt a
i it lie i rough graffiti scrawled,
ion ugaud non pigpen But once

inside, the Satuiday afternoon
dream comes true for a mere £2, a
magnificent stadium, a true Palace
of People’s Culture, with the foui

stdtd stands rising high above the
smooth green pitch an enclosed
atmospheie throbbing with piomise
Youie jammed m hopefully with

vour own suppoi tei s ( othti wist keep
vciy quiet) and it will soon strike you
how male the ambience is It s large

Iv bovs togethei tiec ot the shackles
ol const! dint imposed by then gill

fi lends or wives I here die some
women thtre, but they rt usually
tough its who were I)i Mai tens
iathei then Gucci high heels Not
many family gioups in evidence
eithc r though there art plenty of old
buys with flat cops who keep gtumh
ling that things aren t the wav thev
weic back in the Ignnii them

It the match his aggio m lh< air

(specially bttwten neqhhouiing
teams) commonscnst is requited to

stay away tiom tin w iiuiq tactions
is huge numbtts ot police attr mpt to

keep them up lit Otherwise relax oi

at lc ist stand it eu and tnjoy rht
singing Some clubs have then
theme songs- 1 iverpool has V ou II

Mc\tr It tlk Mont Wt t Ham his
Im lou\n Blowing Bubbles (no 1

don t know why) Newcastle has
Bln don Rdn s md Spins h is (Jon
C/om ILdltluiih Some individual
pi ivti s even have songs waihlc d jua
tor them Spins Steve Aielubild foi

nst rnee h is in rdaptation ot tlu

Bntish An ways id tunc Wt II lake
Moie Caic 01 ’i ou ill ti himselt
tven when ht s not plauiq

Ivncillv many ot tie tunes ire

lianklv bisic When the opposing
term tuns on lull ot hq h hope they
u fr noun illy nnidt to feel at honit by
a rousing chin us tiom the Welsh
rugby hymn Bttdd Ot Ucd\tn only
with the words Who The t Hell
Arc inserted Ihe burnt team
meantime gets M«-tied by a Wc Ait
Blue (oi whatever the colour) We
Au White We Aie l Dynamite
e haul None ot that gentlemanly
Abide With Me stut! oh no
When an opposing team member

goes down injuied concern is ex
piesstd bv the mass choius of Bung
On flu Boslik and it his in|ury
persists a soothing chant ot Get Him
Off Get Him Oft If the othtr side
scores and then isolated supporters
dai e to cheer a ncighboui lv cry goes
up from the home crowd You Will
Die \ou Will Die II tht oppo
nents plav defensive and hog the
ball John Lennon s Gi\e Peace A
Lhanct comes out as Only Afiaid To
Give Us Ihe Ball Chustmas carols
are a favourite source of inspiration
for the laureates of the terraces
Bom Is Ihe kmg Ot (inseit youro
ground s name) is bestowed upon a|
particular favourite Fdrathei not go®
too deepl> into the song devoted tog
the ref after an unpopulai decision i,

except to sav it follows the!
Clementine tune I

A&
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Regional round-up

BOMBAY
Cycl* race

THE 50 kilometres long, Gregory
D’Souza Memorial Cycle Race

was won by Yezd Khambatta of
Sprinters. Khambatta required one

' hour, nineteen minutes and forty-

one seconds to complete the course.
The race which was organised by

Mercury Wheelers was held in the
north west suburb of Bombay. Thir-
ry-two cyclists faced the starters’ gun
for the race.

Ashok Khale and Ajit Kamble,
both of Bombay Cycling Club
finished second and third respec-
tively.

Varsity cricket

LAST year’s holders and hosts
Bombay University and runners-

up Saurashtra University bowed out
of the West Zone Inter University
Cricket Tournament at the quarter
final stage.

Poona University built up a com-
manding total of 302 against Bombay
thanks to contributions from Pawan
Kulkarni (70), Riaz Poonawala (47)

and Shashank Inamati. At one stage
Poona were 235 for 5 and were
poised for a big score but lost the last

five wickets for 66 runs. Bombay
started badly losing two quick wick-

ets, and never quite recovered from
this setback folding up for 162. Jerry
Fernandes 4 for 58 and Inamati 3 for

58 did the bulk of the damage.
Saurashtra, after scoring 195, con-

ceded a first innings lead of 66 runs
to Gujarat. The other two teams to

reach the semi finals were M.S. Baro
and south Gujarat.

HARESH MUNWANI

1 MADRAS
I I I

Ranji rat race

AFTER qualifying tor the knock
out stage of the Ranji Trophy

Championship from the South Zone
for the last two years (they were
Zone champions last year), Tamil
Nadu are in danger of not making
any further progress this season. At
the end of their third match against

Karnataka, Tamil Nadu had 17

points. While this puts them on par
•with their rivals Karnataka and
Hyderabad who also have the same
number ofc points, they are behind on
quotient, wnich will be used to de-

cide the qualifiers if the three teams
eiul up on level terms—and this is

Ufcely to be so with Karnataka play-

ing Kerala, Tamil Nadu meeting
Kerala and Hyderabad clashing with
Andhra in the final encounters. If all

teams get nine points—as is ex-

pected—the three teams will end up
with 26 points each.
Tamil Nadu having only got three

points against Hyderabad had to get
a minimum of five against Karnataka
in their match at Madras over Christ-

mas weekend. This they did but poor
planning saw them in the last posi-

tion as far as the run quotient was
concerned. Karnataka were dismis-

sed for 186 and Tamil Nadu at the
end of the second day were 321 for

six wickets. At that stage the run
quotient of the three top teams was:
Tamil Nadu 1.64, Hyderabad 1.45

and Karnataka 1.31. Tamil Nadu
should have declared at the over-
night score and tried to get as many
Karnataka wickets giving away as
little as possible in the remaining
time. For some inexplicable reason
they not only continued batting but
went for quick runs, which meant
that they lost three wickets quickly.
Tamil Nadu’s score slumped to 376
for nine declared and in the remain-
ing time Karnataka adopting shrewd
tactics and having full knowledge of

the situation, batted carefully to

close at 231 for two. This raised
Karnataka’s quotient to 1.52 while
that of Tamil Nadu fell to 1.33.

Disappointment apart, Tamil Nadu
could take heart from their perform-
ance in this match. Their bowlers did
their iob by dismissing Karnataka
for 186 and then the batsmen, led by
young opening batsman Suresh
Kumar helped the home team to end
up with a lead of 190 runs. The Tamil
Nadu batting line up has almost
always consisted only of stroke play-

ers and there was urgent need for a
“stayer”, a batsman who displayed
patience and concentration. Tamil
Nadu has at last found one such
batsman in Suresh Kumar. The 22-

year-old opening batsman, playing
only his second Ranji match hit 146
but more important stayed at the
crease for 487 minutes—the longest
innings by a Tamil Nadu batsman in

the National championship. He was
only out in the quick chase for runs
on the third morning otherwise he
looked as safe as any nationalised
bank. Half centuries by the consis-

tent Sivaramakrishnan and the ele-

gant Vijayakumar helped boost the
score along. There was never any
chance of Tamil Nadu scoring an
outright victory with the first three
Karnataka batsmen—Binny, Sriniva-

sa Prasad and S. Viswanath—all

crossing the fifty mark. So unless
some miracle occurs it looks like the
South Zone representatives in the
knock out stage of the Ranji Trophy
will be Karnataka and Hyderabad.

There was one other major dis-

appointment—the poor crowd re-

sponse to the match, which was play-

ed in aid of former Test cricketer
Milkha Singh. Even accounting for

the fact that the match coincided
with the live telecast of the Karachi
Test and that stars were missing On
both sides one expected the crowd
response to be better for the be-

neficiary was one of the finest bats-

men produced by the State—a tower
of strength to the batting in the
period 1958-68. Not even 3000 peo-
ple witnessed the match on the en-
tire three days and the gate receipts
fell way behind expectations.

Inter-District meets

DECEMBER is the month the In-

ter-District championships are
conducted in various sports in the
State. This is to help facilitate selec-

tion of the State teams for the
nationals. Thus in a week, cham-
pionships, were held in three disci-

plines at this level—hockey, ball

badminton and table tennis.

Madurai predictably won the Ram
Mohah Trophy for the Inter—Dis-

trict Table Tennis men’s team title at

Tiruchi. They defeated Nilgiris 5-3 in
the final. Salem won both the
women’s and juniors team titles.

Salem also came up trumps in the
Inter-District Ball Badminton Cham-
pionship held at Coimbatore. In the
men’s team event final they defeated
Cingleput 29-19, 29 27 while in the
women’s final thev got the better of

Madras 29-14. 18-28,29-9.

Madras won the Ghulam Moham-
med Memoi ial Trophy for the Junior
Inter—District hockey title for the
ninth time when they beat
Tirunelveli 2-0 in the final at Salem.
Madras combined well and went

into the lead in the fourth minute
with Abdul Subhan converting a
penalty stroke. Ramesh completed
the tallv in the 13th minute. In
between Tirunelveli missed a fine
chance of equalising when they muf-
fed a penalty stroke.

Chandrasekhar
triumphs

FRESH from his triumphs at the
Pentangular Championships,

National Champion Venugopal
Chandrasekhar virtually flew
straight from Karachi to Dalmiapur-
am (near Tiruchi) to win the N C Roy
Memorial Trophy in the eleventh All

India Table Tennis Tournament con-
ducted by the Dalmia Recreation
Club. In a thrilling final, he defeated
Kamlesh Mehta 16-21. 21-14, 21-13,

19-21, 21-15. It was a fine match,
replete with long and dose rallies

and the standard of play was predict-



ably quite high frith two of India's

top players in actioh. Later Chan-
iJraseknar and Mehta teamed up to

; win the doubles title with a comfort-
able 21-13, 21-19 victory over Sriram

;
and Rama&wamy. Experienced inter-

national Shailaja Salokhe dropped
the first game before rallying to

defeat Lakshmi Karnath 18-21, 21-

.18,21-19, 21-10 for the women’s
singles title. Surendranath* claimed
the junior title defeated A. G. Jawa-
har 17-21. 21-7, 21-17, 2117.
+

Earlier in the men’s semi-finals
Chandrasekhar beat Sriram 19-21,

21-16, 21-16, 21-16 while Mehta had
to go the whole way before overcom-
ing Rajat Kathuria 20-22, 21-15, 22-

20, 14-21,21-16.

pArtab ramchand

! CALCUTTA
1

Darbhanga Cup

THE Darbhanga Cup polo tourna-
ment ended in a resounding vic-

tory for the 61st Cavalry who played
a superb game to down the Paris
based Polo Club de Rambouillet in

the final. The latter were favourites
and had a slight edge over their
rivals on-paper. Bur the 61st Cavalry
sprang a surprise when they went all

out on the offensive right from the
beginning, playing to a pre-
meditated strategy, and sent the
opponent defence reeling under
pressure. Major Rupi Brar, the Asiad
tent-pegging gold medallist once
again proved himself as the best

horseman in the country by playing
havoc with the French side’s de-

fence. His tally was a remarkable
five goals. Another player who play-

ed an improtanr role in the Cavalry
attacks was Lt. Bhawani Singh. Com-
bining well with Maj. Brar, he thril-

led the packed galleries with his

finesse. He scored thrice.

The Frenchmen, on the other
hand, put up a disappointing show,
quite contrary to expectations, and,
to be frank, they had only them-
selves to blame for losing the tourna-
ment. The only horseman who rose to

the occasion was Guillemin. Finding
his team-jmates rather erratic on the
day, quite inexplicably, he depended
mainly on solo efforts. It was from
one such move that he scored one of

the two goals that the French team
eventually got. Bur, as a result of too
much running about and dribbling,

the ace polo player looked a hit tired

towards the closing stages of the
match, which proved an additional
handicap for the French ream when
late in the second half the Cavalry
then also showed signs of fatigue and
there were indeed-a number of

opportunities for the foreigners to

score*
PRAKASH GHOSH

Y«t anoth«rb*mfit
match

ONE does not grudge the holding
of benefit matches for our

cricketers of yesteryear, hut what
one wishes to state is that, are the
best cricketers of the past being
given the opportunity of having a

benefit match? A few years ago no
ot\e grudged the holding of a match
for Shiite Banerjee in Calcutta, he
had earned every inch of it. This
writer, it must he made clear, is in no
way trying to say that Surendra-
nath—whose benefit is to he played
in Calcutta on February l

1
) and 20

—

is not deserving of such an hnnoui

.

Surendranath played in 1 1 Test
matches and ended up with twenty-
six scalps. Let us he very h ank, as
much as we respect Surendranath's
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^Crossword ^Question boxj

179

ACROSS
I LfMdinq Indian cyclist ends in an
alternative (1 6)

4 Tcnni c strokes with a circle in

b* tween ( 3)

6 The dooming body o* cricket in

Ausfrjlu (1 i 1)

d f his tenr is player from Pakistan won
many hearts in Calcutta in the 1975
Giand Prix (1 G)

10 Cricketer Dexter (3)

I I Country from where basketball
originated (111)

1
> The Five Cricketers of the Year in

Wisdens 1981 edition were Kim
Hughes V van der Bijl Robin Jack
man Allan Lamb— (3 4)

15 What Mohinder is of veteran
Lai i (3;

10 What Alt Ramsey was rewarded
with tfter Lnqland had won the
World C up in 1966 (3)

1 7 One who makes the ball turn after

pitching is called a (7)

DOWN
? Tins Sain led India in hockey a few

veirs back (4)

3 One of the venues where the World
Cup Football was held in Spam in

1982 (4)

4 Former heavyweight boxing cham
pion who begins with an
inventory (6 1)

b Cricketing great (7)

6 Middle name of footballer Zico begins
with an insect (7)

7 Promising batsman from Australia

who played a monumental role in

Queensland s winning the Macdo
nald s Cup last season has a path
way somewhere in between (511)

9 Great Britain Ireland and America

13 Madme Vlasto of the tennis world
between the Wars (4)

14 Englishman Gowers middle
name (4)

Excettett 19*17, good 16-15, Fair 14-13

Sudhir Vaidya

Sunil Pdtnaik, Cuttack
Q What is the personal address of
Sandip Paul, Dilip Vcngsarkai and
Sunil Gavaskai’
A You ma\ wine to them all cart of
Bombay (-ticket Association Wank
hedt Stadium, Chuichgate Bombay
400 020 fiom whtie the letteis
would he foiwaidcd to the individual
ciiikcters personally

Q What are the highest scores of
Sandip Haul and Kapil Dev in fust
class cricket**

A Sandip Haul's highest score in
fust class cucket is 210 scoied foi

Bombay against Sauiashtia in Bom
hay in 1979 80 in the Ranp hophy
Kapil De\ s highest is 193 lot
Hai\ana against Punjab at Chandi
girh in 1979 80 in tht Ranp Trophy
Rape Ramaknshna, Bangalore
Q Hlease gi\e me the statistics ot

Tiger Pataudi le number of Tests
runs scoied highest store and the
average
\ 4b lests 2 793 run 2 '3 no
hrght st scon and 34 91 was M A K
Hataudi s average in lests

Q What is Ravi Shastri's lesidemial
iddicss’
\ Sou may wntc to him cart of

Bombay Cucket Association Wank
hede Stadium, Churchgate, Bombay
400 020 where fiomvoui lettct leath
tlu addressee promptly
P \ Rao, Bombay
Q How manv inns has Gavaskar
scoitd at Hoit of Spain and at Wank
lit dt Stadium’
A Gavaskai has scoied 7b() luns in 4

I tsis at Holt of Spain and 972 urns at

tht Wankhede Stadium in Bombay
y How many runs has Vishwanath
scoied at Kanpui and at MadiasP
A \ ishwamith has scored 776 runs in

7 It st s lit has played at Kanpui and
775 luns in 9 lests he has played at

Madias
V Stay a Rao, Vishakhapatnam

fy A b ltsman hits a str light di iy e oft

a no ball and that ball hits Ins ft Now
batsman s stumps At that turn both
tht batsmen weie out ot ucast

I

Win tli of tht two batsmen s de
I

claied out’
A Mont of thtm is out as tht ball

should dislodge the » ucket with the
ht Ip Horn a fieldsman loi tunning
out a batsman
Basudev Paul, Howrah
y How manv luns did India seme on
tlu last day ot the thud lest against
West Indies at Port of Spam under
B S Bedi s captaincy *

A India scoied 2 *"2 tuns on the last

day of the Test, losing thiee wickets

y Please give me Indians' scores in

the second innings of the aforesaid
lest

A. S M Gavaskai 102, AD Gaekwad
28, M Amarnath 85, GR Vish
vvanath 112, BP Patel 49 no, S
Madan Lai 1 n o Extras 29 and total

406 for 4 wickets
Saqil Ahmed (Roni), Goalpara.
Q. When did M A K Pataudi play his
fust Test, against whom and what
was his score then’
A In the 3rd Test against England at
Delhi in 19bl 62, M A K Pataudi
played his first Test, when he made
13 runs
Kalrav Agarwal, Aligarh

Q Please tell me the woild record
partnerships for all the ten wickets
A 1st wicket 413 hv V Mankad and
P Roy (India) v New Zealand at
Madias 2nd wicket—451 by DG
Bradman and W H Pons (Australia)
vs England at The Oval 1934, 3rd
wicket —370 bv W1 Ldnth and
DCS Compton (England) vs South
Atnca at I oid s 4th wicket—411 by
P B H May and M C Cowdrey (Lng
land) vs West Indies at Birmingham,
5th wicket—405 by S G Baines and
I) G Bradman (Australia) vs lug
land at Sydney 1946 47 6th wick
tt— 346 by IH Hingleton and DG
Bradman (Austialia) \s England at
Melbourne, 19 36 37 7th wicket—347
by D Atkinson and ( Depciza (West

fQu/z

QUESTIONS

Fill in the blanks

1 Tip and Tap were the mascots of the

2 Vigri the seal pup was the mascot ot

the

3 IMPBU stands for —

4 CopaMundial means

5 In the 1 9^2 Olympic swimming com
petition Mark Spitz won seven gold
medals in days
6 is a black day in the
history of world sports because 11

Israelis participating in the Munich
Olympic Games were killed on that day
by Arab Guerrillas

7 Adidas is the trade name of

8 Hurdle races are over obsta-
cles

9 In running tracks it is the edge
that counts

10

is the Madi-
son Square Garden of Paris 4
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* sw-
indles) vs Australia at Bridgetown
J9S4 55, 8th wicket—246 by L E G
Ames and GOB Atten (England') vs
New Zealand at lord’s, 19*1, 9th
wicket—190 by Asif fcqbal and In
tikhah Alam (Pakistn) vs England at

The Oval 1%7 10th wicket—151 by
BF Hastings and RO Collmge
(New Zealand) \s Pakistan at Auck
land 1972 7*

Q What was India’s total in the Test
tn which Vishwanath made 222 runs
in 1981 82 against I ngland'
A India attei scoi mg 481 tor the loss

of 4 wickets declated then innings as

closed in the lest m which Vish
wanath had suited 222
Dr P Padmakumar, Madras
Q Can an umpiie declare a batsman

out leg befoie wicket or caught be
hind if theie was no appeal for the
same from the fieldsmen7

A No
Yivekanandu Kanjilal, Ranjan Roy,
Calcutta

Q If the ball drops tust on the
houndatv line, will it be tieated as a
six or a boundatv'
A Boundary
Gafoor Mohammad Asif, Udhampur
Q It a batsman plays a ball it goes
up in the an but o\ei tilt head ot the
batsman and the batsman again
strike the ball be lot e landing what
will be the decision'
A Not out, tht batsman c an stnke
again to ptnttct his wicki t

Q it a fieldsman ihiows a ball to

wards the wicket make the beta
man run out, but the batsman blocks
the ball on the wav, what will be the
decision
A if it is intentional, the batsman is

declared out, if it is not, he is not out

Q What is meant bv a chinaman in

cricket'
A Chinaman is the delivery by a
left arm slow spin bowlei, bowled
with a deceptive action
George Augustine, Allahabad
Q A batsman plays a defensive
stiokt to a ball but the ball hits the
bat and rolls towaids the stumps He
kicks tin ball awav luit makes no
attempt lot a iuii Is he out and if so
how'
A Not out

Bridge
Bor a Srhap ro

"I have taken ui

a friend proudl

pressed polite di

limit of Ns?

ip mnepi
ify the c

Jtsbeltef.

ninepins1" announced
other day I ex-

f, for normally the

athleticism consists of a daily

20-yd shuffle from his club to a cab*
rank But he insisted and showed me two
hands to prove his point

A 10 7 6 3

none

O 10432
AJ 74

KQ52
O K Q J 10 9 4

9
109

84
CPA8763
OAQ8
KQ5

J9
<?52
OKJ765
8632

West dealt at love all and opened one-
heart North doubled and East bid two-

diamonds South closed proceedings

with a call of 3NT, all pnsed and West
led the King of hearts

Assuming rat the diamond finesse was
right there were eight top tricks but no
hope of using dummy's spades South
was quick to spot his only genuine
chance - finding the singleton O 9 with

West So. after winning the second heart,

he took his elubtneks and ted <> 10 from
the table to pin west's nine East covered

with the Jack but now a finesse of O 8

C the ninth trick

hands later North-South had
achieved a part-score After two passes
West opened one-spade, East re-

sponded two-clubs and South ended in

three-hearts

A K82
Q 109
OKJ83

1087

Q J 7 6

QA4
01095
A42

9

<?Q32
A 7 6 2
Q J 963

10 54 3
QKJ8765

4
K5

West started with Ace and anothe club

South won and led a diamond to the Jack

and Ace East switched to a low trump,

South played low for West to win with his

Ace and lead another club for South to

ruff

Right, the trump finesse was marked,
but suppose spades were 5-07 it would
be annoying to have a top spade ruffed

If C? Q was coming down anyway So
declarer played off s? K and found that

he had a second trump loser Still fight-

ing, he followed with 10 and, surprise,

surprise, the Jack, King and nine com
pleted the tnck "What was all that

nonsense about mnepms7’
I enquired

testily Then the penny dropped
Last week’s gate. As South at love allyou
held A J 9 7 4, <? K3, 1(M, 4 A
7 64 West dealt and opened one-heart

partner overcalled with one-spade and
you raised to game West came again

with five-diamonds and this was passed
round to you Against some opponents
I couldn't wait to double - against

others I might have doubts On balance

double
This week'sjote. At game all you hold

AQJ 8, <774,083.4^0107
Partner deals and bids one-spade, you
force with three-clubs and partner rebids

three-diamonds And now7

Chess
Peter Cla nr

To avoid a pile-up of new books I must
return this week to reviewing - in par

ticular of the other three books men-
tioned on August 29 These are The
Chess Beat by Larry Evans (from
Pergamon Press at £995 in hardcover
ana £5 95 In flexicover). Three Steps to

Chess Mastery by A s SueWn (from

Pergamon at £950 and £595) and Bad
Ktssingen Internationales Schachtumrer
1928 by Dr S G Tartakower (No 21 in

the British Chess Magazinefs series of

classic repnnts. a paperback at £860)
The choice here is of entertainment by
the American grandmaster, of instruc-

tion by an eminent Soviet theorist and of

a collector's piece If you have to choose
just one, then I recommend the last

j Black. Wank I

Queans Pawn Queen's Indian Defence (Bed
KningBft 1928)
1 P-04, 10-03, 2 F-OM, P-IKH
3 10 - 003, l-Wfe 4 I-NO .

4 Q-82 a a sounder method of preparing for

P-K4

4 . P-K* 5 Q-82, MB)
g i-04, 8-K2, 7 P-114, 0-0
• P-KB

This and Ns next move suggest that NimnwMsch
had overestimated White s prospects

• IQ -04; e 8 -103, IQ -IQS
10 Q- 103, P-04, 11 flhJ, ixOP
12 0-0-0, 13 I x B, 0 1

0

10(101 )

-

13,

14 P-003
Best was 14 Kt-Kt5 Q-B5ch 15Q-K3
Now White comes under a sacrificial attack

14 IQxP, 15 0x10
If 15-QxKt Black intended 15 P-QB4 16

Q R4 B-B3 17Q-R6 Q-B5ch 18K-K11
Q x BP 19 KKt - K2 KR-Q1 with pressure

15 0x0, IgPxIO.OiKBP
17 0-01, KB -01, 18 0-K2, 0-BSek
10 K-B2, P-004, 20 PxP
20 P - Krt would have been met by 20 P-R5
followed by P- R6 The destruction of the

white King's defences cannot be prevented

20 Ox P; 21 IQ - 03, 0 - 00
22 It -103, P-OMM 23 Q-KS, PlPeb
24 K-NK, 0-ee, 28 Kt-QNfi,

P-8

0552. Solution next week
Black

Whites next move caused Black to resfen what
was it

7 Grade 2 (easy)

MftlfcflpplM/

/B10Q1N1B-

I, LMi Bate
iM/iipptai/~

‘
ie3P2pp/5pP1/1BP8/PP4K1/010Q1

Way) The Australian drove home his attack by
33 BxP 34 QxB Q-K5ch 35 Q-B3
QxQch 36 K x Q, P - Kt5ch and White resigned

PteMwa Na 1210. Solution next weak
On W. I Oata (British Chess Msmzm. 1894)
(9K2fp74B83J4P1p1/llatfW1/05p1roP1/VQ03-8
aMmaeq • Maofc)

White to play end mate In two moves

Soiatiaa ta «• 1217 (lataa).
(OMWI/lpOPSMkppl/tiOMII/llNMMNI •

-aOaJatee.) 1 R-Kt3 (threat 2 R(KKt3)-K3),
(a) 1 R - KB5, 2 R - Kt5, (b) 1 KK-B5,
2 Kt-83 (c) 1 P-B5 2 RxP, (d) 1
K- B5ch, 2 R 0003) - 83

42





Allwyn Quartz
Setting new standards in

'S

f

fhr Aitwyn Quart/.
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. ...
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Colgate's

trusted formula works
to give “you clean,

fresh breath...

strong, healthy teeth

every time you brush.

You'll love1

Here s how:

Odour- and decay-causing bacteria

, T ( , ,

grow in food particles trapped

r T t tH between your teeth.

Colgate's unique active foam

Clfya reaches deep to remove dangerous
hrt '-Tflagl food particles and bacteria.

Result: Fresh-breath confidence,

]j]j protection against decay,

rtf'! strong healthy teeth.

Remember to brush with Colgate Dental Cream y

after every meal : Stop bad breath... fight tooth decay
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TOT] fourth test* The writing was on
the Weill from the

time of the rollapse of the

Indian first innings Pakistan

with this win went three up in

the senes and the senes is

now firmly in their petkets
The man at the helm of

affairs wa<* IMF AN KHAN
who eports

UMPIRING CONTROVERSY
Every Indo Pak .cricket se ies is suffic pnt m

__J petus to ignite the smo itderinq questior egard

ing the ipliability ot the mer in ^oats ARIJI T SEN
examines the question

57“] PUNJAB POLICE
SUPREME

1 'y et another arrest

mg performance by the Pun
jdb Police outfit brought

them then third Nehru Hock
ey title in five hnal appear

ances Th* tournament
however did not quite live

up to expectations repor*s

D RAHUL
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25 News natona
32 News nlernatora
35 Hegic nal round up
40 All n the game
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Great

|

Gavaskar

THI first halt ot the

Paki till tom being
lompltrtd blinds us 10

light a lot ot things
I ht Indian batting \ tt

\

mui h 1 e\ oh < s tiound
(»a\askai And tun if he
doc s plav hi w ill t itn out ot

painters It is high time
that onh hatting should
toint h iik to it'* own self

or t 1 st we will bt t icmg
tin tron\ ot a '» 0 drubbing
trom tht. Pakistanis

Indi 1 toda\ lack an\
sting in its attack Kapil
Dc\ alone is no he lp as

(faxaskai is m b tiling The
pits uic sot 1 iptaincA ait

telling vi in n uth on Suml
Gavasku \ ishwanath I

rhmk will nt\t 1 tind his

touch a^ain Now coming
to the sc ut s Un Pdknta
ms ha\ * tdgi d us out in all

depamm nts of tht gime
t \cepl K imams wiektt
keeping Ihc \ ate plaxing
with thir re tn plavc is The
itpla\s hmnoti i\ ha\t
pio\ed thu ar hast sivtn

1 umt dcmions have gone
against ns I his is hi* Ills

aticeiou sum it nnl\ tiap

pc ns when vu irt batting
Tht '.even rums art t)

Samlip Paul gifting out it

l ihoit 2 j \ ishwanath s it

K u at hi »

1

Mohmdc 1 s

both mu m s »i Kai achi 4 1

VuuMika both monies
it I i is 1 1 1 had ind >

)

Mohindc r s it l ai*al ib id

\nd wlnJc wc we c t eld

I

1 ig ve li u ills g 1 J,,N

Ib w s In he I s * I e st

m itch Imi in was
\
h mb in

itonl 01 the vviektt win n

In w i \ \ 10 / ihc ei h is

been vet lutk\ I dunk ht

tun mi \ s the uinpnc s

popiuaiitN with that of tht

eiowd I un suit /ahtt 1

must ciedit at least one
•tin d ot tht tuns sc ou d b\

hmi m this a i its to the
umpiits whohive htlptd
him in Inc was to makt
then n g seoies mil inakt
this Indian bowling a

mediocre one

I

I think it will bt good it

tht it die ncutiai obse r

vers otheiwisi I think the
fottluomimg series bt
tween these two countues

to be plaved will be a tame
affair with both winning m
then respective countries
with then own umpires
An\wav tongidtuld

tions to Gavaskar tor his

superb knock at PaisaJa
bad and let s hope he will

break Sn Don s record b\
the end of this senes

H ASASD
C alcutta

Secret of success

I
WAN I to tJear one

doubt Whs is it that all

the great bowlers have
tailed or nearly failed on
Pakistani wickets whereas
Irru in Khan and Abdul
Qadn have bee n ex
cetdmgh successful It is

eithei because ot tht
home ground home eiowd
01 something othet than
that 1 tor one will never
agree that the present In
dian side 1 a% weak as it

has been made to look,
both bowling and batting
considered

I remember one of oui
star plastrs con memmg
that the Indian batsmen
will hast to pla\ undei
constant pitssmc never
knowing when the
umpnt s finder will bt up
all ot i su iden Time has
it alls 1 > nt toi neutral
iimpius i ciickti has to

su \ i\ c as 1 game and not
t \ ti re d mu w ii

S l SR1\ ASTAVA
St mot \ ill Ph sident

(1otjkhpvt C inlet
Association

Departmental

problems

I
I is atui a prolong
pi nod that India faired

so misttabh in a leccnt
Test senes As a lesult,

India hast been outshone
in all tht pit\ tiling dc
paitnums of the gamt
and ha\t to taste deft atm
t w o consc cume lest
matches
Our batting is impru

dent our bowling limit a
turns aie mercilessly t\
plotted and above all our
lielding is ^adl\ below the
Test standaid
Now after trailing 0 2 ,

timt has armed that the



spirit ot cohesiveness must
be injected among our
team membei s, which may
lead to an impioved dis
pla\ in the forthcoming
Test mart hes

SABI J SLS,
Calcutta

Prescription

Gavaskar s magmfi
cent pertoimance with

the bat did well to oil set

the greater humiliation In

dia would ha\e suffered

by another innings defeat
ar T aisalabad With his

score of 127 not out Gavas
kar equalled Sobers 1

le

cord of 26 lest hundreds
and became the first lndi

an to earn his bat thiough
the ihmngs He deserves
all our piaise for this feat

It is a pitv that none ex
tept Mohmdei Amainath
kept him company when
Gavaskar was rising to

1 build om innings restrain

ing any ad\ c ritm ous
stroke India did receive

shocking umpiting dcu
sions in us nail but a
cannot bt left unsaid that

some of our star batsm* n

failed to show proper ap-

plication and tempera-
ment the situation deman
ded What is badly needed
now is a reorganisation of
oux ream Snkkanth and
\ ashpal Sharma should re
place Arun Lai and Vish
wanarh lespectively, and
Ashok Malhotia could be
called m from India m the
event ol necessity Vish
wanath’s days of Test
cricket seem to be over
An occasional century or a
big score aftei numerous
failuies should not be in

terpreted as his return to

form as only consistency is

the real hallmark of a
great batsman In tact it

would be wise if Vish
wanath opts out himself
volunranly to save embai
rassment to all concerned
Gavaskar would also be
well advised not to place
all his confidence on
medium pacers alone
forgetting Doshi and Man
indc i Singh Both these
bowlers aie capable of

troubling any batsman bt
hut he settles down firmly
on the wicket
C R PANC HANATHAN

Ne\y Delhi

Incorrect

T HE caption Laid
Amainath with CK

Nayudu (right) given on
page eleven in your Spot t

swot Id issue dated S fanu
arv 1983 is incot reel It

should be read as Laid
Amarnarh with S Mushtaq
All (right)

It is really painful to see
such silly mistakes in a
magazine of Spot tswot ld\
reputation

A 111 KR GHOSH,

KALPAN GHOSH
Hnughlx

The enoi is l egretted—
Fd

Imran the genius

I
MRAN KHAN capti
vated the hearts of mil

lions of uicket lovers all

iWei the world by his de
vastdting bowling per
formance m the secod lest
against India at Karachi
which enabled Pakistan to

win the match convincing
ly bv an innings Words
are inadequate to descube
the awe inspiring bowling
performance of Imran as it

has all the ingredients ot a
genius in action exploring
the docile pitch to his
advantage through
machine like precision
swing and furious pace In
one of the most classic
bowling spells ever witnes
sed m recent times, Imran
not only shattered the im
piegnablt Indian batting
into pieces but also dis

played the arr of swing
bowling* on an unrespon
si ve pitch Kudos to Imran 1

P B L MVRTin ,

New Delhi

Request

I
HAVE been a regulai

reader of your esteemed
sports weekly, which I

think is the best in India I

like your magazine bt

cause of the editonals of

Mr Pataudi the (.oveiage

of cricket and above all,

the fabulous blow ups
1 1 equest you to publish

a profile of the Aussie vice
captain Kim Hughes and
also a blow up of his

KUDOS to Gavaskat on
equalling Sir Gaiv's

recotd of 26 centuries The
Indian captain has gone a
step further than the tor
mcr West Indian captain
in achieymg this feat in 82
Itsts as against the 9*
It sts ot the lattei fht
using cucumstan^t s in

which Sunil plavcd his
duel i ole ot scoring tuns as
well as whiling awa\ the
runt made his achie\e
mtnt e\tn more glorious
I he gtneial opinion now
seems to be that had theit
not been the overwhelm
mg iesponsibilit\ of cap
tames then it is quitt
possiblt rlnr Sunns in his

present toim mq lit have
scoitd at itast anothei

^ r
>

i tins and thu*- jiven tht

Pakistanis a vestige ot it

sistanct m iluii \ntoi\
march Mi uiwhilt Sunil s

aidtnt uimiicis spot no
time io show ( i him with
tlu lii dt ut i (Is ot tin it* I

cord breakup m ichmt U ,

i>e a c ut ihm t / iIh « i

tans who i ail rl t ir idol

run making midiim
As this tug of w ii Ik

tWH 11 I II! S f I l i HI

(» iv a ska i t lu ( »p mi
‘‘lands p itht n< i i n v il

dcu d with h s di tins I t

\ lctoiv m 'hi Ind I* tl

si ut s crumblm*. o in *

lio f 1 1 i I h 1 >»\ ip

changes hi m^hi >n I v hi

Indian captain win i it I

often than tut i tt i i md 1

erroi no rhod ui i i u ipt
j

1\ a ti\ void lucl i iti

Such in outturn* is not
surprising whin Sunil ha
umt and tg tin admitted
that he cannot te id tilt

p Uh
In tht dt p u tint nt ot In

dian lidding thi obsoiest
t.nci ot the word agilitv I

lias tu in Impt fully instal I

Udtoi the timt being But
|

dl the sinu it would bt I

nt fit the Indian team to

lake a leaf out of tht

Pakistani field place
merits
Whttt bowieis aie con

ctrntd the v could do w it

h

a wet bit mote guile and
v dilation But abovt all

wh< n th question ot tap
tamey ansts it is peihaps
high time that the Lncket
(ontiol Boaid ot India
gave up then idea ot hall

a loaf is btttu rhan no
biead oi their attitude ot

finding a man who can
both walk and talk

A multi-national commercial
organisation is interested in

sponsoring existing or new
Sports Club in leading towns of

India. Spoils coaches of any
discipline should write to us with

details of the Club activity and

kind of help needed.
Write to

Box No.SW 2003

SPORTSWORLD
Calcutta 700 001

S SADASIVAN,
Trichy

ANUKA RO\
Calcutta



Jaman Lai Sltarma

now University and Diploma hoi
dor in Physical Education, ropro
rryrr.§ /ttvfTmFm 4nWbiVMfJk

Games at Rome (ItalyX and . .

od matches at Ceylon an route to

Rome. In 1962bo took part in the
4th Aslad at Djakarta, and also

toured Singapore and Malaysia.
He wont to East Africa with the
Indian hockey team and played
matches in Kenya, Uganda and
Tanzania. The following year he
also want to West Germany, East
Germany, Italy, Spain and Boh
givun. He was appointed the cap-
tain of the Indian hockey teamm
the 3-Test series against Malaysia
and Belgium at home. He was the
chief coach of the Indian hockey
team to the pre-Olympic hockey
tournament, held at Moscow in

1979 and the Champions Cup
tournament at Karachi in 1980.

He was also appointed .chief

coach cum-manager of the Indian
team against the U.S.SJR. Shar-
ms, today is the Deputy Director
of SportSr Vttar Pradesh.

TV/fY meet memorable moment
lVXcs»ejuTl%l after myreturn
from19mRouts Olympic, tiwitm
matchvrfticklhadtoplaywaslna
tournament (far chanty) at Roor-
kee, which stilllinger** in my
memory. 1 was very depressed

5E

I
itr ixrk^ i ip i ju .

i s ) mem
is rifo r i^

J

>«C>TrS

* «- y < 'A* • i M".U -Ii.i '>.

one goal., The winner of this

match was to play against the
Delhi Independents team. The
captain of the Delhi team was
/NOble* youtger brother of R.S.
Gentle. Moreover, the Delhi team
comprised mostly State level
players like—Jitendra Singh
(Olympian), Kaka, Das, Sethi, and
others. They were all sitting out-

side the field and jeering my
game. However, this made us
more firm end moved to be an
incentive to us. Two minutes be-

fore the match ended our team *

scored a goal against Moradabad
D.S.A. The match was drawn. The
next morning In the

.
replay we

defeated them by 2-0
After winning amatch against a

strong team <ny colleagues felt

encouraged and they were deter-

mined to give a strong reply to

Delhi who had jeered us and
passed indecent remarks. Their
remarks had also aroused a
strange feeling of . revenge in us.

Allofus were enxSous to maintain
the honour of our dub. We

Playdrs wereaetected
forth* State team

wlthottt playing in any
‘ v^aunqiiMiih^

j» |
1

1111
rt.yeaparticipate m the
BtMdftihta, to that you
butted for the State
stubbly triad to explain

IIP
k»y &at I was a player
0imk;i md there was
rsupport and recoin-

mend me. Moreover, it is said that

g
layers were selected for the
tate team before they even par*

ticipated in any championship.
He then introduced himself and
said* that he was Ewaj Ali, hockey
secretary of the XJ.P. Sports Cen-
tral Board. He insisted that 1

should go for selection to the
State Championship and assured
me that if I played well I would be
selected for the State team. In
October, 1957, 1 received a letter

saying that I had been selected
for the State team and was
directed to report to Sri N. N-
Mukherjee (Habulda) at Luck-
now. 1 did nor believe that the
contents of the letter were cor-

rect. For two days I did not show
this letter to anybody. When I

reached Lucknow, 1 was required
to play in a tournament, which
was being held there in connec-
tion with a Youth Congress rally.

It was mv first match as a.member
of the State team. Thereafter, I.

was a regular member of the
team.
Now I want to narrate another

important event of my life. After
1962* I had stopped playing in

tournaments and only played
. with youngsters, to pass my time.

In 1966, HabuJda informed me
that be was not finding a suitahle
full-back for the State team and
that I should join the team which
was to participate m the National
Championship at Pune. 1 com-
plied with his orders. On reaching
Pune some old friends informed
me that our first match was
against, a strong Bhopal side,

which comprised top players like

Inam, Shahid, Noor, Jabbar and
Bhura and that we would be defe-

ated in the very first match. Being
captain of the team 1 was anxious
as well as determined to do well.

Even the defeat against Pakistan
at Home did not disturb me as
much a<s the impending defeat at

the hands of the Bhopal team. 1

consulted my old colleagues
Bhagwan Das. Tassavvur and Ga
jendra Singh. We had decided
that each player would play strict-

ly in his position. All the members
of the team played with courage
and determination and we won
the match 9-0 and thus main-
tained the honour and prestige of.

our State.

As told to NfkHIL RASTOGI
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The death knell,alas, off leg spin
JOHN ARLOTT

1

FIFTY FOUR years ago, in the
English season of 1928, the Kent

wrist spinner Alt “Tich” Freeman
took 304 wickets, that record is not
hkel> to be beaten His 298 in 1933
comes next, and of the 12 instances
of a man taking 250 wickets in a
season, six stand to the credit of
Freeman Altogether he took 100 in
17 seasons Wiltred Rhodes beat that
with 23 He is, too, the only cricketer
with more than Freeman's figure of
3776 wickets in his career Neither
Rhodes not anyone else, though,
equals Fieeman’s 2039 overs bowled
in 1931 1976 1 in 1928, or 1914 3 m
1930 The greatest number bowled
by anyone m the English first class
season of 1982 was 847 1

“1 lch' was a remarkable ^ncketer
and a placid, friendly person When
•he retired in 1936, he named his

house—like a sigh of relief after
those 23 600 overs

—

MDun bowling”
Until the end in 1965, when he was
76, he was happy to see his friends,

but he lived a quiver life, contented
ly—or fanJv contentedly—ruled by
his wife
Aptlv nicknamed “Tich”, he was

extremely short That m itself is no
handicap to a leg spinner indeed it

can be an advantage It enables him
to toss the ball pitching Several
talented young wrist spinners
showed a decline m ability as they
grew taller Tich’s hands, though,
were proportionately small In fact,

when he cupped the ball in his right

hand his fngers barely touched the
seam This made it lemarkable that

he spin the ball as much as he did
He was not piodigious spinner
Among his contemporaries, the other

ith’*—Richmond of Notts—turned
it more, so did Walter Robins, Tom
mv Mitchell and Arthur Mailev
Fteeman though, was certainly
much more than a roller, his leg*

break turned appreciably, so did his

well hidden googly, and the top*
spinner, with which he had so many
batsmen lbw really did snap
through
The most remarkable aspect of his

bowling, however, was his accuracy
He was genuinely slow, and he
achieved the economy he did by
virtue of the fact that, quite phe
nomenall> for one who bowled so
much, he virtually never wavered
from length or line Alf Freeman,
though, was both a man and a cncke
ter of his time So were the batsmen
he plased agianst He habitually set

two deep fields, at long-off and long
on, and, not unusually, a deep extra
cover and a deep midwicket as well
He tossed the ball up and most of the
batsmen of his day, accepting the
challenge, stepped down the wicket
to drive him—if possible 'over the
top’ Few accredited batsmen are
caught in those positions today
Neither are they stumped In 1932,
Les Ames made 64 stumpings, in

1928, 52, in 1929, 46 Most of them of

course, were off Freeman The high
est return in the English cricket of

1982 was 10 (by Paul Downton)
Two experiences, both concerning

Freeman, remain sharp in the mem
ory from a first independent holiday
spent during August 1929, mainly in

watching cricket The first occurred
at Hastings when Sussex played
Kent Years later Maurice Tate ex
plained that in the previous match
between the two sides—at Maid

id*
Peter Sleep Leg-epmner and promising

stone, three weeks earlier—the pitch
had been heavily watered and Sue
sex, winning the toss and batting on
the normally true wicket, found it a

vicious turner Freeman took 7 for 16
in six overs to put them out for 69
and in the second innings, when most
of the batsmen simply had a sloe, he
had 6 for 89 in a total of 137 Kent
won by an innings and 27 runs before
lunch on the second day
That result mattered quite con*

siderabiy to Sussex It happened at

the beginning of the six-year period
m which they were desperately un
lucky not to become champions In
fact, the eight points for a win in that
match would have left them only five

points behind the eventual cham-
pions, and matters might have gone
quite differently Several of the Sus
sex players believed the watering—
which happened only at one end—

was not accidental, and Duleepsmh
ji, in particular, was extremely
angry
There was nothing wrong with the

Hastings pitch for the return match,
which began on Saturday, August 10
Again Sussex won the toss and bat
ted What happened was, to the eyes
and imagination of a 15 year old,

quite staggeung When Ted Bowley
was out early, Duleepsmhji joined
Harold Gilligan It was a matter for
goggling eyes rather than stopwatch
es all these figures and times come
from Wisden, which says that they
put on 121 in 55 minutes, and took
the score from 52 to 104 m a quarter
of an hour Duleep scored 115, Jim
Langridge, Bert Wensley, and Romi
ly Holdsworth all played enterpns
mg innings, and the Sussex total of
428 took 280 minutes In that time,
incidentally, Kent bowled 105 o\eis
Freeman mopped up the tail (6 lor

131)
It was heady stuff and even at

secondhand, persuaded an indulgent
uncle—who died as this was being
written—to shell out the fare from
grandmothers house at Eastbourne
to Hastings on the Monday and I ues
day It would have been unbearable
to nave missed it Kent were in gia\e
trouble against Tate until Charles
Knott, striking a spectacular 140 in

1 Vi hours, hoisted them to 398 There
was still time for Sussex to reach 215
for 3—Duleep 149—in little more
than two hours that night Freeman
came in for a mauling The most
vivid memory is of two occasions
when, unusually, he dropped short
outside the off stump and Duleep
square cut him so fiercely that the
ball rattled round the forms and
deckchairs like a red hot cannonball
He went on his murderous way the

next morning and, when he was
caught at extra cover off Freeman,
he had made 246 in 195 minutes It

was all so vivid, yet so elegant, slim
and almost lazy in movement, he
seemed to flow into the ball find,

without violence, to hit it with amaz
mg force His was an amazing prop-
ortion of the Sussex 381 (off 81
overs) for 8 declared (Freeman 3 for

106) No other batsman scored more
than 33 The declaration set Kent
412 to make in 220 minutes, and
once Tate had cut into the early
batting, they were never likely to get
home Les Ames scored a lively 118,
but Tate broke through again (7 for
58) and by 5 o'clock on the last day
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Sussex had won, by 167 runs, a match
in which 1451 runs were scored for

38 wickets off 346 overs Amazingly
enough in such a batting bonfire,

Tate bowled 64 overs, 11 of them
maidens, to take 13 wickets for 194
runs, an average of 15 runs each in a
match where the average cost of a

wicket was 40, apart from those he
took, 50 That cricket match kindled
a zest for the game which never
faded
At the end of the week, the same

uncle proffered a long weekend at

his London flat to watch The Oval
Test What an upbunging’ Yet
another batsman—Herbert Sutcliffe

this time—sconng two centunes in a

match and there was an unfrogett
able hundred bv the handsome, lm
penous mighty Walter Hammond

Theie could hardly have been a

more absorbing dtawn match After
Sutclifie s 104 onl\ Woollev, with a
casual looking 46 made more than
15 Cvril Vmctnt bought his five

wickets lot 105 and Fngland were
out foi 258 That seemed a good
score when Nobby Clark—shaipish
left aim -and that old master of cut

and swing Gtorgt Gtar\ reduced
South Africa to 25 tor 3 Then Herbs
'Taylor and Nummv Deane came
together Dtane was a dctei mined
combatise batsman Tack Hobbs
once when picssed said he thought
lavloi ntaiest to himself in ttthm
qut 1 ogethei thev killed poor ‘Tich

Not ovei whelmingls but coolly col

dly, not hitting him over the top, but
using their feet, going down that
perfect pitch, and hitting him along
the ground He never persuaded
them to the ghost of a chance They
put on 214 in just over three hours,
South Afnca, 492 for 6 declared,
took a lead of 134, and Fieeman’s
figures were 0 for 169 He never
played for England again South
Africa's lead of 134 left Sutchffe and
Hammond no choice but to bat out
the third day they did it majesti
tally

In that same season, ‘Tich* took
267 wickets, among other wrist
spinners, Dick Tyldeslev took 154
Mitchell 113, Bowley 79, Fender 60,

O’Connor 58, of the three for Mid
dlesex, Robins 162, Peebles 123 and
Hearne 61, while Levland with his

Chinamen’ mustered 50 Cricket,
like life has changed In the immedi
ate post War period England by no
means shunned wrist spin Indeed, at

Sydney in the second Test of the
1946 47 tour Doug Wright Peter
Smith Jack Ikin and Denis Compton
all bowled it foi England and
George Tribe and C6lin McCool tor

Austiaha In South Afnca, in 1948
49 Wi ight and Jenkins played in the
fust three Tests The decline,
though was rapid ovei the subse
quent decade Significantly in the
1 nghsh season of 1956, three wrist

spinnets took 100 wickets in 1957,

four In 1956 they were Dooland and
lube—two Australians-*- and Jenk

ins, m 1957, Dooland and Tribe
again, Goonesena from Ceylon, and
Hollies Dooland and Tribe, like

Walsh before them, were consistent
ly successful in County cricket, yet
English cricketers seem simply to

nave renounced wrist spin
In 1982 in England, Abdul Qadir,

bowling his leg spin and googlies for

Pakistan, displayed his skiIIs to the
bafflement of English batsmen and
the admiration of British cricket* 4

followers In 1970, Robin Hobbs, the
last leg spinner to be picked for
England, bowled 625 overs for Essex
That was mote than all the wrist spin
delneied in the Championship of
1982* That count came to 598 3 Even
more amazing is the fact that, of
those 598 Asif Dm, Warwickshire’s
Ugandan Asian was responsible for

252 1, the two Pakistanis, Javed
Miandad and Sadiq Mohammad, ex
actlv 101 4 each Even if Russel
McCool, the Somerset born son of
the former Australian Test leg
spinnei is included, English wrist-

spinners sent down a mere 133 overs
By fat the most successful was Derek
Aslett of Kent who, in 70 1 overs,
took six wickets foi 289 Television,
thes say is a great motivator of the
young who tend to copy the people
built up on that screen It would be
ironic—though, alas it is hardly like

lv—if Qadir were to inspire a fresh
harvest of Lnghsh leg break and
googl\ bowlers out of the current
famine
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UMPIRING CONTROVERSY

The stork and jackal
story

Controversies over umpiring decisions are always the central aspect
of an Indo-Pak cricket series. Matters reached a head when Fatehsingh

Rao Gaekwad, the manager of the Indian team, returned to New Delhi to

president, N.K P. Salve, ARIJIT SEN examines
the burning question

consult with the BCCI

S cricket a gentleman's game9

fcver since sponsored cricket
look the sport off the Gentleman
vetsus Players' hook—firmly and
finally—the stakes ha\e risen too
high for mmoi motivations hk<
sportsmanship to make any impact
on professional players 7 he name of

the game is {gamesmanship, direct
fallout of which is bickering over
umpinAg decisions
Almost every tour today generates

a controversy over this aspect of the
aame But seldom has so much heat
been generated as on England's toui

of Australia and the Indians visit to
Pakistan, both of which aic i urrently
on Alrhough there haven’t been any
unseemly incidents of blatant bad
manners, both tours ha\e evoked
stiong reactions from the \isitmg
teams

England's tour of Australia has
turned out to be a sad one for the
visitors as they repeatedly tiumbled,
to the pace ot Lawson and company,
and the guile of Bruce Yardiev The
shott, spmted tally bv Norman
Cowans only added fuel to the fire of
the might have been

But was the England side really a
push ovei 9 England were prepared
to forget the iniustice meted out in

the two Tests they lost after they
won the fourth Test All they needed
was to win the fifth to sauare the
senes and retain the Ashes The
match ended in a draw but only after
there were two bad decisions In the
first in Australia's first innings,
opening batsman Keplei Wessels
gently patted the ball to the on side
and called |ohn Dyson for a single
The New South Wales opener started
late and England captain Boh Willis
broke the stumps The square leg
umpue Mel Johnson ruled not out
Television replavs showed that

Dyson was out ol tilt cieast b\ o\ti a
toot At that stage Dvson had not
suited He went on to make 79 I his
one decision could have changtd tht
couise of the game

In another incident umpnt Dick
I tench turned down an appeal
against Hookes in the last over ot the
third day’s plav in Australia s

second innings Geoff Look had
caught him at short foiwaid point
Hookes was five at the time and wc nt

on to make 19 before being sent back
bv Miller Although Hooke s score
was not high FngUnd were denied
the immense psychological advan
tagt ot gaining a fourth Australian
wicket with the score on just 90
Ian Botham tht volatile all

loundti did not minct words I he
Sun newspaper with which he had a

contract to cover tht tour can ltd his

comments on Australian umpn t s He
was quoted as saving that the umpu
mg 4 was so bad at times you felt wt
had to get 14 of their witkets and
thev had to get only 10 ol ours
Quick to snuff out what could have
turned into a biushfire of con
ttoversy, Doug Insolt the team man
ager, announced that Botham had
been fined two hundred pounds for
tasting aspersions' on Australian
umpires

But apart from the fact that
Botham's remark had been ungentle
manly, there was no way one could
deny what he was trying to prove TV
replays had pioved his contention
Closer home, Pakistan and India

have ovei the years been re enacting
the stork and jackal fable, but to no
one's delight The latest in line has
been a systematic attempt to psycho
logically crush the Indians out of the
reckoning m the six Test series
The first Test at Lahore ended in a

draw, but Pakistan were certainly on*

top But a foretaste of what was to
come was provided with Sandeep
Patil s run out decision Hu batsman
had ambled auoss and was ad lodged
run out despite tht fact that he had
grounded his bat m time

The second Test piovidtd the dr 1

ma that has characterised most of

tht touts undeitaktu by tht si two
countrus in each othei s temionts
V ishwanath was gi\en c lught bt hind
when the ball had stiuck his elbow
It was a palpatfh bad dtusion but
what followed was c vt n woise
Mohindtr Amainarh was given leg
befoit wicket decisions twite in the

match The Indians maintained he
was not out on both occasions Vtng
sarkar was another playei to suffer
on the same count
The Indians on torn felt that this

was a preplanned attempt to destroy
the Indians confidence bv giving
decision that would pi event the visi

tors fiom making a sizeable score
In I aisalabad too decisions weie

not always fair It is futile to conjee
ture tht course of a match if one or
two players were given out at crucial
ytages ol a match but the fact was
that India seemed to be at the receiv
mg end Madan Lai, for example, was
sent back when he got his pads to a
bail swinging out towards leg

1 veiv country, at some state or
other has complained about the
umpiring m foreign lands The West
Indians had created a row in Austra
ha and m New Zealand The Austra
bans have talked about supervision
in India Pakistan and the West In
dies Recently the Economist of Loh
don came out with statistics of a
dubious nature, to say the least

Thev listed India as the worst coun
try for supervision of matches and
New Zealand the best But it was in

New Zealand that the West Indiavls
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staged diet must rank as the most
dramatic sit-down strike in the his-

tory of the game. This happened at

Christchurch three years ago after,

Geoff Howarth was not' given out
caught at the wicket and went on to
score 147. The West Indians refused
to come out after tea. They finally

made it to the ground twelve mi-
nutes late. Then again, a wicket-
keeping catch was disallowed off

Coin* Croft and the latter, after

being no-balled several times, knock-
ed the bails off while going back to

the end of his run-up. He even shoul-

der-charged Goodall. the umpire,
while delivering a ball, causing a
slight injury to the supervisor. All

this happened because the New Zea-
land umpires had turned out what
had appeared to be very genuine
appeals. And yet, the “rating** by the
England newspaper listed New Zea-
land as the fairest of them all.

Pakistan and India, however, have
had the worst of criticism. While the
reaction to Indian umpiring has nev-

er reached a situation where the
visiting team threatened to leave
midway through the tour (except, of

course, Pakistan), there have been
occasions when teams touring Pakis-

tan have felt they should cut out and
go home The West Indians in 1958-

59, for example, felt they should
pack their bags after Garry Sobers
was consistently given out just when
he was settling down This happened
so consistently on that tour that

Sobers and company were, at one
stage, determined to leave It was
only the persuasion of captain Gerry
Alexander that ultimately saved that

tout
Essentially, however, the most

acrimonious debates on umpiring
have been reserved for the Indo-

Pakistan Tests

THE story started with Pakistan’s

maiden tour of India in 1952-53

Imtiaz Ahmed apparently received
the most unkind treatment, fre-

quently being given out when he felt

he was not beaten There were critic-

isms m the Pakistani Press, but there

were no official protests.

India were meted out the same
treatment on the return visit, in

1954-55. Although they did not com-
plain, the Indians played safe to

draw the senes. Hamf Mohammed,
who had already earned a name with
his five showing in India, was “pro-

tected** by Pakistan's umpires m that

series. But the latter treated both
Vijay Manjrekar and Polly Umrigar
quite shabbily on that tour, sending
them back to the pavilion even when
they were not out.

According to some Pakistani jour-

nalists, then team’s visit to India for

the 1960-^1 series was marked by a

“consistent attempt on the part of

the umpires to give longer lives to

Indian batsmen." Apparently, the

match supervisors had ignored

several “genuine** appeals by the
Pakistani bowlers.
After a very long lay-off, reciproc-

al visits resumed in 1979, with
Bishan Singh Bedi taking the Indian
team over. But the old stork-and-
jackal story continued and, in the
Lahore Test, both Sunil Gavaskar
and Chetan Chauhan were quite ob-
vious obviously discriminated
against. Gavaskar’s case was the
worst. Javed .Miandad had Sunil
Gavaskar couaht by Mushtaq
Mohammed at forward short leg.

Only, the ball had not touched his
bat. It had gone off his pads. This
was m the second innings, when
Gavaskar was on 97. In the Karachi
Test, Imran Khan was clearly run out
at a crucial stage of the match—
during the mandatory overs—but the
umpire’s word was a law against the
Indians.
To make matters worse, Bedi con-

ceded a one-day match in sheer dis-

gust when the umpires betrayed
what was either plain ignorance or
an utter disregard for rules. There 7

was a ban on bouncer? in these
limited-overs matches. Bedi decided
to pack up and leave after he found
that captain Mushtaq Mohammed
refused to take heed of his protests

Hodnay Hogg, Austmtfas frustrated fast bowler

resorts to knocKing the belle off while Kim

Hughes end team-mates look on Australis vs

India 1979

When the Pakistanis visited India
after that series, there were

fireworks thoughout. After two
drawn encountries in Bangalore and*
Delhi, the teams met m Bombay. The
supervision of that Test was severely
criticised by the Pakistans, the mam
contention being lbw decisions,*
against them Six against Pakistan
and only two against India would
certainly seem to be a balance gone
away. India won that match and it

didn’t help matters when the Kanpur
Test ended in a draw. The Indians
crumbled in the first innings, but
9taged a magnificent rally in the
second. But it was here that the
Pakistanis felt that umpires were
acting godfathers-cum-guardian
angels to the cornered Indians, be-

cause they refused to exercise their
index fingers when it was imperative
that they did.

The Madras Test which, again, was
won by India, saw two lbw decisions
being given But was these were
equally divided, there was littlets

complain about The damage, howev-
er, had been done and the last Test
in Calcutta, which ended in a tame
draw but generated controversy of a
different sort (theie were allegation*
of a financial nature against captain
Asif Iqnal), did not help to soothe
tempers

In fact, the whole series was
marked by frayed Pakistani tempers.
Actually, ‘tantrums’ would be a bet-

ter word Javed Miandad took a
swipe at the wickets while walking
back to the pavilion, out to a leg-

before decision he contested Then
there was Zaheei Abbas who stuck
his fingers out lo a ‘V’ sign at the
umpire, when Ghavn was out caught
Wasim Ban off Majid Khan m Bom-
bay. Zaheer. ol course, did not have
the feeling of being handed the
rough end of the stick by Indian
umpire s which Miandad did Ot the
seven r.mes the lattei was out, six

dicisions were leg before wicket! But
there was no such excuse for the
skinny Sikander Bakht who was,
admittedly, the most successful*
Pakistani bowler on tour He had the
audacity to kick the stumps when
one of his appeals duung the Kanpur
Test was not upheld by the umpire.
The worst aspect ot that tour was

the tacit ‘official* approval of all

these crude acts Asif Iqbal went to

the extent of suggesting the tour be
called off midway, because of “sub-
standard” umpiring An unsuccess-
ful captain would, perhaps, be ex-

cused for trying to find an escape
route from criticism back home But
Asif was the least bothered member
of the tour party when it came to

encouraging the boys or instilling

confidence m them. He even skipped
matches on the tour so that he could
go sight seeing!
That was the last tour until this one
came along. And with it has come the
long list of complaints by the Indi-

ans. This time, of course, disputed
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decisions have not been just of leg
before but even caught and run-outs.
There was also a case of a no-ball by
Sarfraz Nawaz fetching a wicket and
the prize one of Vishwanath, at that,
only because the umpire refused to
look at the bowler’s run-up prior to
delivery.

Captain Imran Khan threw out a
challenge—inviting Indian umpires
to officialities three Test match. “I

think it is quite unseemly that so
much is being said about the umpir-
ing when it is clear to all observers
that Pakistan has outbowled and
outbatted India in the senes. 1 am
not saying this as a stunt, but mean it

seriouslv when I s^v that Indian
umpires ait* welcome to officiate in

the senes so that the Pakistan team’s
super loritv is not questioned .’

1

But the point is, no one disputes
the fact that Pakistan has indeed
outclassed Indi in the series so far
Not even India captain Cavaskpi
Bur the umpiring has been bad and
the TV coverage intelligently put
across E\eiv time a controversial
umpinng decision came, there was
no slow motion replay Besides,
neitliei the Pakistan Government,
nor Nui Khan, had given Imran the
aqthonts to issue an invitation to
Indian umpires

Actually, the gimmick was started
by Nui Khan himself, when he in-

vited Umug Umngai anc^Pataudi to

act as observers tor 'the last three
Tests The* Indian Board President,
Mr N K P Salve, did not favour the
idea Nor did he deem it fit to send
Indian umpires acioss or even agree
to neutial supervisors In today’s
cricket, neutiahty cannot be guaran-
teed because ol the great pressures
the host country can bring to bear on
such umpires And this is true of all

countries in the world It was prob-

ablv this leabsation that prevented
the Indian Board President from
agreeing to neutral umpires when
this was suggested before the tour
With so much at stake apart from

cricket, it is impel attve that a solu
tion is found And quickly. Tension,
especially in India-Pakistan match-
es, keeps mounting with each senes
and one day m the near future, it

could erupt. The suggestion for neut
ral umpires could lead to more com-
plications than anticipated now and

I

would ultimately lead to a situation

worse than at present

Although it might sound sacri-

iigeous at the moment, mechanical
aids would seem to be the only
answer. When manual timing of

athletics feats were first replaced by
mechanical timers, there was a great
hue and cry. Today, no international

meet is held without electronic tim-

ers. Cricket , too, would benefit from
totally impartial “umpiring” by
gadgets that are not weighted down
by national and other considera-

tions.

After all, the game must be
saved

IV or not TV?
That is the question, explains ASHIS RAY

LAST month at the Melbourne
Cricket Ground, a massive televi-

sion screen—a la the facilities at
Olympic stadia these days—served
up Channel Nine’s coverage of the
England-Australia Test for specta-
tors assembled at the ground.
For the local authorities this was a

gimmick, and part and parcel of the
one-upmanship that characterises
the relationship between Australia’s
two major cities, namely Melbourne
and Sydney. But inadvertently, the
move might have put the idea of an
electronic board of this nature into
the heads of national and interna-
tional administrators, particularly in

England and Australia, for official

use by umpires in a few years.
The concept of the TV screen came

into being amidst bitter controversy
over umpiring in Australia this win-
ter. Of course, the English media,
more than the touring party, were at

the forefront of this campaign, but it

is hard to believe they gave vent to

all the vituperative prose without
any subtle prompting by the visiting

management.
On paper, Bob Willis maintained a

discreet silence, and many respected
him for his comment when he was
asked after the Melbourne fracas,

about his view on the umpiring. “I

have promised not to criticise the
umpiring, and I do not wish to start it

now ” However, it would be very
.surprising if the England captain did
not include some strong remarks in

his confidential report to the Austra-
lian Cricket Board, which, indeed,
could add fuel to the flickering de-
mand for electionically assisted
umpiring in future.

The objective at Melbourne was
pure entertainment, out since the
audio-visual verdict was strictly un-

official, it led on occasions to a very
unpleasant outcome. For instance, if

a batsman was given out in dubious
circumstances, and this was replayed
m slow motion for the crowd to

witness even before the batsman had
crossed the boundary ltne (not to

mention the victim himself ) one can
imagine the extent of displeasure

that was created.
In fact, a lot of batsmen, when not

totally convinced about their dismis
sal, would halt midway on their trek

back to the pavilion to confirm the
situation. And if satisfied that they
had been “done in”, they would show
reluctance in no uncertain manner in

the remainder of the walk back.
But the same screen, if officially

utilised would undoubtedly intro-

duce a different dimension to super-
vision, bringing about a revolution*

ary change m the game. The trans-

formation, of course, would be thor-

oughly against tradition, for cricket.

has always been looked upon as a
gentleman’s sport.

But human error, enlarged and
exposed by today’s advanced televi*

sion methods, is having a de-
trimental effect on the morale of all

concerned, not to speak of the dan-
gers of conflagrating a public explo-
sion.

Sir Donald Bradman has always
maintained that the ratio of bad
decisions going against a touring
side is generally one is to two. Any-
thing in excess of that would consti-

tute unacceptably poor umpiring.
Such cases were said to be few and
Jfar between, but if the resentment of
almost all visiting teams nowadays is

any indication, reproachful supervi-
sion has become the order of the day.
Perhaps the pressures that today’s
professionals exert on umpires, the
tension of being meticulously analy-

sed on television, and of course, the
crowd behaviour in some parts of the
world make the job that much more
difficult. But even then, the stan-

dards could not have declined that
much, if at all, to brand the gentle-
men in white coats (01 white shirts,

as in Australia) as cheats.

To extract the system from this

acrimonious atmosphere, therefore*
and in circumstances where the tele-

vision set tells the story, even if the
finger doesn’t, the only answer
seems to be an electronically aided
set-up, which will not wholly eradi-

cate mistakes, but reduce them to a
minimum. What final shape this new
phenomenon will take, one can’t be .

sure of as vet, hut a feature like a
third umpiic on the sidelines cannot
be ruled out

To be sure, this was not a state of

affairs conceived by the game’s fore-

fathers. But if. at least, it curtails the
currently rising bitterness and ran-

cour, and considering the friendship
the sport is meant to promote, and
for that matter a feast without fric-

tion, the switchover will be justified.

It is unlikely that this item will be
incorporated in the agenda as early
as the next International Cricket
Conference meeting in July. But
Doug Insole, the manager of the
England team now m Australia, and
an influential figure at Lord’s—the
headquarters of the game—feels
that the scheme could be put into

practice in about two years. “Poss-
ibly, there will be an experimental
stage at the first class level, and for

Test matches, England and Australia
will see the implementation ahead of
the rest of the world. But the point is,

electronic umpiring js on its way,
and one also suspects, that people
will resign themselves to it without
much protest—the hardcore not ex-

cluded.

r*i



Sportsworld Exclusive

The biggest
crash of all
Pakistani captain IMRANKHAN explains

what went wrong with the tourists

OUR very first look at the wicket
confirmed that the strip would

not help the fast bowlers. According-
ly, we decided that we would be
going in for a spin attack, hence
Iqbal Qa&im came into the side at the
expense of Sikandar Bakht.

The appearance of the wicket
straightaway shifted the emphasis
from pace£o spin. I couldn’t visualise

Us bowling India out twice" with a

pace attack because the wicket
looked dead. Thus we knew that a

big total would be vital even. Though
the Hyderabad pitch is reputed to

play both slower and lower, I did not
want to take a chance and leave the
Indians to bowl to us on the last day.
That is why, after I had won the toss,

1 chose to bat.

Not long after the game had be-

t
un, Patil tried a hard chance to

ismiss Mudassar off Sandhu
although honestly, I am not sure

* whether that was a catch or not. The
two Pakistani openers, Mohsin and
‘Muds’ Nazar looked very comfort-

able until the former got out. This
dismissal surprised me, for Mohsin
with his own score at 24 played, a

very lazy looking shot, across the line

and getting out lbw to Sandhu.
He seemed to have changed in his

batting approach, relaxing often
when he looked well set. I think he is

a better player of fast bowling and
that is why he tends to take it easy
when the bowlirfc is medium-paced.
Haroon Rashid came in next and

he was out first ball to Sandhu. It

was a sensational dismissal but I

thought he made rwo mistakes: one,
driving the first ball that he was
facing and two, playing across it,

trying to hit it towards mid on. On
top of that,Sandhu bowled a good
ball, the ideal one to a new batsman.
It straightened after pitching and
that had Haroon in a tangle.

Touching on Haroon’s selection,

let pie. say that his batting was just

one of the reasons why he was
chosen. 1 expected his close-in field-

ing to be an asset, especially in the
bat-pad vicinity with the spinners
operating But I must add that he

would have been playing in the first

Test had he not been injured.
Then it was left to Mudassar and

Miandad to graft and they both play-
ed very well in the context of the
game. They took no chances, were
content to stay at the wicket and
pick the odd singles. They scored
well in stages and Pakistan were 111
for two. At lunch 1 was satisfied, for

the boat had steadied. The Indians
would now have to bowl very well in

order to get a breakthrough.
After lunch Kapil got a bit of a

hammer, an indication, perhaps, of

the nature of the wicket. The spin-

ners bowled very well and runs were
very difficult to get but it was nice to

watch Miandad and Mudassar really

working their way through.
Of the Indian bowlers, Sandhu

impressed the most, keeping a fairly

tight line. Though Kapil Dev did not
bowl as well as he could have, by tea
we were 178 for two and it was a
strong and happy position for us. 1

would have been nappy if Zaheer

VMMim Borl: good gmoo of otvmptng when ho

dmmmood Mohlnder

had walked in at that stage as he
would have taken his time to settle

down and then got after the bowling.

Ti IFY instructions to both Mudassar
JLYLand Miandad on the morning of

the second day had been to occupy
the crease for as loners possible in

the hope that.it would start crumb-
ling for our spinners to take the best
advantage out of it.

Both got their hundreds very early
on, Miandad being the first. He
glanced Kapil for four to get it in

some 230 minutes while Mudassar
got his a bit later in 332 minutes.
They played very well and the way
they took their singles was truly

amazing. In fact, they never played
many snots bur instead dominated
the bowling with their running be-

tween the wickets. Their conversion
of ones into twos kept the scoreboard
going and never gave the bowlers
any chance either.

Mudassar Nazar barred very pro-

fessionally I thought, without allow-

ing the bowlers to get on top at any
stagq. Miandad and he ground the
attack in, playing for the loose ball.

We negotiated the new ball and
stepped up the scoring satisfactorily.

Till lunch all was going according
to plan. I didn’t think that the Indi

ans really slipped anywhere though 1

did feel that the spinners took a long
time to come on. I thought it was the
spinner who had a better chance on
that sort of a wicket than Mohinder,
Sandhu or even Kapil Dev.
Honestly, the wicket was not good

for cricket because it gave the bow-
ler very little chance, making it an
uphill task for him throughout It

was a difficult strip to play shots on
because the ball never really came
onto the bat. The Indian fielding was
also exposed quite a bit by Mudassar
and Miandad. There was hardly any-
one who could stop the runs except,
perhaps, Srikkanth who fielded con-

sistently well throughout the day
and saved a lot of runs for his side.

My anticipation for the tea inter-

val was 100 runs in the session and
our batsmen gave us just that. Both
Mudassar and Miandad realised
there' was little or nothing in the
wicket, waited for the loose ball and
played accordingly. There was no-
thing in the Ihdian bowling and the
only way that they could have got out
was by hitting out. The ball wasn’t
hitting the bat so the batsmen had to

apply some force and in that lay the
danger of making mistakes. Both
looked in command throughout and
by tea the total had moved to 435 for

two, Miandad on 191 and Mudassar
202 .

By the end of the day I wanted
over 500 .runs and our batsmen got
that very comfortably. Maninaer
Singh bowled into the rough from
the Thandi Sarak end and that made
rungetting quite difficult for u$.

Mudassar and laved saw off the
third wicket world record held by
Bill Edrich and Denis Compton when
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live telecatt of the Tssst
matches and. of course,
Pakistan's winning screak,

' It was argued that the
game, of cricket, wasting
noth . time and resources,;
was definitely un-Islamic
and in this context a peti-
tion was even submitted to
the President of the coun-
try. It Was reasoned' that
the State media was in-
tended to be used to im-
plement and propagate
Islam and notgive mileage
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they had added 371 and Mudassar Miandad on 238, Zaheer with four
fell when they were in sight of the and I had every reason to be happy,
all-wicket record. A ball from Doshi

.

stopped a little and Mudassar played instructions to Javed Mian-
a stroke that was a mixture of over- tV-V13® aDr Zaheer Abbas on the

confidence and the yearning to get third morning were definitely to

that single. He skied it to Maninaer
Singh at short cover and was out for

231 at 511. It was, however, quite
unfortunate that it had been made
on a wicket of hardly any help to the
bowlers. Had it been conducive, the
record would have been even more -

enjoyable.
Here the content had been lop-

sided and the bowler could at the
most think of keeping the bastman
quiet, not get him out. We were
happily placed at the end of the
seepnd day but I would have still

liked another 25 to 30 runs. Our final

aim was to get 600 after using the
heavy roller in the morning so that

the Indians would have to struggle to

avoid the follow on.

I was hoping that the wicket would
wear a bit on the- third day. As far as

the Indian bowlers were concerned 1

wasn't impressed by any but Manin-
der bowled well in patches and so

did Doshi. I felt sorry for Sunny
because he had very limited options.

Perhaps, a leg spinner might have
done well. The wicket had not yet

shown any real signs of breaking out
I hoped that the windy conditions
would dry up the moisture and help
in the wearing of the strip. We
finished the day with 515 for three, Hmon Rashid; dlaappoinHng knock

score fast but a combination of

things prevented us from going ab-

out that. One was that the Indian
fielding had been set on defensive
lines, so quick rungetting was not
possible. Secondly, the batsmen
perhaps thought twice of going for

the runs and throwing their wickets
away when a declaration was in the
offing. We didn’t therefore go about
things as I would have liked.

There was nothing about the bat-

ting anyway and both the batsmen
just kept going with their singles. I

enforced the declaration exactly one
hour after the start and one of the
things that I was criticised for was
not allowing Miandad to get his

triple hundred. Well, one of the
things that 1 firmly believe in is that

cricket is not a same of individuals
and since Javed knew thqt we would
be declaring after ^the first hour, he
should have 'paced himself better to
get 300. He was only content with
taking singles and that put him out
of the running.

I declared when I did because
otherwise the ten minutes would
have been wasted during the drinks
interval. Had our. batsmen suc-

ceeded in scoring faster l might have
thought about prolonging the in-

nings. But the consideration was also

time and we needed much of that to

bowl the Indians out twice in the

game.
Our team was culled in with a total

of 581 for three though 1 would have



liked another 20 or 30 runs on the
board Cricket is a very psychologic*
al game, a game of pressure Once a
aide comes under pressure, it is very
difficult to escape I had reasoned
that it would be difficult going if the
Indians had to make 400 m the first

innings to avoid a follow on I knew
that it would be tough for us and
later found how little help the spin-
ners were getting One or two spun
but generally it was quite slow
For our part we began quite well I

felt that Gavaskar was caught be
hind off the second ball he had
received 1 haven't seen the replays
but I felt that it had taken his glove
before going to Ban In the next over
which was bowled by Sarfraz, Snk
kanth was trapped lbw for two, India
losing their first wicket at three The
decision wasn't taken well by the
batsman but on the replay I thought
that Snkkanth was plumb in front It

was a straight ball that skidded and
Snkkanth played half cock He went
forward only aftei the ball had hit

him
Mohmder came m and straight-

away Sarfraz bounced him, but he .

hooked this delivery for four We
were trying to bait him because
when there is pressure building up, a
batsman is never sure whethei he
should leave it or hit it We were
taking a chance
At the other end Haroon almost

caught Gavaskar but it was a diffi-

cult chance, one which either sticks
or slips A bit later, Qadir also drop
ped Gavaskar, a return catch, which
the bowler mutfed because of his
follow through
With Qadir I thought that the

wicket would turn but it hardly did
At lunch India were 24 for one and I

still hoped that a leg spinner would
be able to bowl the Indians out I

took off Qadir and put myself on
because Sarfraz was making the ball
swing and I expected some swing too
I had a strong breeze behind me and
there was quite a bit of help for me
through the air though I hardly could
achieve much off the wicket At 44
Gavaskar got a quickish ball, faster
than he had expected it to come
through He tried to play it towards
point but it shot through before he
had anticipated and Ban had him
caught behind tor 17
Vishwanath also got a quick ball

though hts came m sharply It was
just the second ball that he had
raced and he was rapped on the pads
and given out lbw for zero with India
at the same score Vengsarkar, the
next man, was treated to a series of
inswingers, one of which finally left

him He came m and played it,

edging it to. Ban who took a good
catch That made India 52 foi four,
the lay man having made four

Kapil Dev left at 61, the fifth

i wicket to fall He just stood and
!
played inside a good length ball from

, me and was bowled for three One
!ball earlier, he had got a bouncer
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and perhaps was expecting another
one
Kirmani was promoted m the

order because of Sandeep Paul’s
groin injury The ball just came in,

he hit it onto his pads and it went on
to hit the wicket India were now 65
for six, Kirmani having made one
Amidst this carnage stood Mohm

der Amarnath He looked quite com-
posed, looked very confident and
while the rest of the batsmen strug-
gled, he was on top The others were
playing under pressure right
through, while Mohinder enjoyed
the advantage of a psvchological
boost after his Lahore century One
of his advantages is also that he does
not go for his shots He waits for the
ball to come onto his bat That way
he keeps down the mistakes
Paul came in with a runner be

cause he was unable to bend his left

leg He batted defensively fot some
time, content to keep his wicket up
before Sarfiaz bowled him a rather
short delivery He tried to hit it away
to mid wicket, did not quite get over
it and was caught at mid on by me for
two We were now really on top

—

India 72 for seven
But Sandhu and Mohinder stuck

on Both kept the score moving and
we might have got another wicket
had Sarfraz not moved late for a
Sandhu shot olf Qadir He later play
ed unexpectedly well at least I had
never watched him bat before I was
having some pioblems with my chest
infection at that time and m spite of
that handicap, felt that it was as
good as my Karachi spell though the
Ball in the second «Iest had swung
much more The wicket there was
slightly quicker too

Finally, after scoring 61 Mohinder
was stumped by Bari off Qasim He
was rather unfortunate as the ball
hit his pad when he had gone down
the wicket and Bari brought off a
very good piece of stumping That
was tne breakthiough we needed
India weie HI for eight but some
batting was still to come
Sandhu indulged in a tew lusty

shots and got two sixes off successive
balls off Iqbal Qasim and then
reached his 50 with a square cut that
\ery over He played very deter
mmedly and was quite impressive
He was bowled at 71 when Sarfraz
produced a ieally huge inswinger
which Sandhu missed Doshi missed
an inswingmg yorker a little while
later, lbw to give me my sixth wicket
and India were all out for 189 Man-
mder was left unbeaten with 12 I

was happy with the day's proceed
mgs as I had been expecting a hard
struggle Instead, it turned out to be
unexpectedly easy
The bowler who impressed me was

Sarfraz He may have reduced m
pace but he has developed control
over his swing bowling He bowled
into the wind and that helped him to
swing the ball much more 1 was
hoping that the wicket would de-
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teriorate much more on the fourth
for day us to be able to bowl the
Indians out again.

WE knew that it would be hard
work on the fourth day because

apart from my spell on the third day
we had struggled and in the end had
found even Sandhu difficult to get
out.

The wicket had nor proved helpful
to either pace or spin so we knew
that it would be difficult to get a
breakthrough. We had decided that

it would be best if we stuck to our
job, played it very professionally and
bowled to a line and length and then
see how it went.
When the Indians had just two

runs on the board, the umpire turned
down a very strong appeal against
Gavaskar off my bowling for caught
behind. Later, on the replay it

showed that the ball had touched his

arm instead of his wrist.

Six runs later, I laid a trap for

Srikkanth, bounced one and he
hooked it straight to Malik at long

Mohstn Khan: out to a good ball from Sandhu

leg. I knew that he liked to hook and
go for the shot but that is his game.
On any other day it might not have
worked,
Srikkanth is at his most dangerous

when the team has no options but for
him to play his shots, like when a
team is chasing an impossible target.
If he can get away on his day, then he
can score runs very quickly. In a
position like the fourth morning we
knew that we would have him some
time or the other because he would
have to take chances, Srikkanth had
made five when we got him out.

When Mohinder came in we de-
cided to push him onto his back foot.

The wicket was so slow that if any-
one came on the front foot, hardly
anything could be done to him. At 27
one of the edges from Mohinder fell

just short of Mudassar and Qasim in

the slips so that was another misfor-
tune for us.

I was looking for turn in the wicket
on the fourth day so I brought on
Qasim quite early but even by the
evening the wicket had hardly re-

sponded. Gavaskar meanwhile had
gauged that the wicket had nothing
in it. Being a master of defence, he
limited himself to hitting balls that

were bad. Both Mohinder and he
played very well and barring one
stage when our spinners bowled ex-

cellently there was hardly any
chance of getting them out.

The first session saw what was
easily the best bowling session of the

day and though the score was 56 tor

one I never thought that we had gone
wrong anywhere. The wicket had
absolutely nothing in it and that

explained it.

I gave myself two overs from the

Thandi Sarak end to try and swing
the ball and get a breakthrough, but
in spite of the ball swinging a bit,

there wFas hardly any bounce with

the delivery seldom carrying to the
wicketkeeper. So the question of the
batsmen edging to one of the slips

was ruled out. Instead, I put on Qadir
after myself, hoping that he would
bowl as he had before lunch, but he
never did.



INDIA VS NWFP GOVERNOR’S XI

Declarations force

a result
A CORRESPONDENT files this despatch
from Peshawar

Tilt touring Indian team had
som< consolation wht n they beat

tht North West Itontici I’rmino
Govtmoi s \1 in a nail hiring finish

at tht Services Ground in the lusfor

u cm ol Ptshawat
On the morning ol the sicoml da\

India wert in dttp trouble against
the Governor s \I led bv H noon
Rashid and at one stage wtrt pit
tauouslv plated it 15 lot \ Howev
er somt entertaining hatting aided
by sporting dtclar itions bi ought the

Indians honru m i clif hangti
I he fust da\ oi the thut da\

matth belonged to the home suk
Apart tiom Munsooi Akhtai who has
bit n snuggling to gt t back into good
nuk tht ust of ilu Govtmm s \1
batsnun wtn all among tht tun
Skippei Haroon Rashid joint cl

Shoaib Mohammed atlei Mansoor
lelr eaupht bv Mamndet Singh in

the covt rs off tlu howling oi Sandhu
foi two more than a score R ishid

and Shoaib sun n cd t ill luiu h on tht

fust da\ thanks mainlv dut to somt
mept titldmg the biggest culput
being Vashpal Sharm i behind iht

stumps
Scant mow chopped t itthts ind

Shoaib had got his halt ctntun
while his captain was still tomg
git at guns It took tht haul hitting

Hainnn |u t thitt houis to gt t to tin

thut liguu milk and the Inch ins

wtu once again on tht ltaiht i hunt
Iht Indians did not uittr with in\

succtss between lunch and tt t

winch was taktn at 2U with Hatoon
Rdshid on l*'"' and Ins paitncr
Shoaib on a somewhat lutk\ hS

fht intt nt ions ol tlu Ivomui lio
vuut ham we it fuilv obvious ittei

tht tea bit at— tlu v wanted to liivt

a shv at the Indian it tht lag * lid ot

thi hist da\ Doshi and Mimndti
toi tlu itcord picktd up a wicket
apiece befoit R ishid tailed the tin

suit it 2 >5

Aiun I al uid Siikkanth both t it. fit

mg tooth md nnl to paitnti Gnas
kai m tht Itsts went out to opt n the

Indian innings It wa* 1 disa tuuu
beginning Siikkanth camt i mining
down tht w it kt t when tht innings
w is onl\ two bills old and Viun I il

was mil out without fating 1 hill

Ih if was not ill loi the c tht i opt m 1

soon followed sun V i'-hpil Sharm t

,

and Dilip Vtngsaiku dso hid i

8

lit t It misundei standing whtn mil
mug bttwetu the witktts and Vasli
pal was gone foi 2 I he Indians
finished tht d i\ a n me too happv IS
with thrtt of iheu top b itsmt n
all t idv in the p t\ llion

l he second monimi came and dis

iMer still continued \ishwanith
vs ho w is it-ariinjL the side for this

match and who his bttn having
nunc than just a lean tint atioss tht

boidti was onct ig un caught bv the
kt t pt i ti<bmg c utside the off
stump Pathetic I • ut wicktts gone
and onlv 15 runs on rht board San

Fa/ n trie ( t

deep Paul w ill t cl out to join
Slttpv on i hi i \ me tiling in

Ptshiw u ind w is soon seen taking
full coiuinl of the ituiti n The haul
luttuif Paul v\ i diopptd whtn fit

w is >u the uiiluc kv nurnbti bur tlu n
hit nine qui k scctchinj. boundaries
t > g< I to Ins half tt ntui v rim tv nine
incicdibJi minutes uui ten sizzling

Icuis jilt i P nil hid got to thitt
f gnu ind the Indians had leco
u ic d Ml this wh h \ tngsarkai was
vtiv iibdutd jl erring to his half

e» nhnv ip little ove i two houis I ia7

I ikih wlu» w is tht victim ol much of

Paul's punishment finally did set
him, clean bowled for 137 Mohmder
Amainath came in and helped him
self to 27 Vengsarkar had got his

century and Visnwanath decided to
declare thirtv odd iuns ahead and
five wickets still in hand
As the shadows lengthened the

Goviinoi s \1 lost the wicket of

Shoaib but that was all Sixty five
runs weie on the board—Mansoor
Akhtai hatting with 36 and Wasun
Raja on 5
At this stage there was onlv one

result which was on the caids—

a

draw a dull ont at that But then
pioceedings took a dtamatit turn on
tht final dav with the Indians snatch
ing a rather unexpected albeit de
serving victors

\fter a quiet start and the loss of a
wicket Wasim Raid and Pm? I akih
took ip the challengt The foimci
clouted Doshi over the long on lence
and at lutuh was batting on a com
manding 73 while 1 akih had made a
quick 31 Ihete was to stopping
Raid as he raced to his hundred—tht
fourth centurv of the match—and
Pakih made the fifth ori the dot of

which Rashid declared at 2Ho Iht
Indians weit left with 250 iuns to

win a spot ting dedai anon bv anv
standaids

This was an important innings toi

Mtssis Srikkarith ind Lai as the
fourth lesr v as only a couplt of

davs awav The ( alcuha based ophi
cr had onlv made half a do/t n iuns
be fore lie was on his w i\ bac k to the
pavilion Fht stage w is set and
Knshnam iehan\ Siikkanth suited
iht role to the 1 Not one bit dt tei

red bj the dismissal of Vashpal lot

1 4 the Madras opener hit six 1 s and
,

a couple of swettlv timed sixes t

filing the Indians withm srriknv
distance However Sukkanth w is

bowled attempting to piav Burt on
tile leg sidt for b" and the Indians
wtu three wickets down foi 87

Patil and tht leliable Mohindc t

Vmainatfi weic content to take raev -

smelts and ktpt the scorers busv
Iht Delhi ill rounder got his halt

ttntuiv m an hour and then went
hell toi leathet clouting a six and a

few more powerfully Hit boundaries
Amainath was still going great gun-,

whe n Paul departed after making 33

useful runs Sandhu was tun out foi

four tivmg to hum things up and
V engsarkar who had dropped down
lower in the order mined the m foim
Amarnath with tht score on 205 tor

5 and victory m sight 1 oitv iuns
latei Mohmder was caught on rht

mid off boundarv oft the bowling of

Shoaib No cause for panic as the
t iv t i uns ne e ded w ei e added w ithout

the loss of anv further wicket but

with onlv 11 balls to spare
A most unusual victoiv when one

considers tht fact that there were
three declarations the wmneis—In

did—lost 11 wickets The losers onlv
five Haroon Rashid must be cursing
himself







Focus

Stumped for an answer
PARTAB RAMCHAND—explains why it is

necessary to have a second wicketkeeper
with Indian touring sides

ABOUT a year agp, the selection I Randhn, on the whole tour, 1

committee headed by Polly only 131 overs tor seven wiclXoLcommittee headed by Polly
Utarigar picked a very controversial

team for England. Among the many
controversies, one surrounded the
fact that the team was to make a

three-month tour of England— in-

volving some 17 matches including
three Tests—without a second wick
etkeeper, the only stumper selected

being Kirmam The chief reason
given was that the extra place could
be utilised by an extra batsman or

bowler. Also, it was stated that if at

all there was any emergency, a wick-

etkeeper could be flown out there
within 24 hours. It was probably the

first time that an Indian team was
making a trip anywhere without a

second wicketkeeper accompanying
it.

This move seemed to have
appealed to the new selection com-
mittee which met a few months later

to choose the team for Pakistan For
the second successive tour, no
second wicketkeeper was chosen.

Again the place was given to an extra

batsman or bowler and again it was
stated that in the event of any
emergency a stumper could be flown
across within 24 hours, Pakistan af-

ter all being a neighbouring country.

It did not seem to matter to the five

wise men on the committee that this

trip, while also being of three
months duration, consisted of six

Tests instead of the three on the

England tour.

Before this becomes a rather
dangerous tad, let me caution future

selection committees against send-

ing Indian teams abroad without a

second wicketkeeper. It is taking a

risk which is not worth the gamble of

sending an extra batsman or bowler
as l shall explain presently. Second-
ly, on the face of it, if the gamble
does not seem to have actually

failed, deep down when one analyses

the situation it certainly has—again

as 1 shall illustrate.

First let’s consider the move of

sending an extra batsman or bowler
instead of picking a second stumper.
Take the tour of England last .year.

The extra bowlers taken in the place

of a probable second wicketkeeper
were Randhir Singh and Shivlal

Yadav. The upshot was that neither

did well enough to warrant a place in

the Test team. Or may be there were
just not enough opportunities with

other specialist bowlers around.

Randhn, on the whole tour, bowled
onlv 131 overs tor seven wickets at

an aveiage of 60. Yadav sent down
just 195 overs for seven wickets at an
average of 8b Though they are not

essentially batsmen, the figures are
very interesting. Yadav batted in

two innings during the whole tour,

sconng one run. Randhn had three
innings and did not get a single,

solitary run. Surely he must he the
only tourist in over 100 years of

touring anywhere the world over, not
to get a single run on a whole tour

It was much the same on this

winter's tour of Pakistan. Players

who are not able to get into the Test
side— like Sivaramakrishnan—are
mere passengers who hardly get an
opportunity in the matches outside
the Tests. For evidence, one has only
to study the tour figures.

It may be argued that the second
wicketkeeper is also a passenger
who has limited opportunities, his

appearances being restricted to

matches outside the Tests. But just

look at the pressure he helps take off

the first wicketkeeper. It is really a

frightening thought that if some-
thing serious were to happen to

Kirmani on the eve of a Test, India
would have Vengsarkar or Yashpal
Sharma behind the wickets. An ex-

pensive catch or two may be floored
which may well cost us the Test—or

may be even the series.

It is a well-known and accepted
theory that between two wicketkeep-
ers it is better to take the one who is

a better ’keeper even if he is no bar,

rather than take a stumper who is a

good bat but some shades below the

other ’keeper. But here we are ex-

perimenting with specialist batsmen
who are not even recognised
’keepers.

This kind of mental pressure is

enough to lay anyone low and Kirma-
ni undoubtedly has been feeling the

strain. It is a tribute to him that he
has still been keeping as well as he
has. Remember that he did not allow

a single bye foi a long time in the

Test series against England in this

country last year before a wild ball

from Kapil i>ev got past him and
went for four byes in the Madras
Test. Again, he did not allow a single

ball to get past him during Pakistan’s

massive total of 652 at Faisalabad.

With all this, he has frequently put

in a tidy performance with the bat
too.

Reddy, of course, has experience
behind him. He has toured many,
times with Indian teams, acknow-
ledgement enough that he was
second to Kirmani in the country.
When Kirmani was unexpectedly
dropped from the team that went to

England in 1979, Reddy became the
number one stumper and performed
creditably. In fact, he set an Indian
record, capturing eleven victims in

the four Tests.

Reddy has always been sound if

sometimes spectacular and showy in

the mould of an Engineer. He did no
doubt have a bad season last year
but this season has again been keep-
ing very well. Clear proof of this

came during the Ranji match against

Kerala at Palghat last month when
he captured eight victims, including
six in the second innings. He has
struck a good partnership with
Sekhar, who is almost certain to

make the trip to the Caribbean.
Reddy is also good while keeping to

spin, is a breezy, ebullient bat and a
fine team man, as those who have
toured with him in England, Austra-
lia, New Zealand and Pakistan will

testify. At 28, Reddy is fit, agile and
efficient as ever.

If the selectors however decide to

plump for youth, there is no better
candidate than Viswanath. He has
come up in a big way these last two
years. With Kirmani frequently tour-

ing or playing Test matches, Viswa-
nath has had enough opportunities
to display his undoubted skill. He is

a neat, tidy, keeper in the manner of

a Tamhane. He does his work quietly
without any fuss. Viswanath is also a

fine, correct batsman.
But if one were to choose a wicket-

keeper just on his domestic record,
Zulfiqar Parkar would have to get
the nod. At 25, this dashing stumper
has had a number of outstanding
performances in the last three sea-

sons In 1979-80 he had a bag of 27
victims in the season, thereby equall-

ing the mark set by Indrajit Singh of

Delhi five years before. The next
year he set his own mark by grabbing
30 victims. In 1981-82 Parkar in the
match against Maharashtra claimed
ten victims, an Indian record. He
must have only narrowly missed the
tour of England last year. This year,

however, from all accounts he has
not been keeping as well. Parkar is

brilliant but is also known to be
erratic or moody, somewhat along
the lines of a Joshi or Kunderan. He
is also not in the same class as Reddy
or Viswanath as a batsman.
So there you have it. The candi-

dates for the second wicketkeeper’s
post for the tour of the West Indies.

Let us not continue the folly of going
with just one stumper. It is nigh time
that someone is at least present to

take the mental and physical load off
the gallant shoulders of the 33-year-
old Syed Kirmani.
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Backache? Sprains?

|

Stiff joints? i

i Pulled muscles? I

i — 1

in these ailments.pain is only a

symptom The real cause is

tissue damage unlike other
balms, lodex treats both
lodex heals while it relieves pain

The lodex Twlce-A-Day
Programme
For complete healing, lodex

should be used correctly

•use as soon as pain begins
* Apply at least twice a day
thrice if pain is

severe 'Apply for
1-2 days after pain

subsides to ensure
complete tissue healing

—

'
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RANJI ROUND UP

UP on top aoain
UTTAR PRADESH regained its

position in the Central Zone
Ranji Trophy Cricket league, after

losing it to the Railways last season.
With 24 points they finished on top
of the table to clinch the Mewar
Trophy, while Rajasthan made a

grand comeback and finished run-

ners-up with 23 points. Railways
could not repeat their last season
performance and finished third with

20 points. Madfiya Pradesh could
muster 16 points to finish fourth. But

Parthasarathy Sharma

the rabbit of the zone Vidarbha
could gather no points and naturally

found themselves at the bottom of

the league table.

While Uttar Pradesh’s superiority

remained unchallenged, the per-

formance of Rajasthan, fielding one
of their youngest side, was notewor-

thy. Skipper Parthasarathy Sharma,
with his leadership qualities,

brought cohesion into the team. Ra-

jasthan who qualified to the knock-

out were a far better team than what
they were last season.

The UP team were without four of

their top players who missed the

match -because of their engagement
in the Wills Trophy tournament.

Uttar Pradesh scored an easy nine

wickets victory over Vidarbha to

start its compaijm this season. Later

at Allahabad, Uttar Pradesh drub-

bed Madhya Pradesh by nine wickets

to consolidate their position. Uttar

Pradesh took a commanding first

innings lead of 199 runs over
Madhya Pradesh, thanks to a fine

partnership between Shekhar Anand
(120 and Copal Sharma 76). Anil
Mathur, Vijay Chopra and Sunil Cha-
turvedi each contributed well in the

l TP score in the second innings.

Madhya Pradesh batted well and
scored 257 runs mainly because of

enterprising knocks by Avdesh Gup-
ta and M. Hassan. But spinner Sar-

vt*sh Mehrotra restricted their rival’s

progress capturing four wickets for I

62 runs . In the process UP needed
68 runs which they achieved by los-

ing one wicket.

When Uttar Pradesh met Railways
at Allahabad, it had a tally of 16
points from two wins and Railways,
having lost five points to Rajasthan
at Jaipur, badly needed at least five

points against UP to remain in the
race for a berth in the knock-outs.

But all hopes of the Railwaymen
were dashed when UP amassed 600
runs with a grand double century by
skipper Anil Mathur who remained
unbeaten with 201. Mathur and
Shekhar Anand, who also scored a

ton, thus gave the host team a rous-

ing start. The Railwaymen were
forced to follow on after scoring 303
runs. Medium pacer Vikram Dutt
captured four wickets. But, following
on, skipper Hydar Ali (52) and 1

Umesh Dastane (78) averted defeat.

Railways, who had taken five points
from MP and nine points from Vidar-
bha, including a bonus point, thus
finished its engagements with 20
points.

Railway bagged five points from
Madhya Pradesh in the drawn match
at New Delhi in which 17 wickets fell

on the opening day. Railways were
dismissed for 196, with Gulraj Ali

capturing four wickets. Later skip-

per Hyder Ali exploited the spin

wicket to restrict the Madhya
Pradesh team to 135 runs, claiming
three wickets in Railways’ second
knock.
Rajeshwar Vat scored a gallant

ton, which was his maiden hundred
in Ranji Trophy. But young Naresh
Churi missed it when he was out for

88. Uttar Pradesh earned eight

points from Vidarbha at Nagpur
rigistering a nine-wicket victory, and
after collecting another eight points

from Madhya Pradesh and five

points from Railways at Allahabad,
ensured a berth in the knock-out. It

went on to play Rajasthan at

Udaipur without four of its top play-

ers, who preferred to play in the

Wills Tfifophy. ''Reiwtkmi took five
points from Uttar Pradesh in the
drawn tie.

Earlier, against Railways, at
Jaipur, Rajasthan, through a fine
century by skipper Parthasarathy
Sharma and two half centuries by
Deepak Nahan, Padam Sha Shastri
and Sharad Joshi, made 377 runs in

the first innings. Later left arm spin-

ner Suresh Shastri wrecked the Rail-

ways first innings for 139 which
forced Railways to follow on.

Rajasthan could manage only five
points, because of a massive first

innings lead. Sharma’s chanceless
knock was the brightest part of the
match. Earlier, at Hingaghat near
Nagpur, Rajasthan scored a convinc-
ing victory over Vidarbha. The hero
of the Rajasthan victory was Vivek-
bhan Singh. Basically a batsman,
Vivekbhan took eight Vidarbha

Qopal Sharma

second innings wickets fpr 64 runs to
return the best haul in the zone this
season. His deadly bowling helped
Rajasthan get a victory. Earlier,
Padam Shastri who was playing his
second scored a grand ton in Rajas- i

:
,

than’s first innings score of 221 in
\

reply to the Vidarbha score of 153.
Latter Padam Shastri and Deepak

Mahan carved out victory for Rajas-
than in the second innings. Veteran
Kailash Gattani scored nis maiden

[

century in the Ranji Trophy against
Madhya Pradesh at Saugar. Gattani !

scored exactly hundred runs which
helped Rajasthan gain a first innings
lead of 153 runs. It helped Rajasthan
snatch five points from MP on
innings lead in the drawn tie. Vi4Mt«
bha should do something to
its standard which has gong 4mm
very badly over, the past few years.

PftAKASH BHANDAfH - "•





SENIORNEHRUHOCKEY

Punjab Police prove

their mettle

anjit was on the mark. The bail

struck James on the chest and as it

dropped Jagdeep was there to tap it

it was m the 52nd
dropped Jagdeep was there to
over the line That was m the

D. RAHUL

THE final was the redeeming high
light of a Nehru hockey tourna

ment which was good only in patch
es Sparked to vibrant life by a goal
by Army Service Corps captain and
nght-winget Aiyanna m the 45th
minute it ended m a 3-2 victory for
Punjab Police after four more goals
had come in 17 pulsating minutes of
all out attacking hockey Prior to
that the defences had held sway, the
argument being sternly conducted m
midfield by the two Jullundur based
teams
A momentary lapse by Punjab

Police centre-hall Rajinder Singh
led to Aiyanna’s goal The dynamic
Tirkey robbed him of the ball in a
sudden rush in the Punjab Police
“twenty live " The ball was quickly
switched to Aiyanna who lost no time
in slamming it into the ceiling ot the
net, goalkeeper Saini being i educed
to the state of mute helplessness
ASC had been in the final twice

The victorious Pun/ab Police teem

before without being able to win
Aiyanna s goal raised hopes ot a
victory this time
But Punjab Police had other ideas

Splendidly marshalled by Surut
Singh, national captain till not long
ago, Puniab Police stormed into the
attack It was fast, challenging hock
ey m the sudden spurt of combustion
following Aiyanna's deadly shot Sui
jit, at 11, may have lost some of his

old speed, but he has made up for it

with inci eased confidence that com
es of maturity

In more than one pievious match
Suijit had got goals with shots of

rare powei and accuracy from penal-
tv coiners This time, with Aiyanna
coming in his wav with electrifying

rushes. Surjit excelled in passes to

othei players The first timt he sent

the ball to Charanjit Kumai, the
latter shot out with Romeo James, in

the ASC goal, at his mercy But the
next time Sui lit pushed a pass, Chai

minute
After another seven minutes of

exciting up-and-down play Gurmail
put Gurdeep through The Punjab
Police centre-forward went on to

beat James with his second shot, the
first being padded back to the
attacker Barely two minutes later

Bage from a penalty corner slammed
the ball hard and true, also on his

second attempt, to level the*s£ores
His first shot had been stopped by
the charging Gurmail But m less

than 60 seconds a fifth goal had come
at the other end This one, a shot by
Gurdeep, proved decisive, though
ASC continued then do-or-die fight

till the bittei end
Punjab Police’s third victory m

five appearances m the final wee
well deserved, the crowd touting m
when Davinder Singh raised his
voice m a triumphant Sat Sn Akal
salute

Surjit Singh, the Punjab Police
captain, later said, “These are days
of all-out hockey when backs and
forwards, every player, m fact, has to

move up into the attack and fail back
into defence with speed and fluency.
The team that is able to do it better
and display its zor wins ” That was
indeed how Punjab Police was able
to win their way to the Nehru trophy



Beginning th^ir campaign, Punjab
folice were held to a one-all draw by
&&kK Rubber in a pre-quarter-final,

match between teams fielding sever-

hi present and recent internationals,

ietiiors on the one hand and juniors.

On the other. But the Modi Rubber
youngsters from Meerut capitulated

tb a 1-9 defeat in the replay, in which
they were without Fahim and
Mukeah Chand, both injured. Once
$uriitder Singh Sodhi opened the
scoring in the ninth minute, it was
one-way traffic to the Modi Rubber
goal. Sodhi went on to score the first

Of his three hat-tricks in the tourna-

ment.
Punjab Police began the quarter-

final pool One league with a goalless

draw against holders Border Secur-
ity Force, following it up with a 2-1

Victory over ASC and a runaway 7-1

win over De Boekaniers, against

Whom Sodhi got his second hat-trick.

Punjab Police were held scoreless

by Central Reserve Police Force in
tne first-leg of the double-leg semi-
final. CRPF, always a tough nut to
crack, slipped to a 0-4 defeat in the
pecond-leg. From the moment Suriit
struck a goal—a shot noteworthy
more for its aim than power—-off the
first penalty corner in the third mi-
nute nothing seemed to go right for

'CRPF. Sodhi, temporarily suspended
for arguing with umpire Bakshi,
came back with a vengeance to score
his third hat-trick. The match was
not as lop-sided as the score would

indicate. Every player at some time
or other in a game commits an error,

like failing to trap a ball or mark an
opponent. But it so happened that
whenever a CRPF player lapsed into
an error, there was always a Punjab
Police attacker there to make the
most of the opportunity.

Like Punjab Police, ASC also be-
gan their campaign

#
with a draw,

being held one-all by Delhi's New,
Stars in the third round before mov-
ing up with a 10-5 tie-breaker win in
the replay. It needed another replay
for ASC to cross the pre-quarter-final
hurdle. They were held one-all by
Western Railway before winning 2-

1, the following day. Western Rail-
way are not the force they once used
to be, though Balbir Singh continues
to play as a reminder of the years
gone by.

ASC began the quarter-final pool
one league with an 8-0 victory over
De Boekaniers. Everything that ASC
did that day clicked. Aiyanna, foiling

the Dutch penalty corners with the
rushes he Has specialised in, even
managed to score from zero angles.

That was ASC's fourth goal. Lal-

chand Bhengra (3), Daniel Tirkey (3)

and Vincent Lakra got the remain-
der. Nothing seemed to go right for

the Dutch, for whom Louis Van Len-
nep even missed a penalty stroke.

The margin of the ASC victory was
very significant in a four-team pool
in which the issue was finally settled

by the goal records. The same after-

noon Punjab Police and Border
Security Force, the remaining teams
in pool One, played a goalless draw,
BSF were held to scoreless draws by
De Boekaniers and ASC. Both ASC
and BSF tied with three points for
second place from as many pool
games, but those eight goals against
De Boekaniers saw ASC through to
the semi-finals. Their defeat at the
hands of Punjab Police did nor
matter.
ASC made the final after a memor-

able fight with Indian Airlines
spread over two afternoons. After a
tingling 2-all draw in the first-leg of
the semi-final, the issued was de-
cided in the gathering cold and
gloom of the following day when 40
penalty strokes (two rounds of ten
for each team) were ordered before
ASC won 14-13. The teams had failed
to score in the normal playing time
of 75 minutes and an extra period of
15 more minutes. Goalkeeper Romeo
James made the vital difference this

day. In addition to his saves in the
tie-breaker he also dived to stop a

penalty stroke attempt by Jalalud-
din in' the 18th minute.

Returning to the team with a strap-

ped thigh, Zafar Iqbal played his

heart out on the Airlines’ left wing,
each of his runs and centres crying to

be converted into goals, but Grewal
and Gurcharan let him down. Play-

ing attractive hockey. Airlines had
worked their way up from the quar-
ter-final league in spite of Zafar’s

Outdeep Singh of Punjab Police beats goalkeeper goahe RomeoJama to aoora the second goal in the final



bwAce dttf to- a tWgh injury tut-

uihed earlier. Deviaaer, a younger
brother of former Indian captain
Ashok Kumer, who had given a good
.account of himself when he got his
ichance in the quarter-finals, could
have been tried again when Grewal
was repeatedly seen fumbling in the
semi-final,
Delayed by the Asian Garnet, the

Nehru tournament this year failed to
woke the customary response from
players and public alike. Just where
had the spectators gone? Even the
semi-finals and final were played to

empty stands at the Shivaji Stadium.
One of the unique attractions of

the Nehru tournament has been the
participation of foreign teams. But
this year’s challenge from abroad
was the poorest in many a year.
Directly seeded into the quarter-
final league, De Boekaniers from the
Netherlands and the Uzbekistan
Eleven from the Soviet Union did
not deserve to be seeded at all, as
the results of their matches clearly
proved. De Boekaniers is a selection
of Dutch league players who started
forming a touring team in 1953.
Uzbekistan looked better drilled and
organised, but skillwise there was
little to choose between them and
the' Dutch.
The Dutch were true amateur

hockev tourists, any top league play-

er willing to pay his way being
welcome to join the party. A few
'Dutch internationals were sounded
but they were too tired after the.

Esanda tournament at Melbourne. *

Hockey is a rather exclusive game
with the Dutch and a means for

socialising. The touring Boekaniers
consisted of solicitors, company ex-

ecutives, bankers and pepple in the
import-export business. In addition
to playing in the Nehru tournament,
they were also invited to play at

Agra, Varanasi, Lucknow and Alwar,
They enjoyed their hockey, although
the pitches were not to their liking.

They lost all their matches, except
one in the Nehru tournament against
Border Security Force. But the re-

sults did not matter much to the
Dutch. They were disappointed that
there was little time for them to go
sight-seeing rn places like Varanasi
and Lucknow, though they did man-
age to see the Taj at Agra.
Though beaten on the field, the

Dutch still had a few things to tell us
about our hockey about how to im-
prove it.

Bastiaan-Jan Demenint, a 40-year-

old solicitor who looked more like a
university don in his metal-rimmed
spectacles, is a good judge of wine,

as his bio-data states. But he is an
even better judge of hockey. Player-

manager of the Boekaniers, he was
frank without being impolite.

Deminint thought that, for all the

marvellous stickwork seen, Indian

hockey is rather stereotyped and has

not mbvdd with the times. New tac-

tics Witt again take India to the top of

the hockey world, he thought, Mas I

the basic individual skills are
I

already there.” A foreign coach,
would give Indian hockey a new
direction and put it on the road to

the top, he said.

Mohammed Shahid and Zafar
Iqbal were the most exciting players
he had seen on the Indian tour, but
“Shahid is a protected player,” he
remarked. He was protected by the
umpires, he explained. “He goes
round and round and yet your
umpires do not pull him up,” he
elaborated, making the appropriate
gestures.

Deminint was dearly not satisfied

with the umpiring. “Often we don’t
understand why the umpire has
blown his whistle or how * he has*

interpreted a particular rule.”

Deminint was right when he talked
about Indian hockey’s failure to

move with the times. The styles, the
tactics, everything was as old as the
Nehru tournament. When will we
have our own coaches with the cour-

age to put new ideas into practice?
It was a pity that the Combined

Universities team was missing from
the Nehru tournament. The Univer-
sities have always brought a breath

of fresh air to the tournament. This
time they were unable to form a
team because the Asian Games de-*^

layed their own inter-university
tournament. !

However, for all its drawbacks,,
stereotyped hockey and lack of
adequate response, this year's Nehru
tournament was not without its re- *

warding moments. Many players of
the present national team and recent

|

discards were on view, and one wgs,
pleased to note their form. If Jala-
iuddin played well on . the Indian
Airlines right wing, Charanjit >

Kumar, his predecessor in the Indian
team, also caught the eye for Punjab

. Police. It only showed the good com- 4

petition can do to players. Surinder
Singh has not allowed his removal
from the national squad to affect his

game, as his hat-tricks against Modi
Rubber, De Boekaniers and Central •

Reserve Police Force showed. Surjit

Singh and Davinder Singh, manning
the Punjab Police deep defence, also

had consistently good displays to
their credit.

Another player to, catch the eye’

was Jasbir Singh, the CRPF centre
half. He has the class of an interna*
tional player.

Airlines goalkeeper Chabra trying to save a ASC attempt



($ANTOSH TROPHY

the stage

Is set
A LTHOUGH it is common know*
XlJedge that even poorer States
my the All-India Football Federa-

:®m guarantee money of Rs 25,000 in

order to host the Santosh Trophy,
Bengal has already gone through the
Ritual, having coughed up to the tune

rupees three lakhs. This States,

therefore, is all set to stage the 39th
Kationa) Football Championship. It

^ould also be mentioned that the
f; Indian Football Association, an
I autonomous body, has plenty of ex-

perience when it comes to holding
^the championship.

Monetarily, the IFA has never
/ been in dire straits and spends extra-

vagantly. In keeping with this trend,
• the association's budget for this

pear's Santosh Trophy tournament is

ground 18-19 lakhs. This includes
. tail fare (one wav second class fare
tor each 24-member squad and two

[ first class return fares for the
coaches and managers.) In addition
to this, 21 members of each side will

v%4 paid Rs. 40 per head per day
(board and lodging) during their stay
tuad fU 30 per head per day during
their journey. The North Eastern
States are slightly better off: apart
from the existing facilities they get
gn. extra Rs 500 for transport. The

•; expenditure that has to be incurred
by the hosts at both the* Calcutta and
Dufgapur venues has to be taken

;
into account.
There has been plenty of criticism

t about accommodation whenever a

tournament like this is staged. This
jrear, however, the IFA is trying to

snake sure that everyone goes home
happy. If all goes well, the MLA
Hostel, Nizam Palace may be allot-

r[ for the period while a few hotels
the city are also being arranged

i -for the benefit of the visiting teams.
r

The other half of the clusters is
' beihg handled by Durgapur’s Cen-
Vtral Sports Association. The teams

;
that are playing there at the Nehru

> Stadium should find the accommoda-
tion comfortable as a few companies

; are letting out their guest houses,
: while the officials will be taken care

itm win the campers

quandary as the fixtures had to be*
completely rescheduled. Then again,
it is my duty to inform the various
States accordingly/’ said the IFA
secretary, Mr Ashok Mitra.
The hockey season is in full swing

when the Nationals are on in Calcut-
ta, but the Bengal Hockey Associa-
tion has been very considerate and
spared a few grounds for those teams
which require practice. “1 must
thank the BHA for cooperating with
us. The State Government too has
been very helpful in alloting the
Mohun Bagan ground for the match-
es here. I'm expecting to get the
Santosh Trophy final played at the
Eden Gardens. Let’s see how success-
ful I am.” said Mr Mitra.
One of the Questions everyone is

asking is: will Bengal retain the
Santosh Trophy to record their twen-
tieth win? About 62 players from the
Big Three and junior clubs are made
to congregate at the IFA-Sports
Council ground every morning and
attendance in this respect has been
very encouraging. There are plenty
of soccer fans who brave the early
morning chill to watch proceedings
one of whom describes himself as a
fanatic who has skipped several
breakfasts over the years so as to
watch the workouts. Although most
of the established players are on
view, there are a few wno are yet to
join the camp under coach Santo
Mitra because of office football en-

Ashok Mitra, IFA secretary

: while the officials will be taken care

,

at Tagore House.

3 The IFA went through shades of
/Unpleasantness when the Durand
. ^Football final date was rescheduled
Itqiess than three times. Because of

/ iWii the boats could not finalise the
Calcutta fixtures of the Nationals.

*

previously, the Durand final had
; been billed for February 13, but this

was later brought forward to the 8th,

.before February IQ was finally

agreed on. "The change in the dates
of the Durand fingTput me in a

gagements.
The coach is very strict when it

comes to attendance, if his words on
the first day were any indication.

Absenteeism will not be tolerated,
he says: and he means it. Under him,
there is no time for dissent, for it is

hard work all the way.
Selection is going to be carried out

thoroughly on merit because the
three selectors Dhanraj, Abdus Sat-

tar and Prasanta Sinha are keeping a
keen watch on the performance of all

the players.

There are about 24 junior players
in the camp and one hopes at least

four or five of them will make it in

the Bengal squad. This is in keeping
with the IFA credo of encouraging
talented juniors who were on view in

the last league. But ir seems that

even greater emphasis has been
placed on this since Mr Mitra took
over as secretary. "I am hopeful that
this year’s team will see about four
new faces. I made it a point to infuse
new blood into the team and this had
paid dividends, because these junior
players can, within the span of a

year, gain ample experience by play-
ing with the seasoned campaigners.
So if there is a void these juniors can
come to the rescue. This is the only
way we can prepare the State team
every year,” commented the secret-

ary. Now it only remains to be seen
wno replaces the old war horse. To
quote a recent instance, in 1981 we
saw the unearthing of Aloke
Mukherjee who shortly after found g
berth in the National squad. He was
followed by Sudip Chatterjee, Kar-
tick Sett, Biswajit Bose, Biswajit
Bhattacharya and Krishnendu Roy to

name a few.
Lastly, the IFA has one major

problem: a suitable ground.
Although there is one near Fort
William it always results in a free for

all. Besides, one can imagine what
the condition of the ground is like.

The encroachment can however be
stopped if it is barricaded. The soon-
er the better.

A CORB6SPONOBNT,



Sportsworld Special

Another world heater

from the clan of Khan
A. MAJID KHAN

J
AHANGIR KHAN, the ternble
teenager of Pakistan, remained
conquered for the last 18 months

He added another feather to his cap
on November 16 last year in Birming-
ham, when he retained the World
Open Squash title This time his rival

m the final was again an Australian,
Dean Williams, seeded sixth, who
had reached the final by eliminating
two Pakistanis, Hiddy Jahan and
Qamar Zaman In the final Jahangir,
the 18-year-old top seed, who drop-
ped only one game in the 64-man
championship, virtually destroyed
the 2b-year-old challenger in only 63
minutes He won 9-2, 6-9, 9-1, 9 1

Jahangir's triumph is his second m
a row, a teat which no other Pakista-
ni had achieved since the cham-
pionship was instituted in 1975
Since its inception, the world cham
pionship had been monopolised by
the all-time great, Geoff Hunt of

Australia Hunt had temained m
vincible in this tournament for no
less than a decade, during which
period the Australian maestro ruled
the world squash kingdom In the
Fifties this very same kingdom had
been the exclusive preserve of

another immortal Pakistani, Hashim
Khan
Like Hashim, Hunt is part of

squash history, for the Australian
had also performed unique feats m
international squash He was the
only man who was capable of better
mg Hashim Khan’s record of seven
victories before announcing his re-

tirement from international squash
Last year, in March he entered the

prestigious British Open but had to

withdraw on medical grounds before
the beginning of the championship
This brought an early end to his

illustrious career
But before that, Jahangir Khan, 17

years Hunt’s junior m age and ex-

perience, provided the biggest shock
at Toronto m November 1981 Hunt,
the top seed and the favourite to

retain the world title for the fifth

time m a row, became a fallen hero.

He lost his squash kingdom to a new
prince from Pakistan.

Jahangir battled for 109 minutes
and emerged the winner: 7-9, 9-1, 9-1,

9-1. Jahangir had beaten Hunt be-

fore ijt other international tourna-

ments but it was his first appearance
in the World Open and he put Pakis-

tan back into the world of squash by
his wonderful performance

Pakistan's Qamar Zaman was a
thrice beaten finalist, Mohibullah
junior once, and Pakistan was look-
ing forward to a man who could
restore the country's prestige* m
world squash Jahangir, whose name
literally means the “conqueror of the
world,

'

r undoubtedly assumed the
role of resurrector of Pakistan
squash
Pakistan is proud of Jahangir

Khan and he was honoured this year
with the highest award in sports He
was presented with the President's
Pride of Performance Medal by the
Government of Pakistan for his

brave, memos able and unique feat in

international sports The award also
carries a cash prize of Rs 20,000 (US
$2 ,000 )

The Pride of Performance Medal
had also been given to other sports
men as well, but for Jahangir Khan it

was a historic award No Pakistani m
any sports field had been honoured
with this prize at such a young age
His father, Roshan Khan, the finest

stroke player of his era, and the only
man to beat Hashim Khan in the
1956 British Open was also a reci

pient of this award
But Roshan Khan had the satisfpc

tion of seeing his son being encour-
aged and patronised by the Govern
ment and people of Pakistan as well
as bv his employers, Pakistan Inter
national Airlines.

His 28-year-old eldest son, Torsam
Khan, a world ranking squash play
er, however, died on tne court while
playing in the 1979 Australian Open
This came as a severe shock for

Jahangir but at the same time made
him more determined to fulfil the
wishes of his brother who wanted
him to become world champion

Actually, Jahangir attracted world
attention by his amazing perform-
ance in the 1979 world Amateur
Squash Championship He was not

selected in the four-member Pakis-

tan team because he had finished

fifth m the national trials held at

Peshawar. But one can compete in

the individual event, so his name was
recommended by the Pakistan
Squash Rackets Federation.

Jahangir, one of the seven squash
colts of PIA, getting Rs 225 as a
monthly stipend, was a highly

talented youngster. PIA patronised
him and he was given air passages
and other facilities to take part in

the World Amateur Championship
(individual event) that preceded the
team event Jahangir had to qualify
from the preliminary round. Un-
seeded and a qualifier, Jahangir
shook the squash world by winning
the title, beating England's seasoned
Phil Konyon 2-9, 9*3, 9-3, 9-5.

Encouraged by his success, Jahan-
gir worked harder and within three
year's time, he emerged as a force to
reckon with m world Squash Mean-
while the most worried man was no
other than Geoff Hunt Hunt watch-
ed Jahangir's feat and various Press
comments hinted that Jahangir
would be the virtual successor to
Hunt's squash kingdom
The prediction came true. After

his brother's demise Jahangir Khan's
training was entrusted by ms father
to his cousin, Rehmat Khan, who
himself was a world renowned
squash player Rehmat, now em-
ployed by the PIA, is the son of
Nasrullah Khan, who groomed Bri-

tain's Jonah Barrington into a six-

time world champion The late Nas-
rullah, the older brother of Roshan
Khan, who had settled in London in

1954, took a professional coaching
job in a club where young Jonah met
him On Nasrullah's death the British

Press wrote editorials for his con-
tribution to squash and the British

Government honoured him with a
title

Jahangir Khan thus belongs to a
family of great squash players He
started learning the fundamentals of
the game at the ago of 12 at the
Karachi Fleet Club
Jahangir Khan was born in

Karachi after his family moved from
Peshawar, the home ol world cham-
pions Pakistan thus has the -unique
honour of producing no less than six

world champions in a span of 35
years

It was Hashim Khan, at the age of

36, who brought international
laurels for Pakistan bv wiirtnng the
1950 British Open, regaided as the
un official world championship He
had an unprecedented fear to his

credit, for he won the title seven
times, except once, when he was
beaten by Roshan Khan
Azam, the younger brother of

Hashim Khan, who was basically a
tennis player.but was persuaded by
his brother to take to squash, haci

also been a great player, winning the
British Open four times. Mohibullah
Senior, son of Hashim Khan's sister,

who had been married to Safirullah
Khan, and who is (still serving in the
Karachi Sind Club as a Squash pro-
fessional coach) had won this title in
1962. He was the last of the Khan
clan to win the British Open and with
this came the end of Pakistan's Un-
disputed 12-year supremacy m world
squash.

The mthor is a sports correspondent of the Dawn,
Karachi
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Revolutionising of

golf courses
HOWARD SWAN

SINCE golf was originally de-
veloped in Scotland some five

centuries ago, the formalities of golf

course architecture and construction
have undergone enormous changes.
As the gamers popularity grew, more
courses evolved. And it was the
growth of these courses that contri-

buted to the need for more formal
golf course planning and construc-
tion. The importance of putting
greens and the need to keep such
areas adequately turfed for the finer
points of the game was recognised.
The art of golf course architecture

and construction was brought about
by rapidly increasing participation
in the sport. It has become in-

creasingly complex. And in times of
economic pressure the need for an
exacting application of the art is’

paramount.
The golf course architect must be

not only a designer but must have
first hand knowledge of construction
nnd maintenance to present-day
standards. He must be able to pro-

duce plans and documents which are
meaningful to all parties involved
and can provide the basis upon
which the golf course is designed,
built and maintained.
The costs of building a golf course

these days are considerable, and it is

essential for a golf architect or a
client to engage a company which
specialises in this and is experienced
and has good references.
The industry itself is very special

ised and the choice of suitable con-

,
tractors somewhat limited, but such
organisations do exist. Such special-

ist contractors in Britain are repre-
sented by the recently-formed Brit-

ish Association of Golf Course Con-
structors. Modem construction tech-

niques are sophisticated and in many
'cases are quiet complex. i

The characteristics of the site will

dictate the type of construction sand
greens are not always right, or
wrong; it is not always right or wrong
to have or not to have a grass mix-
ture with ryegrass; it is not always
right or wrong to have a sand layer
between the drainage carpet and the
rootsone mix.
Golf courses which are privately

owned and maintsUted for club use
will not have supb *demand for play
as those which BPS run by a munici-

pality or private concern on a daily
fee paying basis. So the design and
the construction specification may
differ in each case, each being tai-

lored to the needs of the particular
situation.

The early operations in a building
programme will necessitate the use
of heavy earthmovmg equipment in
building the basic structure of
greens, tees, bunkers and fairways.
Such equipment needs to be in the
hands of experienced operators who
understand the finer poirits of the
informal and flowing contour shap-
ing required on the completed golf

course
Greatest attention must be cen-

tred on the construction of the
greens themselves. It is best if the
detailed specification for the putting
areas is compiled using the results of
laboratory tests of all the component
materials to be used, whether soil,

sand, stone or organic matenals.
Such tests will analyse the physical,
chemical, and hydraulic characteris-
tics of the materials, and will be
carried out by an agronomist spe-
cialising in rurfgrass who can advise
the golf course architect and con-
structor on matenals it is best to use.
He will also be able to advise on

The golf court* at Ely, in eastern England

what fertilisers* grasses* sntf so m
would be best applied to the fwrticu-
lar soil on the site, Upoii this basis
•the construction profile of the greens
can be planned.

In recent years, there has been a
move towards the use of sand and
peat in greens to the exclusion of
soil—ana it is likely that in soma
areas sand greens, sown with creep*
ing bentgrass rathera than a fescue/
bent mixture, would be chosen.
Budgets for the construction of an

18-hole golf course can vary con-
siderably, depending upon the land
itself, the extent of work and the
specification. It may be said that in

general rrange of £7500-£20,000 per
hole would apply with an average
cost of about 225,000 for the whole
construction, excluding irrigation.

The provision of an irrigation system
1$ an essential part of modern golf

course construction, and m hotter
climates may be as expensive as the
construction itself Few 18-hole golf

courses are built m one season m
northern Europe—the weather
usually dictates a two-year construci-

ton period.
After the building programme is

finished, the new grass must be in-

tensively maintained and encour-
aged to establish before play can be
undertaken. This gestation period
may be between nine and 24 months,
ana, if maintenance is inadequate,
even longer.
The provision of successful new

golf course is essentially a team
effort by specialists m the field—the
golf course architect, the golf course
construction company, the irrigation
specialist and the green-keeper. And
the team is sometimes co-ordinated
by a project manager. It is a blend of

talents which are difficult to find,

and often when golf courses are built

without this successful blend the
product is inadequate.

Courtwv British Infownstioo Sorvics
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NEHRU GOLD CUP FOOTBALL

Glamour on the wane?
SUBHASH SARCAR

THE Nehru Gold Cup has been t sional soccer, save for one
classified as a class one tourna- able occasion when New YoJL classified as a class one tourna-

ment by FIFA, thanks to the efforts

of the All India Football Federation
secretary, Mr Ashok Ghosh. It took a
considerable effort on his part to

introduce a competition such as this,

which has given Calcut.tans the
opportunity to witness two different

brands of football—the European
and South American styles.
Although India is still very much a
junior participant among the others
in this six-nation tournament she
definitely got a few good hints from
these two styles of play.

Other than Uruguay, who were
given a lump sum for their presence,

i

Italy, Yugoslavia, South Korea and
China were all amateur sides. Much
was expected of the European teams
in the round robin league, but China
and Korea proved to be superior to

their counterparts. The Uruguayans
and the Chinese met in the final, a
match that will long be remembered
for the standard of play.

The capacity crowd that turned up
for the final had never had the
privilege of watching true profes-

China vs. Uruguay in the final
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sional soccer, save for one memor
able occasion when New York’s Cos-
mos, with Pele in their ranks, played
Mohun Bagan at the Eden Gardens
in 1977. The Uruguayans were quick
to assess the skills of their opponents
and to pay them back in tneir own
coin.

When the South American side
played Korea the match was score-

less till the half-time but the Uru-
guayans came back, played their
opponents' brand of football and
beat them at their own game. It was
more or less the same against China.
In the league encounter, the profess
sional Uruguayans did not exert
themselves but in the final the
Chinese were left high and dry.

These two examples will suffice to

prove that the Uruguayans were
quick to grasp the tactics required of

them. Then again, they were smart
enough never to display all their
aces on the same day.
There was also that fine display of

percentage football in the finals.

When the finalists met for the first

time they did not exert themselves
much and therefore the league tie

‘
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turned out to be lacklustre. But
there was a world of difference in

their second confrontation. That was
when the Uruguayans brought iptp

play every weapon in their armoury
in order to beat the Chinese. This
will perhaps sum up the Uruguayans*
highly controlled and professional

game. .

Their playing strategy was entirely

different from that of the rest. They
played the 4-2-4 formation but
changed to the 3-3-2 pattern when
the situation demanded it. Their tac-

tics were in direct contrast to those
of the Chinese who indulged in pat-

tern weaving in the vital mid-field

and Who werefather slow in front of

the goalmouth. The Uruguayans
proved that theycould dribble. Aide
and pass in any direction in a res-

tricted area, in addition to which
their sense of timing and judgement
needs to be applauded.
Regarding the two European

teams, the inaugural Nehru tourna-

ment was no reflection of their rela-

tive strengths and weaknesses. It can
be said that they had misread the
opposition and fielded only
amateurs. Uruguay took the trophy
but Italy and Yugoslavia promised to

match the winners in the next
meeting.
The second Nehru tourney there-

fore promises a high standard of

football with the South American
team having to defend its title

against the revenge-seeking Euro-
pean professionals. Whatever be the

g
eneral opinion, the first Nehru foot-

all tournament costing Rs 90 lakhs,

was a tremendous success.

Immediately after the inaugural
competition, Kerala was allotted the
next meet and the same teams in-

vited. The general reaction in Kerala
has been very favourable and the
federation has raised hopes of the

possibility of an eight-nation tourna-

ment. This will mean a bigger budget
and since the AIFF was eager to

attract more professional teams the
budget would have been increased to

three times the amount sanctioned
by the Centre last year. But this

proved impossible and in retrospect

it is obvious that the AIFF should
have approached the Centre with its

proposal before expanding the
tournament. As things stand now,
the Centre has refused to sanction
any foreign exchange/

The federation required at least

three lakhs of rupees in foreign
exchange .to attract three profession-
al tclami. Perhaps the AIFF Was
asking for too much, while in the
current situation the secretary has
asked for one lakh. But this request
should have been made kmg ago.
One can take it fdr granted that

the chances of Uruguay coming to
play at Cochin are virtually ruled
out. In short, this team is not coming
because the Centre did not sanction
the necessary foreign exchange. Had
the AIFF applied for the same



Amount ns last year, perhaps Uru
fuay or for that matter any other
professional side would have come
However, the worst bungling was

on the part of the Kerala Football
Association This body told the fed
eration that it was next to impossible
to stage the tournament from Janu
ary IB precisely because a five star

hotel to accommodate the teams
would need more time before com
friction Besides, the venue itself

would be completed before March
After the new schedule was
announced, four countries—Yugosla
via, runners-up China, Ghana and
Czechoslovakia—declined the invita

tion because of tight schedules both
at home and abroad. Algeria also had
aecond thoughts and ultimately with-

drew, while South Korea, albeit after
giving it some thought, agreed to

play after all

Even at this juncture, Mr Ashok
Ghosh was confident that the tourna
ment would not lose anything by way
of glamour However, in an effort to
cover himself, he had also written to
several national federations and in-

vited their respective teams But
what sort of a response does he
expect9 The secretary should haye
reasoned that the other countries
invited have their own schedules and
cannot be expected to keep to their
commitments if the Nehru Tourna-
ment is postponed Certainly not
many foreign teams would be willing

Irxiia a goalkeeper Bhaskar Ganguly makes a desperate attempt to foil the Italian attack

to oblige to participate m a tourna
ment that is still m its nascent
stages This year’s meet will not see
any professional sides m action but
amateurs instead from Hungarv
Iran, Kenya, South Korea and a team
from Switzerland Liechtensteiner
The names of two other nations weie
unknown till the time of going to

Press
Before bidding for the tourney, the

KFA should have forewarned the
federation of the shortcomings, m
stead of waiting, as thev did, till the
last moment Or, on the other hand
the AIFF should have sent an obser
ver to Kerala from time to time to
take note of their problems I he

KFA is solelv to blame for its own
lethargy
Does it take a whole year to fix

temporary wooden galleries9 Also
there was no fi\e star hotel in Cochin
at that stage, so the hid should not
even have been made Making a
ptofit is all right, but why fleece the
public when there are many things to

be complete d9 One feels that there is

more to this than meets the eyes and
that Mr Ghosh is just trying to avoid
a confiontation with KFA Then why
is he not releasing the facts to the
Pi ess with regard to the deferment 9

If this tiend is allowed to continue
the tournament will die a premature
death

Two incentives to
pack your knapsack

and move:

India. Youth Hostels.

The adventure cum
economy package India

provides the adventure.

Travel-wise our country is

pretty amazing. You can skt

down a snowy slope or go
for a walk with only the sea

for company. Wander
amongst the rums of

Hampi or pitch a tent

in a field of flowers.

Rida an elephant up to

Amer Fort or cross a river

on a swaying rope- bridge

One can go on and on

Youth Hostels Association

of India Honestly now,
doesn t that make a holiday

really afford-able?

For further information

contact the Government of

India Tourist Offices or the

Youth Hostels Association

of India 5 Nyaya Marg.
Chanakyapuri.
New Delhi- 1 10021
Then, peck your knapsack
and get going

(TIKuIt/ JR 1©Jl And bast of all, you can

Irfl
do all this — on a budgst

Bjj By Ui uH ® r if You can gat clssn. JaipurJf
Jji 14 M Wf llaw m comfortable accommodation

• VPN Jn W r l
in the youth hoctatf all ovar

tha country The
Oandhtmiat /s

/§ Department of Tourism
Aurangabad m 1

l itself has built 16 youth A
hostile in as many States.

With tariffs ranging from
Ra 4 to Rs 10 a night and
off-season and students'

concessions availablt m
soma plaosa Thara era

many othar inexpensive

youth hostels too, run by
Stats Govarnments and the

Department of Tourism

Government of India
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Regional round-up

DELHI

North Zono
Varsity Cricket

DELHI regained the North Zone
Inter University Ci lcket Cham

pionship in authentic stvle at Agi a
Their tall totals and wide \ ictorv

mat gins left no doubt about their
superiority about the high quality of

ciicket that is played on the beauti
ful tree lined giound ot the Delhi
University campus

Delhi University's cncketers play
ed like champions ftom stai t to fin

ish in their Agra campaign They
made their intentions clt at with a
392 run v ictoi v o\ t r Kut ukshett a 1 n
the quarter finals a century b\
Gurushatan Singh was the highlight
of the Delhi innings Alter piling up
484 runs thev dismissed Kui ukshetra
for #8, Manoj Prabhakat taking
seven wickets foi *5iuns
Prabhakar s impi t ssi\ t sti iking

late and his ability to swing the ball

shat ply has alteadv won him tecogni
tion from Delhi’s Ranji seltctois If

he maintains his progress he mas m
due course even pose a danger to

even Sunil Valson s place m the
Delhi team Prabhakar is also no
mean batsman

In the semi final Delhi made short

work of Allahabad, whom thev beat
by 375 runs Gut shat an was again in

form, scoring 134 in a total of 462
Tilak Raj, the Delhi skipper, also

scored a stylish century ( 139) fot

Delhi, but foi sheer consistency Gur
sharan was the best of the Delhi
batsmen In reply, Allahabad could
score only 87

In the final it was the turn of

Punjab Univeisity to be thrashed as

Gursharan, K P Bhaskar and Raju
Sethi helped themselves to centuries

in a total of 524 for eight declared
The irresistible Gursharan top
scored with 124 and Bhaskar and
Sethi scored 105 and 108, respective
ly In reply, Punjab were all out foi

232, Manendra providing most of the
resistance in an innings ot 83 Tilak
Raj this time shone in the role of a
bowler, taking five wickets for 61
runs

Bhaskar, Tilak Raj and Sethi are
all former schoolboy internationals

Gursharan, junior to all three, has
overtaken them all All four have
been invited to “nets* organised by

I

the Delhi and Districts Cricket Asso-
ciation under the supervision of

Venkat Sunderan prior to selecting

the capital’s team for the knock-out
rounds of the Ranji Trophy Cham-

pionship. but while Gursharan is
'

regarded as a certainty, the othei
thiee will have to fight for their
places in higher company Delhi,
who were second to Haryana m the
North Zone Ranji Trophy league this
season are the reigning National
champions

A sentimental
tournament

T\yfAN JI T DUA pros ed rhat he still

lVAhds some years of table tennis
left in him when he outclassed Raiat
Kathuna in straight games at 21 14
21 16 21 19 to win the men s singles
title in the Parthiv Vvas Memoi lal

Table Tennis Tournament lhe
tournament was a laudable gesture
by Delhi’s table tennis players to the
memory of Farthiv, whose promising
caieer in the game was tragically
ended bv death in Bombay last year
Dua received his puze from Nishit
Pai this’s younger brother The prize
may not be an international trophy
or gold medal but Dua will value it

lust as much for sentimental reasons
several years ago, the Vyas family

mov ed to Bombay, but Delhi’s table
tennis fraternity continued to regard
the brothers Parthiv and Nishit as
members of their own family In
deed, thev had learnt the game in

the table tennis halls of Delhi and as
juniois had represented the State
I he oiganisers of the Parthiv Vyas
Memorial Tournament also plan to

institute scholarships for piomising
and needy table tennis players in

Parthiy ’s honour
Back to the game The women’s

singles final was even more one
sided than the men’s final, Indu Pun
taking little time to beat Rachna
Monga 21 10 21 12,21 12 But had
Parthiv been alive, he would have
appi oy ed of the manner m which the

junior bovs singles final was fought
out, Arun Jyoti Barua beating Ravi
Shankaran in a battle of brisk pace
and attractive stroke' at 19 21 21 11,

II 21,21 18 21 7 Playing close to

the table, Shankaran held the advan
tage when he led by two games to

ont But his switch to the defensive

enabled Barua to take complete con
trol

Deep Shikha Soni won the iunior

girls title, defeating Anuradha Dha
wan 17 21, 2M7, 21 16, 21 16 In the
remaining final of the evening, Sunil

Babr<ys of Maharashtra and Delhi’s

Tina Sudan defeated the Delhi pair

of Sunil Vaswani and Avinash Kaur,

16 21, 21 17, 21 12, to lift the mixed
doubles crown
Most of thp excitement m the

tournament had come the previous
night when Manjit Dua and Rajat
Kathuna attacked their way into the
finals Dua beat Nitin Pun 21 8, 21 8,

21 18 in the quarter finals and short

lv afterwards eliminated Sunil Bab
ras 21 18,21 9,21 18 Theie is little

doubt that Dua is one of the fittest

playei s in Indian table tennis, much
fitter than many younger men Bab-
ras stood rooted to the flout, in mute
admiration ot Dua’s leit handed top
spin drises

Rajat first beat Sudhn Phadke
21 12,18 21 19 21 21 11 21 13, then
went on tame third seeded Sunil
Vaswani 21 18,21 11,16 21 21 13
Phadke gtaduallv fading out from
top class competitive table tennis, is

still a force to teckon with when he
chooses to be senous Vaswani could
pose a dangei to more famous play
ers if only he could culm ate con
sistency

The boys singles semi finals also

did not fail to excite and entertain
After Barua had trounced Anand
Prabhu Desai oi Maharashtra 21 14,

219 21 14, Ravi Shankaran, follow
ing an indifferent start, steadied
himself to heat Jayant 1 hatte, an
India ranked junior, 7 21, 21 14, 21
19, 18 21, 25 23 Thatte lost because
he failed to solve the riddle that was
Ravi’s anti spin bat
On this exciting evening, Vijaya

Knshnan won the sub junior boys
singles title, beating Kavi Mathur
17 21, 21 14, 21 18 and Bmdu Dha
wan beat Kavita Kochhar to lift the

sub tumor girls title with a 17 21,

21 14,21 18 victory

D RAHUL

TRIVANDRUM!

All India Rural
Sports Mast

THE nth All India Rural Meet
held at Ti ivandrum had left a

bad taste in the mouths of spectators
as well as among the organisers The
dash between tne two teams from
Uttar Pradesh and Tripura on the
third day of the meet landed in 8
members injured m the hospital It

all began when the Tripura boys
kho kho team piotested over the
over-age of UP members However,
their protest was over ruled and the
UP team was allowed to play But,
the UP team which did not expect an
incident of this kind from Tripura
wanted to teach a lesson to Tripura
boys and Pramod Patra of UP along
with his team-mates abused and

M
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fmildly assaulted DillepSharma of

toiiet. This resulted in a
group clash between tha supportart.
unfortunately, the two teens were
staying in the seme campus of Men-
aced Govt High School thus making
the situation slightly worse. Mean-
smile, police intervened but did not
register a case as both the teams
Agreedfor conciliation and recorded
with the police of no complaint.

Maharashtra won a double crown by
winning the girls kabbadi and boys
kho-kho championships in the 13th
All-India Rural Sports (Group one)
Meet consisting of kho-kho, kabbadi
and archery (for boys and girls) and
wrestlingjror boys) held atvarious
Stadia atTrivandrum.
Holders Karnataka girls retained

the kho-kho title beating Maharash-
tra by five points (9*4) while in the
keenly contested boys final Mahar-
ashtra dethroned holders Karnataka
by a single point (7-6).
- West Bengal Won the overall cham-
pionship in the archery competition
with a haul of 3722 points without
any girl competitors and Delhi won
the wrestling title securing 8 points,
and Madhya Pradesh annexed the
boys kabbadi title.

About 1100 competitors from 18
States took part in the four-day
tournament which was inaugurated
bythe Kerala Finance Minister K.M.
Mani. Manipur were adjudged the
best contingent in the march-past.
Kerala Sports Minister K.P. Noorud-
dingave away the prises.

Disqualifying spraa

Over 120 wrestlers out of the total

153 from 17 States who partici-

pated, in the wrestling competitions
of the 13th All India Rural sports
Meet at the Central Stadium at Tri-

. vandrum were disqualified on
grounds of over-age. This was dis-

:*
,

dosed by Hrishikesa Das, convenor
( ;

of the wrestling competitions. The
>

' participants should be under* 16. But
most of the States, except Kerala,

v fielded over-aged competitors. Pro*
tests and complaints from several
participants led the organising com*

' mittee to conduct a medical check-
up and this resulted in disqualifying
120 as over-aged.

—M, P. SURESH

MADRAS

tat.TmwI. '

, TTELD along with the Indian Satel-

XlliteTennis Tournament, the
StateTennisChampionships were

; ; reduced to the level of a poor tour-

:36

ney.StiUthmre^^temaiddfixie
matches and the participationof a
number of tiny tots in the under
twelve, under fourteen and under
sixteen age groups augured well for

die future of tennis in this State
which has produced the four finest

Indian players in the last thirty

S
iars, Krishnan, Vijay, Anand and
amesh.
The men’s singles final was won by

Bhanumurthy. The US based Indian
had lost in the first round of the
satellite tournament to American
Mike Howard. But he swept aside all

opposition at the State level and
capped a consistent performance
with a 6-2, 6-4, victory over Karnata^
ka’s Dinesh Reddy in the final for
the first pri2e of Rs 1000. Bhanumur-
thy teaches tennis in schools in the
States and also plays circuit tennis
there. Dinesh Reddy however won
the boys under eighteen title defeat-
ing local lad Madhusudhan 6*2, 6*4.

Zenobia Irani ranked number one
confirmed her superiority and her
rising stature when she beat second
seeded Namratha Appa Rao 6-2, 6-2

to win the women’s singles title. In
the semi finals, Zenobia beat Gowri
Krishnan 6-2, 6-4 while Namratha got
the better of Vidya Priya 6-2, 6-2.

Squash succsss

Squash is a game that is slowly
gaining popularity the world

over. In India too the players partici-

pating in this fast end engaging
game have been going up steadily.

But largely the game is used by
sportsmen as a means to deep fit for
other major sports. Given this back-
ground the Madras Cricket Club de-
serves all credit for coming forward
to host a major tournament from
January 6 to 15. Ostensibly it was
called the MCC Open Squash Cham-
pionship of Southern India. But
actually there were many prominent
participants from the Services, Delhi
and Bombay. There were 32 entries
in all and the leading contestants
were Vikas Kapoor and Narjit Singh
of Services, M. Daruwalla and Diniar
Ali Khan of Bombay, and Yogendra
Singh of Delhi. On current form, Ali
Khan was the favourite and was
given pride of place in the seedings.
The four top players from the Ser-

vices and Bombay predictably made
it to the semi finals, Yogendra Singh
losing to Daruwalla in the quarter-

final. The first real upset came about
at this stage, with Vikas Kapoor
ousting Diniar Ali Khan 94, 9-5, 9-6.

Ali Khan was but a mere shadow of

his own self. He appeared very jaded
and could not match the more agile

Kapoor. In the other semi final, the
second seeded Narjit Singh had to

fight hard before overcoming the
strong challenge from Daruwalla, 9-

0, 5*9, 9-2, 9-2. Thus the final was an
all Services affair.

Kapoor who beat the top seed in

4m tnirtfr wil .iw

title with a 3*9, 94, 9-2*94 victoty.

The final initiallypromised to be a
keen one. Tim players shared die
first two games and at 2-all in the
third was set for a thriller. But at this

stage Narjit Singh had a severe case
of tummy trouble. From that point
on there was just one contestant on
court. Poor Narjit just could not
move and in fact could not take any
further points. From the organisa-
tional point of view, the week long
tournament was a success and when
Lakshman Swaroop, the Squash
Secretary of the MCC said that
“Madras can now host the National”
it certainly was not an idle boast.

Vljay’s new role

I
T was indeed a very good gesture
on th*e part of Vijay Amritraj. The

Indian ace got married to Shyamaia
on January 17. He must have been a
busy person, as anyone is on the eve
of his or her wedding. Still just a
couple of days before the important
day, Vijay took time offrto conduct a
Mini Clinic for budding youngsters
at the Egmore Stadium. Yet it was
more than just a clinic. As P.L.

Reddy, secretary of the Tamil Nadu
Tennis Association whose idea it was
to conduct the clinic, put it: “The
purpose was to learn from India’s

leading star how good our youngsters
are and whether their standard is

comparable to what Vijay sees
abroad.”
Vijay had a quick study of the

youngsters* game and their poten-
tial. Later on a tour of the country
Vijay will observe more such youngs-
ters at various centres and recom-
mend a set of players to the A1LTA
to be sent for coaching in the States.

Vijay was firmly of the opinion that
“Our boys are as good as any else-

where and we can produce some top
class players.” The potential was
there, he said, “it only needed to be
tapped.”

State T.T.

THERE was never any doubt that
Venugopal Chandrasekhar would

win the State Table Tennis title. And
the 25 year old three time National
Champion predictably defeated V.
Chandramouli in the final 21*13. 21'
11. 19*21, 21*8 for the title. Hie
surprise was that Chandrasekhar
dropped a game to his younger oppo-
nent who frankly hasn’tprogressed
as much as he had promised to about
a couple of years ago. But Chan* '

draselchar played at a‘scorching pace
which was somehow different for his
game: he prefers to vary and chop
and change the pace and his game.
But after the loss of thetfcird game
he virtually toyed with his hapless
opponent to complete Hie formali-
ties. Chandrasekharin factfaced e



atefhin the semifinal* A determined
Ravi forced Chandrasekhar to drop
the third and fourth games after the
National Champion had won the first

two* It was only Chandrasekhar’s
superior experience and his ability

to win the big points that decided the
fifth game in his favour at 21-19.

Similarly Chandramouli too had ma-
jor problems before overcoming the
challenge of former international R.
Han. He too was taken to five games
and was streched to the full in the
decider before he claimed it 21-19.

The women’s singles provided the
usual tussle for supremacy between
the two arch rivals Kanchana Kumar
and Radha Ram who have been
meetingm most finals in tourna-
mentsm the city. This time Kancha-
na rallied from the loss of the first

game to take the next three and the
title. Again m this event too, the
semi finals were long drawn out
affairs Kanchana got past Vijayalak-
shmi after five games while Radha
too was taken the full distance by
Pallavi Bheda R. Vineeth claimed
the junior singles event with a
straight games victory over Naram
Gopmath while K Ramani beat R.
Natarajan, also m three games, for

the'sub juniors title

Railway spikers sup-
reme

THE Nellai Friends All India Vol-
leyball Tournament is one of the

major events m the south. It is

eagerly looked forward to even by
teams from North India for the orga-

nisers spare no effort in making their

stay comfortable and giving them
the best facilities on and oft the
court. The result’ The best teams
take part, the standard of play is

always very high and the tournament
draws a good spectator response. It

was the same this year too. The
tournament which la«ts about two
weeks is always divided into three
distinct phases. First there is the
State level tournament. This is fol-

lowed by the all India event. Run
concurrently is the tournament for

women.
Indian Railways won the trophy

this year. They won all their three
matches in the four team semi final

round robin, in which the other con-
testing teams were Services, Tita-

.

mum Sports Club Trivandrum and
Mohan Meakin Breweries.
On the first day railways routed

Services 15-9, 15-5, 15-9 and then the
next day they brushed aside the
fragile challenge of Titanium 15-8,

15-4, 15-1. On the final day they
faced stiffer competition from
Mohan Meakins but still clinched the
title with a 15-12, 11-15, 15-9, 15-8

victory.

Services won the runnersup spot
with two victories end one loss in

their three matches. They lost to

appearance in the tourna- 76 for an aggregate of 305 to become
the women's title defeat- the 1983 junior champion. It only

railways bt|t beat Titanium 15-13,
15-9, 16-9 and scored over Mohan
Meakin after a five set thriller, 6-15,

15-

8, 15-9. 14-16, 15-13. This was
perhaps*the most hotly contested
match in the tournament.
Local teams Nellai Friends, Indian

Overseas Bank and State Bank and
Kerala Trasnport Company (Calicut)
all fell by the wayside m the all India
tournament which was first played
on a knoekout basis to determine the
top four teams who then contested a
round robin.
Coromandel Indag Club, making

their first appearance in the tourna-
ment won the women's title defeat-
ing Posts and Telegraphs 15-6, 15-8,

16-

14 in the final. Coromandel Indag
Club is an emerging force in tlje

State and has in its ranks the best
talent m Tamil Nadu.

PARTAB RAMCHAND

CALCUTTA

B..t Junior goffer

THE country’s best juniors were
on view at the Tollygunge Club

course vying for the top spot m the
National Golf Championship The
course was in excellent shape but the

41 golfers from Delhi, Bombay,
Coimbatore, Kashmir, Digboi, Jam-
shedpur and the hosts failed to bring
in a single sub-par card on all four
days. The only creditable perform-
ance came through Calcutta’s K.S
Atwal in the second round, with a
72-par score although he lost the
race to Coimbatorers four handicap-
per Kanwalmder Singh, the talented
son of pro Simran Singh. Interesting-
ly, this championship unearthed
Rishi Naram a few years ago, who
was in the Asiad team which won the
gold Brandon D’Souza, Bunty Ran-
dhawa and other youngsters, thought
it best to become pros.
The championship began on an

emotional note, because the lad who
teed off first was the son of Binode
Khaitan who triumphed in the inau-
gural meet exactly two decades
back. But did he prove to be the chip
of the old block? No. He required
many more rounds to match up to the
leaders. Veteran international
Ashok Malik’s two sons also joined
the fray but they have to put m more
practice.
However, Delhite Inderbir Singh

stole the limelight on the first day
although he came home with a poor
76. He led a stroke from Kanwalin-
der Singh, Ajoy Gupta and K.S.

Atwal. Inderbir had to play more
consistently but went into oblivion

after scoring 82.

The second round saw Atwal at his

best and the crowd applauded him
for his par card and he took a
handsome three-stroke lead over
Ajoy Gupta end Kenwalinder. The

Calcutta ace was happy to maintain
the lead even after playing five over
par. It can surely be gauged that the
scores on the third day were really

atrocious.
It was in everyone’s mind on that

sunny Sunday whether Atwal wpuld
manage to clinch the issue. Bur he
was all tensed up and he cracked
under pressure. He started off the
last round awfully and nothing was
going well for him on the fairways
and the greens and he finally suc-
cumbed The Coimbatore under-
graduate played quite well to return
76 for an aggregate of 305 to become
the 1983 junior champion. It only
goes to show that the 18-year-old
Kanwalmder has improved from a
runner-up place last year to the
champion’s place this year. All the
best to him for another successful
year.
The under-12 competition seemed

to go unnoticed, but it is from this
group which foresees tomorrow's
star. But the rabbits were m no mood
to compromise and each contested
keenly until V. Bhalolia beat them
all to become the champion.
SUBHASH SARCAR

Bank of Baroda crickat

CALCUTTA downed Bombay by
54 runs to clinch the All India

Bank of Baroda Inter-circle Cricket
for the second time at the Eden
Gardens. The first time they had won
it was in the inaugural vear in 1972.
After winning the toss Bombay

elected to field, hoping that the early
morning moisture would help their

bowlers to put their Calcutta rivals

in trouble But their calculations

went wrong The Calcutta te$m be-

gan their innings on an aggressive
note and piled up a comfortable 205
for three in the stipulated 45 overs,
thanks mainly to Ujjal Roy who hit a
confident 108 He batted for 169
minutes, facing 142 balls, and his

innings included seven boundaries.
Rajes Dam assisted him well making
39 1 uns and the second wicket part-

nership produced 90 valuable runs m
71 minutes In reply Bombay made
147 for seven, their mam scorers
being Amar Vaidya 47 and S L. Bhat-
kar 29
The most successful bowlers m the.

Calcutta team were Subir Ganguly (2
for 11) and Amarnath Thakur (2 for

34) The Man of the Match award
went to Uj lal Ray of Calcutta, while
the Delhi skipper Chetan Chauhan
was adjudged the best fielder

Achmtya Mukherjee and Subir
Ganguly of the Calcutta side were
declared the best bowler and best
all-rounder of the tournament, re-

spectively. The prizes were given
away by Amarnath Ghosh, former
President of the Indian Cricket Con-
trol Board

PRAKASH GHOSH
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Mat
WHEN Zaheer Abbas of Pakistan scored bis 3rd,
'.Trf century in consecutive Test inniogn againstIndia in

•' tfeeSrdhTest at FaisajUibad in January l9S3»:b» net only
'

Mtysd Khan’s career aggregate of 3931 runs
fgMr&dttstan' out also wrote his name into the record.forPakistan but also wrote his name into the record
flMKIk* by becoming the 'first Pakistan and the 12th
i/flwtaman- in cricket to score six or more fifties in

live Test innings. Zaheer scored 148 in the 3rdMotive Test ituitagt. Zaheer scored 148 in the 3rd
._™_air Faisalebsd following hi*215 in the let Teat at

• Where and 186 in the 2nd Test at Karachi amdAwindi*.
Earlier, he had totalled 279 runs from his 3T«tt|miiM
against Australia scoring 91 at Karachi, 126 at Feisala-'

bad snd 52 at Lahore. '*, -

- TheKst of the 12 'players comprises three fegttijstits^
1

.

,
three Australians, three West Indians, one fadiaji,,oi»

'fteftosAfrican and one Pakistani. Of ttu* elite Ktf,;£. 0.
.

Weehe* of West.Indies stands head and shoulder*eboe* •

(aift with 7 consecutive .innings of -over SO inchiditnr S
centuries in a raw which in itself is e world rocofd Tne

spade Ust of the players who have scored' 6 or more

,

ies in c««i(icutive Test innings is given below: >

Tthma;

.18$!**** *
E.M. HMftMpn <Ena): 77 & 205*,

s»*mm*S5

87, 784 103,

OA Sober* Wto 62, 52 ft 80,
386*. m 4 10T
EJR.g»rtW|Bng): 85, 172, 701

.p f fctfv/'x .

..1947/48 A 1948/49

.'.1921/22 & 1924/25

..1929/30

,.1834/35 4 1939

'.1936/39 & 1947

~1 957/58

.1962 1 1962/63

.1962/83

,>1978/78 4 191477.

.,1977/78 4 187tt{'<

.twstm
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<800 or wore mat#* T*stx.&*t /wriMmmtf tfcto rwc feat

.

when be reached 29iq&« counthef hi« 53in the first

tunings of the third TestagainSt Pakistan at PaisaUbad
on January 3, 1983. Thiswasthe tSltt innings of his 88th
Test. The only othw lndlan to have crossed this miles-
tone is India’s skipper 5. M. Gavaskar with 7223 runs
from 82 Tests. . .

. 'Bom;oh February. ,^|94S; .ipstoeaaatb. craatad his-

.

tory by becotnfAg tns mb’ ladiaoio score a century on
debut (0 and 137 againkt AuttrajiatK K*m)urrol9€S/?0>
stmt agAjn'scweeent^^ has the (Ratine-

'

i Amrmm -ip.- c. Mm*.*. &; toarifo-mifrM ft&j
rcfrppeih, two -IFew, limans f<3. S
'Ktohaii-and fWO'1adiu^.Ta..'lA"G«««WW^-a)^
iVishwasath);

' ‘

The complete Test rm i nr rii nttl of ti
# 'TldH^jifT

up to the end of the third Test ' against faOTHIW 'reft
Faisalabad is given belowr

• -y*Ji -a

the most Test epMSaninees .asnmwMndian .players..
; The illustrious fist of the 12 playerswho have crossed
the landmark of 6000

. or more runs comprises five
Englishmen (G. F. Boycott, M. C. Cowdrey, W. R.
Hammond, L. Hutton end K, . F. Barrington), thrge

wrratfi:

vs. Australia

va. Waal Indies

us. Mew Zealand
vs, England
VS. Sri Lanka
vs. Pakistan

T ffl.O. ftaat

IB 31 2 1938
18 28 1 1455
9 17 2 585
3054 4 1880

VJU.
1

Iff S34» 4 *t|$
179 SMI4,fH
IflrmBD- 4/4^1®
222 37,80
9 5J0ri»?gw?

1-l&!
145 nM'-ftm

10 6093 222 42.49

Carrying bat through innings
SUNIL MANOHAR GAVASKAR, skipper of Indie,

readied another milestone in his illusrrious Test
career when he carried his hat through a completed
innings in the third Test against Pakistan at Faisalab&d
on January 8, 1983. Though Gavaskar, by sheer dedica-
tion and concentration, scored 127* in the second
innings of this Test, he could not save Thdia from defeat,
This was Gavaskar's 26rh century and now only Don
Bradman of Australia i* ahead of him with 29 oenturtie*.

Carrying his bat through a cbtupleted innings Has beet)
accomplished on 23 occasions, shared by 19 players in the
history of 945 Tests played so* far.Gavaakir rsthe&rvc
Indian to achieve this rare distinction. Apart fhm

Gavaskar, three Englishmen, seven Australians,
South Africans, two West Indians, one New 2}#tta?
and one Pakistani have accomplished this foot &
Turner of New Zealand, W. Mu Lawry and W. M. Wi
of Australia and L. Hutton of England have peif
this feat twice in their career. P. F. Warner of Et^_>
and J. E. Barrett of Australia have the distinction
doing this on debut, C* M* Turner is the youngest Dihv*£

* tbcarry his bat through a completed inmngt;m
22 years and 63 days old whenHe first achieved thtfmi

: in 1969, The first player, to record this diStitatiwWi»£
-

'Sfdsati AfricaVA. B, Tapered. The complete liar <rf gfltaIN
distinguished players is .given below with

132* R. AMI, 1

.

132* P. F. Wgwtpr
-

202* L. Hutton U
166

-
L Hutton . ,

•

Smith Africa* • •

28’ A.B.M/'
.
43* J. W. Zufcto'. W
-58*' T) L. -GotfdwB

'

127* tL.J?'iNM-v:Mmr ’ v &
'

-

1 atSSEMHW

'ttftwZMM**

1891/92
1898/99

1909/10
1957/58

*p»\ ••

'.4n*i;> Utahno*';.-

1971/72



ALLINTHEGAME
BREAKING
UP IS HARD
TO DO

Not with Wirutsky, it

ain't

GONE are the days
when tennis was play-

ed on wide open lawns,
with gentlemen in long
white flannels and specta-
tors lazily sipping tea. No-
body asks these days,
“Anybody for tennis?”
Nope. The times, as Dylan
said, are a'changing Ten-
nis today is macho, like it

or not
An example will suffice.

Consider the case of 23-

year-old hothead Amer-
ican tennis pro, Van
Wimtsky. He recently de-
faulted the final of the
Half Moon Bay Hotel
tournament at Antigua,
leaving Britain’s Buster •

Mottram an incredulous if

delighted winnei
Mottram was leading 7

6, 6-7, 2-1 when Winnsky
went walkabout The trou
ble, as usual, started over
a couple of doubtful line

calls, but Wimtsky’s out-
burst would hardly have
been expected in such an
out-of-the-way, low key
tournament with only l
5000 at stake
Wimtsky started out

with moaning. “What
chance have 1 got here?”
he griped. Then he started
getting personal Looking
towards the Briton's sup-

porters, he veiled “You
British ate so stuck up
Why don’t you call in the
troops?” The upshot of all

this was naturally that the
entire crowd turned on
Winitsky.

Eventually, the Amer-
ican tossed a ball at

umpire Ray Geller, but his

aim was faulty and he
clobbered someone in the
crowd instead. It was
thrown back promptly

—

with better aim than
Wimtsky’s.
Winitsky demanded,

“Who threw that?” and a
British racehorse owner

named Paul Cole owned
up. The player invited him
to throw another and Cole
obliged promptly. That
started it. Winitsky
vaulted the dividing rail

and belted Cole with his

metal racket. He was over-
powered in about half a
minute but not before he
had injured Cole, another
racehorse owner named
Ron Shaw, as well as Mau-
reen Piggott, the daughter
of the legendary jockey.

FAG END
Doing the Aussies a

good urn

WELL, just about
everybody knows

that the Australians, led
by Gergory Steven
Chappell, regained the
Ashes. With a difference
though. Although the
Ashes are said to change
hands between the two
countries, the symbolic
urn never actually leaves
its place, locked away at

Lord’s
But at the end of this

series, after Chappell and
Hughes had put their arms
around each other for the
benefit of Channel Nine's
cameras, the abdicating
skipper was given another
set of Ashes. An Aussie
supporter gave Chappell

an urn with the inscription
“English cricket dies
again. Fondly accepted by
Greg Chappell and
company at the Sydney
Cricket Ground, January
7, 1983.” The contents?
Ah, just cigarette ash.

HIGH SPEED
SPORTS
SHOW

Cordial ‘race’ rela-

tions

THE British motor rac-

ing industry had every
reason to show off its

wares in the recent Lon-
don Motor Sports Show.
With an annual turnover
of £30 million, there was
plenty on display at the
Cunard International Ex-
hibition Centre, especially
when one considers that
seventy five per cent of

the world's racing models
are assembled in Britain.

It was not just a market
place for the 70 exhibitors.
Special features in the
two—yes, two—exhibition
halls included a display
devoted to two 1982 world
champions, Keke Ros-
berg's Saudia Williams
FW 08 Grand Prix model
and Walter Rohri’s Opel
Ascona rally car. As it that
was not enough, there
were also special video
games and model car rac-

ing tracks to get the spec-
tators involved.

BOWLED
OVER

Is that the end of

Lillee?

EVEN as Geoff Lawson
confirmed his status as

Australia's leading bowler
against England, the great
Denis Lillee seems to nave
begun a gradual fadeout.
He had initially broken
down in his comeback

game for Western Austra-
lia and looks unlikely to
play the majority of the
WSC games against New
Zealand and the Poms.

UNUSED BAT
FOR SALE

WHILE the Indian bats-
men were handing

their scalps to Pakistani
captain Imran Khan on
that fateful Sunday during
the fourth Test, there was
one avid fan who switched
off his transistor in disgust
after the last Indian wick-
et of the day had fallen.

Heaving an exaggerated
sigh of relief, he mur-
mured “These guys are
going to auction their bats
when they get back home
after the series. They’ll get
very good prices for the
bats, too.” When asked
how he could say that with
such assurance, the disen-
chanted individual ex-

plained with a scowl
“Well, they haven't been
usedmuch, have they?”
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Crossword
DFHfcK

181

ACROSS

1

Does this great Indian racehorse
register'? (7)

*» E irliest part of the Spurs (5)
7

Indi s qreatest le*t hand bowler and
right hand bat initially (1 1 1)

9 Top honour in bridge (3)

1 1 What Margaret Varner became (5)
i l Add -mother p to Stuart Surridges

M 1 1

16 Overdone lot service (3)

17 Cassius walk« back (3)

<8 Piifish King ot the pigskin (7)

DOWN
1 Not »he farmhouse o the Enqlish

football team (5;

Jasovecs Christian name (4)

* Baseball team (4)

4 Spread this on the cricket fieid (6)

5 One of Abdul Qadir s nicknames (7;

8 Navratilovas first name |7)

10 Runnma on the gibbet (5)

1/ Fr< unitiou^ part of the chase (6)

13 A silly fielder (£>)

14 What is a lump of crude ore doing in

the boxinq rmq? (4)

16 Hanut Singh was an exponent of

this (4)

Question box
iSjdl \adva

Manoj Das Puri

Q How many aie the ways in which a
batsman can be dismissed in cricket'?

What are they?
A Bowled caught leg before wicket

runout stumped tut wicket obstructing

the field handling the ball two minute
rule and hitting the ball twice

Sushil Gurjar Basavakalyan

Q Who made the highest first wicket
partnership in first class cricket7

A Waheed Mirza and Mansoor Akhtar

of Karachi Whites scored 561 runs in

partnership for the first wicket against

Quetta at Karachi in 1976 77 in

Pakistan

Dutal Ch Misra, Tangla

0 What is the highest and the lowest

total against India in Tests7

A 674 by Australia at Adelaide in

1947*48 is the highest total made
against India and 83 by Australia at

Melbourne in 1980*81 is the lowest total

made against India in Tests

Sham fi Redkar Bombay
Q In how many Tests did Botham and
Kapil Dev complete the double of 1 000
runs and 100 wickets7

A Botham completed the double of

1 000 runs and 100 wickets in 21 Tests
while Kapil Dev had to play 25 Tests to

reach the double

Raktim Kumar Roy Bhadreswar
Q When and where was the first official

Test cricket match played 7 What was
the duration of the match 7 Please name
the teams which took part in the match
Wha* was the final score and the result 7

A The first Test was played between
Australia and England at Melbourne m
1876 77 It was played for 3 days C
Bannerman J M C Blackham B B
Cooper T N Garrett D W Gregory A
J Gregory J H Hodges T P Horan
T Kendall W E Midwinter N Thomp
son played for Australia and 1 Armit

aqe H R J Charlswood T Emme f
t A

Greenwood A Hill H Jupp J Lilly

white J Selby A Shaw J Southerton
and G Ulyott played for England Au
stralia scored 245 and 104 and Enqland
replied vyith 196 and 108 Australia won
the match by 45 runs

Susmita Roy Calcutta

Q How many runs did G R Vishwanath
score against New Zealand at Auckland
in 1980 81 in the third Test7

A 2 and 46

Kumar Chowdhury Belur

Q Can you please tell me whether
Wesley Hall of West Indies played any

|

Tests against India in 1970 71 in West
Indies 7

A No Hall did not play against India in

West Indies in 1970 71

Sudhakar Parwekar Pune
Q What is the world record of century in

minimum time in Tests7

A 70 minutes made by J M Gregory of

Australia against South Africa at Johan
nesburg in 1921 22

Kishore Bachhawat Calcutta

Q What is the height of a
cricket matches 7

A The stumps shoul »e T

71 1 cm above the q

Rakesh Saran Renusag^
Q Who were Gavu^k r

et partners for India till »

England India series in I

827

A Ashok Mankad (6) At
Ramnath Parkar (2) Farookh
(4) Eknath Solkar (I) SudhirNj*(i
Dilip Vengsarkar (b) P Sharma (i)

Aunshuman Gaekwad (10) Mohindar
Amarnath (1) Chetan Chauhan (36)
Roger Bmny (1) K Snkkanth (4) P
Roy (2)

R S Eswara Reddy and N Rachaimi,
Cuddapah
Q How many Tests have been won
drawn and lost by England whenever
Ian Botham has scored a century7

A Botham has so far hit eleven centur

ies in Tests He brought victory to his

side on six occasions with his centuries

defeat in one Test and 4 Tests were
drawn in which Botham had hit cen
tunes

0 Are there any other cricketers who
scored 24 runs in an over other than
Sandip Paul 7

A Only Andy Roberts of West Indies

other than Sandip Patil has scored 24
runs m one over from Ian Botham of

England at Po't of Spain in 1980 81

P N Nayak P C Nayak B Bhattacharya,

H Panda and M Bhattacharya Bhadrak
0 Where was Suru Nayak born7

A Suru Nayak was born in Bombay
0 How many Indians have scored six

consecutive fifties in Test cricket and
who are they?

I
A Only G H Vishwanath has hit six

I consecutive fifties m Tests for India His

scores were 59 and 54 against Australia

at Melbourne 79 at Sydney 89 and 73
at Adelaide in 1977 78 and 145 against

Pakistan at Faisalabad in 1978 /9

Q Which team won the Gillette Cup final

in I960 7

A Middlesex

Quiz
WSUSSHSSStUSSnSSSSStSSe Rh Ghose

QUESTIONS
Following are (A) the names of certain
World Cup soccer stars and team man-
agers involved in ESPANA 82 and (B)
the names of the countries they repre-
sented Connect appropriately

(A)

1 John Adshead
2 Miljan Miljamc
3 Ramon Angel Diaz
4 Roger Miila

5 Laszlo Kiss
6 Jan Vizek
7 Lakhdar Belloumi
8 lock Stem
9 Bryan Robson

1

0

Jorge Gonzales

(B)

Cameroon
Scotland

< t zechoslovakia
Salvador

v c slavia

and

f aland
9 Hui q iry

i Argentina

ANSWERS

*9 OtV 99 6V 29 8V Z9 IV €9 9V
69 SV IB VV 01.9 CV 99 ZV 89 IV
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TICKLISH PROBLEM
London T V commentary i$

tough—tougher than the radio—dis

covered BBC s famous cricket com-
mentator Brian Johnson With Brad-

man and Hassett going great guns in

1948 the England team was wilting

Said Brian Johnson Well now the

England captain must be really

scratching his head to find a solu

tidn Taking the cue the T V
camera panned to show the England
skipper scratching his bottom' Left

speechless foi a minute Johnson
saved the day by guipping Well I

told you it was a ticklish problem'

CLASSICS IN SPORT
Those who play games sometimes
have strange names There was
once a County cricketer named
Julius Caesar but he never came
saw or conquered A South African

cricketer of the 30s was named
Xenophon Balaskas better known
for his leg breaks and googhes than
for any scholaily treatise on the

game The 40s in India saw Napo
lean Mendonca »n action not as a
dashing forward but as a goa'
keeper' The curient Brazilian World
Cup Soccer team fields a piayer

named Socrates n mid field posi

tfon, whilst modern philosopher Sir

A J Ayer is also a staunch supporter
of the game Rudyard KipUng be-
lieved was meant mainly for mud-
died oafs

PROOF IN PRINT
Shropshire In a village cricket

match one of the visiting batsmen
hit a ball hard on his pads There
was a loud and immediate appeal for

Ibw and up went the home umpire s
finger The batsman was very angry
and as he passed the umpire he
said I hit that one hard I wasnt
out Oh yes you were said the
umpire and if you don t believe me
look in next Thursdays Gazette
You look replied the batsman
I m the editor

BERIMIE TELLIS

Bridge
Boms bchapro

I had a curious complaint from a reader

the other day He wrote "I read all of the
recommended text-books on the play of

the cards and I think that I understand
most of the examples and the argu-

ments However, I never seem to get

dealt the right cards at the table Am I

wasting my time7" No, certainly not but
— how can I put It tactfully7— is it possible

that you don't always recognise an old

friend when you see him7 A little book
technique would have helped on the

following hand from this year's big teams
event at Brighton

+ KQ1032
0AK7
O K73
65

J 98 7 4

0 10 5

084
Q 7 4 2

none

PQJ963
O A 10 9 5

A 9 8 3

A65
0842
OQJ62

K J 10

North dealt at game all and the bidding

was the same at both tables

south WEST NORTH
1#

EAST
dbte

redbie 2^ pass pass

2NT
pass

pass

pass

3NT P«

West led 10 (a good choice on the bid-

ding) and as East was marked with both

length in hearts and all the entries there

was little point in holding off After taking

the lead with K. a diamond to the

Queen was allowed to hold and one
declarer saw his problem in a simple
light All he had to do was knock out

0 A and he would have five spades, two
hearts and two diamonds It all looked
too easy and a diamond to the King lost

to the Ace East cleared the hearts and
now declarer started on spades Alas1

They proved to be 5-0 and there were
only (bur tricks available in the suit Itwas
too late now todo anything with the clubs
and declarer ended with eight tricks

At the other table play started in the
same way (P K and a diamond to the

Queen) but now South took the
precaution of crossing to Q before

leading a second (low) diamond The
had two benefits - first, declarer found
out about the bad spade break in good
time and, secondly, bast could not afford

to go in with 0 A without giving declarer

three tricks in the suit ana his contract

Now A, the marked finesse of 10
and K came, followed by a club

towards the King East could do nothing

to prevent South making nine tricks

Uwt week's qeiz: As South at love all you
are dealt K 10 PQ/5.0AKJ73

J 83 You opened one diamond, West
overcalled with three clubs (strong), your

partner bid three spades and Last raised

to four clubs You pushed on to four

spades, Westacceptedthechallengewith
five clubs and this was passed round to

you Clearly it is safe enough to pass -you
nave no intention of bidding on and If five

clubs fails, then well and good However,
I think that I would double

TMs week's gate: At game all South
holds Q,<?A54 3,0AQ1O63

K J 5 South deals and opens one
diamond, partner responds one heart

and South raises to three hearts Now
North bids three no-trumps Does South
pass or go back to four hearts7

Chess
Peter <r*i

Some two months after winning the

British Championship at Torquay Tony
Miles returned to Devon and notched up
yet another tournament victory His 5/5
in the Barnstaple Open, staged in the

splendid setting of the Wootacombe Bay
Hotel, earned him the Western Counties
Building society prize of £300 and made
htm practically certain of winning £2000
in the Leigh Grand Pnx at the end of the

yea* To see Miles in action is an inspira-

tion He concentrates hard at the board
and puts his full effort into each game
regardless of the strength of the op-

position, furthermore, he does not shnnk
from taking sharp and perhaps risky

decisions in order to create difficult

positions Here 5 his decisive encounter
with the young West of England Cham-
pion, who is himself fast becoming a
redoubtable tournament campaigner

White any Um, Black ?«g MMas Sicilian

Defence (Wooiacombe 1982)

i 8-iw, r-«Mt aw-mw-tn
3 8-8103. 8-181, 4 i-RB. 8-0184
5 081-82

This seems a good response to Blacks early

expansion on the Q side White intends after all

to open up the centre

5 IB-83;
7 10*8. Witt.
0 IB-K2, 8-K3;
11 8-WH. 0-81,
13 81-83, I-R4,
15 10-84. •-

S 8—84, 818
I QiM, B-M2
10 0 - 0. 8 1*3
12 8 * 8, 8*8
14 0-03. 8-185
10 8-4

A developing move with the Queen s Bishop was
called for - to Q2 84 or Kt5 Now Black is given

a respite to complete his own development

io o-o. np-nttt-Ne
10 0-IB2, 0- 82, 18 8 -02. 8 - 04
20 0-WB
Since Black s attack proves the stronger 20 P x P
followed by B Q4 would have been better

20 8 - 02; 2108-81. 0-03
22 8 - 83
22 P x P should have been tried The text move
weakens White s King position fatally" “ “ 0x8122 81*8;
34 8*0, 8-16.
20 0-0.0-84,
30 8*8, 8*0*0;
30 0*0. Blit

23 BkRU
20 8-184,8-88
27 0 - 081,8*1
28 8-80.8-818
31 BmIrw

Solution next week

White to play Hon did the game finish? Grade 3
(medium)

1002). (r4rfc1/M2aeke^apkM1/2g0/28183/
28281 8/881OOPflXOto881- VMW W play.)

Blecks last move 10 B-K37 was answered
by 11 Kt-QR4 and Black resigned 11
Q-KR4 12 Kt - Kt5 Q-R5 13 P-KKt3
Q R3 14 Kt x B resulted In decisive losses

RieMsw Ha 1222 Solution next weak

mk?^>

irii7&ii*i4WB g m
as* 4 Math).
White to play and maw in two moves

itottal
981811

1 1881 (

IIOllMPIftft

1 Q- 87 (threat 2 Q-Bl) (a) 1

PxKtch 2 P-K6 (b) 1 P-B4ch
B - QB6, (C) 1 P * Pch, 2 B - 108





'% There are times
when I know

it’s going to be a
lovely day...
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Mafatlal
Fabrics

make my days
more

beautiful.
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In fabncs sensuous and soft
The freshest creations In polyester,
polyester blends and cotton too.

In colours, textures and
designs that make you more beautiful

hour by hour, day by day

Mafatlal
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Baby

series
TJ17HEN an untried bow-
VV ler is given a bowl in-

a street match and it is

seen that he can't bowl,
straight, it is unanimously
decided that he be re-

moved after three balls,

consisting a ‘baby-over’.

After India’s dismal per-

formance in the current
Indo-Pak series, many dis-

gusted fans were of the
view that India should re-

turn home after the third

Test, having played a
‘baby-series’.

Whatever has happened
to India's batting? We
used to boast that we have
batsmen up to No. 10. Sud-
denly we find that not
even one of our supposed
stars can bat under press-

ure. We have been de-

molished, and blaming the
umpiring cannot hide the
fact. How many times has
the entire Indian team
folded up before making
even the score Zaheer
Abbas alone did.

There is something
seriously wrong with the
team. May be its team spir-

it; or may be for this once,
the entire team has, as a
team, struck a bad patch.

For, apart from Mohinder
Amarnath, none of the
others look their usual
selves. One only shudders
to think of the fate await-

ing India in the West In-

dies later this year. For
this is the kind of bowling
Richards & Co. will relish.

SUNIL GARODIA,
Calcutta .

Pinch of salt

THREE Cheers to Pakis-
tan’s umpires for mas-

ter minding their team’s
runaway victories over the
Indian cricket team cur-
rently on tour. Not only
did they not give Pakistan
batsmen out, when in fact
they were out, but also
gave several dubious deci-
sions against India's bats-
men. Almost all Indian
batsmen excepting Gavas-
kar had to suffer oecause
of shoddy umpifing on

part of PakismnVumpired
It is a deep mystery as to
how Gavaskar has so far *

managed to escape the
attentionofthe hawk-eyed
Pakistan umpires.
Perhaps, because of the,

“Melbourne incident*
Gavaskar has been spared.
Till the end of fourth Testy
only 2 Pakistan batsmen
have been declared but leg
before wicket, on the
other hand 20 LBW deci-
sions have been upheld
against Indian batsmen.

sions were apparently ,

quite dubious.
Furthermore a few

caught behind the wicket
and a runout decisions
have also gone against the
Indians., In view of such
blatantly wrong umpiring
decisions on part of PakiSv

.
tan umpires, whose stand?
ing in cricket circles over v

the world, as it is, is not
quite high, the results in
this series should not be
taken at face value. Pakis*
tan's victories have to be
taken with a pinch of salt*"

G O UTAMPRAKASHt
KHARIWAL,

Bangalore.

Post mortem

THE success of Mohin-
der Amarnath and Bab

,

winder Sandhu in the first

innings of the Hyderabad
Test goes to prove only 1

one point. Their team:
!

mates have become stale
because of too much crick* 'j

et which tells on their con-
j

centration and application
)

to rhe game at tne highest
level. It has made their
sharp reflexes blunt. Bbt
Amarnath was playing
Test cricket after a long
gap and Sandhu his first

;

Test. As for. Arun Lai and
;

Srikkanth they failed be-
cause they simply didn’t
measure up to Test stan-/
dard. Unlike their coun-
terparts elsewhere Indiah
Test cricketers are some-
how not mentally equip* ,

ped to play one series af-

'

ter another without suffi-

cient rest. Eleven or 12
Tests in a year is a far cry

;

from one series of 5 Tests
in a year—rather in -h'

cricketing season—which
was the order of the day
only a few years ago.



Don’t let a coM
ruin you'day.

A cold can be relieved
Thera jg a way to ralwwe a runny nose

or blocked nose, heavy head, sore throat end
chest congestion—all those symptoms that can
spoil the best of days

Fight it with e colds remedy
It's not enough to treat it like you would trait

any other ailment Uqk a special colds medicine
that works simultaneously on all affected areas.

Coldarin is only for colds
Coktenn relieves all the symptoms

that bring you down. It has special ingredients
that act together against all cold-affected areas.
When you have a cold, it makes sense
to treat it like a cold.

Spedaly formulatedforcolds

•eSBSWm

mtmm/mm

should ieject «* imkh
fr«*h woodhud the teem
a* po*siW* ^ BEfatRA,

Kulti

SnatM

THE story “The Eden
Garden’s War” by De-

rek O’Brien was a very
localised one and as
such—on first reading—
did not interest me
However, what is happen-
ing in Bengal reflects the
state of sport in the coun-
try Kudos to Sportsworjd
for doing another great
lob of investigative re-

porting
L SAWDE,

Trichur

Comprehensive

study

S
UPRAK ASH
GHOSHAL’s “The

Salt Lake Mirage” in your
December 29 issue was a
comprehensive study into

the facts and figures of the
stadium under construc-
tion

S PILLAt,
Vijayawada

THE repea
of Vishyof Vishy raised the

question as to whether he
is to be dropped or re-

tained in the team
It is not the relation or

the backing which is consi
dered for the selection of
the Indian cricket team
After Vishwanath’s con

unous failure foi the last

so many innings, he played
verv wall in third Test
match agamst Pakistan
He played well and scored
50 plus in the first innings
but in the second innings
he again failed So, it is

very difficult to replace
him or retain him The
selectors’ job is not easy as
it is considered by sport-

slovers
But, generally people

say that Vuhwaneth will

be in the teem till Gavas-
kar is captain Does it

make any sense’
The argument to replace

Vishy could be supported
because of his age fol-

lowed by lack of form.
In my opinion he should

be given e rest for one
two Tests end theh «
ben be given chance.

*4

one or
again
bJUK

Abfaaa ot Bahit*

w*e irepped dating
thirof owcountry but

4E jftjhmr

titjimmm:-.
now ho is called a run-
machine. Incredible
achievements centuries af-

ter centuries Let us wait
end see.

SANJEEV MEHfA,
Calcutta.

TS[ERE is always flue*

nations in the life of a
strokeplayer Vishwanath
is basically aly a strokeplayer
and his failure is not an
unusual one but a natural
phenomena of a stroke-

player We expect too
much from our players and
cannot see them out
cheaply But the question
that arises is up to what
period can we afford the
luxury of such a great bats*

man with a failing bat?
There is a limit for every
thing Anyway, it is foolish

to compare him with the
record maker Gavaskai
All cannot be equal
Gavaskar hasicalK is a de
fensive player more than a
strokeplayer and never
takes risks as Vishwanath
takes sometimes just to

entertain the public Both
their approaches towards
the game are quite diffe
rent

K S MURTI,
Dhanbad

AFTER reading a selec
tton in this column bv

Fromod Mathur, Subrama
mam and Chandrasekhar
in the Sportsworld dated
January 5, here is my
selection of an Asian Team
against Rest of the World

The Asian team should
be Gavaskar (Vice
Captain), Mohsin Hassan
Khan, jav ed Miandad,
Zaheer Abbas, Roy Dias,
S M H Kirmani (W K ),

Imran Khan (Capt ), Kapil
Dev, Duleep Mendis, Iqbal
Qasim, Dilip Doshi, Srtk*
kanth

The Rest G S Chap*

S
ill, C H Lloyd (Capt),
avid Gower, Ian Chap-

pell, 1 T Botham (Vice-
Captain), K Hughes, Mike
Brearley, Rodney Marsh
(W.K ). Dennis Lillee,
Michael Holding* Bruce
Yardley, Vivian Richards,

ABDUL MAJID MALIK,

PRASHA PADMA-
NABHAHt

PAZAL
Ckirahar

Bombay

M
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ANTHONY FRANCIS COUTINHO

BOJRjN on December 26, 1938
A* F\ Coutinho or *our Black

Puma’, as Ae was nicknamed by
an ecstatic Press, was an oar*
standing athlete whose spark-
ling footwork in the 100 and 200
metres sprint events earned him
a lasting place in the annals of
Indian athletics. Coutinho ran
his way to the top to become, at

26, the fastest man in India
smashing the 12-year-old record
for the 100 m when he outran
such greats as Milkha Singh,
Kenny Powell. Nicky Ferreira ,

Rajasekharan and T. JR. Joshi.

As National golds came tumb-
ling into his lap, Coutinho found
himself selected for the Tokyo
Olympics where he, along with
Makhan Singh, Rajasekharan
and Kenny Powell broke the
Asian 4 x 100 relay record by
clocking 40.S secs. Coutinho,
long limbed\ deep chested and
muscular at 44 hasn’t hung up
those golden track shoes yet. In
1981 he was selected to repre-
sent India at the Veterans 9

Olympics in New Zealand after
leaving the rest of the field be-
hind at the Chandigarh trials.

LIKE so many of our youths
who aren’t born with silver

spoons in their mouths, I de-

cided that sports offered a way
out of the grinding poverty I saw
around me. I chose hockey and
can still recall those misty morn-
ings when the rising sun battled
the factory smoke above Poona
as 1 practised my stickwork on
the green. But I soon found my-
self running faster than the ball

and by the time I joined the
Maharashtra Police Force in

1962, 1 had switched to athletics.

Curiously enough, my heroes
were mostly long distance run-
ners—Lasse Viren, K. Keino and
Cordon Pirie (Puff-puff Pirie,

they used to call him) but I

hadn’t quite the stamina to emu-
late them and sprinting became
my Forte. At this point I luckily
caught the eye of Mr. Jal Padn
valja, who coached me into the
success I later proved to be.

With a lot of encouragement
from
sioner of

joined Telco and went on to

represent Bihar at the ’64

Nationals at Calcutta where I

took the lead from Kenny Powel]
and Ramesh Tawde to win the
100 metres.
On to Delhi and the first ever

All-India Open. The 100 m re-

cord looked unbeatable. It had
stood for 12 years at 10.6 secs,

held jointly by six greats—Mil-
kha Singh, Lavy Pinto, Kenny
Powell, Nicky Ferreira, Ra-
jasekharan and T. R. Joshi 1

wondered whether 1 could break
it. 1 was regularly clocking 10.6

or 10.7, and nicking 0.1 sec. off

the record seemed a tendon-
tearing effort away. “Think posi-

tive!” my coach. Mr Suresh Gu-
jarati said

—
“It’s not ’can I do

it?’ but ‘I must do it’!” The crowd
roared. All thought melted into a
hare leaving that solitary idea—
I must do it! With bursting lungs
I breasted the tape ana with
congratulations thumping my
sweat-soaked body, 1 climbed
the victory stand. ‘Fastest man

m the country!’ screamed a tab* Y
loid whose yellowed pages I still >

hoard away 1 had clocked 10,5^
secs, and with that dash made it;

into the National spotlight. The
adulation flowed to my head like
champagne. No rooster strutted

A

as smugly around his clutch
hens as I did around my newly
won laurels. I was just 26, am\ \

had never felt more alive. But v‘

inevitably my form suffered -

from this sudden propulsion inte
'

the limelight. A lightning tout of
t

Germany followed with „tbe
Olympic contenders. It was here*^
where I was selected for the ’64

Olympics at Tokyo

On to Tokyo and the prospect
*

of geishes and gmza lights wink-
ing seductively at this 26-year-
old backwoods boy. Alas, as it

turned out, we nevei even had
had enough money to ride the
Tokaido Express. But Japan was
beautiful, the experience thor*'
oughly rewarding In the 4 x
100m relay our team beat the
Asian record making it in 40.5
secs. I was timed at 10.2 secs, op
the cinder track whereas on a
tartan track I could certainly
have hit 10.1

In 1965 I represented thd
country against the Russians,

$

Thereafter began the long slidd*

into obscurity. Athletes, like' (

politicians are essentially birds
of passage. But it is neve* *

enough to relive one’s memor-
able moments by gazing at faded •

ribbons and tarnished medals^ {

No matter at what age, am'l
athlete owes something to him-
self. He has to keep training and.
striving to achieve whatever his '

*

body and skill puts within his *

reach. As such, f am grateful te
r

my present employers Telco who
have afforded me the opportun* «
ity to k**f> moving towards
perfection.

*
i ;

In 1981, 1 was selected to rep-
resent India at die Veterans* i

Olympics held in New Zealand >'

alter winning at Chandigarh, but 1

owing to the tack of a sponsorJ
couldn’t go. However, there wiH

'

be other opportunities- Mean*
while I just keep biding away
the minutes running on occs- .

sions—it’s in my blood. >

As told to SUPRIYO BOSjE ^



W&CMON's death is

s'D a tragic loss to

,? the racing world ho, ",

,

' general and .the lock*

,
*ey Club in particular.

He possessed a first >

class brain, allied to a

keen sense of humour

,

arid a unique krtow-

; ledge of tne whole
' racing wor|d."—lord

‘ Manton. senior ste-
' ward of the Jockey

,
Oub, ort Simon .

; ’ Weatherby whowas
‘yj the club's secretary.

"Alert Wells will- .

V,5:: come under die sort

•yof pressure he did not
•‘‘v face in. the Moscow
, v

. Olympics, white;

Daley Thompson
£« ' seemsdestined for
A>. isolation in the de-

;f cathion, as far as >

, storing points is cony
• cernecf. Coe'sCourse

'

i seems fairiy certain
'!•'

• forhe want? towin a
championshipBOO’
metres before fie

J '

fX leaves tht* active side
'

; ofthe /

..Kodda assesse^idW-V^
3 star athletes' chandas ,

,

ti ,'sttjte.World Cham^, »•*

.

hpisted offset

we feast tor >tfi

ingbiankw
weeks tci ptsyexfobi-
tiengames for gewef*
- bogurgnMes.*—>•

• David Lacey on Cn*
^ihldmbaii.

"frankly, Cm slightly

embarrassed about
topping an Albert

Hafi biif t think that

place should be re*

served for a British
'

champion. “—Mark
Kaylor said thisafter
he was made the

favourite In tbebout
against Los Angeles*

Henry Walter.,

Ttampbgpwterr
.

roumlSWithdptbemg
hit, hedoesn’t know
what the game bail
about. You haveto

"'''Wiii

l^r-lktf jfiT-, a/i* •-

to play tennis, second
to Wimbledcwv'sOn-

tre Court.andthe :

people whocome ‘

herein their tux are
so civilised abeyt.it.

1

Youcan imagine
what It'sliWKto'Au-

stralra after theyhave
been shoobn»#tow
tennis for an.rate? bt
so, ffoterAWNa*

<3ummb

. L*fe&4wj

1Mlfte

SPORT
QUOTE

C««Wts,dieLeeds
• United chairman,

"It ismy belief that

the latest Golden Age
Of American gotf has

.
runits course."—Pe-

ter Oobereiner.

"Sugar Ray Leonard's
departure leaves the

welterweight division

vacantand Jones is

brand of

.Ixwngand hard hit-

tingtp the notice of
.

..
Arnericanaudi-

ence.-"—John Rodda.

”$le was looking tired

to me in the second
«t. He just gptfnore

i t N'T- 1 : (4a KZr-i*

’ rjy^VTl II i? iT T ? j iT

j*h>#efnational

iri being an
individual and

a«9ft»chfog spent In

way. Idotet

/muchand!
^hjaVeafrainirw

IS#

SjjAjLvs-lr. ' h •#-'1 »rtif

cipation m the Mari-
bbraRaceofCham-
pions. (The Times)

"I'm an outsider, the
one they Joveto hate
andl'vehad k to the
full. But I am Simply

Tin# « J iJ *;Ttw s Kuj «T

everyone'sfool^ny
. more,f-*4*aul „

The world is now at

a' very difficult time
and society is chang-
ing. Normal progress

tVlt ll.il 8 14*!M*i TAhl
acceptable, like prog-
ress in fife. I want to
see that."—Jean Pier-

re RivpS, Prance's
ebulient captain. (The

Times)

’I hope that common-
sehse.wilj prevail. I

am confident that the
Board of Control will

show thatthey com-
mand the sport. If

theypo not we are
going tobe in terrible

trouble.*~Joe Bug-
ner ort thedispptebe*
tweep promoters.

"Stopmakingexcuses
and haveago. Sport
is fun arid.ftelps.ybu

bve."~UK Sports

Council chairman

‘Weitiifrwvito

:Z < ET* . i * -J 1 1' 7 tl
,
K 5

;
j . * S

;dbp^ew»mto‘«e*«,'

iWfi tteydlo-he.

nws VVifc r -
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Calcutta Digha Rally

motor cycles first pa
the city, but there wi

IL/tOST people have a miscon*
lYAception of motor rallying.

They always look at it, or imagine
it to be a ‘race’, with cars and

breakneck speeds. Rallying as a
sport is something quite different.

Unlike motor racing, rallies are
held mainly over public roads. In
India this aspect always holds
good as all rallies in the country
are held on public roads. However
sections of the road are some-
times closed when the rally is in

progress. The undesirability of

allowing fast cars to travel on
public highways has changed the

. method of rallying.

A short drive into the tunnel of

the history of this sport would,
perhaps, interest the uninitiated
as well as the hard core rallyist.

Before World War II rallies con-
sisted entirely of main-road runs,

at what were regarded as stiff

average speeds, culminating at a
well-known town. The Monte Car-
lo rally was first held in 1911, was
typical.

Over the years this sport is

slowly gaining in popularity in

of the primaryIndia and one of the primary
reasons for this is sponsorship. It

is now an accepted fact that with-
out sponsorship a sporting event
cannot be fully successfuL Cricket
and tennis are two examples.
Most motor rallies are spon-

sored in India. However the
Second Calcutta-Digha Rally did
not have the blessings of a spon-
sorand as such did not turn out to

be a grand success.

Unlike the Calcutta-

Jamshedpur Rally and theMon-
soon Rallybotfiorwhich also

begin in Cgteqtta, theDi^u» rally

the loc^Prm* There was scarce-

ly* line in thenewspapers about
the rally an&fhe organisers
should have realised that public-

ity plays a very important role. In

this respect the All Bengal Motor
Vehicles Inspectors’ Association,
the organisers ofthis rally, should
take aleaf out of the pages of the
Calcutta Motor Sports Club
(CMSC) who spare no effort in

publicising the rallies they orga-

nise. However, the Calcutta-Digha
Rally which got off to a quiet start

on January 2s was followed only
by a handful of motor rallying

buffs.

At the time of going to Press the
results of the rally have not yet
been tabulated, so it would be
best to discuss some ‘pre-rally

news’, or should we say, the rally

without the results.

With a heavy mist enveloping
the Rabindra Sarobar Stadium fti

south Calcutta, the West Bengal
Transport Minister Mr. Robin
Mukherjee flagged off the enthu-
siastic rallyists m their four
wheelers and on their two
wheelers.
The Calcutta-Digha Rally co-

vered a distance ofabout 350
kilometres passingthrough many
districts of the State. The cars and

VKRANT—
The Reliable Tyres

t the earn
morning bystanders. Most pearlsm the roadside did not even kite#,
*a rally was on in the city and war$J
only reminded when they saw
vehicles pass by* -

After about nine hours of driv^f
ing the competitors arrived at
picturesque seaside resort of
Digha, where the rally cuhnin*

'

'M
ated. The participants returned

'

’mm
the city at their own convenience^^
in a holiday spirit very different^^
from the tough competition
way to Digha.

;

v
/-|

The secretary of the All Bengali®
Motor Vehicles Inspectors’As»
ciation Mr. Amaresn Sengupt*
told a Press conference that
rally was the only one of its kind,€w
in the country which was exciu-
sively organised by a section of S
government officials. }«
Among the notable entries in i'lM

the Calcutta-Digha Rally were'iifiiM
defending champions Ranjatt
Bose in the four-wheeler category|J
and the experienced Bishwanatb^
Saha on a motor cycle. Thereww
other well-known rallyists who
also took part. They included
Arindam Ghosh a one time
of the Mysore Safari, Partha Bosd*Ji
Asis Roy, Bharat Aurora, Dipahk §
ar Dhar and Rathin Sinha. lnftMvraiar Dhar and Rathin Sinha. Inesd'^
experienced rallyists could not :

have had many problems on
350 km. route. They areusedto\>;^
longer and more arduous jounieyfe
ana were surely a class above
many aspiring debutants.

'

V&$|
A CORRESPONDENT via
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Focus

NSNIS: Gradation of coaches vital

THE sole intention of establishing
the Netaji Subhas National Insti-

tute of Sports in 1961 at the premises
of the Motibagh Palace at Patiala

was to produce sports coaches of

, high calibre. Their primary duty was
to raise the existing standards of

sportsmen and women and to supple-
ment the normal programme of

physical education. And it is the
primary duty of SNIPES (Society for

the National Institute of Physical
Education and Sports) to spread this

. theme through approximately 5,000
coaches that have been produced by
the parent body.

* In this context however, there is

nothing laudable about which either

the top echlons of Patiala or the
. Government can boast about. Physic-

al education at the school level has
been neglected or rather overlooked.
This has been due to the dominant
influence of SNIPES officials who
preferred to emphasise on coaching
programmes rather than the base
work. In other words they laid stress

on muscular development.
It is sad to note that, despite the

huge number of coaches produced at,

Patiala, a basic question still re-;

mains unanswered: are they compel
;

tent enough, technically? A valid

criticism is that a number of those,

who pass out from this institution are

;

basically theoreticians. To lend cre-

dence to this theory, it has not been

SUBHASH SARCAR
uncommon for experienced and in-

ternational players to criticise them
about their “limited resources.”
Then there was the much talked

about “catch-’em-young” program-
me, for which it was the duty of NIS
coaches to scout around for potential
sportspeople. In reality, precious lit-

tle has been done in this regard.
Patiala organises the Rural Sports
meets and the Women’s Sports Fes-
tival on behalf of the Ministry of
Education and also awards scho-
larships to talented athletes. But
how many of these have been
groomed by NIS coaches and how
many have made it to the interna-
tional scene? True, there are a few
dedicated workers, but they do not
get much from the State Sports
Councils, who generally try and
‘avoid’ them. Some of them, who
want to remain anonymous, com-
plain that the Sports Councils’ atti-

tude towards them is “short-
sighted”.

So, it appears that the councils,
too, have realised that the certified
coaches are of little use, but since
they are paid by the Education
Ministry their presence is suffered.
Then there are the federations of
various disciplines, who are usually
at loggerheads with and do not care
much tor the NIS. These federations
would rather have champions and
former internationals rather than

NIS coaches to train their players.
Patiala has to streamline “produc-

tion” of coaches. Before inducting
anyone for the masters, regular and
condensed courses in coaching,- the
authorities should study the worth of
the students. In order to get a job as
a coach the incumbent needs an NIS
certificates from their respective
State bodies that they were former
champions in some discipline or
other. This is not to slight anybody,
but when it comes to raising the
standard of the players in different
games, experienced persons with rhe
latest technical, practical and
theoretical knowhow are needed.
But that is wanting at Patiala. Too
much emphasis is being laid on
theory. And it is only a couple of
years ago that actual research work
started. As a result, very few interna
tional players like joining the
course. In addition to the enormous
book work—to the almost total ex-
clusion of practical—is the alleged
bad behaviour of some teachers to-

wards some of the internationals.
The NSNIS should first ensure that

the coaches they are to churn out are
genuinely engaged in their respec-
tive games. They should not hand out
certificates just because they are
successful in theoretical tests. One
example here will explain the situa-

tion. An incumbent did his course in
athletics at the NIS, but then disco-

PtesidentZial Singh ts flanked by Mr V.C. Sukhla (left) and the Governor of West Bengal Mr B. D. Pande
j



aty of National Institutes of
Physical Education and Sport) be*

:

fore—till he had to quit when the

J
anata Party came into power in
977. Having taken over as presi-

dent of both bodies, he is en-
deavouring towards a new, mom
dynamic direction. Officially, a
new Ministry of Sport is supposed
to be functioning in New Delhi,
But die tact is little has changed.
The AICS will continue to play
the same advisory role it has been
known to do all these years and '

under Mr. Shukla’s leadership it

may gain even greater influence.
Unlike a few past AICS presi-

dents, Mr Shukla operates from
his government bungalow in Now
Delhi situated barmy a stone’s
throw from the Talkettora swim-
ming pool. He may no longer be e
member of the Cabinet, but he
8till commands influence. His pro-
ximity to the centre of power may
help the bodies he heads play a
more positive role. His abllty to
take bold decisions end get dungs
moving should prove an asset.

The Asian Games have come
and gone, and there are many
vying for a share in the glory. But
in the early, uncertain days when
the whole project was being plan-
ned, it was Mr Shukla who waa at
the helm. Nobody seems to re-

member his role in the Special
Organising Committee any lon-

ger But then public memory if

always short. He justly takes cre-

dit for the decisions in those cru-

cial months of planning. His stand
against allotting half a dosen dis-

ciplines to Rai against dm wishes
of Sanjay Gandhi, the late son of

Prime Minister Indira G-mmL
Was a bold one- Even Mr* Gandhi
at that time is reported to have

vered that the prospect of a job was
dim He switched over to the hockey
course, dulv obtained a certificate

and is presently a salaried coach
deputed in one of the State Sports
Councils If this is allowed to occur,
one wonders of what service these
coaches will be to up-and-coming
players
Those going to either Patiala or

Bangalore—the South Centre—are
readymade players What can these
(in most cases) NIS coaches impart in

terms of knowledge, to the players
when they have their own limita-

tions Naturally, a ‘cold war’ begins.

So, the question of gradation of

coaches comes. The Patiala author-
ities will have to study this issue

seriously. But how many are compe-

AMflVOff Utllfci tiM8•w IIP# iiiwiw mPWpl Hw PPlPilw
otitaA It it flirt Digit

It was correct, needleM to say.

Imogia* the tonfuatautf the
‘Gamas tad tarndMdad
DamUndW Mfc&iklavSEiSe
be rememberod fbr4fpdounmn«o
be “to those balmttMg to mtt®*
rent the
ifei one.
Talking to &Mnvwraritf after

die inauguration of til* NBS East-
ern Centre Mr Shukla revtaled
some of dm ideas ha means to
iwlement as chief of the AICS

Askad^what the role of the
AICS would bo like under Ms
leadership, Mr Shukla said “we
will endeavour co give i now
orientation* The Aden Gemot had
created the right climate and the
Council will tee how it can help
the States create new modem
facilities for sport. Remember,
sport is a State subject.”'

For example, the mfraetucture
at the Eastern Centre of the NIS
has been totally financed by the
West Bengal Government so far.

But there is only a cinder trade
there. A synthetic crack costs ab*
out Rs 50 lakhs. The AICS will try
to fled a way to instal it by getting
the State and the Centre to agree
on who provides what proportion
of thf costs

Similarly, training sportsmen
for modem international com-
petitions was a costly, complex
business, the best coaching ex-

pertise, the best equipment were
needed at training centres for

such disciplines as gymnastics
and athletics, to mention only
two. The ICS will endeavour to

see that sportsmen do nor suffer

from the lack of sophisticated
expertise and equipment at as
many places as possible.
Mr Shukla’s Council has also

set up a committee to see how
best the tofrastructure built for

tent enough to grade them9

Often, to cover up their own lack
ot competence, some coaches try to
fmd fault with one another and are
ever on the look out to find favour
with the bosses. Because of the ninth
Asian Games, Patiala shrugged oi its

lethargy and worked honestly and
hard with the foreign coaches
brought here under the cultural ex-
change programme with very attrac-
tive incentives But the visitors, de-
spite the NTS director, Mr Roshan
Lai Anand’s assurance of 'working
amicably* with the Indian coaches,
did not fmd toe sailing smooth Most
Indian coaches resented the pre-
sence of these foreign coaches,
perhaps because they felt the latter
did not have anything extra to offer

the Asian Games can be used. The
mag is acquiring ideas. The Tal-
katora swimming pool for exam-
ple, is meant to train champions.
And the training of champions is

not a matter of weeks or months.
It takes years. Boys or girls of trite

promise may be brought to Delhi
along with their parents who
could set up house there. It has
been done elsewhere, it could be
done in Indie also. “Coaching of
champions cannot be. done by fits

4

end starts. It is a long continuous
process”.
As head of SNIPES, what, in his

opinion, is the contribution of the
NIS trained coaches to Indian
sport? “From zero to whatever
has been achieved is the effort of
the coaches.”
Any new plans for his coaches?

So far NIS coaches have func-
tioned in State Sports Councils
and Nehru Yuvak Kendras. They
will now be sent to picked univer-
sities which have the training
facilities or where students are
already receiving sports scho-»

larships from the Centre There
may not be many varsities with
adequate modern facilities, but
there are at least 29 universities
where there are students who
hold such scholarships Guru
Nanak Dev University heads the
list with 32, followed by Kerala
(25), Calicut (17), Bombay and
Poona (16), Punjab (15) and Delhi
(13).
Mr Shukla also has his own

ideas about the criteria tor Ar-
juna Awards. Not all sportsmen
can be clubbed together For ex-
ample* a handicapped person gets
the same award as any 6tper
sportsman. No offence meant; to
the handicapped But they could
be given a differently judged and
defferentiy named award. There
is a new thinking on the awards.

0. RAHUL

or lealised that their techniques
were much better Some of the foi e
igners had to leave before their
teims were over But the worst case
was that of the basketball coach
during the Asiad The USSR trainer
was sidelined while the Asian Games
were in progress But it has to be
admitted that Indian athletes have
improved their standai ds m general
under foreign and Indian coaches
The SNIPES chairman, Mr Vidya
Charan Shukla, fully agreed with
this when he met the Press at Cal-
cutta
As the chairman it is, perhaps, his

duty to see that quality supersedes
quantity Otherwise, the NIS eastern
wing at the Salt Lake will be no
better than the other two The pur-
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The Administrative Building at the Nl$ complex

t

pose of building a reservoir of

coaches, who would train youngsters
would, otherwise, be lost. The day we
have graded coaches, India can fend
for itself and stop, once and for all,

the search for foreign coaches to

prepare national teams in various
disciplines. Already one learns,
there are NIS coaches without jobs.

This is a dreadful situation. Some of

them could be of use in institutions

which do not have coaches. The only
way the NIS can earn respect is by
turning out quality coaches—of

course, on a graded basis. This could
lead to their induction by sports
clubs at different levels.

India put up its best-ever perform-
ance at the ninth Asian Games in

Delhi, with a tally of 57 medals. But
much more is expected now. The
President of India, Giani Zaif Singh,
in his inaugural address at the Cal-

cutta NSN1S applauded the institute,

the IOA and the federations for their

mutual cooperatyion in helping In-

dia obtain so many medals. “Howev-
er, we have to remember that we
have still to improve our perform-
ance and raise it to a level that is

expected of a country of our size and
population. Therefore, we have to

seriously consider what measures,
within the resources that can be
made available for the promotion of

sports in this context of our national
priorities, should be taken with re-

gard to the pioper selection,
methods of coaching and training,

physical conditioning, diet etc. of our
teams and competitors,” he said. The
last sentence of the President's
speech should be taken up as a
challenge by the NSNIS director.

The first priority on his list should be
the production of quality coaches.
Mr ZaiJ Singh drove home two

points: that sports must be kept free
from politics and that “we cannot
only expect medals from the
athletes. We have to give them some-

thing in return.”
In building the NIS on 42 acres of

land in the Salt Lake area of Calcut-
ta, the local authorities had to over-

come some hindrances initially, like

acquiring the land. There was some
violence in the course of this move.
Shortage of funds and a halting supp-
ly of building materials were other-

problems they had to face. However,
everything came off smoothly with
the Stale Government allotting the
entire land free of cost that at pre-

sent rare comes to nearly Rs. 2.5

crores. 1 o complete the first phase of

work expenses totalling Rs. l_M.5
lakhs were incurred by the Educa-
tion Department and when the en
tire project is completed, the East-

ern wing will be able to train around
400 sportsmen. In addition to this,

Mr Snukla said, research facilities

would he provided for work on sports
medicine, sports psychology and bio-

mechamsm. He was confident that

this institution would produce good
coaches and train players well.

Mr Shukla, who is also the All

India Sports Council president, ex-

pressed dissatisfaction over the fact

that very few players had been “disc-

overed” from the universities. As the
SNIPES chairman, he said the NIS
coaches would be sent to different
universities to scout for talented
players.

if was always cumbersome when
athletes from this eastern region had
to make their journey all the way to

either Patiala or Bangalore. With the
facilities now being made available
here. States like Bihar, Orissa, West
Bengal, As.sam, Meghalaya, Aru-
nachal Pradesh, Mizoram, Manipur,
Tripura, Nagaland, Andaman-
Nicobar Islands and Sikkim will be-

nefit from this centre. Then again,
there was always the issue of food
habits. With the decentralisation of

the NIS, this particular instant could
be removed.

The entire cost of the project is

estimated at Rs 185 lakhs. li.c facili-

ties piovided in the first phase in

elude a football ground, one football-
cum-hockey field, one athletics field

with a 400 metres, eight-lane cinder
track, four concrete basketball
courts and the same number of cin-

der courts for volleyball, two courts
each for kabaddi and kho-kho and a
warm-up gymnasium. Apart 1mm
the fields and courts, the centre has
a beautiful administvative building
with provisions fur four class rooms,
a library and a physiotherapy unit.

Two of the five hostels (two for the
girls) with a dining and kitchen
block have been built for the
trainees of both sexes. The remain-
ing three are scheduled to be com-
pleted by the end of the current
yeai . For ihe welfare of the staff,

quarters in the lorurri of six flats and
12 two-roomed self-contained units
for Group D employees have been
constructed.
Further facilities proposed are

another administrative building with
as many more class rooms, an indoor
training centre, four lawn tennis
courts and a swimming pool. The
expenditure is expected to be about
Rs 165.77 lakhs. More residentials
buildings for the four groups of staff

are also on the cards.
To start with emphasisis being laid

on football and athletics. But there is

some ambiguity about the start of
the other games, which may not be
possible before the middle of this
year Then again, before starting on
theatheleticsfront the caretakers of
the complex will have to ensure that
the cinder track is kept in proper
shape, as grass in already sprouting.
However, the cinder track was tested
a couple of years back when the
Winter School Gamtos were held. It is

also known by now that this complex
held two camps in football and
hockey.



pib/fi/ary

‘Little Bird’ passes away
THF veai 1958 saw the birth of

modem football And the men.
who made the great event happen
were the unforgettable soccer heroes
of Brazil of late 1 ifties—Vava Drdr,

Pele and the ‘little bird Gar undid
Btazil bt ought the revolutionarv 4 2
4 system, a wing oi rented style of

play, unheard of till then in the
whole football world requiting e*>

tremelv skilful and intelligent flank
men who tan spriad tht attack on
both sidts of the giound But tht

man who rook thaige of tht* tmpoi
tant right Hank in the Brazilian
national team was handicapped with
a distorted leg causect b\ an opeia
non immediate h aftet his both It

was an obstacle absolutely msui
mour table foi a foorballti — some
thing quite unimaginable for an
oidinaiv man Hut this out man was
an enigma Ht overcame it and not
pnlv so m anothei three foui ytais
ht made it to the legends and
mvtholopv of world soccer He wa* a
gemous He was Gamncha

His real name a as Manoei Fiancis
to Dos Santos and he made his

debut in competitive toot ball with
Rio de Gent no's Botafogo team in

. &

195 \ Those were the fledgling days
of a promising footballer The man
was talented and the countrv was
giaduallv prepanng itself for kick
mg off a tornado on the world foot
ball seem I ive consecutive times
their campaign for the Jules Rimet
Cup had ended in failure and the
ann climax nt 1950 was hurting
enough to remain indelibly etched m
the mtmories of the Brazilians Now
they were a determined ninon and
without doubt unprecedenrh rich in

talent Naturally, the result was the

hero of our story did not take long to

grow into a mature playei skilful and
mature enough to serve the national
team m their ensuing Woild Cup
wars along with the other upcoming
voungsters of his time like the all

time gieat Pele
But both the maestros found them

selv es nut of the team m Br a/il s fu st

engagement in the 1958 World
C up - the latter due to miur v and the

former due to reasons known onl\ to
the team manager Feola, who also
dropped the legendaiv centre
torward Vava m preference to Ma/
/old (real name Altafini) The coach
had his own tabulations and they

weie not defeated Brazil won the
match against Austria tomfortably
1 0 wirh Md7zola scoring twice
But things seemed to get tougher

foi Brazil in their encounter against
England The} weie held to a draw
bv the Butons who placed a fine
defensive garni, to thwart ihe Btazi
lian challenge and then next engage
ment was against a formidable side,

Russia Now both the maestros re
turned into the side and the Russians
were defeated bv two goals bv Vava
Thereafter Bia/il made then way

to the final m a scintillating way
beating France m the semifinal with
Pt le sc oi ing a hat tuck in the second
half of the match But the man who
was becoming more and more m
stiumental in Brazil s attack was
f.amncha and it was to come to the
notice of tht- world before long And
the occasion would In the most ciu
cial encounter in the hisrorv oi Bra7i

ban soccer The final of the 1958
World C up

In tht magnificent Rasunda Sta
dium the hosts Sweden sought re
vengt for their 7 1 defeat at the
hands of Brazil way back in 1950
They went all out right from the kick
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Pel*—who was greater?

off and forged ahead with a goal. But
there were the maestros still in full

command of the situation, and Gar-
^rincha after a I6vely dribble made
the equalizer for Vava.
Now it was time for Brazil to show

what was soon to be termed by the
soccer pundits of the world as total

football—yet another surprise for
the football lovers all over tne world.
Their full backs Djalma Santos bot-

tled up two formidable players of the
hosts Jamrin and Skoglund while
Zagalo another genius footballer
dropped back to assist Zito and Didi
in the midfield. The barriers be-
tween the departments were thrown
apart and the team started flaying
like a well-oiled machine with the
frontliners and the defenders help-
ing each other in a well-coordinated
way. And added to all this was the
finesse and intelligence with which
Garrincha was masterminding the
moves of his side, with a little hit of
emphasis on opportunism and indi-

vidual skill. In the 32nd minute Gar-
rincha launched one more dribbling
effort, in many ways similar to the
one off which Brazil got their
equalizer, and surprisingly, it was
Vava once again who made no mis-
take to beat the Swede goalkeeper

Svensson. In the second half Brazil's

superiority was sealed by Pele who
scored a marvellous goal juggling
the ball with his back to the target.
Brazil won 5-1 and the world found
quite a few new stars on its soccer
horizon. Of them, Garrincha was one
of the most scintillating ones, with-
out doubt.
But that was not all. Garrincha was

still to play an even more memorable
role on the World Cup soccer stage.
It was in 1962 and the venue was.
Chile. Brazil was still basking in the
warmth of a rich talent pool. As
many as nine of their 1958 squad
retained their position in the nation-
al side, with Mauro coming in place 1

of Bellini and Zozimo for Orlando.
Moreover, several teams in the run-
ning were on the wane. Naturally,
Brazil stood out as the top favourites.
But their opening encounter

proved a rather lack-lustre affair.

They beat Mexico, but not in style
with Pele seeming to be the only
player in form. He saved the situa-

tion for his country scoring two goals
against their Mexican rivals. Cause
for worry indeed.
But something even worse was in

store for Brazil. In their next engage-
ment against the Czechs tragedy

struck the holders when their
greatest hope Pele was forced to

leave the ground and eventually the
tournament with a severely pulled
muscle and the match ended in a
draw.
But the Brazilians were not to give

up. They showed their resilience by
winning the match against Spain,
thanks mainly to Amarildo, Pele's

teenage deputy.
Now it was the quarter-final stage

and Brazil would have to pull their

socks up for a final burst. Will they
be able to overcome the stiff hurdles
in their way with Pele out of the
team? The question haunted every
mind. Brazil provided the answer in

no uncertain manner downing Eng-
land in a keenly contested quarter-
final tie. And the man who made that

possible was none other than Garrin-
cha. After a rather quite time in the
qualifiers, he seemed to get back his

form all of a sudden. He took his side

into the lead in the 31st minute with
a superb header. But England equal-
ized soon through Hitchens alter a
few futile attempts. Now it was a

neck to neck affair. England got

tremendous inspiration and left no
stone unturned to tilt the balance in

their favour. The Brazilians were not

to give up either. But the final say
proved to he Garrincha s. In the
second half he squeezed England out
of the running when the England
goalkeeper failed to hold his shot

and Vava followed up to score, and
then when he scored the third w ith a

long swerving shot.

But even better things were still in

the offing. In the semifinal against
hosts Chile he scored two more un-
forgettables—the first a pile-driver

from 20 yards out and the second a
brilliant header from a corner kick
Brazil won the* match convincingly
but not before experiencing some
bitter moments of argument and
abusing. And for the 76,594 tthe
biggest crow'd of the series) specta-
tors, it was frustrating indeed to see
the great Garrincha, the hero of the
game, being sent off the ground with
another player Landa. But every-
thing jhat was bitter was forgotten
when Brazil won the Cup for the
second time running and of all the
stars that shone during the competi-
tion the brightest proved to be Gar-
rincha, without doubt.

But misfortune was waiting in the
wings. He met with a highway acci-

dent sustaining serious injuries
which necessitated an operation on
his right knee. Added to it were some
family problems caused by his in-

volvement with a singer. But the
worst of all was his increasing addic-
tion to alcohol. He was described a
committed alcoholic and was kept
under intensive care under ministe-
rial order.
But it was too late then and one of

the greatest footballers of all time
died a rather ignominious death in a
hospital in his home state of Rio.



Sportsworid Special

BENSON AND HEDGES WORLD SERIES CUP

Brilliance filters through
The one-day limited overs games this Australian

summer have once again proved that the public will

pay to watch instant cricket. Record crowds have
turned up to watch the opening stages of the
triangular battle between England, New Zealand
and hosts Australia.

DANIEL BLACK reports.

AT the end of the first fortnight of I with 38 and Lance Cairns chanced
this competition, there must his arm for a slog that was worth 36,xjLthis competition, there must

surely be three happy and contented
bodies of men. And one is not refer-

ring to England, Australia and New
Zealand; instead the Australian
Cricket Board, the Benson and
Hedges bosses, and of course, the
men who matter at Channel Nine.
The advertising blurb for the

Ashes series and the one-day inter-

nationals promoted the extravagan-
za as “The hottest cricket in a hun-
dred summers”. Well, they were
really sticking their collective necks
out, weren’t they? But the publicity

has paid off and everyone’s prayers
have been* answered: generously.
The promoters have been lucky and
they must surely be laughing all the
way to the bank.
At the end of the first fortnight, no

one team had any real edge over its

two rivals. Each has had a couple of

good wins here and there but the
competition has been extremely
keen. A measure of the popularity of

the current contest is the fact that
the locals at Sydney, Brisbane and
Melbourne have turned up in droves
in spite of the limitation of only two
cans of beer per person. In Australia,
you are considered crazy if you tell

potential ticket-buyers that they
can’t guzzle their beloved beer, but
the B&H series has done well despite
the restrictions on alcohol. In this

country, there is no better yardstick
for success.
Beyond a shade of doubt, the

match of the series so far was the one
played on January 13 at Melbourne,
in which England beat the New
Zealanders by two runs. The match
was decided on the last ball and the
manner in which this was done bears
repetition.
New Zealand, batting first, piled

up an impressive total of 239 for

eight wickert. The base of this total

was laid by the openers Wright and
Edgar, who put on 55 and 30 respec-
tively to make a mockery of Eng-
land** bowlers. Turner chipped in

with 38 and Lance Cairns chanced
his arm for a slog that was worth 36,

after which the pressure was on the
English batsmen.

Willis decided to reshuffle his bat-

ting, putting David Gower in as an
opener and this move brought them
tantalisingly close to victory. Gower
responded magnificently, finishing

the day with 122 to his name, but
there was never any spine to the rest

of the England batting.

With Gower in the kind of form
that most batsmen only dream of, it

just needed someone to stick around
'and prevent a slide, but that was not
to be Tavare helped take the shine
off the new ball but that was about
all. He was also required to get some
runs but he managed only 16 before
it was time again to remove his

helmet and tuck his bat under his

arm.
Allan Lamb, the powerful, free-

stroking South African only got 15
and Trevor Jesty and Derek Randall
failed to get into double figures.

With the exit of Botham, England’s
chances weren't worth a bent nickel;

the pressure was on them anyway
after Gower went.
They had their chances, but they

choked. Amazing though it may
seem, they needed only 40 runs off

the last ten overs and then just 17

runs off the last 18 deliveries. Ulti-

mately, they were looking for two
runs off the last ball to draw the

match and three to win. Trevor
Chappell might have resorted to his

underarm instincts in a similar situa-

tion not so long ago, but this New
Zealand side proved that they had no
intentions of stooping so low. The
ball was delivered in orthodox
fashion and Marks, head high in the

air, tried to put the ball into orbit. It

would have been a story to tell his

f
randchildren if he had succeeded,
ut Marks1 dream was shattered; so

too his stumps. New Zealand were
home and dry.

The mystery man has so far been
Ian Botham. Looking rather heavier

tbati usual, the ill-rounder

.Somerset has been merely a shadow :

*f his former self. Not so long ago he
flayed the Australians to take the >

Ashes almost singlehanded, but on

,

this tour he has struggled to find his

form. England look a rather ordinary ''

side when Botham performs below
par, but he has to come good soon.

.

The crowds haven’t made life easy,

for him and the big man has been the'.,

j

butt of many a joke. At one of thp,

games a knot of irreverent specta*
;

tors took up the chant of the old song
“Daisy, Daisy” but this time tfae.,>

words were slightly different; “Por«
ky, Porky, give us your answer, do”
Porky, unimpressed, betrayed not a. i

flicker of emotion.
As far as individual performances

;

f
o, the two hundreds on the trot by,

;

;ngland’s vice captain, David Gowerr
-

must surely rate a mention in de> >

spatches. Technique, patience. :

strokeplay. They were all there. And
,

to watch him go about his task you

^

cannot help but wonder where it

comes from, that effortless style. He i

j

makes it all look so easy. He'D cap*
tain England one day.
Lamb too has had a good seasonal

He has taken two Man of the Match :

awards and has stolen a number of:

hearts among the bevy of beautieis

who turn up at the matches. He got
108 against New Zealand in the tur*

: ;

naround game on January 20 at
Sydney, which England won by eight

'

wickets. Then, in England's next/
game, this time against Australia on
January 23, he got 94. He is a big
man but he moves well and one can
never be sure how to bowl to him, for

he has an answer to everything. Or
almost everything.
The other South African, Kepler

;

Wessels, who has found a place for

himself in the Australian team, has
also found runs fairly easy to come
by. Three scores of fifty plus in six

'

B&H games makes him one of the :

more consistent performers. He got

79 against New Zealand on January
9, then 58 against New Zealand again 1

on January 18 and finally 62 against

'

them once more on January 22. He
hasn't had the same success against
England so far, but let’s not lose !

sight of the fact that he got plenty of

runs against them in the Test.
]

New Zealand, at this stage, have
;

three losses and an equal number of
wins from their six games, but whenj
you consider that they were the least

'

fancied side at the start of th£\:

tournament, they haven’t done too
badly at all. Their openers have

,

served them well, they have hadj
some regular scores from Glen Tufv j

ner and the tailenders have the abil- *

ity to close their ’eyes and slog, j
Hadlee hasn’t come off too well so i

far. But, like Botham, he has plenty ,

of mileage left.

So there it is. Australia are the i

best off so far, but as they say in the !

ads, anything can happen Especially I

with Kim Hughes at the helm.



SPORTSWORLD: Earlier, in an in-

terview to this magazine you had
laid that there was not much of a
difference between the two teams.
After four Test matches would you
ttill say the same?
SUNIL GAVASKAR: The only differ-

once (between the two sides) in the
series has been Imran Khan. He has
managed to dismiss us on some veiy
unhelpful wickets, at least for his
Itind of bowling.

I think that there has been a great
deal of improvement in his style

since the series of 1978 and 1979-80.
Earlier, he was more concerned with
trying to prove to everybody that he
was a genuinely quick bowler, often
pitching the ball short and making it

fly about. Now he bowls a fuller

length and has developed the out-
swinger which he could not bowl
Whenever he wanted to the previous
time I faced him. That has made a
big difference because earlier he
was a totally different bowler. At
that stage you expected him to bowl
only induckers to you,

SFWD: Have you ever seen a bowler
as destructive in a single series as
Imran has been?
SG: I can’t really remember. The last
time that the Indians had a bad
Series was in 1974 against England
When we lost 3-0, but even there it

Wasn’t one single bowler who des-
troyed us. This has been, one series
where a single person has done all

the damage and <;6n unresponsive
tracks, too.

SPWD: Where do you think India
Actually went wrong?
SG: Much as Imran bowled well,
there was a certain lack of applica-
tion from some of our batsmen. They
lacked the right attitude required to
build an innipgs. There was no lax-

it|b but a sense of complacency.

SPWD: How would you explain the
complacency?
SG: The trouble with having a party

Cover Story

“The
difference was
Imran Khan”
MUOAR PATHERYA interviewed SUNIL
GAVASKAR on the eve of the fifth Test to

find out where India went wrong

on a tour is that the team has to be
chosen from within the 16 while for a

series at home you have the entire

country to choose from. Unfortunate-
ly, people start telling themselves
“Look, 1 have got another game.”
That is the complacency that 1 am
talking about.

SPWD: Do you think that most of the
players weren’t up to it psychologi-
cally, rather than lacking m actual
playing ability?

SG: Quite right. I don’t think that we
are as bad as our performances sug-

gest. We have played swing bowling
m far more difficult conditions and
fought our way through. On earlier
occasions we also used to do better in

the second innings.
What 1 can't put a finger on is how

we collapsed twice out of three
matches. After the loss at Karachi
most of the players were not up to

the brim from the point of view of

morale.

SPWD: This tour must have been
quite frustrating for you. What has
pained you the most?

Imran Kharh-^towts a lutier length



The Karachi Test - Venqsarkar h ms imm 7 to leq

$G- The inability of our batsmen to fl

put their heads down and improve on I
their first innings failures That has I
been the most painful because all 1
our batsmen have the requited ex I

E
enence, with the exception of Arun |
al and Snkkanth It nas been dis

appointing because they all aie top
class plajers

SPWD* And what about the most
heartening points of this trip0

SG The temperament shown by
Manmder Singh and Sivaramaknsh
nan They have [increased m confi

dence, in theii anility and they tend

to think optimistically The maturity
shown by Manmder has really stood

out
Coming to the batting department,

the name that comes first to mind is

that of Mohinder Amarnath A gutsy

player, I saw him in 1976 and 1977

face one of the fastest attacks in the
world, shouldering arms and taking

the ball on his body without a chest

pad 1 Not manv batsmen m the world
would have done that

One has always had respect for his

ability and the reason why he missed
out on quite a few tours was because *

Hi ^dsa 1

h
Me hinder Amarnath—a gutsy player

people talked ol him as in all

rounder more than is a front line

batsman Ashok Malhotfa \ashpa]
Sharma and Sandt ep Paul scored
over him in England but this time it

was Ashok M dhoti a who wa left

out *

Mohinder has been the backbone
of our batting on tins tout when he is

in the middle it is difficult 10 see how
he can get out in the sense that he
looks so compact, so suit lit does
not play m no man s land and is

either right back or tight forward
He has been, perhaps the most con
sistent batsman m tht sidt he cause
of his abilitv to plas fast bowling and
the temperament t< build up an
innings instead ol playing lashly

SPWD The very reasons whv he wa$
promoted in the batting order >

SG f Ihats right and it is no reflet

tion on Dilip Vengsaikirs ability

Dilip was playing back to cvei ythmj?
and keeping htmselt open
SPWD There were allegations that

the Indians were not putting their
everything into the one*dav game at

Karachi What would you make of it?

SG No, 1 dont ague really ft was
one match where we had e\ei\ thing



jit© win and nothing to lose. Had we
5 .won, we would have levelled the
;»e-day series and we believed that

i could be done.
The Pakistanis at the outset en-

iSpeyed one major advantage. Their
5 Sfrtttfielding was superb. I hate to say

as I would not want to cast

^aspersions on the abilities of some ol

g team-mates. But even 25 and
year-olds have a lesson to learn as

Mar as collecting quickly and throw-
Mhg in goes. This, of course, is apart
^{jrom snowing their kind of enthu-
siasm for the job.

JvV We were outplayed in the outfield,

%y a mile that is. It put additional
(pressure on our batsmen and they
Couldn’t take singles which are the
lifeblood of Test cricket. We strug-

gled to get the ones because then
(cover fielding and fielding at mid
: wicket was very quick. We could not
"rotate the strike as much we would
have wanted to.

, SPWD: What about the overall
^fitness of the team in the series?

SC: No, I think that has been one
Other heartening aspect. The boys

;have taken calisthenics very serious-

«lj^ the advantage really of having a
^travelling doctor with the team. I)r.

JRaur is a young chap, the advantage
Wf his age being that he can lead the
flayers into completing their exer-
Jdt$es. An older man might have had
problems about running with the
Mayers. Moreover, the boys feel at

borne with this doctor and vice versa,
mutual.

SPWD: Coming to individuals,
;what about Sandeep Patil?

SG: He had two very good innings,

;Qne at Lahore in the first Test and
"the other at Faisulabad. But then
&$ain, he is the kind of player who,
with his high back lil t, is given prob-

lems by balls swinging into or away
from him. But ho has had success at

Test level.

<; SPWD: He was unfortunate to

have been dogged by fitness prob-

lems.
n SO: That's true. On this trip he has

some trouble with his shouldei
we have not been able to bowl him

Upuch, This has been a big handicap
pais he is a useful change bowler. If we

had him in the side to do it, the
Composition might have been just

What much different for something to

happen. His bowling would have
'been very useful in the one-day
(games.
SPWD: Kapil impressed momen-

tarily in the Karachi one-day match,
f&t apart from that he too, has
'Struggled on the tour.

SC>: 1 think Kapil has been such a

tftagniiicent performer for India, no I
: am sorry has been such a magnifi-

£pent performer tor India, for using
words “has been. In fact, he is-

,^$\lch a magnificent performer that

-.(brace he stops getting wickets for a

^Tafet or two we start worrying about
$hitn.

<£. All sorrs of theories are put out.

Basically he has been bowling on



very good wickets in Pakistan which
have not really helped him. Besides,
he has also been bowling to batsmen
in top form. That has made a lot of

difference.
As far as his batting is concerned,

let me stress that he should give a bit

more thought to it. If he concentrates
just on driving the ball instead of

trying to play on either side of the
wicket, he will score plenty of runs.

His obsession (or hitting on tjie sides

has often led him to play across the
line very early on in his innings.

SPWD: This has been one tour in a
long time when Dilip Doshi has also

not succeeded.
SG: He is a fitness fanatic and kept

himself in remarkably good trim but
as far as his bowling goes 1 think he
will now be realising what our spin-

ners went through in 1978.

There has hardly been any purch-
ase in the wickets. Even in the side

game* “turn” has been hard to come
by. Another of his disadvantages has
been that he has met batsmen who
can play spin bowling. He hasn’t

really bowled badly; its just that the
batsmen have pJaved him well. No
one can, however, make a categoric-

al statement about whether he is

finished or not.

SPWD: Then come the in-

betweeners. What about Srikkanth?
SO: He played well in some of the

games. He is an instinctive kind of a

player and 1 would never ask him to

omit his shots. If he were to think
over each ball, then his effectiveness
would be curbed bv half. I think he
should be allowed to play as he
feels—whether the ball is up for it or

not. I would advise him to go on
hooking too, five yards here or there
and the fielders might have no
chance.
SPWD: What about Arun Lai?

SG: He has impressed us very
much with his temperament while
from the point of view of technique
he is probably facing this kind of

bowling for the first time. He had
this tendency to push at the ball and
was told about it. Being a conscien-
tious guy, he worked at it in the nets
in spite of not being in the eleven.

He has continued to do that because
I think he has the in-built determina-
tion and the urge to improve.
SPWD: Vtahy must be causing

problems too.

SG: It’s very difficult to say be-

cause I have seen him play great
innings over the years. So, perhaps, I

am a bit biased about him. Here in

Pakistan he has tried to play across

the line and square of the wicket
instead of straight down in the initial

stages and that has got him into

trouble. But 1 don't think that he is

finished. In fact, he has years to go.

SPWD: What about India’s for-

tunes with an eye to the future after

this rout?
SG: The results of this tour have

been hardly encouraging, to put it

mildly* so the West Indies tour might
not give us the right kind of impetus.

Sandeep Petit—had two very good innings

The idea was that if Indian cricket

were to get a break at this stage-
play next in the World Cup and then
in the series at home—it would be
ideal.

The West Indies are, perhaps, the
best side in the world and a very
talented team. It is going to take a
lot of determination for those
selected to make the hour a success.

SPWD: Another excuse ascribed
for the failure of the Indians has
been the packed itinerary. In fact,

the Lahore and Karachi Tests had
only a day's gap in between.
SG: The last three tour matches

were quite hectic out earlier on, we
had a couple of days before each
game. A day's rest at that stage
would have been enough as people
would have been fresh for the Test
match.

If two days had been given be-

tween the fifth and sixth Tests they
would have been far better utilised.

After the Karachi one-day game
there were quite a few blokes who
had sprains and they were given just

24 hours to recover. The same has
been the case after the Lahore Test
(fifth). The itinerary could have
been planned more practically, tak-

ing into account the last few match-
es, as I said, with two days of rest

between the international and the
Tests and between the respective

Tests also.

SPWD: What about the staying

facilities contributing to our down-
fall?

SG: Cricketers, when tbev reach
the international stage, should teally

adjust to all the conditions. 1

would’nt say that the staying condi-

tions have contributed but the
atmosphere has not been very en-

couraging.
1 would not warn to take anything

away from the Pakistani wins bur the
Indians have had very little to do in

the evenings and that is not good for

a buildup to Test cricket. Players
tend to brood ovei their failures. 1

would have liked the players to go
out in the evenings but somehow the
invitations were not forthcoming.
SPWD: In the light of our current

failure and also the indifferent atti-

tude from the Pakistani public, does
the idea of an annual Test series

sound encouraging?
SG: A rhree-Test series would just

about be ideal, because it would
mean four to six weeks in the coun-

try, the right length for a tour to

Pakistan. Also, there should be a

ood number of days to rest in that

ind of programme. The duration of

a tour should not be such that people
start counting the days before re-

turning home. You’ve been here and
you bloody well know how it is!
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KARACHI ONE-DAY INTERNATIONAL

Zaheer drives the last

nail into India’s coffin
MUDAR PATHERYA

ESPhC IALLY attei fhe Hydei
abad humbling the Karachi In

ternatinnal, the last of another kind
of series was a foregone conclusion
An Indian \ictois seemed out of the
question though whatevtr interest
that seemed to he lei t was because* of

the Indian vutot\ at Lahote
There were people who wert still

optimistic that India could win at
Karachi and square the overs limit

fortunes speculating on how and
when The rest were bettei otl with
the stock exchange
So the defeat did not shock W hat

did was the absence of spine in the

Indian performance, more delibti

ate than lust arising fiom rnterai
tion On quite a tew occasions it was
becoming eudent that players were
fishing for then berths for the Win
dies tup in Februaiv
Yashpai Shprma test his patwnre at 2/

As a iesulr, quite a few played
against the natural flow of things,
content to keep their end up for as
long as possible and breathe a little

Not sui pi lsmglv India made just 197
in 40 overs instead of many more
The last itw overs gave blatant sug
gtstion of this fact instead of mak
ing an all out effort the batsmen
were still probing tentativeh

India opted lor batting after win
mng the toss a change from the past
Snkkanth and Aiun Lai opened and
for some unit both snuggled to con
nect and hence were hai dly impress
ive The first five overs yielded just
14 and a pap of six overs elapsed
before the next boundary was
scored
Much adrenalin was pumped as

long as Imran bowled as he sue
ceecU d in ket ping down the runs As

long as the Indians were pushing
forward and not connecting, the
chances of edging somehow dis-

appeared At the total of 31 Imran
took himself off, all though his fi-

gures were 4 2 4-0

The golden armed Mudassar was
called on, though he was surprisingly
omitted from the firing line at
Hydefebad The second ball was
hooked for six by Arun Lai, reason
enough to deserve a pat from Snk
kanth walking specially down for

that
But the effect hardlv lasted Arun

Lai tailed to get behind an incoming
Sarfraz delivery at 41 and his bails

had flown His lb runs had come in

34 balls, a ratio least appreciable
Most ot the Indian batsmen on the
day were to find themselves in a
technical impasse of sort, the stroke
not coming to meet the instincts The
scoung rate dibbled along without
any teal purpose and after 20 overs,
the scote stood at oni> 82
Mudassar was taken off at 99, time

most opportune for one spectator to

jump the barbed wire and piesent
Javed Miandad with a picture of his

m a frame along with a garland
Vashpal tightened the reins bv
square cutting Takih foi his only
boundary while Snkkanth picked
out the same bowlei foi identical
treatment past mid wicket
Next ball, Snkkanth was making

designs to heave Fakih out of
Karachi, out of Pakistan and out of

this planetary system A second la

tei, the spectatois were selling He
had been safely taken b> Naqqash on
the long on houndan for 48 His
innings had taken him 75 balls and
128 minutes to state a tact—statistics

that took something awav fiom his
reputation
That had been at 120 and foui runs

later, Yashpal’s dismissal made it

the fourth dismissal After 55 mi
nutes and 41 balls he lost his pan
ence and on drove Sarfraz uppishly
into Imran at mid on Sharma had
made 27 and his exit signalled the
intrusion of some hundred admireis
They wandered without reason and
Imran Khan at one stage chucked a
ball furiously at a fleeing spectator
There were no moie collapses for

some time From the 29th over
Gavaskar and his deputy got along
improving on India’s fortunes Kapil
hit Fakih for six at 133 m the 30th
over while at 142 the partnership
was almost separated when Fakin
dived m the country to catch a lofted
hit of Gavaskar’s, held it then spilled
over For once, Imran was seen ap
plaudmg a wonderful effort

Gavaskar seemed to make amends
and at 149 Fakih was cleared over
long on, excuse enough for another
few hundred to overflow onto the
playing area It began with in-

nocuous handshakes with the Indian
captain, later it was to go as far as
picking him up, patting him on his
cheek and embracing him like lovers
m reconciliation. The little party
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Imran Khan economical bowling

broke up when Ban began kicking
whoever came in his way and pun
chmg them with his gloves
A couple of balls later, Kapil hit

the cleanest stroke of the Indian
innings a drive bisecting co\er and
extra cover with computei like preu
sion At 160 and 32 overs, Imian
Khan came on and it was a return to

the glimmer quarters of the game
Two luns later, Kapil diove him

above gtound and Mansoor Akhtai
held sately in the rovers Another
invasion and this time Imran up
rooted a stump and stood there m
waiting Miandad and Mudassar had,
however, got going They caught
those nearest to them by their hair
and kicked and slapped at will A

shameful incident as this—not neces-
sarily a slight on the players but a
display of poor public.thinking and
even worse arrangements from the
side of the organisers—was probably
seen for the first time m internation-
al cncket
Gavaskar and Vengsarkar pro

video the cement, the former espe
cially standing out m adjusting ms
style to suit the immediate purpose
Finally, after having made 23 m 26
balls—take note—he swung Imran to

Raja at mid wicket who held it

Another over and the Indian innings
had wound up A score of 197 for six

after 40 overs looked very much
within shying distance and Vengsaf
kar and Kirmam returned, 22 and
one to them respectively

Indian hopes were kindled
momentarily when Moh&m went lbw
to Sandhu for five after the bowler
had bowled two wides m the same
over Kapil added to the debating
with a maiden over to follow but the
incoming Zaheer could hardly wait
Here he was, scorning the theory

of having a look at the bowling He
came off with the blinkers bv on
driving Sandhu for a four past mid
on and then square cutting the bow
lei foi yet another boundary Mudas
sar all this while seemed to be giving
himself to waste, the logic of which
was showed up when Gavaskar cal
led Srikkanth to take on one end
Immediately Zaheer was driving for
foui then hooking the third ball for
a six ovei square leg Off the fourth
ball he had pulled off a ditto and
“Zed” Abbas was bv now 42 and
Mudassar, who had come in much
earlier, only 12 Pakistan were 69 for

India

Srikkanth c Naqqash b Fakih 48
Arun Lai b Sarfraz Nawaz 1

6

M Amarnath b Sarfraz Nawaz 8
Y Sharma c Imran b Sarfraz 27
Kapil Dev c Mansur Akhtar b Imran 20
S Gavaskar c Wasim Raja b Imran 23
D B Vengsarkar not out 22
S Kirmam not out 1

Extras 32
Total (for six wickets) 1 97
(40 overs)

Fall of wickets 1-41 2 54 3-120 4-124 5-162 6-192
Bowling Imran 8-3-15 2 Naqqash 8-1-38 0 Mudassar 8-1-30-0 Sarfraz
8-1 31-3 Fakih 8-0-51-1

Pakistan

Mohsin Khan lbw Sandhu 5
Mudassar Nazar not out 6

1

Zaheer Abbas c Amarnath b Sandhu 1 1

3

Javed Miandad not out 6
Extras 13
Total (for two wickets in 35 overs) 1 98

Fall of wickets 1-9 2-179
Bowling Kapil Dev’ 5-1 -11-0, Sekhar 4-0-19-0 Sandhu 7-0-38-2, Srikkanth
2-0-27-0, Gavaskar 1 -0-4-0 Mahmder 8-0 47-0 Yeshpal 8-0-39-0

one at the end of the 12th over
That gave the fight away Srik

kanth was most surprisingly pei
sisted with and when he was finally
taken off he had yielded 27 runs in

two overs Zaheer, enjoying this tac
tical faux pas, had meanwhile
reached his 50 m 51 minutes and off

35 balls At 104, Maninder Singh was
brought on for his first over That
seemed odd as half the score had
been crossed when the Indian skip
per thought ot bringing on his kev
spinner of the game Zaheei had got
himself on top and at that stage it

required more than the turbaned
spinner to stem the rot

Some time later, Zaheer had
driven Maninder to the off to get his
seventh century against the Indians,
off only 94 balls inclusive of ten
fours and two sixes Sekhar had also
been brought on and though his
analysis of 4 0 19 0 may put it con
usely, it must be admitted that he
brought hope for the rest on this
doomed trip On a couple of occa
sions Zaheer was fending most
awkwardly and Sunil Gavaskar was
later to agree that he showed much
promise for the future
Zaheer continued with his blitz

being allowed to get away with it on
occasions He was dropped by Kapil
on the boundary after his centurv
had been reached and that lapse
earned Pakistan $*x runs Finally it

ended when he swung Sandhu to
Mohmder at 113 butiby then Pakis
tan were within whispering distance
of home
Miandad and Mudassar saw them

through with five overs and eight
wickets to spare, not entirely mean
ing to forget Mudassar's hangei on
He had managed 50 nearer the end
At that time some spectators m a
farflung corner of the stadium were
having a little war with stones
against their own policemen Luckily
no player orjournalist got killed at
the ground There might have been
an international situation
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JAPAN OPEN BADMINTON

Han Jian in superb form
I

F anybody had anv doubts as to

who should be legarded the num
her one badminton plaver on the
Asian circuit at piesent the question
of the top spot was settJed mdisput
ablv when Han ]ian beat Prakash
Padukone at Yokohama to win the

men’s singles title of tht lapan Open
badminton championship His vie

toiy at the Asian (iames gave him
the premiei position indeed but one
gieat master of the continent Pra
kash Padukone was not m tht Dc Ihi

competition Hence Han ban s sui

premucy was not proved beyond
doubt and ht nttded to fact Prakash
closely on the heels ot the ^sian
Games to decide the tc p spot issue m
Asia

Naturallv for both it was a pit

stige encountci and thev did then
best all to clinch tht issue But Han
fian has been enjoying a splendid
foim ovei tht last few ytais while

Prakash Padukone- keen contest

Prakash despite quite a few signifi

cant victories cannot be said to be at

his pet-k ovei the same pei lod So it

would not be wrong to say that the
fotmet had a slight edge ovei the
Indian badminton ace at least on
paper And the Asiad gold medallist
proved that impiessivelv by downing
Piakash Padukone 6 15, 15 8 15 9
The victory got Han ]ian a pn/e
money of $4,347, while the tunnci up
Padukone bagged %2 171
The women’s singles title also

went to a Chinese It was Han Aiping
an unsetded plavci who met
anothet unseeded participant Dane
Kirsten Lai sen I he latter lost the
match 2 11 4 11 Tht title was woith
10 million ven (42 531 dollar) and
tht winner Han collected 90 0000
ven (I 8 SO dollars ) whilt the i unnei
up Dane eained 40 0000 ven (1 702
dollais) as ninnt? up

In the mixed doubles final the

veteran Thomas Khilstrom and Nora
Perry, of Sweden and England re
spectivelv, beat a British team of

Martin Dew and Gillian Gilks 15 5
and 15 2
Thomas Khilstrom shared the

men’s double crown also when in

paitnership with Stefan Kartsson he
beat Razif Suidek of Malaysia and
Rubv Haervanto of Indonesia 18 14
6 15 and 15 6 in the final

Earlier Kersten Larsen of De
nmark made his way to the semifinal
defeating Ffimiko lokainn of Japan
115, 12 10 in the quartets In the
semis, she was to face worlds 11th
ranked badminton plaver Kim \un
Ja ot South Korea Miss Kim leached
the semis through an upset vutoiy
over China’s veteian badminton act

Wu Dixi who is ianked world s num
her two The scores were 115 and
11 1—a convincing win indeed

In the doubles section Park Joo
Bong and I ee Un Koo beat 1 ngland s

Stephen Raddt lev and I)ipak Taylor
15 9 15 8

Piakash s entiy into tht final was
bv virrut of the Indonesian act link
Sugiarto s withdiawal from the u m
petition due to pulled muse It in both
his legs duiing a match Had he hten
in the contest Piakash would have
to negotutt a seemingly insui mount
able hm die to go to the final Ir was
this Indonesian who heat him a few
davs ago in the laipti Masters
tournament
On tht other hand Han Inn faced

the 20\cai old Muhacl Kjtldsm of

Denmark before reaching tht finals

It was their stirniinal encountci
which the foimer won with confi
dence 15 11 15 2 l p to this stage
both tht finalists Han lian and Pi a

kash Padukone won all thtn ioui

matches in tht competition compns
mg 12 players from 20 countries

In the wome n s division the dou
bits lmal proved to be an all British

aftau when the Lnglish team made
shoit work ot their (apantsc tnd
C hint st opponent m the semifinal
Beiort this the teigmng All Lngland
Open champions Martin Dew and
Gillian C.ilkes elbowed then wav to

the quaitei finals m the mixed dou
bits event This match took place on
the opening day of the tivedav
torn name nt held at the \okohama
( ultural Gymnasium southwest of

Tokyo Tht Butish pail had hardly
anv tr ouble to eliminate Thor hjor ern
and C hristine Magusson 15 2, 15 2 in

the second rounel

On the other side Steen laldbeig
and Pia Nielsen of Denmark beat
Wong Manhing and Wong Hat ping of

Hong Kong 15 1 15 10
In the mixed doubles division

Sweden s Thomas Khilstrom and
Noia Perrv of 1 ngland the cham
pion of the 1982 Danish Open and
Scandinavian Cup, qualified for the
quarter finals They downed China’s
Juirtg Guoliang and Zhen Yuli 15 1
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TT it common knowledge that
JAe spin service bet been ban-
ned by the Interaedonal Badmin-
ton Federation. It was felt that
die service was detrimental to the
game, as rallies were shortened to
a greet extent. Besides the above
change there were many other
important decisions taken at the
Annual General Meeting held in

London in the middle of 1982. to
formulate a system of recognition
of coaches at the international
level and to maintain a list for the
continent/region.
Ail above-mentioned require-

ments were effective from July 1-

1982.

1.

Law 4 has been altered to read
as follows, with the intention to

introduce a system for approval
of shuttles:
“Shuttle"

4(a) (i) General Design
A shuttle shall have from 14 to 16
feathers fixed in a cork base which is

25 mm to 28 mm (1 inch to ^V») in

diameter.
The feathers shall be from 64 mm to

70 mm (2Vz to 2-3 4 inches) in length

from the tip to the top of the cork
base. The tips of the feathers shall

form a circle with a diameter within

the range of 54 mm to 64 mm (2 'A to

2Vi inches.) The feathers shall be
fastened firmly with thread or other
suitable material.

The bottom of the cork shall be
rounded and covered by a thin layer

of white leather or a material with

similar properties.

4(a) (II) Synthetic Shuttles

A skirt of synthetic meterial replaces
the natural feathers. The base shall

be of cork covered with a thin layer

of white leather or a material with

similar properties. Alternatively the

base can be made of synthetic mate-
rial having similar properties and feel

on the racket strings as cork covered
bya thin layer fo leather. The bottom
of the base shall be rounded.
The flight characteristics shall be

smaller to those of a feathered shut-

Be. Measurements shall be the same

of trie differences
and behaviour
in comparison

i variation of up to 10
stated

(b) Weight
A shuttle shall weigh from 73 to 85"

'

> 3.50 grammes) (c)

ace and Flight

The shuttle shall be deemed to be of
correctpace when ft is hit by a player

with a full underhand Stroks from a
spot immediately above one back
boundary flee in a direction parallel

to the side Knee and at an upward
'mm to fatl not less man 0.30
nmm (one foot) end not more than
0.70 meins {two feet *j* inches)

short of the other back boundary
lifid*

2. Law 14 (a) altered to read as
follows:

“It Is a fault, If in serving, (i) the
initial point Of contact with the
shuttle is not on the base of the
•shuttle, or (II) any part of the
shuttle at the Instant of being
struck higher then the server's

waist, or (lit) if at the instant of the
shuttle being struck the shaft of

the racket be not pointing in a
downward direction to such an
extent that the whole of the head
of the racket Is dtscemibly below
the whole of server s hand hold-

ing the racket."

The above bans the Spin service
3. A new Law No. 21 was intro-

duced as under:
“If a player deliberately interferes

with the speed of a shuttle or

behaves in an offensive manner
or is guilty of misconduct not

otherwise covered by the Laws of

Badminton, the umpire shall

a) issue a warning to the player

and
b) fault the offender in flagrant or
persistent cases. If. after the
umpire has taken action under (b)

above, the player continues
offend under Law 21 the umpire
may report the offence to the
referee and the referee shall

have the power to disqualify the
offending side.”

5. As an annexure to the Laws of

Badminton, Laws for Badminton
for the disabled were legislated

as under: .

Badminton for the disabled
The following amended Laws of

Badminton are applicable to the
various categories of disabled
people as listed:

a. Ambulant (No change in the
laws)
Persons requiring no mechanical
aid to perambulation.
b. Semi ambuient
Persons capable of erect peram-
bulation but only with mechanical
aid such as:

Crutch(es)
stick(s)

support frame
leg brace(s)
artificial terns)

c. Non-ambuarvt
Persons whose disabilities dictate

that they Adopt a sedentary posture
usijjj such support as:

Wheel-chair
Stoll

Players must serve from and receive

within the same service as adopted
at the beginning of a game, through-

out that game.
When the service is not returned or a
fault la mads by the ‘out’ side and
fhe Sn' aids thereby scores a point;

The service passes to the other
player of the ‘in' side and is delivered
by him from the other service court
and continues to alternate thus as
long as the ‘in' aide continues to
score.'

As only one service exists at
each and, references to 'left’ and
‘right’ and 'change service courts’
do not apply..

Law(b)—'(i.e. into the one not
diagonally opposite to the server)
shall not apply.
Then again in

14(c) The wording of this Law to
be extended so as to re-

quire the servers and re-

ceivers “mechanical aid”
also to be within the
appropriate service court.
Tlie word “diagonally” to
be deleted.

14(i) The wording of this lew to be
extended so as to make it a
fault if the player or his

“mechanical aid" or "support"

is struck by the shuttle.

16. Every part of the player's person
and ^mechanical aid” and “sup-

port" that is in contact with the

surface of the court shall be
within the appropriate service

court and in a stationary position

until the service is delivered.

All other Laws to remain unchanged
for all classifications. (This includes

Lqw 4 with the pace of the shuttle

being measured against the length

of a standard court by an able-

bodied or ambulant player of aver-

age strength. A shuttle passing this

test is suitable for play by all)

Amendments to Regulations for

the International Badminton Cham-
pionships for Thomas Cup and Uber
Cup were considered and the AGM
decided to suspend the existing reg-

ulations for the period between 1982
and the AGM in 1983.

The proposal of the USSR bad-
minton Federation to expel the Bad-
minton of Union of Souttt Africa

Republic from I.B.F membership for

the racial discrimination poftcy was
lost. The council of the IBF in its

meeting later instituted a committee
in which Mr S.R. Chandha Vice
President, International Badminton
Federation was elected as a mem-
ber to formulate a system of recogni-
tion of coaches on International level

All television, audioand film rights
shall be the exclusive properly of the
I.B.F. and shaH be retained by the
I.B.F. The IJ3.F. may grant conces-
sion and licences in respect of theseiHHiH
msanons on a division of any pro-
ceeds from the sale of such rights.

Alt above amendments have' be-
come effective from July. 1982.
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ASIAN MASTERS CHESS— FIRST LEG

Dead heat for the top spot

THE first leg of the Asian Masters I In the 4 nation, 12-player tourna
Chess circuit ended up in a triple ment national champion ThipsayJL Chess circuit ended up in a triple

tie for first place among internation-
al.Masters T. N. Parameswaran (Air
India), V. Ravi Kumar (BHEL) and
national champion Pravin Thipsav
(CRPF). The Asian Masters circuit is

a string of Masters level tourna-
ments held in various Asian coun-
tries thereby providing opportuni-
ties to talented Asian players to

score title norms. It is the brainchild
of the World Chess Federation
(FIDE) President Campomanes of

the Philippines who is doing a lot to

promote this sport in Asia.
India has taken the initiative this

year by hosting the first leg at the
YMCA, Hyderabad from January 3

In the 4 nation, 12-player tourna-
ment national champion Thipsay
took the lead but suffered a setback
in the third round when he went
down to T. N. Parameswaran.

After a complex middle game,
bristling with sacrifices and subtle
manoeuvres the match was ad-
journed in a minor piece ending. On
resumption Thipsay mishandled the
ending and had to concede defeat
facing unavoidable queening
threats
Conceding draws to his team-

mates Ravi Kumar and Ravisekhar,
Parameswaran maintained the lead
right till the penultimate round by
unleashing a string of wins over the

foreign participants. Thipsay was

hi ? i -:/M

/ -

T.N. Parameswaran in action against Ravi Kumar

to 18. With the last minute withdraw-
als of players from Malaysia, Singa-

pore and Philippines, AiCF Secret-

ary Mr Ghalib was hard pressed to

meet the FIDE requirements for an
International tournament. For
reasons unknown the Filipino Mas-
ter Andronica Yap was denied a visa

by our embassy at Holland despite
the personal intervention of Mr Cam-
pomanes himself. However by substi-

tuting a Nigerian chess player and
two Srilankans, Ghalib fulfilled the
statutory requirements. The Indian
line-up included the Asian women’s
champion Miss. Rohini Khadilkar
and host entry Dr. Nagendra of

Osmania University who is currently
ranked No. 3 in the country. The
foreign contestants were Pitigala

and Athripane (Sri Lanka), Youns
Hassan (Bangladesh) and Tony
(Nigeria).

close on his heels after his recovers
with a couple of impressive wins
which included one over 1M Raja
Ravisekhar in a crucial encounter.
After three successive draws in the
first three rounds 1 pulled ofi elegant
victories over laileriders to join Thip-
say behind the leader. While
Rc visekhar showed signs of bad form
by drawing many games he should
have won, Rohini Khadilkar had to

her credit draws with foreign contes-

tants but, unfortunately, lost to the
locals. Pravin Thipsay who had to

leave early to be in time for another
IM tournament m Dubai from Janu-
ary 20 played two of his preponed
matches on a lest day in which he
was surprisingly held to draws by
Rohini Khadilkar and Sri Lanka’s
Pitigala. This took his tally to 8V2

?
oints in 11 matches leaving leader
. N. Parameswaran with a target of

2/3 to clinch the title while I needed
IV2 out of 2 to tie with Thipsay.
Apparently tired from his series of
tense battles Parameswaran drifted

;
into inferior position against Yunus

j

Hassan (Bangladesh) and Rohini
Khadilkar but resourceful play in

the endgame enabled him to draw
the matches. With yet another draw

!
with Nagendra in the last round
Paramaswaran had to be content
with a tie for first place.
A draw with Nagendra in the 9th

round left me facing former cham-
pion Nasir Ali in a crucial last round
encounter. Nasir Ali who had come
into form towards the end of the
tournament with 7 points to his cre-
dit in 10 matches needed a win to
achieve his first international master
norm. In an action packed positional
struggle from a dynamic opening
Nasir Ali was driven into a cramped
position. Despite being underapevere
time pressure I came up with a
intuitive piece sacrifice opening up
lines against his King and shattered
Nasir’s defences with elegant tactic-

al strokes. Thus I joined tne winners
to share the coveted 1st prize. With a
total prize money of Rs 20,000 the
tournament carried 7 prizes and was
efficiently organised by the All-India
Chess Federation (AICF). The
secretary of the federation, Mr. Gha-
lib despite several setbacks did a
great job. The final standings were:
1 to 3 IM T N. Parameswaran (Air
India). IM V. Ravikumar (BHEL) and
IM P. M. Thipsay (CRE’F). 8M2. (4)
Nasir Ali 7; (5) In Ravisekhar 6V2 (6)
Younus Hassan 6;(7j Nagendra 5; (8)
Pitigala 4 * 2.

Despite the fact that the untitled
players did not achieve any title

norms the tournament offered expo-
sure to international chess and en-
abled the players to gain rich experi-
ence.

V, RAVIKUMAR.

JUNIOR NATIONAL CHESS

Sudhakar
Baku shows
promise
THIS year's national junior chess

title went to the 17-year-old
talented player of Bangalore, Sudha-
kar Babu. A student of St. Joseph
College, he put up a splendid per-

formance remaining unbeaten
throughout the tournament and
gathering an amazing eight points
out of a maximum nine. And a num-
ber of his victories were over some
renowned players in the junior cir-

cuit—creditable indeed. His success
here not only gave him the first prize
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Dibyendu §erua—disappointment

of the qotttpetition, but also the new-
ly instituted Rathina Nadar Trophy
sponsored by the lithopress of Siva*
kasi.

The second position was secured
by the sensational Indian chess pro-

digy Dibyendu Barua. He got 7.5

points. For him it was si very impor-
tant competition. Had he succeeded
in clinching the title he would have
been in a position to participate in

the Asian and World Junior Chess
championships where only the title

holder of a country’s Junior National
Championship can take part.

So Dibyendu was keen to win this

competition and he was fully confi-

dent thanks to his successes at the
Bhtlwara Chess Championship which
was held in the capital only a few
dbys bafore tlxe Junior Nfraondls.

&

Later, in an interview Barua
ascribed his indifferent performance
to the prolonged uncertainty about
his participation in the competition.

It did not allow him to prepare his

mind for the tournament, he said.

The bigeest surprise of the evetu
was the defending champion P.K.
Singh’s fall to the third place after a
rather lack-lustre performance. He
secured 7.5 points. This was some-
thing unexpected of him as he was of

late showing good form and had won
the fourth spot in the recently-
concluded Asian Junior Cham-
pionship.
For the fifth position Arvind

Aaron of Tamil Nadu had to struggle
hard and the issue was finally de-

cided through tie-breaker. However,
his overall performance in the com-
petition wds praiseworthy. In the
seventh round he met the eventual
champion Sudhakar Babu and held
him to a draw.
At this stage Sudhakar Babu

earned 6 and a half points, while
Arvind -Aaron followed him closely

on the heel with 6 points. Sudhakar
Babu adopted the Sicillian defence
and lost a pawn quite early in the
match. That looked pretty ominous
for him but the promising youngster
soon came back into the game with a
vengeance and compelled his rival to

exchange all the pieces except
knight. Naturally, here he got an
opportunity to force a draw.
On the other hand Barua played a

brilliant game to shot up to the
second position beating D. V. Ravi of

Karnataka. He started in an aggres-

sive manner and got into a comfort-

able position as early as in the open-
ing game itself. Thereafter, he
adopted a good positional style to

prepare the stage for the final break-

through, and D. V. ' Ravi, reeling
j

under tremendous pressure, elected

to sign off in the 24th move.
]

E. Joseph of Tamil Nadu also made
it to the second position when he
downed lmocha Singh of Manipur.
This encounter turned out to be a
rather easy affair for the former as

his rival made some wrong moves in

a French defence game and thus had
no option but to concede a full point

to Joseph.
The defending champion P. K.

Singh had to negotiate a stiff hurdle
when he met V.' Anand of Tamil
Nadu. The latter was trying to get a
draw, but Singh was playing a deter-
mined game and took his rook and
queen on the sixth rank for a mating
combination. Anand overlooked it

and tasted defeat.
Another upset of the contest was

the National sub-junior champion N.
K. Mishra’s defeat at the hands of V.

S. Negi of Delhi.
Earlier, Sudhakar Babu beat the

defending champion P. K. Singh in

37 moves. At that stage Singh was
going neck to neck with Dibyendu
Barua with five points each. The
latter defeated Suresh Kumar also.

Arvind Aaron beat his younger
brother Ashok to take his tally to

five and a half points.

I A CORRESPONDENT. Delhi
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News: National

Murphy’s law
holds good
DEREK O’BRIEN and PARTAB RAMCHAND
report on the two legs played at Calcutta

and Madras

THE third leg of the Indian Satel-

lite Tournament was played on

the hard courts of the Calcutta Ordn-

ance Club in Calcutta. Pender Mur-

phy who had earlier won the second

leg at Madras, once again proved his

mettle when he notched up another

victory.

The surprise entry into the final,

Pender Murohv

unseeded G. Rafaitin of France
looked to be overawed by the occa-

sion as he went down meekly to the

talented American, winning only

three games in the process.

The Indian challenge was very

much there till the pre-quarter-final

stage with as many as five Indians

making it to the last sixteen. S.

Vasudevan, Nandan'Bal, D. Rathod,

E. Piperno find J. Jagdish were in

good nick as were the Frenchmen
Pham, Coviere and the Canadian
Pickeri. The only real upset at this

stage was that of the third seeded

Rafaitin.

He went down 6-7, 6-1, 3-6 to his

compatriot Jacques Harvet. The
match between the two Frenchmen
was a nail-biting affair. It was six

points all in the tie breaker of the

first set before the unseeded player

won the set. Rafaitin took the second

easily but in the decider could not

match the accurate groundsirokes of

his countryman. Earlier in the

tournament P. Dinkel caused a flut-

ter when he toppled the American

Zachary Smith the eight seed, con-

ceding three games in the first set

and four in the §econd.

The players on the higher rungs of

the seedings’ ladder did not have any

problems in their early matches.

Pender, the ultimate winner, only

lost a game to Elangovan while Bru-

no Corbiere accounted for l.arrv

Katz 6-2, 6-1.

D. Rathod was the only Indian not







bowled and finally clean bowled left

hander Khalid Abdul Quayvum
It is to Hyderabad’s credit that

they did not throw m the towel and
continued the fight Vijav Paul, with
some haid hitting, got a quick 58
Skipper Narasimha Rao scored a
valuable 55 and Arshad Ayub chip
ped m with 26 Hyderabad however
were restricted to 197 off 44 overs,
thanks to some effective bowling by
Sudhakar Rao who m five overs
captuied four wickets for 22 runs

Tn the semifinal, Karnataka had
scored an easy seven wicket victory
over Andhra The donor of the tro

phy led off with an impressive look
ing 224 tor nine in 45 overs Raviku
mar (61) and Prasannj Kumar (-55)

pul on 85 funs lor the lust wicket
and then tailendc r Ravishankai com
inp m at 175 for eight helpfd carry
the st >ie to its ulumatt destination
with i brtcrv 37 The batsmen had
done the it task commendablv But as
soon as Karnataka stated their up
!\ it wis obvious that the Andhra
bowling was woefully inadequate to

their task of cuibmgthc fret sroting
batsmen Binnv and lav aprakash got
together m a second wicket srnnd
that idrif d 187 mn> off 154 balls

T hf two pi ov ide d the bt « t b ittinp of

tht entire tournament and typified
the approach to mutant cricket

Binnv’ 9> oil 8** dtbveric ton
tamed ten foui and two si'es while
lavapi ikash tracked clever fours
and \ six in Ins S'* that cairn of* iust

80 balls Bv the time the stand wis
bioken the maKh had been deemed
and K lrnatat i won with X 1 overs to

spaie
Tamil Nadu put up a shoddv shov

against Hvth rahad Ltd b\ \onk
ataraghivan, thev must have started
as pre match fee ouine despite the

sui prist loss to Railwavs in the firsi

match in the Wills Iiophy at talent
ta But thev pinhabb Marted off on
the wrong fool b\ plaving onl\ two
speedsters in Sehhar and newcomer
B Aiun The inclusion of the experi
enced Bhara*h Kumai might have
sri englhenc d the side Then the bats
men put up a pathetic display Seven
down for 128 Tamil Nadu were res

cued bv Vijayakumar (95) and Venk
ataraghavan (29) who added 66 runs
in 12 overs for the eighth wicket

Vijayakumar who has made a be
lated entry into the State side (he is

over 30) has come on strongly of late

and has been a tower of strength m
the middle order A total of 207 for

nine in 45 overs seemed a fighting
one But Hyderabad had other ideas
Hanprasad (69) and Vijayamohan
Rat (61) put on 108 runs foi the fust
wicket in 23 5 overs Using this part
nership as a spring board Hyderabad
with hard hitting Vijay Paul getting
an unbeaten 38, won by five wickets
with two overs to spare The bowling
apart from Sekhar was bereft of

ideas

PARTAB RAMCHAND

Split In Tamil Nadu
Football Association

I
T could not have come at a more
nomc time The Tamil Nadu Foot

ball Association was all set to cele
In ate its golden lubilee next year m
a grand style It had plans to host

both the Santosh Trophy and Fedei a

non C up tournaments Now it looks
like it would host neither, nor will it

be in a position to celebrate the
lubili e m a giand manner For the
1 F \ at the moment is lying in sham
bli s split m to two bitter, rival

groups
On the face of it it may seem a

surpnst 'hat the T1 A an important
member of the All India Football
federation, an association that has
held even maior all India tourna
me nt m the State, that has tinned
out Mime of the linest footballers and
important official** should now In

fragmented But actually the sut

prise to the close observer of the
|

game ir. the Sidle is the fact that it

took so long to come about It had
been on thecaidsfoi some time now

I here art lb district units aff ill

attd rotheTFA These districts have
ill along complained about a 'raw
dc al being meted out to them bv the
par ent body This included lack of

optMiitunitv to plivers from the dis

tnct Jack of participation b\ the
districts at the executive and gener al

bodv meetings and so on Thev
claimed that theirs was a voice being
•* ippiesscd and said that the TIA
was a diet atonal body “Madias Dis
tnct alone is not Tamil Nadu" was
(hen general opinion

Still possibly thinking that thev
would not be able to muster enough
support the districts did not resort

to chastic means Then about three
veais ago ensured a battle between
the Mien 11 A President N Vittaland
the secretary C R Viswanathan The
scuttaiv insisted that the Madurai
1 noth ill Association should be su
pesstded cm the basis of a parent
body resolution Mr Vittal, who was
also \ice President of the All I

thought it should not be so Mi \ ittal

m fact appointed tne Secretary of

the Madurai District as manager of

the State tumor team Mi Viswa
nathan lesigned from his post Mi
\ittai followed suit, both giving
dilierent reasons for then decision
From this moment it became vu

tudl Citv vs Distncts battle with Mr
Vittal being the spokesman foi the

TI A and Mr Viswanathan speaking
up for the disti cts The gathering
stoim finally broke in December last

year when thirteen of the districts

boycotted the general bodv meeting
of the TI A demanding equal rights

The next dav the breakaway district

met and elected Mi A G Subbura
man, an MP, as their President and
Mr C R Viswanathan as their

secretary The citv dominated TI A
also met and elected Mi Nelson
Uaacs as Piesident and Mr K Natai
ajan as secretary
Since then both thf an ps have

been trying to canvass mppott On
lanuarv 9 noth the grout s held t i\al

meetings The TI \ (Nelson gioup)
allotted the 1984 Santosh Trophy to

Madras Not to be outdone the TFA
iSubburaman groups decided to
stage the Nthtu (.old Cup touna
merit at Madias at about the same
time
live District Associations

attended the TFA(\) meeting while
ten District Associations attended
the T1S(S) meeting Moreovei the
TFA(S) meeting was held in an open
free manntr wht teas the II)U(N)
held its meeting in a closed dooi,
hush hush manner
Both side h ive been issuing statt

ments and couutei statements But
whofds *ho*e is% i d In the 1FA(S)
are hard hmmg H> tht point of being
harsh and rud< Mi Nelson in fad
has accused the Pro** of • iking a one
sided biased vkw of the whole con
tiovcrsy He has even in ultedPuss
men who have gone to cover the
meetings
But in the power lumpiv battle

between the two pnties it is the

game and the footballeis who suffer

Both the groups called foi selection

trials tn pick the State team foi the
National 1 oorball Championship for

tht Santosh Irophv to be held at

Calcutta *r nn Ithruai 6 I he
TIA(S) have last tunc hided then
camp at T nut hi I he TTA(M has
been holding tinls at Madia** from
January 22 Jht associations have
tach madt a list is moit oi less the
same So now tht playcis have been
put in a quandary Which II \ do
thtv tom—S or N-*

Thus it is on the cards that Tamil
Nadu will field two teams m the

national The AIFI may not allow
either TFA team to participate un
Jess tht* dispute is settled

Meanwhile the TI A(S) having the
matontv approacht d tht I ainil Nadu
Olympic Association foi ic cognition
The TNOA in a well meaning move m
fact appointed a thrte metnbe i sub
committee to go into the details of

the split and find out if an amicable
solution can be found Ihe three
mdn committee is Mr Sivanthi Adi
tvan (President TNOA' Mr M S
Venkataraman, secretary Tamil
Nadu Basketball Association and Mt
Ansan of the I ainil Nadu Cycling
Association At the moment however
the differences are so many so deep
and so profound that it looks unlike

Iv that quick solution is at hand

P .RAMCHAND



JUNIOR AND MINI NATIONAL BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIP

Maharashtra have fair

share of the cake
Maharashtra left its stamp

on t he 7th Junior and Mini
National Badminton championship
held at the Modem School (venue of

the First Indian Badminton Mastets
last v^ar ) when then 5th seeded boy
Amol Shah and 6th seeded gul Deep
ti Ihanekar lespectively bagged the
junior hovs and |umor girls crowns
While the hosts were not all that
fuckv in setunng the doubles of the
junioi and sub junior boys and guls
titles some sort of parity was res

lored when then top seeded junior
mixed doubles pair of Namrata
Phadnis and Mavui fawade became
champions displacing Rahul Bhan
dan and Shcela Shodhan ot Gujarat
in the linals lor the 17\earold
Namrata this was the second con
secutivc Junior Nationals mixed dou
bles title

Earlier one witnessed a Maharash
tra blitzkrieg when all four of then
junior gn Is stormed into the semifm
als demolishing all other opposition
on their way Pretty giant killer'

unseeded Shinn Barda ot Pune who
had earlut beaten r

>th seeded Neeru
Nijhawan ot Delhi in the pre
quai ter finals put paid to the plans
of the eventual sub junior girls

champion Manjtt Kaur of Punjab
110 611 12 9 in the firsr quarter
finals

Ashwim Talwalkai another un
seeded Punt girl attracted the most
attention a> she toppled top seeded
Beena T of Kerala lumping home
4 11 12 9 and 11 7 This victory was
veiv ci editable as Ashwini had lost

the first set tamely at 4 11 but she
gatheied her bearings m time to

emerge victor much to the pleasure
ot tht chtenng home crowd

After then unseeded colleagues
had pci formed so well it was now the

turn of the seeded Maharashtra girls

to do thtir bit Sixth seeded Deepti
Ihanekar and seventh seeded Nam
rata Phadnis made mincemeat of

their moit experienced rivals 2nd
set ded Setma Bhandari of M P and
ltd set ded Rajani Kaur of Punjab in

straight gumts
Tht boys matches also turned out

to tun on similai lints when Amol
Shah (Mah) and Indrajit Mukherjee
(WB) went pasf George Thomas
(Kerala) and Mayur Tawade (Mah)
lespectnclv in straight games but
not before both the losers had ton
ceded thtir first game at 14 17 and
16 17 respectively The second gamt
was totally one sided m both tht
ibn\ e cases and one got the impress
ion rh.u both the loseis had com
pic rely run out of steam after the

rough fust game throwing in the

towel a bn too eailv
The quarter finals of both the

junior boys and girls doubles proved
not so exciting as the singles Tht
tancied pairs sailed into tht last tout

all in straight games Lxcept for 2nd
seeded Ajay Gandhi ot Maharashtia
and 3rd seeded Vmay of Punjab no
other seed in tht Sub Junior boys
singles could \tnturc into the quar
ter finals but one ceitamh did not

expect the above two to be ehmin
ated the wav they weie to make way
foi all 4 unseeded players to make
the semifinal grade
Same happened in the Sub Junior

girls singles when except for 2nd
seeded Manjit horn Punjab all the
other seeded gnls fell

The Sub Junior boss penultimate
stage saw tht detei mined Assamese
Madhurva Bama make it easily to

the finals at the expense of a nerv ous
Punjabi Guvmder Singh IS 7 15 5

But Matbar Singh of U P upset all

calculations when ht went down to

Amruth Rao of A P albeit not too
easily, in 3 tough games IS 18 IS 10

S IS Matbar had becomt tht
favourite after he had upstl local

hero A |av Gandhi in the quaittr
finals in tht morning
Formei National plavei 46 year

old K D Seth (Maharashtra) who has
lost none of his chaiisma stormed
into the Veterans Singles finals in

the company of a lit and stocky M G
Sharma of Delhi while m the doubles
top seeded former 6 times National
champion Nandu Natekar combining
toices with M K Bopardikar botli

from Maharashtra but playing
under tht Assam banner made it

easily into tht finals to meet the
more impiessiyc KD Seth and Pra
vm Nivsarkar horn Maharashtia
The finals which were played in

two sessions (morning and evening)
saw Lopa Das of Assam miss a possi

ble triple crown though sht did

secure a double when she in the
company of S Sarma and Mallika
Barna won the Sub Junior gnls and
Junior girls doubles crown Her ob
vious impatience for a third title

made her extremely neivous and
thus the poweifui Manjit Kaur from
Punjab hammered hei 11 11 6 to

reduce her to second place But
Assam did hit back immediately
when Madhurya Bama a 10th stan
dard Cotton Collegiate School stu

dent from Gauhati, last year's Sub
Junior doubles winner, got a double
when he won both the singles and
doubles ol the Sub Juniors boys
quite effortlessly With this Assam

have shown everybody that they de
finitely arc a foice to reckon with in

the futuie
Punjab who were in the back

ground for quite sometime won the
Junior Boys Doubles uown when
Rajesh Dhu and Naresh Gupta beat
the fancied Calcutta boys Indrajit
Mukhtiji and Anitia Nandi 1*? 12
1 5 10 Dhn incidentally had won last

year's Junior doubles crown also

Coming then to the most important
matches of the tournament the
Junioi boys and Girls singles They
weie both very well contested Slim
ly built Deepn Thanekai stalled oft

ye?\ confidently against hei shorter

colleague Nami at t Phadnis and easi

1\ won the fit st set at 11 7 but had a

bad nvctsal in the second game
when N ami a la succeeded m upset
ting r»eepn s ihvthm to clinch the
game at 11 5 but Deepti s earnest
pr ayu s at the short r ec c ss paid off as

she raced past a btwildt red Namrata
11 l to dine!) tht ciown for which a

battle loyalc had waged for a good
SO minutes
Tht boys finals was by tar the best

match of tin tournament because
one saw a 90 nunuti s 1 gamt tussle

betwte n two \ ir tu i! gl idi itois fight

mg tooth tnd nail tor the most j>r« ti

gious crown ot *111171 all Short ind
wtll built IndraiiT Mukhtrjtt of Cal
cutta who w is bt mg holed us the
liau Turn of rht tint name nt by the

local Press lor his fant 1 st ic physical
fitness had the tall ind lthlctic Bom
bayitc Amol Shah m all sort ot

problems and w m tht tnst game at

17 14 aftt r being in [he lc id almost
throughout Jn the econd game just

when everybody thought that the
Calcutta youngster had 111 t ubout
wr dpped up the tic in straight games
the Bombavman c ime from 6 11

down to lt\t 1 the core 'Old take the

(. imt IS 12 Ont felt the excessive
partisan cheering coupled with a lot

ot rdvtise pressure it t the match
slip oft of indiajit s hands at this

crucial juncture In the decider In
drajit adopted txcessjve defensive
tactics while Amol became all the
more aggressive getting that much
more power behind his smashes
often catching Mukheijte on the
wrong toot and ht clinched this game
15 8 much to the disappointment ot

many a Mukherjee admirer who had
been tipping him for the title after

his good showing ear liei in the
tournament and also because he had
beaten Amol Shah 15 1 15 2 at the
Gandhmagai Tumor Nationals last

vear in the very first round
K D Seth the handsome business

man from Bombay got a double
crown in the veterans section whan
he beat M G Sharma of Delhi 15 6,

15 11 in the singles and partnering
Pravin Nivsarkax he put m across the
favourites Nandu Natekar and Bop
pordikar quire simply at 15 2, 17 14
to bring down the curtains on a fine

Nationals indeed

RAHUL CHANDAWARKAR



BALL BADMINTON

Bridging the

generation gap
THL RI die a lot ot people —most

ly the young who scoff at the
game ot hall badminton and dismiss
it as an * old man s game They
would not have used such an unchar
itable phiase had tins been piesent
at the bgmorc Stadium Madias tiom
januaiv to Z^ I he National Ball

Badminton C hampionships not onl\

drew a reasonably large and apple
ciamt audit net but also served to

uiniina ivtn tht most tvmctl
observtr ot the game that ball bad
million f li tiom bcim an old man s

g mu calh for i lot ot skill stamina
uid control
As a i*amt ball badminton is popu

lai onlv in Jndi 1 uulmoic particuln
1\ in south India in tht toui south
ein State s it is a pit rt\ popula unit
and on tnr\ t\ id il U com tone has
stew it Madr is untoi tumtelv the\

a?< not a m in\ i one would like

them to Ut -people pluv tin game
t\ ti \ eve mug And the icgm it paiti

cioants n tht game tan he anything
from those untie i <-0 to those ovti b()

Ihisisont g inn that st t ms to ha\ c

neatly budged the tciiei mon gap

Bv itstll hall badminton is a last

and txcitmv game Iht it aie shades
ot both tennis ind shiitrh badminton
in it I he onh maioi ditteitnee is

that it l a tt tm not an individual

game Iheit u< tivt piavei s on each
sidt and tveiv player on the side

gets a chance to stive A mi can win a

point onh on vour vi\t si n is

imperative that \ou tiv it) get as

many points on \our sei\ict as possi

bit Iht ball- a *mall fluffy yellow
object— is not supp< %td to tail to the
ground so in this the game i like

shuttle badminton Ihilikt shuttle

howevei tht game is plavtd outside

and this makes it similar »o tennis

Tht lacktt is vuv much akin to the
one used m shuttle badminton
There aie uoss court rt ruins down
the line shots powerful smashes
delectable drops— tht lot There can
also be intelligent intei ctptions at

the net the hall badminton equiva
lent of the volley m tenm*- oi the
blocking in volltvball The quintet
must combine eltectiveh it a team is

to succeed and ui this thtie arc also

shades ol \ollt\ball and basketball

There aie ti\e definite positions in

ball badminton—light back left

back centre tight front and left

front With the ball being so light,

the wind ot breeze can plav a maioi
part in shaping a triumph Whether
it is a cross wind or head wind,
controlling vour shots is all impor
tant At Madias, eery many shots

went yards out because the pla\ers
had no knowledge of making full use
of the bietze A highly tossed up
st met heavily spun can always
have vour opponents m trouble
Afro the five players on one sidt

hav finished then service the sei

vut changes hands and the five

placers on the other side then get to

serve This goes on until tht side

which lust gets 29 points wins the
game Matches are plaved over the
best of three games

It is a pit v that this entertaining
game docs not gtt the suppoit it

should get from the sports conn oil

ing bodies in the countrv

AMONG the 17 participating units

in the National Ball Badminton
Championships held at the Egmore
Stadium holdtts Maioi Ports Sports
C ontiol Board always seemed to he
tht best And predictably on tht

final dav MPSCB who weie also the
hosts won the Aliadi Challenge* Cup
which thev won at luvandium last

ve it / hen thev deleated Karnataka
m the final after thret games

In the st mifinals MPSCB defeated
last vtai s runners up Tamil Nadu
Tamil Nadu could this time finish

only second in Pool B’ which was
topped bv the Central Public Enter
puses Spoits Control Board Theus
was the crucial match in Pool B and
with a 29 28 29 25 victory CPLSCJ1
made sure oi topping the pool

In the othtr semifinal Karnataka,
who had finished second to MPSCB
in Pool A had to sta\e oft a stiff

challenge from CPESCB before win
mng 29 20 20 29 29 lb

The women s event bv comparison
was a rather tame affan There were
onlv tight participants and tne v con
tested on a league basis The dispat

tty bttwetn the rivals was qutte a bit

and there were hardly a handful ot

matches that went to three games
Certainly a keen tussle was provided
bv \ndhi a and Madhya Pradesh The
match was won bv the latter 29 15

10 *9 29 28 The match between
Andhra and Kerala also promised to

be a thuller And indeed it certainly

was with Kerala just about getting

the better of their neighbouring nv
als 29 26, 26 29, 29 22 But these

were about the matches that pro

y ided some excitement
From the beginning it was evident

that Karnataka were far ahead of

their rivals Thev steamrolled past

their opponents scoring one easv
victor / after another About the only
team who could come anywhere near

them seemed to be Kerala And
predictably Karnataka and Kerala
met in what was virtually iht final'*

of the women's event Both had
scored six victories each and thus
qualified for the showdown I here
never seemed any doubt that Kama
taka would emerge triumphant but
Kerala did themselves proud by tak

ing a game off the champion* Kai nu
taka won 29 13 27 29 29 21 to win
tht Paivathi Ammal Rolling Cup for

the 28th year In a row Ihev have
been winning tht title evei since the
Nationals were mauguiatrd and this

must surely be some soit oi lecord m
Indian sport—and certainly a most
enviable ont

If at all this N itional prove d some
thing it was that teams ironi the

northern States have still a long wav
to go before catching up with tht

high standards ot the southern
States Teams like Guiaiat Rajas
than Maharashtia and Dtlhi came a

cropper almost evtiv tnnt thev step

ped on to the court taste in u ams
like Orissa West Bengal and Bihai

were onlv shghtlv be *-ft t M idhva
Piadtsh wen the onlv side which
seemed to post a challenge to any
team from the south Without or two
exceptions this w is the cast even m
the womtn’s evt nt And institutinnul

teams like Railv\a\s MPSCB and
LPt SCB consisted mnstlv ot pi ivtis

from the south

B\ connast with tht stmoi chani
pionship, the National Junior and

Sub lunioi Tournament held at

Ambattur neai Madras was onlv ol a

lukewarm vauetv As in anv »port

the lunioi and sub junior sections do
nor attract much attention even if

they aie foi tht National Cham
pionship and in this ball badminton
is no exception
About th only item oi note w is a

keen tussle for the fumoi Bovs title

between Keiala and Karnataka Kar
rataka won rhf fust gamt 29 24 but
Kerala hit back to claim the second
at tht same scon Iht dtndci u
suited in a spnnt d dutl But long
rallies also meant that tht match was
taking an unusually long time and at

28 26 m Kerala’s tavout fading light

made fuither plav imposs'blt and
the teams had to shaie the title

In the Junior Girls section foowev

ei Kainataka pioved too strong for

Keiala winning 29 17 29 21

Hyderabad won the Sub Junioi

Boys title with a 29 15 29 24 victory

over Andhia Wrhile the Sub Jumoi
Gills title went to Kt rala who had an
unbeaten lecoid m the league This

included two tine victories ovei Kar
nataka (18 29 29 12 29 17 and
Andhra (29 19 29 22)

Even at the* junioi level, ttams
from the south held sway and those

from the noithern States fared poor

ly And tnvauabl} tht semifinalists

in all the events wtie the teams fiom
the five southern units

P.R
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Karen Rosmarin of
Berkeley. California

erosses the finish line

in the second annual
Kirkstood National
\lpinc Ski C'ham-
pionships for the

Blind.A sighted per-

son for 25 sears, she

now sees onls \ ague
shapes and contrasts

Looks like sk> di-

ving, isn’t it ? In Las
Vegas a man is kept
suspended in the air

with the help of a
DC-4 propeller
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Beginning of the BP
Alpine Ballon Tro*
phy Race at

Flzmoos, Salzburg
province

1

Argentinian soccer
star Osvaldo
Ardiles, making his

first appearance for

Tottenham Hotspur
since the Falkland*
crisis, brings Luton
Icon's Brian Hor-
ton to his knees dur-
ing a English League
Division One soccer

match



Dharam Vir passes
away

DELHI!? football fraternity re-

ceived another shock in the
death ofDharam Vir who died of a
heart attack at the age of 60. Dharam
Vir, who managed the Press Trust of
India office in Jullundur, was known
for his stylish football and knack of
getting goals. A regular Moghals
Club centre-forward for nearly two
decades, Dharam Vir also repre-
sented the State in the National
championship for seven years. Iiis

loyalty to his club was exemplary.
In days when Indians played foot-

ball barefooted, Dharam Vir played
in boots. He was known for his
punctuality ana immaculate turn-
out—there was never a crease on his
beloved Moghals Jersey and spotless
white shorts and his brown boots
were always well polished. Though
very amiable and soft-spoken off the
field in a game of lootball, he was
known for his modern outlook to the
game. Dashing and handsome, he
was among the leading goalgetters of
Delhi for many seasons.

Durand revs up

THE Durand football tournament
got off to a hurried start. Delayed

by tne Asian Games, the Durand
oiganisers are keen to get through

‘

with the tournament before the
National Championship begins at

Calcutta in February.
Contrary to fears before the Asian

Games, all major tournaments in

Delhi have managed not to skip a

year, so to speak The Durand is one
of them, though it has been hard hit

by the withdrawal of a few clubs for

one reason or another
Mafatlal of Bombay, seeded into

the quarter finals, expressed their

inability to participate because
several of their kev players are busy
training with othei probables of the
Maharashtra squad for the National.
Benefiting by their withdrawal are
Punjab State Electricity Board, who
have been invited to fill the gap.
PSEB who a eated a favourable im-
pression when they made their debut
in the capital a year ago, had a
disappointingly brief stay.

D RAHUL
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Of selections and
a clash of dates

THE Kerala State Senior Football
Championship which was con-

cluded at Changanacherry has come

under criticism for it could not bring
into action some of the leading foot-

ball players of the State. The cham-
pionship is more intended for the
selection of the Kerala team for the
forthcoming Santosh Trophy but the
interest ana spirit generated by the
players as well as the association
leaves much to be desired. In fact,

only two of the four selectors turned
up i.e., Simon Sunderaj and V. A.
Thomas and even those two failed to
see the early matches of the tourna-
ment. The Titanium players who rep-
resent Trivandrum failed to turn up
for they are more interested in parti-

cipating in the State level local
tournaments. However, the KFA who
sanctioned the recognised local

tournament at Ernakulam (K. B.

Jacob Memorial Tournament ) should
be aware of the clash of the dates of

the State Championship and the
Jacob Tournament. If so, how did
they give their consent to the local

tournament?
The KFA has released a list of 26

players selected on the basis of their
performances in the State cham-
pionship. However, it is surprising to
note that softie of the promising
players from Quilon are missing in
the list. Undoubtedly, the Quilon
players did well m the tournament.
They held Calicut, the finalists, to a
goalless draw in the first leg semifin-
al but only lost a narrow 3-2 in the
second-leg. Their earlier perform-
ance were also encouraging. Yet no
player from their side finds a place
in the list. Even more surprising is

the selection of two defenders from
the Alleppey side who crashed to a
3-0 defeat at the hands of Calicut in

the first round itself. What one won-
ders is what is the criteria used by
selectors for their choice of the play-
ers from the Alleppey side?
Most of the selected players are

youngsters and inexperienced espe-
cially those in the defence. While
welcoming the trend of giving oppor-
tunities to young players, it might be
noted here that these players hardly
performed above the usual prowess
and calibre required in the position
and this remains to be a question of
controversey.

by two goals at half-time regained
the Ram Lok Malhotra Trophy which
they had lost to Punjab last year.
Guru Nanak finished on top with 6

points in the four-team final league
scoring 17 goals conceding none.
Kerala finished second with four
points while Calicut and Poona tied
with one point each. However, the
former secured third position on bet-
ter goal average.
The Calicut team who turned in a

splendid performance m the knock
out stages were not as incisive in

attack as was seen earlier and ran
into submission. The Guru Nanak’s
defence in which Gurdev and Baljit

stood out prominently, often
baulked the Calicut forwards well
outside the circle itself

Centre-forward Stella of Calicut
University who attended the Indian
camp knocked m 15 goals ro emerge
as top scorer in the tournament

Trivandrum tops

Trivandrum holders for the
last five years in running, com-

pleted a double hat trick winning the
overall championships with a tally of
248 points in the 26th Kerala State
Athletic Meet at the Municipal Sta-
dium, Palai. Trivandrum bagged 5
titles—men (56 points), senior boys
(69 points), sub-junior (33 points),
senior girls (28 points) and shared
the title with Quilon in the junior
boys division over 27 points each.
Hosts Kottayam lifted the women's
team title with 75 points and Canna-
nore won the junior girls title secur-

ing 25 pointb. A total of ten records
in various categories fell in the
three-day athletic meet. Notable
among them were of Abraham
Mathew (Trivandrum) who created a
new meet record in the men's 100
metres at 10.7 secs bettering the
eight-year old record of 10.8 secs
held by K Reghunathan (Quilon);
Alphonsa Kurien in the 100-metre
hurdles with 14.9 seconds smashing
the existing record of 15 seconds of

M. D. Valsamma in 1981 and Sani
Joseph (Kottayam) in the 200
metres.

Sports Minister of Kerala Shri K.
P. Nuruddin gave away the trophies.

Quru Nanak supreme Junior hockey

Fleet-footed Rajbir Kaur,
architect of India's triumph at

the Asiad starred in the flawless 6-0

victory of Guru Nanak over hosts
Calicut in the final match of the
super-league fixture of the All India
Inter-University Women's Hockey
Championship at Calicut. The six

goals were shared by Rajbir (3),
centre-forward Nawjit, inside-left
Pritpaul Kaur and right-half Sumatt
jit one each, as Guru Nanak who led

ERNAKULAM defeated Alleppey
4-2 in the final of the Kerala

State Junior Hockey Championship
held at Trichur. The two teams
shared four goals at the end of the
scheduled play time. However, the
two winning goals came in the extra
time. A hat trick by centre-forward
Antony Francis of Ernakulam was
the highlight of the final.

M P. SUR6SN
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Akhtar Ali’s coaching
camp

THb Aim if id
|
hi others md

Ramesh Rnshnan cannot go on
loreu i With a view to uni ai thing
new tali nt rht reputed coach and
ex Davis Cupper Akhtui All con
ducted a ten dav long tennis
coaching camp on the h\i cotuts ot

the Saturday Club 1 he camp was
organised by tlu abo\t mentioned
club and was sponsored b\ Bata
India Ltd both of whom have done
much foi the promotion of spent in

tht citv

Over 200 \oungstt is applied to

join, but and quite rightlv so only
r»0wttt accommodated Besides up
and c nming iviruoi shorn this citv

thtn win also voungsli rs tioni

\ssam Bihai Madhya lhadtsh and
l tr ii pi adi sh who took pa? t \ftti

tlu loiii lusion ot the tamp \khtar
Alt told ^i)oi t' wot Id Imtiallv l was
ibitdi appoinud becaust tin

ti um t s ui it not ustd to working
haid but tlu ngiadualh awhc camp
pi ogres id t »civ m sunu.il to t n
ltn tht h nil v or k

1 hi Mt st * out d in s win d< voted to

suit ng ( u the it ch'iique of tht

ti urn es and dev eloping tlu n ion
tVnlotfhc bill Ah who i gu u
iiimni i of the leg* ndaiv to uh Hat

i \ Moj pm in i \pl um il hi i d tht

Hoppm ui mt thod uul be suit s giving
tht tiamet s stiokc practice ind
ti at lung tht m to hit mo\ mg shots

will I il odi ui>sedtlu mt nt il

appro uh one should h ui to the

gartit

Whin rht it > Vkht u All around
no monti v bus iu f his was evi

den* also it tlu Satur d iv Club wlu n

the expei it net <1 c oat h onti ag un
piovtdthit hi was a strict di *i

i

phnatian I hi e e limiot wtri ixptl
led from tht tamp l « i ausc asAli
desuibtu the v were tooling
around
On tlu last two da\s ot the

coaehing camp matches wt it held
betwt en the tt ainees I he most
promising plavei sin the Undei IS

group were Ram Rumai P C howbev
and S Barua while /eshan All ini

pressi d in the Under 14 age gioup
AmsaMukhci tea onlv sevtn vtais
also impiessed ‘She is the daughti i

ot ex Dav is C upper Jaideep and has
all the potential of be mg a gi eat

player,” said Akhtar Among the
youngest plavers who caught the eye
were Leander Paes A Chaturvedi
and H Krishna
One coaching camp like this in the

virtual wilderness will not woi k
miracles and turn out champions
overnight Akhtar All leaJised tht

value of following up this coaching
camp, saying, “I am looking for a

sponsor and plan to hold camps of

this kind all oveT the country Alter— * —

AKriar ah ieacne^ a irwnee me finer pomib if

this 1 intt ud raking the* most promis
mg voungsters in tht countiv and
giving thtm iigoious Laming ’ The
r m w ho has tin ned out so many

i

h unpmns must surelv be know mg
I

v h it bt is talking about
< )n tlu one linon of the tour na

m» m Mi V 1 amba of Bata gave awav
us* Mil pi \7i s to the pai tic lpan's
Alsoi i tlu distinguished gatheung
was Mi Dilip Bose Senetarv of tht
\IL 1 pi i hap% indicating that the

ssoi ration has blessed All s efiorts

dfrekobrun

On the wrong track

TH1 total lack of comrm nication
u suited hi the organiser 4 of the

State \thle tics meet at the Rabindia
S uoboi Stadium expei lencing a ttw
moments ot humiliation Tin l alcut

ta Improvement Trust Jtprt senta
1 1 * l asl t d tht track and Held oP i

1

1

ils to w md up in the nudst of tlu

cunts \P ol them alongwith nt ilv

TOO urhlt tes looked flabhcMgasteel
This sort ot an incident has neve i

oc t in i < d bt I ore Who is actually to

blame tor this'' Agreed the Cll
ot t ic lal had the r ight to ask the

ol t n »*il of the Amateur Athletics
Assoi atom of West Bt ugal to quit

the venue as the stad’um was mult r

the C II

How e\ or, one cannot blame tht

AAAWB because thev had been
promised use ot the stadium free ot

chdigt by the State Sports C oune 1 1

l ike anv other State department the
Spoils ( ounul was tust too lethargic

tot u n inform the CIT that the
tbiei^ dav State Athletics meet was
being st iged there
The CU official was lust doing his

en i ui

dutv bv asking the mill fnshut the

cites At ibis pitu tun sonu wtiiin
athle tt s um iv i nt <1 md g t nd council
pitvaihd llu \ \ \ W B lould imh
icvil things nut attei pmm tlu

d \W in s But nrn <|iu t n i t< tlu

Cll fn uhn puipn t i tht t idium
really mi air toi t it n int 1 u

c tcelini p md d it (In i i »1 tin

cinder ti ick ui i lttlnjili I Idmg
s] < i t ru « int Bt i i

4 d tl c

in f ligt nt (hi (in m c k wi u s i

s ui lor k md i) t in un/ n llu ti ick

t u tits nt ii t
1

i tlu hi Ml Oiu
ft u wh it i he > it'll u s ot tlu

< miirtv will Ii v i i i\ 1 1 1 e i i mi
miL on this null i » i st win u this

cii s it i t i n fu mu St ttt

\r ti 1c lit in i
|

» i ps wnmd have
t ndtd

[BOMBAY]

A star is born

1
lJS> v ill Im if ir i inhi i< d in bull ii

1 adu ( .nlf is t lit V C II ( I SUI

ivri e s M min vluth di In t J\

si imed to be gom*. um v\ i u ldm
1\ mint <1 dm etion sted M II bv tin

wa>sidt and lmallv i u un t i

whom tveivoTu hid/ »t u t r tt

legal ding as m d u in u 1 min
ihiou/ h a g il i\\ ol 1 1 p re d pi iu i

tiemugc t tht un 1 puidquttn
ot them all Kn m K imv u w u the

finals w uh >iu h i conv me in/ 1 \ ,
nod

display of goJI t h r slu h is I t c ome
quit a a font tc r t c k< n w th

A 5 handieapp i M him e n \\ dlls,

and six turn wumt r ol tin \atu nal
title wa fust t d and rlu it wa
speculation whf tlu r }« would tepid
tht u cord of B un lbbhms who plav



fag in the Forties and Fifties, had
won the All India seven timet. Dr
Rohini Chowgule of Bombay, the
only other five handicapper, among
Indsan ladies was seeded second.
(Kiran Kanwar with a handicap of ten
was nowhere in the picture.

Unlike the first and second
rounds, the third roundmatches
were closely fought, though Maureen
Wallis sailed through six and four,
and Patricia Ross, playing a super
round had an easy time against Jum-
na Chakravarty of Assam, who is

capable of producing very good golf
On occasions.

In the first nine holes, kiran had
seven pars, dropping shorts only on
die second and sixth, but she was up
against the best opposition and Ran-
jit having done equally well, the
match was all square, kiran won the
tenth with a par, when Ranjita three
putted. On the eleventh Raniita was
a bit unfortunate, her second shot, a

;

five iron, going over the green, in-

stead of stopping near the pin. Dis-
appointed, she muffed her chip, and
Kiran was two up.

Ajgjtin Ranjita’s drive on the
twelfth was longer than she had
expected it to be, and instead of

being beautifully placed for her
approach, she found herself in trou-

ble with a thick plant impeding her
shot. She desperately tried to hit out
and landed in further trouble, deep
in the heart of the rou&h. Kiran was
now three up. A slightly careless

bunker shot cost Raniit the next hole
and though she was able to win the
fourteenth with a par, Kiran playing
one of her few bad shots, she was
running out of holes and with both
having pars on the fifteenth and
sixteenth the match was over, three

and two. Kiran Kanwar’s practice

had paid off and her prayers had
been heard. A new star was firmly
established on the Indian golfing

firmament.

MRINALINI KOCHAR

Priya triumphs

’T'HE Junior National Cham-
X pionship began here in chilly

conditions Most of the junior play-
ers assembled here to compete for
top honours The tournament was a
Semi-star studded one because some
ofthe top juniors opted out due to
confusion created by the Tourna-
ment Committee in regard to the age
bar vis-a-vis participation till the
year end. The promising players pre-
sent among the boys were Amit finar-

gav*. the Snmvasan brothers,
Dit*e*h Reddy, Nair, R G.Bits##i Reddy,G.M' Nair, R G.
Rafheshandamong the girls were
NamrataApparao, vidva Priya,
Sonali Mukherjee and Monisha
Muthana
The earlier rounds went as ex-

pected and the only seeded player

who was ubabta to prove himself
true whis seeding was R.G. Ramesh.
He fell in the quarter-finals to Ajay
Srinivesan. Some of the players who
were a cut above the rest besides the
seeded ones were Hari Aiyyar, Pra-
tik Chowbey, Zeeshan Alt and
Meenakshi Sunderam.
The finals, however, saw Amit

Bhargava putting an end to Ajay’s
victory march with a convincing 6-2,

6-3 victory over his rival.

The other event in the Junior
National Tennis Championships was
the girls

1
singles, which added some

glamour to the otherwise insipid

week-long tournament, with the two
Asiad participants—Namrata Appar-
ao and Sonali Mukherjee featuring
m the tournament. Barring Monisha
Muthana, the other seeded players
sailed through to the semi-finals.

Namrata met the unseeded Bombay
girl, Nasreen Sujat Aliy whom she
defeated very convincingly 6-1, 6-2 to

|

enter the finals of her last junior
tournament. Sonali Mukherjee con-
ceded her match to Vidya Priya
trailing 0-4 m the semi-final stage on
account of a muscle pull. The finals

between Vidya Priya and Namrata
was a non-starter as the latter was
indisposed and thereby Vidya Priya
gained the Junior National title.

In the boys' doubles Amit Bharga-
va and Dinesh Reddy defeated the
Snmvasan brothers, Vikram and
Ajay, in a three-setter final while the
girls' doubles title was bagged by
Vidya Priya and Monisha Muthana
beating Gauri and Radhika
Knshnan
On the whole one could have ex-

pected a better standard of tennis
for these players are our future
hopes. The tournament was a lack-

lustre affair, and there was an appa-
rent overall inefficiencym the con-
duct of the competition in as much as
the scheduling of the matches had a
telling effect on some of the players
and the prize giving ceremony
proved to be restricted to the boys
only with the girls being given away
their prizes behind the screen prob-
ably because the Rolling Trophy for

the National Junior girls* singles has
been misplaced by the All Assam
Lawn Tennis Association.

RtmAN DAS CHOWOHURY

No moro on oliflblo
bachelor

THE event that stole headlines m
the sports pages of newspapers of

the State was not, strictly speaking, a
sporting event. The marriage of vi-

S
y Amntraj with Shyamala Wences*
us was certainly the event of the

week. Never before had the San
Thome Cathedral at Mylapore in the
heart of the city been so over-
crowded as it was on January 17. The
tennis ace, perhaps hitherto the most

. eligible bachelor in Indian sport

finally, at 29, said "Yes I do" to the
pretty Shyamala,-who turned 21 the
day after the wedding. Shyamala is

the daughter of a well-known indus-
trialist and newspaper owner in Col
ombo. It was a glittering ceremony
conducted according to Christian
rites. Among those present to bless
the couple were the Governor S. L.
Khurana, all-India Lawn Tennis Fed-
eration President, K. K. Birin and
tennis promoter Lamar Hunt (JR).

Ltoi In the limelight

KEEN competition was witnessed
m the three-day 55th Tamil

Nadu State Athletics Championship,
which was held at Madurai, so much
so that one lost count of the meet
records set. But one performance
deserves special mention. M V. Ra-
jasekhar of Leo Sports Club, Madras,
started confidently and went on to

equal the national mark m the 1 10
metres hurdles in the senior boys’
section Rajasekhar timed 14.9

seconds, equalling the mark which
stands in the name of Amar Mordal
of West Bengal Southern Railway,
Madras, with a tally of 49 points won
the men's team title, while Don Bos
co Athletic Club, Madras, won the
women’s team championship with 36
points. Leo Sports Club won the
senior boys' title with 46 points while
Champion Higher Secondary School,
Tiruchi, triumphed in the junioi
boys' section with a total of 27
points. The sub-junior boys' team
title also went to Leo Sports Club
who notched up 38 points Star Track
Club, Madras, won the judior girls'

team title with 13 points Moit of the
meet records were set by athletes
from Don Bosco Athletic Club

Dog show
66n^HE final line-up of exhibits

X from which the first four were
chosen by me was as good as any in

the world”. This observation made
by Mr R. M. James, who judged the
tenth annual dog show of the Madras
Canine Club aptly sums up the fare

provided. The best of breeds indeed
were on view but the judges’ verdict

finally went to S. Rangarajan’s whip-
per Snalfleet Showman of CourtMlL
Sheriff Dhyan’s German Shepherd

other competitions were held and
the championship too show attracted
437 entries.

There were 41 different breeds
and among the exhibits were 34
champions, five international cham-
pions and 33 imported exhibits. To
cap it all the show was supervised by
Mr James, who had judged dog
shows in some 25 countries. This was
for the first time thatMr James, 56
who is approved by die English Ken-
nel Club

f j *



Crossword
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Ibbbb a an
a a

IB B BBB
BIBBflB
IB B BBBBBB I

IB B B3BB3BI

ACROSS
I Indian hockey captain at the Rome
Olympics (1 8 )

3

Pets mixed up in the pit (4)

6 Nurnru without the circle (4)

8 A western register (4)

9 Pierce on the billiard table (4)

II Overdone re serve on the golf

course (4)

12 Raimondo played football for

Juventus and Italy \4)

13 Double Stuart Surridges initially

(1111 )

15 Revolve on the cricket pitch (4)

1 7 Many Vijays of Venice (9)

DOWN
1 Have two please* (3)

2 Nazir All initially (1,1 1)

3 Pulling these guts ? (7)

4 Many games of Basque origin re*

sembling fives (7)

5 The was done for the first time in

four minutes by Derek Ibbotson (4,3)

6 The result of being knocked out in

the ring (4,3)

7 V for victory this great Irish train-

er
( 1 ,6)

12 No longer in as a batsmen (3 )

14 The eagle at Moscow (3)

16 Reverse the title of the Don (3)

fQuestion box j
BBHHHHBHBHBHBBI Sudhir

Santoth iltwac, Calcutta.

Q. Is Rodney Marsh, the Australian

stumper, a right-hand or left-hand

batsman?
A. Left-hand batsman
R.K. Chattarlaa, Uttarpara.

Q. How many Tests have India played

so far, including the last Test against Sri

Lanka at Madras in 1 982-83? Please

X
ive their results as won, lost, drawn
i. After the conclusion of the Test

against Sn Lanka at Madras in 1 982-83,

India's Test tally stands at 199, compris-

ing 35 victories, 72 defeats and 92
drawn Tests

fhyieaaJhiiens IHlaMMM

Q. Who is the youngest captain ever to

lead India in Teat? What la nls record as
a captain?
A. M A K Pataudi is the youngest of not

only India, but he is the youngest in the

world He won 9 Tests, lost 19 and drew
12 Tests in his 40 Tests as the captain

of India ,

Q. Whose prize wicket did MAK
Pataudi capture? How, when and
where? How many centuries has he
scored in Tests for India? Where
against whom and when?
A. M A K got his only Test wicket that

of M C Cowdrey, whom he got l b w for

38 at Kanpur in 1963-64 Pataudi s six

Test hundreds are as follows 103, 203*

against England at Madras and Delhi in

1961 -82 and 1963-64 respectively, 126*

vs Austtalia at Madras, 153 and 1 13 vs
New Zealand at Calcutta and Delhi

respectively in 1964-65 and 148 vs
England at Leeds in 1967
Q How many bowlers are there to

capture a wicket with their very first ball

m Tests? Please name them
A A Cunningham of Australia, WM
Bradley E G Arnold, G G Macaulay,
MW fate and R Howarth of England
M Henderson and H D Smith of New
Zealand, T F Johnson of West Indies

and Intikhab Alam of Pakistan have
captured a wicket with their very first

delivery in Test cricket

Q. What are the bowling speeds ot

Michael Holding and Andy Roberts of

West Indies?
A Speed as filmed during the Australia-

West Indies Test matcn at Perth in

December 1975, was measured as fol-

lows Andy Roberts* 93 62 miles per
hour at the time of releasing Michael
Holding 92 3 miles per hour, at the time
of releasing

Q When did Greg Chappell of Australia

score three consecutive ducks in Tests?
Give details, please
A. Greg Chappell did not make three
successive ducks in Tests He made his

scores of duck in the second innings
against Pakistan at Melbourne then in

the next Test vs West Indies he made 0
and 6 at Melbourne in the same season
and in the second Test at Sydney, he
had scored 12 and 0 This means that

he did register three ducks in the sea-
son 1981-82 in Australia but not con
secutively

Q. Who were the umpires for the Tests
by India in England, Australia and New
Zealand in the seasons 1979 in England
and 1980-81 Down Under?
A. DJ Constant and BJ Meyer at

Birmingham, H D Bird and K E Palmer
at Lora s, HD Bird and B J Meyer at

Leeds, and D J Constant and K E
Palmer at the Oval in 1979 M Johnson
and R V Whitehead at Sydney, A R
Crafter and RV. Whitehead at Ade-
laide, M Johnson and R V Whitehead
at Melbourne, F R Goodall and S J
Woodwa'd at Wellington J B R Hastie
and D A Kmsella at Christchurch, F R
Goodall and SJ Woodward at Auck-
land

Q What is HAnif Mohammad's highest

‘score in first class cricket?

A. 499 for Karachi vs Bahwalpur at

Karachi in 1958-59
Q. What was the Test batting average of
former England Test player, Tom
Graveney and Alan Watkins?
A. Graveney 79 Tests, 123 innings, 13
times not out, 4,882 runs, 258 highest
score, 44 38 average, 11 centuries, 20
half centuries and 8 ducks Alan Wat-
kins 15 Tests, 24 innings, 4 times not
out, 810 runs, 137 not out highest score,
40 50 average, 2 centuries, 4 half cen-
tunes and 2 ducks
Asltls Ghost, Calcutta

Q. Who is the first umpire from East
Zone who has supervised an official

Test?
A. P K Smha who umpired 2 Tests for

India hailed from Bengal of East Zone
Msnoi Agarwal, Cuttack

Q When and where did Greg Chappell
make his Test debut?
A. 2nd Test vs England at Perth in

1970-71
Pradip Udeshi, Calcutta

Q When where and against whom did
Michael Holding make his Test debut?
A. 1 st Test vs Australia at Brisbane
1975-76

'Quiz
I Ranjtl Ghose

QUESTIONS
Fill in the blanks
1 John Newcombe and won

five Wimbledon titles together in the
late Sixties

2 captain of a World Cup
(soccer) winning team was a war-
time paratrooper

3 iS known as the inventor of

the third back game in soccer
4 is the largest Staduim in

Britain

5 , the great footballer, could
flick a coir over his shoulder with

his heel so that it landed in his

breast pocket
6 is credited with the invention

of the attacking sweeper which
revolutionized the concept of mod-
ern football

7

was Italy s inside right for

tfv»ir World Cup winning teams of

both 1934 and 1938
8 cricket teams from India

toured England in 1886 and 1888
9 The late AW Grout was the under-

study to for many seasons
10 won the mens singles title

of the World Table Tennis cham-
pionship three times running, in

1961, 1963 and 1965
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The Sporting Life

‘DEEP’ LOVE
Hong Kong: Stony Chue and Kathy

Cheung took the plunge when they
pledged their deep love in an under-

water wedding. Both keen scuba
divers, they used under-water writ-

ing boards to speli out "I do” and
exchanged rings as the Diving In-

structor Andrew Che read the mar-
riage ceremony. The bride wore a
blue rubberised nylon suit with black

trimmings and a lead weiaht-belt.

She also wore a large yellow air-

bottle and full facial mask. So did the

groom.

IfBridge
Boris Schapiro

In a doubles game at tennis, it usually

pays tor both members of a partnership

to nave similar styles (perhaps both at-'

tacking net players). In bridge, however,
some of the most effective partnerships

over the years have consisted of one
distinctly aggressive OKXier ana one
super-sounaoperator. One of the most
disastrous combinations seams to be
when you get two humorists pitted

together. Would you have guessed that

East-West on this week’s hand were both
contenders for the last World Champion-
ship? In different teams. I grant you, and
perhaps just as well ..

.

+ K74
<7AQ973
O A52
4Q9

4Q986
<765
OQ9876
76

+ J105
<7102
OK 10 3

KJ 1082

A32
<7KJ84
OJ4

A 54

3

South dealt with North-South vulnerable

and the bidding unfolded, improbably, as
follows:

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST

14 2 0? able 24!
3<7 40 pen
4<7 pws 5<7 pass

6<7 6# able 70
able pan pan pass

HORSE LAUGH
Paris: The winner of the Cognac
Horse Race was not the horse
named MILK but the one named
TEETOTALLER'

RUNNING INTO DEBT
Boston: Bill Travers was advised

by some of his sporting friends to

take up jogging in order to get rid of

his weight problem. The problem
remained together with another.

Said Bill. “I bought a book on jogging

for $9. Then I bought a pair of

jogging shoes for $30. Then I bought

a smart retreat to seven-diamonds. In

addition to the six top losers declarer

misplaced the Jack of diamonds and
ended up conceding 1300 points. Their

team-mates were not amused when they
found that what they thought would be a
oerfectty normal score of S20 points had
led to a large loss . .

.

lot wears gate At game all as South
you held 40, <?A543,OAQ 1063.

K J 5. You dealt and opened one-
diamond and partner responded one-
heartwhich you raised to three-hearts. At

this point North tried three no-trumps
and you had to decide whether to pass
or go back to four-hearts. Normally you
go to great lengths to discover 4-4 fits but

here ft sounds as though North’s hearts

are weak and that he has good values in

the black suits. Your hearts, of which,you
are known to hold four, ate not too robust
either and your black suit honours seem
sure to pull their weight in a no-trump
contract. I would pass 3NT.
TMa wears gate Suppose, with plenty of

trumps and entries in both hands, you
have the problem of making three tricks

in a side-suit consisting of4 Q facing
AJ 10 3 2? Oh, I forgot to mention that

you are in a grand slam, so simply
leading low to me Queen is not a very

satisfactory solution.

IChess

West’s jump overall of two-diamonds
was described as weak, and I will go
along with that description. Norttvs

double was negative - a cart of two-

hearts would have been non-forcing -

and East’s tan-spades wap a Httfejoke in

an attampt to spike North-South’s guns.

He chose the wrong suit however, and
his opponents put on steam Id reach a
slam which would have offered remark-

abtyUMepfey.

in a serve East had succeeded M his

object of confusing the issue but he had
reckoned without nis partner who rnade
what he was convinced would be a
cheap sacrifice of six-spades. Fast beat

Frank James Marshall (1877-1944) is

the third on my chronological list of great

players from the USA. In contrast to his

predecessors Morphy and Piflsbury he
had a full life and was able to devote most
of it to the practice of the game he loved.

Marshall won the US Championship from
Jackson Showalter in 1909 and
remained Champion, more or less undis-

putediy, until 1936, when he resigned

the title. In the International arena he
quickly became recognised as a dan-
gerous competitor, if not quite of the

calibre of the World Champions. When
he got the chance to meet Lasker for his

title in 1907 Marshall put up a most
disappointing show, being defeated

1

1

V2-3V2 withoutwinning a single game.
His romantic and aggressive style of play

was not sound enough to trouble Lasker

and Capabtanca in a match, but In the
uneven conditions of international tour-

a jogging suit for $45. Then I joined a
jogging club for $75. All I seem to

have done so far is Tun’ into debt!”

OFF-SIDE
New York: Overheard after a Varsi-

ty Baseball match, “Our coach can
really bring out the best in the team.
Too bad it s always the other team!”

GENERAL' FAVOURITE
Pisa: Is famous for its Leaning

Tower as also for a lesser known
statue of a General in a most awk-
ward pose. It started out, say locals,

as an equestrian statue but the
committee soon realised they had no
money for the horse.

BERNIE TELLIS

namentis he could hold his own with

anyone. For instance, at Cambridge
Springs, 1904, Marshall took first prize

with 13/15, two clear points ahead of

Lasker and Janowski, and at Havana,

1913, he truimphed with a score of

10Vfc-3V^, just in front of Capabtanca.
Other notable performances were his

fourth place (behind Lasker, Capabtanca
and Alekhine) at New York, 1924. and
fifth at St Petersburg, 1914. (At this

event the new title Grandmaster of chess
was bestowed upon the five finalists,

Lasker, Capabtanca, Alekhine, Tarrasch

and Marshall, by the Tsar of Russia.) A
fine tactician and daring opportunist,

Marshall always preferred attack to

defence and was never afraid to give up
material so as to retain the initiative.

These methods led to uneven results but

and interelf to the public. We shatilook

at one of his best efforts next week.

CmpWMm 8867. Solution next week.

Black
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Tnums up cricket senes

in ttie 1978 79 series

Pakistan did not play a

single completed
innings
against India

Sunil Gavaskar
is the only

batsman in test history to
have scored a century In
each Innings on three
occasions The second
occasion was against
Pakistan at Karachi in

1978 79. when he scored
in and 137 when
Gavaskar reached 96 in the
second innings he broke
Polly umrigar's record as
the most prolific

run-getter for India

in the 1979-80 series Syed Kirmanl was
responsible for dismissing 19 Pakistani

batsmen equalling the indo Pak record set
by Naren Tamhane in 1954 55

New Delhi 1979-80 K» mam playing his 37th

test replaced Parokh Engineer as India's
most successful wicket-keeper He

caught Mudassar Nazar to cross
Engineers tally of 82 victims

from 46 test'

Syed Kirntani's Test Hftstory
fatting aii tests V/s Pak

up tl

1979-80

1982 83
Series

Matches 58 9

innings 84 14

NOt Out 14 2

Runs 1889 1 218

Average 2698 1816

Highest 101* 41

100s 1
—

50s 9 —
wicket-keeping
Catches 107 22

Stumpings 30 2

Best 5Ct/1 StU 4ct/1StU

AHfactsandfigures mentionednerearevaua
up to tne startof tnecurrent series ifanynew
recordsare created writetnemdown in tne
spacesprowled

The refreshingCob
Trth**P£4«83



And give me the taste
of toasted tobacco. *

CHARMINAK

CHAKMINAR

Toasted taste made milder
That's the way I like it

D scover the taste of toasted
fobocco enfoyed by millions the world
over Now made milder and captured
fo your smoking pleasure in

Chormmor f her

CHARMINAK

^AUITQRY WARNING CIGARETTE SMOKING IS INJURIOUS TO HEALTH
Contract CF 1 (O





Colgate's

trusted formula works
to giveyou clean,

fresh breath.

.

strong, healthy teeth

every time you brush.

I t t 1

1

between your teeth

Colgate's unique active foam
reaches deep to remove dangerous

food particles and bacteria

Result Fresh-breath confidence,

protection against decay,

strong healthy teethm
Remember to brush with Colgate Dental Cream

after every meal Stop bad breath fight tooth decay

You'll love its fresh minty faateL
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fLetters to the Editor

Dishonest
Imran

I
N the issue dated 19
January 1984, I was

shocked and surprised to

read Imran Khan's highly
biased repoit about the
third lest Ihis is unbe
coming of a truly great
cricketer and sportsman I

felt that Imran is a diplo
mat pai excellence He is

o\ et shrewd and has made
a partisan repoit 1 quote
rht following instances
1 Inn an mentions that
(jdvaskai in tht second in

rungs was ontt dean out
and even the I \ leplavs
showed that ht was out it

was a deiiven from Sai

fra/ but how come Imran
tan fudge from his post
non in the field’ It is only
the umpnt who can talk
about the case While he
appreciated Sunil s game
he made no seciet of his

opinion that tin Indian
skippei was luck\ to gc a
centun

l About V embark it’s

posii.ee i RW \erdiet I in

ran sa\s that Vcngsaikai
has his technical Haw likt

)iud Miandad pi mii(
back and aci os> and shut
Hit g It both ol the m h i

got the same technic H
flaw then flow come onlv
the Indian is ei\tn L RW
and the otlut iiuatiihly
givti tht I e n 1 1 it of
doubt

? Mohineh r md Mad in

I ai both we in to h h

de hat ibl d» ei inn** Rut
according to mi put <u

lan both we it de in oi i

4 1 he ump it w \ < in iut

his debut m tdt i big *ol

of hmisc It win n he openly
discus etl lus duisious
with tht Picss He tvtn
sa d that he thought Mian
ded iiad pined the ball A
mo't irrespoiisibit state

ire nt indetd
5 According to Imian

all Ineliam weie clean >ut

U any Indian stayed and
atoied luck laxouu d him
The Pakistanis always
played cxtclltnrlv
Come on Imran We1 die

not try bahies Wt frankly
accept that you? team is

superior paiticulailv in

bowling speai headed by

yourself We giant that we
weie outplayed We don't

iment causes an f blame
the umpires fo» out defeat
But no one can deny that
there were si me highly
c ontroy ersial decisions Tn

future if at all you write
something, be honest, im
paitial objective
truthful
P R A B H A

PADMANABHAA
Rom bit \

Gavaskar the

mercenary

Gavaskar s sugge^
tionfoi more money to

senior plavt’s is i ldiculous
but typical of tin cpoutit
plavei Next he wi I tU

rnand tlw in \ s or of

srinoi pHytis footing
f imst If » id bt oth». i m I iw

\isliwana h> is i consul
f rat on toi tl u stunt
tn tb paint nrtspMiue
of l it n#ss and turn Wi
hopt wt do mt hue to

liidudt Rohm ( uaskar
nut oi i o uuh in m lot hi c

t irh i md l rich

I misquote i foirnei

l s President “Ask lot

wt at the game can do foi

you ask what you c in do
t n the g UT i

It w uld l n the ip

tc r« si of the i irnt f > In p
tl l s \ lit n n<. id# d Link
et oi ttiiary uithcr tl in

hutkk down fo hi dt
mud Ht fii' it pt it t cl 1 v

in ult tl t Hu i! d lo »k too 1

ish w ih his mdi ( i\ i ru d
ui b< ui it

(
h h i \ ui

No pi u f is ibo\t th#

e unt I. >t t * t n t a\ kai
nnw a s i\ k

non p imam ,

LlARX S/V \ I

tJdti ss not Li\tn

Unfair declaration
!

I
I wis 'hocking lor v i it k j

ctlmus to see lmi in

dccJait iht iniuins at the^
II \ dci ahad 1 1 sr when
Mi mdad was in the
thit'hold oi his tuple ten
t u \

I he in m h w i c om
pleteh in the gup >i

Pakistan It would but
been bt ttci to dt d uc at

lunch I fed tl is was ui

unfaii dcdiratim
SM /) IR \1 \ VR

r RAHMAN
I Pdtn i



Doshi dropped at
his peak

MUDAH PATHERYA takes a view contrary to public opinion

S TRANGL are wavs At Lahore in

the first Test against Pakistan
one saw Dilip Doshi walking in with
the ream behind, having nd half the
Pakistan side At Lahore five weeks
later he was left out unwanted The
staple tare dished out was that he
was finished as a bowler and had
piobably plaved his last Test Mean*
while many newspapers had their
pages darkened on the topic while
the Indus flowed I he switch in

effectiveness seemed too blatant af-

ter the showing in tht opening en-

counter A piohe was considered
imperative

It seemed against the nature of

things that he should have deteno-
tated so lapicily In fact, local opm-

His showing against

Pakistan that winter

( 1979-80) was also cre-

ditable. He took 18

wickets and not a sing-

le was a number nine,

ten or jack

ion summed it up as diminishing
influence hut being m Pakistan for
runt weeks at a stietch one de-
veloped the intuition to view it

rather ditferentlv Obviously, Doshi
nevti seemed to be bowling as well
as he could have but factors of a
different kind were at work Often,
and quite inti igumgly, Doshi Was
nevei operating with a field condu»l
c ivt to his tv pe of bowling But evtH|
more mvsteuouslv his introduction
at certain lunctures failed to satisfy

He would be brought in when no
other bowlei would be able to put
the brakes on the scoreboard A
mote explicit explanation is neces
sar>

Quite a few things pointed to the
captain's role in Doshi’* running to
seed in Pakistan His dislike for the
Caliuttan left armei seemed so
openly evident that after some time
it needed no Nostradamus to predict
that his exclusion was round tha
comer When the axe fell at die team
meeting at Lahore on the eve of the

fifth Test hardly was anyone sur

prised Gavaskar's handling of his

oldest lieutenant on tour was per-

plexing and Botham's query from the
past seemed relevant again “Is he
captaining India or England?’ the
Somerset man had once asl^ed.

Bishan Bedi was slightly more elo-

It was dearly apparent
that Sunil Gavaskar
and Dilip Doshi were
not on speaking terms

quent in an Indian foitmghtlv M An
open dialogue between the captain
and hi* bowlers is long overdue* was
his observation in Pakistan

It was clearly apparent that Sunil
Gavaskar and Dilip Doshi were not

on speaking tetms Perhaps, the only
time they said anything to each othei
was on the field The way the field

ing was manipulated one could
almost visualise the following con
veisation behind tht umpire at the
bowler's end 1 Skip, can I have a
forward shoit left•

, ”

“You cannot Instead 1 shall give
you a deep point

’

It went to such an extent that one
former Indian captain landing be
hind this wilier at f aisalabad asked
whether it was a seimer who wa»
bowling This amused the Pakistanis
no less and thev looked quite glad
when Doshi wa^> not hi ought over on
occasions Mudassai Na/ai was o’er

the moon when Doshi v as dropped

Gavaskar's dislike for

the Calcuttan left-

armer seemed so open-
*
ly evident that after

some time it needed no
Nostradamus to pre-

dict that his exclusion

was around the corner

while Zahoei Abbas went on record
as follows It depends on the cap
tain as to who he wants in the side
Sometimes someone is the favourite,
sometimes not It is the captain’s
privilege ’’ No weak allusion this

Lala Amernath was more vocal He
wrote, “I am afraid with their limited
attack India may not be able to
deliver the goods in the West Indies
Doshi, so long the principal spinner,
was left out m the cold He was not
handled pioperly and this became a
mator problem on the tour

“Finally, with inexpei tented Man
indei Singh becoming the first spin-
ner the attack was made to look very
ordinary Some thoughts must be
given now about the composition of
the side for the West Indies which
should comprise experienced cncke
ters

”

The story of the dissent between
the two, Gavaskar and Doshi, has
roots older than Gavaskar's Test
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Imran Khan and Sunil Gavaskar chattinq it ust

caieer itself Gavaskar, somehow,
nevei toigoi and got a chance to

show up on his team mate when the
spinner was chosen to play for India
at Madras against the Australians m
1979 80 In fact, there were whisper
mgs o! Doshi being dropped at the
end of the first day in his debut Test
for the next game That could never
quite be hi ought about because
Doshi picked up six toi 103 and the
man was made He finished with the
second highest number ol wickets m
the series— one less than Kapil Dev’s
28—and his berth had been ie
served His showing against Pakistan
that wmtet was also creditable He
took 18 wickets and not a single was
a number nine, 10 01 jack Gavas
kar’s strategy to keep Doshi away
from bowling at the tailenders and
get less wickets seemed pronounced
Gavaskar pursued Doshi even m

Australia Aftei the lattei had
bowled exceptionally well with Kapil
Dev in tandem there were attempts
to extenuate his contributions He
was not given a mention m the
Victory speech m the Press Confer
ence after the Melbourne Test More
interestingly, Doshi had bowled 74
overs (eight ball) m the game, 22 in

the second innings at the frugal rate
of a run and a half per over To top it

all, he had a spiral fracture in his

foot and every time he went up to

bowl the bone abrasions made the
agony unbearable A certain Dr
Juliano, who was treating Doshi,
advised complete rest and to refrain

Even Imran Khan was convinced that Gavaskar had not handled Doshi wei'

tiom oven walking When he was fused to acknowledge iIi.k lit km w
told that the patient had played a anything about il tun then gn Do *lu
lest match he could not believe it had ahead\ confided
When two cricket wuteis picked this
issue with Gavaskar at a Press Con fn fact wht n 1 h cIim s I upland
terence larei, the Indian captain le tame down in 198182 G, ,rkai

Sobers with Doshi (leftI and Doug Watters



launched a fresh offensive He cast

aspersions on Doshi’s ability and
searched our Shastn and Yadov as

the spin columns for the senes to be
played then Botham countered it m
a leading Indian weekly and wrote
that it was time that the Indians got
rid of the nagging doubts of tne
quality of their spinners Later, he
was to add that Doshi was by far the
best Jett armer in the world

Doshi’s success continually met
C««ivaskar*s discouragement during
the series At Kanpur, for example,
afttr 1 letcher had gone to Kapil Dev,
Botham toined Gower Doshi bowled
a maiden to Botham in which he was
m&ssed twice off successive deliver
ies—a bat and pad chance and a
stumping—when he was lust a run or
two Dosni was taken off immediate
ly with his figures reading 17 overs,

21 runs and two wickets He was not
called on to bowl until Borham was
well past 60 1

The situation was hardly different
in England m the summer of *82 At
Lord’s he was given the wrong end to

keep Shastn shu Idtd It is common
knowledge that left armors at the
Headquarters are howled from the
Nursery End because of the slope of

the ground It enhances thrust but
for the most important pdrt of the
innings Doshi was kept on from the
Pavilion End—the wrong one The
following day Rohm Marlar put it

\u\ subtH 4 Doshi who has to con

tmually please his captain " and
everyone knew the implications
At Manchester Dosni returned

With the best figures by an Indian at

that ground ever while at The 0\ al

he barely bowled a dozen balls at

.
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Botham till the batsman was 141 not
out Doshi was then called over when
Botham was m full command and
braking the flow seemed impossible
Considering that he was the mam

bowler along with Kapil Dev his

involvement seemed to have been
deliberately reduced Coincidental
1> when Botham got out it was Doshi
who had had him, caught by Vish
wanath at 208 Doshi also finished
with most wickets on the trip m Tests
and first class games Gavaskars
machinations had npt worked. As
Doshi said “The pertoimances could
have been better under more en
corn aging and congenral circumst
ances

”

Doshi is far from brushed l lhe
dropping was totally unexpected and
1 feel more determined than ever
before to prove how wrong lv such a

situation was ueated ’ 1 veil stalls

tics bear him out in a veiv favour
able light Till the end of the 1 ahore
lest (1) he h id 11 1 wicki ts tioni 29
Tests after having completed his 100
wickers in one list ks-% Rt search
bears rut that Bishan Bedi got hi%

‘century in an equal number of It st

>

and it must not bt overlook* d with
a more skilful cordon oi clo^t in

catchris Bishan Bcdi him ill

oik red the opinion that Doshi would
have succeeded in any n lad he

men like bolkai and Vtnk.it ptenn*
on the batsmen

Doshi also happens to be t be only

spume r apait from Clarru C<nmrr< t

to have made his debut aftei tl * igt

of 40 and take n 100 1 est w ic kc t ills

111 wickets tn 2 C* Icsts rill I i! >it

testify well tor Irm consider in that

Guess who's flying

to Paris next week?
Me!
Me going to Paris I I

couldn t imagine it even
in my wildest dreams
Till Allahabad Bank s

Recurring Deposit
Scheme showed me
the way I |ust paid
part of the fare

Why don t you mew
the most of this ss
well 7

Look how the Scheme works
(on a deposit of Rs 200 per month)

Period

3 years

b years

7 years

8 years

10 years

Maturity value
Rs 8 418 00
Rs 16 006 00
Rs 25.272 00
Rs 30 714 00
Rt 43.844 00

ALLAHABADBANK
(A Cowsmmvnt o* *k» • urKWtafcntf}



Kapil Dev being an opening bowler
haa 127 wickets in 30 Tests between
Madras 1979 80 and Lahoie 1982 83
Also, it is to Doshi’s credit that only
H of his first hundred victims were
beyond number eight in the batting
oidei' His average fat 22 wickets in

1981 82 was the third best (toi those
above 22 wickets ) tiom the Indian
side against England e\er 1 oi the
sake of pioving his consistency it

may be pointed out that he c lptuied
25 wickets in his Jast foui lest

matches till I allot t

Till chasms bt tween Sunil Lavas
kar and Dilip Doshi were to

widen fuithci aftei the tirsi lest m
Pakistan With Mamndci Singh s in

troduction Doshi s sitpmotheilv

Considering that he
was the main bowler
along with Kapil Dev,
Doshi’s involvement
seemed to have been
deliberately reduced

tieitmtnt was openlv on view On
^ t Me lust da\ of the ha achi list

when Indn had been bowled out loi

a song Manindt i was talltd on to

hoi 1 the lust o\n ol spin lew ads
elost ft pin inel no one mcelttltwi
*,ut sscs as *o who tlu lust spimu r oi

the side now was I) >shi o\ei mini*
emitmm d nil aitii lunch when hi

was hi ought on tot tlu lust turn in

the garni It w is thought that Lavas
k a would ii\ to i e st i le t tlu stoiing
with i positive wield ovci the situa

tion Instead he bi ought oil l>oshi

only it 155 foj tlliet with /tei

\bbason 8" It hid become stupid bv

then ol thinking to kttp /ahtti on
tilt quiet I at In l \sit Iqb il we nt on
tecoid ovei tlu television toi saving

th a Lav ask u must have had pci sou
d reasons toi having not mtioduceel
Doshi into the tuing line

Moi covet one Pikistani enckttei
lev tiled how litei Doshi had been
hit tm a foui the lit Id plating

f.
ive n

to the bow It i lacked imagination—
Lavaskai veiled tiom widish mid on
Mistei Doshi vou net d a lot ol net

piactiee ihe batsmen tould tust

not believe what was going on
Anothci fact stands out Im atten

tion As long as Doshi tn toved the

status ot being the puncipal spinnti

m the side Mudassai Na/ar nevtr got

going the wav he was to m the

subsequent stages ol the senes Once
Mamndci Singh was inducted and
the shift in responsibilities spcciticd
lMudd\’ Nazai took tlu most out ol

it He got a centuiv at Kaiachi a

double nundied at Hvdtiabad a bat

Gaining txercise at Lahoie and v t

another ccntuiy at Kaiachi in the

concluding eneountci Ht was the

fust cncketei to fusk m glee when
they announced that Doshi had gone
At 1 aisalabad Doshi was given his

first bowl when Zaheer was alreadv
85 and Javed Miandad 40 odd In the

later stages, Madan Lai got rid ot

both in a trice and Malik and Imian
Khan were still fresh and a trifle

nervous at 361 Gavaskar nursed
them with his desultory decisions
and put Doshi m to bowl only when
the partnership had been worth 95
in the end on rhe following day,
when Qadir and Bakht were getting
away time and again—Madan Lai
and Kapil were hit with least respect
bv Qadn on occasions sti oiling nut
to them—Doshi could have been in

troduced and being an experienced
bowler he might have made short
woik ol the whole thing Instead
Surwl allowed his beaten bowlers to

continue until Bakht was bowled in

the end Pakistan had b\ then
aluaeiv hit up 652
Nt Hvo^iabad the snides were t asi

h noticeable since the Pressmen
wert accomodated in the open at the

edge ot the boundary line Once
ig mi Doshi was disci lminattd
ag unst when it came to the timing ot

beinjL put on to bowl Aiound bO lot

I

rwo would have been an appropuate
I
occasion as the Pakistanis wtie bat

ting with the pressure mounted In

ste id Lavaskai waited till 155 bv

which time Miandad and Mudassar
had loosened themselves No wicket
It 11 until 511' On quite a few oeca

I sions Doshi was called on but tiom
in ( nd that made ball control veiv
Jniic ult One could judge the spht i

oid s wobble sitting 70 yards away at

| c ! °uiid height with the blowing from
tin I ldgah end The batsmen weie
if sorting to singles through dclr
placement until the Calcuttan hit
rmei wis switched ovei to the end
hum wheie bettti control was lorih

coming Immediately Mudassai
I Nazai was walking back caught
1 Marauder bowled Doshi

On Doshi s exclusion the question
oi his batting was stored He w is

li mused tor getting out time and
1 C un to lmi an Khan I hough Y\ asirn

Ban nt vt i committed himst li to any
taction lit icitdinly agieed that the

It is to Doshi’s credit

that only 13 of his first

hundred victims were
beyond number eight

in the batting order!

balls that Imran oittn bowledDoshi
with wert vets good dtlivuieWThev
wculd have got mo*t oi the fiont

lincis he asset ted Moitovtr it is a

bit to cxptcl a numbel 11 to bat

cxgcrtlv C handiastkhat was nevci
the best of bats ind not was Be di but

the opic then ntvei quite came up
Dost l's fielding has also been much
cruuitftd and though bad it was, it is

surprising way people tended to

oveilook the c thei Indians similaily

to blame Patil, peihaps tied in

mediocrity m that particular depart
ment and, being so unfit ught
through, he was often rcndeied in

lured As a consequence he hud to
be omitted fiom the fifth and sixth

Tests \ishwanath also seemed fat

from making himself available all

the time and was taken in bv the
pavilion on quite a tew occasions,
mainly unlit Thue were other tup
ordei batsmen also who could not
touch their toe s during workouts
How we used to amuse ourselves'

It was Gavaskai s human rela
tionships that finished Dilip Doshi
and India Team spmrwas sub /eio
and his letting go his command on
the lourth dav of the Kaiachi lest
ovei the highwavs and byways of

Asif Iqbal went on re-

cord over the televi-

sion for saying that

Gavaskar must have
had personal reasons
for having not intro-

duced Doshi into the

firing line

colloquial invective wcu the last sig

nal that his biams tiust had now
discind him He icll out with quite
a few plavtis on the trip and aitei

Hvdtiabad communication btiwetn
Doshi and him l inn to a full stop It

carm to -arch a stage that on tilt

flight back home fiom Kaiachi
Lav iskai hand* d in autograph
she* t to this wine to pass on to

Doshi to sign Lav nku also seldom
missed out c n in opportunity to

ndicttlc Doshi in Iront of the icst ot

the ttam i il nbcis a couple of whom
acic not t ven Doshi s age with both
of the ns put to^ t lif i 1 oi example,
at a par tv tin ( wn bv the Indian team
liaison ot i ic l i |usi a couple ot da\s
pnoi to the team s leaving the plav
eis weit sitting and watching televi

o m Suddcnlv an idviitiscmc nt ot a

m vie was Hashed with the hcio and
the leading ladv depicted m an emo
tu nal moment Mi and Mrs
Doshi was the immt diatt shout and
one did not have to tiace the voice
source to see who it was
Let it not fi om the above argumt nt

be gathered that Manindei Singh is

not a good bowler Pai from it In

fact quite a tew Pakistanis applet

i

afed his potential and said that he
would with tlu piogiess ot nnu*,
become the best ol his tv pc m the
world Ilowevei no one was willing

t# lay his hands on the pi esent Doshi
got eight wicktts m the senes tiom
torn Tests while Manindei three
from five Doshi s 1

1

tm ns might have
been more impitssive but he said,

“Looking back on mv M test span it

appears that 1 was virtual lv on trial

for every match despite prov ing my
woith ' There it is



Sportsworld Exclusive r

WE WERE A FAR
BETTER SIDE

IMRAN KHAfM tells MUDAR PATHERYA in an exclusive interview

SPORTSWORLD Do vou think
that the series was well-contested

or did it degenerate into a pushover

^

IMRAN KHAN Well, I shall sav
one thing Be it any series, you ha\e
got to work out what soit oi wickets
it was plavcd on The wickets during
this series wet < put elv batting ti acks
or it they did not hi lp the batsmen
then neithei did they assist the bow
lets at any stage

It might have helped at Lahou
dunng the tilth lest m the tit st

innings when the pitch was wet
Maybe at lhai linn the track helped
the paiernen but on the whole the

senes was hiaydy tilted in fa\out ol

the bat With sue h wickets theie is

little chance that a sc ties will be
|

closely fought Wt saw huge totals

being built up so you cannot it ally

sav that the strics was closely
iought

India nt\ei ne\ei during the en
lire series looktd as if they wen
going to win a match Nor for that

matter dfd thev look as d they would
bowl us out cheaply lhere was nc\
ei a smgh situation dunng the en
tire senes when wc we le in danger of

losing quick wickets early on e*xtc pt i

at Karachi whin we were 18 for

three lh.it too was not because ot

good bowling but because ot out bad
shots

‘•Pushov et ’ is not the i iglu woid to

use in this context W e also str uggled
hard to howl India out Wc had to

woi k har d b \ en I had to swt at to get

mv wickets even though 1 may have
had two oi three good spt Us m the

senes But it was generally hard
work and we through persistent
pressure managed to get India out It

was not that the wicket helped us
rlheie weie times When India re
sisted lor example* there wett
Mohinder’s and Sunil's innings at

F aisalabd and Hyderabad both in

the second innings
I thought both ot thi m batted well

and resisted bravely but it would be
fan to sav that apait horn these
two— espec idlly Mohindet as I

thought that he showed much moie
guts, courage and application—no
one showed the capacity to stay at

the wicket It is amazing how some
one like Mohindet could ha\e been
left out of the Indian side foi such a
long time

In tact, even last summei 1 asked
‘liger Pataudi whv Mohindet was
missing fiom the side touting 1 ng
land which featured players like

Asliok Malhntid and Ghulam Paikar
who obviously had no idea ot Lnglish
conditions I he only othei iesistanct

in ihe batting apart It uni these two
came front Ra\ i Shastri who sliowe d
a lot of application at Kaiachi during
the last Test

SPWD Where do vou think the
Indians went wrong in the senes'-'

IK 1 tec I that it was a combination
of lac tens especially the bow ling and
fielding wlmh were the problem
departments 1 fit bowling wa newt

penetiativc although probably it tlu

wicktts had been moie helpful
seaming or spinning - India might
have* been hem i off On the* wickets
in Pakistan the Indians never looked
good enough to bowl Pakistan out

Kapil l)t\ w is not howled ptopeilv
bv the capr nn I or instance, if hi

was rheu smkt bow lei hi* used to

bowl dispioportionatelv long spells

especially in thi fust hour and a

hall He would bowl tor 90 minutes
in the* opening session and then
become progressively less efteeme
as the dav woie on
He gave us a lot of lespite and oui

batsmen would be tomplettlv un
tested a* ter wt* had sunned the fust
spell of tht' day from him I veil if lie

had taken only one wicket we had
strong enough hatting side n >t to be
troubled by him alter that 1 think
that it was there that the struggle

began The rest ot the bowlers never
showed any indications of success In

all fairness, the wickets did nor turn

enough for the spinners and the
medium pacers hanllv troubled us in

tlu lests

Also I)ihp Doshi foi some reason
did not leallv bowl enough when vou
ccmsidc* the* experience he has l

thought that Sunil (»avaskai could
havt manipulated the bowling bet
tc i ht could have used Doshi much
more It was ofttn too latt wlu*n he
was lntioduccd I hough rht wickets
never really looked like htlping a

finger spinner 1 thought that Doshi
would ofttn In [nought on too latt

When /alii 1

1

\bbis would In going
gitat guns Do* lu would In calltd on
hut bv then it would ht too late

I also thought th.it tht Indian tie Id

mg was wry poor especially around
tlu slips On good w it ke ts it made all

the difftienct 1 oi example at

Kaiachi we should have Imwltd In

di i out for much ltss but wi chopped
stvtn catches the only time m the

senes that our fu filing tailed It pist

showed how import mt watches wtrt
on good witktp* \ bitsmii uist

net ded one t \ti u haute nn a w itke l

not giving much In Ip to tlu bow lets

It was piovtd in out cast that atlti

wt howled tlu Indians out lathei
casually at one* u ntit we sir uggled
u anothei because w< floored tot)

many chance'* Wt were* easily bttter
in these di'pat tint nt>
SPWD What about the Indian

strengths-*

IK Ihc Indian strength lay hast
tally m it* batting but it could not
stand the persisitnt pressure of big
Pakistani scores It was always trving
to save matches but you can only do
that once or thwice—they batted
wc II at 1 ahort got awav—but mak
ing it a habit was difficult At
Karachi wc bowled tht Indians out,
put on a good scene and then thev
were struggling It started to Mj and
at Kusalabad we again got a veiv big
store Ihev could not bat with any
measuie o( freedom
SPWD* What about the remedies?
IK I don't know but I feel that the

West Indian batting is not as good as
ours Out batting was superior to
that of the West Indies so India
might succeed in bowling them (the
W indies) out even cheaper On the
othei hand, the WT

est Indian bowling
is much stronger than ouis and pow
er packed The West Indians could

8



be bowled out for a low score and 2
that could place the Indian batting f
undei less pressure That is where <

India might get away $SPWD While speaking to an Indi ?
an Weekly you were of the opinion 3

that India would get slaughtered in
the West Indies At the lompletion
of six Tests how would you see it ;

IK On the tast wickets the Indians
don’t have a chance Ihire aie not
many list stups in the West Indies
and 1 feel rhai Barbados will
pei haps be one and so will Tamaica
So that makes it two fast wuktts
whut India will struggle rhf it 1

cannot see the Indians bowling the
opposition out then The ball will

come onto the hit and the last how
lers will he mainly effective not the
medium pacers
Onct the Wist Indians get thtir

inns on the boaid it will be ditficult

foi India as there ait foui fast b iw
lets Ivin thrci bowlers ini hiding
Mich u J Holding should hi enough
A lot will dtpt nd on how fit Michael
Holding u mams aijd how fast ht
howls

|

Ttimdad is howt\ei a spinous
wicket and it thiv hue two Tests
then is they usually have out rhirt
and out m Cmv ma then tht Indians
ha\c i good chum ot sa\ing the
It st matches Not only suing wh\ 1

would put my mom v on Indu it

1 1 mid id

1 line not sftn anybody howl i

well as Colin Crott on slow wickets
hit e\cn lit is not tht re be dust of

the South African tout Despite tht

wukets ht in*. slow and dusty 1 it

mtirihi i l toft howling will on oti i

sion I lie tt st oi the wicket should
ht pas y aid (j liner should succeed
in keeping down the tuns o i gnat
exit ut

Ihe West Indus hive t good
ehance )t winning the st ties though J

feel that tht Indians might put foi

waid hettei prospects Onct the bill

gets old I havt not se* a many ot tht

West Indians swing it Ha lumant
Singh made a start mem thit India

ht itn in Pakist in moit bv
swing than pace So ui tht C aubht in

if tht wickers—especially gi assless

onts- aif slow and il tht bowlti
cannot swing it then hi has to bt

\ery vuy I ist Ihtn igam tht fit

ness of the bowlti s is open to que s

non and 1 cannot ste any bowlti
besides Holding going through India
SPWD Keeping m mind the one

day games of this series how would
you place India in the World Cup

1

*

IK J don t give India much chance
there 1 he howling is not re ally that

good and tht fielding is worse I ve n
the batting is more suited to lest
critktt than the limited ovei s game s

Pakistan on tht othti hand docs not

have as good a fielding side as An*
sir alia New Zealand oi the Wt t

Indies Our howling is also not ba
lanced at the moment in the sense
that the boys have not acquired
much one day cricket expenence

fmr 1 1 Khan hav ng a good road Need we say wh rh m iqaz nr

Our batting is good and that tan lie IK Ihe most unpresuvt mntngs
i e lied upon to win tht World Cup of course came lrom Znhctr Then
However oui fielding may bt better t mie Muiiassar who had something
than that of tht Indians but it is tust to conti ibutt in every d< partment
not that good while we art going to Mianelad was also m isset on the
need tout bowleis able to geai them Held and a gu at batsman who plav
selves to win tht World Cup td atcoiding to the situation Mohsm
SPWD Would you be able to sing Klim was milmk\ m the senes

le out any one department whieh though he played one or two tine
might hive made the diffeiente be innings sartr i/ N iw iz how’ed very
tween India and Pakistan? will and tor long spells md mttl
IK 1 thought we outplayed the ligcntlv too He swung tht hall has

Indians m all thiee still much #.ui It left and has hetn one
SPWD This must have been your ot tin most inttlligi nt bowle is that I

most successful series as bowler nut seen Iletd pud quickly to the
captain and peihaps as a batsman conditions that lie howled in and
IK (aah) yes this one ind the studitd i t hatsme n ht was howling

one against the Australians though 1 to

think that the st rits against Austia But It t me omc hick to /ahtti It

In was more successful w is the hiiihitKt ot his hatting that
SPWD You were, perhaps, the* earned us through and 1 have no

sole difference between the two woids to descnbe his conti ibution
sides I ven Gavaskui said so in an Much ind most has already been
interview to this magazine Mid lbout it Whtntvei he hatted he
IK it would be too prt sumptuous w is completely in control Malik and

to say a thing like that It wouldn t
* Mansoot ha\e a lot ot pot* ntul and 1

bt light Nor would I think so Tut
|

w is glad thit Malik got a chance to

wav /ahetr and Mudassai played no
|

play in tht sines Malik u still

one could say that i alont mtftied immituit ind his a long wav to go
In fait Mudassai is such a wo ideilul hut his i lot ot talent in him He
all round eneke tc i a \eiv good bow shall ht Pakistan s playtr if the
lti and iistlul slip citeher and as a future Mansoor sulltted because of
batsman ht |ust stays out there and a wtakntss around the oft stump He
plavs within lu> limitations All m plavs with an angled hat and across
all we were )ust very good as a tt am the lint mil htnet is always a
SPWD You must have been a very eandidati tor slip eatthts So he

contented man after winning a series stands a chance nt being exposed
again more than the otheis but is neveithe
IK I would have lo\ed to win in less a superb player who shall get

Lngland in adverse conditions httttr and bttut
ictudllv Thar was my greatest it SPWD How would you account for
f.rct lam on top of the world after Qadir’s failure m the senes?
beating Indie 3 0 though I was quite IK Well 1 was glad the way
sad that wt < ould not win the last Qadu s wtakne ss was exposed by the
ont Indian batsmen I It el that he has got
SPWD There must have been to learn and develop more He tried

players who impressed you fr m the to completely mesmerise the Indians
Pakistani nde by his variety but it did not work



because the Indians were just that

hit better than the rest who had
played him earlier Thev attacked
Mm and tried to read him much more
tthan the others succeeded Also,
Qadir never bowled consistently to a
oood line and length and try to get
She Indians out He tned to be very
smart while generally he was ex

Ksed He is going to learn from now
and I am sure, bemp a gutsy sort

of a guy that he is, he is going to sit

down and work out his weaknesses
He shall become a better bowler

! after this He tued too much and
v gave away too many runs He never
howled as well as he had done
against Australia when he had done
so as a stock bowler but contained

: the batsmen too This time he was
too expensive and not that penetra
tiVe though admittedly the wickets
Were really dead and some did npt
help him at all But the intriguing

f part ts that he had bowled on such
pitches before and been pretty effec
thre So it shows that he nps to learn

\
against batsmen who can actually

. *read’ him
1 SPWD: There must have been
' players who impressed from the In-
' dian side What about Mohinder
\ Amamath?
|

IK: He was easily the most out

[

standing player from the Indian side

;
Hie way he batted and with the

i courage that he showed he was the

[
most difficult batsman to dismiss

[

from the Indian side He played
quite a number of good innings.
Sticking it out m the second innings

\
gt Faisalabad He also batted well at

Faisalabad m the second innings and
stood out for quite a long time Both
the hundreds at Lahore were very
gutsy, though 1 felt that the second
Was much better than the first one
As long as Sunil Gavaskai was

there at the wicket our main goal
W*s to get him out The longer he
stayed at the wicket the more
dangerous he became Maninder
Singh was another who caught the

- eye He bowled on very placid wick
\ ets and has much potential for the
[
future I think that he shall be one of

the best left armers in the years to

come Paul shall have to develop his

defence a little bit more His weak
ndss against the swinging ball was
hts huge backldt and his desire to
drive was slightly exposed He needs
to become more cautious and selec
txve Kapil Dev, incidentally, also
showed this weakness against the
swinging ball He was very eager to
play ms shots and never tned to stay

I

in long enough After making that
70-pdd at Karachi during the second
Test he kept getting out to the mov
mg ball while trying to play his
strokes too soon As far as Doshi was
concerned, the wickets never helped
him and that sort of went against
him Perhaps, the decision to drop
him came because of his fielding
The captain may have thought that
he was being too big a liability m the

<is uti&L
Mudassar Nazar sweeps Maninder Singh dunng hts century knock

field I would not call myself that big
a judge to sav whether he is finished
but I would certainly sav that he is

still a good bowler He is a bit like
Iqbal Qasim and needs the right
conditions to bowl in

SPWD- What about the playing
conditions in Pakistan?

IK- Well, for a start as I said, the
wickets were terrible and were too
heavily tilted in favour of the bats
men The Indian bowleis were m
effective as thev never got any help
out of the wickets Secondly, these
sort of wickets are not good for our
cricket eithei Our batsmen end up
becoming great players on wickets
like these and when we go abroad
and play on pitches helpful to bow
lers our batting looks shattered It

has happened again and again For
the sake of our cricket we ought to

have better wickets to bowl on
There should be more sporting strips

with more pressure, this time our
batting was devoid of any worry
From the point of view of a captain
and a well wisher of Pakistani crick
et 1 would like to see better wickets
being prepared
The playing conditions at Hyder-

abad were terrible I don’t think that
it is fit to be a Test ground while

Karachi was okay the first time we
plaved there The Lahore wickets
weie also okay though it was a pity
to see big ctowds not coming People
are, 1 guess, sick of going to the
Gaddafi Stadium to see draws and
the bat dominating People want to

see action and not much can be
promised because the slow and dre
ary nature of the pitches At taisala
bad there was a dead wicket again
though this time definitely an
attempt was made to produce d

green one
Even the staying conditions left

much to be desired at some centres
Hyderabad again should not be a
1 est centre on this count, whereas at

Faisalabad attempts being made to
improve, I would love to play in

Rawalpindi especially if one can
play at Hyderabad and I feel that our
Board should certainly look into it

SPWD- How would you sum up the
umpiring in the series?
IK: Let me say one i-hmg—my

honest opinion—that despite the
controversies it was the best umpir
ing seen in an Indo-Pak series There
had been some decisions which prob-
ably went against the Indians but
they were so few in the entire series
that I do not think that anyone can
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Shastfi edges Mudassar and is worried The catch was. however. floored Vengsarkar pulls Naqqash. The ball top-edgedand the batsman was caught

land last summer was nowhere neat;,
the standard we' had in the serial

say that there was bias involved.
There were bad decisions, two or
three at Faisaiabad particularly that
went against India, but there some
went against us also. Mohsin Khan
wasn’t out there while Gavaskar was
and was never given so. Basically,
there have been a lot of complaints
about the lbw decisions. The point is

that on slow and low wickets there
are always going to be more leg
before decisions than any other.
Especially 1 think 1 got quite a few
lbws. Lwould like people to study my
record! in England in County cricket
and they shall discover that even
there a lot of my wickets were leg
before decisions simply because 1

have a very good inswinger. An in*

swinger from a fast bowler is often
played on the back foot as opposed
to medium pacers who are played on
the front foot. With me bowling from
close to the wicket the chances of

getting an lbw are going to be much
higher than, say, someone like San-
dhu or Madan lal. people must bear
this in mind when they complain
about the umpiring. Statistics are
npt really good enough; they should

gee; the hmtnce in the wickets and
r mmm

*
1 "

the type of bowler who gets the
batsmen out that way.
SPWD: A recent statistical survey

revealed that many Indians on this

trip were given out lbw while only a
handful had fallen so from the Pakis-
tani side.

IK: The straightforward reason for
that is that all our shots against the
medium ^pacers had been off the
front foot. If you can iook into the
complaints against us it shall be
found that we were all playing for-

ward. In my case all the batsmen
were retreating on the back foot or
Mohinder leaving an inswinger. I

think that these things should be
watched more.

I am not saying that the umpires in

Pakistan are the best in the world.

They have made mistakes but not
because there has been a bias but
because they lack experience. Our
cricket in Pakistan is of such poor
standard with so little crowd press-
ure that they do not know how to

umpire in a big match. Obviously,
they are not going to be as good as
the other umpires and yet I would
easily say that the umpiring in Eng-

just played against India.
SPWD: How would you view ileut*

.

ral umpiring in this respect?
IK: Before the start of the series 1

had said that we should have had
neutral umpires. 1 still believe that if

neutral umpires is not the answer;
then this thing about having an,
umpire watching the television
plays in the commentary box should
be introduced. 1 would go along with!
anything that would relieve the

1

umpires of a lot of pressures. Oti
wickets of low bounce especially
there are many close calls and there
should be some help for the umpive

:

for the leg before appeals. All IbWv,
decisions should be straightaway re*V
ferred to the camera. Then all the
umpires will have to worry about wOF
be the bat and pad decisions or,
caught behinds. Maybe if better tele*
vision systems could be devised
other pressures could be taken ©ft;
too. Something has to be done as inf!

the past two years there has been
much controversy about the umpifs
ing everywhere in the World. It w
time.
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GLANCED at my watch. It was
L47 p.m. Some half a dozen

. students were running on to the
' field. Enthusiasts, we concluded,
,

;
perhaps, wanting to congratulate.
Imran Khan for his series win.

Suddenly one of them kicked out
a stump at the non striker’s end
while another, bespectacled,
moved further down. He waved.;
•the stump as if enacting a ceremo-
nial war dance for international- -

attention while Imran, petrified,

.

retreated. In an instant a handful
had got down to digging up the
pitch front ncarabout the crease. *

In a far-flung corner of the sta>

.

dium a moiotov cocktail went off*

. The riot had begun.
It had been well timed, con- *

' sidering that the. television cover- = •;

age had begun just seven minutes
prior to that. In keeping with

' Pakistan's policy of showing only ,,

What ought to be seen the televi*

sion went off the air within nu* «

mites. To keep the viewers enter-
> Jtaindd, the studio resorted to pop ,

Imran Khan retreats as a. rioter threatens JO

music of up pa-
cure. Evfgcaxtite, the tfkfymiimetit
novicea am*te4tish in

approach. TlItif , ijf
'

»-
;'iiikrt MgWBs linrited amnBplf

c ' "

Khisar mmut m topMBtwtf-
.

Had'drigtoteoaeii the.good length
' spot lor the aandtlisstt the jaatefa*;

;

in mic»ytese«d all thep4*yerrand
Presompt- could have gone shop- .

ping,

Meanwhile, «eonea wnd Wttas j

were Ajftng. The Indian fieWere !

were into the, paviiioa in jtto time J

' while petrol botnfav c<a«inu£d.<a

QejfijjE&y: A SnBpede.-'Wat it»- ;
; e»t3SMt' ?«*cl ,there; were.. tntru-

. . stoti, ktto the Pres# bow. Soon
,4w*i*Md ’"Jdiocc .'m**- vptt^Og v
-wri** •'***£*. journalist -V

fwstf’Hfc. A *

«Hiple of thets end the
.vatott apae^^teft^e seemed to .

V:W the dressingrooms of die mo
, ;^ides. YUoajm. were .4echt heigg

I. escorted into the Pakistani camp
‘ while most of the Indian journal-

,

fsfft kept, their players Company.
The Pakistani dressing room,

where this writer sought shelter;

; Was quiet, almost sepulchral. A
couple of playerscomplained that

V k Test with the political situation

graded should never have been
ifcfcld there while Qadir was thank-

, M that it was not him hatting
. , with imram The Pakistan captain,

pads jont sat with his head in his

anhs/Later he was to say, "Well,,

there were these maniacs running,
.onto the pitch shouting oatara &
t&kbeer One of diem raised a

. stump and came towards me. f

was taken aback a bn but not
scared. 1 was better protected
Than him anyway.* Miandad in

the room -was more given ro

amusements. He frightened ‘Mud-
,

.
dy’ Naaar by suddenly shouting
behind his back. The rest of the
players sat huddled in a corner
and many missed heartbeats
when there was sound of a table

> %

, - , - ^ -
‘
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Rioters at work on the crease Had they picked out the good length spot the match might have been abandoned

( rushing in one toi nei li wa? only
umpire Javed Akhtar missing his

balance and falling down Laugh
ter tn tht dicing room and
momontauly the air lightened
The situation in the Indian

dressing room was different The
Indian captain, aveise to the pre
sence of quite a few outsiders in

the Indian quarters, including the
ambassador and ms consulate
general, was blowing steam and
with, the help of a vocabulary that
waslargely unprintable Finally,

things cooled down while asto-

nished glances were exchanged
Outside the situation was hard*

Iv satisfactory Even while theie
was talk of play resuming trouble
erupted again at 2 21 pan This
time the police force was more
forthcoming with means to sup*

eft the miscreant* directly*
gas shells were fired m tfie

Frees box (!) and the chqnces of
»*lap evaporated totally The
/Pakistani ptenager Itmkhab Aiam
‘was critical of the Indiana

9
decl-

aim of not taking the field “They
i

Should have at least come out
once and then gone back if any
thing had happened,” he said
Managet Baroda scoffed at it “I

refused because trouble broke
out again when we were discus
sing restarting play They offered
to clear the stadium of spectators
but then the ptupdab of playing
would have been lost Moreover, l

was more concerned about the
safety of my players* What if one
of them haif lost an eye’ How
many know that a petrol bomb
fell near Manmder Singh on the
fine leg boundary and failed to go
off?" Indian captain Sunny
Gavaskar corroborated the mana-
ger’s statement Baying dim the
Indians could never field trying to
f gore out where Che next bomb
was going1 to com* from.
All said, and dome the security

arrangements war* very poor,
Bsen a handtul of gdnantbdy*
conld have given Hie police g lit
for their money and the most
surprising fact was that the intro

sion* were conducted from the

pavilion itself 1 That 20 people put
together could cause widespread
confusion only spoke to the detri-

ment of tho ponce reputation.
The riot was the handiwork of

the Jameeat e Tulba e Mam, a
student organisation in the
Karachi University Apparently,
in December 1981 the United Stu-

dents Movement and the youth
body aforementioned competed
violently u the student elections

of th* University and a few lead
an were arrested They are still

tn Ml *hd the J T I is striving to
pu«setae it* cause by tashing in

on such international occasions
the release of those

„ were definite plans
riot On U target scale d ir ng

ie«dey international u
twn 21 Jaiium Up au
shad put U{) I Mid l»1olk>

efforts Vkui foiled II «1 it

4acb, quite a ft w families

^ave heard th< last of then
encketmg and journalistic dail

ixkgtt

MODAR PATHERYA
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News : International

THE TEST OF
DROPPED CATCHES
IMRAN KHAN reports on the sixth Test between India and Pakistan

TO begin with I was not sure
whether the toss was a good one

to lose We had gambled with the
composition of the side as we were of

the opinion that the pitch would take
spin on the fourth or fifth days

I had also decided I would try for a
big first innings total as I would then
have been able to use that to build
up the piessure on the opposite side

But I did not win the toss and Gavas
kar chose to bat
The wicket had some grass on it

and since the ball always swings m
Kaiachi, I thought that it would have
been best if we included Tahir Naq
gash The wicket also promised to be
firm in the first innings so we de
cided to take a risk with him
However the strip turned out to

be much slower than expected and
even on the first morning the ball

came off just marginally Quicker
The ball bounced a bit in the first

hour but once the haidness in the
ball had vanished and the strip had
given up n s moisture it didn’t do
much anvwav

It would ha\e been an advantage
to have batted on it fust after having
won the toss, but that was not to be
The second change that we made was
the inclusion of Wasim Raia at the
expense of Mapd Khan It had been a
tricks decision because Haioon
Rashid had also been dropped after

one failuio— I he first ball We had to

do th< same with Mapd Khan
Gavaskar opened with Shastri but

the latter looked very shaky early on
m the innings Ihe wicket didn’t

have much “cariy in it and edges
often dropped far too short of the
slips or the wicketkeeper Shastri
was diopped early on m the slips and
never looked happy As his innings
piogiessed so did his vulnerability
outside the off stump By the end of

the dav, six of his fours had come
between, through or over gully and
the slips At the other end Gavaskar
too did not looked at ease
The hall cut back quite a bit m the

morning though I bowled a bad line
I was trying to make the ball swing
out but it just kept cutting back in
and drifting towards the leg side, so I

wasn’t happv with the way I was
bowling Gavaskar perhaps thought
that the wicket was going to be
easy paced and might have had m

tentions of staying m as long as

?
>ossible He was probably waiting
or the hardness of the ball to go and
then get his head down and accumu
late runs Sarfraz swinging the ball,

troubled him a bit but he finally fell

toNaqqash At 47, Gavaskar went for

a hook shot—very rare—and edged it

to the wicket keeper for five India
had lost her first wicket
Mohmder stayed for only a little

while at the crease He got four
boundaries and looked like being in

proper nick When I came on for my
first over of the second spell Mohm
der did not look too confident He
seemed nervous as he ducked into a

ood length delnery and was vers
esitant He got out when he chased
me outside the off stick and eged to

Bari for 19 That was ar 8b, the
second wicket, and Shastri was bat
ting with 46 By lunch things had
advanced to 92 for two and I felt that

the situation was still evenly poised
India had lost two of her key bats
men while they also had the runs to

show for themselves
After Junch YashDal survived a

confident lbw appeal of Naqqash

—

the benefit of the doubt was given to

him—but he did not last much Ion
ger Sarfraz at 109 produced a fairly

good delivery that angled into Yash
pal and left him off the wicket He
was expecting the ball to come in but
instead it left him He went after it

got a nibble and was caught behind
by Wasim Ban Yashpal had made
nine
Vengsarkar and Shastri then set

about battling it out for India Veng
sarkar looked tentative and was
dropped by Bari off me but that did
not prove too costly He went off

injured latei on, more involved in

trying to neutralise barfraz’s swing
He was often c ommittmg himself on
the front foot and when the bouncer
arrived he was taken by surpuse He
let the ball hurt him above the elbow
and he came off the field having
retired hurt That was at 140
Mudassar was brought on at 145

and 1 came in fox some criticism
regarding my having brought him on
so late In fact, had Qadir been more
effective, Mudassar might not have
been introduced at all Mudassar is

the sort of bowler who comes on and
changes the state of things once he

can get going After he had bowled
his fit st over, I knew that he was
going to bowl well With the ball

swinging as much as it does m
Karachi, it was inevitable that he
would be v<i> effective The advan
tage that he possesses ovti tht

others is that tht batsmen nt\ti
tend to take him stnouslv He is

always undei estimated and of cn
ends up doing bcito than tin othtis
Shastu was fortunate whtn ht I

slashed at a Mudas^at delivuv that
j

pitched wide and bounced 1 ht ball
(

took the edge and went to Miandad i

abo\t his head It was dmpptd and I

Bari on the second attempt ilso I

failed to catch it \ishwanath at tht
(

othei end not having mack too mans
runs was playing it too cautiously
and perhaps foi the team
When he came in wt thought it

would be best if wi allowed t*u

batsmen to make the mistakes while
wt bowled line and length to our
fields The ball that Vishwanath got '

out to kept low while coming in and .

he played over it Vishwanath had 1

made 10 after mails an hout and a

half of batting and Mud issar had got
\

hi-* first wicket of tht duv
By the end ot the day Shastu h id

survived till 88 and Knmani with 8

Pakistan had been hit toi 18S for

foui wickets— I would havt liked
fi\t including Vengsaikai—and
Shastri s had been a gutsy knock foi

his side It was slow and useful and
very good foi the team Ht had been
lucky on quite a few occasions be
cause the ball had beaten his hat
during the coinse of the day His
limited technique also showed He is

basically strong on the on side and
that restricted his stiokes on the off

At the end of the day, I thought
that I could have done with another
wicket bur with Kirmam batting,
there was always the prospect of

breakthiough m the morning with
the new ball

Sarfraz had bowled well right
through the day and had been un
lucky while Naqqash looked out of
ractice though ne did swing the
all, bowl short and generate a fair

amount of pace But I thought that he
looked very rusty Mudassar bowled
very well—economically, with speed
and he was effective too Qadir did
not get much bounce out of the



wicket noi did he get turn
I dfjd not how) a good first spell and

found m\sclf suffering from too
much cricket 1 waited for the senes
to get os or as soon as possible as I

(Quid not as a captain, muste/ the
c nthusiasm in those situations whpre
there was nothing m the match
1 vervone is waiting tot the end of
the senes

WF had two wickets to get m the
morning of the second day to

get at the tail and we wanted to

break through as fast as possible We
wete looking foiward to tak*ng the
new ball as t ulv as we touiti be
cause th* old mu h id gone quit* soft

and wasn't even naming to the wick
tt keeper Shastn hatted very well
for his team and was perhaps in

tructed to stas thtic lot as iong as
possible

1 h it is pi oh ibis the onlv way that

ru knows how o pla\ \u took q ntc

mine time to *,ct his hundred md
fmalls did by c df ing between ban
and fir t slip tm loin I thought that
it» is poor kt c ping b\ Bar j He ould
1 i\c taktn thi cat(h quite t *m1v
csen it he had not move d Sha til

had be* n 1 tek i i/l ht till i i
{
h hi

i minis H Ins beer floor* d quit*

dun an I is txpmeiut showt i

that batsi t*? *.tttmg awav m the
beginning llwavs ended up vnrh
runs 1 was hi mg sunei sntious tut 1

knt w c »rl\ >n that Shastn would get

i hundn d the w n ht was batting
hnmani plistd ser\ responsibly

is Ion* a he listed and was seis
calm tor) He is one batsman who
doc not most his lett and Sirfiaz

tust moved to lound the wick*t to

\p 1 ( 1 1 1 thn wt ikncss of his it woik
* cl i fit hill i iglnif i s *\ him tht

bit nan md hurnim « dg n* to

/ ihtti for 19 Inch i had Jut r lit n
hit 1 vmi kr t »t * 'b

linn runs late* Vtnpsaiku was
diopp* d In Malik it slip oft Sul i/

t hr bill gr 1

1

1 ng some bom u and
being double p iced olf the wu ki t

At lunch Inch i wt*e 234 loi tisc and
with tw > c ate he dropped in the lirst

cssioi A v day we weit n t m loc

i happs a position
' On resumption the iimpiie dis

|

allowed a stiong ippeal tor caught
behind off Quin against \cngsar
kai Wr wt rt cons meed that the

I batsman had plased it bat and pad It

was i veiy loud sound and we wtit
very suiptiscd to lmtl him not being
givtn out At 267 Malik dropped
Shastn oH Naqqash -a low catch

md straight to him and Malik man
aged to split the wehhine between
his thumb and finger A little latci

and at the same score Shastn was
walking out to meet Qadir and was
stumped foi 128 It a very sur

prising shot though he looked more
unsettled against Qadir than anyone
else He seemed strong on the intom
mg ball and the only area that he
played m was square of the wicket

on the leg side throughout his in

mngs Apart tiom that, I never

noticed any shots that he played
Kapil entered and started playing

strokes from the very beginning and
some good ones roo But he did not
last too long and when he had made
tt he shuffled a bit to one of mine
that came in and was trapped plumb
\ engsaikar meanwhile had begun to
play well l arly on, he had been
lunging a bit too much which had
been noticed throughout the series
Ht settled down after some time

and played a few good shots On the
othei hand, after Kapil had been out

i
wc wtie not really trying to attack
him but gt t Sandhu out That is when

I
he relaxed and hit some fine shorts
He enjoyed a chance at tt5 with his
score at 60 when he was dropped by
Miandad m the slips It was not an

I

eas* life but Miandad, who is one of

|

tht i tst allround fielders in the

|

world hould have taken it

|

India at tea were tt# for seven
\mgsarkar 63 and Sandhu nine
India had suivived quite an anxious

I
lime before the interval with Sandhu
placing and missing I would have

t

liked the Indians out much before

|

but we had only our fielding to

blame
I This just showed that had it hap
pened earliei on m the series wt

I would not have looked that good
Pie catches m the earlier Tests had
ht en pierty straight forward and
now things were coming difficult 1

think that the cliche “Catches win
matches' is very true If anv bats

I

man bad been dropped on this w*ck
et we expe cted him to get a century

I And our task ot getting the side out
l would consequently have been more
I difficult

1 mails, Vengsarkar got out foi 88
it 3% miscuing t pull shot into the

an iud being caught and bowled by
Naqqash Sandhu had played quire
a< 11 I thought fighting it out and
plasm*, some good shots

Inch l declared at 396 for eight and
1 was t lit t If surprised a* this timing
I would have in the same situation

|
made more because the chances of

the wiiku breaking and taking spin

»m rc ihvays there If the wicket was
not to bieak there was no wav thev

could have got us out twice m thiee
dvys Pi rhaps, they may have
thought that with Malik out c* the

lunmn*. they stood u better chance

|

of putting us m soon
1 he Pakistani bowleis were not

ht Iped b\ their fields and yet bowled
qu tt lightly The wicket had also not
be t n much of a help But we had not

bttn too penetrative either Tahir
Naqqash in one *-pell had bowled
well while Mudassai was supposed to

contain and he did Sarfraz bowled
uni ltkilv for a while and then flag

ged a bit Qadi is an expensive
bowie? anywav, though I thought
that he had nor bowled well He was
trying too many things at one time
and ended up giving too many runs
away
At the end of the day Pakistan

were 25 for no wicket and I thought

that 450 odd would have been satis
factory

MY instructions to the batMnen
on the morning of the thud day

were to accumulate a> many iuiis as

was possible I wanted them to be gin

cautiously and then pick up tht iate

of scoring and thtv weie doing well
Mohsm Khan batted supcihlv and
was m complete command He never
looked m trouble at all He got his 50
in 85 minutes off 71 balls md a ^ long
as ht was there Mudassai played
second tiddlc The latlei vvas tiymg
to stay there as long as ht couid to

kec p one i ud going and he did a
good job of it

But back to Mohsm He had played
wtll against Lngland but 1 thought
that ht had done tvtn better ahajn t

the Australians This rime he played
well though the Aussie attack was
more testing He looted vuv confi

dent this tim* m fact he looked
good tv civ time th it ho plaved in the
senes But ht pot out mort unluckily
each time Mudassai was quit* 1 n
tunate to be dxoppt d by \t ngsatkar
off Sandhu when ht w t * 1\ 26 and
Pakistan 88 lunch was aktn it 119

j

and I thought that Pakistan was very I

wtll plat cd ai that staj t Wc wtu m
\

the duvet s scat as tverv thing was
going smoothly

I

We lost out fust v\ eki t iliu lunch
at 157 when one from Kapil skidded
and kept low Some win of the
opinion that the ball wool \ have
missed the off stump, but betaust
the ball kep' low the umpn v\ \s

probably inchntd to give Moh in out
leg be foie The umpire might have
been influenced by the thought that

|

the ball would not have im«std the
stumps
Miandad w *s to be droppe d ind

j

again bv \ <n^ aikai at i 2 tor me I

Miandad wi just tm tinn With
I pitches being slow md Jo a in the i

I senes catches seldom camtri and I

when thtv did md wen not held it
|

often resulted m i gnat ditftitnce
A run and an over idtet Mud is^ai

Naza* wasdiopptd it 62 bv \engsir
i-m tt igain olf Sc 1 ti u Th it could
have piovtd disisiious foi th i>

Saletm Malik was not in a ondmon
j

to bat Aitei thesf two lapse

<

Mudassai and Miandad 1 >okt d m
command setting about to cmi uh I

date Thev bisicallv lelied or sing *

les so as to give th* bow It i the 1

minimum chance of gtmiq thtm
out It was difficult at that stage to

go lor the* »hots as the bill w is

keeping low and the ond otic tiom I

the spinner was mining It va* not •

an easy pitch to score rum on while
there wtie tew chances of rhe bats
men getting out or the wicket could
have been bet ret than the one wt
had in Kaiachi Thai way i busman
could have gone loi hi shots and
entertainment could have betn
generated
What had resulted was ust grind

mg—the batsmen could nor play any
strokes and there were hardly any

75



chances of penetration from the bow-
J

iers The fielders were also at a

|

disadvantage as the catches came
' very low. So it was difficult for

! everyone. With the wicket having

|

been double paced, there was always

!
the possibility of one just flving off.

! Once again, that made it difficult for

j

the fielders to adjust to the odd
I lilting delivery.

At 197. Slmstn beat Miandad be-

tween his but and pad but the bats-

man had his say when he came down
and lilted Miasm for a six over long
on. The scoie was carried till about
late evening when at 269. Miandad
glanced Sandhu with one hand and

1 was caught by Kirmani for 47. I

! thought that it was a wonderful

j
catch —he dived to the leg side and

j
held n wtth his left hand—and he

j

had wept bettei than Wasirn Bari in

I

the match Mudassar had held out
! rill the end. He had begun very

j

watchiulh and' deiensively but by
1 the end, had started punishing the
bad ball.

None of the Indian bowlers had
looked penetrative. They did not
look like getting anyone out and
though Sekhar did have two catches
dropped off him he did not appear
incisive otherwise. Kapil bowled a

good spell after lunch, but after that
even he looked mediocre. Shastri
bowled well but was not difficult to

handle.
At the end of the day, we were

relying on Zaheer Abbas to give us a
big score so that we could accumu-
late a few runs on top and then bowl
the Indians out. Depending on how
we went, I reckoned that tea time on
the fourth day would have been
sufficient to gather as much as possi-

ble and then leave time to bowl the
Indians out. Pakistan ended the day
with 269 for two, Mudassar batting
wirh 109.

I
ASKED my batsmen on the
fourth morning to play their own

game and keep collecting runs until

lunch, after which we would review
the situation. Kapil bowled well in

his first spell, in fact throughout the
match till then. Keeping that in

mind, Mudassar played in a very
relaxed manner. He would play well
for some time, then become unset-
tled and end up doing something
silly. He was dropped by Arun Lai at

slip off Kapil at 128 and I thought
that it had been a half-hearted
attempt to go for the bowling.
Zaheer Abbas at the other end

looked very composed, lr looked as if

he was going to take the Indian
attack apart all by himself until he
got out. At 342 for two when Shastri

,

was introduced, Zaheer could not
J

restrain himself from nudging at a
|

full toss into the leg side. It got the i

top edge and Zaheer was caught by
j

Mohinder at square leg for 43.
j

Wasirn Raja began with a square :

drive tor four and Pakistan's 350
|

came in 429 minutes and 96.3 overs. .

At 364 Mudassar went leg before, .

losing sight of the ball because the
‘

top of the bowler’s arm went just ;

over the sightscreen. The portion in
j

the background was in the shade and :

that made picking the delivery all
j

the more difficult. At lunch, Pakis-
\

tan was 370 for four and we were in a

good position. It was just another 100
runs that we were looking for.

On resumption, Wasim Raja was
run out for 12, a mixture of things

leading to the dismissal. Basically it

was my fault. As India had spread
out their field my intention was drop
in a single now and again. I should
not have done it because Wasirn was
very nervous, having come back into

the* side after a long time and being
very determined to score runs. It was
going to be a quick single—we had

16
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talked befoie the start of that over
011 taking some—and Wasim Raja
ju*t hesitated that little bit. It was
one of those runs which you either

took straightaway or never did. I

thought that he wasn’t coming and
went hack to my crease while he just

ran in. There was a complete messup
and we both were m one crease and
Raja run our in the process.

At 379 for five, Bari was dropped
by Vishwanath at slip off Shnstri—

a

difficult chance though I thought
that it had been a good attempt by
Vishwanath. But Bari did not last too

long. He fell to a particular weakness
of his and when he tried to cut

Sandhu without moving his feet he
edged to Kirmani. His dismissal was
the very example of a wicket falling

due to the double paced nature of

the pitch.

That over from Sandhu was a very
good one. He bowled three or four

gerns, the first of which came in and
left the batsman off the wicket. He
did that again for the following two
deliveries and Mohinder dropped a

Sarfraz edge, perhaps because he
was standing too far up. Sarfraz

survived a confident leg before

appeal a ball or so later. I thought
that it had been very close.

With the score at 420, disturbances

finished play for the day. The crowd
had been getting bored because of

the cricket and were constantly

throwing things into the playing

area. We were all looking towards
fine leg when five or six students ran
out on the pitch. -They had political

intentions and they tried to dig the
pitch up. The police went after them
and cleared them up. There were
disturbances in the other sections of

the stadium at that time though I was
not there to see it as I was in the
dressing room.

In a way I sympathised with the

Indians refusing to take the field

after this, because they did not want
to risk any injuries. But if anybody
was in any danger of getting hurt,

then it was me, judging by the man-
ner in which the students rushed
towards me. I can’t say that I was
terrified, I had my helmet, pads and
everything and was certainly well

protected. Moreover, I had a bat in

one hand and the wicket in the other.

We had been taken by surprise

though the fact remains that the

public in Karachi is more volatile

than in other centres of Pakistan.

The authorities had cleared up the

ground after the incident and 1 felt

that we should have gone on as there

was hardly any crowd left either. The
Indians were perhaps not too keen
because they were always going to

be up against it. They knew that

there was no reascn for them con*

tinuing with the match and this was
quite a good excuse. As l was looking

forward to winning the game, I felt a

bit disappointed though again, one

must sympathise with the Indians.
The chances of winning the match

looked rather slim at the end of the
fourth day. I had hoped *or a lead of
somewhere around 10U runs and
since the wicket was double paced 1

thought that with our lead. India
would have struggled to save the
game. We never had much time left

aftei the fourth day but we were still

trying.

WF, declared before play on the

last day firstly because we had
an outside chance and also because
India might well have collapsed in

the morning. But unfortunately, the
intervention on Friday had ruined
out chances as the Indians had no
pressure on them when they went in

to bat on the concluding day. One
and a half sessions lost on the fourth
afternoon spelt reduced chaqces for

us and meant that the match was
safe for the Indians.
Gavaskar was slightly uncomfort-

able in the morning against Sarfraz
who bounced quite a few. He played
some shots that were very uncharac-
teristic. He began to hook, some-
thing he normally is not seen doing.

He was not very calm or composed in

the beginning and got some fours
away, after which he relaxed and got

down to playing in his usual manner.
He was lucky that Bari missed a
stumping chance off Qadir—a bad
piece of

Tkeeping again. The ball had
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What made MusoodS worn all

the more difficult was the Pakis
tan Board s dcciMon to tease the

i

suits out one a contract As a

j

i \ suit the milucnce of the local

i is Delations decreased and indil
I fc tence tesulted There were

hardly any dinners in honour of

the Indians nor was there any
cooperation forthcoming from the
side of the local officials At Mul
tan dungs got so bad that there
was just no transport foi tht play
er s to go back to their hotels and
at one stage a walk out by the
Indians was feared There was
also, among otfaet things, no wa
tot in the pavilion to drink One of
tht leading tndian performers
warned that it things did not
improve the players would have
tt sotted to the Pttss In the con
ditions Masood Stepped in more
than handily Transport was man
aged and the players just about
lived through Multan, not
u relevantly called “The City of
the Dead”

Alter tea the situation had dtgener
ated into a farce It was all a ques
tion oi bowling oui ten overs quickly
We thought that if after ten overs,
the chances oi a result seemed neg-

ligible, then the match could be
abandoned But the umpiics saul

that the other captain also had to

agtet to that VVe waited until

MohinJci had completed his icntury
and then came ott
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chances wt might hat t won the
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had the odd bounce and sonKtum s

the ball iust c une off umxptacdK
making it more difficult lot th# fit I

dtrs Basically the will* it vv is pist

i d<\ paced Mori out vt lacked thi

dcive to win the game uid ti m was
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thi lest matchi* \s i u this much
wi nt tht Indians nt\« l find to wm I

it and we diopprd too in » n itiht

to win tuhfct So the Iru atior i ai I

t>e wi h im kmiu d

Managet Baroda was orv
appteuatiye of Masood eff nts
He sard,

aWe would have bti n in

quite a spot had Masood not lu t n
around* He has been of gnat
help ” Tht pat on the back woi Id

however have been better served
had the manager put in a ftw
words foi Masood at the Boaid
dmuu win ic tht people who ma«
ter, Piesideut Aia and \u Max
shat Nut khau, vveic both pie
sent

fpHI8 magazine seated quite
X an amount ot rivalry buwun

i

the players I or example the m
j

terview with Abdul Qadir pub
lished m the is$ue of Januaty S
amused Imran Khan He was
taken aback --only lighthearted
ly—Co find his close friend casting
aspersions on his batting Qadir
had said that he had claimed
Imran's wicket time and again
and also in the nets He accosted
“Beu” Qadir and asked him when
it had happened, Qadir reminded
him of some particular instances
with ixman stoutly denying them
Both resolved that all cricketig
differences would be settled at

Lahore during oue of the nets
before the game—the pistols at
dawn stuff Qadir had the last and
longest laugh when he had
bowled Imran with fats first hall'
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I was confident of
beating Sobers’s record
JAVED MIANDAD in a tong conversation with MUDAR PATHERYA

JAVED MIANDAD looked more an-
thusiastic about the interview him-
self. He made it a point to keep the
appointment after having forgotten
in Hyderabad. On the last day of the
Lahore Test he made time available.
He drove down with this writer to his
father-in-law’s bungalow as soon as
the umpires had called off the game
and talked softly and at length. He
conversed as if free from deception
and like some friend of long ago. It

became difficult to understand why
they call him cricket’s bad boy.
SW: Describe your childhood in-

volvement with this game.
JM: It was our family game and

was introduced by my father. Two of
my brothers picked it up and became
firstclass cricketers, so naturally I

was influenced too. We were quite
enthusiastic about cricket in the
family and the result, thanks to
Allah taala, can now be seen.
As I used to play with my older

brothers they used to instruct me on
what to do—Yeh kart who kar—and
most important, 1 got over my early
fright. We used to play m a small
place and sometimes with a wet ball

so it used to come fast off the
ground. Also, at times they used to

bounce at me if I was not getting out.

As the place used to be small and
it was very difficult to run away from
the bowling, I got over my tendency
to remain scared. My attitude
changed and I began to tackle the
bowling well.

The best thing in my career was
that whenever I played, I capitalised
on the chances that came my way. 1

never stagnated—call it my fortune
or people’s dua (prayers)—and
whenever I was chosen for any im-
portant school match, 1 always
scored the runs.
When I had scored a century m my

first Test I was content, as I had
assured myself of a place m the side
for another couple of Tests. When 1

had hit the double century 1 was
satisfied. My position in the Pakistan
side now seemed permanent. Ear-
lier, I had scored many runs in the
Under-19 game also. When I was
called on to play in a trial game in

County cricket, 1 scored some 225
straightaway and they offered me
the contract without a second
thought.

Cricket in England was what im-

proved me. Being the focal point of
the very best of cricket, 1 learnt a lot

there. Moreover, making runs
against good bowlers added to my
confidence.
SW:Were your parents originally
from Sind?

B
A: No. We are from India actually.

y father was in the Residency,
travelled a lot and we stayed at
Baroda, Bombay, Delhi and Ahmeda-
bad from time to time. After Parti-

tion, my parents came to Pakistan
and settled here.
SW: You must have been impressed
b^some cricketers when you were a

JM: The Mohammed brothers always
captured my imagination. They were
so determined. In those times they
were at their peak and used to score
runs on difficult wickets.
SW: Did you receive coaching of any
kind?
JM: Not really. I attended a few
clinics but there were some 250 or
300 who used to assemble at one
time and the coach would just say,

“You shouldn’t do this” and “that
would be better.” They hardly de-
voted more than five minutes to each
player. I went to quite a few of them
because I didn’t have anything bet-
ter to do but the greatest help that I

received during my career was from
my father. He always used to egg me
on, never showing satisfaction over
any of my innings. His mam task was
to criticise me, if 1 got a century he
would enquire why I had not got 200
instead. One of nis friends, A. R.
Mahmood, also proved to be of great
help. He used to take a great interest
in my improvement and often
attended my matches. I was Quite
scared of him and would never play a
false shot as long as he was watching.
His words served to mould my crick-

et—the only coaching that I can say I

received.
SW: You must have been like the

other boys, running around for auto*
graphs.
JM: Whatever phases like that I

went through, ended quite early. I

was called up to play for Pakistan
when I was still in school and since I

got to know the players well, there
was hardly any room for crazes like
that. You see, craze increases only

I when you don’t know somebody. In
1
my case it was hardly so. Therefore, I

was different from the other boys of
my age. I never ran around with little

books for autographs. If I did, it was
to get signatures for friends or their
children.
SW: What was your progress at

school like?

JM: I was never a bad student at

school, always coming first, second
or third in my class. Of course, once
cricket became an internal part of
my life, my studies suffered.
However, I still managed a second

division in my school final examina-
tions. In college, I began to lose
interest as I was by then more occu-
pied with playing cricket in England
and for my country.
SW: The first Test that you played

must have been quite an experience
because of the tensions involved, as
well as your success in the match.
JM: The situation was different for

me then, perhaps, it is for others in
similar situations. I had played un-
official matches against Sn Lanka
and also games in the Prudential
Cup in 19/5.

Also, before I was called up for the
Test match, I had scored a century in
the previous game, so 1 had plenty of
confidence. The crowd and the
atmosphere hardly made a differ-

ence to me. Neither did the fact that
we were playing on home soil and
there were runs to be scored. fChuda
ka shukr, I was relieved from these
worries when I went in for my first

innings against New Zealand.
I scored 163 in my first Test, did

not get too many in the second and
then scored 206 m the third. Most of
the players were very appreciative
of my efforts but I don’t pay too
much attention to that, nor am
moved by it. What 1 appreciate is

somebody giving me confidence dur-
ing a lean period. That is what really
counts.
My 206 was, perhaps, the most

memorable inninqs of the series.

Even today I wonder as to what an
innings it was. because I did things
unheard of. When Col{inge and Had-
lee were bowling, they honestly nev-
er knew where to pitch the ball.

Often I would come halfway down
the pitch and lift them for sixes
nearabout the sightscreen.
In retrospect, I think that I Was

able to do this because the runs were
! coming anyway and also the fact that



there were many other good batsmen
in the side, this meant that the
expectations on me weren’t so great.
Those who mattered were others and
they were then at their peak. Sadiq
and Majid used to open with Zaheer,
Mushtaq, Asif, Intikhab Alam, Bari
and Sanraz following.

SW: Your success was pronounced,
so much so that you were made the
captain after the series against India
was over in 1979-BO. This must have
been with an eye to the future.

JM: After the series against India,

a number of things changed so
obviously they were looking for

someone to lead Pakistan for many
seasons.
The Board' had been reshuffled

and the Air Marshal (Nur Khan) had
also just stepped in. He had very
different ideas as the captains in

Pakistan often had to be shuffled
after every couple of seasons.
Moreover, the rest of the players
were out of form and it was a ques-
tion of debate whether they would
be playing for Pakistan or not.

Perhaps, tne selectors were then
looking for someone who could be
sure of his place in the side and who
could lead the team as well.

My record as a captain had not
been too bad either. I had led Habib
Bank to victory over sides packed
with Test players and that year, a
great deal of interest had been
generated because of the “live” tele-

casting of the games. So public opin-

ion was with me.
I had also made certain gambles

that had got us out of tight positions

and helped us to win matches. 1 had,
on top of that, a successful record as
?a leader with the Pakistan Under-19,
the province and the city district.

Plus, the fact that I was veiy young
and with a certain amount of calibre

helped me. The selectors appointed
.me as captain for the series against
Australia when I was still in India
'during the tour of 1979-80. The rest

of the Pakistanis at this stage were
not sure of their places in the side.

At that stage mere was no con-

troversy created by any of the play-

ers with regard to my captaincy.
Most of them were preoccupied with
their own failures. Aadmi kuch bol

nahi sakta jab tak woh kuch ban nahi
jaata. Their grouse would have been
genuine had they complained
against me at that stage.

My thoughts on captaincy have
been very well defined. I have al-

ways felt that a captain need not be
one who is the seniormost in a side

but someone with the capacity to

think and make things work on the
field.

What is the use of seniority if the
player concerned cannot effect
changes property? We made Wasim
Bari uie captain in 1978 and he never
knew a thing. Woh pareshaan ho.

gayaa. He never knew what to do and
what not to.

In my first year as captain I could
not exercise any pressure on any-

body and had to wait for one year
before there was some sort of under-
standing created amongst the play-

ers. As we had many seniors in the
side 1 could not put out my com-
mands immediately on becoming
captain.
The change in status would then

have become very evident. It was
only when 1 toured Australia in 1981-

82 that 1 finally felt that I had
assumed the mantle in the fullest

sense as I had been retained for

three consecutive series.

Before that, there had been a lot of

love and affection involved in the

treatment of players. But at that

stage I had realised that the time was
ripe for becoming a bit more force-

ful. The handling of players had not,

however, become difficult as I knew
who to put on to bowl and who to

itake off. And as for the senior play-

ers like Majid, Zaheer and Sarfraz,

there were no objections about me at

that stage and everyone was cooper-

ating.

SW: There were objections from
certain players in the side to your
being captain. What specifically

were they against?

JM: They did not have anything
against the captaincy. They objected
to certain other things and got the
captaincy involved. For example,

some wanted the team to be run in a
particular way, others in another
manner. That created misunder-
standings within the side and certain

things were said as if 1 had spoken
myself.

I was quoted as having said that

the team had not co-operated and
the players responded by saying if

they actually had not, then there was
no question of playing either. But I

asserted that if there was really no
co-operation, then how could we
have won the third Test so convin-
cingly? Also, no player will purpose-
ly play badly to prove unco-
operative.
So it was all a case of a classic-

misunderstanding. Let me give my
own case as an example. When 1 was
not scoring the runs, people said that
there was no team spirit. When I

began to deliver the goods, the opin-
ion was that all was well within. I can
tell you that if Pakistan had failed

(
against India in the series just en-
ded, there would have been rumours
of a disjointed Pakistani side and
little team spirit under Imran Khan.
So this, I feel, is basically influenced
by the fortunes of the team in ques-
tion.

SW: So you were removed from the
captaincy following the revolt by the
players after the series against Au-
stralia in 1981-82.

JM: No, 1 was not removed in the
first place. In fact, the selectors gave
me the option of going to England in

1982 with whatever team that 1

chose. That was an indication of the
amount of confidence that I enjoyed
and the backing of the votes. Even
the council had agreed in my favour
because what was happening was
wrong. Their attitude was that if

players were objecting to play under
someone’s captaincy then they
should be dropped. I was being
quoted for something that I had not
said. Now, if the players had come to

me directly to sort things out instead
of going to other sections there
might have been a quick solution.

Yeh sab ghar ki baat thee but the
players resorted to the Press, issued
statements and worked up the pub-
lic. Even if they had approached the
Air Marshal, the problems could
have been simplified. The players

|

concerned—I do not want to name
them—wanted to create a big issue
out of it and also knew that I

wouldn’t budge from my position as
the captain. The Board did not want
to oust me, either.

If I had been in the wrong, mind
you, I would not have played for life.

To make their stand all the more
surprising they played under me in
the last Test against Sri Lanka. After
the series was over I resigned from
captaincy because I was then playing
under pressure and so was my team.
But 1 did prove a few things

against the Lankans. 1 won the series
with as many nine young and new
players. What would I nave lost?
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Only the match* isn’t it? But I tell

you that we would have produced a
team of the MM* from that. How
long are oar top current player*
going to htirf? If a certain player
among those dropped was regularly
getting hundreds, then die newcom-
er would at first nave made 30, then
60. So actually it is seen that some-
one’s going makes no real difference
to the side. Letme take a very recent
example. In the Lahore Test San-
deep Patil was left out because of an
injury. Yashpal was called in as a
replacement and he made 60 not out.

Had Sandeep played he might not
have made mat many.
What was intriguing was that no

reasons were given for their not
playing under me. If they say that I

was very much a junior in tne side
then let me ask them what had
happened two years earlier...why
had they played three series under
me silently and then objected? They
were to repent later and confess that
what had happened was wrong.
Truth had become evident at a later

stage.
SW: After all this what would you

prefer—playing as an ordinary mem-
ber of tne side or captaining the
team?
JM: Playing as an ordinary mem-

ber certainly appeals more. But since
1 had been given a responsibility 1

had to see it through. Also, since
there was no one around when I was
made captain, there was no alterna-
tive but to accept. Since 1 also
thought that 1 could have done some-
thing good for the side I took the
offer. There was the challenge of

building a side for the future. We
took nine youngsters to Australia
last winter and today ours is a cham-
pion team.
SW: Coming now to cricketing

topics more general. Which has been
your best tamings?
JM: It was at Headingley against

England last year. I made 52. 1 think,

at a critical stage in difficult condi-
tions and that gave me a great deal
of satisfaction. Another good innings
of mine was against India at Karachi
in 1978 in the second innings. We
needed runs at a vary quick rate to

get an impossible task out of the way
and we aid it.

The 280 not out at Hyderabad
against India also gave me a lot of
satisfaction, 1 know now that when

S
eat players shall be discussed with
eir scores alongside, mine shall not

be left out. They shall know at least

that one Pakistan player also scored
somewhere around 300. There was
also a setback in a way as I could not
go on to get my triple century.
Chances Jjfce these do not come
often. Mauka haath se nikal gayma.l
cannot imagine such an opportunity
coining agm» and for so long. At that
stage I was Confident that I would
have beaten Sober's record of 365 in
an innings. Sid I bean told that I
would be allowed to get the lend*
mark 1 would have burned frmn the

second day in its

djtnppolpted when Ae declaration ,

was enforced. If it is written in my
fete then I might get it (at a later
state).

Another record that I missed out
was the 452-mark which would have
beaten an eld world record of 451—
the highest stand for any wicket. But
nobody had told us about it. Had we
known we might have stolen a single.
In fact, Mudassar played, a very
casual shot and was caught at short
cover. When we had been in the
earlier 400s I had sent back some-
body to ask manager Intikhab Alam
what the world record was. I thought
that even he wouldn’t know but he
passed on the information that only
20 runs were required. So after we
had created a new record for the
third wicket surpassing 370, we
thought that there was nothing more
to rot. Baad mein afsos to hua.
SW: What was your attitude to

discipline in the side when you were
the captain?
JM: 1 was always strict in this

respect in the side. Discipline is

necessary for the successful running
of the game and the success of the
side. It leads to organised batting
without any misunderstanding in the
middle.
SW: What I meant was what are

your views on the abusive language
prevalent in the sport today and the
poor behaviour of the players on the
field. You yourself were criticised

for kicking a hall at Edgbaston,
knocking a stump during the tour of

India after you bad been given out
lbw and picking a fight with Lillee

during a Test match.
JM: It happens on the spur of the

moment on many occasions. After-
wards, of course, you apologise and
regret that it should not have hap-
pened so. When you lose your tem-
per on the field you lose your power
to think. In a way you become mad.
And the most you can do afterwards
is to repent for it. Most of us after

doing it feel very sorry and admit to
having done wrong.
Sometimes, of course, what one

|

does is misinterpreted. For example,
during the infamous incident with

I

Dennis Lillee I was not to blame. I

was merely going for a run fast

—

}

there #as a second to be got—and
looking at other end. I was unsighted

! and Lulee came towards me mutter-

i you were

and Lulee came towards me mutter-

big something intentionally. Sudden-
ly, I saw him m front of me, so I tried

to push him away as I had to make it

to my crease. He stumbled and when
I was returning for my second run he
kicked me from behind. After that 1

lost my temper. The opinion of many
was that the teams should have been
taken off the field. But let me tell

you thar there were people who said

teat I should have proceeded to hit

faint on tee heed! Personally speak-
ing, I thought that 1 had done the
right thing tn picking up my bat but
Ml hitting bun. Lillee later was
modelled by tee Australian Board.

Regarding the hitting of the
stumps in disgust, I do not agree. I

was so disappointed with my own
betting that it came as a reflex
action. Unfortunately, the stumps
were just there and they came in the
way. I had certainly not done it as,

say, Rodney Hogg had against us in
Australia. Aboutkicking tee ball let

me say that nobody creates a hue
and cry when we try to run batsmen
out in that manner. I see it as a way
of passing the ball to the bowler, and
in that situation it was done with
that intention. At Edgbaston an
appeal for a catch had been turned
down. Just because I had returned
the ball to tee bowler by kicking it, it

should not have meant that I was
showing my displeasure. If the au-
thorities view it in a different sense
then all I can say is “sorry".
SW: What about the fastest bowter

you faced? And the best spinner?
JM: This depends much on the

wickets on which the spells are being
bowled. There was one wicket in

!

Australia where even Marshall and
Roberts were looking quick. For ex-
ample at Edgbaston even though
Imran Khan was there, Tahir Naq-
qash looked the more dangerous. He

. had settled down to a very good line
and length and was getting batsmen
out—Botham went first ball—and
was naturally looking more unplay-
able. But on an afterthought I would
think that there is little to choose
between Imran Khan and Mike
Holding.

I have faced quite a few spinners
but Bruce Yardley impressed me the
most. Your Maninder Singh is also a
good bowler. He should improve as
he has bowled on good batting tracks
but that cannot be a correct indica-
tor of bowling talent. I think he has a

lot of promise in him. Bowlers like
him need a good captain to flourish
under. There are others who are so
good that they don’t need anybody to
help them with their fields and plan-
ning.
Maninder Singh shall improve

with experience. Your Doshi is also a
good bowier...earlier on, when you
had just one left-armer in the run-
ning, the opinion was that Doshi was
the best. Now there are two opinions.
The fact, however, still remains that
Maninder is a good flighter while
Doshi is vety accurate. On a turning
wicket Doshi should still be more
dangerous as Maninder can be hit by
using one’s feet. It is difficult to say
who has impressed me more. I found
them both easy to play.
SW: And when you are not playing

long Innings hew do yon max?
JM: 1 listen to old ghazls of Lata

Mangeshkar if I can manage a casset-
te or two. My problem is finding
time. We hardly get a fortnight to
spare during the year. It doesnTt give
me the opportunity to get started on
a profession apart from cricket. I

have intentions of taking to business
of an investment nature after I re-

tire. Dekhe kya beta ham

,



BENSON AND HEDGES WORLD SERIES CUP .

A Trans-Tasman Anal
DANIEL BLACK reports on the second fortnight of

the limited-overs games

SO the Poms didn’t make it after
all.. But there were thousands of

anxious fans all over the country
until the home side was assured of a
berth in the lucrative best-of-three
final.

It would have done the gates a lot

of good if the traditional enemies,
the Englishmen, had faced off

against Australia in the final, but
one supposes that since the Ashes
were in Australia’s grasp anyway, it

was good to have a change. The
Kiwis are an enigmatic side, apt to

be underestimated at times. They
are fairly well balanced and seem to

adapt to the one-day slog better than
they do when Test matches are at

stake.
Glen Turner’s ego hassles with his

Board notwithstanding, he arrived in

Australia for the Benson and Hedges
World Series Cup and has proved
that he still has the master touch. No
centuries by him, at least not till the
fihals. But there had been the same
assurance and fluid grace that has
always been associated with his bat-

ting.

The New Zealanders are a game
side, always equal to a challenge and
thev have plenty of men low down in

the order who can throw the bat
around when quick runs are needed.
And that, as almost anyone will tell

you, is what winning is really about
m the thrills and spills of one-day
cricket.

This tournament has really driven
home the point that England, the
innovators of instant cricket, now
need to take a lesson or two from the
coionials. They have the talent, but
one gets the distinct impression that

this is a side that revolves around
one or two players.
Gower had a good season but his

batting and that of Allan Lamb were
not enough to cqme through to the
final And Botham...he would have
been acclaimed as a talented all-

rounder if his name were Taylor, or
Mailor, or even Kaylor. But his name
is Botham, so no matter what he
does, how heroic his deeds, critics

will always compare them to that
golden summer of 1981 and
say...“Ah, but Botham’s putting on
too much weight and he just can’t
find that old form any more.” Poor
Botham. He will always be judged by
the incredibly high standards he set

two years ago.
There was plenty of suspense all

through the second fortnight of the
tournament. After the England-
Australia game at Sydney on Janu-
ary 27, Australia lea the field with
eight points from seven matches.
England and New Zealand each had-
six points, but the former had played
seven games, while New Zealand had
figured in one less.

Then, after the England-Australia
game at Adelaide on January 30, all

three teams stood level at eight
points each. Finally, New Zealand’s
victory against England at Perth on
February 5 put the former through to

the final, but meant that Australia
would have to beat them in the last

of the ‘playoff matches if the hosts
were to get the second berth in the
final. So at no stage really was the
qutcome of the piayoff games cer-

tain; which was what the organisers
had been praying for all along.
The three best games of the period

under* review were all played at

Adelaide on successive days, Janu-
ary 29, 30 and 31. First England lost

to New Zealand, then they beat the
Aussies and finally New Zealand
emerged victorious against Australia
to complete a topsy-turvy weekend.
The best of these was the Saturday

f
ame between England and New
ealand, which saw almost 600

runs—yes, 600—being scored in the
course of the match. It was a game
which will be talked about for years
to come, not just because of the
number of runs scored, but because
of the sheer suspense. It would not
bq out of place to note that the old
record was Australia’s mammoth 289
against New Zealand two years ago,

but this was to be surpassed not
once, but twice.
England batted first and got what

seemed an incredible 296 off their

fifty overs (one of the few games
where ho reduction was made in the
number of overs to be bowled).
Botham as opener got 65, Gower 109,
Randall chipped in with a perky 31
and Trevor Jesty got 52.

The New Zealanders started out
confidently enough but with Turner
gone for 23 and Wright run out for

50, the pressure was on them. Till,

that is, Messrs Crowe, Cairns, Coney
and Hadlee got a chance to prove
their worth. Prove it they did. Jeff
Crowe swung the game back New
Zealand’s way with exactly fifty,

Cairns thumped 49 off only 24 balls.

Coney hit 47 and when Richard Had-
lee lifted the bowling to the tune of
79 in 64 deliveries, it was all over bar
the shouting.
New Zealand then won their next

two games, beating Australia by 47
runs before they went to Perth to
take on England once more on
February 5. In yet another rain-

marred match, England got 88 off 23
overs and their opponents got 89 off
20.3 overs.
By the time this comes out in print,

the B At H Cup will have been won
and lost and everyone will have gone
home happy. Except the Poms.

Ian Botham will always ba judged on 1981 performances
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SANTOSH TROPHY

A quiet kick-off

I
N an austere ceremony the State
Sports Minister, Mr Subhas Chak-

raborty unfurled the AIFF and IFA
flags. This was followed by the re

lease of 39 white pigeons and the

same number of crackers and bal-

loons to mark the start of 39th
National Football Championship for

the Santosh Trophy of the Durgapur
cluster at the Nehru Stadium. In

keeping with tradition the Indian
Footbal Association broke new
ground by allotting the Nationals to

the industrial town of Durgapur
which is konwn for its sports enthu-
siasm. But spectatorwise there was

j

not much enthusiasm as was evident

!

on the inaugural day.
Season ticket sale for the new-look

18,000 capacity stadium was stated

to have been ‘fairly good’. But it

.seems the response was not that

encouraging as nearly 6,000 people
turned up for the match between
runners-up Indian Railway and Man-
ipur It was expected that this match
would draw a sizeable crowd since

the railway team was playing.
However, as the tournament progres-

sed the number should increase
since daily tickets for students at a

nominal rate are being sold.

According to the schedule only one
match a day is being played and the

opening encounter of Group E be-

tween the railwaymen and Manipur
was a . lack-lustre one. The former
won by a late first half goal by Veer
Babu. Madan Lai sent in a floater

and Veer Babu dashed in and headed
in from an angle. In fact, had Man-
ipur’s goalkeeper Premkanta Singh
been at the second post he might
have been able to save it. Railway
coach Arun Ghosh said: “It was a

iti!^

'

fev

beautiful move and an intelligent

header.” Actually, that one lapse by
defender Ibochouba Singh who had
all this time bottled Veer Babu,
sounded the death knell. But the
goalkeeper too lacked anticipation.

Both the teams used defensive
tactics. They did this because of the
hard and uneven surface which wore
a greener look. The gutsy Manipur
boys too came close to scoring but
were erratic. At least on two occa-

sions within a span of five minutes
Lahgen proved to be dangerous.
Railways could have taken an early
lead had Veer Babu's diagonal shot
not ricocheted off Ibochouba Singh.
But Veer Babu should have utilised

his experience instead of taking such
a rash shot.

“This team is composed of youngs-
ters. They are fit but need more big
match exposure and with a couple of

more games they should get accus-

tomed to the uneven surface. The
match was not that good but it wasn’t
disappointing too,” said the Railway
coach.
From this group the Railways are

more or less assured of moving to the
round robin quarter-final. Their next
match is against Jammu & Kashmir.
But the team is sore over the fixtures

and accommodation facilities.
However, Manipur had no com-
plaints. The J & K manager-cum-
coach Mohirider Verman said: “We
have travelled over 2000 miles just

to play two matches. Why can’t the
organisers do it in such a way that we
can see better teams so that the boys
car learn? The last time the Nation-

j

als were held in Calcutta we had the
I privilege of watching good matches

t"***"" * *1 '
U M

over adecadebut
formance cnee last yeifr 'mmil:-

they got **? fir, as tfcfe |
quarters. In this light,, 4* ’irt'JfeS

terescingto view the storyl^hipfM
their boys

4
sincere efforts to

on the Indian football map.
Football is easily the most*!

popular sport \ in Manipur bufc*
their local association literally!*

has to manage oii a shoestring^
budget. Incredible though it majfe
seem, there is Little or .no beJjjt;

from the government. Mampmd
does not even have a single reg-
ulation soccer ground and it&t

*

footballers have to make do
a polo ground instead. Pole,
spite a . decline in

;
popularity^

seems to enjoy great supportfrotrj
local politicians -and aPoiO*
Ground Preservation Committee^
lias been formed.
The. most* important football,,

tournament there is the Sir Cfeur-i;

achand Singh Memorial Footballs
Championship but even this wa*\j
not held due to wrangling: At the*;

best of times, the State unit finds ':

money hard to come by, but it stiffly

has a regular expenditure of Rs

>

50 per week to remove. jt|ie goal^
posts for polo games and
erect them again afterwards. Theft
posts are up from .Mondays
Saturday but they come o6Wla^
again on Sunday,, which- is pofefc
day. Yet, adl these problems^
apart, Manipur still strives to pro*‘^

duce footballers. Only the Stated
authorities can rescue the game;;
now. .

'^5

“With these obstacles,” said Mr r

:;

K.K. Singh, the coach cum*
manager of the Manipur team at'.-;

Durgapur, “how can we foster
1

^football in the State. All said and
.]

done, we have done quite well in 3

the Subroto Cup, Then again we.
j

are proud , that one of our junior
-'J

players, Ibomcha Singh, was hM
thd’ junior Indian team for iti&i
Aslan Youth Cup football ig.Ngpv’j
aL Even for <hd Santbsh
we had leas than a month to train* 'i

This is a common feature now^ f

*aid Mr Singh.

s,s

Then again we want lighter foodj
before the match. Moreover, we angr]
not given any money apart from,ttej
Rs 40 per head per day. If we hadfl
known earlier we would hav$?l
brought along some money. Thm
accommodation is not that good am;|
definitely not worth Rs 10.”

.

*

“It is extremely difficult to get^
enough cots and mattresses,” is wpati
the accommodation incharge had' to 5
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*ay. However, one should congratu-
^fiate the Central Sports Association
!

4Hfet Ithe Durgapur Steel Plant for

kVptfttfl^eringr to spend about Rs 5.S

ittddhntorunthe show. However, they
;ill> naied some IBOre experience. This
WMd city haeataged the table tennis
Nationals, *&letic£ and, internation-

al cricket teatch« earlier. They’ll

|js*nt from their mistakes.
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Merest
SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL reports frorh New Delhi

THE questioti that haunted every I rather unfortunate for JCT. But sti

j

mind in the Delhi football t the goal could have been saved haJ. mind in the Delhi football
fraternity till the end of the quarter-
final league was whether the two
giants, of West Bengal Mohun Bagan
and East Bengal would meet each
other in the semi-final. It was taken
for granted that the two teams would
either face each other in the semis or
final. But everything went haywire
when Mohun Bagan drew with JCT
in their last quarter-final engage-
ment. They needed a victory no
matter by what margin to face their

rivals in the semi final. But despite
gaining a seemingly insurmountable
2-0 lead Mohun Bagan, quite surpri-

singly, failed to keep the game under
control after lemon time when the
inspired JCT outfit scored two goals
in quick succession.
Mohun Bagan’s approach towards

the game was quite spirited in the
initial stages. In fact, throughout the
first half they played a positive game
showing their all round skill. The
defenders were alert and played sys-

tematically. The half-liners under
the inspiring leadership of Gautam
Sarkar, were always active in initiat-

ing moves and the frontliners often
bewildered their opponents with
constant forays through Bidesh Bose
and Manash Bhattacharya. Both the
wingers played intelligently.

Mohun Bagan got their first goal
when a powerful shot by Krishanu
Dey off a well-timed cross frotniMan-
ash hit the crosspiece, rebounded
and entered the net deflecting off

the JCT goalkeeper Ravi’s body

—

Mohan Bagan In their match against JCT

rather unfortunate for JCT. But still

the goal could have been saved had
the JCT custodian been a little more
agile in positioning himself properly
before the Mohun Bagan attackers
closed in.

A little later JCT got an open
chance to score thanks to a defence
lapse of Mohun Bagan. Mohinder got
the ball right in front of the penalty
box with only the Bagan ’keeper
Dilip Pal standing helplessly before
him. All the Bagan defenders found
themselves on the wrong foot as
Mohinder rushed into the box but he
dilly-dallied for Krishnagopal Roy to
dart in from behind and snatch the
ball away.
In fact, this was the first sign of

weakness in the Bagan defence. In
the earlier stages their performance
was nearly flawless and as a result
the JCT forwards ran out of wits in
making inroads into the Bagan dan-
ger zone. More and more they re-

coiled on the defensive leaving the
Calcutta side an open ground to
mount their attacks. Towards the
close of the first half Bagan in-

creased their pressure on the JCT
defence and Krishanu Dey nearly
came to scoring another goal when
his beautiful 30-yard pile-driver re-

bounded off the crosspiece. The ball
went to Biswajit Bhattacharya who
had a chance to send the ball home
but before he could take aim a JCT
defender rushed into his side’s
rescue.
However, it was not long before

JCT conceded their second goal.

SARASWATHfS
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East Bengal s Mthtr Bern in a tight spot against BSE

Shyamal Banerjee, who bad all along
been playing an important lole in his
side's attacks, made a solo move
from the centre circle to the JCT
penalty area and took a powerful
kick It hit the crossbar ana went to
Biswajit Bhattacharya who made no
mistake
Surprisingly, at resumption

Mohun Bagan started playing m a
rather disorganised way and, even
worse the forwaids did not seem
eager enough to increase the tally

Similar was the attitude of the defen
ders The understanding and coor
dotation they had shown in the first

half were nowhere in their game
Naturally, it was time lor the JCT
players to make a comeback They
did it and m no uncertain manner
But thei e could be no denying that

one of the main reasons tor their
return was surely the withdrawal of
medio Gautam Sarkar who despite
his age, still remains the main source
of inspiration in the Calcutta team
He was replaced by Sujas Bera who
could do little to add to the strength
of his team

In the eighth minute of the second
half, JCT launched a well concerted

I move and unmarked Mohmder got a
' golden opportunity to score after
receiving a measured through pass
on the corner of the box. But he
fumbled to place the ball beyond a
helpless Dilip Pal,

However, it was Mohmder who
gave JCT their first goal From a free

kick he booted the bell beautifully

through a wall of Began defenders
After this Began once again tried

to bring the game under control but ,

I their efforts were not successful

!

mainly due to the lethargy of the
frontline players Moreover, they
could no longer play according to a
definite strategy and the linkmen
tailed to feed the forwards well
Knshanu Dey, who is gradually
growing into an opportunistic player
very seldom received passes while
Manash seemed to run out of breath
Iven worse Bidesh Bose was with
drawn in favour of Amitava Mukher
jee who hardly made any contnbu
tion

In the 35th minute, JCT got their
equaliser through Parminder This
was also off a tree kick which Par
minder took in a spectacular fashion,
the ball entering the net like a
bullet

Mohun Bagan’s entry into the
semifinals, however, was ensured
when JCT beat Punjab State Elec
tricity Board 1*0 m the quaiter-final
match which was marred by trayed
tempers Both the teams started at a
fast pace and got quite a few good
oppoi tunnies m the first half itself !

But lack of finish proved their un
doing In the 30th minute of the first

half, international Manjit Smgh was
badly fouled by Parmer of JCT and a
fist fight broke out immediately
However, tt was Manjit Smgh who
started u by rushing towards Parmer
for about eight yards and then hit

tmg him right on his face Parmer
retaliated and referee Tarak Sen
expelled both the players from the
ground.
JCT got their match-winner only

two minutes before the final whistle
when Mohmder scored off a through

pass from Thapa. Earlier m the 21st
minute, JCT right-half Parminder
dribbled into the PSEB penalty box
and gave a cross to Kashmira Smgh
who tailed to (Utilise the oppoi tunity
East Bengal’s performances m the

quarterfinal was not remarkable
either In fact, none of the Calcutta
teams could live up lo their reputa-
tions and treat the Delhi football
connoisseurs to an enjoyable show.
However, it must he said that East
Bengal’s campaign was much more
impressive than their arch rivals
Mohun Bagan Though they could
not win all their quarter final en-
gagements vet the fact is they put up
a much more enioyable show playing
according to definite strategies both
in the defence and offence.

In their last quarterfinal outing,
Fast Bengal beat Border Security
froice convincingly scoring two goare
m the first halt itself The first one
was scored by veteian Mihir Bose
and the second one by Kartick Sett.
In the ninth minute of the first half.
Fast Bengal's Krishnagopal
Choudhuu made a solo effort, drib*
blmg right into the BSF box He took
a powerful shot which beat the goal-
keeper but only to see the ball hit
the post and it went to Mihir Bose
who booted it home The second goal
came rather unexpectedly when Kar- -

tick Sett took a feeble shot from the
top of the box after a mint move by

4

the East Bengal foiwaids The bafi
could have easily been grabbed bet

.

the BSF custodian failed to every-

!

body’s surprise Earlier, East Begjil^
drew with Punjab Police and dm*
ated Gorkha Brigade 1-0. *



SUBROTO CUP FOOTBALL

It's Madlryamgram again

tms year's team from Madhyam-
gram High School, 24-Parganas,

gUQr not have been as good as last

yew's till coach Gaur {lari Dan had
built a strong enough team to take
the Subroto Mukherjee Cup back to

West Bengal again. In a rather
mediocre fuel they desemngly beat
St Ignatius High School, Gumla. by a
lone goal
A Subroto Cup final is the most

important event in many a schoolboy
footballer's life The occasion clearly

Overawed the St Ignatius boys, most
ofthem Adivasis on their first visit to

a metropolitan city Not even the din
and rattle of their 160-odd school-

mates who had come all the way
from Gumla m south Bihar could
mhke a difference Playing against

the technically superior Madnyam-
gram boys, the St Igpatius players

were nervous as those miskicks and
Other mistakes showed Yet they
managed to put up a good fight

Nature has endowed the Adivasi

hfly with sporting talent When edu-
cators develop this natural gift of his

may raise him to a level of equality
, . t tf iM 4 1 | i/o*.

and then showed his disappointment
by flinging himself down

St. Ignatius shook off their ner-
vousness after the Medhyamgram

dance it gives him makes all the
deference m his life. But it takes

tithe to build that confidence.
Had the Subroto Cup final been

played the full 90 minutes instead of

70, St. Ignatius might have fared
better^ Their speed and endurance
might have made a vital difference

in those 20 extra minutes

St Ignatius were disappointed at

losing the final But not Father P P
Van-Nuffel, their bearded Belgian
Principal A member of the Bihar
Sports Council, he was all encourage-
ment for his *bachchas*.

“I can understand their dis-

appointment, because they had
worked very hard,*

9 he said, adding,
“But you will agree reaching the
final is big achievement for them
We are determined to keep on work-
ing harder and harder ”

The only goal of the final came m
the 37th minute when Debashish
Daeta put his height to the best use
to head in an awkwardly bouncing
ball which the much shorter St Igna-

most of the Madhyamgram raids,

JSach of the two strikers should have
Scored in the early minutes if only
the shots had been better placed
St Ignatius had their best chance

soon after the interval when Bhakte
down the left wing for a

tre, but with an open goal
mmm All shot off die mark

goal. But now they sorely missed
winger Sohrai Oraon, who had to sit

out the match because he had been
shown a ted card in the semifinal
against Netaji Shikthayatan, Agar-
para.

Iff V -

*

Striker $uiie an
equal to die sophisticated Madhyam*
gnua opponents when it came to

individual play. But all his dnbbhng
and thrust were of no avail in those
last stages when St Ignatius made
their final fling.

Etwa Tirkey later found his name
among 16 players chosen by the
organisers for the award of football
scholarships. So Difi Dipankar
Choudhary of Madhyamgram Four-
teen other scholarship winners were*
K Thomas (Govt High School, Car
Nicobar), Rizwan-ul-Haq (Govt High
School, Sarojim Nagar, Delhi), Kul
deep Ahlawat (Motilal Nehru School
of sports, Rai, Haryana), Harold
Sangma (Govt Boys High School,

Jorhat), P Rajan (Yumjao Lairembi
High School, Imphal), V Murali
(Govt High School, Mmicoy),(Govt High Sc
Fairoze (St Aloysius High School,
Bangalore), Fernandes Francis (Don
Bosco High School, Bombay), Biram
Soren (Govt High School, Mavur
bhanj, Orissa), Samir Barua (Netaji
Shaikshayatan, Agarpara), Gerald
Vaz (Don Bo*?co High School, Panaji),
Devanand T (St Joseph's Boys High
School, Calicut), Ajit (Govt Co
education School, Presidents Estate,

New Delhi), B Ghosh (Ram Thakui
Pathshala Boys School, Agartala)

MADHYAMGRAM's loute lo the
final was shorter than that of St

Ignatius Their status as holders of

tne trophy earned them the preroga
tive of byes in the tit st and second
rounds When they took the field for

their third round match against St

Aloysius High School, Banglore, they
proved that thev fully deserved the

j

seeding, although their team of this
]

year included onlv two boys from
last year—-Debashish Datta and
Bashydeb Samaddar Left striker
Datta scored the first goal m the 3 0
victory over the Bangalore side That
was m the second minute following a
move started by Dipqnkar
Chaudhary Achmtva Mitra, the
right striker, got the remaining
goals In the 19th minute, Datta sent
a measured cross from the left for
Mitra to make it 2-0 Then, two
minutes from the interval, Samaddar
passed the ball from the right for the
third and last goal of the match For
all their raids m the second half,

Madhyamgram failed to add to their
first-half tally As for St Aloysius,
they had very few dangerous moves
to their credit In fact, they were no
match for the defending champions
Debashish Datta got the only goal

of Madhyamgram's next match—
quarter-fmal—against Government
School, Aizawl It was the result of a
solo run, about the only dashing act
m a match of little enterprise, two
mmuteB before half-time Datta tore
down the centre before placing the
ball to the nght of the Aieawl goal-

keeper
If it was Datta who enabled

Madhyamgram to cross the quarter-
final hurdle, Achintya Mitra saw
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vAuMk WK Um
tftigh boytffom GovernmentSchool,
Car Nicobar, in the aemifinal, oh a
cold morning at the Air Force Sta-
tion ground, race course, which had
to be requisitioned because of the
Ambedkar Stadium pitch had still

not recovered from the effects of the
heavy overnight rain.

Watched by a few faithful specta-

A4AIJl ROUND UP

tor*, who -braved t

more bitter at tne
the cold, all the

more bitter at the vast windswept

Spause of the race course grounds,
t winger Dipankar Chaudhury

sprinted forward with the ball, trick-

ed his way past S. K. Thomas and put
Mitra in possession* Mitra made no
mistake. Hard as the Car Nicobar
boys fought after this seventh mi-
nute setback, they failed to save the
day. They even wasted a penalty one
iqimite from the interval* Thomas
failing from the spot.

The joy of victory made a couple of

muffled Madhyamgram teachers,
watching it all from the sidelines,

forget tne cold as their students,
with the auspicious vermillion on
their foreheads still in tact, rushed
up to them to touch their feet and
seek their blessings for the ultimate
test two days later.

The new bunch of Madhyamgram
boys had begun training for the
Subroto Cup campaign last Septem-
ber, with coach Gaur Hari Dan step-

ping up the tempo in the last six

weeks. Bananas and “roti” is what
the boys trained on. Madhyamgram,
who should be proud of these young
footballers, a couple of whom occa-

sionally get the experience of play-

ing in Calcutta’s First Division
League teams like Aikya Sammilani,
must do much more for the boys who
have put the place on the football

map Of the country. They could do
with more muscle and weight.
The Madhyamgram team officials

agreed that this year’s team was not
of the same standard as that of last

year. One of them thought that the
below-par performance in the semi-

final was because of the cold. “Our
boy* are not u*ed to this type of

weather,” he said, shivering with
cold and stamping his feet to keep
the blood circulating. “Last year it

whs not so cpld,” he added.
Adivasi boys from Bihar have

already made a name for themselves
in hockiy. The exploits of State

subsidised school, Khunti, in the

Junior Nehru Hockey Tournament
are famous and quite a few top

hockey teams have Adivasi players

as their star performers. Determined
to make them known also for their

football talent, Sushil Kumar Verma,
a 24-year-old science teacher and
football coach, has been working
quietly at St. Ignatius School, Gumla,

S school run by Belgian missionaries

about 90 km from Ranchi. In every-

thing he did, Verma had the support

ci the school Principal, Father P. P.

Van-Nuffel, 53/
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Victories for Tamil Nadu
and Baroda
PAST record and present form

made Tamil Nadu favourites to

win their Ranji Trophy pre-quarter-
final match against titter Pradesh at

Madras. Tamil Nadu -had won both
the previous encounters against UP
in 1940-41 and 1981-82 by comfort-
able margins. Moreover, Tamil Nadu
are always a team hard to beat On
their own familiar Chepauk wicket.
The final result-** victory for the
home team by only four Wickets

—

may on the surface seem none too
convincing. But it was Indeed a well
deserved triumph for a depleted side
over worthy opponents.
At the outset, Tamil Nadu were

beset by problems, in addition to
their three stars—Srikkanth, Sekhar
and Sivaramakrishnan—who were
away with the Indian team in Pakis-
tan they were without the services of

P. S. Moses and R. Madhavan, both
key middle-order batsmen, who were
away with the State team’s tour of

Sri Lanka. The four-man selection
committee consisting of A. G. Kripal
Singh (chairman), V. V. Kumar,
Piabhakaran Rao and S. Venkatar-
aghavan were undoubtedly a wor-
ried lot on the eve of the match.
They faced the all-impdrtant ques-
tion: Should we put the clock hack
and bank on experience or should we

mer and picked S. Srinivasan and N.
P Madhavan. Interestingly enough,
both of them had last played in the
same match—against Haryana in the
quarter-final two years ago. Needless
to say, the inclusion of the two
caused some controversy, as also did
a third choice—V. Prasad as left-arm

spinner and right-hand batsman.
Naturally, it was thought that a bet-

ter choice would be between off-

spmner Santosh Kumar, Who had
done well in Sri Lanka or young

* left-arm spinner W. V. Raman, who
was in form.
UP obviously had not a worry in

the world. Batting first, they knock-
ed up 351 before ocing all out early

on the second morning. But this was
virtually a one-man show. Shashi-

kant Khandkar, who opened the in-

nings, was out late on the first even-

ing for 191. The dashing 21-year-old

right-hander, had only last year
scoi ed 50 and 77 against Tamil Nadu.
Now he went a step further. Khand-
kar has all the strokes but at the

same time has a sound technique and
a solid defencf A lot will definitely

be heard of this r -u" ster in future.

The Tin il V,niu attack wore a
limp look. 1 hut most reliable bowler

medium pacer Bharath Kumar was
indisposed on the eve of the thatch,

compounding the home team's prob-
lems. Instead of picking a medium
•pacer as substitute, the selectors left

V. Sivaramakrishnan to share the
new ball with Arun and the result
was the most innocuous seam attack
seen in recent years. The bowling
hinged virtually on Venkatara^hav
van and Vasudevan. The latter
bowled reasonably well and finished
with four wickets for 88 runs. But the
former sent down too many loose
deliveries and was treated rather
harshly. This, however, did not stop
him from bowling 47 overs and tak-
ing five wickets for 134 runs.
So now it was left to the Tamil

Nadu batsmen to make up the
ground lost by the bowlers. Not once
m the league had the Tamil Nadu
batting failed. And now they came
’off one more time. Sivaramakrish-
nan, who has seen very little of
failure of late, led the way with a
splendid attacking 54. Although
scoring 115 for three, the side was

|

certainly in danger. However, at this
juncture it was two recalled batsmen

j

who virtually made sure of Tamil
i

Nadu getting back into the match
decisively as it proved to be inretros-

pect.
Srinivasan and Madhavan came

together midway through the after-*

noon of the second day and were not
separated rill early on the third day,

I

In that time, the two had increased 1

the score by 212 runs, which iust
missed the previous State recora for
the fourth wicket standing m the !

name of A. G. Kripal Singh and C. D
Gopinath by just three runs. He
never took any ri^ks and surprising-
ly, remained not out for 148. He had
batted nearly seven and a half hours*
Cricket followers here can hardly
believe their good fortune that the
batting line up which boasted only of

stroke-players and thus had a “arisk”

element about it, now has two
'stayers’ in Srinivasan and Suresh
Kumar.
Madhavan provided the vigorous

aspect. He took chances and they
came off. He once hit three sixes in
one over off Vikram Dutt and
throughout his 125, a hote of bel-

ligerence was dominant. By the time
the partnership was broken, it was
obvious that Tamil Nadu would take
a sizeable enough lead to help offset-
the dangers of having to bat last, ml
ja wicket expected to take spin deaN*
ly. Rajinder Singh Hans gave
indication that the pitch wa
ing up when he took quick
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on the third morning to restrict

Tamil Nadu, 327 for three at on.:e

Stage, to 449. Hans finished with six

Wickets for 125 runs.
UP now had to force the pace to

come back into the match. They
batted in carefree fashion, maintain-
ing* rate of a run a minute before
they were all out for 269 on the
fourth morning. Khandkar again was
the moving force behind Ur’s stout
hearted'fight. He scored a brilliant

76 and after the middle order col-

lapsed, stopper Anil Mathur kept the
innings afloat with an unbeaten 56.

The Tamil Nadu fielding was slack
end the catching faulty. Venkatar-
agkavan, gave away over 100 runs
for the second time in the match

—

probably for the first time in his long
first class career—to take five wick-
ets. Prasad the third controversial
choice now proceeded to certify the
selectors right again. He took wick-
ets with his first two deliveries
bowled in this innings—he had sent
down only three overs in the first

innings—and finished with three for

48.
Tamil Nadu’s victory target was

172. It should not have presented
them with problems but UP, doughty
fighters, now geared themselves for
a last ditch fight. The bowling was
accurate and fielding tight. ‘Tamil
Nadu suffered an important setback
with the early dismissal of Sivar-

.atnakrishnan. But Suresh Kumar and
Srinivasan steadied the boat with a
second-wicket ’stand of 41 runs. The
dependable Abdul Jabbar stood firm
as a rock at one end, while Vijayaku-
raar and Bharath Reddy went for the
bowling. Hans bowled gallantly,,

sending down 26 overs in an un-
changed spell that brought him four
wickets for 54, stretching his match
tally to ten for 179 but Tamil Nadu

slowly inched their way towards
their target finally reaching it on the
stroke of tea time.
As the crowd trickled out of the

stadium, the talking point was now
the fresh problem faced by the State
selectors. How would they go about
picking the team to meet Delhi in the
quarter-final? It was now a case of
having an embarrassment of riches

on their hands. Quite a turnabout of
die problem they encountered five

days before. All their controversial
choices had come off. *Do they pos-
sess a crystal ball?” asked one for-

mer State player. Judging by the
Chepauk tie one indeed believes
that they do.

THE Ranji Trophy pre-quarter fin-

al match between Rajasthan and
Baroda was, for all practical pur-
poses, decided on the first day itself.

Rajasthan, batting first did not real-

ty get their heads down to score 281
runs, on the first day. The total, by
any standards, was not a low one, but
in a match of this nature it is better
that the batsmen graft their innings
taking their time because in nine
cases out of ten, these games are
decided on the basis of the first

innings lead. It is from this context
that the. Rajasthan score was not
good enough, giving Baroda ample
time to meditate a over their innings.
Rajasthan got off to a very bad

stan, losiM the wicket of opener
Kuldip Mathur with only seven runs
on the board. At one stage they were
precariously placed at 87 for 4. At
this stage the old warhorse Parth-
asarathy Shams played yet one
more of his useful innings, scoring
44. Opener VivkelbhaniSingh was
the >omy other top ranking batsmen
who scored anything next to substan-
tial—he made 36—*nd it was left to

Rajasthan out m trouble: A useful
well earned 41 by Kailash Gattani
and* hard hitting innings of 37 from
Suresh .Shastri Eelpedthe visiters
cross the 200 mark. That Was not all,

for tailender Sharad
,
Joshi also

helped himself to some quick runs.
The Baroda medium pacers

bowled commendably as did the
spinner Pardesi. Wadkar and
Satham shared a wicket apiece while
Patel bagged a couple. However, the
bowler who did most of the damage
was Pardesi who from his 29 overs
bagged four for 42.

Baroda got off to a confident start
with their openers knocking up
seventy runs. One of Baroda’s open-
ing batsmen Ravi Deshmukh played
confidently before he was caught by
Kaushik off Sunderam four short of
his half century. After both the open-
ers were back in the pavilion it was a
futile hunt for the leather by Rajas-
than as Ranjit Hazare and Aunshu-
man Gaekwad hit the bowling apart.
Gaekwad's breezy 82 added to his
string of high scores in the previous
matches more or less confirmed his

ticket to the West Indies. Both Ha-
zare and Gaekwad fell to Padam
Shastri, but not before Baroda were
in a very strong position. The hosts
finished the day a happy 247, only 34
runs behind the meagre Rajasthan
total but still having six of their first

innings wickets still intact.

The good work of Hazare and
Gaekwad was carried on by the two
overnight batsmen Ashit Bhansali
and Narayan Satham. The two did
not give the Rajasthan bowlers any
respect as they put up a record
249-run partnership, taking the score
up to 25 runs of the 500-mark Bhan-
sali’s 116 including twelve 4’s and
Satham’s 131 with 18 hits to the
fence was enough for the Baroda
first innings being declared at 521
with three wickets still remaining.
Besides the two wickets Suresh Shas-
tri had taken the previous day Sun-
deram with two and V. Singh with
three wickets were the other two
bowlers to meet with success.
There was little interest in the

match on the final day with Baroda
batting right through before being
dismissed for 558.
Rajasthan did get into a tight spot

at one stage when it looked like the
Baroda team would win the match
outright. However, a fighting Ranji
Trophy century by opener Vivek-
bhan Singh and his third wicket
partnership with Sanju Mudkavi saw
Rajasthan through to 230 for six, and
with that Baroda had won the match
on the basis of their first innings
lead. - •

This was yet another occasion in
the Ranji Trophy where a matchwas

;

decided on the. first innings. All
basically one inning matches. The
less said the better..

,
^
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NAtlONAL BILLIARDS AND SNOOKER
"

Fsrriera’s baize of glory

expression on file face. Hi coolly
goes beck to Us chair and is always
m a wonderful frame of mind on ms
Mitt visit to the table.

Among others who impressed were
some youngsters from Delhi end Cal-

cutta. Bunny Dalmia from Delhi
made a sensational debut in the
Snooker Championship going out of

the competition, losing to Savur in a
cliff-hanger.
Manoj Kothari of Calcutta created

a good impression in billiards, run-
ning into form right from the ward
'go’ but came to grief against Aivind
Savur in the quarters.
Another youngster, Raju Jagtiani

from Calcutta left an indelible im-
pression on both the billiards and
snooker tournaments He was a gal-

lant loser to Syed Habib in the
snooker quarter-final when de-
veloped cramps m his left hand.
This year’s snooker championship

was not of a high order. Because,
judging from international stan-

dards, if one mistake is made, the
chances are that one may not get a
second 'life*. A second mistake, and
one can jolly well say good bye to the
frame.
The winner, O. B. Agrawal, invari-

ably, gave over half-a-dozen chances
to his opponents who failed to cash
lh on them As a mattei of fact, O. B.

won his second round against S.

Jayraj of Andhra Pradesh when he
fluked the ‘green’ to win the match
4-2. O. B., however, was certainly

devastating against Tony Monteno,
winning 4-0.

O. B., thereafter, beat Arvind
Savur who is not getting any younger
every year. His razor-sharp eyes bet-

raying him on long pots Savur was
not his usual self when he played O.

B. Agrawal, running into bad form.
Therefore, Agrawal’s five-nil verdict

over Savur cannot be considered an
outstanding achievement.
Syed Habib, a marvellous potter

lost to 0. B. Agrawal m a cliff-hanger

after being 4-4 in the best-of-nine

frames. So, for the second year run-
ning the balding Habib was runner-
up.
Only one century break in the

Snooker Championship was made. It

went to the credit of M. G. Jayaram
(107) from Karnataka who received a
cash award of Rs 1,000 which was
donated by Kumar Adya Nand Sinha
a former Bihar billiards and snooker
champion.

It was a grand show and the people
of Patna thoroughly enjoyed the
crystalate bail game from January 17
to February 10*

In this year’s World Billiards due
to be f held in Malta in November,
Michael Femera will be there in his
own right to defend his title. If,

besides the top entry from India, the
second entry, which is always a re-

quest entry, is allowed then there
would be three Indians m the World
Meet.

PREM KUMAR, PATNA

SELDOM has Michael Ferriera
been in such devastating form as

he was during the 49th National
Billiards Championship which saw
him regaining the crown. Last year's
sensation, Geet Sethi could recap-
ture his touch in patches only and he
slumped to the third spot. Subhash
Agrawal, ranked third in the world
was placed second while Arvind
Savur finished last in the round
robin league.
In snooker, it was not the case of

the survival of the fittest but, in-

stead, of the luckiest. The winner
was Subhash’9 brother, O. B. Agraw-
al of Maharashtra. Syed Habib of

Tamil Nadu was placed second m the
championship for the second succes-

sive year while Savur came third and
M. G. Jayaram, also of Karnataka,
fourth.

Ferriera was the monarch of all he
surveyed and there was none to

dispute his right to wear the crown.
Big breaks came regularly from his

cue and the knowledgeables recalled
that only on two previous occasions
was the current world champion in

such form as he was at Patna. He had
given such a magical performance
only twice before; first in the 1980
Nationals m Calcutta and thereafter
in the 1981 World Championship m
New Delhi.

It was obvious from the very first

day that Michael Ferriera had come
very well prepared for the Patna
Championship after being humili-

ated by Geet Sethi, that slip of a boy
from Gujarat, in the last year's

Nationals. His total ascendency and
command over the top-table was a

real visual treat for the connoisseurs
of the game who thronged the Banki-
pore Club Hall in large numbers

First, Michael demolished S. B.

Agrawal, the Railwayman, by a mar-
gin of 2276-1199 points after leading
1489-263 at the end of the two-hour
first session. In no time after the

started, Michael’s stroke-play

cached dizzy heights, On his

fourth visit he made a break of 108

and then on his 11th, 12th, 13th and
14th visits in a row, heihad runs of

407, 202, 341 and 139 which para-

lysed Agrawal to such an extent that

he failed to get on terms with himself

dll the end of the tournament. Even
against Geet Sethi he played like a
tyro.

In his next round robin last four

encounters against Arvind Savur of

Karnataka, Michael was even more
ferocious and he accounted for 'Tor-

nadoFats’—-the name given to Savur
by* a London newspaper. While
Michael made 2562, he barely
allowed Savur to gross the four-

aok (1073^ Michaelmade 49

astounding average of 53.37 points
per visit. His principal breaks were:
372, 130, 115, 319 (all in the first

session when Michael led 1300-443)
and 270, 130, 219, 144 and 147 (un-
finished). Against an opponent who
seemed to have drunk die ‘milk of
Paradise’, Savur could show up with
a lone ‘ton’: 123.
The same devastating form of

Michael Ferriera was seen when he
played his last league match against
Geet Sethi. The former won by 2110-
1029, the margin being narrower
(901-630) at the interval. Michael’s
runs included 128, 165, 134, 123, 106,
200 and 176, 183, 266, 21 (un-
finished), the last four on his four
successive visits. Geet couldn’t do
much against an adversary who was
m an absolutely invincible form and
he retaliated with breaks of 178, 167
and 139, all in the first session.

Geet Sethi, the defending billiards

champion, might not have lived up to

his promise at Patna but has a lot of

talent and promise and he cannot be
just written off. He is very calm and
assured on the table. Even after

missing a simple shot there is no

Michael Femera—back to Number One

to die and he had an

33



INDIAN SATELLITE

Master Murphy
PLNDIR MURPHY proved, not

that it was necessary, that he was
by fai the hesi plavei who had
participated m the Indian Satellite

Tennis Circuit when he won the
Masters tmal m Bombay In earlier

weeks he had captured the title at

Madras and Calcutta
In the Masters final, Murphy beat

John Picken in a tough three setter
which lasted two and a hall hours
before Murphy emerged victorious
with the score leading 6 7, 7 5, 7 5
Consistency and a sound all round

gime is what Muiphv’s tennis is all

about Top seeded at the Masters, by
virtue oi winning two ot the four legs
on the ciuuit, Murphv justified the
faith oi the Seeding Committee
Howes ei, it was fai horn easy lor

Murpln lie had to overcome a tena
cious Nandan Bal in a gruelling semi
final spi ead ovei three sets before
he took on Picken
Both Muiphv and Picken play a

similai game which is percentage
tenm> Ihev lelv on getting the ball

back into court rather than hit flashy
winners At times they slugged the
ball back and forth twenty times
each And with the corn ts being slow,
it was a question of stamina and
temperament While Picken was not
shoit on physical toughness, m fact

both playtrs covered a lot ot court
and plastd some ama/mg rallies, m
the final analysis it was a question of
neives and this is whe-ie Muiphy
stoi ed

The two finalists i tiled a lot on
then ioiehands and at times were
ltluuam to employ their backhand
game Muiphy had the bettei serve
though PieMously on the circuit,

Picken had met Murphy thrice and
each time lesult was a win foi the
latter Fxccpt at Pune wheie he won
m thrte sets, Murphs notched up
stiaigkii at victories in Hydeiabad,
and Madras

In the final of the $5000 Nirlon
Satellite Masters, it was Picken who
was m better touch Muiphy was
committing a lot of errors for his

liking Both playeis lecorded two
service breaks each befoie Picken
wrapped up the set in the tie break
(7 3)
The first four games m the second

set conflimed doubts that seiihng on
these tomts was a liability rather
than an advantage Muiphy served
three double faults m the fourth

S
ame Hie Canadian Picken was
oing little wrong till the score read

five all At this stage Picken re

ceived two unbeliable wtong tails

from a paiticular linesman because
of which his concentration wavered
and m disgust he gifted the game
and set .to Muiphv Had the twenty
inevea# old Picken suivived this

crisis he might have won the match
But this was not to be, because

Murphy staited stroking the hall

with a lot of mote confidence than he
had been doing in the eai her part ot

the match At four all m the rhu d
set, it was Murphv’s turn to get a

dubious call but except for the loss of

this game he nevt i allowed the situa

tion to get out of hands
In the 16 man Masters, Murph\

beat Ian Schindlei 6 1, 6 4, Maik
Holand 6 2, 6 4 and Nandan Bal 6 2
4 6, 6 4, in the top half of the diaw
while the unset ded Picken over c ame
the challenge oi the eighth seed S
Vasudevan 6 0 6 2, thud se*ed lac
ques Hei vet 6 4 6 1 and second seed
Thiei v Pham 6 4 6 2

Of the four Indians who made it to

the Masteis only Nandan Bal sui

vived the fust lound Unfortunateh
R tlango was pitted against Ball

which the lartei won most labonous
ly at 6 7, 7 6 6 1 In the nt\t lound
Bal avenged his pievjous deteat in

the finals ot the Indian Satellitt

Masters at the hands of Bob Bla/t
Bal won 6 2 6 ^

Tacques Hervet beat J Japdish
with suipiising east 6 1, 6 1 while
Picken swept aside national ( ham
pion Vasudevan
A prominent feature of the Satel

lite Masteis was the tantmms e\hi
bited on couit by the plavus It was
ama/mg that the paitiupants both
foieigneis and Indians were able to

get awav with 4 mur dei
M

I here weic
numerous instances when plavus
banged the ball m disgust ot had a

whack at tht net and c\cn shouted
four letter obscenities Yet out offi

cidls weie shv of awarding suitable
penalties as pei the C ode of C ondmt

Thtery Pham—dinner at Pune

of International Tenm$
If a John McEnroe, Jimmy Con*

nors and Ivan Lendl can be pulled up
foi bad behaviour why treat the
paiticipants on the Indian cucuit
like puma donnas In fait the Men's
Intel national Piofessional Tennis
Council is vi t\ emphatic on this
count because it bungs the game to
disieputc
Oui officials claim that ‘These

pla\ti< aie our guisrs we cannot be
bad hosts Euithti it we die stuct
th< \ will not come to India again

”

This aigumtnt is baseless Bv turn
ing a blind e>e to bad behav touts we
aie onlv t turning that good playeis
bypass India

BRUCF LLI the king ot oriental
martial arts has repeatedly las

unatf d Punt ites time and again with
his splendid movies Howevei, the
people of Pune weu in tor a surpuse
when the fourth kg of th* Indian
satellite tcnivs cncuit concluded m
tht citv, because it a as not the

eternal let hnnstJf bui an mcredi
ble look alike 20\taiokl Ihciy
Pham of 1 1 ante who thnlkd tht

spectators Phan is the sou of a
Vietnamese lathe i ind a Iiencli
mother who n< t onle tiea«d the
1500 odd euthur

i ists to sont rtal
\intage tenns but al o hvpnoti^ed
them with his swift movant »ts on
court Aho\c all Pham won a hun
dred tans with hi chruful .ind

sporting di position \d this was
appartnt when he outwitted liis own
double* putnei and rompatuot Ta
ques He i vet a 22 vt_a? old arms nnn
m an intete % minute 1 set

singles fm ils due* 1 Ik match like
ad others whnh wi plavt 1 under
floodlights at the pif stigious Uectan
Ciynikhana courts was an absolute
treat fiom he word go In fail watch
mg the two 1 re n hmt n pla\ w \ like

being off* ltd g1 1\> after gla s of
I rench champ i°ru 1

Pham and Hem* both oi whom
wtit born m Ivon in I ranee and
hai e bttn close pals since childhood
had made quifi an impact m the
earhei thru legs ot tht cue uit when
they had math it to the singles finals
at Madras and Hyderabad respec
tively Moieovet, the\ weie winners
of the double* at the third leg at

( dlcutta and runners up at Hyder
abad

lhe decider saw a repitition ot the
first set when both the playeis were
conceined m another ding dong bat
tie at 3 It was then that the
mercurial Pham bioke He i vet’s ser
vu e to lead 4 3, and made it 5 3 with
his service All this time it was Pham
who was impressing, but the so fai

inconsistent Hervet lose visions of a
tremendous fight back, when he
gathered his resources to hold hts
service and break Pam to level at 5-5

The all round court ciaft of Pham
was bettei than Hervet’s and so it

wasn’t a surpuse when he broke his
opponent's service and clung on to
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his own, to win the set and the match
at 7-5. This splendid duel had lasted
for a total of 95 minutes.
Former Indian ace Ramanathan

Krishnan the chief guest while talk-
ing to Sportsworld, said that the
match was of a very high standard,
and that these foreign players had
adapted themselves very well to the
Indian conditions, and “I enjoyed
watching them play.”

In the doubles final, it was an
added attraction to watch the skilful
John Picken of Canada and Mark
Holland of Britain combine brilliant’
ly. They had won the doubles titles at
Madras and Hyderabad in succes-
sion, while coming second to Pham
and.Hervet of France at Calcutta.
Nevertheless, they met their Water-
loo at Pune, going down 5-7, 3-6 to
the aggressive and speedy Bob Blaze

Unforced errors

ONE lias lost count. But here is

another chapter on what the
All India Lawn Tennis Associa-
tion are up to. It's all the same
thing, whether it is Tamil Nadu,
West Bengal or Assam. Mistake
after mistake, blunder after blun-
der. And still the AILTA have
done little in the recent past to

mend their ways.
The Bengal Lawn Tennis Asso-

ciation’s mistakes when it came to
seeding and a few other draw-
backs with the organisation of the
Bengal State Championship have
been discussed before. However,
that was not all.-

In the men's double*? event in

fhe State Championship, two
youngsters, thp Kumars, literally

entered t}ie final without playing
a single match, only further driv-

ing home the point of rhe number
of walk overs given. With all

due respect to the games of these
two up-and-coming youngsters,
just the fact that this pair made it

to the final of the State Cham-
pionship is fcmple reason enough
to prove how the standard of the
tournament has gone down in the
last few years.
The juniors were the biggest

sufferers because of the State

Champibpsfpp beipg held concur-
rently with the third !«?g of the

Satellite tourney, instead of the
finuLs of the junior matches being
completed at the same time with
the rest of the events* they were
held four days later. No one
bothered. After the matches were
completed there was no official of

the Slate association at hand to

congrarulate the players or offer

them a word of advice. There was
fid prize distribution ceremony
and till the time of going to Press
the winning juniors still did not

know whether they were goin§ to

receive trophies, scholarships,

prize money, and, what is most
likely, nothing at all. One youngs-
ter who for obvious reasons pre-

ferred to remain anonymous said,
aIt was really very disheartening.

No one came and even 'shook my
hand after the game. Even though
I won the tournament, I felt there

was something missing ?

The bungling* were not only

centred in West Bengal, but like a

vbrus seams to have spread to the

neighbouring States and, in fact,
the country as a whole, ft is learnt
from reliable sources that of the
24 championships «m the Indian
circuit and, of course, the nation-
als, there is a lot of overlapping.
Seven of these tournaments (in-
cluding the Satellite) are to be
run simultaneously at the same
venues, while there are at least
half a dozen tournaments which
will be held at the same centre
but will be played at different
venues. There are many of these
tournaments which go towards
giving points for State ranking,
but there are other* which also go
towards making it on the national
ranking. Therefore, it Is a must
that these tournaments are given
top priority, and worked out in
such a manner that they' do not
dash with each other.
There was one such case of the

mismanagement by the All India
Lawn Tennis Association with the
conducting of the Junior National
Championship and the All Assam
Sr ate Championship at Gauhati.
The latter tournament goes to-

wards ranking of a player on the
national level, and should not
have been meted out such step-
motherly treatment. Players from
all parts of the country had
assembled in Gauhati to take part
in the Assam championships.
They stayed in the city for over
five days after .which the organis-
ers decided to cancle the competi-
tion. One can well imagine the
trouble* taken by the players to

get to Gauhati, then stay there for
a couple of days and their dis-

appointment and irritation at
being told that the tournament
was off because* as it seems, that
the juniors meet was on at the
same time. The AILTA, in this

case as in many others once again
proved that they lack foresight

and there is simply no coordina-
tion between the parent body and
the State associations.

The association is committing
one too many a faux pas in thr\
recent past. One sincerely hopes
that they mend their ways, The v
game of tennis irt the ebunhry will
then be the gainer ft*$ never too

J

late.

DEREK OBRIEN V /:

of the U.S.A. and S. Vasudevan.
This tournament also had a num-

ber of interesting singles matches,
besides the final. One such match
was the pre-quarterfinal tie between
Gregor Raifitin of France and Bob
Blaze. The match which started at 9
pm went on well past midnight and
after a tiring three and a half hours*
duel, the two gladiators finally cal-

led it a day. Bob Blaze, the more
impressive player* went down 4-6,

6-4, 9-11.

Prominent among the Indian chal-
lengers were Nandan Bal, S.
Vasudevan, R. Elango, Shankar
Krishnan and J. Jagdish, out of
which the Madras leg semifinalist,
Vasudevan surprisingly got knocked
out in the Very first round at Pune.
Shankar Krishnan too met with the
same fate. Nandan Bal, tjie Calcutta
semifinalist, lost on grounds of im-
proper physical fitness to a
tremendously fit Jacques Hervet of
France in the quarter-finals 4-6, 2-6,

while the unseeded Coimbatore lad
R. Eiango now based in the United
States, proved to be the giant killer
of the tourhament, when he beat
second seeded Bruno Corbiere, the
Hyderabad winner, in the pre-
quarterfinals 7-5, 6-3. Elango also
upset an optimistic Raifitin, also of

j

France, 7-5, 6-3, in the quarter-finals.
Much was expected of the south paw
Elango, but he disappointed the

I

thousand-strong partisan crowd
]

when he surprisingly went down
tamely to third-seeded Hervet of
France 2-6, 1-6, in a 45-minute battle.
Elango, speaking to Sportsworld im-
mediately after his defeat, acknow-
ledged the superiority of his victory,
and said “I just did not click at all,

j

and I am very disappointed”
Pender Murphy, the 21 -year-old J

lean and tall American, quite frankly
one of the most complete 'singles
players in the circuit, ranked 174 on
the ATP computer and winner of the
Calcutta and Madras legs, was the
person who disappointed the crowds
the most, when he went down fitting
to fellow American Mike Howard
6-4, 1-6, 5-7. Howard’s progress of
course, was brought to a stop by the
ultimate winner Thiery Pham of
France, in a tough 3-set semi-final.
At the conclusion of the fourth and

final leg at Pune of the 1983 Indian
Satellite Circuit, it can be said with-
out doubt that the Frenchmen ac-
quitted themselves to the Indian
conditions most admirably, and
dominated almost all the legs in both
the singles and in the doubles
events.
The main difference between the

Indians and the foreigners was that
our lads were a shade below* in the
matter of physical fitness, unless
they really take great pains to get
over this deficiency, they can never
hope to be a force to reckon with in
competitive tennis.

HARESH MUNWANI, BOMBAY
RAHUL CHANDWARKAR. PUNE
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Farcical final

AS it has happened in the last tew
seasons the Cricket Association

of Bengal’s Senioi League play off

will again be decided in the commit
tee room and not on the uicker
itch The four day match between
ast Bengal and Mohun Bagan iaised

much dust at the I* den Gardens
While cricket itself rook a backseat,
controversy held the centre of the
stage
Last Bengal won the toss and de

cided to bat At the end of the fust
day they had scored 200 runs for the
loss of half their side No problem so
fai The highlight of the first day’s
play was a fine century by Prabal
Ghosh On the second day at the
Gardens East Bengal were all out for
290 Subroto Porel was the mam
wicket takei for Mohun Bagan
finishing with 6 for S8 Mohun Bagan
did not begin on a ver> happy note
losing their top foui batsmen with
only 1

1

1 uns on the board l \ er\
thing all right

The problc ms started on the third
da\ when theit were abodt two mi
nutes to go lor lunt h Saurav Bose
wa\ given oul caught behind foi 55
byumpneMt M MuJlick The
Mohun Bagan batsman who was
given out did not like the decision as

did many of their spectators and
officials The match did not i esume
after lunch and only got underway
again when another umpire Mr
Samu an Baneriee i eplaced Mr Mul
lick When the latter was contacted
he said, * Mi D Hazra, cricket
secretary ol Mohun Bagan came
right up and thieatened me as did
mans orhei supporrei s of iht club
Theie weie even two officials of the
CAB who witnessed the proceed
mgs ” The umpirt wtnt on to sav “I

had to run and lock myself m the
bathroom fot about thirts minutes
before police help <. ame ”

After play resumed on the third
dav after tea Mohun Bagan moved
up to 244 fot 7 and one looked
forwaid to an interesting finish on
the fourth and final day However, it

was not so
On the final da> the match was to

commence at 9 30 a m The umpires,
keeping in mind the previous day’s
incident, decided to wail till a police
contingent reached the ground The
police turned up at 9 50 after which
the umpues went out to the middle
The two o\ ermght Mohun Bagan
batsmen also entered the playing
arena but there was still no sign of
the Last Bengal players The players

of East Bengal, it is learnt, did not
want to continue the match at this

stage because, they felt they had
lost the advantage of bowling on a
damp wicket Aftei waiting a few
minutes for the East Bengal players
to come on the Mohun Bagan bats
men returned the match mcom
plete
At the time of going to Press theie

has still been no decision about the
fate of the game However there is

every probability that the match will

be awarded to Mohun Bagan, be
cause aftei all it was East Bengal
who did not take the field on the last

day Incidents of this natuie have
been taking place for the last foui or
five years and the so called ‘big

teams’ of C alcutta cricket need to be
put m then place once and for all

DEREK OBRIEN

DELHI

Touching T.T. tourna-
ment

I
T was a heartwarming effort on the
part of the players to honour the

late Parthiv Vyas Parthiv died tragi
cally last year of a disease that ate
away at his intestines for reasons
that the doctors could not explain
The players of Delhi rallied foi the

cause Manjit Dua, InduPuri Rajat
Kathuria all found time to play, and
that too without the ‘terms’ top plav
ers receive Indeed, they along with
Mukesh Jam, Vmay Goval, Divya
Monga, Pran Katana, Sudlur and
Veenu Phadke, Gautam Bhandan,
Sandeep Gurwara, Rahul Shi- am,
Lajpal Kaur, Satbir Singh, A urnyoti
Barua. Sanjay Kathiria G Jagga
nath, friends from Dubai Ghanabad,
Bombay contributed substantial
sums of money to guarantee the
tournament’s success A sum of
around Rs 7,000 was collected m
this way, making it a unique venture
m Indian table tennis, if not in

Indian spot t Moreover, it is also
planned to put away the “income”
earned after expenses into a bank
ac ' iit, the interest accruing on this

wiL contribute to a scholarship
scheme for the top Junior Boy and
Junior Girl player of the year
On the table, there were no major

surprises But we did witness some
keen battles Sudhir Phadke, no Ion

f
er a regular, led 2 1 agamst Rajat
kathuria before submitting to some

fiercely struck dnvesm the fourth
and fifth games Rajat had some
problems against Sunil Vaswani too,

and against Arunjyoti Barua Manjit

T)ua was supreme in this touma
ment He moved with agility that
belied his 30 odd years, and beat
Rajat 3-0 in the final Rajat, 1 pre
sume, must be still recovering from
the ill effects of a long and voluntary
lay off after he was excluded from
the Asiad team
But Manjit looked good on this

day, and one wouldn’t detract any-
thing from his victory He still pro
duces those flashy down the liners

In recent years, moreover, his defen
sive abilities have become somewhat
of a joke on the circuit, so good is his

retrieving that people say he is the
best defensive player in India Man

i
it breezed past old nemesis Nitin
’uri without a murmur m the quar
ter finals I lost to Sunil Vaswani 0 3
m another quarter final
Indu Pun could beat anyone with

hei eyes shut She went tht ough the
formalities while beating game
Rachna Monga in the final Ex
pectedly, Aruniyoti claimed the
boys’ title, but he hasn’t a clue about
combination bats, and the newcomer
Ravi Shankran gave him a good deal
of trouble Deepshikha Soni won the
girls, Vijay Knshnan, the sub junior
boys, and Bindu Dhawan, the sub
junior girls tille

The motivating force behind the
idea was Sudhir Phadke Sudhir
worked unselfishly and with gieat
dedication He was abb supported
by Divya Monga, Veenu Phadke and
Sandeep Gurwai a

Parthiv’s brother Nishith who
came from Bombay to play, was the
chief guest of the tournament No
mean plaver himself, Nishith
couldn’t get past Sudhir Phadke
There were other outstation players
from Poona, and they all helped to

liven the occasion More than a
tournament, it was a tribute to a
young plaver who was a credit to his
sport It also marked the first con
crete efforts by players to help the
younger ones on their way to the top

SANJAY KATHURIA

KANPUR

MaimiNt wins a
thriller

TN the absence of five top players
Xintludmg national championV
Chandrashekhar, Kamlesh Mehta. S
Snram, S Ramaswami and Chandra
Moulim the men’s section, the &th
Kailashpati Singhama All India
Prize Money Open Table Tennis
Championship ended here as a col-

ourless event
The only thrilling encounter was
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,
flte Iinal of the men's rinklesin
whichManmeet Singh ofuelhl Me-
ateo Rajat Kathtiria of Indian Air-
lines in four well fought games.
Top seeded Indu Puri retained the

women’s singles title beating Snig-
v

dha Mehta in three straight effort-

less games 21-16, 21-12, 21-12 in a
tame final. Snigdha had got to the
final after defeating second seeded
Kashmira Patel in the semifinal.
Manmeet Singh had to bring off

his best to ward off Rajat’s chal-

lenge. Manmeet trailed 0-5 to start

with but fought back from 13-20 to

18-

20 before Rajat claimed the first

game. The second game followed the
pattern of the first. After trailing 3-7

Manmeet levelled 7-all and then adv
anced to 8-7. Rajat lost this game
21-15 after a number of interesting
rallies with Manmeet.
The match reached its climax in

the fourth game when both the play-

ers fought neck to neck and reached

19-

19. But Manmeet clinched the
game in his favour, on his service.

Mita Sinha Roy of Madhya
Pradesh and Arun Jyod Barua of

Assam won the iunior girls and boys
title respectively.
The mixed doubles title was won

byKashmira Patel and Rajat Kathur-
ia. The pair defeated Nishit Vyas and
Niyoti Roy of Maharashtra, while the
men's doubles was claimed by Man-
jit Dua and Nitin Puri.

A S MISRA

MADRAS

SuccMsful camp
66TF there is any improvement in

Xcricket in the State, it is due to

camps like these”, said Mr. Annador-
ai, assistant secretary of the Tamil
Nadu Cricket Association at the con-

clusion of the month long camp at

Chepauk last week. Fifteen boys
attended the under-19 camp and fif-

teen others attended the under-15
camp. 'Die 30 lads were mostly
drawn from the city schools. Viewed
from any angle the camp conducted
by the TNCA and sponsored by the
Cricket Control Board was a success.

One group practised in the morning
and the other in the evening and the

enthusiasm of the boys was almost

incredible. These annual camps held

on turf wickets, have helped bring

out the talents of many youngsters.

This is best pointed out by the fact

that internationals like K. Srikkanth

and L. Sivaramakrishnan were pro-

ducts of these camps. The camp was
conducted under the able guidance

and watchful eye of Mr. Baig, the

South Zone coach of the BoanLBaig
who has earned a name for himself

as a fine coach, was all praise for his

wards. The NIS coach was assisted by
C.& Umajiathy. More such annual

camps held for various gge groups
would do a lot to foster talent.

THE split in the Tamil Nadu Foot-
ball Association has not halted

the game's activity in private clubs.
Indication of this was seen in the
well organised Don Bosco Football
Tournament conducted at the Don
Bosco Youth Centre (Basin Bridge).
All the top teams in the city took
part and if attendance is any crite-

rion, then the tournament was a
success. Universal Recreation Club,
who always had the best credentials
and justified the fact that they were
the pre-tournament favourites by
lifting the trophy beating WIMCO
2-0 in the final. Universal who are
the First Division league champions
struck hard in the second half scor-

ing through outside left Madan
Mohan and outside right Pandyan.

In the semifinalsWIMCO scored a
crushing 5-1 win over Carborandum
Universal while Universal defeated
Tamil Nadu Electricity Board 2-0.

PARTAB RAMCHAND

Delhi win Rohinton
Baria

THE balance of cricket which
shifted from the South to the

North still seems to be maintained as
was evident from the manner in

which Delhi, the North Zone cham-
pions outclassed all opposition they
faced during the Inter-Zonals of the
Inter-University Cricket Tourna-
ment.
This cannot be said to be a flash in

the pan as they not only won by very
wide margins but they outplayed all

others in every department of the
game and Tilak Raj, the Delhi team
skipper must be a proud man to have
led Delhi to their sixth successive

win of the Rohinton Baria trophy and
equalled Bombay's feat who had won
it successively from 1944 to 1949.

Delhi had tremendous depth in

batting and even their number 10

batsman was capable of playing with

an absolutely straight blade and not

willing to throw his wicket away no
matter what the situation was. It was
their new ball attack that really

looked very hostile. Manoj Prabha-

kar was a prodigious mover of the

ball, both ix\ the air and off the

wicket though Sanjeev Sharma and
Tilak Raj got better nip. They missed
the Khalsa College First Year boy,

Martinder Singh a Test star now, in

the spinning department and rightly

their Manager, Prof. B.S. Ratan re-

marked that had Bedi's protege been
also with them, Delhi would have
demolished any batting line in this

grade of cricket. Left-arm Bhaskar
Nand and Sunil Agrawal, however,
wheeled their arm as efficiently as

they could and they bagged a few

wickets.

West Zone Champions, Pune did
not play as well in the first innings as
they did in the second innings in the
All India finals. They were indeed
unlucky to have been asked to have
the first use of the Moin-ul-Haq Sta-

dium's turf which had become damp
due to rain which had fallen the
night before the start of the five-day
final. In the 195 minutes of play that
was possible on the opening day,
Pune lost five wickets for only 112
runs on the board. On the second day
there was play for only 50 minutes in
the last hour as the outfield was wet
but when play was resumed 45 mi-
nutes before lunch on the third day
Pune were 138 for five, Delhi spinner
Bhaskar Nand fully exploited the
drying strip and on the first two balls
of nis first over he had two successes.
Ajay Karekar, at the other end,
fanned the bowling for a while to get
as many runs as possible before the
innings folded up at 199.
On the third day, Delhi starting

just before tea, scored 106 for no
loss, openers Raju Sethi and Karun
Pal being unbeaten with 53 and 47
runs, respectively. The following day
Pal was out for 94 and Tilak was
bowled by off-spinner Shashan In-

amati for 70 when he missed the line

of a flighted delivery. Delhi entered
the fifth day at 342 for two with Raju
Sethi still on with 165. At lunch on
the fifth and final day, Delhi de-
clared their innings closed at 427 for
five.

Raju Sethi was unconquered at

214 inclusive of 23 fours. Raju has a
limited range of strokes; he gets his
runs mainly from drives but he has
remarkable temperament. It was he
and Karim who provided the solid

base to Delhi's match-winning first

innings score
In their second knock, the Pune

batsmen redeemed some of their
tarnished reputation by batting
bravely and scoring 214 for three in
four hours with Bhal Chandra Jogle-
kar remaining not out for 103.

Earlier, in the semi-finals Pune
had defeated North Zone runners
Punjab convincingly by a nine-
wicket margin. Thehighlight of this

match was fine bowling by left-arm
Pune spinner Anil Walnekar (6/76)
an electric batting by Pawan Kulkar-
ni and Riaz Poonawalla who scored
80 not out and 71, respectively, in
the Pune second innings.
Punjab were lucky winners over

South Zone champions. Bangalore
who were benumbed by the cold
wave which swept Patna for a fort-

night in early January. In another
quarter-final Pune proved more than
a match to East Zone runners Utkal.
In the quarters, Delhi beat Andhra

and Patna scored an outright win
over South Gujarat.
Patna defeated Punjab in the

match to decide the third place and
thus gave their finest ever perform-
ancem the Rohinton Baria trophy.
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HAPPY REUNION: HarryGreg. former goalkeeper with Manchester United soccer dub, hugs Vera Lucps, (left), and her daughter Vesna, when the trio

were reunited In London recently. Greg pulled both Vera and Vesna—then aged 20 months—from the wreckage of the famous Munich alrcrash which

decimated the Manchester United team In 1988. and hadn't met either woman since.

The goal scored by Doris Kmsknbn (centre) will go down In the history of German women's soccer. Thle was faslirstgosl In ths first International

match between FRG ageinstSwidertancb although the Swiss taam won 5-

1
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A big step forward.

Random memories — life is full of them. Memories of happiness,

love, pride and fun. Moments that you just have to photograph.

They can happen any time. Be ready to click — they may not

happen again. Take a picture and keep it on record. Later you

can share your memories. And relive the happy times.

Indu Roll Film and Bromides
Capture the moment
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Letters to the Editor

Relief for

Gavaskar

THE appointment of
Kapil Dev as captain

did come as a surprise, hut
it slso brought relief to all

Gavaskar's fans The firsr

criticism levelled against
Gavaskar by many was
that he had the Board m
his hands But the appoint
ment of Kapil shows rhar

Gavaskar didn't hate the
Board under his conti ol

The one fact which
everyone agreed upon was
that the pressures ot cap
taincv on the batting
genius was too much So
now that he is relieved
from the captaincy, we
hope to see him bat better
and play with much more
care and comfort And
let’s hope he captures his

old magic back
Sunil Gavaskar has been

the target of criticism
from the time he was
appointed captain He did

have some say in the selec

uon of the team but that

doesn t mean the Board
was acting under his in

str actions
The people who cnti

used Gavaskai were cnti
cismg a thorough gentle
man According to me all

those who criticise this

great batting genius do
not have a good know
ledge of the game

H ASAND,
Calcutta

Perfect case

SPORTSWORLn did it

again Cong atulations

for getting the Pakistan
captain and ‘glam «ur boy
to write for you It was a

perfect case ot straight

trom the horse's moutn
PREETHI SHUKLA ,

Calcutta

Hemisphere Test

THE idea of a global
series between tht

Noithern and Sourtern
hemispheres has alwys in
tugued me The teams
would be
Northern Hemisphere S
M Gavaskar, C G
Greemdge, I V Richards,

C H Llovd (capt ), Z
Abbas IT Botham Kapil
Dev, Imran Khan, J Du
jon, M A Holding and
Garner
Southern H* misphere

B A Richards, K Wessels,
CSC happell (capt ), K J
Hughes, A R Bordei , Mike
Procter, Clive Rice, RJ*
Hadlee, Bruce Yaidley,
Rod Marsh and Dennis
Lillee

GOPAS KRISHNA N,
Trivandrum

Stropsheaded

Imran

Looking into the de
velopments in the cur

rent Indo Pak series one
cannot help feeling sorry
for Gavaskar and his men
It is agreed that Imran
Khan is a great all rounder
and an aggressivt captain,

;

but ceitainly he does not
have a cool head His com
ments justifying the deci
sions of then umpires,
clearly indicates partial

lty Let me request Imran
Khan to send the vedio
tapes of all doubtful den
sions to ‘Dickie Bud' ol

England to give his opin
ion I am sure, more than
half of them would be
straightawiy rejected by
him

It is rea 11 \ surprising to

se*‘ t hat Spot tsworld could
rot find anvone to tovei
the senes other than the
partial sirongheaded
Imran
V P AMAKRISHWAN,

New Delhi

An obituary

MANY many years ago
a mock obituary £<u

Lnghsh cricket was pub
lished as follows

“In affectionate re
membrance of lnghsh
cricket which died at The
Oval, 29th August, 1882,
deeply lamented by a

large aide ol sorrowing
friends and acqtiat
tances—RIP
NB The body will be

cremated and the Ashes
taken to Aiutralia
Why don’t w« make use

of the same obituaiy foi

Indian cm ket after the 0 3
defeat against Pakistan?
We have lost against New



Zealand, England and now
against Pakistan

“In affectionate re
membrance of Indian
ci k kit v hich died at Sind,
Hydetabad on 19th Junu
aiy 1 983 deeply lamented
b\ a large tin It of fiu nds
(sorrowing cl corn so and
acquaintances —RIP
NB The body will be

cremated and Ashes taken
to Bombas the home of

the Indian captain
CK SUBRAMANIAM

Madias

Follow the Borg

example

BORG’S retirement is a
great loss to sport

Boig was a tart champion
who was an epitome of

spoitsmanship an oasis of
decent v m a dcseit of
umpire baiting and tan
tium throwing plavers
His retirement at 2b is in

tune with \ija> Mer
chant’s idea that one
should quit when people
ask ‘ why and not why
not Ont hopes that folks

likf GR Vishwanath and
Dilip Do hi •art taking
note 1

P R A h ASH
PARMAIH

Kt 1 did

Indian lion

KAPIL means
K-Kmg of Indian

tncketers
A- All roundel
P—Powt rful si rokepl ivt r

I—Indian lion
1-—I onglivt Kapil

G \JbNKM GIRI
Dh ribad

Demoralised

THF Indian team is

totalU demoialised
and tuna hij hl> optimis
tic fan of Indn cannot ex
pect air\ thirty f>ut a ckan
sweep b\ the Wtst Indies

in the forthcoming tom to

that counnv
I he Pakistani team led

by magnificent Imran de
serves pi disc Thtv excel
led as a ream and some
great peiformances from
the captain and \ice
captain seemed to h ve
inspired them In this re
spect Mudassai and Tavcd
Miandau who lewrote his

tory b\ »he masterful dou
bit tons and the old
warhorse Sailta/ deseives

speical mention
V BALACHANDRAN,

Calcutta

General’s

generous gesture

G eneral Zia ul
Haque, the Piesident

of Pakistan has proved
himself to be a sportslover
by rewarding a handsome
amount of Rs 25 000 to

Sunil Gavaskar, captain of
the Indian cricket team
and \ ishwanath during
the recent concluding In
dia Pak Test senes It is a
tremendous honour to In
dian cricket and a piaise
worthy gesture

SAR1FUI HUSSAIN
Dihi ugdrti

Cricket tall

spltoen

Cricket \iewers ail

over— specially the
ones on T V with advan
tag* oi a closer v lew must
have b\ now been atcus

tomed to seeing two prac
rues on the pait of the
howlers One a most un
hygienic and nauseating
habit of smearing the ball

with one’s own saliva

—

and the other the mele
eant and none too decent
looking one of rubbing the

same on the trousers m
front before starting the
run up

Among the millions of

cnckct fans, theie arc
lakhs of the elite and the
well rt ad* and it is suipns
ing tc see that not one
appeals to have raised an
accusing lingei at stop
ping these obnoxious prac
tues

No doubt it may be that
the same are required in
the interest of tht game
and to get the barsman
out, but surely the top
ciicketmg authorities and
the lule making bodies
could think of alternative
methods to achieve the
same result by more ele
gant and hygienic looking
methods If not, we will
have no moral right to pro
test against the bus eon
ductors issuing tickets to
commuters enriched with
then saliva 1

Dr MS NARASIMHA
MURTHY,
Bangdloie

Cerrebt technique

OUR selectors should
choose batsmen with

the torrect technique for

the forthcoming West In

dies toui Thus, Si ikkanth
and Arun Lai would not be
competent enough Vish
wanath is also over the
hill Doshi needs to be
dropped and Ghai should
be given a chance
KUSHAN KUMAR SFA,

Ranchi

Akali solution

CONGRATULATIONS
to Bedi & Co for tak

mg a positi\e approach b\
bringing hack \enkat into
the Indian squad We
hope in this way Bedi him
self will he back m the
side as he is still quite
young and lighting fit

It is hard lot us to under
stand why Shekhar has
been discaided He re
maincd wickerless thanks
to buttei fmgei fielding

He assisted Kapil in the
latei part of tht sent s and
bi ought some hostility to

the Indian bowling tun
though he was ven spai

mfly used
Ma\ wc ask otic quts

tion- why wtie Aiunlal
and Sivaiamakrishnan rt

tamed? Arunlal was tested
and failed and Sivaiamak
nshnan was not even play
ed once in a Test I asll\ if

Shastn is letamed pn
manly as an opener what
is the use and reason bt

hind keeping four openers
m the side particularly,
when our bowling strength
is decidedly weakei

I he team could be cal

led an Akali Solution
that s why so many Sikhs
and North Zone bovs are
in the touring paity

APU BISWAS
KLSTO ROT'TH

Calcutta

Pathetic

I
T was really pathetic to

see India being virtually
routed m all the depart
ments of the game against
Pakistan After watching
India’s performance I am
compelled to say that our
bowling is the worst m the
world, worse than even Sri

Lanka Out bowlers com
plete the formality of
bowling for the first two
days and then on the third
day, as usual, the home

team declares
About our batting, the

less said the better
Moreover, the man of cn
sis’ and My dependable*
Vishwanath, o* whatsoev
ei he is called, has proved
to be a burden to the side
SHUBHO PAL

CHAUDHUR1
Bhilai

Right balance

AFT ER the poor per
foimance oi the Indian

team m the cuiient senes
in Pakistan it is necessary
to include Malhorra md
Shukla to provide the
right balance to the if tm
Both ol tin in should have
been doing onK tor India
at Pakistan but n is pits
tht\ wert ignoitd They .

die m good foirn at the
|

moment Sh ikl i is « m in

oi crisis Rtccmlv I s iw
him scoring 16 not out

|

dgnnst Haivana enabling
Delhi to rake tl t vital lust
innings had In tht suite
match Malnoti a also 1

scored a good u mi\ 1

1 am *urt your eso t nnd
magi/mc will assi t trum

AM/>\\ MOhA\
New Delhi

I

Lean patch
j

OO mam fnut-is have
been pointed at Gun

dappa Vi >hwanath im his

failure with the l it m rht

leccnt st lies

Hell Vishv lii tilled

hut that doe not me an
th d he is finish* d Ht is

passing ihiough i \cr\
lean patch Lvtiv (iicke
tei has to go thiough a
lean p itch and ev t n

Vish} is still a cricketer
who has at least two years
of cricket left with him,
and he should ht included
in the team for tht West
Indus I’m suit thue he
will be amongst tht inns
The others who should
make it to there are 1

Sunil Gavaskai (eapt ) 2
Arun Lai 3 Mohindei
Arnatnath, 4 \ ashpal
Sharma, 5 G Vishwanath,
6 A Malhotia 7 S Patil,

8 Kapil Dev ( vice eapt ) 9
Madan Lai, 10 T A
Shekhar, 11 kirmani, 12
Mamnder Singh, 13 Roger
Binn>, 14 S Shivaiamak
nshnan, 15 Dilip Doshi,
16 Sadanand Vishwanath
or Aunshuman Gaekwad

ASHOK BHAGWAT,
Nagpur



Editor's page

yOVmay hav& noticed that
recentlynobodyhas lost a

series athome, There is nothing
particularly sinister about this;

all it indicates is thatno visiting
side has been good enough to
outweigh the disadvantages of
playing away from accustomed
conditions, and a familiar en-
vironment As such only the
incurable optimist expected In-

dia to beat Pakistan who any-
way were recognised to be a
superior side. What did come as
a surprise was that India suc-

cumbed without offering any
measurable resistance, espe-
cially her much-vaunted batting
which had no answer to Imran *s

prodigious swing which homed
in on target like a guided mis-
sile.

With the unexpectedmargin
of defeat came the anticipated
excuses, less from the partici-

pants than from the interested
spectators, who put the Name
squarely on the umpires. Quick
to calculate th£y pointed out
the number oflbw decisions

given against the Indians, and
compared these to the number
of times Pakistani batsmen
were considered sufficiently “in

front ” to warrant a dismissal.

Admittedly there were mis-

takes , and'to many it did seem
that India rarely got the benefit

of the doubt, but it was also

obvious that the majority of
Indian batsmen were forced
onto the hack foot by Imran *s

pace. With the notable excep-
tion ofAmarnath the other play-

ed from well within the crease,

or ventured marginally outside.

This made them vulnerable to

any delivery that kept low or
moved in off the wicket. It also
made the umpires'job that

much easier. On the other hand
the Pakistanis were quick to

push the left foot forward, and
were better placed to receive
the benefit.

Having thoroughly proved
the ascendancy with the bat;
and created enough self-doubt
and hesitancy in the Indian bat-
ting, Pakistan went on to estab-
lish complete control with a far

more efficientperformance in

the field. If thenumber oflbw
decisions are to be compared,

it

is also fining to compare the
numberofdropped catches, as
well as the agilityand alertness
displayed by the two sides

,

mtlemhdatt Zahearand
Mudmmtyod singlesat Witt, the
Indians had per force to wait till

the ball had passed the fielder.

And while Pakistan fully capi-
talised on errors; few Indian
batsmen showed the application
and aptitude to take advantage
ofa dropped catch, to carry on
to play a long innings.

J
MRAN was no doubt fortun-
ate to mn the toss at the most

appropriate times, and apart
from his own bowling the relent-

less and remorseless run gather-
ing by his middle order was
pitiless, one was not impressed
by the listlessness and at times
a kind of fatalistic apathy
shown by the Indians as the
series progressed. It was not
becoming ofa Test side which in

the past hadproved its mettle
against strong odds. It is an
accepted fact that a tour to

Pakistan is the toughest that is

made by an Indian team, the
reverse to some extent is also

true. A better perspective of
Pakistani ability will be
gathered when she tours this

country; till then let us accept
that India lost and with apolo-

gies to the bard, agree the fault

Jay neither in our stars, nor in

the umpiring and certainly not
in the wickets, but in ourselves
that we were beaten conclu-
sively.

Andnow on to the Wdst In-

dies, with the captain removed

,

and doubt in mood to score with
a vengeance. Once again the
selectors have chosen well, and
though no combination is ever
likely to satisfy every critic, it is

difficult to find any serious flaw
in this selection. It is sad to see
the iittle man y dropped (it is a
little known that in his long
career he has, in fact, been
dropped twice, only to be rein-

stated bysome embarrassed
selectors; after a fluent and in-

imitable knock in the second
innings), but ifhe wishes to

comejback he has the examples
ofAmarnath and Venkatar-
aghavan to give him the neces-
san impetus.

tome at least it is confusing
to identify those who are avail-

able or eligible to represent the
West Indies, but by all accounts
they are not the same force that
thev were two years ago* Never-
theless, Knpil t>ev will havea ;

plethora ofnamrafabiUty to
contend with, but before that he
will have to revive sagging spit
its. His best bet wvuldbe to
forget the past and get on with
thiejob.

S
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BENSON AND HEDGES WORLD SERIES CUP

Australia romp
home in style
DANIEL BLACK reports on how the home
side took the honours

ALL it i equired was two matches
foi Australia to take the glitter

ing trophy And, of course, the fame
and glorv and pots of cash, not
necessaiiiv in that oidei There was
a piovision lot a thud game if the
honout s were shared in the first two,
but it turned out that it wasn’t even
necessary
Of course, the talented New

Zealanders will harp on the fact that
they were without the services of

star all rounder Richard Hadlee, but
it is doubtful whether his presence
would have tilted the scales their

way Hadlee, like Botham, Imran
khan and Kapil Dev, the new Indian
skipper is one of those cricketers

!

who can swing a match with bat or

ball but circumstances were such
that even he wouldn’t have been
able to help mudli.
New Zealand must have gone

home a disappointed side, especially
aitei ram reduced the first match,
lessening their chances of a win
They had a good season here and
pioved beyond a shade of doubt that

are adapting rapidly to the demands
of one-day cncket As a Test side,

they have their limitations but this is

not the time to harp on them On the

the othei hand, they have gone from
strength to strength in instant crick

et and will be eager to prove during
the Prudential Cup that their per
formances in Australia were not a
mere flash in the pan
They have an excellent leader of

man m Geoff Howarth and they are a

well-balanced side with plenty of

sloggers coming lower down m the
order A tailender who can hit is a

valuable asset m one day cncket and
Cairns, Coney and Hadlee are all

beefy men who can swing the bat

when needed The cut and pull aie
being used to deadly effect in li

mited overs games these days and
the Kiwis can all chip m when re

quired Australia on paper were al

ways the strongest side, but their

batting proved brittle undei pi ess

ure Hughes, who must be getting led
up of alternating between the post oi

captain and that of vice-captam, did

not have much luck m the B Sc H
games, till he came good in the first

final. He is a capable player, but
often confounds us with his mercil
rial batting One day, he is unbeat
able and will despatch the best of

bowling to the fence, yet the very
next day he will lose his wicket to a

long hop or something as absuid It

was good for him to play alongside
the elegant, composed Chappell
Chappell Talking of him, we

thought not so long ago that we had
seen the last of him He was in

tiouble two seasons ago, against the
visiting Pakistanis and West Indians
The luns were eluding him m Tests
and one day games as well and he got

so many ducks on the trot that the
standing joke was that Greg was
going in lor farming Whisper had it

that the great man was thinking
about quitting and now we die being
told that his old colleague Rod
Marsh played a majoi lole m talking

him out ol those plans
So Chappell is back Back m tht

side and back among th« iiujn Only
one Test ton foi him this sunimi r

(winter to the rest of you m oilin

paits of the woild> but vou car s* e
that the confidence and the pi act
are back The beard is gone but fht

genius is back Another thing tht

Australian selectors must he quite

happv about is the tact tint <*coft

Lawson has had such a good st ason
j

I or quite some firm now ht has he tu
lesigned to his late of cam inp the
drinks onto 1 c st gi ound <» ound t he

woild When included m the lest

squad, he has a Iway * bow it cl with
fne -and sometimes with excellent
results—but this has not been 1

enough to give him a pumam m
place in the side Lillet wa*. always
our numbci one fast bow hi with
Lawson frequently in the number
three spot and th* rc enuigiuu of

Jeff Thomson meant that law* on
was in for competition

But his ptrfoi malices this season
have established tht fact ihat Law
son deseived to bt regai ded as the
main howlei, a title he has been
striving for over the last couple of

years The wickets fall to Lawson
and everyone knows that the rattle

of stumps is tht most powerful
aphrodisiac to a fast howiei He
finished the Ashes senes as the high
est wicket taker and despite ms
much public lsed dislike foi one day
cncket, his record theie has been
equally impressive
More to the point is Lawson’s bat

ting, which has come a long way
since his crossbatting m the nets He
has realised that it is not just enough
these days to take wickets and a
couple of Test fifties m his last two
senes have given him more confi
dence than ever before He is young,
tough, talented and raring to go
We’ll be hearing a lot more about
him shortly
But enough about the individuals

Let’s get back to the sei ious business

6



of discussing the two games New
Zealand batted competently, if not
brilliantly, in the first of the finals,

played at the Sydney Cricket Ground
on February 9 Australia ran out of

time and managed only 49 ovets, one
short of the expected number, but
their opponents lost only seven wick
ets while suiting 193 At the outset,

this appeared a teasonable enough
target and Howarth must have
thought he had reason to bt happy
with his side
But the wearhei gods were to

prove embarrassingly partisan Au
stralia lost the wicket ol newcomer
Steve Smith for ten with onJv seven
teen runs on the board befoit the
heavens opened up and the plaveis
all came in A total of 23 minutes
wtie lo>t to the wtathtr btfote it

was decided that plav would lesumc
bv which time it was obvious that th*

I match would not be played to its full

fifty overs
Sime idluable umt had betn !

wa ttd during the mUn upturn (dui

|

mg which one susptets oui Aussh
i supporters must havt been hugging

I

the mselves foi *.lee) it was decided
to shorten the match by cutting down
on the nuinbi t of ovei s to In bow It d

I Tht game was cut down to IS o\ti

which though ihsoluteh 1 an and
within the lraimwoik of rhe WS(
B&H rules obviously tilted tht

scales m tavoui of \ustia ? a IJu

seort s weit eonsultto and it a

discovered that, at the end of 38
overs, New Zealand's score had been
149, which meant that the home side
were given an even better chance of
victory
Kim Hughes laid the foundation

for his side's victory with a hard
hitting 63, but the honour of scoring
the winning run went to Greg Chap
pell who did so m style with a
soaring six to take his side to 153 for

loui Hughes was the one who
pushed Australia ahead of the taiget
of 19 runs per over, but Chappell
and Hookes were the ones at the
crease when the victory was com
plete Even at this stage, however
things were far from being decided
It never pays to underestimate an
opponent and New Zealand have
pio\f d time and again that they art

capable of amazing turnarounds But
this w is not the case and Australia
swept ah before them m the second
game at Melbourne on Sunday
Kbiuaiy If Australia batted con
vmcmgh scoring a record 302 for

the loss of eight wickets, a *otaI that"

placed them firmly m the driver's

»tai Thev were in command from
rht verv beginning, with Giaemt
Wood and Stt vc Smith putting on no
less than 140 for tht first wicket
One could not help but sympathise

v ith the Ntw Zealand bowlers and
Howaiths tiown was prompted bv
tr ustution not concentration Wood
in pii titular ran well between the

wickets and kept the scoreboard
ticking over These two began at a

hectic pace and kept the rate even
while we wondered how long this

was all going to last The dream of

every captain is a sound start from
his openers and this was precisely

what Wood and Smith did The for

mer fell rune runs short of a nchly
deserved century whih- newcomer
Smith got to 117 before he fell

From that point on there was no
thing Austtalia could do wiong
Hookes smashed the bowling all

round the ground for a quit kfire 40
to round oft a great comeback season
and it seemed that r vet vone got runs
as Australia dominated the bowling
in a fashion rarely seen m one day
cricket A total ol it)

* meant that the
Aussh bow lei s had plenty of confi

dtnee and thev kept the New Zealan
ders on then tot s fiom the word go
1 arly wickets meant that Howarth's
boys weien t even hi with a chance,
but tht tail wagged furiously and
bravely

In outstanding foim was Lance
Cairns a big hittei ol the ball when
he gets going On this dav he was
right on song swippmg at everything
that came his wav to the tunc of six

sixes and a four to »opscore with 32
cjff onlv 23 deliveries But even this

display of firt wor kv came too late for

New 7taland to make a fight of it

and they onlv got to 15 3 before they

folded up

Two incentives to
pack your knapsack

and move:

India. Youth Hostels.

The adventure cum
economy package India

provides the adventure
Travel wise our country is

pretty amazing You can &kt

down a snowy slope or go
for a walk with only the sea

for company Wander
amongst the ruins of

Hampi or pitch a tent

in a field of flowers

Ride an elephant up to

Amer Fort or cross a river

on a swaying rope bridge

One can go on and on

And bost of all you can
do all this - on a budget
You can gat clean,

comfortable accommodation
in the youth hostels all over

the country The
Department of Tourism
itself has built 16 youth
hostels in as many States

With tariffs ranging from
Rs 4 to Rs 10 a night and
off-season and students

concessions available in

some places There are

many other inexpensive

youth hostels too run by
State Governments and the

Youth Hostels Association

of India Hone* tly now
doesn t that make a holiday

really afford aole?

For further information

cortfa^t the Government of

India Tourist Offices or the

Youth Hostels Association

of India 5 Nyaya Marg
Chanakyapuri
New Delhi 110021
Then pack your knapsack
and get going

Department of Tourism
Government of India



Focus

The award of contention

I
T will take a long time for many a
sportsman to live down the shock

that he got on reading the Republic
Day honours list. Those responsible
for the selection of the sporting
recipients of the Padma Bhushans
and Padma Shris did not care to see
beyond the New Delhi Asian Games.
Vijay Amritraj alone of the new
Padma Shris was not connected with
the Asrad, and in his case one won-
dered if it really mattered.
Athletes like Gita Zutshi, who has

raised the image of Indian women in
the world of track and field since the-

1978 Bangkok Asian Games where
she won a gold medal in the 800
metres and a silver in the 1,500, must
have been wondering as she mar-
ched along with other distinguished
sportsmen in the Republic Day para-
de what else was expected of her
befdre she deserved a Padma Shri.

So agitated were a fev\ others who
have sweated it out to earn a name
for themselves and the country over
the last several years that they near-

ly complained io Giam Zail Singh
himself at the President’s Republic
Day reception at Rashtrapati Bha-
van. If only one of them had man-
aged to get through to him m the
crowd a most embarr assing situation

would have arisen.

At least half a dozen persons have
been honoured for their contribution
towards organising the Asian Games.
They include a few who came on the
scene at a later stage. But, as every-

one knows, the two involved with the
project from the very start were Mr
S. S. Gill and Dr Muthiah, both of

whom have been ignored. In the case
of Mr Gill—who built the organisa-
tion from scratch—he was conve-
niently kicked upstairs a few months

before the Games.
Consistency is the hallmark of a

great sportsman. This yardstick has
been ignored this year. While M. D.
Valsamma has been honoured with a

Padma Shri for a single gold medal,
many othei more distinguished
athletes have not been considered. If

a New Delhi Asiad gold medallist
had to be chosen Charles Borromeo,
the 800 metres champion, could not
have been overlooked by any good
judge of the track and field sport.

His was a performance which put
him in the top world league. Athletes
of the past who have not been
thought of for such State honours
include such famous men as Gur-
bachan Singh Randhawa, Snram
Singh and T. C Yohannan, to men-
tion a few. They must be wondering
if the Janata Government had noi
done the right thing in scrapping the
practice of awarding Stale honours.

It was a proud day for Haryana,
one of the youngest if not the
youngest member of the Cricket
Board, when Kapil Dev Nikhani was
appointed captain ol the Indian team
Co the West Indies. Young Kapil's
rise has been truly meteoric When
Haryana appointed him as captain to

succeed Ravinder Chaddha two
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Unrewarded Bahadur

I ~ii\

\tai ago t vtn f h< v u uld not have,

visualised Ins tltvition to tht

natiornl capfaincv in uch a short

nine When kipd imssid >woids
with Sunil (. n i k u m that sc ison v

Rut|i Ii rphv t nu f i n ci 1 on tilt du tv

pitch oi \aish f\litgt Rulilak lit

had torru ( tl tcond hi st Char at ter

istic ilk K ipi ) was lai horn awtd hv
tint tncuuiitii is an equal with tht

national t ipt un Ht mated rht

otassion wiplv is put oi a da\ s

work Bit ht was iw uc his educa
non a a capt un had bey un that da\
Now th a* ht lias list n to tht high

cm pent that l id i in ciukct has to

oiltr on rlu ht Id mar v student, oi

tin y mit in hi own M ut it c woi
ntd ihour tht cibet his 1 1 sponsiln

litits will h ivt on his cucktt lht\
rtnn rnbt r how tht |ob ot Lnglmd
captain idveiselv ailecttd Ian
Botham s cuckti Botham is the man
thtv likt to compart kipil with in

Hai \ ana
Since tin da\ (mishai an Singh

scoitd a cenruiv for a vouth team
against kt ith ikttheis i nglish
tourists in the wintt r ot 1981 lit has
bttn kept in mind h\ tht national
sthttois I he voung spaisch built

undtigi iduatt iiom Delhi Unntisi
tv who has bttn scoring htavih in

this stars Iiitti l mvt i sits (ham
pionslnp h is go t Jus chin t m good
Hint lliost who hut clo < lv studied
Ins m at ttthniqm hut no doubt ht
s well equipped tor bif time cricket

uul will succttd in the C atibbean
giving much nttdetl stitnyth to tht

iniddlt ordt r

Both («ui shat an and Mamndei
Singh belong to tht sarnt school —
Bal Bhatari Ail loite School—and
have been pupils of tht same coach
(juichaian Singh lor M minder i

*

will ht his second visit to tht West
Indies His lust tour was as captain
ot the Indian schools team in 1982

D RAHUL

THE burlv Asiad shot putt re
cord breaker Bahadur Srngh

did his country proud with two
conseuitive gold medals at the
Bangkok and Delhi Games He
was puvileged to lead the contin
gent of distinguished athletes m
the Republic Dav parade But the
ten *ears ot his struggle to ele

\ate the countiy’s image in the
mitt national aitna still isn't

sufficient, it seems, to he a reu
prem oi the Padma Shrf But
those who stuved less than him
found a short cut toutc to earn tht

Sbns
hvebiows have been raised oil

this count and thus** who au
responsible toi tht selection musr
he expel ts in valuing the gold

medals Ont is endowc tl the othet
is not This ha^ m aduiv (tint
on tin oerioimancc of anv spoits

man Tin moot point is il the

Padma shi is avvatdtd if should
be given to ail those who obtain
golds kt that high level >f tom
petition

not it is up to the authorities
concerned But i still have high
hopes of getting the award Anv
wav, I will continue to work hard
and win more laur< k lor unin
to,” said Bahadui Smgh adding
‘I'm still til enough toi anothei
Asiad gold since iheu ts no com
petitot oi ,tandard ’

Athh in s circles think that
grave miustuc his hr in done to
Bahadur Singh who is alread> an*
Arjuna recipient 1 ins in
197 l> llu prev ous vcmi at the
second Asian hick mn i udd
Meet it Si oul in hurled the non
ball 1”

-l) nn it t > it att a new
Yuan i c( <id li did it end llu le
Ht ire tic ted the \sian matk
thrice twut Jt Patiala and one

t

at ( h uidig i h md the \P India
Cornu il o< spirits n tidtd him
tht \i fun i

Hi \ I ,i 1 tare d m th* tt t

natior ai mu i In 19 / $ in ga c
India tht btonze m the \ lan i lSr

T mitt md the ub « quint vtax
saw him it n s th bOnet bur er

r
Whv did (hand Ram git tht

awai ch Was it because ht gave
Inch i tht fust gold at tht Asiad
athletics 1 And tiomc illv it was
Rani who was warned twice tot

faults walking dui 114 tin itceni

lulu State Athletic meet m< il

< lit ta M 1 ) Valsamm 1 did a

wondttiul inb aid was nghtlv
chosen toi tht Pa Irn 1 shi 1 So did

Chat Us Bononuo md Bahadui
Singh Both in them looked
annoved but tefused to comment
when thev wer* in Calcutta U
east Boiromeos evts wete glit

feting when the issut was 1 ustd
while the he ft\ putter looked
stun l his also to a ten am extent
affected his pci form mcc rhe next

da\ oi rhe championship wh< n he

was pushed to second spot In
Punyab s Bal* inch t Singh lu
ted vou frarikh, 1 in a sportsman
and a tint eili/t n of India So
wl ethei I get tht Padma Shu 01

1 v win Mi< sil 1 1 et the 1 1 I11 m
Am u» Games lu 19 lu upu
sented \si i ii tin \\ old Cup
Ih# sum vt u In putted the hot

to 1 new > an 111 irk of JS it

the Par il 1 f i d> I u\ ti s Ui
spo t v u lot toi; i * I i

K l< u it P »

Binykok \ iid wOfn In \ u 1

1

golcl nd 1 * tr 1 ht h yd It

lnon/< in fin 1 >k< t v u 1

the toliovMiig \e ii I» h idn vc.it

to flu Moscow Oivrn, ns and
tui ru d up w i'h t il\ 1 1 mi I l it

the Iok\o t lit I old ht id m <t

I main whit hr im 1 ncu u hi llu

is still be sh in i vt 1 vo s mi d

a in w Asi m rt < t d md th I I

But Bahadur Sr 4 h will h i\% to d j

mon sloggiris btioie h* c 11 ht t

letipn nt if fht P* tin 1 Sim h»

cause \us t hr* i 1 rich md h<

Asiad 1 c c 01 els ir < still fit
f uough

SUBHASH SARCAR
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Looking back

Vomiting blood
in the fiftieth
over!
FAZALMAHMOOD had some interesting

anecdotes in store for MUDAR PATHERYA

VENINGS there are bur seldom
as enjoyable than when spent in

the company of Fazal Mahmood. He
culls out precious time—he is the
Deputy Inspector General of the
Traffic Police in Lahore—from his

hour-to-hour appointments diary for
this Indian correspondent. In fact,

troubles to the extent of having
sandwiches, pastries and cakes pre-
ared to go along with the coffee,
till handsome enough, he talks like

an old friend and you realise that it

is difficult to keep to a set question-
naire. Fazal covers a variety of sub-
ject at one prompting, resulting in a
couple of hours of most absorbing
listening. When it is time for him to

leave he insists on dropping you at

the hotel. Then he drives away into

the cold and rainy Lahore night,

probably to his home, interestingly,

in Fazal Street.

SPOKTSWORLD: What about your
early years and your link with

cricket?
FAZAL MAHMOOD: Now that you
have begun talking of my early days,
I feel as if my youth has returned.
My tutor and benefactor was my
good old dear father and he was the
one who trained me. 1 had absolutely
no coach and 1 used to bowl the
leg-cutter even when I was very
young. I was to improve upon it and
start bowling the in-cutter, the leg
break and the off break which peo-
ple call the three-finger cutter.
Above all—very few people have
done it or may be able to do it now—

1

was able to deliver the leg-cutter
from the return crease and the in-

curter from closer the stumps. J was
to do even better through hard work
and began to bowl the leg-cutter
from the return crease as well from
nearer the stumps. This is the area

where, I believe, I did better than
anybody in the world. My father
used to put a Rupee on the ground in

my schooldays for pitching the ball

on it and more often than not I would
take it. This I was able to achieve
through practice and more practice.

SPWD: Did it ever interfere with
your school work?
FM: No. My father was a teacher
himself and he used to make sure
that I went along with my studies as

well as cricket. He would allow me to

start playing from 4.30 in the morn-
ing till well in the evening but would
not allow me to stay outside after

sunset. He used to say that cricket

was not played in the dark. So 1 had
to study positively for three hours
every day and that kept me going. I

was not a scholar then— maybe I am
one now—but my studies and the
game never interfered. 1 had taken
up Science at school but this is where
my father stepped in and said that if

I was going to play cricket after my
education then l should take up Arts’

That is what I eventually did

SPWD: So you must have played tor
your school in representative
cricket.

FM: Naturally, and 1 made my mark
when 1 was in class nine when 1 got
some six wickets foi eight runs
against matured young men from
King Edward’s Medical College.
That was good going as the oppo-
nents were very much senior m age.
Take it from me, I used to work very
hard, always trying to master some-
thing which the others did not have.
The way to swing the ball I learnt on
the 1953 trip with the Eaglets side to
England. In 1952 when 1 had toured
India 1 could bowl with a new ball

but had not been that effective. So
you can imagine that in 1954 when I

went with Pakistan on ns first offi-

cial visit to England, 1 could cut,
swing and break the ball both wavs.
By then I had also mastered bowling
the inswing as dangerously from the
return crease as from closer the
stumps. I had got Lala Amarnath out
once in Calcutta by bowling a leg-

cutter from the return crease and he
later said that he had never expected
that kind of a ball. People wondered
how it could actually be done. I got
Len Hutton out at The Oval in 1954
by bowling an outswing from the
return crease, making it turn from
the leg stump to a little outside the
off. It turned quite a big angle and
boy was it difficult! Even now I think
1 can do it (laughs).
SPWD: You must have looked up to
somebody as your ideal.
FM: When I was young, say about
five or six years old during the
Thirties, there used to be many
games between England and Austra-
lia. It was then that I heard the
names of Washbrook, Hammond,
Bradman, Hutton and others. When 1

finally got a chance to bowl to Sir
Len (Hutton) did 1 concentrate! I

bowled 27 balls in the first innings at
Fazal Mahmood m his office tn Lahore
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fn the bloom of youth

to Blighty > 1 got 11 wickets as Pakis
tan won the encountei In the sec ond
innings thev were trailing and the

score at lunch time was ill for one
Don Kenyon was batting and eveiy
body thought it would be a draw
On levumption 1 pot rhiee wickets in

four balls m tht veiy first ovet and
in the second anothet two oi thiee
By the end ot the game I had scored
68 inns and taken two catches apart
from picking more than ten wickets
in the match

At 1 end’s in the first Test Khan
Mohammed and 1 bowled unchanged
for five and four wickets lespecrive
ly l ngland deflated at some 117 foi

nine and that denied me my fifth

Prom tht re we went on to Nottmg
ham wheit I pulled my muscle m
spite of which 1 bowled and got some
‘stick liom Denis Compton He was
dropped when he was 18 off my
bowling \ltcr that C ompton
finished with 27S 1 \t Manchester 1

got a couplt ot wicktls and when we
went in foi tht 0\al lest we. were in

a confident mood as we had lost only
the Nottingham international I had
received a message tiom Vitay Met
chant and he had said that it Pakis
tan were to draw three to fom Coun
ty matches and a couple of Tests
then the tour could be considered
successful We had till then lost onlv
one County iixture against York

shire, where I wasn’t playing, and
out of tht rtsr seven or eight we had
ended winners So it had been good
going
The story goes that when l was

letuinmg tiom Manchester to Not
tinpham in Alf Gover s car 1 fell into
a chat with Godfrey hvans and Com
pton I hev wer e discussing the Coun
ty matches so I asktd them what
ihty though! of oui Pakistan team
They tried to he evasive but later
said that since Pakistan had just
come into f he Test cricket family it

would take some time to build up its

side Immediately 1 «told Godfrey
The dav I get you you won’t know

where your stumps wiT
l be ’ 1 his was

backed by Alt Cover who said that 1

could pose I ng 1 end problems m the
game, that wa left and that 1 meant
what l said So on to The Oval We
scored 13? and 1 ngland replied with
130 I had taken the first six wickers
though 1 could have got more In the
second innings thev were 106 for
two, 116 for six and tall out eventual
ly for 129 or 130 run* am proud of
that perfoimance especially because
the English side consisted of Hutton,
Compton, Simpson, Ma>, Graveney,
Evans and Wardle The interesting

F
art of it is that in the second innings
\ ans came in and asked the umpire

for a middle and leg guard He was
very good at hitting the bowlers to
the on side and to face me stood on

the middle stump, leaving the leg

exposed I started on my run, stood*

then went back I restarted and
bowled a ball outside the leg stick,

imparting only as much spin for it to

hit the leg stump I had a man on the
leg whom 1 converted into fine slip

When 1 bowled Godfrey let it go, not
realising that he had kept his leg

stump exposed In a second his
stumps had flown l ended with 12 in

lthe match for just 99
\ Finally when t ngland had lost the
came Een Hutton left the ground
Without cutting the cake ana Peter
May had to do the needful on his

behalf 1 had the largest slice and
that goes without saying Ncwspap
ei* went into ecstacies over my bowl
mg One called it T azal versus Eng
land’ and theie were editorials in 18
British newsoapt rs ovei my perform
ance and the Pakistani victory I

remember that once when I went
into a cinema hall and the people got

The last Test at 1 he Oval
ended on 31 August. I did

not go out for a single

evening on the tour and
used to be in niy bed by

eight or 8.30 whether 1 felt

sleep} or not

to know that 1 was there they all got
up started applauding uid singing
“Oh 1 d7al is a jollv good itllow
And Alec Bedsei asked il he could be
called the I a/al of I ngland *

But one ot the most t niching tn
butts came fiorn Ptni t ompton
Aftei the victoiy 1 had gone to oui
Embassy and with tntnds out He
waittd in tht lobbv lot thtti fnuis
and i half and finally asked if 1

would sit down and celebrate with
him
SPWD You led a very disciplined
life as long as you were plaving
FM The last Jest at The Oval * mled
on ?1 August I did not go out for a
single tvenmg on the inui and used
to lu in mv bed by eight or 8 ?0
whether I felt sleepy or not Of
couis^, aftei the tom l would ieiax
till a little latei and go out with
fi lends I felt that lest cricket re
quire tht fullest concentration and I

did not want to divert m\ attention
when there was a task in hand
There were othc r spheie»s in which

1 also disciplined myself 1 am in a
way a bigot and believe in mv Holy
book 1 he Qui an and Allah You may
also be knowing that I am the author
of three books on religion and I do
concentt ate on the subject No par
ticular incident turned me towards
it 1 was teligious from my childhood
and used to prav even then At
l ucknow during the match against
India I would be praying m the
dressing loom during the intervals
It gave me a sense of confidence and
even does now
What is religion9 It comes fiom the
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Greek word ‘Relagie’, meaning
something pious, to do something
again and again towards piety. Even
thieving could be a religion for some
if they had the faith in it. Perhaps, I

say this because 1 am in the police
department! I have faith in the one-
ness of Allah, the message of the
Prophet (peace be upon him) and the
dictates of Islam. And obviously, one
often thinks as to what we are doing
here and what our objective in life is.

To serve man. And not to rule him.
The ruler is Allah. I hope you get me.
There is no substitute for the
Almighty. The Indians call him
Ishvvar and Bhugwun , different
names for the same Being.

1 might have gone astrav at times
but to revert back and follow the
straight path as enunciated by the
Prophet and practised by him has
been my motive. This is one area
where if you ask me to take for hours
I will do most willingly. What does

Even Wesley Hall looked
like a medium pacer as
compared to him (Gil*

christ)

cricket mean v Fan play, of < nurse.
So is Islam and there is a code of

things which we call deen. But now
let us come hack to cricket

SPWI): You were called the master
of the mat. How would you look at

that?
FM: There was no mat at many
centres but l guess in those tiimes
they did have it in some places. Let
me tell you that it is easiei to hat on
a mat because the ball comes slower
on to the bat If is like bowling on a
perlect green top. On the mat. of

course I got much cut off the wicket
but I could make the ball nip off at

right angles even on the turf, like 1

did at Calcutta the last time l played
there. If 1 had been given cloudy
conditions m Lahore no side would
have gone back with more than 70 or

80; 1 would have made the ball ‘talk;’

SPWI): How would you compare the
batsmen of your age with those of
today? And the bowlers?
FM; A difficult question. I used to

hear a lot about Larwood but never
saw him bowl. Also, 1 wouldn’t know
what kind of conditions they had
then. The fastest I saw was Gilchrist
of the West Indies. He wouldn’t even
think twice about chucking short at

numbers nine, ten and ‘jack.* Once I

asked him why he used to bowl- so
menacingly to those who were not
even recognised batsmen and he
replied: “1 want to knock the bloody
hands off my wicket-keeper, maan.”
The man behind those days used to

be Gerry Alexander, a whiteman!
Gilchrist used to average 115 miles
per hour, whereas 1 have yet to see a
bowler going more than 95 m.p.h.
Even Wesley Hall looked like a

medium pacer as compared to him.

The problem with ‘Gillie* however,
was that he remained quite erratic
for the most part of his career.
But coming back to the question. I

have yet to see a batsman of today
play as well as Garfield Sobers, Ever-
ton Weeks, Clyde Walcott and Mush-
taq Ali. Wickets were not covered in

those days, so batting was difficult.

Nowadays the wickets are better
prepared and well covered. Today’s
bowlers also have it better. In those
days we used to bowl from 23 yards,
not being allowed to use the popping
crease. Bowlers today can step on the
crease as much as they like and still

not be ‘called.’ 1 strictly maintain
that if I were bowling today from the
permissible 21 yards of bowling dis-

tance—the front foot matters now—

I

would have been at least three feet

quicker. The hop in those days exact-
ly one yard behind the bowling
crease. The moment we touched the
crease it used to be a no-ball. Only-
th< j other day 1 went and began
howling according to my old think-
ing. I was told after one ball that the
tules had changed. So the reasoning
is that if I could have been bowling
fast at that time then I would have
been more fearsome today.

Regarding commercialism affect-

ing performances, let me say that I

did raise a voice when Kerry Packer
was doing his rounds. But he did a
good job by raising the standard of
living of the players. Now it is cricket
and cricket, money and money. And
wealth, they say, is the root of all

evils. The bowlers in my time used to

be more dedicated. In the West In-

dies at Jamaica with the humidity
being 94 per cent, the temperature
94 degrees I bowled 87 overs when
Garfield Sobers was making his 365
not out against us.My first spell was
of 45 overs (!), gave away 52 runs and
took two wickets. 1 was asked to go
on and on. How many bowlers would
have done that today? While bowling
my fiftieth over I was vomiting
blood! Bowlers today wouldn’t have

If I were bowling today I

would have been at least

three feet quicker

withstood that. Mahmood Hussain,
Nasim-ul-Ghani and Kardar had got
injured with Khan Mohammad and
myself left, I kept on unchanged
from one end knowing fully well that
no one was going to relieve me. And
the best part or it was that I con-
tinued trying. Even in my last over
when Sobers was within a handful
of beating Hutton’s 364 I was think-
ing of ways of getting the batsmen
out!

1 am reminded of an amusing inci-

dent. 1 was bowling my 84th over to
Clyde Walcott and sent one down
with a great deal of determination
but Walcott on his front foot just
played it back. Kardar picked it up
and said, “Just a little bit faster. He
looks like getting out now.” So I took

one step more and came to bowl with
more fire. He again just about stop-

ped it and now Ijaz (Butt) picked it

up. He walked up to me and said, “A
little faster, mate. He is bound to

go.” I took amore than normal start

and came up with whatever I had left

in me. Walcott had a swipe, the ’ball

went off outside the-stadium, over an
adjoining ground and landed I don’t
know where. As it was flying 1 said
enhausted, “There it goes.” It went
on going and it looked as if it was
going to Pakistan! So you can well
imagine our frustration and our sta-

mina.
Cricketers in my time had their

own notions, their own style and
their own varying approach. I thor-

oughly enjoyed my cricket, even,
perhaps, when we were getting
thrashed at Jamaica. We lost that
match as the West Indies piled up
798. When 1 came back to my hotel
and was in the process of changing I

If I had been given cloudy
conditions in Lahore no

side would have gone back
with more than 70 or 80

runs.

fell down and fainted. Someone was
going by and had me put in bed. I

was given black hot coffee to drink
but let me tell you, 1 even enjoyed
passing out!

SPWD: What are your views on the
poor behaviour of players that has
crept into the game?
FM:. That is for you to judge. 1 have
already spoken to you for more than
an hour, thoroughly enjoying it. I do
not want to spoil my evening talking
about indiscipline and lawlessness.
Have another sandwich. If you have
studied Ghahb you might be ac-

quainted with this verse of his: “Muf
suno burn kahe koi. Mut kaho bura
hua kahi ” (do not hear when some-
thing bad is said, do not say ill about
anything that may have happened).
SPWD: Umpiring seems to be one

of the hottest things going. Any
amusing incidents that you might
remember?
FM: Ah, yes there is one. There

was an umpire Bert Fiack by name
and by reputation very naughty. Jim
Parks was batting and he was stand-
ing in the line of the middle and off

stumps. So 1 ran up and when 1 saw
where he stood 1 stopped halfway.
Flack turned round to ask what the
dickens I was up to. I replied that he
would see. I bowled an in-cutter from
the off stump coming in and had
Parks on his knee and plumb. It

probably hit him on some wrong
corner and I saw him going down on
his knees. 1 went down and picked
him up after appealing. Bert Flack
came up to the batsman and after

ascertaining that the batsman was
not hurt seriously asked him if he
could walk.” “Well, then keep
walking!"
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The Caribbean
challenge
ASHIS RAY

FOR the hfth time an Indian torn

mg team is in the West Indies,

and nevt i , I daresay, has there been
such an air of hopelessness about
then piospects as at present Ihe
side undei Nan Contractoi m 1962
lost all five Tests, but they weie not
labelled as being such easy meat
when they ai rived The 1971 party,

Jed by Ajit Wadekar, was, in fact,

extended a veiv poor iatmg, but they
surprised one and all with not only a
first evei Test victory ovei the West
Indies, but with a historic triumph in

the senes Indeed, even the perform
ante in 1976—the last time the Indi
ans undertook the trip—m extreme
ly trying cncumstances, and after

visitors had been cut to size in no
uncertain manner m the fust lest,

was quite laudable, with Bishan Be
di’s men nan owly thi owing dow n the
towel two one
Howevei, the current tour comes

close on the heels of the disastious
venture in Pakistan, and considering

the awesome strength of the West
Indians, especially at home, it would
be a brave man who would predict
anything except another massacre
Yet India have the potential to do
better, for Clive Lloyd’s stormtioop
ers are not as invulnerable oi in

vincible as they appear to be
The West Indies today are a slight

ly ageing contingent The skipper is

in his late thirties, Anderson Roberts
is past 32, Gordon Greenidge is only
a few months younger the gieat

Vivian Richards will be 31 next
month and even the speed mei chant,

Michael Holding, has completed 29
Of course, in these days of exception
al self care undei taken bv profes
sional cricketers, the longevity of a

player at the highest level has in

creased tremendously But, nevtr
theless, the West Indians now ate not
as formidable as they were, when,
say, the Fnghshmen were in the
islands last, which was two years ago
Since that time, their showing m

Australia a year later has empha-
sised that they are not as head and
shoulders above the rest of the world
as they used to be In this last clash
with the Aussies, while they mam
tamed then supremacy m the one
day competition, they only came
from behind to squat e the series m
the Jests

The fact is Lloyd, despite still

being an exceptional batsman, has
become a bit of an enigma, and there
is no knowing when he is going to

click with consistency As for
Roberts, this remarkable paceman
remains an outstandingly wily cus
tomer, but the broad shoulders and
the deep chest can no longei gener
ate the velocity of vore, which prob
ably makes him somewhat less thre
atemng Greenidge, for some un
known reason seems to have tuined
less prolific, while Richards, plagued
with an eye problem and knee ail

ment, strikes out as being marginally
less menacing compared with his

past Only Holding intact continues
to be in his prime although his

conti ol over movement has nevti
been and still is not as dangeious as

that of Imran Khan at present But
make no mistake, this Jamaican is

quick
But if theie is an\ doubt about the

nucleus of India s opposition theie
is none about the suppoitive talents

of the voungei or less expci lcnced
category ol playeis In Austiali i last

winter, Larry Gomes, with two cen
tunes m the three lests car\td out
quite a niche for himself And Itf

fre\ I)u]on, the batsman w icket
keeper, evoked comparison with
none other than Richards for his

exploits with the willow Moieovei,
Desmond Haynes has now mat used
into a most reliable opentt, and n all

goes well, should partnei Gut nidge
for the entile senes
The biggest nuisance foi India

howevei, could be not a batsman, but
the six fool eight inch medium pacer
Joel Garner, who has this me i edible
gift of deviating the ball oif the
wicket in the most unhelpful condi
tions, and added to this featui e is the
unusual “lift” he is ablt to obtain
because of his height Gainer is not
prone to bowling bouncers—he does
not need to—but the vertical rise of
his deliveries from or just short of

good length is a highly unenviable
spectacle for batsmen
The West Indies, at this moment,

E
ossess quite an array of young slow
owlers, wrist spinners as well as

hngei spinners, but it would be sur
prising if any of them got a look m,
for Lloyd’s strategy is entrenched
exclusively on pace, and Garner,
along with Holding, Roberts and
Malcolm Marshall will, m all prob
ability, form the quartet of specialist
bowlers against India

Mohtnder drives Qamer m the 10ft World Cup—rivalries win now be renewed*

bowlers against India
It could nave been a more ominous

prospect, had Sylvester Clarke and
Cohn Croft not decided to go to
South Africa for the “rebel” tour
The former, in particular, is a major



Vivia i Richards- mam sti mbhng blo^k

1< ss to he West Indies for his
dttuictcv eouplf <1 wuh unnerving
p »ti makes him the most awesome
ol the Caribbc an quickies Ciolt too,
with his deliveries angled into the

nbs fiom the edge of the uease is

\etv difiicult to faie and was the
highest wicket taker against Lng
land in the West Indies m 1980 81

Thus a slight lestrution in the
availability ol lesouri es combined
with a possible falling oil in the
standatds of the established figures
confront tht Indians in the matches
that ate undet wav However, the
majority of pnnupal performer? in

the home camp have enjoved a
rather restful period in recent
months which could come as a boon,
given the fact that thev are not as
tender aged as th^v used to be On
the other hand, such a bieak is

reckoned as inadvisable m the pre
sent day situation—continuity' they
sav is the name of the game

But the point is C an India cash in

on the apparent decline or the depie
tion in man power* If the display in

Pakistan is any indication, the
chances of this happening are very
i emote indeed True, the ball is

unlikely to gyrate m the air to the
extent it did in some parts of Pakis
tan, but just look at the depth of
talent m terms of fast bowlers in the
West Indies—four men almost as
good as Imran comprise the battery

7
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iZav*9kar—no tongm captain

that is to test the Indians And as foi

the hosts
1
batting, it would be asto

mshing if they succumbed to any
attack as weak as India's The occa
sionally flaunted theory of Richards
and company being uncomfortable
against spin is a misnomer First of

all, they encounter enough of the
stuff both at home and in County
cricket Secondly, Manmder Singh,
Ravi Shastri and Shivramakn&hnan
are nowhere as incisive a trio as
Bedi, Prasanna and Chan
drasekhai—the last lot to really troy

ble the West Indians Venkat, no
doubt, has the background, but can
he at this advanced age inconveni
enct opponents the way he did m
1971 and 1976* It would be a miracle
if he did

Ihus, m short, one can expect an
improvement on the exhibition by
the Indians in Pakistan, both m bat
ting and bowling Protective
headgear has lent a new confidence
to batsmen Hitherto incapable of
handling fast bowling, and where
pace rather than swing ot swerve is

the real examination—as is likely to
be the case in the West Indies—the
Indians could fare a wee bit better
than they did across the border But
all the same, given the mettle of
Kapil Dev’s side at the moment, they
will have done vei y well if the mar
gin of defeat is anything less than
three matches

IS







Interview

I am a better player now
ANSHUMAN GAEKWAD tells AMRIT MATHUR
SPORTSWORLD: How would you ex-

plain your phenomenal success this

season?
4NSHUMAN GAEKWAD: 1 am

more mature now. The experience of

playing as a professional m Scotland
nas given me invaluable experience.
As a professional you realise that the
entire team depends on your per-
formance. So you have to stick

around and concentrate.
SW: But how did you suddenly de-
cide on club cricket in Scotland?
AG: Deryck Parker, the agent, got in
touch and told me about Dunferm
Line. The money was good and it

involved playing about twenty
games, besides coaching young play-

ers. I quite enjoyed it.

SW: Was the standard competitive
enough?
AG: Well, the level of cricket isn’t

too high but the conditions can be
extremely trying at times. It rains
often and can become very cold. The
wickets are soft—they are not co-

vered—and on them even an ordin-
ary bowler looks good. You really
have to struggle.

SW: But this season, in India, runs
were coming in a flow?
AG: Not really—it hasn’t always
been simple. Whenever 1 am playing
for Baroda 1 am under a lot of

Aunahuman Gaekwad

pressure as the team depends a great

deal on me.
SW: Why are you playing at number
three?
AG: We have some young players

whom we want to groom. Hence 1

have shifted to one down. But I

prefer to open.

SW: You haven’t started wearing a
helmet yet?
AG: Though 1 have been hit by Mike
(Holding) 1 don’t think that a helmet
is necessary. My logic is very simple.
If the pace bowler is coming at your
face you either move out or use your
hand as protection. Moreover, 1 don’t
hook; 1 am a leaver of the ball. 1

think it is possible to see the ball and
move out.

SW: How did you get injured?
AG: 1 just lost sight of a short ball

from Holding. He was bowling round
the wicket and 1 didn’t leave the ball

nor duck. In fact,* 1 did nothing. 1 got
hit on my left ear and because of the
severe concussion was kept under
observation in a hospital for three
days. Later, when 1 came back 1 was
operated upon in Baroda.

SW: 1$ that the game where the ball
was flying off the ridge on the pitch?
AG: I never believed in the ridge,

i
Nothing happened on the first day

fend the ridge could not havw
appeared overnight. We were 160-

odd for one—Mohinder and 1 were
playing—and then they started going
round the wicket and bowling short.

The only chance they had was to

injure us. They wouldn’t have won
otherwise.
SW: Did you think that it was “not
done”?
AG: It is difficult to say. Times have
changed. Nowadays you want to win

• at any cost because so much prestige

and money is involved. Your entire

approach is governed by that.

SW: What were the wickets like in

the West Indies?
AG: Trinidad wasn't fast; the ball

turned and it was like any of our
wickets. Jamaica and Barbados were
quicker, they were hard and had
bounce. But there wasn’t much grass.

Apart from the wickets at these
centres the low sight-screen posed
problems. At times ii was difficult to

sight the ball if the bowler was
bowling round as the arm came from
over the screen. How low the sight-

screen was can be gauged from the
fact that at Jamaica, only if a shot
cleared it did anyone get six runs. If

the shot landed on the sight-screen,

it was only a four.

SW: What do you think are your
batting strengths and weaknesses?
AG: I know what mistakes I made
earlier. That is the major strength
and I try not to repeat those errors.

My weakness was my tendency to

lose concentration at times. This loss

of concentration was responsible for

my failures when I played last for

India in 1979. I’d get to 20-30 and
then suddenly play a silly shot, do
something over-ambitious. Really,
what stupid mistakes I have commit-
ted before!
SW: You are a batsman of limited
shots. Isn’t that another weakness?
AG: No, because I play within my
limitations. Moreover, 1 can change
my style, convert shots and plac^
them where 1 want them. In the
beginning I was more free-stroking.

But then in Tests the atmosphere,
bowlers, class, everything is diffe-

rent and you have to be more care-

ful. You are also under more press-
ure. That is another reason why you
reduce your shots. Still I feel 1 am a
better player now.
SW: Tell us something about the
bowlers you respect.
AG: Well, Mike Holding is one main-
ly because he is so deceptive. With
his smooth run up and high arm
action he varies his pace beautifully.

His bouncer is difficult to spot and
you have to look really hard. Lillee is

another difficult bowler to face. He
is a great mover and has to be
watched very closely.

SW: Which is the best innings you
Bave ever played?
AG: 1 think my knock against the
West Indies at Madras was the best.

Andy Roberts was bowling very
quick but 1 made 80 before being run
out.





fFor your recordbook

TEST CAREER AVERARES OF INDIAN PLAYERS TOURING WEST
INDIES

H.S Debut against

Jan 1983
221 West Indies at Port

Spain
March 1971

120 Australia at Madras
Dec 1969

167* New Zealand at Au
land

Jan 1976
140 England at Lords

Aug 1979
102 West Indies at C

cutta

Dec 1974 Jan 1975
126 Pakistan at F aisalab

Oct 1978
128 New Zealand at V\

lington

Feb 1978
10T New Zealand at Au

land
Jan 1976

63 Sri Lanka at Madra
Sep 1982

55* England at Manches
June 1974

Madras
Feb march 1 965

31 England at Madras
Jan 1982

12* Pakistan at Karachi

Dec 1982

YET TO REPRESENT IN A TEST

BATTING Tests Ings. N.O. Runs

1 BSSANDHU Bombay 3 3 1 115

2 SM GAVASKAR Bombay 85 149 11 7385

3 M AMARNATH Delhi 32 55 4 2050

4 DB VENGSARKAR Bombay 58 94 10 3205

5 YASHPAL SHARMA Punjab 28 44 9 1308

6 AD GAEKWAD Baroda 21 37 3 1089

7 KAPIL DEV (Capt) Haryana 48 69 6 1999

8 RAVI SHASTRI Bombay 14 19 3 433

9 SMH KIRMANI
(Vice Cap)

Kama
taka

64 92 14 2002

10 ARUN LAL West
Bengal

4 7 — 164

11 MADANLAL Delhi 29 46 11 721

12 S VENKAT
RAGHAVAN

Tamil

nadu
50 68 11 731

13 AKMALHOTRA Haryana 3 4 — 36

14 MANINDER SINGH Delhi 5 6 1 24

Av C F OX/

St

57 50 1

53 51 26 33 77

4019 5 12 29

38 15 6 18 42

37 37 2 7 9

32 02 1 5 5

31 73 2 11 15

27 06 1 2 1

25 66 1 10 120 3

23 42 - 2 5

20 60 - 3 14

12 82 2 39

9 00 - - 2

4 80 _
1

15 GURUSHARAN
SINGH

16 KIRAN MORE Baroda

17 L SIVARAMA-
KRISHNAN Tamilnadu

BOWLING: Balls Mdns. Runs Wkts Av 5WI 10WMB.B.
vs.

KAPIL DEV 9649 343 5658 189 29 93 15 1 8- 85 Pak at Lahore Jan 1983
S VENKATRAGHAVAN 13442 660 4944 145 34 09 3 1 8- 72 NZ at Delhi, Mar 1965
MADANLAL 4660 146 2164 59 36 67 4 — 5- 23 Eng at Bombay Nov Dec 1981
RAVI SHASTRI 3327 157 1190 32 37 18 1 — 5-125 NZ at Auckland Mar 1981
M AMARNATH 2974 81 1442 24 60 08 — — 4- 63 NZ at Chnstchurch, Feb 1976
BS SANDHU 494 14 250 4 62 50 — — 2- 87 Pak at Karachi, Jan/Feb 1983
MANINDER SINGH 900 26 444 3 148 00 — — 2- 90 Pak at Lahore dan 1983
S M GAVASKAR 322 12 173 1 17300 — — 1- 34 Pak at Faisaiabad, Oct 1978
ARUNLAL 7 0 6 0 — — — — —
YASHPAL SHARMA 18 2 1 0 — — — — —
D B VENGSARKAR 29 1 17 0 — — — — —
AD GAEKWAD 106 0 80 0 — — — —

-

—



INDO-PAK TEST AVERAGES
Batting Tests Inqs NO Runs H S Av C F Ctst

Zaheer Abbas 6 6 1 650 215 130 00 3 — 2

Mudassar Nazar 6 8 2 761 231 126 83 4 1 2

Javed Miandad 6 6 1 594 280‘ 118 80 2 1 2

Imran Khan 6 5 1 247 117 61 75 1
- 4

Mohsm Khan 6 8 2 341 ior 56 83 1 2 3
Saiim Malik 6 4 - 122 107 30 50 1 — 5

Tahir Naqqash 2 1 20 20 20 00 — 1

Abdul Qadir 5 3 1 38 38 19 00 -

Sarfraz Nawaz 6 5 1 67 26 16 75 — 1

Wastm Ban 6 5 68 30 13 60 — - 152
Mansur Akthar 3 4 1 40 23 13 33 — — —
Wasim Raja 1 1

- 10 10 tooo — —
Sikander Bakht 1 1 — 9 9 9 00 — 1

Jalaluddm 2 2 2 1 r 0 50 -

Haroon Rashid 1 1 0 0 — — - —
Majid Khan 1 1 0 0 - — - —
Iqbal Qasim 2 1

— 0 0 - —

INDIA T 1 N 0 Runs HS Av C F Ct'SI

Yashpal Sharma 2 J n
c. 91 63' 91 00 —

1 1

Mohmder Amamath l 10 1 584 120 64 88 3 3 6

B S Sandhu 3 3 1 115 71 57 50 —
1

Ravi Shastn 2 \ — 152 128 50 66 1 —
S M Gavaskar 6 10 1 434 127 47 11 1 3 5

Madanlal J 5 )
L. 126 54 42 00 — 2 2

D B Vengsarkar 6 9 2 241 89 34 42 - 3 —
Sandip Patil 4 7 174 85 24 85 — 2 -

Kapil Dev 6 8 — 178 73 22 25 - 1

Arunlai J 5 100 51 20 00 -
1 3

G R Vishwanath 6 8 134 53 16 75 —
1 1

S M H Kirmani 6 ? 113 66 14 12 — 1 13 1

K Srikanth 2 o 28 21 9 33 — 1

Manmder Singh 5 6 1 24 12' 4 80 - — 1

D Doshi 4 7 1 21 14 3 50 —
T A Sekhar 2 1 1 0 0 — — - —

BOWLING

Pakistan Balls Mdns Runs Wkts Av 5WI 10WM BB

Imran Khan 1340 69 561 40 14 02 4 2 8 60
Sarfraz Nawaz 1441 60 632 19 33 26 - — 4 62
Iqbal Qasim 312 15 125 3 41 66 2 58
Abdul Qadir 909 23 526 11 47 81 — 4 67
Mudassar Nazar 312 11 147 3 49 00 - 2 39
Jalaluddm 306 14 152 2 76 00 — — 2 93
Tahir Naqqash 366 14 211 2 105 50 - 2 69
Sikaude r Bakht 132 4 106 1 10b 00 - -

1 41

Mohsm Khan 6 0 3 0 -
Majid Khan 6 0 4 0 - —
Javed Miandad 11 0 11 0 -

Wasim Raja 36 2 13 0 - - - —
Zaheer Abba.. 48 0 24 0 - —

India

Kapil Dev 1231 22 831 24 34 66 3 — 6 85
Madanlal 498 9 349 8 43 62 — - 3 101

D Doshi 815 20 489 8 61 12 1 — 5 91

B S Sandhu 494 14 250 4 62 50 — — 2 87
Maninder Singh 900 26 444 3 148 00 — — 290
Ravi Shastn 348 5 176 1 176 00 — — 1 62
Mohinder Amarnath 468 9 280 1 280 00 —

1 69
DB Vengsarkar 6 0 4 0 — — — —
•Arunlai 7 0 6 0 — — -

S M Gavaskar 18 1 i0 0 — — - —
T A Sekhar 196 3 129 0 - — - —

Compiled by C KESHAVA MURTHY
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News: National

DURAND CUP FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT

Final was the saving grace
SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL reports from Delhi

THE final was the saving grace of

the 1982 (delayed because of the
Asian Games) Durand Cup football
tournament. This was the only match
that rose to all-India heights with the
arch rivals East Bengal and Mohun
Bagan playing in a methodical way
erasing all the disappointment and
bitterness that had plagued the semi-
final and the quarter-final stages.

But it was again evident that chances
of rejuvenation of Indian foot-

ball in the near future are still

remote. The teams that played in

this tournament comprised the top
talent of different parts of the coun-
try, not to speak of East Bengal and
Mohun Bagan which are two of the
trio that dominate the soccer scene
of India. But none could live up to

their expectations.
To start with, Punjab State Elec-

tricity Board, once quite a formid-
able side and a top contender in

many a tournament, put up a miser
able performance depsite the pre-

sence of some leading players like

Manjit Singh and Darshan Singh
Goga in the team. Man jit has lost his

speed as well as reflexes. The only
thing that he seems to possess these
days is a hot temperament which
eggs him on to create ugly scenes on
the ground Goga, however, has still

got much of his skill left in him and
can prove a menace for any team in

the country. In the Durand tourna-
ment he was one of the very few
players of PSEB who impressed the
football fans of Delhi. He is intelli-

gent in mounting attack^on the rival

citadel and can take powerful shots
too, which can put even the leading
goalkeepers of the country in trou-

ble. Unfortunately he was not
assisted well by his team-mates dur-
ing this tournament. Instead, the
PSEB mid-fielders as well as the

frontliners depended too much on
Manjit—-a strategy which did not pay
off at all.

JCT was undoubtedly one of the
top contenders for the title, compris-
ing a number of talented and Star

players of the country. Parmar was
there, as were Parminder and Mohin-
det. And indeed they put up a
memorable display by fighting neck
to neck with the stalwarts of East
Bengal in two matches, the first

semi-final that was abandoned and
the replayed one. But the man who
impressed the most was undoubtedly
Mohinder. Coordinating well with
his team-mates both in the half line

and the forward he proved a con-
stant source of danger for the sides
that faced JCT.

In defence their mainstay was Par-
mar without doubt But the problem
with JCT was that they depended too
much on him and as a result suffered

k
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froin psychological pressure when
Parmar was shown the red card,
along with Manjit during the PSER-
JCT quarter final tie. The JCT de-
fence was noticeably shaky in the
semi-final match against East Ben-
gal, leaving the latter a wide space
near the half line to initiate their
attacks.

The JCT half-liners performed
well in all their matches but their
style of playing with long overhead
passes did not seem to help at all,

especially against East Bengal. The
East Bengal defenders showed re-

markable anticipation and foiled
most of their moves with ease.

In the final Mohun Bagan was
thought by many to have had a
definite edge over East Bengal with
a strong attacking squad while the
latter was expected to be mostly on
the defensive, waiting for their rivals

to run out of steam towards the latter
stages of their tie

But all predictions proved
wrong when East Bengal went all out
to attack right from the kick off and
dominated the game for the most
part of xhe first half. In the very
second minute East Bengal’s ace
right winger Kartick Sett took a
dangerous shot at the Mohun Bagan
goal . But unfortunately it missed the
mark and flew over the crosspiece. A
little later. East Bengal got an even
better opportunity whin
Shivaji Banerjec, the Mohun Bagan
custodian, rushed out of charge to
thwart a dangerous looking joint
move by the East Bengal forwards
but only to fail. The goal was open
and ball was in possession of the East
Bengal forwards but lack of finish
proved their undoing.
Somewhat surprised by the vigor

ous manner in which East Bengal
were launching their onslaughts.
Mohun Bagan had no option but to

adopt defensive tactics and as a
result could mount few attacks on
the rival citadel.

But their defence was not without
its problems either. Subrata Bhat-

|

tacharya, the most debendable man
in Mohun Bagan’s defence, was not
in form and was making mistakes a
bit too often. As a result, Compton
Dutta had to bear the brunt of the
problem and had a hard time dis-

charging his duty.
As expected, Mohun Bagan tried to

come back into the game with a
vengeance in the second half. Right
in the beginning Bidesh Bose initi-

ated a move down the left flank and
forwarded a through pass to Francis
who lobbed the ball into the penalty
box for Manash to shoot in. But
Manash could not aim his shot and
the opportunity went to waste. This
was, perhaps, the best chance that
came Mohun Bagan’s way and there-
after it became an attack and coun-
terattack affair with both sides
shooting wide or failing to maintain
coordination at the crucial stages.
The tempo of the game died down

considerably towards the later
stages of the second half and the
common impression was that both
the Calcutta teams had elected to
play safe and thereby share the
trophv But if anything was there to
prove that view wrong it was a Mihir
Bose shot that sent shivers down the
spines of the Mohun Bagan fans only
one minute before the final ’whistle.

MOB fury and frayed tempers are
quite commonplace in football.

But for a long time the Durand Cup
had been fre£ from these chronic
diseases of the game. But this year
that tradition has been broken, the
pride of the organisers shattered.
This time players fought with each
other over trifling issues, referees
were heckled, threatened and
assaulted on absolutely indisputable
decisions. One important match was
even abandoned much to the dis-

appointment of some of the top con-

tenders, especially East Bengal who
despite having been in the lead and
thereby almost secured their entry
into the final, had to roil for another
105 minutes under tremendous
psychological pressure for no fault of

their own. But why? What went
wrong? The reasons if elaborated,
will point to a growing menace of

Indian football—parochialism. It is a
pity that football lovers of the coun-
try are today looking at things more
and more in terms of regions and
provinces.
After Mohun Bagan drew with

Jagatjir Cotton Mills. Phagwara 2-2,

quite unexpectedly, the Durand Cup
semi-finals saw East Bengal faced
against JCT on one side and Mohun
Bagan with Punjab Police on the
other. East Bengal, started their

campaign on an aggressive note in a
bid ro gain an early breakthrough. In
the first three minutes they laun-
ched three consecutive attacks
powerful enough to spell danger for

JCT. All were open chances with
onlv the JCT goalkeeper Charanjit
to beat. But the East Bengal forwards
shot poorly and their chances went
away unutilised.

However, East Bengal's efforts
bore fruit before long. In the eighth
minute Krishnagopal Chowdhury
scored for them in a very intelligent
way utilising a loose ball in front of
the JCT goal. This young left centre-
forward of East Bengal had been
drawing much attention right from
the beginning of his team's campaign
in this tournament by playing a very
intelligent game. He was agile and
his anticipation was praiseworthy.
However, some people opined that
the goal he scored against JCT
should have been disallowed as
Krishnagopal was in an off-side posi-
tion.

East Bengal maintained their
pressure, but surprisingly, in the
later stages of the first half they
adopted a strange tactic of taking
long range shots at the JCT goal from
outside the box, instead of closing in

through well combined moves.
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Naturally the result was that a num-
ber ot fast attacks ended m the ball
flying over the crosspiece
* JC1 on the other hand were not
making much effort to wrest the
initiative from their rivals Most of

the time they were busy m keeping
the East Bengal foi wards at bay
They could cause little trouble to

their opponent defenders, except
making a few sudden attacks, thanks
mainly to bast Bengal's defence
lapses The man who was most opera
tive in these onslaughts was Mohin
dei Had he been helped by his

team mates especially the half lm
ers, he could have sharpened the
JCT attack considerably

The opening stages ot the second
half however saw |CI make a sin

cere effort to retuin into the game
Ihtv started attacking the Last Ben
gal citadel led b> captain Parmin
dtr Bhaskar had to make a desper
ate attempt to save the situation

after the Last Bengal defenders had
been beaten

All this was soon to piove futile A
little latei an angtv mob invaded the
giound, beat up the teferee Mel\yn
De Souza and his assistants S Gupta
and I) S Bisht when a fiee kick was
awarded to f ast Bengal

In tact a laige section ol the local

Jtl supporteis grew restive when
the it force did not award 1CT a
penalty kick falter one Last Bengal
defenders -Aloke Mukherjee—
handled the ball inside the Last
Bengal box But this was unmtention
al and teferee Kfehyn De Sou/a was
tullv justified m his decision Anger
continued to simmer in the stands
and when in the nexi minute the
referee awaided I ast Bengal a free
kick near the |( T half line, an angry
mob invaded the ground alleging

that the referee was biased Chairs
were thrown into the aiena while
some people grabbed the thiee con

I

ductors ot the match and beat them
up mercilessly
Lor the next half ail houi it wa^a

tree for all witnessed helplessly bv a

handful of policemen who were on
duty Latei—a bit too late, of
course—a large police contingent en
teied the ground wielding lathis and
tear gas guns But by then the situa

non was well under the control of the

angry JCT suppoiteis They deman
ded a replay and, franklv speaking,
the organisers, at that stage, had no
option but concede the demand Vet,

!

somewhat hypocritically, it was

j

announced over the public address
system that the tournament commit
tee would think ovei it in the even
ing Predictably enough, a

%
late night

message from the organisers said

that the replay would be held the
following day before the Mohun
Bagan Punjab Police semi final tie

Now it was a fresh opportune for

JCT to make it to the finals and the\
made an all-out effort to make the
most of it On the other hand, East
Bengal seemed to be suffering from

psychological pressure Tht deten
deis were a bit shakv while the
frontline! s found it difficult to adopt
a definite strategy ot play Moreovti,
Amalrai with his injury and Mihir
Bose for no apparent reason wm
totally off colour and Piasanta
Bam nee found himself alone in

charge 02 tlu mid field Vet lu made
a brilliant clfoit which would ha\t
been far moit elfectivc if Mihn
coufd assist him

Aitei tlu lust half ended goalless

the tiled last Bt ugal plaveis wtnt
considerably on the deltnsive 111 the
second Last Bengal had a vciv close
call m tlu hth minute when a 7 liapa

Kashmir a Kultar rnnvt almost ended
m a goal Bhaskai Gangulv was
beau n and had not Monoranjan
Bhattachaiya coinc to his side’s its

cue clearing the ball light fmm rht
goallme Iht second half also endt d
godlles>» so did the c\tia time too
And then the tic bleaker— mm tor

real tension and excitement Once
again a dispute broke out over a

decision ot referee S Sahan \ttcr

K 1 missed two kuk% and I 1 st Rtn
gal one Monoranian took tlu haul
and decisive kick of the match I he
JO custodian that an tit saved it

But the rcfetec nrdtied a ie kick as

Chaiantit moved before the shot w is

taktn Immediaieh all the 1C 1 pla\

ers rushed forward and surrounded
the icteiee challenging his decision
The spectatois als i grew lestivt Bur

no fiesh trouble bioke
out a id Monoranjan was allowed to

take the kick once again He scoied
and 1 ast Bengal went into the finals

Once again the lefeiees decision
was absolutely justified But where
he went wrong was that he should

have taken appiopuate measures
at the beginning of the tie

breaker as the JCT custodian was
moving right from the first kick
Instead ol doing so he enforced his
author itv at the ciucial stage when
tht K1 tans were waiting with
hated breath to set that then
favourite team did not go down to
l ast Bengal

MOHIJN BAGAN’S Performances
m tht quarters was It ss 1m

ptessivt than those of then rivals

1 ast Bengal had plavtd a much more,
organised (. aim than Mohun Bagan
who dlwa\s looked rather disjointed
both in defence and offence
But Mohun Bagan put up a splen

end peiformanct in fheu semifinal
match against Punjab Police In the
fust half itself thev got two goals
ont thiough (idutam Satkai the
mhtt through Gurdt v Singh of Pun
jab Polic t who stoic d a suicidal goal
11 1 1 11 si goal b\ Gautam was a treat
t> lie tves Ht got a measured
thiough pass from 1 1 anus I)t Sou/a
on the Pun tab Police half line,

lushed forward swittlv and tht n took
a long langc bullet lilt Puniab
Police custodian was left stranded
Mohun Bagan continued to enjoy

dominance and m the *9th minute
got tht second goal A free kick hv
Gautam hit Balbn s chest and rushed
towards the goalmouth Gurdev rn a
desperatt bid to save the situation
shot the ball straight into hi*- own
net

Thereafter m tht second half both
teams continued to plav a neat game
and Puniab Police got then only goal
a few minutes betaxe the final whis
tit, thanks to a misundei standing m
the Mohun Bagan defence



SANTOSH TROPHY

More politics than football

SUBHASH SARCAR from Durgapur and DEREK O’BRIEN in Calcutta

put this story together

A T the time of going to Press
matches in the 39tn National

Football Championship for the San
tosh Trophy have long since got
undeiwav, but unfortunately the
matches themselves have had to take
a backseat C ornenng the headlines
on the first ten days of the cham
pionship were, not results of encoun
tets between States, but instead,

wrangling, between various State
associations themselves One won
ders why the Iamil Nadu and Mahar
ashtra associations cannot sort out
their pioblems before coming to a
meet of this nature, rather than
come here and wash their dirty linen
m public

Let us first take a look at what
happened at Durgapui, about three
houis drive from Calcutta where a
number of clustei matches were
played One group m that cluster
comptised Tripura Gujarat and
Mahai ashtra Maharashtra weie bil

led to lake on Tripura tn then first

match The match finally did take
place but not befoie the organisers
were put in a tight spot The stoiy is

typical of the intru association rival

ry—the bane of Indian sport

A te'am under the aegis of the
Western Football Association ar

rived in Duigapui and weie given all

the facilities that arc lequited of a
side taking pait in the Nationals
Howevci a day before Maharashtra
weie supposed to take on Iupura a
second team—one undei the bannei
of the Maharashtra f ootball Associa
tion—turned up at the throbbing
Steel Citv So, as things stood there
were two teams itom this western
State of the country The oiganisers
did everything in their power to

keep the embairassment down to the
minimum Mt Mtituniov Banerjet,
the joint oiganising secrctat v at Dur
gapur decided not to accommodate
the MFA team when all the other
teams had been put up but instead
made arrangement* for their stay m
a local hotel Mi Banei tee’s move
was justified, because the team
undt i the MFA bannei did not have
a valid court 01 det 1 he side compris
ing mostly playeis tiom the districts

left Duigapui the following day Mr
Bahu Crania, piesident of the Mahar
ash* i a l ootball Association admit
ted that thev had not icceived a
valid couit oi det, but then also went
on to sa\ that his team wa* the real
lepiesentdtive from the State That

i

explains one part of the wranglmgs.

Services vs Biharm the Calcutta cluster

as Tamil Nadu— as if it has become
some soit of a fashion—also kept in

step
Simultaneously, tilt scene at Cal

cutta was moie oi less the same
except tor the iact that thtie was a

change of had actois The two war
ring factions long since m\ a colli

sion course wcu the two groups of
the Tamil Nadu 1 ootball Vs o la

tion One of the groups wtit le id bv
Mr N \ittdi t he vu c president of

the AIM and tht other gioap led by
Mi Subiamanmni Because of the
shortage of tunc rhi Madras High
Couit put the ball into the A II F

court who weie told to make their

own decision itgaiduig which team
from Tamil Nadu would take pait in

the National After much delibera
non and legal adviu it was decided
that Mi VittaPs gioup would iepie
sent lunul Nadu Both sides weit
adamant that they were in the right
and aftei the decision of the Vittal’s

team (because that it was turned out
to be) went down by a solitary goal to

Madhya Pradesh I here were many
who fedt that the players, because of

the delayed announcement had not

got enough ume to psyche them
selves up loi the match, and gave
this as the pnmary teason foi the
defeat Howevet, Mi C Vishwanath
who was repiesenting the Subrama-
nium faction said “My team is stron

ger than the one ol Mr Vittal, and we
would have put up a better show ”

Mr Vishwanath went on to say, “Do
*you know since I took over the
Universal Recreational C lub and 1m
proved the performances of the
tedm We have become Supci
League champions toi the last five

veats The point 1 wish to make is

that 1 have the game at heait and
which to cncouiage it 1 have nothing
to do with Mr Vittal, but since 1 have
the support of IS districts and riom
the Madras citv I will continue to do
mv good work ’

There is a writ petition pending in

the court and the heanng is on
February 28 One wondeis whttlur
the differences will be u soiled be

twun the two factions but liom
piescnt indications an amuabif olu

tion in the near lutuie is not on tin

cards
Whatcvti be the case it i high

time the All India 1 ootball Fedctu
tion put then foot down ugarding
the intci Sratt clitic react This has
been i malady foi the las* fc w \tars
and should be resolved once and lor I

all l he AIM should in the u gc m i al
|

meeting take icltai stand in which
team pi tvs and whu n tt im does not I

instead of waiting nil barely a t« w
|

hours before the i orrinu ncc ment of

the match A *ony state of aft ail s 1

this But then the gone gor s on
^

A I the out sc* it wa«- clcai that
Indian R ulw ivs would »op then

|

gioup ui the Duigaput clu.tti of tht

Ptth ! ootball Nat onals Aftei \eex
Bdbu gave rhem a victory in their

group I encounter against Manipur,
it mtunt that even a draw in then
next match would give them a licit

h

to the quarter', stiaightawav But
Jammu and Kashmir were not stmng
enough to give the group runners up
any trouble and Manipur came
through b> a 1 0 margin

MANIPUR vs j & K
BOIH J k. K and Manipur weie
fighting fit sides The first half was
evenly tought but Manipur geared
up m the second and thereafter
showed an edge over their oppo
nents But it must be said that the
junioi Manipur boys, despite their

defeat in the earlier tie, were not
disheartened and might have netted
more goals had they finished better

Right ’Strikei Dimocha Singh
booted home the match winner m
the 14th minute of the second half



! The referee handled the match well,

I
considering it was his first experi-
ence in the nationals.

RAILWAYS vs J A K
UJJAL CHAKRABORTY, who play
eo reasonably well against Manipur,
was hospitalised with a broken nose
after colliding with a defender and
young Bhaskar Dasgupta had to do
duty for Railways. Tne leaders in

this group had no cause for worry
since they dominated the proceed-
ings throughout but the two-goal
victory was no indication of their

talent. Both goals were netted in the
first half through the wily flankman
Francis Fernandes, who was re-

placed after the breather. The first

was the result of a misjudgement by
custodian Gulzar Ahmed. Bhaskar
Dasgupta floated the ball on top of

the box lor Fernandes to head* while
the second came after a rebound for

the lurking winger to drive home.
The railway team displayed a bet-

ter performance in this game than in

theii fust, bettering their rivals in

all depaitments of the game. Mod-
anlal and Uttarn Ghosh constantly
fed the torwaids. Kashmir's Jaswan
Singh, who represented India in the
Asian Youth soccer in Nepal, and
Nehru Cup camper Muzmi Kakroo
were unimpressive.

KERALA VS ORISSA

THE story in group E was entirely
diflerent, with most expectations

going haywire Much was expected
in the match between Kerala and
Orissa, semi finalists at the Cuttack
Nationals. It may be remembered
that in the Cuttack Nationals both
Bengal and Kerala had to bow out
and Orissa proved to be the surprise
team So it was not surprising that

the largest crowd turned up at the
Nehru Stadium to watch this game.
The Orissa boys started with a

bang but ended with a whimper
within just five minutes. Kerala laid

seige to their territory and dictated
terms against what proved to be the
weakest side in the Durgapur
cluster.

Conceding nine goals in no joke,

but that was the scoreline. Striker
Ranjith netted four—two in each
half—left-winger Suresh Babu three,

striker Ashokan one and a self goal.

The result speaks for itself. Orissa
had no team, if they had enjoyed the
services of goalkeeper Gopabandu
Sahu, the number of goals conceded
would have been fewer, but he did
not get clearance to play for Orissa.

Tne team was considerably
weakened with four of their better

players out of the running for domes-
tic reasons. Even after this defeat,

the Orissa coach M.N. Singh said, “It

was just one of those off days. With-
out players like Aga Zahir, Narendra
.Sahu and Gopabandhu, the side was
terribly weak. How could we put up a

'sterling performance when the team
has had only ten days practice? We

couldna
t form a proper side because

of the postponement of the inter-

district footnall due to the Asian
Games,” he concluded.

The main problem with Orissa was
that both their goalkeepers were
unfit to do duty. In fact, the last line

of defence was the most vulnerable.
Kerala’s nine goals was not the end
of the story: they missed a couple of

near sitters and tended to slacken off

at the fag end. At this stage, the
Orissa forwards managed to enter
the danger zone but their efforts

roved futile. Added to the goal-

eeper’s plight was the shoddy de-

fence while the medios contributed
nothing. The only Orissa attacks

came through their wingers Abhi-
manya Pujari and Nagesnwar Rao.

Actually, it took only three mi-
nutes to decide the course of the
match. In the fifth Ranjith dribbled
past a defender and placed the ball

into the net. In the very next minute,
Abhimanya Pujari on the counter
attack had the prostrated Ancil
D'Silva at his mercy but he hesitated
for a defender to dart in and clear. It

was surprising to see a goalkeeper of

his calibre falling short of anticipa-

tion at that particular moment, but
apart from this lapse he was a pic-

ture of confidence. In retaliation,

Ranjith volleyed in from top of the
box in a smooth followup.
From then on it was Just target

practice for the south side. Using
short passes and displaying good
understanding Kerala continued
their forays and were six goals up
with Suresh Babu. looking for a hat
trick, but Ranjith scored his third

goal after 25 minutes and his' fourth
came a couple of minutes later.

Though three goals were netted after

the breather, Thomas Sebastian
found few openings since Moideen
was replaced. The rapport between
these two bears mention because one
of their forays resulted m a self goal
scored by a desperate Niraj Mohan-
ty Said Kerala coach Bharathan:
“The boys were coached for about 15
days at Palghat. However massive
the margin of this victory. I’m still

not satisfied with their performance,
but I do expect them to fare better.

The team has four players participat-

ing in their second nationals while
the rest are freshers.”

DELHI n ORISSA
ORISSA conceded as many as thir-

teen goals in their twp group league
matches. It was again Subhasish
Mazumdar who muffed most of the
chances. In the third minute, Orissa’s

citadel fell and all due to the goal-

keeper. Anand Barua sent in a pile-

driver which Mazumdar fumbled.
The ball rebounded from his hands
for Tarun Roy to tap in. The second
oal came in a similar situation: the
eeper fumbled to collect a Niraj

Mohanty back pass a darting Roy
made no mistake.
Delhi continued to hold sway with

their kick-and-run style of play
which definitely was no treat to

watch, but it is the goals that count.
Delhi netted two more after the
breather, thanks once again to the
shabby display of the goalkeeper. He
blundered yet again and Sanfuddin
and Ashok Kumar took full advan-
tage by increasing the tally. With-
this victory Delhi were on even
terms with Kerala in their group.

KERALA vs DELHI
KERALA met little resistence

while whipping Delhi to become the
second team to earn a passage to the

'

quarters from the Durgapur Cluster.
Delhi, realising the strength of their
opponents, tried to fight gallantly in
the early stages but succumbed to
unrelenting pressure ten minutes af-

ter the start. Ranjith’s swerving*shot
from the right found Ashokan teady
to head in. Kerala continued to

pound their rivals and just five mi-
nutes later Delhi received another
fright when Ranjith’s powerful kick
hit the left post but went out.

Ashokan and Suresh Babu proved
to be a constant threat and all this

was possible due to good coordina-
tion with linkmen M. Jose and Moi-
deen. Delhi stoppers Shakir Hasan
and Dilip Ghosh resisted courageous-
ly for some time and Delhi played,
their hearts out to equalise Their
right striker Tarun Roy looked
dangerous and his pile-driver was
confidently collected by Ancil D’Sil-

va. Kei ala’s second goal came after
Ranjith’s shot rebounded off the
upright and the opportunistic Suresh
Babu headed in smartly. After royinp
with the weaklings, Kerala consoli-

dated their position through Sebas-
tian.

BIHAR n ASSAM

LAST year’s quarter-finalists
Bihar began their group B cam-

paign against Assam in adverse
weather conditions. But this did not
dampen their spirits and they domin-
ated proceedings throughout.
Assam, in fact, were no match to
their opponents although the result
seemed marginally low.

Striker Vijay Kumar had all the
tune he wanted to complete a hat
trick since the Assam defenders left

widening gaps. But he kept delaying
his shots, with the result that he was
able to score only twice. Bihar’s
attacks originated from their two
wingers—Jagdish Kumar and B. N.
Adak—but the former was more out-
standing. His raids from the right
flank kept wingback Kiran Saikia
busy. In fact, the latter indulged in
some questionable tackles which
perhaps Maharashtran referee M G.
Suvama overlooked. Adak, on the
other hand, worked hard and was
always accurate with the ball when
his team-mate was well positioned.
In the 31st minute, Vijay Kumar
managed to send in an angular
grounder past the onrushing keeper.



Bhaben Deka.
The Assam forwards often had to

help the defenders but were ineffec-

tive. Added to this was the awed
Deka who was frequently found
stranded in no man's land due to his

lack of anticipation.
Down by the odd {goal, Assam tried

to retaliate with their defenders also

going up to help but the tempo
ebbed when Vijay Kumar found the
net nine minutes from the final whis-
tle. Slightly later, a miscued back-
ass gave the striker the chance of a
at trick but he wasted it. Assam met

Services in the next match to decide*
who would qualify for the quarters.

SERVICES vs ASSAM

ASSAM took yet another drubbing in

this game. Tnev started rather well
but soon faded into oblivion when
the sturdy army men settled down.
But Services will remember the two
occasions the Assamese came close

to scoring within a span .of four
minutes. Following a combined
effort, left striker Bidyut Bhuyan
dashed in and had keeper Prem
Kumar at his mercy but he shot
erratically. Four minutes later the
keeper was lucky to save another
Bhuyan attempt: right winger Prady-
ut Barua’s powerful shot rebounded
off Kumar's hand and an unguarded
Bhuyan shot in prompt fashion but
this was somehow averted.
Thereafter, Services held sway

and the focus was the ebullient strik-

er C. B. Thapa, who notched up the
first hat trick of the Santosh Trophy.
The feat was achieved in the first

half and the score moved no further.

Thapa in a brilliant move dodged
past a couple of defenders and sent

in a diagonal shot. Five minutes later

he frittered away a golden opportun-
ity off a Suresh Mukhia lob when he
had custodian Prahlad Khakalari at

his mercy. Later, he did obtain his

second goal in identical fashion: he
dribbled past two defenders and
slammed home, completing his hat
trick three minutes later when he
utilised a measured floater from win-
ger Kashmira Singh and headed in

correctly.
The second half was boring as both

teams seemed to have run out of

steam although Services did make
some sporadic raids.

BIHAR K SERVICES
THE fight for the top spot favoured
Bihar but they had one set back:
Services had a better goal average
and a draw was enough for them to
proceed to the quarters.
Bihar had a slight edge over the

army men whose approach towards
the game was sluggish and tentative.

Bihar went all out from the start and
held possession longer but the Bihar
citadel nearly fell in a counter attack
when Suresh Mukhia's shot hit the
undeiside of the crosspiece and re-

bounded downwards but failed to
cross the line. Bihar continued to put
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pressure on their rivals and this bore
fruit in the twenty-sixth minute. Af-
ter an excellent spurt down the right

wing, Arun Jha backpassed for an
unmarked Vijay Kumar to boot
home a sizzler.

This put the Services in a difficult

spot and now it was up to them to
prove their mettle. They made a
valiant bid to get the equaliser and
sure enough, seconds before lemon
time, they restored parity. But in
their efforts to get the goal, they
indulged in hard tackles and Suraj
Thapa was booked by referee R.M.
Gautam for deliberate kicking a
Bihar defender. But the goal Bihar
conceded was a bad one. The de-
pendable defender Lallan Dubey
headed from a clearance and the ball

went to C. B. Thapa who tried to
push through. Instead, it hit Dubey
and travelled to the other stopper
Millar Rout, but winger Kashmira
Singh darted in and made no mis-
take.
At resumption both sides came

close to scoring but Bihar seemed to
have had the edge in the closing
stages, with Adak and Tudu making
a frantic bid to act the winner. But
when the long whistle was blown it

was Services who moved to the quar-
ters after a lapse of three years.
The Bihar coach, C. Prasad said:

“The main drawback was the abs-

ence of Asiad camper Subhas
Mukherjee, our most reliable stop-

per who is nursing a cartilege injury
back home. Perhaps his presence
would have prevented the goal that
Services scored because of a mis-
understanding between the stop-

pers. Vijay Kumar displayed experi-
ence in the attack, while Murmu
played with guts in midfields. Of
course, Dubey and Ganguly were the
best rearguards. We have seven new
faces in the team and all of them
have trained only about 15 days.”

Services coach S. S. Rawat had this

to say:
U
I couldn't get the team ready

for action due to the Gorkha Bri-

gade's engagements and the Indian
Air Force playing in Sri Lanka. We
had only a day's practice before
coming here.”

TRIPURA n MAHARASHTRA

TRIPURA made a sensational
start holding Maharashtra to a

goalless draw in a group G match.
This, in fact, dazed everyone as the
teams from Western India had a
line-up that could well steamroll a

nonentity team like Tripura. But the
Tripura boys exhibited better foot-

work and positional play although
Maharashtra's Sushil Kumar at one
stage in the first half did get an easy
chance.
Maharashtra began disjointedly

and could never make amends. Even
players like Alim Khan, Premnath*
Philip and Salil Lakkar had to work
hard in the defence. However, they
geared themselves up after lemon
time and made forays which stoppers

Dhirendra Chowdhury and Abdul
Matin did well to neutralise. Perhaps
had the wingbacks overlapped and
helped the forwards Tripura could
have been in trouble. Maharashtra
looked desperately for a goal and in

the end came close to scoring. Both
teams were on equal terms, and
Maharashtra had to win over Gujarat
to move up into the last eight.

RUJARAT VS TRIPURA

THE highlight of this group G
match was a nat trick by Gujarat's
Sylvester D'Souza which happened
to be the first one in the Durgapur

• Cluster. However, Tripura had a bet-

ter share of the exchanges and could
have won. Poor marksmenship was
their undoing although they man-
aged to reduce the margin through
Abdul Matin off a penalty when the
team's livewire Tapan Das was felled

by defender Pravin. The game was
rough and in the process Gujarat’s
Choudhury was shown the yellow
card. As a result, Gujarat only
needed a draw against Maharashtra
to enter the quarters.

NA8ALAN0 vs KARNATAKA

THERE were ideal conditions for

good football when last year's

semi-finalists Karnataka took on a
gritty Nagaland side at the Mohun
Bagan ground. A light drizzle before
the game, a none too hard ground, a
lush gieen outfield what else can one
ask for?

It was the first match of Group C of

the Calcutta Cluster. Karnataka
were much mote the experienced
side and excelled in short passes.
However, what the Nagaland team
lacked in skill, they more than com-
pensated by their grit and sheer
enthusiasm. Midway thiough the
first P. Kumar the old warhorse and
skipper of the South Indian side
found his team-mate Raisekhar who
scored the only goal of the match
The Nagaland team did have their

chances and Nokti wasted many a
golden oppoitunitv. He once had
only the goalkeeper to beat but dillv

dallied giving enough rime for a
Karnataka defender to avert the
danger. The team from the hill sta-

tion lost but, they were by no means
disgraced.

NA6ALAHD vs PONDICHERRY
THE one goal defeat at the hands of
Karnataka did not dishearten the
Nagaland team and they pulled
themselves together in their final

group encounter against Pondicher-
ry. Many of the spectators that came
to the Mohun Ba^an ground that
evening were more interested in tun-
ing in to hear the commentary of the
Durand final where the Calcutta
giants were battling it out than
watching this Group C match of the
nationals in this city. However, there
were few who did not appreciate the
efforts of C. Akum of Nagaland as he
steered his side to a facile four-goal
victory over Pondicherry. The team



from the Union Territory were never
really in the match. They were down
by three goals at the change over—
the second of which merits descrip*
tion. Akum picked the ball up from
about forty yards out and then with
much artistry outwitted at least four
defenders before finding the net.
The promising Naga players was on a
hat trick, but then instead proving
that he was a great team man

—

assed the ball onto his skipper
asant who had very little chance of

WOMEN’S NATIONAL FOOTBALL

The giants humbled
I
T was indeed a black day for the Chaibasa. At this nationals they fel- the girls were not sure about going

1

seventeen spirited women footbal- led the giants. Kerala had performed over to Mysore. In fact, the winners
lers of West Bengal. Little did they quite well and were opponents of no of five Nationals, were almost on the
know what was in store for them. mean calibre. They had succeeded in verge of being left out for lack of
Determined to play as brilliantly as scoring a thrilling solitary goal vie- funds. The girls just went crazy,

always and with hopes soaring high tory over host Karnataka and had They ran from door to door and
the Bengal girls went out in the already defeated last year’s runners- finally on the morning of January 21
middle to face 'Kerala In the semi- up Goa. Kerala had functioned well they Sports Council gave them their

final of the Seventh National in the replayed quarter-final and had entry card. Along with their mana-
Women’s Football Championship. controlled the game all the way by gee, the girls boarded the train that
But Bengal’s years of dominance their superb positional play. Thus a very afternoon. Another interesting

took a severe drubbing. Bengal-Kerala match, expected to be thing was that the team was going
Bengal's defeat came as a surprise the most interesting, was what many without their coach. As one of the

to all and sundry because they had looked forward to. girls explained, Nirmal Mukherjee
come to stay and win. They had made The general belief was that Bengal had certain problems and somehow
a flying start trouncing Uttar would find a place for itself in the couldn’t make it. The girls banked a
Pradesh 11-0 Skipper Shukla Dutta finals, but the fall came quite unex- lot on their spirit and unity and went
scored thrice and so did Ranjana pectedly. The girls too weren’t pre- ahead.
Chatterjee. SonaJi Baidya, the baby pared for a defeat and quite asto- When questioned if Kerala was
of the team, scored two goals and nishingly Kerala won the match 4-2 “better team” the girls said no. They
Shukla Nag and Sushama Das, one via the tie-breaker. Bengal’s custo- had a different story to tell. But once
each. Their next victory was the dian Rama Das failed to perform as Bengal entered in the middle they
easiest they had so far. Bengal brilliantly as she always did. In the realised that something was wrong
routed Sikkim 12-0. Shukla Dutta past she had been the side’s saviour. some where. They were not, to quote
(4), Shanti Mulhck (4), Rama Das (2), But on February 5, she could not stop them, “m the good looks of peoplw
Chatali Chatterjee (1) and Kuntala striker Lalitna (2), half back who mattered.” They had criticised

Ghosh Dastidar (1 ) had a wonderful Prateesha (1) and defender Usha (1). the hard, grassless pock marked
time slamming the ball home. The Shukla put in all she had and scored ground and had voiced their dis-

holders were just too good for their twice but that’s just about all that approval when the referee came
opponents. Rajasthan, already she could do. So Bengal missed the were being pulled up quite -unneces-

edged out by Sikkim, was just no bus. sarily, and “quite a few decisions

match for Bengal. But then they Kerala met Manipur in the final. went m Kerala’s favour.” Bengal still

could score only seven, with Shukla The latter had played well against managed to score first. “We would
and Shanti sharing the major spoils. Gujarat and had captured the atten- have won”, Kuntala sounded quite

Bengal met Vidarbha next and till tion, defeating a strong team like excised, “but quite suddenly we
they reached the semi-final, this was Goa 2-0. Armed with players like found Kerala being awarded a penal-

the only team which gave the holders Rumani Devi, Kunjeswari, Manipur ty kick and they eaualised.” In the

a jolt, thanks to skipper Shukla who trounced Kerala 3-0 and walked second half the holders sent the ball

played the pivotal role, scoring a home with the piuch coveted trophy. home more than once but all they
goal in each half. But this victory It goes without saying that a final heard was “off side”. “It was so

came only after several players sus- without Bengal did not have the terribly frustrating”, they chorused,
tained injuries. By virtue of their desired sparkle. The score remained 1-1 and the Ben-
victories in Pool A Bengal reached For'Bengal this has been a tourna- gal girls bagged for extra time. But a

the top and entered the semis. As is ment they’d like to forget altogether. tie-breaker was awarded and that

evident in this tournament, (played Both Kerala and Manipur have rrou- was the last straw. The girls were
on a league-cum-knock out basis), bled Bengal in the past but the girls furious and as a result of all the

the going was rather smooth for have always remained on top. So the tension and disputes they lost both
Bengal and the girls lived up to their question is what went wrong this their concentration and the match,
reputation till they iace'd Kerala in time. Was Kerala just too good for “It was during this match that we
the last four. Benge 1? Was it the complacency of really missed our coach,” one of

Bruises and sprains, however, did the former champions that brought them said. “We needed advice and
not undeter the confidence of the about their fall or is there a different -guidance, we needed someone with a

Bengal girls and ensured to give the reason altogether? lot more experience”, she admitted,

spectators their money's worth. They To understand things little better But what one cannot forget is that

met Kerala. Frankly speaking Kerala let’s take a look at all that happened Kerala got the equaliser through a

has been a thorn in Bengal's side but behind the screen Bengal, frankly disputed penalty kick,

has never in the past been able to do speaking was not prepared for the
real harm, except on the occasion at Nationals, fill the very last moment SUDESHNA KAR BARUA

missing the target. Akum was at it

again nine minutes into the second
half, scoring Nagaland’s fourth and
last goal.

PONDICHERRY VS KJURMTMU
ALL Karnataka had to do in this, the
last match of the pool, was to draw
against Pondicherry to make it to the
quarter-final stage. However, Pon-
dicherry put up another pedestrian
display conceding yet another four
goals, bringing to an end a campaign

they would like to forget as soon as

possible.

The Pondicherry custodian Ravi
who earlier had none too good a

match against Nagaland was once
again responsible for his side’s first

goal whicn was scored bv Rajsekhar.
After being a couple of goals up in

the first half Karnataka added two
more before the second half was
twenty minutes old and then con-

served their energy for the bigger
battles ahead
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RANJi TROPHY

liay, Delhi, Karnataka and Haryana
head tor showdown

BOMBAY VERSUS
\ORISSA
\ fVRlSSA s debut in the knockout
\ V/ stage of the Ranp Tiophy is

nethmg, hei players would i

V/s\agt oi tne tvanjt liopny is

something hei players would not
care to remembei In this year’s

quarter final Orissa lost b\ an impos
mg margin ot an innings and 255
runs to Bombay
Had Sunil Gavaskar, Dilip Veng

saikar Ravi Shastn and Balwinder
Smgh Sandhu, who wete in the tour
party to the West Indies been able
to assist Bombay, Orissa might have
been subjected ro an even more
humiliating experience
On a wicket that was posing few

problems to the batsmen, Bombay
piled up a mammoth total of 500 for

nine wickets declared aftet captain
Ashok Mankad won the toss and
opted for lust stuke Under the
onslaught of the Bombay batting
machine Orissa’s bowling resouices
were hard but to check the flow of
runs

Porinei lest cricketer Ashok Man
kad, sui passed anoihei recoid, when
he scoied an unconquered 150, to

equal Vijay fla/are’s recoid of 22
hundreds in the national cham
pionships 1 he 36 year old Mankad

|

had passed Harare s aggregate of

I
6312 runs in Ranp Trophy in the
league fixturts

Mankand s determined effort,

which included a six and 15 fours
spaced over 117 minutes ensured
that Bomhav registered a huge total

and that hei bowlers had the runs in

the bag to put the Oussa batsmen
under piessure Mankad had ample
time to play his shots and was associ
ated in a sixth wicket partnership for

190 runs with Suru Nayak
Opemi Shtshu Hattangadi scoied

his maiden centuiy in the competi
tion Hattangadi, who was dropped
at 27 bv Kahi Panda oft a miscued
hook oft medium pacer Somnath
Sahu, made 141 with the aid of 13
hits to tence and one six

Hattangadi was involved m two >

big partnerships Along with Rahul
Mankad (52) Hattangadi added 128
runs m 167 minutes for the second
wicket With Sandeep Paul, who
scored 39 runs in 68 minutes, Hattan
gadi put on 75* runs for the third
wuket Sum Navak fell ten short of

the three iigmes mark The odd
thing about Bombay's innings was
that four hatsmen- -GhuJam Parkar,
Raju Kulkarm, Hoshedar Contractor
and Zulfiqar Parkar —failed to get
off the maik

There was very little penettationm the Orissa bowling To add to their
problems Asjit Jayaprakasam the

i

off spinner suffered a finger injury
Medium pacers, Praharaj and Sahu
captured four and two wickets it

spectively
Orissa were bowled out for a

meagre 92 runs in then first innings

Raju Kulkarm captured lour wickets
while Hoshedar Contractor son of

former lest captain Nan Contractoi
dismissed two hatsmen In the
second innings the story was not
different This time Oussa folded up
for 153 runs, more due to the relaxa
tion by the Bombay bowieis and
fielders rather than the doggedness
of the visiting batsmen
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Vqavkrtshna

Raju Kulkarm, who woiks up a

lively pace, was in line tor a hat trick

twice He dismissed the last two
batsmen m the first innings but was
not successful m penetrating the
defence ot Kaian Dubey with rht

first ball of the second innings A
little while later, Kulkarm
accounted for Anil Bhatdwaj and
Harmohan Prahaiaj off successive
deliveries but was foiled bv Supt
Mahalik Kulkarm captured three
wickets in the second innings while
Ravi Thakkar’s spin resulted in the
dismissal of four batsmen The Total
time consumed by the Orissa bats

men in this match was a little over a
day

HARESH MUNWANI

HARYANA VERSUS
BENGAL

ON a wicket which helped the
bowltis with its uneven bounce

Haryana batsmen showed better
judgemf nt to be at Btngal b\ 71 runs
in the Ranp Iroph\ quartei finals

held ai the Golf club Grounds of

Pandabad
I his was the thud tunc I andabad

was staging a lust class fixture In

the absent e of a stadium shamianas
weie ducted to substitute foi the
drc'smf. rooim Iht wicket wa»- rol

Jed moit than nectssuiy and patches
of dry gi iss wttc visible all over the

wicket which lesulted in umpue
Ramaswamn commenting In my ^5
years of umpiring fir a class cricket 1

nave tuv*t setn a wiclet like tins'

Apart trom the odd ball keeping
very Low it did not give mich t lrn to

the spmntis noi any pact to the
opening bowk is I he batsmen had
to be \ei\ taieful and tlu be si way
to do so wa* to play more on the fi out
toot md < mit shots like the cut and
the pull

Both the itams did not mid this

priru iph bm Hat v ana show t d be tt t r

application and Bengal skipper I>iiip

Doshi summed it aptiy The result

was decided by btiici application
shi v n bv Hai v ana batsmen so
netessdiv on the wuket where the
ball kept low A lot ot our mam
batsmen wen out in the 30s

Haiyaria won the to* and were
soon in tumble against some decu
rate bowling by left atm spinner
Arup Bhatiachaiva and off spmnet
Sujan Mukhci n e I lie v did manage
279 ruiu in the tnd thanks to some
sensihU batting bv bi others, Ashwa
m Kumai and Aman Kutnai Both
played stiaight and unlike tht othei
Haryana batsmen, avoided going to

the back foot Both are not only
similai m then appearance hut also

m technique Ashwain made 44 and
Aman 46 In the latet part ot the
Haryana innings wuket keeper
Salim Ahmed with a hard hitting

unbeaten 46 which included three
sixes stabilised the llaiyana total

Though Arup Bhattacharya claimed
five for 67 he could get little turn
from the wicket Doshi went wicket
less He tended to bowl outside the
leg stump, perhaps m an attempt to

contain the batsmen than to get
them out
Bengal had not contended with an

emerging new star Seventeen year
old Cheian Shaima, an eleventh
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clatt ttudfcht of D.A.V. School and I

coming from the sector 16 coaching 1

centre of Chandigarh which has pro-
duced Kapil Dev, he bowled a spell
of hostile medium pace, which, in the
ultimate analysis, was the match-
winning piece.
Chetan is just five feet nine inches

tall and does not have the build of a
pace bowler. One look at him and
one would tend to treat his medium
pace as a joke.
Pronob Roy in his very first over

got the taste of things to come. A
really quick over, in which Sharma
moved the ball well had Roy surviv-
ing more by instinct than design.
Chetan went on to claim five wick-
ets, all bowled.
Had Arup Bhattacharya not re-

sorted to bold methods in his hurri-

cane 40 Bengal would been shot out
for even less than 145. He hit Chetan
Sharma for a six and three succes-
sive fours to take 18 off his one over.

The mopping up operation was done
by 31 -year-old off spinner Sarkar
Talwar. With his five for 29 he de-
molished the Bengal tail.

Doshi, unlucky to miss the tour of

the West Indies, perhaps realised his

mistake of the first innings. The
moment he attacked the stumps and
flighted the ball more he looked a

much better bowler. He took six

second innings wickets to give his

batsmen a chance to still salvage the
game.
Haryana were dismissed for 190.

They could have been worse placed
had Ashwani Kumar once again not
concentrated to make a polished 66.

He shared an invaluable 56-run part-

nership with Chetan Sharma for the
eighth wicket after Haryana had lost

seven wickets for 111 runs. Chetan
Sharma’s 40 had all the basic re-

quirements of a batsman. He does
not play across the line and can drive

and cut with maturity. His captain.

Dr Ravinder Chadha feels that with-

in a year Sharma should be playing
for India. He should know better.

Haryana, in the absence of Kapil
Dev, have relied totally on his

medium pace and he has done a
\splendid job in his maiden Ranji
season. His tally for the season in

five matches is already 24.

Requiring 325 for victory with
seven hours and 20 mandatory overs
to go, Pranob Roy and Palash Nandy
began briskly to* put on 62 runs for

the opening wicket. But once Goel
and Talwar found their rhythm Ben-
gal had no chance of reaching the
target. Talwar took six wickets con-
ceding 96 runs and 41-years-old Goel,
who crossed 550 Ranji victims in this

match took four wickets for 73 runs.

Only left-hander Raja Venkat,
with a sound 73, withstood the vagar-
ies of the pitch and the skill of these
two bowlers. Bengal fell short of the
required total by 71 runs. Haryana
skipper Ravinder Chadha, who is the
youngest Chief Medical Officer in

Haryana, felt that Goel and Talwar
bowled splendindly on a wicket

which was tailor-made for the bats-
men. The low bounce of the wicket
could have been easily encountered
by playing more on the front,” were
his comments at the conclusion of
the match.
Haryana will now host the semi-

finals against Karnataka at Farida-

Dosfv among wickets

bad and Chadha was confident that

the wicket and the ground conditions
would be better for the match. Sar-

kar Talwar, for his match figures of

11 for 125, was declared “Man of the
Match". The Bengal manager, Mr
lnderjit Bose, commented, “My bats-

men are not used to playing on
wickets like this and that was their

undoing”.

A CORRESPONDENT

KARNATAKA vs BARODA

I
N a low-scoring match that never
held any real interest for anyone

except the participants, Karnataka
proved that their confidence was.
well-founded. India’s loss was Karna-
taka’s gain and Gundappa Vish-
wanath was included in his State

side to take on Barnda on the latter's

home ground.
Brijesh Patel’s side was definitely

the stronger on paper but if anyone
thought that this was going to be a

highscoring match, they were in for a
disappointment. Only 500 runs were

scored in the four innings, Karnata-
ka getting 128 and 179 , to their

opponents" paltry 63 and 130.

eighteen wickets fell on the first

day, when the pendulum swung each
way. Patel won the toss and elected

to bat but the wicket proved straight-

away that it was responding to spin.

Wickets tumbled at regular intervals

and only Sudhakar Rao got some
runs, 32 to be precise.

Baroda’s Pardeshi exploited the
damp conditions intelligently to 'fin-

ish the day with a flattering haul of

seven wickets for only 33 runs while
fellow spinner Periwala took two for

26. The signs were encouraging for

the Karnataka spinners, of whom
Raghuram Bhatt had a fairly consis-

tent season last year. True to ex-

pectations, Bhatt and Vijeykrishna
soon had the Baroda batsmen gues-
sing and at close of play on the
opening day, the home side had losr

eight wickets for 63
Bad light stopped play early on the

second evening, but by that time, the
last few nails had been driven into

Baroda's coffin. Karnataka finished
off Baroda’s first innings, securing
the valuable lead of 65 runs and then
rocked their opponents once again to

get them on the ropes at 68 for five,

so there was no way Baroda could
have hoped to reach their arget of

245. Once more, Bhatt ano Vijayk-
rishna harried them all the /vay, the
former taking seven for 5/.

The South Zone champions thus
had to wait a day before the
Haryana-West Bengal match ended,
but no matter who they face, they
will have to bat with greatet deter-

mination than they have in he re-

cent past.

D. RANGANATHAN

DELHI VERSUS TAMIL
NADU

D ELHI, defending then national
cricket title, made the semi-

finals of the Ranji Trophy Cham-
pionship defeating Tamil Nadu on
the strength of their first innings
lead :n their drawn tour-day quarter-
final at the Feiozeshah Kotla
ground.

In spite of their failure to force an
outright victory, there was quite an
authentic ling about Delhi’s entry
into the last four stage where they
meet Bombay. A total of 559 in reply
to Tamil Nadu’s 229 speaks for the
strength of Delhi cricket—or rather
strength in depth. Ye\ Delhi's adv-
ance from the league stage was not
all that convincing. Like last season,
Delhi ended the North Zone league
in the number two position.

Last season it was Mohinder Amar-
nath who led Delhi to the national
championship victory. Chetan
Chauhan may Well emulate him if

only he can inspire his men to keep
up the sharpness they showed in

dismissing Tamil Nadu for 229 in the—



first innings One could notice a
certain laxitv in the second innings
Only one wicket stood between
Tamil Nadu and defeat in the end
But Delhi could have won had they
held then catches
With tom Delhi men in the team

now touring the Wtst Indies, the
capital has still ample reserves of

talent But the tiue test of Delhi’s

stiength m depth will come in the
clash against Ashnk Mankad’s team
from Bombas who made short wotk
of Oussa in thei quarter final

Chauhan must have hoped foi in

stant ic suits when he oideied Tamil
Nadu to bat but it was not till quite
late in the dav that wickets began
falling 1 itteen minutes befoie close

on the first dav the visitors weie all

our foi 229 and Chauhan went home
for the night a satisfied man Ex
plaining his decision, Chauhan said,

“Whauvei life one could expect this

Wicket to ha\e would be confined to

the first two m three hours when it

was still fresh l atet it would be
come mote and more dull and unre
spoil sive ”

Delhi had gone into the match with
thiee seamets and Chauhan kept
them going all thxough the morning
session hasilv the most impressive
was Mann i Piabhakar, at 19 1/2

years the youngest of the thiee One
wicket was a measly tewaid for 23
oveis of lively swing bowling Mov
mg the ball both ways he had the
Tamil Nadu batsmen guessing This
is Piabhakai’s first season as a Ranp
Tiophv cricketer and anvone who
has seen him bowl will say that he
will be an asset foi Delhi for many a
season to come Piabhakar, who
made his Ranii debut with a five for

88 spell against Haryana last Decern
her at ( handigarh and went on to

bag lb wickets tor champions Delhi
Univeisitv in the Rohmton Band
Trophy touinament desu ibes him
sell as a natuial who “leainr a lot

aftei I saw Ian Botham bowl oil

England's last tour ”

Even Piabhakar came in foi some
rough tieatfncnt at rhe hands of

Snkkanth in the first houi when the
dashing lamil Nadu opener smote I

him tor five tours But Snkkanth, 1

only when he is in the mood, can
maul the best of bowleis His first 39
runs, before he came out for treat

mtnt of cramps, came from 11
stiokes nine of them fours (joing m
for lunch at 71 tor one Tamil Nadu
had reason to feel satisfied

Soon after resumption Valson
bowled Sincsh Kumar and Snkkanth
was back at the wicket again But it

was a ditfeient Snkkanth He now
pi eferred doggedness to dash This
was not what the spectators ex
petted ol him and a few barrackers
shouted “Snkkanth hai hai

"

After Prabhakar bowled Stinivas
for li (103 for three) with one that
came m sharph, the spmneis, Sushil
Kumar and Rakesh Shukla, took
ovei Left arm Sushil, 24, hitherto
unheard of bee ause he had gone to a

college (Bhagat Singh College)
known moie for its Commerce stu

dents than its cricket team, took his

first Ranp wicket when he had Snk
kanth caught by wicket keeper
Surmder Khanna for 32 Next he
bowled T Vijavakumai (20) and halt

the Tamil Nadu side weie out for

Snkkanth booed

173 Shukla ran through the it main
mg half with his leg spinners in a
nine over spell after tea foi a bag of

fne for 24 Abdul fabbat who bats
left handed but bowls righi handed I

off spinners, earned his bat foi S7
hitting 11 fouis in a 133 minutt stav

The second and thud dav belonged
to the Dt Ihi batsmen w ho wc nt on to I

hoard 339 luns, which included 12 I

enalty tuns since lamil Nadu
owled three overs less than the 147

they should have in nine houis and
ten minutes By the end of the
second day Delhi were -107 tor thiee
In the murky third day, curtailed bv
about two hours bee ause of bad light

the defending champions continued
then relentless pursuit of runs to

raise their total to mammoth pi open
tions

After a sound 83 tun stau bv Kaiu
I Sethi (-B) and Raman l amba (32'

! Rajindei Singh (74) and Kuti Azad
I (186) consolidated the position with
a 117 run stand in 119 minutes ior

the third wicket 1 or both playets it

was then highest seme m Rami
Trophy cricket I wentv thiee yt-ai

old Rapndei, playing only hts thud
Ran]i match—he got his chance this

time only because ol the vatanues
left by four Delhi stars now ti unng
the Caribbeans—hit eight tours and
a straight six of exquisitt timing The
hundred of the partnership came in

only 99 minutes
After a restrained start Knti A/ad

made a muideious assault on the
Tamil Nadu spinners as soon as he
had crossed his liftv In one over by
off-spinner Santosh Kumai he struck

two sixes over long-on and long-off

besides a four which singed the
grass—stiokes which took him from
52 to 68 in two minutes There was
no looking back and by the close of
the second day's play he was 110 not
out, which he laiscd to a caieer-best
186 the lollowmg morning It was the
24 year old Azad’s lourth Ranji Tro
phv century and included 23 fouis
and half a dozen sixes five off San
tosh Kumar and the sixth off Raman
I he only chance he offered—at 93

—

was dropped bv the tall I A Sekhar
at deep .fine leg
With Chauhan (27), Azad had put

on 91 for the touith wicket and with
Rakesh Shukla (37) 119 for the fifth

He was out stumped bv Bhaiat Red
dv immediately after the last of his

toweling sixes w cm

c

hit oft Santosh
Kumar who loth d on to return ti

j

guies ol 49 4- 7-20- ’» T he stocky I

stable Shukla lut eight fours before
j

he was caught off Sekhai in the slips

off Santosh Kumai I

In the meantime Sut inder Khanna
had got his e\t in »nd he went on to

make an attractive 7" (live fours
four sixts) So lompJculy did he
dominate the stent that all bin six

runs of the bl run stand for the
eighth wicket with Raiesh Peter
came off his bat
As Delhi piled up tin runs on the

thud dav a stage carru when the

spectators began t laniouiiiip foi a
dilatation, cav i to have a second ,

look at Snkkanth But Chauhan
could not bt moved by populist de
mauds licwtvti alter Delhi were
.ill out only time halls wen sent

down bv \ alson be foie the thud
|

dav s play was stopped 23 minutes .

before timt became of bad light The
dav had stalled *H) minutes laic tor

rhe sunt iea>on *

Snkkanth 14) tailed on the last

dav f ilJing to Manot Piabhakai But,

|

Surtsh Kumai 1 1 1 0 ) and Sunivasan I

(fr; it domed the Tamil Nadu bat
tuif m a 181 run stand for the second
wicket Di upped at one by Ratu
Sethi oil Prabhakar Suiesh made no
fmthri mistakes for the next four
hours during which he hit nine fours
ill stvle He was out whtn Azad,
operating with off spinners,
accepted a icturn Srumasan drop
pt d m t he slips by Raman Lamba oft

Petti at thiee went on to hit hall a
do/en tours in a 193 minute stay,

btlorc he tcdl to Shukla, who was
punished for a six the very next ball

by Sivaiamaknshnan
But from d highly respectable 213

foi thiee at tea Tamil Nadu were
i educed in the next two houis to a
team struggling to avoid defeat In

the end Raman and Santosh Kumar
plaved out the last five overs m a last

wicket stand Young Raman c 2 3 not
out) showed a temperament beyond
his ycMrs as Chauhan had lum hem
med m by fielders Azad, with four
wickets for 83 runs, was the most
successful Delhi bowler

D RAHUL
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NATIONAL BADMINTON

Hot favourite and

rank outsider win
DEPAK BAL reports

UNLIKt* in previous years onl>
the individual events of the

47th National Badminton cham
pionships weie gone through whtn
the tournament was conducted at

Gandhinagai The team e\cnts wtrt
held in September last year being
used as a rehearsal tor the Delhi
Asiad

Nevertheless the toui day mdi
vidual cvtnts at C indhinagar pro
vidtd ( nough thnlls One did not
i tally bother iboui the January
deadline being torgotten and the

championships held in the second
month ot 1983 The shuttle players of

tht country had gone through the

gruelling routine ot iht prt Asiad
training camps and 1 break btloic
the nationals v\as well called for

The it was i* many as 190 tnuu
toi tht tournamt nt including 70 tot

the me n s single s 49 toi the women s

singles and lb in tht men s doubles
The seeded plavt is did not have anv
problems on the hist dav ot the

champion ship at the Secietanat
Gymkhana 1 hert was however
anothc i >utpuse on the ctav before
the championships started— but
moit ot that later

The top seed and the piping hot
favourite to win the mtns singles

again was Syed Modi He did not
have to unduly stretch himself m his

fust round clash over M Ghate of

the Combined Universities, conced
ing onlv six points m both games
Pairho Cangul} who plaved so ver>
well iri the later stages of the tourna
ment seemed to lake things easy at

the early stages in his home town
Iaking on an Orissa player in the

fust round Gangul> struggled be
ton winning the first game at 18 13
Howe\ti after this the local hero
did not look back entering the
second lound with an 18 11, IS 3 win

The other notable result on the
first day was the victory of the
veteran P G Chengappa over young
A|av Mishra Chengappa used all his

years of experience and guilt to
outplay the younger player
On the same day the women s

sn glcs also got oft to a quiet start

with most of the fancied players
1 aving an easy time Indira Devi
pulled off what could be dubbed a

minor upset when she beat the for

mt r India playei Vandana Chi
plunkar
As one was saving before, the only

ical big sui prise ot the day was the
game the seeding committee had
plaved JF* o i some inexplicable

reason last year’s finalists m both
the women’s and the men’s singles
were drawn m the same half, and
were billed to clash with each other
as early as the quarter finals

The two most impressive winners,
besides, of course, Modi, on Day One
were Hufnsh Nariman and Kanwal
Thakur Singh both who tegistered
easy victories
The form book also played an

important part on the second day of
the championship when theie was
only one teal upset Ihe top eight
seeds m the women’s event found
their appointed places m the quar
ter finals and the storv was almost
the same in the men’s event The
lone casualty was fifth seeded Vik
ram Singh who went down after an
interesting three set duel against
Kutlej Singh There were no such
roblems foi Modi He did not blot
is copy book conceding only three

points against \asanth Kumar of
Karnataka who seemed a trifle over
awed bv the occasion Uday Pawar
was also in good nick against Pun
jab s Anil Bhatti and so was Partho
Ganguly who beat Guish Agaiwal of

UP
Ami Ghia and Madhumita Goswa

mi favourites for the women’s title

won then matches in straight sets In
tact at this stage of the touinament
in the ladies event only one match
went the full distance

Before discussing the matches in

the later stages one feels it would
not be out of place to highlight what
happened at the geneial body meet
ing of the Badminton Association of

India the day the championships
started

Hie BAI secretary Mi Chudha
along with Mr Siva and Mr Matilal
moved a resolution which proposed
to ban a few lournahsts from witness

sing any tourn iment conducted by
the BAI It is learnt that this was
done with the intention of debairmg
the journalists who time and again
had ci mused tht BAI Apparently,
these membeis ot the Fouth Estate
have—and quite rightly so—been ex
osmg the skeletons in the BAI cup
oaiJ The BAI have no answei to

the allegations made by thest jour
nahsts and it is tor this teason they
wanted to take this cowardly step
However, bettei sense prevailed
thanks to the efforts of the president
of the BAI Mr Fazil Ahmed and the
vice president Mr Waidekar who,
probably, realised that they could be
challenged m court Ihey decided to
postpone the matter which would be
discussed at a later meeting
Another development at the meet

ing which gave ample cause tor many
eyebrows to be raised was the elec
tion of Mr buram Chadha as the
secretary of the BAI Atcoidmg to

the rules no one can serve as an
office bearer in the BAI for more
than two four yeai terms at a stretch
It is for this reason that many were
left wondering as to how Mi Chadha
was elected for the third term m



succession
It is learnt that Mi Chadha was

granted permission bv the govern
mem Minder which the BAI isj to be
elected for a thud (onset utive term
All one can suv is that the BAI
constitution jtuist sutth be the most
flexible of fit srble constitutions The
elec rum mas just b< challenged m
court but that is another Jong story,
so back to the 47th National

In the quarter finals of the men’s
championship one thing became
verj apparent There was nothing to
stop Sved Modi on the wav to his
third success He easily put paid to
the challenge of Udav Pawar to entei
the last foui Besides Modi the other
three semi fmalsts in the men's
event also did not have too many
pioblems Santas Shatma Paitho
Gangulv and \imaJ Kumar all won
then matcht s rathei easih to make
it to the semi finals

Comparatively, the quarterfinals
in the women’s event were a tnfle
more well contested Sukesha Abiol
stretched Ameeta kulkatm in the
first game but then threw m the
towel m the decider Radhika Bose
from Maharashtra, the ultimate win
ner, was also given a tew anxious
moments before overcoming Anita
Ganguly Radhika won the first game
at 12 JO bur then easih overran her
opponent m the second game con
ceding only a solitary point
The mens singles line up was

Modi veisus Vimal Kumar and

Partho Ganguly versus Sanat Mishra
of Orissa In complete contrast to the
top seed’s easy victory against his
opponent from Kerala, Ganguly was
taken the full distance bv Mishra it

was a gieat victors for the expeti
enced Ganguly because, one must
remember, he lost the first game

It the seedings m the mr n’s singles
held good it was not so in the ladies
event Madhumita Goswami who was
the holder of the title and seeded
fomth pulled of a mujoi upset when
she got the bettei of Ami Ghia, who
had won title on six previous occa
siotis However, Gosw aim’s joy* was
shortlived because she came a cop
per against Radhika Bose The latter
who had eailiei brushed aside the
challenge of Anita Ganguly in the
quarteis impressed with her ability
to plav cross court drop shots at the
net from the forehand sidt otten
leaving hei opponents off balance
Ghia and Goswami weie not the

onlv casualties lot Hufnsh Nariman
decided to make it an all
Mdhaiashtra final when she beat
Ameeta Kulkarni in the semi finals

It was truly classic scuff on the da\
of the finals and eveiv one of the
1800 spectators at the CentiaJ Secre-
tanat enjovtd every minute of it

Partho Gangulv came veiv close to
proving the pundits of the game
wrong when he all but upset the
odds on favountt Modi The partisan
home crowd cheered their hero on
Gangul v d id not disappoint allowing

4
Modi only a coufple of points m the
first game Modrs class and fitness
told m the second and third games
when he won both at IS 4, 15-2 and
thus completed a hat trick of wins at
the nationals It was a brave effort by
the loser Well done Paftho
One person who will remember

tveiv moment of this championship
tor the test of hei life is the 18 year
old Radhika Bose She took thMtv
one minutes to pip her colleague
Nariman to second spot m the sing
les 7 his was one df the most closelv
fought matches of the tournament
with the lead changing hands on
innumei able occasions Radhika also
won tht doubles title for women
teaming up with Ami Ghia
Doubles is atguably, one of the

best foims of badminton to watch
and this was once pioved bv whar we
witnessed at C.andhinagai leioy
D'sa and Sanat Mishia had \ntually
wiappcd up the match and the title

but then- almost unbcleiv ahly

—

went down to the Maharashtra tom
bmation of Piadeep Gandhe and
Udav Pawar The scores would
perhaps tell the stoiy best Pawar
and Gandhe won 12 15, 18 7, 15 7

Just a few lines on anothei sole
point Hit BAI, whose duty it was to

include the top loin junior s m the
coumiy into the senior events once
again blundered, leaving the enthu
siastic junior s to watch the matches
lather than aetuallv take part Will
the BAI never learn >

“Matchless is strokes aheadof
others anda winner always’’

*

Says Ramanathai Knshnan the Indian Tennis Maestro end his son Ramesh World Jun or Champion agrees

Tht Krishnans should know They
have been brought up on tennis

c ourts They have tried them all But
Matchless tf nnis balls are strokes ahead
of others Marie of the finest melton cloth

used for making tennis balls for the Inter

national Tournament in the UK and the

continent Matchless has the perfect di

mensional stability that gives a superb
bounce on any kind of court

Yes the all round opinion is that Match
less is unbeatable It has been the unqes
tionabie choice for Grand Pnx Davis

Cup and other National and international

Satellite Tournaments Try being a

winner Play with Matchless

tRM
Indian Rubber
Manufacturers Ltd.
(Under the Mi iq mer l ol Pc vl of India)

Manufacturers of Railway Vacuum Hose Buffer

Sp mgs Silent Block Battery Container Surgical

Gloves Hubbeusmg of Tanks end Industrial Print

mg Rollers Sheets Textile end Jute Mill Products
etc •

9 11 H 1 2 Lsplanade Mansions
Calcutta 700069 Phone 23 5099/5007/
1 662/7342/3J07 Gram INRUMANS

36 Present productions of MATCHLESS ere from recently Imported mould
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Sportspeople

Mithu—a wander
girl

A SPASTIC child Disabled for

life Denied the jovs of lift with
out evei experiencing tht thrill of

vouth
Those weie the thoughts that

clouded this write i * mind when hi

saw i young gnl coni im d to a w hi cl

chair in the midst ol mad applause
during the Horst Show held at the

l a ->tt* i n (. nmm<md Stadium necntlv
Riders young and old i tiuh well
led and will tinned hoists wtie
Wine Im the top hon* urs in mous
events <harp»ng t* « itmosphcie
with cxuttm<nt But while otheis
shouted and laughed thi re » n aged
'peetatoi seemed unmovid and un
at tec ted ht i\«s mill'd t> the*

cene befoie i et

But lust as tilt1 shoe was about to

end and the winni *s gf rung ready to

iceeive then pn/ts a steady biown
he>ise with <* hail udti pioudh paia
dtd past the audit nu tioni one end
ot the aicna to il„ other And how
surprising the tidti was none other
than the gitl in tit whiikhau
The ten \eai old M ulhttrt ot \Uthu

as her patents e ill ht i had not
missed the show tun tor a d i\ And
as she sat in a name ot mute tppre
elation she kept on urging he i t ither

to let hei also have a chance to

pattieipate in the show And theie
she was tiding Masanda her
fa\ouiite hor c, multi the loving
care of Cvn! ^nil >nv her riding
teat her
Lndowed with sujn r hnnnn com

agi , Mithu is in love with life and has
learnt to face its difficulties bravely
She is a member of the Tollygunge
Riding Club and spends an hour
every morning on horseback Two
dangerous falls from the mount dur
ing the last six months oi horse

]

riding have not deterred her from
1 pursuing this sport The falls have
instead sharpened hei determina
turn to defy hei handicap At present
she is an 8th class student at a centre
run by the Spastic Society “She can
also paint, use a typewriter with her
foithtad and can evem interpret

Bengali into Fnglish,” said her
f ither k l Kapur a business execu
tive

White the body has failed the
boundless love and tare of her pa
rents have triumphed Mithu raises

hopt tor millions of her brethren and
sisters Shi is indeed a rider par
exit Ik net and worthy oi emulation

Veteran of veterans

AT the Bangkok Asian Games In

dia s act shooter Mdhaido Bhim
Singh didn t win any medal m the
skeot event of shooting Neverthe
less he was awarded anothei medal
The hosrs Thailand Shooting Asso
ciatinn honoured Maharao Bhim
Singh with a medal for his services

foi the cause of shooting in Asia and
also as the oldest participant in that

Asian Games Maharao then seventy
yeais old, vas shooting in the com
panv of shooters who were of the age
of his grandson Thete were other

participants who were forty to fifty

years younger than him Mahaiao
who is the exiuler oi Kota, a large
princely state m Rajasthan was also
its Up Rajvdprdmukh (Deputy Gov
ernor) before the merge of the
States At the Delhi Asiad he was
seventy four and was again one of
the oldest participants
A national skeet champion toi the

last two decades Bhim Singh was a
noted shikari befoie wild life shoot
mg was ofliually slopped

Maharao fust look part in the 1963
Tokyo pre Olympics and thus made
his intei national debut Since then
he has taken part m various World,
Asian and International tham
pionships and also in the Montreal
Olympic Games wheie he was the
skippei of the Indian shooting team
Maharao also mspued his daugh

ter Bhuwaneshwari Devi to take to

shooting Bhuwaneshwai l Devi is the
national women s champion for the
past fifteen years Aftei Dr Karni
Singh and Rajyashree Kumai l it was
Maharao Bhim Singh and Bhu
waneshwan Devi who as father and
daughter won the Arjuna awaid
Maharao feels that shooting is an

expensive sport I he government
should allow fiee imports of arms
and cartridges and the shooters
should be given these at subsidised
rates to enable them to practise
Maharao was iccently honoured m
his own hometown and was pre
'sented with the Rdshttdd n>t Furas
kar lor Rajasthan’ > best sportsman
of tht yeai

ceremony in Cslcutts fliey met when the cricketer came to the city to play for Hayana against

Bengal in 1981 The newly weds admitted It was love at first sight
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TFA's collision courso

PREDICTABLY there seems to be
no early solution in sight to the

split in the Tamil Nadu Football
Association. Both groups, the TFA
(S) and TFA (N) already on a colli-

sion course have been busy slugging
it out and it did come as a slight

relief when the Madras High Court
directed the All India Football Fed-
eration to settle the tangle in the
TFA. After hearing the writ petition
filed on February 9 by the TFA (S)

represented by its secretary C.R.
Viswanathan the court told the AIFF
to take into consideration the merits
of the claims made to examine the
documents of registration produced
and to decide which of the two State
teams sent to Calcutta for the nation-
als could represent the State. Justice
T. Sathiadev also directed the AIFF
to give reasons for the decisions
arrived at.

Mr Viswanathan in his petition
had stated that the TFA (S) alone
was the legally registered body in

the name of the TFA and except it

there was no other society under the
same name. Theit main contention
was that the TFA headed by Nelson
Isaacs has no legal entity and it can
only be called the Madras Football
Association as it is was registered
only under that name and not as
TFA. It claimed that the AIFF can
give accredited member status only
to the central football organisation
of the State of Tamil Nadu and it

alone can be given that status. It also

said that its team alone be allowed to

take part in the nationals.
The court directive said there was

difference of opinion as to which one
of these associations could partici-

pate in the said tournament. The
court considered that because of the
shortness of time it was for the third
respondent (AIFF) to take into

account the certificates issued and
decide as to which one of them could
represent in the said tournament
pending the disposal of the writ
petition.

The AIFF was represented during
the hearing.

Old Is gold

LD soldiers sometimes don’t
even fade away: they just keep

going on and on. Proof of this came
m the second State Veteran’s Athle-
tic Meet held in the city. With the
two rival State associations at least
settling their differences on the eve
of the meet, not only were an un-
usually large number of athletes

seen in action but fresh records were
set in every age group. The two-day
meet saw as many as 17 records go
overboard and it was surely a* case of

the spirit being willing ana the flesh
thus not being very weak at all.

Records were set m the 40 to 44 year
group, 45 to 49, 50 to 54, 55 to 59 and
60 to 64. Not to be left very far

behind, the women too set up re-

cords in the 50 to 54 age group. It

was indeed something to warm the
hearts of the many present and only
went to prove that it is never too old
to run, jump, pole-vault, hurdle or to
heave the discuss or the shot.

Body building

THE Madras City Amateur Body
Building Association won the

team title in the ninth senior “Mr
Tamil Nadu” best physique cham-
pionship. Indian Air Force finished
runners-up. The heavyweight crown
was won by R. Sivaramu ofIAF. In
the inter district championship
which was held concurrently, K.
Sankar of Madras claimed the light

heavyweight title.

Home Guards’ sports

HE week long ninth All India
Home Guards and Civil Defence

Professional and Sports Meet held at

the Rajaratnam Stadium was indeed
a big show. There were numerous
participants from all over India in

the various events. Tamil Nadu, won
the combined overall championship.
The hosts came out on top in the
volleyball (men and women) and
rescue and squad drill with arms
events. Punjab won the overall
championship trophy in the women’s
section and claimed the Tamil Nadu
Chief Minister’s trophy, institued
this year. Karnataka won the hockey
title with a 1-0 victoiy over Bihar
while the latter also lost the football

final to Orissa 2-4. Himachal
Pradesh’s Jaya Rana won the best
shooter award for the 22 rifle shoot-

ing for women scoring 198 points out
of 200. Punjab with 81 points won
the women’s judo championship fol-

lowed by Haryana with 57 points.

Statu Bridge

P . S. N. SttARMA and P. D. Boaz of
Madras won the Open Pair Event

in the Tamil Nadu State Bridge
Championship held at Coimbatore.
T. M. Suryanarayana and T. R. Krish-
nan of Madras took second place
while R. C. Daga and F. C. Daga, also
of Madras finished third.

PARTAB RAMCHAND

CHANDIGARH

Vedraj stumpad

THE well known wicket-keeper
Vedraj was stumped by a girl

from Chandigarh recently. The 23-

year-old lad who started his Ranji
career when in class seven, playing
for North Zone and moved on to

Central Zone after which he joined
the Railways. Vedrai married a Gov-
ernment College undergraduate stu-

dent named Rosy Sood. Rosy’s
brother Rohit is a C. K. Nayudu
player for Chandigarh and her father
is also cricket crazy. Vedraj has
played in all major tournaments and
also for the Rest of India. However a
Test cap has still eluded him. He has
the distinction of leading the school-

boys against the touring West Indies
and English schoolboys teams.

The Dhillon shoot out

T was International Tejinder
Singh Dhillon of CRPH and Pun-

jab all the way in the fourteenth
Northern Zone and Punjab and
Chandigarh Rifle Shooting Cham-
pionship here. At the end of the
championship he was declared the
best shooter both in the Northern
India and the Punjab'Championship.
Besides helping the CRPH team to
win the team championship m the
Northern India championship, he
also lowered one national and four
meet records. Dhillon was member
of the Indian shooting team in the
recently- concluded Asian Games
where he performed well in the Air
Cenu e Fire pistol event with 187/200
points, 0.22 bore pistol bull target
(184/200 points ) and m the Air Pistol
bull garget event with 276/300
points.
Amarjit Kaur was adjudged the

best woman shooter in the Chandi-

f
arh shooting championship. Miss
laur came first in the 0.177 bore

open sight air rifle bull target, 0.177
bore open sight air rifle deer target
( 15 to 21 years), 0.177 air pistol bull
target and 0.177 bore air pistol sil-

bouetea target. She came second in
the air pistol event for women in the
Northern India championship.
There were many who felt after

the events, that, perhaps, due to
chilly weather the championship had
not attracted a large number of en-
tries this year. In the journalists
categories of 0.22 bore rifle Rakesh
Sanghi of Hind Samachar group re-

tained the title. The second spot
went to Kuldip Singh of Tribune and
the third to Satish Sud of Patriot.

SATISH KUMAR
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CALCUtTA

Not time tor tho bonefIt

THERE were many cricket lovers
in the city who were looking

forward to witnessing the Surendra-
,nath benefit march on February 19
and 20. There has been no real big
time cricket this winrer on jhe hal-
lowed portals of the Eden Gardens,
except perhaps for the Wills Trophy,
and benefit match could have been
very popular. It was reported in

.

certain sections of the Press that
many of the Pakistani Test stars
wouid be coming down along with
many top Indian Test discards.
Mr Jagmohan Dalmia secretary of

the Cricket Association of Bengal
said, “I received a letter from Suren-
dranath stating that the Pakistani
players would not be available be-
fore February 25 and as such, the
match is postponed.” There were as
many as eight Pakistani players who
were supposed to take part, hut one
wonders — now that the match is

postponed—whether they really had
serious intentions of coming.
Th£ Calcutta public must not be

the onlv ones disappointed. The
player for whom the match was to be
played must be keeping his fingers
crossed.

Coaches awards

J
UST before the Inter Slate Athle-
tic Meet was concluded in this

cirv, the Coaches Association of In-

dia gave away their awards foi the
Best Athlete and the Best Coach of
t he vear The best athlete’s award
for men went to Bahadur Singh,
India’s golden shut putter at the
Delhi Asiad, while the 400 metres
hurdles Asian Games record holder
M I). Valsamma won the correspond-
ing award for women. A K. Kutty
who was the man behind the scenes
coaching both Valsamma and Mercy
Kuttan was awarded the title, ‘The
Best Coach of 1982’.

The Coaches Association of India
(CAD is eleven years old. However,
according to its president Joginder
Singh Sami, this was the first year
they had given an award. A good
gesture by the CAI, and one hopes
that the award will provide the im-
petus for both sportsmen and
coaches to bring the country more
glory.

DEREK O BRIEN

BOMBAY
Mafatlal’s four in a row

MAFATLAL Sports Club of Bom-
bay lifted the prestigious Shas-

tii Trophy for the fourth year in
succession when they defeated the
Geep XI by a convincing eight-
wicket margin in the 3-nay finals.
The runners-up were awarded the
Justice S.N. Dwivedi Trophy. Mafat-
lal’s victory needs to be applauded
because of their excellent teamwork
and allround display.

Batting first, Geep scored 246,
thanks to Talwar (40), Saad Bin Jung
(38), Rahul Mankad (35) and Karsan
Ghavri (49), while Yograj and Parih-
asarathi Sharma claimed three wick-
ets each. But Mafatlal used the wil-
low at will to amass 333. Sangham
scored a quick 139 and Yograj an
unbeaten 77. Ghulam Parkar and
Dhiraj Parsana contributed quite
handsomely.
Saad Bin and Ghavri were the only

two to avoid a disastrous second
innings score when they knocked 51
and 30 respectively, to their total of
182. At this juncture, Mafatlal had
little trouble to overtake the score
conceding two wickets. Mudkavi and
Parkar batted leisurely to giye
Mafatlal the 86 runs for victory.

Fortunes fluctuated in Mafatlal’s
semi-final match against the formid-
able Indian Airlines but managed to
overcome their opponents. However,
Geep easily accounted for Hindalco.
Altogether eight teams from crick-

eting zones participated in the in-

vitational tournament which has
come to stay. Besides the four semi-
finalists Mohan Meakins, Indian
Railways, All India State Bank XI
and Hyderabad Allwyn also took
part. The 12-day festival was played
on a newly-laid wicket at the Malviya
Stadium w'hich was lauded by the
leading players including interna-
tionals.

NAGPUR

Artillery on target

THE Artillery Centre, Hyderabad
in their maiden appearance in

the Hyderabad version of the Rovers
Cup Tournament, which is an annual
feature of the Vidarbha Football
Association, outplayed the Bombay
outfit Rashtriya Chemicals & Ferti-
lizers by 6-5 via the sudden death.
This prestigious football tourna-

ment marked the beginning of the
silver jubilee celebrations of the
UFA. This year’s Harwood League
Champions Mahindra & Mahindra
also took part in the tournament.
The much talked about reputation of
Bombay teams was finally squashed
by the Rashtriya Chemicals & Ferti-
lizers.

Mahindra & Mahindra were
beaten by the Hyderabad Gunners in
the semi-finals by two goals, scored
by Jai Rajan and Hector. Holders
Kamptee Collieries, the lone local
challengers were shocked by the
Rashtriya Chemicals & Fertilizers by

two goals. The quarter-final league
matches were quite interesting.

Mahindras did extremely well reg-

istering three fluent victories to top
their pool. R.C.F. could score only
three points from one win and one
draw.

In the second pool Kamptee Col-

lieries also gained six points to come
out tops while Artillery Centre,
Hyderabad finished second. Tata
Collieries from Dhanbad failed to

justify their seeding into the quar-
ter-final league and were outplayed
by all the three teams. Former cham-
pions Division Sports Association
Central Railway, Jabalpur lost in the
quarter-final league round.

Another local outfit Empress Mills
succeeded in stopping the entry of
Central Reserve Police Force,
Neemuch, into the league. The orga-
nisers received a big jolt when the
Puniab State Electricity Board from
Hoshiarpur and Orkay Mills, Bom-
bay could not make the trip to Nag-
pur because of their Durand Cup
engagements in Delhi.

The final was a dull affair, with
both teams failing to score in normal
playing time. Though Hyderabad
Gunners dictated terms for a major
part, it was their ill luck that they
could not translate their superiority
into goals. They depended heavily on
Jai Rajan their star forward. But he
was tightly marked. Meen Gurang of
the R.C.F., the dimunitive forward
also fell short of expectations. He
was not well assisted by his linkmen.
B. Kempan was the other thrustful
offender for the winners. On one
occasion he broke tht ough the de-
fence and was about to release the
ball with custodian B. Many at his
mercy. Howe\er, defendei II. Koya
annulled the move. The resultant
free kick w as wasted by Tarlochan
Singh, the ball sailing over the bar.

The only noteworthy attempt by
the RCF came through Gurang when >

his header off a high Job from the
left flank was nicely collected by the
tall custodian Rehamuthulla. The
tie-breaker had to be enforced to
resolve the deadlock. Both the teams
scored four goals each.

In the first sudden death, T. K.
Ghosh scored for the winner and
Gurang netted for RCF (5-5). The
second sudden death saw custodian
Rehamuthulla converting while H.
Koya’s grounder kissed the left bar
and rebounded.
The winners and runners-up re-

ceived Rs. 1001 and 501 respeck ively.
Jai Rajan and Meen Gurang shardd
the cash prize of Rs. 500 for the ‘Man
of the Match’. The prize was donated
by Mr S. K. Wankhede, former presi-
dent of the Board of Control for
Cricket in India in memory of his
wife Smt. Kusum Wankhede.

Joseph Rao
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THE inconclusive encounters from
the fourth round of the FA Cup

were replayed in mid-week. The
grounds, thanks to a spell of unusual
ly wet and cold weather, were
heavy— The pace at which the
matches were fought was little short

of frenetic. Second Division Fulham
died bravely after holding First Divi-

sion Watford 1-1 until five minutes
before rime. The final 2-1 result was
a tribute to the fitness and unceasing
endeavour of 22 good men and true

on a night of near Arctic conditions.

By popular acclaim the hero of this

bruising battle was Watford's John
Barnes, who put in the winner in

spectacular fashion.

In another tie, Second Division
Leeds took the lead against Arsenal
of the First a minute before the end
of extra time. But the cliche about a
match never being lost until it was
won came to life when, in the dying
seconds, a free kick by Arsenal’s
Graham Rix bent Brazilian-style into
the corner of the Leeds’ net. It was a
bitter pill for Leeds, once a mighty
power in the land, but sliding steadi-

ly downhill since the breakup of Don
Revie’s great team of the late Sixties

an4 early Seventies. However,
Leeds’ disappointment was Arsenal’s
joyed relief. The famous north Lon-
don club has been having a moderate
season in the League Cham-
pionship—their only hope of any
honours this year resting in the
League and FA Cups.

And so to the unresolved tie be-

tween Coventry of the Midlands and
the East Anglian Club Norwich In

their first encounter, Norwich had
shown considerable spirit in coming
back after being 0-2 down, and hereK they lost the lead to a fine

Hateley header within two
minutes of the start. But the never-
say-die men of Norwich fought back
in the second half to equalise and
then in the final minutes of extra
time got the killer goal. This was an
absorbing match involving two First

Division sides. The winners who are
due to meet Ipswich in the next
round should give a good account of

themselves and the clash has the
makings of an exciting local Derby.
The unfinished business from Cup

ties is, for some clubs at least, mak-
ing the football fixture list look like

an Oxford Street traffic jam, with
league championship. League and
FA Cup matches all seeking a way
through. Certain players are sure to

look and feel very weary indeed
when the season ends.

With the race for trophies and
medals entering the home straight,

one can with assurance dwell on the
fa< ts of recent months as well specu-
late on some of the possibilities in

the weeks remaining. Quite the mosi
outstanding fact so far has been the
magificent consistency of Liverpool.
With Bob Paisley in his last year as
manager, his players appear deter-
mined to give him a send off worthy
of a king. In tandem with the late Bill

Shankley, he has taken this northern
club from the shadows ol the Second
Division in 1959 to a prominent place
in British and European football.

They have attained every prize,

not once but many times over. On
figures alone their achievements in

post-War British soccer ate without
parallel. The management and
coaching staff have produced a suc-

cession of winning teams much as
farmers today produce battery hens.
They seem occasionally to stujmble
but that has usually ended up look-

ing like a conqueror’s illusion. Take
the 1981-82 season for instance. At
Christmas, with about half the
matches played, Liverpool were
lodged somewhere m the middle of

the League table Thereafter they
shook off the festive blues and
embarked on a phenomenal run with
scarcely a point dropped to top the
championship race. Just to lend a

touch of variety this year, Liverpool
have cantered ahead of their rivals

by ten clear points, never once hav-
ing surrendered their lead—and bar-

ring an accident of earthquake prop-
ortions the League title is theirs for

the asking. The secret of their suc-

cess is once again a wondrous blend
of youth and experience. The old
hands at the back are too resolute
and sturdy for opposing forwards,
while their strikers are able to crack
defences with unfailing regularity.

Their midfield are of course the
coiled spring which unleashes an
attack or draws in its own attackers
to defend when necessary. At its

centre is Kenny Dalglish, the Scot-

tish international and striker of for

mer years. Now turned 31, he plays
in the middle where his wonderful
vision and use of the long ball m
addition to his unique ability to turn
defenders, have provided Ian Rush
up front with a harvest of goals. Bob
Paisley’s iootball brain is still razor

sharp. He rarely misses a trick.

Spare a thought, however, for

Liverpool’s principal rivals. Star
studded Manchester United are at
present second in the League, play
Arsenal in the semifinals of the
League Cup and have maintained an
impressive challenge in the FA Cup.
Following a number of lean years
United appear poised to recover
some of the shine of the great Busby
period, when players like George
nest, Bobby Charlton and Denis Law
captivated crowds throughout the
country. They may be too late to bid
seriously for the League title, but

any one of the sudden death prizes
could be theirs.

Tottenham Hotspuis, have
perhaps the most distinguished FA
Cup record of all. As winners for the
past two years they are hoping to
make it a hat trick of successes No
side with the touch of Glenn Hoddle
and Osvaldo Ardilles or the mtutive
brilliance of Richardo Villas can be
written off lightly, but Spuis have
shown a lack of consistency this
season and the chances of their
reaching the final, let alone winning
the trophy, are pretty slim

I
N Scotland, the League title con-
tenders have been restricted this

year to Celtic, the current leaders,

Abeideen and Dundee United In the
Scottish Cup, the big four ol Celtic,

Aberdeen (the holdeisl, Dundee Un
ited and Rangers die keeping up a
strong challenge

The saddest iootball news in the
past fortnight was undoubredh the
death of Manoel Dos Santos, the
brilliant Garrmthd. as he was called
in his native Brazil and b\ the iest ol

the world His deeds m the 1958 and
62 World Cups wen peerless and his

genius left an abiding impression on
those fortunate enough to savoui il

at first hand

His pace combined with dazzling
dribbling skills and an awesome
power of shot made him the greatest
winger in the history of the game As
a lonely, homeless alcohol u who had
deserted wife and childien, Ins end
was tragic. Without the thioh and
passion for football, life appeared to

lose meaning and purpose ior him
and he simply drifted to desti union
It has happened to sportsmen often
enough in the past and is union

u

natelv likely to happen again

Indeed, it mav be happening now
to the incomparable Muhammad All.

There are widespread fears that the
maestro has suffered brain damage
through continuing to box longer
than he should. His personal doctor
Ferdi Pacheco had strongly advised
him to retire at 35 and was sacked
for doing so. Angelo Dundee, Ah's
former trainer, says that the ex
champion is bored to tears without
boxing, and Los Angeles journalist

lan Brodie, who has had a number of

meetings with him, expressed shock
at his listless appearance, a shadow
of the ebullient man the public re-

members.

A wise man knows when it is time
to go. But thanks for the memory,
Bjorn. It was a privilege to have seen
you play.

PREMEN ADDY
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ACROSS
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n

DOWN
2 M iy of ‘heo r* )lar tricks on thp

t ik K6 1 field ( l)

4 H anu* Singh «* q imr irtuns (4i

4 two /nroo start in double' 9 (7)

(> Singu 1 v c up for s'ailiny Horn the
1 la id of Hie Boston tea party |7)

, 8 lil gion of Pakistani cricketers ft

I
In its \i)

11 Th s wicstling hac a circular result
1

<1
1

1 E vt t done P ik idminMraloi (4)

Question box
SWISSetStSSStSetSSSWStSS ou ir viiy«

Aftab Husain Kola Bhatkal

Q How many times has Ian Botham
been dismissed for a duck Ih Tests9

A Ten Times in 59 Test*

Anil Tinsukia

Q Who was the first bowler to take a hat

trie k ?

A F R Spotforth of Australia in the Test

against Fngland at Melbourne in 1878

Q Who has taken the maximum number
of hat tricks9

A D V P Wright of tnqland has taken

seven hat trie ks m Hi t class cricket

which is a world record

Bultra and Ktioko Putiadaha

Q What is Joel Garner s T est bowling

record for the West Indies9

A He bowled 6902 balls 308 maiden
overs conceded 2560 runs and cap
tured 124 wickets at the average of

20 64 per wicket Twice he captured five

or m e wickets in an innings with Six

for 5b a*- hi c best bowling fiqures

per*ormed in thr Christchurch Test
igunst New Zealand in 1979 80
Zaya Arfi Patna
Q f ould you please qive me the

addres of Ian Botham of Cnqland 9

A vou ma/ write to him care of Some
rset County Cricket Club County C ric k

et Ore jnd St James Street Taunton
S >ner e t United Kingdom
Anant Pd Singh Patna

Q hnw many Tost wickets have the

following p«ayer* taken uptif now De
nms L llee Jef f

T homson Ian Botham
Bob Wil!ic Kapil Dev Madan Lai Imran
Khan P c hard Hadlee Michael Holding
\ id Andy Roberts?
A Denis i Hiee has captured 332 wick

U r in 04 Tests Jeff Thomson 197 in 49
ft Ms lan Botham 267 n 59 Tests Bob
Willi 285 in 79 Tests Kapil Dev 187 u

8 TeHs Madan Lai 59 wickets in 29
Tc Is Imran khan 232 in 49 Tests

|

Richard Hadle^ 169 in 38 Tests
Michael Holding 149 in 31 Tests wd
And\ Roberts 173 in 40 Tests
Chandu Calcutta

Q Why did Sir Donald Bradman not play

i Tot nr tw i more to achieve if e
nfrnnt o* 1 00 runs per inninqs°

A >i Donald Br Adman had Aire idv

announced his intuition to retue fiom
i t in 19 m vhen he embarked or the

! ur H Liqbnd sa/my that it was hu
i^t t )U

Q Wh n aid ho play hi*> first and the las*

T t ^1 ?

, A Pr nimm phyed Ins first Test aqa nst
1 Engl mcl it Brisbane in 1928 29 and ttie

1 1 t ^rie a gainst England at The Oval in

1 *18

Naughty Das Jamshedpur
Q Pica c qivt nit the addrt>r of the

1 Ink n ij.lain Sunil Gavaskar
I A ( a f of Bomb w Cm ket Associ ition

I

Wmkhtde stadium U Hoao Chui
i lie ik Bombay 40d 02c)

Amruddha Mookegee Calcutta

Q AC Ci Anteaume of the West Indies

coied 112 mns in his debut aq tin t

f nqland in 1947 48 in the second Te«*

played at Trinidad Surprisingly that

was his last Test match Why did it

happen so9

A It is one of the qlortous uncertainties

of the game Ganteaume just did not qet
another opportunity to play in Tests for

hi*- coui try

Arnab Maitra Smdri
Q Other than a wicket keeper who has
taken the maximum catches in Test
cricket? How many catches has he
taken ?

A Colin Cowdrey of Enql wd has taken
the maximum catches in Tests 120
c atches in 114 T ests
Amit Kar Jaynagar
Q What is the difference between a
bumper a bounce i and a beamer9
A The fir »t two an ip n ric fogies for the
s-imc delivery in i rickH while the third

is a full toss del s/ered head high to the
batsman
Somnath Majumdar Calcutta

Q Who has taken most number of
f atches as a wic ket keeper9
A Rodney Marsh of Australia has dis

missed a total of 315 batsmen behind
the stumps by catc mnq 323 and stump
mg 12 in his 91 Test appt irarices

Quiz
Rir Cihn*.e

QUESTIONS

hoi ir the bhnks
1 took out the first English cricket

tejm to India in 1888 9
? Zhu Ziarihua of Chino is one of the

aspirants for world record in

jump
1 International urickct Coherence

w is oim^rly Cricket Confer
price

4 In volleyball if tt e rt feree hoids up
both h it above hr head it

ndic -AU r a

Anatoiv o* thr UoSR is ot pre
sent an outstanding weiqhtliftei in

tht super ht ivyweight group
b The game Sepak Takraw is of -

origin

J Gnnti of it Aly exc oiled as one of

tht outstandir g stars of the last

World Cup soccer tournament
8 F lb (F edention Internationale d L

^crirne )
is the world qovernmq body

tor

9 — is the honorary life president of

the International Olympic Coni
rnittec

10

China oeat Indonesia m the final

of the 1?th Thomas Cup

ANSWERS

V 9 01
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The Sporting Life

ALL FOR ONE
London: Trainee solicitor Nicola

Carr made her first appearance in an
all-male rugby match and said it

would be her last. Her moment of

glory came at the end of the match
with a sprint down the wing side. The
5 ft. 2 in. shapely blonde was pre-

vented from scoring because the

.entire male opposition raced to tack-

le her!

UNSPORTING PROTESTS
London: Lars Kvant. the Swedish

No.1 Squash star has novel ways of

protesting. When the quality of the

balls used was poor he chewed one
in disgust. After losing to Dean Wil-

liams of Australia, he snapped his

racquet over his knee, then shook
hands with him.

OUT FOR A WIN
Leeds: Cricket coach Ian Steen

lost his job—for not losing matches.

Steen s Yorkshire team hasn’t been
beaten since 1973 after a record-

breaking 129 matches. But Ian (47)

who has coached among others

David Bairstow. Graham Stevenson
and Bill Athey, was sacked because
according to Association Secretary

Harry Lindley “He played so he
would not loseT to keep his record, Jt

isn't pood cricket.” Despite his im-

pressive record, Ian got the boot
because his negative tactics did not

make for enjoyable fare. How s that

Gavaskar?

REAL FAST ONE
Sussex: Harold Larwood, the

famous England fast bowler of the

30s was once playing incognito in a
local match. Both umpires were
biased in favour of the home team
which was batting and it was proving

difficult to get tnem out. Larwood
bowled the batsman Ibw but he was
given “Not Out”. The next ball was
snicked to the wicket-keeper but

again the verdict was “Not Out”

BERNIE TELLIS

Bridge
Boris Schapiro

One of the things that distinguishes the

expert from the good average player is

the fact that he has far fewer mental

aberrations. It is rare for a subtle end-
play or squeeze to bring in the points -
far more often it is simple avoidance of

errors that gains. Here is an “expert"

mistake and nis partner’s criticism - and
you can decide why they were both

wrong.
#1064
<?J104
OAK1084
#K8

+ BA 52
<?AQ83
0763
#J93

<?9652
OQ5
#0107652

+ KQJ973
.OK 7

O J92
#A4

The bidding wasn't exciting. South dealt

at game ah and opened one-spade,

North responded two-diamonds and
(with a tittle in reserve) South rebid two-

spades. North raised to three and South

found himself with enough to bid the

spade game.
Agaihst four-spades West had an
unattractive choice of lead and eventu-

ally settled tor a low trump. South won
and returned the suit to West's Ace. With

no future in a further trump lead West
switched to a low club.

South saw the problem in a simple tight.

He drew the last trump, cashed O A
to cater for a singleton Queen with

East, came back to A and ran O J.

it lost, a heart came back and that was
that - four tricks for the defence.

North looked upset. “Surely it’s better to

play off O A and O K? You don't mind
West getting in and you have the extra

chance of dropping the Queen offside.”

In a guilty way South agreed with his

partner’s analysis but it was up to the

professional kibitzer to have the last

word. “Why not just draw the last trump
and play hearts yourself without touching

diamonds? You lose two hearts but you
can't care less wno nolds the Queen of

diamonds.” He was quite right - every-

one else had suffered from a complete
blind spot.

Last week's quiz: As dealer at game all

your problem was to choose the best

opening bid with # 5 O A K 9 7

O A K Q J 6 3 A 5. You have both the

playing tricks and the quick tricks

associated with an opening bid of two-

clubs. However, if you think ahead you
may see pitfalls. For example, two-clubs
- two-diamonds; three-diamonds -
three-spades leaves you with an awk-
ward bid. Three no-trumps may prove to

be the right spot but do you really expect

partner to advance with + x x x x x

C^QjxxOx^kxxx? Six-hearts can’t

be bad! I always prefer to open these

hands with two-diamonds with the un-

derstanding that I may have a two-club

bid based on a diamond suit, so saving

a round of bidding.

This week's nite As West you play in

tour-spades after North has bid strongly

in diamonds. The lead is O A and North

switches to a trump. How do you plan the

play?

West East

AK87654 #QJ3
0542 OAK986
$£7

Chess

<j> Q 8 5
> 8 2

Peter

If there is any particular type of game that

invariably enthralls spectators at a big

tournament, it is that in which the players

leave theoretical paths at the earliest mo-
ment and seek original and unorthodox

ideas. In such cases it is hard to forecast

the moves, and surprises become the

order of the day. The following encounter
between two spirited young Soviet grand-

masters provides an excellent example.

Black’s bold treatment of the opening
seems to have a shattering effect on his

opponent, who quickly falls behind in,

development and gets his pieces into a

tangle. When White’s Queen tries to

counter-attack on the K side it runs into

trouble, and his King is left uncastled and
at the mercy of a punishing assault.

White V. ispfefcWfci Black A. Yooupov. Bird

(Yerevan. 1982.)
'

I P-RB4, P-04; 2 P-QKO, 1-ttS

3 l-«2 ...

He was not tempted into 3 P - KR3, B - R4,

4 P - KKt4. P- K4. 5 Kt - KB3. P - K5.

3..

.R-03; 4 P-K3 ..

Simply 4 Kt - KB3 was correct

4..

.P-M; 5PxP,P-B3
6 B-KX3 ...

If 6 P x P, Kt x P. 7 B - Kt2, B - QB4. Black gets

a good initiative for the pawn.

• . . . * •; 7PxP, WxP
8 XI Mi, B-B4; BP-10...

White could still have obtained a playable game by

9 P-04. B-Q3; 100-0
B ... P - 05; 10 P-K4, 0-0
11 P-03, B-nSc* 12 Rt-02, n-04
13 O-M ...

The piece sacrifice could not be accepted, e g 13
P x Kt Q x P, 14 Kt - B2. QR - Klch. 15 Kt - K4.

R x Ktch etc

.13 ... tt-XS; 14 K-K2 ...

14 Kt - Kt5. P-KR3. 15 Kt - K6 would have

been met by 15 Q ~ 83. 16 Kt x R. R x Kt;

17 Q - K2 Kt - K4, and Black must win

14 ... P-KH3; 13 Q-W, 0-02
16 QxIM. BxRfc 17 KxB, tt-M
IB W-IB5 ...

Or 18 K-Bl. Kt-* B6. 19 Q-R6. Kt-Kt5
trapping the white Queen
18 . . . R — B7cll; 19 K-B1, RKxBPcil

20 K-W1. HUB; 21 IMbm
Solution next week

Black

White

White to play How did the game finish? Grade 3
(medium)
Solution to 8550 (Hort - Chaotftor, Wijk MO 2n.
1982). (r4rk 1 /Bp 1 /4pp2/pp 1fN 10P/2pPH3/8/
PPP2P21R5H - WWto to play-) The Czech grand-
master played 25 P - R6, and Black resigned (if

25 P x Q, White mates in two)

Prablaw No 1288. Solution next week.
P. f. mm ( The Observer, 1920). (8/tOlM/
BapppN1B/p1RB/1N20IR1/2p2K2/*983/3a8B1 -9

12 Nock).
White to ploy and mate in two moves.

Salatiaa ta Na 1225 (Wartfearf).
(Br1/80pk/2p3k1M/BftMp/8 MU la MaJ 1

R - Ktl (throat 2 Q - R5): (a) 1 . R-QR1, 2
QxP, (Ml.. K-R3; 2 Q-W6; (c) 1 ...

P-R8-Q;2RxQ.



Colgate's

trusted formula works

to give "you clean ,

fresh breath-
strong, healthy teeth

every time you brush.

Here's how:

Odour- and decay-causing bacteria

i T t ! i
9row *n food particles trapped

r r t t H between your teeth.I Colgate's unique active foam

[otoWol reaches deep to remove dangerous
rut T<g.Pl food particles and bacteria.

Result: Fresh-breath confidence.

[ ] J I ]
protection against decay.

r T ttH strong healthy teeth

.

Remember to brush with Colgate Dental Cream
after every meal: Stop bad breath.,, fight tooth decay.

Ybu'B low© its fresh minty taste!
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Only Forhan’s
has an exclusive astringent to

strengthen gums.
The tinglingsensation tellsyou it’s actuallyworking

:

Even healthy teeth need the

support of strong gums— if gums
become weak and spongy, your
teeth no longer have a firm

foundation That s why Forhan s

fe formulated with an exclusive

jMstnngent that helps to tighten and

contract the gum tissue The
tangling sensation you feel when
you brush your teeth with Forhan s

is the astnngent at work —making
youi gums stronger firmei So
that your teeth stay healthy

longer

So give your teeth afirmfoundation

If your gums are

weak even
healthy teeth

become loose

Forhan’s exdusive
astringent tightens

gum tissue

making your gums
stronger giving

your teeth a
long fife

TriISt If* Ike toothpaste by a
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A heavy is Imran afraid?

m TS Imran Khan afraii

Xbowlin$ to the stronj

If1 1 C dian batting line-up on
® Instisin cnil? Tg it tfie

SUNIL GAVASKAR has
paid a heavy price for,

b

apart from his pessimistic

and negative captaincy,
his deplorable statements
and suggestions. The idea
of grabbing Zaheer's feet
to stop him from scoring
runs and putting the sight

screen between Imran
Khan and the batsman w&s
ridiculous. It is, however,
an open secret that the
Pakistani umpires display-

ed tremendous control
over their conscience

—

— if any whenever
Zaheer Abbas batted.
Another question that

lingers is whether Imran
was actually as unplayable
as he was made out to be.

Did not Gavaskar and
Amarnath play him well
enough? Back in India, the
sacking of Gavaskar from
captaincy made two things
very clear

—

1) Bedi has finally set-

tled a personal score with
Gavaskar,

2) the dropping of Vish-
wanath, which would nev-
er have been possible if

Gavaskar was to have re-

mained as captain. Let me
congratulate the selectors

for a job well done.
L A L 1 T H A
VAIDYANA THAN,
Tirupur.

Disappointment

I
T was disappointing to

learn of former Indian
captain Sunil Gavaskar
criticising the fielding of

the younger players of the
team. Did he forget Vish-
wanath’s and his own slop-

py catching that resulted
in quite a few vital catches
being dropped? Had they
not been floored the story
might well have been
different. The fielding of
the younger players—Srik*
kanth, Amarnath, Arun
Lai and Madan Lai—stood
out and was much better1

than that of the older play-,

ers, who seem to be get-
ting too fat and lazy to stay
in the team.
APARNA SHARMA ,

Udaipur.

I
S Imran Khan afraid of

bowling to the strong In-

dian batting line-up on the
Indian soil? Is it the ex-

cuse for not coming to In-

dia for the three-Test
series in September? If he
does not come to India
then he should not also go
to Australia. I admit that
Imran .is a great all-

rounder but in India the
conditions will be diffe-

rent. The umpires that he
had in Pakistan will also
not be here to assist him.
PRABAL GUHA ,

Balijan North.

Other Intentions

THIS is with reference
to my letter published

in the Sportsworld of 9
February, 1983 under the
heading ‘True tests'. My*
intention was “Imran
Khan is right in saying
that ‘the true test of any
side is not on its homeg-
round and I would like to
see Zaheer, Miandad and
others score hundreds on
Indian soil and over 400
runs in the fourth innings
against Lillee, Botham,
Holding and Roberts*.”
By substituting the

words T with ‘he* and
‘fourth’ with ‘four’ the en-
tire intention of the letter

has been changed. It is not
Imran Khan but S.C. Sri-

vastava who would like to

see.

S.C. SRIVASTAVA ,

Senior vice president,
Gorakhpur Cricket
Association ,

j

Gorakhpur.

The change in

captaincy

THE change in captain-
cy in cricket came at

the right time. Sunil
Gavaskar not only failed
to lead the team well in
the field but also off it.

Somehow, he could not
keep fhe morale of the
team high enough to fight
back in the series.

Our batting was also dis-

astrous. India scored 2718
runs for the loss of 83
wickets at an average of

32.74 in the series while
the Pakistanis totalled
3058 runs for the loss of 50
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tickets at an average bf
61.38. This was so because*
the handling of the Indian
bowlers by our skipper
was not as demanded by
the situations. The Pakis-
tanis were allowed to get
their eyes set against some
second-rate bowling of
Mohinder Amarnath. The
strike bowler Doshi was
neglected. He was not
given the field he often
wanted.

In fact, the Indian team
lacked penetration in
bowling. It was due to the
lack of encouragement
given to the bowlers and
being a defensive bats-

man, his emphasis was on
batting. Apart from this.

Gavaskar also did not have
faith in spin bowling
which had been the main
weapon for India for a long
time. Thus, Gavaskar was
mainly responsible for
weakening India’s bowling
strength.
The change in captaincy

was welcome though 1 feel

that Kapil Dev should not
have been given the re
sponsibility. His form in

trie series in batting and
bowling will not he at its

best. If he loses his form
due to the extra burden
India will lose a talented
player. Venkat or Kirmani
would have made ideal

choices. The authorities
could have gambled by
providing the leadership
to an experienced man
like Vishwanath. With re-

sponsibility thrust on him
he could have regained hi.s

form during the Test
matches.
AMAR KUMAR ,

Munger.

SUNIL GAVASKAR can
now concentrate on
equalling, if not breaking,
Don Bradman's record of
29 centuries in Tests.

PRADEEP V RAO>

Port Blair.

Some questions

WITH reference to the
reportings by the

Pakistan skipper Imran
Khan on the series some
questions struck in my
mind. For example, when
there is nothing wrong
with their umpiring what
could be the use of advo-
cating in their favour? In
this regard 1 state below
some of my queries:

1)

As many as 22 Indian
wickets were lbw deci-

sions otlt ofthe 83 that fell

i.e. 26.7% asagairtstonly
six Pakistan wickets that
fell in the same manner
out of a possible 5Q i.e.

12.7%. Right or not?
2) Comparing with the

last tour of Pakistan, 18
out of 91 Pakistani wickets
had been lbws i.e. 19.7%.
In that series only nine
Indian wickets had fallen
Lbw out of 88 i.e. 10.2%.
Startling facts, I would
say.

3) In the three-Test
series which Pakistan won,
17 Indian wickets fell lbw
out of 60 i.e. 28.33%. In the
same Tests only three
Pakistanis were adjudged
lbw out of 30 i.e. 6.66%.
So Imran’s support for

his umpires -seems rather
odd. 1 wonder how Pakis-
tan never managed to win
6-0 instead of just 3-0

when he had 13 men play-

ing for him.
BIJAY KR. MAITRA ,

Varanasi.

IMRAN KHAN writes in

his Sportsworld article

dated 19 January, 1983 as
follows: “He (Zaheer
Abbas) survived a very
confident appeal for lbw
off Doshi. He was at 129
and one could imagine the
bowler's frustration as
there was absolutely no-

thing in the wicket.
Moreover. Zaheer was on
the front foot so there was
no way that he could have
been out." Earlier Imran
said: “There was no ques
tion of an error—even the
i e p 1 a y s showed h i in

(Vengsarkar) to be
plumb.”
Now, before Imran com-

ments on the series he
should watch all lbw -re-

plays against Indian bats-

men and find for himself
that most of the lbw deci-

sions have been given on
front foot.

S.K. TALWAR ,

Bombav.

Final say

SEKHAR should have
been included in

place of one of the mid-
dle order batsmen. One
feels sorry for Shashi-
kant Khandkar too. The

C
resence of three tur-

ans in the contingent
is an interesting sight..

NX. BEHERA,

Kulti.
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BARRACKPORE GRAND PRIX

Mallya’s winning Formula
I

It’s 7 50 a m and we are on our
way to Barrackpore in a friend’s

ramshackle Ambassador Thanks to
our photographer’s culinary abilities

the ninety minute journey to the
airstrip just out of Calcutta has been
made less arduous The bacon was
tasty
9 15 a m It takes us a good thirty

minutes to find the right parking lot

and then at last one is seated in the
Press Box m the company of ladies

with fancy hairdos and children mis
using binoculars

It’s a lovely day for motor rating
with both the sun and the breeze
bathing the racing grid The fust few
events are tust appetisers with the
main couise to follow thereafter The
spotlight is on the motor tvcles for

tne greater part of the morning and
it is only as the sun comes overhead
that the foui wheelers providi the
excitement on the grid

Well, we are now watching the
most convincing winnei of the mom
Dallas Martenstyn— goodshow

DEREK O’BRIEN
ing—R rhtrumale on his moditied
Yezdi riding for McDowell Ravi is a

class above the other riders and so is

his machine and here he is ciossmg
the finish line to make the Mico
Rolling Trophy his own
Another interesting lace of the

morning This one is for stock Indian
cars between 1200 and 1600cc A
surprise winner in this categoiy is S
Zakaria of the Karnataka Motor
Sports Club who pips the populai
lady entiant Kats Bathena m the six

lap event Great show mam
Among the other winnei s in the six

lap races (he also won the 25 lap in

his category) is B Vnaykumar of the

CASC He, like most othei drivers

who have been fairing well in the

laces for Indian cars, is also behind
the wheel of a I lat In fact one of the

most noteworthy features of the da\
is the dominance of this make of car

and the disgraceful showing of the
Ambassadors
We’ve witnessed many races and

now are about the halfway stage of a
25 lap race wheie Formula Indian
cats are taking part At the end of 22
laps cai number 48 has established a
runaway lead from Mohmder Laiwa-
rn and Sunil ^hanbagh But, hold it

Tile leader in the red car seems to be
ha\mg a problem Looks like an
overheated engine Really is a pity,

and he is out of the lace That is what
motot racing is all about, the test of
man and machine And in this case
the machine has not stood upto the
test As one was saying, these are
only the prawn cocktails So onto the
main coutse
The handout savs, ‘Liptons Rolling

Trophv (Motoi cycles Indian/lm-
ported) Group A upto ^50cc And as
the bikes come on to the grid the
cameras click— ‘ Thai’s number 12,
Roland Po rzgen the winner at Sho-
lavaram ” Iht practise lap over the
motoi cyclists ftom Germany, UK
Sri Lanka and the host country get
down to serious business

'St-*- ' iV
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All eves are on the riders as they
zooih towards the chicane There is a
gieen 2*>0tc Ai mstrong which has hit
the front And that's the way it is

throughout the six laps with Steve
Tonkin making it from Dallas Mar
tenstyn of Sn Lanka Tonkin’s light
er vehicle explodes the notion that
only Yamahas can win His is the
only ‘non Yamaha’ in the race and it

is indeed creditable that the lighter
bike has tame out on tops As for the
others, Porzgen never leallv recov
ets fiom a poor stait and none ot the
other Germans leallv imptess
On then to the Grand Pnx for cars

Viiav Mallya’s 3300cc Tord Cus
woitli Foimula One ‘Ensign’ is leallv
looking the pick of the lot diawn in
the pole position Vickv Chandok is

also there in his shocking led vehicle
as is the Mahai aid Kumar of Good al
with ^OOOcc at his feet
One lap later the suspension ot

Gondal’s car has bent and tht fi

lappei has now virtuallv become a
two man ract between the Dipvs
Special dnven by Malhi\j and the
MR* Special with Chandok at the
wheel 1 he fount i cai is the more
powerful gaming a lot of ground on
tht MRP Straight even though
Chandok is managing to keep pact
on the bends And ihtrt we ait
Mallava winning with a lot to spare
fiom Chandok
A quick lunch A light one lv

compulsion lathtr than h\ choice

Maltya - no opposition

and we then take our seats just in

time for the start of the most presi
gious two wheeler race of the day
1 he event has been reduced from 2*5

laps to IS laps (see Sidelights) cob
bmg it of much of its glamour Once
again Porzgen gets off to a bad start

while Martenstyn gets a flier

However bv the end of the first lap
its Tonkin the winner of the six lap
event who is now ahead showing the
wav to Martenstyn, TUxworth and
Vogt in that order
At the halfway stage Tonkin still

keeps taking the bends without anv

problems and is ieally stepping on
the gas m the straight Dallas now
moves into second place while Porz-
gen who has made up a lot of lost
ground is now trying to make his bid
At about the fourteenth lap it is

apparent that no one can catch the
leader although a tremendous battle
has developed for second place Yes,
Dallas Martenstyn has now been
overtaken bv Porzgen on his blue
Yamaha to push the latter into
second place And that’s the order in
which they finish

Looking hack at the tace and the

“Matchless is strokes aheadof
others anda winner always”

Says Ramanathan Knshnan the Indian Tennis Maestro and his son. Rsmesh World Junior Champion agrees

The Krishnans should know They
have been brought up on tennis

courts They have tried them all But
Matchless tennis balls are strokes ahead
of others Made of the finest melton cloth

used for making tennis balls for the Inter-

national Tournament in the UK and the
continent Matchless has the perfect di-

mensional stability that gives a superb
bounce on any kind of court

Yes the all round opinion is that Match-

less is unbeatable It has been the unqes-
tionable choice for Grand Pnx Davis

Cup and other National and International

Satellite Tournaments Try being a

winner Play with Matchless

|RM
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“EUTHERIA
gives me

prompt relief

from
muscular sprains

and pains

-Says Kapil Dev

“Very often my muscles get sprained

while bowling or batting. That is

why I always keep EUTHERIA with

me. It gives me prompt relief from

muscular sprains and pains. It also

helps me to get rid of headache and

cold. I trust EUTHERIA/’

(Kapil Dev)

STAR PLAYERS TRUST EUTHERIA
BENGALCHEMICAL
(A Govt of India Enterprise)



An Indian Formula car in action

way Roland Porzgen was catching up
on his rivals one feels that a 2*> lap

race lust might have seen the Ger
man through That was not to be and
all praise to Steve Tonkin and his

bottle gieen Armstrong
The excitement of the Grand Prix

for motoi cvcles has haidlv died
down as the cars m the highest class

come onto the grid Once again all

the big guns ate then with the' lone
exception ol Gondal who- as it has
happened so often be lot e—is the

victim ol ‘technical pioblems
1

This writers money is on ( handok

and the cigarette nearlv pops out of

mv hand when The first lap iust

completed Chandok is about to

negotiate the bend which would take
him out of the home stiaight A
thud—and the next thing we know is

that Chandok is out of the lace

Appaientlv, there are mimv reasons
given to explain the damaged wing
and the dented front of Chandok's
cai, but now that did not make any
diffeience A copybook anticlimax
Theie’s Mallava, wearing red gloves,
teaung down the home stretch and
each time he changes gears mund

the bend one is reminded of the
audio effects of a 21 gun salute
So thete it is Mallava completes

the last of the 2 1 km laps, including
the lastest ol the day, to be the first

to pass the chequered flag a convinc
ing winner The mils cuiisolation in

this event is the needle finish for
second place with S Kanvardhan
iust making it fiom Kamlesh Patel
One i ace and a few minutes later

wcaie back m oui ricktttv Ambassa
doi making out weaiv wav back to

Calcutta Banackpore, well be back.

Photographs PC Wong

for quick relief

from sprains.aches
and pains

/ /
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Tonkin talk
I
F you met him in any other
place, without a moment’s

hesitation you’d say he’s a Knight
of the pigskin. For that matter, so
would I. But the only difference
was that we spoke to this sandy
haired Englishman wearing his
leopard skin leathers, crash hel-
met in hand, a few yards away
from his Armstrong 250.

The public address sys-

tem was pulling wool over peo-
ple’s eyes misinforming them that
the 25-lap Grand. Prix for
motorcycles would not be held
unless the spectators went right

behind the barricades. The event
was delayed by over half an hour
and Steve Tonkin the ultimate
winner said during the delay, “1

can’t understand why the organis-

ers are making such announce-
ments. The real reason why we
are not riding is because the
igravel on the track is very loose
making it dangerous.’' Tonkin
was quite relaxed before the big

race and he did not mind sharing

^
with us some of this comments.
He felt that the Sholavaram track

is better than the one at Barrack-
pore. At Barrackpore they were
riding only at about eighty per
cent efficencv

I can't understand why
the organisers are making

such (incorrect)

announcements. The real

reason why we are not

riding is because the

gravel on the track is loose

making it dangerous

The double winner at the Cal-

cutta Grand Prix also had sugges-
tion*which motor sports associa-

tions in India could do well to put
into practice. “In the U.K.,” ex-

plained the motorcyclist, “the day
there is motor racing, cars do not
race and vice versa. Because of

this the track is always in top
condition vyhen the two wheelers
are in action. Furthermore, we
race on grids which have been
made exclusively for racing and
do not have any makeshift racing
tracks.” However, it must be re-

membered that this is still a cra-

dle sport in this country and it

would be unfair to compare it

with motor racing. in Great Bri-

tain.

What surprised us was Tonkin’s
totally relaxed demeanour before
both the races he took part in. He
had every reason to do so. “The
tracks at Sholavaram and Bar-
rackpore are chicken feed for
pros like us who are quite used to’

negotiating difficult hairpin
bends at high speeds. I’d also...”

and then—“Please get ready for
the warming up lap,” said an
official. Adjustment of the gog-
gles. Tightening the strap of his

helmet. The easy going English-
man is at it again.
He loves every minute of it.

Guess who's flying

to Paris next week?
Me!
Me, going to Peri* 1

1

couldn't imagine it even
in my wildest dreams
Till Allahabad Bank s

Recurring Deposit
Scheme showed me
the way. I just paid
part of the fare.

Look how the Scheme works
(on a deposit of Rs. 200 per month)

Period Maturity value

3 years Rs. 0,41 6.00

5 years Rs. 16,006.00

7 years Rs. 25,272.00

8 years Rs. 30,714.00

1 0 years Rs. 43,544 00

Why don't you make
the moat of this as
well?

ALLAHABADBANK
r

"

(A Qfwsmnws otMm Undertaking)

r.v
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SIDELIGHTS
TWENTY FIVE thousand peo

pie watching a football match
m this the State of the bhadiolok ,

is as common as delirious Spa
mards at a bull fight But to think
of the same number turning up to
witness a motoi lacing bonanza
on an airstrip and doing every
thing possible to bag vantage
points’
There was one person whose

keeness matched his powers of
innovation But how could he wit
ness the races from the bends’
Incidentally the latter was for
bidden area for spectators Our
innovative friend managed to get
hold ot an armband proclaiming
‘Doctor* and enjoyed every mi
nute ot the action till there was an
accident a few yaids from where
he was standing In a flash the
aimband was in his pocket Quick
thinking doc

T1IF qualified doctors (those
with the ltmhand and the de

giee) wtit kept busy throughout
the day Theie were a h w minor
act idents involving motorcyclists
*but as one doc tor put it No one s

life was in danger However
theie was one spectatoi who will

not loiget this Ctand Pn\ in a

hurry A motor cyclist soon after
crossing the finish line knocked
down the gentleman who was

—

quite foolishly—crossing the
track rhe spectatoi concerned
was lucky to escape but not be
fore sustaining a few nasty gashes
on his lace

THE intuted spectator was not
the only one to suffer Most

others also had to encounter prob
lems, albeit of a slightly different
nature It was apparent that the
ratio between the tickets sold and
the seating capacity was incon
gi uous leaving many enthusiats
in a quandry foi most part of the
day That was not all The food
sold at the stalls was really very
expensive and there were many
who went home clutching (no pun
intended) empty stomachs and
aching legs

THF Calcutta Motor Spoits
Club the organisers of the

meet blundeted with regaid to

the facilities piovided to mem
bers of the I ourth Estate Foi
some inexplicable reason the
Press Bus left the Astor Hotel at

9 *0 am Hie bus reached the

scene of action at 11 10 a m two
and a half hours after the com
mcncement of the first race

Thank heavens this correspon
dent found h*s own way to Bar
lackpore

THE makeshift Press Box was
peopled with many makeshift

‘journalists* leaving the repoiters
carrying accreditation cards to

fend for themselves A colleague
asked a ladv who had made her
self quite comfortable m The Box
to vacate her seat but was taken
aback with the retort, “Can you
prove these scats are reservd’
Now come on, move out of the
way you are obstructing my
view ”

MANY of the more ‘fancy* cars
taking part had nicknames

There was Black Beauty, Black
Phantom and the usual MRE and
Dipys Specials A friend inspired
by the turquoise blue car of Kan
vardhan speeding along at
200m p h christened it Sky
Rocket

MR Starter was not on parti

cularly good terms with the
timekeepers On one occasion he
flagged some motor cycles off

before the timekeepers had put
up their green flag signifying they
were ready “Change the starter,”

shouted a timekeeper * Oh
madchi marc/iev” (He is swat
ting flies) DOB

EVERONTONEW HORIZONS
\\0fflMSPUIS

Wins the
mopeds
GRAND
PRIX 1983

LUNA—India** largest selling moped!
For f ill details, write today or visit

KAYPEE & CO (AGENCIES) LTD
25-B ParkStreei Calcutta '00016 Phone 24 8281 (3 lines)

manufactured by Kinetic Engineering Ltd Pune
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fNews : International 3
England go home with

tails between their legs

DANIEL BLACK reports on the continuing trail of disaster that has

followed Bob Willis and his men on their travels in the last four months

POOR Bob Willis. He wasn’t
around when his countrymen

fought two World Wars. Nor was he
among the men who went to war in

the Falklands theatre. But he knows
what it’s all about now. No trench
warfare for him, but he’s had plenty
of missiles coming his way recently;

probably even more than his fair

share.
No losing captain gets a hero’s

welcome when he comes home, but
Willis has had burdens aplenty over
the last four months. The England
travelling circus has pitched camp at

several cricketing centres on its tour
of Australia and New Zealand, but
ringmaster Willis has not exactly
cracked the whip with much success.
What’s more, the members of his
troupe have not displayed the gla-

mour and glitter that was expected

of them. More’s the pity.

If the England captain has arrived
home with a few grey hairs and the
typical Willis furrowed brow a trifle

more furrowed, he can be forgiven.
But were the problems really insur-

mountable? One is not entitled to
pass judgement on a Test captain if,

firstly, one has played neither Test
cricket nor grade cricket and second-
ly, one is watching the action from

, •if
'1

England opening batsman David Gower leaves the crease after being caught and bowled by New Zealand s Ewan Chatfiaid in the second one-day match



the dMfinHlvi isolation of the

There have been plenty of dis-

courses on Willis’ failure to marshal
his team’s resources and get them to
put then best foot forwaid but this

is not my purpose Willis had his
problems, both in Australia and
again in New Zealand that is a fact
But come to the next question was
there anyone else in the England
side who would have dealt with the
problems more effectnely* Doubt
ful That’s a fact too
David Gower* No, most unlikely

Although he is being groomed as a
future England captain, there aie
many whp feel that he is still a long
way fvom acquiring the depth of

[

undei standing that Willis has Let’s

not forget that the Wai wickshne and
England fast bowlei was around
playing Test cricket when Gower was
still in shorts and plasulg tiuant
from school

lan Botham* Without questioning
his ability his recoid as England
captain tended to remind us ot epi
sodes like Dunkuk A gicat all

roundel need not make a gieat cap
tain Botham proved this Imran
Khan has been dispioving it with
equal fluency in recent times Kapil
Dev is just i tabbing what it is all

about No better not to risk Botham
as captain onu again
So it is obvious that the august

body of mtn who compnse the Eng
land sc if c tors had no choice but to

suck with Willis I he question is

will the\ put then votes behind him
again ^ Iht Piudential Cup comptti
non is not fai otf and so the\ will in

all piobabilitv, opt tor Gowtr Wil
lis’s lecoid m tht one da\ games has
betn fairlv dismal, no mattei what
the turning English journalists have
said and indeed the pioneers ot

limited oveis cricket aie now being
overtaken by countnes that used
earlier to be considered then poor

cousins
England nevei even looked like

making a fight of it m New Zealand
where they lost earh of then thiee
one day games by decisive margins
Consider the following in the first

game, at Auckland, England put on
184 tor nine and New Zealand
brushed them aside with 187 foi

four At Wellington, New Zealand
batted first and put on 295 E ngland
ciumbled to 192 and did not even
last out their full quota of overs,

collapsing after only 45 overs At
Christchurch the home side got to

211 for eight and then dismissed the
tourists tor 127 off 40 overs
Not a very impressive record on

matter which way you look at it Not
that old Willis is making an\ ex
cuses It is impossible to tell what
went wrong Was it that Willis failed

to gee up a team that was despon
dent after losing the Ashes and then
finishing third m the three horse
race for the Benson and Hedges
World Seiies Cup* Or was it that the
individuals failed to live up to ex

V ic Marks gained valuable expenence

pectations* Probably equal propoi
tions of both
No matter England got a skinning

m each of their three games on the
New Zealand tour but the one man
who came out with his head high was
David Gower If there were still any
doubts about his aptitude and his

att tude, Gower ha« effectively laid

them to test with consistent bnl
liarice throughout this long and fair

Iv disappointing (tor England) twin
tour Allan Lamb too, got some good
scoies but without the Gower fre

quency
Foi New Zealand, Glenn lurner

turned in sterling performances m
each of the thiee games, scoring 88
in the first, 94 m the second and ^4
in the last Playing his fust home
intei nationals aftei a span of six

years, Turner was consistency peiso

As if that was not pioblem enough
tor the Englishmen, the rest of the
New Zealand batting ordei per
formed with equal aplomb Big
Lance Cairns, who had some spec
taculai knocks m the one da> game
m Australia, continued in the same
vein A lusty tailend hitter, his scores
in the xecent past have prompted
skipper Howarth to bring rum up in

the batting to the number three spot
when quick runs are the ordei of the
dav

Latei, after it was all over and the 1

dust of battle had settled, Willis was
to say that he was very disappointed
after the entire campaign “Some-
times we were up,’' he said, “and
sometimes we were down ”

Problem was, it was the latter
more often than the former
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OUR CELEBRATIONS
STRETCHED INTOTHE
EARLY HOURS OF THE

MORNING
And that, explains VIVIAN RICHARDS, is why his report on the

first Test was temporarily held up

1

YOU can imagine the excitement
in the West Indian dressing room

when Jeffrey Dujon hit that six over
midwicket to give us victory in the
first Test. Indeed, the celebrations
stretched into the early hours of the
morning, and, as a result, I was late

filing this report: my apologies!
We have been deprived of Test

cricket for more than a year. In our
last engagement, we snatched a
dramatic win over Australia in Ade-
laide to square that series. And to

return to the Test scene with an even
more stirring triumph, was* just too
much for us. In effect, these were
two overwhelming back-to-back dis-

plays, if you like.

We have a great deal of respect for

the Indians, and this feeling hasn't
diminished despite their recent poor
showing in Pakistan. In 1974-75, in

what was my maiden series, I saw
them draw level in determined
fashion from being two-nil down.
’Then, in 1976, we thought it was all

over after we crushed them in the
first Test. Bur they bounced back at

Port of Spain chasing more than 400
runs in the fourth innings, before we
finally managed to settle the issue at

Sabina Park.
The Indians, invariably, reserve

their best for us, and are not to be
underestimated. In fact, they proved
towards the end of the Jamaica
match that they had resilience and
some very capable batsmen and bow-
lers. Gaekwad, Yashpal, Sardhu,
Amarnath and Vengsarkar all got
runs, and Kapil, though howling well
within himself, showed a lot of
penetration.
As for us, Michael Holding and I

were doubtful until just before the
very toss. Mike had a strain in his

left instep, while I found the earlier
fractured finger still a bit stiff and
painful, not to mention a back mus-
cle pull.

Anyhow, thanks to our Aussie phy-
sio, both of us were declared fit on
the first morning, so we went into the

|

match in full strength. Perhaps, had
Colin Croft, Sylvester Clarke and
Everton Mattis not gone to South

j

Africa, they would have figured in

the fifteen, if not in the eleven.
But let us not harp too much on

|

this, for these three and the others

|

who accompanied them have been
j

banned from first class cricket, and
are never likely to be considered for

international cricket.

Clive Lloyd won the toss, and I

[

concurred: I was with him all the way
when he asked India to bat. With
four fast bowlers in the side, and
with the wicket showing signs of

1 was not very sure how I

would perform and so the

skipper decided to go in

first drop—^a fine example
of leading from the

front...“Go for it”, said

“Lloydy” as I passed him
on the way to the wicket

getting slower and lower, we simply
had to take advantage of the first

day wicket.
As the first half of the day empha-

sised, we were not far from correct,
since India collapsed to 127 for seven
before Yashpal and Sahdhu repaired
the damage. Mike and “Big Bird"
Garner didn't bowl up to expecta-
tions, but the old fox, Andy, and
Malcolm Marshall troubled the visi-

tors no end.
As for Sunil Gavaskar, he was

looking good till he got a ball from
Marshall from around the wicket. It

cut away from him to take the edge
of a withdrawing bat. Earlier, he had
resisted the temptation to cut, but
was eventually put paid to by a very
good ball.

We knew, that once he had gone,

the others would not be as technical-
ly efficient against the quicks, espe-
cially in the face of

u
flyers" since

they are not so used to them. Mohin-
der, however, looked completely at
ease, before losing his concentration.
Of course, one must pay tribute to

the valiant efforts of Yashpal and
Sandhu, who set up a record for the
eighth wicket against us. Yashpal,
with an open stance, defied every-
thing that was hurled at him: and
Sandhu, playing with courage and a
slice of luck, had us receding to the
boundary
Andy, however, terminated the

fightback the next morning, and very
deservingly finished with four wick-
ets in the innings. This Antiguan
teammate of mine is as good as ever.
He is, probably, not as consistently
pacey as he used to be, but he can
still release one as quick as anyone,
and at the same time, make it kick
from just short of a good length. A
very great bowler, indeed.
Some thought that a huge first

. innings lead was ours for the asking.
Admittedly, we batted poorly, but
people would have realised that just

as much as the tourists are unaccus-
tomed to fast bowling, we are never
really exposed to high quality spin.
Moreover, I was playing after a long
layoff, and Larry Gomes hadn’t play-
ed first class cricket for almost a
year. This is not to take away any
credit for the slow bowlers—they are
great stuff!

Ironically, the man out of form

—

Gordon—held the innings together,
while the more fancied run-getters
failed. Desmond Hayhes started off
brilliantly and looked set for a Quick-
silver century when Kapil got him
with a slower ball. Then Shastri
surprised me with one that bounced
higher than expected, and Larry
with one that turned quite sharply to
have us struggling. It got worse when
Augustine Logie ran himself out
while goin£ for a leg bye.
Lloyd raised some hope, but was



deceived by a clever, straighter ball
from Venkat and when Gordon top
edged a cut off Shastri, we were in
real danger of conceding the first
innings lead but Dujon and Marshall
stuck it out sensibly, and we were
ahead by three runs when the in-

nings came to a conclusion.
Kapil produced a spirited spell

with the second new ball to finish
with four wickets and Shastri grab-
bed as many. The Indian captain is

not genuinely quick but has the
ability to make the ball hurry
through disconcertingly off the wick-
et, which can inconvenience those
not prepared for the extra velocity.
In fact, the ball that trapped Dujon
leg before, cut back very sharply
indeed.

As for Shastri, the higher bounce
in the West Indian wickets could be
very much to his liking. With his

he will inevitably make the
ball jump higher than the others.
Hitting it, as he does, quite flat he
can convert the cut in particular into
a rather hazardous shot.

Anyway, the Indian second innings
got off to a spectacular start for us,
when Sunny, moving across far too
much, was clean bowled by Mike
Holding. The crowd just went mad
and I didn’t blame them. For the
Indian opener has come to the West
Indies with an awesome reputation.
He’s been such a thorn behind our
backs, hitting six centuries against
us in eight previous Tests that Tri-

nidadians have been inspired to com-
pose a calypso after him, about how
we can’t get him out at all. Thus, a
failure on his part is a moment of
utmost joy and jubilation.

But the - exuberance was short-
lived as Mohinder and Gaekwad,
batting authoritatively gathered six-

ty eight runs. In the end we were
forced to plant a trap for them.
Malcolm Marshall again went
around the wicket, slanting the ball
towards the slips while showing the
batsmen the gap on the offside. He
evinced the anticipated cut from
both players. This was very good
thinking by Lloyd and with these
departures India once more retre-
ated to the wall.
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other end, Kapil was tiring, erring
occasionally m his pitching and
direction this made it slightly easy
to hit him across the line and by the
time Gordon left—around the fif

teenth of the compulsory overs—we
were just about within sight of vic-

tory But we had to maintain a rate of
around seven runs per over in order
to reach our destination
Throughout my knock 1 was ex

pectmg Ravi Shastn to come on any
minute But Kapil, perhaps, felt that

he should plump for experience and

Desmond Haynes hooks as he takes the Indian attack apart

score to 47 when the mandatory
oveis came into operation This was
very much according to plan since
Desmond was the man in form and
Goidon Greemdge was asked to play
the anchorman—a role he fulfilled to

perfection
I was not very sure how I would

perform and so the skipper decided
to go in fust drop—a fine example of

leading from the front But unfortu
nately, he holed out in the deep
trying to force the pace and so it

boiled down to my shouldering the
lesponsibility at 65 for two “Go for

it,” said ‘Lloydy’ as I passed him on
the way to the wicket
Venkat, who had obviously been

brought on to tackle the left hander,
was kept on and though he bowled a
good line and length, 1 was able to
get him away a few times—thrice for
sixes, if I remember correctly At the

HOWEVER, with the fourth dav
completely washed out, we were

pot very hopeful of a lesult and in

any case, India could still come back
to deny us anv leeway But after

Vengsarkar fell to a short pitched
ball, Yashpal and Kapil unexpected
ly lost their concentration and for

the fust time we saw the prospect of

victory And if anything, Andy
Roberts increased this possibility by
capturing three wickets in one
over—Kirmam, bandhu and Venkat

The task in hand was half an hour
plus 20 overs of batting m which to

secure 172 tuns Anv side would go
for such a target whethei they got it

or not And we were committed to

S
iving it one helluva good try In

eed, Desmond Haynes got us off to

a flying start, hitting 34 ir the first

six overs and thereby advancing the

so he pressed on with the off spinner,
till he was replaced by Mohmder
Amarnath The latter, I believe, had
bowled very economically in the
Jamaica match so I suppose, there
was some tustifu ation m banking on
him And it was he who had me
caugh* at deep midwicket off a full

toss, but sadly foi India he had also
|

given away a lot of luns He con
tinued to do so—the statisticians had
it at ^4 luns in 14 balls

Thus, we entered the final over

Mike Holding and Big
Bird Garner didn’t bowl
up to expectations but the

old fox Andy and Malcolm
Marshall troubled the

visitors no end...Andy can
still release one as fast as

anyone else can, a very

great bowler indeed

with five runs still needed not a
difficult assmgment But Dujon deli
vered the last blow m a thrilling
manner, much to the delight of hts
home crowd some of whom earned
him back on their shoulders to the
pavilion Could Kapil have done it

differently * Well, I shouldn’t be
leaking out viewpoint with four
Tests still to come, should P I’ll

probably discuss it afret the series is

over
Indeed, while on the subiect of the

series, I ought to point out that we*
die not going to be complacent m the
least after the outcome of tfie first

Test We are only too aware of Indi
a's comeback potential and they
have some very good players to real
ise such a promise Sunny, onte he
gets entrenched, is rathei difficult to

dislodge, and we still have to master
the spinners furthermore, it should
be appreciated that India had just
one match with which to prepare
themselves for the Test, which is

inadequate by any standards They
have, no doubt, had enough cucket,
having just completed a tour of
Pakistan As it is, they ran us pretty
close for the first three days
Perhaps, they will settle down by the
time the second Test comes around I

wish them well

IB
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Tour Diary

THF Indian’s main problem
when they arrived in Jamaica

in mid Febiuarv was to pick a
Test team on the basis of just one
outing—the match with the Is-

land On p« evious visits, they en
loved the luxutv of at least three
games before deciding on thett
eleven for the fust Test In ess-

ence, therefore the side was
selected before the Island en
counter, the data being based on
then performances in Pakistan
and in their domestic showing

THE important question that had
to be amuered was who would
open with Gavaskar9 Problemati-
cally for the tout selectors, both

Gaekwad and Anna Lai fared
splendidly against Jamaica, but
the former got the nod because of
fits experience, especially in West
Indian conditions A proposal to
play the Bengal opener at numbei
three was put forward by one of
the selectors, but the majority
disagreed, and once this issue was
settled, and with Vishwaaath and
Patil not around, the middle
order more or less picked itself

The only man who could chat
lenge Amamath, Vengsarkar or
Yashapai’s claims was Malhotra,
hut the decision not to consider
bam for the opening Test had
been taken much earlier, since be
urns excluded for die Jamaica tie

ACCLIMATISATION and adjust

ment to local conhtiocis ts often a

headache for a team travelling
such a distance fot a tour But the
weathei was not much different
from what it was in Bombay when
the party left, and the track at

Sabina Park being nothing if not a
slow turnet these days, there was
not much shift m technique to be
put into effect Indeed, for mana
ger, Hanumant Singh, the first*

and maw! crisis was the obtain
ing of the right diet foi Yashpal
Sharnaa
Sharma, a Punjabi Hindu from

Chasidigath, is a strict vegetal urn,

and providing him with his staple
food is not an eaw task in a region
conspicuous fot its redaneat
habits Said Singh “the poor chap
pt actually went without meals
for the f11 st four days ” Then, of

course as is not umommon on
cncket tours by Indians, the ipi

migt ant i ommumtv came forward
to help, and with delicious roti

and taikan some times carted to

the hotel in titiin cat nets, Shav
ma was made to feel at home
Aftet all this fuss, had he failed in

the' first Test, theie would not
have been any dearth of caustic
comments Bui none emanated
from anywhere, as the level
headed man proceeded to salvage
his country with an invaluable 63
m the first innings

THE West Indians, at present, are
somewhat starved of Test cncket
It’s two years since they witnes
sed a home senes, and more than
a year since they took part in Test
cncket at all, which was in Au
stralia In the circumstances, de-
spite the despondency over Indi-

a’s potential, after this nation’s
nightmarish experiences with Ins

ran and company, quite a bit of
enthusiasm featured the welcome
extended to Kapil’s entourage
when they landed in this tourist
paradise Apart from the spate of
private parties—West Indians are
extremely social beings—the
Board of Control for Cncket ui

dm remon, now beaded by the
former Test opener and currently
a very successful solicitor, Allan
Rae, hosted an official dinner On
an occasion like this, invariably
well attended by die hemes of the
past, it’s difficult to concur on the
oi^iesi star There was Rohan
Kanhai, a Guyanese of Indian des-
cent, who lives in Rwhd but
has been contract^ to coach
youngsters out here for the sea-
son And the lanky, grey-haired
Lance Gibbs, another Guyanese,
who has migrated to Miami,

where he works with a shipping
line But there was a still greater
element to the evening, the pre
sence of the 73 veai -old George
Headley, the Black Bradman, who
in most reckonings would rate as

the finest batsman these terntor
les have produced And not even
the exotic h vei ton Weekes could
take away this prestige from him
Indeed, it was fitting that Hanu
mant Singh singled him out for a
pi estimation of the Indian lie—it

turned out to be a populai ges
ture

THE next noteworths gathering
was the one organised bv tfu

Indo Jamaican Society, epito
mined by the pndt exptessed b\

the settlers or expatriates in the
fighting qualities of the Indians,
till then not faring too ignomi
mottsiy in the Test These same
inhabitants didn’t say much when
they regrouped at t^hdan

for dnnks after the final day It’s

interesting how akin to the sup-
port at home the solidarity of
people of Indian extraction tends
to be so fickle If the boys are
doing well, there ts no lack of
courtesy or If
they are down or out, there’s
hardly a cheer from any quarter
Of course, the cricketers have
learned to dtstingutsh between
the diehands and hangers-on, and
but for the fact that a free meal in
expensive terrain ts not to be
frowned at, they would drop in on
only a few



Scorecard

WIST KMS (in

C G GREEWDGE c Venkataraghavan b Shastn

D L HAYNES c Amamgrth b Kapil Dev
I V A FHCHARDS r Venkataraghavan b Shastri

H A GOMES c Yaahpal b Shaatri

A L LOGIE run out

C H LLOYD b Venkataraghavan

P j DUJON Ibw b Kapil Dev
M D MARSHALL c Yashpal b Kapil Dev
A M E ROBERTS c Sandhu b Shastn

M A HOLDING c Kirmani b Kapil Dev
J GARNER not out

EXTRAS (b I lb-8 nb 10)

TOTAL

70

?5

29
4

13

24
29
23
17

1

0

19

254

Fall Of VfCkttS 1 16 2 83 3 91 4 1 1 ^ 15 b 18b r 228 8 241 9 254

BOWLING Kapil Dev 2b 3 6 45 1 Sandhu 11 4 30 0 VpnkaUtiQhavaM

25 3-66 1 Mamndor SmqM 3*6 610 Shastn 24 8 43 4

Mia First Mings
S M GAVASKAR c Dujon b Marshall

A D GAEKWAD c Dujon b Holding

M AMARNATH c Dujon b Garner

D VENGSARKAR c Richards b Rnlx >

R SHAV '» D bHr
V ic DEV c Marshall b Roberts

S KIRMANI c Dujon b Marshall

YASHPAL SHARMA c Haynes b Garnet

8 S SANDHU c Garner h Roberts

S VENKATARAGHAVAN h*t wicket t Hob*- 1*

MANINDER SINGH u»t Jut

EXTRAS
TOTAL all out

20
1

oq

30
1

6

5

63

68
0

251

FALL OF WICKETS
8 ?34 9 238

1 10 2 68 1 b8 19P ^ 6 101 1?7

BOWLING Holdmq 25 5 5 2 Roberts 4 61 4 Garner

1b 4-4 41 1 Marshall 16 4 35 2 Gomes 9 0 31 0 Richards

1 1 00

INDIA (Second innings}

S M GAVASKAR b Holding

A D GAEKWAD cGreemdgeb Marsh all

M AMARNATH cGreemdqeb Marshall

D B VENGSARKAR c Garner bMai shall

YASHPAL SHARMA c Gomes b Holding

RAVI SHASTRI no
KAPIL DEV c Dujon b Roberts

SMH KIRMANI c Haynes b Roberts

B S SANDHU c Garner b Roberts

S VENKATARAGHAVAN cGreentdgeb Roberts

MANHMOER SINGH c Holding b Roberts

EXTRASb—2 lb—4 nb—11

TOTAL

0

23
40

20
24

25
12

10

0

0

2

18

174

WEST INDIES (Second

C G GREENIDGE b Kapil Dev
D L HAYNES b KapH Dev
C LLOYD c Amarnath b Kapil Dev
V RICHARDS c Kapil Dev b Amarnath

A ROBERTS c Kapil Dev b Amarnath
A ROBERTS c Kirmam b Kapil Dev
J DUJON not out

A LOGIE tbw Kapil Dev
M MARSHALL not out

EXTRAS lb 5

TOTAL (six wickets)

42
34
3

61

61

1

16

10

1

5
173

FALL OF WICKETS 1 47 2 65 * 131 4 132 5 156 6 157

BOWLING Kapil Dev 13 0 73 4 Sandhu 3 0 22 0 Venkat 7 0 39

0 Amarnath 2 2 0 34 2

FALL OF WICKETS 10 268 3-69 4 112 b 113 6 136 7 168

8 168 9 168

BOWLING Holding 17 4 36 2 Robetls 24 3 9 39 5 Marshall

24-6-56-3 Garner 13 6 16-0 Gomes 7 2 9 0

teat the Test by leer wickets
Haynes

21
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1Interview

ONCE I GET GOING ICAN
HAMMER ANYONE

SANDEEP PAUL tells AMRIT MATHUR
TA THbN Sandeep Patil opted out
rr ot the West Indies tour the
common teelmg insisted that he had
been struck by an overwhelming
paranoia to make it m films Some
him however it appeared odd that

ht amid be smitten so hopelessly
H h\ should an established Test
ttnketci at the height ot his career
suddenly feopaidist everything b\
taking such an enomious usk 3

Patil s pre st me m Delhi tor tht
Ranp semi tmal piovided an oppoi
tunitv to find out the reasons behind
his dt t ision Ht agnt d imrnt diatt l\

tor tht mteintw and we settled

down m tht dressing room tuxt to

isandtep s mstpatahlt companion on
tour a massive sophisticated putt
able musu svsrcm

Bur vithin moments Ashok Mm
kad tht Bombay skipfHi popped in

ht wanted Patil to watch Manof
Ptabhakai Delhi s opening bow lei

So (ot i while Ht shitted to the Pit ss

Box and as tht Bombay batsmen
bhmttd the Dtllu bowling Patil tx
plaint d his stand tegai ding tht It t sr

Indian tup
He also spoke at ltngth about his

sty It ot cricket Stoutly letutmg
allegations ot being carefree and
u responsible ' Samlet p said */ love
to attack but am also capable ot

putting my head down " hxcerpts
from the interview
SPORTSWORLD What are the

reasons for your unavailability for
the West Indies tour’
SANDEEP PATH l could not go

because ot personal problems I

don t want to publicist rhem but tor

some time now 1 have been living a

very hard lift So much so that 1 have
been unable to concentiate tullv on
ms cricket
SW Was the film commitment

anothci reason why vou declined the
tour7

SP No Ptoplc >eem to have a
wrong impression that I did not go
because of tilms oi toi the akc of

inonev It is iiditulous How can I

ktip m j\ trom tucket •* tucket his
given me cwivthiiig- name
tame you name it I will continue
plavinc till the\ thiow me out In

fact even it I am acting in a him it is

onlv because ot tucket So how can I

not go on a tout unless there aie

some urgent itasons7 I can't cheat
myself
SW You made a statement saying

that you'd go out as a replacement if

needed
SP That is stllv 1 never said

anything like that I didn t make any
statement l am i tally ted up with
this nonsense that I seP m magazines
SW Anyway, tell us something

about >our film
SP VV ell in a was it is about mv

personal life I pla\ mvstlt that is m
rhe film 1 am Sandtep Patil rht

cuckttii Till tht interval thtit is

cricket in the mm te I halt done tut
das s ot shooting and about 50 dais ot

wo*k rtmains We hope to u least

the him b\ November or Dettinbti
SW Do vou stng songs and run

around trees J

SP No wav Mv onh condition w is

that my image should be kept int ict

I don t sing an\ songs anil don i

chase heroine^ People won t like mt
to do these things Actualh then
isn t mu< h different* be ween m\
film and mv normal linagt For that

matter this isu t a typical Hindi him
tithei though it has a romantic and

; \v
^ . *«r

f i etaxinq



SW: wm wm he acting in mm
film% after this?
SP: 1 really don’t know. Films is

certainly not my career. I am just
doing mis to gain experience in
another field. What is the harm in
trying? Even if you fail, how does it

matter? Also, what about me after
retirement? Nobody cares for you
then. So the first thing Vd like to do
is to settle down.
SW: How much money is involved

in it for you?
SP: I won’t quote my price but I am

not doing it for money. In fact, the
money hardly matters. 1 have seen
people with money who are very
unhappy. The same is with me. I

have money but no happiness. 1 am
not enjoying my personal life, still

struggling to settle down.
SW: Coming to cricket, you started

off as an all-rounder hut why have
you stopped howling now'?
SP: Mainly because of injuries. J

injured my shoulder; consequently 1

was unable to bowl for a long spell

even though 1 like bowling
SW: While batting, why do you

take so many chances? It seems you
get carried away...
SP: Sometimes 1 do take chances

but that is my style of playing It just

comes naturally to me. I have played
some funny strokes which have
fetched me runs bul despite these
risks I have done quite well. Also 1

have played this way from the begin
ninp, so 1 wouldn’t like to change
now*.

SW: Ho you make a conscious
effort to attack a particular bowler
in q match?
SP: I don’t think that I ever plan.

Nor do I thank that it is possible. I hit

Willis for six boundaries but that too

just happened. I didn’t even know
that I had created a record until

Rajbhai said something about one in

the evening. 1 thought he was talking

about the songs 1 had sung!
SW: Still, it appears that you are

incapable of putting your head down

SP: That is not true. I have done it

so many times. It is strange that

people sometimes mistake me for

some kind of a slogger. I have made
three centuries and 10 fifties in

Tests. These nuts would not have
been possible if I had a carefree

attitude. Test matches are not fun;

yon have to struggle for runs. You
just can’t go in and play shots. I

know fully well that it’s impossible
to hit every ball. Sometimes from
one homVhatting you might make
only five inns.
SW: Doesn’t your harfdift gel you

into trouble against fast howlers?
SP: People talk ofmy high baddifl

but despite that I seem to be doing
fine. I Hied to cut it down, later

realised yh*r a high backlift is not a
oane if you can adjust to the pace.

Other top players hke Zaheer Abbas
ebo have a massive hock lift.

99V; You most have been yoriked

often?
j

SP: Only twice—in Pakistan by
j

Imran and I have played many j

fast bowlers. But now I feel 1 should
reduce it a bit. Others have also

:

pointed this out to me.
SW: What ft the secret of your

faultless timing?
SP: I can’t explain it. It is natural ;

and comes automatically. Most of the
time 1 just go out in the middle and
start playing my shots. Sometimes 1

1

don’t middle anything and only keep
scratching.
SW: What limitations do you see in

your batting technique?
SP: There are some and 1 am the

first one to admit them. You see, to
do well in Tests you need a sound
defence and the right technique to
face the new ball. Both these things 1

can do but my problem is that 1 get
excited very fast. It is in mv blood to
attack... 1 can’t help it. Once I get
going 1 can hammer anyone. Other-
wise, even an ordinary club level
bowler can Irouble me.
SW: Has there been any Test bow-

ler in particular who has posed prob-
lems?
SP: Every bow ler troubles me as in

Tests everyone is good. 1 wouldn’t
like to play fast bowlers... nobody
does. But J can’t recall any one name
in particular. 1 jus! go and play and if

I succeed it is fine. If not, then bad
luck!

SW: How do you explain your
consistent failures in England?
SP: Maybe I was overcautious, con-

centearing too much. I was playing
straight all the time and not trying to

play shots, you know. ! tried for a
month and a half but failed. Then I

decided to play my shots and im-
mediately got a hundred! Whenever
1 have played my natural game 1

have made runs. England anyway
doesn’t suit my kind of style. The
wickets are too slow and the ball

doesn’t come on to the bat. it stops
after landing, so you have to wait. I

like to play shots on the rise but that

is nor possible in England. The Au-
stralian tracks are firm and true and
they suit my batting.

SW: Would you tike to play in

England to tighten your technique?
SP: I’d never play Count y cricket

.

It is too demanding, too tiring. Fjr
Indians, who as it is have such a Jong
season, it is unwise to play another
four-and-a-half months of competi-

;

tive cricket. And it is no point going
to play club cricket there. The
league has no standard as every
team has only one professional—the
rest of the players are quite
ordinary,
A youngster can go there for a year

isr two to gain experience but that

doesn’t hold for me as I have estab-

lished myself in the Indian team.
Playing in England wouldn’t do me
any good. Perhaps, the thought of

going to England should have come
to me about eight years hack.

fiftqtoiitH?
1

that oAer^SduSm

have?
SP: Not really. Still, I guess, 1 could

do with Sunil’s ability to concen-
trate. I can concentrate for one hour,
not a whole day like him or Motrin-

der Amarnath. But it isn’t possible to

play like someone else; these things
are inborn. That is why 1 don’t even
like to practice too much now. I go
from one match to another, just go
in, take my guard and try my luck.

SW: Earlier, however, you must
have spent a lot of time in the nets,

SP: Of course. From the beginning
I have been very fond of cricket. My
father played for Bombay and the
area where I lived had famous
cricketers, so 1 practised very hard.
But 1 am a bad player in the nets. If

there is a gap between matches, I

choose to relax, staying away from
cricket and only listening So music.
There are people like Mohinder,
Ashok Man kaa, Chetan Chauhan
and Boycott who practise damn hard.
Others, like Greg Chappell don’t.

SW: Which cricketers do you
admire?
SP: Greg Chappell is my favourite.

What fluency! There is no question
of settling down. He always looks
good; conies to the crease and batta-
liang. Another champion is Sunil
Gavaskar. To my mind he is a super-
man. And among bowlers no one can
match Lillee. He is really a wonder-
ful howler despite all the injuries-

that he has suffered.
SW: Tell us about your best and

worst knocks?
SP: 1 like to remembermy first two

hundreds in Tests. In either case, the
situation demanded that I stay at the
wicket and I did it. On the other
hand. I greatly regret my dismissal

—

— 1 was run out in Madras
against Sri Lanka in the second in-

nings. 1 could have won the game for
India that day I felt.

SW: You are supposed to be a had
fielder. Comment.
SP: 1 know I am slow and surely I

am not brilliant, but neither terrible.
I try and do my best....J’m definitely
very serious about it. Sunil has tired
me on a number of occasions about
my fielding. I feel very sorry when 1

have let my team down. I do try and
put in more effort. That ft aU.
SW: If you had a choke, which

country would you tike to visit?
SP: Australia anytime. It is a great

place and suits a happy-go-luckyman
like me. I tike to play a hard day’s
game and later enjoy myself
havt^a drink^ eat well arid dance.

want to achieve?
SP: No ambitions, not any more.

When I got my first Test century
people considered it a fluke. So I

decided to prove myself and got the
second one. As I have achieved that I

don’t have my eyes on anything efte.
1 think I have done a reasonably
good job for India. If I am selected
tortibe World Cup by the selectors I
would be very happy. 1 am bw^Hr
forward to that.
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News: National

RANJI TROPHYSEMI-FINALS

Karnataka and Bombay
for the big clash

KARNATAKA
VS HARYANA

FOR Karnataka it was, perhaps,
more like playing Kerala or

Andhra in their own Zone than a

Ranji Trophy semi-final, when they
beat Haryana by an innings. The
four-day match, in fact, ended in ten
hours and t«?n minutes though it

finished on the third morning. This
was because of a three-and-a-half

hours’ delay on the opening day
owing to seepage of rain water on to

the wicket surroundings.
Thus ended Haryana’s hopes the

second time of making their first-

ever Ranji final. In 1979 they had
lost to Bombay in a similar manner
but that wicket at Rohtak was a carl

track with Kapil and Malhotra in the

side. They had defeated Karnataka
in the quarter-final but this time,

Karnataka’s victory was, more or

less, expected against a depleted
Haryana but none could have
thought it would be so ridiculously

easy.
In fact, Haryana lost the match in

exactly 116 minutes on the ripening

afternoon when they succumbed to

the pace of Roger Binny who, many
thought, should have been in the

West Indies with Kapil and now
marking his run up at the Golf Club
Ground at Faridabad. Binny struck a

combination with young wicket-

keeper Sadanand Vishwanath.
another strong contender for the trip

to the Caribbeans.
Binny harassed the Haryana bats-

men to take it out on the selectors.

But a couple of his eight victims

seemed to be his accomplices. He
was made to look ferocious the way
batsman after batsman flinched or

flicked at outgoing balls. As many as

five batsmen ended up in the hands
of Vishwanath behind the stumps.

Haryana’s 62 two was,their lowest

in the national championship, the

previous mark being 63 against Pun-

jab in 1971. But end-of-the-innings

calculations showed Karnataka were
short on the over-rate and 16 runs

were added to the total. From then

on it was a question of when the

match would end. There was a very

good chance of its finishing on the

second evening itself when Haryana
had 140 minutes’ batting and a lee-

way of 152 ruris on the first innings.

Karnataka captain Brijesh Patel
tried to play the same pace trick

again but the extended bowl to Bin-
ny and Ranjit Khanwilkar instead
delayed the inevitable.

Finally, it was left to left-arm spin-

ner Raghuram Bhatt to complete the
job. He did it in his customary style

by capturing seven wickets for which
he had to just keep the ball rolling to

a proper length. Bhatt had a similar
haul in the second innings against
Baroda, in the earlier .round.
When their batsmen were seen in a

poor light, Haryarfa’s bowlers lived

up to their reputation by dismissing
the formidable Karnataka batting
for 230. The one valid remark heard
that afternoon was, “If only they had
some more runs to play with....”.

None of the Karnataka batsmen real-

ly bothered to build his innings.
Their intention seemed to get quick
runs for a reasonable lead and then
get at Haryana again. Karnataka’s
total in normal circumstances might

have looked small but theijr lead

made it look imposing.
The match began on a notte of

debate when Haryana captain Ravim
der Chadha won the toss and asked
Karnataka to field. He was sure of
what he was doing. Just before the
coin was to be flicked, Karnataka
reportedly were not decided as to

what to do in case they won the toss*

Fortunately for them, they did not
have to make a decision.

Chadha’s argument in favour of

batting first was that batting had
never been Haryana's strong point.

They always aimed at a decent total

so that Rajinder Goel, with over 500
wickets in his kitty, Kapil and Tal-

war could attack the opponents. He
said that if he had decided to field it

would only have been a psychologic-

al ploy. With Goel and Talwar
around he would not have liked to

bat last on a wicket which was pre-

pared just for the two knockout
rounds. Certainly, not after what

Manoj Prabhakai defends during the Faridabad game / V

a



Klrti Azad goes after the bowling

Doshi did to them in the last match. Vishwanath enjoyed his work thor- went in one drop and batted freely to

Then, luckily they had a good first oughly. Once he flung himself flat in help himself to two mighty sixes off

innings lead as a cushion. front of the second slip to come up N. P. singh in his 54 and left-handed

At the end of the day’s play when with a brilliant one-handed catch to Vijayakrishna showed how to tackle

newsmen went to get a confirmation dismiss Salim Ahmed. one of his own tribe, Goel, by swing-

as to whether he had really won the Generally, the standard of the Kar- ing him with the turn for two sixes to

toss, he thought someone was out to nataka fielding was of a high order, mid wicket.

pull his leg. He was emphatic that though they dropped a couple of No Haryana batsman, except
the state of the wicket played no part catches. Binny and Sudhakar Rao Salim Ahmed in the second innings,

in his team’s batting collapse. It was picked up low, hard catches in the had courage to play their strokes,

just rank bad batting. He scoffed at offside cordon and Khanwilkar held After their first inning wash-out,

the suggestion that a wet patch in two marvellous ones at forward short brothers Ashwani and Aman Kumar
the middle of the strip might have leg. showed in the second innings that

caused the debacle. If Karnataka had any regrets it they could dig themselves in and also

The patch was in a "no-man’s was the failure of their star play shots though not as freely and
land” and the bowlers could not have strokemaker Gundappa Vishwanath frequently to make them look like

escaped punishment if they had who is back with the team, putting main line batsmen. Ashwani de-

pitched on it. But, it certainly ere- his Pakistan tour behind him. When fended dourly for 207 minutes in the
ated an optical illusion for the Binny, Srinivasa Prasad, Patel and second knock for 29 runs while
Haryana batsmen. They seemed to Vijayakrishna could get runs to suit Aman spent over an hour for his 30.

t

be concentrating more on the parch the occasion, he failed once again. These were mere flickers in the

rather than Binny’s Angle and height He fell to Chetan Sharma, young, dark. A fair summing up would be
of the ball. exciting new ball prospect thrown up that Haryana simply did not have the

All that Binny had from the wicket by the absence of Kapil. Chetan batting to challenge a Karnataka
was the freshness. The shower it had dismissed two other top order bats- team which was in near-full strength.
,received two nights before the com- men, Binny and Srinivasa Prasad. All
mencement of the match had made it his three wickets came in successive 5corci:

r“. ...
a bit more lively but not unplayable. overs and took his tally of wickets in Haryana 78 including 16 penalty

It only needed some dedication and his first Ranji Trophy season to 27. rVn® (Kakesh Jolly 26, Roger Binny

application oh the part of the bats- This, the shy Chandigarh schoolboy 22 “g 125

men to see through the early crisis said was achieved by sticking to the 2
J}»

Aman Kumar Si), Swim
hours. But none was willing to stick cardinal principle of keeping the Ahmed 20, Kagnuram Bnatt seven

around. And how well the Test all- .ball up and concentrating on the for 24).
.

rounder, who is considered a model movement as advised by Kapil and o .}
S?n2r

^
8
S

of physical fitness, worked on the his coach Desh Prem Azad. With his ?2* ®m
.
ny

wariness of the Haryana batsmen. whipping action he got a fair amount jayakristina 36, Chetan Sharma
Keeping the ball just around the off of lift off the pitch. Goel who never SI1*? God four for

stump, he slanted it away. The bats- goes without a decent share of the 73 » Sarkar Talwar two for 36).

men followed the ball without mov- spoils, had four wickets, getting the
ing the feet and with disastrous ball to turn quite sharply. LAKSHMI SUNDAR •

results. Under the circumstances, S Binny, after his eight-for-22 effort,.



BOMBAY
vs DELHI

DELHI were down in their dust
when bad light brought their

Ranji Trophy semi-final against
Bombay to an end about 15 minutes
before the scheduled end of play.
At 216 for six in their second

innings after being humiliated with a
follow-on, they could hardly be rec-

ognised as the champions they were
last year. And yet they had it in them
to do better—even beat Bombay
Both teams were without four of
their star players, who are now tour-

ing the West Indies under Kapil Dev
Delhi were further depleted by the
absence of captain Chetan Chauhan,
who was not available for personal
reasons, and Rajesh Peter, who was
nursing an injured ankle
Both metropolises are known for

their talented reserves. Delhi’s fai-

lure is not a reflection of its talent.

But one could sense a lack of cohe-
sion, a lack of 100 per cent commit-
ment. It was not so bad in times
worse times and certainly calls for a
lot of honest soul searching For the
first time in several years Delhi are
without a single national cricket

trophy.
Describing the lesult as a deserv-

ing victory for Bombay, manager
Gulshan Rai of Delhi made no secret

ot his displeasure at the state of
affairs in his camp Dedicated, well

trained cricketers don’t drop their

catches the way Delhi did Not all the
Delhi playeis thought about the
game and played U as a single,

disciplined, cohesive unit If still

there had been some undoubtedly
good individual displays, which had
carried the team this fai in the

competition this yeai, it was because
they were playing to promote then
own interests.

How different it was in the other

dressing room The fun and taped
music there should not fool anybody
Under manager Naren Tamhane and
captain Ashok Mankad they were
serious cricketers, out to play
according to a well devised plan.

Tamhane, who is also the chief Bom-
bay selector, said “We had planned
to play with all batsmen and that was
why we preferred Chandrakant Pan-
dit to Zulfiqar Parkar, and did not

include a bowler like Hoshedar Con-
tractor. It was no reflection on them.
In fact, we took them into confi-

dence. We had a very high idea of

Delhi’s cricketing strength, their

ability to fight and chase big totals.

Our plan was to stick at the wicket
for two days for a total of about 500.

1

must say we were lucky that those

dropped catches enabled us to carry
out our plan. We batted about two
days and got about 500 runs (494
exactly). Still, we were worried when
Surinder Khanna hit his way out of

trouble and when he and Rakesh

Shukla were concerned in a big part-
nership. But Ashok Mankad’s cap-
taincy saw us through. His bowling
changes and other moves clicked and
we broke through. Ashok is a great
thinker on the field and will not
allow things to drift. 1 rate him, with
Madhav Mantri, as the greatest of
Bombay captains.”

Shishir Hattangadi (92) typified
the Bombay attitude. Early in the
innings he was let off twice, but
made the most of' his luck to stick
around and play “straight and
straight, no flashed,” as Tamhane
put it. In the glut of dropped catches
on the first day were two by Rajinder
Singh, a specialist in close positions.
Maybe his confidence had been
affected by the ball that hit him on
the face in the quarter-final against
Tamil Nadu After Hattangadi, who
was bowled by left-arm spinner
Sushil Kumar eight short of his cen-
tury, and Jignesh Sanghani (37) had
put on 101 for the first wicket, the
position was further consolidated by
Rahul Mankad, who was not our 68 in

an unexciting first-day total of 230
for three. Sandeep Patil, who had
come in to a round of expected
applause, was out in a disappointing
manner, held by Valson at long leg
off Kirn Azad for seven.

Delhi floored more catches on the
•second day and Bombay continued to
prosper. Resuming on seven, Ghu-
lam Parkar, undaunted by two early
dismissals, blossomed out to score an
atti active century. When he was
ninth out he had scored 141 in a little

ovei six hours. Nineteen fours and a
mid wicket six off Valson were the
chief strokes in an innings in which
he faced 298 deliveries. In his case at

least there was no benefit of spilt

catches. His sixth wicket stand of 128
with Ashok Mankad, who made a
usful 65 after a period of early
uncertainty when he was let off

twice, took the Bombay total from a
moderate 261 for five to a formid-
able 389 before the captain fell leg

before to Azad. Earlier, brother
Rahul also had gone when he looked
like being on his way to a hundred.
After adding eight runs to his over-

night 68, he was held in the slips by
Rajinder Singh.

Faced with a 500 target, Delhi did

not make the right start. After a few
dashing strokes, Raman Lamba was
held bv wicket-keeper Pandit off

Raju Kulkarni for 15 and at the close

on i he second day were 29 for one.

Worse was to follow next morning.
Four more wickets fell while the
total moved to 92. That was when
Surinder Khanna came, his forehead
marked by a vermillion “filak”

brought from the priest of the
Kamakhya Temple in Gauhati. It

proved lucky. With perfect footwork
he skipped forward to swing left-arm

spinner Ravi Thakkar thrice to leg—
a most unusual thing to do when for

.a man beginning his innings in the

last over before lunch.

"Delhi's position Ming whet it

was, I hod to do it,** Khanna said

later. The selectors present, taking
notes for the coming World Cup
team selection, could not have mis-
sed it all. Here is the ideal cricketer

for one-day internationals. Lucky to

be dropped at long on by Ghulam
Parkar of all persons at 43 in a total

of 161, Khanna went on to score 143
(19 fours, two sixes). The century
followed his innings of 77 (five fours,

four sixes) against Tamil Nadu.
With Rakesh Shukla, One of Indian

cricket’s most experienced all-

purpose men, also known as Delhi’s
“Mr. Dependable,” Khanna put on
148 runs for the sixth wicket—-a
partnership which had Ashok Man-
kad worried. It was broken when
Kulkarni had Shukla caught in the
slips by Ghulam Parkar for 47. Kul-
karni also accepted a return from
Khanna in the last over after Manoj
Prabhakar and he had added 73 for

the eighth wicket.
Let down m the field when he had*

opened Delhi’s bowling, Prabhakar.
also proved himself as a batsman.
When Delhi’s first innings ended at
338 on the fourth morning, Prabha-
kar had made 37. Asked to open the
inMngs because Raju Sethi had in-

jured his arm, Prabhakar went on to

score 86 in the second innings, hit-

ting a six and 11 fours m his stay of

203 minutes. With Kirti Azad, who
followed his first innings 30 with 75
(three sixes, four fours) Prabhakar
put on 110 runs for the fourth wicket.
Prabhakar wore a string of beads

round his neck for the match. Like
the vermillion powder on Khanna’s
forehead, the beads were also*

brought from Gauhati ’s Kamakhya,
Temple. For both men the offers by.
the temple purohit proved lucky.

With this display, Prabhakar, still

not 20, has arrived in the big league.
Khanna, forgotten after one tour of

England, may look forward to the*

future with hope.
Ashok Mankad had a word for

young Prabhakar’s talent. Summing
up, the Bombay captain added,
“although Delhi lost, they were cap-
able of doing better. Delhi is rich in

talent. Also, we were lucky that all

those catches were dropped. But we
made good use of,that luck. Howev-
er, if there had been a Man-of-the-
Match award it should have gone to
Raju Kulkarni for his grand bowling
(34.1-3-111-8) in the first innings.”

Brief scores:

Bombay: 494 (S. Hattangadi 92, J.
Sanghani 37, R. Mankad 76, Ghulam
Parkar 141, A. Mankad 65. K. Asad
two Tor 114, R. Shukla four for 72,
Shushil kumar two for 78).

Delhi: 338 (Azad 30, Shukla 47, S.

Khanna 143, M. Prabhakai 37, R.
Kulkarni eight for 111) and 216 for
six (Prabhakar 86, Azad 75, R. Thak-
kar five for 53).

D. RAHUL
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(Llockwst from lop left) Brahmanand theC i custodian thwarts

i Karnataka move hv Lakshmanan Bengal Minash Bhat

tachatyi locked n i keen tussle with Railways Madanlal

Compton Dutta the Bengal skipper gets the better of R always

Kohp Ida Haidar Tarui Dey of Benqa (left) and Rambabu of

Railways tail to keep tht ball n control a tense moment during trie
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SANTOSH TROPHY

Railways on the right track

SUBHASH SARCAR from Durgapur and SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL
from Calcutta report

PUNJAB nBENBAL

THE ouster of Punjab was un
doubtedly one of the most re

markable events of this year’s Foot
ball Nationals till the end of quarter
final stage at the Calcutta cluster

They played like champions, but
could not make it to the semis even,
great expectations were raised in the
minds of the football lovers here that

the semi finals and final would be
much more exciting than the pre
vious stages with Punjab stiongly

rivalling the other top contenders’
aspirations to win the laurels But
the tournament lost much of its gla

mour when Punjab, despite a sterl

mg performance could not overcome
the stiffest hurdle m their way—the
challenge of the title defenders Ben
sal In rheir crucial quai ter final

league engagement, they lost 0 1

quite against the run of play and left

Bengal in a rather easy situation m
retaining their supremacy over the
national soccer scene
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Keen on tilting the scales in their

favour, both Punjab and Bengal
started their game on an aggressive
note, Nanndei Thapa and Kashmira
Singh doing most of the attacking for

the former, while Bengal’s
onslaughts were mostly spearheaded
by Minir Bose and Krishanu Dey
Mihir played an extraordinary game
and proved a constant souice of

danger for the Punjab defenders
who were handicapped with Parmat
not in form However, Bhatia rose to

the occasion magnificently and took
it upon himself to police the entire

danger zone of Punjab But m the
task perhaps took a heavy toll on his

nerves and he lost his calm on a
number ol times
Of course, some of the Bengal

defenders and half liners were no
better either Often they indulged m
rough play and at some stages it

seemed that they had a design
against Nannder Thapa, the ace
fronthner of Punjab This was some
thing quite unbecoming of a top
ranking team like Bengal who, even

more important, were pla\mg hosts
to this year’s nationals
Moreover peiformancewise, Ben

gal was nowhere near the expected
heights Though they played quite
spiritedly they could not do justice
to their leputation Neither was
there any cohesion nor any strategy
Added to it was the absence of
Prasanta Baneijce Debashis Mist a
was told to do duty m his place but
he could not do anything of note
except u eating a few sudden moves
Meanwhile Bengal > rough play

took a nasty turn when the Asiad
veteran Prasun Banerjec kicked Par
minder Singh I he Punjab mtdio
was playing a neat game trying to
foige cohesion with the tionthncis
and succeeded laigely in shaipcning
his side’s attac ks Ihercieret quite
justifiably showed the yellow caid to
Prasun but the latter—quite clis

gracefully- udicultd S Suvainas
decision bv clapping Htic the re
fer^e made a mistake Instead ot

taking a stein measure against such
U^iseemingJv behavioui he merely

\ 1

A

Punjab goalkeeper Surjit Smqh collects the ball before Krishanu Dey could make an effort



Rajasthan

infighting

WHILF the best of the. football
talent of difteient States

were showing then mettle in the
Smtosh Irophy their counter
parts in faction ridden Raiasthan
wcie cuising the officials who
deprived them of the opportunity
to play in the national cham
pionship

The All India I ootball fedeia
tion did not recognise any of the
two tactions of the Rajasthan
1 oorball Association and const
quendv it fused thementiv loot
ball in the State is m shambles
dut to the iormation of two rival

budits in the State, one headed
b\ the Special Inspectoi Geneial
of Police Mi Bhagirath Bishnoi
with toimei international Magan
Smgh of Rajasthan Police as

secietaiv and the other by Con
giess 1) Ml A Mi Hail Singh Dut
to the disputes in the Raiasthan
I ootball Association foi tht past

thiet vtais Raiasthan lootbal

lti ha\t sufteied most Many
playeis complain that due to

these disputes the playeis are

not benfg given employment disc

is there e- haidlv an\ activity in

the State and many institution'

ha\ e wound up their teams Both
the factions in the State asked for

entry m the National Cham
pionship, but the AIF1 decided
not to tecognise any one of them

The Han Singh gioup consist

mg of dissidents formed their own
Raiasthan Football Association,
aftei the ad hoe body, formed by
AIFr Piesident Ziauddm, de
cided to constitute the R1 A The
ad hoe body headed by Bhagirath
Smgh about ten months ago
formed its own association with
support fiom a few affiliated dis

tucts Bishnoi was elected the
piesident and Migan Singh the
skippei
A few it piesentatives of the

units who owed their allegiance
to Bishnoi aftei failing to secure
any position in Bishnoi’s body
decided to join tht dissidents and
foim a nval State association
This has lesulted m a deadlock
and the AH F fed up with the
claims and countei claims by the
two bodies, decided not to lccog
nise an\ association

Due to this stalemate tht fate of

the players m the State hangs
the balance Unless the A1FF*
studs its obsetvets and settle the
disputes between tht two fat

tions the deadlock will continue
to plague Raiasthan football

PRAKASH BHANDARI Jaipur

awarded a tree kick to Punjab
Somewhat surpnsed by this sud

den burst of rough play by Bengal
and handicapped with two iniuied
players, Pumab could not maintain
the rhythm of the game And Bengal
cashed in on it by scoring the match
winner just two minutes aftei the
shameless attack on Pat minder
However, the goal was a treat to tht.

eyes After a combined move skip
pet Compton Dutta overlapped to
puzzle the Puniab defenders and got
the ball near the penalty box on the
right wing Cleverly he sent a mea
sured lob into the penalty area with
out wasting a second seeing Mihn
rushing m towards the goal un
marked I he rest was done by Mihn
m a spectdculai fashion lit made a

foiwaid thrust and unbelievably
headed in the low ball correctly

Howevei the bevyildeicd goalkeepc i

did make an all out attempt to sa\c

the situation

KERALA vs RAILWAY

RAILWAYS league tic against
robust Goa m the Durgapur cl us

ter quarterfinal did not angur well
for the former and as things stood
they had to win then last two match
es In this situation, coach Aioon
Ghosh woie an anxious look and the
question that haunted him was
whethei his team could make it to

the semis “1 had to win this match at

all costs n
said the coach prior to the

tie against Kerala
Yes they did win thanks to the all

out effort on the part of the Railway
players That day 1982 s Santosh
Trophy i unners up weie clearly su
penoi and proved to be menacing
attackers I ven Ancil D’Silva the

Kerala custodian looked quiet un
comfortable In fact Railways did
not take much time m finding out

that there wasn’t much m Kerala’s

aimoury Only at times could Kerala
make a few forays but they were ably

thwarted by Subroto Das and Alok
Saha Winger Thomas Sebastain
could do pieuous little even aftei

switching flanks
Though Railways scored twice

threre were ceitam decisions which
were debatable Was the first goal by

Monojit Das scored m the seventh
minute a genuine one-* And how
could linesman Iqbal Ahmed who did
a splendid jot? as referee earhei,
overlook the off side goal Both
Monojit Daas and Kalipada Haidar
darted in from an off side position

!

after Ujjal Chakrabortv had taken a
free kick into the box Monojit
headed m correctly This goal was
enough for Kerala to ‘rage inwardly*
but never did they express their

feelings in spite of the inept supervi
sion of referee MA Ranganath
Thereafter, the game tended to get

rought but Railway skipper Maaal
Lai kept his cool and played intel

ligently displaying excellent control

over receiving and distribution
Perhaps Mohanan and Ashok of

Kei ala could not pent up then angel*

any longer and they indulged in hard
tat kits Ihe leferee booked both of
them Pnoi to this Railways were
disallowed a genuine goal Perhaps
Iqbal Ahmed wanted to make
amends for the first goal 1

Railway continued the rampage

aftei the interval though Kerala
made a few counters thiough M
Jose, the vital link between the for

wards and the defence After fisting

a Robin Mond,d sizzler Ancil D’Silva

was in consternation when the same
incumbent had only to tap the ball m
following a melee but failed Later
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Homage to a
legend
THOSE were the days of bare-

footed football. Indians were
learning the greatest game on earth
from their colonial rulers. Football
had caught their imagination, not as
a game of the reigning race, but as
one of vigour and youth that the sun
of the Orient has given them in

plenty. For the Indians it was a great
discovery that ushered them on to

the modern age of sports and games
and gradually one sight was becom-
ing very common in and around this

city of Calcutta, the then citadel of

the British Raj—teenagers, bare-
footed and bare-torsoed running af-

ter some sort of a stuff remotely
resembling to what their white mas-
ters used to call football, no matter if

the sun was raining down its wrath or
it was a downpour.
With those enthusiasts was grow-

ing up one sturdily-built, broad-
shoGldered and brave youth of the
city. He was in love with the game.
He was destined to be the game’s
darling. He was Gostho Paul. And
when came the most memorable day
ever in the history of Indian football

in the year 1911, with Mohun Bagan
becoming the first Indian team to

win the IFA Shield this’young man of

Bengal had already started showing
signs of a prodigious footballer of

dauntless IS.

A storm was then gathering on the

horizon soon to disrupt the life of the
nation. The natives had had enough
of the British Raj. No longer was it

tolerable for them and nationalist

movements were gaining strength
day by day in every corner of the
country. It was an all-embracing
emotion and even in football people
found a way to vent their nationalis-

tic passions.
In those days the main rivals of the

Indians on soccer arenas were the

Britishers who formed quite a num-
ber of clubs in the city and enjoyed
almost unchallengeable dominance
over the game. But now they had a

formidable enemy—the natives led

by a genius, the great Paul. He was
talented, he was skilful and he was
fearless, his feet were bare, but his

muscles were iron-strong, and his

determination unflagging. And
against the boots of even the army
teams he was a ‘Chinese wall’, a dash
by whom could throw a giant milit-

ary man at least three yards away, a

tackle unfailingly dispossess an
opponent of the ball or a header
could beat even a leviathan of an
Englishman in the shade.
.
No wonder soon the hero of foot-

ball arena bacome a source of in-

spiration for the teeming millions
whose only dream was then a free
motherland.
No doubt it was a larger than life

image that the great footballer was
building up for himself. Bui it was
not an illusion, it was fact. The man
himself was a fervent patriot in ev-

ery way. An invitation to the Eden
Gardens, then a preserve of tl\e

ruling race, to play a friendly cricket
match did not mean throwing away
the dhoti and punjabi and dre$s like

a ‘bengi sahib’ in three-piece suits,

no matter the rulers reacted to it. He
did not care much for it. But the

Englishmen are a nation who never
failed to honour the honourable, if

he is really so, and Gostho was a

great favourite with many a big shor
in the ruling community. Born in

Faridpur district of undivided Ben-
gal in 1896, he died in Calcutta on 8

April 1976 leaving a legend of glory

behind him. After establishing him
self as a top ranking footballer in the

city, Gostho Paul joined the most
reputed club in the country at that

time, Mohun Bagan, and remained

loyal to it till the last day of his

career in soccer. Something quite

unthinkable for the pseudo-
professional footballers of the coun-

try today. But, then it was a time
when nothing but love and only love

for the game could make one take up
the game as a career; money was
nowhere near the scene. And for

Gostho, a man of extremely modest
and self-effacing nature, things were
even more difficult. For him it was
no less painful than death itself to

ask somebody for a job or something
that one seeks to give oneself luxury
and comfort. Small wonder the
wizard of Indian football, the like of

whom the nation might not see in

this century, lived a life of hardship
as the head of a big family that had
few other people to depend on. But
Gostho Paul never gave up his fight.

He was a fighter par excellence and
there was nothing that could make
him -field, not even poverty.-

As a player he was a born defen-
der. Gifted with a strong physique,
not quite common among Indians,
especially in Bengal, he could take
on the demon like footballers of the
British army almost effortlessly.

Added to it was his high dribbling
capability that helped him counter
the power game of the military play-
ers. And above all there was that
unbeatable element—the power of
will, that made the master always a
winner, a hero, a legend that poster*
itv can never afford to forget.

The statue of the football maestrQ recently installed in Calcutta
,
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world-class sportsmen wear
WORLD-CLASS SPORTSWEAR

SANDEEP PATIL KAPIL DEV

“Symonds leisurewear is a pleasure!” “Symonds sportswear is a

real breather!”

Symonds, the most famous name for sportsgear in

India, now also manufacture a classy range of

super sportswear. Sports shirts, shorts, leisure

shirts, sweaters, sweatlets, tracksuits, socks,

and handtowels. All in snazzy colours and trendy

designs. And in an exclusive variety of durable

fabrics. Cotton cashmillons. Merino woollens.

Polyester blends. Acrylics.

Symonds
Sportswear

Available at sports dealers

and class retail outlets.

Marketed by:

A.H. Whoolor A Co. Pvt. Ltd.

249, Dr. D.N. Road.

Bombay 400 001 1

Calcutta. Delhi. Madras

MMA-AHW- 18/82
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Regional round-up

BOMBAY
Well sponsored
basketball tourney

HOOPl RS '83 an annual state

Itvel floodlit basketball tourna
ment was played foi the seventh
year in this cit\ Huwevei thisvcar

the tournament was played on ntwlv
laid com 1 1 it coui ts in Matunga
Mahindt a & Mahmdra sponsoi ed

the men s t vt nt while Hindusthan
Level I td sponsoi ed the imuot
bo\s and funioi gu Is < vents under
thett Liiebuov sports pioyammt
Mans otht r companies also t amt
foi waid to support tht \cntutt a

good sign toi tht lutuit ot the game
in tht tountrv

I ht womt n s event final was a

ketnlv tough! attan with Good Loun
st l getting tlu bcttei ot < at me 1 S (

Howe vt 1 the best pi ivt i ot the

tourii'inient pn/t was aw aided to

1 mda D Sou/aol Westtrn Railwav

[he matt lit s m tht me n s event

wtut according ro toi in with holdtis

C cut i il Kdilwd v Income lav S l
Indian IS i\ v ind St it t Bank of India

tntcfingtlu semi finals The dt tend

mgeh mipions rrn t with little opposi

non on the u wav to winning the title

once again
lhe [unioi Bovs title tiophv was

won In Indian (jvmkhana while tht

t ontsponding agt gioupintht gnls

w as won by (mod C ounst 1

CALCUTTA

Police Sports

THL Annual Spot ts of the Calcutta

Police was held at the Body
“Guard Lines m the southern pait of

the cit\ The individual chain

pionship was baggt d b\ Ashok Chak
rabortv ot the Calcutta * Aimed
Police, hust Rattahon who notched
up a tall> of 16 points Ihctcam
c hampionship w as also w on bv the

same battalion who weie also helped

to victory thanks to Supt Dutta who
excelled in the field events The
March Past whu hwas of a veiy high

standard was won bv the 1 1 aff it

Police
Twenty ont teams took pai t in tht

meet which had tht West Bengal
Governor Mi B D' Pande as lhe Chief

Guest while his wife pave awav the

pi l/es

Varsity cricket

AS wmtei di aws to a dost in this

citv and footballers take out

their boots fiom cupboards most
local tucket tournaments enter their

final stages

One such tournev was the Calcutta
Univeisitv Post Centenary Silver
[ubilee Inter College Cricket tourna
ment which concluded at the end of
I ebi uary The colleges who made it

to the final stage were Umesh Chan
dra who challenged Ananda Mohan,
winnei s of the tournament in thee
past tht ee years Ananda Mohan who
batted first made 187 thanks mainly
due to Cautam Shome who was out
one i un short of his 50 Umesh
C handi a put up little resistance
musteiing onlv 117 luns for the loss

of nine wickets Charan Pal Singh
was tht only batsmen who held the
foi t scoring 46, while R Sahani with
4/22 and Sambhu Das with 3/16 did
most of the damage
DLFU KOBRItN

Wills Favourite
Foursome Trophy

THI Wills 1 avounte Foursome
T i ophv Tournament was held at

tht 1 ort William Golf Club course
icctntlv The top honours were won
bv gold flakt winnei s comprising
S S Mundv Bambv Randhawa, Gn
ish Hindi a and Ahit Luthra The
cm vision A title went to Billies Bui
bill while the division B laurels
we ic secured bv Wi anglers, division
( bv Hie Classic 1 out some and divi

sion I> Be autv and the Beasts

In the ladies' group M Wallis
secured the best gross scoie and the
best nett score was achieved by
Vandana Agarwal with 124

Now coming to the team competi
tion, Wills Scoie With a Will made it

to the top secui ing the highest gi oss
stoic with the tour members of the
team having made a cumulative
score ot 455

In the tumor section Raiat Khui
ana emeiged the best plavei scoring
111 while the Cham Smokers got the
Wills Lights Out for the last team in

the competition And the best team
name pn/e went to Bankers in Bunk
ers Lt Gen A S Vaidya GOC m C,
Lastern Command gave awav the
pi lzes

l arliei the fifth day's play was
totally mat i ed by i am Only the
Asiad gold medallist Laxman Singh
played for some time m the morning
session to a one under par 65 On the
foui th day Sekhar Barman achieved
an incredible nett 55(11 undei par)
to spting the gieatest surprise of the
tournament On the same dav. Van
dana Agarwal made a seven under
Mai Gen V Awastv the Fort William
golt captain, hi ought in a five under
pai 61 And the Wranglers at that

stage were still leading the field by
thiee sttokes from their closest

nvals

PRAKASH GHOSH

At the Cricket Board > send off function held in Bombay on 1 1 February Mohmder

Amarr ath was awarded the Thums Up Man ot the Senes trophy and Rs 20 000 cash

He was adjudged the best Indian cricketer during the Indo Pak Test senes with a

splenoid performance of almost 600 runs including 3 centuries Mohmder receded the

award from the president of the Indian Cricket Board Mr N K P Salve
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BELGAUM
Partho Qanguli wins

PARTHO GANGULY and Rddhtkd
Bose annexed the men's and

women’s singles title lespectivelv m
the South /one Majoi Badminton
Championship which concluded here
recently at the Indal Community
Centte Hall

It was a fine double foi Kadhika
Partnering Bhushan Akut she beat
Anita Ganguh and Chengappa 11 IS
IS 10 IS U
Partho took the fust game IS 10

very easily but lost the second gaitie

to Samay Shama at 1 1 Partho won
the third easily IS 1

Radhika Bose started badly drop
ping the lust game but recovered to

beat Huftish Nauman 10 12 116,
11 S

In the semifinals also Radhika
went down to national champion and
second seed Madhumita Guswami in

the first game Howev er she won the
other two games convincingly

THIRUVFNGAOAM S

TRIVANDRUM
Kozikhode champs

KOZHIKODE came from behind
to defeat 1 nvandrum 3 2 in the

finals of the 29th Kerala State Hock
ev Championship held at the Muni
upal Stadium, Teilicherry At halt
time the winners were trailing 1 2

Ti ivandrum shot into the lead m
the 7th minute when their centre
foiward Mai tin Joseph converted a
free hit They mueased the margin
to 2 0 thtough centre half Augustine
Thomas oft a penalty corner Howev
ei , in the 28th minute Kuttapa ot

Kozhikode reduced the margin The
equaliser came m the 48th minute
through inside left Uttaih after a
good move from the circle Kozhi
fcode got their match winnerm the
54th minute, w hen an Anup
Kuttappa combination ended the lat

ter hit a tei i if ic shot which m turn
deflected oil the keeper's pads and
centie foi waid Irudavarai doing the
spade work

Ielhcheirv Municipal chairman O
V Abdulla distributed the trophies
M P SURE9H

BANGALORE
A sport in Itsown right

fiC TUDO is very popularm Mahar
J ashtra Not evetiBruc e Lee and

Enter the dragon have managed to
usurp the standing of iudo ’ re
marked Deepak J Tilak the Mahar
ashtra ‘B* team coach who is an
instructor in the Pune ludo Assoua
tion, one of the pioneetmg institu
tions m the field,

facilities available, but the fact re
mams that the state has produced
some quality judokas in this country
and has continued to reign supreme
since 1972
Maybe other states could take cue

and introduce and organised cam
paign to take this highly technical
spot t to the people
A CORRESPONDENT

MADRAS

San/ay Smah on his way to a discus qotd in the

XIH all India Ordnance & Ordnance Equipment
Factories Athlete Meet which was held at the

Ordnance Stadium Ordnance Factory Varan

gaon

The institution one ot the oldest m
the country was-staited by late R D
Khanewale who was a fifth dan He
was also the first black belt in India
The P IA caters to over 200 300 iudo
kas each day Judo has come a long
way horn being identified with
wrestling to breaking away with an
identity of its own It suffered an
intei mediate phase when the
Japanese martial art was merged
with the Indian style of wrestling
Wrestlei s used to be fielded as iudo
kas Uttat Pradesh did it m the first

nationalslat Hyderabad in 1960 when
many international wrestlers pai tin
pated and won the team cham
pionship for that state It was in the
1972 National at Maharashtra that

judo regained its identity as being a

subtle and technical sport in its own
right
From then on it has become m

ci easingly technical day after day
*

There was a period when karate
posed a threat with its asthetic
appeal and glamour luring many
ludokas “But not in Maharashtra,"
shot Mr Mohammed All, who has
coached judo m various institutions

all over India and is now in Bombay
“1 here are as many as 3000 judokas
in Bombay and another 3000 to 5000
m Pune, Kolhapur and their num
bers has been swelling,” he added
According to Mr Tilak, once in

four years senior judokas are sent to

Japan to undergo training m the
famed ludokan Kodoian University
there to update their skill

It is either due to coaching or other

Of cricket and gang
fights

A WEEK befoit Santhome Highei
Secondary School had deieated

Don Bosco Matuculation School in

the final oi the INCA schools' fumoi
tournament Six days latei the senioi

string of Don Bosco exti acted then
tevenge by defeating Santhome HSS
in the final of the senioi s tout na
ment The match was drawn but Don
Bosco were declared w mnei s on tht

f ii st innings lead The tw o day mat i h
did provide some thrills and good
performances Raniit Ittichena top
scored with 52 in Don Bosco s fust

innings scoi e ot 196 Santhome HSS
were restiicted to 160 They then
struck back to take a couple of quick
wickets but a steady knock by the
Don Bosco skipper and opening bats
•man Sanjay Menon lescucd them
Santav made a patient 81 with 12
boundanes and Don Bosco ultimate
lv totalled 188
Santhome were left lust six overs

to make an impossible 225 1 n v ic

tory There is talk about initr col

legiate rivalry bur now thism all v

has spread to si hools too Thei evuit
supporters in plenty for both tt anis
and they were indeed quitt \ oi ift i

ous In fact thernaliy culminattd in

“gang fights" bieaking out in tlu

pavilion terrace which then had to

he cleared of schoolboys

Jolly Rovors
favourites

The Raiah of Palayampatn Shield,
the symbol of supremacy in city

Senior Division League Cucket
which seemed within the gt asp of
State Bank of India toi so long, now
seems to be in the grasp of Jolly
Rovers State Bank looked all set to
take the title foi the fout th year in a
row, when they had topped the table
with 75 points and with one match in

hand But a splendid show by Jolly
Rovers who took the maximum 24
points from two successive games
against Globetrotters and Port 1 1 ust
saw them leap to a total of 78 points
and with one match m hand not only
are they now four points ahead of
State Bank, but the foi met cham
pions have only a weak opponent to
plav—Grand Prix—while State Bank
have to meet the not too weak South
ern Railway Anothei team with an
outside chance of regaining the



shield are Alwarpet Cricket Club
who have 72 points and have to play
Reserve Bank. It is indeed an intri-

guing situation but their brilliant
late run, wherein they have reg-
istered outright victories over
Globetrotters and Port Trust, have
marked Jolly Rovers, led by Bharath
Reddy, to be favourites for\he pen-
nant.

Sports for the
.
handicapped

NINETEEN institutions in the
State, which look after the wel-

fare of the handicapped, partici-

pated in the Annual Sports Meet
sponsored by State Bank of India ior

the Mvlapore Academy at the YMCA
College of Physical Education. The
1200. odd handicapped children
made light of then physical disabili-

ties and proved that the “mind is

stronger than the body "

In all 32 events were conducted lor

the mentally retarded, deaf and
blind boys and girls in the das long
meet The meet was well attended by
philanthiophists and representa-
tives ol industry and business and if

they come foiward to host such
meets m futuie, asMi U S Natara
ian, Direct oi ot Sports and Youth
Services exhorted them to do, it

would be a step in the right diret

non.

Schoolboy
cricket

THE TNCA schools tournament is

a very popular event. The final m
particular is held in a festive atmos-

phere with the eft tire student body
of both schools present and
vociferously cheering their team on.

This year m an interesting match,
Santhome High School defeated Don
Bosco by six wickets in the final to

win the C. Ramaswami Trophy for

the inter-schools junior cricket

tournament. Don Bosco were res-

tricted to 123 tor eight in forty overs

and Santhome hit up 124 for four

wickets m 32.4 overs for a comfort-

able victory with 14-year-old opening
batsman Shyam Sunder taking the

honours, hitting a stroke filled 72. In

the past these matches used to be
played on matting wickets, but
realising the importance of iuniois

playing on turf wickets the TNCA
nan the final on the Chidambaram
Stadium pitch.

News from the
hoopsters

THE Junior inter Collegiate Bas-

ketball Tournament, which saw
many keen matches, could not have
ended on a more thrilling note. The
finalists, Indian Institute of Technol-
ogy and Loyola fought out a spirited

duel and the lead was never more
than just a few points. Most of the

time in fact it was just a point or two*
One minute before the final gong,
I1T trailed 68*69. But with just a lew
seconds to go, skipper Murali barged
through the Loyola defence and with
an accurate jump shot put TIT ahead
70-69—and that remained the final
score amidst scenes of tremendous
excitement. Murali in fact per-
formed best, scoring 25 points for 1IT

State Bank of India (Madras) won
the Madurai National Basketball
Club Title beating Indian Bank.
(Madras) 80-59 in the final at the
floodlit Madurai Medical College
courts.

Bertram tourneys

THE Bertram Memorial Tourna-
ments, conducted by the Loyola

College, Madras are the premier
competitions for college teams in the
South Over the last fifty years, these
tournaments, always well conducted,
have drawn a good response from
colleges from Tamil Nadu, Andhra
and Karnataka who participate in all

six events—tennis, table tennis, ball
badminton, basketball, volleyball
and chess. To commemorate the Gol
den Jubilee Meet, the organisers this

year decided to hold competitions in

other games. Cricket, always a popu-
lar game, was added to the list. The
competition was named the Bertram
Memorial Cricket Tournament and
all the colleges in the city, including
the top teams, took part. The match-
es were keen especially in the later

stages and predictably the four fan-

cied teams—Indian Institute of Tech-
nology, Anna University, Vivekanan-
da and the hosts made it to the
semi-final These games were played
over thirty overs and while Loyola
defeated IIT by three wickets, Anna
University just about managed to get
the better of Vivekananda getting
the winning run with one ball to

spare.

PARTAB RAMCHAND

Inter-stuul Plants
Championships

THE nine-day 15th All India lntei

-

steel Plants Hockey tournament
concluded at the Burnpur Stadium
recently (Decembei 27, ’82 to Janu-
ary 4, *83). Altogether seven steel

plants participated in the league-

cum-knock-out championship. Hol-

den Tata Iron & Steel company,
runners-up Bhilai Steel Plant, Rour-
kela Steel and Durgapur Steel Plant

qualified to play in the semifinals

knot k out stage securing 6, 4, 4 and 2

points, respectively from their

groups. In the semifinals, Tisco beat
Durgapur while Rourkela defeated
Bhila‘> by a solitary goal each. In a

keenly contested final, Rourkela
liftedYhe trophy edging out Tata
Iron by seven goals to six via tie

breaker.
Former Olympian Mikel Kindo, 38

years old, sports officer ol Rourkela
played a cool and calculated game.

Tisco’s skipper B. Hemrom emerged
the top scorer netting seven goals in

four matches while Rourkela’s N.
Somad and Bhilai*s R. B. Patel scored
a hat trick each.
* Bhilai got the third position as
Durgapur gave walk-over. Bhilai’s

Adarsh Pal Singh misbehaved with
the referee Mr J. S. Walia in the
semifinal against R.S.P, when Bhilai
was trailing by a goal, They left the
ground angrily.

The three-day All India Inter-steel
Plants Basketball Championship en-
ded at the TISCO sports house court
at Burnpur recently (January 6 to 8,
*83). Altogethei eight steel plants
took part m the league-cum-knock-
out competition. Reigning cham-
pions Tisco, runners Bhilai, Durga-
pur Steel and Visvesvaraya Iron 8c

Steel Limited entered the semifinals
collecting 6, 6, 4 and 4 points, respec-
tively, playing three matches each.
In the semifinals, Tata beat V1SL
99-73, while Bhilai eliminated Durga-

?
ur 78-53. In a well-contested final,

isco edged out Bhilai 106-68 and
retained the coveted trophy Tisco
led 75-30 at the breather. Interna-
tional Sunil Panda, 7'2" tall, emerged
the highest scorer scoring 133 points
from 5 matches.

PUNE

An interesting
marathon

THE evening of 16 January saw a
24-year-old bank clerk Ashok

Yadav from Karad win the gruelling
Maharashtra State Open marathon
championships when the race con-
cluded at the Shahu Stadium at

Satara. He clocked 3 hrs 14 mins 36
secs for the 42 kms run.
Ashok who was participating for

the third consecutive year was fol-

lowed closely by Rajendra Singh of
Pune, Raosaneb Tawharey of Sangli
and veteran R. C. Chatterji of Nag-
pur m that order. Seventeen runners
from all over the State took part in

the race. Most runners were above
the age of 20 except two cadets from
the Satara Sainik School.
For R. N. Chatterji this was the

14th marathon he had taken part in
and for a man now nearly 40 it was
indeed creditable to stand fourth in
a good timing. The race which was
conducted with a rural backdrop saw
enthusiastic villagers erecting wel-
come arches everywhere.
Raosaheb Tawharey, hardly 20,

was by far the most impressive run-
ner amongst those who took part.
This fanner ran at a furious pace
throughout and led for a good 25 kma
but being totally inexperienced he
just did not make use of the mam
water and refreshment points all

along the way and in the process he
tires himselfout too early, ,

RAHUL CHAN0AWARKAR *
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DILLY-
DALLIES

Retiring is a way of
life

RAY Illingworth is SO
year old, but that

doesn’t stop him playing
the game he loves so
much He is still active as
manager and captain of

Yorkshire, but has recent
ly announced his retire

ment from cricket—for the
second time over He will

be hanging up his boots at

the end of next summer
and says “That is definite

ly mv last year ”

Illy first retiredm 1977
after ten years as Leites
tershire’s captain, but la

ter rejoined Yorkshire as
manager, then replaced
Chris Old as captain after

the country’s indifferent
start last summer
Ah well, we’ve all got to

quit at one time or other
Even if we’ve already
done so once before

tall
scores

How England threw
it all away

E ’s not often that one
ets the opportunity to

watch almost six hundred
runs scored m a single

day’s play So in this con
text, the Benson Hedges
World Senes Cup thnller
between England and New
Zealand on Saturday,
January 29, drew a great
deal of comment
England, batting first,

scored what seemed a phe
nomenonal 296 for five off

their allotted 50 overs and
looked set to romp home
Everything went against
the chances of a win tor

the New Zealanders, m
eluding history, for this

was a record total for a

one day game, but the fact

that they did so with ease
is now history
Geoff Howarth, the New

Zealand captain who has
proved this season that he
is no ordinary leader, said

later that he thought his

side had no chance against
such a total In his opinion,
the only alternative was to

go out and lose respect
ably No small wonder,

Bob Willis exasperated

than, that the New Zealan
ders received telegrams of

congratulation from such
bodies as the Masonic
Hotel, Opotiki and the
Rotura Barbecue Society
And Willis’ According

to Matthew Engel of The
Guardian, who was pre
sent at the scene of the
crime, the England cap
tain, “who has been
thiough most of the dispa
raging adjetives already.

used a few more” No won
der England lost four out
of five matches when
there was no wav they
could ever have been
beaten, except by a freak
result

RIGGINS IS

TOPS

"Ron’s thepresident,

hut I'm the king ’

I
T was the Redskins who
emerged triumphant •

No, thev didn’t grind the
cowboys into the dust this

time the script was slightly

different Washington was
stunned when the city s

Redskins tiampled the m
vincible Miami Dolphins
on the first day of hebru
ary to take the Superbowl
It was the upsel win of the
season for the season, foi

there weren’t too many
people who gave the
Capital’s boys much of a
chance

The next day the pun
chlinewas “Reaganomics
has given way to Riggmo
mics”, m reference to the
fabulous play of john Rig
gins, whose eftoi is in the
running back position

gave his side a 27 17 vie

tory It was telebiation
time for Riggins and his

mates after the game and
in between sips of cham
pagne, he gloated “I’m
very happy Ron’s the
President but at least for
tonight, I’m the king ”

AUSSIE
PROBLEMS

All may not be
well.

Allan BORDER as an
opening batsman

Graeme Wood and Bruce
Laird on the sidelines
Greg Chappell batting at

number five Denis Lillee
droppe—yes, dropped

—

from the side that played
New Zealand on January
31 at Adelaide So what’s
going on’
No one is too sui e And

no one is telling, eithei

Come to think of it Kim
Hughes hasn’t been a

grand success as captain,

but we are getting used to

hearing all about that

Could it be that the pre
Packei problems aie still

festering’

Dennis Lillee dropped
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Crossword
DEREK OBRIEN

187

ACROSS

1 Abrupt rise in athletics (4)

4

Converter of raw hide on the
tennis court (6)

7 Indian tennis player goes well

with tandoori in the beginning

(6)

*8 Not liquid hockey (3)

9 Randall initially (11)
11 King Lear is partly lost in this

football team (4)

13 Christian name of 10 down (5)

15 Tiresome rifle9 (4)

16 Racehorse Claus (5)

18 C and not K in this knockout
(1 1 1)

19 Narendra Gurung plays for this

team (1 1 1)

20 Many venues of the QE11
Stakes return (6)

DOWN

2 Gentleman with black and
white attire (6)

3 Fast bowler in a pack of cards

(4)

4 Game played at Roland Garros

(6)

5 Baseball team (4)

6 Incomplete Godfrey (4)

9 Tennis great is deprived of

property in the middle (6)

10 Animal doctor in this athlete (5)

12 Shortened advertisement be
gins race horse (6)

14 Shooting mixed up in rapt

attention (4)

17 Unreturnable serves (4)

Question box
An wtvt bv Surih r \ aidya

Tanmaya Mltra, Buddha Nagar
Q Which player has taken maximum

catches in Tests9
A Colin Cowdrey of England has held

a maximum of 120 catches m 1 14 Test

arances tor England
Which Indian player has taken the

most catches in Tests9

A Sunil Gavaskar who has held 76
catches in 65 Tests so far

Amlandu Bhattacharjee, Maligaon
Q What is the record for the max

ffnum number of runs scored in one
day? Who were the chief scorers9

A As many as 588 runs were scored
in just one day in the second Test
between England and India at Man
Chester in 1936 England had scored
398 and India made 190 runs on the
second day of the Test which is the
world record

Q What is Viv Richards s and Geoff
Boycotts batting record in Tests?
A Viv Richards has played in 47

Tests till before the beginning of the
rerent series 74 innings was unbeaten
on lour occasions scored 4129 runs
with ^91 as his highest score 58 98
average He has hit 13 centuries 17
half centuri«»s and four ducks Geoff
Roycott of England has played 108
Tests 193 innings was unbeaten 23
times scored 8114 runs at the average
of 47 72 with 246 not out as his highest
He has hit 22 centuries 42 fifties and 10
ducks
Raiesh Bangod, Partur

Q What is the Test record of Richard
Hadlee of New Zealand9

A He has played 38 Tests 66 in

nings eight times not out 1241 runs
with 103 as his highest score 21 39
average one century five half centur
les seven ducks 20 catches 9449
bal’s 269 maidens 4463 runs 169
wickels 26 40 average 13 times with

five wickets in an innings and thrice 10
wickets ir a match
Q How many centuries d»d C K

Nayudu score tor India in Tests 9

A None
Q Has any English batsman scored a

century before lunch on first day of a
Test9

A Not yet

Q What is the Test batting record of

Len Hutton of England9 What is his

highest score in Tests9

A In 79 Tests 138 innings he has
remained 15 times not out scored 6971

runs with 364 highest score and 56 67

SOLUTION ISO

as his average He has htt 19 centuries,

33 half centuries and five ducks His
highest score of 364 was made against

Australia at The Oval in 1936
Chandra Bhagtanf, Port Blair

Q Who holds the world record tor

making the most fifties in Tests9 How
many half centuries have Gavaskar and
Vishwanath scored in Tests9

A Geoff Boycott of England has hit a
maximum of 42 half centuries in 108
Tests India s Gavaskar and Vish-

wanath have scored 33 and 35 half

centuries respectively

Abhijit Das, Stlchar

Q What is Kapil Dev s highest score
in first class cricket9 Please give de-
tails

A Kapil Dev s highest score in first-

class cricket is 193 scored in the Ranji
Trophy for Haryana against Punjab at

Chandigarh in 1979 80
Shahab Haider, Shakeel Haidar, Be-
gusaral

Q What is the Test batting record of
I T Botham9 Please give his bowling
record too

A He has played 59 Tests 92 in-

nings thrice not out 3266 runs with

208 as his highest score 36 69 aver-
age 11 centuries 1 3 half centuries 10
ducks 69 catches has bowled 14050
balls 541 maidens conceded 6536
runs taken 267 wickets at an average
of 24 47 On 20 occasions he has had
five wickets in an innings fqur times 10
in a match He led England in 12 Tests
Sangeeta Aneeta, Sagar and Bbaskar
Majumdar
Q What is Dilip Doshi s name9
A Dilip Rasiklal Doshi

Quiz I
i Ftoilt Ghoae

QUESTIONS

Given below are the names of certain

internationally famous sport stars (past

and present) State their specific disci-

pline as well as the countries they
represent represented

1 Eugenio Torre
2 Max Euwe
3 John Naber
4 Lang Ping
5 Donald Quarrie

6 Joao Carlos de Oliviera

7 Sawao Kato
8 Mike Boit

9 John Aku Bua
10 Annegret Richter

ANSWERS

Odd (suauJOM) soijaimy 01*

epue6f) soiiemw §
eAueyi soiiaiqiv 6

uedep sousbuuiAo i
lizejg soijaiMiv g

eoieuier soiiemw $
euiiio (sueuio/w) j|eqAd||OA V

vsn 6uiiuluiaivs e
pueijOH sseqo S

seuiddijiqd am sseqo l
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HRHHRHHHHHHHRRHi Dons Schapiro

When somebody tells you about a good
hand there are several possibilities It is

all rather like travelling - you can grade
the stones 1 First class - declarer sees a
good play in time and*actually makes it

Second class - declarer sees a good play

too late but has got his story straight

when he tells you Third Class - he sees
the good play too late but is honest

enough to admit it Fourth class - some-
body else spots it I suppose that you
could extend the theme indefinitely

This week's hand travelled third class -
Vivian Martin, a Brighton team-mate has
just told me this story from an early round
of this year s team Congress

+ Q743

AKJ 10

0762
OQIO
4Q753

OAJ5
O K3
4K982

4652
010983
O J8542
4 J

498
OKQ4
O A976
4 A 10 6 4

West dealt at love all and the bidding was
simple
SaaM VIM North Cast

1 NT pass 24* pass

20 pass 3 NT pass

pass pass

shows out it is easy to cash the red suit

winners and exit with the last spade to

endplay West A sure tricks play 1

Why didn t his team mates spot this at

the time7 The other two of us are norm*
ally quite critical Well I have cheated
slightly The clubs actually broke 3 2 ana
I like to think that any of the other three

who carried Vivian into 91st place (there

were 90 prizes) might have got home on
this deal i am joking of course, but we
didn t have a very distinguished weekend
Answer to Quit of Oocombor 12
As West you played in four spades after

North had bid strongly in oiamonds The
lead was the Ace of diamonds followed

by a trump

4AK87654
C?S42
O 2

4 K 7

East

4QJ3
AK986

OQ85
482

An easy one Without going into too
much detail you must plan not to rely onA being right Declarer should arrangeA being right Declarer should arrange
at a suitable time, to lead OQ from
dummy and discard a heart (loser on
loser) Then if the hearts are not too
badly divided he can establish them for

at least one club discard without South
gaming the lead

WChi

West started with the Ace, King and Jack
of spades (East following suit upwards)
and South parted with a low diamond
after winning with dummy's 4Q It

seemed clear that West held the missing

spade so declarer came to hand with

OK and finessed 49 into Easts hand
Adiamond came back and, after winning

with dummy's King, there was a moment
of decision Who, if anyone had started

with four clubs7

In real life Vivian came to hand with

4A and, when East showed out, all was
exposed It was only later that the penny
dropped It would have been far better to

continue with 4K from the table If all

follow you are home and diy If West
snows out there is a marked finesse for
the ninth trick if (as happen) East

The draw for the series of Candidates’
Matches, the event which will dominate
international chess this year, was made
dunng the FIDE Congress at Lucerne in

November and resulted as follows (1)

Hubncr v Smyslov (2) Torre v Ribli, (3)

Kasparov v Belyavsky, (4) Korchnoi v
Portisch In the semi-final round the

winners of (1) and (2) meet and of (3)

and (4) Although the young Kasparov
will start favourite, it is clear mat Ins half

of the draw is much the stronger and will

present many opportunities for a fall

Should that happen, then Hubner’s pros-

pects of becoming the next challenger

would appear bright However, I believe

that most experts would give him little

hope against Karpov in match con-
ditions Perhaps the following game
bears this out for the West German
grandmaster had a good chance offered

him but missed it and was heavily

defeated
White Afiatety Karpov, Black Retell Nabasr Caro
Kann Defence (Tilburg 1962

)

1 P-M. P-QB3, 2 P-04, P-04
3 R-02, PxP, 4RxP, B-B4
5 IQ -103, B— 183,

7 IQ-B3. IQ-02,
6 P-RI4, P-KR3
0 P-R5, B-Q2

• 1-03, IxB,
11 1-B4, P-K3,

10 Qxl, KR-B3
12 0-0-0, B-K2

13 R-K5, 0-0 14 P-04
With this move Karpov embarks upon a rash

campaign Simply 14 Kt x Kt Q x Kt 15 B - K5
maintained Whites initiative

14 P-B4 15 P-05. RxR
18 SxR. r-rs. 17 BxP. KxB?
Correct was 17 B Kt4ch 18 K - 62 KtxP
19 Q-QB3 R-Kl after which (according to

Nunn in the British Chess Magazine) Black ought
to emerge with a clear advantage

IS 0-R2 K-KMch, 10 K-R1, R-B3
20 PxP, 0-11,
22 t-OB, 0-105,

21 P-K7.0-K1
22 0-18, X- R1

24 R-K1, R-02. 29 RxR, OxR
2SR-W, P-13, 27 O-OBcl, 0x0
Whites far advanced centre pawns are worth
more than a Rook and tus Knight is much superior

to the Bishop

21 B-BS,
30 K-B2, P-R4,
32 R-IO, R-RQ1,

28 P-RQ3.I-B2
31 Rx Pod, 0-02
33 P-01, 1-04

34 R-KR, Q-R4, 35 OxP, RxRP
3B P-07, R-07. 37 R-K3, Rasta*

CswpsUtlsa 0801 Solution next week
BJaek

White mates in sewn Grade 2 (easy)

heteMK Ite im Solution next «wek
•. I de C. Mode (Toronto Evening Tetognm
1956) (i44e2MSimifQ8tefatel£^ S
Write pati 4 Week)
White to play and mate in three mows
Sotettsa la Na 1227 (Uptea)* WJMriMMOf
3P1*1*/R|1r1M1 -aatefcte*) 1 P-Q4ch
(a) 1 Q- 06, 2 RxR (b) 1 R(Q8)-Q6,
2 RxQ €0 1 R(B6)-Q& 2 RxKt, (d>
1 Kt~Q6s2RxR The checking key a luxury

composers rarefy allow themselves, enforce* teur
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1953 3T 1976
30th March: Pankaj Roy and Polly Umrigar set a

* 4thwicket record tor India against the West Indies 1 50 runs

2nd April: The 2nd wicket partnership between

f'
Pankaj Roy and Vijay Manjrekar yields 237 runs— a new
record for any wicket against the West Indies Also a record

for the 2nd wicket against all countries

4th April: 6 centuries in one match i

j
Umrigar (117), Roy ( 1 50), and Manjrekar (118) for India

jl,
Worrell (237), Weekes (109) and Walcott (118) tor the West

If Indies This was the first time thethreeW s'scored a century

R in the same innings

22nd April: India start the 2nd day at 1 78 for

only 1 Holding attacks the batsmen with bouncers hurled

frdhn round the wicket Vishwanath, Gaekwad and Brijesh

Patel are injured

24th April: Bedi and Chandrashekhar join the

injured list, making it 5 Indian substitutes on the field All 16

Indian players get to play in the test

25th April: Bedi declares India s second
innings closed at 97 for 5 for fear of his bowlers qettmg
injured while batting

14th April: Rust Surti sends back West Indian

openers Hunte and Solomon, both for a duck The

scoreboard reads 1 for 2

14th April: West Indian batsman M C Morns
sweeps Borde tor a four, but is given out The bat slips from

his hand and hits the stumps

Itth April: Polly Umrigar, playing his last test

innings, scores 60 Hampered by a strained back,he scores

all hts runs with the help of a runner

1971
20th February: Dilip Sardesai hits Barrett high

over the boundaryand the ball crashes through the glass of

the press box However, Sardesai gets only lour runs

According to ground rules, the ball must go over the press

box for a six

20th February: Sardesai and Prasanna set a
9th wicket partnership record with 122 runs Prasanna's

contribution is just 25 Sardesai slams 212 and becomes the

first Indian to score a double century against the West
Inches

22nd February: West Indies collapse from 202
for £ to 217 ad out and follow on for the first time against

India

a

T?fceya**E7.83.
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On Doshi

and
Inclusion

HEARTY congratula
tions to Sportsworld

and Mudat Patherya for

the great investigative re
port "Doshi dropped at his

peak 11

in the issue dated
16 February It cannot be
denied that Doshi was
dropped when he was still

the best left arm spmner
in the world *»nd India’s

main strike bowler along
with Kapil Dev Now the
question is—was Doshi a
victim of the Indian selec

tors oi a piev of Gavas
kar’s indecent politics7

Sunny Cavaskdg nas once
again proved what a clique
master he is He brought
m Dhiraj Parsana, Ravi
Shastn Ghulam Parkar
and Suru Nayak when they
were mere passengers on
the Test scene
Gavaskar’s fans are al

ways happy with their
guru’s batting without con
sideling the politics that
he has introduced into In
dian cricket It is clearly

evident that Gavaskar
finished Doshi and was
trying to do the same wuh
Kapil by bowling him for

90 to 100 runs at a stretch

Of course he found remov
ing Kapil a difficult prop
osition Thankfully, Gavas
War has been removed as

captain or Kapil Dev
would have been finished
on the West Indian tup

It is high rime that the
B( Cl sees to it that Gavas
kar is never made captain
ir future And of course,
what Mr Patherya wrote
cannot be false There was
something tianspinng be
fween Doshi and Gavaskar
all the time Gavaskar also

made a statement that
some players in the age
group of 24 25 had trou
bled him a lot on the tour
which could be a pointer
to either Kapil, Vengsar
kar or Arun Lai
Actually we are fools It

is we who lift Gavaskar on
our heads without giving a
considei ation to the
amount of nonsense that

he is indulging m My

advice to him would be to

take up active politics af

ter retirement With the
populanty that he enjoys
he could even become the
Prime Minister oi our
country after Mrs Gandhi
Then 1 can expect Suml
Gavaskai to include all

‘Bombaywallas’ m his
cabinet!

PRABAL GUHA Calcutta

We warn themWE strongly criticise

the attitude of the
Pun )abi supporters
whenever any Calcutta
team goes to play a soccer
tournament in Delhi This
time East Bengal faced
humiliation at their hands
If the supporters do not
reform themselves we
warn them to treat their
teams likewise when they

|

play m oui city

PRAHIAD GHOSH,

Calcutta

Biased

THE article bv Mudar
Patheiva on Doshi was

simply biased What he
wrote was childish What
took place between Doshi
and Gavaskar can take
place only m a team of

schoolboys and not the In
dian teanr Moreover,
Doshi has nevei accused
Gavaskar anywhere in an
interview oi m anv article

It is a pity that a Yepuied
magazine like yours te
sorted to using the piece
It seems that the writei
had some personal dislike
for Gavaskar
Moteover 1 felt that

Doshi was rightly dropped
He flopped m all depart
ments, especially in field

mg It was high time that
young bowlers got a
chance above him I think
Mr Patherya’s article was
nothing but what the Bihar
Press Bill descubed as
‘yellow journalism’ 1

PRAFULLA KUMAR
SAHV

Berhampur

Final Say

THI recent Indo Pak
series compels me to

write, the name of the for
mer Indian captain as Sor
row Maker Gavaskar

SOMNATH ROY
,

Calcutta



//"THEStE aw too
1 many batsmen

West tacKes. flatat
'

somebody is pre-
in fornft for me to have pared to take the risk,

much hope and fhe premiums are so
they'll probably only high that insurance ts

take seven batsmen hardly worth it
"—

anvway '—Dirk Wei- Stephen Camacho,
lham on his chances West Indies Cncket
of being in the Austra-

lian squad for the

Board sec retary

World Cup "The prime require-

ment is to restore

"Obviously we have some confidence into

an exciting Australian the team after three

team at the moment defeats They have
and it is fantastic that the ability but must
young players like

Smith ana Kepler
start believing in

themselves "-Jim
Wessels have had the Aitken the captain ot

opportunity to show the Scotland rugbv
wliat they can do
Mr David Richards,

team

the exec utive director "1 lust didn t play
oi the ABC (Am/ra- well, Icouldn t pul

htirt Cncket) the ball away 1 had
to laugh at myself —

'
1 ve played a lot of Ivan Lendl said after

one-dav cricket and 1 he lost to Czech Pavel
leel 1 can adjust But Slo?il in a WCT
mv preference is for

Test arid Shield crick-

tourney

<4 - Kepler Wessel The television light-

replies the charges ing makes it pretty

that hr was unsuited hot but no one
ten one-days sweats more than me

1 have made my otfi

1 look forward to ual complaint to the

continuing captaincy referee It is up to him
1 look forward also to to take it further —

see some of the Dennis Taylor, the Ir

voung players who ish professional

have shown form on .snooker player who
this tour or at home beat world champ
improve in the next Alex Higgins at

lew months 1 he c ur-

rent problem in En
Ipswich

elish cricket is that we The game has been
haven t got depth or overexposed and it is

quality otcnc keters time to give it a rest

1 he* strength of any on the box 1 suggest
k am goes in cycles that three years
and al the moment would pro* e a test on
we le bn swing — whether television is

Bob Willis (ThcCjihii- responrsiblc tor falling

di<m) gates —Brian
Clough Nottingham

1 am ted up with Forest manager [fhe
certain members of
fhe 1 77A and have

(jUMciian)

had enough 1 ve not "We believe in loyal

had a fair deal lor five ty We feel that in the

years I m no longer past the pohc\ of

in the frame of nnnd chopping and chang-
to plav |)ioperly — ing the team was un-
Carole Mooie ladies pioductive and lo

7 7 champion of Eng- wered the value of a

land Ciicat Britain cap
Dick Gemmell the

1 he tiouble is we UK national rugby
cannot eve n insure a

lest mate h against

c oac h

the elements in the We the lush nevei

SPORT
QUOTE

lowc r in spirit 01

morale are totally

dependent tor our so-

udl and economic fu-

ture up on C laran

Fitzgerald s team to

raise and heal our
broken hearts and

mind

I didn t say am thing

because it I had said I

was going to Smith
Atuca in the midst of

a tour it might have
been mtsc on-

strued —Robin
|at kman

'Wo never had a

c ham e against riders

who earn in excess ol

1100 000 a vear ttom
the sport But the ex-

perience was invalu

able tiu Stone
who plac ed Jlth in

the world pro c vi lo

c ross t hampionship
n< ar Birmingham

It I had to ( house
someone* in the top

ten K( naldo .Snipes

would be m\
choice — )oe

B uglier

\\ must lie p<m nut

it d m tatting shops as

soon as possible to

keep up tuinovcM

Betting shop tui novel
vu nt clow n shaiplv

whiMi IV race s c ame
on tacausec uxtom-
c»is leave the shop to

w> fIDIwifM WifOf
me race and seldom
comeback"—Len
Cowbum, MD, Wtl-
Itam Hifl Organisa-

tion

' People have become
more interested in

Billy Hamilton be-
cause of the World
Cup, but he earned

that by his own efforts

and by scoring more
goals "—Northern

Ireland manager, Bil-

ly Bingham

I am still improving,
even on the basic

skills like passing and
trapping the ball " -

Billy Hamilton

We envisage a reg-

istration c harge of

something like 14
mav he less if we get

sponsorship Them
c ould then be simple
entrv to a large num-
ber of events We

i ould ofter discounts
on sport goods and
facilities could see
w here the runnel s are

and probably altera

tew \ ears respond to

then needs —Mike
lariell Amateur

Athletic Assoc idtion

venora I sec letary

We have a little-

mentioned grey-

haired gentleman on
our side who never
letsusdowrf '—fcng

land skipper Bob Wil-
lis on Taylor {The

lime)

How is it possible for

me to arrange such a

tour when I'm cur-

rently plavmgfor
Transvaal '—Alvin

Kalhcharran

C lubs go into Europe
on the rec ommenda-
tion of their national

association We
would put it to the FA

of Wales that we
would like our lead-

ing clubs to be
nominated for places,

in Europe "—Tony
Griffiths, league

secretary
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one happens to meet this tall,

slim but wiry Rajput, with a
thick moustache, working m the
police department as an Assistant
Suprmtendent one may get the
impression that he is a tough
harsh personality But this is not
so with this former Indian soccer
skipper, Magan Singh, a man of a
few words, shy simple
An Arjuna awardee Magan

Singh, was born on 1 8 48 He first

wore the Indian jersey in 1968
against a visiting Russian team ,

and thereafter he has always
been a tegular member of the
Indian team till 1974 He repre
sented India m four Merdeka Cup
tournaments (1969, 1970\ 1973,
1974), in two Asian Games at
Bangkok (1970) and Teheran
(1974), the Jakarta International
Gold Cup (1971) and pre
Olympics at Rangoon (1972) A
knee injury in 1974 brought about
an untimely retuement trom in

ternational football, but he is still

regularly playing for his polict

team RAC Bikanei and fot Raj^s
than m the nationals

1WAS born m a family m which
borball was not an unknown

thing My elder brotheis were
more than average footballers, so

it was natural that I took up the
game from mv early childhood
days Another thing which intesi

fied my interest m football was an
All India Football Tournament

—

Sardul Memorial—which was
held m Bikaner annually (This

tournament was discontinued last

twenty years ago) Tins tourna
ment used to give us an opportun
ity to watch the leading players of

the country in action They in-

spired a fire m me to take the

game seriously Bur 1 will admit
that 1 was not only devoted to

football in my school days 1 had
been playing other games also

viz—hockey, althletics, basket
ball for my school—Fort High
School and district teams also It

was Mr Malam Singh, himself a

good player, who advised me to

concentrate on football only and
leave other games I had a lot of

respect for nun, so heeding his

advice I started making haid to

unprove my football My hard
work bore me fruit very spon In

1974 I found myself m the Rajas
than junior team to play in the
nationals at Ajmer where ulti

mately we emerged winners de-

feating Assam 3 1 in the finals I

MAGAN SINfiit. niAtlr fc 1. 1 i 'u - t BRAfW
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was the top scorer in the tourna
ment In real terms mv football
career began to take shape only
aftei joining the police in 1966 In
1967 I graduated to the senior
state team and the following year
I wore the India jersey for the
first time, when 1 was selected to

play two ‘Test* matches against a

visiting Russian team at Delhi
and Madras It was really a
memorable moment in my life It

was a creditable thing for me to

be m the Indian team from Rajas
than, which was not a force to

reckon with m Indian soccer
Many of my well wishers and
football officials suggested that 1

should leave Rajasthan m order
to play top class football I had
some attractive offers from the
glamorous clubs of Calcutta and
Goa, but 1 turned down all those
luciative offers I wanted to prove
to them that if 1 had talent, 1

would get the chance inespective
of the State I belonged to I feel

proud today that I not only plajed
for my country bat also led the
Indian side at the Teheran Asiad
m 1974 In 1970, at the Bangkok
A>iad we won the bronze medal,
this also being one of the happiest

maments m m\ life

But the most memorable mo
ment came m 1973 We were
coming back from the Merdeka
tournament On the way we had a

match at Singapore against them
We had always beaten them on
previous occasions, so we took the

match lightly Singapore, on the
other hand started very aggres
sively from the beginning and
took full command of the match
By lemon time we found our team
trailing bv two goals to four Their
defenders, now, playing with grit
and determination were not
allowing our forwards to take any
liberty in their danger zone Our
manager Mi K Zivyaudin and
coach Mr P K tyanerjee were the
most tense and neivous people in
the arena They were shouting
from the sidelines to encourage
us to fight bat k Fifteen minutes
were left We began to feel, that
we had lost the battle But then
suddenly a fire spaiked in us and
wt waited fighting back to win
rht lost battle Within the last ten
minutes I scored a hat trick, and
in the end score board was read
mg 5 4m India’s favour After the
match tears of joy rolled down
Ziyyaudm Saheb came into the
dressing room and handed over
the Tricolour to me and said,
“Magan Singh take it for granted
that this year’s Arjuna Award is

yours” As he predicted I got the
Arjuna Award m 1973
When I asked him to comment

on the politics in sports, Magan
Singh grinned and said, “Are my
words going to bring any change
in the present situation, not at all,

so it is wise not to make any
comment on the matter”

as told to SATISH SHARMA
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I 1Newsletter from England

TH1 soccei season in Butain—and
in Europe geneiallv—is moving

into its fm il lap The scramble for

piofessional honours and needless
to sav, financial puzes is getting
more hectic by the week At stake m
England ate the League Cham
pionship, I-A Cup and League Cup
In Scotland the battle is on tot the
Premiei Division Championship and
Scottish Cup
The soccer public North and South

of the border are mostly agreed that

Liverpool have been the outstanding
British club ot the decade In vet
anothet year studded with triumphs
they appeared poised foi the tamed
“double”—the League and I A Cup
crowns, the one achievement to

elude them in then distinguished
history
That ditam dissolved in one black

afternoon on an ice rink of a pitch

When bottom placed Brighton beat
the mighty Mersey sideis 2 1 in the
fifth round oi the FA Cup Until

then, Liveipool handn’t lost at homt
m a Cup tie toi eight years It is

precisely the possibility \ of such
giant killing acts which gives the
competition its special magic
However, the ultimate test of quality
and consistency is the League Bai
ring an earthquake or some such
natural calamity, Liverpool were cei

tain of finishing on top, which they
did with a fourteen points margin

stir*

*{

separating them from their nearest
rivals, Watford This gave them two
distinctions the trophy itself for the
second successive year, and a place
in the European Cup, the gieatest
soccei honours that the continent
can offer

But though Liveipool may have
lost out in rhe 1 A Cup they have
more than an outside chance of re

taming the League title, having
teached the final which is to be
played on the sacied turf at Wemb
ley Their opponents will be Man
Chester United, a club nch in tiadi

turn, glamour and following
To Liverpool's Kennv Dalglish,

Graham Souness, Ian Rush, Alan
Kenncdv and Mark Laurenson, U»
ited can put forward Bryan Robson,
Moses Steve Coppell Frank Staple
ton and Gordon McQueen Moreovci
thev have got through to the quarter
final of the I A Cup, the winning ot

which guarantees a side a place in

the following yeai*s 1 uropcan Cup
Winners Cup

Scotlands big three Celtic, Aber
deen and Dundee United are on
course for the Scottish Cup but only
the lust two are realistic contendeis
for the premiei division title as only
a point keeps them upait
So much for the British domestic

scene The struggle foi top European
hpmnns was on show in the lirst

week ot March Aston Villa last

year's Euiopean Cup champions
played Juventus of Italy in a first leg
home tie and lost 1 2 They now have
a mountain to climb, for they must
beat the Italians by two clear goals in

the away match, an improbable
occurrence at the best of times
Juventus have one of the best lines

of defence in the world and in Paolo
Rossi the striker who put favourites
Brazil out of the Woild Cup last

summer with a hattnek, thev have
the game's greatest goalgetter

T he bigger shock of the night came
in Poland when Liverpool lost 0 2 to

the Polish club Widzew Lodz, whose
scoters were irckmski and Wraga
On the e\ idence of the night, Liver
pool were the better side and should
have translated this to greater
advantage The goals thev conceded
were bad goalkeeping enots but
these all count as managei Bob
Paisley obseived after tht match and
rhe Meiseysiders will have to put on
a near fabulous display at home to

take the tie on a supeuoi aggregate
and reach rhe semi finals Thev do
perhaps, have a strongei chance of

doing that than Aston Villa

BOXING has pnmded the othti
talking point of tht week first

came the demolition of Britain’s

principal middlewtight hope Tons
Sibson, bv the black American, Mai
vin Haglei I he latter is surely ont ol

*\\ Jr\
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Jubilation as Rossi scores tor Juventus against Aston VUIa in the first minute of the European Cup quarter-final encounter



the au-thne greats in hid division.
Alan Minter, the Britisher who was
Grroer world middleweight cham-
pion, once spoke feelingly about Sib-

son’s power, having experienced his
punches himself.
But Hagler, as Sibson admitted

after the bout, was in a different
league and he proceeded to give the
young Briton a boxing lesson he isn’t

likely to forget for a long time.
However, he is prepared to start all

over again in his bid to have another
crack at the world title. With a spirit

like that, to drive him on Sibson

should get far.

The season’s biggest surprise has
been the return to the ring of Joe
Bugner, a former British and Euro-
pean heavyweight champion and one
time contender for Muhammad Alt’s
crown. Hugarian-born Bugner, who
came to Britain as a four-year-old in
1956 possessed exceptional strength.
Neither Ali nor Joe Frazier was able
to put him on the canvas.
But Bugner with his slow, plodding

style never captured the public im-
agination. He was never box office

property. When his marriage broke
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up and he quit Britain for America,
People thought they had heard the
last of him as a boxer.

t(They never
come back,” may be one of the
sport’s oldest adages but Joe Bugner
is back—and with a new style.

He has a killer instinct now and
soon has his opponents buckling at

the knees. Those who scoffed initial*

ly are hastily changing their tune.

Bugner has ambitions of challenging
Larry Holmes for the world
heavyweight title but he will first

have to .dispose of Frank Bruno, the
black star of the British ring who has
been knocking down opponents like
ninepins ever since he burst on the
professional scene, thirteen fights

ago.

Only 21, the London-born Bruno is

undefeated and obviously has a
bright future in the ring. His last

opponent, Winston Allen of Wales
was felled in one minute 25 seconds
of the second, round. Allen lasted
three rounds against Bugner, so the
buildup to a Bugner-Bruno con-
frontation—possibly this summer—
is on.

The biggest tennis story of recent
times concerns Jvan Lendl, the

Czech power drill, who could well
easily occupy the throne left vacant
by Bjorn Borg. Still in his early
twenties, Lendl has been dominating
the Grand Prix circuit, having consis-

tently got the measure of the bril-

liant John McEnroe.
The American has yet to work him

out and until he does, there is no-

body in sight who can truly threaten
him. No matter how many matches
Lendl wins elsewhere, it is not until

he carries off the French or Amer-
ican Open titles not to speak of the
greatest tournament of all, Wimble-
don, that the crown which he seeks
will indisputably be his.

Think of the times Borg won
Wimbledon and the French cham-
pionships. Borg, too, was more at

home on clay than on grass, yet he
made Wimbledon his own property
for five years in a row: a triumph of
mind over matter. Lendl must do the
same if he is to prove a worthy
successor.

Last year, he refused to compete at

Wimbledon, claiming that only cows
liked grass. Be that as it may, he
must at least try to come to terms
with it: this season, at last he plans
to do just that. He has, therefore,
entered the £140,000 Stella Artois
tournament at London’s Queens
Club from June 6-12. This is one of a
number of curtain-raisers to Wimble-
don. From what I have seen of him.
Lendl possesses awesome power and
a clinical temperament somewhat
reminiscent of Borg. And, like all

true champions he has a killer in-

stinct. I for one will be surprised if

we don’t find ourselves soon in the
Lendl era.

jPREMEN ADDY



Sportsworld Exclusive

DAVIS CUP

THIS COULD BE THE YEAR
OF THE YOUNG SWEDES
GEORGE K. GEORGE looks forward to plenty ofaction and suspense

THE Da\ is Cup is going to be one
of the most keenly contested

events ot tennis in 1983 As usual
many of the top American piofes
sionals will not be seen in action A
generation of young playeis like
John Mcfnroe Mats Wilander and
Yannick Noah, who look for some
thing more than iust money, have
given this tournament a new dignity
and international attention The em
ergence of several non Amei lean su
per powers in world tennis has also
hei aided a new era for the Davis
Cup
The first round 6f the 198 * touina

ment has already been staged Most
of the matchups were one sided, but
the encounter between Argentina
and USA in Buenos Aires was as
exciting as a Cup final As the
tourney moves to the second round,
some strong teams will be running

into each other National prestige
may give way to individual pride a*
the first priority, as some of the
leading players will be looking to
avenge early humiliation

The United States was the strongest
team on paper But m a way, it is one
ot the weakest too Though the coun
try stll possesses an impiessive list of
players, the national team narrow*
down to one man—John Mcfnroe
He accounts for more than *>0 per
cent of the side If he happens to wir
the singles and the doubles, then the
US is m good shape If he loses the
opening singles or the crucial dou
bles, the team is often m trouble
Petpr Hemmg and he are a safe bet
in the doubles as most of the other
leading doubles combinations today
cannot play Davis Cup as they come
fiom different countries The other

singles playeis are Gene Mayei and
Eliot Teltscher both unpredictable
perfoimers They are very talented
young men, but taking \eiy little to
distract 01 upset them they often
lose crucial matches With Connors
and Gerulaitis unavailable, the IJS
had to depend solels on Mcl moe to
defend the Cup
Argentina has a veiy stiong team

with two top players ot the world on
their list But Guillermo Vilas and
Jose Luis Clerc ha\e serious pet so
nality pioblems that could It ad to
the down fall ot the squad Last vear
Argentina lost to lrantt in Buenos
Aires as Cleit abstaintd Ricardo
Cano took his place and Vilas
teamed up with Aleiandro Ganzabal
for the doubles Though Vilas won
both his singles the fiench took the
ciucial doubles
Czechoslovakia has a powerful



B >am odhsistibg 0/ Ivan
and Taatift* SthttL Add doubles

player PaVel Sionl and it becomes a
formidable combination last yeai,
they lost to France in the quarter
finals stage Mainly due to Lendl's
loss to Noah Lendl's Davis Cup track
recoul has not always been Uattei mg
and Smid will determine the for
tunes of the team to a great extent It

he can win one singles 01 tht dou
bles, while Lendl wins tht singles
the Czechs could vttv well match to

the finals It Lendl loses his singles
rhe burden will be t\en gi eater on
S m 1 d , who has impioved
tremendously over the past two sea
sons
Sweden and Fiance could tit loi

the next unking I ranee lost the
tinals against the US The backbone
of the team is Yannick Noah ont ot

the most populai pla\tis m the game
today He is vus successful on tht
Luiopean siutac< s bur has problems
on otheis 1 lance began the cam
paign 1 1 st veai with him and 1 hiury
Iulasnt as the singles plovers and
19 \tai old He mi Lecontt as Noah s

double** paitnu But bv tht tinu
the\ rtachtd the tinals Ltcome had
shot up m the wot Id tanking so
iapidl\ that he was gi\en the swglts
btith too At the tnd ot 1982 he was
ranked as tht numbu two singles
playei I he 011K danger is that the
iwo men hate to bear tht whole
our den against soiiu powutul Hams
of the woild Besides thc»e 1

*

tremendous pressuit on Noah who
almost singlt handedh earned
1 ranee to last vt ar s tinals Piohabh

Britain, Buster Mottram ts No 19 m
the Current ATP ranking and has
been perfaiming well so fat this

season Chile has a taidy strong team
in veteran Jaime Fillol Pedro Robol-
ledo, Ricardo Acuna and Belus Pra*
jou These mav not be household
names m most countries, but these
men weie able to beat Rumania last

year 4 1 tillol was used m the first

round match as a doubles player, but
left out subsequentlv But his superb
showing at the US Open last year
and some good matches since should
m all piobabilitv win him a consis-
tent singles beith
Rumania’s tiump card is ’Good Old

Nast\ —lihe Nastase I lorin Segar
eanu looks like playing the other

singles and t< anting up with Andrei
Ihrzu toi tht doubles The> aie up
against a bunch of Australians who
are in top foim in lecent months
Petei McNamara has been superb m
his singles match* s on the ATP cir-

cuit and tun Paul McNamee, his
doubles paitnu has been winning
mans singles matches on different
sui faces John (itzgeiald Mark
hdmondson and Kim Waiwick will
vie tor tht legulai singles berth
Warwick has a highei ATP unking
than the othei twro and the major
upsets at the US Open might go in
his ta\oui Bur then again McNa
mara and McNamee aie wav ahead
in the singles tanking 1 qually
talenttd is the |umoi player Pat
Cash wlio mav be included m the
4.eam as a 1 esti \ e The 1 esurgente Of
Austialian tennis last season has
been amazing
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“I had no inkling that

I would be dropped”
RAMESH KRISHNAN told PARTAB
RAMCHAND shortly after he was dropped
from the Indian Davis Cup squad.

Jr was at a very ticklish moment
that Sportsworld met'Ramesh Krish -

nan at his residence. He had been
dropped most unexpectedly from the
Davis Cup squad to play Sri Lanka ,

and was naturally upset. But he
displayed a lot of his father’s calm

. temperament as he spoke without
much rancour about the “unfair"

treatment meted out to him , his
usteady” progress and various other
topics concerning the game.

SW: What are the events that led
to your being dropped from the

Indian Davis Cup squad to play Sri

Lanka?

RK: Well, here you have the entire e
correspondence between me and my 'fm
father on one hand and Mr Biria ^
(A1LTA president), Mr Dilip Bose
(AILTA secretary) and Vijav Amrit- K
ra^ (captain of the team) on the Hf

.

Mr Bose wrote to me on February 1 W
to my Madras residence asking me to ¥
keep myself free for the match

{

against Sri Lanka on March 4, 5 and
}

6. He said Vijay had been selected as \ —
captain and Mr P. L. Reddy the
manager and that I was to get in tied up with the Davis Cup match for
touch with them. economy.
At the time I was playing in the Therefore, he concluded, my ser-

States but my father informed me. vices would not be required for the
Then on February 4, Vijay wrote to Colombo match but they would de-
me from Los' Angeles saying that I finitely be needed for future

' must have heard from Mr Bose about matches,
the Davis Cup match in Colombo SW: You mean to say you had no
expressing the hope that l would be inkling that you might be dropped?
available. Vijay asked me to cable or RK: None whatsoever. 1 had no
call him with my answer. I met him a inkling that 1 would be dropped. In
couple of days later in Memphis and fact, I was asked more than once
confirmed my availability for the whether I would be available and I

Colombo tie. confirmed each time.
I then flew to Madras towards the One thing that baffles me is this

end of February only to be handed a economy drive mentioned in Mr Bir-

letter written by Mr Biria to my la’s letter. The AlLTA’s business is

father. In it, Mr Biria stated that he not to economise, but to promote the
was happy I was now available for game. And if they wanted to econo-
Davis Cup matches. mise, what are they doing sending as

Then he proceeded to drop the many as five people—including the
bombshell. He went on to say that for manager—to Colombo?
the Colombo match, the AILTA ex- And if, as Mr Biria has stared, we
ecutive had decided that we did not did not need a strong team and that
need a strong team and just two of two senior players would be suffi-

our senior players would be sutfi- dent, why did they send three senior
cient. And in view of the fact that players? Why pick only on me?
Sashi and Anand were to play the SW: Wr

hat are your plans now?
Ghafar Cup in Kuala Lumpur, their RK: Well, my coming here has
travelling arrangements had been actually seriously affected my play-

3
ing schedule. I was to have played*in
two tournaments' in Hamburg and
Mexico. I sacrificed both to play in
the Davis Cup tie: the result is that I

am wasting my time here in Madras
and having a largely unnecessary
layoff. As it is i had a long layoff in

December because 1 was unwell and
I had made up my mind to play in the
maximum number of tournaments
possible till Wimbledon.
SW: Is this the usual way a Davis

Cup squad goes about assembling for
a Hnatch?
RK: Yes, no other way is possible.

All of us are playing in tournaments
in different places and so we get to

the venue on our own and assemble
there. It is only under rare circumst-
ances that we leave together.
Under normal circumstances I

would have taken a flight from Mad-
ras to Colombo and joined Vijay and
Anand, who would have flown in

from Kuwait and New York at Col-
ombo.
SW: How have you been faring on

the circuit this year?
RK: I did well at the start of the

year, and reached the quarter-finals
at Sau Paulo (Brazil) and Florida. 1

played in three other tournaments
with no exceptional results. But 1

have been playing a lot of indoor
tennis and liking it very much.
SW: How often do you play?
RK: Well, I like to keep a playing

schedule of about 30 to 33 weeks but
I may gradually play more tourna
ments.
SW: When you won Junior Wimb-

ledon in 1979, a lot was expected of
you, but would you honestly say you
have lived up to that early promise?
RK: 1 am aware of the fact that

great things are expected of me in

India but the competition is pretty
stiff out there and there are a lot of
good players.
Even then 1 would say I have made

sready progress. I have had some
good performances here and there. 1

won a tournament at Stuttgart in

July last year and on the way to the
title I beat players like Sandy Mayer
and Jeff Borowiak.

I enjoy tennis and hope to con-
tinue to do well. 1 would say l have
put in my best effort and can assure
everyone that there has never been
any slackening on my part. Overall, I

would say mine has been a good
effort. Hopefully the best is still to

come. After all, I am only 21.

SW: Would your current ATP rank-
ing make you a direct entry to Wimb-
ledon?
RK: My current ranking is about

70. Normally the first 130 or so are
granted direct entry. 1 say 130 be-

cause even though there are only 1 16
entries (and 12 qualifiers), some day
court specialists may not play at

Wimbledon just as Lendl did not
take part last year. So I think mine
should be a direct entry. «

SW: Whom do you fancy for this

year’s Wimbledon title?

RK: John McEnroe.
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AILTA record

Five Star hospitality—6 Development of tennis—

0

JAIDEEP MUKHERJEA the ex-Davis Cupper who recently witnessed the
National Sub-Junior Championship exposes the AILTA skeletons

THIS year 1 had the oppoitumty—
my fust— to witness the National

Sub Juiuot Tennis Championship
which were held at Ahmedabad Gu
jaiat In the past paient* of budding
>oung plavers and well wishers of
the game had complained to me
about how badly these National
fuiuoi e\ents were organised bur I

did not believe them until I saw
things toi mvself

m\

Vidya Rao

Accommodation was arranged for
the young player > in a hall where
there were no beds or propei toilet

facilities Most of the teams moved
out of this place and made their own
arrangements
Moreover, no meals were provided

for the plavers who took part Not
even a glass of milk was given to the
Youngsters alter each day’s play
Surely when one is arranging a
national event fox sub tumors one

should ensure proper actommoda
non and food for the youngsters To
make mattei s woise, there were no
changing rooms near the courts
Being a national event whv were

the matches decided by the best of

11 games till the semi finals * Altei
all stamina is part of the game and
rhere was plenty of time in hand
1 his is indicated by the facr that the
gnls undei 14 final was played on a
Thursday which was thiee days
ahead of schedule

1 was leallv sui prised to see no one
from the All India Lawn Tennis Asso
nation present at the tournament
Alter all these tournaments are the
country’s nurserv of tennis and A l T

I A officials should come and see
for themselves who the piomising
\oungsters are and also listen to

then complaints
The AILTA did not provide the

local oiganisers up to date tourna
merit results and as such the draw
was lopsided and had to be remade
with limited information available

About a do/en boys and girls weie
disqualified as they were over the
age limit and this did not help the
tournament either I feel a proper
scrutiny of the participants’ ages
should have been done earlier This
would have saved a lot ot embarrass
ment All said and done I was veiv
disappointed to witness this prennet
lunior tournament How do we ex
peet oui boys and gnls to cqme up to

international standaids when at the
beginning of the careeis the\ are
rieated like cattle’ It is from these
tournaments that we are supposed to
produce champions of the future I

stiongly feel that emphasis should
be given more to the development of

]unioi ttnms, even at the expense of
other international matches

Recently Mi P L Reddy ot the

AILTA told the Press that the

association was gom^ to concentrate
on young plavers and have formed a

committee to look 1 no the matter I

thihk it is a very good idea but I am
sony to state that neither Mr Reddy
nor anyone from his committee were
at the National Sub junior tourna
ment to see the promising players in

actum Even at the National Junior
Championship at Gauhati there was
no one from the AILTA How does
the association think they are going
to judge the standard of luniois

when lot one of the executive com
mittee members go to the tumors
tournaments’ But I suppose every
one turned up to see the Delhi Asiad

and will be aiound when there is a
Davis Cup match on

The time has come tor the central
spoits body to take the matter up
with the AILTA and find out what
they are doing ior the development
of tennis in the country instead of
making hollow Pi ess statements and
holding executive meetings in the

r
temiet cities of India and enjoying
ive Stai hospitality A special body

Zeeshan Ah

should be foimed comprising ex
Davis Cup and international players
who can give much time to piomote
the game

I, tor one, am willing to do mv
share, but it seems the AILTA do
not require mv services Before I

conclude let me ask the honourable
membeis of the AILTA just one
question How many membeis of
then executive committee have play
ed tennis even at the State level’
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PfH^$K^tEYHARDCOURT TENNIS

Nothing much
A CORRESPONDENT

I
T was smooth sailing for seasoned
and seeded players in the All India

Hard Court Prize Money Tennis
Championship held at Bangalore. As
many as four players scored a dou-
ble—Enrico Piperno (men’s section),

Namratha Appa Rao (women), Amit
Bhargava (junior boys) and Zeeshan
Ali (sub-junior boys).

The absence of the top seed, Tamil
Nadu’s Srinivasan Vasudevan rob-
bed the championship of some of its

glamour. And third seed Enrico
Piperno was the one to benefit most.
Piperno, who looked in good form,
smashed his way to his fourth title in

as many weeks. Earlier, he won a
‘double’ in the West Bengal State
Championship, took the singles title

at Dhanbad, annexed another in the
Philips Classic at Dhaka (Bang-
ladesh) and followed it up with a’

double at Bangalore. “It has been a
very successful month for me/’
Piperno said after the final.

Bombay’s Mayur Vasant and Bang-
alore’s Dinesh Reddy created the
only sensations in an otherwise en-

tirely predictable championship.
Mayor caused a major upset elimi-

nating second seeded Jaykumar
Royappa of Tamil Nadu in the quar-
ter-final and went on to outplay Amit
Bhargava 6-3, 6-4 in the semi-final of

the men’s singles.

Left-handed Mayur, who is the
brother of former national women’s
champion Nirupama Manked, has a

solid backhand. “Everyone took it

for granted that it would be a Piper-

no-Royappa final. I wanted to do
something about it,” Mayur said.

Promptly enough, he blasted an erra-

tic and off-colour Royappa 6-4, 7-5.

He had also avenged his 6-4, 6-4

defeat at the hands of Royappa in

the fourth leg of the Satellite Tennis
Championship at Pune recently, “I

wanted to win and I won,” Mayur
stated simply. But in the final, the
crafty Piperno paid put to Mayur’s
hopes.
An aggressive Piperno etched out

a fluent 6-2 lead in the first set with
deft placements and superior court-
craft. But Mayur stuck to his guns in

the second and broke Pipemo's
serve twice. Piperno, who served six

aces to Mayur’s one, looked a picture
of confidence even when his oppo-
nent took a 5-4 lead. Piperno then
turned a Mayor forehand cross-court
into a winner and made it 6-all and a
tie-breaker ensued. By this time, the
spirited Mayur, who was playing his
second singles match of thp day
looked exhausted and the fireworks
fizzled out. Piperno went on to wrap
.it up at 7-6 and win the men's title.

Piperno who with his regular dou-
bles partner Nandan Bal was seeded
third in the New Delhi Asian Games,
arrived without a partner. .He paired
with junior national chalnpion Amit
Bhargava of Uttar Pradesh and
knock the daylights out of Mysore’s
N. P. Raghuveer and Jagdish to grab
a double apiece.

National champion and top-seed
Namratha Appa Rao claimed the
women’s title defeating third seed
Vidya Priya (Coimbatore). Nam-
ratha, with a variety of shots at her
command was more than a match for

Vidya, who struggled with her back-
hand. After surrendering the first set

tamely, Vidya was determined to

.make a fight back and did manage to

make it 2-2. But thereafter, Nam-
ratha won the next four games and
the set at 6-2.

Enrico Piperno

Earlier, Namratha and Nirupama
Mankad had taken the women’s dou-

bles edging out Kcilika Dalvi and
Sonali Mukherjee 7-6, 7-5 in a well-

contested match. Top seed Vidya
Priva did a better job in the junior

section winning 6-0, 4-6, 6-1. Well-

built Vidya took the first set from
Bangalore’s Monisha Nuthanna with
ease. Monisha, who did not have the
resources of her rival, managed to

take a set off her. This was more due
to Vidya’s erratic play than
Monisha’s superiority.

Amit Bhargava, despite his tan-

trums, impressed with crisp volleys

and booming serves. Some of . his

forehand down-the-line shots

brooked no answer. The top seed
hammered Ajay Srinivasan 6-4, 6-0

to walk away with the junior singles

title.

Another junior who made his pre-.

sence felt was Karnataka No. 1

Dinesh Reddy, who gave Piperno a
fright in the quarter-final. “He
almost had me there,” Piperno recal-

led, adding that he had to draw in on
all his experience to overcome the
plucky challenge. Dinesh almost
joined the ranks of giant-killers but
not quite. He faltered in the crucial
tenth game and that was it.

Young Zeeshan Ali, son of former
Davis Cupper Akhtar Ali, was un-
doubtedly one of the most promising
youngsters on view. Calm and unruf-
fled, he swept past his opponents.
Only Meenakshi Sundaram of Tamil
Nadu, at his steady best, was able to
match Zeeshan. But he had no trou-

ble defeating Meenakshi 3-6, 6-0, 6-1

for the sub-junior title. India sub-
junior No. 2 Zeeshan teamed up with
his West Bengal ream-mate Girish
Kumar to drub the Tamil Nadu duo
of Meenakshi and S. C. Krishna 6-3,

6-3 for his double. It is interesting to
note that Zeeshan remained un-
beaten in the championship.
More than the performance of

established players, it was the lack
of new and young blood that stood
out like an eye-sore. If the estab-
lished ones romped home, it was not
because they were outstanding but i

because they faced poor competi-
tion. Save a couple of matches, the
contest was devoid of thrills. And if

the fare dished out in this cham-
pionship is to be any yardstick, well,,

ane must say that deliverance for
Indian tennis is not around the
corner.

R. AMRIT adds from Trichur:
Second seeded Enrico Piperno of

Calcutta won the 6th All India
Tennis tournament for the Kinat-
tungal Gold Trophy at the Ranner-
jee Club couit by defeating top-

seeded Nandan Bal of Pune 5-7,

6-3, 6-1 in the final. It was an
absorbing encounter lasting 98 nu-
rtures. The final began with Piper-
no breaking Nandan’s service,
which included a double fault.'

Nandan Bal was stroking better
with top spun forehand and sliced
backhands. But he was not choos-
ing the right shots.

Piperno on the way to final defe-
ated Pravin Wilson in the quarter-
finals and Royappa, both of Mad-
ras in the semi-finals. Nandan Bal
defeated Shankar Krjshnan in the
semi-finals. Earlier 15-year-old
young Manoj Kumar put up a good
fight before going down to 4th
seeded Shankar Krishna n. Later,
in the doubles finals Piperno ana
Nandan Bal beat Elias- Ghouse and
Shankar Krishnan 6-7, 6-1, 6-2, giv?

ing Piperno a double. Kerala
Sports Council President A. C.
Jose gave away the prizes.
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* SANTOSH TROPHY

Goa was the best side
The fare displayed at the 39th National Football Championship amply
reflected the pathetic state of Indian football. Poor shooting once again

t proved to be the bane of this sport in the country. However, one match that

|
lived upto expectations was the marathon final between the defending

|
champions Bengal and a hardworking Goa side. The only thing lacking in the

l epic encounter was the fact that a goal was not scored. P.K. BANERJEE
1 provides the expert’s angle on the championship

i Pnotographs by NIKHIL BHATTACHARYA and TAPAN DAS
i

| . TN my opinion the 39th National On the other hand those who have not patronising the matches. In the

*;
XFootball Championships should not fared well—as was the case with space of only one year they have

I not have been held in the first place. the footballers—are not in the right watched the top players of the world
I There has been to much of football in • frame of mind, still licking their in action. First it was the skill of the
|s the. last few months and the players wounds. This is one reason why the Latin American teams in the Nehru
j

have got stale. After a big event like football meted out at the Calcutta Gold Cup, which was followed by the
the Asiad both the players and the Nationals never rose above, the sheer perfection of the sport on

1 public must surely be wanting to mediocre. The tournament itself was display at the World Cup. That was
take a break from the game. It is well lacking something, call it enthu- not all, the best footballers in Asia

l
known that the Delhi Asiad was one siasm, call it what you like. But were seen in action at Delhi and the
of the biggest sports spectacles in something was missing. Nationals at Calcutta, for this
the country and the people that have 1 do not blame the football loving reason, was somewhat an anti
performed creditably want to relax. public of Calcutta and Durgapur for climax.
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To tfe v^ry fr^hk, I did not see
much difference between last year’s
tournament and the one played at
Calcutta this year. There was no
improvement in standard. To me at

T
1 '* * * ’

that caught the eye, ilic uan^^s
put up a good show and so did Bengal
even though the latter were not at
their best. And of course the side
that won the hearts of everyone were
the Goans. Personally, I believe they
were the best side in the tourna*
ment. They were very organised and
really put up a good show. The only
time Bengal looked better than them
was in the replayed final. Among the
other teams, Bihar was another one
to impress.

.Just a word or two about the
performance of Kerela. The team
that played here were prepared for

the last two years and keeping this in

mind they did not put up too im-
pressive a show. Officials of that
state have informed me that as much
as Rs 80,000 was spent for food and
equipment while licking the team
into shape. It is learnt that, thanks to

the Middle East connection, the
state also managed to acquire many
video tapes to impart new methods
and moves to their players. However
all this did not produce the desired
results.

One of the most important fea-

tures m this year’s Santosh Trophy
was the completely different styles

of play of the Bengal and the Goan
teams. And believe me there is one
hell of a difference between the
playing styles of these two football

loving states. Allow one to explain. 1

have always maintained that any
sport played by a particular com-,
munity reflects their lifestyle The
Goans, as we know are fun 'oving

people who get along well with
others and wTho basically possess a

carefree lifestyle. The football they
play is merely a reflection of their

lifestyle. It is for this reason that it

abounds in originality and innova-
tion. This was evident when we
watched their performance at Cal-

cutta. They play the game so much,
we could say, by ear.

There is one common feature of

football shared by both Bengal and
Goa. The people of both states are
crazy about the game and truly love
it. However, football in the eastern
state of the country, and its footbal-

lers, have become complacent be-

cause of a continuous run of succes-

ses at various levels of the game in

the country. This complacency was
apparent on the Mohun Bagan
ground added to which was the fact

that the players iVere playing in

front of a home crowd. Bengal’s
defence always looked very confi-

dent and they conceded onlv one
goal in the tournament, time and
again bringing situations under con-
trol. Bengal also held the trump
cards in the midfield but bungled
whpn it came to shooting.

Shooting has and for a long time

BhaSkar Ganguly in action against a Goan attack

will remain the bane of Indian loot-

ball. This malady could easily be
spotted when the final between Goa
and Bengal was played. It was unbe-
lieveable, three and a half hours of

football and not a single goal scored!

There is only one explanation: our
shooting is pathetic. Except for that

one shot of Mihir Bose that hit the
upright there was no genuine shot at

goal. Bhaskar Ganguly never had to

contend with any really stiff shot at

goal. I can’t understand the attitude

of contemporary Indian forwards. I

was a shooter myself and whenever I

was in the 25 yard zone there was an
urge to shoot. This is something that

is lacking in nearly ail players at

resent. In the jwhole tournament
ow many shots were taken at goal?

It really is a sad reflection on the

state of the game in the country.

Throughout the championship—

-

and this was evident especially in

the final—we witnessed centres, pas-

ses—everything, except goals. The
finish was lacking. One of the
reasons, I think, for this ‘lack of

taking shots at the goal’ is the fear of

missing the chance. Most Indian
player*, playing in this championship

mought th*;i u was a crime io miss a
chance and it is for this' reason
preferred not to take chances at all. 1

wish to inform them that even the
seemingly invincible Pele scored
from only one of three ctyinces he
got. If the great man could miss two
out of every three chances, who are
we not to try shots—and miss—at

goal?
Ail said and done the 39th Nation-

als was nothing to write home about
and the standard of the game would
not even compare favourably with
that of even mediocre club teams on
the Continent
Among the younger players I was

impressed by the performances of

Bengal’s Krishanu De, Aloke Saha of
the Railways, many of the Goan
youngsters and Narender Thapa of

Punjab. The veteran Goa goalkeeper
put up a superb performance, well
done Brahmanand.
The time has come to start afresh

in Indian football and not blame the
players any more. The whole system,
nas to be changed to bring about an
improvement in the field of sport.

And this 1 believe will never mater-
ialise unless sport becomes a way of
life with all of us Indians'.

IS



Brahmanand plays the hero’s role

THfc curtains have been drawn
down on the 39th National toot

ball Championship, but the dosing
stages will be long remembered tor
the tension, the quick heaitbeat and
the overall restlessness I he high
drama—all 210 minutes ot lt-

showtd that the Goan side was equal
to the task of holding ott leigmng
champions Bengal
Two successive meetings were not

sufficient to settle the jssue but the
graceful Brahmanand Sangaoc*r,
who displayed commendable cool
and confidence undei the Goa bar,
steered the ream thiough its most
critical phase The holders thus had
no option but to share the Santosh
Trophy—a novel feature in the his

tory of the championship And alter
it was all over Bengal skipper C om
pton Dutta brushed aside the formal
lty of the toss insisting instead that
Goa retain the trophy for the fust six

months Ihere could have been no
greater tribute to the men who plav
ed such spirited football undet
Brahmanand

In taiaway Goa, the celebrations
must have gone on till well into the
early houi s of the morning and many
gallons of the famous feni must have
toasted Brahmanand s 27th birthday
and his gift to the Union Ieiutoiv It

was an ideal end to the story that

seemed doomed when Brahmanand
had to be hospitalised as a lesult ot a
severe hand injury m the Sanjav
Gandhi Gold Cup tournament at Pat
na two years ago Many felt that this

ebullient custodian’s career would
come to a premature end, but when I

met him while he was convalescing
he looked unperturbed, absolutely

SUBHASH SARCAR reports

i confident, that he would return to n
the football scene Sure enough, his t

' faith m his religion kept alive his l
r hopes ot a comeback It is a fitting u

1 comment ai\ that, on his return Ben t

i gal now havt not one but two serious £

contendeis m Goa and Punjab t

1 lhe gcneial feeling was that Ben
l gal, despite their star studded line t

up of Asiad playei s did not perform l<

t up to expectations Judging bv eat I

i her performances in the torn nament, d

, Bengal wore a better look m the final f

1 though most players were not at v

, then best since the Asian Games has r

t taken a heavv toll Many obseivers %

i felt that some of the second strmgeis t

l would have played bettei, but the c

sole intention was to see Bengal I

r maintain supenontv with no undye d

risks being taken t

Bengal took some time to come f

t into the pacev game and the detence r

\ which relied as usual on the indis e

> pensable Monoranjan Bhattacharya r

found the going tough until Sudip t

t Chatrcriee and \lok Mukherjee
geared up later in the stssion As fai >

as the medios went, Prasun Baneriee /

> appeared m blissful isolation, in the s

; eailv stages leasing Mihir Bose to i

i shouldei the responsibility plav mg c

!* as a withdrawn f

f Bengal s vulnerability was ex I

t posed when Goa gave them the shiv s

t ers as eail\ as the eighth minute v

1 Had Bengal conceded a goal at this f

i juncture the picture would ha\e f

i been radically different PI dying the t

4 3 3 system, Camilo Gonsalves sud l

^ denlv thrust m after Sudip Chatter f

1 tee eried Keeper Bhaskar Ganguly c

I rushed out to see the ball rebound t

off him but Camilo had another try

/ with his left foot only to miss the net v

narrowly Goa seemed less tense
thereafter and continued their
forays from the right They were
unlucky when Camilo’s pilednver
once again missed the upright, and a
Nicholas Penara tree Kick missed
the goalmouth
Bengal tetaliated soon aftei, with

the vital links Prasauta and Pia&un
knocking off the rust and aiding
KushanuDev Manash Bhattacha#ya
and Bidesh Bose Although the de
fence was grassed Brahmanand
was a towet of stiengfh displawng
no problems collecting a feeble Man
ash attempt Poor shooting prosed to

be Bengal’s downfall But to Goa s

credit, it must be said that Rosano
Rodrigues Penera Mahesh Lotlikai
and CustOdie Almeida did not bucklt
under piessurc with the thice mid
fielders mtei changing as and when
necessar\ When Bengal had the
edge it was significant that Goa
managed to countet attack on onlv
two occasions
Coach Shanmugham hi ought in

Valentt ltinandts and Bento
Andrew aftei hall time but Goa was
set the task of keeping then utadi I

intact as a levitalised Bengal went
on the lampagt Mihir Bose had a
half chance which was thwarted b\
Rosario and three minutes latei ht
shot wide One wondet* how Mihn
with all his expei lent c could have
blundered at such a stage He had a

good chance whtn he moved inside
the box, but he passed the ball to

Manash instead of trying to boot it

home himself The best Manash
could do was send a feeble shot
towaids Biahmanand

The Bengal attack especiallv
when Mihir looked dangerous.
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MihirrBose of Bengal (left) testing Brahmanand
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Shanmugham'
Football is m the blood of

the Goans Thev have striven
hard to become the national
champions ever since they began
participating and indeed came
very close to this at Srinagar
where Bengal were made to sweat
befoie they ultimatelv won
Memones of this ha\e alwavs
haunted the Goans, who came to
Durgapur with a strong tontin
gent even though some of then
players were attending the Nehiu
gold Cup camp down south
Bui when two ot then plaveis

lose D’Souza and Maurice Alton
so weit leleased tiom the camp
Goa s coach Shanmugham (a for
mer international) was eagti to

reintoitfc the side Both plaveis
tuirnd up but weie not allowed to

plav as Goa h id already listed the
maximum ot tighutn plaveis
who had played three matchts m
tilt Durgaput clusttr According
to the AIF1 rules no tuittui
inclusions wtrt possible

Pilot to Goa s ai rival m tilt

State tm tht Nationals joint oiga
msing stcietars Mntsurioy
Raneijtf had sent a httei it the
(ioan association stating In

ten ms ot mlt / lootnot < ot the
said mle no new plavci beyond
the IS who have alieads partiu
pated for \our team in the Wth
nationals as per plaveis list sub
mittcd bv von so tu will be

allowed ’

Mr Shanmugham was quite
annoyed that the two plaveis m
question weie de bailed b\ Mt l

Ibhol Singh the All 1 repiesenta
tive at Dui gapur I he Goan c oae h
is a docile man and did not make
an issue out ot this but the moot
point is it Goa ha*1 been dc pt i\ ed
of the services of then two play
ers on these grounds then whv
were both Bengal and Railways
allowed one extia playet each*4

At Durgapur it was suipusmg
to witness behaviour rather unbe
coming of Mr Shanmugham 1 he
incident took place after the Rail
way versus Mahai ashtra quai ters

When Mr IP Handa, Referees
Instructor, and Mr Ibhol Singh
former FIFA leferee and member

s discomfort
of the AIFF’s Disciplinary Com
mittee came out ot the Nehru
Stadium gate, an irate Shan
mugham engaged them both in a
duel of words According to Mr
Singh, the coach Abused him and
pushed him around in front of a
numbet of onlookers
Mr Singh kept his cool and tried

to pacifv him Even Mr Handa
tiled to cool him down, “We do
svmpathise with you but we can
nor help you as the rule does not
peimit us to,” they stated

It is gathered that Mr Singh had
told the coach about the respect
he has fo» him because of his

senionty and reminded him that
they had known each other for
about a decade “Why are you
acting like this m public’” said
Mi Singh who latei complained
that the coach caught him by the
netk Since this was so embatras
sing the loimer blew his top, only
to nahse a little later that he
should have avoided such un
pit isa.itness He sobered down
but nont theless it is learnt, that
ht had made a wntten complaint
to the orgamseis Baiely 24 hours
idtti though both men shook
hand'* to icnew their friendship

If theie was one more player in

the Bengal squad, then what was
wrong with Goa’s lequest to in

elude Jose D Souza and Mam ice

Alfonso' Doesn t this smack of

double standaids’ As it eventual
ly turned out, the Goan manager
and coach had the last laugh The
oigamstrs realising that thev
had erred and choc sing not to

make issue out of it, agreed to

allow the two Goans to plav This
was done and both players fi

guitd in the final However, to

waids the end the coach did not
have its so good He was humili
ated bv one \ery senior Bengal
player This happened when the
coach entered the field to help a

piostrate Bento Andrew who had
been floored by defender Monor
anjan Bhattacharjec Later,
howevei, the player m question
denied having said anything to

the Coan coach

SUBHASH SARCAR

seemed to be having an unsettling
effect on the Goan captain However,
he looked more relaxed after Krisha
nu was replaced bv Kartick Sett
since he could not cope with the pace
of the game Anywav. Kartick Sett’s
presence made little diffeience as he
could not combine with his col
leagues
Goa made an ailout bid in the last

few minutes and Valente Fernan

des’s effort was foiled by Bhaskar
Ganguly while a couple of minutes
later Camilo was well intercepted by
Alok Mukherjee in front of the net
aftet the Goan beat Monoranjan and
Sudip
Bengal looked a better outfitm the

replay the next da / while the Goans
were im»sing the earlier punch All
credit must be given to Brahmanand
for salvaging Goa’s reputation He

was indeed the saviour, especially

when Mihir Bose’s rasping 30 varder
saw a diving Brahmanand manage to

touch the ball, which rebounded off

the right post
Then a few minutes later Bidesh

Bose dodged three Goans and sent a
cross to Mihir who failed from close

It could not be denied that Bidesh
was the best in the attack while
Monoranjan came out with distinc

tion among the defenders Whenever
Sudip was beaten Monoranjan was
ready to intercept On one occasion.

Bento Andrew came close but
Monoranjan saved the situation The
midfield improved, with Prasanta
Banerjee toiling very hard Alok
Mukherjee assisted the defence
tirelessly From the Goan side,

Arnold Rodrigues and Dionisio Trin
dade pei formed well Bui Brahma
nand's dive to save a Kartick Sett
header off a Bidesh lob needs to be
applauded
Unnerved by the pressure, Goa

clawed back to harry the Bengal
defence After Trindade’s feeble
shot was collected bv Gangulv the
next shot bv Camilo saw the keeper
i ushmg out, but Kartick Sett was on
hand m time to tackle the Goan
Bengal did come to the striking zone
but two efforts bv Manash m extra
time yielded nothing
The end left a bad taste in one’s

mouth when the more expenenced
Monoranjan vented his temper on
voung Bento Andrew who was
floored Good counsel pi ev ailed
later

GOA VS KARNATJUU

APART from mighty Bengal, Kar
nataka were the most popular

team and th»s had considerably
boosted then moiale The question
was whether they would succeed in
reaching the finals and meet the
leigning champions—a repeat of

1975 And mind you Karnataka is

always a force to reckon with be
cause thev won the Santosh Trophy
four times and finished runners up
on fi\e occasions This year thev met
the hardy Goans m the double leg
semis Goa on the other hand were
determined to meet Bengal to
avenge the defeat meted out to them
at the 1978 Srinagar Nationals final

The Durgapui cluster champions,
<Goa put all they had in their armoury
against Karnataka m the first meet
mg except that the defence had a
slight setback with the absence ot

the indispensable Mahesh Lothkar,
who was indisposed But this fnat
tered little to the Goans The Kama
taka outfit, undoubtedly put up a
shoddy display In fact, this sur
rised the crowd, because till the
reather the score was blank with

both teams indulging in defensive
tactics The reason for this could
have been that they wanted to gear
themselves up for the second leg
However, both sides did get a couple
of good chances Goa’s Dionisio Trin
dade gave a good through pass to
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Fruitless talks

I
S Brahmanand coming to Cal
cutta? Though no definite

answer can be provided right at
the moment, chances are that he
might in the not so-distant future,
at least that is the impression this

correspondent got after talking to

Brahmanand a few minutes be
fore he left the city for home
Dunng the tournament, he said,

there was some indirect talks ab
out his joining a Calcutta big
club Naturally, it was good news
for the number two goalkeeper of
India, because playing m Calcutta
is not like playing anywhere else
in the country It is a dream that
every footballer wants to see real
lsed So Brahmanand had one
sweet thought to accompany him
during his stay in the city But, to
his surprise, no concrete proposal
was coming about his joining any
Calcutta club and time was tick

mg away
Brahmanand kept on hoping

and his brilliant performances
throughout the tournament gave
rise to widespread speculations
among the football lovers of the
city whether the Calcutta football

bosses would let such a fancy
commodity to remain out of the
soccer market about to hot up
with the beginning of the transfer
season
Moreover, what added fuel to

those speculations was the fact

that Bhaskar Ganguly is the only
all India level Goalkeeper m form

on the ciry*s soccer scene and all

the big three cannot claim his

loyalties at the same time So, it

was easy reasoning that the clubs
not fortunate or, ifnobody minds,
moneyed enough to win Bhaskar's
mind would try to get an equally
reputed and competent custodian
to nold their citadel And Brahma
nand was near at hand But then
what was the problem?
The question remained un

answered when the hero of the
Goan team boarded the bus that

was to take them to the station

But the answer perhaps lay in the
fact that all the big dubs have
entered the transfei market rhis

year with a limited budget
Obviously, Brahmanand was nor a

guy to be bought for a song And
hence the withdrawal

But Brahmanand did not give
up hope “If they contact me, I

will consider their proposals with
importance I think some fresh
efforts would be made by these
officials to get for their teams
But then, time is running out fast

and I don't know what would
happen”, Brahmanand concluded
as tne bus started rolling down
the road Let’s hope that even if

not m the coming season, in the
not so distant future we would
see the great player m action on
the grounds of Calcutta

SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL

Camilo Gonsalves, who instead of

moving towards the right of the box
cut in and was thwarted The same
player again failed to unleash a shot

from close Karnataka’s Lakshmanan
was another culprit when it came to

wasting chances
But the crowd came m for a real

surprise after the interval The game
switched to high drama and within a
span of thirty minutes as many as six

goals weie scored and Karnataka’s
campaign came to an end with the
second meeting betomig a mere for

malitv Custodian Sunderesan per
formed outrageously How could he
miss the flight of Nicholas Perierra’s

free kick? However, no one would
deny the fact that it was a bullet like

shot that entered the net after taking
the inner edge of the crosspiece This
goal was enough to disbalance the
Karnataka team Camilo put up a
superb show and combined well with
his other forwards Credit must also

go to the midfielders for the open
ings they created Before Karnata*
ka's keeper could settle down Tnn
dade volleyed a left footer off a
Camilo pass and two minutes later

Jose Fernandes tapped in with glee
Sunderesan’s replacement by

Jameel Ahmed aftei the third goal

mattered little to the Goans who
continued to make inroads with

Camilo, Jose Fernandes and Tnn
dade always looking dangerous

Kartick Sett

Camilo had all this time en*
deavoured to find the net but it

eluded him But not for long The
next two goals came off his boots and
he was on a hat trick Time let him
down Karnataka had the consola

tion of reducing the margin before
Camilo's goals In a countei attack
Rajsekhar, who looked quite thre

atening on the flank, took a beauty
from the top of the box which beat
Brahamananda
WITH a 5 1 lead Goa could treat

the second leg as a practice session

as they were assured of meeting
Bengal But the encounter began
sensationally with Goa being
awarded a penalty m the very first

minute bv refeiee Tarak Sen when
Bento Andrew who was asked to do
duty as a fousard was intentionally

tripped by Kainaraka stoppei Venk
atesh inside the box It was all the

more dramatic when \ assu Chodan
car missed the maik Ptihaps Goa
could afford it but nevei tht less thev
held sway and added two more goals

through ( amilo and lnndadi to

aggregate a 7 l victory

The sturdy plavtrs fiom the west
haidlv exerted themselves llowev
er, thev ie mforcc d the defence with

Mahesh I otlikai Karnataka’s game
was full of mispassts and thev failed

when it came to converting chancts
They did make a feu spoiadic laids

but the only lime Goa custodian
Brahamananda faced a situation was
when Lakshmanan took a lasping

shot which the goalkeepei handled
with confidence

SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL adds

BLNGAL S showing m the semi
finals was by and laige dis

appointing The dttendmg cham
pions had to struggle haid to keep
their chances of retaining the trophv
alive And the people who gave them
the tough time were the fighting

youngsters of Railways tventually,
they had to say goodbye to the
tournament, but still, when they left

the> can led with them the heartiest
cheers of the hundreds of football

fans of the city who witnessed the
39th soccer Nationals Contrary to

expectations that they would be
mostly on the defensive, the gritty

Railway boys played positive foot

ball m a valiant attempt to stage
what would have been the greatest
upset of the competition Time and
again they thieatened to ciush the
Bengal defence with their well
organised moves Time and again it

became evident that only a little

more experience and knowledge of

the finer aspects of the game weie
all they had yet to master And all

the tune the Bengal boys were made
to realise that reputation matters
little when determination is there
The Railway boys knew that the

Bengal defence would be a stiff hur
die to overcome Indeed, with a num
ber of Asiad veteians manning this

zone, Bengal had hardly any cause
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A heritage bruised, defiled

THE blue riband of Indian foot-

ball has been defiled. After
one of the leading clubs in the
country. East Bengal, returned
the IFA Shield to the Indian Foot-
ball Association it was found dam-
aged in parts with some of its

glittering portions missing.

A shocking piece of news, in-

deed, for every football lover of

the country, especially the older
ones who have witnessed the days
when the tournament itself was
the epitome of all that was grand
and glorious about the game of

soccer. But who were the culprits?

Further, who was really responsi-

ble for the safety of what can
rightly be described as one of the
most valued soccei trophies in the
whole country, especially from
the traditional point of view?
The trophy was to be handed

over to Molum Bagau—who won it

last year beating Mohammedan
Sporting in a thrilling final—on
March 8. 1983. Accordingly, the
authorities of East Bengal (the

previous holders) sent back tilt*

Shield a few days previous to this

date, reportedly under the supei-
vision of a ground committee
member.
The East Bengal repiesenta-

tives deposited the Shield, took a

receipt and returned, but not long
afterwards, word spread that the
Shield was no longer m its origin-

al condition.
Naturally, suspu »on centred

around East Bengal, since the
trophy had been in then posses-

sion. The IFA authorities, tor

their part, claimed they were too
busy with the pressures ol the
Santosh Trophy to check things
when the trophy was returned to

their office. East Bengal author-
ities were asked to clarify their

position via a letter from the IFA.
Meanwhile, time was ticking

away fast and there was some
speculation about whether the
IFA would postpone the prize dis

tributton ceremony in order to

repair the trophy. This would also

have given them time to scruti-

nize East Bengal's reply to their

letter.

But the IFA stuck to their sche-

dule. They presented the dam-
aged Shield to champions Mohun
Bagan. Before that the East Ben-
gal Secretary Nishit Ghosh cate-

gorically denied in a letter that

the club was in any way responsi-
ble for the damage to the Shield.

Besides he pointed out, the Shield
had been in the custody of the
IFA since March 1, 1983.

The mystery deepened. Who
was responsible? Was it one ofthe

frequent visitors to the IFA office
during the Nationals? Or did
somebody steal into the East Ben-
gal tent?
As was learnt from reliable

sources, the Shield was kept in

the General Secretary’s house for

the most part of its term with East
Bengal. It was only brought to the
club tent a few days befoie it was
returned to the IFA. Whatever
the case, the majority ol the East
Bengal members and supporters
considered that the incident had
brought shame on the club. They
are adamant that the truth be
brought to light. An irate A run
Bhattacharva. an influential club
official, said, “This was some-
thing disgrace! ul. but not quilt?

unforeseen. Many of the trophies
won by out club in the past are
tnissitu; now No bodv knows

where they are or who is sup-

posed to take care of them. The
present club authorities should
have been extra careful when
ensuring the Shield's safety.

When this correspondent con-

tacted the football Secretary of

East Bengal, Prasanta Ghosh, to

verify, he said, “I don’t really

know whether this is fact, but 1

have never known of any system
related to preserving trophies.

But as far as this Shield incident
goes, I know nothing. My name
figured in some reports but I have
protested about this and spoken
to IFA also.”

What can be described as one of

the most despicable incidents in

the history of the game in India,

thus, remains shrouded in mys-
tery. At the time of going to Press
there was still no indication that
the IFA authorities had taken any
steps to resolve the puzzle.

SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL

for worry. Expectedly, Railways
made it a point to keep the home
team defenders busy as much as
possible in the hope that exhaustion
might make things easier for them.
But there was a negative aspect to
this strategy also. In attaching too
much importance to attacking, they
failed to put up an organised resist-

ance against the Bengal onslaughts.
Added to it was their lack of skill

in controlling the midfield where
Ujjal Chakraborty and Bhaskar Das-
gupta could be of little help to their

team-mates in charge of the defence.
The lattei, however, performed his

duties quite successfully in initiating

attack. But they should have realised

that playing against a powerful ream
like Bengal the defenders would be
under horrendous pressure until the

scales were tilted in favour of the
favourites.
But the Railway defenders were

not to face the offensive meekly.
Their mainstay in that department
Alok Saha did his best to defend
their citadel and drew the apprecia
turn oi the spectators ill both the
semi-final matches. His partner Amit
Bhadra also did a good job for his

team, but, unfortunately, had to suf

fei the mortification of scoring a
suicidal goal in ihe second leg en-

counter against Bengal.
The goal was the result of a mis-

understanding between the Rail-

ways custodian Tanurnoy Bose and
Amit Bhadra. But in one way it

pointed to a serious shortcoming in

thtj Rail team, which in fact, was one
of the mam reasons tor their failure

to overcome this last obstacle m
their wav. It was lack of technique
which cannot be overcome through
sheer determination The Rail defen-
ders marked their rival towards
with unflagging zeal, but whenever it

came to handling a critical situation,

they did not always do the right kind
of things and had to make desperate
attempts to hold danger at bay. And
it was through this loophole theii

downfall came about eventually.
As for their attacks, the Rail play-

ers showed remarkable guile and
gave their rival defenders some real-

ly anxious moments in both the
matches. But partly it was their ill-

luck and partly their poor shooting
which let them down in the end.

Bengal’s performance did not rise'

to any great heights in any stages of

the competition till the semi-finals,

though, of course, the general ex-

pectationS'Were just the opposite.
Apart from defence, the Bengal

players did not impress in their per-

formance in any department of the
game. In the half line, the men in

charge were Prasun Banerjee and
Prasanta Banerjee, both rated as the
best in the country at the moment.
But their game did not attest to the
fact in any measure. Though Prasan-’

ta toiled much harder than his col-

league, rarely could he prove any
real source of danger for their so-

called inferior opponents.
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Sidelights
THEY called it floodlight foot

ball But was it really so? Did
the lights on four cornets of the
Mohun Bagan ground really flood
the arena of the 39th National
championship? Could the players
of the various participating teams
play there after sunset without
any difficulty? And worst ol all

and something so uspetting, could
the membeis of the Fourth
1 state the lensmen included, fol

low the matches well, which no
cessitated identifying plavei s ot

the warring teams As it is quite a
difficult |ob, most of thi plavei s

in tht contest bring local footbal

lets of diffeient States even tht

top football pundits ot the citv as

well as outside weit not familiar

w ith these new fact s So w hat

happent d to them'
lhev weit in tumble Hit so

i alU d floodlights of t hi Mohun
Bagan C I C gi ound ha\ t bt t n los

ingthtii biightmssovu tht last

ruo rhitt vcai* But not much
attention w is paid to iht in **»

thev wen haidlv put into use

dui ing tlu (. ak utt i tool ball sea

son Ilu matt In s of t lit two main
competitions otilu utvaswi all

know tin 1c tgut md slue Id a»i

m ldorn stated m tht late attei

noon and as a 1

1

suit it w i * mils

the t \ tmug w alkt 1 s in in udan
and cominiittis it tin rung hmru
h\ bust s spti duifL down the Ri d

Road who tit Hints saw tht Hood
ligh»s binning above tht gi< mi
stand-, ol tlu Mohun Ikq an
gioiind

But nobodv noticed th n thev

wtic losing ht dth dav h\ d i\ —
tut rung vtllowish and ks^ bright

duet(»sonu unkmmablt it isoiis

And it was onlv dui ing the just

concluded Nation ils that tin

pioblcmcamc to light Rhnto
gi aphei s gi uriiole that it Wfis ntxt

to impossible to get good snaps

undei sue li conditi ms win n tlu u

pictuic cditois (jin stiom d then

VpprLnhu fnqhl) iPlaxm } it Purq ip / itte

fhe Gnjr team taking it easy

compete net soccer writers had to

consult e ich other attei every
mate h to asecitain tacts and the

I\ spoits pioducers sufftied an
xious moments wondt ring

win thet then efforts would it suit

in li mt inn

Whcthci thi\ sunetdtdoi net
istoi tht ii audn net s to sav hut
most ot thi photogi aphei s covei
liif, tilt tom nanitnt loi dificieni

papti and magazines wtnl home
dis itisticd altu a most liu liar

ing issignmc nt Will tlu autlioi

Pu s ot tht club now stait think
n g km ur tht prohk m st i muslv

T ilt IR 1 1 kbi atunis i an 1art

inioth* night And quirt
obi muslv 1 his was the tint time
Go i won tlu Santosh 1 1 opiiv

though louitlv and the lit loot
the finals i\ not tin entire t mini
nun! w is then captain Biahnii
naiid I lieu pertor mance had
bt n spit ndul and t ht v got quite
i tzi ibk follow ing in tht utv
inhabited In people of all tlu

piov mi t s ol tlu eoiintiv Reason
t oi jubilation nidi < d in fait tlu

Srati ourh liosti 1 win it the

it im w is st iving wa nuirlv mnb
bed hv ln< al (ioan suppor tt i s ol

both sexes and the players had
hai dly anv scope to tall homesick
So when the final whistle was

blown at the end of the ieplaved
final against Bengal the Goans
weit sure that thtv had treated
lust oi> and thtn tans on thi
stands i ushed out ol thi giound to

give final tout he s to the anangc
mt nts the Goan Association ot

Bt ngal had made toi giv mg tht n
i orm adt s a w at m i etc ption And
it tui in d out to be a lug suite »s

Ncirmalh happv smilts eve i

v

where and w ht n t hi n he i ot s k 1
*

im home tln\ left behind somi
swttt mcmoi its to hi i hti ishtd
hv tlu ii distant tans foi a ion*
lime

I
N ‘lit lot the vi Pin, plavei s

( alt utt i was haul! an awa\
i it v 1 oi tlu dun

|
ib s 1 don t

ilnnk tlu it ^ md bt mv * I*

iigu c me ut it n is thtu second
Jiorne Soalsotoi tho>i tiomdown
south 1 oi othc i s it was not nun h
cutlet t lit t it lit i And tlu most
convincing pi oof of it was that
h u dl\ mv ot tlu visiting sidt s

h id to suftei tiom food pi obit ms
w filch is a vt i \ common i xpt 1

1

e i l toi n ams going on tom s

I lit not thi i ut i > got the n dhahas
t'u I) tcanpiopit then favomite
nth sambai ind iho»c who had
spt end like s and dislike s did not
hut lotaki imi( h iiouhle 1 Hiding
then own place soi mtticst

As was tlu case with tlu» Go ins

On ait iv al thtv wine a bit won ltd
that tlu\ might have problems
finding a place sei v mg then kind
ot food ButC di atta ptovi d a
wondeitul host 1 veil if thev did
not lmd a place cooking Goanese
dishes thev te 11 in love with tlu

run tabi khtum And there wt ic

plentv of them quite dost to then
hotel A short walk atioss the
toad and back a stomachtul ol

satisfaction







India in Windies

INDIA WIN AS..

.

MANINDER
MAULS
ASHIS RAY writes from Pointe-a- Pierre on the
match against Trinidad and Tobago

A YEAR ago Manmdti Singh cap
taming the Indian Schools in this

island against the tountiys youth
team captured H for 144 in the
match but the perfomiance did not
secure a \ictoiv for his side Turning
out for Kapil Dev s toutists howovti
versus the Shell Shield team—-he it
in the oil belt of Guaratara Pai k—he
ensnared one less \ictim foi 95 but
India won handsomely b\ an innings
and 69 runs

With Ravi Shasin, one of the sue
cesses of the first 1 est out ot commis
sion earl\ in the match aftei splitting
the webbing between the index fin
ger and the thumb in his left hand
(lepeat of the miuiy sutler cd m
Pakistan) the onus on a gentle tut
ner tell on the Delhi voungstei In

Madan Lai

the first innings lu grabbed five foi
48—looking more dangeious when
introduced with lilt wind blowing
tiom left to tight b> Sved Kirmam
leading India foi tilt first time and
with flouush In the second despite
no outstanding assistance from the
track he had the opposition batsmt n
in alljkinds ot knots to snatch seven
foi 47 It was the most piomising
sptll of howling from an Indian
teenage i since perhaps Chan
diashtkhai or Venkat burst on ih<

scene in rlu Sixties
Albeit it was against a side with no

character and very little class him
dad and Tobago were the wooden
spoon holders in the Shell Shield last
veai and although two ot then plav

the captain I arry Gomes and tht

off spinner, Ranjie Nanan, figured
among the Five Cricketers of the
Year, chosen by the West ladies
Cricket Annual they possessed a
negligible amount by way of either
individual talent or teamwork After
the stinging and unexpected defeat
at Sabina Park, the Indians were,
naturally, looking for a morale boos
ter before the clash at the Queen’s
Park Oval In this respect, any win,
especially if it comes for only the
fourth time over an island or a
territory in the West Indies in five
tours, is a heartening occunencc
But the visitors were fooling them
selves if they attached too much
importance to this showing since the
West Indies lest team is not onlv
nowheie neat Tunidad and Tobago s

strength but is composed of foui

India's former skip-

per, opening the bat-

ting as usual, gave the
impression of having
better things to do

than placing a cricket
match for his country.

wot Id class quicks wheieas the is

lands do not have even one of fn *t

class standard
Batting first Gomes side ran into

tough wearhtr fiom the ve?\ htgin
rung and onlv Phillip Simmonds
lust out ot the vnuth team held the

venture togtrhei with a sensible but
strokeful displav Tall and biuad
shouldered the 19vtai old demons
Mated encout aging technique show
ing good lodgement outside the otl

stump and a safe approach to spin to
tegisrei 81 with two sixes His team
however lost all then wickets foi

19*
Jt'vvas a full house on the first dav

ot tin four dav game located as it

was m the south of tht countiy
wheic it is difficult to differentiate
berwc ui this place 12 000 milts from
India and Ktiala because of the
sccneiv and the numbei oi Indian

“You know I don’t like

to concentrate in these

matches,” he (Gavas-
kar) said

faces Much of the enthusiasm was
due to the appeal ante of a gentle
man called Sunil Gavaskar, who be
gan that tiek to the pinnacle ot glorv
in 1971 at this very ground getting a
hundred and nevei looking back

But India’s formet skipper, open
ing the batting as usual, gave the
impression of having better things to
do than plavmg a cricket m itch foi

his country Surviving no more than
an ovei and a half he was caught at



mid on for five, having just about
rned to hit every delivery he re
ceived out of the ground “You know
I don't like to concentrate in these
matches," he said when asked to
explain his exhibition One tan
undei stand that after a dozen vtats
of intense cricket, one does not wish
to waste the powers of application in

circumstances where runs ate incon
sequential for this ‘big time’ perfoi
mer But this correspondent, hating
seen the Bombay man on all his

rector tours except the last one to

Pakistan cannot recall him being
disinterested as he was on this out
mg and in any case as a team man
and ambassadoi he had an obligation

towards his captain and the paying
public, which he sadly failed to fulfil

It did not, of couise make much
difference, since Mohindei Amai
nath and Anshuman Gaekwad, with

a 141 lun stand toi the second wick
et soon legamed the initiative and
il anything, set the foundation foi

the latu tuumph The bespectacled
openti s was a bietzv innings of 81 i

before he was caught at slip, cutting

Gomes But l ala Amamaths son
#

adopting the rolt of sheet anchoi
pei severed to 114- the first centutv
of the torn htentualh he was

!

caught at the wicket tiving to glance

at the second new ball

Be tore lit had made his exit ht :

was associated m another hundred
par tnciship —tin one with Ashok
Malhotia who despitt his excess
w tight dt lighted spectators with
cl nnr\ footwork and dthctable late '

cuts the like ni which is piacticalh
non existent since the exclusion oft

(fUtidappa \ ishwanath llu Haryana
lad scored *>9 in good time to im
nuthatch come into the tetkomng
ft or the lust of the one day interna
tionals

In e ontr ast Ar un l al and Gui shar
- — -

... as a team man and
ambassador he had an
obligation towards his

captain and the paying
public, which he sadlv

failed to fulfil.

an Smgh both on without scoring
could not c ish i i c t the oppoitunm
And afttet a in r j collapst which
reduced *ht lirth n s to \ slighth
uncony i i »nj. 17 1 lor si^ Ktrmam
with 74 t id M id in 1 al with f>

9

hoisu d he twt cii them mothet thice
ftigmt ralh to triable Indi i to tinallv

reach a highly respectable 403 It

was in ftact an excellent comeback
lor the Delhi all roundel who afiti

(oJlceting two wickets m the fust
innings and another m the1 second

|
produced a characteristically aggies

|
si\c knock full of square cuts and

j
nulls It wasn t bad going after \

lay oft of around two months with r

heel problem which needed suigti \

In Inmdad and loftiagos second
i entuie Kuhard Gabriel the inoie
experienced and talked about open
ei took off as if inflicted by stun
tummy trouble With Madan I al

|

straying down the legside the stocky
batsman gave \ent to hrs inclination
for onside strokes and at a rate oft

more than a run a minute, hit up 30
before being held at nnd on the
result ol a slower ball from the badly
mauled bowlei In a way it gave the
indication that Gabriel would not
relish playing Singh who came on
after only three overs, this time from
the correct end from the very begin
mng, and tan through the sideSunil Gavaskar
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Looking back

BODYLINE!
ANIL JAUHRI recreates Test cricket’s

first major crisis—the Bodyline series of
1932-33

THE winter dawned in 1932, as it

had for quite many years, with-
out any fuss. That a band of English
cricketers was out in Australia in“

quest of the Ashes made no news
either. The cricketing globe was res-

igned to another run-orgy from the
impregnable Don Bradman, a super-
man who, despite his slight build and
palpable lack of inches, ‘Gullivered’
above all his contemporaries.
There were at least two English-

men who refused to share the pes-

simism. One was Douglas Jardine,
England's India-born skipper and a
man of unbending resolution The
other was Harold Larwood, at 5 feet

8V2 inches the smallest of Jardine’*
pace armoury but. as the latter

events proved, the deadliest too. The
two, in a brilliant—albeit diabolic-

al—piece of strategy, conspired to

create a strategy which achieved its

objective with devastating efficien-

cy. It defeated the Don. They called

it Bodyline.
In cold technical terms, hodyline

(the term was not coined until halt

way through the tour) implied a fast,

short-pitched hall directed al the

batsman's body and backed by a

heavily concentrated leg-trap field

with the sinister intent of physical

intimidation.
As the captain of the side, Jardine

was assigned the task of recovering
the Ashes from Australia's iron grip.

He realised that he could accomplish
his mission only by clipping the
wings of Australia's formidable bat-
ting line-up led by the redoubtable
Bradman. Bradman had amassed
2960 runs during the 1930 tour of

England and had an awe-inspiring
Test sequence of eight and 131 at

Nottingham, 254 and one at Lord's,
334 at Leeds, 14 at Manchester and
232 at The Oval. The total came to

974 and had rain not curtailed the
Manchester game, 'His’aggregate,' as

Ralph Barker remarked, 'might have
reached 1200.' Equally disturbing
for Jardine was the fact that except-
ing Bill Bowes, all the bowlers in his

squad—Larwood, Voce, Allen, Tate
and Verity—were put to sword by
Bradman that year.
Jardine simply had to devise some-

thing extraordinary. Pace was one
department in which England held
the advantage. Jardine sought to

exploit it to the fullest. In bodyline,
he found a solution to all his prob-
lems.
Larwood had in the past ex-

perimented with what he called the
‘intensive fast leg theory’ but which
essentially was bodyline, as different

from the legitimate ieg-theory as in

the words of Ray Robinson, ‘an inter-

continental missile from a boy's pap-
er dart.' The traditional leg-theory

was the bowler’s way of asking the
batsman to shut up and behave; it

restricted the batsman's range of
strokes by incessantly attacking his

leg-stump. Bodyline went a step or
two further. The target was the

second or third extension of the
leg-stump. The ball was pitched con-

sistently in the bowler's half; the
batsman was, thus, expose d to a risk

of grave physical injurv
Larwood defended tht use of leg-

theory by pointing out the o:as in the
Ibw law then in vogue. The argument
was conceded by Bradman himself.
Under that law, the batsman escaped
an adverse verdict if the obstruction
occurred outside the oft stump even
though the ball would have hjt the
stumps. The bowlers, and particular- ,

ly those with in swing as their chief
weapon, were, thus, put to an unfair
disadvantage. They sought to offset

it by realigning their trajectory. Now
Larwood had, over the past couple of
years, shown increased mastery over
the break-back and the proportion of
out-swingers he delivered had reg-

istered a fall. Naturally he searched
for more profitable avenues.
Another factor that weighed on

Larwood’s—and indeed Jardine’s

—

mind was the probability of a chink
in Bradman's technique which had
revealed itself at The Oval in 1930.
During a short period after rain,

when the ball was behaving nastily,

Bradman tended to move towards
square-leg. And to a Larwood flier,

he even flinched! Jardine admitted
that he worked on the assumption
‘That a weakness in one of Austra-
lia's premier batsmen might find
more than a replica m the play of a
good many of his contemporaries'.
The man actually credited with

floating the idea however, was
Arthur Carr, the Nottinghamshire
skipper, who encouraged Larwood
and Voce to bowj hodyline in the
domestic matches. But the nian who
attracted notice—and indictment

—

first was the Yorkshire quickie Bill

Bowes. When he unleashed rib-balls

at an ageing Jack Hobbs, Plum War-
ner, a former England captain, repri-
manded him in London's Morning
Star:

"‘Bowes must alter his tactics.

Bowes bowled with five men on the
on side and sent down several very
short-pitched balls which repeatedly
bounced head high and more. Now
that is not bowling; indeed it is not
cricket, and if all the fast bowlers
were to adopt his methods, the MCC
would be compelled to step in and
penalise the bowler who bowled the
ball less than halfway up the pitch."
How ironical that the same Warner

should, as the manager of the Eng-
land squad on the infamous tour,
remain a helpless onlooker while
Jardine ruthlessly drove back the
Kangaroos with his methods.

Carr’s idea was developed into a
probable strategy m the grill room of
the Piccadilly Hotel/London, where
Jardine held discussions with Carr
himself, Larwood and Voce. He care
sully studied the scoring patterns ol



Bradman caught toy Allah oft Larwood tor eight Jardme succeeds

the Australian l itsmen prepared
and supplied bv Bill lerguson, the
MCCscorei Then he called on b rank
Foster, the big left hander who had
wrecked Austiaha m 1911 12 in tan

dem with Baines, at his St James
flat and secured his leg theory field

platings f oster latei expressed re

grets at the unwoithv use’ of his

experience Thus conceived, body
line awaited its first trial

Jardme selected Melbourne as the
site and an Austialian XI as the
target toi the first lull scale demon
Stratton of his designs Larwood
sprayed swiftly moving bouncers
liberally stiuck Woodtull on the
chest and tattled Bradman The
method predictably, aioused ran
cour and sparked off a controversy
But initially those who debated its

fairness found themselves in a

minority Chailes Macaitney, a foi

mer Test star, echoed the majority
opinion when he wrote, “We have no
patience with the outers against En
glish leg theory bowling No piotest

was made when Cregoiv and Macdo
nald set themselves to fughten bats

men out If a man with pads and a

bat can’t deal with any ball delivered
with a straight arm, he has no bust
ness to be at the wicket ”

Came the fust Test at Sydney and
Australia—minus Bradman—turn

bled to a crushing ten wicket defeat
The executioners, as can be easily

guessed, weie Larwood (5/96 and
5/28) and Voce (4/110 and 2/54),
alternating between the convention
al slip gully field and bodyline F or
Australia, the 22 year old Stan

Sk
Bradman caricatured A Mailey cartoon

McCabe played a glorious innings,

scattering bodvlme with his auda
cious hooking More than a hundied
of his undefeated 187 came off Lai
wood and Voce Tor sheei defiance
the innings stands unparalleled in

the history of cricket

Ihe taste of victory must have
been soured foi Jaidme on two
counts One the biggest foe Biad
man had di upped out of the game
through illness and two, Cubby Allen
of Australian origin, had flatly re

fused to comply with his instructions

to bowl bodyline and had offeied to

return to England by the next boat
This, m fact, was not an isolated

instance of internal dissension “In
public,” wrote Swanton in A History
of Cucket, “of course, they stood
together But the number of those
who could reconcile then conscien
ces to what was going on grew few
er”R E S Wyatt, Jardme’s deputy,
did not appi ove of the tactics either

Nor did Walter Hammond and mana
ger Wainer And the air was thick
with rumours that Pataudi had been
dropped after his century debut for

an indiscreet remark concerning Jar

dine’s tactics That the differences

never surfaced is itself a tribute to

Jardine’s leadership skills

The feelings of anger and bitter*

ness, hitherto mildly expressed*



boiled into nasty, high-pitched ver-
bal volleys at Adelaide. One particu-
lar incident did more to rip open the
actual motive behind Jardine’s
strategy than the duster of close-to-
the-wicket leg-side fielders and the
relentless spate of bouncers.
Larwood was bowling to an ortho-

dox field when a short ball hit Wood-
full over the heart. As the batsman
doubled up in pain, Jardine moved
over to the non-striker’s end -and
finding Bradman a few feet away,
said, ‘Well bowled, Harold’, to make
it appear that the bouncer was
meant to hurt. It was a marvellous
piece of psychotechnology which
alone would have entitled Jardine to

a doctorate in the subject if he cared
to. Amid angry hoots from the
stands, Woodful] resumed after a

brief interval. Larwood ran up to

bowl and was, in fact, halt way
through in his delivery stride when
Jardine stopped him and motioned
his fieldsmen to the bodyline con-
figuration.
Here were Jardine’s intentions as

obvious as daylight.

Another dramatic scene was
enacted later in the comparative
calm of the dressing room. Woodfull
was lying on the massage table when
Warner strode in to comfort him. The
dialogue ran thus:

Woodfull: ‘I do not wish to discuss
it, Mr Warner.’
Warner: ‘Why, what is the matter?’
Woodfull- ‘There are two sides out

there, one is playing cricket and the

other is not. The game is too good to

be spoilt. It is time some people got

out of the game. Good afternoon.’

WoodfuJPs snub to Warner leaked
out and coming as it did from a man
as highly conscientious as he, it cre-

ated a big uproar. Later when \-teep

O.C.CJ
ALAS, POOR YORlCKi

HE SERVED US

x well//

wm
A cartoon after the senes

er batsman Bert Oldfield was
accidentally laid low by Larwood,
the ill-feelings touched a new high.
The inflamed crowd hurled the choi-
cest abuses on the Englishmen; Lar-
wood was vigorously counted out and
as Wisden recorded, ‘The whole
atmosphere was a disgrace to
cricket’.

The chain of explosive events
forced the Australian Board to pro-
test. It sent a blunt cable to the MCC
which read:

‘Bodyline bowling has assumed
such proportions as to menace
the best interests of the game,
making protection of the body
by the batsmen the main con-
sideration. This is causing in-

£r~' - v . • J
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Oldfield reels tn aoony after being struck

tensely bitter feeling between
the players as well as injury. In
our opinion it is unsportsman-
like. Unless stopped at once it

is likely to upset the friendly
relations existing between Au-
stralia and England’.

The MCC committeemen, who had
viewed the controversy from a con-
siderable distance, were piqued by
its- hard tone and shot hack:
‘We, Marvlebone Cricket Club, de-

plore your cable. We deprecate your
opinion that there has been unsport-
smanlike play. We have fullest confi-

dence in captain, team and managers
and are convinced Lh n they would
do nothing to infringe either tjie

Laws of Cricket or the spirit of the
game. We have no evidence that our
confidence has been misplaced.
Much as we regret accidents to
Woodfull and Oldfield, we under-
stand that in neither case was the
bowler to blame.

If the Australian Board of Control
wish to propose a new Law or Rule, it

shall receive our careful considera-
tion in due course. We hope the
situation is not now as serious as
your cable would seem to indicate,
but if it is such as to jeopardize the
good relations between English and
Australian cricketers and you con-
sider it desirable to cancel the re-

mainder of programme we would
consent, but with great reluctance’.
The situation was delicate and

uncertain. It looked as if the tour
might be called off; it looked as if

that was the end of the road as far as
international cricket was concerned;
it looked as if a Dominion might be
lost.

The possibilities, happily, never
materialised. The tour went on.
Those who thought Jardine might
bend underestimated the steel in his
constitution. The Ashes were reco-
vered. But for those who had witnes-
sed the strife, it mattered little.



Congratulations,
Mohinder Amarnath

!

Here comes the
winning stroke

!

As Kinetic’s ‘Man of the Tour’,

you win a Silver Trophy
and Rs. 25,000 for the
India vs. Pakistan Series,
1982-83.

LUNA plus
more runs to every litre of fuel I

03 KINETICLJXjb. ENGINEERING UMJTED
D1 Block, Plot No. 18/2
Chinchwad
Pune 411 019.
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BARRACKPOREAND SHOLAVARAM GRAND PRIXREVIEW

Steering a brave new
course

JiSP4^ u

DEREK O’BRIEN an 1

ONCE a year they hit the head
lines and then once again reen-

ter the cocoon of obscurity. Sholavar-
am and Barrackpore, the land of
breakneck speed, screeching tyres
and racy mobikes. Both events over,
the banners have been brought
down, the bikes and cars, to use a
horse racing term, will now only be
given their morning gallops to keep
them tuned till the action gets back,
livery motor racing buff of the coun-
try had one parting message, “We’ll
be back next year.”
Motor racing in India in more ways

than one, is an 'exclusive sport' in

the sense that besides just loving the
sport one has to have enough fiiian

dal resources to take part either at

Sholavaram or at Barrackpore. It is

for this reason rhat the most impor-
tant job of the Madras Motor Sports
Club (MMSC) and the Calcutta
Motor Sports Club (CMSC) is to

popularise the 'spills and thrills'

sport. This writer would like to take
this opportunity to enlighten the
uninitiated into just some of the the

technical terms and the history of

the daredevil sport. It’s very much
like the case of popularising cricket

in the United States. There is no use
telling them how good Bradman was
or how much Bedi spun the ball.

What has to be taught at first, so to
speak, are the basics of the game
Keeping this in mind and with the
hope that we will have many more
enthusiasts at Barrackpore and Sho-
lavaram next year, here goes.
The first motor races were held

over town-to-town courses and if any
of the competing cars developed any
mechanical or any other such prob-
lems, they could only be repaired by
the driver * or the riding mechanic,
using only the tools or spares that
could be carried in the car. Later,
when races were transferred to

closed circuits, it became possible to
station mechanics on the side, or
nearaboqt, the racing grid. To
accommodte these men and their
equipment, pits were dug and hence
we get the term ‘pits’.

Pit work has become a fine art and
did you know that there have been
occasions when all four tyres of a
Grand Prix car have been changed in

just one minute? Grand Prix racing
in India has not reached such high
standards, but one is sure that it will

not be long before we see the best
motor cyclists and drivers of the
world battling it out at Sholavaram
or Barrackpore. Many foreigners did
take part this year (nearly 15), but
there were quite a few of them who

Mallya in his wonder machine

had iust come out on a holiday.
Roland Porzgen the double winner

at Sholavaram and Steve Tonkin who
acheived the same feat at Barrack-
pore were the best of the lot. Howev-
er, the Huxleys, Tuxworth, Martin-
styn, Vogt, Tuxworth and a few
others did have the class. One feels it

would benefit the sport if they only
brought out five or six foreign riders

[ 'UnnH* instead of coughing up large sums of
money to bring participants whose
primary intersets are other than
motor racing. Quality should be the
watchword.

It is learnt that Dallas Martinstyn,
the rider who performed so well on
this year’s circuit has promised to
bring many Sri Lankan riders with,

him next year. The cost of transport-
ing the bikes from the neighbouring
island would be quite reasonable
and a welcome move. After all the
MMSC and the CMSC need to save a
lot of money, which they in turn
could use for promoting the sport in

the country. Nevertheless, in all fair-

ness, one must congratulate both
these associations for trying their
best to put motor racing on the
Indian sports map.
One thing, however, which both

the associations failed to do was to
educate the public before the races
got underway. Motor racing is a
dangerous sport and it is this fact

that should have been highlighted in
the various advertisments which
appeared before the races. In Calcut-
ta one spectator was even hit by a
motor cycle as he was trying to cross
the track. The organisers were lucky
that the spectator was not fatally

injured. Such an accident would
have surely have spelt doom for the
future of the sport in ‘he countiy.
Another aspect of the sport, quite

different from rhe one just discus-

sed, but nevertheless equally in-

teresting is whether it is the man or
the machine which is more impor-
tant in motor racing. There is little

doubt that both are important.
However, this writer has always
maintained that the machine is after

all much the more important of the
two. This, was illustrated—with all

due respects to the driver con-
cerned—in the case of Vijay Mallya
who drove his Formula One ‘Ensign’
on both the racing grids of Barrack-
pore and Sholavaram. As much as we
congratulate Mallya on his success,
one cannot help but add that would
he have come out on top if, hypothe-
tically speaking, all the cars were on
level terms in respect of perform-
ance? There are many who maintain
that Vicky Chandok or Karivardhan
are better drivers than Mallya, but
then one supposes it is just one of
those things, interesting sport this...

The fascinating story continues
and for the next few years the path
traversed by the CMSC and the
MMSC will, undoubtedly, be a bum-
py one. But then we are sure they
will steer themselves—and with
•hem the sport—to surcess.
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Tresses that fair
Head can boast
A beautiful tress inspired the poets

through the ages. So, Jaborandi is a must

for your hair care. It is being used all over

the world from time immemorial for the

treatment of hair. Millions benefited.

JABORANDI
HAIR OIL

Jaborandi Hair Oil is the result of a mixture of

Jaborandi of Brazil, Arnica of Northern

Hemisphere and some Indian herbs.

it
•stops hair falling, grows new hair;

•keeps your head cool and helps a sound
sleep;

•makes your hair thicker, more black and

__ silky

yj
•stops early greying

Dr. S. D. Debnath
Homeo Laboratory

Howrah Subway, Howrah-711101

Please enquire at all thefhem-
lets (Allopathic/Homeopathic)

and Stationery shops.
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E
Profile

A staunch Catholic

DEREK O’BRIEN profiles DionisioTrindade
the ace football striker of Goa

1

There were no airs about him as he
spoke few minutes bifore he and

the rest of the jubilant Goan team
were on their may back from Calcut-
ta to the land of cashew feni and
sun bathed beaches. What a wonde-
ful National Football Championship
it had been for them and thre was a
glitter in each one’s eyes as as they
clutched the Santosh glitter in each
one’s eyes as they clutched the San*
tosh Trophy while the maroon and
yellow minibus made its serpentine
way to Howrah station. In a few
hours their explaits at CaCalcutta
would only become a memory—but
no—to Trindade (whose name, in-

cidentally, is pronounced Trin-dad)
it will endure forever. “For me, as

with many other membres of the
Goan side,” the striker asserted, “it

is the fulfilment of a long cherished
dream.”
Records themselves amply will tell

the story of Dionisio’s role in Goa
becoming the joint national football

champions.- He was in tremendous
form scoring goals in almost every
match. In fact, he along with Camilo
Gonsalves the forwardline was the
nightmare of pvery defence at the

recently-concluded 39th Nationals.

Trindade’s number 21 jersey is

very familiar. “Yes, the number
brings me luck,” he confided. Dioni-

sio has come a long way since the
days when he used to represent his

school in football. “1 passed out from
Don Bosco High School in Panaki. It

is run by the Salesian priests and
they always encouraged us to be
unlike Jack—all work and no play’

he informed. “Moreover,” Trindade
added,” We are four brothers in all.

The other three too enthusias tic

footballers. This is another reason 1

why 1 took to the game.”

However, the 28-year-old Dionisio
did not take up football seriously till

he had finished school. In his words,
“There was no question of chucking
up school. 1 loved football but prefer-
red to complete my education first

just in case my career in sport did
not get off the ‘ground. Presently,
things have Worked out quite well
and I have no regrets.”
On completing m$ schooling, Trin-

dade joined Panvell Sports Club and
played for them for quite a few
years. “During these years,” he re-

collected, ”1 had the good fortuen of

forwardline. He was a great fellow to
play with and we had many a memor-
able match together.”

Dionisio Trindade’s first really big
tournament win came in 1974. “I’m
not to sure, it may be in *7S,” he
clarified “when our team (Panvell)
won the Bandodkar Gold Cup’*. Be-
sides this victory he spent many
other happy moments with the side
till he left them in 1975. “I got an
offer from Salgaoncar when I re-

turned from Delhi but I turned it

down,” said Trindade. Why did he
turn the Salgaocar offer? The soft-

spoken Goan did not hesitat to
answer, saying, “Instead, I accepted
an offer I got from Dempo because it

was a better deal. They gave me a
job and obviously it was more se-

cure.” Here then started the long
relationship between Trdndade and
Dempo because it was a better deal.

They gave me a job and obviously it

was more secure.” Here then started
the long relationship between Trin-
dade and Dempo Sports Club. They
very fact that Trindade only had
played for two clubs since he started
his career proves that he is one of
those dedicated players

M

Trindade’s game blossomed and
once again he was on the winning
side in the Bandodkar Trophy. Look-
ing back on the tournament the a
neatly-built forward said, “1 think we
played Salgaoncar in the final and
we scored three goals, two of which
were scored by me.” Talking abot
scoring, Trindade-—from what one
saw ofhim at the 39th Nationals—is

a born opportunist and seems to
have the uncanny ability to smell
goals. This inborn talent is overy
footballer’s dream and there are but
a few who possess it.

The winning of the Bordoloi Tro-
phy when he wds the captain of
Dempo helped himself to carve a
niche in contemporarty Indian foot-

ball. Dionisio says with a sense of
pride, “This was one trophy rhat
Dempo wanted badly and I gave it to
them.
These were orily the first few chap-

ters in the success story of Trin-
dade’s association with Dempo, the
high point of which was reached

i

when the team annexed the Rovers
Cup. “That was a fantastic tourna-
ment for me. After many tough
matches we took on the powerful
JCT outfit in the final and 1 scored

j

the goal that gave my team the
trophy.”
Trindade has been the mainstay of

the Goan attack in the Santosh Tro-
j

phy since 1975. “I was first selected
j

to represent the State in that year
j

and asisted the side at Calicut. 1 was
still very young (hardly 21) and it

was my first taste of really top-class

soccer.”
At the age of 22, he was chosen to

attend the camp which would select

the Goan side. “I was selected for the
camps priour to both the Nationals.
Howeverr, 1 could not make it to
either of these camps and thus' was
not considered for selection. “This
means that since 1975 Trindade has
always been selected for the state
side whenever he was available.”
My best Nationals were at Kashmir

in 1978. Even though 1 was injured in

the semi-finals 1 put up a tremendous
performance. I do not think I’ll have
a better national,” confided Trin-
dade. “I also played quite well at the
Coimbatore Nationals and leace it to
the football-loving public of Calcutta
to decide how well 1 performed this
year. ’’Dionisio said modestly. He
-also felt that Goa had been knocking
at the door of the Santosh Trophy for
the last few years and it was ‘sheer
luck* that they had not won the
coveted trophy earlier.

Trinade, the man and Trindade the.
footballer are two different sides of
the coin. On the field he gives the
impression of a goal-hungry for-
ward*—and, in fact, that is what he us
is. However, off the field he is anin-
trovert. “Please tell your readers,”
he requested, “1 am a staunch Rq-

.

man Catholic,” and saying that he
made a hurried sign of the cross. A
typical Goan—Goa fearing, fun and
football loving
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A four-man Austrian
bodsled team rides

tucked in their sled

during the World
Bodsled
Championship at

Lake Placid. The
sled flipped and rode
down the run on its

side. However,
nobody was injured

IN*,

x.

H Viktor Morshnev
(right) ofUSSR
lands a punch
between the eves of
Emler Martin ofUS
during their

heavyweight bout at

the USA-USSR
Amateur Boxing
Duel in Indianapolis
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Former world
motorcycle
..champion Barry
Sheene, who
smashed both his

legs in an accident

last year, testing his

Suzuki machine for

the forthcoming
season

Not a spill on a
snowy, slippery

road, as it appears to

be, but an art piece

in polyester by the

West German
sculptor Peter
Mittler, situated on
the campus of

Bremen University
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Round-up

BOMBAY

Raju Sethi breaks
Gavaskar's record

OVER confidence can very often
cost a match. This point was

driven home not once but twice m
the Vuxy Trophy final between hol-

ders North Zone and South Zone at

Bombay, which was won by the for-

mer after conceding a first innings
lead
After South Zone skipper P. K.

Rathod called correctly, openers
Nandan and Sanjay Kumar showed
their appreciation by putting on 90
runs together. The latter hit ten hits
to the pickets before being dismissed
for 64 runs. Azharuddin, who reg-
istered a double century against
West Zone played an elegant knock
in which he exhibited a pronounced
preference for the on side. He scored
half a century which was decorated
with eight fours
But from South’s viewpoint, the

man who played a long innings was
R. Venkatesh. Using his nimble feet
to negotiate the teasing spin of
Mukesh Arya and Avinash, blessed
with a stroke of good fortune, beaten
after he moved out to a delivery by
Arya and was stranded out of the
crease, Venkatesh saw the wicket-
keeper fumbling with the ball. This
was in his early twenties and he went
on to score 126.

South who were 300 for four wick-
ets at one stage folded up for 395
runs Medium pacer Manoj Prabha-
kar was the most successful bowler
for North Zone returning figures of
four for 104.

Undaunted by the magnitude of

rhe total facing them, North Zone
started in great fashion. Raju Sethi
and Karun Pal were not separated
till the score was a healthy 225, when
Karun Pal fell leg before to Sridhar
for 107 Both openers enjoyed lives,

Raju Sethi at 64 survived a chance
behind the wickets and then by skip-
per Rathod in the slips off spinner
Venkatesh. While Karun Pal at 70
was dropped by Nandan off Suresh
Kumar.
After being in such a sound posi-

tion, Noith Zone relaxed a bit and
had the mortification of being
bowled out for 391, four short of the
South Zone total. Well as the South
spinners Rathod and Venkatesh
bowled, it was over confidence that
saw North end up in arrears. .

Raju Sethi, who has been in splen-
did form, carried his bat in a stay of
ten hours for an unbeaten double
century. It was his third double cen-
tury in addition to the two tons he
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runs, A recordTThe other retard that
Sethi eclipsed earlier was the high-
est score of 247 in Vrazy Trophy held
by Sunil Gavaskar. Sethi scored 252
in the semi-finals.

In the second innings South Zone
were unable to handle the pressure
and folded up for 134 on the fourth
and last morning. Perhaps South
thought that they had the match in
their pocket but soon paid the penal-
ty for no match is won till the last

half is bowled. Manoj Prabhakar
captured five wickets, bringing his
tally in the match to nine wickets,
while the other opening bowler
Mahipal shared the spoils with four
wickets. Had M. S. Kumar (26) and
Rathod (13) not added 42 for the
ninth wicket South would have
failed to reach three figures.

North Zone knocked off the 139
runs required for victory losing three
wickets in the bargain. Captain Tilak
Raj remained unbeaten with 73.

Basketball tourney

STATE BANK shocked Central
Railway 69-62 and thus qualified

for the men’s super league of the
Ramu Memorial Basketball Tourna-
ment For the bankmen, R. Swami-
nathan and Sharad Kulkarni scored
17 points each, Fazal Khan ( 12) and
Gurudutt Naxk (11), while the rail-

waymen’s main scorers wereSyed
Bijpuri (14) and Abdul Hamid and
Mohammed Riaz with 10 points each.
The super league commenced on
March 17.

Lalitha Ram’s last minute basket
enabled Western Railway to pip
good counsel at the post m the
women’s final. After trailing

throughout. Western Railway finally

prevailed at 41-40 against Good
Counsel who had three internation-
als Shobha Iyer, Ananthalakshmi
and Priscilla D’Souza in their midst.

Sehools hockey

BEFORE the curtain was rung
down on schools hockey, St.

Stainslaus School enhanced their
reputation by defeating Don Bosco
(Borivli), by a solitary goal in the
final of the Junior Aga Khan Hockey
Tournament in Bombay.
This was the champion’s sixth tro-

phy of the season. They had earlier
won the Dr. Viegas Cup, Fr. Palacois
League, the Gohnny Verhoven Cup
and the Bombay High Schools junior
and senior league titles. The only
trophy to slip out of their grasp was
the Fr. Donnelly Trophy when they
lost narrowly to St. Theresa’s (Ban-
dra) in the final by a solitary goal
and the Charaniit Rai Trophy where
they lost to the Borivli boys in the
senp-finals.

HARESM MUNWANl
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Camvial Motor Rally ’S3

THE fiesta atmosphere of the
Goan Carnival formed a flam-

bouyant backdrop for the drama that
was about to be enacted to the tune
of deafening motor engines—“The
Carnival Motor Rally ’83.”

As “punch drunk” carnival revel-

lers watched Tourism and Health
Minister Dr. Wilfred D’Souza bring
-down the chequered flag on the first

motorcycle at the starting ramp,
organisers “Motorist Goa” heaved a
sigh of relief.

The existence of a politically fired

tug-of-war between two parallel Car-
nival Committees at Margao for the
“right to hold festivities nearly led to

the event being totally scrapped.
Each committee professed to hold
the rally under their banner shying
off prospective sponsors owing
allegience to either committee
Nonetheless the February 13th (Fat)

Sunday Motor Rally atti acred a total

of 27 entrants including 1982 Coffee
500 winners Mohamed Eshaque and
Surya Bhat of Mangalore m a Fiat

Bur, while the endless hours spent
mapping routes, contacting sponsors
caliberating and charting “tulips” as
well as completion of legal formali
ties required by the Federation of

Motor Sports Clubs in India finally

paid off, “Motorist Goa” suffered at

least one set-back from the political

fallout—lack of local publicity vital

to the promotion of the sport.

Goa’s monopoly English daily The
Navhind Times refused point blank
to publish results or a report on the
rally. The newspaper’s editor
apparently bore a grudge against the
proprietor of an Advertising Agency
through which publicity ads had
been routed. The latter was sus-

pected of having circulated leaflets

accusing the Navhind Times of being
a “pamphlet” of the newspaper’s
owners the Dempos.
Open to both two and four wheel-

ers, the Carnival Motor Rally, in
sharp contrast to the insipid carnival
eve entry of King Momo, enthralled
spectators who gathered alon$ the
approximately zOO km route, judging
from the raucous cheers competitors
received. The course traced through
Goa’s rustic mining hinterland of

Bicholim, Sanquelim, Onda, Biron-
dem, Sancordem, northwards to Mol-
lem, the Bondla animal Sanctuary
and down again to Savordem,
Quepem Rawalfond to finish at Mar-
eao, proved a gruelling hell-drive
that was definitely brutal on tyres,

brakes and drivers.
But the ptecarious ruggedness of

the track did not deter participants
who gamely presented their vehicles
for the customery “scrutiny” after

making a quick survey of the route.
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For ultimate winnersm the four-
wheeler section, James Anderson
and co-driver Sharook Hustomji in a
Mahmdra Jeep, the going probably
wasn’t “tough” enough The duo gun
ned their machine through the 5
time controls to wind up with a
winning tally of 11 penalty points.
They bagged the coveted “Hersons
Winners Placard”, a cash awaid of
Rs 2000 donated bv leading tyre
Manufacturer sMadi as Rubbei lac
tory and a set of four t>res offered by
Vikrant 1 yi es Close on their heels
came Uio Couthmo and Santan
Mendes m C ai numbei 22 a Tiai with
a tally of 18 points They won the 2nd
n?e ol Rs 1 500 and a shield offered
y “Motorist Goa’
Hot favourites the expci lenced

uewof Mohamed 1 shaqut S Bhat
and N C hander also in a Fiai sc
cured the thud place and a cash
award of Rs 1000 I he 1982 w irint rs

of th* ( offet 500 held at C hitkmaga
lui thehdpp\ hunting ground of

Indira Gandhi weren t patticularK
please d with the officials at the limt
C onti ols and t he conduc t of the r alh
Thev told this wi itc i I or a lirst time
\cntuie one can expect organisation
al blunder \ The t init picet s use d
wtif aniattunsh iui antventoi such
magnitude \V t c ai x ic d out own in

'tiuments set out timings diastical

U difteu d with most of those at the

On land saa and

A c at sp&edinq along

control points
’

For the mobikes the trail was e\en
moi e ti c ac hei ous Several i iders had
to wade pushoi actuallv cairvtheu
machines through the calve deep 8
mttu wide stream at Birnndem The
steep giadicnt of the murrain road
that lav itross claimed one victim

—

the Mapa da lavcee sponsored team
of Manu< 1 Godhmo and Fvy 1 he two
c ame a c i upper at least thi ee times
due to faults shock absorbers
However unscathed the two
dat c Jt* rls completed the i alh to

end up *n the Hth position oveiall
among iht 19 competitors in the
section
Contrarv to expectation it was

Vma\ Metha riding solo on an Ln
field Bullet (diesel) who scored top
honours He won a cash prize of Rs
1500, two tvres and a shield The
second place cash prize of Rs 1000
and a “Motorist Goa” tiophv went to

Rat Maganlal and lawahar Solanki
llso on an hnfiekl Bullet These two
nnthched up 19 penalrv points while
Mike Anderson on vet another En
field Bullet was placed thud to re

ceive the cash awai d of Rs 500
M Thakei and M Machindra (both
•riding scooter s) reuved consolation

tiophies donated bv Pinto Tailors

1 he blood sport fad is gaining
much momentum in the Union tern
torv The “Carnival Motor Rally”
was the third motoi sports event to

be held m a year and a half Yet it is

the firs* of its kind in thai it was
organised under the rules of the

I MSCI Introduction of tulip charts

flustered lo£al motor sports enthu
siasts w 10 had to be briefed seveial

limes be fore the start

To tht chagrin of locals the fancied

Phillip Valadares failed to seem e

anv top placementsm the tour

wheeler section Valadares, nick

named the Speed King of Goa, was
penalised severly fo&arriving too

eaily at control points Subash Lorli

kar another pouplar entrant on his

baby Rajdoot, too, a?so accumulated

several negative points His 175 cc
machine was a pool match lor the
heavier F nfields or Yezdis A David
among the Goliaths
Tht success of the 1 at Sundax

Cai nival Rallv augurs w ell for major
sponsor \ MR1 and the others who
cosponsored—Vikrant l\res Arlem
Breweries, Thums Up and V S Dalvi
and Co agents tor ‘ Fler sons ’ spring
levers The Goa Police too did a
wonderful job keeping exuted spec
tators and traffic at bav
One cannot say the same for

‘Motorist Goa” 1 he c lub appears to

be a one man show run bv race en
thusiast Rennie Abreu of Ren Carls
Garage Abreu, howevei immodest
enough to admit that with the con
duct of the

4 Cai niv al Rail \
” he had

bitten more than he could chew
Although he had a committee to

assist him, the over enthusiastic auto
engineer burned a lot ol energy
comprising technical data, meeting
sponsors, issuing entry forms as well
as mapping out the route, which
meat ly resulted m the event turning
into a shoddv affair One onlv hopes
for the <ake of motor sports ( Abreu’s
own brain child) future affairs are
conducted with planned precision
and not one man roadside acts 1

LCSUL ST ANNE

NAGPUR-

Polo pedallers

FOR the third time in succession
Rajasthan deprived Punjab of

bagging the Krishna Trophy the sym*
bolof supremacy for cycle polo m
the country, by defeating them 7 4 in

the finals of the tenth Senior Nation-
als at Nagpur This is the fifth time
Ratasthan have won the title

Kerala took the third spot, trounc-
ing Indian Air Force 4 0 Earlier
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Kerala went down to the holders in

the semi-final while IAF were hum-
bled by Punjab 11-4 in the other
semi-final.

Of the sixteen participating teams
(only West Bengal did not turn up
after confirming its entry), the first

eight losers in the opening ties of

this knock-out tournament, played
each other on a league basis for the
Loser’s Trophy. Andhra Pradesh and
Chandigarh clashed in the "consola*

tion prize’ part of the tourney with
the former prevailing 4-3.

The tenth nationals featured an
exhibition match played by women
cycle polo players. Mr Yashwant
Singh, President of the Cycle Polo
Federation of India, announced that

a womens’ Tournament would be
held alongwith the eleventh nation-
als to be held in New Delhi next
year.

Because of the uneven ground at

the Kasturchand Park, the matches
were not that good. The players
found it difficult to control the ball,

and to anticipate the flight of rising

shots. In spite of all these drawbacks
Rajasthan, Punjab, Chandigarh and
Delhi still displayed their skill. Sar-

vinder Singh of Punjab impressed.
Mr Yashwant Singh said that a

ball, slightly bigger in size, would
have been ideal for this game but
unfortunately no Indian firm manu-
factures'the particular size and will

only do such when the game will

become popular. Efforts are being
made ttf introduce the bigger sized

ball by acquiring it from a foreign

country.

RAJKUMAR SARKAR

Nagpur dominates

NAGPUR'S domination ot the
Vidarbha hockey scene was

quite evident in the Inter-District

Hockey Championship which was
played for the Bhagwagar Ttophv, in

Hinganghat, here.
Holders Divisional Sports Associa-

tion Central Railway, fancied South
Eastern Railway Spirts Association,

Nagpur XI and Regional Sports
Board of Central Government Em-
ployees, made the semi-finals, mak-
ing it an all Nagpur affair. Later
Nagpur XI shocked holders Central
Railway while R.S.B. outclassed
South Eastern Railway in the semi-
finals.

The final was a listless affair and
the scorcsheer read 2-1 in favour of

Nagpur XL againSt R.S.B.

JOSF.PH RAO

PUNE
What man is this?

D HANANJAY KUI.KARNI a 25
year-old from Bombay was re-

cently in this citv. The voting man

ran the length and breadth of the
city backwards in a very good timing.
You won’t call him a daredevil until
he tells you that he has planned to
leap down the famous Niagara Falls
in April this year. Talking to Sport-
sworld Kulkarni said that about 263
people had attempted to leap from
the mighty waterfalls and only a
single person had survived the jump
onlv to be completely maimed for
life. When asked why he wanted to
take on such an arduous task Dha-
nanjay said thatno Indian had so far
given it a try and that he wanted to
do something big for once. Last year
when Kulkarni appeared on Bombay
Television he chewed two full tube-
lights in front of a dazed audience, h
seems this desire to do stunts started
off from a very young age and among
his other achievements are—.jump-
ing off a superfast train at the Dorn
bivili station (Bombay), smoking 60
cigarettes in five minutes and con-
suming two kilos of iron.

By the look of things Kulkarni is

definitely fighting to appear in the
pages of the Guinness Book of World
Records.

Pune University facing
financial problems

THE University of Pune had to run
from pillar to post to raise fi-

nances to meet the expences of its

reams for participation in the West
Zone and All India varsity tourna-
ments during the last two months.

Following delay in the government
grant of 29 lakhs, the varsity coffers

had gone dry, and in a desperate bid
to field its teams some members of

the University Board of Sports stood

personal surety to raise the money. A
senior executive committee member
Mr N. C. Joshi and Prof. P. R. Karma-
kar former joint secretary of the
Maharashtra Cricket Association
said that theii effort was to ensure
that teams and individual players
representing the university did not
suffer for want of finance.
The Pune varsity contrary to ex-

pectations did remarkably well this

year. This time the men’s cricket
team won the coveted West Zone
title for the first time in 20 years.

Their men’s and woman’s teams
qualified for the last 8 and 4 stages
respectively at the All-India Varsity
level tourney. The varsity which had
drawn Jieavily on its overdrafts of Rs
62 lakhs Had to raise a minimum of

Rs 40,000 to field its teamsin the
West Zone and All India tourna-
ments. “It was a very frustrating

task,” said Mr Laxtnan Joshi secret-

ary of the University Board of

Sports.
With an annual budgetary -provi-

sion of only 2.03 lakhs out of which
Rs 70,000 goes in meeting the T.A.
and D.A. bills alone the Pune Uni-
versity unlike Bombay. Kolhapur.
Marathwada, and Shivaji Universi-
ties is placed in a peculiar position

financially. Bombay according to Mr
Joshi gets at least 4 to 6 lakhs as
interest alone from fixed deposits
over and above the annual budget-
ary provisions for sports activities

for a student population of over a

lakh students as against the poor
2.03 lakhs the Pune people get for

76,000 students. It sterns Shivaji and
Marathwada being developmental
universities their grants are written
off by the government.

This acute financial situation had
made the Pune Varsity borrow 1,000
rupees each from the managers ot

the Bombay and Calicut teams dur-

ing the men's and women's varsity

hockey tournaments at Ranchi and
Calicut respectively.

Water sports

exhibition

O N the occasion of Victoria Cross
day the fighting fit engineers of

the Bombay Engineering Group,
Pune exhibited some out of this

world water sports all very new to

the thousands of assembled Puneites
along the banks of the Mula Mutha
river recent lv in tilt* city.

The fit army men showed the en-

chanted audience that they were
extremely good in water as well as on
the ground when with precise corn
bination and synchronisation thev
recreated actual battle scenes de
picting the establishment of a
“beach head” in the enemv territory
and successfully planning out an
operation with guns booming in the
background. They showed their skill

in quick transporting of troops and
ammunition on the enemy sod
This was followed by the mosr

interesting event of the dav when a
group of jawans who had the distinc-

tion of performing before a large
audience at the recently-concluded
rowing regatta at the Ninth Asiad at

the Rarngai h Lake, Jaipur thrilled

the gathering with some superb wa-
ter skiing demonstrations.

RAHUL CHANDAWARKAR

CHANDIGARH
Milkha and Jamail not
good enough?

WO former intei nationals.
“Flying Sikh" Milkha Singh and

footballer Jarnail Singh, additional
director and joint director respec-
tively are not “properly qualified" to

fill the vacancy of director caused by
the retirement of another interna-
tional Bulbir Singh, a hockey Olym-
pian. The Punjab Sports Department
may be headed by an I.A.S. officer.

Of course, an I.A.S. is heading the
• neighbouring Haryana Sports De*
ailment. This precedent may be
ad for the promotion of sports in an
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atmosphere where even the central
govei nment has at long last cat ved
out an exclusive spot ts mimsti v
headed b\ Buta Singh The “I lving
SikhM may not be pi opei ly quahlied
in the e\es ot Chief Miiustci, Dai
bat a Singh “acadcmicalh ” but in so
fai as his field ot specialisation is

concerned he is peihaps moie than
lull v qualified So is lainailSmgh
The pioblem needs soi ting out

AT l

c H KUMAR

CALCUTTA

Driving high

THE Radio C ontrol Association ol

India organised the Radio ( on
trol Model An craft Ralls in the citv

with the intention of populansmg
this neglected sport Calcuttarts un
toi tunatel\ , w ei e more in\ ok c»d

with the National I ootball C ham
pionslup rather than spend a Sunday
morning v\ atching the manoem r es ot

the ‘pilots’ on the ground
A total of 8 ^ pilots took part most

of w hen w t re mcmhei s ot the
National Cadet Corps R V Suteit

dra won the Open Glider Duration
category while the Open Power
Ratio group was bagged by P Basak
D Roy won the Control Line Aeroba
tics while the Control Line speed was
won by D K Sen

Violence and sub-
standard hockey

Tht Calcutta Senior Division
League commenced a tew weeks

ago hardly generating any interest
among followers of the spew t m the
city 1 hue was a time when the
topstars of the country, as is the cast
with football would come to CaU ut
ta to assist local teams in the League
and he Beighton Cup that followed

The ‘big thiee* clubs of the citv

—

Mohun Lagan, Last Bengal and
Mohammedan Sporting—had to eat
humble pie last year as the hockey
U ague was won by the Eastern Rail

way Athletic Assoc lation The same
is the cast in 1983 with PRAA still

managing to maintain a clean state

I he other team in with a chance is

MMC But that is not the leason why
theie a ha-, been much concein in

hockev c u cles of the citv 1 he sour
point ot the league is the extent to

which vandalism has crept into it

There have been many matches
which have been interrupted be
cause of dashes between players of

opposing sides Mattel s i eached a
head m the match between Moham
madan Spotting and Sporting Union
Ompiakash oi the well known team
scoiedagoal which tht playeis of
Spotting Union telt should not have
bet n awaided as the ball was hit

lrom outside the sti iking circle The
protest was not \oited in tht light
spa it with the pla\ er s t oncei ned
tui mng \ lolcnt and it was onh afte
the mounttd police came onto the
ground that the situation was
bi ought under conti ol

Dl RfKOBRlFN

DELHI

Mounted police bi nq ip the stuil or indtr r^ntnl r j Lilcitti Senior Drviboi hockey le-tpue m it h

The class is missing

T UI Set vu cs athletics intt l this
\cai lat kid ilu class that once

was dssociatt d with it I lie standard
ot oiganisatum and the qualm of
performances both It tt much to be
dcsirtd Peihaps this was not time ot
the \t at tor the stats to lit at then



peak Or may be semoi Service offic-

ers no longei show the same interest
Whatevei the reason, the old flavour
was missing on all four days on the
grass track of the Karnail Singh
Stadium, horiowed from the North
ein Railway

The onl\ lecord of the meet i ame
in the decathlon in which Satya Dev
Singh totalled 6,568 points The old
mat k of 6 391 points stood in the
name of Kashmna Singh Satva Dev
belongs to Southern Command who
also won the team championship,
scoi mg 1 87 points They were fol

lowed hv C enti al Command ( 166

)

and Northern Command (133)
Doubles bv Indci Singh, Shambhu

Datt and |aviai were the highlights
of the undistinguished meet Indet
Singh began bv winning the 10,000
metres in the relatively slow timing
of SO min 1 4 sec and on the follow
ing dav raced to victory m the 5 000
metres in 14 28 0 Not long ago. Shiv
nath Singh used to dominate both
these events
Sunndei Pal Singh of Northern

Command was second m the 10,000

|

in 30 40 6 and Southern Command’s
Raj Singh thud m 03 3 The order

I
was i ever sod m the 5,000 A poor
filth here was Suresh Yadav. the
Asian Games br on/e medallist m
tidehe 1,500m Having “peaked” in

- November, Yadav had entered the
5,000 as par t ol his endurance
training

Strong and stocky Shambhu Datt, '

running in the Central Command
vest, won the 1,500 m in 1 51 5 and
the 800 in 1 52 8 Sant Kumai, 1978
Bangkok Asian Games star, was a
pool third in the 1 500
Jayrai spoke up for the Au F orce

by winning thi sprints The timings,
again, wert below pai toi a meet of

|

this standing He clocked 11 0
seconds tot the 100 metres and 22 2
for the 200

New Delhi Asian games gold
medallist (.hand Ram was absent
fi om the 20 km walk But Hakam
Singh, gold medallist in the event at

the 1978 Bangkok games took pait
and was beaten to thn d place lie

could onlv manage a timing ot one
hour 34 mm 32 9 sec Bane Singh, of
Eastern Command, walked home
fli st m 1 33 10, followed by Ran fit

Singh (t entral C omrtiand)
On the morning of the last dav of

the meet, Main Pal ot Central Com
mand won the 50 km walk m
4 38 49 0 Copal Gowde of Southem
was second in 4 39 49 0 and Amnk
Singh ot Western third in 4 41 35 0

Northei n C ommand runner*
dominated the marathon, won bv
Prahlad Singh in 2 25 59 0 Team
mate Harpt Smgh was third Be
tween them was Milkhu Smgh of
Western Command If timings on the
track were generally mediocre, per
formances in the field events were
no bettei

DRAHUl

MADRAS

Jolly cricketers

A t fust, it looked like anv one ot

the three or four teams would
win of it Midway thiough it seemed
like nothing would stop State Bank
of India horn keeping the uophv for

the fourth successive vt ai But final

Iv the Rajah of Palavmpatti Shield
symbol ot supremac\ in the Semoi
Division League L Ticket, went to

lolly Rovt is Finishing stionglv -

they got 32 points fioni then last

thiee games (oils Rovers regained
the Shield and in the piocess won it

foi the seventh time 11 hey finished
with 86 points while State Bank had
82 Alwarpet Ci icket Club were thn d
with 80 points
Going into then last fixtures, folly

Romers had 78 points, State Bank 74
and Alwarpet C C 72 Tht onlv point
of interest was whether State Bank
could get the maximum 12 points bv
defeanng the not too stiong South
ern Railway outi lght If thev did and
if folly Rovers could only draw with
Grand Pnx—not a fi ont i anktng
side— then the teams would be level

with 86 points each 1 he points quo
tient rule —foi and against—then
would have to be tesoited to spot the
winner and in rhis Statt Bank weit
followed with keen intei est 1 hev
tiled hard coming neai to getting 12
points and at stumps Southern Rail

way, chasing a v lctoiy taigct of 22b
were 142 for eight 1 he obp ( tive not
be ai hieved

folly Rovers on the othei hand did
not gamble With tht u torn point
advantage, thev weie conti ol to gt t

fa st innings points against Ciand
Pi ix and then allowed the march to

di lit to a di aw Jollv Rov er s owed a

lot to Bharath Roddy and P V
Javakumai, who in the last couple of

years have roped in a numbei of

good players, among them being P S
Moses S K Patel, T A Sekhat B
Rarnesh Ram Mohan and A P Ra
jasekhar I he c ompany\ libei al re
ciuitmg policy and the encouiage
mem to young cru ketei s has also

gone a long wav in building a cham
pionship side

Toll v Rovers were the number one
team in the State m the late Sixties
and earlv seventies Tht Last de
cade, howevet, saw a slump in then
fortunes, but it is likely that with
their new, fresh and commendable
outlook, this year’s triumph will not
be an isolated one any may even be
the start of another golden period for

them

Pongal Sports

The state level Pongal Sports Meet
is a very popular event Hun

dteds of competitors in various disci

plines fiom every district converge
upon the venue every year, giving it

a mini National aKtnoapliere. Thi*
year’s meet at Palayamkottai in
Tnunelveh district was no excep
tion And at the end of the event.
Madias District had claimed the
ovei all championship for men with
31 points Tirunelveli finished
sec ond w ith 23 points Madias also
claimed the finished second with 19
points A R Rajan gold medallist at
the Tokyo Open Athletic Meet m
1981, won the individual title with
ten points

The field games too, wete more Oi

less dominated bv Madras who
emetged wmnei s’ in men’s basket
ball, women’s volleyball, women’s
basketball and men’s ball badmm
ton In the men’s basketball final,

Madras defeated 3 irunelveh 76 59,
while in the women's volleyball final

Madi as scored ovei C oimbatore 15
11 15 7, 15 12 Madias bear Pudukot
tai 29 15, 29 18 to win the men’s ball

badmindc n title ln uiiel v eli took
second place to Madras bv < laimmg
the football, hockev and Kabbadi
titles In football Inunt Iveli top
pled holdei s C oimbatnif bv a solif

ai\ goal scoted bv left sti ike i Samh
is in the sixth minute In anothtr
c lose tie 3 u unt 1\ t li defeated
Madutai2 1 to take tilt hocktx title

In tht women s baskttball final

Madias si oicd an t as\ 09 26 vutoiv
over l oimbatoie North Aicot won
the men s volltvball title with a
15 12 15 8 15 7 win ovei Tirunelveli

1 he kabaddi final was initially in

dangt. i of not being held 3 his

Guudstkhjidti who was lepiesem
mg I n uni Iveli in the final was
actually a native of Sab m distnct
and had \oi ked m the Railways at

Madi as I he stai t w as delaved and it

was onlv thiough the mu lyenhon of

Mi l S Nataiaian Dnectoi ol

Spin is t hat Madtit ai agi t»t d to play
Aftei a fimtless half time Tirunelve
li Miiged ahead to win 5 3

Alwarpet cakewalk it

I
n conti ast, the Simpson Trophy
final was a \ei y tame affair Alwar

pet Cricket Club wei e alway s ex
pected to get the better ot India
Pistons but few thought that the
margin would be as big as 2 33 i uns
Batting f li st, Alwai pet C C clouted
the none too impiessive India Pis

tons bowling to hit up 336 m 74 3
ovei s (matches aie played on a one
innings and 75 over basis) Naidu
Aniaiah provided the star turn with
a fine 106 and he was ably supported
bv Snkkanth (49) and P C Prakash
(69) India Pistons had a porn start,

nevei lecoveied and were shot out
for 103 1 hey oct upied the c i ease f or
only 32 1 overs and it was ccttainlv
the most lop sided vie tory in the
three yeat old tournament history
Bharath Kumar (three for 34) and
Nedumaran (four foi 42), both
medium pacers, did most of the
damage

PARTAB RAMCHAND
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Crossword
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188

ACROSS
1 Football team secretes bile in the

beginning (9)

6 Lost in aid of this country (5)

8 This takraw (5)

1 1 Cricketer has learnt to steal (7)

12 Princely start for a golf club (5)

14 Tabie comes back on the top of

Everest (5)

15 Conjunction in the midst of motor
racing (5 4)

DOWN
2 NeWZealand cricketer is only partly

an English king (4)

3 Please take back this womans
undergarment on the criket field (4)

4 Difficult to break this West Indies

cricketer in the middle (18)
5 Ex-Indian Davis Cupper is a little

feminine (9)

7 Annual racehorse at Epsom (51

9 Partial success in hockey (3)

10

Sounds like there is a storm on the

golf course (3)

13 Come back Christian Harvey (4)

14 Final a loop going backwards on a

cycle (4)

Question box
MMHHHHMHHMBHMflH Sudhlr Vaidya

Name not mentioned
Q. How many wickets have Shivalkar

and Doshi taken m the Ranji Trophy
1

?

A. Shivalkar has captured 359 wickets

at an average of 1 7 48 apiece in 72
Ranji Trophy jnatches while Doshi has

got 262 wickets at 16 57 apiece in 54
Hanii matches
Q. Does Wisden nominate the Five

Cricketers of the Year only if the players

have played in England?
A. Yes
Sharmita Guha, Calcutta.

0.

In how many century stands were
Gavaskar and Cflauhan associated?

A. Ten times for the first wicket and
once for the fourth wicket

Q. Who are the Indians who have

received the Five Cricketers of the Year

two from Wisden so far?
A. Rarwltslnhil, Duleep Smhjl, Iftikar All

Khan Pataudi, C K Nayudu, V M
Merchant, Vinoo Mankad Mansur Alt

Khan Pataudi, B S Chandrasekhar and
Sunil Gavaskar
P. Bhowmik, Mohanbati; A Sarkar, Belur*

rit.

Please let me know who was the Sri

Lanka captain in the second Test
against Pakistan last season?
A. Duleep Mendis
Q Could you please give me the dates
of birth of the Sn Lanka players who
toured Pakistan in 1981-82?
A B Warnapura was born on 1 3 53, S
Wettimuny on 12 8 56, R Dias on
18 10 52, D Mendis on 25 8 52 R
Madugalle on 24 4 59, A Ranatunge on
1 12 63 S DeSilva on 11 6 44 A
DeMel on 9 5 59, L Kaluperuma on
25 6 49 M Gunatileke on 16 8 52 A
DeSilva on 12 12 52 J R Ratuayake
on 2 b 60 A Ranasmghe on 13 10 56
and R Wijei>oorya on 18 2 60
G Samanta, DarjeelinQ.

Q What are the addresses of Bob Willis

and Imran Khan?
A You may write to Bob Willis care of

Warwickshire County Cricket Club
Edgbaston Birmingham BS7 QU (Eng-
land) and to Imran Khan care of Board
of Control for Cricket in Pakistan Gad-
dafi Stadium Lahore (Pakistan) from
where your letters may be forwarded to

the respective players

Q Who was the youngest player to play
Test cricket?

A Mushtaq Mohammed of Pakistan
who made his Test debut at the age of

15 yean, and 124 days
Debasis Chowdhury, Lfluah.

Q.

Please give me the list of batsmen
who have scored over 3,000 runs for

Australia in Tests?
A D G Bradman (6,996), R N Harvey

,

(6 419), G S Chappell (5,345) K D
I Walters (5 299) W M Lawry (5,234)
R B Simpson (4 869) I R Redpath
(4 737) A R Moms (3,533) C Hill

(3 412) V T Trumper (3 163) C C
i
McDonald (3 106) A L Hassett
(3 073) R W Marsh (3 433) A R
Border (3 175) and K J Hughes (3 275)
before the commencement of the last

series against England
Chinna, Jamshedpur
Q Who holds the record of highest

number bf catches behind the stumps fn

an innings and match?
A. Wasinrt Ban of Pakistan and Bob
Taylor of England share the world re-

cord of seven catches in an innings
behind the stumps and Bob Taylor of

England holds the world record of 10
catches behind the stumps in a match
B Ramen Rao Jamshedpur
Q. Please let me know the ground
names of all the 9even England Teat
centres and the one at Multan in

Pakistan
A. Edgbaston at Birmingham Heading-
ley at Leeds Lords and The Oval at

London, Old Trafford at Manchester,
Trent Bndae at Nottingham. Bramali
Home at Sheffield and Qasim Bagh
Ground at Multan

Hanjit Ghose

QUESTIONS

Examine the correctness of the follow-

ing statements

1 Ingemar Stenmark of Sweden held
the world record in speed-skating

2 High-jumper Rosemarie Ackermann
is the second woman to scale the
200 cm mark

3 The first track and field World Cup
was held in Sofia

4 In the Olympic Games male
coaches are not allowed on the
womens gymnastics floor

5 In the 35th World Table Tennis
Championships China held complete
sway winning all the seven events
contested

6 Guo Yuohua the famous table ten-
nis player from China plays with a
pen-hold grip

7 Pak Yong Sun of Kcrea was the
world champ'on in womens table
tennis for flvee hmes

8 Liu Yuhuang is the most famous
triple jumper in China

9 Shibusawa Nahomi (Japan) broke
the Asian womens javelin record
held by Tang Guoli of China

10 The first Games of the New Emerg-
nq Forces (GANEFO) was held in

1%6
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NOBBY

These were the first two questions in the
Ctoistmas Competition A normal two
club system was assumed and all

problems related to rubber bridge

1 At love all the bidding went

South West North Cast

1+ dble 2+
South held + AK9*Q952 + Q1Q
82*Q3
Answer Double 10 points three spades
seven points Your hearts five points

3NT two points (all out of 10)

Not really close to my mind Unless the

two packs have been muddled together

someone has not quite got their bid and
1 always trust partner in these situations

The double is responsive - in other

words if partner is very distributional and
short of points you are delighted for him
to go on bidding But if either opponent
is having a little joke and partner is full

value for his bid then you should collect

handsomely
Three spades is a fair alternative - insist

ing on game and at least finding out
whether partner has got four hearts with

you But it gives up the chance of a
possible penalty and it is most unlikely

that North will be able to bid 3NT even
though it might be the best contract
Four hearts is third best - partner should
have reasonable support for the unbtd
major when he has doubled one spade
but the only other possible bid - a plunge
to 3NT - fills me with horror Your guard
in spades is not going to be improved by

the lead and you may have found the

only way to end with a minus score

2 At love ill the bidding has gone
South West North East

' 1# pass 2W
South held 47*4*AKQ10 5

A J97b3
Answer Three clubs 10 points double
six points 2NT three points three

diamonds two points

Perhaps I am biased but I think that the
complete horror is a bid of 2NT (the

lUnusual No Trump) I feel very strongly

that this bid should be reserved for weak
distnbutional hands To depart from this

as and when the fancy takes you leaves

partner completely in the dark about
what to do if the auction becomes com
petitive at high level With the hand
above i may be tempted to introduce an
UNT at a later level suggesting a
diamond suit as well as longer clubs

A fair second choice (to the natural

three clubs) is to make a take out

double This is by no means unreason
able although I prefer to restrict the bid

to slightly less distnbutional hands How
ever the idea of bidding diamonds with

the idea of showing both suits seems very

distorted Remember you can always

show the diamonds later without deceiv

ing partner about your distribution I

suppose that there is one final thought -
is there a case for bidding either oT the

opponents suits three-hearts or two
spades7 Well, I don't think that the hand
is good enough for a traditionally styled

cue bid and even if you are used to

playing the Michaels cue bid (a story will

follow in a few weeks time) I would say

that your hand is too good

PwMmi no 1 (6/1MN1/2P2p2/3NP3/3Pk3/2K2a2/
11461/9 - Me to torn.) 1 B —QB1 (threat 2
KtxP) (a) 1 PxP 2 Kt-B6 (b) 1

KxKt 2 BxKt
1 m z wa/prpiapn/imi rpz/i oim aa

1K3K/1R3P2/9 -mm N two ) 1 B - B4 (threa

2 Kt - K6) (a) 1 PxKP 2 B - K3 (b) 1

BxKt 2 R -Q2 (C) 1 PKxKt 2B-K3
Prattom No 3 <6/3*4/261N3/1MNKp2/1r392/
pNplfeNal/9/9 - MO WON) art Mock Mo to

two ) White 1 RxBPch (a) 1 R 05 2
QB x B (b) 1 B - B5 2 B x B Black 1

Q - KKt2ch (a) 2 R - B6 R - K5 (b) 2 Kt- B6
KB xB
PraMm Ne4(3K*3*a2U/2f9/3to3/9i2/2P2a2/
3W3/I _ M Wtote aod Moot mi to two)
White 1 BxKtch (a) 1 R-K5 2Q-B5 (b)

1 K-B4 2 Q-QKt4 (c) 1 K K3 2
Q B6 Black 1 R x Ktch 2 K-Q7 B- K3

These are of course much easier to solve

than normal problems The composers
skill has been diverted from the solution

into the shaping of the patterns of the
men on the board They are the work of

Mrs W J Baird (1859 1924) and are
taken from her book The Twentieth Cen
tury Retractor Chess Fantasies, and
Letter Problems (London 1907)
Now to help bring you back to the

players realm here is what D Bronstein
and G Smolyan describe in their new
book Chess in the Eighties (translated by
Kenneth P Neat and published by
Pergamon Press) as a micro-flash of

mutual fantasy The game was played
during an interval at a meeting of the

USSk Chess Federation and lasted

about one minute
White David Srwwtoix, Black 9arlt Spassky
Queens Pawn Dutch Defence (Casual Game
1961)
1 P - 04, P - KD4, 2 P - K4, P i P, 3 KI-QB3
KZ-KD3 4 P-13 PiP.SKKrP P-03 6
• -04 I Kt5 7 t-M. P-K3 8 0-0
»-D3 • P- 03 D i Kt IOQiD P-04 tl

I-0W5, B -03 12 0R-K1, K-02 13 6x6
P*», 14 Rx P. Kilt 15 KtxP. Kt l P 16
0-K3di. Kx Kt 17 R-B5cli Naslgiw

The final mate is what problemists call a pure

one each outlet for the King is guarded once
only

Competition 0562 Solution next week

Black

White

How did White drive home his attack7 Grade 3
(medium)

Sotoltoa to 6961 (IrNtoa - Cwnm Inndim.

1962) ( 1 k2r3/1 b2*p2/4p1 pi /4«1p/I2pN2P/
3P2P1/04PB1/1N4K1 - WWto to pin.)

Mate in seven is achieved thus 31 R - R8ch
K-B2 32RxBch KxR 33 Q R6ch K 62
34 R - R7ch K Q1 35 Q Kt6ch K B1 36
R R8ch K Q2 37 Q Kt/mate

PiaOM No 1229 Solution next week
F Natoa {Jornat Portu&s 1932)
(2N1r3/9B1/tpr9/Vp1toiftb1/1P1k2N1/1P2R3/
202P2/1OK1N3 - 1 1 wMto men. 9 Week)
White to play and mate in two moves

sotoltoa to No 1229 (AadfOde)

<9/9/Sa2/9/9ftJU2b1962/4P3/4fc2B * Me to

ttoao.) 1 B B5 (threatening 2 Q x Ktch etc ) (a)

1 K Q7 2 Q - Q3ch etc (b) 1 Kt-Kt6
2 Q Blch K Q7 3B-K3 (c) 1 B Q5
2 B Kt4ch B-B6 3 BxB (d> 1 B R4
2P-K4 etc
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After a smashing success
in Australia, Symonds is all set
to blaze a new trail in India.A

Sr*
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New Improved
Symonds

Power Deluxe
Yellow Tennis Ball

|si# Symonds P|

New Symonds Power Deluxe
Tennis Ball comes to India after

a brilliant launch in Australia
Symonds new improved Powei
Deluxe Tennis Ball is the
outcome of the most
sophisticated technology made
from imported nylon armoured
felt with the correct pressure
and updated dyes With
Symonds Power De'uxe Tennis

Bal's, you get top quality
always

Manufactured and Marketed by.

A.H. Wheeler & Co. Pvt. Ltd.
15 LB ShastriMarg
Allahabad 211 001

Bombay, Calcutta, Delhi, Madras

Available at all leading
sports dealers

Symonds Power Deluxe
For the right bounce, the right flight!
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The steadygrowth of Janapriya
is evidentfrom the rapid
increase of He number of
branches. At present there are
100 branches and sub-branches of
Janapriya to offer the countrymen
a door to door service. Its dream
to take-active part in building
a happy and prosperous
India will come true

no doubt.

ifi'OliTOIT (India) LTD.
Registered Office: 147 Lake Town, B-Block Calcutta-700089 Head
Office 8/1 A Little Russel Street Calcutta 700071 Gram Janvest
Central Regional Office - 4E 10 Jhandewallan Extn New Delhi-55

We invest only with the Government and the Government Undertak-
ings. Our branch offices and sub-branch offices are throughout
India.
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Letters to the Editor i
A bit about
kho kho
AT a cornerstone laying

ceremony of a cricket
stadium m Ahmedabad
the President, Zail Singh
made an appeal for the
stepping up of encourage
ment to kho kho and
kabaddi To me it sounded
a bit odd May I bring to
his attention that both
these disciplines have
been denied the pride of
places among the Arjuna
Award winnei s for the last

few years5 It is ironical

that an award picked out
from the Indian mythology
should be so partial to a
sport basically Indian
A BH 1LASH KHAN

DEKAR ,

Indou*

Poor
DosM

WHAT was seltctoi
Pankaj Rov doing

when Doshi was being
dtopped trom the West In
dies tout 5 Could he not
have resigned fiom his

post5 Was it so dear to

him 5

S MUkHbRJLl
Calcutta

HA1S Or T to Mudar
Patherya for his mtelli
gent piece of investigative
journalism Mv |ob re
quires me to trai el c uitc a
bit I have seen the Times
of India and the Indian
Fxptess exposing the same
tacts for the woild to see I

was wondering how a jout
nalist horn Calcutta, who
might have been on the
scene could have re
mamed so silent I was
pleasantly surprised to see
your sexibe bring out the
tact «o relentlessly Keep

adFtya kvmar das
GUPTA,

Calcutta

PLLASE convey my con
gratulations to Mr
Pathetya He has
courageously exposed the
immunity that a celebrity

I

enjoys and to such an ex

> tent that national interests

are also sacrificed
AN 1All ROY.

C alcutta

IT WAS quite pathetic to
learn that Gavaskar was
instrumental m the temov
al of Doshi who was at his
best It is not the first time
that Gavaskar has dictated
teims As regaids the
selection of the side to
England last summei, it

was evident that the entire
team had been chosen by
Gavaskar It seems that
people who invite his dis-

pleasure ate iust not
allowed to stav in the
team It is a pity that such
a gieat spoilsman like
Ga\dskdt should have
such a pool thinking

DFBAl OK SEN,
Liluah

I WAS sui prised to find
Doshi excluded horn the
side going to the West In
dies He peiiotmed well m
all the scries that he plav
ed in except tor the two
lest matches in Pakistan,
which was due to the
docile pitch more than
anything else Noi can one
blame Doshi alone when
the entire bowling attack
seemed innocuous

In the l anbbeans he
would ha\e been useful m
checking run machines
like Richaids Gieemdge
and Lloyd As for Mamn
der one feels that he was
given a chance much too
early He is too young at
the moment and I feel that
his inclusion has much to
do Bishan Bedi’s presence
m the selection commit
tee It seems inci edible to
find someone with only
thieo wh kets m five Tests
getting through to the
West Indies It is evident
that Doshi was dtopped
because he had no one to
pull strings fot him

SHUBHOJIT ROY,
Calcutta

KEEP VJP articles like the
one on Doshi published m
your magazine Is what is
going on m Indian cricket
the same as m national
politics5

KEYA GUHO,

Calcutta .

THE artule on Doshi
made my heart weep



What should be the
punishment tor Sunil
Gavd&kdt

'

VJVLK DOGRA ,

Jullundui

KUDOS to Mudai
Pdtheivd for his boldness
in exposing the miustice
to Doshi May we have
moie of his tribe to uncov
ei such blatant and dis

tuibing politics since he
has Jed the wdj

Wrongly blanmtf

1
7 was shocking to read
Mudai Pathei\d*s highly

atrocious statements ab
out oui great Gavaskar
He remat ked * It was
Gasdskar’s human rela
tionships that finished
Doshi and India ” Now
that Doshi has been drop
ped fiom the West Indian
tour what has Mr M P to
sav about the exclusion'
Dots he still blame Gavas
kar fot it' The writer has
only made a tool ol himself
bv issuing such comments
about so great a man as
Gavaskar
Sunil Gavaskar is

bevond all comments 7 he
services that he has len
dered to India are incom
paiable Just because a
series was lost undei his
captaincy— the entire
team is to be blamed—
people are taking advan
tage of humiliating him
I his merely reveals then
jealous natute This is not
like being an Indian

NAMI1A SAHA
Calcutta

THL dirule bv Mr
Patheiya made \ery in
terestmg leading I think
the wutei was bent on
tarnishing the 'image of
Sunil Gav askai Whenever
the team staits losing pco
pie begin casting asper
sions on the captain and
the ability of the players I

am not saying that Mr
Patherya was not right I

am of the opinion that if

Doshi needed a forwaid
shoir leg he should have
bowled m a mannei where
he would be needing one I

agree that Doshi was ne\
ei brought on at the right
time but even when he was
he nevei bowled as ht was
expected to All I can con
elude is that Mr Patherya
is a biased man

H ANAND,

Calcutta

IT SEEMS Mudar
Patherva has some pei son
al vendetta against Sunil
Gavaskai

TAMM 4 MITRA
Calcutta

MR PATHFRYA’s long
and winding analysis
seems, more than anything
else, a desperate attempt
to denigrate Gavaskar's
image True, Gavaskai’s
handling of Doshi was
both unimaginative and
miudicious but they can
not be the reasons for his

being dropped Doshi was
piovmg to be nothing but
a liability m the team To
have probed into the per
sonal relationship be
tween Gavaskar and Doshi
was an exercise in futility

It was puerile on the part
of a ctitic like Mr
Patherya to have dished
out a controvei sy of such a

trivial nature 1 hope that

henceforth oui dicker wri
ters will indulge in con
structive and worthwhile
criticism instead ol pour
ing out then pei sonal
vengeances against lest
players

PADMA R \G1IA\AN
Madias

Superb
Interview

THL intei view of Imran
Khan on the 16 hebru

arv issue of \oui maga/uu
was superb Imi an studied
the Indian side m dtpth
and did rauc a tew eveb
lows Though the Indian
Board is an autonomous
one I think that it owes an
explanation to the cricket
lovers ol India It is now an
accepted fact that Gavas
kat’s handling of the Indi
an spmneis on the toui
was bad I thought that he
should hast learnt a thing
oi two from the Pakistan
captain Dhirat Parsana
and Narasimha Rao stand
out as examples from the
past of his negligence

K B A BIHARY
,

MADAN PA7RO,
RAM S NAYAK

,

Bethamput

Best hockey side

since 1970

THIS is mv best Indian
hockey team from 1970

onwai ds Charles Corne

in m reference
JL |o your <,«« respwn
dent'* report on the Bri-
gade a Goikhas Gad
Cap Ttwuma-
mem curried in the
issue of Sportworld
dated Novfembei 3.
1982 We are pained
that such an inaccurate
report which is a pro-
duct ot Mr Choshal’s
imagination was pub-
lished in youi magazine
without veritication ot

facts with the DDSA
officials

The State Bank of In
dia undei took to pi mi
the tickers on the te
quest of the ©DS

A

The suggestion that m
dividual members
stood te «am {from the
printing & must unfor-
tunate. The O.DJI A.’s

request to the Bank au-
thorities to pn«t the
tickets themselves was
turned down Futther.
the report that a bill tot

printing submitted by
the B D.S A to the
Bank was found 10 be a

“fake bill" bv a Bank
official is plainly. im
possible How could
such a thing be possible
when the D D S A sub
mined the printing bill

only in hue November
*
82’

Mr Ghoshjtl’s eccusa
tkm that ‘’notorious”
people are making
money out «i the
Tournament smells ot

character assess ln«
turn. We show# like to
inform jrt* mat the
quartern «f “fthaftctal
irregularities” m die
0 D.S A cannot arise
because the Assoeia
tion’s accounts are au-
dited by a Calcutta
CharteredAccountancy

bus and Allan Schoetitld
(goalkeepei s) Michael
Kindo, Surpi Singh and
Baldev Singh (full backs)
Virinder Smgh Antpal
Singh (captain) V Bhas
karan, Mumta/ Malik (half
backs). Shiv Dutt, Ashok
Kumar Balbir Singh
(Western Railway), Puian
Singh, B P Gounda M
Kaushik Franns D’Mello
and Mohammed Shahid
(forwards) I think that the
best person to coach the
side would be Guibachan
Singh Bodhi

ASHISH TREHAN,
Bombay

Firm annually We me
proud of out past re-

;

cord and these emitted
lepprts are open for in-

spection at the As*ecta-
twm,s Office on day
working dev The fi-

gures mentioned by Mr
Ghoshat in his report
are blatantly mislead-
ing and false gad don't

: have gn lota of truth in

timnh-
The reference to #o-

called “factional
strifes” m the Assocla
non, aimes to mgr the
cordial relationship
that exists between the
membeis of the A«so-

: tuition We also cate-
' eoricaUv deny that offi-

|

cials of the Organising

;

Committee sided with
4gv particular team
during the Toursta
Aent This is a grass
untruth.
The Brigade of Gur

khas Gold Cup louma
ment is a voung football

I

touinament and it is

onlv possible that this
Association which has
been organising thic All
India ‘A' Class touma
ment f oi onlv a few
veais now has a lot to

;

leai n in terms of
smoother otgamsation
We shall welcome any
valid, constructive cn

1

titism; but we would
tequest voq to desist
from such reports

,

which only cater to
mere sensationalism

B At LFPCHA,

Honv General
Secretary,

Darjeeling District

Sport* Association,

Daneehnp

BEING an ardent fan of

Sunil Gavaskar I was
hurt when he acted m a
most unsporting manner
m the match against Trim
dad and Tobago Scoring
some runs and capturing
wickets does not constt
tute cricket all bv itself

The game ought to be play
ed with true sporting sptr
it It is a pity that a world
class batsman like Gavas
kar should so bung dis
iepute to his name

JAYANTA NANDI ROY,
Gauhati



ALLINTHEGAME
1782 FOR NO

LOSS
They all came
home this time

THE traditional English
Cross Country race is a

magnificent jamboree
where one witnesses “the
hoarded, the bald, the fat

and the thin, the aged and
the infirm” meandering
home Included in this

year's pack were former
England champion Bernie
Ford, reigning champ
Dave Clarke and Britain's

'CUOO metres title holder
Tim Hutchings.
Xhere were no less than

1782 competitors precisely
but believe it or not, every
single one of them was
ticked off at the finish

line. It is a fact that sever-

al swore they'd never do jt

again, bur the records
show that every single par-

ticipant came home intact.

The next question
obviously is: who then won
the race? Was it Clarke or
Ford? Neither of them. In

fact, the winner was
Hutchings, who ran a

smooth race, breaking
away early from the rest of

the pack. “I kept looking
back behind me to check.
It’s a habit I have on the
track which isn't wise, but
it didn’t matter much
here,” Hutchings said
later.

But will he be able to

contain Clarke s challenge
and if so, how long? Clarke
finished second in the race
despite a chest infection,

but he will be back soon.

RUNNING
BATTLE

The AH style

MOST of the world’s
leading athletes hail

from Europe and so it is

not at all surprising that
th£ tussle for top honours,
in most cases, is a neck
and neck battle. The East-

ern bloc, however, cur
rently enjoys the edge as
far as European competi-
tions go.

The recent European In-

door Championship saw
the Soviets at the peak of
the pvt amid, but Great
Britain's athletes did not
go back home empty hand-
ed. And this, despite the
fact that neither Sebastain
Coe not Steve Ovett par-
ticipated in the middle dis-

tance races Fellow Briton
Peter Elliot fi om
Totheiharn was among the
few to ledeeni Britain’s
prestige m Budapest when
he took the 800 metres
si 1 vet medal.

Elliot, whose strength
and speed aie enough to
destio\ manv a runnei,
was thi died with his silvei

medal winning feat. As he
explains, he is busy de-
veloping an aggressive
attitude to enable him to

perform better. “1 am
li ving to think like

Muhammad Ah. always a

winner,” Elliot said alter

his race.

His team-mate Ainsloy
Bennett also had the hon-
our of taking home a med
al in the 400 rn. But at this

stage he has no intent ions

of switching to middle or

long distance events
When someone pointed
out that Bennett should
take up distance running
outdoor he countered,
“Don’t push me. I'll make
the decision about what I

do foi the world cham-
pionship with my coach.”

And no one else, we pre-

HORSES FOR
COURSES

Clarissa is

"intercepted"

CLARISSA
STRACHAN. one of

England’s most prominent
three-day eventers was re-

cently caught in a dilem-

ma- She desperately
needed funds to continue
preparations for the Euro-
pean championships in

Switzerland and the Los

Angeles Olympics next
year, but was running
dangerously short of cash.

The choice was obvious,
the prospects bleak. If she
wanted to continue, she
would have to sell one of

her horses: it was either
that or she would have to
give up altogether. At the
eleventh hour, however,
she was saved bv the in-

tervening of Intercept
alat ms, who offered to

sponsor her for three
years.

In Miss Strachan's own
words: “1 couldn't be moie
thrilled about it. It I hadn't
found a new sponsoi 1

would have had to sell one
of my young horses this

spring to pay for tin* up-
keep of the others.

”

The Devon tliree-dav
even ter has trie best young
horses, one of which had
participated in a couple of

internationals. Miss
Srrachan is 29 years old
and has represented Bri-

tain on no less than six-

teen occasions. She was
placed sixth in the world
championship last year.

STROKE
MATCHED^
Keeping 'em
all happy

STROKE-PLAY in major
international gob

tournaments enjoy greater
prominence than match-
play. Many top profession-
als, including millionaiies
.lack Nick bins and Tom
Watson, have spoken in

support of match-play
which in their view is “an
important form of golf that
should not be ignored ar
the highest level.”

They are perfectly right
and the authorities con-
cerned had to give the
problem very serious
thought. At the same time
it is commonly believed
that most professionals
prefer the stroke-play
format.

Golf broke new ground
when the Professional Gol-
fers’ Association (PG^A)

dei idod to introduce
match play in one of the
American torn naments on
the PGA circuit From
January 1984 the 72-hole
Tuscon Open Golf tourney
will he based on match-
pla\ . However, t he details

have not been released.
*

Who stands to gain the
most from this, publicity-
wise.

A Japanese firm will get
the best of both worlds,
sponsoi mg two events, one
for the formidable Wat-
sons and Nicklauses of to-

day and another for the
sentimental veterans, the
Palmers and Sneads of

yesteryear

WHAT. NO
COFFEE?^

Render unto
C aesar. .

.

THE World soicer body
is toying with the idea

of banning col tee drinking
by footballers since the
drink contains caffeine
How did this whole thing
crop up and whv should
coffee be included on the
FIFA list of proscribed
drugs?
During the World Cup

finals in Spain it was disco-
vered that seventy per
cent of the blood samples
taken contained traces of
caffeine. Dr Antonio Losa-
da, wtyu headed the doping
control-panel in Madrid
said in the latest issue of
FIFA News, “Some
coaches and players drink
an excessive amount ext

coffee.” The doctor also
expressed concern that
there was a high nicotine
content m the blood.
Smoking, therefore, he
says, must be forbidden.

Will the proposed ban-
ning of coffee have fai

reaching effects? Perhaps
it will. One can be reason-
ably sure that the reaction
yvili begin m South Amer-
ica. In fact, Caesar Menor-
ti would be the first to

|

oppose the move, for he is

a chainsmoker who is not
averse to & mug of steam-
.ifl&c^ffee now and then.



DAVIS CUP

MCENROE GOESUP IN SMOKE
GEORGE K. GEORGE reviews the first round encounters

ALMOST within three months of

winning the 1982 Davis Cup
John McLnioe and the United States

have vnruallv lost their champion
status through a first lound loss to

Atgentma 1 hough the US will keep
the cup till Decembei, it has become
the lame dm k champion in the most
piestigious team tournament in

tennis
Besides the clav court, the heat

and the ciowds of Buenos Anes Ten
ms Club in Aigentina, the vagaties
of the diaw took its toll on the
defending thampions Disastei also

stiuck Czechoslovakia, piobablv the
thud stiongest team to enter this

veal's plavoft as they were humili
ated bv unfancied Paiaguav. which
was favoured b\ the draw 'too

With John McLmoe and Ivan
Lendl out of this veai’s tournament,
the Davis Cup has aheadv lost its

glamoui substantial Fiance and
Sweden seem to bo the onlv serrbus

challenge fm Aigentina foi the test

of the plavolts But the pecuhai
format of the Davis Cup and the
location of the ties could ci eate moi e
upsets as the tout nament piogit sses

Once again, (ohn MtLnioe's loss

was the loss of the United States In

recent veais the IJ S Davis Cup
team has been a one and a halt man
team consisting of John Mchnioe
One mav call it a bit ot exaggeiation,
but onlv just a bit The team has
alwavs counted on his ability to win
the two singles ties and the double
match Whenevei he has not won at

least two matches, the U S has lost

That is pieuselv what happened at

Buenos \ires
|ohn McLnioe’s team went to the

Aigentiman capital as the undti
dogs The moment Guillermo Vilas

and Jose Luis Clen agiued to plav
together as a team, the U S had e\ en
less than a SO pei cent chance ol

winning Had Vitas Gcrulaitis 01

fimmv C onnoi s—both whom ai e bet
tei clav court players— been in

eluded m the team, the U S would
have been in a stronger position

Clav is cenainlv not Mchnioe’s
lavourite suiface Vet, the last Davis
Cup final against France ptoved that

he is capable of producing the win
rung touch on clav McFmot had
been out of tournament tennis foi

three weeks before leaving for

Argentina lendtnitis of the shoul
dei certainly botheied him dining
the tie, though he did not advanct it

as a maioi excuse for his iailuie

The cla\ surface of the Buenos
Anes Iennis Club lias been John
McFnioc's Waterloo Hi has lost

onlv five singles tncounteis in Davis
( up ties, four ot tht m in Aigentina
With a we*ak team and an mjuied
shoulder his chant es weie bleak
even befoit he seivtti tht fust hall

The Argentinian ciowds weie a

maioi tacroi influencing the out



come of the tie: Ten to fifteen
thousand fans jammed the stands
every day to cheer their player^. On
a couple of occasions, the chair
umpire had to threaten to suspend
the matches if they did not stay
quiet. McEnroe had more arguments
with the crowds than with the offi-

cials, but for all that, his on-court
behaviour was creditable. The
weather of Buenos Aires put even
more heat on the American who had
come from winter weather at home.
The draw was unfavourable. Gene

Mayer had to meet Vilas in the first

match. Then McEnroe had to take on
Jose Luis Clerc. On the final day,
McEnroe had to face Vilas in the
crucial singles, while the burden of
the final match was on Mayer.
As it turned out, Vilas scored a

three-set win over Mayer in two
hours and 45 minutes (6-3, 6-3, 6-4).

Mayer had problems with his first

serve and had few answers to Vilas'

topspin. Vilas increased his career*

record ovet Mayer to 16-0 and gave
Argentina the initial psychological
advantage
John McEnioe played as best he

could tinder the circumstances, but
his serve let him down and the
pressure was really on. Clerc took
thef first two sets at 6-4 and 6-0. In the
second set, McEnroe could get in

only six first serves and lost points
on all his second serves. In the third

and fourth sets, he served a lot

better and won them at 6 3 and 6-4.

His increased confidence while serv-

ing also meant that he was able ro

volley better.

The turning point in the match was
the second game of the fifth set

McEnroe let Clerc break him by the
most unbelievable error he could
possibly make. He had Clerc com-
pletely at his mercy, for he stood at

the net in a position to place the ball

wherever he pleased.
But John McEnroe pushed that

ball into the net and he was dead.
Clerc went up 2-0 to hold the
greatest possible advantage in the
whole tie. McEnroe held serve for

the remaining games, but Clerc led
5-2 as play was stopped due to bad
light. Ashe called for the halt at that

point so that McEnroe could start the
following morning's proceedings by
serving to Clerc.
The strategy worked to a certain

extent. Both players began without
warmups and McEnroe won three
straight games to level the score at
5-5. He threw water on his face,

psyched himself up and went back to

receive serve.
Clerc was very lucky to hold bat

then came the sudden end. At 15-0

on McEnroe's serve, Clerc came up
with two brilliant crosscourt .shots

which connected with superb timing.
The next two points went to the
Argentine as McEnroe’s first serve
let him down and his shots lost

control. For ail practical purposes, it

was all over. Even if McEnroe could
win the doubles and beat Vilas in the

Buster Mottram'

first reverse singles, Gene Mayer
was unlikely to have pulled if off

against Clerc.

Contrary to rumours, Vilas and
Clerc agreed to play the doubles for

Argentina. The two men, who are not
on talking terms, were even talking
to each other occasionally. It made a
strange sight-on the one side of the
net were two rivals, while on the
other were dose friends, McEnroe
and Peter Fleming. The final score of

2-6. 10-8, 6-1, 3-6, 6-1 tells the story of

the see saw battle much better than
any commentator. McEnroe's shoul
der had to be constantly massaged
by Ashe throughout the match.
By the time he began to warm up

against Vilas, McEnroe had been on
court for over four and a half hours
against Clerc and over four hours in

the doubles. He began by breaking
Vilas at love in- the very first game.

lie had another break point in the
next game, but blew it. Still, he took
a 4-2 lead and a break point, on
which he could not capitalise. Vilas

came back to take 15 games in a row.
At 5-0 in the third set, McEnroe held
his serve and in the next, he had
another break point. But after three
deuces, Vilas provided the finishing

toucn to another home win for

Argentina. McEnroe raised his hand
in a mock victory gesture and
greeted the crowds.

The Argentinian victory was consi-

dered an upset by all and sundry.
Still, both teams were in a critical

position because of the tournament
draw that brought the two top teams
together in the first round competi-
tion. Last year, Argentina had lost to

France in the absence of Clerc and
that had forced them to the first

round.
The defending champions had to

piay them in Argentina because the
"

last time the two teams played, the
venue was the United States. Ip

;

1981, the U.S. had beaten Argentina
at Cincinnati. This year’s first round
defeat will put the U.S. in the first 1

round against another powerful,
,

team next year.

The other major upset of the first

round came at Asuncion, Paraguay,
where the home team prevailed over
mighty Czechoslovakia. Again, the
draw played havoc with the Czechs.
Ivan Lendl had no problem in defeat- -

ing Francisco Gonzalez“7n the open-
ing singles, but Victor Pecci stunned

,

Tomas Smid in tjie second match.
(

Then Pecci teamed up with Gon-
zalez to win the doubles against 1

Lendl and Smid 6-4, 6-4, 6-4. With;
Paraguay in the lead, Tomas Smid
had to face Gonzalez, and as Lendl
watched helplessly from the side-

lines, Paraguay took the critical 3-1

lead to win the series. Lendl did not
play the remaining singles as the tie

was already decided and that made
the final match a colourless ritual.

Italy came close to an upset at
j

Reggio Calabria. On a home court,
Claudio Panatta, the younger
brother of Adriano Panatta beat Ire-

land's Sean Sorensen m straight sets.
j

The decision to play Claudio instead
of experienced Adriano was widely
criticised as it almost cost Italy the
tie. Claudio Panatta also lost the
reverse singles against Matt Doyle,
but Corrado Rarazutti stopped
Sorensen m the fifth match after
Doyle had made it 2-2. He also
teamed up with the older Panatta to
win the doubles. The draw saved
Italy from great humiliation. Indeed,
had Claudio played the fifth match,
the outcome could well have been
quite different.

France scored a 4-1 win over Rus-
sia at Moscow, with Henri Leconte
losing the fifth match against Vadim
Borisov. Rumania's onslaught
against Chile was led by Ilie Nastase,
while Sweden swept Indonesia aside

,

and New Zealand whipped Denmark,
both winning, ut home.
England artl*'Australia provided

more surprises by their team selec-
tion than by the results. The british
team consisted of John Lloyd and
Buster Mottram in the singles and
Lloyd and Andrew J arret in the
doubles. Paul McNamee and teena-

1

ger Pat Cash played single.s for Au-
j

stralia. McNamee teamed up with
j

Mark Edmondson for the doubles.
|

Cash beat Lloyd and McNamee sur-
|

prised Mottram. The Australians
took the doubles. Mottram took the
first reverse singles against Cash
before Chris Evert’s husband lost his
last match.
With the U.S. and Czechoslovakia

out of the picture, Argentina is

favoured to win. But the draw could
play games again and if not Para-
guay, Sweden or Fiance with their
hungry young players could beat the
perpetually fending Argentinians
anywhere except in Buenos Aires.
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Tennis diary

TH1 Masters (hand
Prix tournament at

*New Yoikin January
marked the beginning ot

the 1981 tennis season
More than halt a dozen
tournaments with a pi ire

money ot over 100,000 dol

lars have been plaved But
except John Met nioe’s

win ovei Ivan Lendl at the

US Pro Indoor tout na
ment in Philadelphia on
Pebi uaiyb, the maioi
forces of world tennis have
not clashed I/>i mentheie
ai e two circuits, the Volvo

i
Grand Pi ix and the Wot Id

Championship Tennis
(WCT \ which stage louma
ments of identical dates
Even in the women’s cii

cult, the Virginia Slims
series, theie ate so mans
tournaments that the lead
mg plaveis can select

tournaments and avoid
meeting one anothei

Besides, theu aie tons

of other tout naments and
exhibition matches in the
U S and othei countries
Consequents veiysel
dom do two of the top men
or women players appeal
m the same finals Thei e is

anothei tactot that pre

vents maior confi onta
tions, at least, in the men’s
section Theie die so mans
young plavers, who on anv
given day can knock out of

the top tin ee men at anv
stage ot a tout nament
Ivan Lendl and |imim
Conno i s hast had this ex
pei lent e in recent weeks
In spite ol the lack of star

wais, the piocucuit has
been intei esting antf t xut
ing because ot the tnaliv
it is building up fot the
lattei pan ol the season

JUS I befoie his loss to

Mcl moe at Philadelphia
Ivan Lendl won the Wt T

wtntei hnals at Detroit,

beating Guillei mo Vilas of

Aigentina Vilas had come
to the t inals with a win
ovet Petci McNamutaof
Austtaha In the mean
time another Argentinian
Jose l ms t lerc won the

t itials ol a V oh o torn na
ment in C ai acus Brazil on
rebtuaiv6 He pi evaded
over one ot his leading

tiv alsMats Wdandei
whom he had eai her
beaten at the fust round ot

the Masters in New York
In the following week,

Vilas won the finals of the
United Vuginia Classic at

Richmond, Virginia In the
WCl tournament, his

opposit ion was compai

a

nvelv weak LhotTelt
schei , Kevin Cui len and
Steve Denton wei e the
other semi finalists De
nton disposed ofl Telt

scher while his doubles

pat tner Curten went down
to Vilas Once again Teh
scher was the victim of his
own emotions than the
skills of his rival 1 wo calls

went against him and he
was so upset after the
second that he stood there
and let Denton serve out
the match It does not take
much to upset this Amer
lean Davis Cupper emo
tionally He has lost sevei

al important matches m
the past due to his weak
temperament

Vilas was expected to

meet John McEnroe in the
finals But veteran Roscoe
Tannei eliminated McEn
toe m the second tound
Tendinitis of the left

shoulder had forced John
to drop out of the doubles
earlier

That did not improve his

condition, vet he com
pleted the match against
I anner before calling oft

the remaining tourna
ments of I ebruarv A full

recovery was mandated by
his Davis Cup schedule
against Argentina in the
first week ot March
The day Vilas w on the

biggest pav cheque of the
year m Richmond, Jimmv
Connors crushed a strong
opposition in Toronto,
Canada, to take the Mol
son 1 ennis Challenge He
battered talented Iim
Mayotte without gi anting
him a game, beat Petei
McNamara in straight st ts

and conquered Jose
Higueras of Spam in the
finals The bearded Spa
niard had come to the tin

als with impressiv e w ins

over Vitas Gei ulaitis and
Gene Mayei Higueras and
McNamaia have come
back veiy strongly m le
cent months Both had
long lay offs m the past
year or two, due to in tunes
and family pi oblems But
right now they ate holding
their place m the top ten
with ease
The U S National In

door at Memphis featuied
Jimmv Connors and most
of the players who had
competed in Toronto Con
nors came there to create
a record He was eager to

win toi the sixth time to

beat the record to Bitsy

Grant who had also won it

five times in a row I here
was much more m store as

collegian Mike Palmer
started the fireworks with
a str aight st t victory ovei
the ut cuit >daik horse
Denton
One thing is missing in

Denton—glamour Conse-
quently, he mav never get
the media attention he de
selves He is shy and calm,
qualities which do not
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Jose Higueras: Now you see me now you don't

attract the media at all!

After his long lay off,

Vijay Amritraj made his

appearance at a major
tournament. Sandy Mayer
gave him only one game in

their encounter. Ramesh
Krishnan prevailed over
promising Swede Stefan
Simmonson before losing

to Mats Wilander in the
quarter-finals.

Jimmy Arias was beaten
by Paul McNamee, who is

better known as McNa-
mara’s doubles partner.
Chip Hooper who has been
out of the headlines since

the U.S. Open shocked
Johan Kreik in a second
round match. Henri
Leconte, the young French
Davis Cup star, beat Cur-
fen before going down to

Gene Mayer. McNamara
surprised Yannick Noah in

the quarter-finals.

Connors beat McNa-
mara with the aid of two
tie-breakers while Mayer
had a much easier win
over Brian Gottfried.

Mayer broke Connors in

the seventh game to take a

lead, but the champion
broke right back to tie the
first set which he took at

7-5. The second set lasted

only 24 minutes as Con-
nors swept six games in a

row to capture his sixth

title.

DURING the tourna-

ments of the last week of

February, Jimmy Connors
and Ivan Lendl were in for

some shock treatment. In

the Volvo tournament at

La Quinta, California,

Connors was shocked by a
collegian; Mike Bauer in

the second round. The
hard serving Californian
won in straight sets. In the
meantime, Pavel Slozil of

Czechoslovakia routed his

Davis Cup team-mate
Lendl in one of the biggest
upsets of the year. Vilas
downed Slozil in the finals

to claim another major ti-

tle. Tomas Smid of

Czechoslovakia also had a
splendid tournament as he
reached the semi-finals

against Vilas after beating
Kreik and Curren. The vic-

tory at Delray, California
was the second WCT
crown for Vilas this year.

Bauer reached the semi-

finals at La Quinta along
with Higueras, Noah and
Teltscher. Higueras was
the eventual winner over
Teltscher. His solid experi
encc* on clay and his cool

temperament is certainly

helping him on his recent
campaigns.
At the same time far

away in Kuwait, Vitas

Gerulaitis took the finals

of a 75,000-dollar Grand
Prix tournament from
Heinz Gunthardt of

Switzerland. Unseeded
Ilie Nastase and Vijay
Amritraj took the double,

springing a mild surprise.

Earlier the Indian had lost

his second round singles

against Stanislaw Birner

of Czechoslovakia.

THE women's tour has
been progressing withour
any major upsets. Martina
Navratilova continued her

sweep since her early

January victories over Syl-

.via Hanika at Washington
and Houston. The Avon
Cup at Marco Island, Flor-

ida, was claimed by
Andrea Jaeger, in the abs-

ence of Navratilova and
Chris Evert-Lloyd. Hana
Mandlikova was the run-
ner-up. A week later, Jae-
ger beat Mandlikova
again—this time at the
semi-finals of the tourna-

ment at Palm Beach Gar-
dens, Florida. But in the
finals, Chris Evert-Lloyd
prevailed over her.

The 150,000-dollar
tournament at Chicago
was bagged by Martina,
who had reached the fin-

als, beating her doubles
partner Pam Shriver. In

the other semi-finals Jae-
ger humiliated Tracy Au-
stin in straight sets.

The tournament at Oak-
land in the third week of

February had many up-

sets. Anne Smith elimin-

ated Barbara Potter and
Sandy Collins beat Mima
Jausovec of Yougoslavia.
In the quarter-finals, Syl-

via Hanika got the better

of Pam Shriver. Tracy Au-
stin lost a tough match
against Andrea Temesvari
of Hungary. West Ger-
many’s Bettina Bunge won
the finals against Sylvia
Hanika.
So far, Martina is ahead

of Chris because she has
participated in more
tournaments. Both are in

devastating form. Jaeger
is the only serious challen-

ger. Tracy Austin is going

through the worst possible
,

slump of her career. Man-
dlikova is tentative as
ever. The first showdown
of the season between
Martina and Chris Evert

,
,

will take place in New
York at the Virginia Slim*
championships in the third
week of March. That will

be the first tournament
they enter together this , V
season. \

THE performance of soma
of the leading doubles
players in the men’s div*?,

sion has been very im-
pressive. Steve Denton has
emerged as a force to reck-*

on with in singles. His col*
.

:

lege-mate and doubles
partner Kevin Curren is

not doing badly himself.
Peter McNamara has been
sensational and his part-
ner McNamee has pulled a
few tricks out of his bag
top. Jpse Higueras has
started off with a lot of
Grand Prix points as usual.

;

He is one of the most in-

visible players of the cir-

cuit. By the end of the
year, he is always in the

,

top bracket and in the
Master’s tournament
draw. Yannick Noah has
not been successful
enough so far. Mats Wilan-
der seems to need some
more time to stabilise his
game on different sur-

faces. But it is only a mat-
ter of time before this

youngman takes the spot .

that is his legitimate in-

heritance.

GEORGE K. GEORGE ,
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SENIOR NATIONAL HOCKEY

Old boys’ reunion
iOURBUX SINGH explains

1

Tp^UNJAB vetv deservingly won the
47th National Hotkey cham

monship plaved at tht Spoits Sta
jfturft, Meout Bv defeating Bombay
i-0 in the finals Puniab compleud a
kat trick ot vwns lor the coveted
fbmgaswarm Cup They had eaihei
'%on at lullfndui in 1981 and at
Calcutta last year Puniab had also
performed this feat twice earlier in
i|948 SI and then again between
V#%9 and 1972

piogiessed he played with more and
mote authority and particularly in

the semi final against the Indian
Railways and also in the finals He
not only blocked Shahid in the Rail
way forward line but also made deep
mioads into the opponent’s teintoiv
and tormented the defence with his

neat dribbles and precise passes
Bhajan on the left wing was as gieen
as ever If Puniab had a week link

then it was in tht centre forward

* * \

Bombay custodian Fernandes foils Jagdeep Singhs attempt m the final

Puniab did not play any biilhant
hockey but they were peihaps the
most peisistent performeis and al

Ways took the held with lull author
ity and weie nevei hustled by anv of
their opponents m any of then
matches They had a lot of expen
fence in their defence with Baldtv,
Devmder and Aptpal manning it m
the deep Turtheimore Rajinder

(Ji ) and Gut mad wei e effeet ive wing
halves In the forwaid line they had
(Charanieet, jagdeep and Sodhi
(parking themsehes to a standstill

lntei national jagdeep stood out m
evety march and is the tournament

position whert they tried first, Gur
deep and ahei he was injured, Arnar
deep and latei Suunder None of
them could exactly fit into the
scheme of things
Coming back to the hnals, it was

Bombay who first took the initiative
and quickened the pace This,
perhaps, turned out to be their un
doing as it is Punjab who like fast
and pace hockey Once Punjab took
over they were all over Bombay, with
Bhajan even moving in and some
times taking ovei the attack from the
right flank The tactical mistake
made bv Bombay was that Carvallo

played too deep He was between the
two full backs and Sommaya tried to

take over and initiate attacks from
the light half position However this

left a wide gap on their right, one
which Bhajan and Sodhi took full

advantage ot In fact, the goal also

came from a move ftom Bhajan and
oft Baldev’s penalty corner shot,

Gurmail stoted the match winner off

a i ebound Before that Bhajan could
have been cooling his heels on the
sidelines when he deserved a yellow
caid instead of the green he got for

charging towaids the umpire' in a
thieatening manner
Puniab defeated Indian Railways

m the semi final by a solitary goal
The margin of victory was the fan
index as Puniab conceded as many
as five penalty cornel s, m the second
half aftei they had taken the lead in

the fust through a fine goal scored
by Sodhi In the 16th minutes Sodhi
was put through by Jagdeep and he
very cleveily swened to the light,

sidestepping Mandapakka and
banged m what pioved to be the
match winnei Others to show up m
the match were Ajitpal and Guimail
tor Puniab and Shahid foi Railways
The mam pioblem with Shahid is

that he himselt can have a lield dav
bur whichtvei inside light plavs
against him has a field dav too He
will have to overcome these shoit

comings as in today’s international

hockey you not only have to mark
youi opponent but also have to fted
your forwaids

Jagdttp had the best match ot the
toutnament against Railways as the
Railway deep detendcis letieated
into their shell and played on top of

their circle instead of coming up and
tackling him

In the othci semi finals it was
Bombay who came back fiom a 0 1

deficit to pip Services 2 1 to entei
the final after a long gap of twelve
yeais It was a giit goal conceded by
Bombay when one of then defendei
shouted ‘ let go” to his goalkeeper
Fernandes who let go a slowly mov
mg ball which hardly crossed the
goalline

It was inside right Gurdev of Set

vices who was the schemer for his

team, Nasir Khan, with his prema
ture greying hair, played a steller

role as inside left and brought in

many new ideas into the Bombay
attack Son ot the famous Munir
Khan of Preparation G I P Railways,
Nasir piobed the Services defence
on many occasions It was Nasir who
got the equaliser m the 58th minute
and then Kuldip who was substitut
ing lor Kaushik got the match
winner for Bombay
One player who shone thioughout

the tournament was the Indian deep
defender playing for the Service's,

Manohar Topno He was one of the
very few Indian international who
gave a consistently good perform
ance throughout the tournament
Except for the Punjab/Tamil Nadu

quarter final match which was easily
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The victorious Punjab team with the Rangaswamy Cup

won by Punjab by 3 0 Sodhi (2) and
inside light Jagdeep, the othei quai
tei finals were well contested
Railways beat Delhi by an extia

time penally corner goal converted
by Sukhdev Singh The match had
not much to show to a lull house
Railways' pei formanct in this
tournament can best be described as

woikmanlike as they, except lor Sha
hid, never had a player who could
make his presence felt Then halt

line played deep and was slow Bh is

karan had his swan song m this

touinament and called it a day alter

this National
Bombay defeated the spit ited and

doui hosts Uttai Pradesh 3 2 Bom
bay were fat supei lor in the fit st hall

which ended one all Kaushik
though not tunning down the flank
gave a torrid time to the junioi
international Sujeet Kumar
Kaushik pushed the ball m from the
right which went m off the goalkeep
ers pads to put Bombay up Then,
U P equalised off a penalty stroke
Bombay within a span of two minutes
in the second half scored through a
Perreira penalty corner and then
Sommaya scored again off a penalty
corner Both penalty corners were
well executed Then U P took ovei
and tormented the Bombay defence
with their short and through passes
on the right It was Mukesh, Shafi
que and Naeem who played well and
eventually Shafique reduced the
margin 2-3

The mam mistake U P made was
not to utilise then speedy left winger
Shamshad and as a result Sommaya
had a field day
In the last quarter final, Services

got the better of last year's runners
up Indian Airlines by a margin of

10 8 Iht match ended goalless at

the regulated full time and then
Seivices took the ltad m the c>th

minute of extia time Grewal equal
I'icd foi Airlines alter which Sen ices

replaced their international goal
ketpei Romeo fames bv Rallies
Chancier The move pioved fruitful

as Ramesh denied An lines three
penalty strokes

In the pool matches there were two
matches worth mentioning One was
the Railways Bhopal tie Bhopal
weie sitting pietty with a 20 lead

i

but then the Railways took over and
|

Shahid gave the Bhopal defence a
j

tori id time and eventually won tht !

match for Railways, 3 2, with his fine
]

display Bhopal had its heioes in

Mohd Yousuf, Saleem Abbasi and
Azi/uddin

Beng.il were unlucky tr loose to

Delhi bv the odd goal in there They
did eveivthmg m the last IS minutes
but were denied by dame luck to at

least draw the match m oidei to

keep their chances alive for a quar
tei final berth

In the final analysis Punjab weu
deserving winners and there were
not many new faces seen during this

National
University had a very moderate

team but they had two youngsters
worth mentioning 1 heir diminutive
inside light Ripu Daman (RI)K
Singh) end right full back Pragat
Singh caught the eye Inside right

Tikken of Manipur showed up very
well during the tournament The
India capiam Zafar Iqbal was an
unfit man with a muscle pull and it

was shocking to see him pathetically

dragging his feet on the left wing in

the match against Services Neither
did Merrwiyn Fernandes impress

On the right wing too thei e were no
good perfoimeis Shahid has still

get lid of his habit of tunning down
the flank shadowed bv the right back
and then eveiy time try lor a left

flick Centre halves were hard to«
find and the same old faces, Car*$
valho and Ravmder Pal, were the';

best of the lot *

lejmder of Bombay and Manohar
Topno of Sei vices were solid and
consistent perfoimers Goalkeepers
bi ought off some htilhant saves but
also conceded foals which they nev-
er should have
With enough time left for the 1984

Olympics at l os Angeles one can
hope to get the players into physical,
technical and tactical shape to de

;

fend oui Olympic ntle But before
that thut is the Australia/New Zea-
land tour in September and, of
course tht Champions Trophy m
Octobei at Karachi

A CORRESPONDENT adds

SERVICES vs AIRLINES

AT the last Nationals held m Cal*
cutta, the Services team had

come a cropper against a powerful
Indian Airlines team, but had their
revenge at Meerut getting the better
of the airmen m the tie breaker 1

Airlines made their debut at the
Cuttack Nationals in 1976 and this is ;

the first time that they have not

,

made it to the last four
This was one of the most well-

contested matches in the tourna-
ment with the normal playing time i

ending with the scoresneet still

showing blank Coached by the
national coach Balbir Singh (Jr ) Ser-
vices went into the lead m extra tune



through Manohar Topno but things Sommaiya cau|
were back to square one when Sukh- napping a htth
bur Singh Grewal scored the equalis the lead How*
«r for Airlines mood to give
Both the teams had their share of particular oein

chances and both the goalkeepers, mood He ton
Arvind Chabra 01 the Airlines and defence as du
present India goalkeeper Romeo wards Nayeen
James of the Services, were kept platter for Shal
busy throughout the match Ramesh the margin but
Chandra took the latter's place for UP got and Bor
the all important tie-breaker and put the last four
up a creditable show palming to mtmtab
safety thiee strokes to tilt the scales MJWJA© vs

in favour of the Services A FTER the e

H
BOMBAY vs U P bUdT“of'S

OME conditions and immense teams would c

talent were not sufficent 1m were lacklustr<
jpetus for the young Uttar Pradesh little doubt tha
Outfit to get the better of the State studded side w
from the western part of the country former India
Bombay had to exert all their sinews Singh, Surindc
before winning by the odd goal m Surjit Singh—

<

five Nevertheless, on the whole UP In spite of all

had a good tournament and even hockey dished
though thev went down to the expen- champions left

fenced Bombay side they were not One cannot rea
disgraced all probability t

Marcellus Gomes found Kaushik energies for
five minutes after play had got ahead Sodhi, v

underway and the left winger sound ahead made a i

fed the boards with the pass to put while later wh<
Bombay ahead UP stepped on the plete the goo<
gas to get the equaliser and sue centre forwari
ceeded in oomg so 15 minutes later Earlier, Jagdei
when Sujit Kumar made no mistake hits were paddi
from the p malty spot er Vanderput
The team* changed ends locked m It was Sodhi £

a one all draw and it was intelligent time from a pas
hockey which put Bombay ahead the left flank
Xqbaljeet instead of taking a direct p a

u

wave
crack at goal from a penalty corner nAiLnAia
thought fast enough and passed the rPHERE was i

ball onto Reginald Perreira who took -*• ed by the li

full advantage of not being marked hut their doui

Pettv s keeper Sharma foils an attempt by Ravi Kumar of Railways

Sommaiya caught the UP defenders
napping a little later and increased
the lead However, UP were m no
mood to give in with Nayeem m
particular being m an irrepressible
mood He tormented the Bombay
defence as did the other UP for

wards Nayeem put the ball on a
platter for Shafio to score to 1educe
the margin but that was as close as
UP got and Bombay were through to

the last four

PUNJAB vs TAMIL NADU

AFTER the excitement of the first

two quarter finals the second
batch of matches to decide which
teams would enter the semi-finals
were lacklustre affairs There was
little doubt that Punjab were a star-

studded side with as many as three
former India captains—Ajitpal
Singh, Surinder Singh Sodhi and
Surjit Singh—doing duty for them
In spite of all this the quality of

hockey dished out by the defending
champions left much to be desired
One cannot really blame them for, m
all probability they were saving their

energies for the bigger battles

7

more than compensated for this,

with Alexander Topno and Parveen
Kumar performing well For all of 70
minutes they kept the Railway for
wards at bay and did not allow them
to overcome the lean spell they had
been having m this year’s cham
pionship Howevex, the Railways
were unlucky not to score m the first

half when Sukhdev’s powerful penal
ty corner shot hit the post and came
back into play Shahid also had an
opportunity when he weaved his way
through a host of defenders m typic
al fashion However, Delhi custodian

ahead Sodhi, who put tne Punjabis
ahead made a mess of things a little

while later when he could not com
plete the good spadework of his

centre forward Amardeep Singh
Earlier, Jagdeep scored after two
hits were padded away by goalkeep
er Vanderput

It was Sodhi again who scored, this

time from a pass by Bhajan Singh on
the left flank

RAILWAYS vs DELHI

THERE was no fancy hockey play
ed by the lads from the capital,

but their doui man to man marking

through a host of defenders m typic
al fashion However, Delhi custodian
Rajmder Sharma in a last ditch
effort went into a sliding tackle and
managed to thwart the chance
Sukhdev Singh, the penalty corner

expert of the Railways, unleashed an
accurate drive to give his side vie
tory

Group A

REIGNING champions Punjab be
gan their campaign on ati easy

note Even though they walloped
neighbours Patiala 5 0, the cham
pions took some tune to establish a
firm grip on the run of play Punjab
without Surjit Singh m this tie had
the same outfit that played at Calcut
ta and it was left to the evergreen
Ajitpal Singh with his spiajmg pas
ses to expose the vulnerable Patiala

defence Jo be truthful, Patiala did
show some fevour through laswmder
Singh but their enthusiasm died
down when Pjiniab began the ram
page
Combined Universities and Orissa,

however, failed to li\ e up to expecta
tions as neither side managed to

score The number of chances that

went either way proved that there
were no specific plans nor any game
strategy This only helped Punjab
make it big, as in the next encounter
Varsities plaved out a one all draw
with Patiala It wasn’t much of a

match but the students threw away
the lead when their custodian hand
led the ball in a melee to allow
Patiala to draw level

Punjab was assured of a quarters
berth after beating Orissa 3 1 John
Beck Scored for Orissa, who snatched
full points from Patiala, beating then
4 2 But Varsities gave Punjab some
trouble as James Kerketta awed
veteran Ajitpal with his stickwork
But the experienced Punjab side

retaliated and the opposing defence
crumbled while conceding a couple
of goals

Group B

BENGAL were the hardest hit

when they missed the quarters
berth by a whisker Their started

augured well as they edged out
Chandigarh What was most surpns
ing about this match was that Bengal
had a comfortable two-ml lead at

half time but almost succumbed to

the Chandigarh fightback The only
thing that saved BengalI wa$ the im<
that Chandigarh #§ not have





Bombay versus Himachal Pradesh

both teams but the team from the
south surrendered in surprisingly
tame fashion to give Bombay the
Upper hand At the start of the game,
K was inconceivable that Karnataka
would go down by five goals but that
is precisely what happened Bombay
were the more balanced side but the
focus of the entire match was how far

SARASWATHI S

would Karnataka trouble their oppo-
nents This never happened Gomes,
Kaushik and Somayya created sever
al moves, with Nasir Khan adding
punch to the attack, and their overall
supremacy can easily be gauged by
the fact that they forced no less than
18 penalty corners m the course of
the match

Group P

SERVICES had an exclusive
strnaglehold over this group and

it was always on the cards that they
would make it to the quarter without
exerting themselves Assam did not
even turn up at Meerut and so were
scratched Vidarbha reeled under
the Services onslaught and their de-
fence caved m as the armymen
scored five times To be honest, it

took the superior side sometime to

settle down but when they struck
three times within five minutes, it

was all over for Vidarbha
The only thieat to Services came

from Hyderabad Vincent Lakra who
had a share in the goals tally in the
earlier tie was the only player to

make a few moves Although he was
not in top gear, he scored one of his

side’s two goals to help Services to go
through to the last eight stage

Group G

ANDHRA were scratched when
they did not show up, but even

their presence would have made lit

tie difference as Uttar Pradesh were
a far superior side They took on
Jammu and Kashmir and ruthlessly
pounded their opponents* citadel,

the end result being a glut of nine
goals Ihe star of the show was
former junior India player Mohin
derpal Singh (a product of the UP
sports school) who displayed speed.

Cricket Lovers!
Your favourite Australian magazine
WORLD CRICKET DIGEST is back wi
greater bounce and verve.
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Highlights of the

November 1988 issue

a India VS England

Derek Hodgson reviews

the 1981-88 senes and
Brian Bavm gives a day-to-

day report on all Three
Tests

• Fifty Years since
Bodyline

Read Fred Roots ‘Bunkum
about Bodyline’, Arthur
Mailey’s striightforward

account of the
controversial Third Test at

Adelaide and Jack
Fingleton’s article ‘Cricket

Crisis*

fi
Distributed by

India Book House

• Pakistan’s First Win
in Australia — Max
Walker

• Women’s Cricket —
G.D. Martlneau

Also

• 1989 to 1999 - A
perspective on World
Series Cricket.

• Flat Tracks and Old
Bones — Grey
Kangaroos in India.
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Sportsworld Special

RANJI FINAL

KARNATAKA,
BYAWHISKER
HARESH MUNWANI reports from Bombay

I
N more ways than one, this year’s
Ranji Trophy final between hosts

Bombay and last year’s runners up
Karnataka which was won by the
latter by virtue of that crucial first

innings lead, mirrored the shortcom-
ings of Indian cricket. Shoddy field-
ing, both in the air and on the ground
and lack of penetration in the bowl-
ing abounded in the five-day final of
the national tournament, prompting
the thought that standards in these

departments over the years have
deteriorated to a great extent.
The result of the match could well

have been different had the two
dozen odd catches that slipped
through butterfingers stuck. Little
wonder that the chief guest at the
presentation ceremony, former India
captain Ajit Wadekar, renowned for
his sharpness and agility in the field,
quipped “There seemed to be a com-
petition between the two sides when
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it came to dropping catches.” '/*

This apart, the match offered,*
:

keen contest to the spectator.
ing Bombay’s mammoth 534, Karna -

taka played to their full batting/
potential and scraped through with/
their last pair at the wicket in! '$7

nail-biting finish.

Said Bombay captain Ashok Man- ;

kad after the match, °I have abs67"
lutely no regrets at losing this matcti7
It was a great game of cricket. Coni-"

sidering that nine of my boys were'!
playing in a Ranji Trophy final for

j

the first time, it was creditable that

'

we amassed a total of 500 phtaj
Karnataka may have won but wd
certainly made them fight for ever#/
run.” j
Sadanand Vishwanath and Srinin-;

vas Prasad gave Karnataka a rousing
;

start in their cha^ltby putting on Si J

runs for the first wicket. The trio of

.

medium pacers employed by Bom-^
bay, Raju Kulkarni, Suru Nayak and"
Suresh Shetty, failed to make any.
impression on the openers on an easy ;

wicket. Eventually, Kulkarni wa$
']

able to convince the umpire about
the ultimate direction of a ball that

j

beat Srinivas Prasad.
k

,
.

Jayaprakash joined Vishwanath !

and immediately started stroking,’
the ball with a lot of confidence. I

Endowed with a fine sense of timing, .

Jayaprakash is a lovely driver of the j
ball. In Jayaprakash’s company, ;

Vishwanath who was a bit circums-

;

pect to begin with, started playing
freely.

The pair put on 174 runs in 52.3
overs at a little over a run a minute.
Both batsmen fell within sight of
their individual three-figure mark.
Jayaprakash was the first to go after
offering a return catch to left arm
spinner Ravi Thakar. Jayaprakdsh’s
89 was bolstered by 12 hits to the
picket, most’of them on the off-side.
In fact, when Ashok Mankad asked
his bowlers to attack Jayaprakash on

j

or around the leg stump the batsman
found runs difficult to come by,
Vishwanath (92) was eventually gob-
bled up behind the wickets off
Shetty.
With Gundappa Vishwanath fall*-

ing cheaply, leg before to the
j

omnipresent Suresh Shetty, Karnata-
ka had lost three wickets while the
score advanced by a mere 12 runs.
Suddenly, Bombay were back in the
game.

j

Bowling with the second new ball,
neither Kulkarni nor Shetty were on
target. Roger Binny and captain
Brijesh Patel, old hands at the game,
survived that evening. Binny who is
not altogether unused to facing the
new ball since he normally opens the
innings for Karnataka, came ip
fourth because of a pain in his shoul-

\

der, no doubt as a result of his 43 *

overs in the Bombay innings.

Both Kulkarni and Shetty tried tb
bounce the ball but never realty
made,, the ball climb. And with
spherical object coming at ah easy



Wee off the wicket, Patel hooked
£$metty for a six over square leg.

- But when play resumed on the
fourth morning, Bombay met with
earlv success. Patel edged Kulkarni
to the keeper while Sudhakar Rao,
who was dropped by Hattangadi at 4,
'1*11 to a superlative catch by Ghulam
NJParkar diving to his right at third
i' -flip. It' was at this stage that Roger
! JUnny asserted his authority and
;held the Bombay attack at bay. With
;,Hthe score reading 293 .for the loss of
ygbc wickets, the target of 534 seemed
too far away, but Binny was not to be

^deterred and held the innings
together in a determined effort.

\ , It was from this stage onwards that
;$He depth in Karnataka's batting

: line-up live up to its reputation. The
,
attitude the lower batsmen adopted

;
,4uras to attack the .depleted bowling

* resources at Mankad’s command. It
' is now history that the Karnataka
' batsmen's positive efforts paid off.

Keeping Binny company was
: Abhiram and the pair put on 154
/guns for the seventh wicket and
helped the side to inch near the
Mkmibay total. Abhiram made 69
prtiile Binny duly crossed the three-
‘.figure mark. In every sense of the

. word, Binny gave his best for the
fqam, coming as it did after he had
figures of 3 for 119.

Khanvilkar and Vijaykrishna car
; tied on the good work. The latter ir

particular was in a belligerent mood.
; hitting the ball to the far corners of

the field, forcing Mankad to employ
a limited-overs approach. Vijayk-
rishna was dropped no fewer than
^khtee times, a clear indication that

the Bombay fielders were finding the
pressure too much to handle. Hattan-

was guilty on two occasions
while Shettv failed to fasten on to a
return catch, as Vijaykrishna piled
up 42 runs at a crucial stage.
Needing eight runs more, Karnata-

ka had the last pair in but Khanvil-
kar settled the issue beyond doubt
-when he smacked Thakar for two
^boundaries in the same over and the
last four wickets had provided 242
;,rtms for Karnataka.

Bombay's thin bowling resources
proved inadequate to the task. Tha-
kar was a bit wayward in his direc-

tion while the medium pacers had
little to encourage any hopes of
victory.

Earlier Brijesh Patel had called
Correctly and put Bombay in. Though
it must have crossed his mind that
last year Karnataka, after batting
first, lost to Delhi in a tall scoring
match and that his team's strength
lay in its batting rather than bowl-
ing, Brijeshsaid, “The reason I opted
to field was because 1 felt the wicket

; appeared to have some life and
would play easier as the game prog-
ressed. I wanted to take advantage of
that early life and capture as many
wickets as I could."
The first three Bombay batsmen,

Hattangadi, Rahul Mankad and San-
deep Patil had themselves more to

Tiyv,- .v

Centurion Chandrakant Pandit congratulated by Suru Nayak (left!

blame for their own dismissals
rather than the bowlers. Though
Patil made 48, he was intent on
sharpening his square cuts. Not sur-

prisingly, very often he picked the
wrong ball for this particular stroke,
before he was bowled by Vijayk-
rishna.

Jignesh Singhani plodded on,
more due to the generosity of the
Karnataka fielders. And though
Singhani made 78, his knock was far
from authoritative. After he fell at

186, Chandrakant Pandit joined
Ghulam Parkar and immediately en-
joyed two lives. Of all people, Binny
at gullv failed to fasten onto an
intended back foot defensive shot
while the other snick went in be-
tween the wicket-keeper and first

slip where the two Vishwanaths
stood.
Had Karnataka captured this wick-

et, Bombay would have found the
going tough as the new ball was in
operation and the next man in was
Ashok Mankad. But that was not to

be and Pandit led a charmed life. He
was dropped twice by Bhatt off his

own bowling.
Pandit, who was playing as a wick-

et-keeper, eventually made 157
attractive runs. The 22-year-old Pan-
dit achieved this milestone in only
his fifth Ranji Trophy, match though
he made his debut in the 1979-80

season. Playing strokes all round the
wicke.t. Pandit consumed 280 balls,

hitting 19 of them to the fence.
Ghulam Parkar (60) curbed his

natural tendency of making strokes
in the larger interests of the side and
dropped anchor at the other end
while Pandit in a partnership of 112
had a go at the bowling. Suru Nayak
(67) looked elegant as a left-hander
always will and added 133 runs with
Pandit after Ashok Mankad decided
to square cut a ball that was not
short enough and was caught by
Srinivas Prasad.
After conceding a lead of 17 runs,

bombay made 213 runs in the second
innings in a mere 27 overs. Sandeep
Patil made a hurricane 121 with the
aid of four sixes and 14 boundaries.
Cantering away to his century in just
106 minutes, Patil thus bagged the
L.P. Jai Trophy for scoring the fas-

test Ranji Trophy hundred this year.
Mankad. declared the innings

closed in a bid for victory, setting
Karnataka an easy target of 197 runs
in 189 minutes and 20 mandatory
overs. But for some strange reason,
Karnataka were content to win the,

match on their first innings lead. By
dragging on to 179 for 5, it was clear
that for Karnataka, like other teams
these days, winning is more impor-
tant than providing the pacing spec-
tator full value for Jus ticket





NEGOTIATE FAST
BOWLING BY MEETING

FIREWITH FIRE
And that is precisely, writes VIVIAN RICHARDS, what the Indians

did to save the Second Test at Trinidad

A lot of people had written off the
JLJLlndians before they came. To
them, the 3-0 defeat at the hands of
Pakistan was an indicator that the
current series would be another
whitewash. Experience shows,
however, that the result of one series
is not necessarily significant .for
another, and irrespective of the
showing in Pakistan, it is now abun-
dantly clear that India are not a bad
side at all.

Fortunately, we never underesti-
mated the Indians. For us, the pre-
sent clash is the same as playing
Australia, England or anybody else. I

firmly believe that a Test match is a
Test match, and there is no such
thing as a weak opposition. Your
opposition is as good as you will

allow them to be. Which brings me to
India’s marvellous batting display in
the second innings, containing cen-
turies by ‘Jimmy’ Amarnath and
Kapil, which not only forced a very
honourable draw, but must now be a
great confidence booster for them.
Jimmy is continuing from where

he left off in Pakistan. Any man who
can score three centuries in Pakistan
4hust be a very good player, and
India’s number three batsman has
demonstrated this in no uncertain
manner. In fact, even in Jamaica,
where he did not get big scores in
either innings, I felt that he was in
.excellent nick, and it was possible
that he would trouble us later in the
series. In the event, the knock of 117
following his half century in the first

innings, was a heroic effort, well
supported by Yashpal Sharma. In the
end, of course, Kapil blasted his way
to an unbeaten hundred off 95 balls.

When India resumed on the final

day at 169 for two, our primary
objective was to remove Jimmy
Amarnath. He has become the back*
bone of the Indian battng and we
needed him early. Indeed, it would
not be an exaggeration to say that
the Indian batting today is built
around this 32-year-old Delhi cap-
tain.Mind you, batting-wise the con-
ditions were not as vicious as when
India batted in the first innings, but

a few balls were seen squatting and
the bounce was slightly uneven. In
the circumstances, we bowled well
but only in patches, wile the batsmen
got stuck in and for this, full credit
must go to them.
Having dismissed India for 175 in

the first innings and then run up a
lead of 219, we thought we were in

the driver’s seat. And frankly, we did

not expect the fightback. We knew
that there were one or two batsmen
capable of making life difficult for
us, but eventually it turned out to be
a great effort and the score of 469 for
seven bears ample testimony to this.

Malcolm Marshall looked the most
likely to break through, and beat
Jimmy for pace a few times. But the
batsman, despite being struck pain-
ful blows more than once on the
knuckles and the forearm, did not
wilt under the onslaught. The crucial
phase was when we took the new
ball, but Jimmy and Yash handled
this situation extraordinarily well
and that probably turned the match,
though at 329 for six, with Kapil and
.Kiri m, India were still not out of the

woods. But, disappointingly enough,
we failed to capitalise on this advan-
tage.

In retrospect, Joel Garner, such a
vital factor in our bowling in recent
years, looked tired and jaded. After
a gruelling season in Australia,
where he was playing in the Shef-
field Shield, he probably needs a bit

of rest. He is also suffering from a
shoulder strain and this takes time to
heal. The fact is, Joel is unable to
express himself the way he has ever
since he hit the Test scene. Indeed,
his 124 wickets in 28 Tests and at an
average of 20.6-1—this before the
start of the current series—will give
you an idea of his worth.
But to come back to the Indian

batting, neither Jimmy nor Kapil
were afraid to play the hook. There
is only one way of negotiating fast

bowling and that is by meeting fire

with fire. This is precisely what the
two batsmen did and this went a long
way towards snatching the initiative

away from our bowlers. Jimmy, at

the moment, is supremely confi-

dent—four hundreds in his last eight
Tests is enough evidence of this. He
takes his time to settle down and
knows what he is doing. Kapil, on the
other hand, was more ferocious, but
then, it is his style, and while he was
more selective in his strokeplay than
in the first innings he nonetheless hit

13 fours and three sixes, these
against the spinners. Jimmy, on the
other hand, nad just hit his four-
teenth boundary when he was leg
before to me, to a ball that turned
and hit him on the shin.

Looking back on the match, it was
a good toss to win and we are unlike-
ly to get as green a wicket as this in
the remainder of the series except at
Barbados. In this island, because of
their four-pronged pace attack like

West Indies’, they prefer a grassy
track which remains bounqy
throughout. It is also good for batting
if one has the technique.
After Gaekwad was run out on the

first day Holding started the rot by
forcing Sunny Gavaskar into error
outside the .off stump. And though.



Jimmy and Ravi Shastri tried to
repair the damage, the endeavour
was in vain. We noticed in Jamaica
that Ravi has a penchant for the flick
off the toes, which he occasionally
plays into the air. We trapped him
with this tendency. And with the
senior partner snicking a catch to
first slip off an Andy Roberts leg
cutter after getting 58, the subse-
quent batting simply caved in.

However, if we were entertaining
any thoughts of tightening the noose,
we were rudely shocked by the exit
of three of us for only one run on the
board. The wicket was still doing a
little bit, but only Gordon
Greenidge’s departure was responsi-
ble for this. Gordon got a ball from
Sandhu that cut back very sharply
and beat him for movement and
pace. As for Desmond Haynes, he
drove at a ball from Sandhu to get
the outside edge while 1 aimed a shot
towards wide mid on, but only got an
inside edge.
With this, India had fully neutral-

ised the ascendancy, but as luck
would have it, Kiri, having taken
those two catches, dropped the cap-
tain and Larry Gomes soon after.

This pair went on to realise 237 runs
for the fourth wicket, which put us
back in a commanding position. The
glance from Clive, to which the Indi-

an got his right glove, was a difficult

chance, and it is hard to say whether
the latter was slow off the mark or
whether he should have gone for it

with two hands. The bowler to suffer
was Sandhu, after which it was Venk-
at’s turn to experience the same,
when Larry, trying to cut the offspin-

ner, edged an easy catch to Kiri.

That’s cricket, though, and while this

very seasoned keeper has not been
at his best in the West Indies, I have
seen him to be extremely competent
in England.

Naturally, these were heartbreak-
ing let-offs for India, but Kapil’s
jnain problem was to maintain the

gssure on a wicket helpful to sea-

^Hksand with limited resources in

^^^Mspect. Sandhu and he could
^^^^M^ndlessly and the spinners
i^^^^Htatting much assistance

This made the task ofThis made the task of

Jfcmbarked upon by
Clivw^^^V m Larry Gomes that

much
Clive was cautious to begin with,

but gradually opened out to exhibit a
characteristically hard-hitting in-

nings. It was, in fact, a masterly
knock, considering the crisis and the
manner in which he weathered the
storm. It was, perhaps, not the best
innings I have seen him play, but it

was certainly among the outstanding
displays he has carved out in Test
cricket. One hundred and forty three
was what he got and it is this kind of
a score that turns a game. It did so
this time too in our favour.
As for Larry, it was back to the

form he portrayed in Australia last

winter, when he notched up two
centuries in the three Tests there.

Larry Gomes

Larry has wonderful concentration,
and this, coupled with his timing and
the use of the wrists are his assets.

He never gets flustered and knows
how to play within his limitations.

He could have been run out when
approaching his fifty, but kept his

cool and proceeded to get 123, his

fifth century in Tests. Clive’s, in-

cidentally, was his fifteenth ‘ton’,

and his fourth against India.

I don’t know if the presence of two
left-handers bothered the Indian
bowlers, but 1 would suspect that a
left-hander/right-hander combina-
tion is more unsettling to bowlers
than the circumstances that pre-

vailed. And anyhow Clive’s decision

to promote himself was a result of

the skipper wanting to tackle the
tough assignment nimself rather
than expose young Augustine Logie
(who fielded brilliantly in the match)
to the tight atmosphere. But it is

S
ossible that the lett-arm spinners,

:avi Shastri and Maninder Singh are
more at home bowling to right nand-
ers than the other way around. I

know for a fact that England's Derek
Underwood did not relish bowling to

left handers. However, after the

great partnership ‘Gus’ Logie en-
tered the fray but could not cash in
on the state of affairs, much to the
chagrin of his home crowd. This
notwithstanding, I am confident that
he is a player for the future. He has
the right style and has done magni-
ficently well in inter-territory match-
es including the games in Barbados
where a batsman comes up against
the stiffest test. He still has plenty of
time in hand—he is only 22—and
once he calms down he is bound to
prove himself.

In contrast, Jeff Dujon who came
in after Logie’s departure and after
five wickets had gone down for 255,
has learned to take his time. He had
a good tour of Australia and apart
from keeping wickets well is blos-
soming into a capable batsman and
one who possesses plenty of shots.
He has runs to his name in the worst
conditions and having filled the'
breach after Deryck and David Mur-
ray, is likely to wear the West Indies
colours for a long time.
But after he got out—Ibw to a

break back from Kapil and after two
more wickets fell quite cheaply,
Mifcey (Holding) and Joel ($ariter)
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MDU (First Innings) (Sscond Innings) •

S M GAVASKAR c Dujon b Holding 1 c Dujon b Gamer 32
A D GAEKWAD run out 0 c substitute b Gomes 35
M AMARNATH c Lloyd b Roberts 58 Ibw Richards 117
0 B VENGSARKAR c Holding b Marshall 7 c Dujon b Roberts 45
YASHPAL SHARMA not out 11 b Roberts 50
R SHASTRI c Gomes b Marshall 42 Ibw Holding 9
KAPIL DEV c Haynes b Marshall 13 not out 100
S M H KIRMANI b Roberts 7 run out 30
B S SANDHU c Richards b Marshall 11 not out 0
VENKATARAGHAVAN c Richards b Roberts 1

MANINDER SINGH c Dujon B Marshall 1

EXTRAS 23
TOTAL 175 (for seven wickets) 469

Ml Of Wiekets- VI, 2/5 3/28 4/131 5/146 6/147 7/164 8/166 9/171

Fall Of wickets - 1/63 2/132 3/206, 4/312 5/325 6/329 7/463

Bowling Holding 13-2-24 1, Roberts 22-5-72-3, Marshall 19-6-37-5, Gamer 10-5-17-0 Gomes 2-0-12-0

Bowling Holding 31-2-106-1 Roberts 25-3-100-2, Marshall 27 1-8-72-0 Garner 30-7-81-1, Gomes 19-7-45-1 Richards 7 4 14 1

WEST INDIES (First Innings)

C G GREENIDGEb Sandhu 0
D L HAYNES c Kirmam b Sandhu 0
1 V A RICHARDS cKirmanfb Kapil 1

C LLOYD st Kirmam b Shastri 143
A LOGIE c Kapil b Venkat 13

A H GOMES c Gavaskar b Venkat 123
J DUJON Ibw Kapil Dev 31

M MARSHALL Ibw Shastri 13
A M E ROBERTS
M HOLDING cVengsarkarb Mamnder 24 24
J GARNER not out 21

EXTRAS 15

TOTAL 394

Fall Of wickets:- 1/0, 2/0, 3/1 4/238, 5/255, 6/316 7/324, 8/340,

9/346
Bowling Kapil Dev 31-6-91-3, Sandhu 19-2-69-2, Venkat 41-13-

97-2, Shastn 21-2-71-2, Mamnder Singh 26 3-7 51 1

Clive Lloyd—a captains innings

got together for a very useful last

wicker stand They were under
orders from the captain to try and
get as many runs as possible so as to
register a healthy lead and the./

earned out the mstiuctions, adding
48 runs till we were bowled out for
394
Sunny didn’t look that good m this

match and having played a bit of a
chancy innings of 32, was caught
behind off Joel As the purist would
say, it was Malcolm’s wicket since he
had softened up the batsman with a
very thrustfttl exhibition of pace

It later transpired that the star
opener had played with a chipped
bone in his right index finger—an
injury he suffered while taking Lar-
ry’s catch off Venkat on the third
I iv But if this onetime mainstay of
mo Indian’s batting had gone, there
u is still plenty of resilience left ir

Gordon Qreenidge

the visitors* batting
Jimmv held out for almost six

hours to deny our fast bowlers any
inroads and his was a chanceless
knock Perhaps the same cannot be
said of Kapil but any man who can
get a hundred as swifty as he did, has
got to be a pretty exceptional player
Since we regrouped after World
Series Cricket, no batsman other
than Graham Gooch and Kim Hughes
has quite carried the attack into our
camp And Kapil’s was possibly the
fastest effort of the lot

Anshuman played solidly and was
in no trouble at all till he played a
loose shot which ended m the hands
of midwicket This was ironical, for
he had seen off the best of the
bowlers and could well have got a big
score But that’s the way the cookie
crumbles.







I am not a technically
correct batsman yet

Mohsm Khan, the Pakistan Test opener, tells KULDIP LAL

SPORTSWORI n When did you
lake to playing cruket'

MOHSIN KHAN You will be sui

pnsed to know but as a voungstt i 1

was mote ketn on badminton rather

thanciitktt In t set 1 w is the l'akis

tan itinioi champion in badminton It

was onlv when 1 ionic d collect that l

In. Mil taking moit interest in tuck
tt Hit National College Karachi
tt irn w is ont ol tht best in tht

eeumtiv and watching the ni pi rttiei

1 asked m\ spmts ttaihu whether 1

could also tom in Piolnbh the t ip

tain was lnipit s td h\ im talent and
I ‘non tound mxstii in the collect

ciiekit team m l
(r*"4 Since then

ciuk*it Ins httomt til msc pat able

pait ot mv I it

e

SU llow did \ou eoim into national

reckoning'
Mk I be gan pi i\ mg tn st el tss c lie k
tt in l

t*“ r
> “h lmtialh l tinned out

toi kai iclu and 1* lki tin l imtisi
tits and then moud ovti to Habib
Hmk ini whom 1 still pla\ 1 got

consistent scenes in these matches
but what put me into national reck

oiling w is a knock ol WO not out in

the tuult r 19 competition I hat made
people sit up and take notice

SW You made \our Test debut
against IVlike Breailev’s l nghsh
team that touted Pakistan in 1977

78
MK Yes but it was Sri Gcoihtv
Boycott who led the team in tht thud
Test at Karachi m which I made im
debut Bieailtv had fiattuttd his

elbow in an earlier match which guvt

Sn Geoff ic\ an oppoiiumtv to fulfil

his lifelong ambition
SW Why the Sir Geoffrey** Any
special liking foi him**

MK Oh ves it is he who shaped mv
cricket and subsequent^ m\ caieei

lhe best pait of it is that he doesn t

even know how he did it But 1 shall

evei u main grateful to him
It was dunng that toui ot Pakistan

in 1977 78 1 was selected to pla\ in

the first three das match of the tout

but caught on a drying wickit tailed

miserably The selectois kicked nu
out of the team and didn t give me
anothei game I was depute!

1 watch cntket a lot on television

it helps vou to learn mote about the

game Dunng the second lest at

Hydeiabad, I saw Su Geoffiev make
79 and 100 not out Watching on the

‘telly,’ 1 obseived everv movement ot

the greet batsman* how he dealt with

the bowlns and the shots that he

plavcd and was veiv impiesstd with
ins coin u technique

\l the same time' I got a call from
the Biaid lot the tlueedav match
btfoit tht iinal lest at Kaiachi 1

decided to adopt Boycott's approach
and scored 9** not out l hat innings
gained me mv Test cap I was
seJti It d lot tlu Karachi lest whtre
I scoicd 14 igain pluving Boycotts
st\lt Uht ii I met Sn Gc oftrev next 1

thanked him and he asked me wh\ 1

told him that he didn t know about it

He then tnquned if he had been o!

some help and I answered m the

aftn mative Ihat seemed to satislv

him foi lie did not piobt fuithu
SW But vou teally haven't moulded
v out self cm him Unlike Boycott, vou
pietei to plav voui shots from the
beginning
MK I hats because 1 am basieallv a

stioke plavei not a grafter But alti i

watching Boycott and Sunil Gavas
kai in action I vt learnt to tighten

up mv dtfenct l nfm t unatc Iv

Bovcoti is no longti plaving lists

but (»i\ »sk u is still around to m
spue me Like Boycott Gav iskai is a

technically ptifcet batsman 1 \t

nt \ 1

1

se e n him plav a u oss hat shut

How manv batsmen are rheit hi

c mite mpot u v urcktt who nt so

sound I think at pitstnt Sunil

Gdxdskdi s technique is tht best in

tht world
Dunng tlu last suits it home 1

observed him elostlv Wluntvu I

had mx doubts 1 did not hesitate t »

ask him In lact aftu that *>00 ai

l oids when 1 came to know tint

Gax iskar was sitting in the pavil m
I sought him out and ctiquue d ai out

mv faults GdVdskdi rtplied 'S m
must he toklllg \(IUV( lust g Ol 2(H)

and vou ait coming t > me ' l told

himrofoigetth.it I have got to le tin

and told him 1 would c nix It ai n horn

him In cause 1 tdmutd ln% batting

He tltn gavt me . lew tips Ik
advised me to build mv ummj.s step

In st« p 1 should stav till lunch

biding time Not nanv mns mav
come in that penod but bv then all

tht stiokes would lave been found

It woul 1 then be t asv to get tuns

SW Have vou loPowed Gavaskai s

I advice0

MK Yt»> I did When wt it tinned

home Austialia had comt mei In

the Karachi lest I tried to do what
Gavaskai had su’d and scoicd til tv

Mv captain Imran Khan said he
tniovtd this knock of mine mote
than the 200 In i ausc it was a very
it sponsible innings
SW Now coming to that 200 at

I oid's last summei How would you
describe that innings'
MK V\t tame to lords one down
having ah cad v lost the fust Jtst at

L dgbaston A nutch at Intel's is

dwavs a special Decision and we
wcit dtttr mined to do well theie
Inn in won the toss on i beautiful
hatting wicket and wt decided to

pile up a huge stoic so that we did
not htxt to bat a second time and
instead let oui bowlers line a go at

the h nghsh b itsmtn \t I dgbaston I

had got out in both innings iusr when
I was beginning to look confident I

decided to conccnti att tnmt and let

the runs comt aloriL All 1 wante d to

do was to give tin tt am a good stait

SW What was the 1 nglish attack
like'

MK I hue w i* Botham Rohm \ ick

man Bungle I in Gntg and off

spinner I eleln lit minings Willis did
not pi ix in this ft st and Ingland
wctc tapl mud bx Divid Gowu
I hough ihL six was oxtrcasi tht

wicktt was c i v and even though we
losf Mudassai ear lx /ihtcr ind nr\

self took tht stole to nt u 200 At
close on the lust dax x\e we it nound
>00 for thru and 1 had lomplt ted
mv until!

v

\\ he n I it tthtd rh it figure Imran
s< nr int a message to go for a 200 1

I mi bed it lilt ide i thinking 1 would
ni xi i ge r it He isked me not to ge t

rnvstll out and let the bowlers woik
foi mv wicket loitunattlv I was
Lett mg all mv stiokes right and went
on to scene i double bundled
s\V Kl I temembet coriectlv, vou
were stuck on 199 when plav was
interiupled bv lain toi lout houts on
the second dav How did vou leel

then'
MK 1 it It quite it laved mil waited
lor the resumption In t u* (luighs)

the people around me xxtic menu
nervous and kept advising me to do
this to do that it lav toiutniiaie
efet U ta

lhe onlv time I lilt in tv mis was
when tht radio and tt k x isum pt oplc

called me foi aniiittmtxx dtum^tht
h< kl up 1 he v rtnnudcd nu 1 would
become nilv tlu eighth h itsinun to

stoic a 200 at I mds md kept talking

ot otlui ii tends 1 h it mint tv id rm



India in the West Indies . . .2 ---^e

January 21 at:India begin their first ever
test in the West Indies The match is played on a jute

matting wicket and is officiated by a Chinese umpire
E LeeKow

January 22nd: Polly Umrigar hits Gomez
out of the ground and scores the first century for India
on Caribbean soil

January 24th: Subhash Gupte runs
through the last 5 West Indian wickets giving away just

12 runs

March 28th: Sunil Gavaskar and Bnjesh
Patel chalk up 204 runs for the 5th wicket— a record tor

India against all countries

April 7th: India begin their 3rd test but
they re still at TrinidadXhis is the first time India play
two successive test matches on the same ground

April 12th: India record one of the most
sensational victories in test history They hit up 406 4
the highest second innings score ever made to win a
test match

1962
February 17th: Wicket keeper Jackie

Hendrick s finger is fractured by Wesley Hall s

160 kmph thundeibolt

February 19th: Ignoring the doctor s

warnings Hendricks goes out to bat and slams 64 runs— the highest in that test lor his side

April 7th: Polly Umrigar gets a standing
ovation for his brilliant all round performance — an
unbeaten 1 72 runs and 5 crucial wickets Both remain
unsurpassed in the match'

March 6th: Abid All bowls Roy Fredricks off

the first ball of the match

March 10th : Eknath Solkar equals the world
record of 6 catches in a match

March 10th: Sunil Gavaskar making his

test debut hits Barret for a 4 to record India s first-ever

victory against the West Indies

TrikayaPE663

1983

Thums up ‘Man of
the Series’
Thums Up will present a
trophy and Rs. 20,000 to
the top Indian player of
the series
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slightly as I realised I was so neai a
landmark It I hadn't got that oiu
run I would nevti have, forgiven
mvselt foi the lest ot mv life

Howevei it was not that difficult
Botham bowled me a bounce i which
didn t use and l tickled it to tine leg
toi a smglt 1 lumped with i<>\ lmian
was batting with me at that time and
attei shaking mv hand asked nu to
go foi the tuns so that he could
dec Ian Hnioitunatelv 1 was dismis
sed at rht same scoit caught in the
slips bv la\ait off fackman
SW How did \ ou feel alter a< hies mg
that landmark**
MK rhi illt cl of coin sc 1 But 1 was
teallv happ\ when v\c won that lest
I nghind followed oil but manage d to
avoid an innings defeat Wt wtit set
a taigt t of sc onng eights mils in tills

minutes laved Miaiidad opened the
innings with mi Both ot us plas foi
the same it am Habib Bank and hast
a good unde i standing Wt took shop
singlts and itached the taigct with
ostis to spue lilt atniosphtic at
l nids that das was tie me ndoiis
I lit i e wt i c a lor ot Pakist tut*
uound ind chetied tstis mn wt
si oi i d
Ms c mtnbution to Pakistan s vie

lois inadt rm till on top ot rht
w ii Id I even look a good catch off

Both mi England s main thitat
SW Do sou considei that 200 soui
best innings so tai **

MK I feel im ctnims I in i against
th< Aiisti ilians at 1 ahoit wasbetu*
In I ngiand 1 plas eel mans uekl
shots uid got aw i\ But m l ahoit I

was m absolute command and didn t

pi is out fal-»e stiokc Also the Aussie
bowling Ihoinson \ldeim.m law
sfin and Blight wa* supeiioi to 1 ng
hinds uid tin wicket was ninth
(JU1C kl 1

SW It is onls now that sou hast
established \oui plate in the Pakis
tan side lo what do vim attribute
the eailiei unc ei tain veais J

I\1K 1 was st It tied lot the I upland
torn in 1 1I7S and even though I go!

the highest numhei of tuns in the

thicc leasts the it I was diopptd
onct the Packei plascis turned up
foi the ltsival senes against India
latet that veai i was shocked and
did not undet stand how the stdt ctms
could diop a plasei who had pei
foimed the best m England Piob
abls J was just not good enough to

plav m a side w hie h compi ist d Maud
Khan Zaheei Abbas Tastd Mian
dad Asii Icibal and Mushtaq
Mohanmitd
So when the captain asked me to

open in Austiaha in 1S#81 82 I

lumped at tht opportunity I ill the n
l used to bat at numhei three, but
agreed to open and luckilv I sm
ceeded As an opening batsman I

have scored four centunes including
that 200 We will be touting Austia
ha 1 tttn this veai and Imran feels it

is better I plav m that position now
that l am doing well Opening the
innings is a verv difficult |ob but
then the needs of the team come

• V

W .

Mohsm Khan pets th*t POO

SW What are the 'tiengths and
weaknesses in soui batting *

MK People sas that J am a good on
side jd net but that l', al mv weak
point have often M>t out tisinc to

plav on the leg side but that doesn’t
bothtt me Lveis plavei’s pen shot is

also his weakness 7aheei Abbas
loses to chive and duves well but
vet\ often he gets out on that stioke
Vivian K chaids too loses to plas on
the on sitle lie is the only batsman I

have seen who plass tovvaids scpiaie
leg even fioin the oft slump I hat s a
stroke bowlers hate most Ri< hards
is so perfect, but he still gens out on
that stroke

I will test al a see ict 1 lust hate to
plas left atm bowlers especialls
medium pacers 1 can laitls judge-
their swing Right aim bowlers pose
no problems lor me but left aimeis
aie a difficult proposition which
means I am not a technicalh couect
batsman set

2 \
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January 21st:lndia begin their first-ever

test in the West Indies. The match is played on a jute

matting wicket and is officiated by a Chinese umpire:

E. Lee Kow.

January 22nd: Polly Umrigar hits Gomez
out of the ground and scores the first century for India

on Caribbean soil.

January 24th: Subhash Gupte runs

through the last 5 West Indian wickets giving away just

12 runs.

March 28th: Sunil Gavaskar and Brijesh

Patel chalk up 204 runs tor the 5th wicket— a record for

India against all countries.

April 7th: India begin their 3rd test but
they’re still at TrimdadlThis is the first time India play

two successive test matches on the same ground.

April 12th: India record one of the most
sensational victories in test history. They hit up 406-4,

the highest second innings’ score ever made to win a
test match.

1962
February 17th: Wicket keeper Jackie

Hendrick's finger is fractured by Wesley Hall's

160 kmph thunderbolt.

February 19th: Ignoring the doctor's

warnings, Hendricks goes out to bat and slams 64 runs
— the highest in that test tor his side

April 7th: Polly Umrigar gets a standing
ovation for nis brilliant all round performance — an
unbeaten 1 72 runs and 5 crucial wickets. Both remain
unsurpassed in the match'

1971
March 8th: Abid Ali bowls Roy Fredricks off

the first ball of the match.

March 10th : Eknath Solkar equals the world

record of 6 catches in a match.

March 10th: Sunil Gavaskar, making his

test debut, hits Barret for a 4 to record India's first-ever

victory against the West Indies.



slighth as I realised 1 was so neat a
landmaik It I hadn’t got that one
run, 1 would nevei have foi given
m\sel! toi the rest of mv life

Howevu it was not that difficult
Botham bowled me a bounce i which
didn t use and I tickled it to tint leg
foi a single 1 jump* d with u>\ Imian
was batting with mi at that nrnt and
alter shaking m\ hand asked rne to
go tor the runs so that h< could
dttlaii l nloitunatclv I was dismis
sed at the sami scon caught in tht
slips In fa\aie oil (ackman
SW How did sou feel alter arhie\ rng
that landmark?
1VIK rin lilt d ot course' But 1 was
lealK happ\ when wi won that Itst
1 ngland followed on but manage d to
a\ end an innings dotc.it W t wtu set
a taigtt ot si oung eights runs in lilts

minutes |asid Miandad opt in d tlu
innings with rm Both ot us plas toi
flu same ti am Hahib Bank and ha\

c

a good undt l standing W i took sharp
singles and leachtd the taigtt with

cis to span Tht atinosphtic it

lonl> that das was tremendous
I lit n wen a lot ol Pakisi inis
uiniind and ihititd tviiv inn vn

i ot i d
\1s contribution to Pakistan -> sic

toiv made mt led on top ol iht
woild I i\m took a good catch oil
Both im I ngland s main thn \\

SVV l)o sou consider that 200 soiii

best innings so (ai J

lYlk 1 ltd ms ct rums late r ug mist
tlu Austialians at 1 abort w is bt tu*
In 1 ngland I plastd mans nckhss
shots and

f.
ot awav But in I ahon I

\\a in absolute comm md and didn t

pi. is one lalst siinkc Also tht \ussit
bow ling I homsnn Mdtnnau law
son and Blight was stipe not to bug
land s and the witktt was ninth
<juic kt i

SU It is onls now that sou have
established sout place in the Pakis
tan side lo what do sou attnhute
the earliet unceitain sears-*

Mk 1 was selected foi the I ngland
tout in 1

CFK md e\cn though 1 got

tlu highest numhci ot tuns in the
thue. lcsts time J was dropped
onci the Packti plaseis tuintd up
lot the usival senes against India
latei that scat 1 was dunked and
did not undei stand how the selectois
could drop a plavci who had pel
foi rued the best m Lngland Pi oh
anls I was iust not good enough to

plav in a side which compnsed Mat id

khan /aheei Abbas Javed Mian
dad As if Iuhal anti Mushtaq
Mohammed
So when the captain asked me to

open in Austialia in 1981 82 I

lumped at the opportunity I ill then
1 used to bat at number three but
agieed to open and luckily I sue
ceeded As an opening batsman I

have scored foui centuries including
that 200 We will be touring Austin
ha later this seat and Imian tecls it

is hettei I plav in that position now
that I am doing well Opening the

innings is a veiv difficult tob, but
then the needs ol the team come
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Mohsn Khan aets that SOO

SV\ Whut are the stiengths and
weaknesses in vour batting?
Mk I* >oplc sav that J am a good on
sidt'plivci but that isal m\ weak
point 1 have often got out tivmg to

plas on the leg side but that dotsn t

bother me 1 veiv plavti s pet shot is

also his weakness /afreet Abtns
loves to dnvc and duves well but
veiv often he gets o it on that stroke
\ ivian Richards too lmes to pla\ on
the on side He is the only batsman I

have sc en who pi ns tow aids squaie
leg even horn the oil stump I hat s a
stroke bowlers halt most Kichaids
is so peifect but he still gets out on
that stiokc

I will i e\t al a st ciet I iust hate to
plav kit aim bowlers t specially
medium pau is I < an rank uulge
thtMi swing Right ai in bow lets pose
no pioblems for mt but kit aimeis
art a difficult pioposition which
means I am not a technically coirect
batsman vet



IfSpof report

AIFF’s cup of misery
ARIJIT SEN reports on the second Nehru Gold Cup

football tournament from Cochin

I
NDIA proved to bo among the I and a host of otheis who had no I Deputy Minister at the Centre,
woist oigamsits m tin* football pretensions to gieatncss Ital\ ic I sent as »n tmissaiv bv theJLwoist oigamsits m the toothall

wot Id when it got the second Jaw a

hailal Ncfmi (»old Cup Imitation
Intel national loin name nt off to a

limping stait on Mai eh 14, thiee
days aftet the scheduled inauguia
tion latln i tlu competition had
l>een positioned tiom lanuaiy as th^
local oigamseis in 1 inakulam could
not complete the tssenttal mtias
tiuctuie I \en as the tom nanient
finalh staited the finishing touches
were still being given

But the lattei was a minoi blemish
compaied to the bungling of the All

India lootball ledetation Ihe
office heaieis'haec pi need that the\
ate incapable of handling anuhmg
moie than a national tournament
They began b\ muting a host of

counmes and attei the initial hike*

waim I espouse, sevetal moie than
the eight leqmied agieed to make
the tup to Cochin hut the All 1

thought it was smait The officials

kept the hook dangling m hunt oi all

ol them till tlu \eiv last moment,
whilst some1 of then membets tiled

to coax the Cential Government into

sanctioning the loieign exchange
neeessaix to unite some profession
al sides Ultimately with pot a dollar

foithcoming, they pinned then
hopes on some 1 ast 1 mope*an coun
tues wheie mpee payment was per
missible—Hungatv and Rumania

—

Romania vs Iran

and a host of otheis who had no
pieiensions to gieatness Ital\ ic

pottedK aiMctcl to send its national
amateur side the squad supposed to

he piepaiing toi the I os Angeles
Olympics At least tins is what the
All \ would ha\e the public believe
Actuallv the team was to base

included six members oi tht team
sent bv that count! v foi the Inaugu
tal Nehiu Cup in Calcutta and that

was a \ei\ mediocie side, bv anv
sttindaids Iian sent its national
woikeis’ team oi which the woild
“woikets" was conveuientlv left out
bv tht All I

China, as has been then piactue
in othei disciplines, decided to tiv

out a vounp band of plaveis That
left Cameroon a country that kept
tht organisers on tantei hooks tor

over two weeks Secret little mes
sages kept coming through, but none
ot them mentioned anything about
tlu composition ol the team oi then
date ot depaiiuit foi India

But the woist offendei in this

lespect was Algena Chosen as the
second country from Africa, in pro
teience to both Nigei m and Kenya

—

Idtgth because of the countiv s

showing in the last World Cup-—
Algena showed a maiked reluctance
to send a team across lust there
wen reports that the plaveis weie
not being cleaied bv the Indian Foie
tgn Munstiv A C Gcotgt, foi met

Depurv Mimstei at the Centre, was
sent as *n c imssai v bv the local

oigamseis to Delhi He managed to

persuade the ministrv to cleai the
Algeuatis But then the Algtuans
themselves seemed to have second
thoughts Thev phoned the oiganis
eis to sav thev needed more time It

was dlieaciv Match 1 \ when thev
txpiosseci that wish, so the oiganis
ers took the* hint that was obvious
ftom the stait and told the Algcuan
author mes that their paiticipation
was not necessaiv
The oigamseis wtie let down bad

l\ I he v had to it schedule tht draw
and one couldnt blame them foi

issuing tlu fixtmes the night before
the tout name ill got undet wa\ lhtv
had extended tht tom nament bv two
davs but rhis again was subjtci to

the at rival ol Italv Hungaiv and
Camcioon, ttams which did not
tome till tlu fust match staited
undet floodlights at the Maluuaia
Collt-ge Giouncl on M G Road, tlu*

nei\e centic ot I inakulam
The AH 1 loi stone strange

reasons, was coordinating tht wsa
and flight ai langements foi the toie
ign teams through a ( akurta based
tiavel agency not pai initially
known foi its til ilk nt' Iluv kept
feeding the oigamseis with lalsc

intoi manor) 1 oi example, thev
prompted the local oigamseis to

issue a Press statement on March H
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The Chinese team practising

to the effect that Algeria would
arrive the following day and that
Cameroon. Italy and Hungary would
touch down at Cochin on March 11,

14 and IS respectively.
On tlie very next day, the AIFF

officials present, along with the
Kerala organisers led by Home
Minister Vyalar Ravi, postponed the
tournament till March 14.

This upset the organisers because
their expenses on the foreign teams
would shoot up. Also, the daily ex-

penses on staff and maintenance at

the ground. And it greatly inconveni-
enced the Kerala public, known for

their passion for soccer, because in-

tending outlying districts had
already made arrangements for their

stay in this quiet port city. There
were others who had planned holi-

days from their work, expecting to

commute between their home towns
and Cochin through the special
trains and buses arranged for the
duration of the tournament. The city

itself couldn’t wait to get going, with
the navy, the police and the entire
youth of the city being connected in

some way or other with the staging of
this tournament.

In fact, it was clear that the AIFF
was in total disarray. They exhibited
their short-sightedness coupled with
their customary indecision also when
it was time to select the Indian
squad. Actually, the mess started at

the top, with the appointment of

coaches. When the national coach P.

K. Banerjee asked to be relieved of
his duties for the Nehru Cup, the
AIFF quite hastily chose four
coaches, without letting each know
what the other was supposed to do.

Ultimately, Arun Sinha was
appointed manager of the squad,
while Nabdul Salaam was made the
Chief coach. To assist him were Syed

w*

The bdf! being dropped from a heiicopter dunng the inauguration ceremony
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All the participants
ROMANIA I

lestncted to students not below

The Romanian team visiting In

did foi the first time, is, in

tact, a voung side with little intei

national experience They elm
ched the thud place in the 1980
Jumoi World Cup, finishing next
to Germany and Alatar lhe\
weie also the wuineis of the Bui
came Cup (under-21) m which a

few maior European nations took
part

The team had eathei played
against Italy, Greece, Russia,
Yugoslavia and Bulgaria In most
of the encounters they emeiged
tnumphant Plaveis loi the
under 21 and above 21 ttanis, ate
selected on the basis ot their

perfoi mantes in league matches,
which aie usually conducted in

Buchaiest The league matches
aie held in thiee gioups lliere

are 18 teams in the A division,

which compuses the best teams of

10, but the age bai has now been
lowered to eight years I he clubs
and schools provide all soits of

facilities and emouiagement
The average age of the visiting

Romanian team is 20 Die Roma
mans not mails piefei the 42 4

system but in their match against

lian thev adopted the 4 M svs

tem The> usualh change their

tactics at voiding to the oppo
nents' stvlc

The Manager of the team
Popescu 1 mil, who is also the
vice president ot the Romanian
Football 1 t deration said that his

plaveis comentidtc on shoit pas
ses in the middle of the held, and
switch ovei to long passes and
dubblirig when neat the box, thus
trapping then opponents ori the

wiong toot

Iht team now is pieparing foi

the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics

the countrv Similailv, 18 teams As pait ol then naming ptogiam
each, m the othei two gioups Ihe me this would take pan in at

selection ol the national team is least fifteen intei national touina
entiusted with the tedeial coach ments Ihev also intend to iriviti

who is the final decision making othei international teams to then
duthontv in the martei of select countrv There is no doubt that

mg the national plaveis m these the present tunioi side would
two age groups shape up wc II into a poweitu) side

The football dubs in Romania bv the time the Ohmpics stait

look attei the players and most ol ip am
the clubs ait situated in inMlN

But barest Most of the plaveis in The exitsmg turmoil in lian
the team, that look pait in the notwithstanding, football is still

Nehru Cup are from Buchaiest as populdi as eve* befoie While
Dvnamos, one ol the well known it is admitted that the structure of

and dedicated dubs in Romania the game in the country has
A numbei ot clubs in the countiv, undetgone ceitain changes over
have football schools ol then own the last few sears, these changes
where voting tiainees aie inin have not been so sweeping in

ated to the liner aspects of the then natuie as to dissuade would
game and usualh foui student be players ot tans iiom paving
teams are selected to take part in homage at the altei of the great
the league championship Father, god, soccei
admission to those schools weit banian teams on foieign touis
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aie still accoided a great deal of

lespett, which is ample testimony
to I he brilliance ot the plaveis
from that countiv The majoi Ira-

nian tournament is the liaman
Woikcis’ Tournament which is

usualh held at leheian and m
addition to this level theie is

organised sou er m the under lb,

under 20 and undei 24 age
gioups The selectois have ample
opportunity to pick the best avail

able national teams and Iran's

compaiative consistency in intei

national tournaments cannot be
ignor ed
Talent discoveied in the lower

age groups is giadualh inducted
into the higher echelons of the

game so a plavei who makes a
name foi himstlf oi who catches
the tve of a sell ctoi in the undei
lf> age group almost invaiiabh
tmds himself making the step to

the undei 20 age gioup and bom
then it is onlv a test of iirnt and
patience before he dons his coun
ti\ s colouis

I he banians atti acted quite a
following at the Delhi Asiad and
made rheit wav to the last cght
stage wheie thev lost to the

Kuwaitis tilt sidt that took home
tht sibtr initial afu i losing

Iraq banian vouth teams have
also done well making a name lot

the msclv es in it u m turns The v

Ik came full memht is ol I II \ as

it tenth as 1978 and bom then
onwaids tin u pt ogress has (>< cn
steatlv it not spetttculai

Ditv have emeiged a a toice

to ttekon with m the spluu ot

Asian football but tlnii tun mo
nunt of glorv carnc in the 19M»
lokvo Asiad when thev wet* de

elated loin! winuci* along with
Koie.i later m 1974 came
another plonou chaptet in li in s

football histoi v when thtv
annexed the \siid title ai

1 1 herein

C bibs in ban plav an important
pan m spreading tht gospel of

tht game as tluv often olfei

< mplovmenr to prospective stais

1 ach city -and theic aie ISO
c u it s in lian—has at It ast eight to

ten clubs I he citv of Ahwas is an
< xception in the sense that it has
as manv as 4S clubs, which con
duct coaching t amps on a lcgulat
basis

Ihe banians will play a lew
matches m Dubai on then wav
back home from here and though
the players are tighrlipped about
the present state of the gamt in

then country, it is gathered that

soccer is getting some veiy valu
able shots m the aim

M P Suresh

With this issue we begin a serial on the

countries that are battling it out at Cochin

for the Nehtu Gold Cup



Nayeemuddm and Simon Sunderaj
As in every othei sphere, there were
far too many cooks in the prepara
tion

And what team did India find
best? Captain at the Asian Games
Bhaskai Ganguly was relegated to
second goalkeeper, and, to ensuie
that he remained there, Brahmanand
ot Goa was named captain His entry
into the Indian squad ovei halt a
decade perhaps made him the
senioimost membei of the team

—

although his performance at Calcut
ta proved that he was the best m
Indian conditions
The deep defence turned out to be

an all Bengal affair which again
seemed sti etching things too far
Although ht was not getting any
\ounger Nicholas Pereua of Goa
prosed that at least .in the air, he
was difticuh to beat None ot the
pitstni Indian defendcis tan
guaiantee that

Piasun Baneijee was not even in

\ itt d to man the midfield Piasanta
Bant t |t t and Parmmdcr Singh had
been letaintd horn rht Asiad squad
but the inclusion of A k lhapa and
lose I> Sou/d was not going to make
tht midfield anv strongei

l he expei it nte ot \a\iti Piu^
along with that of t B lhapa and
tlu potential ( annllo Gunsilvts
Bt mo \ndiew and Ihomus Sthas
pan was to bt tested But the rt al

sin pi ist in the squad was the \oung
ki ishanu I>e\

Mt in while the oigamsers weie
kitpmg ttien lmgti^ ciosstd I he
ppstipt ot the State a* wtll as jts

in iny industnahsts who had gener
ously lmanctd t he competition was
at stikt One could onh h >pe that
rht sue et ssiul conduct of tht second
Nehi u f up Tournament would beh>
trase horn memory tht ineptitude
displayed bv tht AH4 *

The short but colourful opening
ceremony which included the ast

ot a helicopter to drop the mate h ball

on to the ground and Chiet Mmistet
Karunakaran declaring the tourna
ment open was over much before the

appointed unit, despite some minor
flaws and the sight of an athletics

meet like oath taking which made
little sense
bur the packed Maharajas Ground

bamboo stadium w*.s in for a fare
that only the Uruguayans had man
aged to provide m the inaugural
Nehru Gold Cup tournament
A veiy young Romanian side—age

ranging from 18 to 22—met the Ira

man National Workers’ team in a

match that provided a lot of fire

works and little patches of sheer

brilliance In practice, the Iranians,

who weie much older, seemed to be
m fine fettle, with passes, distribu

tion through open spaces and almost

perfect understanding pointing to a
rare combination But when faced

with the slowlv built up but extreme
ly powerful flank attacks the team's
strategy went haywire The Roma

For ladies o^ly The womens enclosure at the Maharaias ground

The bamhoo stadium

mans were all over the Iranians and bled players The defence was the
it was only the heat that seemed to only department which showed a
cuib the enthusiasm with which the semblante of maturity Iherc was no
Romanians attacked The Europeans midfield wotth the name and the
weie worth more than the 2 1 maigin foiwaid line contained two newcom
\ictory But in slowing the game ers who could not be expected to

down towaids the end, the> nearly work wondtis m their first outing foi

ended then opening league fixtuie the senior Indian team
with a draw Moving up with two PIdvmg on home ground Xavier
second half goals by Tirnoveanudan, Pius managed two good bursts But
they seemed to take thmg> easy It Narmdei Thapa was a cipher, as was
was then that the Iranians struck hi replacement Camillo Gonsalves
through ebullient linkman Ahmad Akum at least showed his fighting
Sanjan and almost made r 2 2 wher spun *vhen he conxeitcd a halt

Hamid Alidoosti’s header off a crop cnancc to give India its only goal
hit the post and rolled across the Jose D'Souza in midfield and his

goalmouth tantalismgly near the, replacement Pern Dorp wtie both
goallme It was a defence error that lost at sea But it was goalkeeper and
tht Romanians were not likely to Captain Brahmanand who dis
forget tor the rest of the tournament appointed most He made three mis

I
NDIAN football was thoroughly e> ta£®s

*!???
°* *knh * exulted m goals

posed for what it is today, when a The Chinese were a \erv fast side

junior Chinese side made almost the and India made the mistake of nying
enure Indian squad look like a 5° ,K

eeP w,t
j

t
!
lem ^ *bcv hdd

bunch oi beginners Tiat India lost the ball and s owed the game,

1 2 was more a kind let off by the could have made a better match
Chinese than any ment on thq part lt As it is they put up a slightly

of the Indian team better peifoi mane e m the second

To begin with, theie was no com “dlf when the Chinese themselves

bination *vorth the name There slowed down
couldn’t be because it was not a team
playing, but a group of hastily assem PICS NIKHIL BHATTACHARYA



SIDELIGHTS

Of world records,

Ayatollahs and cockroaches
THK Romanians fear lizards. In

fact, the verv presence of a
lizard in their room gives them
the shivers The Romanian coach
was seen approaching the recep-
tionist of the guest house at

AmbaJamadu where they were
put up, lequestmg the latter to

get rid of the lizards encamped in
his room
Even though he was assured

that thcv were harmless, the
coach refused to go to sleep that
night. Ultimately, members of the
guest house staff turned up with
bamboo sticks to evict the three
lizaids from his room. The inst-

ance reminds one of a similar
incident at the Kanishka Hotel in

Delhi, when a certain delegate
attending the Non-Aligned Sum-
mit refused to sleep in the room
allotted to him, on seeing that he
was sharing it with a lizard.

THE massive temporary gallery
that has been put up for the

Nehru Cup here is reputed to be
the largest of its kind ever to be
erected anywhere in the world.
The organisers of the tournament
have already written to the pub-
lishers of the Guinness Book of
World Records to consider the
inclusion ot their gallery among
the other “firsts” in the world.
The galleries aic 555 ft in

height, with three tiers account-
ing for 12,000 metres of total seat
length. Expenditure on the struc-

ture totalled no less than Rs. 16
lakhs and altogether 250 workers
have toiled to lick this structure
into shape in the space of only 30
days.
More than 2035 tonnes of

casuarina wood have been used m
its construction, along with 40
lorryloads of wooden planks
brought all the way from Tamil
Nadu. Nearly 200 bags of iron
nails have been hammered in and
80,000 yards of coir used to com-
plete the construction.
rT'HE symbol that was used for

JL the 1973 Santosh Trophy
Championship at Cochin has
again been adopted for this year’s
Nehru Cup. The same symbol was
also in use for the first Federation
Cup in 1978 at Cochin and again
for the 1981 junior nationals at

Cochin.
So why did the organisers opted

for it yet again? When all the new
designs were submitted, the
general impression was that they

all looked dull. In fact, the orga-
nisers also seen to feel that the
old symbol is lucky in many re-

spects.

HPHE Iranian team which ar-

JL rived in Cochin earned the
photograph of their leader, the
Ayatollah Khomeini, wherever
they went. As a matter of fact,

when thev stepped out ot the
aircraft they were brandishing a

framed picture of the Ayatollah.
They distributed pictures of
Khomeini to severakpeople whom
they met and sometimes even
shouted slogans in their own lan-

guage. They also placed a photo-
graph of Khomeini in the front ot

their team bus.

A member ot the Iranian team carrying a

portrait ot Ayatollah Khomeini

SMOKING inside the arena is

strictly prohibited because of

the gigantic bamboo-coir struc-
ture and the sprawling thatched
roof committee office. However,
it is extremely surprising to find a
few ashtrays lying around.
Although the police are on the

alert to pounce on any absent-
minded soul with a cigarette and
evict him from the arena, there
are some VIP's who have been
observed exhaling smoke as if

unaware of the fact.

THE fabulous temporary gal-

let v at the Maharaja College
Stadium is the chief attraction of
every visitor in the city. Some
foreign tourists currently in

Cochin could not believe their
eyes when they first saw it. It fact,

a West German engineer was so
impressed by the structure that
he met the organisers to find out
as much as possible with regard to

the technical details. In fact, he
later met the workers and the
contractor to gathei additional
information Similailv, ^ Eiench
couple expressed wonder at the
awe-inspiring spectacle being
used to accommodate the specta-
tors. Fsarlier on, crowds used to

throng the stadium every even
ing, admiring the beautiful
ground and the stands

THE’ turt at the Mahaiaia Col
lege Stadium is anothei

attraction It is the outcome ot

seven gruelling months ot effoit

on the pait of the oigamsers
Thev first raised the soil level bv
45 centimetres After a uniform
level was maintained and the top
15 centimetres feitihsed, the
ground was rolled in preparation
for the planting of the Cvnodon
variety of grass. This ensiued
adequate protection tiom fungal
infection. The resultant suif.uc
was watered with the help of

sprinklers and was cut and rolled
at regular intervals. The Chinese,
in particular weie all praise toi

the one-inch thick tuif.

FOR the first rime, the student
concession rule has been ex-

tended to enable youngsters to

witness international soccei
More than 5,000 school and col
lege students in and around the
city stand to gain by this rule. A
similar concession had been
granted to students during the
Santosh Trophy Championship at

Trichur and the Eederation Cup
at Calicut.
The gallery, the spectators and

the players have all been insured
by the organisers for the sum of

one crore rupees. The companies
that have come forward with in-

surance packages are National In-

surance, Oriental Fire and Gener-
al Insurance, United .India Insur-
ance. A spectator can claim up to

Rs. 25,000, depending on the na-

ture of the damage.

M.P. SURESH
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IT

// IN most i ountnes

ducive to good heal-
th 1 hope that more
c onstructive thinking
is done in the future

I there are sigmfi- to avoid sporting
( tint dittereni es in organisations being

c rowds from one 7esf seen to be promoters
to another fhe of death and ill

c rowel tends to be re- health"— a lettci m
served and polite at C rn keter
Lords whereas rn the

industrial towns in
'

Australia has had a
Yorkshire there is great series Stitt hing

more Australlan-stvle up the pommies after
harrai km# Karachi /s what they diet to us m
one of the most pole Lngland would only
In. atand not-prone have* tasted better if 1

i rowds on the sub

-

was there Teriy
t ontinent t a/< utta n Mderman

In tar the best

attended atid most I hey just kept nick
\olatile while Madras mg em and 1 just k“pl

is one ot best be < ate fimg em But
ha\ed and most really, m four

knowledgeable Ri games ti should
< /rare/ ( ashman never happen'— Rod

99
//S^RH Kf T Moncs
V_ ,irt littered

Maish alter setting the

world ret cud for the

most dismissals in a

senes

' Vr\ is the best 1 have*

with the remains ot plaved against m lest

fallen stars who have c nc ket a magnificent

stumbled and Imally athlete and a player

c ollapsod on the c>» tremendous « out-

o)nn*l».K k trail In
:

age as ell as being

|irr v and lost form one of the pin » de
stalks even the greats lightlully arrogant

It is onlv those with sportsmen to set foot

true* c haiac ter and de on a field -C.reg

i

termination who tight C happell on Viv

their was back to the i Ric hards

top Rodne\ Mogg is

one such person' Hit v won t bo going

1 rev or Call home to open hands

"Something must be

and triendship and
they certainly won t

done to save the very be able to pia\ cru ket

essenc e of Test c mc k- m the West Indies anv

ot Otherwise we more Michael

< ould have two divi Holding talking about

sions ot lest cnc ket— the* West Indian re

blac k and white Ih.'Is to South Africa

With Australia never

again having the 1 ru atiaid he (Ian

opportunity ot meet Botham; is starting to

ing teams from the pav for having had if

West Indies, Pakistan relatively easy in Eng-

and India"

—

( rn keter land lor a time'-

"It has been proved

that there is a definite

CjregC happell

"Maybe lie wasn't ex-

link between smoking pec ting a short ball in

and cancer It con- a one-day game*" —
tinuers toanwe me Kim Hughes com-

that sporting adminis- menting about the 1

J

trations take the stitches inserted in

short-sighted view of Rodney Hogg's «ar

receiving tunds from after the fast bowler

companies whose was struck by Richard

products a*e not con- Hadlee*
A

SPORT
QUOTE

"It seems sportsmen
ate c onvement beasts

of burden lor politi

c lans bee ause they

don t carry much
political < lout and
can t tight back' -

Maik loane

"My idea of a mate h

to watch would be
Rav Lindwall bowling
from one end and

Bishan Bedi from the

other Jim l aker *or

mei Lnglish spinner

"Just how Australia

would have fared had
not South Alric a born
and gloomed Kepler

Wessels shown Au
straha s other l>ats

men the benefits to be
gained Irom wielding
a peipendir ular bat

and keeping a coot

hand again a swing
scam and spin bowl-
ing - K S Whiting-

Ion f( ru keter)

'
I don't like one-day
cricket I think it is a

rc*jl ( owboy —L»eoti

l aw son Australian

fast bowler

It seem** that a sjjec -

tac ular batting feat

rates higher than a
good bowling per
tormance, ana that a
wk ket-taking effort is

c onsidered better

than a good piece of

defensive bowling

-

Richard C ashman

"Mag waving is also

related to a resurg

one e of oc ker

nationalism, a car-

ryover from the( om-
monwealth

Ciames"—( rrcketer

"We should each of

us try to imagine
ourselves given

opportunity to bar-

gain with the high
priests t low many ot

us would spurn the

JO pieces of silver"

—

Sunday Sun (Barba-
dos) c ommenting on
the lebel C aribbean
tour of South Africa

"Mention South Afn-
< a in the West Indies

these days and the

ensuing aigument is

to be long and he-

ated" — loriy Co/ier

"l think that umpires
add to the exc itement

of the game 1 hem-
dec ision, the inability

to really know if that

was Ibw, if that catch

was off a no ba 1 1 A
machine to answer

appeals instead of the

umpire goes against

the Paditions of the

game

A

letter in

< ru keter

"Life with the expen-
sively-constriK ttfcl

'new' juventus is pro-

ving such a let-down
that Michael Plati-

ni may 'retire' to the

NASI next year,

Zbigniew Bomek
might move to Bayern
Munich, and Paolo
Rossi—World Cup

hero of last summer

—

c ould be sold to

Milan- KeirRad-
nedge i World Soc cer)

"Nowadays the press-

ure is so great I don't

enioy loofball any

more, except m train-

ing matches The de-
sire to win has turned
into fear ot losing" —

Michael Platini
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An unhappy feature
of modern cricket:

Invasions by specta-

tors. Here the target

is David Gower after

reaching his half

century at Lancaster
Park in the final of
the England-New
Zealand One-day In-

ternational games.
Botham is trying to

dissuade two fans
from disturbing his

team-mate

Manchester United’s

Kevin Moran being

stretchered off after

collapsing with a leg

injury in a match
against Liverpool
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The race car of Oliv-
er Chandon deBrail-

les of France is pul-

led from a canal near
West Palm Beach.
deBrailles is heir to

the Moet Cham-
pagne fortune and
'currently boyfriend

of Christie Brinkley

F ranee's Phillipe

Jeantot (left! moors
his vacht after win-

ning the third leg of

the 'Vround-The-
World- Vlone HOC
Challenge >acht race
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IRegional round-up

CALCUTTA

Jubilee tennis

THL hhamba/ar I tnms ( lub is

celebrating its silver lubilee this

!

year and it is for this i eason that the
age group tournament mganised by
them was a lesoundmg success
There was a fair amount of talent on
display and the officials of the Ben
gal Lawn Tennis Assoc lation would
have been well advised to be present
Zeeshan Ah one of tht most piom

ising |unioi s m the c ounti v met with
little opposition in annexing the
undei 14 and under 18 tiles In the
undei 14 group there was no plaver
in the same class as Zeeshan and
Kaniska Ra|a his opponent in the
final could not even win a single
game
Zeeshan put it ac loss the talented

Ram Kumar in the finals of the
undei 18 group but met his match in
the under 1 6 age gi oup whei e he wd i

upset b\ Arnit C haturvedi Amit won
6 4, 7 5, thwai ting /t eshan’s hid to
complete a tuple ciown And the
irony of the victory of Chatui vedi is

that he has not been selected b\ tht
BLTA for the intensive coaching
camp which is to be conduct! d b\ the
AIL! A The names were supposed to
be given to the parent bodv b\ the
thud week of Maich but till the time
of going to Press it is leliably learnt
that young C hatuivedi’s name is not
on the Bl 1 A shortlist Yet another
case of the BL1 A and the AILTA
mixing things up and not encourag
mg a plaver at a very c i ucial stage of

his career
Malini Mukhet tea won the undei

18 title foi guls beating Sonal Bhan
dan in the final Incidentally Malini
lost in the undei 14 final of the
National Sub Junior Championship
played at Ahmeadahad But it was
later discoveied that the girl she lost

to was ovei age The Guiai at Lawn
Tennis Assoc lation weieverv coop
erauve about the whole affair but is

usual—-to cut a long storv short— the
BLTA only showed apathy Back to
Shambazai
A Chaturvedi and Ram Kumat

won the under 18 doubles title beat
ing Zeeshan Ah and Ran pi Purpa m
the final while the undet 12 and
undei 10 titles foi bovs weie won bv
P S Krishnan and H P Ki ishnan
lespectively

DER(-K OBRIFN

Basadali goes homa
happy

The Eastern India Wills Open Golf
championship is an annual festival at

the Old C nurse of the Roval C alcutta

Golf C lub wheie top professionals

and amateui s congi t gate Neither
Pilling not Rohras Smgh weie pre
senl to \ le toi the top honout s but
theie weie othei plaver s who weie
equallv capable of c rcaiing a sensa
non Among tht professionals prt
sentwetc brotheis Jamshed and
Norn Basadali along with Raiewan,
Akhaiali Bi andon IVSouza and
Sudaidhan Sarkar In addition one
witnessed tht teats of Asiad champ
Lak'hman Singh, evei green interna
tiondl Ashok Malik and Raittv
Mohta as the fiontiunnei s for tht

aniati ur title

I lu scenes in gc neral weie quite
unimpressive with the exception of

aftw sub par caids among which
Bamhv Randhawa's 71 was the be st

It was a field dav foi pros Rap wan
and Basadali as thev both returned
72 in the opening round But Basad
muftc d up his next round to tall

be hind Raiewan by three stiokes
while Rapes Wohta’s 72 lor a two
lound aggregate of 146 enabled him
to It ad the amatc ui fit Id The c ut

was entoic t cl alter 36 holes and 12

amatfuisand 10 pros sin v ived Of
coin sc l akShman Mohta and Malik
wt it still in contention

Ar this iunc tin e tht i eal test be
gan and the fortunes of Raiewan
took a nosedive in the thud lound
Hjs atrocious di ives on the fairways
and putting brought him a card ol 85
and that was the tnd as iar as he was
concei ned Basad emergtd the lead
ti aftei playing three ovei par while
Bi andon D'Sou/a wtni into oblivion
Mohta retained the amateui lead a

stioke behind Basad
Basad ended in gi and stv le when

he i etuim d a pai cai d for an aggi e
gate of 2‘)7 while lamshtd failed bv
a single stroke to obtain second spot

behind Akbai all, while Raiewan’s 74
put hun in touith place

IV spite a disastrous 81 Mohta
won the amateur title while his

senioi contenders Malik and Laksli

man wc it* titd on 307 Malik, howev
ei c anie second on the basis of a

bettei last i ound s< oi e

SUUHA&H SARCAr

BANGALORE

Anyone for a drag?

THL numbei thirteen is generallv
deemed unluckv But the Kama

taka Motor Sports Club’s drag meet
held on March 1 3 did not spi mg any
sur pi isos Glancing at the vehicles in

the paddock and learning who would
be astride or inside, one was able to
judge, with a fair degree of accuracy,
as to who would emerge on top

I he c\ nosure was the Yamaha T Z

350, a bike that has been blazing
legends in practically every Indian
Grand Pnx Subhash Chandra Bose
astride, this vehicle whipped
thtough the quaiter mile stretch m
1 3 51 seconds—a good thiee seconds
faster than any other bike
Sowcai Si math returned the best

timing foi a cai 17 66 seconds in his

Indian tormula vehicle
K S Ramaswamv took some glotv

awav clocking 16 46 seconds in the
360 CC category and standing
second in the open class Somendai
Singh i epeated his v ictoi v m the hill

climb, returning 16 87 seconds in the
260 CC categorv with B K Cuish
again c lose on his heels in the second
spot Rav i I hn umale took the

mopeds class with east while Yethu
at Bhagwan lifted the fust spot foi

scooters pushing Santosh Mathew to

second spot WuhC k Chmnappa
nursing a bioken It g his t nountt
< ate got v ( up to 185 CC ) was lifted bv
l u had C ai lappa

In the foui whet It i cattgoiv Dr
baboo t art ted awa\ the Hei aid cate
got ies ( Al A and All ) and stood
st cond in the categoiv C Beirut
Reddv and At lullah took both tht

AIA and All lot 1 i its Reddv stand
ing iirst in the All while Ataullah
took the othti class Tht Ambassa
doi s Al \ saw \ mod Siv appa di iv c

his wav thtough a good halt a second
taster than Ravi Piakash who had to

rest satisfied with coming it cond
Ravi topptd in tht* l uts stock
category
Among the go kaits Davanand

Mandie took the 218 CC c ategoiv
and stood second in the open class S
Vcnkataraman rook his kart to the
top in tht lattei event The ladies
n led then hand at tht karts too and
Anne Caiiappaclockes22 15

m tonds, tht fastest, followed bv Vi
pivshiet kanvardhan and Nandini
Basappa m that older

It must be added that over half the
entries came in just as the events
weit about to begin—a sad common
raiv on how piofessional our motor
i at ing stais are

Nandi Hill climb

WHEN the Kai natakd Motor
Sports Club began organising

then annual hill climb peihap* thev
had no inkling of how manv entries
would come in oi the fact that a little

more coordination between officials

would save many a ridei and driver
from near dehydration Whatever
the teasons, a little over 60 partiu
pants did the climb on March 12,

averaging about two minutes each
And the meet took seven hours to

x un from start to finish
Thus, one could not blame car or

driver for a certain do-and be-

damned attitude—especially when



they had waited a good five hours or
more to be flagged off

The honours were shared equally
between K S Ramaswamv and Sow
cai Snnath The former rode his
310 CC motorcycle up in one minute
41 8 seconds—the fastest timing in
the two wheeler categorv while Sow
car, a battle scarred veteian,
breezed up in 1 44 40 in his Indian
Formula vehicle, powered by a
herald engine
The famed Somendar Singh was

back in action this year alter a long
sojourn m the wilderness His eltort
lead one minute 42 seconds m tht

260 CC category and a fall m the
open c lass event, while negotiating
the last hairpin bend ( three were
eight bends on the 1 8 km track), put
him out of the i unrung He took the
lormei event, pushing B K Ginsh
winner over tht last two years in this

class to second place but tht latter

had his ri vtnge m tht open c lass

event clocking \ 43 16, toe omt out
on top
Among thtfoui wheelers besidts

Snnath Pratap la\ arum pushed his

Hot aid to two wins in the All cattg
uiv and that for categoiv t Ur
SabooandK K Dastut had to test

content with stcond and mechanic il

faihirt itspectivclv Deepak Patel
had a good da\ too winning rht AIA
I tats categoiv and standing second
in tht All 1 he C oimbaton bo\s
made their pi est net It it Sivakimar
winning tht 1 Luts \I1 and Kama?
dhan driving a go kait like vehicle
pow i rt d bv a RD 40u \ amaha cn
gine landing thud in rht open class

ini cars But how this \ thick could
have been classified asatai i tails

left ont baffled
lht go kaitswtie then too and

I n had C ar tappa pot kt tt d two \ it

tones a fust up to 210 1 1 cattgoiv
and a second tn the open class In tht

laitti a powt rtul kart tiom Coiniba
tme dnvenbvS Venkatataman was
a food many seconds ahe ad of tht

rest

ACORnrSPONDfcNl
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Revving up again

ers also claimed that this moro cioss
could well be Asia’s giandest so lai
The meet which is sur c to sc e at least
20 foreign and 200 Indian entrants
will be conducted in six classes rang
mg from 185 to 350 cc and the open
foi Indian and 1 oreign bikes on tht
Super howl Amencan system llu
PARA is bent on making this an
annual affair

Water water every*
where

THL Maharashtra Rowing Associa
tion ( MRA ) w hich was planning

to hold an invitational rowing inter

national in this city m Mav this veui
has also decided to simultancouslv
conduct the 7th national lowing
championships at the same time
Talking fo nt wsmen the new 1\

appointed secretaiv Mr C M Shirole
said that the nationals which are
nor mails held in the month of Oc to
btr every year had been preponed
this vt ar to enable the Indian oars
men to gain maximum inter national
t xposuie before taking pai t in the
1984 Olympics at Los Angeles

l ht nationals would be fn st held
followed bv the international for

which itams from Pakistan, Bang
ladcsh Sri Lanka Burma Indonesia
Japan ind Hong Kong would be
invited Invitations would it seem
also ht extended to the Asiad giant^

C hnia who had made a clean sweep
a* i ht fn st ev t r Asian i owing i egatt i

at Jaipur late last year The Mayor oi

Pune Mi Vithalladkat conventroi
the mtet said that the excavation
work on the shores of the Mula
Mutha i iver to make the cour se

conioimtnp to tht international stan
daids of ht mg 2000 metres m length
would start immt diattlv Brigaditi
\ P Yadav Deputy Commandant oi

the C ollege ol Militarv Lnginet i mg
he i c in Punt who did the pioneering
work at the Ramgarh lake ihe venue
of the Asiad is going to be m chat gc

olthc same work here too Ihe Asian
(jarnt s bmn/i medallist (lewin the
coxed pan s event compi is ng l ap
tains I beroi, Naik and lomai and
othei oaismen—P Bhagwat, C. apt \

Painaik It k P Singh 1 Vishwam
bai Singh and Capt \ Bhart—wtit
late i felicitated b\ the Pune Mayoi

S RI LANKA s at eiider Dalles

Marterstvn and some six Swedish
riders have confirmed then paiti

cipation m the Poona Automativt
Racing Association’s 5th PARA and
sec ond Indian moto ci oss gi and mtet
to bt held at the Jawaharlal Nehru
Stadium from April 1 to 3 The
executive chairman of tht oiganismg
committee Mr Add Jal Darukhana
wala said recently that top riders

tiom countries such as Malaysia,

Indonesia, Kenya, C hma, Muscat and
the United States were being
approached to enter the meet which
was expected to carrv a total prize

money of Rs one lakh Ihe oi gams

HAHU C HANOAWARKAR

VARANASI

B.H.U. new champions

H OS r S Banai as H ndu llniv ei sitv

co ncred themse Ives with gloi v

b\ anntxing the All India Intel l ni

versity Basketball Championship

mg max gin of 83 points to 45 in the

finals ployed on the Banaras Hindu

EXCLUSIVE

i KHUSHWANT
SINGH
COMES TO

1
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WITH

Gossip
sweet and

sour
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Univei sitv Basketball courts It was
tor the lirst time m the history of

B H L sports that they won the All

India Inter University title m basket
hall

\oung Raiesh Suvastava, who cap
tamed the Indian Youth Basketball
Team was laigeh lesponsible tor the
great win ot BHU His deceptive
dribbling immaculate passing and
accutate shooting was a tieat to

watch
Raiesh Suvastava was ably

assisted by his captain, D V Singh,
who donned the coloui s of the Rest
of India belore the Asian Games
B H U set up a fast pace right fiom

the stait and rook a commanding
lead of 45 points to 20 at half time
Raiesh and Sandip Gupta mo\ed
into the delence in the second half to
check then opponents* scoring The
Madi as Boys ti led to block Raiesh
but were unable to cope with his

speed and dt teptive dodges Viiav
Raghvan and Rai Kumar weit the
onl\ players ot Madias who impress
ed with then speed and shooting
BHU captainl) V Singh was the
top scotei toi the winners with il
points while Raiesh Srivastava se
cured 2 * points and Bashir scoi ed 16
points
ANANU GHANDOt A

MADRAS

Down and out

EVr N though tht championship
issue had been decided, interest

in the Senior Division Cricket league
was maintained till the last match of

the year between Madras Cricket
Club and Rest r\t Bank This was
because the lelegation issue had not
vet been decided New enti ants* Poi

t

Trust with tbit tv eight points weie
ah eadv doomed loi the diop But
who would |oni them in the Second
I)i\ ision next veai *

l oi long it

se^im d that it could oe am one ot

tom teams- Globe liottcts. Gland
Pux Southern Railway and Resei ve
Bank Slowlv Globe Tiotteisand
Gi and Pi i\ made then position safe
and tnidllv it all boiled down to a

tight between Rc sti \e Bank and
Southern Kailwav Railwav had
finished their matches with flttv

points and Restive Bank with foitv

foui had to take st v cn points against
MC C This w as nev 1

1

an easy task
Rest n c Bank got only foui and
tht n tallv of 48 points was not
enough to ket p them in the First

Division

Overcoming obstacles

PRIV A 1 1 spoi ts c lub m the State
alwavs had a giouse in that thtv

found it difficult to puuhase quality
goods lot then membeisto pat tic i

pate in the vai ious activities, what
with inflation and mipoit lestnc

ttons The Tamil Nadu government
which is doing its bit to encourage
sports and spoi tsmen has now
announced a fresh scheme to help
clubs overcome this obstacle I rom
now on, each club in the State will be
given a grant of Rs five hundred foi

pui chase of quality spoits material
A couple ot club secretaries told me
that the amount was “not much” but
m the same In eath they added that
“at least a stait lias been made”

Flying high

WL havt had motoi car races and
motor t \cle races But now

laces need not be lestricted to vein
cles on the loads, it seems The
Coimbatore I lying Club and the
Madi as F 1\ mg C lub came up with
the rathei novel idea of conducting a

three-day air rally at Coimbatore
Not only that, the organisers came
up wnth many new ideas tor award
mg prizes Predictably the Coimba
tore Flying Club came out on top
bagging three individual prizes The
Government Flying Training School,
Bangalote won two individual and a
team prize N Sivaramaki ishnan and
D Vidyprakash of Coimbatore
Flying Club weie first and second
lespectively m the cioss country
flight lor seniors Satish Sadanandan
of gov ei nment FTS won the u oss
country flight for tumors and S
Naraidjdn ot Madias 1 lvmg C lub
was second R B Amamath of gov
ei nment 1 1 S hagge d the fust pi l/e

m spot landing with Bahu Mulkh ot

Coimbaroie finishing second

PAHTAP HAMCHANU

Died a wounded man

BOl H Ranji Trophy semi finals

weie simultaneously m piog
less at grounds 40 km apart and
he chose to be at 1 ai ldabad
where Haryana played Karnata
ka, though he belonged to

Ferozeshah Kotla where defend
ing champions Delhi were playing
Bombay It came as no sui pi ise to

those who knew the wound that

Mr Ram Prakash Mehra earned
deep m his heart at being ea>ed
out as president ot the Delhi and
Districts Cricket Association

“They don’t want me, they have
thrown me out,” he told his

friends laughingly explaining his

absence from Kotla The laughter

and bluff manner was only to

conceal his injured feelings A
week latei he died of a heai t

attack
Geneious tributes were paid at

his death Forgotten was the bit

ter ness of the sir ite that resulted

m Mr Mehra’s resignation f r om
the DDCA As the saving goes,

“Everything is fan m ’The
shelves at the DDC A aie now
without all the tiophies that used
to be lifted as though bv t ight,

and there many a cricketer is now
left tegiet ting the change
Snahu, a* he was known be

cause of the backgiound ot his

family as financiers, was a re

doubtable batsman m his youth
when he represented Norther n

India Cricket Association of the

pre Paitition era He was then
nicknamed Latoo (which in Pun
iabi means a topj because of the

mannei in which spun round from
his crouching stance to hook
bouncers from fast bowlers
Mr Mehra was found ot narrat

mg stories and anecdotes m tvpi

cally uninhibited manner One of

which described how hec^me to

head the DDCA Demedentry at

the pavilion gate one dav in the
1950s by the then powers who
were mimical to him he made to

w av to watc h the ( ric ket f i om
under an ancient tree to the west
of the Kotla gtound Humiliated
he made up his mind in the shade
of that huge tree to step into the
Kotla pteemts only after he had
taken over the place Take ov er

he did for a long innings ot ovt r a

quarter century

Delhi was the butt ot iok» s of

northern cricketers m pre
Independence India t ha/et s

pachas (40 50 runs), the v would
contemptuously sav m assessing
the strength of tht Delhi u am
Under Mr Mehra’s stewardship
Delhi grew to occupy tht fou
most position in Indian cricket
Manv a tr lcketei in the nor th
owf s his discover v and i ise to the

shah the most recent and disting
uished of them all being Kapil
Dev whom Mr Mehra brought to
the notice ot the cricket public
one night of Doordarshan after he
became the Cricket Board presi
dent “Wait and see, I’ll show the
nation a voung fast bowler,” he
said Kapil was on the wav up
tiom that moment
Not eveivthmg went smooth toi

Mi Mehra dui mg his long teign at

the DDCA as honorary secietary
and president Thei e wer e r evolts

by captains and players and other
problems that are the lor of spoi ts

administrators But Mi Mehia
managed to see his way through
With advancing age, the Shahp

came to be known as the pat
narch of Delhi cricket The pat
narch died a wounded man and
they owe it to him to fill the
empty cupboards at the DDCA
with all the trophies that have
been lost this season



Crossword
IDERK OBRIEN
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ACROSS

I Most important noise on the tennis

court (5, 4)

6 Testing time on the sports field (5)

8 Two time winners ot Indianapolis

500 reverses (5)

I I West Indian cricketer is partly crazy

(ft 1)

12

Conjunction in the middle of bad-
minton ace (5)

1 4 Sonna is lost on the way back from
the baseball field (5)

15 Tennis player whose Christian

name comes later in this case is

partly in debt (5, 4)

DOWN

2 Christmasy first name of ex- Indian

jockey (4)

3 Ring practice (4)

4 Melody in this Minister of Sport (4,5)

5 Singular black suit game contract (4

£>)

7 In ram we find a skipper (5)

9 You must protect your tibias when
playing hockey (5)

10 Find your pal on the track (3)

13

Women’s badminton trophy (4)

14 A light yellowish brown racehorse

runs backwards (4)

Question box
MHMMMMHHMHHiAnswers by Surlhir

Sfmanta Gohain, Nazira.

0.

What is the highest score made by

Sandeep Patil in an innings of a first-

class match? Is he an opening
batsman?

A. Sandeep Patil iri not an opening

batsman. His highest score in first-class

cricket is 210 versus Saurashtra for

Bombay in 1979-80 in the Ranji Trophy

championship.
S. Bhattacharya, Mariaml.

Q. Who scored the first century in

Test?
A. Charles Bannerman of Australia

scored the first century (165 not out) in
the very first Test match, played be-
tween Australia and England at Mel-
bourne in 1876-77.

Manoj Plplikar, Bilaspur.
Q. What is the record in Tests of

Wasim Bari of Pakistan?
A. He has played 73 matches, 102

innings, had remained 25 times not out,
scored 1280 runs, with 85 as his highest
score, 16.62 average, five half centur-
ies, 16 ducks and 200 victims behind
the stumps, comprising 174 catches
and 26 stumpings.
K. Padarabinda, 0. Asaini Kumar, G.
Ashok Kumar, Orissa.

Q. Who holds the record of scoring
the most runs in a Test match?

A. Geoff Boycott of England, who in

108 Tests, aggregated 8114 runs at the
average of 47.72.

Chandra Vijoy, Calcutta.

Q. How many wickets has Karsan
Ghavri taken in Tests so far?

A. Karsan Ghavri has captured 109
wickets in 39 Tests for India.

Q. How many wickets has Derek
Underwood taken for England in Tests?

A. Derek Underwood has captured
289 wickets in 85 Tests for England

Aftabuddin Ahmed, Calcutta.

Q. Has Pakistan ever won a Test
series against West Indies or Australia 7

If so. when and where? *

A. Pakistan has won a one-Test
series against Australia in 1956-57, a
three-Test series against West Indies in

Pakistan in 1958-59, a three-Test series
against Australia in Pakistan in 1979-
80. and the three-Test series against
Australia in Pakistan in 1982-83*.

Dipankar Mitra, Jalpalguri.

Q. Name the two teams of England
and Australia who played the first-ever

Test match in 1876-77?
A. Charles Bannerman, John Black-

ham, Bransby Cooper, Thomas Garrett.

David Gregory (captain), Edward Greg-

ory. John Hodges, Thomas Horan. Tho-

mas Kendall, William Midwinter and
Nathaniel Thompson for Australia.

Thomas Armitage, Henry Charlwood,
Thomas Emmett, Andrew Greenwood.
Allen Hill. Henry Jupp, James Lillywhite,

(captain), John Selby, Alfred Shaw,
James Southernton and George Ullyett

played for England.

Mohannad Ismail, Afsha Anjum, Hyder-

abad.

Q. Who has played the longest in-

nings m Test cricket? Was it Gavaskar?
A. No. Hamf Mohammad played for

970 minutes to get 337 in the third Test

against the West Indies at Bridgetown in

1957-58
Anil Kumar Gupta, Calcutta.

Q. Wnat is the Test record of I. A. K.

Pataudi 7

A. Ifti«ar All Khan Pataudi played five

innings in three Tests tor India, in which

he made 55 at the average of 1 1. with 22
his highest score. He lea India in all the

three Tests. Earlier he had, played in five

innings ot three Tests to make 144 runs

at the of 20.80 with one hundred.

Rajesh Ranjan Shrivastava, Moti Hari.

Ok Please give me the Test record of

B. B. Nimbalkan?

A. B. B. Nimbalkar did not play Test
cricket at all.

Veena M. M. Mysore.

Q. What is the highest score made by
Don Bradman in first-class cricket?

A. He made 452 not out for New
South Wales against Queenland at Syd-
ney in 1929-30 in the Sheffield Shield

Cricket championship of Australia.

Q. What is the highest total in Test
Cricket, who made it, against whom and
where?

A. England scored 903 for seven
wickets declared in the fifth Test against

Australia at The Oval in 1938.
Tapait Mitra, Calcutta.

0. How many centuries have been
scored by Gavaskar in the Ranji

Trophy?
A. Gavaskar has hit 17 centuries In 55

Ranji Trophy matches for Bombay.
Baikuntha Banerjee, Calcut-

ta

Q. On how many occasions were
Hutton, Sobers, Cowdrey and hunte not
out in Tests?

A. Hutton was not out on 15 occa-
sions, Sobers on 21 occasions. Cow-
drey on 15 occasions, and Hinte on six

occasions.

Quiz
Ranjit

QUESTIONS

Fill in the blank with the correct answer:
1 . In India withdrew from the pre-
Olympic soccer contest. (1968,
1972)

2. The Arjuna award was instituted in

the year
. (1960, 1961)

3

hosted the 35th World Table
Tennis championships. (Pyong
Yang, Birmingham)

4

was the venue of the inaugural
Federation Cup soccer tournament.
(Ernakulam, Coimbatore)

5. Rudy Hartono was the All-England
badminton champion for times.
(seven, eight)

6 . The Yonex Cup is competed for in

the game of (table tennis, bad-
minton)

7. When the two Koreas met in the
football final of the Asian Games;
they drew . (0-0 , 2-2)

8 . Judo was included in the Olympic
Games in

. (1964, 1968)
9. Ferencvaros is a leading soccer

club of . (Hungary, Yugoslavia)
10

.

The first World Championship in

men’s volleyball took place in—.
(Prague, Moscow)
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NOBBY

1Bridge

These were the last three questions in

the Christmas Competition A normal

two-club system was assumed and ail

problems related to rubber bridge

9 With East-West vulnerable the bidding

had gone

South held K J 4 2 9A K 9
0108 3 2 lO
Answer Double, 10 points, two-
diamonds. six. pass, four, two-spades,

two (out of 10)

This was a curiously difficult question

jStarting at the bottom of the scale, two-

spades seems distinctly feeble - if part-

ner is very short in spades, which is not

impossible after his 1NT response, you

can easily end with a silly minus score for

no good reason Equally, to pass seems
a little cautious when it is sure that your

side holds the balance of points To bid

two-diamonds at least caters for the

possibility of partner holding a diamond
suit that he was unable to show at the taro

level, and allows him to bid hearts or

show preference for spades if it suits

him If you open one-spade and then bid

diamonds, you suggest a fair five-card

spade suit I think that double is best If

partner ha* clubs he can pass cheerfully

and. if he hasn't, he will appreciate that

you have extra values

4 At game all the bidding has gone

South held K Q J 9 8 3 vK 7

0 10 7 6 3 2none What should South

lead7

Answer J, 10 points, +K, six, Q3, two

(out of 10)

South might have bid differently but he

hasn't - and it is his lead He hopes for

a spade trick, and for a trump trick But

there is obviously work to be done and
his void club may be his salvation in spite

of a passing partner The lead of 4>J

worked well at the table - dummy turned

up with + 10, partner turned up with#A
and was able to read a suit-preference

message into the lead He returned a

club, South ruffed and, surprise, sur

prise, North bad started with <v>Q J 2

5 West played in five-diamonds after

South had opened four-spades and
North had led <?10

West East

742 #963
V6 OAJ75
OAKQJ109 02

A Q K 10 9 6 2
Dummy’s Ace was played and South
followed with the King It seems certain

that North is void in spades and, if so, the
winning line is to win with <?A and trump
a heart (in case South has started with

PKQ doubleton) As one might expect,

South shows out and now declarer draws
trumps and follows with A and 4hQ
Whatever happens he must overtake
with 4bK If the Jack falls, fine, but if not

West must continue with 4»10 and (if

South discards) throw a spade Do you
get the idea7 North wins with 40 and
leads Again West sheds a spade
and now North must give dummy the
lead to allow declarer 11 tricks Ten
points if you got it right

Chess

Do you remember that famous occasion
in January, 1960, when Tony Miles

defeated the World champion with a sys-

tem of defence that began 1 P - K4,

P-QR3, 2 P - 04, P-QKt4 7 The
idea was not exactly original Michael

Basman had played some 40 games with

the defence (usuallypreferring 1

P- K3 and 2 P-QR3) in the

previous year, and in recognition of the

great win by Miles he called it the St

George A set of cassettes followed, and
now Basman has laid out his knowledge
in book form, in Play the St George,

published by Pergamon Press (£895 in

hardcover, £4 95 in paperback) This is

very much a work for the practical player

Basman avoids detailed theoretical

discussions and concentrates on show-
ing how the system stands up to the
pressure of tournament play His down-
to-earth approach is instructive, and the

results he has achieved prove that the

flexible handling of an irregular defence
can bnng dividends Here is an example
where a timid opponent hands Black the

initiative within half a dozen moves
White P. Walker; Black M. J. la—a. Kings
Indian Attack (Charlton 1980

)

1P.N4.P-R3, 2 Kt-KB3, P-M3
3P-KR3,P-94, 4P-X5.P-064
5 I -182, R-QB3; 6 0-0

It* would have been better to take action in the

centre with 6P 04 P x P 7 0 0 giving up a

pawn permanently if necessary

6 .. P-KKV4!, 7 P-63, P- MB
6 R-N4. P-KR4, 9 P-KB4, 6-KZ
10 R - R3, 6

1

Kt, IIPxO, R-63
Strategically the struggle is as good as over Blark
wilt occupy the key post at KB4 pick off material

at his leisure and finally bund up a decisive K side

attack

12 R-82, R- 64, 13 R-K3, Rx6P
14 0-K1, Rx6, 15 ftxKt, 6-02

16 P-Q3, R- K2; 17 6- K3, P-05
The opening of the long white diagonal will soon
settle matters

16 P x P, 6 - 63;

20 0-R3,PxP,
22 RxR, PxR;
240-R1, Q-66ck,
26 6- 61, 6-R4,
26 6-R2, P-B6;

19 R- 64, 0- 04
21 B-02, R-64
23K-62, P-65
25 X- XI, Ox OP
27 6-KB2.P-R6
29 ItetifM

. Solution next week

White to play How did the game finish’ Grade 3
(medium)

Ooletiao to 0802 (Poffclai- Rate, SlirllM, 1994).

(i6fc/45rp/403/3pN3/1piNpP2/4P1Pt/616X30/0 -
White to play.)The attack concluded 41
R - B8ch RxR 42 Q x Rch R-Ktl 43
Kt - Ktfich, K - Kt2 44 Kt-K6ch K x Kt 45
Q x Rch. K~B3.46R-R6ch, Resigns

PioW No 1230. Solution next week
M. Major (American Chess Bulletin, 1949)
(2K64/l/292N2/9r1/2N4/4fc100/9o1/1B6 - 6
•hfto MO; 3 Marie) White to play and mate in two

moves

SohXioe to No 1229 (NM. (ttlrt/fOI/lprt/

Iplhtfhl / 1P1k2N1 / 1P209Hunt 16X1119
-W taw-v jl ft -QB (threat 2 Kt - B3) (a) 1

ft - 03, 2 Q - 03, (t>) 1 R - B3, 2 Q - K4,

(0 1 B xR(Ql), 2 ft-03, (d) 1 B-B3.
K4

iTUttl. 1
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SPIN

-'SILENCE.
And then the cheer

...as Indu Puri of Union Bank
does it again.
Sparkling Performance a credit

to the Bank
We at Union Bank heartily congratulate
Indu Puri an Officer of the Bank, on her

momentous Triple Crown victory Winning
the Travancore Cup (the National Table

Tennis title for women) for the sixth time
-the last four in a row And also for her

triumph in the mixed doubles as well as the
women s doubles

A Champ at work
At her table of work as at her table of

sport Indu Puri has the ability to meet
challenges with success She like her other
colleagues m the Bank handles her tasks

with meticulous precision dedication
patience and a sureness of purpose the

qualities of a winner

It is winning qualities of people li‘ e her at

the Bank that help us to serve the society

with dedication For a better tomorrow

UNION BANK OF INDIA
(A Government of Indie Undertaking)

Union Bank Bhavan 239 Backbay Reclamation
Nariman Point Bombay 400 021
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THE SHAVING GRACE
Every day, day after day.
A man just can't get away
from the routine of shaving.

Which is why he needs a
saving grace in his shave —a
dash of freshness, a touch of
cologne.

That's the shaving grace —
the refreshing touch of
cologne in your shaving
cream.Exclusive to Godrej.
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ULetters to the Editor

Surprising

THE aiticle titled ‘The
awaid of contention

that appeared in the issue
of 2^ lebiuars was in

teiesting While Valsam
ma deseivedly had hei
name mentioned in the
toll oi honour it was sur
ptismg that such awards
v\lil not contened on
spoitsmen like Guihathan
Singh Randhawa Snram
Smgh and 1 C \ohunnan
Thev all lendeied veo
men’s sei vices to Indian
spot t

Ont of the disciplines
that has kt pt India almost
continualls supplied with
medals is tht shot put
event We nevu won the
gold in 19(>2 and 1974 but
apait tiom those two vcais
it was has alwavs been
\ ic ton toi us Bahadui
Singh who began with a
sihtr in 1974 touched
new heights n 1978 and
repeated it in 1982 with a
iccoid huiP 11 theie was
somt ont who dt sei ved the

awaid moie than anyone it

was him He has declaied
that he shall win again in

198b and no one in Asia
shall evoi t omt close to
his standaid Best wishes
to him*
K V \ NA h TH A

KRISHNAN
Ttndiidium

Rare feat

I
N the Kanji liophv final

of 1982 St both the wick
tt kttotis in the game
achie vt d tht tare felt of

being present on tht luld
on all tne da\s batting oi

keeping behind some*
time oi the othti Congia
tulations to the m*

S1U\ AKAN1
UPADHYWA

Bombay
1111 t xplanation that the
Kai nat ika skipper Brijesh
Patel gave after a dis

appointing fifth day of the
Rami final was beyond
reason He said that since
the\ had already won the
match by virtue of the first

innings It ad and were not
< onfidem of hitting the

luns m tht second innings,
thev did not go foi an
outright win Thus, deduc

mg from which, one can
conclude that it was not a
victors for Karnataka m
the truest sense If such
tactics are adopted a time
shall come when specta
tors shall think twice to
pay and watch

PRABHA
PADMANABHAN,

Bdmbay

Lbws again

WITH reference to the
letter by Mi Lqbal in

you? magazine dated 9
Eebiuary, I wish to state
the following instances
whtn decisions went
against the Indians

1) An lbw decision in

favour oi Zaheei Abbas in

the second Test
2) A debatable lbw deo

sion against Zaheer in the
thud Test

3) An lbw decision m
favoui of laved Miandad
off Sandhu’s bowling in

the fouith lest at Hyder
abad

4) An lbw decision
against Vengsaikat when
he was running a leg bye
at Faisalabad

S) lhe Vishwanath dis
missal at F aisalabad off a
no ball

6) The reluct incc with
rtgaid to no balling Sar
fiaz Nawaz

7) no lbw detisfon
against Madan Lai m tht
second innings of the thud
Test

1 hope Mr Tcjbal has
good look at the television
itplass before making
comments
SVDtiltR kl ]MAR DAS

Beihamput

Errors

WHILL going thtough
the issue of Spoit

swot Id dated 2* I ebiuarv
I dt ucted ccitain statistic

al cm mis On page 41 Kapil
Dev s tails oft wickets from
48 Tests was given as 187
This is wiong as bcfoie
tmbaiking on the trip to

the Canbbeans it was 189
Then on page 21 Mr
Keshava Murthy has given
Mohinder Amainath's
Pakistan tour tiguics as
six Tests, to innings twice
not out, S84 i uns, an aver
age of 64 88 It should
have read as six Tests, 10
innings, twice, not out, *584



Sharing a point of view

Rondom memories — life is full of them. Memories of happiness,
love, pride and fun. Moments that you just have to photograph.
They can happen any time. Be ready to click — they may not
happen again. Take a picture and keep it on record Later you
can share your memories. And relive the happy times.

fSOk

Indu Roll Film and Bromides
Capture the moment INDU,



tuns and an average of
7 $ 00 Also, Gavaskar’s
aveiage should read as
48 22 and not 47 11 T A
Sekhar sent 216 deliveries
in the two Tests that he
plaved and not 1% Later,
Mr Muithy says that Kapil
has so far bowled 9649
balls m Tests but the fi

gure should be 10,649
DR PARDEEP KHANNA,

Rohtak

Biased

I
MRAN KHAN’s report
mg on each Test match

between India and Pakis
tan used to be extremely
prejudiced and poor He,
unlike Botham and Gavas
kat , constantly praised his
own batsmen but whenpv
er an Indian did well it was
always teimed ‘lucky’ On
top of this, he overempha
sised the ‘very good job’
dom by the umpires In
tact, he went to the extent
ot clarifying each and ev
er\ ltg before decision
that went against India
Was it a guilty conscience
at work^

MANOJ SHARAN
Maithon Dam

Wanted action

THL remarkable lm
piovtments of Asian

athletes is a pointer that
spoits rntdicine needs to

bt utilised mote thorough
1\ and sponsored too It

must attract the attention
of the Central Sports
Mrnrstiv as a top prioritv

to improve out dwindling
stotk in the sporting
wot Id Hu real meaning ot

sports medicine has
eluded the planners »nd
edui atiomsts of ou* coun
try I he appioach towards
attaining the objective can
bt directed towards bettti
rr lining and teaching fact

litres at zonal levels
I he Indian Asso'iation

of Sports Medicine has
laid the problem open and
will continue to tendei all

assistance and co
nj>c ration towards the de
velopment of sports medi
tine lor the good* of the
athletes
DR ALOKL GHOSH

,

Hon\ Lite Pfevident
Indian Assoc of Spotts
Medu me

,

Ca/c utta

A tribute

LLT me take this oppor
tunity to pay a tribute

to three left arm spinners

ot this countiv for then
conti lbutions to the game
1 mn out of wotds for each
of them Rajinder Goel has
lent great service to crick
et and Hatvana, claiming
over 550 Ranji wickets
and still going strong It is

indeed sad to see him
being persistently side
lined for national selec
non It is hoped that he
shall gain a favourable
nod when the Pakis come
down in September Sure
ly, it Rakesh Shukla could
be given a try, Goel should
have been tested
The second bowler that

comes to mind is A Vijav
knshna A fine all tound
ei, he had io play under
the shadow of Pras and
Chandia Karnataka bene
filed greatly from his pre
sence and with the going
ot eveiv season he is seen
m better foim His innings
ot 71 m th# Ranji finals at

laipui cannot be ioigor
ten is also his six ioi 63
against tht West Indians
at Ahmtdabad in 1979

Jhc last name is that of

Rdghuiam Bhatt He may
not be m Bedi oi Doshi s

class but he is neveilhe
less a fence to leckon
with l lit lespec'ivt State
associations ot tht above
mentioned cricketers
should conit toiward with
cash aw aids ot Rs 50 000
toi them I lie. ii sc i vices
should not be allowed to

be toi^ottc n easily

KAMAL
KESARJ

(l omit i Vidarbha
R in fi Troph\

playei

)

Nagpur

Sensitively

partial

MR ANAM) s It tter in

tlu issut ot 2* l ebru
ai\ |

list shows how sen si

ti\tl\ paititl he is to

Gavaskai VU au not m
tcitsted in phi a st s like

‘thoiough gentleman , de
suing onlv a positive atti

tude and i Itadmgfrom
thetiont t xamj le The
last set its again list I ng
land at hom< was innecas

sanlv killed hv his

appioach As tai as his

batting genius is con

cerned the last l2 lest

matches T» at ht has play

ed have tttchcd onlv 1400

runs and tlnte centimes
Need I sav moie-*

6 PAR\ATH1
( aU uttta

Gifted away

KAPIL DEV belied the
hopes of the cricket

followet s of the country bv
gifting awav the fust Test
against the West Indies
One hopes that he shows
moie matuutv in the
games to follow and leads
the side in keeping with
his dvnamism m the field

A woid foi the gieat
Gavaskar His recent fai

luie should be excused as
he is the victim of cit

cumstances and human
psychology

PRAKASH CH
IAIN,

C alcuttta

It was disgusting to hear of
Kapil Dev mishandling the
bowltrs in the first Test
Instead of using left—arm
spinners he peisisted with
Venkar and himself, thus
enabling the West Indians
to get on top of the bowl
mg It has given enough
evidence that he is still

immature and his capabili
ties have been pushed
beyond proportions

ANSHUMAN
TIWARI,

New Delhi
IMRAN KHAN m a state
ment correctlv said that
taking away the captaincy
from Gavaskar was an
error He added that no
other captain would have
made any difference to the
result, influenced naiticu
larly by the poor fielding
b\ the Indians

ANIV
SRIVASTAXA

Rant hi

THE present circumst
ances I feel that it would
have been best to let a

specialist batsman hand**
the captaincy than a l> 'w
ler Thhe fear with a bow
lei is that he might jusr

oveibiwl himself and
thereby incur an undei
cunent ot dissatisfaction

amongst his colleagues
Moreovet preoccupation
with ms personal responsi
bilities on the field makes
it quite difficult toi him to

exercise tilt same in the
cut cal obscivation of de
tails which a batsman can

ROBIN KR
C HA ITOPADHYA,

Uttarpara

A MAN like Gavaskai,
who has brought fame to

Indian cricket and who has
rnanv records to his credit

should not have been de

nied the captaincy Every
one is anxiously waiting
for him to complete the
record of the highest num
ber of centuries In this

matter, the selectors
should have been more
careful Kapil, by way of
comparison, is merely a
novice

MOHONTO
PANGING

(And 18 Others),
Goalpara

Training

recommended

WHILE listening to the
running commentary

on cricket played between
the West Indies and India
it came to my mind that we
should send our commen
tators (English and Hindi)
abroad for training There
was no over—excite
ment—I repeat the woid
‘over’—m the vou es of
their commentators while
describing the proceed
mgs

K SRIN1VAS,

Madras

I
T is an accepted fact

that certain good qual
lties are often neglected
once money is introduced
m sport During the recent
few months India’s field

mg standards have gone
down appreciablv and has
often also cost us a crucial
match Our cricket author-
ities shall do well to design
a long term programme
and begin to maintain twa
teams of Test standard
Greater emphasis should
be laid on health, devotion
to the game, net pvactices
and the will to win Disci

I

pime m the more stricter

teim should be imbibed
tor better performances*

ASHOKE BANERJI,
Ranchi

Final Say

I
request the AIR (De

Ihi) to broadcast a brief
summaiy of the previous
day’s play every morning
when the Tests are being
played Tins will go a long
wav m reducing hyperten
sion and the overwork
mans give to their grey
calls, imagining what
might have happened till

the evenmgei arrives
SHYAMPRASAD

KARPURr,
Mysoi e

5



PANCHO BHATTACHARJI
’

*
»

1
AM a fun loving person and I
love the excitement, glamour

and the glory that are hiddefcro'N-
every corner of the ring. Roxiftg ~ ^
was a way of life to me or, should
I say, it was my religion. \ :

l grew up in Gindin in BeHar
district where life was rather *

tough. A few years later we
moved to KanchrapaTa,. little .

railway town where ii
started.

- v V'
‘

There was some sports ev&tt
oh and with it organised arwiv
iftg tournament. I wasfascmiad^
by the skill of all the faMsmro
starred collecting all the bcuring

.

pictures that use to jempeitt. 4n
the daily newspapers. Theywdfh. .

all there the Great Joe Zwtifo
Rocky Gra2iano. > v*
We had a neighbour next door,

an Anglo Indian family^ called
the Ensors. Looking backtmmy .

•.

past, I really must thank tiucle
Artie for infusing much boxing
interest in me. He was at- our
home one evening when he Saw
all my boxing pictures and took
me over and gave me his “Ring*
magazine collection which .fie

had begun in 1946. My unde also
told me stories about the great
fighters of the Forties. s V
Soon, every evening after ra-

turning from work he used to
walk to our house and train me.
The first trainer in my life^wgs
uncle Artie.

After finishing school ] came
to Calcutta for my college and
my unde introduced me to Bob,- /
Lai, the greatest fighter India
had produced till that time.
Bob took me under his wing

and trained me in his own gym at
,

Royd street. 1 had only a cm»le . v <

:

of fights as a junior and moved ;

into the senior class very -soon.

1 heat the champion of Ceylon,
Willie Vede Goda, rhe champion,
from Burma named Echo,, and
then overcame Kasinu Salto the
tough bantamweight from Fakts* . .

tan, I will always
these fights, *.

r„ . :
-

The most memorable moment r .

was the flight when 1 was sitting
v

the Fort William Stadium; 4

with' my trainer Cyril fiawwjflr
2 ''

.

while the Indian team, was thk*
ing -a real thrashing from the
Japanese boxers. And then ..the*

time came for. me to walk tp my : ,

-.corner.

onpohu's /?.

the Japanese ftyMeqght $$
moved, 1 da&red; J

; wftV,~
teriffic speed to -India ibk'&
onlyf victory
Soon it 1*4$ tijnetfr kv

team for" t$*;

Games. ty ;#m
weU known in India "TWO •&

Round M**#mdar* as mme
his opponents could' ‘ stiNdve
more thafc two rounds $
with him, •

‘ \ \ .ii'

When ttook hhp oa mjg taifr Sj

work and hty flashing left jab -S’

kept me out of trouble and fnriri- fj\

iy uftertweyery bard fougjit

round* l 'Dsis deciaradthe
mim .iVV-i
• Jn 1954 after vinniftf the
Western India Championship I
went to Kngiand. Ft was a.' frees-,

inftcold winter Right when 1 «iw
introduced; -to Jack Butns.'^n
famous pro%s&kma] bwdtafc *»• me-

ager of the';e*ohamp ;jappajlB

,Amei9otWjy

,

worW JIetw
; *'*”*?**

, Aapftedr
' chafni'
.. 6y-p



A champion’s
sad return
Now Ken Buchanan is back in the boxing ring to

pay off his debts, reports NOREEN TAYLOR

ROC would have given his
gumshield ioi the pot Kt n

Buell man fmmti woild hjitwu^ht
champion is plaun* it ten i c -ii

km is IS and lit is staging i

mnubitk In boxing terms that is

equivalent to a middle q.id woman
t iking up balk t in the hope she 11

win tnc kad m Swan I akt

ktn slmuldn t have to do it tin**

w n He should be sr mint hi dfei
shave commercials dune, boxing

cornim ntant s -not lighting foi i

t h« usand pounds m the Ilford Piluis

m show that is not tven recognised
bv tl» British Boxing Boaid o! Cun
l v ol

lhc Nation <1 Boxing Council is a

bit ikawav Sodv one that promises
the Ians \ due lor moniv

fust don t wiiit lu’hr clothing ii

\ou it in a un^sidt sear Iht blood
LOiS L\tt\\\lU It

It w is all ovei tht rifirei s dint
when ktn won the light in he

seventh round Twenty eight \ ear
>id Tohrmy Claydons eves rolled
back m his head Ken did a little jig

]m his taitan dressing gown and thev
phred Scotland the Brave ovei the
loudspeakcis
Tht M( a midget in cuban heeled

boots kept veiling We aie legal,

and wot is more we’ll pio e it
”

But in the dressing mom Ken is

still doing a mental jig He s so

txuted so lelieved it could almost
be Madison Square C»arden IT years

I ago whtn Amincan tans roared
themselves hoaise

I vt provfd that I’ve got some
thing I ve piovtd that I can still do

I it Didn tP I’m not sa\mg 1 m m the
c lass 1 once was but lean do it 1 can
do it idn t P
> ou want to pat the prubbv towel

coveting his head and make soothing
noises

His met looking girlfriend Lileen
Dohertv sa\s she was so nervous she
almost alt hei piogramme
On the side s of Ktn s shorts it says

Mai k and Karen 1 hat s mv kids,

but the marriage is over
Al»o on tht shorts it says Mist\’s

Nite Spot I work ihtic m 1dm
burgh as a carptntei and joinei

Tht v ve been that good with time off

for training But lixttn 1 want you to

gtt one thing straight 1 m not fight

mg cos Ini broke 1 haven t been
dunking oi gambling

llis father Ionunv who acts as one
of his >ttonds breaks m And lie s

never tvu had a cigarette m his

bit

I vc > ol this debt kin con
tmuis woids spilling out of hi*

mouth beiaust he is still high tiom
winning I was told tl at thete was
going t< bt a book m mv lift story

and that tlu si nal rights would be
sold to a ntwiprpti toi £17 000

Sol went >t r md bought mv si 11 a

pub spt m tht tor But nothing came'
of it Tlu\ haven t sold an\thing
And this is the onlv wav 1 can make
c nough mom v to pav bac k tht d< bt

‘1 know it should not be likt this

but I’m that sills that ias\ going I

ntvtt askidlot enough mom v Ncv
t r nad the light business head
')id ’t ri all} have anvone to look
aftci nit

Bui don t worn I m fit i nough to

tight M\ dad wouldn t let me in tht

ring if I wasn t I htaid ol one guv
who fought till hi was 4*5 Wh> not

me-'
Because at his age too man\ teal

blows could caust a cerebral
haemorrhage or woise have him a

brain damaged vtgetjble That is

whv the Boxing Board of Conti ol will

not grant him a licence
But Ken s not listening to the wisei

heads Not while tht men with cynic

al laces crowd round him m the
dressing room sa>mg ‘Kenny don’t
listen to them going on about vour
age You tan d< it Bloody brilliant

you were out there tonight Kenny ”

His little weary face lights up-—he
believes them



'Focus

MR MAHAJAN
IS NOTHING

BUT A DICTATOR
And, says former Indian hockey captain V. BHASKARAN, the IHF attitude is

that the officials must be happy and comfortable at all costs, while the players

and successive captains must remain dummies. This interview, given to

PARTAB RAMCHAND, was the first after Bhaskaran’s retirement

TAIKINC ; with \ BHASk\R\\
foi a couple ot hoius one ret s a

mutual panaioma ot both Indnw and
international hocke\ ovtrtht pc nod
1971 19H1 He is eruditt and flunk

Whether discussing the “dutato
ual" attitude of Mt Mahajan, oi the

events that led to his being chopped
from the South 7om team a \rai

altc t lu had been the captain ot the
Mitointus Indian team at the \fos

cow Ohmpics , oi even about the best
pla\eis he has seen , Bhaskai an
ob\ioiisl\ knows what he is talking
about 1 uid/i ot strong convictions
Bhaskaian spoke to Sportswoi Id tan
didh on xanous topics concerning
tht game \t 12 he is still fit and one

does get the tmpiession that he was
discarded too soon and most iin

laiih

SPORTSWORI1) Wh\ did \ou
announce >0111 retirement when \ou
obviously aie still fit and pood
enough to plav lor some moie time-*

V BHASKARAN V\ ell oik itason
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is that 1 wanted to make way for
youngsters. But chiefly, the reason
for my retirement is that I am fed up
with the current setup* in the Indian
Hockey Federation.
SW: Your differences of opinion

with the IHF are fairly well known.
Can you give some specific inst-

ances?
VB: Oh, there are so many. Where

do 1 start? (Pauses) Let me see now.
Let me begin with the manner in
which I was dropped after leading
the Indian team to victory at the
Moscow Olympics.
At the conclusion of the zonal

camp at Bangalore in June 1981
came the announcement that I was
not included in the South Zone team.
A man who led the country to victory
one year previously was not consi-
dered good enough to play for South
Zone.
On the face of it, the situation did

look incredible The reason given
was that l had become slow in the
last stages of a match, bur no evi-

dence was given to support this In
tact, both the coaches—Oanesh and
Charles—had said that I was one oi

the fastest men m the camp
1 was also among the fittest they

said, but it was obvious that there
was piessure on the coaches and

selectors to select certain players
and leave out others. By this time
Mahajan had become the IHF chief
and there was a strong anti-South
lobby in the Federation.
SW: But why were you singled out

for special treatment? Did you have
any confrontation with Mr Mahajan?
VB: It may sound incredible but to

this day we (Mr Mahajan and Bhas-
karanj have never met He has never
been close to the players. In fact, he
hardly ever even meets them.

I have an inkling that it was the
role I played during the series
against Russia in March 1981 that
might have been responsible for the
shabby treatment meted out to me
by the IHF and Mr Mahajan.
There were three tests against the

Soviet side at Jullundur, Ludhiana
and Meerut. In the first two Tests,
the Russians were given good accom-
modation in decent hotels while
eighteen ot us Indian players were
packed m two rooms.
As the captain, I took up the

matter with Harmik Singh, our coach
at Ludhiana and pleaded for better
facilities for the boys. Harmik ex-

pressed his helplessness.
I still remember that we saw a

deluxe bus leaving Ludhiana for De
Ihi after the second test, from where

we had to proceed to Meerut. Natur-
ally we thought it was for us and put

our luggage aboard. Imagine our
surprise when we were told that the

bus was for the Russians. while we
had to go by public bus.

We took the luggage out un-

assisted and put it on the public bus.

On this vehicle, which was an ordin*

ary bus, there were 15 seats allotted

to us, while the rest of the seats were
occupied by regular passengers.
The officials travelled by car and

went along with the deluxe bus car-

rying the Russians. When we
reached Delhi, there was no one to

receive us and curious passers-by
could hardly believe our plight. In

fact, some found it hard to believe
that we were the Indian team in the
midst of playing a test series. Finally

I personally arranged four cabs and
we reached Meerut.
There again, no arrangements

were made for us while everything
had been arranged for the Russians.
Thanks to a couple of hockev lovers,

we were billetted m various hotels

—

two or three in each place—late at

night. It is a wonder that we reached
the ground at three pm the next day.

My speaking out foi the welfare of

the boys must have reached the ears
of Mr Mahajan and l am convinced

The coaching methods used by the N1S people are outmoded. While other countries make
progress and come up with new systems and patterns, Indian hockey has stagnated because

our N1S coaches cling to old fashioned ideas

r



lhat he had something to do with mv
ouster thiee months later

SW Do you mean to say there was
virtually a conspiracy b\ Mr Maha-
jan and the IHF against you'
\B Ves I would even say that is

comet 1 was curbed at the zonal
level itself since thtv would have
been m a ticklish so nation hid i

gone for the inter zonal cham
pionship at New Delhi and done wt 11

Mr Mahaian is nothing hut a du la

toi The TUT attitude is thit the
ofticiiD must he happy and eomfoit
able at all costs and lhat the playeis
and the captains must remain dum
inns II you remember the same
thing happen! d to Surtit Singh tot

he too was unaliaid to spe ik out and
always 1 ought toi better f leililiesfor

the players lie was also «.<u kid
lot the Delhi 'Vsiad Meivyn I ei

nandes should have bten the i aprain
as he was ont of the senioi players
But instead /afar Iqbal who is a
dummy and a ves man w is named
captain
When I received the Ar juna Awaid

and the Padma Shri both within a
few month m 1981 Mi Mahaian was
ptt sent on both occasions He nt\ei
came forward to meet me or greet
me with a good wish or a kind word
Both the President Mr Sanjeeva
Reddv and the Prime Mimstei Mi >

Indira Gandhi spoke to me for a ft w
minutes
When such high dignitaries can

speak to me it is i calls incredible
that Mi Mahaian could not find time
to meet me Or possibly he wanted
me to search tor him m the uowd
and go foi ward to meet him Perhaps
the most astonishing news is that
wheteas I received cables of congra
tulations from associations dealing
with various other gamt s—like chess
and table tennis -I did not receive
any such cable fiom the IHI 1

SW So it was about this time that
you decided never to wear India
colouis again'
VB Ves even though I felt l was

still good enough In fact the Pakis
tan manage! went on record saying
that if 1 had plaved India would
ha\e entered the final of the Bombay
World Cup

f have plaved under the IHI admj
nistiations of both Mr MAM
Ramaswamy and Mi Ashwim Kurrai
Both at hast had the good of the

boys at heart Jhey kept in touch
with the boys and made enquiries
about oui welfare In tact

4 MAM
came frequently to our looms and
mingled with us informally But
the rt has bten no IHI president who
is >o distant from his players as Mi
Mahaian He only wants absolute
power

Right now with the serus of set

backs we have sutfeied in the intii

national aiena tht IHf executive
‘•hoit Id have taken action But it is a

dummy IHF that Mi Mahaian rules
So many ihmgs nted to be answered
lor example thert was a report
quoting an IHI souitt some time

back saying that the bovs who play
ed a senes of matches m Kuwait
prior to the Delhi Asiad weie given
R-. 6000 each I spoke to the hoys and
none of them had itetived the
amount
SW Vou made youi mtci national

debut in the second World Cup at
Amsterdam in 1971 What would you
say aie the mator changes in the
deiade since then
VB I he ont tn ijoi change that has

taken plact has been it ft etc cl by the
I uiopt ans with then 4 2 s 1 1 forma
tion m contrist to oui tiaduional
r
> * 2 1 formation It is negative hock
ey but at the samt wim it istutical
hockey moit dependent on speed
and powti rather than on skill But
the loxmition is both salt and fitxi

bit while the traditional toi matron is

mort ugid Then is also mote emph
asis on shoi t coi nc r coin c rsions than
evi i be line m the game
SW Going by the letord, we have
not fared well against the Fuiopean
teams, particularly West Germany
and Holland, while wc seem to have
a better record against Pakistan,
\iistraha and New Zealand
VB That is btcaust these thiee
count tics also play oui brand of

hockcv I lit ic is no doubt in im
nnnd that the 1 uropean form it ion is

todav far more effective than the

traditional formation All tight the
accent is mort on defence so wc
should ltirn how to defend Wt
should not only learn to counti r the

svsiern but frankly I think it is rum
tl at wt evi n adopted the 4 2 3 1 1

system
1 know it is hard to give up out

traditional style of play the one
which we have followed toi fittv in

sixty years It looks nice and pietty

but nowadays you don t win games
wirh it The it seems to be no use foi

copybook hockty any more
There is no point in our coaches

and administrators shouting thtm
selves hoai se lhat wt should not give
up oui tiadmotial style the tvle of

Dhvau C hand Roop Singh and K I)

Singh Rabu and others Ves, they
were git at players no doubt but
they never came up against the mod
ern system When we find that we
art repeatedly coming to gnef
against tht 1 uropean style of play it

is time wt t( n switched
The old sa inp is so true * If you

can t hek thtm iom them ’ The old
brand of hockey is dead The IHI
coaches tend to live in the past It is

time toi a change not only m the IHP
setup but also in our style of plav
l et me categoncallv state that India
will not be lble to defeat West
Germany oi Holland by sticking to

their 5 * 2 1 formation
SW What about the coaching the
players leceive’
\B Ves that is anothei pioblem
Ihe coaching methods used by the
NIS people are outmoded While
other countries make progress and
come up with new systems and pat
terns, oui coaches follow the same

stereotyped moves Indian hockey
has stagnated because our coaches at

the NIS cling to old fashioned ide as
They concentrate on basic skills

but these come to nought against
superior strategy and tactical play
especially against the I uropean
teams The skills that ait taught ate
so basic that it is really astonishing
VW playtrs have the basic skills

otherwise we won t he making it to

tht top What wc need ait advanced
skills 1 his our coaches ait unable to

impart to us tor tht simple reason
that thtv don t know the latest tech
mquts Many a time, the play. is

seem to know mote than the luatht s

SW But you do have former players
as coaches
VB Ves but to what era do they

belong' Thtv all plavtd hockty in

the I lltits ind Sixties but since then
the g uni h is changt d n nuu h T akt
tht seminar at tin just c mi lude cl

National it Mteiut No pit < nt pi iv

er w is called to give Ins vie ws Nni i

single pi im i among those who did

attend h id tht <. xpt i i* mi oi pi i\ in#,

on aslmhut My own opinion is th it

the st lection committee should m w
lomptist it Itasr thiet pla\tts who
have jilavcd on istrotuif •

SW While on the subject ol aslto

tuif, do you think it has changed the
game as much as the experts would
nave us behtve'

(VB Ves moiuitimlv It is dm >st

in entire J\ ntv bill g imc h doc i

mack i ht 11 of a dilftitnu On 1

natural #.i ass you c in itford to i< 1 ix I

for otm time bur on astiotuif you*,
hive to be more aleit ind much
f i>tcr

In a sMf nty minute game you
have to pit part yourself a> vou
would if it were a runt tv mnutt
game It it illy saps vour tntg\ st

be ing fit is al o \t t\ impoitant V ou
hjM to be veiv strong pnntulaily
on vom kgs

Astroturf tncouiagts duett hock
|

c’ and not oui kind oi short square
passe s It encourages speed and pow *

t r and t hus suits the 1 ui opean game .

Holland and Germany foi example •

are so fast m the fir >r twenty minutes
that we frequently art two oi three
goals down With our system that is

loaded nr favour of the attack the

detente is left totally vulnerable
Then with then 42*11 ioima

tion they are content to defend
while we art unable to scoie What
beats me is the fact that time and
again this has happened and nothing
has been done to avoid it If you
observe the results, our defeats at

the hands ol Holland and West Gei
many have nearly always been bv
massive margins
SW But how come Pakistan seem to

fare better on astroturf than we do,

in spite of playing traditional
hockey’
VB Thar is because they play more
frequently against foreign sides then
we do If vou notice, they go to

Europe frequently in preparation foi

the Olympics and othei international

10



, A report quoting an IHF source said that the boys who played a series of matches in Kuwait
I prior to the Delhi Asiad were given Rs 6000 each. I spoke to the boys and none of them had
i received the amount

meets while wc make mp k to Russia
Australia and \t w Zealand
When thev limit Hams they

|
make suit they mutt Holland and

I

Wt >1 Gei mans lht\ also hi nip a lot

of \uleo molding of thtn owi*
games against tin si nation', and
1 1 at e then niistidis and 1 e e t its

them
Moienut Pakistan enjoy a ilose

• it latmnsbip with tht I1IH and ai

o

' able to get things done Tht 1HI lias

a v ei v poor n pntation in the e s ot

I

the 1 IH Mi Mahajan who is tan

pie side tit w is not e\(n cm the lit I

j

eomnutrte It pay* to be dost to the
woild body and evtn m tins siniplt

task ot public relatims we au
lacking

It Pakistan can conduct the ( ham
pions ( up why can't we ' fhi IH1 it

it is serious about the game can hold
an international evi nt b\ inviting

the six t r'p hockey playing nations
Sponsorship should not be haul to

tome by and the\ can be sure ol

Government backing il they name
tie event the Sanjav Gandhi Memo
lial tup But will tlie\ do it

^

SW: You have had a faith long
i international career Whom would
1 you say were the best palavers you

I
came acioss both in India and

I abroad?
VB Well, the best forwaids I have
encounteied virould bi Australia’s
Charlcswoith and Pakistan’s Samuil
lah lhe best half baiks would be
Akhtai Rasool (Pakistan) and Ties
Ki uize (Holland ) I he best full bac ks
would be Germany’s Michael Petei
and Pakistan's Munawai The best

goalkeeper would be Sikking of Hoi
land Among the Indians, the best m
the forwaid line would be Govinda
and Ashok Kumar while Autpal and
Krishnamurthy were the best half

Imeis Sui]ir and Kindo weie the
pick among the full hacks while
Mian Sihotield and teduc Peireua
weie tin best goalkeepers
SW Would >ou advocate an\ change
ol pattern for the Nationals?
vB Ceitamh In ns piesent toimat
it s<t\e little pm pose There aic so

main lopsided matches and teams
sometimes olav just one match, lose

10 0 ot M0 and have u go back
horn*

II. fact I have had many players
timn weak teams eonnng up to me
and saving “Please don't score mam
go ils against us ” It is really pathe
tit What c ould possibly be a solution

is »o have two Nationals, one tor

wt ik teams and the other toi strong

ti jins I believe they have something
like that in chess -Nationa

4

A” ant!
4B Iht one tor weak teams could be
held about three months befoie the

other nationals

I he top two teams could be prom
J

cited to the senior nationals which
will be contested by ten or twelve of I

tht sti ongest teams Divided into

uthei two or tour pools it could

mean a lot of keen matches and the

standard of competition would be

very high I he selectors, then, will

watch only the best talen* available

in the country
In its piesent format it is also

taxing foi one association Hosting

11 te uns in one < itv for two 01 three

weeks is not an easy ta*k Here I

must say that the Meerut National

was p if haps the best organised
among *he sixteen 1 nave taken patt

in In this connection I must say that

the Nationals must be held only on
asti oturf

SW: Do you have a players* associa-

tion in hockey?
VB: We tried to form an association

during the Madurai Nationals in

1977 but theie was hatdly anv m
volvemeni None oi the plaveis
seemed to be interested in fighting
foi bettei facilities and they did not
seem to be bothered, but we certain
lv eould do with a stiong players’
association
SW- After you led the Indian team to
the gold medal at the Moscow Olym-
pics, you were promised many things
b> many governments. Have you got
all that was promised?
VB* Well, tht lamil Nadu Govern
merit pipmistd int a house and 1

musr sa\ rhe\ vne veiy swift m
giving it to me It is a lovely thioe
room independent house in Besanf
Nagai, one ot the best aieas m the
tnv lhe MGR Government also
gave me Rs l

r»,000 as a cash prize
But the Bihat, UP and MP Govern
ments who each made offers of Rs
2,000 to every plavei have rtcvti

gi\ n the amount to anyone, as far as
I ’ia^w oeen able ro find out At anv
rate I nevei leceived the award
SW What are your future plans?
VB: I have been with the Southern
Railway since 1974 and I must say
here that my employ eis have treated
me very well all through mv playing
caieei I hey have given me seveial
piomotions and alter Moscow J was
made an assistant peisonntl office!

m charge of sport" But I would like
to go into some sort of business i

might be starting a sports goods
business in December ihis year Let’s
see how things work out
SW: It is an open secret that you and
badminton star Kanwal Thakur
Singh arc getting married. When is

the big day?
VB: Yes, ve shall get mained latei
this year, possibly befoie l stait my
business



Evolving a national

hockey policy
ASHOK KAMATH reports on the two-day
seminar that was held in Meerut recently

SOMEWHERE along the line the
big noises in the Indian Hockey

Federation suddenly decide to go on
a soul searching hinge. Very pro-
found questions like, "What ails In-

dian hockey? 99

; *What should we do
so improve the standard of Indian
hockey?*9; "Do we need a national
Coaching policy for the game in this
country? 99

; "what is it that we lack
that others have?*9 etcetera ,

etcetera. What is the fallout when
this happens? A two-day seminar
involving former Olympians, a few
technical experts, and a representa-
tive of the media thrown iti for good
measure.

Along the stalwarts who spoke at
the symposium organised by the Dis-
trict Sports Association, Meerut, on
behalfof the Indian Hockey Federa-
tion on March 12 and 13 (the last two
days of the National hockey cham-
pionship for the Rangaswamy Cup)
were ex-Olympians Capt. Balbir
Singh, Jhaman Lai Sharma, Gurbux
Singh, Balkishen Singh , Harmik
Singh, R.S. Bhola, coach-umpires
like V.V. Naidu, Gian Singh, Narwar

-

ia, and Katare. At the end of the
deliberations a five-man committee
comprising Messrs R.S. Bhola, Har-
mik Singh, V.V. Naidu, Gian Singh
and Jhaman Lai Sharma was consti-

tuted to draft a national hockey
policy “within one week. 99

Following are some of the observa-
tions made at the seminar:

"Change format of

National meet 99

Captain Balbir Singh: One of the
first points that 1 want to make clear
is that we should desist from the
policy of infusing new blood purely
for. the sake of doing so. Fitness, not
age, alone should be the criteria for

selection of players for the Indian
team.
Having been with the Indian team

for the Delhi Asian Games and the
Esanda International Championship
in Melbourne, 1 can tell you that
some of the boys who came to the
national camps lacked some of the
basic skills of the game: you'll be
surprised by this but this is true.

Which is wny I believe that we
should lay great emphasis in impart-
ing coaching at the sub-junior,
junior, district and university level
instead of doing so only after a
player comes into national reckon-
ing. Our coaching policy should en-
sure that there is better coordination
between the National Institutes of
Sports and the various State associa-

tions.

Hie present format of the national
championship needs to be changed.
We have such one-sided matches in

the cluster league stage that it be-
comes very demoralising for weak
teams and the strong ones become
complacent.
Apart from it being too unwieldly.

in its present format the national
tends to be a heavy strain on the
organisers financially. The system 1

have in mind is one involving com-
petitions at three levels. The nation-
al

4A’ championship should comprise
the top six teams, the national 4

B’
could nave the second top six teams
and the national 4

C’ could comprise
the rest. The three meets could be
held at three separate venues. This
way, the matches will be better con-
tested and you won't have a team
like, say, Kerala going down to the
Railwavs by 13 goals.

Another point that should figure in

our national hockey policy is about
the use of audio-visual aids in train-

ing. The video age has arrived and
video films have come to form an
integral part of training abroad. In
Melbourne last December we had to

use the equipment of the Australian
team that was lodged pne floor above
us. I suggest that we must carry our
own equipment when we play
tournaments abroad.
The astro-turf and allied synthetic

surfaces have come to stay whether
we like it or not. And the astro is the
true test for an international player.
Unless our boys get to play more on
it, we will continue to throw up
players who flatter on natural grass

I at home and deceive when it comes

|

to playing an international tourna-
ment on the artificial surface.

I’d like to make it clear that we are
not producing goalkeepers of the
kind we were until a few years ago.
And since success in modern clay

hockey revolves almost up to 70 per
cent around the goalkeeper, what
with penalty comers and penalty
strokes being so vital, our weakness
in the department of goalkeeping
deserves immediate rectification.

Among other recommendations that
I’d like to make is one of selecting
one player who could effectively

function as an all rounder, playing in

more than one position.
And as for the playing system on

the field proper, it must be said that
since every formation has its own
advantages and disadvantages, what
is suitable will depend on: a) the
individuals a coach has at hand and

b) the weaknesses and strengths of
the opposition vis-a-vis our own* Pd
stick to the 5-3-2 system because it

gives room for improvisation*

uAdopt and adapt

”

Balkishen Singh: It is amazing how
i

the entire nation gets worked up
every time our national hockey team
loses in an international tournament.
Who says hockey is dead in this

country? By painting a gloomy pic-

ture you are only going to further
demoralise our players and eventual-
ly 'kill hockey. And why do people
talk about importing coacnes as
though our own coaches are not good
enough? Let’s not forget that over
the last two years we have beaten all

the top hockey playing nations in the
world. What should occupy our
attention is not so much the so-called
bad performances but our inconsis-

tent performances.
Having said that let me tell you

that one of the biggest problems our
players face is the relative lack of
competitive experience. In Austra-
lia, for example, there is a competi-
tion for under eight-year-olds. And
by the time a player gets to play for

his country he has had at least 14 to

15 years of competitive hockey. In
our country a guy gets less than half
that many years of competitive hock-
ey before he finds himself playing
for his country. And let me remind
you that there’s nothing so fruitful in

the pursuit of excellence as competi-
tion. And competition is a great
incentive to do better. Without it, all

your training and coaching can mean
very little.

And to compare our system with
that of the Australians further, you'd
be quite surprised to know that a
10-year-old there can confidently tell

you about the system his team is

following, strategy and things like

that. This is not something that can
be said of our boys. The point is that
apart from being 'caught young’, the
Australians believe in 'educating
them young’ m hockey.
And talking of systems, I feel that

there can be no rigid formation than
can be laid out in our coaching
policy’ The point is, the coach has to
first select nis players and then de-
cide on whjph system is best suited.

In other words it is the kind of 'raw
material’ that comes first and then
the formation, tactics etc., that have
to be adopted. And it should be
remembered that the system willi

have to change from match to match
and maybe even during a match.
Depending on the state of a match, 1

the function of one or two players
may have to be changed. So there
can be no such rigid policy as a 5-3-2

or a 4-4-2 or a 4-2-4 to be adopted.
Another important point that I

have to make is that since the mana-
ger and the coach of a team are the
most important people with regard
to planning, give them a totally free

hand to do what they think;
There should be no



ia ceptre-torward Uurcnaran Singh heats M.h custodian Uinoeyai to score a goat tor ms team in me Meerut Nationals

their job and they can be made
accountable at the end of their

terms.
Finally, need I say that seminars

such as this will be of no use, indeed,
they would be a waste, if there is no
follow up action on the recommenda-
tions.

“Lqs Angeles 984 should be

immediate goal99

Gurbux Singh: The thrust of our

immediate efforts should be directed

towards the 1984 Los Angeles
Games. The Indian Hockey Federa-
tion must immediately appoint the

coach and the manager for the Los
Angeles campaign. And after they
are given their brief, they should be
left alone. Let them draw up the

training schedules and things like

that.

The astro-turf has wrought many
changes. I would go to the extent of

saying that the artificial surface has

changed the complexion of the game
to such an extent that those who do
not accept this fact are living in a

fool's paradise. When the world
champion Pakistan is undertaking
exerases in rethinking on their play-

ing system, there is no reason why
we should not be doing so.

We are already six years behind
most other nations vis-a-vis the astro-

turf. We have no more time to lose. 1

think that it is a matter of great

shame that a premier hockey tourna-

ment like the Nehru Cup in New
Delhi could not be held on the astro-

turf at the National Stadium because
the charges were not within the

reach of the organisers. I am of the

opinion that the national cham-

pionships, senior, junior and sub-

junior, apart from some of the A
grade tournaments like the Nehru
Cup should be held on the astro turf

for the next couple of years. I suggest
that the IHF should forego the Rs
50,000 it gets as guarantee money, if

needed, to ensure that the National
Stadium is used.

As for the playing system that we
should adopt in the future, one
observation that I would like to

make in favour of the need for

change is that in the good old days
when we played 5-3-2, the pressure

on the inner forwards was not so

acute as it is these days. Fd therefore

like to see one of the forwards play

as a withdrawn forward. My system
will therefore be 4Vi-3 1/2-2, with the

half referring to the player who

j

doubles in as a halfliner and a for-

I ward. Rick Charlesworth has per-

formed this role for Australia with a

great deal of success.

There are some very obvious de-

fects that I have noticed with our
teams these days: our full backs tend

to play parallel, the importance of

man-to-man marking is not realised

when it comes to actual play and our
goalkeepers are yet to develop abil-

ity to slide when needed. And be-

cause our full backs play parallel,

times without number they have
been beaten by the overhead ball

that the Europeans have perfected

to the level of a fine art.

Among the other recommenda-
tions that 1 have to make is the

acquisition of video equipment for

training our national teams and the

sending of a doctor-cum-manager

with our teams abroad. This is more

'

important than it may seem super*
'

ficially and I hope the IHF considers
these points seriously.

At a larger level, the standard Of
umpiring in this country has to ini* <

prove if our hockey has to improve.

;

And as an active umpire myself, let

me make it clear that 1 am not
putting myself on a pedestal and
condemning my fellow umpires but/
there has to be a certain amount of
consistency in manner in which we
intrepret rules. We should* have
many more clinics for umpires and
our Umpires should be sent abroad *

more frequently if there has to be a
perceptible improvement in stan-
dards. And catch-them-young is a"
credo that should not apply only to
players but umpires too.

A word about the role of the
media. I am of the firm belief that,
the step-motherly, low priority treat-
ment meted out to hockey has in no
mean way contributed to hockey
ceasing to be our national sport for
all practical purposes. If there has to
be a resurgence in the game of :

hockey in this country, the media has/!
a very big role to play.

And finally, I request the IHF to ?

seriously explore the possibility of*,

getting a lot more sponsorship for
the game in this country. Spo&<

‘

sorship is very much a part of mod* !

ern day sport and is vital for the

'

health of any game.

Next week: The views of Harxgik
Singh, Jhaman Lai Sharma and lt&t
Bhola.



ON THE LOOKOUT
FOR RECOGNITION

GEORGE K. GEORGEpoints out that American athletes, deprived of
participation at the Moscow Olympics of 1980, are eager to prove

their worth at the Los Angeles Olympics nextyear.

ARE the successors of Jesse
Owens, Ralph Boston and Wilma

Rudolph ready to beat the Russians
and East Germans at the Los Angeles
Olympics next year? If the last major
meets of the United States indoor
track and field season are any indica-
tion, they are not. All the same, a few
of the present national champions
will thrill the world with glimpses of
the past glory of American athletics.

The Millrose Games held at Madi-
son Square Garden, New York on the
last Friday of January, the U.S.A/
Mobil Indoor Track and Field Cham-
pionships of the same venue on
February 25, and the Vitalis Olympic
Invitational at Meadowlands a few
miles away, on February 27 provide
the latest progress report as far as
American track and field events are
concerned.

In the first week of July last year,
the Americans had competed with
the Russians at Indianapolis and lost

207 to 167 on total points. Almost
half the leading American athletes
were absent as most of them were
touring Europe to participate in
different meets.
A week later, the U.S. team com-

peted against the East Germans at
Karl-Marx-Stadt in East Germany.
The points tally was 120 1/2 to 102
1/2 in favour of the American men,
and 105 to 52 in favour of the East
German women. Two weeks before
that, the West Germans had beaten
the Russians, mainly on the strength

the finish of the 100 metres for men(befow) an

of their women’s team.
The picture remains practically

the same this year. The U.S. has a
fairly strong men’s team, especially
in the track items. Yet, the most
impressive performances in the last

meets of the season came from Gam-
mon Coghlan, an Irishman settled in
the U.S. for several years.
At the Vitalis meet, he broke his

own two-year-old record in the in-

door mile. He ran the distance in

3:49.74, becoming the first man to
cover the indoor mile in less than 3
minutes and 50 seconds. His main
rival was the best U.S. one miler,
Steve Scott. But Coghlan and runner
up Ray Flynn will be representing
Ireland, not the U.S. at Los Angeles.
America’s most sensational

athlete, a 6 feet 2 inchs collegian
Carl Lewis (21) from Santa Monica
Track Club, in California, won the
long iump event at all three meets.
He also won the 60 metres sprint at
the USA/Mobil meet, achieving a
double that no American has been
able to achieve since 1945. His
attempt to bag another double at the
Vitalis meet was not successful as he
finished second in the 55 metres.
He was called twice for false starts

and almost faced elimination, but his
appeal on the first start was upheld
and he was allowed to compete. A
slower than usual start resulted, and
veteran star Huston McTear forged
ahead to finish first. Lewis’ main
rival, Ray Brown, finished third. At

the Millrose Games, Lewis had not
attempted the 60-metre sprint which
Brown had won.
Lewis was unable to break his own

records in these meets. He has the
second best jump m history to his
credit. Only Bob Beamon has jumped
a longer distance and that was at the
higher altitude of Mexico. Lewis
holds the U.S. and world records for
the indoor long jump (28 feet 1 inch).
His sister is the national champion in
the women’s long jump. There is

something very special about the
attitude and approach of this young
man to sports. He is highly competi-
tive, but is endowed with a remark-
able sporting spirit. His dedication
and concentration are exemplary,
even for older athletes.

Mary Deckei Tabb, who has been
injured since the Millrose Games, is

the current world record-holder in
the 3,000 metres for women. She
finished way ahead of the other
contenders at the Millrose, once
again proving that her main uval is

the clock. Even national mile cham-
pion Joan Benoit has been unable to
come anywhere near her world re-

cord of 8:47.03, established in Febru-
ary 1982.
Ray Sharp missed the opportunity

of establishing a third world record
in the period of one month as he was
disqualified at the Vitalis meet,
where he also finished the 1,500
metre walk in record time. But he
created world records at the Millrose

and women (opposite page) at the Moscow Ofympics^Look out for the Americans at the next Games



and Mobil meets in the one mile and
two mile walk respectively
Stephanie Hightower, who has

been dominating the 60 metre hur-
dles at meets afl over the world m
the past couple of >ears t eat da
new world mdoot record of 7 36 at
the Mobil meet She also took the
title at the other two-meets

In the men’s division, Greg Foster
(26), who has been toiling m the
shadow of Renabldo Nehemiah, won
this event in all three meets without
any improvement on the world re
cord Nehemiah, who had become a

C
rofessional football player, has
een fighting for his amateur status
m athletics His efforts to enter the
Millrose Games were thwarted by
the International Amateui Athletic
Federation Foster, who has the
second best timing m the event so
far, is also working for his gold at Los
Angeles
Evelyn Ashford has been attract

mg worldwide attention in 60 metre
sprints in recent months She holds
the Ameucan and world indoor re
cord of 6 54, which she set at the
Mobil meet last year She did not
participate at the Millrose Games
this year and in her absence the title

went to Alice Brown
But she won the meet easily,

in spite of tough competition from
Chandra Cheesborough Then came
the upset at the Vitalis meet, as

Chandra beat her m the 55 metre
dash, capitalising a quick start In

spite of this setback Ashford re
mams the top contender in the item,
even m the meets in Europe, and is

considered a major medal prospect
at the Olympics
The U S has top contenders m the

men’s 500 metres Eugene Sandeis
and Fred Soweiby Sanders won the
600 metres at Mobil and 500 metres
at Vitalis beating Sowerby, who had
earlier claimed the Millrose 500 ti

tie Sowerby’s 500 metre timing is

only 00 41 seconds away from the
world record
The men’s 5,000 metres has also

become a hotly contested item in

recent meets Current American in

door record holder Doug Padilla and
world famous marathon runner
Alberto Salazar have been building
up the rivalry since last year’s MU
lrose, which the former won He won
this year's Mobil title m Salazar’s

absence At the Vitalis meet both
men met for the first time this season
and Pedilla managed to hold off

Salazar’s challenge in the final

seconds to register a convincing win
But on one of his many better days,

Salazar could certainly beat Padilla

Canadian Billy Olson, who lives in

the U S and represents the Pacific
Coast Club dominates the pole vault
On February 4, he established a
world record of 19 feet and 1/4 inch
m Toronto He has tried to break it

m the three above mentioned meets,
without much success The next two
finishers m these meets have been
Dtw £i$4ey «n4 Earl Bell, who repre-

sent the same club

None of the high jumpers at pre
sent has been able to get close Vladi
mir Yashchenko’s hign jump record
of 7 teet and 8 1/2 inches The main
contendeis m the recent meets have
been veteran Dwight Stones and
Fresno State University’s Tyke
Peacock At the Vitalis meet,
Peacock leaped 7 feet and 4 1/2

inches, three and a quarter inches
behind the American record

In the women’s long jump Carol
Lewis, the 19 year old sister of Carl
Lewis set a national record at the
Mobil meet The University of Hous
ton student broke the record of 21
feet and 4 3/4 inches, shared by
Martha Watson (1973) and Kathy
McMillan (1976) Carol’s record is 21

feet and 5 1/4 inches and she took

the title m the other two meets as

well
Carol and Carl have been working

as a team at every meet m which
they participate One can see them
constantly consulting and supporting

each other Carl sets up the runway
for her brother and cheers wildly for

him Though she is away from the

world record by ja foot and 3 1/4

inches, Carol Lewis is bound to be a

major contender at Los Angeles
Mark Belger won the 1,000 metres

at the Mobil and Vitalis meets, mark
ing a great comeback He is still at

least two seconds away from the

world record, but his progress this

season has been so promising that he
could turn out to be a force to reckon
with in the near future The former
Villanova University star has set his

eyes on the 800 metres in the Olym-
pics At the Vitalis meet he did not

compete in the 800 metres and his
main rival m the 1,000 metres, Sam
Kosekei of Kenya, has elected to run
the 800 at LA The previous year’s
winner lames Robinson upset
Kosekei in a photofinish, after trail*

mg way behind till the last tet|

seconds
The meets also highlighted the

potential of two young high school
athletes who are likely to become
household words m American and
world athletics Mike Stahr of Car-
mel High School, New York who
competes in the high school mile or
1,000 metres, gave a very impressive
timing of 4 minutes and 10 98
seconds Clinton Davis, a high school
quarter miler from Homestead,
Pennsylvania, ran the 400 metres m
47 46 seconds, also in the Millrose
Games lhat timing was faster than
that achieved by either Walter
McCoy or Bert Cameron, two world
class sprinters in the men’s section
Generous sponsorship by sporting

goods manufacturers like Adidps
and Nike have given us athletes
considerable financial security With
that has come a resurgenoe of U S
track and field which had been going
through a lean period till last year
The American boycott of the Moscow
Olympics was disastrous for most
athletes, many of whom turned pro
fessional in despair Fortunately for
the American athletes, the next
Olympics is m their homeland
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field hopes, especially the women,
are way behind their Russian and
East German counterparts, but come
the summet of 1984, they will be a
lot closer
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CAMEROON vs ROMANIA
The promise that the Cameroo-

nians had shown in their first match
was belied in their second match.
The Romanians, the second youngest
side after China, were better coor-
dinated and varied their style of play
enough to earn a 3-1 victory, thus
completing their first-leg fixtures
with a clean slate.

The Romanian forte was its wing-
back play. In addition, they had the
ability to vary the pattern and pace

of the game. These two factors com-
bined to put the Cameroonians com-
pletely out of gear, particularly since
the west Africans did not have a
good, compact defence. Time and
again, a Cameroon raid would only
result in a swift counter-attack that
would catch the defence in complete
disarray. Twice in the first session,
Cojocarion scored, once seizing the
ball off a faulty clearance and send-
ing a thunderous volley and then
completing a combined move with a
well-placed header. But, on both

occasions, it was the goalkeeper
N’kono who was at fault. He wasn’t a
patch of the number one custodian
who played in the first match, Son-
goo (the last ‘O’ not pronounced).
Songoo played a lot like world cup-
per N’kono, who was one of the most
outstanding goalkeepers in the Spain
extravaganza. Songoo came on in the
second session, but he couldn’t pre-
vent a self-goal by defender Lekane, •

who, in trying to make a clearance,
spun the ball into his own goal. This
goal 'seemed to wake the Cameroo-
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A tense moment in the Italian penalty area

mans up and thev reduced the mai
gin through a penalty convened bv
Lekane himself They missed two
opportunities of scoring, both times
seeing the ball cleat ed bv a defender
fiom the goalline
But the match will be remembered

for the rough play that Cameroon
indulged in There were gaping
wounds on five players in the Roma
man ranks, all caused by the long

studded Cameroonian boots Refeiee
Sudhin Chatterjee did well to keep
the situation under conti ol but he
had to book six players, four Roma
mans and two Cameroonians, to play

the match to a finish

IRAN vs ROMANIA

THE second leg league encountei
between Iran and Romania

proved more absorbing than the
first, which had ended in the latter

winning by the odd goal in three
Iran was understandably more
aggressive in the second match be
cause it needed to salvage at least

one point to keep in the race for a
semi final berth Cameroon, the
othei team in this group, had snatch
ed a point from Iran in their first

encounter
The Iranians concentrated on

building up midfield superiority,
from wnere they could launch fre

quent raids They did so from the
opening minutes of the match and
succeeded m scoring in the 20th
minute through centre forward Mor
team Yekeh They could have in

creased the lead, but for some brave
goa&eepmg by Romania’s Dohot Be*

none But the Iranians could noi
keen the Romanians out and they
lestored parity midway through the
second session, thiough Tirnoveanu
Dan

Ultimately, the match ended in a
draw, a fair result considering the
fact that both teams put up resolute
defence walls It was essentially a

defence oriented game, with Roma
ma trying to earn ]ust one point,
which was enough to see them
through to the j»enn finals

CAMEROON vs IRAN
The second match between these

two teams proved to be better than
the first encounter Both sides tried

C B Thapa in action in front of the Italian goalmouth



to play dean football—although -

lapsing into uncontrollable jand un-
fair rough play now and again—and
generaly tried to outwit each other
through, clean tactics. Cameroon, in
particular, played very well and
could well have sealed the match in

their favour early in the first session.

But their lack of effective strikers of
the ball was all too evident from the
start. The Iranians, on the other
hand, missed some easy chances of
scoring, despite the much fewer
raids that they conducted.

Iran’s forte was the short, sharp
and swift midfield exchanges which
helped them build quick counter-
attacks. But their forwards missed
several chances. And, although they
managed to contain the Cameroon
forwards sometimes, they really had
no answer to the deep flank thrusts
that the Cameroonians launched
time and again. The latter’s superior
ball control was an added advantage.
But all of it came to nought as
neither side could score. The goal-
less draw gave Iran an edge as they
had already collected three points
from their full four engagements and
that left Cameroon to score an out-
right victory over Romania in order
to make it to the last-four stage.
Indian referee j.P. Coutinho cut a

sorry figure. He has been doing so
with a fair amount of regularity
whether in national or international
tournaments, but is still being per-
sisted with. In the closing stages of
the match, an angular lob saw Came-
roon custodian Songoo jump high to

collect. An Iranian forward dashed
into him and then fell inside the
goal. For a few seconds, Songoo
stood threateningly over him. But as
he stepped over, the Iranian jumped
up and tried to strangle him. He then
punched the Cameroonian goalkeep-
er in the face. But Coutinho, who was
watching the affair, just waved play
on. Any referee worth his salt would
have shown the Iranian the red card
for taking the law into his own
hands. But not Coutinho. He was just
eager to blow the final whistle. A
referee without guts and a sense of
fair play should not find a place in

any important tournament. But then,
the Indian scene is different.

HMN » CAMEROON

THE Iranians had lost narrowly to

the young Romanian side in the
opening match of the second Nehru
Cup and Cameroon had come with
the great reputation earned by their

World Cup squad which so narrowly
failed to top Italy in their prelimin-
ery league engagements in Spain.
One member of that Cameroon side

was in the team that played Iran. But
this match was dominated by the
Iranians, particularly in the first ses-

sion when they missed at least three
easy chances of scoring.

The Iranians were combining much
better than they. did against Roma
nia. Their angular long passes helped
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An aerial tussle between indie s Monoranjan Bhattacharya and Romitr Alfio of Italy

them make deep inroads into the
Cameroon area. Their on-the-ball
speed was also better than their
opponents.
The Cameroonians, on the other

hand, delighted the spectators with
their superb ball control. They wove
intricate patterns in small areas with
deft body feints and brilliant drib-

bling. But their marksmanship was so
poor that on three occasions shots
intended for goal swerved out of play
over the touchline: This failing was
evident from the beginning, but be-

came more glaring in the second
session, when they saw much more of
the ball.

The result was a draw, which gave
both teams their first point in this

group. There being only three teams,
a double-leg league had been devised
to determine which teams would
qualify for the semi-finals.

gjQgP ^
CHINA vs HUNGARY
China had sent a junior side for this

tournament, intending to use Cochin
as the base for its squad for the
World Youth Championship. The
boys worked hard and beat a profes-

sional unit from Hungary 2-0, both
goals coming late in the second ses-

sion when the Hungarians were pre-

paring to go home with a poipt.

The key to the





Cameroon’s Domche launches an attack on the Romanian goal

and forwards. They played a largely
short-passing game with more than
six men engaged in attack every
time. But they found the Hungarian
defence difficult to beat, principally
because their zonal marking did not
leave any gaps. With just seven mi-
nutes of the game left, the Chinese

l
changed their tactics. They initiated
a two-man attack from deep inside
their own territory. The Hungarians
were caught completely off guard as
Li Huajun capped his move with
Zhong Yunyue with a deft tap past a
helpless goalkeeper. One minute be-
fore the final whistle, Li Huajun
caught the Hungarians flat-footed

again as he dribbled past two defen-
; ders to score from an acute angle.

The Hungarians were playing a
short-passing game which was taken
care of by the Chinese who marked
man to man so closely that their
opponents had no room in which to
manoeuvre. Only in patches they
tried long diagonal passes, which put

5
a lot of pressure on the Chinese
defence, but these efforts were not
sustained enough to crack the de-
fence open.

HUNGARY vs ITALY

The Hungarians, who were very
unimpressive in their first encounter
with China, proved that their players

were professionals in the true sense
of the term when they took stock of
the Italian team, assessed their
strong and weak points and then won
comfortably 3-1 to get well placed for
a semi-final spot. This defeat put
Italy against the wall. The team
would not only have to beat China,
but earn a good goal margin also to
keep Hungary out df the semis. And
with Hungary to meet lowly India,
their chances were naturally better.
The Hungarians had noted the speed
of the Italian forwards. The Hunga-
rian defenders concentrated on their
zones rather than the opposing for-

wards. The result was an off-side

trap that did not go wrong even once.
It robbed the Italians of their main
weapon. At the opposite end, the
Hungarian attack was much sharper
than in their encounter with China.
Tibor Hauzer scored first, but the
lead was neutralised by flankman
Angiolillo. A brilliant freekick by
Dobanglajos gave the Hungarians a
2-1 lead. The tally was completed by
Ferenc Szabo. But the Italians could
have reduced the margin had Robar-
to Fantinato not missed a penalty.
But the Italians could not really

match the intelligence of the Hunga-
rians. The latter built up their
attacks slowly, but with precision
passes which tore open the Italian
defence. And the Italian counter-
attack was always met by a defence

that never went for a quick direct
tackle and gave themselves enough
room to get the Italians oft side

INDIA vs ITALY

Considering the quality of the
team, India did themselves proud,
although they lo§t 0-1. For once, the
side was functioning as a team,
though even in thfy there were
lapses, especially at crucial junc-
tures.

India made two changes. Pern Dor-
ji playing from the start instead of
substituting for Jose and C.B. Thapa
taking Xavier Pius’s place. Although
Thapa was over-dribbling as usual,
there was a little more punch m the
attack. This, coupled with the fact
that the midfield—with the excep-
tion of Parminder—was functioning
better, gave the team a little more
stability.

The Italians, on the other hand,
were playing for the first time.
Although they had four players in

the squad who had done duty in the
inaugural Nehru Cup in Calcutta—
including captain Morgia<—they were
obviously slowed down by the humid-
ity. Even so, the occasional bursts
through the flanks pointed to better
foptb&ll ahead.

PICS: NIKHIL BHATTACHARYA



GRAPES were their favourite.
The Cameroonians here were
after it ever since they landed

at Cochin. When the practice
matches were over, they took a
ride to the market to get grapes.

In fact, they were surprised to
know the cost here at Rs. 6 per kg.
In their country grapes are im-
ported from France and hence the
cost shoots up to Rs 35/kg.

I
T

.
is said that beer is a good

drink, especially in the sum-
mer. The crowd that flocked to

witness the matches here never
forgot to bring with them bottles
of beer. The police, when they
came to know about it swung into
action, got hold of 10 persons who

India 's Akkum vs China s Nang Jun

SIDELIGHTS
brought liquors and removed
more than 15 who had smoked on
the gallery. Smoking is prohibited
in the whole area.

THERE was a lukewarm atti-

tude among the organisers in

issuing passes to players and
coaches, though they never failed
to distribute passes to their
“Nears And Dears”. Other day,
the Indian coach Simon Sunderaj,
was detained by the police at the
main gate for not producing his

pass. In spite of his pleadings that
he was yet to get the pass, the
police did not relent. However,
someone intervened and an

Embarrassing situation was
averted.

OUTSTATION Press people
were let down badly while the

local Press especially the ‘politic-

al’ organs were provided with as

many passes as required. Some
well-known sports magazines
have not even been given repre-
sentation on the Press table, and
only when the matter was brought
to the notice of an ex-Central
Minister (of Kerala), the name
board appeared and seats were;
allotted. But even the allotted

places were at disadvantageous
points. A Romanian journalist
covering the match had to hop
from one seat to another every
day.
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All the participants
CHINA

THE Chinese team did not have
a single player who repre-

sented the country in the Delhi
Asiad. But it included at least a
dozen players who have partici-

pated in the Asian Youth League
at Bangkok and Singapore. Latei
this year the side will take part in

the World Youth Championship
at Mexico.

In China selection for the
national team is done on the basis
of the performances of the play-
ers who take part in the National
Games. This tournament is held
every year and as many as 24
provinces participate in it. The
national coach watches all the
matches in order to find out fresh
talent for the country’s national
side. Usually 22 to 30 players are
selected, though only 18 are ulti-

mately chosen for representing
the nation. Coaching camps are
normally conducted for two oi

three monrhs.
The schools also play an impor

tant role m unearthing fresh foot-

ball talent for the country. Even
talented sportsmen who work in

factories are given training here
in various disciplines.

The manager of the Chinese
team said, “The Nehru Cup was
originally scheduled to be held in

January- At that time we had
decided to send a strong national
side, but when the tournament
was postponed to March, we had
to change our plans as we had no
option but to join the competition
with our youth team. But one
thing you know for certain, our
youth team can perform just as
well as our seniors, most of whom
are now busy with the National
Games.”

HUNGARY

THIS was the first time a

Hungarian team had come to

this sub-continent. The 18
member contingent comprising
players from only the western
part of the country had four stu-

dent players while most of the
others are employed in various
private and public sector estab-

lishments.
One could have a measure of

the side’s strength from the fact

that as many as seven of its mem-
bers will represent the country in

the 1984 Los Angeles Olympics.
Hungary's maiden internation-

al success came in 1938 when they
finished runners-up in the World
Cup. In the 1952 Olympics they
emerged champions. However, in

the 1954 World Cup they could
not do anything of note despite a

consistent performance. But they
won the gold in the Mexico Olym-
pics. In the last World Cup* at
Spain, however, they could not
make much headway. Though
they registered a 10-1 victory over
El Salvador, they lost to Argenti-
na 4-1 and drew with Belgium
before bowing out of their group.
This year they had a rather

good season, however. They had a
successful tour of Egypt and
Europe.
The present outfit would be

further strengthened with the in-

clusion of some players from East
Hungary when they return home
to take part in the European Cup.
The Hungarian Football Asso-

ciation always tries to give their
national side as much internation-
al exposure as possible. Most of
their international outings take
place between January and
March when they visit their
neighbouring countries like
Yugoslavia, Germany, Australia,
Czechoslovakia and so on. Their
junior sides too are sent on inter-

national outings in countries like
Austria and Belgium.
The coach and manager of the

Hungarian team told this writer
“We are trying our best to regain
our lost glory and we will be
successful soon”.

CAMEROON

CAMEROON has come here
with a team comprising seven

junior World Cup players and one
senior World Cup player—Enoka
Edmond, the left back of the side.

Cameroon became the cynosure
of world football after their
polished performance in the 1982
World Cup championship in

Spain. It was their maiden debut
and the Cameroonians dished out

a scintillating display. They were
grouped along with Poland, Peru
and Italy, the giants of world
football. Their encounters with
Peru and Poland ended in goal-

less draws, while the result of the
match against Italy, the ultimate
world champions, was 1—1. The
three draws kept them out of

Group D but, in fact, it was a

graceful bow-out. The Cameroo-
nians could not field the Madrid
side here. It comprised the best
players of the clubs, Dragon and
Canon, and at the time of the
Nehru Cup they were competing
in the African Cup. The Cameroo-
nian clubs finished third in the
last African Championship.
The Cameroonians follow a

very scientific selection method.
The coach is the supreme author-

ity in the matter of selection and

he shoulders the entire responsi-
bility of the team.

Cameroon has three divisions
of football teams, and the first

division has 16 teams/clubs. The
second division has 102 teams and
the third more than 100 teams.
All the first division teams have a
junior string in the age group of
16-19. Two championships are
conducted by the Cameroon Foot-
ball Federation, The first, called
the National Championship, is

held in March of every year,

While the other, called the
National Cup, is staged in April
immediately aftei the first one.
After both these championships
are over, a tournament for juniors
is also conducted.

Cameroon is divided into 7 pro-

vinces and each province has a
provincial coach. Apart from the

7 provincial coaches, there are
four national coaches. The provin
cial coach recommends promising
players under him to the national
coach. Who then invites these
youngsters to take part in the
Nationals so that their capabili-

ties can be assessed.

The national coach also visits

the provinces and see the local

players in action and spots out
young talent on his own. Howev-
er, preparation of an internation-
al tournament, trial matches are
conducted inviting all the players
to Yaounde, the capital of Came-
roon Approximately 30 players
are selected after these trial

matches. Normally, a month’s
coaching camp is conducted for

these selected players, and within
this period, the thirty is reduced
to 18, depending upon their per-
formances.

Jean Michel, the coach and
manager of the team, and who has
been coaching the Cameroon
team since 197/, was all praise for

the encouragement given by the
Cameroon Government. He said,

“Selection of players is left en-

tirely to me and it is done accord-
ing to merit. And you see, the
whole responsibility in this mat-
ter is also on me. The President or

the Director or anyone in the
higher seats, never come forward
with recommendations. I have the
final say. The government takes
care of the players who represent
the country. Training in football

is imparted in schools also. The
physical instructor makes the stu-

dents play. Those who show prom-
ise are given further coaching in

the finer aspects of the game.
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Compton Dutt toiling an attack by Italy s / orsom Molreno

ITALY

THI World Cup champions Ita

ly came to Cochin without
even a single plaver who had
assisted them in the World Cup 82
at Madrid However, the young
string that came here was capable
of exhibiting class football The
aveiage age of the team consist

ing mostly of students and work
ers was 21

In Italy there are two clas

ses of football players— profes
sionals and amateurs
The Italian Football Federation

entrusts the selection of profes-

sional and amateur teams to two
coaches A1 Zam is the national
coach and selector of the amateur
teams, while Enzo Bearzot
coaches and selects the profes-

sional side. The federation also

employs coaches to train sides
unaer-14 : under-16. under-18*
and under 21. These sides are

selected by the respective
coaches after witnessing their

performances on country matches
and the series matches. Earlier,

them name football schools in the

country, but now the number has
come down Italy last annexed the
European Cup m 1968 and the
Olympic title m 1936 Meanwhile
they were twice European Junior
champions Now they are all

poised for some spectacular sue
cesses in the Olympic and Euro
pean circuit Italian players
usually adopt two combinations
They call the 442 system *A
Zona' and the 5-4-1 combination
‘A Uomo’ According to their
coach, the 4-4 2 system works
better
The Italians here had five inter-

nationals 111 their team They
were linkman Romm Alfio, Mor
gia Marastus (Capt), Ottavi Luigi
and forwards Martini Vittorio and
Gismondi Fabic. The first four
were teen in action at the first

Nehru Cup at Calcutta last year
Ottavi Luigi played for them m
the international tournament at

New York.
Alzani Romolo, who was a

national player till 1945 and the
current national coach for the
amateur team, expressed hope
that his present outfit would ma-

ture into a team of class and
power “We are confident that we
would do very *ve!l m the forth-
coming European Cup” he said
He was very happy about his
team's performance here but at
the same time regretted that the
Italian team could not exhibit
their skills fullv due to the heat of
Cochin
Most of the dubs take a

keen interest in promoting foot-
ball There are more than 800
clubs in the country and among
them Juventus and Roma have
the maximum number of teams
and players.

Juventus was the champion
team in Italy last year. However,
Roma, now stands at the top with
the maximum number of points
and is poisonto become the cham-
pion team this year.
The Italians dmflaved good ball

control here and also accuracy
and opportunism. In fact, it was
through opportunism they pipped
India 14)

M.P. SURESH
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THIS IS MY FINAL GOODBYE
TO CRICKET

Wasim Bari, the Pakistani wicket-keeper, tells AMRITMATHUR
W!4SIM BARIf

, 34 , the long-time i played?
.

i of one's diet. I eat less at lunch
Pakistan Wicket-keeper IS on I WB: In India and Pakistan thp t*nndi- I n^rhino whpn 1 am nlavino pvrp«r r Pakistan wicket-keeper is on

the verge of taking two decisions
that will change his life consider-
ably. He is getting married in April
and is quitting cricket forever to
concentrate on his job. The two deci-
sions, he pointed out, were not con-
nected.
About the first decision he was

somewhat guarded. He only revealed
that the girl was “of my choice. “ The
second he dwelt upon much longer;

outlining in detail the reasons for his

sudden decision .

Excerpts from the interview :

—

SPORTSWORLD: Are wicket-
keepers generally as durable as

you Are?
WASIM BARI: To my mind, not
everybody can become a wicket-
keeper. He has to be a natural.

Either you are born with the talent

that enables you to keep wickets, or
vou are not. I don't think it is possi-

ble for someone to slog in the nets
and become an international
'keeper.
To support this statement I will

give you an example. Sixteen years
back when 1 toured England, the two
best ’keepers around were Knott and
Taylor. Even today, despite the
tremendous amount of organised
cricket in England and elsewhere,
these two continue to be the best.

What I am trying to say is: you can’t

produce wicket-keepers like bats-

men. They have to be born with the

necessary ability.

SW: What basic qualities are needed
for the job?
WB: First, of course, is the inborn
aptitude. A ’keeper has to concen-
trate for a longer period. On top of

that, it is essential that he must love

keeping and be prepared to work
very hard. Keeping wickets is a very

unglamorous job, also thankless and
extremely difficult. It requires a

great deal of dedication and devo-

tion.

SW: As a youngster, did you ever

consider becoming a bowler or a

specialist batsman?
WB: No, I didn’t. All my life I

thought about and did nothing else,

but keeping. Even as a kid, when 1

dreamt of plaving for Pakistan, it

was only as a ’keeper. My childhood

favourite was Imtiaz Ahmad, another

wicket-keeper.
. ,

SW: How is keeping different m the

,
various countries where the game is

played?
WB: In India and Pakistan the condi-
tions are more or less the same.
Elsewhere, you have to make allo-

wances for the difference in light,

bounce of the wickets and many
other things. You have to adjust to

the conditions—just as the batsmen
or the bowlers have to—and try and
succeed. Besides these special condi-
tions, the basics remain the same.
You shouldn’t snatch or rise before
the ball. In England you have to be
more careful as the ball moves
around a lot.

SW: What about wickets in the West
Indies and Australia?
WB: They’re harder and the bounce
is greater—at least it is more than
other countries. Another thing: there
is a lot of glare in these places.
Actually the only fast wickets even
in these countries are at Perth and
Jamaica.

...Imran today is a vastly

different bowler. He has
changed; now even with the

old bail he swings a great
deal more

SW: During an innings how do you
adjust to a particular bowler, say
Imran?
WB: You have to remember that no
fast bowler goes flat out in the first

couple of overs. Then, where you
position yourself depends on factors

like the bounce in the wicket and the
height at which the ball is coming
through.
Sometimes, if you feel that the

wicket is slowing down, you move up
a couple of steps. On other occasions

you realise that even in his 25th over
Imran is bowling ver> fast, so you
move back a bit. Acutally all this is

very relative, it depends on so many
things But Imran today is a vastly

different bowler. He has changed;
now even with the old bail he swings
a great deal more.

SW: Tell us about the training you
have to do.

WB: 1 play squash daily. 1 also run a

lot and go to the gymnasium and do
special exercises for my legs and
back. I also skip a lot and practise

diving, getting someone to chuck a

ball at me. One must also be careful

of one’s diet. I eat less at lunch-
nothing when 1 am playing except,
perhaps, a soup. During the off sea-
son I relax, cut down on my training
and take it easy. This rest helps me
to work harder later.

SW: How would you rate the present-
day ’keepers?
WB: They are all good and on his
particular day, one looks better than
the other. Otherwise it is very diffi-

cult to choose between them as they
have all maintained their standards
for such a long time. Personally, my
favourites have always been Knott
and Taylor. Knott would still have
been playing were it not for his
involvement in South Africa.
SW: Would you go to South Africa if

you got a good offer?
WB: Never. My views on this topic
are very firm. I think all human
beings are equal and also our reli-

gion teaches us These things. Also,
one must keep one’s principles; you
can’t give them away for the sake of
money. There are certain things you
can't sell because they have no price.
You can’t buy human beings, direct-

ly, or indirectly.

SW: Do you find keeping to spinners
more strenuous than to the fast bow-
lers?

WB: Not really, but if the wicket is

turning, if it is bouncy and if the ball
is coming at varying heights—
maybe from the ‘rough* created by
the bowler—then keeping wickets
becomes quite difficult. In such con- ,

ditions, experience matters and you
require more concentration. Still,

1

you can’t really say that keeping to
spin bowlers is more difficult. Fast
bowlers are not easy either. A good
'keeper must be able to perform
creditably against all types of bowl-
ing and to keep doing this over a
period of years. *

SW: Wouldn’t someone like Chap-
drashekhar pose a severe test for a
’keeper?
WB: Yes, an unpredictable "bowler is

always a tough proposition. The only
way to cope is to persevere and get

;

used to the bolwer. Engineer and
;

Kirmani managed quite well, didn’t
they?

|
SW: Are you able to pick Qadir?
WB: 1 have to, otherwise 1 wouldn’t ^

be able to keep to his bowling. But
his googly is quite deceptive. In fact^
he has two kinds of googlies. One ** v

fast, the other is tossed up. I tkink'-"-
k

Qadir conceals his googly better dmtf



or how a particuair player is battihg
That is why you find Marsh talking to
Lillee or Chappell The ’keeper is the
best man to gauge the swing or the
turn taking place at a particulai
time
SW Which has been your most
memorable catch?
WB 1 have never thought about this

as m my caieer I have held many
catches Whenever I bring off a good
catch 1 feel good because 1 am very

Weaitn Ban— Better to Quit at the top

Intikhab or Mushtaq Mohammed
The Australians who are supposed to

be good players of leg spin were
groping around helplessly They
would do things like cut the incom
ing ball or just take a wild swing and
get stumped *

Even Hughes didn’t know what
was happening The top English
Cricketers were in the dark Also
Fowler was completely foxed, Ran
dall had no idea and Botham didn’t

know much either Gower was baf
fled like the others but he did better
than his mates The Indian batsmen
fared much better than these two
teams
SW: Do you move the wrong way to
Imran and Sarfraz also?

WB This happens sometimes, many
times m fact It is inevitable as the
’keeper is like everyone else, he too
makes mistakes

WB: In so many ways as the "keeper
is m the ideal position to know
exactly how the wicket is behaving

SW: How do you adapt on a bad
wicket?
WB* If it is wet than keepmg to pace
bowlers is not as much of a problem
as it is to spinners What a ’keeper
does depend on what the batsmen
and the wicket are doing In these
conditions, experience is invaluable
You find that your hands come to the
right place automatically

On a bad wicket the ’keeper playes
a very important lole as he has more
work to ao Otherwise, he too, gets
no rest and the whole team depends
vitally on his performance He had
bettei make sure that he has fewer
bad days than the other members of

the team The percentage of failures

has to be less

SW. How can a ’keeper help his
captain?

keen on maintaining a ceitam stan
dard Keepmg one’s reputation is

important to me
SW* Your worst mistake?
WB: Actually 1 have been fortuante
that I have only dropped catches, not
had disasters 1 have known of peo
pie who, on a particular da>, ha\e
been unable to do anything light I

haven't suffered such a tate, just

missed chances like everybody else

...his (Qadir’s) googly is

quite decieving. In fact, he
has two kinds of googlies.

One is fast, the other is

tossed up. I think Qadir con-

ceals his googly better than
Intikhab or Mushtaq

Mohammed.

Godfrey Evans said that if a ’keeper
hasn’t dropped catches then he
hasn’t learnt much 1 agiet with him
SW Any ambitions that you would
want to achieve?
WB None at all 1 don’t think 1 will

play any more I plan to ictire m a
month’s time
SW But haven’t you had a good
seires against India?
WB So what? The series has nothing
to do with my decision l want to quit
when I am at the top And after 16
years I feel I have had enough I have
played more lest matches foi Pakis
tan than anyone else
SW: Wouldn’t retiring be a great
blow, financially?
WB It will be But if 1 keep playing
then I lose a lot m my job 1 am an
executive with an anlme and 1 have
reached a stage where I have to give
it more time To go up, one ha& to
accomplish a certain number of fore
i£n postings which 1 have been put
ting off due to cricketing commit
ments I can’t do that any more
Moreover, I have realised that as

long as I am around, nobody else will

get a chance to play for Pakistan
They have to work twice as hard as
jhey are doing at present to dislodge
me and they don’t seem to be doing
that How will they play? I have
given 16 years to cricket Now I want
to devote some time to my tob By my
action some youngster wiU now get
an opportunity to prove himself. Sol
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Concentration on Ban s face as Tavare stretches forwaro to Oadir

will not be playing in the World Cup.*

Another reason for retiring is that I

want to set a good example for fellow

cricketers. It is best to go out with
honour.
SW: Is that a reference to Majid
Khan?
WB: I am not referring to anybody.
In this game there are no hard and
fast rules. Each man looks at it from
a particular point of view. I played
for long, was dropped but came back.
Now I want to leave when I am still

the best.
SW: Will you continue playing first-

class cricket?
WB: No, it is going to be final

goodbye to cricket. There can be no
point in hanging around when I have
no ambitions left. God has been kind
to me. Though there is no limit ro

what one can do, I am not greedy. I

am quite content with what I have
achieved.
When I started my only aim was to

represent Pakistan. Then I wanted to

be recognised as a fine ’keeper in the

world. After that I created a world
record. These objectives, from time

to time, kept me going. I also did the

double, which only nine ’keeprs have

succeeded in doing till now. Then I

captured 200 victims in Test match-
es. What else is there to do? We don’t
play many matches so I have little

chance of getting to 300.
SW: Would you like* to be associated
with cricket in any capacity?
WB: That depends on what is in store
for me in the future. I take life as it

comes. 1 am not a schemer. Maybe I

will write on cricket—but I really
don’t know. A lot depends on
whether I will find the time. Priori-

There can be no point in

hanging around when 1 have
no ambitions left.

ties change in life. It is a difficult

decision but you have to take some
whether you like it or not.

SW: In Pakistan who will take over?
WB: I don’t know. Salim Yousuf or

Ashrat Ali or anybody.
SW: Taslim Arif?

WB: No way. He is an irregular’

keeper. He cannot work hard. The
kind of mistakes he made were blun-

ders. Everybody makes mistakes but
not of the kind he made. You have to

be lucky with your mistakes. Like,'
you drop someone and he gets'out in
the next over. Or he gets out after
scoring a century. Taslim, this way,
had no luck.

SW: You had a disastrous tour of
England as captian. What happened?
WB: Everything went wrong. Thb
weather was terrible, -most matches
were washed out, the opposition was
stronger and our mam batsmeh
didn’t do well.

;
j

SW: You had problems with Javed J

Miandad?
jWB: Not really. I only thought he.

could have done better. He is very
fine player. But at that time he wp*
young and extremely immatifre.

;

SW: After the Australian tour, when*
Miandad was captain, he accused
senior players of “not co-operating." •

Comment.
WB: He made a wild allegation. That
is why we took a stand saying that,
please, pinpoint specific instances
when senior players have “not cb*
operated.” If any instance is true <

then action must be taken agaihstr
the offending player.
SW: After all this, how sre yout
relations with Miandad? ^
WB: We get on well and are friend#,#
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Will his genius bloom?
Dibyendu Barua has transformed his small, dingy room in Central Calcutta
into perhaps the brightest corner of Indian chess. But certain questions still

haunt the chess fraternity: Is his game progressing satisfactorily? Is he
competent enough to make it big on the international scene, overcoming the

hurdles that are strewn ahead of him? SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL
seeks the. answers

FOR some years now, Dibyendu I earning his family’s bread—young I of book knowledge cannot manage
Barua has remained consistently Dibyendu has transformed his dingy his opening game well. Anxious tcJT Barua has remained consistently

in the headlines as one of the fore-

most Indian sportsmen. Some have
brought India glory as part of a team
but this lad has done so through his

own solitary efforts. His opportuni-
ties were limited, training facilities

poor and the road to success strewn
With obstacles of several descrip-
tions. Yet he has made it big not only
on the national scene, but on the
international circuit as well and he is

still in his teens. Many giants of

World chess have succumbed to his

prowess and indeed, soothsayers of

the game have predicted that this

star on the eastern horizon might one
day outshine them all.

He lives in one of those houses in

Calcutta where you have to feel your
way up the staircase, groping in the
dark even though outside the sun is

at its highest. There is a stench from
something in the depths of the build-

ing, water leaks from rain-water pipe
and even as you try to dodge the drip
you run the risk the of turning an
ankle on the rickety steps.

After you have negotiated these
hazards, you reach a ramshackle
verandah leading to a curtained
doorway. A knock of two; tarry a

while and your knock will bring out
the youngster you seek. A frail, swar-*

thy teenager appears. He wears a
pair of rather awkwardly large
spectacles that mirror dear calm
eyes. Courtesy personified, he will

greet you and usher you into what
looks like a bedroom.
Without wanting to hurt anyone’s

feelings, this is actually an apology
for a bedroom. With a temporary
asbestos partition dividing it from a
hardware godown, it is a tiny room
where only a cot—at the most—can
be accommodated. This room houses
die entire six-member Barua family
and doubles as their kitchen as well
for this is all they have to live in.

But the earnest young lad with the
oversize glasses has defied this all

—

ignoring the hurdles that fate has
piled along his path. After learning
the fundamentals of the game from
his father—but an ordinary chess
player who devotes most of the time

earning his family’s bread—young
Dibyendu has transformed his dingy
room on Central,Calcutta into what
is undoubtedly the brightest corner
of Indian chess.
Ranking tournaments, both on the

national and international circuits,

have seen him emerge with flying
colours undaunted by the presence
of bigger names. Maestros like Smys-
lov have marvelled at the genius of

this young Bengal boy. And his
proudest moment to date came last

year when the biggest and most
pleasant surprise in the history of

Indian chess was sprung when for-

mer world champion and two-time
world title challenger Victor Kor-
chnoi yielded to Dibyendu in Lon-
don. Dibyendu became a star, a won-
derboy in international chess.

Still, certain questions haunt the
grand old men of Indian chess. Is

Dibyendu really competent enough
to withstand the hardships of com-
petitive chess at the international
IeveP Is his style improving? And
perhaps the most important of all: is

Dibyendu getting the kind of facili-

ties he needs if he is to prepare
himself for the final test; the sus-

tained challenge of world class
chess.

In an effort to find out the answers
to those Questions and obtain a clear
picture about Dibyendu’s chances in

the international arena, this corres-
pondent met the only NIS-trained
chess coach in Bengal, Shyamal Dut-
ta. The latter is well-qualified to talk

on the subject, for he has seen
Dibyendu grow from a child prodigy
into a top Asian chess star.

When asked to comment on the
defects he has noticed in Dibyendu’s
game, he said, “I think Dibyendu’s
main difficulty is that he is not
strong enough in the opening game.
This is perhaps the most important
part of one’s game. 1 mean, it is so
important that hardly anybody takes
any risks by experimenting in this

department. Everybody follows the
book, since so much research work
has been done by the master players.
There is no need to try out one’s own
ideas.

uBut Dibyendu, because of his lack

of book knowledge cannot manage
his opening game well. Anxious to

secure his position, he tends to go too
much on the defensive, which is

indeed a handicap for him.”
The question that naturally fol-

lows from this is how then does
Dibyendu make headway into his

opponents’ territory and put him in a
tight corner which he does so often.

Dutta was quite clear in his answer
to this question. “He recovers his

position in the middle game. In fact,

nis middle game is superb and this

shows how talented a player he is.

One can draw on book knowledge in

the opening and also in the end
game. But you have to control the
middle game entirely on your own.
Dibyendu has an uncanny mastery
over it. He plays according to his own
ideas and plays very fast,'which also
places psychological pressure on his

opponents. Using variations that
only a prodigious chess player can
conceive,, he establishes a comman-
ding position when his rival tends to

fall back on the defensive. Now try

and imagine what a powerful player
he could have been if he were prop-
erly armed with the basics of the
opening game,” the NIS coach
lamented.
What then can help Dibyendu

overcome this drewback in his play-
ing style? Pat came the answer from
his one time coach who remains a
genuine well-wisher: “He needs to
read many more advanced books on
chess and also requires some
coaching to render his style more
scientific. So far, it is his inborn gift

that is seeing him through, but I

doubt if he can really live up to the
expectations of his countrymen un-
less he starts acquiring theoretical
knowledge of the game on a priority

basis.
“Pure Talent cannot always match

superior training based on the scien-

tific aspects of chess, which is what
most players are provided with in

the European countries. So it would
not be wrong to say that whenever he
plays in an international competition
he starts as an underdog and fights

his way up, thanks to the insight he|
has endowed him with.*’



Dibyendu Barua with some of the trophies he has won

How long can he go on in this

fashion** This is a question that trou

bles not only the chess pundits, but
Dibyendu himself as well The occa
sions are not rare when he has told

this writer how seriously he needs tt

learn the theoretical aspects of chess
as this will definitely do wonders foi

his confidence He adituts that he
does not start his game on a confi

dent note, especially when it comes
to playing against a superior oppo
nent
\n even more serious problem is

that if the opponent happens to be a

discerning player he can soon capi

talise on Dibyendu’s weaknesses at a

very early stage And that is quite a

disadvantage
Sometimes, however, this turns

out to be a blessing m disguise, as

was the case m the match against

Korchnoi According to Shyamal
Dutta, when playing against Dibyen
du the master was not in form and he
must have been very surprised to see

the lad start m his own strange

fashion. Naturally he did not take

Dibyendu very seriously, underesti

mating his capabilities And there

Korchnoi made a vital mistake
Taking full advantage of his com

placency, Dibyendu played superbly

ih the middle game, using some
unthinkably intelligent moves Kor
chnoi was stunned and was hardly m
a position to recover “I doubt if

Dibyendu could have downed him,
despite the excellent moves he
made, had Korchnoi been on guard
from the beginning,” opined Dutta,

adding, “But this was a fluke
Dibvendu can’t bank perpetually on
such things at the highest level of

international chess ”

The next question is how can
Dibyendu get books on modern chess

to improve his style* One need not
mention that Dibyendu’s father, who
has done so much for his son’s career

m chess, just cannot affoid to buy
these expensive chess books Then
whom does he turn to* The only

answer is the State Association of

Chess, t le body responsible for look

mg aftei the game and the wellbeing

of its players Sadly enough the Asso-

ciation does not nave a very good
stock of up to date books m its lib

rary, and even worse lending fauli

ties are not provided to members
and players—something rather
strange because chess is a game that

requires long hours of practice It is

impossible to fathom the reasons
k

why the association authorities per*
sist with such a worthless system,
regardless of the requirements of the
players It is high time borrowing
facilities were introduced, though of
course, this is not likely to be of any
great help What the State’s chess
players need are the latest world
class books on the game, and not the
outdated ones lying in the Associa-
tion library
At this stage our conversation

turned to yet another very important
aspect practice Most people, even
many leading players, do not nave a
clear idea of now much much, prac-
tice one needs to become a chess
player of some standing Shyamal
Dutta said, “At least six or seven
hours a day is a must But most of our
players do not believe in it except a
few exceptional ones like Neerai
Mishra He is a very promising and
has acquired mastery over the game
through sheer hard work As far as I

know Mishra practises about seven
hours every day—he is taking things
very seriously And I hope he will get
his rewards before long Already he
has established himself on the Indi-
an chess circuit and a little more
luck will surely take him places ”

“On the other hand, Dibyendu,
perhaps, does not belies e m such
rigorous training As far as 1 know, it

is onlv a month or two before a major
tournament that he gets down to
serious practice Of course* he must
be m the best position to judge why
he does so, but I think he should
devote much moi e time to chess One
cannot depend too much on talent,
for m the long run it is hard word
that really counts ”

“Another very important point I

want to stress,” continued Dutta, is

that physical fitness is vital to impro
vmg one’s ski'ls in chess Taxing
one’s brains for hours togethei t&kes
a heavy toll on one’s health Unless
playei is in sound physical condition,
it is impossible for him to withstand
the pressure As a result his game
goes down gradually Have you
noticed how frail and emaciated
Dibvendu is* I don’t know the
reasons but he should take care of
his health Of course I don't mean
that he should be a glutton, although
many people have a mistaken idea
that food makes all the difference in
this respect It does, but only to a
limited extent, what really matters is

physical exercise, especially yoga I

think every aspiring chess player in
our country should be aware of the
benefits they can reap from yoga It’s

an all purpose mode of exercise that
does one a world of good b\ keeping
body and mind in a perfect state of
equilibrium ”

With that our conversation came
to an end But as he was leaving my
office Shyamal Dutta requested, me
“Please do stress this last point
Yoga will help them a great deal.
They don’t know now, but once they
realise its efficacy, they will never
give it up. I’m sure ”



Correspondence coaching

Is a brilliant idea
Says MANUEL AARON, one of the leading
chess players of India, in an interview with

SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL

SPORTSWORLD: What is your
opinion about the present

standard of Indian chess?
MANUEL AARON: Measured
against Asian standards Indian
chess has attained quite a satis-

factory level of excellence. But 1

would not say so if you bring
Europe also into the picture. They
have scaled certain heights that
are still beyond us, although to
my utter surprise, many ranking
players, even Grandmasters, of
Europe have opined to me that an
average Indian chess player is by
no means inferior to his counter-
part in Europe. 1 don’t believe
this is true. If you consider India’s
performances in various Euro-
pean championships, especially
the Olympiad, I think, you can’t
help butjcome to this conclusion.
In the last Olympiad though we
virtually outplayed the Asian na-
tions, we coiild not do very well
against the Europeans. That
points to the hiatus that still ex-
ists between Europe and Asia. We
have earned certain respectabil-
ity in Asian chess but on Euro-
pean yardsticks it is nothing
£reat. They are way above us ana
m fact, to be more precise, we
have not yet reached even the
mediocre standards of European
chess.
SW: What do you think are the
main reasons for Europe’s sup-
remacy in world chess?
MA: They are manifold. But what
I consider most important is that
the Europeans get much more
opportunities for taking part in
international competitions than
we Indians or for that matter the
Asians. Theirs are all very small
countries and travelling from one
to another is hardly a problem
You can go by bus or just walk
across or can even hitchhike, if

you like. In that way it is not verv
difficult for them to play with
foreign players very frequently.
But here the situation is totally
different. As you know, ours is

such a vast continent and travell-

ing from one country to another
so troublesome that holding inter-
national tournaments or partici-

pating in them is always a big
problem. Let alone international
tournaments, arranging even all

India level competitions is not
easy either. Various kinds of
problems crop up whenever any

effort is made in this direction.
But in Europe one competition
follows another throughout the
year, giving the budding players
enormous scope to gain in experi-
ence.
Moreover, climactically also

Europe enjoys certain advantages
which we do not have in Indian
conditions. Here chess has be-
come a seasonal game because of
the intense heat in summer when
it is just impossible to take part in

any major tournament. In
Europe, on the other hand, the
predominant season is winter
when it is not at all difficult to
play big time chess.
Another important factor is the

kind of popularity the game en-
joys in a country. In India, sadly,
chess is not very popular. Many
people even look down upon it as
a game of the idle, possibly under
the influence of their kindergar-
ten t^xt books which often said
‘Ram is a lazy boy/Ram plays
Shataranj*. In European countries
many people take to the game
seriously and not just as a mere
pastime. No wonder they have
made so much progress in a game
that is not their own. They learnt
it from us Indians and today we
are following their rules, their
techniques and earning norms
from competitions organized by
them—what an irony. Therefore,
what is imperative at the moment
is that this attitude must change.
We must get rid of our outdated
notions which have caused us
much harm over the years.
SW: At what age did you start
playing chess?
MA: As far as I can remember I

was only six years old then. My
parents played regularly and 1

used to watch the games with
keen interest. In fact chess was in

my family tradition.. Even * my
grandparents were enthusiastic
chess players. Naturally, I did not
have much trouble learning it

fast. Around 1955, after I left

college, I started taking part in

various competitions. However,
my debut in competitive chess
took place much earlier because
from a very early age 1 have been
playing in different local chess
tournaments. But those competi-
tions were not conducted accord-
ing to the international rules.

SW: Did you ever get any kind of

training during those formative
days?
MA: No. I learnt the game abso-
lutely on my own. In my college
days I used to borrow a lot books
on chess from different libraries
and studied them thoroughly, tak-
ing notes on important match de-
scriptions and so on. Those notes
are still with me and I think for
any aspiring chess player they
would be as valuable as a golden
treasury.
SW: So don’t you think that regu-
lar coaching is very important in
chess?
MA: I don’t think so. In other
games training under an expert is

absolutely essential, but in chess I

don’t think one can really profit

from regular coaching. In the
west much emphasis is laid on
training. In some countries the
promising players are given in-

tensive training by Grandmas-
ters. These coaches have got no-
thing else to do but groom up the
voungster in. his charge. I don't
believe in this system, nor is it

possible in our country. Most of
our top players today have learnt
the game all on their own. And 1

am not sure if systematic
coaching would have made any
big difference.

However, I must say that m
some cases even a single piece of
advice from a master chess player
can do wonders for a learner. I

can give you an example from my
own life. It happened in 1970
when Swinton was training a few
Indian players in Pune. A lot of
Bombay players were there
Adhikary, Vaidva and so on. I too
was one of the trainees, we used
to discuss our problems with him
and seek his views on them. One
day, he told me to stop playing G
4 and switch over to E 4 as the
former was an attacking gesture
which was not suiting my style. I

followed his suggestion and there-
after I won the national cham-
pionship four times in a row. Thus
there are certain areas where
coaching can help a player enor-
mously.

SW: But for such things the coach
needs to watch his trainee in

action for quite a long time. Does
not he?
MA: Yes he does and that is

precisely why I think that
coaching through correspondence
is a brilliant idea. Budding chess
players can really benefit from it

by learning the finer aspects of

the game from top-ranking play-

ers. In fact, this is the only feasi-

ble way today. Even Kasparov has
been coached by the Russian
maestro Botvinik through corres-

pondence. It is high time we
started thinking about it

seriously..
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News: National

NATIONAL SQUASH

No new faces
MAJ. RAJ MANCHANDA of Ser-

vices and Bhuwaneshwari
Kumari of Delhi extended their
reign on the National Squash title

when they won the men's' and
women’s events without much jdiffi

culty at the Rambagh Hotel court of

Jaipur.
Maj. Raj Manchanda, the 38-year-

old veteran of Indian squash ex-
pected some younger player to win
this championship, as he was not
doing well himself having lost the
Services title to captain Narjit Singh
and earlier he had also lost three
previous encounters to Narjit before
the championship. Manchanda
downed top seed Dmyar All Khan of

Bombay in straight games to win the
coveted title for the sixth time in a

row. Dinyar who possesses fantastic

footwork reflexes and agility could
just not withstand the pressure and
went down without even offering the
resistance which was expected of

him
The 23-year-old Dinyar had the

best record before coming to the

Pink City for this national He had
won the Western India and Mahar-
ashtra open titles, two prestigious

tournaments, but his entry for the

open Nationals was not received by
the hosts, the Rajasthan Squash
Racket Association. The hosts weie
surprised to see Dmyar and refused
him entry as the draw was ready
before he landed m Jaipur. Dinyar
was seen desperately trying to meet
the officials and it was only at the

intervention of Mr N N Atal. the

president of SRF1 that Dinyar was
given the entry. He was also subse-

quently top seeded.
Maharashtra is the home of Indian

squash and the Maharashtra Associa-

tion should have ciruclated among
its players detials about the last date

for entries. The State Were the run-

ners-up in the Inter State Cham-
pionship last year and it is a pity

they did not field a team. Some of its

players were busy with exanuna-
tions, but still this was not sufficient

excuse for not fielding a team.
In the men’s section Narjit Singh

of Services was the hot favourite. He
was seeded number two but did not

live up to his reputation losing to

third seed Manchanda. Manchanda
who is now based in Chandigarh is

not finding the training facilities at

Chandigarh adequate. Since heuiancngarti adequate, omce
shifted from Bombay he has suffered

a severe loss of form and his three

ivious defeats at the hands of

It was ample evidence of his

fit the semi-final the first

game was hotly contested till four-all

when Manchanda broke away to be
one game up, winning it 9-5. The
second game was a see-saw battle
which ended in Manchanda's favour
at 10-8. This game was, perhaps, the
crucial factor which probably went
in deciding the match. The last game
was more or less a repitition of the
first ending 9-4 in Manchanda's
favour This match was a tactical

victory for the winner who control-

led the game with his superior match
play and courtcraft. Narjit who was
younger and fitter in comparison
failed to capitalise on his speed and
stamina.
Vikas Kapoor, seeded four, lost the

Bhuwaneshwari Kumari

other semi-final in straight games to

Dinyat Ali Khan.
Traditionally, women have seldom

patronised squash, preferring the

less vigorous and probably more
leisurely and social game of tennis.

The Jaipur National attracted

eight entries in the women’s section.

But when the championship began
the field was reduced to four. Bnu-
waneshwari Kumari remained the

queen of Indian squash retaining the

title for seventh year m a row. She
reached the final without playing a

match earning a walk over in the

semi-final. In the final she met her
cousin Honey Sherman of Rajasthan
whom she beat in straight games to

win with the title. Earlier Honey had
beaten Gayatri Singh of Bombay in

the semi-fmal.
Before the open Nationals, the

inter State meet was staged and it

attracted seven entries with Gujarat
fielding two teams. The teams were
divided into two groups. In the group
encounters most of the matches did
not go the full distance. Arjan Singh
of Gujarat impressed. Arjan took
H.S. Karla of Bengal the full distance
in a Pool A match and lost, but not
before putting up a grand perform-
ance. Services emerged as group
leaders from Pool A with Bengal as

runners-up and m Pool B Delhi
headed the table with Rajasthan
taking second spot.

In the semi-finals, Services and
Delhi recorded easy victory over
Rajasthan and Bengal.

In the final Delhi gave Services a
good run for their money before
going down 2-3. Shiv Karan Small
gave Delhi a rousing start when no
claimed the first match against cadet
Ravinder Malik. Manchanda put Ser-
vices abreast by carving out an easy
victory over Asa Ram. The third
match between Yogendra Singh and
Narjit was an interesting affair.

In the fourth match young Anshu-
man Dutta surpnsed Captain Lalit
Agnihotn to put Delhi into equal
terms. In the match which was to
decide the ultimate champions
Michael Rebello gave a tough fight
to captain Vikas Kapoor before
going down gallantlv

The standard of Indian squash in
comparison to other Asian countries
remains below the standard. This is

partly because of the lack of com-
petition although the performance of
our juniors at the Asian Junior
Championship shows that there is no
dearth of talent and we only need
proper coaching and competitions to
reach greater heights
Maj. Raj Manchanda said, “Every

time 1 go for a National, I decide to
announce my retirement after win-
ning the title. But then I feel I can
stillgo on winning laurel as I find the
competition thin. The youngsters are
having better opportunities now
than it was earlier but they are not
producing the desired results.”
The organisation was first class

and the Burden of conducting the
Nationals on just one court was
shared by a foursome. The Rajasthan
Squash Association, Sunil Sah Yogi
Jain, Thrun Jhunjhunwala and Nan-
du Jam. The court at the Rambagh
Hotel was excellent and the vast
stretch of lawn to warm up before
the match was welcome. Mrs Gayatri
Devi, the former Maharani of Jaipur
showed keen interest in squash. She
inaugurated the toumamnet and she
is helping the Rajasthan Squash
Association to collect funds for
building an exclusive squash court
with glass backing. The management
of Rambagh Palace Hotel has
offered land where a court could be
raised. Once the 'glass back court Is
built Jaipur can think of staging
international tournaments.

PRAKASH BHANDARI, Jaipur
[V‘t’
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WIN—Kenny
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nia celebrates his

victory in the Day-
tona 200 Classic
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Roberts who last
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1978 now has two
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FALKLANDS
NEWS

A yachtsman is

resuced

Recently a solo yach-
tsman from new Zea-

land was rescued in the
Falkland Islands (Malvi-
nas) after a radio ham in

Newport, Rhode Island, in-

tervened to get help.
38-year-old Dick

McBride radioed that his
42-foot schooner was
“hard aground*’ on low
rocks. A Royal Navy heli-

copter located him at Por-
poise Point on East Falk-
land (the islands are di-

vided into two parts—East
and West) and tlew him to

a navy frigate. McBride
was lying seventh among
10 competitors leaving for
Rio de Janeiro in a round
the-world race.

STRAIGHTE-
NED OUT

Brearley's stance

fL /TIKE BREARLEY re
lVJLcently explained in
The Cricketer Internation-
al how and why he success-
fully adopted his peculiar
stand-up stance a trait

which many players are
now using.
He admits that Tony

Greig was the first bats-

man ne saw adopting the
stance something he de-

vised to take care of the
unpredictable Chan-
drashekhar with his bag of

quick top spinners and
googlies.
Brearley himself

changed his stance, as he
informs, in 1974 after play-
ing an innings where he
discovered his face, hands
and arms were tense. Ti-
ger’ Smith advised him to

stand upa bit more as a
result of which the bat
could swing straight down
close to his body like a
pendulum.
The changed stance shot

him from virtual obscurity

into the limelight and ex-
cept for one disastrous
season in 1978 he has since
done very well.
The ex-England captain

sums up the problem he
had five years ago saying,
"At times my head went
up and down like an oil

well pumphead as the
bowler bowled. I was nod-
ding like a mechanical
donkey.” However, Brear-
ley is emphatic that the
change in stance, on the
whole, had been his new
route to a better and more
productive style.

RUMMENIG-
GE SIGNS

FOR BAYERN
And 44 die watching

football

HE was voted European
Footballer of the Year

in 1980 and then again in

1981. The captain of West
Germany at the World Cup
in Spain. Yes, Karl-Heinz
Rummenigge. And the
latest news is that he is

going to stay with Bayern
Munich at least till 1987.

Speculation that the
German superstar had
fixed his sights on playing
for an Italian club were
put to rest following the
announcement. There was
much talk about him sign-

ing a contract with the
Italian club Fiorentina
and, at an earlier stage,

moving over to Juventus.
Bayern Munich presi-

dent Willi Hoffman
thought otherwise and has
signed on the fair-haired

midfielder till the latter

will be 32 in 1987.
The deal which includes

a lucrative partnership in

an insurance agency, will

help guarantee Rumme-
nigge get around $370,000
minimum income a year.

The break up of the in-

come is as follows: Sign-

ing-on fee and basic wage
of $175,000; Club bonuses
adding up to a minimum of

$30,000; national team
fees of $12,500; Insurance

agency income of $60,000;
Sponsorship deals worth
$90,000,

In return Rummenigge
has agreed to sign a two-
year extension to his cur-
rent contract with Bayern
Munich, linking the for-

mer bank cleik from Lipp-
stadt to the German cup-
holders until 1987.
Onto something quite

different. Things were not
so good for fans watching a
football match in Algiers.
It is learnt that ten specta-
tors were killed, nearly 50
seriously hurt and over
500 given first aid after
the collapse of a stadium
in that country.
The capcity for the sta-

'dium was 15,000 but it is

estimated that there were
over 20,000 people on that
ill-fated afternoon—the
reason, obviously, why
part of the stadium col-

lapsed.

IN AND OUT
Indoor athletics has

aproblem

T kTHAT happened in

VV Genoa a few weeks
ago once again went to
prove that indoor athletics
have, and will always,
have to play second fiddle
to outdoor athletics.

Here’s what happened
in Genoa. Pietro Mennea,
Italy's 200 metres cham-
pion, emphasised that he
was once again back to
peak form by setting a
world indoor best timing
of 20.74 secs. However, af-

ter the video of the race
was scruitinised by know-
ledgeable athletics buffs it

was apparent that Men-
nea, who was drawn in

Lane Three, cut tracks and
came around the bend run-
ning in Lane Two, before
getting back to his own
lane in the straight.

One must appreciate the
fact that it is difficult to
avoid changing lanes on a
tight indoor track. It is for
this reason that, one feels,

the International Amateur
Athletic Federation
(IAAF) are right not to

recognise indoor records.
There is little doubt that
Mennea ran less than 200
metres on the day and as
such does not qualify for

the world record.
This may be some con-

solation to Ralf Lubake,
the 17-year-old West Ger-
man sprinter, who a day
earlier had himself set a
world indoor best of 20.77,

only to be made the
'second best’ after Men-
nea's feat. The debate con-

TO LET
Aston Villa’s innova-

tion

Aston villa, the hoi-

ders of the European
Cup, have stooped down m
their effort to make the
Cup an instrument of ex-

ploitation. Unfortunately,
the story, as unbelievable
as it sounds, is true.

They have been accused
of lettmg out the Euro-
pean Cup at £500 a night
in a desperate attempt to
raise funds. This is not
something really new for
over the last few years
English football clubs
have done—and are
doing—-everything possi-

ble to boost their sagging
bank accounts. Aston Villa
have had their share of
success in the playing are-

na and have now shown
signs of making money off

the field from their on
field gains.

It was earlier alleged
that they took £4 each
from fans who wanted to
be photographed along-
side the League Cham-
pionship trophy and the
European Supercup.
UFEA, the European

governing body of foot-

ball, resented what the
football club was doing
saying, "We are very sur-

prised-—at least they could
have asked usf
The cartoonist of The

Sunday Timeswas not in a
mood to spare Aston Villa*

He drew the European
Cup and on it marked the
tag ‘For Rent’*



Regional round-up

CALCUTTA

An appreciation

BENGAL turned on a superb per
formance at the National Table

Tennis Championship held at Indote
winning as many as six golds, one
silver and one bronze medal In
appreciation of the impressive dis

play the Bengal Table Tennis Asso
ciation (BTTA) awarded blazers to

the successful players It was a ges
ture other associations can take a cue
from and, one is sure, goes a long way
in encouraging the sportsmen who
put in a lot of nard work to win
laurels for themselves and the State
'The players who were awarded

blazers were Indu Pun who won a
triple crown bagging the women's
singles, women's doubles and mixed
doubles events, Ganesh Kundu the
champion in the Sub Junior group
and the architect ol Bengal’s win m
the team championship m the same
age gi otip, Satabdi Barman who bag
ged the sub junior girls title, Anirban
Ghosh Dastidar, and Sudipto Biswas
Zal Vania and Dipak Kumar Ghosh
the two coaches ot the team, as well
as the manager Rabi Chatterjee were
also recipients of blazers
Mr PC Goenka the newly elected

President of the BTTA spoke on the
occasion He congratulated the team
on their stupendous performance
and also stressed on some of the
plans the association had m mind to
further improve the standard of the
game in the State

Inter-school athletics

ONE of the high points of the
sporting calendar for schools in

the city is the Inter School Athletic
Meet organised by the YMCA The
meet which was held on the YMCA
grounds attracted the top school
going athletes of the city and proved
to be a grand success
The microscopic Anglo Indian com-

munity, as m the past, dominated the
athletics meet The team cham
pionship for both boys and girls was
won by St Thomas’ School, Kiddei
pore, incidentally the oldest school
in the city La Martiniere took
second spot m the boys section while
Assembly of God School were the
runners upm the girls group Jackie
Gurkie from St Thomas’ and D
Godall representing La Martiniere
won the individual championship for

boys and girls respectivelym the
scmormost age group
One appreciates the efforts of

organisations like the YMCA who
encourage athletics in the city at the

school level but regrets that there
are not too many people interested in

following up meets of this nature.
Promising athletes should be
brought under the care of experi-

enced coaches and given all the faci-

lities to really make it big. Just a
thought

As the pigeon flies

PIGEON racing is rapidly gaming
m popularity in the UK involving

thousands of owners, breeders and,
in true horse racing fashion, punters
Howevei , it is still very much a
cradle sports m the city with most of
the pigeon racing buffs being res-

tricted to the Chinese community.
Races are held at regular intervals

and one does not really know
whether anyone wagers on the out-

come
The Calcutta Pigeon Racing Asso-

ciations (this city has the uncanny
knfeck of forming associations at the
drop of a hat) recently organised a
1007 kilometre i ace from Kanpur to

Calcutta
The event was won by K S Young’s

‘Black Knight’ The first ten spots
went to pigeons owned by members
of the Chinese community, who we
hope, will enlighten us on, what
seems, a thoroughly intriguing sport.
DEREK OBRIEN

ThePJ Hindu Qvmkhana team recently wenton* tour of Kenya and played nme matches in that country against local sides They won mx, lost two and
draw one- Pm town was toad by the ex-Test cricketer Eknath Soikar



Thejubilant Karnataka team pose with the Ranji Trophyjas reported earlier) defeating Bombay in a thrilling match decided on by virtue of their narrow first

innings lead

PATNA

Adivasis dominate

HOCKEY is so very synonymous
with Adivasis and as much a part

of their way of life as drinking and
dancing are, that no one in this city

was surprised to see only this com-
munity constituting most of the top
Bihar teams which played in the
Cousins Cup championship here.

After the preliminary knock-out,
two teams from the two groups
joined four other seeded sides for

the last eight round robin stage.

The semi-finals were very close

encounters and tie breaker had to be
applied to resolve deadlocks. In the
Tisco (Jamshedpur) versus Bihar
Military Police encounter, 20 penal-

ty strokes had to be taken before the
latter emerged winners 14-12. The
first 10 strokes saw them tying at 7-7.

In the other semi-final, Bihar Reg-
imental Centre from Danapur, about
16 kilometers to the west of Patna,
played a 2-2 draw with HEC and as

extra-time went sterile, penalty
strokes settled the issue at 11-9 in

favour of the former.
The tension of a final seemed to

have told upon the nerves of players

and thus only in patches did the
genie sore to height|,V the honours
were even and proceedings mostly

mediocre in the first half, the second
session belonged to BRC. Pankhar-
sius Minj gave BRC the lead but the
BMP goalie, Rabium Kerketta dis-

puted it on the ground that the ball

had not crossed the line. But umpire
Mushtaque Ahmad, who awarded it,

was very close to the goalline and he
claimed that he saw the whole thing
very clearly.

Stung by this reverse the Police
team launched a fierce attack and
notched up the equaliser within four
minutes through insider Nahum Top-
no (1-1). However, thereafter they
slumped. After the breather Olym-
pian Sylvanus Dung Dung supported
by Silas Kandulna, another BRC full

back and centre-half Kartik Horo,
dominated the exchanges and estab-

lished their superiority by slamming
in the match-winner. Pankharsius
Minj, the right-extreme, was again
the scorer.

The domination of Bihar Regimen-
tal Centre was complete but they
lacked plans. Most of their attacks
were engineered through the middle
and seldom were the wingers used.
Had more attention been paid to

Pankharsius Minj and to the left-out

Frederick Kujur, the margin could
have been wider.
BRC were not at full strength as

their star full-back Manohar Topno,
the India international and two other
top player*were assisting the Ser-
vices in the National Hockey Cham-

pionship.
The fair, on the whole, was quite

rich and one hopes the Adivasi hock-
ey genius of Bihar will make its mark
once again on the national scene.
The Chief Secretary of Bihar, Mr. *

Subhash Kumar Mukherjee, who
watched the finals, said that a match
between Chotanagpur and the Rest
of India should be arranged annually
to bring to surface the talented Adi-
vasi hockey players of Bihar.

PflEM KUMAR

TRIVANDRUM
- i — - . -J

Let there be light

WITH only eight minutes left for

the end of the men’s final of the
Parambi Velayudhan All-India Bas- (

ketball Tournament at Alleppey, the
power went out in the floodlit court.

The organising committee waited for

nearly 20 minutes for the power
supply to be restored. However,
there was still no light on the subject
the crowd became restless. The orga-

nisers then summoned scores of

motorbikes and scooters and com-
pleted the match with the lights

provided by these vehicles. In the
men’s final. Central Railway, Bom-
bay defeated Tamil Nadu Electricity

Board, Maims. 70-63 after ImkttM ,

45*25 athalftime, wh&e ilWlmnV



women’s final St Teresa’s defeated
Vimala College, Trichur.

National Shooting
Championship

THE cream of Indian marksmen
were seen in action in the 26th

National Shooting Championship
held at Palghat recently. The sche-

duled events went on smoothly ex-

cept for the occasional strong winds.
However, some events like Trap and
Skeet could not be held here due to

lack of facilities. A separate cham-
pionship for these events will be
held in New Delhi between April
21-30. The National Rifle Association
of India has picked up the top ten m
each event to attend a selection-trial

camp at the Tughlakabad shooting
ranges in New Delhi, before the team
is selected for the Asian Cham-
pionship scheduled to be held in

Jakarta during June-July.
Maharashtra's Asha Chauhan cre-

ated a new national record in the

women’s standard pistol event Wife
of ace marksman Sharad Chauhan,
Asha scot ed *>00 points as against the

existing national record ol 483 cre-

ated in 1980 by Dollv P. Irani Rail-

ways’^Amitabh Chatterjee won the

individual title in the small bore
standard rifle (prone) event scoring

577 points. He pushed holdei inter-

national Chittiappa of the Indian

Navy to second place. The thud
place went to Bom Bahadur (Atmv)
There was a keen tussle tor the

women's individual title between
Gita Roy and Rita Sinha both ot

Calcutta. Both scored 565 points

apiece Howevei, the first position

was awarded to Rita for having a

better score of 94 in the last senes oi

10 shots. The women’s title in the

pistol event went to Dollv P Irani of

Maharashtra who wrested it from M
Asha Chauhan. Indian International

Gian Chand (BSF) won the small

bore free rifle (prone) event impro-

ving on his Asiad score. Mohindar
Lai of Border Security Force

annexed two golds m the standard

and rapid fire pistol events and a

silverm the centre fire pistol event.

The gold in the centre pistpl event

went to Maharashtra ace Sharad
Chauhan who scored a record 583

points. The gold in the free pistol

event was bagged by the army’s

International Baljit Singh hitting 518

points. Baljit also won a gold in the

free pistol event. The free pistol gold

for women was won by Lalitha of

Tamil Nadu securing 457 points as

against Dolly P. Irani’s 447 points. In

the centre pistol event for women
Asha Chaunan was declared winner

after a tie-off with Dolly P. Irani. *

Asha scored 535 points. Incidentally

both bettered the previous national

record of 521 created in the previous

nationals held at Ahmedabad.

M. P. SORESB

SECUNDERABAD

Lip Mrvie*

T^HE phenomenon of Andhra
Jl Pradesh’s promising volleyball
players leaving the State m search of
better prospects elsewhere has ex-
isted for several years now. Of late
among those who have done so and
made a name for themselves are
Walter Benjamin (Tamil Nadu) and
Abdul Basith (Railways and India).

And if the attitude displayed by
several districts sports councils dur-
ing the State’s Mini Inter-District

Volleyball championships held re-

cently is anything to go by, then this

talent drain is likely to continue in

future.

Many of the teams participating m
the tournament had come on their

own funds, not having received any
financial assistance from their re-

spective district sports councils. The
enthusiastic youngsters, mostly from
rural areas m the State had to play
without shoes and propei uniforms
and often went without adequate
food and comfortable lodging.

Some ot those who failed to qualify

for the knock out wanted to leave
immediately since they had no more
money even for food while others

who had qualified were determined
to carry on somehow, since they
would get a crack at the title,

although they too faced the same
situation. According to some officials

of the Andhra Pradesh Volleyball

Association and the coaches of the

teams, this was not the first time that

such a sorry state of affairs had come
about
What made sports lovers and vol-

leyball fans in particular more indig-

nant was the fact that these boys had
obviously put in a lot of effort into

their practice and preparation for

the tournament, and many were,

undoubtedly, very talented. All the

participants were in their early teens

but they displayed the kind of skill

and ability that would have done
credit to far older and more experi-

enced players

The Warangal team, incidently,

made up of boys who all belong to

the village of Indurti, was one of the

most impressive outfits althought

they finished third. The coordination

(perhaps built up over several years

of playing together) was remarkable

and they employed all the subtle

strategy and techniques in their play

that one normally associates only

with national level players and

teams.
Runners-up Mahboobnagar was

another team which put up a splen-

did show—they beat the eventual

winners Hyderabad in the group ‘A’

league. However the Hyderabad

boys rarely did anything wrong,

especially in tteftngL
These boys, with the right

coaching and motivation could reach

the very top for they do have the

ability. But one wonders how long

their morale and enthusiasm willlast

undet the present circumstances
with the officials and administrators

doing only lip service to the often

quoted phrase ’catch them young’.

ARUN KUMAR

MADRA

Running backwards

A RUNNING average time of

xjLseven kilometres per hour majy

not seem to be much. But when it is

pointed out that the man ran ’’back-

wards”, then it is indeed a creditable

feat. Bala Pugazhendhi, an MBA stu-

dent of Annamalai University

accomplished this when he ran a

total distance of 268 kilometres. His
adventure started on March 3 at 6.25

am at Chidambaram, passing

through Cuddalore, Tindivanam,
Maduranthakam and Tambaram,
where he made night halts, he
reached Madras at 6.30 pm on March
7. Bala’s effort was supervised by
coaches attached to the district

sports officers, South Arcot and
Chingleput.

In October last year Bala had co-

vered a distance of 53 kilometres

oetween Annamalai Nagar and Cud-
dlaore m six hours, 45 minutes. Bala

had also represented Madras m the

inter-university meet at Gwalior m
1981 m the 20-kilometre walk. His
ambition is to find a place for him-

selfm the Guinness Book of Records.

Basketball toumay

For the last few years, the big
'

three in city basketball have
been State Bank, Indian Overseas

Bank and Integral Coach Factory.

But of late, these three have been
frequently challenged by a fast ris-

ing team in India Bank. Further
prool ot this came in the Bsa-Slr

State Level Basketball tournament.

Held m the city for a week, the

tournament was a success both from
the competition point of view and
from the spectator interest. The four

top teams predictably entered the

semi final round robin stage. The
star studded State Bank finished

with an all-win record and bagged
the title. Indian Bank served another
notice of their rising stature down
68-80 to State Bank in the final

league match after a game fight.

I.O.B. took third place defeating

I.C.F. 76-58.

Pocketing the glory
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ZaheerAbbas and Imran Khan were in New Delhi recently to playm the Surendranath benefitmatch introducing themselves to President Giant Zatl Singh

overcoming the challenge from P
Venkatesan m the final of the Myla
pore Gymkhana Annual Open Car
rom Tournament The tournament,
one of the leading events in the
~carrom calendar of the State,
attracted some top notchers But
Maria finished on top of the heap In
the final however he lost the first

game 16 29 But his game slowly
gathered momentum even as Venk
atesan lost his initial sharp touch
Maria won the second game 29 13
and romped home 29 1 m the decid
er The ladies singles title was
claimed by S Lalithakumanwho
also had to come from behind to get
the better of Hemavathy 10-29, 29
20,28 23

Varsity ball bad-
minton

Recovering from a sluggish start,

Madras defeated Kerala 8 29, 29
25, 29-20 to win the all India Inter
University Ball Badminton title for
men This was the last match m the
four team round robin semi final and
Madras, winning all their three ties,

emerged on top Kerala with two
wins and one defeat were second
Bharathidasan with one win and two
defeats were third while Sri Venk
ateswara lost all thir matches to

finish fourth But Sn Venkateswara
had provided the biggest upset of the
championships when they beat hoi

dei s Bangalore m the quai ter finals

It was no ordinal y victoiy but 29 12
m the first game When they led
26 14 m the second game, it did seem
all ovei But now began Si i Venk
ateswara’s fine fightback Amidst
mounting excitement they took the
second game 29 27, scoring fifteen
points to Bangalore's one Again in

the decidei Bangalore led 22 12 and
yet again Sn Venkatewara fought
back 1 hey levelled at 22 and then
went on to take the game and match
29 27 It was an incredible triumph

In the women's event, held im
mediately after the men’s was over
Mysore emerged triumphant

PARTAB RAMCHAND



Crossword JK
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ACROSS
1 Cricketer stores hay (3, 6)
6 Gymnastic animal (5)

8 Capital hosted the last Asiad (5)
1 1 The 'iron Man excelled in this back-

wards (9)

12 Twenty ducks in cncket (5)

14 Reversable motor racing sprints (5)
15 Playing nots and crosses on the

racing grid? (4 5)

down'
2 Uninteresting shooting event (4)

3 All is not well with Arkle (4j

4 Ace British decathlete sounds like a
fast bowler (1 8)

5 Tennis player has a little will but

does not know the way (1 8)

7 Tanners Christian name does not

make it (5)

9 Former Indian bridge player ex-

claims in the middle (5)

10

Apt tennis ranking (3)

13 Shortened football trophy on the

Continent (4)

14 The first part of the case (4)
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show his resentment against an umpir-
ing decision in a Test?
A. No such Instance has taken place in
Tests by India
Q. How many times has Glen Turner
earned his bat in a Test?
A. Twice-—first in the First Test against
England at Lord's in 1969 and later in

the First Test against the West Indies at
Kingston in 1971-72
Q How many times has Sunil Gavaskar
carried his bat in a first-class match?
A. Not once so far

Nlhar Ranjan Das, Paradaep.
Q. Kindly let me know the batsmen who
were out to the very first balls of their

debut Test matches Also the bowlers
who got a wicket with their very first

delivery in Tests
A. There are plenty of batsmen in the
history of Tests, who were dismis^pd off

the very first baits they faced in their first

appearance However, only A Conmng-
ham of Australia, WM Bradley EC
Arnold, G G Macaulay, M W Tate and
R Howorth of England, M Henderson
and H D Smith of New Zealand, T F
Johnson of the West Indies and Intikhab

Alam of Pakistan, have captured a
wicket with their first delivery in Tests

Sanjay Tantlya, Bangalore

Q. What is Wilfred Rhodes birth date?
Please give the Test record of this

legendary cricketer

A. Wilfred Rhodes was born on 29
October 1877 and in 98 innings of 58
Tests with 21 unbeaten innings, he
made 2325 runs at the average of 30 1

9

wdh the help of two centuries and 1

1

half-centuries He has dismissed 127

Solution to Crosswont 188

SUDHIR VAIDYA •

Malkit Singh, Kansbahal
Q. Who was the Man of the Match in the

Test between England and Australia in

July 1981?
A. Three Tests were played in July

1981 In the second G F Lawson was
the Man of the Match and Ian Botham in

the third and fourth Tests
Q. What is the date of birth of TM
Alderman?
A. He was bom on 12 June, 1956

Akhlleah Krlshnan, Ghaztabad.

Q. Who was the only Indian captain who
lost a Test series against New Zealand?
A. Sunil Gavaskar, who lost the three-

Test senes against New Zealand in

New Zealand in 1980-81, by losing one
Test, two others remaining drawn
Q. Who was the only Indian captain who
led the team back to the pavilion to

Solution to Crossword 189
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batsmen conceding 26.96 runs apiece,

with eight for 68 as his best bowling and
with 179 as his highest score

M.S. Ahmed, Cbaenalla.

Q. Name the batsmen who have part-

nered Sunil Gavaskar for the opening
wicket for India

A. Ashok Mankad (six times), S AbidM
(once), Ramnath Parkar (twice), Parokn
Engineer (four), Eknath Solkar (once),

Sudhir Naik (once), Dilip Vengsarkar
(five), P Sharma (once), Aunsnuman
Gaekwad (10), Mohindar Amarnatf
(once), Chetan Chauhan (36), Roger
Bmny (once), K Srikkanth (four), Pranob
Roy (twice), Ghulam Parkar (onCe),

Ravi Shastn (once) and Arun Lai (once)
in a total of 79 Tests, in one of which
Sunil Gavaskar did not bat

Ails Das, Howrah.
Q. Who were the umpires m the first and
second Tests in Pakistan when the
West Indies played in Pakistan In 1STA-
TS?
A. Amanullah Khan and Shakoor Rana
in the first Test and Amanullah Khan
and Mehboob Shah in the second Test.
Q. Who are the umpires in the second
Test between Australia and New Zea-
land at Auckland in 1976-77?
A. D E A Copps and W R C Gardiner.

wQuiz
I RANJIT GHOSE

Are the following statements correct?

1 The Australians were the first cncket
side to tour in Pakistan

2 Women's cricket is more than two
centuries old

3 None has as yet scored 100 points
in a single in basketball

4 Johan Cruyff played for Barcelona
5 The Durand uup is the oldest foot-

ball tournament of the world
6 The epee is a heavier weapon than

foil

7 Hungary is the first winner of the
Corbillon Cup

8 Vishwanath is older than Kirmani
9 Cricket is not played in Holland.
10 Len Hutton scored a nought on his

Test debut

ANSWERS
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it NOT THAT 1 MIND
PLAYING IN GOAL

ESC

f

BUT THEN Wfc A BIT

BIGGER THAN ME/

Bridge
BORIS SCHAPIRO

The state of being non-vulnerable
against vulnerable opponents who are
playing a strong club system and open
one-club sefems to act as a red rag to a
bull where some players are involved
Intervention can have curious merits -
my team-mates, playing Precision,

opened onfe-club and were overcalled
with two-spades This was descnbed as
Panama - either spades or a three-suiter

excluding spades Surprise, surprise, the
rest of the auction proved to be a com-
plete lottery with (because ofthe scoring)

the non-vulnerable opponents enjoying
the edge Other players simply overcall

one-club with very sketchy values This

deal came along recently

9
Q7Q1082
O AK972
1063

863
<?K9763
O 10 4 3
J8

7

054
OQJ865
AQ7S2

lead Aces of unbid suits if they have any
Failure to laid them sometimes suggests
that they He elsewhere

The South who had had the free run

chose to finesse in hearts and so failed

The other South, who had been inter-

fered with, formed another plan Al-

though it only offered a 25 per cent

chance of success, he decided to play

West for both theA and the -

perhaps not all that unreasonable I

expect that you can see how the end-play

developed After two top diamonds (dis-

carding clubs) declarer rattled off eight

rounds of trumps to keep 5>A J fKin
hand Triumphantly he now threw West
in with the 4)kA and waited for a heart

lead into his tenace A nasty set-back' It

was East who turned up withA and
he had +0 to cash as well To make
matters worse, declarer had not paid any
attention at all to what he threw from

dummy (you know how it goes, "Small

anything, small anything") Among the

"anythings" a small club had gone and
so East took the last trick with nis

7

It really was the final indignity - two off

where his opponent with the same cards

had only gone one off

ThiswmA ante: At love all as Southyou

+ AKQJ10542
<?AJ
O none

K94
At both tables South opened one-club -
strong - and one West overcalled in

hearts. It could hardly be descnbed as
pre-emptive, it could hardly suggest a
particularly cheap sacrifice, but it had a
curious and unforeseen effect on
subsequent events
Whether or not there had been an over-

call, South eventually discovered that his

partner held some values and plunged to

six-spades For the moment, forget about
any opposition bidding and simply con-
sider declarer's problem after a diamond
lead or, for the same money, a trump
lead With two quick discards South has
the choice of parting with two clubs and

This week1
! quit: At love all as Southyou

hold +Q J. CP10 4, OA K Q 10 6 3,Q 54 North opens one-heart, you re-

spond two-diamonds and partner rebids

2NT Do you settle for a game, invite a

slam, insist on one and if so, how’

more young Americans of supermaster
class came on the scene Kashdan slowly

slipped into the background
Kashdan’s greatest contribution to the

development of chess in the USA came
in his scores for the national team in the

Olympiads during the decade from 1928
to 1937 In six events the United States

finished second (The Hague, 1928).
sixth (Hamburg 1930). first (Prague.

1931), first (Folkestone 1933), first

(Warsaw, 1935) and first (Stockholm

1937), setting a record only surpassed in

recent times by the all conquering sides

from the USSR Kashdan was a member
of five of these teams being at top board
from 1928 to 1933 and Bd 3 in 1937,
and on no occasion did his average fall

below 70 per cent He played a total of

79 games, winning 52, drawing 22 and
losing 5, for an average of almost 80 per

cent This achievement ranks among the

most outstanding in the history of the

world team championships, on a par with

the records of the leading Soviet masters

One of Kashdan’s best games will be
given next week
CmrwIMm 8984 Solution next week

Black

fChess
|PETEH CLARKF

retying, on a heart finesse, or letting go
onadub and a head in the hope that the
Ace of dubs is well placed Given a free
choice I would play on dubs, especially
If the bidding had seemed to rely on flair

knd guesswork, for then players (end to
lead Aces of unbid suits ifthey have any

Fourth on my chronological list of great

players from the USA is Isaac Kashdan
(b 1905) Although Marshall reigned as
US Champion until 1936, when the title

was handed over to open competition,

for some years before that it was evident

that Kashdan had overtaken turn The
young pretender produced a senes of Im-
pressive tournament results- 2nd to

Nimzowitsch at Frankfurt 1930; 1st at

Stockholm, 1930; 4th with Flohr, Stofa

and Vidmar behind Alekhine, Bogol-

jubow and Nimzowitsch at Bled, 1931,
3rd with Sultan Khan behind Alekhine

and Flohr in London, 1932, 2nd to

Alekhine at Pasadena, 1932 These per-

formances established Kashdan firmly

among the Top Ten in the world, and
some experts even considered him the

most likely challenger for Alekhina’s title

However, Kashdan lacked the killer

streak and determination to overcome
rwais at the very highest levels When two

How (M White wm materwP Grade 2 (easy)

1st at SWeBeewaaasffe—-WeHii.l—draieea).
(ttrimt/7a/»a»*>i>»faW4Wtm/iww

gtfnf taoat - WWW W pire-) The young British star

tXT broughtoTIa mating firwh 32 R-W,BxR 33
1931, R - KR4ch, K - KM, 34 R - R5ch K - B5 (or 34

K-K6, 35 PxB. and WMe wins), 35
8 - Q2ch. K - Kt5,36B - 82,and Blackres*wd
PraMea Ba 1811. Solution nut week
t. IsgiWII ( L Action Franchise 1928) (8MSMR-
Bsrdf8WMa1«HBMwmtiaitP8i8-IOwWW
aMttWeck). White to playand mate in twomown
Selatlea la Na 1810 (Wajar).

B.UMWHU

sEs
18 M.) 1 8-8* mam t 8-0* |r» 1 ...

?eT - Wfc 8»'-?Bfc <«
1*“ R*15ai5
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Unsporting

THE Pakistani team’s
walking out of the field

before the completion of
the mandatory overs in the
first Test, and almost de-
priving Gavaskar of a cen-
tury, was within the laws
of cricket but it seriousl>
violated the unwritten
laws of sportsmanship. But
then, unsporting be-
haviour has, at least in the
recent past, -come to be
accepted as a part and
parcel of Pakistani
cricket.

AZEEM TAQL
,
Bombay.

WITH regard to the Pakis-
tani team’s withdrawal
from the field at the dying
moments of the first Test, I

would like to say that it is

foolish to believe that the
captain of a touring side is

not aware of the rules of

the game. In faci, neither
did Zaheer want Gavaskar
to regain his form nor did
he like seeing him (Gavas-
kar) cross another miles-
tone.

-Zaheer Abbas tried to hide
bis jealousy in the shadow
of misunderstanding the
rules of the game.
Zaheer with Ins childish
act not only deliberately
tried to shatter the con-
centration of Gavaskar,
but also allowed a shadow'
to come over the pitch so
that play might be stopped
due to bad light.

Even if Zaheer was not
aware of the- rules he
should have allowed
Gavaskar to bat as long as
the umpires had not called
the game off. Gavaskar's
century was not going ro
affect the state of the*

match in anv case.

AMMAR KUMAR ,

Mungcr.

BUT fos the stern handling
of the volatile situation in

the final moments of the
Bangalore Test by umpire
Swarup Kishen the match
would have ended in* an
avoidable fiasco. It was
surely a welcome sight to

see an umpire asserting
his right on the field by
pulling Hip the erring men
for their unbecoming be-
haviour. Cricket of late

has been losing its stand-

ing as a gentleman’s game,
consequent to an increas-

ing number of players
adopting questionable tac
tics and gestures that do
not enhance sporting
values. This tendency can
only be checked by
umpires who act boldly
and do not hesitate to en-

force their authority on
the field and in Swarup
Kishen we have found the
right man for such a de-
manding job. Zaheer
Abbas and his men have
only tarnished further the
already much maligned
image of Pakistan’s cricke-
ters, who have never been
known for their sports-
manship.
C. R. PANCHANATHA AT,

New Delhi.

Kudos

KUDOS to Zaheer
Abbas for stating the

obvious; how can the game
be sacrificed at the ex
pense of an individual? 1

am referring to Gavaskar’s
.century at Bangalore.
Gavaskar is no doubt a
great batsman, bur to play
merely in pursuance of re
cords undermines his
goodwill.
Or is it money that is

keeping this grey-haired,
diminutive amasser of
runs going?
The cricketing author-

ities should make it im-
possible for individuals to

get preference over the
game and its dignity.

P. MAVALANKAR .

Asansol.

THE performance of the
Indian hockey team in

Malaysia and Australia is

highly commendable. It is

rather unfortunate that
Dame Luck deserted this
young and hardworking
side. Nobody in particular
should be blamed for their
poor performance. I gel
the impression that the re-

ferees and umpires of
most other countries have
taken a disgust to our
hockey colours, as a result
of which vve fall a prey to
faulty and biased deci-
sions.

I have witnessed some
absured decisions taken
by Aussie umpires, in
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hockey as well as cricket
matches 1 he possibility of
any visiting team, cucket
or hockey, winning a
senes on Aussie soil can
be ruled out
At times, when you

watch a match between
the Aussies and a visiting

side you see a good team
losing thanks to faulty
and biased dei lsions 1 ven
with the best of talent \ou
are bound to lose a senes
01 maybe, with the best
tomphmf nts of the con
trollers of the game in Au
sttalid the visiting team be
allowed to square the
senes In shoit we should
appieciate our hocke\
teams ptrioimance Con
giatiildtmns lads and wcl
ioitu horrn
hi 1111 N1 i SOV GHOSH

hu h\

Poor commentary

WI1JL1 listening to the
1\ lomrntntdiy on

the first uukit lest
in iteh between India ind
P ikist m one could lint
nuficfii that the Hindi
comment uoi was itpe
attdlv digiadiui Dilip
Doshi Whcncvtrthe ball

went to Doshi lit used to

pass ncgatixc remarks
Was it not uni m c n the
pan ot tire t mimeiitdtor to

make sueli uniulv itmaiks
about i pla\ti r pccialh
consult ling ih< ta t that

the much was being tele

east in Pakntm also
Mortovei pool Doshi was
dropped altti lump given
t (ha net to piove hn
woith in |ust one itst A
plavtr eeitamlv dors not
en sene thn tu atmtni

s ( M\SH\\K'\K
\ u*pui

AI T1 R listening to th<

imimng < orrmunt u v oil

the It am iiophy and the
Hist lest match l ted that
the Indian commentators
are the worst going Iliev
tell us eve tv thing but the
scort Thev talk about ev
t rvthmg but not ol the
game itself It the Pughsh
commentators are bad
thtn the Hindi eommen
tan is worse* When the
Hindi commuitatoi says
something it is impossible
to follow whether it was a
lour, a six, or a dismissal
One is not able to under
stand head or tail ot it lo
top it all he hands the
nuke over to the expeit
commentator who also

talkf in Hindi 1 The com
mentary is more frustrat
ing than exciting What is

the use of having such
commentary if more than
78 per cent of the listeners
are not able to under
stand* Why can*t the AIR
appoint a panel of four
commentators and have a
panel of Hindi commenta
tors on a diffeient meter
band*

G SFTUURAMAN

\

Madras

THE standaid of radio and
TV commentarv in our
countiv is perhaps of the
lowest ordei It is quite
difficult to understand
how some of oui eornmen
tators can commentate on
a \ariet\ of sports' One
has to be ver\ talented to
do rhi Yet wt set that in
India the commtntatois,
in spite of be mg incompe
tent, die being used foi all

sports

F (.HOSU;

( ale utra

Baffled

I
AM baffltd bv the
biased uews ot Piabha

Padmanbhan m the Octo
be i s issue of Spoitswoild
It SC* m^, the t xpn t has
got nc i I aits wiong bust
1\ Doshi i >ok tilt highest

numbtt of wickets
and also topped the Itst
bowling avt rages toi India

on the 1982 tour ol Lng
land I he i < toi c her

allegation that Doshi was a
mete passengei m the side
only betravs her ignor
ance

In fact Doshi has bten
recognized as a world class

spinner by cntic all over
the wot Id I think such
propaganda against Doshi
is piompted b> nothing
else but prtiudict

Secondlv statistics show
that Doshi has the best
bowling averages in One
dav Internationals for
India

HIMAURI BANER ILL,
Calcutta

And Justice

for all

MR PATAUDI is a dt
cent man who, I be

lieve not onl>r knows the
lules of the games, but is

also awaie of the terms of

the contracts between the

plaxeis and the Boaid
Then how come did ht

invite and incite the play
ers v nh money to write
and violaie the teims of

Sportsworld
CAMPUS

KALEIDOSCOPE
Hu* sour nrliool team just won a local

chanipioiifcliip?

Ha* vour collrgr athletic* *quad ju*t

broken a host ol records?
If s wiilc ind tell us about i

f and Wc 1! print it

along with un photographs \ou can ‘end us

We are starting a new section that will be

devoted sold) to sporting events in school and
college campuses throughout India

AND WL Dl Ikt YOU I () I3L A PAR I OP
IT

All reports Ml IS I be tvpi d in double spacing

and will onlv be considered foi publication if

the\ are accompanied b\ a covering letter

signed bv the head of the nstitution and bearing

the seal of the institution as well

the contract* If Kapil and
Mohmder are the accused,
are not the editors and the
publishers of the maga
zines or newspapers aho
to blame* Is it not high
time that the role of tne
media—Press, AIR and
TV—is defined* All com
bine to violate something
but it’s always the players
who are asked to face the
music 1 suggest that the
Board should circulate the
contracts to all the medias
and make all responsible
That shall amount to some
lustiee

I SANTHANAM,
Bombay

Sports fund

I
T is high time the Union
Ministry ot Sports

started a sports fund,**

especially now that they
hav e got a dynamic Sports
Mmistei like Mi Buta
Singh This fund could be
raised on a long teim basis
with the help of the Gov
unment who can impose
an additional 5 paise post
age stamp besides the
noimal postage on postal
articles both inland and
ovei st as A similai
schinu was introduced by
the Government for the
lefugees from Bangladesh
The fund eat ot utilised to

cmplov formei Olvmpians
and Internationals as
coaches m various disci

plines
It could also be used to

piovidt scholai ships to
promising sportsmen and
women at both school and
colb gt levels It would
help the in acquire modern
equipment and there can
be little doubt that it will

help laise the standard of

sports in iht countiy
I inallv, if India intends

to stage the 1992 Olympic
Games then we should
start working in earnest,
and prepare ourselves for
that big event
Ml LSOA r M IOUIS,

Calcutta

FINAL SAY
T SUGGEST the Mk ‘

Ian cricket teem m-
lows the family plan-
ning dogan m pur Cm-,
enuprnt with regent! ip

'

throwing awes (Agin
wicket** "CwWr the
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Pakistan return home with
the honours

MANSUR ALI KHAN PATAUDI concludes that the tourists won a moral

victory, if nothing else

All photographs by TARAPADA BANERJEE

THE Nagpur wicket with its well-
earned reputation of being a tur-

ner was without doubt India’s best
opportunity to settle this senes That
these intentions were thwarted was
not due to the loss of a few hours
play, nor some excellent and re
sponsible innings by the Pakistan
middle 01 der but because the Indian
spinners apart from Shastn were
unable to make full use of the given
conditions

India, fully realising the nature of

this wicket included Bhat and in an
extravagant manoeuvre had Patil

flown in from Bombay m a State
Government aircraft

With Binnv having pei formed ere
ditab] v with the bat m the past few
weeks this last minute change was in.

eflect unnecessary and only man
aged to lay the selectors and the
Board wide open to some criticism

and even ridicule
The reseives must be chosen witn

as much care as the eleven itself and
since Sivaramakrishnan was never
meant to play his place should have
gone to a specialist batsman The
possibility of a batsman being m
jured or falling ill would then have
caused less worries and saved the
Board or the exchequer—nobody’s
sure who is paying for the charter—
a few thousand rupees and as it

turned out some embarrassment
mostly for Paul himself
While the Indians were preparing

themselves for a final effort to prove
that theirs was a better side, 7aheer
Abbas was content to be on the
defensive and he packed his side
with batting, leaving out his mam
spinners and thereby confirming
again that he had come to draw the

senes This attitude may well have
cost him the match But that was
much later
To begin with India won the toss

and while one is ready to appreciate
the efforts to take the initiative, the
Indian batting failed to temper their

aggression with patience and discre-

tion required for a five day game
Gavaskar batted with the usual

composure though he was once given
the benefit of a very little doubt by
umpire Bose and following Gaek-
wad's dismissal, Vengsarkar played
so confidently that one wondered
why he had been left m the wilder-
ness

But the world champions of one
day cricket failed to adapt them
selves to the different rigouis of the
longer game and were out mostly to
shots better reserved for the time
when one has been long enough at
the wicket to be suie of its pace and
bounce
rhrougnout most of tne innings

Zaheer pinned his faith on his sea
mers and they did not disappoint
him, especially Hafeez who ex
tracted some bounce from the slow
wicket A little more experience,
some guidance from Imran and the
ability to swing the ball into the right

hand batsman will make Hafeez
twice the bowler and an ideal re

placement for Sarfraz Nawaz
Only Shastn among the later play

ers showed the correct temperament
and technique and it was entirely

due to him that India reached a

moderate total of 245
On this wicket which had already

begun to turn, albeit slowly, the
Indian spinners of a few years ago
would have disposed of the Pakistani
bartmg withm this score But both
Bhat and Azad bdwled too quick and
flat and found Miandad and Zaheer
far too experienced to take un
reasonable risks

Only Ravi Stiastri among the later

players showed the correct •

temperament and it was

essentially due to him that India

reached a moderate total of 245

Miandad is of course a fine player
of spin but Zaheer who has yet to

score heavily in India played most
fluently and effortlessly to give a
classical display to a large and
appreciative crowd And when
Mudassar also found nothing decep
tive m the bowling, Pakistan forged
ahead to take the lead Only Shastn
who gave the ball some air troubled
the batsmen to claim five wickets
and eventually the award for the
Man of the Match

India began her second innings
with a fair deficit and Gavaskar in

the mood to wipe it out in even time
Fortunately he settled down and
India went into the last day with only
one wicket down Most of Nagpur
had settled foi a draw as indeed had
both teams but bv now the wicket
was turning moie sharplv and Nazir
had decided to flight the ball though
his line of attack still stiaved to
wards the leg stump
Zaheer, still on the defensive,

blocked one end with the seamers
and a spread held and only when he
felt absolutely secute did he gi\e the
ball to Wasim Raja Two wickets
followed and India suddenly found
herself undei piessuie, much of it

self induced
For the first time m this ram

curtailed game there was a possibil
ity of a result Kapil De\ ti led ro hit
his way out ot ti mbit, only to be
stumped And if Madan Lai had been
caught oft the very first ball as he
should have been, Zaheei could have
pulled off the impossible But Kama
ni and Madan Lai saw India thiough
the 1a<t game in a not paiticulaily
distinguished series

Tndia mav be world champions but
if they want to win a Test senes they
had belter produce a middle oidet
Which can build the batting and
some bowleis who can make use of
helpful conditions Pakistan, who
were virtually written off the day
their side was selected, tetuin with
honours more than even and m
Hafeez may have a bow let of real
potential

India has discoveted nobody now,
and her bowling, apaii from Kapil
Dev and to some extent Shastn is so
straightforward that she will find it

difficult to bowl out anv side winch
can boast of three or four teputed
batsmen

i



We played positive cricket
Zaheer Abbas tells Partab Ramchand

SPORTSWORLD: How would you
rate your team's performance

during the tour?
ZAHEER ABBAS: Very satisfac-

tory. We performed better in the
Test matches than we did in the
one-day games but even in the latter

we did not perform as badly as the

scores or results indicate. But our
best performances came in the Test.

We got the first innings lead in two
of the three Tests, our bowling rate

was faster, our run rate was faster

and I am altogether very happy with
the team’s performance.
Before we left Pakistan I had re-

ceived hundreds of letters telling me
that we would be beaten 3-0 as it was
very difficult to beat India in India.

Under the circumstances with a side
that was the underdog I would call

drawing the three Tests an achieve-
ment.
SPWD: You must have made some

plans for the tour. How did these
plans fare?

ZA: Almost all the planning and
strategies planned for the tour came
off. We played positive cricket and
the results were good.
SPWD: There was a lot of criticism

during the tour that your tactics

were basically negative or defensive.
ZA: The whole thing started

with Sarfraz Nawaz making a wrong
statement saying that the team had
been asked by the Board to play
negative cricket and as such he
wanted nothing to do with this tvpe
of approach. It is not right

When India were playing in Pakis-

tan in the last series, they played

negatively and defensively. They
sometimes bowled only ten overs an
hour. We on this tour, bowled more
than our quota of 77 overs a day.
India on the other hand were Tn a
position to apply pressure. Being the
World Cup champions, their morale
must have been high. But they were
too cautious for reasons I am unable
to understand.
SPWD: Do you feel that had the

weather not interfered with the play,
you could have forced a victory at
Nagpur?

‘ ZA. Certainly. We were in a better
position throughout the match
SPWD: Why did you not bring on

Wasim Raja earlier?
ZA: Yes, it is true that Raja can

take wickets, hut he can also be
expensive. See his figuies: in ten

India were in a position to apply pressure. Being the World Cup champions, their morale must have been
high. But they were too cautious for reasons I am unable to understand.



At Nagpur Nazir bowled superbly In that mood he would have contained any line of batsmen

the tout and got wickets He will be
of gieat assistance to Imian and was
teitainly the find of the tout At
Nagpui Nazir bowled supiibly In

that me>od he would havt contained
anv line ot batsmen 1 thought out

batting unit ott we'll Ml out chief

players Mohsin Mudassui Hi|t
Miandad and m> sell did well at one
time oi the other

SPWD What were sour impress
tons of the Indians "

ZA Kapil Dev bowled wcl f but
frankl\ the Indians nesu put us

undet pressuie Lhat was because
the batsmen ntsei got too many
runs

SPWD What about the arrange
ments for the tour"
ZA Baugdlnie was tine and jalap

dhar was not too had Nagpui
howevei was not upto the maik lhe
ou tlield was tumble the wicket I

have already spoken of and the
dressing room facilities weie bad
The dressing i oom was like a garage
But the people at all centres were
nice

SPWD What about the crowds?
ZA. They weie friendly and enthu

siastic except foi, the last day of the

Nagpur Test when spectators threw

stones at Mohsin when he went near

the boundary to colic et *ht ball Hid
the situation got woist 1 would lint
been well within nn iieht r i t ikt

in\ pi i\eis off the fit h\

SPWD What is \ out opinion about
fiequent exchanges ol touts between
the two countries"
7A I am loi it but thc\ should be

lon^ci t >u? s pi i haps of two months
duration 1 h it would nn in mou
one da\ gan es md thn < dn mate h
cs The touts u nit! take pi iu c\ei\
two y t at s Wi- could dso be i im n rht

biggti lest centies
SPWD lookmgaheid how would

you teckon Pakistan s chances in

Australia

"

/A It will be » haul torn \nd
coming altei the lndi in tout it will

picnc tube ancvtnhaidci one \nd
don t ioiget wt still have to l ikt on
f ngland at home aftet tominf. back
fiom then
SPWD Having played with this

Indian team, how would vou late its

chances against the West Indies J

ZA I think India will find it touji
India may taie bettei in mu d i%

games tathei than the Tests I \u pi

toi Kapil De\ thei c is no bowlet who
can take wickets with any repulai tty

The general tiend of the Indian
bowling line up is to contain rathci
than take wickets It will be an uplull

task for India _ . ^

overs he gave away almost *50 tuns
With that sort of bowling theie is*

always the chance that our final

target will be much higher Moreov
ei Rata gave me the imptession tha*
he wasn t \eiv senous about his
bowling
SPWD What was your opinion

about the Nagpur wicket

^

ZA It certainly wasn't a 1 1 st

match wicket The pitch was break
tng and the ball was keeping low On
this wicket I only wish I had a

bowlder like Abdul Qadir It would
then have been a different story
altogether
SPWD There were a number of

controversial decisions during the
Test
ZA No comments No one seems to

be happy about the umpiring in both
lountnes But when India came back
Prom Pakistan, they commented that
they weie clieated

1 SPWD. But then what is the solu-
:ion Would you advocate neutral
moires?
ZA‘ *Vcs, I suppose that r$ a good

flea There certainly would be less

omplarnts
SPWD' Were you particularly un-

iressed by any cricketer on your
Ide?
2A: 1 thought Hafeez bowled well
to unproved considerably during
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Vengsarkar and Madan Lai were both caught behind but not given out

nunul and form they were in, put the
pressure on us? The Indian batting
Wets certainly strong but they never
did themselves any credit. Let me
sav straight away that had Imran
Khan plaved at Nagpur, we would
have won in the four days available
to us. The wicket would have been to
his liking, since it had a lot -of life

and afforded bounce and lift.

Among the Indian spinners, Shas-
tri impressed me the most. Because
’of his height, he was able to give the
ball a lot of air and was very accu-
rate. Kaghurum Bhat bowled a bit
flat. He seemed content to check the
runs. He will be go more than a
useful bowler. But give him a wicket
like the one we had in Bombay fit

1*179—that track turned froth the
first day—and Bhat can be deadly

India started confidently in their

second knock and even at lunch on
the final day rjte match seemed to be
heading for a tame draw. But sud-

denly it came to life during mid
afternoon. Magnificant bowling by
Nazir opened the way for Pakistan to

force a win. But Kirmani and Madan
Lai held on firmly to save the match
for India. Again there were a couple
of bad decisions. Vengsarkar and
Madan Lai were both caught behind
but not given out. Under these cir-

cumstances it becomes difficult for a

side doing well to force a win,
There was one unpleasant incident

on the final day when Mohsin Khan
went to, the Eastern Stand boundary
to pick the ball. He was pelted with
stones and was hit, though fortunate-
ly not very seriously—a, very sorry

thing. When a player is injured it

may affect his career. If a situation
arises when a captain in order to
protect his players from such treat-,

ment takes them off the field, it is

bad for both the countries. 1 can only
appeal to the fair minded and sport-*

ing public of India not to indulge in
any such violent action.
Looking back on the series, I feel

we did better than expected. All our.
batting stalwarts did well. We
brought a young and inexperienced
bowling line up but in Azeem Hafeez
we really made a find. He improved
considerably and has a good future
looking ahead. I feel we can win in

Australia. Ours will be a stronger
team with the inclusion of both Im-
ran and Qadir The batting is solid
and it should 4re a well balanced side.

I feel we have as good a chance even
in the Benson -and Hedges series as
Australia and the West Indies, as was
proved in the World Cup.
Regarding India’s prospects in the

series against the West Indies I feel
that the visitors are a better side.

Their fast bowling battery is awe
some and difficult to score off. The
Indian batsmen will be in difficulty

unless some good attacking batsmen
are found for attack is the only way
ito deal with these fast bowlers. The
Indian bowling lineup is not strong
enough to bowl the West Indians out
twice. But in the ultimate analysis, a
lot may depend on the wickets. India
has the spinners, the West Indians
don’t. So if turning tracks are pre-
pared, then anything can happen.
One last point and that is regard-

ing the frequent exchange of tours
between our two countries. It is upto
the two Boards but 1 personally am in

favour of frequent tours, even an
jannual series. But I have one small
(request to make to the Indian Board:
Please arrange future tours at some
good centres. The India-Pakistan
series is an important one, as impor-
tant as the Ashes battles between
England and Australia. One should
give it the due importance. On this
tour we had two centres, Jalandhar
and Nagpur where the Test match
atmosphere was lacking. In places
like Calcutta, Bombay and Madras,
one gets to feel the Test match
atmosphere. The crowds are large
and the wickets good.
Before I sign off 1 want to wish the

Indian team well in the series
against the West Indies. I also want
to wish Sunil Gavaskar all the luch
and I hope he completes his 30 Test
centuries. I wish to place on record
that we have enjoyed our stay and
have been well looked after by the
Indian people whose hospitality is

the same as ours in Pakistan. Best
wishes alsoxo your magazine, writing
for whidh has been a great experr
ence. It has a lot of good things going
for it. Keep up the good work.

AS TOLD TO PARTAB RAMCHAND



The playing public is already
showing signs of

disenchantment
M.L JAISIMHA

HLAV\ tain*, the night before sensation In t'ving m Paul late in won the confidence ni the umpire
and eailv on the lust morning tlu evening in place of Amatnath a hom a \u\ wuiienus appeal for

made for damp conditions m the last minute withdiawal due to a Ibw off Naqqash plaved with author
outti as well as the bowlers tun up touch ot tlu itv Hits soon dispelled the attack
but the wicket ha\ing been coveitd (ia\ iskai ind C.aekwad both mg field

appeared unaffected looked iompo>td as th< \ took the Vengsaikai looking in superb
iht umpiits after several mspec bowling ot h if 1 t/ ind Naqqash But touch pi ntd the >tiaight dine with

tions decidtd that conditions had soon it was c\id< nt th it this wicket the full tut ot tlu bat and a com
impicncd sutfu it ntl\ foi pla\ to would pioudc moit bounce than pic tc follow thiough while Cidvas
commence at 1

r
>0 pm Kapil Dt\ foi usual vs Halit/ rn tdc the odd ball kai s dints in iiont of co\ei with left

the thiio time in this sc i it s won the stand up lust soit of a good kngth toot close to the ball and bodv in
Uus and gleefulh chost to bat on a C.atkwad pla\td awj\ from his ptiftit posnion In ought delight to
wicket gtetntr than one is actus bods to Naqqash outside the off the spectatois
tomed to see stump ic be held comfoitabK b\ Salim mahk bowling his fust over

India bi ought Bhat ind \engsar Bari Vengsaikai hack at his out in lest eiieket sinpustd e\ei\one
kai m place of Bintn and Venkatar chop portion and liavastar who himse It no doubt me Jude d b\ get
aghavan and then cieated quilt a should bt considered tortunatt as he ting \ tngsai kai to hold a tentative

One more series has gone by without providing any competitive interest., the idea of exchanging
frequent tours will have to receive very serious consideration



bat to a ball leaving him down the
leg stump for Ban to take with great
pleasure India at close were 92 for
two

Kapil De^'s odvious intention of
quickly getting to a score of 350 plus
to enable his spmneis to coax some
tuin from the wicket weie quickly
shatteied as India began dis
asti ously
Sharma attempted to sweep

Nazir's off spin and was caught in
fiont to Ibw Paul after a rasping
drive hooked at Hafeez’s natural
diagonal ball on the off stump to be
taken well bv Raja at midwicket
A/ad attempting a similai stroke and
not getting into position went the
same wav
Shastn calm and assured, played

well within himself, leaving anything
outside the off stump and worked
the balls off his hips to bring some
measure of stability to the batting
An initially subdued Kapil Dev

soon blossomed into well-timed
drives and the tense atmosphere m
the Indian camp was somewhat re
lieved Just as ne looked like build
ing a long innings, Kapil Dev was
beaten bv an away swinger from
Mudassai Nazai to be taken low to
his right by Ban India attained some
measure of respectability through
Shastn and Kirmani, who between
them made a total of 245 possible.
Hafeez was the outstanding bowler

for Pakistan He was able to get the
ball to leave the bat with a fair
amount of bounce and kept a good
line and length Nazir bowled too flat

to attain any deviation from the
wicket but Naqqash and Mudassar
bowled tidily to help Hafeez contain
India to a modest score
Mohsm Khan and Shoaib played

Kapil Dev and Madan Lai with quiet
efficiency Kapil then brought on
Bhat, the debutant, after only six

overs With his introduction the ram
came down and the covers went on

Plav was resumed after a break of
about 20 minutes but with the light
poor and persistent drizzle it was
quite incomprehensible that play
could be restarted as it soon came
down m buckets and the wicket this
time did receive some rain before
the covers were put back on
The day of rest remained cloudy

and the threat of rain was imminent
In the event it surprised everyone
imjuding the meteorological depart-
ment that it did not ram any further
and with the ground staff doing their
job very well play commenced only
20 minutes late past the scheduled
time

Pakistan soon lost Shoaib to Kapil
Dev, the ball stopping and lifting

from mst short of a good length for
Shoaib to stab in effectual defence
for a simple catch to Sharma at

bat pad position
Salim Malik padding up to Kapil

Dey outside the off stump was the

first of the three very dubious deci-

sions to befall Pakistan Mohsm
Khan, elegant and technically sound
m the company of Miandad, began to

build the Pakistan innings
As Pakistan were settling down,

Mohsm was the second of the three
debatable decisions as a very good
ball from Shastn turned off the face
of his bat from his forward defensive
push but with pad and bat close
together it could have been any-
thing Mohsm exhibited his dislike in

no uncertain terms
Talk on the fourth morning cen-

tred around whether Pakistan would
build a lead of 150 or thereabouts
and apply pressure on India With
Zaheer and Mudassar going so
strongly it did appear possible but
Kapil induced Zaheer to glance at

one outside his leg stump and Kirma-
ni took a truly magnificent catch
diving to his left

Gavaskar started as if he were

singlehandedly to get India a

substantial lead., but it was not

possible to continue in this vein

Then with Shastri.coming on after
Kapil had given his other left-arm
spinner preference, the Pakistan
batting all of a sudden did not
appear m control and they lost wick
ets at regular intervals

Raja, Ban and Naqqash fell to
Shastn who was really getting the
ball to turn and bounce with gpod
variation of flight Mudassar was
stumped attempting to work Bhat to
mid wicket for a single and after a
bit of flourish from Nazu, Pakistan
had to settle tor a lead of 77
Gavaskar started as if he were

single handedly going to get India a
substantial lead alter equalising the
first innings defitit He played the
cut, the lofted drive and the hook. to
take India quickly into the fifties but
it was not possible to continue in this

vein as Zaneer quicklv set a one day
field and alternated his seamers
from one end and had »Nazu to a
well spread field to check the flow of
runs Gaekwad was caught on the
fence at long on off Nazir
Gavaskar, who was let off b}

Mohsm Khan on the midwicket
boundary, in the company of Veng
sarkar settled down to pla\ to the
merit of the bowling It now seemed
clear that the match would also go
the same way of the k&t two The
oply point of interest at this stage
was whether Gavaskar would equal
the great Sir Don's record of 29
hundreds
But on the final morning Gavas

kar, to his and everyone’s dis
appointment, fell for 64 at the stroke
of the drinks interval caught at

backward squarg leg off bai and pad
to Nazir The match then dawdled
along to its inevitable diaw, but
suddenly came jo life mid afternoon
with the quick fall of Indian wickets
But at no stage weie India really in

danger of defeat and Kirmani and
Madan Lai pulled them through
Ultimately both sides did not have

the fire power in their bowling to get
« the other side out twice, at least on
the placid and lifeless wickets that
the Tests were played on Zaheer
Abbas was quite content to play safe
and India, even if they would have
liked to attack, could not do so
against some steady and accurate
bowling
One more senes has gone by with-

out providing any competitive in-

terest The idea of exchanging fre-

quent tours will have to receive very
serious consideration Also greater
attention has to be paid to the prepa-
ration of wickets*
The playing public are already

snowing signs of disenchantment !

and with the advent of TV being
another factor, the crowds may not
come rolling m as they used to The
other factor that should exercise the
minds of the authorities is that grea-
ter emphasis should be placed on
improving the quality of umpiring



Neither side seemed keen on
winning the match
PARTAB RAMCHAND reports from Nagpur

THE shift in interest has already
become apparent.

Even as the final Test between
India and Pakistan was meandering
along its seemingly pre ordained
course, the fact that Vivian Richards
was setting about the South Zone
bowling held more than ordinary
attraction.

With things warming up on the
West Indies front, it was obvious that
the talking point would be the dre-
ary three-Test series which has just
been completed. Pakistan came
here, rated by all and sundry as the
underdogs, but they certainly proved
a point or two in the interim. India's
batting strengths notwithstanding

—

they have an even more exalted
status to defend now that they are
also the one-day world championss

—

Pakistan twice overhauled Indian
totals in Tests with the greatest of
ease.

*

And, as it ws pointed out, some-
times painstakingly, Pakistan did
not have much in the way of bowling
resources. Tahir Naqqash, so we
thought would be the only bowler
worth watching. Well, Azeem Hafeez
must be laughing all the way home.
It is now apparent that Hafeez could
well turn out to be a future match-
winner for his country.
Even though, as far as the

scoreboard goes, the series was
drawn, the psychological score is

slightly different. Pakistan had no-
thing to lose. They had been written
off already. India, still high on the
World Cup euphoria, were the ones
who had to be careful of soiling their
prestige, if not their scorebook.
India have little reason to be hap-

py with their performances in this
series. Remember the Bangalore
Test, when the home side was six
down for 89? The chopping and
changing in the Indian side could not
have done much for the selfconfi-
dence of players concerned.
Rain, ever th spoilsport in cricket,

dogged the India-Pakistan series like
a plague. It interfered with the Bang-
alore and Jalandhar Tests and, as If

on schedule, made sure that the final

Test at Nagpur would also not run its

full course.
To make things worse, the Vidar-

bha Cricket Association ground is a
eculiar one. It certainly does not
ave the atmosphere or the facilities

for a Test match. The arrangements
were woefully inadequate, tne play-
ers' dressing rooms an apology and

the ground shabby. The outfield had
large brown muddy patches and it

was obvious after one look at the
ground that the slightest rain would
cause a prolonged delay.

Thus it was that on the morning of

the match, only two-and-half hours’
play was possible and in this time
Kapil Dev, winning the toss for the
third straight time in the Tests, had
no hesitation in opting to bat.

Hafeez and Naqqash did make the
ball rise but they could not add
accuracy to hostility and Gavaskar
and Gaekwad were in no difficulty

against them. In the first over after

tea, however, Gaekwad tried to force
a rising delivery outside the off

stump from Naqqash, achieved only
a snick and was consumed behind by
Bari.

i

Raghuram Bhat not only kept

Zaheer quiet for a long spell but

also bemused him on a couple of

occasions

Gavaskar looked in good nick right
from the very beginning, driving and
cutting handsomely. He even exr

cuted a perfect hook to the square
leg boundary off Naqqash. Vengsar-
kar, recalled to the Indian side, set-

tled down quickly and his part-
nership was to finally emerge as the
best feature of the Indian batting,

with a constant run rate being main-
tained.

Vengsarkar’s departure was sud-
den, for to be candid he did not look
like getting out so soon. He attemp-
ted to glance Salim Malik, got only a
touch and Bari held a good tumbling
catch. A blow for India; a bonus to

Malik.
The entry of Yashpal Sharma, the

cricket; predictably enough,
quietened down. Gavaskar in the last

hour was a far cry from the Gavaskar
of the morning. He did not display
the authority he had in the preced-
ing 90 minutes but still came through
the first day unbeaten with 46.

Already one could see that the great
man was eagerly looking forward to

reaching the most important land-
mark of his career—his 29th Test
century.
But Gavaskar’s impending miles-

tone was not the talking point of the
day. The Indian squad was. This was
prompted, of course, by the inclusion
literally at the eleventh' hour, of
Sandeep Pati! in place of vice-

captain Mohinder Amarnath who
was, to all intents and purposes,
unwell.
Before play began. Ashok Mankad,

the manager of the Indian team,
announced in the Press Box that
Amarnath was “totally unfit” before
he dropped the bombshell.
As the world now knows, Mankad

went on to say that the captain and
himself, along with other members
of the team, had decided to replace
Amarnath with Patil. who was not
even in the squad announced for the
Test, having been dropped after the
Jalandhar game.
He said that the team’s decision

had been conveyed to the three
selectors present'—-Ghulam Ahmed
(chairman), Hanumant Singh and
Pankaj Roy—and they too had
given their consent,
Mankad said that he had talked,

with Patil over the phone and that he
would take the first available flight

from Bombay, but he admitted that
Patil would not arrive in time for the
first day’s play. Asked what would
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Miandad started in his usual swashbuckling manner and the way Zaheer Abbas got off the mark, it was
obvious that it was going to be a long, hard grind for the Indians

happen if India were to bat first and
were to lose wickets quickly, Man
kad replied “That is the chance we
are taking *

This decision was both an odd and
unparalleled one froi one thing,

Paul was not even m the squad of

fourteen and with Vengsarkar pre
sent, one wondered why Paul had
been called up from Bombas as a

replacement, particularly when n
was known that he would be avail

able to participate in the opening
day’s proceedings The action was
without precedent to be suie, but
was the situation really so despeiate
as to warrant such panicky methods’

Also, this was probably the fust
time that a replacement who was not

even m the playing squad had been
brought m at the last minute One
immediately recalled that on the
first morning of the Bombay Test
against Australia in 1969 Subroto
Guha was asked by the selectors to

drop himself because it was found to

be a spinners track Venkataragha
van, who was in the squad as one of

the reserves, was pla\ed But this

time the replacement was not in the

original squad noi was ht eveil

present at Nagpur but had to be
flown in from Bombay
And the fact that he was not pie

sent during play on the opening day
made the whole thing look even
more cutious It was peihaps the
selectois wav of admitting then mis
take m dropping Patil in the fust
place
Or was it’

Another topic of discussion was
the final elevtn The fact that Rogei
Bmnv had been dropped came as a

shock Ihe Karnataka all rounder
had scoied 83 not out at a vital

juncture at Bangalore and followed
it up with another half century at

jalandhar Always a fine field, he
had also shown his ability as a

medium pace bowlei too On what
giounds then was he dropped’

PATIL, for- all the fanfare sur

rounding his unexpected mdu
sion in the final eleven, did httle or

nothing to justify his recall Coming
in at the fall of Sharma’s wicket,

Patil was not to stay for long Like
Sharma before him, he was not

around to scoit veiy man} runs
Indeed, Yashpal Shaima rnsut

surely be under some pressure now
to r* tam his place in the squad Hei
scratched around foi 7b minutes m,
this innings and took 62 delis ci tes to

score his modest 13 runs He has
found it difficult to get runs after

returning home from l ngland and
must alter things if he is to stay in

the Indian side
Paul, coming in to the accompani

ment of deafening cheers from the
20,000 strong crowd, was another
major disappointment Amarnath’s
replacement spanked a straight
drive off Hafeez, but he did not have
much time left Two balls later he
went through the motions of a hook
but appeared to play the shot a
fraction early and the ball went high
and straight to Wasim Raja, standing
under it at mid wicket

It was a torried time tor India, with
worse to come Sunil Gavaskar, on
the scent of the century that would
equal the tally of Sir Donald Brad
man, was to follow Sharma and Patil

on the long walk back to the dressing
room
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Having shown superb command over his lofted shots Zaheer now displayed cricket's most regal stroke,

the cover drive in the pleasing and elegant manner that only he can achieve

Halee/ was easilv the pick ot the
bowlers Improving considerably
since his It st dtbut at Bangalore, lit

now has remarkable control nut
length and line and is able to make
the ball perform even on a slow
wicket He is developing into a tine

shock bowler but this time /alien
used him as a stock bow lei and
Hafee/ was a trifle expensive onlv
because he seemed to tite too soon
Zaheet’s reluctance to call upon
Wasrm Rata was also inexplicible on
a wicket that was conducive to spirt

In fact, Na/ir did turn quite a lew
deliveiies as the match woit on

Pakistan, simplv bv adopting a
moie methodical approach than In
did, soon*put themselves into a posi

tion wfheiebv thev could not lose the
match and at the same time have an
outside; chance of winning it

Yet the start was calamitous tor

Pakistan Haidlv had plav com
menced aftei a 20 minute delav
because ol wet gtound conditions,

when Kapil Dev struck twice m dou
bl$ quick time ,

Even m the face ol the modest
Indian total Pakistan weie gasping
toi breath at 26 foi two But atler

these initial setbacks, Pakistan weie
never really m ttouble and for the

lc^t ot r lit oa\ built up the scoie bv
lautul even intelligent, batting

Mohsin hhap looked in good toim
Itue he received a repuevc when
\t*ngsarkai dropped him at sillv

point oti Raghmam Bhat w'hen he
wa‘ 2^ but apart tiom that, he
seemed in command
Immediately after lunch, however,

he was declared out under un
pleasant t ncumstances He was
beaten bv Shastri the ball turned
quite a bit and landed in Kirmanfs
gloves

1 10m the Press Box it was not very
clear whethei lie haci edged the ball

oi not Ihtic was an appeal but
Mulisin did not appear concerned
and even tinned his back on the
umpire who had in the meantime
.aisid’his finger

Mohsin s f all did not mean that

Pa-visian vvould codapse In tael, the

'wiun stand between Mohsin and
Javcd Miandad was ihe start of a

complete Pakistan recovers Mian
dad started in lus usual swashbuck
ling manner and the way Zaheer
Abbas got ofl the mark, it was ob
viou*> that it was going to be a long,

hard grind loi the Indians
Bv the tune he had reached his

quaitei century maik Zuhtei had
alreadv hit three sixes His lust
scoring stroke after 20 minutes, was
a lotted sh u ovei nndwu ker oft

Shasti i

A second o«v quicklv tollowed, to
the same area this time ott Kuti
A/ad and in the nextovci htia\«igcd
the same aiea once again ott Shastri
On this last occasion he made con
tact with the ball so late that it

looked as if it had left him, but lie

was m such a collect position that
the ball still sailed into the stands
Having shown superb command

a cr his lotted shots Zaheer now
displayed cricket’s most legal
srioke, the covei dnve, in the picas
mg and elegant manner that onlv he
can achieve
Miandad’s entertainment was

moie vaned and he played all the
stiokes in the book, displaving his
rental kahle technique which makes
him one ot the most diiiiculi bats
man to contain in international
cricket

It took a paiticulailv fine delivers
tiom newcomei Raghmam Blnu to
dismiss hnn It was an armer, winch
not onlv hastened oh the pitch but
kept a trifle low Even MiandacT*i
supeib technique was not able to get
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Wasim Raja never really settled down and his 16 runs took him almost 50 minutes to compile; it was

difficult to understand that there was no concerted effort to get runs

the better of this delivery and he was
trapped leg betoie Miandad mdi
cated that his bat had made contact
with the ball betoie it went onto his

pad But even if contact had been
made, umpue Bose must have been
of the view that it had been made
after the ball had first hit the pad
For the next 90 minutes, Pakis

tan’s fortunes were m the safe hands
of Zaheer and Mudassar Nazar Not
once were they m difficulty Zaheei
in the afternoon had been pegged
down bv Bhat who at one time sent

down four successive maiden overs
But m the evening he was the

Zaheer of old He had a disastrous
tour of this country m 1979 80, get

ting only one fifty in nine innings By
this day’s end he had already got his

highest score in eight Tests m India,

and he looked good for many moie
runs
Mudassar, the highest scorer m the

last series in Pakistan, seemed total

ly sound The new ball taken 20
minutes before close on the thu d day
made things easiei for Pakistan and
the two batsmen increased the score
by 24 runs m fi\e overs by stumps
Pakistan were thus only 26 runs

behind with six wickers m hand, a
sound position which could have
been turned into a winning one with
some luck
The Indian bowling till this stage

of the match seemed devoid of ideas
on a wicket that did aid spin But the
turn was slow and the bdtsmen had
time to wait foi the ball before£oing
for their strokes Bhat was the most
impressive His first spell was just

accurate but m the second he was
fairly penetrative as well He not
only kept Zaheer quiet for a long

spell but also bemused him on a

couplt of occasions Shastri was
steady at most and Kirti Azad sud
denly pitchforked ‘into the fionthne
of the Indian spin attack, had his

longest spell m lest cricket But
these weie largely uneventful ovei >

Kapil De\ apait from that initial

fne was not his usual sell

Zahter’s strategv was obvious
hum the beginning In the fust houi
with two such gifted strokeplavers
like himsclt and Mudassar Nazar at

the wicket only 3*5 runs weie scored
The same number of runs were
scored in the second hour, but tacti

callv speaking, these two hours were
vital for Pakistan if thev were to

make a senous bid for victory
But b\ lunchtime that day it he

came clear that Pakistan were not
inteiestcd in \ictor\ Having
brought a supposedly weak and in

fenor team, Zaheei was content with
a drawn senes and was not going to

take eun the slightest risk

Zaheer got only 3 6 i uns in an hour
Mudassai took neatly two and a half

houis o\<i H i uns Wasim Raja
never really settled down and his 16

luns took him almost SO minutes to

compile 1 hei e was just no concerted
effort by the batsmen to get runs
and it was difficult to understand
this defensive approach

I
N India’s second innings, with
Gavaskai and Gaekwad racing

along, there was immediate specula
tion of India getting quick runs and
then trying to bowl Pakistan out on
the final afternoon on a rather re

sponsive wicket
But all these turned out to be fond

hopes In the last 90 minutes during

which Pakistan sent down 21 ovtts
India progressed laboiously to 99 tor

one a lead ot onl\ 22 and the match
j

as a contest was dead as a dodo
India were shortly to put the

brakes on but e\en aftci Gaekwad
left there w is no shift in the pattern
ot scdnng Ncithei Gavaskar and
Vengsarkar seemed interested in

going foi the bowling lo be fair to

them it must be said that Zaheei did
not make, it easy tot them
He resumt d after tea m a far from

generous mood Ht kept Naqqash
and Hafee/ at one end and gave
them a six three oil side held From
the pavilion end he bowled Na/u
throughout The off spinnei kept
pegging away at middle and leg and
had as many as seven fieldsmen to
suppoit him
Thtrc were thiet men in an inner

circle to save the single, three men
on the fence, and Miandad at short
tme leg With a little bit of impio
visation Gavaskar and Vengsaikar
could have probed the vacant oiiside
area

In fact thev did occasionally beat
the only two fieldsmen stationed on
that side but these were not as
frequent as one would have liked to

see India too seemed content to let

the match drift to a dtaw
Gavaskar iti the post tea period

added only 17 tuns to his brilliant 33
that he had scoied at tea And with
only 44 runs being scoied in this

time interest in the match, at the
end of the day, was not even luke
warm
That, then, could have been the

story of the series A series of a few
bnlliant performances, but one that

cricket fans would lather forget
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When you’re walking, talking, smiling,

laughing, nodding, trying orjust plain hungry,
take a break with a 5 Star bar.

The chewy, chunky, chocolatey bar.

The tasty, wholesome, 5 Star bar.

Sometimes, Cadbury’s can say it

better than words



I would have liked to play
in these times because

of the money
NAZAR MOHAMMED, father of Mudassar Nazar and former Test

batsman, tells MUDAR PATHERYA

SPORTSWORLD: What cricketing
difference do you find between

the times when you played and now?
NAZAR MOHAMMED: That was a
very good generation which played
cricket only for the love of the game.
Now there is professionalism and the
players are getting a lot of money. In
our time there was little money; we
used to get only Rupees fifty per day
per Test match.
When comparing the talents of the

two ages, 1 would say that batting
today nas improved. The reason for
this is that there are many facilities

for today’s cricketers. There are
many camps now and cricketers get a
lot of time to play and practise. We
used to work in offices so there was
not much opportunity. At that time,
however, we enjoyed the advantage
of playing on fast wickets; today
there are no quick strips for a bats-

man to play nis strokes on.
As far as bowlers are concerned

there were better pace bowlers
around then. Spinners, of course,
were better of a later generation
especially when India possessed a
tno of world class slow bowlers.
SPWD: How would you compare

Imran Khan with Mohammed Nissar
and Amar Singh?
NM: Nissar was a great bowler.

Bada shareef aadmi tna (He was a
very honest man). He never tried to
hit anybody. He considered that a
batsman should be got out by speed
and swing. There was only instance
when he did bounce at a batsman—
at Breakwell against the M.C.C. in a
match at Lahore. Breakwell had hit

one of his batsmen and Nissar was
forced to bounce. Breakwell was hit,

fell onto his stumps and had to be
carried off on a stretcher. I was then
in my fourth class and watching from
one of the stands! Nissar’s biggest
advantage was that he had a great
physique; almost every delivery
•came up to the batsman’s chest. To
add to the discomfiture there were
people like C.K. Nayudu, Wazir Ali,

Nazir Ali and Jehangir Khan — you
could not find the ball once it dis-

appeared into his hands—prowling
nearby.

I would certainly say that Nissar
has been the best fast bowler of the
sub continent. Imran’s advantage
over him however lies in his fast

inswing. Even Gavaskar com-
plimented Imran for this particular
delivery.
Amar Singh, however, was not fast

but more of a medium pace. He had
great control over his swing bowling
too and appeared to come faster off

the wicket. He played for the M.C.C.
once against the Australians and got
six wickets—he missed Bradman’s
unfortunately. Amar Singh ranks
very high in my estimation .

SPWD: Given a choice, would you
prefer playing today or in the age
when you actually aid?
NM: I would certainly have liked

to play in these times because of the
amount of money that the players
are getting. The way players are
given incentives the bowlers would
never have been able to get me out
today. My determination was so
great that if it was required of me to

stay in for a full day I could quite
easily do it. I would cut out all the
risks—I had a great control over the
hook—and nobody would then be
able to get me out as long as I was
being paid for that. I even carried a
bat for Pakistan in my time.
SPWD: You must have played for

the Muslims in the Pentangular.
NM: Ah, those lovely days. I play*

ed from 1941 to 1946 in that tourna-
ment and got an average of 68.2.

That was great cricket. There was no
communal rivalry, unlike the name
which suggested so. Most of the
players were friends and if one play-
er did well the rivals would often
come and praise him. At that time
people were different, not commun-
al. There were no riots during the
matches and it was common for the
Muslims to talk highly if Merchant

were batting or Vice versa. We used
to go to Bombay two months before
the start of every season for practis-

ing and often used to play friendly
matches with the Hindus and the
Parsees. But there were no tensions.
We were very sad when the tourna-
ment was finally abandoned.

I specially remember my first

game in the competition, against the
Rest in 1941. 1 got 156 in that match.
One of my most cherished memories
is that of a catch that I took in the
Bombay Pentangular. I shall never
forget it. E.B. Aibara was batting and
he cut one—full-blooded—and I was

ig at gully. I leapt and it j

hand, immediately in

he cut one—full-blooded—and I was
standing at gully. I leapt and it stuck
in my hand, immediately in one
movement I slipped it into my hip
pocket. As the shot has been a hard
one and the sound had echoed right
through the ground, people were
applauding. It was only after Aibara
had crossed the umpire that I took
the ball out and the crowd realised
what had happened.
SPWD: When you had such a good

record you should have gone to Eng-
land in 1946.
NM: That’s an interesting case. My

rival for the opening position was a
very great all-round player—one of
the best that India has produced

—

and one of my best friends. When a
team is selected the normal practice
is to take two regular openers plus a
reserve opening batsman. Merchant
and Mushtaq Ali were the regulars
and the third was Vinoo Mankad.
Where could I fit in then? Had
Mankad been only a batsman then I

could have made it as an additional
wicket keeper and a slip fielder.

The following year, I had another
chance to play for India. The team
was being selected for Australia and
Merchant and Mushtaq Ali were not
going. I was a certainty for the tour
but folks back home did not allow me
to come to India from Lahore
SPWD: How would you compare

Mudassar with yourself?
NM: There is one thing I admire

.Nissar has bean the best fast bowlerof the subcontinent Imran’s advantage over him

however lies in Ms fast inswi
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greatly in Mudasaar^hir ctetemina^
tion and concentration. Let me re*

late an instance. There was one tro-

Sy match and he scored a hundred
' the university. In the second

match against Peshawar at Lahore
he was batting on 94. He drove
full-blooded and ran but the shot was
fielded brilliantly. The non striker
had not moved and Mudassar was
run out Main to bada pareshan ho
gaya (I was very upset). Here was a
good chance for a hundred and he
had thrown it away. When he came
back I took him left and right. This
was suicide, I told him. He had
thrown his wicket away.
Mudassar promised to get a cen-

tury in the second innings. He had a
photograph taken out and gave it to
me, asking me to hand it over to the
sports editor of The Pakistan Times
in Lahore. Mudassar’s complaint was
that every time he got runs a snap of
his childhood would be published.
And believe it or not, Mudassar got
128 in* the second innings! This is

determination.
There was another instance. He

was playing for the Prime Minister’s
eleven against the West Indies at
Rawalpindi. When he was on 94,
Miandad called him for a run, then
refused and Mudassar was run out.
Now only one innings was left for
him to get the record for the most
centuries in a Pakistan season. When
he went in to bat my friends asked
him where I was. He said that I never
followed him. Mudassar was con-
vinced that 1 would be watching on
the television from Lahore. On the
last day of the match at lunch he was
batting on 74. We were watching
then from Lahore, my elder brother
Farooq Nizami and I. (Farooq Nizami
was the famous music composer of
‘Jugnu

9 and (Yeha badla wafaa ka
bewafaai ke siwa kya hain 9 fame).
Farooq said that Mudassar looked
like getting a hundred. We were
planning to leave for Rawalpindi at 3
o’clock and reach at 11 o’clock. Since
the timings would have been odd on
the host there—I was supposed to
umpire in an inter-university
match—we decided to leave earlier.
When we got down at Gujrat to have
tea the first thing we heard over the
news was that Mudassar had estab-
lished a new record by hitting yet
another century. I am proud of his
determination; he seldom misses
what he sets out to do.

SPWD: You have mentioned
Mudassar’s determination, but you
have not compared Mudassar tech-
nically with yourself. Both opened
for Pakistan and both carried bats
against India.
NM: Mudassar has got a much

better technique than I had. 1 was
never coached by anyone. He is

much sounder. We came to the top
through practice; we used to be at
the nets or m a game right through
the day. For instance, when Fazal
Mahmood begad his career he used

Mudassar’s advantage is that his arm comes right above his head
and he uses his height along with the muscle to get the wickets

to swing the ball in from wide of the
bowling crease. Soon he had de-
veloped the inswine from closer to
the stumps! Similarly, 1 used to bat
with a two-eyed stance. Normally
such batsmen are weak off-side play-
ers as they find it a problem to cut
and drive. But I overcame this hand-
icap through batting regularly.
Moreover, there is always a problem
of this particular type of batsman
being weak against the spinners. I

had a poor time against them as
often I would be in danger of getting
stumped. With a two-eyed stance 1

could play the quickies well. Today
the situation with batsmen is just the
reverse.

SPWD: You have seen Merchant
and Gavaskar. How would you com-
pare them?
NM: Merchant was a very great

batsman. His only disadvantage lay

in the fact that there was not too
much cricket in those days. Some-
times, Test matches were played at

an interval of ten years! Now there is

so much of cricket that the batsman
is always in match practice. Howev-
er, 1 have Seldom seen Merchant get
out for 20 and not make 200 in the
next match.
Gavaskar is also very sound. He

deals with the bouncer very well. He
does not always play it; it is a
pleasure to see him leave one. Some-
times when the ball does rise
awkwardly Gavaskar gets behind the

ball and presses it down. The deliv-

ery as a result falls dead. That is why
he wears an arm guard. I have never
seen any other batsman play the
rising ball so well. Moreover, he
seldom fails. I have never seen him
not get a century after crossing his
fifty. This is the essence of greatness.
SPWD: For the present generation

how would you rate C.K. Nayudu and
Sandeep Patil?
NM: Yaar, don’t talk of C.K.

Nayudu and Sandeep Patil. Nayudu
was a great player. Had Nayudu
been here now he would have hit all

these fast bowlers out of reckoning.
When he was more than 55 years old
he was captain of the Central Zone
side and we were playing him once at
the Ferozeshah Kotla. Tnere was this
young bowler in our team

—

Mahmood Santana—who was obses-
sed with pitching it short to Nayudu.
C. K. came in one down and
Mahmood bounced it first ball. C. K.
just flicked it and it went out of the
ground. Next ball Mahmood bounced
and C. K. hooked it out again.
There was also this instance when

Nissar in the Bombay Pentangular
was hooked by Nayudu at the Bom-
bay Gymkhana Ground. The ball

cleareo the wide road skirting the
playing area and landed on top of the
Tata building nearby! Sandeep Patil

is nowhere near Nayudu. Nayudu to

India ki shaan hain. (Nayudu is Indi-

a’s pride).
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West Indies’ loss,
Warwickshire’s gain
An appreciation ofALVIN KALLICHARAN by

BOB WILLIS

This is Alvin Kallicharan’s benefit I was on the receiving end of several
year with Warwickshire—a land- batterings from Alvin; he was a star

mark in a career that has included attraction in a magnificent West In-

countless delightful innings and in- dies batting side and I can still

numerable dressing-room laughs remember my aching feet as 1

from this amusing little West Indian. fielded out to some tremendous
Alvin has always been deservedly knocks by him in those two series,

popular on the English County cir- When some well-intentioned folk
cuit, a tribute to the way he has pointed out that 1 seemed to bowl
readily adapted to our way of life. well against Alvin in subsequent
Indeed his sense of humour is now a Test series, 1 always reminded them
broad Brummie one compared to the of the earlier Kallicharan. I reckon
more indecipherable strain I detect he is still way ahead of points
in his fellow-countrymen. Having experienced the pressure

I struck up a good relationship of leading my country, I can well
with Alvin as soon as I moved to understand the problems Alvin
Edgbaston from The Oval. We were faced when it fell to him to lead the
both ‘capped’ in 1972, the year War- side on a tour of India. The ructions
wickshire won the Championship. caused by World Series Cricket in

and it was clear that we nad cap- 1977-78 meant that he had to take a
tured a gem of a batsman. In 1973-74, side that was, in effect, a third-

Ahnn Kafflcharan

choke outfit* Only a handful of them
had played Teat cricket before the
tour and Alvin was the mainstay.He
topped the batting averages, playing .

a succession of nimble, quick-footed
innings on turning wickets against
Bedi, Venkat and Chandrasekhar,
and I understandhe did a marvellous
job in holding morale together on an
exhausting, difficult tour. His sense
of humour and professional attitude
have been equally impressive during
my four years as Warwickshire cap-
tain; underneath the smiling, re-

laxed exterior, Alvin has fc shrewd,
calculating cricket brain, and he has
always been constructive and sup-
portive in his advice. Few overseas
players have been such thorough
team-men in County cricket.
Like so many high-class batsmen,

Alvin picks the ball up remarkably
early. He excels in the hook, the pull
and the cut shots, while his driving
on either side of the wicket is clean
and certain. Like most left-handers
he is a little vulnerable in the off-

stump area early in his innings and
his lack of height sometimes gets
him into trouble against the lifting

ball.

For a couple os seasons Alvin looks
as if he had been worn down by a
constant barrage of fast, short-
pitched bowling; in the end every
batsman suffers from this. Yet Alvin
showed his mental strength by bat-
ting his way back into consistent
form: he got into line, played straig-

ther and concentrated fiercely. As a
result, he scored over 2000 runs for

us in the 1982 season, a great per-
formance in a side that was consis-

tently on the wrong end of some
hostile bowling. Time after time,
Alvin rescued us with some amazing
knocks in 1982. But the highlight was
his century against Somerset in the
quarter-final of the Nat West Tro-
phy. He scored 141 not out in a total

of 261 for 5 to win the match in an
astonishing display of virtuosity.

I shall never forget the six he hit

over square leg off a delivery by Joel
Garner that was a respectable good
length—‘Big Bird* was still shaking
his head about that shot an hour
after the game's end! That was the
best innings I have ever seen in
one-day cricket.

Alvin and his family are now set-

tled and content in Birmingham af-

ter severing links with West Indies.
Truly his country’s loss is Warwick-
shire's gain because his hunger for
runs and desire to achieve them in
style are still as strong as ever, I am
sure he will be around to delight all

lovers of high-class batsmanship for
a number ofseasons. Judging by the
way his young son, Rohan, shapes iip

with a bat during die intervalson the
Edgbaston outfield, 1 estimate that
Alvin will not be dm last of his
family to represent Warwickshire.
That gift of timing and deceptive
power are clearly hereditary qual-
ities.

Qpfchwy: Wkdtn Crtdft MpKhl
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Cook’s recipe for
success
DAVID GOWER on his Leicestershire and
England team-mate

OF all the good points emerging that slice of luck apart, no one can
from the 3-1 defeat of New Zea- deny that he took his chance admir-

land, perhaps the most heartening ably.
was the instant success of rtiy county Nick's name had been proposed
colleague Nick Cook. Coming in to quite strongly as a contender for last
replace the injured Phil Edmonds at winter's tour of Australia-—on the
Lord's, he picked up 17 wickets in strength of two excellent seasons,
that and the following Test at Trent especially in 1982, when he took 80
Bridge, sealing his place for the wickets for Leicestershire and was a
winter tour of New Zealand and major factor in our Championship
Pakistan. Like so many others before second place. He was learning the
him, he has become the beneficiary skills of the left-armer's art all the
of someone else’s misfortune. But, while; yet immediately prior to his

Nick Cook— ‘ Took hts chance admirably

Test call-tip he was beginning to

wonder if those, acquired skills had
left him again. He found his poten-
tial victims denying him.
However, butcher's son Nicholas

Grant Billsoh Cook has a good tem-
perament to keep him going.
Although those so-called lean paten-
es.can prey on the mind, he was
always confident enough that all it

heeded was one good day to set the
jball rolling again.
1 Lord's was an ideal venue for a
return to form—both for him and the
England side, though it took a few
overs for him to settle and find the

:

rhythm he was seeking. When he 1

dismissed Geoff Howarth the game
began to look much easier for him,
and he maintained the pressure on
successive New Zealand batsmen to
the extent that he must indeed have
been very close to taking the Man of
the Match award at the end of his
first Test.

He did not have to wait long, for,

following his Trent Bridge successes,
fellow-spinner Jim Laker had little

hesitation in presenting Nick with
the special Comhill medallion there.
He has the temperament and abil-

ity to carry on his success from here.
He also has a strong desire to do so,

and the willingness to develop and
improve his skills. Spinners do take
time to develop, John Emburey
being an example of one who spent
some years learning the trade before
breaking through to the Middlesex
side and, soon afterwards, the Eng-
land XI, at the same sort of age as
Nick is now: 27. Spinners as a breed
tend to have the capacity to keep
going somewhat longer than some,
and, again, examples are easily
found in Messrs IllmgwoYth and Gif-

ford.
It will not always go his way. He is

going to have to bowl on some pitch-
es less responsive to spin than the
two on which he reaped his rich
reward. But let us hope that he can
enlarge on this summer’s success and
use the winter tour to establish him-
self in the England side.

Meanwhile, on the more immedi-
ate home front, I can at least look
back on what has been a substantial-
ly more successful home internation-
al season than I have had for some
time. Two hundreds in the Test
series, whatever thek fortunes in-

volved, are very satisfying, and,
added to the World Cup perform-
ances, mean a fairly successful per-
sonal summer in England colours.
Over this last month I've heard the

usual murmurs that it does not seem
to be doing my Leicestershire form
much good; but then it proves that
one can never keep everyone happy.
Two quick final thoughts: congra-

tulations to Big Bob on being named
captain of England again for the
tour; and did we not all enjoy lan
Botham’s return to form? May that
wheel of fortune keep spinning in his
favour!

Courtesy- Wttcten Cricks* Monthly
|
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MdAkbar:
The prodigal son of football

HE was amongst the hundreds of

barefooted boys. Some lean.

Others chubby. They played football

at one street corner today and in

another the next, trying to emulate
their elders? That was the scene at

Charminar city.

The only gear the boys had was a
small rubber ball. To acquire even
an ordinary pair of football boots in

those days was a luxury. It didn’t
matter. Hyderabad still churned out
a host of players who carved a niche
for themselves in the national and
international scene.
Things have changed since.

That was in the Sixties when the
legendary Hyderabad Police team
was a household name and long
queues eagerly awaited the return of

the triumphant team. And one of

those footballers was none other
than Mohammad Akbar. The ebul-

SUBHASH SARCAR
lient inside-right did duty for the
police side from 1968 to 1970. Even
though he did not have a fair share
of the glory he was proud that he
played for Hyderabad Police.
“How can I ever forget the rich

experience 1 gained playing along-
side people like Yusuf Khan, Zulfi-

kar, Saleem (goalkeeper), Zaffar,
3aleh(jr), Yusuf Khan (left out) to

name a few,” said Akbar noncha-
lantly.

But a moment later there was a
gloomy look on his face as he recol-

lected how Hyderabad Police slowly
began to fade away. The stalwarts,
he explained, began looking for new
pastures as the future in the Police
outfit was bleak. Calcutta was soon
to take over as the Mecca of Indian
football.

There is little doubt that Moham-
mad Abrahim’s family is as popular

as the Hyderabad Police team. His
six sons—Azam, Md. Moin, Fareed
Isddiq, Md. Habib, Akbar and Zaffar
(in that order) are all footballers.
What is most surprising is that

their father, who was the principal of

a school in Hyderabad, at no time
interfered with his son’s choice of

P
rofession. In many cases, it will

ave been noticed, that someone or
the other in the family always step-

ped into the shoes of the father. This
was never the case with Md. Abra-
him, who inspired his eldest son
Azam to take up football. Later, the
others, all followed him.

Football came to Akbar at an early
age. He played barefoot until he
joined high school in 1967. It was in

that year that he represented Hyder-
abad Sporting in the senior division

where boots were compulsory. Be-
lieve it or not, Akbar played as a



defender till middle school while
Bade Mia Habib was played as a
striker.

How did Akbar change his playing
position? The then Physical Director,
Fazlul Rahman, who coached both
Habib and Akbar, kept a constant
watch on the two Rahman believed
that Akbar would be a better attack-
ing player than a defender. At this

stage, the teenager did not realise
the wisdom of his Coach’s decision.
Nevertheless he scored a goal (his

first) against a Methodist school.
And then things changed. “1 was

swayed by the achievement because
after the goal was netted my friends
cheered like hell. As a defender you
slogged but were seldone applauded.
That goal gave me a new lease of life

and thereafter 1 played as a striker,’'

recalled Akbar.
Since the day he changed his posi-

tion he has had the distinction of
scoring over 500 goals. He says he is

indebted to two persons for whatev-
er he has gained from this game:
Fazlul Rahman and big brother
Azam. Both nurtured the talent m
him.

*

Azam knew that his younger
brother needed the experience and
insisted he played for Hyderabad
Police. Akbar played for the famed
team and continued his studies
simultaneously. By playing for the
policemen he was able to get ac-

quainted with different conditions,
something very essential for any
aspiring footballer. Born in February
1952, Akbar successfully completed
his secondary examination and un-
hesitatingly decided what to do next.

“I wanted to make football my
career.” Bade Mia was already play-

ing in Calcutta and so it was taken

Mohammedan SC. va Tottygunge in the 1961 league

Police. He got in touch with the’then
general secretary, Sheikh Anwar Ali,

of Mohammedan Sporting and re-

quested him to include me in the
team. My prospects brightened be-
cause my eldest brother Azam was in

Calcutta refereeing the crucial IFA
Shield final between East Bengal
and Iran’s Pas Club in 1970.”

Calcutta was a big challenge to

him. Many a Hyderabad player had
been here and had gone back dis-

heartened. Those who stayed back
made it big. So did Akbai.
When he began his campaign m

1971 he found the atmosphere total-

ly alien. All this time ms football

world was confined to Hyderabad,
but the innumerable supporters in

Calcutta soon changed his notion.
What irked him most was the unruly
attitude of the fanatics who booed
him when he missed a goal for

Mohammedan S C “The way the
fans jeered me made me nervous” he
recalled
He experienced another such

shock when there was pandemonium
after Mohammedan S C drew with
Tollygunge Agragami the same year.

“I got frightened this tune and had
second thoughts about whether to

continue playing heie 1 soon fell

victim to jaundice and went back to

Hyderabad,” the soctei star re
counted
He stayed put for thiee months but

his father, biothei A/am and his

sisteis insisted that he remain in

Hyderabad as the Calcutta challenge
was perhaps too much for him
“Habib was in peak form and being
his youngei brothei 1 had to piove
my mettle Had l withdrawn, that

would have been shameful I went
back and joined the fray m the IFA
Shield," said a proud Akbar Moham-
medan S C. won the shield that year
When East Bengal got the hint that
Shyam Thapa was moving over to

Bombay they spread the net for an
inside-right Akbar was the obvious
choice. “The officials approached me
during the Rovers Cup when they
noticed me playing well for the
black-and-whites,” explained the
frontlmer, adding, “Along with Bade
Mia I wore the East Bengal jersey for

three years.”
Mohammad Akbar’s playing te-

nure on the Calcutta Maidan ex-

tended over thirteen years, during
which time he played for all three
big clubs. Four times he finished the
season with the distinction of having
been the top scorer (twice for East
Begal) in the Calcutta senior league.
In his own words he scored, “an
average of fifteen goals each sea-

son.” In addition, he was also a
prolific scorer in the DCM, Rovers,
Santosh Trophy, Durand, Bardoloi,
Stafford ana Federation Cup.

He is grateful to Habib for helping
him to break the ice in Calcutta in

1972. “My brothers told me, ‘Play

your own game. Here the club offi-

cials and fans alike will praise you
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when you perform well and despise
vou the moment you're off colour So
don’t bother what they say’,” recol
lected Akbar From that day on
wards Akbar was on his own
He was never consistent but he net

several bulliant goals and earned
much praise from the crowd Like
any other playei, he has had his bad
patches some due to injury He relies

on Hakeemi treatment to heal m
juries 1981 was a particularly bad
season, for him although he lelished
Mohammedan SC’s league triumph
after a gap of 11 years
Akbat will alwavs be indebted to

Calcutta fiom where he also became
an international He lepresented the
Junior India team for the Tokyo and
1 hailand tourne> s and also played in

the Mahalaksmi Cup in Indonesia
and twice at Bangkok—at the King’s
Cup and the 197S Asian Games
*lhcse are no mean achievements*

1982 is a year which will always
haunt Akbar Since the day he set

loot m this metiopolis he had nevei
had so bitter Ht admits wHad I been
0 graduate and got employment how
much would 1 hast earned * Soccer
gave me cvtiythmg But 1982 keeps
haunting mi

^

It was in that \ear that he tU mud
1 ast Bengal s colours be tote moving
ovei to Tatas ire Bomba} Tht piom
ist s tht officials ol Last Bengal made
weic never kept fit often met with
criticism and was kept on the side

mes ioi most oi the season I his
ttfiiudt had an adverse aftect a> he
rt calls “Of com sc bt mg kept on the
sidelines did psvchologically affect
me What was moit was that 1 knew I

was tit enough to do dut\ for the
club The biggest toll catm when I

was discarded for the DCM and
Dui and, ’ said an irutatcd Akbar
To add insult to injur\ according

to the striker, the football secretary
ind a tew others said that hi was
unwanted “This ended mv career

S
e.e while there are so many vetei
ns who are still playing Am I that

Akbar in action n the Stafford Cup

old-* he asked and then went on, ‘ if

you are kept on the sidelines your
demand falls And this is exactly
what Fast Bengal club did to me
They humiliated me and asked me to

go home without « vtn paving m\
expenses ’

‘ Last \eai when T ast Bengal won
the C alcutta sc nior lc ague there was
a felicitation function to which
eveivone was milted except mt
ever th ugh I was m the ut> Each
playei was gntn a token of appieeia
non and l presumed that I was
entitled to it too I learnt that the
token w is to be handed ovei to me
hv an official However n didn’t
leach me What sui prises me most is

that even though the dub spends
several lakhs of rupets to build a
team how could thtv depnve me ot

an inexpensive token** 1 still keep
wondering ” says Akbai

V
1 never thought that I’d leave

Calcutta But I’m, alwa\s willing
come back and play Piovided of
course they want me,” concluded
Akbar Married, and a iathti of

three children, he had ont last sug
gestion “players should be moie
disciplined and dedicated and
should not fall into the clutches of
the itspective club officials \ man
talking from expet lence
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T*HLY tall it the “Sail of
theCentmv Audit

pioved to be tust that
The oldest ttophv m his

tots wasfoi giabs Foi 112
\ eat s the Aniei leans had
held on to the sil\ ei pitch
ei, symbolising the coun
tiv’s yachting supiemacv
On 26 Septembei , the

Austtalians sailed away
with the “America’s Cup’,
ending the longest win
ning streak of sports his
toiv The cup, firstwon bv
the schoonct Anienca in

1851, has been at the New
Yoi k Yacht Club in New
York City for all these
years ana is the only inter-
national trophy that has
never changed hands
The finish was as excit

mg as the seven race
senes For months, the
challenger A ustraha II
was the talk of sporting
circles in this country

It trailed 1 3, then liter-

ally came from behind in
the next three races to
.finish ahead of the defend
mg champion Liberty

1 he most prestigious
and cherished prize of sail

mg was thus gone from the
American shores
The Australians were

understandably ecstatic
about their country’s vic-

tory Prime Minister Bob
Hawke declared an “un
official” day off at the end
of the national television
coverage of the event, call

mg it one of the greatest
moments of Australian
sporting history

It was also a personal
victory for American mil
lionaire Alan Bond who
had attempted to chal
lenge American suprema-
cy on three previous occa-
sions

It has taken thirteen
years and sixteen million
dollars to make this dream
come true As the chair-
man of the Australia II
syndicate that owns the
champion yacht, he had
personally supervised all

operations since their
arrival in Rhode Island in

Tune

The call for the chal
lenge came from Sir Frank
Packer who took on the
Americans in 1962 and
again m 1970 without sue
cess As he realised he
was dying of cancer, Pack
er asked Bond to carry on
the challenge

In 1974, Bond’s South-
ern Cross was defeated by
the American yacht

INew York newsletter

America loses
its own cup

GEORGE K GEORGE
Courageous 4 0 In 1977
hifr Australia was be aten
by the same maigin, again
by Courageous In 1980,
the rebuilt Australia won
just one race beiort sur
rendering to freedom
Finallj , his Austialia II

has been able to beat I ree
dom in the closest sei les
ever

Ever since Austialia II

an ived in the United
States theie was a ma^oi
contros ei sy about its un
usallv winged keel, which
was tegarded as top
secret
The \acht was under a

24 hour guard but during
the summer, a Canadian
diver w as spotted near it

Xv •
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Au$si4 •skipper John Bertrand with the trophy

and at rested on a spying*
chaige Atcoi ding to the
Austialians, even the day
befoie the final race some
divei had tiled to
appioach the hidden keel
Experts sav that the con-

ti oversial winged keel
gave the vacht an unfair
advantage because it

added extra draught to the
boat when it heeled
Ne\ertheless, it was

allowed to race after it was
carefully measuied Au
sti aha IIwas lighter than
the defending champion
ar\d was consequently fas
ter on calm seas and in
mild winds In all, it

weighed 5,200 pounds
Australia II still lost the

first two races due to tac
tical erroi s and because of
two major mechanical
breakdovns The races be
gan on 13 Septembei , on
the 24 3 mile course which
was divided into six legs

Liberty won the first by
1 10 minutes after Austra
lia 11 took an early lead
and surrendered it It was
the same m the second leg
In the third race, the
weather conditions were
ideal for the Australian
yacht which won by 3 14
minutes, the biggest win
nine margin scored by a
challenger against an
American defender since
1871
Libertywon the fourth

race to take a commanding
lead of 3 1 All it needed
was one more race
Suddenly, the skills of

American skipper Dennis
Connor which had been
swingingthe tide in favour
of Liberty, began to fail

Luck and the weather
also favoured the brave
Australians Just before
the fifth race Liberty
broke her jumper strut (a
metal arm on me mast)
The repair job was com-

pleted just two minutes
before the race but it

broke again during the
first section of the race
Connor had to be cautious
andm the process he sur-
rendered the lead to Au-
ssie skipper John Bertrand
who had been very erratic
m the earlier races

In the sixth race, the
pressure was naturally on
Connor Never before had
an Australian challenger
won two races in the
senes. %

In fact, the last time a
challenger took two races
from an American wasm
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An erstatir Alan Bond Victory after thirteen years and sixteen million dollars

1934 when Britain’s En-
deavour raced against
America’s Rainbow
Connor took an early

lead, but during the race
the wind began to favour
the Aussies who won by a
3:25 minute margin

In the final race, which
was postponed by two days
due to inclement ^weather.
Liberty led by a comman-
ding 57 seconds at the end
of the fourth leg
Australia IIsurged

ahead to lead by 21
seconds m the fifth lap
and increased this to 41
seconds at the finish.

Liberty, the 25th US de-
fender of the Cup became
its first loser. Finally, the
21-year wait over for the
Australians. The Amer-
ican's Cup became the Au-
stralia Cup, for all practic-

al purposes. It will now
await the American chal-

lengersm Perth till 1987
or 1988.

TATHILE the attention of

VV the whole world was
riveted on the sails at

Rhode Island, there was
some interesting action in

a boxing ring ?t Cleveland.

A world heavyweight
crown changed hands and
an undefeated career
came to an end. Michael
Dokes, who had initially

stolen Mike Weaver’s
WorldBoxvAssociation
title tyith the nelp of the
pratyoters and the referee.

surrendered it to a deter-

mined Gerne Coetzee of

South Africa The end of

Dokes came m the tenth
round through a knockout.

In his two earlier

attempts at the title, Coet-
zee had lost to John 1 ate

(1979) and to Weaver
(1980) His most humiliat-
ing defeat came from his

controvei sial 10 round
loss to Renaldo Snipes in
1981. On an undercard of
the day, Snipes lost to

Alfredo Evangelista, the
former European cham
pion.

Tim Witherspoon had to
be stopped in the first

round as he knocked down
James Tillis in a 12-round
bout Witherspoon, ranked
No two by the Woi Id Box-
ing Council and No four
by the WBA, has lost onl\
to Larry Holmes
Coet2ee*s ultimate

dream of fighting Larry
Holmes, however,might
not become a reality After
another shadow fight in
recent weeks, Holmes is

scheduled to fight Mams
Fraziei , son of Joe Frazier
Then he was to defend his
title against Greg Page
The unification bout be

tween the WBC and WBA
champions continues to be

Qerrie Coetzee Hour ot glory

a distant dream After all,

no one seems to mind as
long as the pay cheques
keep coming The televi-

sion networks which dish
out huge amounts tor
these tights welcome it

too as they have more
fights to fill air time

THE tennis scene has
been iather quiet since

the US Open Jimmy Anas
continues, his run of sue
cess with another title

The only major encoun-
ter was between Ivan
Lendl and John McEnroe,
which the Czech won 3-6,

7 6, 6-4 It could have been
McEnroe’s match had he
really wanted it, but
venues like San Francisco
do not seem to excite him
Jimmy Connors had

withdrawn from the
$265,000 event at the last
minute and his agent,
Donald Dell, announced
that a painful spur m his
right foot caused it The
injury had also bothered
Connors during the Open
and according to Dell,
Connors may have to
undergo surgery
But with wife Patti drop-

ping the much-publicised
divorce suit, Jimmy’s big-

P
er pain has disappeared
‘atti and son Brett have

rejoined him on the pro
tour and their presence
was certainly a morale-
booster for Jimbo at the
US Open.
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News : international

EUROPEAN CIRCUITCHESS

Indians create
history
V. RAVI KUMAR reports

THE Indian team, selected for the I Thipsay’s :

European Chess Circuit tourna- eluded facile iX European Chess Circuit tourna-
ments, consisted of International
Masters Ravi Sekhar, Praveen Thip-
say, Dibyendu Barua and the former
national champion Nasir Ah. iVas
also included m the team as there
was a special invitation from the
organisers. The Indian Government’s
generous sponsorship fpr all the
players, except myself,' enabled the
players to gain rich and valuable
experience by participating in these
prestigious tournaments. However, I

was able to make this expensive trip

with any own resources and a little

extra help from the organisers.*

Th European circuit tournaments
are -held from June to September
every year The facilities provided to

the International Masters and
Grandmasters are suificiem to cover
all the expenses during the tourna-
ment, and this is one of the key
factors that attracts numerous title

holders from all over the world,
which, m turn, provides good oppor-
tunities for the European players to

score title norms from these events.
The Indian contingent entered the

circuit only in August, 1983 with a

last minute drop out by IM Raja
Ravisekhar. The early legs of the
circuit in Denmark and Norway were
closed tournaments, i.e. only for

players from Europe. The three
tournaments in which the Indian
team particiapted were: (1) The 1983
British and Commonwealth Chess
Championship (August 8th to 20th 2)
The Lloyd’s Bank masters Interna-
tional (24th August to September
1st) and 3) The Benedictine Interna-
tional (September 7th to 15th, 1983).

In the first event we created his-

tory when India’s newest Interna-

tional Master Pravden Thipsay led
the competition with 5 points after 6
rounds. For the first time in the
annals of this championship an Indi-

an took the lead. 1 was half point
behind the leader with Barua.
The chances for the Indian players

to finish in the prize list were very
bright at this point, as Thipsay still

held on to his slender lead of V2

point, after all the top boards were
drawn in round seven. However,
Barua suffered a setback when he
lost to the British chess prodigy
Julian Hodgson in round seven.

Thipsay’s remarkable feat in-

cluded facile victories over IM Mark
Hebden and British women’s cham-
pionship Shiela Jackson. Yet after
such a good disaster struck the Indi-

an team as in the remaining four
rounds Thipsay managed to score
only V2 point. I lost two games in a
row drew two games in the fianl

rounds.
The critical point was Thipsay’s

encounter with Grandmaster Mestel
and my game against Julian Hodgson
in round eight. I drifted into a bad
position after an opening mistake
and never had any chance to recover
as the British. Junior pocketed the
point with efficient end game techni-

que in a Rook and minor Piece end
game.
Thipsay was involved in a tense

struggle with G.M. Mestel from the
dragon variation of the Sicilian. A
slight inaccuracy in handling the
King sideattack allowed Mestel to

win a pawn and eventually the game
after surviving a wild attack in time
scramble. Thipsay drew his next
game with IM Rogers of Australia,

but lost the remaining two games to

end up with 6/11. I

Barua, on the other hand, reco-

vered to score SVz points and tie for

the 14th prize along with GM Speel-
man. Barua held this British Grand-
master to a draw after a lengthy
battle in two sessions or Rook and
pawn end game. His score also won
the best Junior performance award
of the championship. Nasir Ali was
not playing in his usual form, but
nevertheless defeated IM Paul little

wood (British champion 1982)
Granndmaster Mestel won the cham-
pionship by holding to his lead with
8V2 points and GM Chandler was
second point behind.
The Lloyd’s Bank Masters’ tourna-

ment is primarily an event con-
ducted by the London Chess Associa-
tion to provide opportunities to Brit-

ish Juniors to score title norms. This
strong event attracted seven Grand-
masters and over a dozen Interna-
tional Masters. N.K. Mishra, our
national sub junior champion also
joined the team as he was returning
fromthe world sun-junior Cham-
pionship at Columbia. Myself Nasir
All and Thipsay started off well with
facile victories in the first round. In
round two, Nasir Ah held GM Keene
to a draw after putting up a stubborn
resistance m a Rook and pawn en-

ding, while I had an easy second
round victory along with Thipsay.

Barua drew the first two games
and Mishra was in a bad patch,
perhaps, tired after the long tourna-
ment at Columbia which finished
only a week ago. In round four I drew
with G.M. Bilek of Hungary and went
on to defeat G.M. Tarjan of U.S.A. in

round six to brighten my chances for

a Grandmaster norm. I had 4Vz
points and required 2Vz points from
the remaining three games for the
norm.
Thipsay was almost in the same

boat with me. The only difference
was that he had to play against three
Grandmasters. Barua managed to
score 4 points by registering two
wins in a row. This left him to score
3/3 in the last three rounds for his
GM norm. All our hopes for the GM
norm were shattered when Barua
drew his next game and I lost to the
young English IM Daniel King and
Thipsay did not get a suitable GM
pairing.

In the final round Thipsay had a
chance to win a prize, if he won his
last round game against GM Tarjan.
He held the advantage in the open-
ing from a Kings Indian defence but
a mistake in the time pressure en-
abled the American Grandmaster to
turn the tables and clinch the issue.

V Ravi Kumar

Watson. I won my last round game to
end up with. 6/9 and gain rating
points. Barua again got the special
prize for the best Junior Performer
with 5Vi points.

In the Benedictine International,
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the Indian contingent came down to

three participants as Harua went to

Yugoslavia for a Grandmaster
tournament and Mishra returned to

India.

This tournament, sponsored by the
Benedictine* Liquor Company of

France, had 56 players from eight
countries comprising five Grandmas-
ters and fourteen International Mas-
ters. The highlight of this tourna-
ment as far as the Indian interests is

concerned, was Thipsay’s grand
effort for his maiden GM norm.
After Winning his first game Thip-

say had his revenge when he outclas-

sed the American 'Grandmaster Jim
Tarjan from a King’s Indian defence.
Thipsay introduced a novelty and

improved over his previous game
only a week before at the Lloyd’s
Bank Masters’ and obtained the
opening advantage again:
This time he was not under press

ure and worked his wav out systema-
tically to reach a won Rook and pawn
endgame two pawns up. The Amer-
ican CM was completely outplayed.
In round three he held the highest
lated player of the tournament* GM
Razuvaev of USSR to a draw by
putting up a stubborn defence in a

drawish minor Piece end game. The
Russian GM obtained the edge from
the opening a Crunfeld defence, a

better minoi piece in the end game
with which he tried to squeeze out a
point by extending the play into the

NnsirAb

second session.
I But Thipsay defended accurately

j

and held the game to a draw. I drew
|
m.v first three games, while NaSir Ali

was still in bad form. Perhaps, the
change in climactic conditions, food
habits and tournament timings did
not suit well. But it did not stop
Thipsay’s progress as he rallied to
beat GM Forinto of Hungary in an
interesting end gahie from his
favourite Grunfeld defence.
After an early exchange of Queens

the players reached a drawish end
game. But the Hungarian GM taking
great risks, initiate a series of ex-
changes to reach an inferior ending.
Thipsay exploited his advantage
effectively to win a pawn and the
game, accounting a Forintos mistake
in time scramble. The next victim on
the line after an initial setback (a

lass to Julian Hodgson) was the
famous British Chess prodigy Nigel
Short, who was completely outplay-
ed in the latter’s favourite French
defenc.

Thipsay, with 4Vz/7, was now be-
hind the leader Razuvaev and re-

quired two points from the remain-
ing 2 rounds. But yet again, he lost

from a dragon variation, this time
against American International mas-
ter Kudrin, who survived some tense
moments before bagging the point
and Thipsay’s time pressure blunder.
The final scores of the Indian par-

ticipants were Thipsay 5V2/9, Nasir
Ali 4Vz/9 and 5/9 for myself. The
tournament was won by I.M. Plasket
(7/9) and Razuvaev was second with
6V2 points.
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EAGAR

Plagiarism at its

height

got a shock of his life when
he flipped through the
pages of Lord’s Taverners
Fifty Greatest. Eagar re-

membered a photograph
he had taken of Richard
Hadlee, the ace Kiwi all-

rounder, in 1978. Roger
Towers had painted the
identical photograph in
the book. Eagar's prob-
lems and disgust were not
over. As he leafed through
the book he discovered
that at least 30 of the
paintings were plagiar-
isms oi his photographs.
To add fuel to the fire

the book makes much of
the work of the foyr artists

involved going so far as to
state,

a
lt is really the illus-

trations that make the
book so exceptional...R-
inging the Charges in tech-
nique and interpretation,
but with always a meticu-
louseye for detail, the
attists have brilliantly

captured the charisma of
these nods of the summer
game.
Read on. The foreword

is written by Prince Philip
who explains: "I daresay
some readers will not find
all the pictures to their
liking, but they certainly
havemore character than
tatty photograph.” Well,
well, you haven't yet
heard it all. The four
artists (damn cheek!)
copyrighted their plagia-
rised ‘masterpieces.’
The publishers, William

Heinemann,who initially

were quite kicked with
sales of the book havenow
been placed in an embar-
rassing position. Patrick
Eagar, at some stage or
other, will have to be cre-

dited with the photo-
graphs. This involves re-

vising the text, adding to

most difficultpart of
ado-amending theroyal

award. Wa eagjsdy (pun
intanded) await!** re-

sults.

WRONG
FOOT

Diabolically

anabolical

A S reported earlier in

xjLthis column, at the re-

cently-concluded Pan
American Games in Cara-
cas, 12 competitors were
caught taking anabolic
steroids and disqualified.
Nothing of the sort hap-
pened at the World Athle-
tic Championship at Hel-
sinki where all the tests

showed negative. Why?
Was it that the Pan Amer-
ican Games were drug in-

fested and the Helsinki
pure?

Unfortunately, this is

not correct. The simple
reason is that at Caracas
the athletes did not know
what they were walking
into. They were taking a
chance—one which back-
fired.

The case of the 12 Amer-
ican thick and field

athletes leaving Caracas

were informed that they
would nave to go through
the rigpurs of a drug test

only highlights the fact
that they too (or else why
would they leave) were on
the anabolic steroid trip.

One of the leading admi-
nistrators of the game
summed it up best when
he said: “We didn't tell

you (the US athletes who
returned) that the hurdles
would be three feet six

inches high, either, but
that's in the rule book
too.” Well said fnend. And
congratulations to the
organisers of the Pan
American Games for tak-

ing drug tests without
pnor notification. The
athletes were caught on
the wrong foot.

BRIBE VIBES
Money and a little

football

Remember Karl Marx
wrote that the workers

should enjoy the fruits of
their labour (we won’t go

into the intricacies of
’surplus value' et cetera).
The founder of
Communism could not
have had in mind that late
into the twentieth century
Bulgarian footballers
would do all sorts of things
to lace their pockets with
money.

Last season, Spartak
Pleven, of the Bulgarian
first division, established
a secret slush found and
used it in a big way to
bribe players from other
teams to intentionally lose
games. Everything was
going smoothly until they
ran into the scruples of
T.M. Varma’s manager. He
was so irritated and
disgusted with his team's
performance that he
walked out after lemon
time, submitted his
resignation immediately
and went to the higher-ups
on the committee to
accuse his own players of
fixing the match.
After much

investigation, the
Bulganan League have
exposed the slush fund,
demoted Spartak Pleven
to the Second Division and
are all set to ban six T.M.
players for life.

Just wonder what our
football bigwigs here in
India can do to stop
‘fixing’ matches and doing
away with under the table
contracts. Not so long ago
in Calcutta, if you
remember, 194 goals were
scored in two matches on
the same day. But that’s
another story.

us
DEFECTORS?
Not Stars and Stripes

THE 1964 Olympic
Games at Los Angeles

will see an unprecedented
number of Americans com-
peting. However, there
will be one difference. Not
all of them will be run-
ning, swimming or whatev-
er under the Stars and
Stripes.

Tom Hintnaus, a pole
vaulter, has already ac-

quired Brazilian
•wtisetsshfe'eanl eeBtenM*

Marty Krulee is making all

efforts to compete under
the Finnish flag.

Hintnaus didnot like
the idea of not being
selected for the Helsinki
World Championships af-

ter inclusion hi the 1980
Olympic team which did
not go to Moscow. The pole
vaulter tried his revenge
on the selectors by making
full advantage of the fact
that he was born in Brazil

He did get to Helsinki
where he placed fifth, way
ahead of nis countrymen
who finished a disgraceful
13 and 21st. Point proved.
Kruler’s case is a little

different. He has timed
10.16 sec for the 100
metres and 20.73 sec for
200 metres—fast by Euro-
pean standards, but still

not good enough to peg
Carl Lewis ana company
back. There's no.getting
away from the fact that
he's not m the highest
bracketm the US. Having
trained and competed in
Scandanavia for the past
three years from his Hel-
sinki headquarters, he „

holds that he has a good
case to become a natural-
ised Finn, and the author-
ities have not yet ruled it

out.

BACK
PASSES

sional football is losing (or
has already lost) much of
its charm. Some time this
season, the Football
League will hire an adver-
tising agency to try and
impress die public on the
charms of the game. The
budget for this ad cam-
paign has been tentatively
fixed at £200,000.
All very well. However,

the amount is not some-
thing to shout about, espe-
ciallywhen one compares
it tothe selling of Tot-
tenham Hotspur, a single

The latestfigures only
go toprove thatpro foot-
bill In Engfamdu on tha
decline..



fRegional round-up

NAGPUR
Rebellion

THE already existing rift between
the sejnior players and the Nag-

pur District Badminton Association
has widened after five senior play-
ers—Dwij Mukherjee, Sharad Maha-
jan, Prashant Naik, Sanjay Tatwawa-
di and Pramod Kale—refused to play
for Nagpur district in the Maharash-
tra State Badminton Championships,
held recently at Akola.
The players provided reasons for

their backing-out at the eleventh
hour, just when the district team was
announced, two days before the
scheduled meet at Akola. The
reasons were not convincing. Their
boycott proved to be a misadventure
as the NDBA immediately selected a
second string comprising junior play-

ers and sent them to represent Nag-
pur in the senior championships. The
NDBA’s move came as a boon for the
promising junior players.
Not only did the NDBA select a

second string but also sent a letter to

the organising committee of the
meet, stating that the said five play-
ers’ entries should be withdrawn
from the open events, since they
were not going to represent the dis-

trict. NDBA’s request, however, was
not heeded, and the tournament re-

feree, Mr Sunder Shetty, allowed the
‘rebels’ to participate.

The ‘rebels’ called a Press confer-
ence and alleged that the NDBA was
not functioning properly

j
it was not

providing adequate facilities to the
players and that the selection of the
district team was unfair. All these
contentions, however, didn’t hold
much ground, for the team was
selected with the right perspective.
The senior players explained their

grievances against the NDBA from
the point of view of all players, but it

appeared that only these five had
some personal grudges against the
association. Perhaps, they wanted to
repeat the 1981 feat when they .

moved the court and eventually won
the battle against NDBA concerning
the latter’s malfunctioning. This

time, however, their grievances nev-
er looked ganuine and so, they lost
the sympathy of their own followers.
Though they did boycott the Nav

Bharat Tournament, no one seemed
to be aware of their absence. The
show goes on.

'

RAJKUMAR SARKAR

A zonal reshuffle

THE West Bengal Badminton Asso-
ciation (W.B.B.A) was the host for

this year’s Central Zone Inter-State
Badminton Championships held re-

cently at Durgapur. The show was
organised by the Burdwan District
Badminton Association.

Till last year West Bengal used to
participate in the East Zone cham-
pionships, but this year the Badmin-
ton Association of India, on an ex-
perimental basis, reshuffled the East
and Central Zone to bring around a
parity between the two as regards
the number of participants. Under
the new decision the Central Zone,
which consisted of Indian Railways
Combined Universities and Post &
Telegraph till last year now compri
ed W. Bengal, Post & Telegraph,
Combined Universities, Bihar,
Assam and Uttat Pradesh whereas
East Zone will now have Indian Rail-

ways, Tripura, Manipur, Nagaland.
These Zonal matches are basically

team championships played out in

four events; men’s, women’s, junior
boys and girls (under-18 years of „

age). The men’s event consists of five
matches, three singles & two dou-
bles. The women's and the junior
boys and girls events consist of three
matches with two singles and one
doubles. The winners from the five
different Zones—Central, East,

West, North and South—meet
together during the first two days of

the National and Inter-State Cham-
pionships to decide the All-India
champions.
This year, U.P. reached the finals

of three events, but lost the men’s
title to West Bengal and both the
women’s and junior girl’s titles to
Assam. West Bengal also annexed
the junior boy’s title at the expense
of Combined Universities.
The players who caught the eye

were Indrajit Mukherjee and Aritra
Nandy (Bengal), Sanjoy Mehrotra
(U.P) and the newcomer Biju Tho-
mas of P & T in the men’s section and
Mallika Barua and Lopa Das of
Assam in the women’s section. If

these players are nurtured properly,
they will be the best hopes for Indian
badminton in the near future.

SOBRATO BANERJEE.
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The controversial keel ofAu-
stralia II with a bulb at the

bottom and fins on each side.

Australia II won the Amer-
ica’sCup by beating the US
boat, Liberty. Hie keel had
been hidden, but was un-
masked after Australia II

had won the Cup

The British Open ten pin
bowling champion Judy
Robins (right) ofLeeds and
American Cheryl Robinson,
who is considered the

world’s best woman bowler,

moments before their duel at

the Charrington Bowl at Tol-

worth. After taking the Brit-

ish title Judy sent a cable

challenging Cheryl to a
bowling battle. Cheryl
accepted it
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enger ^ Laaenoof

MUgH to the canvas, during
theirWBA World Flyweight
title bout at London's
Wembley arena* The referee

stopped the fight in the sixth

round, after Cedeno had
knocked Magri to the canvas
as many as three times

Nelson Piquet of Brazil'

drives his way to victory in a

Brabham-BMW in the

Grand Prix ofEurope at

Brands Hatch. The World
Championship leader Alain
Prost (not in picture) of
France finished second in a
Renault Turbo

0
L0
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218

ACROSS

1

f rom h athlete who was the win
ner at Montreal begins with a
follow (3 4)

5 I emus player from Australia amas-
ses wealth (3)

6 Miss Peshawana of Indian tennis

retgrns (3»

8 Boxpi Rurhanan and tennis player

Rosf wall have something to share
(3)

10

Aston and Ricardo of the soccer
wurld have this in common (5)

1 3 Wher6 the next Olympics are going
to he staged (111)

1L This Cup was won by the Indian

this year (3)

1 6 Part of men s apparel for a possible
cricketing result (3)

17 Cricket ground m Jalandhar was
this Park before the name was
changed prior to the Test match (7)

1 Lnglish cricketer yells in pain in the

middle (5)

2 This sh're perhaps the most con-
troversial does no* employ the

services of any outside the County
(41

3 Ladies doubles champion who won
more titles than anybody until Biltie

Jean King broke the record a few
years ago at Wimbledon (4)

4 This ball is a Lall-and-goal team
game a no-contact form of rugby
football (5)

5 First Communist boxer to turn pro-

fessional, he won the Olympic titles

in 1948 52 and 56 (6, 1)

7

N/enue of the Grand National Stee-
plechase in England ends in foliage

(7)

9 Alis sparring partner when he
came to India some years ago (5)

1 1 South Afncan cricketer, the oldest

of his country on Test debut is at

the centre of things in the middle (5)

12 What relay runners pass around
during a race (5)

13. This Cup fought for by ladies in

badminton stutters towards the end
(4)

14 Spanish hockey star who played
against India at Moscow begins
before noon (4)

Excellent- 20-18, Good: 17, Fair: 16-1$.

1Question box J
Sudhir

Rajat Basu, Panaji.

Q Who is the Australian fielder who
has taken the most number of catch-

es in a series against India in Au-
stralia7

A I M Chappell holds the record of

seven catches in the four-Test series

in Australia in 1967-68

Chittaranian. Bangalore, Parshottam Dab-
ra, Chandigarh

Q Who has effected the most dismis

sals m TesiS behind the stumps7

What is the position of Kirmam in this

regard ’

A R W Marsh of Australia has dismis-

sed a maximum of 335 batsmen by
catching 323 and stumping 12 be-

hind the stumps in his 91 Test
appearances tor Australia India s

Kirmam has captured 160 victims

(128 catches and 32 stumpmgs) in

his 69 Tests for India before piaymg
against Pakistan in India in 1983-84

S Shivakumar, Madras.

0 Which batsman holds the record fop

having got out the most number of

times in the “Nervous Nineties” 7

A. A I Kallichanan of the West Indies

was dismissed in the nineties on as
many as eight occasions, which is a
world record

N Sundare, Burnpur

Q When and where did Asif Iqbal of

Pakistan make his Test debut7 How
did he perform in that match7

A Asif Iqbal commenced his Test
career in the only Test against Au-
stralia at Karachi in 1964-65, when
he made 41 while batting at number
10 and 36 while batting at number 3
in the second innings As a bowler

he captured two wickets, conceding
68 runs and none for 28 in the

second innings He also held two

catches in the match
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Manas Ranfan Banerjes, Narandrapur.

Q. Suppose a bowler bowls to a bats-

man who mishits the ball and the ball

travels towards his wicket. The bats-

man pushes the ball again with his

bat and the fielders appeal Is the

batsman out for hitting the ball

twice7

A. No, if he hits the ball with his bat
solely for the purpose of guarding his

wicket

C. A. Balakrlshnan, Cuttack.

Q. A bowler bowls a no-ball and the

batsman misses it The wicket-

keeper stumps him Is the batsman
out if found out of his crease7

A. No

Mohammad Asrar Ahmad Khan “Man-
soor”, Gorakhpur.
Q. How many batsmen have completed

their century before lunch in Tests7

A Four—V T Trumper, C G Macart-
ney D G Bradman and Mapd Khan
of Pakistan

IQuiz
I
Ranj't Gho<te

QUESTIONS

1 Who is the first woman to rUn 400
metres in under 48 seconds7

2 Which of cnckets all-time greats
was bom on the same day as
Lyndon B Johnson, former U S
President7

3 Who holds the world 200 m sprint

•record (men’s)7 (*As on Septem-
ber 1, 1983)

4 Who is the Indian trap-shooter to

have represented his country in five

consecutive Olympic Games7
5 Bradman recorded a century once

in every—innings that he played
How many7 Two, three or four?

6 Who is the only Olympic medallist

to have won the Nobel Pnze7
7 Who is known as the father of

rhythmic gymnastics?
8 What is tne full name of Cerezo,

Brazils soccer star7

9 There was a de Oliveira in Brazil's

1978 World Cup soccer squad
Guess who?

10

What is the highest 9core by an
Australian in Test cricket? Name
the batsman

ANSWERS
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K. V Mani, Malangod
Q When and against whom did Hamf
Mohammad make his Test debut? What
is his highest score in Tests?
A. Hamf Mohammad made his Test
debut in the first Test against India at
Delhi in 1952-53 His highest Test score
is 337 made against West Indies in

1957-58

Dibyondu Dhur, Calcutta.

Q What is the Test batting record of

Haroon Rashid of Pakistan? How many
centuries has he scored in Tests?
A. 23 Tests, 36 innings, once not out,

1217 runs 153 highest score, 34 77
average, 3 centuries, 5 half centuries

and 2 ducks

P. H. Shekhar, Dhanbad,
0. When where and against whom did
Sunil Gavaskar make nis Test debut?
A. In the second Test against West
Indies at Port-of-Spain in 1970-71
Sanjeev Kumar, Chandigarh
Q. What is the address of Wisden and
their annual subscription?
A. You may write to the publishers of

Wisden Cricketers Almanack at John
Wisden & Co Ltd Pershore Worces-
tershire for a copy of the almanack
Mohammad Abdullah, Puri

Q Who has scored the highest runs in a
Test innings and how much?
A. 365 not out by Garfield Sobers of

West Indies against Pakistan in 1957-
58

M. Yusuf Ail, Nagpur.
Q. What ts the Test record of Zaheer
Abbas of Pakistan?
A. Before coming over to India in

September, 1983, Zaheer Abbas had
4073 runs to his credit, made in 94
innings (7 times not out) of 58 Tests at

the average of 46 81 with the help of 1

1

centuries 14 half centuries and 6
ducks, with 274 as his highest score
made against England in 1971

G K Shah, Calcutta.

Q What is B S Bedi s highest score in

Test innings? Give details

A Bedi made his highest score of 50 not

out against New Zealand at Kanpur in

1976-77

Bridge
Boris St ujpiro

I am pleased that my old partner Terence
Reese has translated and adapted ’Omar
Sharif s Life in 8ridge into English

(Faber A Faber £3 50) Omar has had the

distinction of parnering many of the

world s finest players (including the top

Italians) and some of the hands featured

in his book have almost become bridge

folklore

Here is one of my favourites played

by Giorgio Belladonna of the famous
Italian Blue Team

942
<5 KQ
O AK 93
A980

4 OIO
410743

C 94
KQ32

Giorgio played in four hearts On the

surface there are five losers - one in

spades two in hearts, one in diamonds,

and one in clubs

West led the kmQ of clubs and the

bndgerama commentators made their

forecast five losers, but Belladonna

.night save one of them by means of an

end play m the trump suit

Declarer won with the Ace ot clubs and
led the king of hearts discovering the 5 -

0 break He exited from dummy with a

low club won by East’s Jack

East exited with a spade Belladonna

went up with the ace crossed to the

Queen ot hearts ano ran the 8 of clubs,

discarding his second spade

West led a spade. South ruffed, cashed

two diamonds, and discarded a diamond

on the 9 of clubs Down to the A 9 8 of

hearts, Giorgio had no trouble in making

two of the last three tricks Four hearts

made, and there was nothing the detente

could have done about it

'

Last Week's Qutc At love all. as South

you held hone S>A J 10 0 8 OK J 9 7 3

#K 6 2 and opened one heart. West
over-called wittr two spades and your

partner doubled The problem was not

only what should you bid but whether

you would have been influenced by the

fed thpt partner had thought for a long

time before doubling

I don’t think that I fancy defendmgjwo
spades doubled and would remove ' to

three diamonds Having made that

dicision I would have been in no trouble

however long partner had thought The
acid test is that if your really find yourself

embarrassed by partnei s trance then
with a doubtful bid you should make it

only if you feel that three out of four

sensible players would do so

This Week’s Quiz. I get some curious

questions from correspondents Who.
or what is Lebvensohl? asks one I am
not too sure about the who part but I

will give you the clue that the what
deals with opponents intervening over

your partners INT opening All will be

clarified next week

Chess
Petor Cldrkt

A recent book in the Batsford opening
senes ought 'to prove helpful to the

player looking for a vigorous defence

against the Ruy Lopez Spanish

Schhemann (Jaentsch) by Leonid

Shankovich and Eric Schiller (£6 95 in

paperback) is a 150 paoe study of

1 P-K4 P K4 2 Kt-KB3, Kt-QB3, 3 B-Kt5.

P B4 a system which immediately

challenges Whrte to a sharp fight The
authors have combined theory and
practice most effectively and their habrt

of adding historical touches makes the

text lively and stylish Here is their

comment at the end of Chapter 2 "In the

nineteenth century the Jaemsch Gambit
acquired the reputation it still holds

today probably unsound and probably

refutable but the secret of how to ensure
an advantage against it remains

undiscovered! The following game, one
of about 100 supplied as illustrations,

certainly shows the problems White can

meet at the board

White John Nunn. Black David

Rumens. Ruy Lopez (London, 1977

)

Nunn afterwards found that 18 BxP was
correct and guaranteed White the

advantage eg 18 Q-Kt5, 19Kt-Q6ch,
K Q2, 20 K-K2, QxQch, 21 KxQ, BxB, 22
KtxB B-B4 23 B-K6ch. K-B2, 24 P-Q4,

BxP 25 P B3 followed by P QKt4

18 K-Q2 21 BxKtPxB
19 KtxB,Kt~Q4 22 BxP
20 Kl-K7,QA-K1

22 QxQPch, KxKt was bad for White in

view of his retarded development He
must now be content with a draw

22 BwB 28 QxPch, K-K1
2S R-KI.ftxKt 26 Q-KtSch, Drawn
24 RxB,RxR

Black cannot avoid 26 K Q1 77
0 Q5ch K K1. 28 Q-KtSch etc

Competition G592 Solution next week

Black to play How did the game finish?

soiuuon to (1591 (Kruger - issov,

Dortmund. 1978). (r4rk1 / p»p2ppt /

bp1p4 / nlnPpNql / 2P1P3 / 2PB4 /

P3QPP1 / R3K2R - White to play.) The
open KR file quickly ended the game 18
0-R5, KtxBch, 19 K-B1 QxPch, 20 KxQ.

Kt-B5ch. 21 K-B3. and Black resigned (if

21 KtxQ, then 22 Kt-K7ch mates next

move)

1 P-K4, P-K4,

a Kt-KBS, Kt-QBS
3 B-Ktfi, P-04;

4 Kt-BS, PxP
8 OKtxP, P*04

This is very risky for Black and is now
being replaced by Tartakover’s move
5 Kt-83

$ KtxP, PxKt
7 KtxKt, CHCt4
• CMCKKIWS
• P-KBU.CMIOa
It NBkCHB
11 f

12 J

is p-aa.Kt-Kts
14 Kt-B7,B-07eh
15 K-01.P4CS
IS Q-BS.KHW
17 P*Oft,R4H
is Kt-aieh...

Problem No 1285. Solution next week
J. A. W. 8weee (First Prize, Magasmet.

1952)

a/9/8/Klp8/ 2k2n2 / QpNft3r /

/ 4R2B - 7 White men; 7 Mack)
White to play and mate in two moves

SototfoR to No 1294 (lommtliBS). (8 / 8
/ 7p / 4KBkp / R7/8/7B/8 - mate «•

three.) 1 R-R1 ffltwkamng 2 B-B4ch)

(a) 1 . P*5; 2 R~KKt1ch. K-R4, 3
B-Kt6. (b) 1 K-R5, 2 R-ftl, K-Kt4, 3
B-B4

s
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'Letters to the Editor

Selectors?
SHOULD we laugh or

feel sorry for the incon
gruoui ways of the selec

tors m selecting the Indian
Test team The selectors

do not seem to have any
set of principles or guide
lines to select a team
Dropping, chopping and
inconsistency seem to

guide them Selection has
become a big joke
No thougnt is being

given to groom youngsters
and recognise potential m
younger players After our
team was beaten m Pakis
tan m 1982-83, some old

timers were resurrected
and sent to the West In

dies, with disastrous re

suits Soon after another
set of players were
selected for the World
Cup, with little hopes To
everybody’s surprise (in-

cluding the selectors) they
came out with flying col

ours
Since this team did not

have any worthy opening
partner to Gavaskar, good
spinners and middle order
batsman who can graft and
then open out to build a

f
ood score, the selectors
egan their chase again

for the Tests against Pakis
tan Selectors again

turned backwards to Gaik
wad, Venkat and Doshi,
even though the Irani Tro-
phy clearly showed the
potential of Snniva»*Pra
sad and Raghuram Bhat
Bhat and Vijayknshna
(who is over 30 years)
showed the World Cup
Champions for the Rest of

India team, the art of
flight, spin and guile
Since both Venkat and
Doshi failed, Bhat was an
automatic choice for the
third Test (mind you this is

no compliment to selec
tors) Now the selectors
made another absurd
change—omitting Binny,
(a top class fielder, bats
man and bowler) Besides
another blunder was made
by replacing the most de
pendable Mohmder Amar
nath by Sandeep Patil who
was not m the original

team He was specially
flown from Bombay m a
VIP plane as a saviour m
typical Hindi film fashion
Perhaps our selectors

are yet to undei stand that
Cricket is different from
‘filmi adventure’ This is a
joke played on the Indian
cricket public bv the selec
tors

They should know that
Gavaskar and Mohmder
are world clas* batsmen
and cannot be dispensed

Sportsworld
CAMPUS

KALEIDOSCOPE
Has your school teamjust tvon a locdf

championship?
Has your college athletics squad just

broken a host ofrecords?
It so, write and tell us about it and we'll print it,

along with any photographs you can send us

We are starting a new section that will be
devoted solely to sporting events m school and

college campuses throughout India

AND WE’D LIKE YOU TO BE A PART OF
IT

All reports MUST be typed m double spacing
and will only be considered for publication if

they are accompanied by a covenng letter

signed by the head of the institution and bearing
tne seal of the institution as well
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with lightly just because
they have failed recently.

It is no use discouraging a
consistently good team
man like Binny in prefern-

ce to their favourites. Srik-

kanth is a live wire on the

field and he electrifies the
crowd with his amazing
fielding and should be
groomed to make a re-

sponsible opener. His
potential should be ex-

ploited, not wasted.
The Board should now

start making serious
efforts to groom some
youngsters as some of the
important players like

Madan lal, Kirmani,
Gavaskar, Mohinder and
others may not last more
then a season or two. Can
we expect a better
approach from the selec-

tors? judging by the fact

that Gaikwad is still re-

tained it may not be long

before Doshi, a pathetic

figure on the field, is recal-

led. Despite the fact that

we were encountering a

depleted Pakistan, we
have come out the loosers

thanks to the unimagina-
tive approach of the selec-

tors; this does not augur
well for our encounters
with the West Indies.

M.A. RADHAKR1SHNA ,

Bangalore.

I
F one were to lay bets on
the team for the Nagpur

Test, Sandeep Patil would
not have even been in the
running. In this context, it

is perhaps difficult to ex-

plain his inclusion into the
final eleven since he
wasn’t even in the four-

teen probables announced
a few days prior to the
match. It is perhaps his
brilliant 51 in the second
one-day international ver-

sus Pakistan at Jaipur that
turned the table in his

favour.
I am not questioning

Patil’s capability to make
it to the team-he should
perhaps not have been
dropped in the first place-

it is merely to question the
redundancy of the
announcement of a team if

the latter has no real

value, as is obvious in this

case. In the event it would
perhaps be'more sensible

to make no announce-
ments whatsoever until

the final eleven is de-

clared.
The announcement of a

squad relieves pressure
off the players tor they

-j

that
article under

prise ajka&M^hScli we
got fpr winning the
World Cun. 1 chink it is

my duty to clarify the
situation, in fact, we
.got 25,600 pounds
which included the man
of the match awards.
This amount I brought
back through a bank
draft paid in pound
sterling, .The Board of

Control far Cricket in
India have paid os the
equivalent amount in
Indian currency to be
distributed equally
among, the players of
the touring party. The
Board has NOT re-

tained any part of the*
priie money. We
brought the entire
amount in pound sterl-

ing so that our country
gets the much-needed
foreign exchange:
I hope this clarifies the
situation.

JRlfc MAN SINGH*
Manager,

Indian cticket team.
World Cup l983

HABJESH MUNWANt

r think i said

_^ -Jrigr

that the Prize money
hasyetwbe bjrtiugltlttr

India ''orSthaf/it would
be paid put in foreign

exchange. Thus P.R.

Main Singh’* ctoftf/ca-

tion is unnecessary.
The only valid point
made* is that the
amount is now to be
distributed equally* At

mp of writing my
'tJuti checked up

"W, (wMbemrtiee con-

jhclpdwg Man

had con-
amount

then know where they
stand. But Paul’s last mi-

nute inclusion shows that

all this is of no use since a
player can be brought in

or thrown out at any time.

MADHUPARNA MITRA,
Dhanbad

TN spite of having given
JLit great thought, I just

cannot understand the
reason for relegating Ro-
ger Binny to the sidelines

for the Nagpur Test. If at

all there was a valid
reason, it could not have
been cricketing in nature.
Perhaps, Karnataka was

exceeding its quota or rep-

resentation in the national

team. The same yardstick
was never applied to Bom-
bay who had gifted Nakays
and Parkars to the §oun-
try. There is certainly a
quota system operating in

the selection of our cricket

team. The only cause that

selectors are wedded to is

their respective regions. It

is almost like politicians

and their constituincies.

The onus is on regional
representation than on
picking the best eleven.
Besides, the selectors have
no business to hold their

deliberations in camera
since the game is largely

funded by the tax payers’
money.
To stretch the point

further, Pankaj Roy (bet-

ter known as Trueman’s
rabbit) has no moral right

to make or break a cricke-

ter. It is better for East
Zone to go unrepresented
than have Mr Zero (record
number of ducks in Test
cricket) do everything in

his power to get his undis-

tinguished son into the
team.
Sandeep Patil’s drama-

tic inclusion must surely
have been at the behest of

his zonal god-f at her,
Ashok Mankad. There is a
lot of doubt in the public
mind as to who selects the
Indian team. But unswerv-
ing loyalty to Kapil Dev
seems to be the major re-

quirement. How else does
Yashpal Shanna retain bis

place? Certainly not on
merit.

CHARANJIT BANERJEE,
Calcutta.

I
T is high time that
Mohinder Amarnath is

dropped from the Test
squad. He has no doubt
played some good knocks
in the Pak and West Indies
tours and he was heralded
as the finest player of pace
bowling.
But let us take a pragma-

tic view and think of his
dismal performances late-
ly. I think Mohinder’s days
are over and the earliest
he is replaced the better.

To make one run in fifty

minutes, as he did m the
Jaipur One-day Interna-
tional against Pakistan is

criminal and is a sad re-,

flection on the class of any
international.

ANSHUMAN TIWAR1,
New Delhi.

Keep it up

I
was deligted to read the
October 12 issue of*

\SPORTSWORLD '. I con-
gratulate Mr Subhash Sar-

car for his on the spot
report of the National
Athletics Championships
at Jamshedpur.
Yours is one of the few

magazines that gives due
coverage to athletic meets
held at both the national
and international levels.

However, 1 would like to

point out that the winner
of the 20 km walk was
Asiad gold medalist Chand
Ram of the Services and
not Ramchand as men-
tioned in the above report.

Neverthless, well done!
DILIP GOSWAMI,

Calcutta.

THE national selectors
should be congratu-

lated this time for their

selection of a well-
balanced Indian cricket
team for the first two Tests
against the visiting West
Indians. The twelve-
member side showed some
changes from the recently-
concluded series against
Pakistan, obviously be-
cause the nature of this

home series against the
Carribeans is quite diffe-

rent.

Both Kirti Azad and
Raghuram Bhat should be
useful inclusions, The only
complaint is that there
should not be so many all-

rounders, because these
players cannot be taken
either as specialist bats-
men or bowlers. They are,
no doubt, good for one-day
cricket but Test cricket is

a different cup of tea.

CHAB1 CHATTERJEE,
Calcutta
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Even the guillotine would
have been more charitable

MUDAR PATHERYA reports from Kanpur

JF the Test match itself was a
dismal experience for most of the

Indian cricketers and their fans,

there were a tew moments of comic
relief—albeit unintentional—aftei it

was all over and India had lost by the
margin of an innings and 83 tuns

Kapil's hardest post march task
was to provide sane f sensible
answeis to stime muedibly sttipid
questions at the ensuing Press con
terence Although he conceded that
the West Indies had played well and
in particular, had bowled far bettei
than the home team, he was to be
subjected to some paze questions
“Don't vou think the senior play

eis were defectnt (sic) m playing
fast bowling asked om writer

h Ask them ’ countered Kapil
“Whv didn't vou use Mohmdei m

the Test to get the wickets * tisked
another

e Vou don t set enough of uicket

to ask that ” answered the Indian
captain

“I do " aigued the second water
“You could have used him mote
often to get wickets when the bats
men were set ”

“Next time,
” agieed Kapil, “I shall

request the Indian Board to make
vou the captain of the Indian team '

THL Kanpui Test svmbohsed th<

old Indian failing
l lit weakness against pate was

manifest as was the mabilm to
tighten the screws at the appropnate
moment India's solitary chance
tame when the tourists were IS 7 for
fivt but that chance, like so many
moie m the history of Indian cricket
camt and went unutilised
With halt the West Indies side

hack in the diessing room the rt was
a good chance that tin Indian bow
lus would be able to tun thiough

what has traditionally been a tern
peramenta] batting lineup
But this was not to be Stung by the

eaih departuie of Haynes, Richards,
Gomes, Llovd and Logie—the last

two m,qui< k succession—the bottom
half of the order proved its mettle
With Greemdge a picture of confi
dence at one end, Du ion and Mar
shall showed that they are as capable
as any when it comes to building an
innings during a tusis
Duion who had forced his way into

the West Indies side that toured
Australia two season* ago when
Greemdge was in lured proved at

kanpui whv ht cduld letam his place
purely as a batsman And Malcolm
Marshall who scored his first Tut
hfts here when the West Indies
needed it most nchlv deserved tne
ccntur\ ht fell tight runs short of
scoi ing

Iiuin let slip the solitaiv chance

Dujon, who had forced his way into the West Indies side that toured Australia two seasons ago, proved at

Kanpur why he could retain his place purely as a batsman
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for restriction and the following hour
produced just 34 runs* West Indies
lunched at 92 for two, Gomes 21 and
Greenidge 39 with the added satis*

faction pf having completed 3000 in
Tests in the process.
On resumption* Gomes left with-

out having added to his score. Never
sure against Shastri, he edged the
fiombay left-armer to Gaekwad di-

ving from silly point and the tourists
were 102 for three.
Greenidge put his fifty out of the

way and then got after Shastri. Two
sweeps and a square cut saw 1 1 runs
coming off one over and by the first

hour after lunch another 62 had been
added. West Indies were sitting pret-
ty once again at 154 for three off

only 41 overs.

SOON however, Bhat struck. Bowl-
ing close to the stumps and not
flighting but seeking containment
and trying to pin the ball onto a

length, he induced Lloyd to edge
behind for 23. Three balls later he
had Logie trying to pull, getting him
leg before for nought.
With 157 on the card and half the

side out, the West Indian swagger

did not seem to be paying dividends.
Their batting reminded one of a
teacher admitting that the student’s
spellings were perhaps correct but
he couldn’t read them in the first

place because they were illegible.

Worries might have been com-
pounded had Kapil held Greenidge’s
lofted on-drive—a hot chance—with
the score at 169 for five. The 200
came off 66 overs and proceedings
temporarily slowed.
Greenidge stayed in his nineties

for nearly an hour before on-driving
Kapil for his seventh hundred off 188
balls. Fourteen fours confirmed the
West Indian outlook and the fast

outfield. Perhaps, out of relief more
than anything else, Greenidge hit

two fours off Kapil in succession,
while at the other end Dujon stayed
put.

Guessing and groping to begin
with against the spinners, the keep-
er-batsman lay content with singles.

The partnership flourished fun upon
run till a disruption looked improb-
able. While Dujon had settled down
to annul the spin, the other had
opted to annihilate the Indian attack

with an end-of-the-day flurry. With a
score of 255 for five, Greenidge bat-
ted with 130 and Dujon 48*
The following morning, Dujon

opened out, batting with as much
nonchalance as might be expected in

the Smokers’ versus Non-Smokers’
game at the grocers’ annual picnic.
He straight drove Madan for four,

then got the bowler through cover
off the back foot.

Some time later,, he on-drove Bhat
in his first over of the morning and it'

was Dujon’s “feel” for runs that
ended him. He tried to on-drive
Binny, missed and was bowled for 81.

By this time the crisis had been tided
over: At 308 for six. West Indies were
safety perched once again.
While Greenidge kept him com-

pany, it was Marshall who kept the
scorers happy. He came down to

Bhat and got four immediately after
entering. Some time later it was a
square cut for four and by lunch,
while Greenidge had moved to 166,
Marshall was on 30. In fact, Marshall
got his highest Test score on resump-
tion and was acknowledging the
cheers for his fiftv off 75 balls. One

With half the West Indies side back in the dressing-room, there was a good chance that the Indian

bowlers would be able to run through what has traditionally been a temperamental batting lineup
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hears that Marshall insists on being
recognised as an all-rounder: after
this innings, many shall be con-
vinced that he is.

Marshal] enjoyed a reprieve by
Gavaskar off Shastri at 69 and was
witness to Greenidge edging Amar-
nath behind for a personal score of
194. Baptiste was run out for six
thereafter, Holding was leg before to
Kapil for none and Marshall, desper-
ately in sight of his first Test hun-
dred, caught and bowled by Kapil for
92.

West Indies were all out Tor 454
and their last five wickets had put up
more than the first five.

I
N the hour that remained on the
second afternoon, the match pat

;ernecl out on a definite course. Pok
fng to the off, Gavaskar scratched
Marshall to Dujon second ball—his

linth zero in Tests and the fourth
against the West Indies.
Amarnath survived a confident

caught behind appeal—he was at sea
to begin with and soon, inevitably,
sank. A few balls later, he had play-
ed across to Marshall with his pad
and had been given out leg befoie.

Mohinder, one understands from
his initial surprise, did not quite
agree with the umpire. In Karachi,
twice, and Faisalabad once last win-
ter he had been prey similarly. At
Bangalore against the Pakistanis,
Mudassar thought he had him well
and truly trapped, the ball curving in

and Amarnath padding up ditto.

It took 32 balls and India’s number
four, Vengsarkar, to get the side’s

first run—off Marshall. Meanwhile.
Gaekwad returned, caught behind
off Marshall—the first ball he had
received from the bowler—for four.

Vengsarkar’s cut for four off Hold-
ing cleared the air a bit, but only just

a bit. The next ball, an intended
yorker, was driven to the screen.
But it was too good to last. At 18,

Marshall almost took Vengsarkar’s
head off—the guillotine ball—and
then had him bowled by the quicker
one. The danger signals ignored,
Shastri ventured outside the off

stump at 28, and had edged Davis to

Dujon for zero.

After 46 balls, nightwatchman Kir-

in ani picked up a four off Marshall

—

streaking past the slips—and India
ended the day at 34 for five, Patil ten

and Kirmani four. Not since Imran
has swung it on a winter evening at
Karachi last season were India made
to look so helpless against genuine
pace. Marshall’s figures read like a
dream that evening: 8-S-9-4. The
'Man of the Match’ award seemed to
be on his way.
The sob story continued right

through the third day. Marshall was
surprisingly taken off first thing in

the morning, the logical explanation
of which could be that he was saved
up for the second innings.

Patil was the first man to take his

leave, caught Richards bowled Davis
19 at 49. He has hit four boundaries
emphasising India’s necessity to take
the initiative, now that there seemed
little to lose.

Kapil and Kirmani echoed the
same attitude. The former turned
Davis for four which appeared more
as a wristv turn to leg than a full-

fledged hook then pulled the same
bowler out of the playing area. Kir-
mani drove Davis’ short one, while
Kapil steered and then on drove
Baptiste for four. But the on drive
itself was Kapil’s failing.

Ten minutes later, he had driven

Shastri, not out for the fifth time in his career, had stayed in for more time at the crease than any other

Indian—a total of 204 minutes
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and Gomes had plucked the ball out
of the air around mid wicket India
were 90 for seven, Kapil 27 off 33
balls
Kirmani left without anv addi

tions, bowled Holding 20 and was the
eighth man to fall Calculations of a
different kind weie being made in
the Press box “India all out by
lunch, bowled again by tea of the
fourth day to assume Late night
tram to Delhi” the Kalka toute, not
the Indian batsmen appeared to be
their problem
But Binnv and Madan Lai retarded

whatever pi ogress the visitors had
achieved Binny hooked two fouts
after Kirmani had gone to bring up
the 100 and later Llovd was to give
much away by bowling Gomes from
one end when the ball was just 35
overs old When Lloyd ought to have
attacked despite the advances by the
pair, he switched to the defensive
The Indians crawled back Madan
and Binny, both picked fours off

Gomes beiore he was taken off after
half a dozen overs had yielded at

foui apiece
Binnv was dropped by Marshall at

181 Dujon omitted foui byes that

over At 187, Madan Lai got his fiftv

Nine minutes later, he square cut
Baptiste foi four to get the 100 ot the
stand in even time The third houi
brought up 53 runs m 14 oveis
Madan Lai then straight drove Bap
tiste for the 200 m 265 minutes
Adrenalin cricket

HOLDING’S introduction abbievi
ated the entertainment He had

Binny caught by Richaids’ first ball

fojr 39 and Bhat clean bowled m the
same over India finished at 207,
Madan Lai not out 63 an innings of

charactei, to say the least Put m to

bat again, Gavaskar escaped the pan
but little else Marshall produced a
beauty of a bouncer and Gavaskar,
who had been taking his eyes off the
bail, now shielded his face it

appealed that the ball had “chased”
him Gavaskar managed contact,
that in itself a great thing, lost his

bat—and wicket—and was taken up
by a diving Davis at backward short
leg

At 13, Gaekwad diverted Marshall
to Richards at slip for five, off a ball
that he might well have left alone
Vengsarkar was fortunate to have
been dropped at nought by Dujon
but the ’keeper made amends by
holding Binnv off Marshall for seven
Davis at the othei end was dps

tined to do his bit too He bowled
Paul for three and took Amarnath’s
leg stump hi st ball He was then on a
hat trick, having reduced the Indian
vice captain to a cypher Shastn saw
through the hat trick and it took all

his expei tise that evening and the
old Vengsarkar sparkle to see India
to 43 for five without further loss

It might have been worse had

Greemdge stayed in his nineties for nearly an hour before or-drivmg

Kapil for his seventh hundred

umpire Ganguli iuled Shastn leg
before just before curtains Shastn
appealed to have been napped on
the back foot oft Davis, the commen
tator confessed that he had alieadv
biuited “out”, Shastn was of the

opinion that he was luckv to sun tve

but then the old cliche—“ 1 he
umpire is in the best position to

judge ”

THh outcome of the match was
hardly a guess on the fourth

morning Vengsaikar’s dash had the
scent of despetation aiound it After
parrving twice outside the off and
missing Marshall he thick edged for

foui

Next ovei he was playing a tennis
shot to Holding for foui befoie
stieaking one past the slip arc to the
boards He then diove dangeiously
above the ground again foi four to

notch twelve in one over It was hit

or miss and it took the combination
both—the uppei edge off a half

hearted pull—to balloon a catch to

Davis at fine leg for 65
India weie 106 foi six and three

runs later, Kapil edged Holding, to a

Waiting Dujon Umpire Ganguli hesi

tated, then pointed upwards
Kirmani was bowled off stump bv

Holding for 14 and Madan Lai foi

lowed, bowled Holding no score
With lunch half an hour away, the
collapse was hardly expected But
Bhat and Shastn, partners m crime

—

by the evidence of bowling in the
game, haidly even petty thievery

—

stuck
Shastri playing straight by prefer

encc ondrovt Oasis toi lour and
latei did the saint to Holding Altci
Kiimam s ltiuin lit on diove then
stfdight hit «Dans foi suett'* i\e
fouis Bv lunch he hid moved to 40
Bhat ihut and Indnl weie 15 * for
nine

On resumption Bhdt showed the
i are discretion ot watthint, the ball
till the last lik< a cautious school
mastci with a mischu v.ous school
kid, betoie then leaving it alone
Lmbatiassing it must have been lor
some seniors in the oicki to see then
last man In tact, Bhat staved in toi

rhree quaittis ot an houi before
missing Davis at 164 West Indies
had wtapped tip the issue at the
chime of one on the fouith da\
home post match mathematics

held out mteiesi Shastn, not out foi

the fifth time in his taieer and now
for 46, had staved m more time at
the crease more than any other Indi
an—204 minutes Amai nath, who did
not score a run m the Test, batted
through ten minutes over two in
nings

The West Indians impressed more,
Marshall especially He aveiaged a
wicket every 24 balls at eight apiece,
finishing with eight for 66 m the Test
plus the ‘Man of the Match’ award
Holding was the next most successful
with a wicket every 34 balls and 16
runs Davis had to wait 35 deliveries
for every success at an expense of 21
tuns

And we haven’t seen Wayne Daniel
or Andy Roberts yeti
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Kanpur is not the
most ideal of Test cen-

tres Agreeably, it has
many years of experience
and the like, but the Test
against the West Indies
somehow gave the 1m

g
ression that a few lessons

ave yet to be learnt
The Press passes to reg-

ular cricket writers were
obtained only after much
chasing around Picking
up the Asiad-type identi

fication card system with
every Pressman needing
to have a cai d around his

neck along with the
appropriate photograph
was a fine idea, impropei
ly executed
Even as late as six p m

on the evening before the
match the passes had not

arrived at the office of

issue Ban ed gates with
scribes waiting outside
seemed quite like union
leaders demanding a

bonus
Things improved howe\

er, but coming to com
mumcations one drew a

nought or very nearly did

so
Most of the telex lines

were down, the telephone
lines not working and the
situation for out station

correspondents most dis

tressing The fctory passed

TOUR DIARY
around was that the Post
and Telegraphs depart ^

ment baa demanded 183
passes and another fifty

more for their conveni
ence

This was, needless to

say, not met, but instead
the Cricket Association
handed out 33 com
plimentaues The P and T
folks retaliatd by snapping
the telephonic cables at

the ground and some of

the personal lines o t the
office beat ers of the local

cricket body as well I he
telex lines wtnt down
together and manv wnleis
weie forced to stay up late

nights in getting their mes
sages through

Talking of com
mumcations reminds

one of the incident on 18

October when umprn.
Ganguli escoi ted his

friend Mr Mustafi to How
rah Station Hisfuendwas
leaving foi some place and
at the station Bhairab Gan-
guli was alerted that he
was to offitiate tor the
Kanpur Test and what was

vjtti

*' * Y
t.

*

lie doing there’
Ganguli, taken by sur

prise, got into a cab and
trunkcalled Prof Chand
gadkar The latter was
alarmed to know that Gan
gull had not yet left for the

“cotton city”
Ganguli got into a cab

again, this time foi home,
kept it waiting, prepared

;
his bag with whatevei few
belongings he rould man
age and went sti aight back
to Howrah station He
jumped onto the Kalka
Mail, ticketless, and made
it m time for the Test
Apparently what

seemed to have gone
wrong was that the cable

fiom Bombay, wired dur
mg the puja season, did

reach Mr Ganguli—but
only after the 1 est had
begun

THE match itself had
some ^characters’’ on

l view The West Indian
- pace attack constituted

quite a few There was
Holding—County cncke
ters have nicknamed him

sjy>. •/
« Id

‘Whispering Death’—and
one ought to have seen
him sledge behind umpue
Ganguli’s baeje after Shas
tri had been given the be
nefit of the doubt

Marshall, from the way
he ranm to bowl seemed
to have had his shirt tails

on fire In the dressing
room they c all him ‘Denz’
obviously a contraction of

Denzil, his middle name
The handsomest of the

lot is Wayne Daniel,
though he did not play at

Kanpui Theiewasan
amusing stor\ veats back,
dunngthc W S C davs,
when aftei a session under
the lights, Tons Lewis
asked an Aussie “what ab
out that white ball**’’

“Can't see Wavne Daniel,
mate let alone the ball”

LALA AMARNATH
found the Indian cot

lapse inexplicable “Theie
is nothing much m the
bowling It is only the fas

tei ball that one has to

watch out for khelna
nahm jaante veh Simple
philosophy from the senior
Amarnath, but as the Indi

ansm the middle would
have testified, very diffi

cult to adopt and persist

with

MUDAR PATHERYA

1
u

*v * * l

• JLS*)!

il>?
*•

Dujon and the mam physiotherapist worn out with two of the others



The Kanpur Test

MARSHALL ART
He says he is determined to be recognised as a
genuine all-rounder. And Malcolm Denzil Marshall,
now making his second tour of India with a West
indies side, has certainly begun the 1 983 series on
a high note. Coming on the heels of an excellent
County season in England, it was no real surprise
to see Marshall dominate the first Test.

Photographs by NIKHIL BHATTACHARYA

Clockwise from top left

Marshall

Dilip Vengsarkar in an unorthodox pose on the fourth morning

Malcolm Marshall destroyer of the home team surrounded by jubilant teammates after scalping

Gavaskar for the second bme in the match
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I’ve never undergone any
form of coaching

And, as VIVIAN RICHARDS told KULDIP LAL before the Kanpur Test, it

suits him perfectly because, he says, ‘I like to do my own thing’

SPORTSWORLD: India must hold
a special place in your life since

you made your Test debut here.
What memories do you have of that
1974*7? tour of India under Clive
Lloyd’
VIVIAN RICHARDS That tour

was a very impoitant one foi me.
since it was my first with the West
Indian Test side

Frankly 1 had never expected to

be selected to make that trip, con
sidering I was an unknown entity,

having plaved only a solitary season
m Lngland

I was yet to establish myself m the
Leeward Island State side tor domes
tic cricket and since that was the
basic vaidstick bv which the selec
tors went 1 was reaJly surprised—
and thrilled of course—when 1 learnt
I had been chosen for the Indian
tout
That toui did mv confidence a lot

of good and ( was ediftated m the
nuances of lest cricket 1 learnt a lot

by watching the senior players in

action In Delhi I scored my first

lest centuiy and that helped me to

consolidate my place in the Test
team

I have got many happy memories
of that toui because apait fiom play
mg, we saw a lot of places, some ol

which I had not even heaid of It was
a successful toui in every respect It

was an honour to be here
SPWD A lot has happened be

tween that tour and the present one
You now come to India as the side’s

premier batsman and one of the best
stroke-players in the world What
changes have come about in your
attitude towards the game’
VIVIAN RICHARDS Well,

changes are bound to come as time
goes by

I’ve become a little bit oldei now
and henct a little wiser I’ve certain
ly learnt a lot about the game, having
played m almost every cricket
playing country, in different condi
tions and on different wickets I

think 1 am a much more mature
player now
SPWD How do you rate the pre-

sent Indian team’
VIVIAN RICHARDS. India is a

force to ret kon with By winning the

World Cup they have not only taken

the title away from us, but proved to

th6 whole world that they are no
longei novices
They played well in England, so

certainly they should prove a hard
nut to crack on their home wickets A
lot of people seem to think that
certain teams are always meant to be
beaten by a mile, but 1 do not look at

it that wav
For me, you’ve always got to do

your best to win against the eleven
players who are opposing you You

Another bowler who troubled me
was India’s Chandrasekhar. I'll

always remember him bowling to

me at Bangalore, where he got

me in both innings. He will always

be remembered in my cricket

history as being a very fine

bowler

can ne\ei underestimate your
opposition After all, every dog has
his dav
My personal view is that every side

is a force to reckon with and you’ve
got to do vour best to beat them
SPWD What is your opinion of our

little master, Sunil Gavaskar’
VIVIAN RICHARDS Oh, Sunil is

a world class batsman and he has the
records to cuiroborate my statement
He is within reach of breaking two

world records and anyone who can
reach that pinnacle deserves high
est piaise
He has done a lot foi Indian ci lek

et and 1 hope everyone appreciates
ihat He s been a magnificent play
ers and still is, to this present day
SPWD But the same consistency

of runs is not there
VIVIAN RICHARDS Does that

make him less great in any wav’
Sunil has borne the burden of the
Indian batting foi so many years, so
he s entitled to a few off seasons

It only goes to show that Sunil is

human Lveivone has his good and
bad time* and Gavaskai is no cxcep
tion I don’t want to comment on why
he is having a lean phase as I ha\c
already cxpiesstd my views on
Sunil
SPWD Still, the entire country

seems to be talking more oi Mohin-
der Amamath alter the World Cup
VIVIAN RICHARDS Like 1 said,

everyone has his good and bad times
When I saw Mohmder m 1976 m the
West Indies, he looked just another
ordinary batsman

But on the last tour, the change m
his attitude was phenomenal He has
become a magnificent player, one of

the finest m the world In the West
Indies he had so much confidence to

tackle our fast bowlers

After the last series, I remember
having said in an intei view that I’ve
ne\er seen anyone play otir pacers as
well as Mohmder had done I should
know, having seen all the top bats
men of the world in action against
oui speedsters over the last few
years

It was a joy to see Mohmder play
Holding and Company on the last
tour He is certainly a world class
batsman



In my success up the ladder, I was helped by a lot of people, the most notable among them being Mr.

Len Creed of the Somerset County Club, who brought an unknown like me to England in 1973 to develop

my career

SPWD What about India's skip-
per, Kapil Dev J How do vou see his
batting 5

VIVIAN RICHARDS Kapil is a
hard woikc i and that has made him a
tremendous all roundel He s ien
deied tint seivice to Indian cricket

In batting he mav nor be as tonsis
tent as ht would like to be but ht is a
magnilicent stioke maker Because
he is an all rounder he tends to b it

lower in the oidti than normal
which leaves him little time to build
an innings But there is no doubt that
he is another world class pertormci

SPWD Let’s talk about von Whv
this seemingly disdainful, almost
arrogant, attitude tow aids the bow-
lers'5

Vivian Richards 1 do not know
what the others think about tht
game, but m\ attitude is to score as
many runs as possible and belt the
daylights out of the loose ball If vou
do not get on top of the bowler, tnen
he will dominate vou You might as
well be the one to dictate terms
When I go in to bat, I try and work
myself to the point that if 1 see a
loose deliveiy 1 should capitalise on
it

You get all sorts of situations while
batting Sometimes it demands that
you stay at the wicket and graft your
runs At othei times you are required
to pick up fast runs 1 try ana com
bine both methods
The point is that 1 am going out

there to do my best and get a lot of
runs That’s my job The results will

follow or not/ is another mattex

SPWD What makes a successful

Test batsman'5

Vivian Richards First and toie
most voui attitude has got to be
right > ou should have the tempera
merit to exploit the situation Some
times people rend to get bogged
down when things are not going their
wav lhev invaiiablv end up doing
nothing It’s always better to be
levelheaded and stav notmal
Sometimes when you are doing

well people expect vou to get runs
e\ei\ time vou go in They think you
ait super human If you woirv about
it it will put unnecessary pressure
on you

I've always believed that bad
times are bound to come with the
good ones, so might as well stay as
calm and collected as possible, and
sec* how things tuin out

If you can tope up with that situa

tion, when vou know you are human
and can also fail and don’t get
affected by what people sav, then
you die on the right track, Have
confidence m your abilities that’s

what is most impoitant
SPWD* How would vou compare

your attitude with those of Sunil
Gavaskar and Greg Chappell*5

Vivian Richards: I don’t want to

talk about things like these because
they art best judged by people from
outside Sunil Gavaskar has got his

style, Greg Chappell has got his, and
Vivian Richards has also got his
style Why compare such things’

I’ve already spoken about Sunil.

Chappell loo is a magnificent player,
doing consistently well for so many

\ears Who can question his statuie

as a world class playei * l admne him
a lot

SPWD When did vou begin play-

ing the game*5

Vivian Richards 1 was involved
with cncket ever smet mv school

days In the West Indies it is eveiy
paient’s dream that his son becomes
a cricketei because at some time or

other someone in the family played
the game It also i pens up avenues to

build your futuic
The addiction starts in school, then

continues upwaids to college, play
mg for Antigua then for Leeward
Island m the domestic tournaments
and finallv to the international level

I too came along these lines

01 course, in mv success up the

laddei 1 was helped by a lot of

people, the most notable among
them being Mr Len Creed of the
Somci set County Club, who brought
an unknown like me to England in

1973 to develop mv career Had it

not been for him, 1 mav have le

mamed one of the many tumor level

cricketers that aie on the island,

waiting for the right break
SPWD: Did you undergo any for-

mal coaching?
VIVIAN RICHARDS: No, except

foi a brief stmt with Alf Gover’s
school m 1973 I have never under
gone any form of coaching Maybe
this suits me, because 1 like to do my
own thing Sometimes people tend to

advise you to play the way they
would want it, instead of letting vou
do as you would want to That cer
tamly hampers development I have.
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luckily, never been exposed to such
coaching. People still advise me and
1 listen to them, but I do only what 1

think is right. But it is good to be
open for advice. You are learning all

the time.
SPWD: As a youngster, there must

have been a few favourites. Did you
learn from them?
VIVIAN RICHARDS: Oh yes,

there were many favourites of mine.
The biggest one was my father Mai*
colm Richards, who has had a
tremendous influence on my career.
He’s the first one 1 remember who
taught me to hold a bat. We played
our own Test matches in the back-
yard.
Then there were the famous West

Indian cricketers like Worrell,
Weekes and Walcott, Gary Sobers
and Clive Lloyd, whom 1 saw in

action whenever they played in Anti-
gua. They inspired me to take to the
game. Watching them, gave me in-

centive to do well in cricket so that I

could be as popular as them.
SPWD: The favourite batsman of

millions in this country and abroad
must also have had an idol.

VIVIAN RICHARDS: Yes, there
was a guy in Antigua by the name of
Derek Michael. He was the captain
of the Antiguan cricket team and a
tremendous batsman. He knew what
the game was all about and I used to

listen to his advice. Unfortunately,
he never got to playing Test cricket.

Great chap!
SPWD: Which contemporary

cricketers have impressed you?
VIVIAN RICHARDS: Gavaskar

has to be one, Ian Botham, my Some-
rset colleague, another. And just

recently, after seeing him play
against us. I’ve great respect for

Mohinder Amarnath as a batsman
SPWD: Of the 14 Test hundreds,

which do you rate your best?
VIVIAN RICHARDS: I think, the

291 I got at The Oval in 1976, will

come over all others although each
one of them holds a special place in

my heart. I was pretty young at that
stage, and thought I would cave in

under the pressure of losing an early
wicket. But I didn’t and went on and
on. I was mighty pleased that I could
play a really long innings.

SPWD: What about the 140 at
Brisbane, playing with an injured
hip?
VIVIAN RICHARDS: Well, it was

okay. Nothing very exceptional, you
know. That way, the 192 at Delhi in

only my second Test too holds sweet
memories for me since it launched
me on my Test career—

SPWD’: Which has been your best
series?
VIVIAN RICHARDS: Undoubted-

ly, the 829 in four Tests in England
in 1976. 1 think I played consistently
well then.

SPWD: Which bowlers have been
the most difficult ones to face?

VIVIAN RICHARDS: Dennis Lil-

lee is undoubtedly the best fast bow-

Sunil has borne the burden of the

Indian batting for so many years,

so he’s entitled to a few off

seasons. It only goes to show that

Sunil is human

ler I have faced. He may not be the
uickest, bpt he is certainly the most
ifficult one to tackle. He is an

intelligent' bowler, always scheming
to dismiss the batsman. Jeff Thom-
son was pretty quick, and we had a
torrid time facing them in their peak
during the 1975-76 series.

Another bowler who troubled me
was India’s Chandrasekhar. I’ll al-

ways remember him bowling to me
at Bangalore, where he got me m
both innings. He will always be re-

membered in my cricket history as

being a very fine bowler.
SPWD: How do you manage to play

fast bowling with so much time to

spare?
VIVIAN RICHARDS: Its all guess

work, you know. (Laughs). There is

hardly any time to think. You either

go forward or back. Then good luck
to you.
SPWD: But moving down the leg

side to make space to drive towards
the off can hardly be called guess
work. Nor for that matter, going
forward and then back to lift a
bowler of Len Pascoe’s pace over the
straight field.

VIVIAN RICHARDS: All that
comes when you play so much li-

mited-overs cricket. With a packed
leg-side field, the only way to get
runs is by improvising shots. You’ve
got to get used to it.

SPWD: How would you tackle your
own fast bowlers?
VIVIAN RICHARDS: A lot of peo

F
ie have asked me this question and
say why should I have to face them.

Every country goes through a period
where they have an abundance of

fast-bowling talent. England had
Truman and Statham, Australia had

Lindwall, Miller and Davidson. We
are now in that same phase and have
produced more than four fast bow-
lers of the highest quality. Our fast

bowlers are the best in the world.
Ask^pg us to tackle them is like

telling you to go and fight your own
people. Why should we? We do come
up against these guys in the shield
and other different tournaments and
it’s pretty hard facing them. I don’t
want to comment on how to handle
these fast bowlers. All 1 can say is

I’m pleased to be on their side.

SPWD: How do you see yourself as
a Test class off-spinner?
VIVIAN RICHARDS: Well, I’m

not exactly a Test bowler. I come on
when somebody's been batting a

long time and the captain requires a

change bowlei to break the stand
But the point is 1 try my best and
that’s why I feel prettv competent to

get somebody out
SPWD: You are probabl} the next

West Indian captain. Do you enjoy
leading on the field?

VIVIAN RICHARDS: Who
doesn’t? I’ve had a few experiences
m captaincy, leading the Leewaid
Islands in domestic ci cket and
standing m foi Somerset, when the
captain is ill oi on 1 est duty I’ve also

led the West Indies on a couple ol

occasions I think I've liked the tub
SPWD: Is a batsman's education

incomplete without a stint of Count

>

cricket’
VIVIAN RICHARDS: Yes, 1 think

so, because along with the Sheffield
Shield in Australia, the standaid of

the game is highest in England
Moreover, you get accustomed to

playing in diffeient conditions and
on different t\pes of wickets It’s

good education I

SPWD: How do you spend vwr
leisure hours, after the gruelling
demands of cricket?
VIVIAN RICHARDS: 1 like to lis

ten to a lor of music When I’m home
in Antigua and want to get away
from it all. I go sailing on a vacht
with a friend. We sail tot a couple of

days enioymg the fresh air Its a

good change from the pollution in

the cities Its so clear, so nice, I just

stay there and have a good time.
SPWD: Besides cricket, what are

your business interests?

VIVIAN RICHARDS: I’ve been
playing cricket tull-ume which hard
ly leaves time for other work But I

have some business going in Some
rset, which I won’t tell you about
since its a private affair

SPWD: One last question. What
ambitions in life are still unfulfilled

and till when do you propose to

continue playing?
VIVIAN RICHARDS; My aim is to

try and be as successful as possible. I

am enjoying cricket thoroughly and
will continue playing till 1 enjoy
myself. Any thoughts ol quitting

seem far away. Its also my aim to

pass off some of my knowledge to the

ounger players in the side, for I too
ave come up the same way.
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Just one point

The three stripes of
sporting success

LOKESH SHARMA who visited the Adidas factory in France
recently, traces the beginnings of the Adi Dassler dream

Tllh\ tall it Tht Champions
W tai With good reason too

Iht smile ot niiimph on tht ml
ton stand has hceomt limit ot less

s\non\mous with tht thiee distmt
me Adidas stripes

The list of Adidas ehampions is

seemmgh endless ttadmg like a
W ho s Who i/i wot Id span Among
hetoes in \aiious fields ol sporting
*umm who have worn Adidas gear
art Muhammad AL (,eorge fore
man Max Si hmehng Rod La\tt
han 1 endl I ran/ Bet kenbauti Vwt
Seelet Paul Bit itntr ft sst Owen

s

Kipthogt Kemo Ron Claike Allan
Wells and Caere Wait?
There were pit nt\ mote ht lote them
and shall he pltnt\ wort to follow

THL Adidas stotv is a success saga
that stretches back o\er sixtv

vtars from the vcai 1920 when Adi
Dasslei produced his first ever gym
shoes Vet, when Dassltr lent his
name to hi-, fledgling product not
even he in his wildest dreams, could
have imagined that the house ol

Adidas would mushioom to interna
tional farm
Neither could ht have known that

the two villages he picked as his

bast s would t xtntually become idtn
title d with his piodiuts u. tht samt
wa\ that Ditsdin is associated with
its chin i

The lmil torn ism dtpairment
might not ht ible to ttll vou when
tht West (itiman town of Ht i

/ogt naurach is locatt d But tsk toi

Adidas and thev will sinilt and giyc

|

vou explicit dn ti turns Such is tin

Adidas chansma Htizogc nauiach
ncai the citv ot Nuumheig houses
the largest unit ot the Adidas tat
toi n s

\didas pioduics an e%timat*d
aytragt ot V00 000 shots d ulv
manufactuii s o\et 700 difltiini pro
ducts ind ixnoits these tc » no Jess

than ISO count] les 1 hat sliould le
move an\ doubts— if an\ exist— to

then claim that tht \ ait tht laigest
spoils goods nianuiai tuieis m tht
woild
While the annual turnover ot the

corporation is ot course a guarded
seettt it is not difficult to estimate
tht liguit Horst Dasslti tht cm tent
Adidas thief told me that ht sells 10
million shoes annuallv And an aver
agt pair of Adidas shoes sells toi

around thirtv dollars it has been
said that the total Adidas annual

it\cnut is in tht UjLion ot stvtn
billion dollais and it tint tiguu is

not mind boggling tin n nothin,. >s

Iht beginning ot tht Adid is uii

potation was bom out ot tht mint
five ot \di Deski wh bt^an in

1920 with a dit on to pioudt kits to
tin worlds It ulmi sportsmen
D isslei had lit U iput tioni rw i

undeniable issets I he tn t w is In

own buimiu will to utettd the
Mtond l spoi t mg background Asa
tor met spoitsm in he knew wh it w is

required ot a sporting shot He n
plotted th it knowledge to such an
extent that his biancl name is a
household woid todav

Iht lust shoe ht produced was an
ordinary gymnasium shot Tht Con
queror Cobble i had taken tht first

step to glorv—and nthts
Dasslei wa> quick to icalist that

me it technical skill would not be
t nough to ensure success As his
initial production problems wire
soittd out one b\ one ht began to
lo »k ahead I list ht mcig«d tht
\anous aspects ol his factory into a
smoothly running unit and as soon as
that was athityed he attended a
professional school m Pnmasens m
the early Ihirties where he learnt

* % t
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the basic skills of successful manage
ment, which he was to put to such
devastating use m future years
The shadow of the Fn st World war

was shoitly to darken the skies ovei
Kurope and like eveiy other aspect
of normal everyday peacetime life,

the endeavours of the Dassler fac

tory were temporarily stalled They
were bleak yeais, but theie was a
brighter side Dassler was given the
time to think ot his factory's poten
tial in a broader perspective

In 1948, three years after the
armistice, Adidas was officially

founded
On his payroll, Adi Dassler had

lust 47 employees
Bv this time, Dasslei and his team

were producing almost every con
tenable item lequired inside the
sports arena, but he had still not
touched on the textile field Not for

long l ven this gap was filled a \ear
befoit the 1%8 Mexico Olympic
(lames
Colleagues and competitors alike,

agiet that om ot DassU i\ strengths
was that he puisued his pioduction
activities legaidltss of the profit

involved Ht has insisted on pioduc
ipp tquiprmnt hir such low profile

(if indeed rhc\ can be so called)
spoitC as niountaineenng, suilmg,
rowing and parachuting

The logic ht hind that is simple it

gives Adidas cxposuit in evtrv cun
ceivable ait a A. one ot the Adidas
ixecumes puts it Ihtse innova
tjons don r i tails tin the i our busi
nes^ in anv wav I ht\ pist keep us on
the *poit* map throughout the \ear

*

The woild of xpoit is enormously
corhplex < spet lally as it embraces so

rnanv diflercnt spheres, each so
different from tht other DassJt r

knew th.it his career was not res
ti icted to shoes and so sc t his eyes on
opining up newer hon/ems which
simultaneously set sporting stan
dards on a progressist path
Innovation has always been stres

sed As far back as tht eailv thirties

Dassler had produced running shoes
with hand forged nails and soccet
shot's with rapei mg studs It was m a
pair oh these spiked shoes that the
legendary les*«e Owens won four

gold medals in ti t 1
<)S6 Berlin Olvm

pic Games Bv the next vtai, Dassler
had extended his p.oduction activi

ties to elesen ditfeicn* sports
The first Olympics lor the newly

founded fum weie the 1952 Games
in Htlsinki ind Dassler greeted

1 them with two innovations— track
shoes with changeable spikes and
sports bags

I wo yt «u s latei the screw in soccei
studs seized the imagination of the

' lootball fiatemits aiourid the woild
as the West Germans became the
woild champions in these shoes The
improvements did not stop heie and
Iv the 1%0 Rome Olympics nylon
sole" had replaced leather ones and
a lot ol other innovations had made
sport sweai more comfortable

Dassler branched off into othc i

lines, producing balls in 19b* Then
poulanty again was assured m good
time and todav they aie the official

choice of many leading sports cham
pionships
So Dassler was producing practi

tally everything that was needed in

the spoits aiena Only the warm up
suits were missing I his line ot pio
duction was also taken up in 1%8

It takes a Jong time foi an idea to

translate into an Adidas product
First comes the comfort lactoi then
the selection ot matenal extreme
condition load tests and othei scien
tifu tests

These are ]ust lor the oidmary
products a lot more time and effort

is spent on prestige products, gener
ally named after and patronised by

od/tfas

the it suitam shoe had to be expen
sivc

1 Io test the shoe we got a pro
lotvpo leadv and got it tested by
colic ge teams in the t b Latt r, Lendl
himself tested it m the Masters and
expressed an overall satisfaction and
often d somt suggestions which wc
took into consideration'
A shot like this will obviously not

be sold for less than eighty dollars
Does that pose any problem tor the
manulac tuier s^ ’ Well these pro
ducts art basically image builders
1 hey need nut necessarily piove a
hit with the masses but pjdqmg bv
past t xpericnces I can say that they
can take in snmi revenue also lor
instance about tive or six years back
we marketed a basketball shoe cal

top sportsmen
An idea conceived in the begin

rung ot the year generally reaches
the shops m a tangible form around
Dec embe i lust there is the meet mg
of the technical department which
dist usscs the new product and *ht
leatuics which have to included in it

lhis i gt net ally based on intorma
tion piovidtd by the Bio Mechanic
Institute ot Zurich

The company’s tennis promotti
Alfred Schwartz, told us about the
Ivan lendl tennis line which they
introduced recently M

I he idea o! the
Lendl line came to us in tnt begin
ning of 1982 We had decided at the
beginning that the line would be top
quality and also, therefore, higli'y

priced
T

he best th tigs are always
expensive We had to take into con
sidetation the fact that the shoe had
to last oi tile hard courts m the
United States, on clay courts in

1 urope and the grass couits of I ng
land Io meet all these requirements

led Topten High
,
produced pnman

lv for Kaitem Abdul fabbar We
only xpected the top players to

patio* ise it but when the masses saw
then ^tais on television wearing the
shot thev weie liteially forced to

buy n
The quality ot the pioduct is fuith

ei touched by suggestions from the
conti acted spoitxmen One ot the
pude products of Adidas lately has
been the Merckx cycling shoe
named alter five time lour de
Trance winner Lddie Merckx
Mtrckx himself spent a lot of time

on the pioduct He wore it du* mg
many lour de bidrui competitions
assesed us shortcomings and then
maae suggestions for improvements
Fvtn after tht product had hit the

market lit came back every year
met the technicians and discussed
the possibilities of further improve
ment
So with these steps, can theie be

any doubts of quality which can be
capsuled in a shot as light as lOOg’’
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McEnroe in a
state of

suspended
animation

GEORGE K GEORGE

OR fans outside the
United States, the big

news of the fortnight from
Ameucan sports is the sus

g
ension of John McEnroe
ut tor the Americans, the

order of priontv is base
ball fust football second
and Mci nroe last

The World Series in

baseball has just con
eluded with a maior upset
I he football season is in

full swing with its shate of

upsets and the usual deals
and trades m progress

1 he inevitable hap
penedwhen John McEn
roe was suspended tor 42
days from the pto tennis
cucuit 1 he Men’s Intel na
tionl Professional Tennis
Council suspended him
immediately attei the Au
stialian Indoor tennis
championship If, howev
er, McLmoe does not play
exhibition matches, the
suspension will be re
duced to jusi 21 days
The latest fine of 1,500

dollars at the Austialian
Open (not to be contused
with the Grand Slam
tournament ) brought his

total tines for the veai to

8,300 dollars which is 800
moie than the maximum
limit set by the Men’s In

ternational Professional

tennis Council
McEnroe won the tinals

of the Australian tourney
at Sydney m the sec ond
week of Octobei, be ating
Hem l Leconte of E ranee
6 1, 6 4, 7 5 The fine for
verbal abuse of an official

came at the conclusion of
the fifth game ot the
second set

Leconte took a 3 2 lead
and McEnroe swore at the
let cord iudge Barry Hill

and challenged his deci
sion
Umpire Ian Bassey

warned McEnroe of the
violation and teported it

to the tournament offi

cials Bassey, a detective
from the South Australian
fraud squad, was even har
sher with his woids “He
won’t intimidate me,’ he
said about McEnroe “I’ve

got harder ctimmals to

deal with and they can’t

get on top of me, so there
is little chance for

McEnroe ”

McEnioe’s reaction to

the suspension was i ather
cool “I have played a lot

of tennis m the Igst eleven
weeks and the break will

do me good before the De
cemher Australian Open.”

He had no apologies On
the conti arv In had only
regi ets about be ing so

mild He said that it he

had know n about the sus
pension he would have
reallv let the umpiie have
it

This is not the fust sus
pension tor Mtl nroe
Ihiee yeais ago he sat out
of the circuit for three
weeks as a penaltv toi ver
bal abuse ot officials

He |oins GuiUe r mo Vilas
who is also ou the side

lines awaiting the appeal
of his own suspr nsion by
the Council The two men
cannot plav, even on the
non Grand Pnx cneuit
McE nroe was fined

1,850 dollars the US
Open in September bring

mg him to within 200 dol
laisol the limit but he
had appealed against
anothei fine imposed
three months ago and had
sueceeded in ha\ ing it *

waived in his fa\ our

I hat had gne n him a
maigin ol 700 dollais but
the 1,500 dollai fine at

Svdnev shot him wav ovei

the limit McLmoesavs
that he will not ippeal
against the suspension

In the meantmu thcie
is moit tiouble cooking
for the Wimbledon chain
pion Remembei the mci
dent involving Mci mot
and a fan dunng tlu match
against liesWaltkc in the

fust round ot the l S
Open-1

A basketball coach from
Long Island, New York,
named Chris Schneider,
was the spec tatoi m
volved He* was cheering
and applauding tor

Waltke
McEnroe was so

annovi'd with Schnc idei

that he picked up some
sawdust and threw at him
“Are vou going to cheer
mv opponent all after
noon-*’ McEntoe seems to

hav e asked
“I am woi king on it,”

Schneider leplied and the
Wimbledon champion
thre w the sawdust and a
lew eui ses at him
Schnc idtM has file da law
suit loi six million dollars
claiming that McLnroe
assaulted humiliated and
haiassed him in public
Attht Nassau countv

couit therefore |ohn
McInioeSi will hav* to
be m action to defend his

son
A different conn and a

different game but the
Mci nroe will be theie as a
clan to fight tui lohn Jr if

the case gets to the trial

stage

Orioles take the
World Series

TUI Y < all it tin Woi Id

Stues enen though it

is the piotessmna! nation
al championship in base
ball

Only the Arnei lean clubs
vie toi rht hououi which
is one ol the tlm t most
impoitant spot ting t \ t nts

on the' Ame i it an e ile nd it

the othc r two bung the
football finals (tailed the
Supeibowl ) and the

National Baskt tball Asso
( lation c hampionship
sc 1 1C s

ihisvcai s Woi Id Senes
featured tiu Phillies from
Philadelphia against the
Orioles tiom Baltimoie
The Phillies weie* the
favoui ites blit thtv weic
only able to win the fust
game b\ a 2 1 maigin

Baltimoie swept the

nt \t ihtee In idtliei close
maigms and the fifth

game was played m Phi
ladelphia in fiont of

67,604 tans

1 ht home* team lost bv a

humiliating 0 5 scoie to

end the best of sev en
series Toi the Orioles, it

was the third national
championship, or rathei

“world championship,”
since 1966Patrick McEnroe and John McEnroe (art trying times for the champion
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Sevvy Balle^tero t osf Ryder Cup effort by a European team

High drama on
drugs again

BAS1 BAI 1 toritmut s to

be in the ntws though
tht Woi Id St i icsis now
mei
Ding pi obt sale being

eonduett d on several
teams and It ading stars of

tht game Dui ing the
Woi Id St i its st \t i <il plav

t is wt it investigate d
tin t e ol whomaie like 1\ to

plead guilt\ to siimlai

ehaigt s and w ho will pi ob
ahlv be indtt tt d on adeb
tional di ug charges
Flaw i s like Willie

\ikt ns I avt eonte sstd
tht ii guilt and ean In sent
ente d upto oru vt ai in

puson w th <1 tine of S 000
dollais lht pumshmt nt is

light* i than usual d tht

pi nets jilt id giultv

I hi sevt n month n \ * s

tigat ion b\ tht herb ral

Buieauo* Investigation
(I Blland diugt nloict
nu nt agt nt v has e \post d
dr ug ust bv plavei s Irom
vanou spoils lht agents
ot tlu above mentioned
agt ntits ai tuallv i aided
tht lotkei »uom ot the

Kovals on |unt 21 to col

U ( t evidence
Stveial promint nt plav

ei * from othti teams, sueh
as the St Louis Cardinals
and Los Angelc s Dodge i s

have* admitted that thev
have a diug problem and
have enteied re habilita
lion piogrammes in recent
months Some of them
even have to eo back to

such progi ammes pet lodi

cally

In the meantime, the
Na lonal Collegiate Athlt
tic Association has com
missioned Michigan Uni
versity’s department of
medical education le
search and development
to study the drug problem
among college athletes A
total of 500,000 dollais
will be spent on this study,
which will involve 28 re
seaichers who will inter
view some 2,600 student
athletes on more than 100
campuses
The drug problem is not

merely limited to sports in

this country Lven tumor
high school children are
involved m drug use and
sale It is all the more
widespread m sports as
the professional and stu

U

\n*i 1 iCeMis and out won
this 1 an* imoutotinves
tigation will sol * ilit

pi obitm tv tn pa»ti ills

Ah well, we’ve
still got the
Ryder Cup!

THL United Statt s

might haw lost tht

Amenta's Cup, but tht\
still own the Rvdti Cup
Nt vei he ai d of it

> Natui
ally

It is the symbol of goll

supretn lev 1 or the past 5b
vtars the Amencan and
the I Utopians have been
competing tor the Cup A
teamot 12 golfeis fiom tht

United States challenge a

ttam from b urope

Till 197 (
), the European

team had consisted mainlv
of players fiom Tngland
and Ireland and was natur

allv very weak So golfers

from the other I uiopean
countries were added and
this yeai s £ uropean team
had four Britishers loui

Scots, two Spaniards, one
Welshman and one Ger
man TheAmericar team
was led by non play ng
captain Jack Nicklaus,

while the leader of the

Europeans was his formei
riyal, Tony Jacklin

In the past, the US litei

ally used to sweep the
series hands down In tact,

m 25 meetings sini e rhe
Cup started in 1 927 ,

1

he
t to 1 in I

tu d 1 he st in s is plav t cl

e\ 1

1

v st concl veai and the

venue urates bet we e n the

l S and 1 ngiand
1 his time iht Amencan

team was in toi shock
treatment ii )m tht compa
rativelv wc ak Tmope an
team Fui opt led 4 < and
tied the eighth match ot

the opening dav
On the second da\ the

Am. 1 leans gamed the lost

giound bv an identical
stoie in tlu ii fav 0111 That
tit d the ream but tht big

gest blow to the Amc 1 lean
side w as the loss ot 1 om
Watson—a last minute
addition to the team—and
his par’ nei Bob Glide

»

who were bea fen bv Sew \

Ballesteros and Haul Wav
ot b ui ope
On the final dav the US

won tiur lost thiee and
tied ( ne I hat enable d
them to win the series bv
one «olitarv point Tom
Watson helped the Amei
leans to tie the senes in

the final moments and
Lary Wadkms gave his

country the winning
match

Lncidentallv, this has
been the best effort by a
b ui opean team on Amer
ican soil Nicklaus was
rather disappointed that
the senes did not end in a

tie, which the Europeans
deserved so well

A tearful

naglia but not exac rlv a

ti aiful one

I he gieatest showman
and the stai of North
American piotessional
soccei bid a sad good bye
to h's Cosmos on Italian

soil Ht led Cosmos
against J azio the Italian

team ht pm chased lecent
Iv with the help of some
American busuiessmen in

an exhibition match m
Rome on lb Oct obe 1 He
plaved in the fust half fot

the Cosmos and for Lazio
in the second half

C osmos lost 1 3 1 a/ 10

scored in the st cond mi
nute of the game but

lulius Cesar Rome 10 level

led in the 24th minute
Michael Ladi up stored a

second goal loi 1 a/10 and
m the 7“,

th minute C hi

naglia stored another tor

Lazio and in the “'7th mi
nute he scored vet another
for his new tc am
Chinaglia howtvc \ will

still live in the United
Stale s toi the most pai t of

thtvcai Hewillabobe
the pit sident ot 1 a/10 but
he is not vet sui e it he will

play for the team Initiallv

he had indicated inteiest

in it but later began to^

fceltha it inav not be the

best admuu native most
1 he lart»wc 11 was lar^

from what Chinaglia might
have hoped toi He had
missed a numbei of match
es for C osmos dut to m
tunes 1 hen his team lost

in tht plav oils of the

N01 th Amei ican Socc ei

League C hampionslnp
It was humiliation for

the mightv Cosmos side

and a personal setback tor

C hmaglia Still, he* can
look back with a lot ot

satisfaction and ste him
self as a pioneer and all

time susperstai ol North
Aifierican soc c er

New billing for

Willie Gault

THI next big event will

be the football finals

The season is alrtMdv mov
ing ahead w ith a f an
amount of surprises and
upsets, although it is too

eai lv still to call the poten
tial champions But the b'g
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'Looking back

Camino- a victim of fate
CYRUS J. MADAN traces the record of India’s champion racehorse

PERFECTION m its putest form
has never ically walked up to the

stable door and demanded entry, for

there clearly has nevei been a per
feet thoioughbred any mote than
there has nevei been a perfect hu
man being But in Tanuary 1982 a big
strapping chestnut colt stepped bold
ly onto the track in Madras for the
first time in his life, and a few
minutes later he was being hailed
the new champion Camino had ar
rived
A racehorse’s fate often depends

all too closeh on the chaiactei, pie
ferencts and background ol the hu
man beings into whose hands he
happens to fall 1 01 hoises, as for

men the unfati tharict of bnth can
be decisive and in that sense Cami
no was born lutk\

In Match 1981 a maie named
Celandine gave birth to a nice look
ing colt with a thin white stripe down
his iorehead She conceived him at a

stud farm situated m Delhi, named
the Usha Stud and Agricultural
Farm, a stud that m lecent years,
had bred more Classic winners than
any other m the country That in

itself was adequate indication that
Camino was bound to go places
Add to this the fact that ins father

Grey Gaston had already produced
more than tust his share of Classic
winners and you could tell that
Camino had a bright future ahead of
him And when champion trainei

Rashid Byram ji bought him as a
yearling on behalf of the Khataus the
world sat up and began to wait and
see whether his choice was going to
be a champion m the making
Well he certainly lived upto ex

pectations but just how far he would
eventuallv have gone will now never
be ascertained His tragic and unfor
tunate death right at the ver> pinna
cle of his career has left a void that
Indian racing will find difficult to

On his way to Hyderabad to par
ticipate m the Golconda St Leger,
the float in which he was travelling
with two other mares met with a
slight mishap and Camino was the
only on^who suffered, He died while
both the mares survived

In circumstances which are still

slightly nebulous the horse float m
which Camino was travelling was
forced off the highway in order to
detour around an accident which
blocked the entile road While trying
to get around the detour, the float
apparently sank into the mud on rhe
side of the road and it began to list at
a rakish angle Camino, who is a
seasoned traveller, must have been
upset bv this and began tearing up
trying to get out
After an agonising couple of mi

nutes the people travelling with the
float managed to open the doors to
the box m order to get the horses
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lapse*} and died.
One of the (greatest horses ever to

grace the Indian turf was now just a
part of history. The cause of death is

still uncertain but would probably be
attributed to concussion incurred
when rearing up in the horse box.
Horses who race on the flat, it is

believed, come into their prime be-
tween the ages of four and five, and
Camino was no exception to the
belief. After a brilliant sojourn as a
three-year-old, where he won seven
races from as many starts, Camino
began his four-year-old campaign on
a sordid note and bit th£ dust in the
South India Derby. A month and a
half later he fell by the wayside
again this time in the Indian Derby.

Critics, were quick to tear him into

little shreds. They said that Camino
was only good upto a mile. He was no
stayer, they felt and as far as they
were concerned he was an absolute
writeoff.

One man who did not share their

opinion was trainer Rashid Byramji,
and in the summer of 1983 he dis-

played-what a top class trainer can
achieve with a top class horse. The
horse the world said would never
stay a trip, waltzed away with four of

the premier Weight For Age Races in

the country, including the Gov-
ernor's Cup at Bangalore and the
President Of India Gold Cup at

Hyderabad, both over the Derby dis-

tance, a distance they said he could
never win over.

In a little under three months
Camino had established himself as

the undisputed champion in the
country, a position that had been
usurped from him after his earlier

two defeats, the only two in his

star-studded career.
Of course his best gallopping dis-

tance was a mile, and he was never
beaten over it. His action too had a
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distinct stamp of class. He used to

literally float over the ground at a

pace which did not look impressive
because he appeared to be going
easy. It was only after you saw the
strain the other horses were under
while trying to stay with him that

you realised that Camino, without
the least semblace of effort had run
them off their feet.

His magnificent stride was the
equivalent of almost two strides for

any normal horse, and that ex-

C
lained why he always appeared to

e travelling so comfortably while
the others struggled in his wake.
A host of explanations have been

offered to explain why Camino lost

those two Derbies early in 1983, but
most of them hardly hold much wa-
ter. The only explanation that
appears to be fairly plausible is that
horses are just not machines, they
are more human than people think,

and quite like humans have their

bad patches along with good ones.

After Camino won the Indian 2000
Guineas in December he appeared to

lose condition and lost the two subse-

quent Derbies.
One of the most versatile htitses

ever to grace the turf, Camino was
one of those rare champions you get
who could beat the best over any
distance and that too with a degree
of comfort. He could beat top class

sprinters over a scurry and then run
subsequently in a long distance race
and pulverise the best stayers in the
land just as easily. That is the hall-

mark of a great horse in my book and
on that score Camino was head and
shoulders above the rest.

Perhaps the greatest loss of all

would be Camino’s loss as a stallion.

He had everything going his way to
succeed. He was well bred, and even
better performed. But over and
above all that he had the conforma*
tion to go with it. He was one' of the
finest looking horses I have ever
seen and that goes a long way when a
horse stands as a stallion.

So Camino is no more. But his
accomplishments will live on and
on£' w«p to see whether his full

< sister Ctmineto can conrihue where
Camino left off. She has already laid

claim to being the champion 3-year-

old in the country and like her
brother one hopes that she can take
it on from there.



A prince in exile
GEORGE K. GEORGE profiles Guillermo Vilas, the victim of

a one-year suspension

Guillermo vilas is not play-
ing in the pro circuit any more.

On October 9, he took himself out of
the tour and went into a self-imposed
exile of indefinite duration. He play-
ed his last final for the time being
and lost. Ironically, a teenager who
had signalled the decline of the
maestro at the French Open last year
deprived him a farewell title at Bar-
celona. Mats Wilgnder has probably
sung the requiem of a great cham-
pion.
The life of Guillermo Vilas is not

going to be the same any more. He
has been suspended for a year and
fined $20,000 by the Men’s Interna-
tional Pro Tennis Council for accept-
ing guarantee money for appearing
in a Grand Prix tournament at Rot-
terdam, the Netherlands, last March.
The disciplinary action came in

June, but Vilas appealed the deci-
sion on the grounds that he did not
receive a fair hearing before the
penalties were made public. He also
denied the charge about the guaran-
tee money.
The pending appeal enabled him

to play at Wimbledon and the US
Open and in two Davis Cup ties. But
after his team’s loss to Sweden in

Stockholm, he announced that he
will sit out of the Circuit until a
decision is made on his appeal.
The record of Vilas has not been

very impressive since the suspen-
sion. At Wimbledon he was bundled
out on the opening day by Nduka
Odizor, a virtually unknown student
from the University of Houston.
Vilas lost the match after serving a
match point in the third set tie

breaker.
At the U.S. Open he was shocked

by another collegian in the third
round. This time it was a straight set
loss to a wild card entry of the
tournament. His ranking dropped to

No. 9, one spot below his arch rival

Jose Luis-Clerc.
Guillermo blames his sudden de-

cline on the action by the Council.
He is even talking about a possible
law suit against the organization that
has virtually ruined at least one
remaining year of his career.
Today, Guillermo Vilas is a very

angry man. He was not supposed to
lose to unknowns in the biggest
tournaments of the world. Nor was
he supposed to lose to the young
Swedes at the Davis Cup semi-final

earlier this month. But all that has
happened.
The impact of the suspension was

evident in the man. Vilas is not a
man who throws away matches easi-

ly. He is one of the most disciplined
athletes in the game and is a very
dedicated professional. Consistency
has been the hallmark of his career.

Vilas points out that the damage to
,his career is incalculable. If the
decision is upheld, he will lose mil-

lions of dollars for the next two
years. According to him the one-year
lay qff could be fatal to his career. It

will take him another year to recover
his ranking, to rebuild his game and
to regain nis market value.
With the kind of competition in

the men’s circuit, he may never
climb to the top charts. The man who
has been among the top five for the
past ten years may never find his

name among the top 10 any more.

Vilas points out that the

damage to his career is

incalculable. According to

him, the one-year layoff

could be fatal to his career.

It will take him another year

to rebuild his game. “I’m 31
and if I can’t play for a year,

I’m finished,” he says

“I’m 31 and if I can’t play for a year,
I’m finished,” he says. “It would take
me another year to come back. There
are 900 players in the world who get
seeded, and I’d have to start from the
scratch.”

What happened at Rotterdam?
According to the Council, Vilas
accepted $60,000 for appearing in
the tournament. Though appearance
guarantee is a common practice, the
amount paid by the organizers of the
Rotterdam tournament appeared in
the accounts of the city. The Council
acted on that evidence and sus-
pended Vilas just after the French
Open.
Vilas has another story altogether:

45,000 tickets were sold at Rotter-
dam and then Jimmy Connors pulled
out of the tournament. Vilas, who
was not scheduled to play in the
event was asked to take his place.

The Grand Prix officials offered to

pay him 400,000 dollar bonus one
month in advance, if he agreed. A
player qualifies for the bonus after
playing 10 tournaments. Vilas had
already played nine and the parti-

cipation in the Rotterdam tourna-
ment would be counted as the tenth
tournament. He would then get the
1982 bonus one month earlier than
the due date.

Why Vilas? The same question has
been asked by Vtlas many a time in

recent weeks. “Why me,” he asks.

“Because I’ve been ranked in the top
five for 10 years,” he says. “Because
I am independent and don’t have big
lawyers or connections. Because I’m
from South America and, if they
suspend me, they don’t touch any of

rhe powers of the game,” he ex-

plains.

Vilas points out that the Council
will not suspend a John McEnroe or
a Jimmy Connors. If they are mis-
sing, television revenues will decline
and the sponsors will go bankrupt in

no lime. At the same time, the Coun-
cil had to go after some players to

prove its political might. The careful-
ly selected victims were Guillermo
Vilas and Yannick Noah who was
suspended for not showing up for a
routine match at the Nations Cup
tournament at Dusseldorf.
John McEnroe, Ivan Lendl and

Vitas Gerulaitis openly criticized the
Council’s action. Yannick Noah also
supported him in public. But the
damage has already been done. Even
the tough Guillermo Vilas has
broken down.
Lovers of the game will miss Guil-

lermo Vilas. Many feel that it is a
shame that this gentleman has been
the victim of the guarantee money
scandal. Vilas has always been a
hero and never a villain of the magic
world of tennis.

The tennis world knows Vilas as a
true champion, a man with a lot of
class. He has always been known as a
gentleman on and off the court. His
varied interests outside tennis made
him a popular figure all over the
world. At 5 feet 11 inches he looks
rather .short because of his stocky
build and his massive chest and
narrow body gives him the most
robust look in tennis. The long curly
hair and the broad head band pro-

vide a stunning background for his

handsome face and deep eyes. He



wears long stockings unlike other
men players.
His career has been one of the

most outstanding ones in modern
tennis. Vilas left Law College after

one year to become a tennis pro.

While at college he used to travel

over seven hours by bus on
weekends to play pro tennis.

He appeared on the pro circuit in

1973. It was a grand entrance to the
stage. He won the Swiss and Dutch
Open before invading the U.S. cir-

cuit in which Borg was one of his

early victims. In seven weeks he
built up a 34-3 record and won eight

Grand Prix events.
He created havoc at the Masters

tournament in Melbourne the follow-

ing year, by beating John New-
combe, Onny Parun, Bjorn Borg,
Raul Ramirez and Ilie Nastase.
Although he overcame Rod Laver in

Boston, Borg demolished him at the
French Open finals. He lost the U.S.
Open semi-finals against Manuel
Orantes alter leading 2-1 and 5-0 in

the fourth set. He blew five match
points in the process.

In 1976 he accepted Ion Tiriac as

his mentor and coach. He threw
away a big lead and lost to Harold
Solomon in Paris. He lost the semi-
finals of the U.S. Open to Connors
and that of the Masters to Fibak.
Nineteen seventy -seven—a year

Guillermo Vilas will never forger
Perhaps the tennis world too* it was
his vintage year. He took the French
and the U.S. Open titles and created
a Grand Prix record. He won 50
consecutive matches and had 57 day
court victories. That gave him 9
tournaments. Then he defaulted a

match against Nastase protesting
against his spaghetti racquet. This
was some time in October. He also

defaulted against Eddie Dibbs at

Madison Square Garden in New
York, but then another 30 matches
and six more tournaments in a row.
He lost the semi-finals against Borg
at the Garden. That meant an un-

beaten stretch, with the exception of

two defaults, between his loss to

Billie Martin at Wimbledon till the
showdown against Borg. His season
record stood at 139-14.

Nineteen seventy-eight and 1979
were lean years in terms of major
titles. Both years he had to be satis-

fied with the Australian Open. But
he continued to be one of the top
money winners and stayed right be-

hind Borg and Connors. In 1980 he
took the Italian Open and beat Borg'
at the Nations Cup. But a gradual

1

decline was visible in his game.
Compatriot Jose Luis Cierc and

Ivan Lendl destroyed his monopoly
on clay and he was reduced to No. 2

.status on the national team. The
rivalry between him and Cierc
reached its peak. Still he played
whole-heartedly for Argentina and
took it to the finals against the U.S.

team lead bv John McEnroe. After
that he won five Volvo titles in a row.
Before the Cup final he had won only

two of the nine finals he had
reached.

It took him less than a year to
bounce back He won seven titles

including Rotterdam and Milan. He
finished second at two others. Then
the loss at the French Open came as
a stunning blow.
He was expected to win against

unheralded Mats Wjlander- of
Sweden. He stayed on the baseline
with the idea of wearing Wilander
out, but the youngster did exactly
that to him Both Tinac and Vilas
admit that the match was lost due to
bad strategy.

Vilas did not participate in the
Wimbledon tournament due to the
war between England and Argenti-
na He had an impressive 61-7 record
in 14 tournaments and finished run
ner-up to Connors in Volvo points.
At the U.S. Open he lost his semi-

final match against Connors after a
series of impressive wins. But his
record against leading players dur-
ing the year was astonishing: against
Noah 5-0, Connors 2-1 and Lendl 2-1.

He beat Connors both times on in-

door courts and Lendl was beaten
each time on clay.

What was the secret of his success?
The much publicised romance with
Princess Caroline of Monaco? Or was
it the switch to the medium size

Slazenger racquet? Or was it the
short arm more compact service?
He began 1983 leading Argentina

to victory against the United States
in the Davis Cup. He soon became
No. 1 tennis player and national hero
of Argenrina. He certainly was work-
ing as hard as ever Then came
Rotterdam and the disasters follow-

ing it. The life of Guillermo may not
be the same.
They call him the ‘Mild Bull of the

Pampas.’ He is a romantic and a
dreamer. He is a poet and writer who
has published two books of poetry.

He has co-authored a screen play and
has written songs for recording
albums
He is a philosopher who loves to

read English literature. He is a musi-
cian who spends hours listening to
rock music. When he is not playing
he will be reading, writing or com-
posing.
He has little time, however, as he

plays at least four hours each day.
He is the most hard working and
dedicated tennis player the world
has seen in a while.

If at all he slows down a bit, Tiriac
the guru, mentor, friend, coach and
manager is there to drive him. Some
people criticize Tiriac's presence
and signals at the courtside. They
call him a tennis Svengali who
dominates Vilas completely. They
are an odd couple for sure. But
somehow it is a combination that
works. Tiriac keeps away from
Vilas’s private life altogether.

Vilas brought a touch of culture,
sophistication and art to the wild
jungle of pro tennis. Often he looked
the only element of sanity among the
top bracket of men's tennis, especial-
ly after Borg's exit.

The power and fury of his game
would be visible only from the echo
of the mascular shots. In defeat and
victory, Guillermo Vilas would do
what he was supposed io do with
hardly any expression of emotion.
His greatest legacy to tennis is his
patient hard work which enables him
to dedicate his life to the game that
has become his life.

It is ironic that along with Noah,
another romantic and free spirit, he
has been chosen for execution by the
fueding businessmen of pro tennis.
While the ‘Mild Bull of the Pampas’
sits on the sideline and writes sad
songs, the wild bulls will be roaming
and roaring on the tennis courts afl

over the world.
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and Bozsik ntroduced the
football world to a totally

new dimension of the

f
ame. That was when they
eat England 6-3 at Wemb-

ley and followed it up with
a 7-1 victory in the return
tie at Budapest.
For about a decade

thereafter, England rarely
met Hungary without a
twinge of apprehension
but such fears today are
fading memories beyond
the recall of anyone less

than forty.

It was a confident Eng-
land side which met ana
vanquished the Hunga-
rians at home with a con-
vincing 3-0 margin, in the
European Nations’ Cup.
The defeat of England at

the hands of Denmark had
virtually put paid to En-
glish hopes of reaching the
higher rounds of the com-
petition, but a second such
setback would certainly
have meant the final cur-

tain.
"

As it is, England still

retain the most slender of

chances of making n to the
quarter-finals, depending
entirely on whether De-
nmark avoid being
brought down in some un-

expected ambush in the
coming months.
More than the victory

margin, what really sent
English spnits soaring was
the flair with which their

side went about their task.

Hoddle in midfield wove
his spells like an artist,

while Bryan Robson, his
partner, worked with the
precision of a surgeon.
But the point has not

been driven home. There
have to be at least half a

dozen—if not more—such
victories before the world
is ready to acknowledge
that England is once again
a major force in interna-
tional football.

Hungary, meanwhile,
drift back into the sha-
dows, awaiting their
second call to greatness.

LAST week-end it was
League football that

was the cynosure of all

eyes.

In the English first divi-

sion, there were a number
of pulsating battles at the
top of the table, the most
dramatic perhaps being
the one between West
Ham, who started as lead-

i
English football

1
Queen’s Park
Rangers hold

court
Italy’s world turns sour

THE biggest shock in

the European Nations*
Cup to date has been the
total collapse of Italy, the
world champions, who
failed to win a single game
in their section.
Twelve months ago, they

were basking in the glory
of their World Cup
triumph in Spain. Remem-
ber: Like every other
sport, football, too, can
have its cruel moments.

In a fiercely competitive
age, nothing should ever
be taken for granted. That,
at any rate, is the moral of

Paolo Rossi Italy’s rise and fall.

ers, and Liverpool, lurking
in fourth plac e, a few
points behind

The ‘Hammei s’ were
playing before a name
crowd and thus enjoyed
something ui an advan-
tage—or so they may have
thought— but the
Merseysiders with a

crushing 3-1 win, des-

troyed such hopes, and it

was Manchester United,
with a 3-0 win over West
Bromwhich Albion moved
ahead to lead the first divi-

sion.

Liverpool have, on their

better days this season,

looked a truly formidable
unit, reminiscent of the
sides that have dominated
British and European suc-

cor for the past ter years
and more.
They have, however, fal-

tered occasionally and this

shortcoming has given
new heait to opponents
who think their own units

might be over the lull.

Teams in the days of

Shankley and Paisley who
toyed with such heresies
left with bruised and bat-

tered egos and Liverpool
have already displayed
enough firepower to show

that they earn the respect
of every pretender to their

League Championship
title.

AS the nights start

drawing in and the
grounds get heavier, a
combination of grit and
determination become
very much as important as

skill. And Manchester Un-
ited are showing that they
have all three in some
abundance.
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They now head the first

division as we go to Press,

a solitary point in front of

West Ham, who lead
Southampton, Liverpool
and Queen’s Park Ran-
gers, joint third, once
again by a single point.

The ideal neck-and-neck
race, what?

All credit to Queen’s
Park Rangers (QPR) who,
last year, were playing in

the second division and
are now riding high in the
first. Their young mana-
ger, Terry Venables, a for-

mer England internation-
al, is a shrewd tactician

and a fine judge of his

players. He has blended a
team of diverse talents

into a fighting unit. It

should go far and that is as
much a tribute to Ven-
ables as it is to his players.

NOTHING seems to be
going right for

Arsenal.
Their expensive Scottish

signing from Celtic, Char-
lie Nicholas, who was
hailed as the wonder boy
from north of the border,
has yet to find his goal-

scoring touch in England
and. until he does, the
Gunners won’t be a force
up-front.

They lost 0-1 to Coven-
try City and are currently
languishing in the middle
of the first division. With
their pride and great tradi-

tion they sit somewhat un-
easily I here.

SOUTHAMPTON’S tie

with Leicester was
washed out after 20 mi-
inutes as ttfe ground was
flooded in a downpour
that would have done cre-

dit to monsoons. The re-

feree mercifully called it a
day, as conditions were be-

ginning to border on the
farcical.

I
N the second division,
Sheffield Wednesday,

Manchester City and
Chelsea top the table,
while in Scotland’s pre-
mier division Dundee Un-
ited Celtic and Hearts are
joint leaders, with Aber-
deen a point behind.
Club honours in Europe

are the only hopes remain-
ing for the Scots as their

[

national team is now out of
the European Nations’
Cup.

PREMEN ADDY
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News: National

SIKKIM GOVERNOR’S GOLD CUP

Not much of a show
RAINS and landslides almost I turned up, mcludm

washed away this yeai’s 5th All jasthan Club, whoXVwashed away this yeai’s 5th All
India Sikkim Governors Gold Cup
lootball Tournament Put na Kumar
Pradhan, Piesident of the Gold Cup
Organising Committee, told the
Press that the tournament would
have been cancelled but for the fact
that all anangements had been
made and teams were on their way to
Gangtok The natural calamities did
howevei have a veiv serious affect
on this year’s tournament causing
the organisers considerable anxiety
and problems
One of the most obvious effects ot

the landslides and uncertain road
conditions was that many ot the
more important teams that had ear
her expressed their willingness to
participate failed to turn up at the
last moment Among these weie Cal
cutta’s Mohammedan Sporting, Bom
bay’s Mahmdra and Manmdra, Kera
la’s Premier Tyres, Central Resene
Police Vorte, Gorkha Brigade and
Nepal Eleven
With the tournament gaining

national popularity, this year as
many as 70 teams had expressed
their desire to participate in the
tournament Of these the organisers
had selected 20, including about six

from Calcutta Ultimately only 14

turned up, including Calcutta’s Ra
jasthan Club, who was roped m at

the last momentv
Punjab Police, last year’s winners,

managed to retain the title this year
because of the lack of good opposi
tion In a very keenly contested final

they beat Thimphu Eleven by the
narrow margin oi one goal to nil

This year's final witnessed a re

cord attendance, by far the best in

the tournament this year Though
Punjab Police won, Thimphu .were

the more determined team and
would have turned the tables on the
policemen but for their missed
chances
The first half produced no goals

and both teams snared the gloiy It

was a keenly fought half with both
teams making desperate raids into

the nval goals Punjab could have
taken the lead m the first few mi
nutes, but Balwmder failed to collect

a pass near the Thimphu goal with
only the goalkeeper Keshav Pradhan
io beat Towards the end of the hist

half, Thimphu missed an opportunitv
when linkman Kharey Lama kicked
wide off the mark

In the initial moments of the
second half the Thimphu team had
the Punjab policemen at their mer
cy The well-built policemen seemed

Tug-of-war
BECAUSE of the failure of

teams to turn up, the tourna
ment had to face considerable
pioblems It started off two days
late At the semi final stage, the
organisers faced fresh problems
since there were only three
teams
At this stage East Bengal weie

approached Sikkim I ootbull
Association’s leprtsentatives m
Calcutta met the Last Bengal otfi

uals and secuied then okay for

then team s pat tici pation
According to Mi Piadhan the
*lub officials assured iht organis
ers that thc> would lonu to Gang
tok and seek an adjustment of
dates
A Sikkim icpiest niamt was at

Bagdogra An port to it cent the
East Bengal pla\cis who wt it n>
dtive to Sikkim in a S<att hatis
port bus At the an pot t u pu
sentatne ftom Duittlmji man
aged to coiner the ft tin uni took
them awav to Darjet ling

The situation w is mack woist
by uncalled foi rumnuis that the

Sikkim organisers had com* to

the airport cai r suit, K » J W) lakhs
for the Last Bengal team to gM
them to play in Gangtok React
ing to rcpoits that Sikkim had
offered this exorbitant amount to

1 ast Bengal Piadhan said tha» it

was a he He has wi uteri to the

Secretary of th# T ast Ik ng d t iub
asking hun to clarify the position
to the Pi ess hi Cab utta
Unnecessary fcnsioi dev< loped

between the* oigamstis of the two
tournaments In Darjeeling it is

alleged on the adMsc ot the local
organisers vehicles belonging to

Sikkim were impounded and
their drivers detained Vehicles
which had gone to l>ai jt cling to

drop fht Century Raj on plasers
and return with the Sikkim team,
were also impounded

According to the dnvers ol

these vehicles, the police re
portedlv detained them because
theie was the* fear that they had
come to ‘kidnap’ the T ast Bengal
team The incident created con
siderable tension m Gangtok par
ticularly among the taxi dnvers
who weie demanding that the
State Government ask for an ex
planation fiom the polite author
lties m Darjeeling
The upshot of it all was that the

Sikkim Tournament had to be sus
pended for four days, at the semi
final stage, while efforts were
being made to get some other
team to replace East Bengal Ra
jasthan Club agieed to paitiu
pate in the tournament to save
the situation



overawed by the speed and the de»
termination of the Thimphu forward-
line which made frequent forays into
the Punjab goal area. It was in the
latter part of the second half that the
policemen were able to get bdck into
the game.
Overcoming the pressure of the

Thimphu forwards the Punjab
Policemen readied themselves for
attack. The match-winner came from
a corner kick by Balwinder Singh
who lobbed the ball right in front of
the Thimphu goal mouth, and Har-
winder Singh effectively nodded in

with a glee.

A few minutes after this the Thim
phu forwards, taking advantage of
the melee in front of the Punjab
goal, managed to push the ball in.

The referee, however, refused to
award the goal claiming that it was
pushed in by hand, a decision which
was supported by the linesmen.
Urgen Lama was undoubtedly the

best player of the tournament and he
was awarded the best player’s
award. It was largely due to hh
determination and excellent moves
which helped the Thimphu team tc

move up the ladder in the tourna
ment. He was ably supported b>
Kharey Basnet and his captain Pat-
rick Rcrf.

The Thimphu Eleven were the best
team in the tournament. They en-
tered as underdogs but managed to
demolish many of the more promin
ent teams. In their first match
against Calcutta’s Bhratri Sangha
they won 6-1. The margin would have
been wider but for the many missed
chances. The Thimphu boys thereaf-
ter took on Salgaoncar of Goa. The
fwo teams were level scoring a goal
iach. It was however evident in this

encounter that the Thimphu team
did themselves proud. The match
had to be abandoned after extra-
time because of bad light.

The next day, Thimphu had the
Goan outfit at their mercy. Salgaon-
car just could not match the speed
and the determination r»f the Thim-

“V
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One of the many chances missed by the Thimphu forwards in the final

phu forward-line. But for the many
excellent saves brought about by the
Goan custodian the margin of victory*
for Thimphu would have been more
than what the score sheet showed.

• • ^
In the first double leg semi-finals,

the Thimphu team were pitted'
against Rajasthan Club. The betting
fraternity in the State backed Rajas-
than Club to win. The first encounter
however ended in a one-nil win in
favour of the Thimphu team.

Even then local bookies were sure
that in the second encounter the
Calcutta outfit would prevail. Rajas-
than almost pulled it off, but when
victory was within their grip it

loosened the hold and allowed the
Thimphu ream to march through.
The gamp itsplf ended in a Twn-all

in the semis against Thimphu XI

draw but Bhutan side entered the
finals on the basis of their first

encounter lead.
The second encounter was a very

exciting match with the Rajasthan
team making aggressive moves from
the very beginning. Their forwards
combined well and within the first

twenty minutes of the game they
were up by two goals, scored by
Subash Roy and Rathin Das. There-
after they relaxed and went into the
defensive, a mistake which cost them
dearly.

In their earlier matches, the Thim-
phu team has shown that they could
gain an advantage when their oppo-
nents were on the defensive. In the
second half while Rajasthan played
a defensive game, Thimphu forwards
tore repeatedly into their fortress
slamming in two quick goals through
Kharey Basnet.
Punjab Police’s journey into the

finals was relatively easy. They met
Bengal Nagpur Railway in the quar-
ter-finals. The policemen managed
to get the match winner, during
extra time. The* tie was far from
impressive and was largely under
the control of the Punjab forwards.
In the semi-finals Punjab met Cen-

tury Rayon. In the first leg, Punjab
gained a two one lead. The match
was well fought and at times on the
verge of excessive rough play largely
by Rayon players. The second leg
was a tame affair and ended in a
draw. This match will be remem-
bered for the frequent outbreaks of
violence on the field as a result of
which Rayon stopper S. Rodriques
was shown the yellow card.

SURESH PARMAR, Gangtok
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Former heavyweight champ
Muhammed Ali grins as he
receives praise from his

friends and colleagues dur-
ing the 20th anniversary
celebration of the World
Boxing Council in New
York. Super featherweight
champ Alexis Arguello tries

to humble Ali

Michael Dokes pulls himself

up on the ropes as Gerrie
Coetzee raised his arms in

victory after his 10th round
knockout of the WBA
heavyweight championship
at Richfield, Ohio
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Oriamen Dos Santos ofBra-
zil looks down as she sails

over the bar set at 1.80
metres to clinch the gold in

the women’s highjump of
tiie Iberoamerican Track
Competition at Barcelona

Germans Oliver ana Matth-
ias Seach (foreground) pad-
dle ahead of Jens Nordquist
and Kalle Sundquist of
Sweden during the two-man
500 metres kayak. The West
German duo qualified for

the Lake Casitas Interna-

tional Regatta in California
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lying low

7 want to be
alone'

I
S there a conflict be-
tween Oklahama Uni-

versity’s ebullient tailback
Marcus Dupree and his
coach Barry Switzer?
Dupree had to find an

excuse to corner the
coach, to say the least.

Being a pre-sea&oned
favourite the tailback sus-

tained several injuries and
wanted to stay put by
saying that he wanted to
visit his family in Phi-
ladelphia. Dupree was per-
mitted on condition that
he returned in time for the
next engagement. But he
played truant and the
coach had no option but to
suspend him indefinitely.

Even the police were on
his trail and later put the
rugby player in the mis-
sing squad list. But after
sometime the police had to
scratch his name from the
list when Dupree’s mother
told them that her son did
not want to disclose his
whereabouts and that “he
needed sometime to be
alone.”

What made him act in
this manner? Perhaps he
got the hint that Oklaha-
ma did n’t require his ser-

vice any longer. According
to the coach, “if they (the
team-mates) want him
(Dupree ) and I don’t think
they do.”
But the story is that

Dupree hates it at Oklaha-
ma and his relationship
with the coach which was
never cordial deteriorated
furthei . Now the ace play-
er wants to join a school in

Mississippi.

CLOSE
ENCOUNTER

Sevvy triumphs

THE unique thing about
match play is that the

best must lose occasional-

ly. In this case, it involves
the iengendary Arnold
Palmer. Those who watch-
ed him battle with Spa-
niard Sevvy Ballesteros on
that English autumn after
noon unanimously con-
cluded that it was a great
show.
The 54-year-old Amer-

ican proved that the older
he gets the better he per-
forms. The young Spa-
niard seemed under death
sentence as he missed a
couple of putts by a whis-
ker on the 15th and 16th
holes while the veteran
golfer was already two up
and had a broad smile on
his face. But little did the
old war-horse realise that
all was not so easy.

On the 17th he conceded
a shot and came on the
final green There was
absolute silence. Sevvy
twice went into the rough
and each time had a good
lie. But the junior player is

in a class of his own and
that incredible chip with
an eight iron from nearly

45 yards saw the ball roll

into the cup leaving Pal-

mer awed.
The match went onto the

21st and Sevvy won with a
birdie at the third extra
hole. About that long putt
Palmer had stated that
two decades ago he used to

do that kind of a feat and
Sevvy’s shot was no fluke.

But what did the Spa-
niard have to say about his

shot that won him Jthe

rodnd? “It was unbeliev-
able the way I won, the

„
way I was feeling, the way
he was playing. Sure, 1

knew I could lose,” confes-
sed Ballesteros.

CRACK-
DOWN

Suspension is the

penalty

TATHEN Indian referees
YV overlook genuine
fouls in most cases they
get away scot-free. The
only reaction to such mal-
practices is when specta-
tors—or the sufferers

—

g
ive vent to their feelings.
ut we rarely hear much

from the authorities con-
cerned about the erring
referee.
Anyway, it is difficult to

say as to when and for
what reason a referee is

suspended in India. But we
can learn a few lessons set

by the Soviet Football
Federation which has sus-

pended at least ten re-

ferees.

A couple of instances
should give us the scope
for rethinking on these
lines. Neftchi was playing
reigning champs Dynamo
Minsk in the Soviet Sup-
reme League in which the
referee first awarded a
goal from a direct free
kick in favour of Minsk.
He then reversed the deci-
sion when the persistent
Neftchi players reminded
him that he had not given
the signal for a free kick.
The referee fumbled for
words and the only lame
excuse he had was the
heat. Another case of sus-

pension was for wrongly
awarding a penalty kick.
Even indiscipline by the

home crowd calls for
punishment. Pakhtakor
Tashkent’s ground was
closed for the rest of the
season because a suppor-
ter threw an empty Dottle
that injured a Duepr offi-

cial.

Will we in India see such
crackdowns for appalling

refereeing and supporter
indiscipline?

DOUBLE
TROUBLE

Where does Fillol

go?

River plate bosses
came into confronta-

tion with their players who
declared themselves as

free agents. This stale-

mate continued for more
than one and a half
months. Had the Govern-
ment not intervened the
conflict might have ling-

ered on for quite some
time. The reason the Gov-
ernment entered the scene
was that in a situation like

this the State would lose a
handsome revenue from
the gate pools. In fact, the
club was asked to cooper-
ate with the players.
The trouble arose over

sporting a brand name.
The renowned Argentine
club sacked their World
Cup goalkeeper Fillol be-
cause he refused to wear
the Adidas brand which
the club wasm contract
with.

If the other team-mates
could wear the Adidas
shirt then what stopped
Fillol from wearing it too?
Simple. The World Cupper
had a private contract
with a sports goods manu-
facturer and therefore he
didn’t want to lose the
opportunity.
The sacking of Fillol

also meant that he was
disallowed from playing
pro-football anywhere
under FIFA jurisdiction

till next year. At this junc-
ture, the rest of the play-
ers thought that a com-

E
iise nad to be made to
both Fillol and the

.

The solution was that
Fillol was permitted to

take a transfer to Argenti-
nes Juniors. But by doing
this he merely jumped
from the frying pan into
the fire, because his new
club was also in contract
with Adidas. Now where
does Fillol gofrom here?
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Yeshwant Mahavidyalaya, Handed

Allround brilliance

PGDAV College,

New Delhi

Prodigy under
the bar

E is no Bhaskar
Ganguly or Brahma-

nand under the bar, but
going by hi* recent per
formances on the soccer
field, it would not be
wrong if Gaus Mohammad,
the 20 year old goalkeeper
of PGDAV College, New
Delhi, aspires to emulate
the more illustrious custo-
dians from Bengal and Goa
respectively

In the Inter College

did not concede a single

Football Championship
^(Delhi University), Gaus
created a record when he

THE junior college
(classes 11 and 12)

girls’and boys teams ot

Yeshwant Maha\ idyalaya,
Nanded, have been reg
ularly bringing in laurels

foi the college In paiticu
hai, the\ excelled during
the Inter School Monsoon
Sports organised by the
State Government
The girls’basketball

team retained the tolling

shield permanently by
winning it thrice in succes
sion The team was cap
tamed by 1 Laxmi and the
other members were N C
Sudha, N C Anuradha, S
Y Jadhav, S Geetanjali,
G N Wadajkar, Daphne

Johnson, Sunita Yewlekar,
N L PardeshiandY D
Survawanshi

In table tennis too the
college girls'team repre
sented by Misses I I axmi,
N C Sudha, M B Kale, S
M Thakre retained the
district level cham
pionship thticem succes
sion and secured a posi
tion at the divisional level

The boytfbasketball
team retained its district

level supremacy by retain
mg the championship for

the second year running
The team captained by R
H Chavan,N C Chakra
varti, S A Suryawanshi,

D B Chorochikar, V T
Dhootmal, Jondhale,
Abdul Rehman
The college kabaddi

team, captained byD B
Mirase, retained the dis
trict level championship
for the second yeai run
nmg Thus the 1983 84
monsoon sports meet
proved to be a great event
tor the institution
The remarkable success

of the reams is due to the
unstinted co operation
and help given to the pnn
cipalbyProf Digambers-
mgh and Nandkumar G
Megde, the teacher of
physical education

A CORRESPONDENT

goal m live matches as his

team went on to win the
soccer title for the sixth
successive time in a row
Gaus bagged the ‘best
goalkeeper's award in the
All India Inter College
Football Championship
held at Pilani (Rajasthan)

j

in February, 1983 where
PGDAV won the title

Gaus is not one of those
out of-the blue sensations
m local football He repre-
sented Delhi twice in tne
National School Games at
Srmagar (1978) and
Gauhati (1979) and once m
theB C Roy Trophy at
Cochinm 1980
Gaus won State colours

when he represented De
lhim the Santosh Trophy
at Durgapur (West Bengal)
this year
A CORRESPONDENT
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CALCUTTA

Youth prevails over
experience

^“pHE inter-office (mercantile)
X sports meets are also the gran
dest social events in the city; this

year the Mercantile Cup was held on
an even grander scale and continued
for nearly three weeks at the
grounds of the Calcutta Cricket and
Football Club. Even the disastrous
power situation did not affect the
tournament to any great extent. For
the last few years the same few
teams have being dominating the
tourney; as a result of which they
have been tending to take things
easy
But this yearthey were in for a

surprise. Teams likeMMC and
TM&MC did not even make it to the
semi-finals. The lesson that one
learns from this tournament is that
at some stage experience has to give
way to talented youth. In fact, the
eventual winners Batliboi, were the
best example of the latter.

The tournament got interesting
from the quarter-final stage on-
wards. It was here that the top teams
got the shock. Batliboi surprised
MMC while Liptons got rid of fan-

cied Carntt Moran. In the semis
Batliboi edged out Shaw Wallace and
Macneil and Magor outplayed Lip-
tons.

Though ground conditions were

.AS*
The referee declares Ananda Nayak of 1Neat Bengal the winner In his weight class

not conducive to good football yet
the final was an interesting ana hard
fought game; both teams being
young and fit. Batliboi dominated
the game but it was Magor who
opened the scoring through the ever-
agile Santanu Roy Chowdhury. But
their ioy was shortlived. The hardy
Diyiak Doshi got the equaliser and
the youthful Peter Dawson got Batli-

boi the match-winner. The losing
semi-finalists match was won by
Shaw Wallace.
Thus came to an end a hectic

three weeks. It was good to see
sportsmen from various other fields

try their hand (or is it their foot) at

the game. Among them were Test
discard Arun Lai (it was surprising
to see a fit cricketer); ex-hockey
international Vece Paes and Bengal
Ranji Trophy player Michael Dalvi
and Babul McLeod of a lesser known
sport, rugby.

It is indeed unfortunate to see that
the tourney, has lost much of its

sporting spirit. This is because some
companies take it too seriously; it

has become a question of prestige for

them. As a matter of fact some of
them recruit special staff just for
this tournament. This has in fact

become the story of most of the
inter-office tournaments in the city

The people responsible should be
reminded that the character of these
tournaments is primarily social.

ANDY OBRIEN

MIR1K

Reaching for the
heights

MIRIK at 5,800 feet was the
target. Left to select the loca-

tion for the 7th National Arm-
Wrestling Championships, the Indi-

an Arm-Wrestling Federation
(IAWF) aimed naturally, for the
‘heights’. This beautiful hill resort m
the Himalayas terrain of North Ben-
gal was the ideal venue for an event
of national stature
Mink has no auditoriums, no orga-

nised gymnasiums, not even a stan-

dard football field (one is now under
preparation) for its 30,000-odd
population. But it has some of the
finest and most sincere people to be
found anywhere and this more than
makes up for sports stadia. Arriving
at the hill resort a month before the
nationals, the IAWF chairman, Mr B.

B. Das, appealed to the population of
Mink and the responsehe got was
tremendous.

It was decided to hold the Cham-
pionships at the high school ground
next to the lake. The school must be
thanked for all the help extended.
With torrential rain daily the field

was a mess. This was cause for anxie-
ty but the tea gardens there came
forward with truck loads of cinder
which were dumped on the field to
solve the problem.
Tenzing Norgay of Everest fame

hoisted the IAWF flag The 100-odd
participants and officials fiom 17
States marched past the duel guest
Arm-Wiestlmg has indeed come to

the mountains

The preliminary rounds of the 1

1

men’s and 7 women’s bodyweight
classes were furiously competitive
This was not only the nationals but
also the selection trials foi Indians

team to the 5th World Arm
Wrestling Championships to be held
in Costa Rica m December

The IAWh is a lull membei of the
WAWF, which now has over 40 mem
bers which include USA, Brazil,

Canada, Yemen, Poland, the Repub-
lic of China and Italy The Education
Departments of the Governments of

Brazil, Costa Rica and Uruguay have
already ‘recognised’ the Arm
Wrestling Federations m those coun-
tries. The IAWF which is a senior
member of the WAWF looks forward
to the Government of India’s ‘bles-

sings’ in this regard too. Delay will
discourage the promotion of the
sport.

A small but very disciplined West
Bengal women’s team fought their
way to the finals and were soon
declared national women’s team
champions. An inexperienced
Madhya Pradesh team were runners-
up.
The men’s event saw a battle royal

between all teams. Of note was the
great spectator interest and vocal
participation. In the end, it was the
massive Orissa team, led by veteran
Gopal Roy and which included six

times super heavy national cham-
pion Mina Liu (300 lbs), which pre-

*

vailed. A truncatedWest Bengal
were a close second.

TRINI DAS
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1

Cncketer whose benefit in February
might be attended by Sobers He
has a felling implement in the middle

(1 6)

5 Initials for a bespectacled left arm
Indian bowler (1 1 1)

6 Indian Football Association ( 1 1 1

)

8 British race walker Thompson who
was the leading exponent in the

world in the mid Fifties (1 1 1)

10 Textile sounding for an Indian all-

rounder (5)

13 A wicket any batsman would dread
batting on (3)

15 Tennis term (3)

16 A montn for an English batsman
after the War (3)

17 Insane beginning for one of the
most important boxing venues in

America (7)

Sudhlr Vatdya

OMpak Agarwsi. Ahmstebtl
Q. What n the lowest total In Teste?
A. Twenty-six by New Zealand against
England at Auckland In 1954-55
Nlsar Parwana, Mayas Ahmed, Monghyr.
Q. Could you please give Sunil Gavas-
kars sequence ot scores against Eng1

land in the 1972-73 series In India?
A. Twelve and eight at Delhi, 18 and two
at Calcutta, 20 and zero not out at

Madras, 69 and 24 at Kanpur and four
and 67 at Bombay
Nimal Chand De, Oadlngglrl.

Q Please provide me with the list of
triple century makers In Tests
A. G S Sobers (365 not out), L Hutton
(364), Hamf Mohammad (337), W R

1 Colourful start for an Indian wirket-

keeper of the late Seventies (5)

2 Indian all-rounder from Hyderabad*
whose benefit was played in Octo
ber (4)

3 Directions for a comical Essex spin-

ner (4)

4 An English opener of the Seventies
begins before noon (5)

5 Footballer Garnncha has a meticu-
lous insect in his real name (1 6)

7

Toxophily better known as? (7)

9 East German trainer for the Indian

swimmers for the Asiad last year
has a preposition in the middle (5)

11 Middle name of William Tilden

includes a preposition (5)

12 Cncketer Subba Rows first name
has a humanly end (5)

13 Fuel for an English opener who
distinguished himself in a one-day
international against India last year
(4)

14 An important procedure before ev-
ery cricket match (4)

Excellent: 20-18, Good: 17, Fair: 16.

•Carnal Bata, SltwataMi Aside, Ahmadabad
and fta| Kumar Phukan, Diferugarlt*

Q. Has pny Indian bowler performed the
hattrick in a Test7
A. No, not yet
Parfmal Day, Calcutta.

Q. Which Indian batsman has scored a
century before lunch in Tests7 If not,
who has come nearest to it and against
which country?
A. No not so tar However, F M
Engineer came dose to the feat in the
third Test against the West Indies at
Madras in 1 966-67 when he made 94 by
lunch on the first day

Q. Who is the Pakistani batsman who
made the highest score for Pakistan
against West Indies7

A. Hamf Mohammad who made 337
against West Indies at Bridgetown in

1957-58

Hammond (336 not out), D G Bradman
(334 and 304), A Sandham (325), R B
Simpson (311), J H Edricn (310 not
out), R M Cowper (307) and L G
Rowe (302)

V D. Patankar, Shillong.

Q. When where and against whom
Kirmam made his Test debut? What is

his Test recorfl and for which team does
he play the Ran|i Trophy?
A In the first Test against New Zealand
at Auckland in 1975-76 He has played
99 innings (14 times not out) of 69
Tests scored 2100 runs with the help of

one century 10 half centuries seven
ducks and dismissed 160 batsmen by
catching 128 and stumpina 32 He plays
for Karnataka in the Ranji Trophy
tourney

Sahadev Biswas, Basugaon.
Q Who has scored the highest total in

Tests and wbat is it7

A England compiled the tallest Test
total of 903 for 7 wickets declared
against Australia at The Oval in 1938
Ajay Kumar Lai Das, Sltamarhi.

0 How many Test wickets have been
captured by Madan Lai7 A. As many as
64 wickets in 31 Tests
Bibhumay Sarangi, Calcutta.

Q What is the difference between offi-

cial and unofficial Tests7

A. The matches played between the

full-fledged members of the Internation-

al Cricket Conference are called the
official Test and those played between
other teams are unofficial Tests
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QUESTIONS

1 In which year were the All-England
Championships inaugurated in

badminton7

2 How many Derbies did Lester Pig-

gott win to set up a record in the

event7

3 In which year or years did Michael
Ferreira win the world amateur t{tle

in billiards7

4 Who is the oldest woman to break a
world record in athletics7

5 Who is the youngest man to win an
Olympic athletics gold7

6 Who is the only man to have won
two individual Olympic titles in Mod-
ern Pentathlon7

7 Who has won most world titles in

Modern Pentathlon7

8 Which is the only country to have
been present at all celebrations of

both Summer and Winter Olympic
Games since 18967

9 In what sport is the Harmsworth
Cup contested for7

10

What is the current fastest time on
skis'?
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8
. Sri Prafcash, Hyderabad.
. Who are the Indian Test cricket

players who have performed the hat-

trick'?

A. None so far in Tests
fiayees Ahmed, Delhi

Q. Name the bowler who holds the world

record of taking maximum wickets in a
Test
A. Jim Laker of England had taken 19
wickets for 90 in the 4th Test against

Australia at Manchester 1956
K. Kumar, S Ra|, Arvlnd, Delhi.

Q. What is the definition of an all-

rounder'? In which category do Kapil

Dev Karsan Ghavri and Venkataragha-
van come?
A An all-round cricketer is the one who
performs equally well with both bat and

Bridge
Boris Scnapiro

When you are a declarer do you count

winners or losers ? It is an old question

Some say that it is better to count

winners at notrumps losers in a su*'

contract Maybe it is sensible to keep

both totals in mind whatever the

contract Take this hand there seemed to

be two losers but it didn t mattei*

A 7 4 2
A Q 74

' K4
962

6
\ J 9 3
C Q 108 62
Q J 108

0109 J
10852

v. 973
76

w N E
1NT pass

pass pass
pass pass
pass 44 pass
pass pass pass

ball, Kapd Dev Is an all-rounder In the
real sense of the term, however, Ghavri
and Venkataraghavan are specialised
bowlers only Occasionally they have
fared well with the bat as well

Q. What is Kirmam s Test batting aver-
age against Pakistan in Pakistan in

1978-79 and West Indies in India in

1978-79'?

A 17 50 in 3 Tests in Pakistan and
16 83 against West Indies in India in

1978-79
Q What is Alan Knott s batting average
in Tests'? How many centuries has he
hit against India'?

A Knott s career average is 33 25 He
could not score a century against India
His highest against India has been 90 in

1971

A heait was led from dummy and it

would have madp no difference whether
Fast or West held the last heart

Tins weeks quiz What is meant by
South Atman Texas7

IChi

N. if. Salaam. Kasaragod.
Q. What is the highest Test score of M
A K Pataudl?
A. He made 203 not out against Eng-
land at Delhi in 1963-64
Q. Who is the first Indian batsman to

score a century in Tests'?

A. Lala Amarnath who made 118
against England at Bombay in 1933-34

Jal Banerjee, South Garia.

Q What is the Test record of 0 Sul-

livan7

A 11 Tests 21 innings 4 times not out,

158 aggregate, 23 not out highest
score 9 29 average 2 ducks, 2 catch-

es 2739 balls bowled 76 maidens
1219 runs conceded 18 wickets 67 72
average 5 148 best bowling

PxR 26 0 Kt6ch B Kt2 27 Kt K4
fohowed by Kt Kt5

25 OxP HxR 26 Kt K4 R 82
27 M Kt5 R B3

27 Q K1 would have been defeated
by 28 0 R7ch K B1 29BxBchet(

28 BxR QxB 29 0R7ch K B1

30 R KB1 OxRch 31 BxQ B Qt
32 O Kt6 BK1 33 Q B5ch K Ktl

34 B R3 Retignt

Competition 6594 bolut on txt m t k

K J 0 6
v K 8
c A J 6
A K4 3

North dealt at love all and the playeis

indulged in a complicated transfer

sequent e

S W N E

I dont understand it either Apparently
South s two diamond* was a transfer to

two hearts ano then two spades
commanded partner to show his four

card suits upwards North s next two bids

indicated 4 4 in the mafors

Wes* led the Queen of clubs against
six spades Declarer won crossed to the

Ace of spades and successfully finessed
the Jack When West showed out he
seemed to have two losers a trump and

'a club

One possibility wa.» to finesse the Jack

of diamonds and hope to discard a club

from dummy South looked at this but

decided to follow a ditlerent plan He
played oft three rounds of hearts and hi*

oilier top club and followed with the top

diamonds and a diamond ruff The
position was then

N Q10
WE 10

The death of Salo Flohr in the Soviet

Union has removed another great veteran

from the stage Born in Horodenkar in

Poland in 1908 Flohr was destined for a

brilliant chess career and by the age of

25 he was firmly established among the

world s top internationals His speed of

thought and clear grasp of strateqy

caused him to be compared witf

Capablanca md regarded as a likely

challenger for Alekhine s crown Drawn
matt lies with Fuwe and Botvinmk

confirmed Flohr s steadiness and

amongst his best tournament results

were 1st with Botvinmk ahead of Lasker

and Capablanca at Moscow 1936 1st at

Podebrad 1936 ahead of Alekhine and

1 st with Petrow and Reshevsky ahead of

Alekhine and Keres at Kemen 1937 He

wa c less successful however in the

superclass events at Nottingham 1936
and AVRO 1938 and it gradually became
apparent that Flohr was losing the zest

for victory The following game is from

the days when he was not lacking in

aggressive intentions

White Salo Flohr, Black Georgi

Lisitsyn Queen s Pawn Nimzo Indian

Detenu Moscow 1935 )

1 P 04 Kt KB3
3 Kt 083 B Kt5
5 Kt K2, P 04
7 PxP PxP,
9 B 03, Kt B3,

2 P QB4 P K3
4 P K3, 0 0
6 P-OR3, B K2
B Kt Kt3, P-B4
10 0 0, P KKf3

10 R K1 was more solid

1 1 PxP, BxP, 12 P-K14, B-Q3
13 P KtS, Kt K4, 14 B-K2, KtfK4)-KtS

IS B KtS, P-KR4, 16 P-R3, P-86

17, PxKt PxKt, 16 0-04, Kt-02
IBP KtS, PxPcti

This gives White too strong an initiative

The best chance was 19 QxP 20 Kt

K4 Q R3 21 KtxP B K4

20 RxP, B-K4, 21 0-KR4, Kt-KO
22 P Kt3, P»B4, 23 PxP* p , BvBP
24 0R6. B*Kt2

If 24 B 84 White wins by 25 RxB

<1r2k2r/p2npp2'2Qp4/2pP4/2q4P/
2P1BK2/P4PZ/ 1R5R)

Black in pi ly How did the gum fim h'

Solution to G593 (Rukavina - Skembris,

Budva 1981) (rlqnrlkl/ pblplpp 1/

1pnB3p/ 2p1NP 2/ 2B1P3/P7/ 1PQ3PP/
3R1RK1 - White to play

)

The aggressive White pieces broke

through is follows 2 1 KtxBP KtxKt 24
BxKtCh KxB 25 Q KtJch K B3 26 Q
Kt3 P KKt4 27 PxPe p ch K Kt? 28 R
B7ch K Ktl 29 Q 84 and Black

resigned

Problem No 1257 Solution next week
G Heathcote (First Prize American
Chess Bulletin 1912) (8/qQ5p/ 3pN2K/
3pp1R1/ 4k3/ 7N/ 1b1PP3/ 8-7 White
men, 7 Black) White to play and mate in

two moves

Solution to No 1256 (Servais) (R7

/

2R3p1/ 1p6/ 1k1NKn2/ 4Qpq1/ 2P5

/

2n1rB2/ b2b1B2 - mate in two) 1

R(B7) B8 (threat 2 Kt B7) (a) 1

Kt(B7) K6 2 Q Kt4 (b) 1 Kt(B4) K6
2QR4 (c)1 Kt(B7)Q5 2PB4
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Emami
FORMEN

India’s only herbal shavingcream
With chamomile and calendula, two internationally

renowned herbs that give the toughest growth
an easy shave

And more These two exc lusive herbs promise
you two exclusive benefits No more tear of

germs lingering on brush and blade,

no more dark shadows which discolour

your skin So you keep that fresh,

' just-shaved" look all day

With a herb fresh fragrance

Fmami For Men is for

men who like their

shaving easy and
their lather creamy

Save Re.1/-
Return youi used 70 gm
Emami tube and cap and get
Re 1/- off your next Emami
Shaving Cream pure hase

emami FORMEN
brrumii For Men
After Shave -

|

an irresistible presence
|

that lingers

Softens the toughest beard while protecting your skin
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Politics in

sport

THE dirty episode dur
mg the One day Inter

national at Srinagar have
only exposed the narrow
mindedness of a section of
Tulbas The wav the West
Indians were cheered and
the Indians weie booed is

ample evidence I do agree
that the visitors should be
treated in a spirit of
sportsmanship Bur it was
clear that the spectators,
attitude towards tht Indi
an players was hostile and
deplorable
What was in fact more

shocking was the remarks
made bv the Chief Minis
ter Instead of condemning
them he has opted to lap
the blame on the Congres
s(I) iust to wriggle out of
the whole thing One can
only hope that both the
Centre and State will take
adequate sttps to ensure
that such untoward inci
dents are not repeated in
the future
SRI N l V A & A N

UMASHANKAR ,

Nagput

Coincidence

Firstly i would hke to
congi atulate Sport

sworld which I feel is cur-
rently the No 1 sports
magazine in India 1 have
been an avid leader of
‘Sportsworld’ foi the last
three years and find that
m comparison with other
sports magazines, it is the
best, especially as far as
articles on spoits issues
are concerned

In the recently
concluded cncket senes
between India and Pakis
tan a curious coincidence
occurred which was not
noticed by cricket scribes
and commentators
In the first lest at Bang

aloie, of the locently
concluded India Pakistan
senes, Gavaskar was bat
ting on 96 in India's
second innings when the
Pakistan captain Zaheer
Abbas put himself m to
bowl to the Tittle master’

I ew people leahsed the
queer significance of this
act In the first Test of the
1977 78 senes between the
two countv les Gavaskar
thwarted Zaheei ’s attempt
to get a c enturv by having
him caught bv his erst
while opening partner.

Sportsworld
CAMPUS

KALEIDOSCOPE
Has your school tram just won a local

championship?
Has your college athleties squad just

broken a host ofrecords?
It so write and tell us about it and we’ll print it,

along with any photographs vou can send us

We are staiting a new section that will be
devoted solely to sporting events in school and

college campuses throughout India

AND WE'D LIKE \ OU TO BE A PAR r OF
II

All reports MUST be typed in double spacing
and will only be considered tor publication if

they are accompanied by a coveting letter

signed by the head ot the institution and beanng
the seal ol the institution as well
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Politics in

sport

THE dirty episode dur
ing the One-day Inter-

national at Srinagar have
only exposed the narrow
mindedness of a section of
Tulbas. The way the West
Indians were cheered and
the Indians were booed is

ample evidence. I do agree
that the visitors should be
treated in a spirit of
sportsmanship. But it was
clear that the spectators,
attitude towards the Indi-
an players was hostile and
deplorable.
What was in fact more

shocking was the remarks
made by the Chief Minis-
ter. Instead of condemning
them he has opted to lap
the blame on the Congres-
$(I) just to wriggle out of
the whole thing. One can
only hope that both the
Centre and State will take
adequate steps to ensure
that such untoward inci-

dents are not repeated in
the future.SRINIVASAN

UMASHANKAR,
Nagpur.

Coincidence

Firstly i would like to
congratulate Sport-

sworJd which I feel is cur-
rently the No.l sports
magazine in India. I have
been an avid reader of
4

Sportsworld9
for the last

three years and find that
in comparison with other
sports magazines, it is the
best, especially as far as
articles on sports issues
are concerned.

In the recently-
concluded cricket series
between India and Pakis-
tan a curious coincidence
occurred which was not
noticed by cricket scribes
and commentators.

In the first Test at Bang-
alore, of the recently-
concluded India-Pakistan
series, Gavaskar was bat-
ting on 96 in India's
second innings when the
Pakistan captain Zaheer
Abbas put himself in to
bowl to the ‘little master*.
Few people realised the

queer significance of this
act. In the first Test of the
1977-78 series between the
two countries Gavaskar
thwarted Zaheer’s attempt
to get a century by having
him caught by his erst-

while opening partner,

Sportsworld
CAMPUS

KALEIDOSCOPE
Has your school team just won a local

championship?
Has your college athletics squad just

broken a host of records?
If so, write and tell us about it and we’ll print it.

along with any photographs you can send us.

We are starting a new section that will be
devoted solely to sporting events in school and

college campuses throughout India.... .

AND WE'D LIKE YOU TO BE A PART OF
IT

All reports MUST be typed in double spacing

and will only be considered for publication ifand will only be considered for publication if

they are accompanied by a covering letter

signed by the headof the institution and bearing
the seal of the institution as well.
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MSSemSZmm*
own bowling. Zaheer’s

,
score’, 96 1

One wonders whether
Zaheer Abbas was aware
of this curious reversal of
roles when he bowled that
over to Gavaskar m Banga
lore or whether it was just

a coincidence Incidental
ly, Zaheer's wicket—to
date*—remains Gavaskar's
sole success as a bowler in
Test matches
HITENDRA K S

WADHWA
Chandigarh

The big bore

THF recently concluded
Indo Pak series must

surely go down as the dul
lest m lest history Tht
weathei plaved up hell
with every game and the
negative tactics of both
the captains also added to

tht boredom ot the specta
I tors
I The series must have

j

e\ try one thinking about

|

the tutilitv ot staging
i

annual lndo Pak stiies
jlamihant) breeds con
!

tempi

j

Plaveis arf after all not I

msfrators forgotten tins?
When Packer launched

his WSC in 1977, the
Establishment, unable to
ofter comparative remun
eration chose to increase
the number of Tests so as
to provide additional m
come to the ‘loyalists’ But
this was done mdiscumi
nately-and ever since then
we have seen a remark
able increase in the num
ber of Tests
There have been manv

instances of lountnts lac
mg each othei in ‘home’
and ‘away’ series in quick
succession This cui tails

the element of novelty and
instils instead ar. element
of monotony and boredom
among plaveis and tolluw
eis alike
No wondei /ahetr de

scubed this senes as ‘a
waste of time” In the final

anahsis Imran was the
wisest man to hast fuie
seen it all well in advance
PRAKASH P 1RA YA 1 H,
ht tali

Who cares!
TAVED MlANDAD’s re
I port on the final I cst

appearing was, to say the

* wamm* up
id not tike his dismissal;

but then Who likes his own
dismissal?
Javed firmly believes

that whenever a Pakistani,
especially himself, is given
out, it is a mistake commit
ted by the Indian umpire
Again whenever an appeal
by his team against an In
dian batsman is turned
down, it is the umpire who
is to blame' He even sug
gests that only Pakistani
and English umpires are
good Luckily, he conde
scended to tell us that he
had no doubt that Zaheer
was leally out, when given
out by tne umpire 1 Who
cares for Miandad’s
doubts and assertions,
anvway’l
CHITTOR S

VASUDEVAN
Tnchur

Strange selections

I
T will be a very exciting
series ahead against the

West Indies, provided the
weathei does not interfere
with the game
The batting must de

pend on utility plavers
like Binny and Shastri
along with stars Kapil Dev,

Hithin Lai* lUgburam
Bhat all playing their part
in the bowling If Madan
Lai fails Eanonu, Kulkar-
m, Chetan Sharma, Valson
and Sekhar must be given
chances to prove their
worth
The selectors must give

equal opportunities to the
youngsters with an eye to-

wards the future Able off

spinners like Gopal Shar-
ma and Arshad Ayub
should also be given a
break
Wishing Sportswoild

‘'good coveiage” for the
lest of the senes as it has
done on innumerable occa
sions Also wishing Kapil
and Co good luck
ADAPA and YERRU

SRINIVASA RAO,

Andhia Pradesh

FINAL SAY

After ail those
‘thou shalt nots,’ a

time will finally come
when our Test cricke
tets will have to seek
the BCCI’s permission
to marry
SHIKHA CHAT

TERJEE,

Calcutta



A more positive
outlook is needed

Says MANSUR ALI KHAN PATAUDI in his analysis of the Delhi Test.

All photographs by NIKHIL BHATTACHARYA

I
f any members of the Indian team
were listening to Sita Ram (the

curator at the l*eio/eshdh Kotla
ground) gi\t his assessment of tht

wuktt on tht day befoit the gamt
thev must havL hem worried loi

Sita Ram promised a haul tiack with
some gi ass —and adequate bourn t It

was tht last thing India wanted but

as it turned out the teats weie un
founded and Delhi produced its noi
mal wicket Slow and without glass
on which Kapil De\ did not hesitate

to bat when he won the toss

While this decision needed no deli

beration and Kapil De\ was happy
to take first strike, he could haidly
have been satisfied with the com
foliation wirh which the selectors

prist nted him A batting order
which *»u etched to ele\en and litei

ills only two bowltrs who could
really be expected to cause any con
sistent problems As at Kanput
the i e seives had been chosen with
out enough care, and when Bhat

repotted ill the logical replacement
Maninder Singh was nowhere
around and the well deserved critic

ism of calling Paul, in similar cir

cumstatues must ha\c weighed
enough in their minds not to nsk
another embariassment This was a
pir\ for mspite of A/ad’s two wuktts
India soiely missed a regular spinner
to suppoit Shastri
With memories still ficsh of the

debacle at the hands of Marshall the
start of the Indian innings was tenta

There was no decrease in his tempo this time and his 29th century was also one of the most entertaining

to have come from his bat



Lloyd and Logie cut out frivolity though they did not lose many opportunities to score.

It is unlikely that such a lack of hits to the fence have adorned a century by Lloyd, but he

played as the circumstances demanded

tive—and hesitant. Gaekawad left

early and Gavaskar was nearly
caught, but neither event deterred
the latter. He was determined to
play most of the strokes in his con-
siderable repertoire, including the
rarely displayed hook and soon Mar-
shall was dispelled from the attack.
It has been noticeable in the past
season or two, that Gavaskar's tac-
tics have been to attack the bowling
at the beginning of the innings and
to settle down after scoring 30 to 40
runs. There was no decrease in the
tempo this time and his 29th century
was also one of the most entertaining
to have come from his bat.

At the other end Vengsarkar was

even surer, and in the end it was a

toss-up to claim who played with
greater authority. The only time
Vengsarkar was awkward was when
he was forced to fend the short,

lifting delivery aimed at his ribs.

Otherwise he was completely poised,
with nc> apparent chink in nis de-

fence. In effect, he has now replaced
Amarnath who, for some yet to be
discerned reason, has lost so much
confidence that one is left to wonder
how only recently the West Indians
considered him the most competent
player of fast bowling on the subcon
tinent.

While Vengsarkar and Gavaskar
were together India were hoping,

with good reason, for a huge total,

but after Gavaskar was bowled play-
ing inside the line to Gomes, Veng-
sarkar failed to receive the requisite
support from the middle order, and
it was once again Shastri and Binny,
who played straight and sensibly to
capitalise on one of the better starts
that India has achieved for a long
time. Even so, the last seven put on
only 140 runs which was hardly
enough to expect thhe luxury of
hoping for a follow on. For the West
Indians, Holding had struck a good
line, and was quick enough to be
respected, but India for the moment
anyway had negotiated Marshall’s
speed and that in itself was a worth-
while relief.



There was a further sense <rf

achievement when Greenidge was
leg before but Richards has slant
respect for any bowler, and a non-
chalant clip off his toes soon indi-

cated his intentions. All Test players
can strike a bad delivery to the
boundary but none in contemporary
cricket can despatch a perfectly
good ball to the fence with, such
consummate ease. This often ne-

cessitates hitting across the line, and
Richards is ever ready to take this

risk, especially against the medium

{

>acers. The mid fielder is left help-
ess by the sheer power of the shut,

and as the field is inevitably pushed
back to prevent the fours. Richards
is content to take his singles at will.

The opposition is moved to resigna-
tion while the score increases at an
alarming rate. The only hope is that
Richards will become over ambitious
and commit a mistake, and eventual-
ly he did, aiming to force Kapil
through mid wicket off a ball that

nust have pitched well outside the
off stump. Other batsmen would
have pushed forward defensively.
Having lost their main striker,

Lloyd and Logie cut out frivolity

though they did not lose many oppor-
tunities to score. Shastri, bowling
over the wicket and into the rough,
thrice bemused Lloyd in two overs
and more than once Logie failed to

time the sweep. But this apart these
two stopped further breakthroughs,
and once again the lack of hostility

and penetration of the Indian bowl-
ing allowed the West Indians to

reach a respectable total.

It is unlikely that such a lack of

hits to the fence have adorned a
century by Lloyd, but he played as
the circumstances demanded, much
as Vengsarkar had done earlier. Mar-
shall's and Dujon’s contributions
were limited and the West Indians
conceded a lead of 80.

It was now upto India to force the
pace, but Gavaskar's early dismissal
seemed to dampen any enthusiasm,
and when another three wickets fell

by the close of the fourth day. It was
anybodys guess what Kapil Dev had
in mind for the next morning. Some
quick runs and a bit of pressure on
the West Indians would no doubt
have helped to restore morals. But
Marshall had been denied for too
long, and within half an hour India
was pushed onto the defensive.
Vengsarkar, apart from more hesi-

tancy while facing the short delivery
had batted with fluency, as had Shas-
tri but it was once again Binny and
Madan Lai who saved India from
possible embarrassment.
By lunch there was no choice for

either side but to play for a draw.
The run rate was too high for the
batsman to bother to make an
attempt and the wicket as well as the
Indian bowling too docile to bowl
them out.*

All Test players can strike a bad delivery to the

boundary but none in contemporary cricket can despatch a

good ball to the fence with such consummate ease

After the defeat at Kanpur, Kapil
Dev had promised to “bounce back”.
He himself put in a fine spell of
medium fast bowling to claim six

wickets, but it will need more than
two bowlers to come back into the
series, and one hopes that the selec-

tors will appreciate that packing the

batting is not going to win any
matches. At most it can help to draw
a game, and even that is not guaran-
teed. It is time a more positive
outlook is introduced, to unearth
those falibilities which on previous
occasions have already been noticed
in the present West Indies team.

8



rne Indians are still weak
against the short stuff

Says CLIVE LLOYD in an exclusive interview

SPORTSWORLD: What is your
general impression of this Test

match?
CLIVE LLOYD: Both sides got a lot
of runs as the wicker was very good
for batting. Everyone who went in
seemed to be going for a big score. It

was a strip made for the batsmen
though Kapil got six wickets. The
ball kept a lot low and behaving
uneven at times It was not a wicket

where one could make declarations
or anything like that. I hope that we
get wickets a little bit more
bounce—the Indians are still weak
against the short stuff

^ter the defeat at Kanpur
the dead wicket was an Indian ploy
to neutralise the West Indian
bowling.
C.LLOYD: Well, 1 presume that they

shall try to do it all around. But then
it is the surface that is going to let
you know exactly how the wicket is
going to play. For instance, at Kan-
pur they couldn’t do anything about
it. Even had they taken a bit of grass
off it wouldn’t have helped the Indi-
ans. In fact, the cracks would have
been more visible and as the pitch
was hard in the first place, it might
have helped us more. On those type

Daniel tried hard and is probably the hardest worker

9
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Marshall bowled quick and was unfortunate in having a catch dropped

behind. If Gavaskar had gone then, we would have exposed the middle

again

of pitches one cannot go down and
su ape off all the grass like they did
on this wicket
SPWD' What about the compositions
of the two sides West Indies drop-
ped Baptiste and included Daniel
Roberts was sidelined as m the first

Test The Indians on the other hand
left out Sandeep Patil

C LLO\ D* Roberts was short of prac
tice and had not played any game
We had to pick somebody who was
fittei and bowling well Wayne
Daniel fitted that exactly Baptiste is

fast medium and to top it, Wayne
bowled quick in the match on the
dead wicket We didn’t want to

thiow 'Xndy (Robeits) right into a
match of this nature without seeing
how he was shaping Baptiste, as I

have perhaps stressed, is not as

penetrative and so Daniel had to he
played

Iht Indians dropped Patil They
seemed to be banking a lor on their

batting was to the detriment of their

bowling, which hardly seems to have
any variety 1 think they can run into

tioublc sometimes especially if we
bat first on a wicket which is bettei

and gives moit help later on In the
present context, howevei Patil

might have succeeded as a was a
good batting wicket Bhat I heaid.

was injured, so that is why X presume
-he was dropped
SPWD: Do you think that it was
natural of the Indians to go on the
defensive aftr losing the first Test?
C.LLOYD* I’d suppose India would
want to do that because if you didn’t
defend then you could be two down
and would have to win three Test
matches in the end to take the series
That is why I suppose India were
adopting the safety first approach I

wouldn't know if they shall remain
like this right through the series but
the last time the Englishmen came
down and lost the first Test, the
Indians went straight onto the defen
sive for the next five Tests I hope
there are some decisions in this

series—in our favour* (laughs)
SPWD The wicket had some life m it

for the first hour or so

C LLOYD It might havt been even
less than that 1 would have also

c hosen to bat Marshall bowled quick
and was unfoitunatc m having a

catch dropped behind 11 Ga\askar
had gone thtn we would ha\e ex
posed the middle again Instead of

464 India might ha' e 2^0 and it

would ha\e been a diftcunt game
But we dropped catches and veiy
vital ones too
SPWD What do you feel about the
Gavaskar you saw at Delhi He went
for his shots right from the start

C I LOYD I think that ht is just

cnpning himstli these days After
playing for so long you want to

sometimes go out and tni<>\ youiself
That is what he is doing I think he is

leleasmg all the pent up tension ot

cncr the veais Not that I was sni

prised, he play** most of his shots
any way all round the wicket and can
whenevei ht wants to I thought he
plaved Mai shall well - he’s been
playing for years and sometimes
mtdiocie balls also gt t you out Thar
does not mean that one can't plav
Marshal] or something hkt that It is

just something that happens and just

see, Gavaskat has got a hundred
now Gavaskar is again beginning to
look like shaping well against our
bowleis—though I hope that it is not
so*

Gavaskar also began hookm early,

something which we haven’t seen
him do quite often but I suppose he
could risk it on that type of wicket
The ball wan’t bouncing very much
though some did come through
quick If we come across a faster
pitch Gavaskar will be put to the test

and so will a lot of other people
But let me admit that Gavaskar

played very well He is a great player
though I have seen him play better, I

saw his 221 m England and that
double hundied m the West Indies
Gavaskar plaved all round the wick
et, was particular successful with his
hooking and played a lot of shots on
the off and leg sides It was a mag
nificent innings He must be one of
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the best around in the world now.
With the century Gavaskar equal-

led Bradman’s record of 29 centuries'

and he showed how well he timed it,

coming as it did just after his book
was released. It was quite a sen-

timental occasion for him in the

middle—would have been for any-

body. He’s a very nice fellow and I’ve

admired him for years. I hope he gets

many more centuries—not against us

though! (laughs)
It’s difficult to say however

whether he would have reached this

landmark had he played like this

earlier. If you are an opening bats-

man you cannot take too many
chances because the ball is new.and
is swinging and doing things all the

time. And concentration has been
Gavaskar's forte; if you $re an open-
er like him you have got to consoli-

date and give the innings a sound
start.

Among the other Indians we had
Gaekwad going early in the first

innings, getting him caught in the
slips. Perhaps, he does not get right

behind the ball though at times he
really looks like a good player. Peo-
ple have complained about his hack-
lift but it has nothing to do with this.

Gooch has a higher backlift than
anybody today but makes a lot of

runs. Vengsarkar looks to be in good
nick too and he was middling the ball

right from the start. I remember he
didn’t score too many runs in the
West Indies because the wickets
were faster. Most Indian batsmen
wouldn’t have made as many runs in

the West Indies or even Australia for

the matter, where the ball bounces
more than it does here. It is not that

the Indians are getting away with it.

It is just that they loath fast wick-
ets—and who likes fast bowling any
way? We tried out things to curb
Vengsarkar. You can't go too much
by the book in captaincy—must do
this, must do that—and you actually
weigh situations as they arrive. I

never plan too much a day before
because you might go to the ground
and something else might happen.
But back to Vengsarkar’s innings, he
started off quietly and did not play
too many shots, took his time to get
his eye in and then started playing
all over. It was a very well-organised
innings, his driving being authorita
tive on occasions.

SPWD: What about Shastri’s tem-
perament?
C.LLOYD: I must say that he has a
very good temperament and is a
tight-looking player. He got a cen-
tury at Antigua in the last Test
against us and he batted very well
there, veiy well. There is this talk of
him opening the innings but honest-
ly, Pd prefer him batting where he is

doing now.
SPWD; Binny must have impressed
you too.

CXLOYD: Yes, he is basically in as a

I thought Logie played very well, considering the situation

and after a nought in Kanpur

bowler. He is a pretty good striker of
the hall who does not move his feet
around too much. He is a good
cricketer and a very fine hooker and
driver.

SPWD: Who was the West Indian
bowler who impressed you the most?
C.LLOYD: We missed Harper on the
last day but 1 thought Davis bowled
very well, Marshall was quick in
parts and fairly steady, Daniel trid

hard and is probably the hardest
worker. No one particular bowler
stood out. They all put m some very
good work considering the wicket.
On the last day if Holding had taken
the field, the match-saving stand
between Binny and Madan would
never have materialised. As far as
the Indian batsmen were concerned,

Gavaskar and Vengsarkar appealed.
|SPWD: How would you account for
I

the early West Indian batting fai-

lure. This pattern was also noticed at
|

Kanpur.
C.LLOYD: Well, you can only call
this Greenidge’s first failure and he
got out to a ball that kept low.
Haynes was out to one that stopped a
little. It is not that they are out of
form, but they got pretty good balls
that got them out, and perhaps a
sudden lapse of concentration. Ab-
out Gomes, we hope that he is going
to come good since he has not been
making big scores.

SPWD: What would you say about
Richards?
C. LLOYD: I thought that he was.
playing excellently and it was unfor-
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tunate that he got out the way he
did Otherwise he looked set for a big
score He was disappointed to be
given out leg befoie and standing at

the other end I thought that the ball

was going down the leg side £ven
the wicket keeper did not appeal
But then bad decisions are a part

of the game and vou have got to

accept them That's part of lire, not
only cricket At that stage Richards
just had to bat on like he normally

I

does but it was a case of straight

batting, you can’t normally bat out of

character
SPWD. Logie must have im-

pressed
C I LOYD* Yes, he is a fine player

of spin bowling I think that now he
is coming into nis own I think these
conditions and wickets are different
foi him He doesn’t play m the
league ciuket in England, only plays
in the Shell Shield so is short of

hi st class cricket experience
I thought he plavea very well con-

sidering the situation and after a
nought m Y *npur It was a pity that
he aid not carry on Last season he
failed on quite a few occasions but
we persisted with him He then got
110 odd He’s young, verv enthusias
tic and a \erv good fielder There’s
quite a future for him He shall get a
lot of iuns m the iemammg Test
matches
SPWD What about your own bat-

ting’*

C LLOYD It was lust an old,

subdued man there trying to get as
many as we could and see that we
were safe Thei e was no use trying to

hit it all over the place We had not
made 264 then there was a chance of
us being put m again and bowled out
by the early hours of the fifth dav
WTe had to see that this did not

take place We wanted to bat as long
I

as we could and get as mans as we
could The ball was however keeping
low so it was difficult to hit 1 was
told I took nearly eighth minutes on
the fourth day to get my century The
Indians were keeping to a good line
As I’ve said the ball was keeping low
and the field was very defensive
What is the use of trying to do a silly

thing when you’ve batted for so long
You might as well stay in and get a
ton
SPWD. What would >ou make of

the tact that the Indians more runs
i

than the West Indies’*
C LLOYD: That’s life I guess that

they batted when the wicket was
playing at its best The ball was
coming fairly well up, while when we
went m to bat it was hardly coming
above the ground As a result, thev
scored 464 and we could make only
384
SPWD: Why did you not go for a

victory?
C. LLOYD: If we had dismissed

Indie about 30 minutes before the
luncheon break, we could have gone
tor the runs. But a target of 314 runs

jhmrnmmmmmmmmmmmmmm

It was just an old, subdued man there, trying to get as many runs as

we could. There was no use trying to hit it all over the place

m 135 minutes and 20 mandatory
overs on a deteriorating wicket was a

near impossible task

SPWD: The umpiring came in for

much criticism in this match.
C. LLOYD. You can’t say that it

was bad noi can one say that they
were inconsistent—just look at the
number of lbws 1 I would say that it

was middle of the-road stuff

About my decision, I thought the
ball was on or around the leg stump
or even outside But theie again l

might be wi ong The umpire is there
to give vou out and if he does so then
vou ha\e to go
Vengsarkar’s decision also created

a furore, but perhaps the ball hit his

glove I vs as standing at slip and
Vengsarkar’s back was m the wav, so

couldn’t leally ludge Richaids
appealed dissatisfied also When we
were bowling we thought that the
appeal against Gavaskar when he
was 67 was close

I now have a iepoi t to make about
the umpiring which I shall a couple
of day* after the match 1 always? do
so becuase during the heat of the
moment one might write something
and not agree entirely with it later

after a good day’s rest one could
perhaps do it effect ively We had
decisions going for and against us, so

we could hope m the future that it

could be a bit better
SPWD. Would you consider that

the Indians are going away from this

Test as moral victors*

C. LLOYD: Well, I suppose you
could have said that for the first four
days They got runs and played the
fast bowlers well as it was a slow
wicket but there again we had
chances that we did not take Had we
taken even half of them—I was very
disappointed with oui close catch-
ing—it could have been a different
story So if India feel that theirs was
a moral victory then good luck to

them
We still go to the next game one up

m the series and aie likely to get
even better As far as this game was
concerned it was quite dull and the
honouis evenly shared Actually, we
came quite close to winning it on the
last morning
SPWD: what of the preparations

for the coming Test at Ahmedabad
now*
C LLOYD: They tell me that it is a

new wicket and a new Test centre.
Well, if there's any situation when
there is a possibility of a win, we will

be going all out I don't belive m
drawn games I don’t like them But I

an certain that we shall be a much
different force m Ahmedabad



Too much too late
MUDAR PATHERYA reports

HISTORY will show that India
managed to draw the Delhi Test.

What it might not record is that
India came pretty close to throwing
it all away.
After Gavaskar’s record-breaking

feat and Vengsarkar’s pyrotechnics,
it would have been a great pity—to
say the least—if the home side had
thrown it all away because of a
collapse on the fifth morning.
Marshall's breakthroughs came at

a stage when the match looked dead
and suddenly, with Vengsarkar,
Mohinder, Kapil and Azad back in

the dressing room, the pressure was
on . India, once again.

In the light of that splendid first
innings performance, it was amazing,
to say the least. But the West Indies
were tightening the screws even
though they had conceded a sizeable
first innings lead.
One more wicket and India would

have been gasping for breath. There
was a perceptible bounce in the step
of the visitors; a new purpose in their
attack. But it was left to the old firm
of Binny and Madan Lai to hold the
fort. They had done it admirably at

Bangalore, heroically at Kanpur.
And, much to India’s relief, they

turned in an encore on yet another
occasion when it was needed most.

THE Delhi Test was expected to be
j

crucial, especially with the
groundsman’s assurance that the
strip would, like a woman of easy
virtue, turn out to be fast and boun-
cy. Initially, on the first morning
there was nothing to dispute the
claim but the wicket got progressive-
ly easier.

Patil was left out and Yashpal

Roger Binny was the last Indian batsman out, delaying the end of the
innings till he had plundered his third fifty in fest cricket



included instead: a surprising deci-

sion. Patil would have been the right

man for the pitch, permitting him as

it would, his aggression. The selec-

tors were also criticised for loading
the side with batsmen. Kirmani, as a

result, walked in last. Not many with
a hundred in Tests have done that.

It was reckoned that if Bhat had to

be overlooked for reasons of fitness

and injury, then a left-armer even
from outside the fourteen would
have been the solution. If Patil could
have been flown into Nagpur by a
special plane, then an eleventh hour
scheduled flight could have done the
same to any other left-armer.

As a result, India went in with
little variety in their bowling. In

other words, they had, with batting
rations likely to last through five

days, almost ensured that the Test

would not be lost.

The match could hardly have be-
gun with more action. Within the
first minute Gavaskar played a
square cut and missed dangerously.
Off the first ball of the second over
he hooked Marshall for four.

To Holding, lifting it from the good
length, he played awkwardly with
the bat in one hand. Eight minutes
later, Gavaskar spooned a shot off

Holding but Haynes was a little

distance away. So much for the first

half hour.
With the ball apparently trampo-

lining off the surface, more was to

come. Gavaskar was hit by Marshall,
fast and rising on the leg stump and
was dropped a little later by Dujon
off the same bowler.
The score: India 24, Gavaskar 16.

Four runs later, Gaekwad had poked

Holding to Richards for eight. The
dismissal had been coming for some
time; the way the West Indians were
breathing fire, alloyed with the na-

ture of the wicket, meant that the
fall of the first wicket was an inevita-

bility.

But hardly anything of what fol-

lowed could have come off the glass-

gazer’s crystal. Vengsarkar steered
Marshall for four almost as he had
entered, Gavaskar hooked—a re-

peat—Marshall for six, a combina-
tion of the stroke, the rare atmos-
phere and the short boundary, then
guided Holding past the slips to the
boards. The 50 came in only the
twelfth over.
When Marshall was seen off after

just six overs, Gavaskar drove, then
square cut Davis for fours off the
first two balls. Incredible batting. In

Richards on-drove Shastri with as much turn of wrist as he needs to unlock his hotel door every

morning...he found in Lloyd a matching partner. It was blinding batsmanship



the bowler’s next over Gavaskar
hooked four to get the 50 off only 37
balls. Two balls later, it was tour
again, now past mid wicket. India
eventually lunched at 99 for one off
23 overs. The myth of the demolition
squad had been seen off.

On resumption, Vengsarkar play*
ed perhaps, his stroke of the day. He
merely ’touched' Marshall straight to
the boundary. No wonder they call
him the leader of the ’Forward
Block’.

Gavaskar, meanwhile, continued
towards the hundred he had worked
himself up to achieve. He hit Hold-
ing for ten in an over after the West
Indians had confidently appealed for
an lbw against him and brought up
the 100 of the stand in almost even
time.
When Marshall came round the

wicket, Gavaskar hooked him for
four. Next ball it was a pull from
outside the off to widish mid wicket.
Marshall bowled faster, Gavaskar
timed his shots better. Scenes of a
stirring contest within a contest. At
148 Gavaskar half-bent, square cut
for the shot of the day.

Gavaskar’s was an awesome in-

nings. His switch to aggression had
become increasingly noticeable. This
time it was all coming off.

At forty minutes past one he on-
drove Marshall for the century that
brought him on par with Bradman.
Coming as it did off 94 balls, it was
some achievement for a man having
once played the longest innings by
an Indian. He turned to face the
crowd in a moment of history and
emotion, bat aloft.

Strange it was to see the response
that Gavaskar got in turn. There
were only about 20,000 to applaud,
sparse by Indian standards. To add
to it, one felt the Indian players
ought to have lined up on the ground
as a mark of appreciation. From
where we sat, only two were visible.

Gavaskar made his fatal mistake
at 121, India 206. He played to a
Gomes delivery that just came in
with the arm and was bowled. India
went in for tea at 221, Vengsarkar
65, Yashpal five.

When play resumed, Holding
(appeared dissatisfied over an lbw
decision against Yashpal. He argued
with the umpire and had his say
immediately after, clean bowling
Yashpal for five.

Towards the latter part of the day,
Lloyd used Gomes over an extended
period and hemmed in the batsmen
with a defensive field to slow down
the runs. The fifth hour saw 16 overs
bowled and only 42 scored.
Vengsarkar got his richly-deserved

had remained, for all Ostentatious
purposes, chanceless. Gavaskar con-
ceded that the West Indian bowling
had initially troubled him but Veng-.
sarkar’s composure had added to his

own confidence. An innings of much
meaning, some compared it with his
back-to-the-wall century at Lord’s in

1979.
By close, India had moved to 299

for three, Vengsarkar 114 and Shas-
tri, increasing m solidity and stature,
23.

century towards the evening. It was a
fitting riposte to specifically those
who nad stressed that there was no
place for him in the side.

He had begun to middle the ball
right from the start and his innings

Vengsarkar’s century was

a fitting riposte

On the second day, the Indian
batsmen, padded from ankles to
armpits and looking more like adver-
tisements for the Bullworker Man,
failed. One of the earlier visions was
of vintage Vengsarkar driving
Daniel but he was fortunate that the
edge that got him his 150 never stuck
in Holding's hands.

Shastri too survived, dropped by
Dujon off Holding at 37. But a little

later, Vengsarkar's luck was to run
out. Holding appealed for a catch by
Richards, the umpire agreed but
Vengsarkar left the field clutching
his arm. With the batsman’s body
making for obstruction, a clearer
version is impossible but the bats-

man walked giving the impression
that he had not quite got a touch to
it.

That, at 366 for four, triggered off

the slide. Shastri was leg Before to
Davis 16 runs later for a personal 49
and the procession began. Mohinder
was caught behind off Daniel for
one—the umpire gave when out after
some five seconds—and Kapil was
caught by Lloyd off Marshall for 18.
Azad went at 452, Madan 10 runs
later and India finally packed shop
at 464. Binny was the last Indian
batsman out, delaying the end of the
innings till he had plundered his

third fifty in Test cricket.

The Indian batting, despite the
imposing total, looked far from
assuring. Nine batsmen could pro-

duce only 184 runs and had it not
been for Gavaskar and Vengsarkar,
it would have been the same story as
Kanpur all over again. And on a
pitch playing simpler as time went
on.

By the evening, West Indies had
moved to 45, losing the early wicket
of Greenidge in the process. The
batsman was forced on to his back
foot by Azad, not flighting, and given
leg before off one that came back in.

Greenidge had made 33.

The umpiring wove itself into the
main texture of the game by the end
of the second day. Vengsarkar's deci-

sion was roundly criticised while
Amarnath's ruling, on the basis of

the late reaction, was also termed
faulty.

It was also contened that umpire
Dotiwala perhaps erred in not giving
Binny leg before to Marshall mid-
way. The bowler walked up threate-
ningly close to the umpire, had a few
words with him obviously not com-
plimentary, then walked off. After
the over, the umpire spoke to Lloyd
about his bowler's behaviour.

The third day did little to infect

optimism. One Wicket down but the
Indians could barely get past more
than half the side and the pitch
hardly looked like. giving the spin-

ners more break on the following
day.

In fact, things initially turned
quite interesting when Haynes was
pocketed off Kapil at short leg for a
dozen. Richards and the overnighter
Davis, however, delayed more suc-

cess, the former in particular show-
ing alacrity in doing so.

Richards on-drove for four the first

ball that he received. Some minutes
later he was on-driving Shastri in the
air with a strange indiscipline and
not timing well either.

Azad was introduced immediately-
...so the master was not in his
rhythm, here was a chance to break
through. But Richards stepped back
and square cut for four, then late cut
to the boundary next ball. End of the
experiment!
When Shastri flighted in hope, he

picked him up on tne half volley and
found the precise gap. Typical
Richards. And immediately after, it

was four again, off a square cut.

Davis meanwhile missed an over-
pitched Azad flighter for 19 and the
bowler almost got one past Richards
not much later. Richards settled for

a fitting posture, the fifty was up in

45 balls, 73 minutes and with eight
fours.

Gomes hardly gave himself time tp
r

middle a few, was caught off his

inside edge off Shastri for 19 by
Kirmani, while Richards continued.
He on«drove Shastri for six with as
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WHEN Jehangir Khan,
the squash prodigy,

dropped a game on his way
to the final of yet another
championship, m New
Zealand, a few hearts
among his 1

1

\ als were
afluttei with hope Would
the maesti f) have one, just

one oft das which would
t liable some1 fortunate
soul to bring his phe
norm mil two and a halt

\eui 1 mi without deteat to

an tnd * lehangir's answer
w as to t c hpse Qamat Za
man his fellow Pakistani,
md take the tiophv
The haidci the battle,

the better they pla\ is a
saving tiue ot all woild
beateis, and fchangir
bai elv twenty ,

is a c ham
pion ot champions and is

thus no exception
Shoitlv after his indi

vjdual triumph he was out
on court playing tor Pakis
tan in the Woi Id ham
Championship wluit his
convincing 9 I *) n 7 win
o\ei*Hiddi Jahaii a for

me i team matt now
|

appear ingioi 1 ngland, en
allied his counti v to retain
tht title in splendid
tashion Such is the per
\ei sitv of modern hie that
nine out of ten persons if

asked who was the Pakis
tani best known to them
would m\anahlv reply
General Zia () Fcmpnia O
Mores, Oh the I urns Oh
the men, was L ici i o s la

ment

EARLV in the week, the
wizardiy of Tottenham

Hotspur’s midfield ace,

Glenn Huddle was clearly

in e\ idence, as Feyenoord
ot Holland with the match
less Johann C i uvtt ( now
3S) m their midst, went
down 2 4 in then UtAFA
cup tie in London Hoddle
was partuulai l\ bitath
taking in the t n st half

when his clinic il passes,

measured to the inch set

up all four Sputs goals,

before the break But the
Dutchmen fought back to

scoie twice and gi\e them
selves a faint glimmer of

hopefot the return ti< on
their home ground

BRITAIN’S “Black
Hope” for the woi Id

heavyweight boxing ci own
Frank Bruno took another
staggering step forward m
his quest for a prize that

has eluded every English
man since Bob Fitzsim
mons held the title ovei

1London Newsletter i

Frank Bruno is

Black Magic
PREMEN ADDY

eighty years ago Bruno’s
latest \ictim was Amer
lean, Jumbo C ummmgs
who fell in the so 'enth
round to ( i blow to the chin
that didn’t seem to travel
more than a couple of in

ches

Ihe seciet of such de
vastation is ot course urn
ing--which is ti ut of half a

dozen othei sports fiom
tennis to golt and ei icket

But Bruno was given one
hell ot a fright by his oppo
nent who caught him with
a pile driver ot a punch
which to quote the Times
boxing coriespondent
* came bom somewheie
behind the Albert memo
iial Biuno whose phvsi

que would do credit to a

body builder shuddered
under the impact, his gia
nite like fiame about to

fall, when mercifully foi

him the bell came to his

lescue It took him
another rwo rounds to re

cover, and for the buzzing
in his head to cease Gia
dualh his super ioi

strength and stamina took
over and it w as cui tains
tor the Ametican visitor

Bruno has yet to go the lull

distance in his profession
al c ai eer, but he has ne\ 1

1

taken on a truly big name

His managei JenvLaw
less is nursing him caietul

1\ taking him forward a

step at a time, knowing
fully well that one false

Frank Bruno in an aggressive mooa

move and every dream
could dissolve into thin

air

It was about the same
age that Bruno is today
that a brash young man
called Cassius Clay was
trying to talk the world
into believing that he was
the greatest and he proved
it in no uncertain manner
when he stopped the
seemingly unbeatable
Sonny Liston, and went on
m the subsequent decade
and a half, his wondrous
deeds to perform

Clay, too, had a difficult

moment against Britain’s

Henry Cooper who felled
him with a thunderous left

to the jaw and but for the
timelv intervention of the
bell might have become a
footnote in boxing history
This is about the only pa
i allel one can draw at this
stage between Muhammed
All and 1 rank Bi uno

I
I hasn’t been a comfort
able fortnight for Geoff

Boycott Sacked bv the
Yoi kshire County commit
tee, he had hoped that his
legion of storm troopers,
who make up a body called
the “Reform Club”, would
tone his opponents into
leversing their decision
Their pressure tactics,

however, don’t appear to

be succ eedmg, for the
c ommittee chanman reaf
firmed publicly that
Boycott was definitely out
and that nothing oi no
body could bring him
back
Normally the availabil

ity of a top class playei
like Boycott would have
brought m streams of
offers from othei C oun
ties, but committees
throughout the land know,
only too well, the prob
lems that are likely to
come flooding in along
with him
Perhaps the unkindest

cut of all came when the
landlord of a pub, one
Mike Dewar, a Boycott
fan, made known his wish
to replace the portrait of
W G Grace at the
“Cricketers’ Arms” m Bed
ford with a picture of his
hero What followed
should be recounted m Mi
Dewar's w oi ds

4

1 he brew
eis have refused to let me
hang the picture of my
hei o, because they say he
is a controvei sial charac
ter and may put people olt

fi om coming for a drink'



t 3Investigation

Was money the problem?
P.K. Banerjee, the glamorous coach of East Bengal, has suddenly been
declared ‘persona non grata’ by the club authorities—the result of the
long-standing feud between the coach and the club’s general secretary,

Nishith Ghosh. SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL finds out the reasons

FOR P. K. Banerjee the year 1983 i scientific way, the result of which i embarked on his coaching program
has turned out to be perhaps the was apparent India put up a I me for the Delhi extravaganza, bit-X7 has turned out to be perhaps the

most devastating season in his
coaching career. More or less a
successful coach in first-class club
level football over* the years, his

reputation grew considerably during
the last Asiad, when for the first time
our national team was given long-
term, organized training—something
unheard of till then in Indian foot-

ball.

PK was at the helm of affairs and
he went about his job in a very

scientific way, the result of which
was apparent India put. up a
spirited display and, but for that
unfortunate goal in the dying mo-
ments of the quarter-final match
with Saudi Arabia, the home team
would have been one of the top
contenders for the highest honours.
And many critics describe PK as
the best coach in the country at the
moment.
But PK, for reasons difficult to

figure out,has never been in want of
bitter foes. Even when he had just
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‘Yes, I have failed, but they have forced me to fail’

embarked on his coaching program
me for the Delhi extravaganza, bit-

ter, caustic comments were directed
at him from various powerful, in-

fluential quarters of Indian football.

And now at the end of the 1983
Calcutta season, he has virtually
been declared! persona non grata by
the soccer ‘pundits’ of the East Ben-
gal club, something that surpassed
all the criticism he has faced so far in

his career as a coach.
There can be no denying it was

PK’s enhanced reputation as coach
that actually prompted the East Ben-
gal club authorities to go out of their
way in procuring his services for the
just-concluded season. Understand-
ably, the remuneration the former
chief coach of the national team had
asked for was pretty exorbitant,
given the normal rates in the city’s

club circles. Yet, the East Bengal
bosses did not balk at it.

This season they were defending
their league title, hard-earned last

year under the guidance of Amal
Dutta, who surprisingly, despite the
success, failed to win the confidence
of the club authorities. And the East
Bengal officials were keen on getting
somebody really dependable as their
coach. PK was naturally the best
choice.
Understandably, his appointment

raised high hopes in the minds of the
club supporters. Most of them calcu-
lated: the stars, busy, throughout the
last year, training for the Asiad,
would be back on the scene and, now
that PK was in charge of things, East
Bengal would prove a formidable
force in the league and other tourna-
ments. More important, many of the
players had oeen under PK’s
coaching for nearly two years and
hence it would be easier for them to

imbibe his training in a short time.
It was also hoped that since the

former Indian coach had joined the
club before the transfer season, the
club would be considerably bene-
fited by his guidance in selecting
players for the current year. Unlike
previous years, this time chances
were that the club would form a very
balanced squad, purchasing players
according to the suggestions of the
coach. And hence, PK’s entry into
East Bengal was the first major inci-

dent before the start of this year’s
soccer season.



In some quarters, however, doubts
were expressed as to how long the
.former national coach would last in

East Bengal. In fact, some of his close

friends and well-wishers, especially
those conversant with maidan poli-

tics, had advised PK against joining

the last year's league champions
They reasoned that under the pre-

sent authorities the affairs of the
club were totally in a mess. There
have been allegations of financial

irregularities; internecine politics

and factionalism have assumed
dangerous proportions and interfer-

ence by the authorities m the deci-

sions of the coach has become a
regular feature. No coach with an
iota of self-respect in him can con-
tinue there for long, they believed.

They also pointed out that the club
has a bad record of three coaches, all

of them renowned and well-
established, quitting in the middle of

the season, unable to get along with
its top officials, and a case m point

the last year’s coach Amal Dutt.i

despite the success he had biomln
his employers, had to sum ml. *

some of his rights to the tooth,

secretary, especially in matteis J ik

.

selection of players for impoitant
matches. The football secretary had
categorically stated that the coach
must not field any player during an
important match without his prior

permission. Whether the former
coach abided by the ‘order’ or not is

a debatable point, but there is no
denying that he had to suffer
tremendous pressure from the club
big shots. Would it be possible for PK
to carry on as coach for long m such a

situation? they wondered
Nevertheless, after some hesita

tion, PK agreed to join East Bengal
Perhaps, he got carried away by the
fat purse the club was otfering him
as his remuneration. But then, some*

of his friends had expressed then
doubts as to whether he would really

be paid his remuneration in full

And their predictions have come
true. According to PK, denying him
his remuneration was the main mo
tive behind the club authority’s deu
sion to relieve him of his responsi
bility.

“1 knew this would happen”, said

the coach, “when they were delaying
my payments, 1 had a feeling that

they would play some trick or other
to deny me my remuneration As
soon as they realised that thev nc
longer have to face the Calcutta
crowds for the rest of the season,
they said I was wanted no more and
most conveniently added that I

would not be paid the rest of the

monev they owe me”.
In fact, PK has a strong case in his

favour when he asks “Had this not

been their main motive behind oust-

ing me from my job, then why did

they ,not accept my resignation when
I ottered it after the Sanjib Bhat-

tacharya controversy? As I was out of

town my wife met the club secretary
Mr Nishirh Ghosh and tendered my

resignation along with the first in-

stalment of money they had paid me
eailier when 1 signed the contract.”
“At that time the league was only

h.iltwav through and they thought
tin supporters might turn against
tin hi if they accepted my resigna-
tion Hence the secretary sudden l\

became very polite when my wito
tendered the resignation on m\
half But they were actually bu
time to strike at the most oppoi *

moment. And they did so when m t

Calcutta season is over.”

The Sanjib Bhattacharya issue

was, m fact, the beginning ot the
shootout between PK and the club
secretary Nishith Ghosh. In an im-

portant league engagement of East
Bengal against Eastern Railway. PK
had fielded this young footballer,

who after showing some promise in

the pievious seasons could not im-
pmve his game further. Sanjib took
the held towards the end of the
match which was still deadlocked,
I'i.r a golden opportunity to score,

but wasted it by shooting wide.
\lter the match, most East Bengal

* t tic nils expressed their dissatisfac-

tion about the coach’s decision to

field Sanjib Whom they rated as an
inexperienced player. An hour-long
discussion took place in the tent and
most of the ‘pundits' criticized the
coach.

This incident, m fact, portended
the trouble that was in store for PK.
Before East Bengal’s next match PK
faced direct opposition from the offi-

cials, especially the secretary when
he recommended Sanjib’s name in
the reserve list for the match. The
secretary was vehement in his pro-
test and this reportedly made PK
lose his cool. “What do you know of
football?’' he reportedly asked, and
insisted that the matter should be
left solely to him.

As was learnt from one reliable

source, at this the secretary retorted,
“You are nothing but my paid ser-

vant. So you have to abide by what I

am ordering”.
This was something absolutely in-

tolerable for PK. And one could well
anticipate that the coach’s resigna-
tion was coming shortly.

But PK had to leave the city that
evening on an important office

assignment and hence his wife took
the money and the resignation to the

‘I don't mind that they (the players) have not protested, but I do feel

hurt that some of them conspired against me'



FOR Tribute, the Indian
St. Leger was probably

her easiest classic win yet.

The chestnut filly, by Dis-

tant Land out of Broma,
did her owner Dr. M. A. M.
Raxnaswamy proud as she
cantered away with the
last of the Indian classics.

Tuned to the minute by
her trainer Aris B. David,
the filly gave jockey Jag-
dish an armchair ride to
victory and at the wire she
was over ten lengths dear
of the opposition, who
looked more like washing
strung out to dry.

Tribute's superb effort
realised a trophy valued at

Rs 8000. and a winner's
purse of Rs. 1,71,900 for
the owner.
With Camino's tragic

and unfortunate death,
the St. Leger was thought
to be wide open and wa*
considered to be a three-
way affair between Busy
Lizzie, Tribute, and Col-
umbia.
As it turned out, it be-

came one of the most one-
sided races in history, with
Tribute making the others
look like casual dawdlers
in her wake.

Looking at the running
of the racp in retrospect, it

brings up quite a few in-

teresting points which will
forever be discussed. Fir$t
and foremost, Columbia
was certainly not at his
best that afternoon.

It was expecting a bit

too much of the son of
Duke of Marmalade after
that miserable run of his
in the Idar Cup. Just the
fact that he ran second,
speaks volumes of the
class of this gutsy colt.

It wasn’t that he went
wrong in the race itself.

What apparently hap-
pened was that in the long
break after he won the
Invitation Cup in Hyder-
abad back in March, he
had not run. Hence he was
rested in his stable and
had been allowed to grow
fat as a reward for that
race.

That's all very well, but
suddenly his trainer Ixn-

tiaz Sait realised that the
colt was grossly over-
weight and was just not
losing weight as fast as he
ought to have. It was from
this juncture that things
began to go wrong.
Trainer Sait gave him a

mock race where he gal-
loped poorly and then he
ran him in the Idar. After

InsideTrack
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PayingTribute
where it isdue
With this issue, we commence a
regular column on Indian racing

the Idar he tried once
again to get his weight
down by working him into
the ground.
The result was that it

brought his weight down
to what was supposedly his

correct racing weight, but
it took the edge off him
completely.
The effect would be

somewhat the same as
when an overweight
athlete is suddenly asked
to bring his weight down
to optimum level so as to
compete in a tournament.
Even if he did manage to
reduce, he would simply
not be ready if he had the
same amount of prepara-
tion time that Columbia
had.
Meanwhile, Tribute was

thriving. Aris David (who
did an excellent job with
her—he had got a
hypersensitive filly to
learn to settle down), said,

“She used to be very
moody at one stage and
had to have things going
her way in a race other-
wise she simply would not
raise a gallop. She always
had the ability however,
but her temperament
seemed to mask it."

For the entire summer
and then into the mon-
soon, Tribute continued to
live in the shadow of the
great Camino. But with his

’

death she has definitely
come into her own and
today she can distinctly

lay claim to being the top
throughbred of her vin-

tage in the country.

SO the curtain is about
to come down on the

1982-83 racing season and
all the various centres are
getting geared up for the
new 1983-84 season.

Sitting back and re-

miniscing on the way the
classic picture changed in
the year, is really and tru-
ly remarkable.
At the beginning of last

winter it was expected
that Camino would blot
out all semblance of chal-
lenge. Then he fell from
grace, first in the South
India Derby and then
again in the Indian Derby.
Usurping his place was
Nelston who rocketed to
fame when he won the
Indian Derby.
On to the invitation Cup

and it was now Nelston's
turn to play second fiddle.
Instead it was Columbia
who soared into the lime-
light, winning the richest-
ever race in the history of
the Indian turf.

Meanwhile a small-built
filly was on a classic-

winning spree. She was
Birthday Girl, a filly that
you would probably not
nave looked at twice, so
insignificant did she look.
But ner achievements will
long be remembered.
A winner of nine clas-

sics, Birthday Girl’s finest

With Camino’s tragic and unfortunate
death, the St. Leger was thought to be wide
open and considered to be a three-way affair

between Busy Lizzie, Tribute and Col-

umbia. As it turned out, it became one ofthe
most one-sided races in history, with Tribute
making the other look like casual dawdlers

in her wake

hourmm® in the South’
India Derby, where she
beat the hitherto un-
beaten Camino in a thrill-

ing race. She gave every-
thing to win that one, and
after the race she was in
such distress that they had
to administer oxygen to
keep her going.
Then it was into the

summer, and rising like an
avenging angel from the
heat came Camino, who
reeled off five straight
wins from as’many starts

and would have in all

probability gone on to add
the Golconda Leger to his
credit as well, had the
cruel hand of fate not in-

tervened and cut shot the
career of one the finest

horses ever to grace the
Indian turf.

Standing out as strongly
as Camino, was a Western
India based colt named
Klarion Gold. The winner
of the Sprinter’s Cup in

Hyderabad, Klarion was
one of those extraordinary
sprinters.

He had blinding speed
and up to a distance of six

furlongs had no equal
whatsoever, a fact that he
displayed, m no uncertain
manner, when he won the
Sprinter's Cup beating the
best in the land.
Meanwhile a filly named

Camineto was creating
quite a stir. A full-sister of

Camino and one year
younger, Camineto was re-

tracing the footsteps of
her illustrious full-brother
with remarkable alacrity.

Till date she is easily the
champion of her vintage
and is unbeaten in all ner
five starts. If she can stay
under the care of a man
like Rashid Byramji there
is no reason why she
shouldn't be practically in-

vincible this winter and
have the Indian classics at
her mercy. So watch out
for Camineto this winter.
Among the profession-

als, Vasasit Shinde
achieved quite a landmark
when he chalked up his
1000th winner as a jockey.
One of the most natural
horsemen that have ever
ridden, Shinde is a stand-

riches story.

And now it's over to the
1983-84 season, one that is

sure to be filled with as
much excitement as the
last. One waits to see
whether the classic pic*
turewiUbeastopqr^turvy
asitw*#j|ntt,yeac^ *



ASIAN TRACK AND FIELD MEET

Kuwait—A mirage for India?
A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT

TUDGING from the performances

J at the 22nd Open Athletic meet at
Jamshedpur, one will be surprised if

the Indian contingent to the Asian
Track and Field Championships now
in Kuwait is able to equal the modest
medals tally of the squad to the last
Asian meet at Tokyo in June 1981,
when we bagged five gold, five silver
and nine bronze meaals.
The new national men’s shot putt

champion Balvinder Singh appears
to be the only gold medal certainty
for India, for no other Asian athlete
has been able to heave the iron ball
over 18 metres this year
Twenty-four-year-old Balvinder,

whose strong frame is given a more
Shigmv Murotuahhstlll the best

formidable look by his flowing black
beard, won the event at Jamshedpur
with a throw of 18.56 metres. A
19-metre-plus throw is Balvinder’s
immediate ambition which he may
well achieve in the Kuwait meet.

Balvinder. who won a bronze med-,
al at the Asian Games with a throw
of 17.44 metres, left the veteran
Asian Games champion Bahadur
Singh behind at Jamshedpur, and if

his determination and steady prog-
ress is any guide he will continue to
be the undisputed number one for
some years to come.
The ageing Bahadur, who won a

silver medal at the Steel City with a
throw of 17.37 metres, has also made

in to the team. But he may decide to
withdraw to give a younger man a
chance. In case he decides to take
part, India can easily pick up
another medal. India has dominated
the event for a long time in Asian
meets and it should be no different
this time also.

The exploits of P. T. Usha, running
in the Railways colours, created a
sensation at Jamshedpur. Her ex-
traordinary sprint treble included an
Asian Games record. Her timing oi
53.6 seconds in her first 400 metres
race in big time athletics places her
in a class apart.

In winning the Asian Games sold
medal last November, Japan’s Hiro-
mi Isozaki clocked 54.43 seconds and
in an international meet in Tokyo in
June she clocked 54.81. No other
Asian girl has been known to run the
race under 55 seconds this year.
Emma Tapahari of Indonesia and
Thin Thin Maw of Burma are next
best with 55.34 and 55.77 respec-
tively.

Therefore, the possibilities of a
400 metres gold medal for Usha are
quite rosy indeed. In any case there
can be no doubt that she will return
with some medal at least, if not gold.
At the Delhi Asiad, Usha was a

double silver medallist. She was
second to the Filipino girl Lydia de
Vega in the 100 metres with a timing
of 11.95 seconds, also ending in the
same position in the 200 metres
behind Hiromi Isozaki in 24.32
seconds. At Jamshedpur, she clocked
11.8 and 23.9, respectively.
The fastest timing clocked by

Asian girls this year are 11.72, by
Shen Su-feng of Taipei, and 24.26, by
Lydia de Vega. There is no reason
wny Usha should not be able to
reproduce her Jamshedpur form at
the Kuwait meet. She should be able
to establish herself as some sort of
sprint queen of Asia.
Of the five gold medallists at the

1981 Tokyo competition, two—A. Ra-
jan (800 metres) and Gopal Saini
(5,000 metres) have faded from the
Indian athletics scene. Sabir Ali (de-
cathlon), Chand Ram (20 km walk)
and Gita Zutshi (women’s 800
metres) are very much there, but
there is no certainty about their
chances of striking gold again.
There were at feast three Asian

athletes who aggregated well over
7,000 points in the decathlon in re-
cent months. Sabir Aii, gold medal*
list in 1981 at Tokyo and captain of

squad %p Kuwait, .has unfoftu-

wmmmmmwmsMm



An Apology

And An
Assurance

Our readers and advertisers are aware of the disastrous tire that

broke out on Friday the 14th of October 1983 in the premises, of

our printers in Dum Dum. We have taken expeditious steps to

make sure that production of our magazines is continued with the

minimum dislocation. We are happy to inform that arrangements

have been completed in this regard.

Inspite of these efforts we are sorry that we are compelled to

suspend two issues of Sunday dated 23. 10.83 and 30. 10.83 and

one issue of Ravivar dated 16. 10.83.

There is no other dislocation and all our publications will appear as

on schedule.

Readers and advertisers will, we are sure, bear with us for the

minor dislocation that suspension of the above mentioned issues

will create.

We would like to assure our advertisers that all their advertising

will be carried by our publications with the inevitable minor

adjustments as necessitated by the circumstances mentioned

above.

We would like to thank most sincerely all those who have helped us

to overcome this major set-back in the shortest possible time.

Our grateful thanks to our readers, advertisers and our staff.

The Ananda Bazar Group of Publications

6 Prafulla Sarkar Street Calcutta 700 001



wtttfyM been ableto reproduce
;

the form that brought him 7,253
Mints and the gold two years ago.
pfttybe his elevation to the captaincy
will inspire him to set yet another
golden example. At Jamshedpur,
Sabir aggregated 6919 points.

' There has been no news about
. Gopa1 Safari since the last Asian
Games, and his absence has left a
great void, which only underlines the
lack of strength in depth in Indian
athletics.

One hopes Saini has not retired for
good. He still has much hard running
left in him. The first Indian to run
the 5,000 metres in less than 14
minutes and the 3,000 metres stee-
plechase in less than niiie minutes
has still some contribution to make
to Indian athletics.
The only Asian runner who could

have given Japan’s Marsanori Shima-

Lydia da Vega—the fastest woman

•
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ku a fight in the steeplechase is

Saini, who clocked eight minutes
30.88 seconds when he was narrowly
beaten to the gold by the Japanese in
1981. For his silver medal at the last
Asian Games, Saini clocked 8:50.28,
behind another Japanese, Tadasu
Kawano, the formidable Shintaku
preferring to concentrate only on the
5,000 metres.

But in June last, Shintaku docked
8:27.5 for the steeplechase, a timing
which is far too fast to cope with for
Anokh Singh, who has been selected
to fill the gap left by Saini. There are
at least four other Asian runners;
two of them Japanese, who run the
steeplechase in less than nine mi-
nutes. Anokh clocked 9:00.7 at Jam-
shedpur, and will have to cut at least
10 to 15 seconds from that timing in
order to have a chance of a mead.
Raj Kumar, an understudy to Saini

,
Mercy Kuttan

last year, clocked 14 minutes and
28.5 seconds to win the “Open” gold
medal at Jamshedpur. This is well
below his known capabilities. Last
year, he had a timing of 13:45 to his
credit and docked 13:59.90 in taking
the Asian Games bronze medal.
Raj Kumar is too good an athlete

not to recapture his promising form
of last year. Unless he does that, he
stands no chance against Japanese
runners, six of whom, led by Kenji
Ide (13:34.11), have timings faster
than 13:51.00.

As for the 10,000 metres, we no
longer have the type of runners India
once boasted of. There are at least
six Japanese runners who are cap-
able of running that distance in less
than 29 minutes. India does not have
anyone in that class.

It is sad to find that the selectors
have not considered it worthwhile to

P. T. Usha—class by herself

enter an Indian for the event. There
is also no Indian in the marathon,
another event in which the Japanese

.

domination is complete. Results last

June showed that six Japanese run-
ners, led by Seko and the Soh
brothers, Takeshi and Shigeru, had
timings of 2 hours, 13 minutes and 55
seconds and under. This is certainly
world class stuff and beyond our
runners!
In the absence of Charles Bor-

roroeo, we do not have a runner
capable of getting us a gold in the
800 metres. Neither Sant Kumar nor
Suresh Yadav come anywhere near
Borromeo’s class. Both clocked one
minute 52.3 seconds in a close finish
at Jamshedpur. We should forget
about winning a gold medal until we
can send a man who can clock less
than 1:50.00.

Gurmukh Singh and Yadav have
beep selected for the 1,500 metres





Raj Kumar—below his best

event. Gurmukh won the race at

Jamshedpur in 3:50.9 and Yadav was
second in 3:51.6. Yadav has fallen
badly from the form that enabled
him to clock 3:45.62 that fetched him
a bronze medal in the last Asiad.
That performance has not only to be
repeated but bettered in order to
win a medal.
Faleh N. Jaralia of war-affected

Iraq won the Asian Games gold med-
al m 3:43.49. Jaralla apart, there
were at least six other Asian runners,
two of them Japanese and two Ko-
reans, who, in June, had timings of
3:48.5 or less.

C. S. Bajwa and Pavittar Singh will
lead the Indian challenge in the 400
metres in the absence of Asian
Games silver medallist K. K. Pre-
machandran, who did not take part
in the Jamshedpur Open. One hopes
Premachandran's absence from the
national scene is only temporary.
Susumo Takano of Japan, who won

the Asian Games 400 metres final

with a timing of 46.65 seconds, clock-
ed an even more impressive 45.86 in

June, another Japanese Tomoharu
Isobe registering 46.32. Bajwa won
the recent open race in 47.1 seconds,
a timing at least five other Asians
have been known to better in recent
months.
However, wi^h Ghulam Kibiria and

Rajinder Sharma joining Bajwa and
Pavittar, India have a chance in the
1600 metres relay. Rajinder is a
young runner to watch, a prospect
for 'the future who should find the

Similarly, Ananda Shetty, the 19-

year-old sprint champion from Kar-
nataka, should gain by the experi-
ence in Kuwait even if he is not an
immediate medal prospect, though
he cannot be ruled out altogether.
Another athlete in this category is

young javelin thrower Nirmal Singh,
just out of university. At Jamshed-
pur, Shetty won a sprint double with
timings of 10.7 and 21.6 in the 100
and 200 metres and Nirmal was
second to Gurtej Singh with a throw
of 71.00 metres.
The best Asian timings in June in

the 100 and 200 metres were 10.52
seconds and 21.25, both by Japanese
runners. The best recent javelin per-
formance was 80.22 metres, also by a
Japanese Masaji Okada. There were
five others, four of them Chinese,
who had throws of over 76 metres.
Gurtei Singh has been known to
record throws of 77 metres in train-
ing. It remains to be seen if he is able
to repeat the performance in a com-
petitive setting.

Towering Raghbir Singh Bal (ham-
mer), Ajmer Singh (discus) and Sun-
der Singh Tanwar (pole vault) are
our remaining entries in the field
events. For long, the phenomenal
Shigeru Murofushi has been domi-
nating the Asian scene in the ham-
mer throw and he continues to do so.

In June the Japanese veteran had
Hiromi lsozaKh-P. T. Usha 's arch rival
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Gopal Saint—Whera art thou?

a throw of 74.50 metres. However, if

Bal can maintain his form and repeat
his Open throw of 62.76 he has a
chance of a minor placing. The same
goes for Ajmer Singh, whose recent
throw of 56.40 metres is the second
best by any Asian this year, the best
being 57.26 metres by Li Wei-nan of
China.
As for the gallant Sunder Singh,

for all the improvement he has been
showing still has a long way to go
before he can become an Asian med-
al prospect. His best leap so far is

4.71 metres, but there are at least
half a dozen Japanese and Chinese
who clear the bar at heights of over
five metres.

In the men's high and long jumps
our standards were too low for the
selectors to pick any athletes. But in
Praveen Jolly we have a high hurdler
who has kept in trim after the Asian
Games if not exactly improved his
timing. Jolly, an Asian Gaines bronze
medallist, clocked 14.5 seconds to
win the Open event. He has a chance
of a bronze at Kuwait. The best Asian
timings clocked in recent months
were 14.15 and 14.25 by athletes
from Taipei and China.

P. T. Usha and Gita Zutshi apart,
the only other woman athlete cap-
able of giving India a medal is the
experienced Mercy Kuttan, who won
the long jump at Jamshedpur with a
leap of 5.88 metres. This may not be
good in the Asian context, but Mer-
cy, really, is in the six-metre class.

Valsamma’s hamstring injury in
August puts a big question mark
over her chances. As for Bakhtawar



ANNOUNCING
THE SUNDAY INVESTIGATIVE
REPORTING AWARD FOR

READERS
Dear Reader,
There must be some injustice, some corruption, some
cruelty taking place in front of you which angers you but
also leaves you with the helpless feeling that you can do
nothing about it.

Write a report about it and send it to us.

Your report must be authentic, verifiable and backed up
by either documentary or strong incontrovertible circum-
stantial evidence—in other words, it must be a story good
enough to print. Each story will be checked by our reporters
and must stand their rigorous scrutiny.

The best report that reaches us will win a cash payment of

Rs 10,000; the second best will get Rs 5,000 ana the third
best effort Rs 3,000. Please do remember that the reports
have to be genuine investigations. No professional journal-

ists can send an entry. There are enough awards and prizes

for journalists; this one is only for readers, who are our most
prized assets.

Closing date is 31 December 1983.

PS: If any reader would like to
keep his/her own name or
the names of his/her sources
confidential we will ensure
secrecy: this is part of the code (M. J. Akbar)
of journalism. Editor

FOR OUR REFERENCE PLEASE FILL IN THE COUPON
PUBUSHED IN SUNDAYAND SEND
ITALONG WITH YOUR INVESTIGATIVE REPORT



(3,0b6 metres) ft -wo5kf be til
right if they come in the first six Of
'their respective events.

OCTOBER spells the end of the
track and field season the world
over. This is the time when athletes
gloat over their achievements or con-
template their losses as they unwind.

It is also the off season for Asian
giants China and Japan, who have in
•recent years, inched their way to the
world standards. In their pursuit of
goals beyond the Asian horizon these
countries have successfully adjusted
their athletic calendars according to
the European and American circuits.

Indian athletes on the contrary,
have been programmed to hit their
peak in November: the wheel how
comes a full circles between prepara-
tions for last November’s Asian
Games and now. But the moot point
is : how well do we expect to fare?
Because most of the top Chinese and
Japanese are better than the Indians
even during their off season.
The 5,000 m—an event which at

one time was India’s forte—can
bring us a medal through Raj Kumar.
During the Brisbane Common-

wealth Games last year, he
astounded everyone with 13:46.40.
But it should be remembered that

Balvfnder Singh—golden prospect in the putt

Ws the field, interesting, Shintaku
is also the dear favourite in the
3,000m steeplechase. Last year, he
opted for the 5,000m in the Asiad but
this year he is likely to go in for his
pet event since he competed in Lon-
don’s AAA meet and later in the
Helsinki World meet. India’s present
entry Anokh Singh with his 9-minute
potential will be a man faltering at
all hurdles. How we wish Gopal Saini
was here to salvage India’s prestige!

While Balvinder is in the running
for the shot putt gold medal we will
have to see how Gurtej Singh does in
the javelin. He won a bronze in the
Asian Games with 73.50m mainly for
the reason that a knee injury kept
Chinese Asian record holder Shen
Mao Mao away from his best. And
the other entry Pubu Ciren for some
unexplained reason failed to live up
to expectations. But thereafter Ciren
has moved into the 80m plus and
leaves Gurtej a good seven metres
behind.

Similarly, R. S. Bal’s 63 metres is

dwarfed by the consistent 75m form
of four-time Asian Games gold
medallist Shigenobu Murofushi of
Japan. Hu Gang and Xie Yang-qi of
China along with Japan’s Nobuyuki
Ifuku stand in the 67m bracket

,v.V '

k
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ChandRam

which all the more seem to discour-
age Bal.

Charanjit Bajwa and Pavittar
Singh, who clocked 47.1 and 47.6
respectively, in the quarter mile re-

cently and it is not ruled out that one
of them will be making his way to the
victory podium. Susumu Takano is

head and shoulders above his Asian
rivals.

In the Universiad this year the
Japanese returned 45.86 secs to be-
come the second Asian after Milkha
Singh to run below 46 secs. The other
contenders in the 400m are Japan’s
Hiromo Kawazumi and Filipino Isido
del Prado. The latter, however, is

notorious for slipping badly in major
competitions. Otherwise he has the
46.5 shade.

'

The knee injury of Charles Bor-
romeo has endangered India's
monopoly in the half mile. Even
Suresh Yadav’s effort will not be
enough to match the pace of Asian
Games silver medallist Kim Book Jo
or for that matter Jaralla of Iraq,
who beat him in the 1500 m also last
year. However, Yadav and Gurmukh
stand better in the 1500 m.
The 20 km walk has been the safe

preserve of India for the last few
years. In the first meet in 1973
Francis Xavier won the silver, in the
second one Baldev Singh literally
followed his predecessors* footsteps
and then in 1979, when the Asian
meet was held after a gap of four
years Hakam Singh walked away
with the gold. Chand Ram repeated
it at Tokyo.

Incidentally, India’s both golds
came in Tokyo and silvers in other
places and if that is some omen then
Chand Ram can expect a silver this
time. Seriously speaking, the gold
seems to be out of Ram’s grasp' for
the fact that his Chinese rival Wnang
Zhun-tane beat him comfortably in
the world meet in Helsinki.
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The US national

Luge Champion
Frank Masley
practising on the

Push-Mobile Track
at the Du Pont-
Louviers plant in

Newark. The 23-

year-old Newark
resident is training

for the European
luge competition
this winter

Britain’s Prince
Edward (centre,

side face, che-

quered shirt) dur-
ing a rugby match
at Cambridge
against Girton Col-
lege. His team won
18-4 and the stu-

dent prince looked
distinctly pleased

after Ike pa*
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More than 17,000
runners surge
across the Verraza*
no-Narrows bridge
from Staten Island

into Brooklyn at

the beginning of the
New York city

Marathon

New Zealand’s Rod
Dixon, 33, the first

foreigner to win the

New York
Marathon, throws

a kiss after his vic-

tory, while Bri-

tain^ Geoff Smith
is collapsed on the

street

&£*

JP'
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Regional round

GAUHATI

Bordoloi Trophy

Mohammedan sporting,
probably the country’s best soc-

cer outfit at the moment, won the
32nd Lokapriya Bordoloi Trophy
Tournament, the premier football
tourney of the North-Eastern region,
as expected. Coming in the wake of
their successes in the Federation
Cup and Peerless Trophy, this vic-

tory has once again confirmed—if

any was necessary—their status as
the champion club of India, although
the kind of opposition they faced at
Nehru Stadium, Gauhati, was re-

latively less formidable.
Over the last few years, this

tournament had been fast becoming
one of the best soccer tournaments
in the country. There was, unfortu-
nately, nothing to cheer about this
year’s tournament. Big names were
there, of course, but the fare dished
out by them could hardly satisfy the
soccer aficionado’s appetite. Murky
weather which prevailed throughout
almost the entire duration of the
tournament, did not help matters.
Mohun Bagan’s last minute with-
drawal was a big jolt for the soccer
fans and the organisers alike. In fact,

Mohammedan’s participation was
the saving grace for the organisers.
The Calcutta outfit, which was
seeded straight into the quarter-final
league, scrapped through by a mar-
gin of 2-0 in their first match and
then lost 0*2 to Assam Police in their
second and concluding league tie.

The Police team, incidentally, is one
of the toughest teams to beat in the
Bordoloi Trophy and its players have
this ability of rising above there
capacities against fancied teams, as
many of the country’s leading sides
have learnt to their cost.

Reinforced by the inclusion of the
three Iranians, Mohammedan Sport-
ing, had little problems in downing
Dempo SC, Goa, by 2-0 in the semi-
final. In the final battle they once
again confronted Assam Police, the
latter making it to the final at the
expense of Nepal XI. This time the
tables were turned and Sporting won
the match by two clear goals, scored
by their dashing right winger Mani.by their dashing right winger Mani.
Dempo, JCT Mills and KidderponDempo, JCT Mills and Kidderpore

SC were the other prominent outsta-
tion teams this year. Dempo, as men-
tioned earlier, bowed out to the
eventual winners in the semis.
Although they could boast of a solid

defence, Dempo suffered due to the
lack of a genuine striker. JCT made
an ignominious exit in the pre-

S
usrter-final, which was incidentally
leir first match of the tourney.

Their ageing veterans could not do
anything right against the spirited
Assam Rifles and lost the match 0-3.

Kidderpore also lost in the same
round to CRPF, Neemuch, being un-
able to meet the latter's aggressive
tactics.

However, the biggest let down of
this year's tournament was the per-
formance of ‘Nepal XI’, a team which
was expected to be the major crowd
puller. As it transpired later, this
was not a truly representative
national side at all as claimed by
some of the organisers, and the
actual Nepal XI was playing in some
other tournament at the same time
somewhere else. The team which
played in the Bordoloi Trophy was
actually a youth eleven and Dempo
gave them a 3-0 drubbing in their
first outing. But the team from Nepal
made a spirited recovery to beat
CRPF, Neemuch, in the next match,
thus making it to the last four.
The performance of the CRPF

team came as a revelation to every-
body. Playing from the first round,,

they reached the quarter-final
league stage quite unexpectedly, eli-

minating a few fancied teams in the
process. What they lacked in skill

was amply compensated by their
aggressive, and sometimes, question-
able style.

Farid of Mohammedan Sporting
won the ‘best player* award in the
final while Mintu Basumatari was
adjudged the best player of the
tournament.

ANtNDYA BORGOHAtN

CHANDIGARH

Cloctrle shock

LAST year's runners-up, Haryana
State Electricity Board,

represented by five Ranii Trophy
players lifted the Pataudi Trophy in

the Haryana Inter-District Cricket
Tournament. In the finals, they
easily overhauled Faridabad
district's score of 151 in the
stipulated 40 overs. V
In the semi-finals, HSEB overcame

the powerful Chandigarh team on
the basis of their first-innings lead.

HSEB gained the lead thanks to a
brilliant 91 from Ashwani Kumar.
Chetan Sharma, who is North Zone's
hero against the Windies at Amritsar
playedquite a similar role for

Chandigarh. He captured 6 HSEB
scalps giving away 47 runs. But the
ChandigarhBatsmen collapsed to

some deadly bowling from Narinder
Sharma, who captured 6 wickets at

the cost of 39 runs.
In their quarter-final match, HSEB

had defeated Ambala district by 8

wickets. Making first use of the
wicket Ambala folded up for 109
runs and HSEB needed only 25 overs
to overhaul this modest total.

The chief architects of HSEB's
victory in the final were Ashwani
Kumar and Rakesh Dogra who hit up
an unbeaten second-wicket
partnership of 140. Varinder Chopra
with figures of 14-7-10-4 was the most.
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SATISH KUMAR

GOA
Footballer turn coach

THERE comes a time in the life of
every sportsman when it is better

to rest on one’s laurels rather than
compete against incredible odds like
Age. Thus Goa and Dempo Sports
Club’s soccer star Socorro Coutinho
announced his retirement from ac-
tive football last fortnight, and it was
about time.

After an illustrious 23 years foot-
ball career marked with outstanding
achievements which may not be sur-
passed by any player in future,
sought wiser counsel to hang his
boots and “devote more time to-

wards coaching youngsters while
rendering his services as a talent
scout for the Goa Football Associa-
tion.”

o/
U\

_
A recipient of the Bakshi Bahadar

Jivabadad Kerkar Award (the Union
Territory’s highest sports honour) in

1975, Socorro’s career actually be-
gan after his completion of SSCE
when he joined Mocidade de Colva a
second division club in 1959 Thanks
to the inclusion of this “midget”
defender the club immediately
earned a place in the first division.

Socorro stayed with Colva for two
years before joining Shantilal Sports
Club. Here he continued until 1968
when the club was dissolved.
After a brief stint with Sesa Goa

Sports Club, Coutinho joined Dempo
Sports Club and this proved the
turning point of his career. Fielding
the cream of Goa’s football talent
(including Socorro) Dempo has won
the Rovers Cup and Bandodkar Gold
Cup three times each, Stafford Chal-
lenge Cup and the Nizam Gold Cup,
once each. Besides, Dempo has also
topped the local league on several
occasions.
Socorro captained Dempo for two

seasons (1970-71 and 1971-72). But
his most remarkable achievement is

that to date he is the only person to
have made 15 continuous appear-

Jullundur). The usefulness and skill

of this Goan defender certainly did
attract the Indian selectors. Even
though Socorro did not don India
colours he was asked to attend the
selection camp thrice.
For Socorro, football will continue

to be his life. He was the coach of the
Goa junior team for the 21st Junior
Nationals. Following the guidelines
set by his own first coach Mr. Cyril
Ferrao to whom he attributes his
success, and his own 23-year experi-
ence, Socorro strives relentlessly to
mould a set of budding footballers
into a winning combination.

LESLIE ST ANNE

MADRAS

TFA to go on aloito

I
T was indeed a fabulous offer and
the Tamil Nadu Football Associa-

tion must have been tempted to
accept it. But finally, after a lot of
deliberations, the TFA did reject the
offer made by the Coimbatore Dis-
trict Football Association to stage
the National Championships next
year. Instead, the TFA will conduct it

:
themselves.
The offer from the CDFA, who

have conducted both the Nationals
and the Federation Cup tournaments
in the past, was really a tempting
one. It not only offered Rs three
lakhs by way of guarantee money to
the AIFF and Rs two lakhs to the
TFA, but also offered Rs 25,000 to
the parent body for conducting the
coaching camp for the Tamil Nadu
team at Coimbatore. The CDFA also

ttonofthegame.
In rejecting ell this, theTFA has

put sentimentality above financial
considerations. It was at Madras that
the TFA was formed fifty years ago
and so the parent body would like to
conduct it and conduct it here.
The Nationals, being conducted in

the golden jubilee year of the TFA,
will now be held at Madras from
February 15 to March 15. The budget
for the nationals is Rs twenty lakhs.

Flans to floodlight the Nehru Sta-
dium here are well under way. Theawhich has been entrusted to

ps, is being done at a cost of Rs
twenty-four lakhs to the Govern-
ment. It will be a multi-purpose
stadium with a 400-metre track
around the football ground. The
work is expected to be completed by
1 January, 1984.
Meanwhile, the Tiruchi District

Football Association is going ahead
with plans to host the Federation
Cup tournament next year in a big
way. The tournament will be held
'from 1 April to 3 May at the St

Joseph’s College High School
ground. The TDFA will also host the
sub-junior nationals in September
next year. As per the directive of the
AIFF, the sub-junior is being de-
tached from the Federation Cup
from next year.
Any profits from the TFA Shield

tournament conducted here a couple
of months back were to have gone to

the Chief Minister’s Sri Lanka re-

fugees’ fund.
But since the tournament resulted

in a loss, the TFA will now raise
money on its own and at a function
on January 5, 1984 to celebrate fifty

years of Tamil Nadu football, will

b*finm

Placid D Souza of Wetcomgroup Group Windsor Manor, Bangafora, winning the DelhhLahore
international akattng ratty which covered a distance of 550 kilometres and ended at the Pakistan

border
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Thangaraj and Rabi the young Tamil
Nadu player who passed away sud-
denly at Tirtychur during this year's
sub-junior national. Besides, of
course, the TFA will be contributing
to the Sri Lanka refugees' fund.
The TFA also decided not to per-

mit Titanium to participate in any
tournament in Tamil Nadu for three
years. It also requested the AIFF and
the KFA to take similar action. It

may be recalled that Titanium did
not play the replayed final of the
TFA Shield against Haryana XI and
in fact demanded guarantee money
from the TFA.

PARTAB RAMCHAND

1 CALCUTTA

No embarrassment
please!

CONTROVERSY seems to have
become the rule rather than the

exception m Indian sport. Thus the
clash between the Bengal Table Ten-
nis Association (BTTA) and the Fed-
eration Of District Table Tennis
Associations (FEDOTTA) comes as
no surprise.
The day the Inter-District TT

championships was to begin a circu-
lar was sent to the Press to “oppose,
in unequivocal terms,” the BTTA’s
decision to deprive seven districts

—

Manbhum, Birbhum, Nadia, Malda,
Murshidabad, Cooch Behar and Jal-
paiguri—from participating in the
meet.
What was this controversial deci-

sion? From 1969 onwards all distrcts
were allowed to participate in the
inter-district championships. Gra-
dually, it became quite clear that the
only thing the districts were doing
was taking part in this meet. They
(the districts) were doing nothing
else to promote the game. The cham-
pionships soon became a ‘holiday
camp* than anything else. Realising
this, at the meeting neld after the
Siliguri championships (1976) it was
decided that certain measures had to
be taken to stop the championships
from becoming a farce (a common
word in Indian sport).

A number of conditions were set
down which the District Associations
had to meet in order to qualify to
take part in the inter-districts meet.
The first condition was that the dis-

trict associations had to have a mini-
mum of sixty players (this was later
reduced to 50). Secondly, the asso-
ciations had to hold at least four
tournaments, including the district
championships. It is to this “unfor-
tunate, unhealthy, and anti-sport de-
cision" that the FEDOTTA has ob-
jected to.

Would this decision of the BTTA
not frustrate the cause of the game
and would it not be a useless excer-
else to hold an inter-district meet

When asked this question Mr Gopi-
nath Ghosh, the general secretary of
the BTTA, answered in the negative.
Apparently, Birbhum and Cooch Be-
har sent no entries. Nadia accepted
the conditions laid down by the
BTTA and since they could not fulfil

them conceded that they had no
right to participate. Malda felt the
same way but agreed to send players
to participate individually. The
others could not fulfil the conditions
and were thus not allowed to take
part.

The FEDOTTA feel that the State
association is asking for too much
since the scope to promote the sport
in the districts is the narrow Keep-
ing this m mind, they view their
efforts as significant. This is sup-
ported by the fact that more than 60
per cent of last year’s State team
came from the districts.

The BTTA on the other hand think,
that some of the associations have no’

organisational efficiency whatsoev-
er Mr Ghosh refutes the charge that
players are being deprived by the
tact that they are allowed to partici-

pate individually. He asserted that
the wax ring faction is not a recog
nised body, nor does it represent all

the districts and is making a moun-
tain out of a molehill merely to

degrade the BTTA.
Perhaps there are other reasons

for the conflict. It could be that the
districts do not like the idea of the
executive council being Calcutta-
based—and biased—as it is present-
ly Or is there an ego clash between
Mr Ghosh and Samar Dutta, the
secretary of the rival body. Whatev-
er be the reasons, the issue should be
Sorted out shortly in view of the fact
that a Grand Pnx is being held in
Calcutta next year and the situation
if unresolved might be an embarrass
mont.

WHO itthe easy way" is perhaps
JLJthe motto of judo, for the

word literally means “the easy way".
This idea was brought out quite
clearly by the team of four Japanese
Judokaa who visited the city aspart
of their Sc>uth-East Asian tour. The
trip was sponsored by the Japanese
Foundation to “promote cultural ex-
change nd mutual understanding
among a ntries.”

The team insisted of Shiro Yama-
moto (seventh dan), Morio Suganami
(fifth dan) Akira Yajima (fourth
dan) and Makoto Shimamoto (also a
fourth dan). The Foundation has sent
such teams to India on five previous
occasions. The four Judokas bewil-
dered the capacity crowd at the Ice
Skating Rink. It was perhaps the
only one of its kind m the country,
but it is not used any more thanks to
power shortage.

During their stay the experts also
visited the West Bengal Police head-
quarters to train some of the polic-
men. They stressed the importance
of judo in schools and in the police
force. Mr Suganami, who was the
chief coach at NSNIS, Patiala, re-

marked on the improvement of the
Indian Judokas, but was of the view
that they needed more international
exposure to improve even further
This is however not possible, for the
Judo Federation of India ( JFI) has
not paid its affiliation fees to the
International Judo Federation and
thus Indian Judokas are not allowed
to participate in international com-
petitions. The JFI has lost its affilia-

tion to the Asian Judo Union for the
same reason A sorry state of affairs
but also an easy wav out as far as the
JFI is concerned.

ANDY OBRIEN
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Sudhir Vatdya

Sri Ra|un Saman, Sauhatl.

Q What is the Test bowling record of J

Noreiga of the West Indies?

A 4 Tests. 1322 balls bowled. 47
maidens. 493 runs, 17 wickets. 29 00
average
Amlt Kumar, Madras,

0

Will you please let me know if Majid
Khan and Imran Khan are cousins?
What exactly Is their relation?

A Yes, they are cousins Their mothers
are sisters

A K Sinha, Dbanbai.

Q Is the term Ashes applicable be
tween Australia and England Tests
only or for the series between any other
countries?
A Only for the Tests between Australia

and England in either of the countries

Q Since which year 8-ball overs are
being bowled in Australia?

A 1 924 25 season in Australia was a
8-ball over period From 1936 37 to

1978-79 8 ball over was in vogue in

Australia

Q Who was the captain of India in her
very first Test match?
A C K Nayudu
Q What is Asif Iqbal s highest score in

Test cnoket>
A 1 75 against New Zealand in 1 972 73
Chowdhury Nasiruddm Saharsa
Q What is the Test record of most
batsmen being dismissed LBW in

an innings?
A There have been three instances
where as many as 6 batsman were
dismissed LBW in an innings
M M Sagayaraj, Tiruchirapalli

Q What is Vinoo Mankad s Test record?
A 44 Tests 72 innings 5 times not out
2109 runs 231 highest score 31 47
average 5 centuries 6 fifties 7 ducks
33 catches 14686 balls bowled 777
maidens 5236 runs conceded 162
wickets 32 32 average 8 times 5 or

more wickets in an innings and twice 1

0

or more wickets in a match He led India

in 6 Tests
Irshad Motiwala, Bombay
Q What is Chetan Chauhans date of

birth ? When and where did he make his

Test debut?
A 21st April, 1947 is Chauhan s date of

birth He made hie debut in Teats for

India m the Test against New Zealand at

Bombay in 1969-70
Paras Bafna, Anaud Dayal, RaMiwNyam
Gupta, Bangalore

Q How many times have three Indian

batsmen scored centuries in one in-

nings of a Test?
A On as many as four occasions have
three batsmen hit a century in an
innings of a Test for India New Zealand
at Hyderabad in 1955-56, v West Indies

at Delhi, at Kanpur in 1978-79 and v

Australia at Delhi m 1979-80
Maftentfra Nalk, Btmbay.
Q Is the money of the man of the match
award distributed among the team
members?
A Yes, but not as a rule

Pavlltasaratby, CheMthata.

WM* Mho sftfMtfMf

F
Sunil Gavaskaf?
No, He Is conferred with the "Padma

Bhushan “

MHtunioy Paul, Calcutta.

M J Akhtar, Patna.

Q When and where the four master
spinners, Bedi, Chandra, Prasanna and
venkataraghavanfirsu played together?
A In the third Test against England at

Birmingham in 12967
RsfcH Bhanot, Ludhiana.
Q How many batsmen have hit triple

centuries in Tests and against whom?
AGS Sobers of West Indies hit 365 not

out agamst Pakistan in 1957-58 Len of

England hit 364 against Australia in

1938 Hamf Mohammad of Pakistan hit

337 against West Indies in 1957-58
Walter Hammond of England hit 336 not

out against New Zealand in 1932-33, D
G Bradman hit 334 against England at

Leeds in 1 930 and 304 against England
in 1934 A Sandham hit 325 against

West Indies in 1929-30, R B Simpson of

Australia hit 311 against England in

1964 J H Edrich hit 310 not out against
New Zealand in 1965 R M Cowper of

Australia hit 307 against England in

1965-66 and L G Rowe of West Indies

hit 302 against England in 1973-74
Q What is the date of birth of M A K
Pataudi? Where was he born?
A M A K Pataudi was born on 5th

January 1941 at Bhopal
S M Pervez Bihar

Q What is the Test batting record of

Hamf Mohammad? How many centur-

ies has he hit in his Test career?
A 55 T ests 97 innings 8 times not out
3915 total runs 337 highest score
43 98 average 1 2 centuries 1 5 half

centuries and 5 ducks
Ronald, Bombay
Q Has Subhash Gupte taken 10 or more
wickets in a Test innings against Pakis-
tan? If so or if not what are his best
bowling fiqures against Pakistan?
A No His best bowling performance
against Pakistan is 5 wickets for 1 7 runs
in the first Test at Dacca in 1954-55
Htmadrl Das, Gauhati

Q Why South Africa does not play Test
cricket now° How many Tests have
their teams played and what is their

performance? When did they play their

last Test and against whom?
A International Cricket Conference a
controlling body of world Test cricket
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patina in Teet cricket, ter practising the

apartheid policy—inclusion of player&of
White skin only South Africa played
their last Test in 1969-70 by which
period they had played 172 Tests inclu-

sive of 38 victories, 77 defeats and 57
drawn Tests
Rajarshl Datta, BMNong.
Q What is the Test record of M L Apte of

India

A 7 Tests 13 innings twice not out, 542
runs 163 not out as highest score,

49 27 average one century, 3 fifties and
one duck He bowled one over, coced-
ing 3 runs
Q What is the date of birth of L R D
Mendis of Sri Lanka and his batting

record in Tests?
A L R D Medis was born on 25 8 1952
His Test record is 6 Tests 12 innings,

450 runs 105 highest score, 37 50
average two centuries, 2 fifties and one
duck He led Sri Lanka in two Tests
V Kannan, Purulla

Q Which Indian cricketer has taken
maximum number of catches in Tests?
A Sunil Gavaskar has taken 80 catches
in 90 Tests before playing against

Pakistan

QuizI Ranpt Gtiose

QUESTIONS

Fill in the blanks with appropriate words
1 — Wednesday is one of the famous

Bntish football clubs
2 In boxing the weight limit for the —

g
roup is 147 lbs

adminton World Championships
are held every — years

4 In 1981 China became the first

country to win all — available titles

in World table tennis championship
5 Jahangir Khar of Pakistan is the

youngest winner of the World open— title

6

— held the World chess title for a
record 27 years

7

— the famous basketballer of the
USA was affectionately nicknamed
The Stilt

8

Ingemai — of— World and Olym-
pic cnampion is one of the greatest
slalom skiers ever

9

— is the only team to win the
European soccer championship
twice

10

The US President — took active
interest in — and World amateur
team trophy in the sport is named
after him

ANSWERS
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P V RUM Ru, (UwriMtC.

Q What is Kapil Oov’s highest score in

Tests
A 126 not out against West Indies at

Delhi in 1978-79
Oevsndra Kumar Pairs, Bhawanipatna.
Q What is the Test batting and keeping
record of Farokh Engineer*?
A 46 Tests, 67 innings 3 times not out,

2611 total runs, 121 highest score,

31 08 average, two centuries 16 half

centuries 7 ducks As a keeper he has
caught 66 and stumped 16 batsmen
making a total of 82 dismissals behind
the wicket
A K Jalan, Calcutta.
Q* What Is the highest score In a calendar
year and by whom, and when?
A* Vivian Richards of West Indies has
scored a maximum of 1710 runs in 11

Tests during the calendar year 1976
BIJay Kumar Saha, Oum Dum.

Bridge
Bom schaptro

Any bridge book will tell you the best way
to play a combination such as K J x x x

opposite A 10 x x Other things being

equal it is slightly better to play off Ace
and King than to take a finesse on the

second round But of course other things

seldom are equal You may be able to

ludge for example that one opponent is

more likely to possess length in the suit

than his partner and in this case you will

be inclined to play for a 3 1 division

An interesting position arises when the

position of two cards is vital Now it is

wise not to take them one by one but to

consider where both fit into the jigsaw
puzzle Consider this deal from
championship play

West East

KJ863 4A1074
VJ4 MO 9

3

MJ42 K 10 6

3

7 6 4K J
Fast was the dealer and North South
were vulnerable The bidding went

S w N E
1

'

1 14 2
V
/ 24

3V. 44 pass pass
pass
Play began with a heart to South's

Ace a heart back to the King and the 8
of hearts to the Que»n which was ruffed

A club to the Jack won by South s Ace

and the 2 ot clubs was returned

Having lost three tricks already West
needed to find the Queen in both spades

and diamonds The evidence so far

suggested that South held five hearts to

the A Q and four clubs to the Ace He was

more likely to be 5 4 3 1 than 5 4 2 2

partly because 5 4 3 1 is mathematically

more likely and partly because he had

bid competitively with limited values and

was likely to hold the more promising

distribution

Next step will you play South tor three

spades and one diamond or for three

diamonds and one spade7

There is a sound answer to that

problem If South has a singleton

diamond and North Q 9 8 x, there will be
a sure loser in diamonds Having worked
out the hand in this way West played

Q WM te oa0*dty4f6cten
Gardens of Calcutta? How does It stand
in comparison with the rest of the Test
centres of the world?
A Eden Gardens has a seating capacity
of 76,000 spectators, which in compari-
son with the world Test centres stands
next only to Australia’s Melbourne crick-

et stadium where a capacity crowd of

90,800 had seen the second day’s play
of the 5th Test between Australia and
West Indies in 1960-61
Gautam Sen. Shillong

Q Which batsman has hit maximum
centuries against one single country in

Tests?
A D G Bradman of Australia has hit a
maximum of 1 9 centuries against Eng-
land alone
K Shankar Singh, Bangalore.

Q What is the Test performance of

Bnjesh Patel?

South for 4x v A Q x x x 00 x x 4A 10 x

x and this proved to be exactly right

Here is another problem of the same
type West fast

4K 106 3 2 4Q7 4
10 8 6 v’AKOJ

'6 4 0 A K 7 3Q 8 3 4J 6
East opens one heart in third position

and West becomes declarer in four

spades North cashes Ace and King of

clubs then exits with Queen of

diamonds On a low spade from the table

South plays the 8
South is marked with the Ace of

spades and it is sensible not to go up
with the King and play l6w from dummy
on the next round South is more likely to

hold A x x or A x than specifically A J x

'Em iM. t 19
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Vein
Peter Clarke

For the player who is not impressed by 3
P B4 against the Ruy Lopez (looked

at in this column three weeks ago) the

Batsford opening series now offers a

classical alternative This is Spanish (Ruy
Lopez) Chiqorm by Anatoly Bikhovsky
(translated from the Russian by J N
Sugden and priced at £7 95 in

paperback) which covqrs the system
arising from 1 P K4 P K4 2 Kt-KB3 Kt

QB3 3 B Kt5 P QR3 4 B R4 Kt B3. 5

0 0 B K2 6 R K1 P QKt4 7 B-Kt3. P-

Q3 8 P Q3 0 0 9 P-KR3 Kt QR4, 10 B-

B? P B4 1 1 P 04 Since White has such

a wide choice at almost every step there

is no question of the second players

seeking a comfortable passage by this

method all he can be certain of is that

Black s formation has been tested in

thousands of games and trusted by most
of the world s leading masters The black

force should reach the middlegame well

deployed but there is no guarantee of

success thereafter

White Mikhail Tal; Black Aleksandar
Matanovlc Ruy Lopez (Moscow, 1963)
1 P-K4, P-K4f 2 Kt-KBS, KM2B3
3 B-KtS, P-OR3, 4 B-R4, KI-B3
6 0*0, BK2; 6 R-K1,P-QKt4
7 B*Kt3, P-03, 8 P-13,0-0
0 P-KR3, Kt*QR4, 10 B-B2, P*B4

11 P-04, 0-82, 12 0X1-02,8-02

13

Kt-BI, KR-K1

It is now considered more accurate to

centralise the Queen s Knight at once by

972 iims# ilSnotmJt as higtest ccom,
29.45 average, one century and 5 half

centuries.

Tuthar Ranjan Sahoo, Buxfoazai

Q What is Joel Garner’s height?

A 6' and 8'

Syed Mursad All, Calcutta.

Q Against whom did Hand Mohammad
hit 499 runs, which is the highest score
in first class cricket?

A Hand Mohammad made 499 for

Karachi against Bahawalpur at Karachi

in 1958-59
Rajarshi Das Gupta, Calcutta.

Q Has anyone achieved the "double” of

2000 and 200 wickets in Test cricket?

Who are they?
A R Benaud of Australia, G S Sobers of

West Indies, I T Botham of England and
Kapil Dev of India have performed the

’double” of 2000 runs and 200 wickets

Id- Kt B5 as for example, in the

game Karpov - Petrosian (Milan 1975)
wh<ch continued 14 Kt K3 KtxKt 15

BxKt KRB1 16R-QB1 B B3 17 Kt Q2
BPxP 18 PxP Q Kt2 19 P Q5 B K1 20
QK2 BQ1 21 PQKH B Kt3 with

equal chances

14 P-QKtS, P-KtS. IS B-KtS, Kt-R4
15 BxB, RxB, 17 KI-K3, Kt-KB3
18 Kt-KtS

Other good moves are 18 R OBI and 18

0 02
IS BPxP, 19 PxP, R-QB1

Here too Black should havp given

preference to his distant Knight 1 e by
19 Kt B3
20 R OB1, P-R3

This results in a fatal weakening of the

King s side brilliantly exploited by Tal

20 0 Kt2 was better

21 PxP PxP. 22 Kt-OS,KtxKt
23 PxKt Kt-Ktf,

24 KtxP. RxKt
25 BxP.O-03

Or 25 QxR 26 BxRch. KxB 27 Q
R5ch K B1 26 RxO and Wtvte must
win

29 BxRch, KxB 27 VtxR, BxR
28 Q-B2, B-Q2, 29 O-RTch, K-B1
30 R-K3. Resign*

Competition G5B5 Solution next week

(r3nk2/3b1pp1/1q1p1B2/2pP1PRl/
1pP5/1P1B1NB1/2Q5/4RR1K)
White to play and win

Solution to 0594 (Bltcbtchmldl - FMr,
Zwtctiau, 1930).

(1r2k2r/p2npp2/2Qp4/2pP4/
2q4P/2P1BK2/P4P2/1R0R - Black la

play) Flohr neatly combined defence

And attack 26 P-B4, 27 RxRch, K-B2,

26 B-Q4 Kt-K4ch, 29 BxKt, Q-K$ch, 30
K Kt3, Q-KKt5ch, 31 K-R2, RxPmate
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We want everyone to own aTV
Thrilling sports events Chitrahar The

Lucy Shew Feature Films The Republic

Day Parade The forthcoming 1984
Olympics These are a few of TV s

absorbing moments Moments that we
at UPTRON believe everyone should
share

And we make it possible with India s

finest range of rolour and Black &
White TVs TVs that give you
satisfaction

All this at a very affordable price

because at Uptron We want everyone
to own a TV

Special benefit! only Uptron
TVi offer.

A cost effective buy
A built in voltage stabiliser (150270

volts) eliminates the need for an
external stabiliser This means a sure

saving of Rs 350/ Add to tnis its low
power consumption of less than 35
watts

Perfect image, flawless sound
A self adjusting vertical locking

mechanism ensures a crystal clear

picture A transformerless audio stage

gives a totally undistorted sound
reproduction

Special protection for longer life

A special crowbar circuit in the

Switch Mode Power Supply (SMPS)
ensures safety against transient' which
goes towards longer component life

Elaborate after sales service net
work

Prompt after sales service (should

you need it) is provided oy trained

personnel For details contact any of

Uptron s Sales Service Centres in the

cities mentioned below

uPTfton
The cost effective proposition
Lucknow Bangalore Bombay Calcutta

Madras New Delhi Dehradun Hyderabad
Indore Juliunder Kanpur Ljdcnow Meerut,

Nagpur Pune

UV 102 B & W TV 001 B & W Portable TV UV 202 B & W TV UV 503 Colour TV

Uptron makes it possible with India’s finest TVs at India’s lowest prices.

For further details contact

Uptron India Ltd., 10, AahokMarg, Lucknow 226001 Phonos 31371,48131,33964,

ULXA

0
UlL
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Colgate's

trusted formula works
to give you clean,

fresh breath

strong, healthy teeth

every time you brush

h

Odour and decav causing bacteria

grow in food particles trapped
between your teeth

Colgate s unique active foam
reaches deep to remove dangerous
food particles and bacteria

Result Fresh breath confidence

protection against decay
strong healthy teeth

Remember to brush with Colgate Dental Cream
after every meal Stop bad breath fight tooth decay

You'll love its fresh minty taste!
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Letters to the Editor 1
Common factor!

THE pathetic Indian
batting against the

West Indies has found able
support m the Doordai
shan camera team Both
have common problems
Just like the Indian bats
men have no idea where
the ball will go to after
striking the bat, m the
same manner the TV
camera team have no idea
where to focus their’
cameras
We feel that a reputed

sports magazine like
Sportsworld can help Indi
an cricket by advertising
for vac ancies—batsmen
who can cope up against
the West Indian pace bat
tery, penetrative bowlers
who can tackle the might
of their batting, arid last

but not least, men who can
sil outside the field and
can handle the TV earner
as efficiently*

DEBASHISH MA
JUMDAR ,

Calcutta

Selection problem

I
FEEL it a moral obliga
tion to draw the kind

attention of all the con

cerned mentors of Indian
cricket, regarding a few
humble suggestions for
which I may be excused if

it hurts anybody’s feeling
A broad analysis of the

selection and strategy of

the Indian cricket lest
side on and off the field

reveals that we have prob
ably shifted from the basic
concepts which are re
quired for a positive
approach in a 1 est match
And thus the team suffers
from one vital disadsan
tage of not being -well

equipped with stronger
bowling potential out of

the available resouices It

is obseived that apart
from Kapil De\, the other
bowlers lack in penetra
tion But still an induction
of moie vanety ma\ be
helpful
With due respect to the

capability and expeiience
of the Indian captain,
sometimes it is ver\ diffi

cult to understand his
technique of handling the
bowlers, when a vital

breakthrough is needed
In the Jalandhar Test

Sportsworld

CAMPUS
KALEIDOSCOPE

Has your school team just won a local

championship?
Has your college athletics squad just

broken a host ofrecords?
If so, write and tell us about it and we’ll print it,

along with any photographs you can send us

We arc starting a new section that will he
devoted solely to sporting events m school and

college campuses throughout India

AND WE D LIKEYOU TO BE A PART OF
IT

All reports MUST be typed in double spacing
and will only be considered for publication if

they are accompanied by a covering letter

signed by the head of the institution and beating
the seal of the institution as well
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Companionship is just being together.

Random memories — life is full of them.
Memories of happiness, love, pride and fun. Moments that

you just have to photograph They can happen any time.

Be ready to.dick — they may not happen again
Take a picture and keep it on record. Later you can snare

your memones And relive the happy times

!u) Indu Roll Film and Bromides



against Pakistan, when
Tahir Naqqash and Raja
were at the crease in the
first innings, a break-
through might have
changed the whole com-
plexion of the game

In the recently
concluded Kanpur Test
against the West Indies,

almost the same pattern
was about to be repeated
except when Gaekwad
bowled an over on the first

afternoon and Amarnath
at a very late stage on the
second day

RANJU NEOGY,

Calcutta

NOW that the West
Indian speedsters

have started demolishing
our pretensions of world
champions, it is high time
that we should accept de
teat giacetully and think
lcalisticdll} to build a,

team for the futuie But,

alas, I ajn afraid our selec

tots do not intend to do
that Regional considera
tions have absolutely
swamped Indian cricket,

so that we cannot think of

anything else except sack
mg Gavaskar from cap
taincv and dropping
Vishy Kapil's elevation to

captaincy was meteoric
Before becoming India
captain he had no expen
ence of leading against
any international side In

the process came the
World Cup win and our
selectors had every reason
to stop thinking The West
Indians will crush us and
show us what we are worth
for

We have never tried to

make a balanced team, al-

ways ignored talent and
encouraged mediocre
players Mohmder Amar
nath, after his two good
series, was made vice-
captain and was hailed as
India’s saviour The con-
tributions of Gavaskar and
Vishy were forgotten and
they were humiliated The
film hero Sandeep Patil,

who opted out from the
last Caribbean tour, was
specially commisioned to
serve Indian cricket and
his failures are earning
him a permanent place.
Vengsarkar is showing
some sign of recovery, but
Indian selectors will any
day drop him in prefer*

ence of Yashpal
Neither have we done

anything on the bowling
front The situation has
come to such a pass that
we are only playing all

rounders, who are no good
as genuine bowlers Bmny,
Madan, Kirti and Shastri
But alas we have to de-
pend on them to reach
respectable scores, so it

will be very unjust to drop
any of them Spin has so
much variety, but we are
playing only left arm spin
ners Our selectors,
perhaps, think that all of

them can be match
winners like Bedi
But then tne players are

not to blame They will

play to the best of their

ability What is required is

that the present selection

committee must pack up
and the new body should
select a team comprising
players of requisite class

for different positions and
not players only with aver
age performances
ANSHUMAN TIWAR1,

New Delhi

A Chapter Conies
To An End

WITH the death of Va
jay Manjrekar a

chapter of Indian cricket
comes to an end Mr Man
jrekai died m Madras on
October 18
Many think him to be

the best batsman that In-

dia has ever produced
Though this may be a de-

batable point yet none can
deny that he was, by any
standards, a super bats-

man He was a delight to

the eye of the connoisseur
and many cricket books
have called him a “very
correct righthanded bats-

man with a sterling de-
fence and a large reper-
toire of strokes”
Manjrekar has been cal-

led “the father of modern
Indian batting” and Quite
rightly so for the later
‘masters’, Gavaskar and
Vishwanath have indeed
been influenced by him

His death, as hip name-
sake Vijay Hazare has said
is an “irreparable loss to

the game *

RABIN CHATTO-

PADHYAY,
Uttarpara .

SECURITY FOR
YOUR CHILDREN ON
A SILVER PLATTER

MAN JOG SECURITY PLAN
A father has many duties - And to discharge them

the uay it should be, is expensive these hard days

MAN-JOG SECURITY FLAN is formulated just to meet

the needs of parents, who would love to see their

Children grow up healthy and happy

Children's education to any degree, best medical care

and above all the solemnisation of their marriages are

all covered in this well designed plan

BENEFITS * Educational expenses
* Uniforms, Shoes Stationery, Books and Cycle

* Excursions conducted by the institution

* Medical expenses including Hospital/Nursing

home charges * AtoZ household items such

as Colour TV, Refrigerator, Washing Machine etc
,

and Rs 25,000/ to celebrate

the marriage with pomp and glitter

ELIGIBILITY AGE AND DEPOSIT * Child of 3 Months -
Rs 5,000/ * Child of any age up to 5 years with

additional service charges
•An additional Rs 5,000/ will provide the

nominee a house 8 to 9 Squares at the time of marriage

For all the Plans facility for payment of Deposit in

easy monthly instalments is available

We have plans for your future

For details please contact

MAN-JOG INVESTMENTS
85 KH (DOUBLE) ROAD, BANGALORE- 560 027

Phone 222361 & 222362

SECURITY PLANS DIVISION

76. K H (DOUBLE) ROAD BANGALORE - 560 027

Phone 226588 & 220316

OR ANY MAN JOG DEALER

WANTED FINANCIALLY SOUND, CANVASSING AGENTS

PREFERABLY RETIRED PERSONS - GOOD
REMUNERATION
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FORMEN
India’s only herbal shavingcream

With chamomile and calendula, two internationally

renowned herbs that give the toughest growth
an easy shave

And more These two exclusive herbs promise
you two exclusive benefits. No more fear of

germs lingering on brush and blade;

no more dark shadows which discolour

your skin So you keep that fresh,

"just-shaved" look all day

5fc

With a herb fresh fragrance,

Emami For Men is for

men who like their

shaving easy and
their lather creamy.

Mifh

M
r/h

)nt

Emami For Men
After Shave —

an irresistible presence
that lingers.
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Nelson reuben, one
of the gieatest riders

m the country at the mo
ment, suffered a serious
injury on Monday 7

November The injury was
sustained when the horse
that he was 1 iding namely

,

Well On lime, m the first

race of the day, whipped
around after jumping out
of the gates and dislodged
him
Landing awkwaidly,

Reuben was lushed to hos
pital where the condition
of his left leg which took
the biunt of the fall, was
declared critical The ace
rider’s leg betor e he was
lemoved to hospital cet

tamlv did not look at all

good
It app« died as though

the entire ankle had snap
ped and it was rwisttd at a

giotesqut angle to the leg

In hospital doctors lushed
Reubtn to the opei anng
theatre where ht under,
went an operation on his

leg

I lie KWIT C doctoi who
accompanied him to the
hospital said It was a
v ery set ious n

j
ut y and

when we got him to hnspit
al there was no pulse at all

m the damaged pait oi the
leg Now we ha\ e to wait
and see what happens af

ter the operation ”

With this m iury it is

unlikely that Nelson will

be able to ude foi quite a
long time, the Bombay sea
son being quite out of the
question
Even while Reuben was

going through the trauma
of his ordeal there were a
few people around who
were trying to insinuate
that he had jumped ofi the
horse on purpose
This must surelv have

been the most vile and
disgusting accusation any
one could level at a rider
and we are shocked that
they could even think that
way
As per their way of

thinking, every horse that

g
ets beaten would have to
ave been pulled and

whenever the nder falls

off a horse it meant that he
had jumped off
One wondeis when they

will learn to accept defeat

AFTER the Nelson
Reuben episode,

which occurred in the first
race on that Monday, Indi
a s leading nder Vasant
Shmde had one of the
luckiest escapes of his

i
Turf View

Nelson Reuben
seriously injured

caieer This was a few
races latei

Riding the public
iavoui ite, C immaron m
the seventh race he took
the lead as heads were
turned foi home and be
gan riding the gelding out
tor all he was woith
He w as trying to hold oft

the challenge of the ulti

matewjnnei Hoquencc
when suddenly just 100
metre s f rom home Cun
maion stumbled

His back legs wituallv
slipped under him most
probably into some sort of
a dip in the track and the
hoi se came down on his

haunches It skidded into

the inner raJs banged
into them bounce d out
again and almost 1 oiled
over befoi e Shmde \ lr

tually pulled him ic his

teet

It was just the ridet s

natural instinct and his su
pci b balance that saved
his life because any other
1 ider would never have
been able to keep his ba
lance on the horse
Had he fallen al that

a uciai juncture it is ditfi

Nelson fteuben astride Ever True i

indefinitely

cult to envisage what
could have happened He
was after all in front, so

the field would have gone
over him

November 4th, sth

and 6th and the much
awaited winter season be
gan in Calcutta Banga
lore, Hyderabad ana
Madias
A none too happv begin

nine tor most people espe
tidily in Bangaloie, C al

cutta and Madras where
things certainly did not
take oft the way they
ought to have
Hyderabad was the fust

to lift off and vei v much in

the limelight was jockev
Ken Stot who booted
home three w mnei s

It appeared to be a

tremendous start to Stot’s

season but unfortunatelv
it was not to be The very
next day, *his time while
riding at Bangalore Stot

was hauled across the
coals bv the stewards and
his licence withdi awn foi

not allowing his mount
Grand Palace to i un on its

meats
His injury will keep him out of the saddle

Talk of the agony and
the ecstasy Well this was
obviously a classic exam
pit for you though not m
that order

At Madias things turned
quite * sol* nt on Sunday 6
Novembei when the uowd
suddenly got peeved about
the m mnei m which a cei
tain idee was lun

Shat ing their feelings to
some degi ee were the
bookmakeis who
apparently refused to
opei ate in the next race on
account of the race in
question That was it

Well Madias has cer
tamlv been inching its way
into the limelight of late
what with that enquixv
that the Chief Minister of

Tamil Nadu ordered into
the goings on oi the I ui t

Club
Now just as things w ei e

dying down came this

minoi upioat which has
gone unnoticed bv most
people
The exact reason as to

why the crowd tuined hos
rile is still unclear but
perhaps it must hav e had
something to do with a
particular horse that
should have won but did
not due to reasons best
left unquoted
A quick shift to Calcutta

where the wmtti began in

a cold wav foi punteis and
m an even coldei wav tor
jockev NUsruddin who got
suspend jci foi not allow
mg his mount hairy
White to run on hei
met its

A bit intriguing to note
that this happened about
an houi after Ken Stot had
got his licence i evoked on
exactly the same giounds
m Bangalore
Punters at Calcutta,

howevei , had nothing to
gloat about with that sus
pension being some sort of
a solace to them because
just one favourite obliged
in a card of six events
At Bangalore, punters

were meeting a somewhat
similar fate as form went
haywire and fancied
horses fell like ninepins
What with there being

almost four, if not five,

days of lacing m the week
at every centre (inter
venue included) nowa
days, one wonders how
long the cash flow is going
to last

It’s almost becoming a
case of killing the goose
that lavs the golden egg



BARODA ONE-DAY INTERNATIONAL

Lloyd was too canny
for the opposition
LOKENDRA PRATAP SAHI reports

THh die may be cast but no march
is won till the last ball is bowled

or the last wicket taken
1 hough the West Indies won the

second one day international at

Baroda with a meie se\en balls to

snare the match was nevei really

that close
On rhe face of it, the answer is

perhaps yes But masters like Clive
Hubert Lloyd don’t peimit matches
to run so close, do they’ And even if

thev do such occasions are rare At
the Mofibag Palace Ground m Baro
da, Lloyd had no such intentions
The wav he went for the Indian

bowling, especially the luckless Bal
winder Sandhu is ample proof of

this yeteran’s line of thinking Com
ing m at a time when the Indians
could have caged the marauding
Windies, Lloya launched into a

muiderous assault which loaded the
die heavily against the Indians
The Indians went into this match

without Sunil Gavaskar The Indian
opener pulled a thigh muscle during
nets prior to the toss and was
promptly substituted bv local hero

Aunshuman Gaekwad On the eve of

the match Dilip Vengsarkar had
pulled out due to flu and that payed
the way for Ashok Malhotra s com
eback into the national side

Kapil won the toss and opted for

batting Sensible enough, considei
ing there was nothing in the wicket
foi pacemen and, at fust glance, not
much for the spinners either That
the Indian spinners, especially Shas
tn got appreciable assistance is a

different matter
As is customary with Lloyd,

whether m one day matches or in

Tests, he used his pacemen in shoit
bursts Opening with Robeits and
Daniel, he took them off aftei six

overs apiece and brought on Mar
shall and Baptiste
The spinners came on later—Har

per and Gomes—and except for the
time Sandeep Patil and Ravi Shastn
took the fignt deep into rival terri

tory, Lloyd’s bowling changes and
field placements seemed to be yield
ing the desired results

It was here that Kapil suffered m
comparison His decision to bring on

Sandhu to persist with his off

spinners despite the batsmen past
ing them, left one baffled True, he
had no spinner besides Shasrri and
Azad who between them could send
down 20 overs at a maximum, but he
could have brought on Gaekwad or
at worst continued with the ineffec
tive medium pacers However, he
himself struck it rich in his second
spell after changing ends
Haying Sandhu bowling to Ilovd

with men nnged on the boundary
line hardly seemed the right way to

stall the nm late, and an unimagina
tive way of attempting to get out the
Windies skipper People still talk of

Bedi’s infamous over m Karachi m
1978 from which liman plundeted 19
runs Thev’ll now be. talking similai

ly about tne 39th ovti m which I loyd
smacked 14 off Sandhu

The Indians, howevti didn t panic
and it was pleasing to see the leaden
footed Patil chase lh< speeding ball

It speaks well for then temper arnent
and one should compliment Kapil lot

not allowing then spirits to sag
The Indians had made a disastrous

start while the Windies opening pan
of Haynes and Gieenidge stiuck up
an effortless 69 before the former
fell

The middle order of both sides had
mixed luck The Windies always
maintained the requited run rate,

falling back just once between the
twentieth and thirtieth oyeis I he
Indians, on the othei hand, staited

dismally It was surprising to see
Snkkanth drawing the shutteis
down even before facing a delivery,

then speeding up abrupt!} and there
after fighting to maintain an lm
pressive rate
The Indian bowling was once again

exposed though the man who stood
out was Ravi Shastn It must have
been close, picking the man of the
match—Greenidge, who won the tro

g
hy and cash award, scored 62, while
hastn scored three more and

bowled superbly to return with fi

gures of one for 23 from ten overs
There were complaints about the

wicket and the outfield, which,
frankly speaking, was atrocious To a
great extent, the mediocre fielding

during the match was due to the drab
and bumpy outfield
The Windies are out to avenge

their World Cup setback and make
no secret of this fact Though the
Baroda win wasn’t a cakewalk
triumph as at Srinagar, it neverthe
less has put them m a solid position

The Indians will have to win the next
three encounters at Indore, Jam-
shedpur and Gauhati to turn the

tables on the Windies
At the moment that seems a re

mote possibility, if a possibility ex-

ists at allGordon Greentdge man of the match
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WESTINDIES VSBOARD PRESIDENT’S XI

Roberts ignited a
dead track
LOKENDRA PRATAP SAHI reports from Nagpur
on how the experiment to unearth some new Indian

talent came a cropper

STAR names honestly do attract

crowds
This was brought home by the poor,

turnout at Nagpur’s Vidarbha Crick-
et Association ground, venue of the,

“crucial” West Indies-Board Presi-

dent’s XI tie.

Kicking off immediately after
Diwah, on November 5, it ended, as

most three day fixtures do, m a frus-|

trating draw on November 7

The Wmdies rested Viv Richards!
and Gordon Greenidge, Malcolm
Marshall and the miured Michael!
Holding And with no crowd-pulley
under President’s skipper Ashok
Malhotra, the ingredients were there'

'for an unenthusiastic response. i

To think of it, less than a month;
ago the VCA had hosted an overflow-
ing attendance, on all davs, during
the India-Pakistan Test
However, the ones who stayed

away couldn’t have had many regrets
since the cricket throughout was
dull, despite the Windies being shot
out for 257 soon after tea on the)

opening day.
In this low-sconng tie, just three*

fifties were posted and none crossedj
into three figures.

But youngsters Manmder, Navjot*
Siddu—the sensational Amritsar
centurion—Sivaramkrichnan and
the Haryana wonderboy Chetan
Sharma, came out with their reputa-
tions enhanced. Their performances
struck cheerful notes—on a premium
now—tempting one to think optimis-
tically of the future of Indian cricket.

It’s a pity that UP’s Gopal Sharma
was forced to miss this match owing
to a finger injury sustained during
his highly successful Jaipur outing
against the Windies

For, if the wicket did assist the
bowlers here, it aided spinners
alone. The track would have
afforded Sharma yet another oppor
tunity of endorsing his Test claims.

I

From the touring side’s point of
view, the single overshadowing gain
was the fitness and form of the
battle-scarred Andy Roberts.
Quite surprisingly, Roberts, with

19/ Test wickets under his seasoned
belt, was on trial here. An injury had
ruled him out at Kanpur and he was
sidelined at Delhi despite being fit.

Often igniting the dead track with
clever variation in pace, Roberts
posed embarrassing problems for the

President’s batsmen.
Messrs Hanumant Singh and Pank-

aj Roy were scheduled to view the
juniors—except Shivial Yadav and
Pranob Roy that is—but only Hanu-
mant Singh put m his quiet appear-
ance. Pankaj Roy, one learned, had
“pressing domestic problems.” In

that case, shouldn’t he have been
substituted by either Chandu Borde
or Bishan BedP
Skipper Lloyd called correctly and

opted for first use of the wicket
Haynes and Richie Richardson, a

talented Leeward Islands bat,
opened Richardson fell in the day’s
first over to the slightly-built Chetan
Sharma. And m the bowler’s next
over, Larry Gomes trudged back,
making it a poor two for 16.

Haynes and Dujon, however,
steadied the rickety Caribbean boat
and put on 70 for the third wicker in

almost even time.
As a matter of fact, the Windies

often kept abreast of the clock dur-
ing their first knock—getting 257 m
267 minutes Following Haynes and
Gomes, Lloyd and Pydanna put
together 86 for the fifth wicket and
with Roberts slamming two sixes
towards the end of the innings, the
Windies did fairly respectably.

Lloyd, let off twice, topscored with
71, but the day belonged to Manin-
der who returned with screaming
figures, of five for 79.

Stumper Chandrakant Pandit,
given the nod over Sadanand Viswa*
nath and Kiran More for this match,
had his gloves in five dismissals.

Though he failed with the .willow,

he's capable of scoring—remember
he got a hundred in the Ranji final

earlier th s year—he impressed with
his keeping in the second innings
Chetan Sharma’s opening partner,

Raju Kulkarni remained wicketless
in this innings and also in the match,
but seemed a hard worker capable of

generating hot pace. Siva found
Dame Luck annoyed with him and
saw a couple of catches spilled. He
later remarked: “It’s been happen-
ing quite ofren this season.”

The Board President's XI ended a
successful first day at 36 for no loss.

Siddu looked a neat enough bat-
geting behind the line ana playing
correctly—and added 42 on the
second day to his overnight un-
beaten 16 runs.

Roy added one before playing on
an Eldine Baptiste delivery to go
back for 13 in the second over of the
penultimate day. Baptiste, inciden-
tally, bagged five wickets.
Suresh Kumar, coming in one

drop, lost his helmet on the stumps
while fending a Baptiste flyer, and m
the second innings he fell for a blob.
Ashok Malhotra threw his wicket

away two balls later, embarrassing
the selectors who’d been hoping he
would come good and rejuvenate the
Indian middle order.

Siddu, playing calmly without
trying to apease the galleries, held
one end up and along with Gurshar-
an Singh, prevented a rout. Gurshar-
an fell for 29 after executing a cou
pie of ravishing hooks. In the second
innings he got out for eight, top-
edging a sweep and disappointing
many.

It was left to Siva and Shivlal
Yadav to wield the long handle with
telling effect and bring the Presi-

dent’s XI close to the Windies’ first

effort. Roberts bowled exceedingly
well on the second day, dismissing
two batsmen for 16 runs from 14
overs. But Baptiste had the best
figures. The President’s side ended
at 214, conceding a 43-run lead.

The Windies commenced their
second innings in swashbuckling
manner, putting on 40 m less than
half an hour. But Chetan Sharma
struck at 43, sending back Richard
son and Maninder bowled four con-
secutive maidens with Haynes' wick-
et at close to make it 60 for two.
The Windies thus went into the

last day ahead by 103, and indica-

tions were they would declare
around lunch and force their first

three-day kill of the tour. But that
was not to be.
Lloyd decided he should give his

boys a chance to “have a hit” there-

by killing hopes of a possible verdict.

He made a superficial declaration
just before tea and took four Pres-
idential wickets when the game was
called off in the last of the manda-
tory overs.
The token declaration was made at

254 for nine—the skipper did not
bat—and Pydanna sot a fifty, not
very elegant but a fifty all the same.
He and Gomes were associated in a
68-run fourth wicket stand, after
which the Windies lost wickets reg-
ularly.

But Daniel and Roberts, the later
responding to the public demand for
sixes, handed the spinners a spank-
ing. Davis, too, helped himself to
fours and the Windies’ 250 was
reached in smart time. With Siva,
Maninder and Yadav being lifted for
overboundaries and fours, the last

fifty came in just 30 minutes.
Batting the second time round, the

President’s XI after a sound 30-odd
run start; lost the openers in succes-
sion. While Siddu had aquitted him-
self well in the first innings, Roy’s
failure in both innings musthave put
to rest his Test comeback hopes.
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Storm Warning
As the India-West Indies series gathers momentum, there are also

a few rumblings off the field. MUDAR PATHERYA explains that

South Africa is in the news once more

THE West Indians have already
been more than a month in India

but there is little of the old enthu
siasm, that same spark that inspired
the old men to stand out from 3am
some 35 years ago m a serpentine
queue skirting the Eden Gardens
just to see (Masfah Weekes and Mas
tah Walt ott

5 Then years later, it was
to be Kanhai and memories of his

256, and dear old Collie Smith, late

and lamented, with wnsty throws
spraying in from the deep Memories
never fade
This Caribbean side is, peihaps,

stronger But can one deny that they
have been shoe horned into an
itinerary that needed a reasonable
amount of thought before the season
began?

Even as recently as seven years
ago an average cricket goer leserved
some amount of interest for the Test
matches They were special occa
sions for him Television coverage
had not been exploited fully yet 1 he
spectatoi support was easily forth
coming

It cannot be doubted that the same
cannot be said today Matches, near
and distant, have been brought to
the armchair addict's drawing room
and with the regularity with which
Tests are being played, he hardly has
time for other pursuits Gavaskar’s
dropped catch, the dubious Dotiwala
decision and the shoit one that
almost took Vengsarkar s head
off he knows it all But now even he
is tiring

7 est matches are played with such
monotonous regularity that gradual-
ly the players, the Press and the
public are losing interest Not many
would believe it, but many of,the
Pressman reporting the Kanpur Test,
were actually relieved that India had
been bowled out for the second time
running in three and a half days
That meant a day off from filing

copies that half the folks at home
would have cared to omit—thanks to

Doordarshan again'
Which is why one feels that Imran

Khan was absolutely right in refus
mg to come to India, shin miury or
not What logic can be uncovered
from holding a Test senes when the
two countries had alieady played
each other seven months earlier and



the matches decided pot by one, but
three Tests to ail?

That the climatic interference pre-

vented a result is only part of the
story of the diminishing interest.

Jalandhar which was not at all

affected by rain still averaged only
20.000 each day

It would be a tregedy if the same
happened to these We9t Indians
There were indications to that effect

at Kanpur and Delhi Not many were
around to see Marshall beat India m
the first Test and pity of pities, only
18.000 to sit back and applaud
Gavaskar to his 29th
Perhaps, one needs to draw a line

somewhere After playing England
in 1981 82, the cricketers just about
found time to round off their domes
tic engagements before leaving for

Sharjah to participate in a benefit
series Returning, a conditioning
camp was organised after which they
left in May lor England On coming
back, a couple of months allowed
them some relaxation, before being
asked to play Sn Lanka at Madras m
mid September
Another couple of months ot lndi

an tournaments and the usual con
ditionmg camp, before flying off to

Pakistan Another gruelling two and
a half months m that country Two
weeks later, scheduled for a Test in

Kingston Returning only in the first

week of May Due for London in

another 21 days India playing her
first match against the West Indies
on 9 June Returning early, but if

India wins then much after the com
petition is over, perhaps 4 July First

Test against Pakistan on 14 Septem
ber Series ending on 10 October
First Test against the West Indies on
20 October
Even an executive would have

cried ‘Enough’
Incidentally, that is what most of

|

us said at Delhi Every succeeding
day would bring a fair share of

worries The authorities had
announced that even typewriters
would not be allowed into the sta

dium Binoculars were searched and
security men pressed and patted our
limbs like diligent masseurs Only
that here they were fishing for explo
sives

This writer’s pocket camera was
the centre of much heated discussion
one morning The policemen refused
entry, then almost came to disman-
tling the harmless thing They were
determined to find a bomb on me.
But perhaps luckier, ope noticed that
a boy next in line was asked to take
his shoes off for an inspection
Somebody’s lunch packet was

opened and denied entry even
though the most objectionable thing
inside might have been the plum red
jam-spread on the sandwiches The
genrry feared that the Akalis would
chuck a bomb A wag remarked "It
wouldn’t do any good The pitch is

dead That bomo wouldn’t burst
anyway.”
More humour came from Wes Hail,

The President and the West Indian cricketers oblige photographers

soi tv senator One photographer
went to him at Kanpur with the
request that Hall line the players
one by one, which would facilitate

his clicking them Moreover, as he
did not know the players bv name,
the manager could name each for his

corn. enienc t

“Oh I won’t do that,” siftpped

Hall “Because if 1 line them up, your
reporters shall say that we were
queueing up for kerosene oil

”

And while this is being written, the
news ot the moment is the trip to

South Africa The Springboks have
got into the action, one Ross Payton,
an Australian passport holder, hav-
ing come to India m late October
He got m touch with cricketers

over the telephone and is understood
to have spoken to Dilip Doshi, the
Bengal left arm spinner Doshi said

“Of course, I have been offered,” but
he was not willing to be quoted
further Others have al >o under
standably been sounded, Chetan
Chauhan, Brijesh Patel, Vishwanath,
Dilip Vengsarkar and Mohinder
Amarnath included
No one ts saying anythme positive

that they would go, nor in their right

senses would they say so, keeping m
mind India’s stand on such matters
The amount m each case is ‘col

ossaP with a contract being offered
for two seasons at a time Quite
naturally, seme of the cricketers are
thinking seriously about it Now that

the national selectors are looking the
other way and m a few cases towards
younger talent, the old though ex-

perienced hands cannot have it bet

ter “How diffeient is the discnmina
tion by the selectors of a country
from discrimination among colout’”
one player asked
Contrary to the prevalent concep

tion, it is possible to tour South
Africa This can be done by boarding
a plane to London or another country
from where it ma> be possible to go
there The Indian passport shall as
under ordinary circumstances be
stamped only till the tu st leg of the
route, for all practical purposes Lon
don, from where a special flight shall

be arranged to South Africa
Since it is the invitee country

taking the initiative, a visa stamp
shall not be considered necessary
Howevei, special travel documents
shall be issued bv the South Africans
entitling rhe visiting Indians to tour
the country as ‘honorary whites* and
government guests
Most of the cricketers giving a

thought to going over are perhaps
appiehensive of the reaction that it

could spark Inquiries have revealed
that the government can do little

officially as the constitution does not
label going to South Africa as a penal
offence
Furthermore, a passport cannot be

impounded since it does not bear the
proof of having toured that country
Newspaper evidence, it may be
noted, is not held as pnma facie
evidence m the court of law Howev
er, unofficial harassment cannot al

ways be ruled out
So the coming weeks are going to

be full of action On the field and off
it. If you know what one means
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Wpmfile

Fielding is a very boring
aspect of the game

And that, explains JEFFREY DUJON, is why he decided to take to keeping
wickets, reasoning that it would keep him constantly involved with the

game. KULDIP LAL speaks to the man who made his Test debut for the

West Indies .two seasons ago in Australia—solely on the merits

of his batting

J

TEFFREY DUJON, the touring scious effort to play straight or use selected tor his fust tour with the

I
West Indian team's number one my feet I seemed to possess all that West Indian squad as a specialist

lcket keeper, is a self-confessed from the start In fact, no one has batsman who < ould also substitute as
batsman first, and it is as a scorer of taught me how to bat Fielding, on 'keeper That was two seasons ago
runs that he would like to be remem the other hand, is a very boring He scoied a scintillating 138 not
bered after he quits the game aspect of the game, and so I took out for his native Jamaica against a

“I consider myself a batsman- up'keeping because that way you are Barbados atrack comprising Malcolm
wicket keeper”, says the bearded involved with the game most of the Marshall Wavnc Daniel and Hartley
stumper, "mainly because it is bat time ” Allevne, m the domestic Shell Shield
ting that comes naturally to me I Not surprisingly, Dujon made his tournament That innings made the
don't remember ever making a con- mark as a batsman and was in fact national selec tot s take not ice of his

Thera is more to life than playing cricket all the year round. I love Jamaica and I like to be close to my
family when I am not playing. However, that does not mean i will ignore a lucrative offer to turn

professional
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batting abilities and they included
him in the Board President’s eleven
to meet lan Botham’s Englishmen,
who were touring the West Indies
then.
He got another century—105 not

out-—off Jackman and company, that
confirmed his place in the team to

tour Australia later that year. But
David Murray was still the top wick-
et-keeper then and no one expected
him to be replaced by young Dujon,
one of the seven specialist batsmen
in the squad.
That 1981-82 tour of Australia had

many surprises in store for Dujon. A
few good innings in the preliminary
games saw him being picked for the
first Test at Melbourne, to replace
Gordon Greenidge.
Bacchus opened with Hynes and

David Murray too played, so Dujon’s
place in the batting order was at

number six He could not have
wished for a more dramatic entry
lhto Test cricket. Dennis Lillee and
Terry Alderman had ripped through
the top half of the West Indian
batting order, taking Dujon’s idols

Viv Richards and Clive Lloyd on the
way.
The twenty five-year-old Jamaican

entered the arena at 62 for five, and
displaying maturity and judgement
that would have done credit to his

illustrious predecessors, helped Lar-
ry Gomes take the score to 134,
before the latter fell

In the company of David Murray
and Andv Roberts, Dujon tore into

the Australian attack, hooking and
cutting mercilessly. He raced to 43,
bet oi e a miscued hook landed in the
hands of Kim Hughes at backward
square leg His wicket put Dennis
Lillee at par with Lance Gibbs’ re-

told haul of 309 wickets.
From 147 for seven, the Wmdies

had recovered sufficiently to finish

three runs ahead of the Aussie first

innings score of 198. Young Dujon
had justified his inclusion m the
team.
The West Indies collapsed in the

second innings, needing 220 to win,
but Dujon again made 43, the high-
est score, and although the tourists
lost the first Test by 58 runs, the
team management had discovered a
new star m their midst.

In the drawn second Test at Syd-
ney, knocks of 44 and 48 confirmed
Duion’s class but he still lacked the
ability to capitalise on a sound start.

However he had more important
matters to worry about in the third
and final Test at Adelaide, for David
Murray was injured and he had to
don the gloves for the first time in a
Test match. Opener Bruce Laird be-
came his first Test victim, caught off
Andy Roberts, and before the match
ended West Indies’s way, Dujon had

E
icked up six more catches including
aird again and Alan Border in both

innings. He also hit 51 not out in the
first innings and although he did not
open his account in the second, he
had the satisfaction of being in the

Clive Lloyd said: "Dujon thrilled Australian crowds in his first series and

I am sure the Indians too would love this delightful cricketer"

middle when skipper Lloyd hit the
winning stroke.

Dujon was justifiably elated with
his Test debut. “It was the first time
that I played in front of a crowd of
over 20,000”, remembers Dujon,
“and having to face Dennis Lillee in

j

that electrifying atmosphere was i

very unnerving. But it was a 'good
experience and although 1 felt I

could have performed better, it

looked a pretty good start for a Test
career.”
There was no Test cricket for the

West Indians for the next twelve
months, and Dujon had to cool his
heels m Kingston working as a
marketing representative foi Shell
Company, the sponsors of the major
domestic tournament in the Carib-
bean.
Why didn’t he utilize the opportun-

ity to play in England? “There is

more to 1Je than playing cricket all

the year round,” replied Dujon. “I

love Jamaica and like to be close to

my family when I am not playing
However, that does not mean 1 will

ignore a lucrative offer to turn pro-

fessional, after all, this is the time to

earn and make yourself financially

secure.”
The next chance to display his

wares in the international arena
came earlier this year when the
Indians, led by debutant captain
Kapil Dev, toured the Caribbean.

Dujon was now the obvious choice
for the number one wicket-keeper's
spot.

He played in all five Tests, averag-
ing over 51 in batting and claimed
nineteen victims as a wicket-keeper,
the most by a West Indian ‘keeper in

a series against India at home
Dujon sealed India’s fate m the

hectic run-chase in the Kingston
Test, with a six off Mohmder Amar-
nath over the straight field m the
last ovei of the day. He had scores of

29, 16 not out, 47 and 25 in the first

four Tests, still not being able to
build on the good start and play a
long innings.

However, the featherbed of a wick-
et prepared at Antigua for the fifth

Test, provided him an opportunity to

get a big score and he grabbed it

with both hands. He recorded his
maiden Test century (110), that not
only pleased him immensely but also
silenced his critics who kept harping
on his inability to play himself in.

Dujon was one of four centurions
in the West Indian score of 550, but
veteran batsman Rohan Kanhai
ranked the wicket-keeper’s innings
as the finest of them all.

His first trip to England, m June
this year, was, however, a dis-

appointment. In the eight matches
that the West Indies played m the
Prudential Cup, Dujon totalled a
mere 53 runs and was ahead of only
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Dujon was one of four centurions in the Antigua Test (against India earlier this year) but veteran

batsman Rohan Kanhai ranked the wicket-keeper’s innings as the finest of them all

the specialist bowleis, Holding, Mai choose anv sport 1 liked l vms a rnyscli on any cnckctei I ha\e my
shall Davis and Daniel in the avai natural ball player and preferred own style because my movements
ages tennis soccei, squash a badminton ate instinctive I make no conscious

Ntvtitheless Dujon is quite satis and tabic tennis I he liking tor click effort to bat oi ‘keep hkt anyone
fitd tht wav his careei has pi ogres et came when I touted setondav but myself although m\ Indian
sed till now ‘I may not have done school at the age of ten 1 he V\oi tnend, Maninder Singh, says that I

well m the Prudential Cup, but a mei s Boys' School has a uch crickt t on drive like Gitg ( happed

l

1 Now
Test aveiage of ovt r 48 is not all that mg history and mv fathei too plavtd that s a big compliment isn’t it’”

bad Moitovei my wicket keeping toi that school He had died a v< u 1 diking ot his attitude towards tht
has impioved h> leaps and bounds pi e\ unis to mv joining school s» I game Dujon savs “I’ve never really
over the last two seasons 1 have decided to follow his footsteps and had a tt clinical coach I've learnt my
been looking foi ward to the pi esc nt live up to his name ’ cricket by watching, leading and
tour ot India and hope to get a ftw

L

I began playing cuckti for the talking to players, and doing what I

good scenes in the lests and olhei school team and soon I had evciv feci is right In tomse of time, my
matches” retold in mv pocket A lor of credit own style emetged Obviously, mv
He has lived up to his pronnsi as toi mv success in cricket goes to Mr ability to play cricket is a gift of God,

earlv as in the fust lest, seming a Ron Jones, a Welshman who was the and I take it very senously to please
strokeful 81 that enabled tin West sports master ot the school m my Him and, of course, myself I have a
Indians to it covei fiom 1

S

7 for five time He encouraged me to do bettei ver\ positive attitude towards the
to post a match winning score of 4S4 and his words—‘you haven’t done game and believe it should be played
His pcrfoimance behind the wickets anything vet, make each time berter m a bright, artackmg fashion The
too has been impressive and has than the last one—still echo in mv cricket field is an aiena for the
lustiiied his skipper’s assessment of eais 1 shall remain evei grateful to players to display their ability to the
him befoie the tour began “Dujon him ” full and an opportunity to secure a
thulJed Australian crowds in his fust Young Du jon’s cucketing hero was future for themselves at the end of
sene > and I am suie the Indians too the legendary Sir trank Wonell their playing days ”

would love this delightful cricketer ” “The ease and grace with which he Keeping wickets to the fearsome
Born May 28, 19$6, Peter Jeffrey stroked the ball always impressed West Indian quartet must be a very

Dujon hails from a family ot cncke me and it taught me to depend more demanding task, I ask him “It’s not
ters Recalling his early days, Dujon on my timing tathei than concen an easy job at the best of times for
said “My father was a solid opening trate on smacking the ball as hard as they all (the bowlers) have vastly
batsman and a good wicket keeper possible 1 admire Clive Lloyd and differing styles and vary their pace a
and represented Jamaica in domes Vivian Richards too, for the way they lot It is very hard on the hands and
tic cricket Mv eldei brother too was tear into any bowling They are the fingers too But I enjoy the job for I

a good cricketer and would have two best batsmen m the world today am a part of the success achieved by
gone on to represent the West Indies because of their ability to destroy them These fast bowlers work sc

had he not chucked up the game to even the best bowling attack Their hard at their craft that I dare not let

study medicine Fven then, I was not batting is masterful and awesome ” them down It’s mv duty to support
foictd into cricket and was free to "I don’r think I have modelled them in every way”
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I
T was a case of an irres-

istible force meeting an
immovable object Or so
we thought when John L
Gardner, the former Bnt
ish and European
heavyweight champion,
came out of retirement m
Spam, where high living

and plain thinking had
made him an obeise 18
stone, to do battle with an
upstart Liverpudlian cal
led Noel Quarless
After months of hard

training, Gardner looked
tnm and sufficiently blood
thirsty Never having pre
viously lost to a Briton or a
European and still only 31,
he rightly felt he could
apply the ‘lip buttoner’,
the remedy that Archie
Moore had threatened to
use against one Cassius
Clay, oh so long ago
Quarless at 21 was cer

tamly talkative He had
lecently knot ked out a
much fancied Swede in

the first round and was
i aring to go at all comer s

He promised to give Card
ner the same medicine
Then weigh m contained
all the menace that prt
cedes a tropical thunder
storm
Gardner pronounced

himself angry He said he
was in a mood to kill

Which in broad cockney
carries the same hint of
destruction as it would in,

sa\ , chaste Nepalese or
Chittagonian Bengali
Quarless countered in

comprehensive Liverpud
lian, with sulphurous
threats of his own, pack
aged with a formidable
catalogue of his prowess
Pugilists may not be able
to sing like Pnma Donnas,

i
London Newsletter

Angry and in a
mood to kill

PREMEN ADDY
but the) do often talk like
them

A man who is unable to
fulfil his boast quickl} be
comes an object of con
tempt, but he who fulfils it

to the letter is usually
assured of a godly status
That, perhaps was one
reason for Muhammed
All’s extraordinar y hold
over the public Well,
Quarless hit as fast and as
hard as ht talked

, and in

the set ond round the re
feree stepped m to save
Gardner from further
punishment The fight was
over Gardner’s dream of a
successful comeback had
dissolved undci a shower
of blows

The two men gave t ach
other a hug which looked
more like a kiss, their erst

while rage forgotten
Quarless pelted his oppo
nent with compliments,
with Gardner reciprot at

ing warmly The alleged
bad blood between the two
had been an engaging
piece of theattt, and like

most titillating dramas
had guaranteed a full

house
Quarless now has his

eyes on big trank Bruno
with whom no man has vet
gone the distance, but the
latter, 1 fear carries a

punch which has taken ev
erv recipient to tht other
end of the galactic urn
verse—at least until the
count of ten But tht pros
pect of a clash between
the two should set the
country alight

Walking tall

in London

WHLRFVLR we Inch
ansgo, we take a bit

of India with us Likewise
deeds of Deri ing do by In

dians make us walk tall So
it was last week when
Sunil rlavaskar reached
Sir Donald Bradman’s tot

alof 29Test centunes The
cricket pundits here were
warm and generous in

their praise Scyld Beryy
m The Observe

i

observed
that if all ‘living things in

India are incarnations,
Gavaskar is technical
orthodoxy made of flesh
Frank Keating m a rhap

sodic piece in The Guar
djan wrote “In a lot of
ways Gavaskar must be

considered the best bats
man m the world His
footwork is almost an an
form It is never faulted
The stillness of his head
should be watched by ev
ery schoolboy”
Perhaps, Frank was a bit

carried away when he con
eluded that “the Don may
remain the only begetter
of records but they were
logged with a diet of long
hops ftom leg spinners
like dear old Peebles and
half volleys from the Flet
wood Smiths hyphenated
moustachioed military
medium men who had not
manv points to pi ove Or
so it seems to us, years
later

’

But didn’t ihe Don scoie
300 in a day against the
might of 1 arwood and
late^No the Don was m
comparable and Gavaskar,
hisfeet asalwass firmly
planted on the giound,
was to recognise this even
amid the heads moments
of supreme gloiv

O Lucky Man

CRICKLT, like life, is

also about those who
stand and wait with their
pennies’ worth of talent
So it was met to read that
a pensioner had inherited
a fortune of Rs 2 50,000
and a cricket club from a
recluse relative he had
never n (im Hughes,
f>8, the chairman of his
local l oventry and North
Warwickshire Cricket
club, is now the owner of a
farm shares and a village
pitch at Brompton Ralph
m Somerset Tam a happy
man’, he said Who
wouldn’t be’

Jotm Qmtto* (right) locked in a tuts* with Osvakto Ocasio ot Puerto Rico
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Sportsworld Special

Boycott by name,
Boycott by nature
TONY LEWIS on the turbulent career of the

Yorkshire and England opening batsman

I
f you follow cricket from any I 1972 I chose him as my vice-capti
point in the world you are aware to tour India Ceylon and PakistiXpoint in the world you are aware

that Yorkshire County Cricekt Club
is a professional club with a long and
illustrious history which has fallen
on an unprecedented run of poor
seasons. Yet they house the most
famous of British batsmen, Geoffrey
Boycott. At least they did. They have
just decided not to renew Boycott’s
contract, and there is a national
slanging match on.
Boycott has scored a hundred hun-

dreds and has gathered more runs in

Tests than any other player in the
games’s history. He is also the most
unpopular man in cricket. Memories
of his visit to India under Keith
Fletcher will not require sharpening.
Once he had overtaken Gary
Sobers’s Test aggregate, he became
ill, though not too ill to hack a golf

ball around the course in Calcutta.
He was asked to leave the tour by
the massed vote of the rest of the
touring party.

A week later he was in South
Africa earning kruggerands. In the
Seventies he refused to play for

England at all. His open resentment
of the (Mike) Oenness captaincy and
his ambitions to lead England him-
self were well known.

Is Boycott that unmanageable? In

1972 I chose him as my vice-captain
to tour India Ceylon and Pakistan.
He would have provided the batting
ballast we needed, the experience of

the old professional and the dedica-
tion. I would have joined with diffe-

rent qualities, and between us I feel

we could have moulded a leadership.
1 still think that.

However, Geoffrey withdrew be-

cause he feared illness, and because
he had his spleen removed when he
was young, he felt particularly
vulnerable.

Boycott’s trouble is tragic; it is

simply that he has worshipped a
false god—the god of rungetting.
That is why his County have wanted*
to get rid of him for a long time. That
is why there is a huge public argu-
ment in the country about whether
he should retire or whether York-
shire are right to finish with him a

year before his testimonial year.

The argument for Boycott is

strong—it is statistical. Against him
the argument is misty. The commit-
tee do not want to stain Yorkshire
cricket by hanging out the dirty
washing. There would be one book to

defeat all others in sales, “The atro-

cities of Geoffrey Boycott’. No one
would write it; cricket is generous

Illingworth anaBoycott In happier times

game and Geoffrey has been a mar-
vellous player. However, the York-
shire committee required the public
to take their sacking decision on
faith.

Can a worshipper of runs alone
dovetail into the team concept? The
answer is no.

In 1970, as fine squalls gusted in

front the South China seas, Boycott
and Alan Jones of Glamorgan put
together a most unusual partnership
for MCC. Jones outscored Boycott by
six runs to one. Finally Boycott
ground to a halt, padding up to every
ball from a bowler who was aiming
well wide of the off stump. It was an
impasse.
There were hundreds of expatriate

British and many other nationalities

who had gathered in the small Kow-
loon ground. They had not seen a
first-class cricket team there for 30
years. I had a good side under me

—

apart from Boycott and Jones, there
were Fletcher, Hampshire. Bob
Taylor, Arnold, Pocock, Don Wilson,
and A.C. Smith—all England players
or about to become so.

The umpire was Svd Buller, a Test
official of the highest standard. He
joined in the missionary intentions
of the tour by taking to umpires
throughout Malaysia and the Far
East. Buller decided that although
the light was poor, MCC would
obviously keep going, and yet he
wanted to demonstrate to the
Chinese umpire how the light appeal
procedure worked.
He went with this umpire to the

senior batsman. Boycott, and asked
him if he wished to continue batting
and if he did not he was free to go
off.

“Let’s get off,” said Boycott. The
team left the field. I raced down to
the dressing room and attacked
Boycott. “We have come 8,000 miles
to play one day’s cricket in Kowloon
ana you have the nerve to bring us
off.”

In his tearful and wounded style
he replied, “Well, trouble is, you
don’t know what it is like to be a
great player. That fella won’t bowl
straight and I’ve been telling him,
Test batsmen don’t play at the ball

out there.” He meant, he genuinely
believed in what he had one.

I declared the break to be the
official lunch and told him that if he
did not care to bat afterwards, some-
one else would.

I only recall the story to make the
point, that Boycott from the earliest

age set his sights on becoming a

great player, acting as he thought
great players act ana shaping his life

as he believed great rungetters
shape theirs. Sadly, his worship of

the tin god of rungetting has left him
in a personal heaven which is un-

occupied by true sportsmen. He wan-
ders in it foot-loose and remote,
shattered to discover that there is no
one there but he.

Courtesy: The Telegraph



Removal
of an Old
Master
DAVID FRITH

YORKSHIRE is bleeding again
The non-reengagement of their

fifth-highest runscorer, Geoff
Boycott, sent tremors through the
County and rode high in news bulle-

tins that evening and for days to

follow. Then, just as five years ago
when he was stripped of the club
captaincy, arguments raged, pas-

sions escalated, and a resistance
movement began its costly and ill-

judged campaign.
To say that Boycott is a complex

character is to state the obvious.
Stories of his solitary behaviour and
often-brusque attitude punctuate
two decades of astoundinglv deter-

mined run accumulation in domestic
and international cricket wherein
the blinkered, almost fanatical
obsession with crease-occupation
sometimes had a contra effect: run
rates inadequate for the team’s pur-

pose and partners required to take
gratuitous risks to balance the
tedium at the opposite end.

It was this refusal—or perhaps
innate inability—to change gear and
to inspire lesser colleagues that pre-

cludes Boycott from the list of the
truly great. The weight of responsi-
bility was fixed to his shoulders by
adhesive, and could never be le-

moved. not even for an hour. Flex-

ibility, the sublime quality, was ab-

sent. Consequentially, his obstinate
self- justification made matters
worse.
The committee's carefully-worded

remarks surrounding the motive for

their action nevertheless, made less

than full sense. You do not drop your
long-time and current leading
rungetter simply to make room for

young up-and-ccmings. Fit at 43,

Boycott could yet have emulated the
likes of Hobbs, Hendren and Wool-
ley by batting on to his 50th year.
The hidden—or half-hidden—factor
is that those batsmen lent them-
selves more readily to team in-

terests. Boycott was a one-man team:
that’s to say, whether Yorkshire or
England won, lost oi drew, if he
made runs, he and his more rabid
supporters were fulfilled, just as
Dennis Lillee once wrote some
shockingly honest things about the
aims of a fast bowler, so Geoff
Boycott has demonstrated hundreds
of times that cricket—the batting
end of it as much as any other—is, on
the whole, a pastime or occupation
for individuals. The utterly selfless
ones, the Trumpers and Bothams, are

a rare breed indeed.
So, the love-him-or-hate-him

household name from Fit2william
has taken guard for Yorkshire for
the last time...unless the so-called
Reform Group manage, in their out-
rage, to get the committee ejected or
a compromise one-year contract, and
their idol restored to the club. Upon
the outcome of this movement de-
pends the immediate fate of York-
shire cricket, and the best people to
consult on this would be the young

WE have reached the bottom of

the Championship .table. We
can go on lower. It is time’ to give the
young boys in Yorkshire a chance.
Geoffrey Boycott had his chance 20
years ago.

Yorkshire CCC chairman
Michael Crawford

THIS decision should have been
taken 10 years ago.

Fred Trueman

THE Yorkshire County Cricket Club
has behaved like the Labour Party in

its worst periods. Every time there’s
a little dispute everybody attacks
each other in public.

Poy Hattorsley

WHENEVER anyone says to me that

So-and-so was indisp ensable. I al-

ways reply: ‘I know, the churchyard
is full of them.’

Fred Trueman in The P&opk

THE Reform Group, because of

Yorkshir ' lack of success in recent
years, ha.o transferred their affec-

tion to a single man.
Sir Len Hutton in The Observe!

1 HAVE watched, written about, and
known all the great batsmen of the
ast 40 years, and very few of them
ave taken guard with only the in-

terests of tneir side in mind. In

choosing the moments when he has
preferred not to bowl, Ray Illing-

worth, for example, has been every
bit as self-interested as Boycott when
deciding whether or not to attack the
bowling.

John Woodcock In The Times

players (Yorks II were runners-up
last season): the committee believes
to be awaiting their unbridled oppor-
tunities. Will the Yorkshire XI lose
direction without the guiding hand
of the Old Master, or will they blos-
som in the fresh dawn? The outside
world, i.e. everywhere beyond those
Yorkshire boundary battlements,
awaits the outcome with deep in-

terest and sincere concern.

Courtesy Wisden Cricket Monthly

GEOFF BOYCOTT, who has play
ed for Yorkshire since 1962, has

been refused a renewed contract by
the County. The cricket committee,
chaired by former captain Ronnie
Burnet, recommended this course of

action to the general committee, who
approved this recommendation by a
substanital majority at their four
hour meeting on October 3. Ray
Illingworth, 51, the team manager
and captain, was retained in the
former capacity, although he had
expressed willingness to have the
remainder of his contract (to April
1985) paid up. David Bairstow, 32,
Yorkshire’s wicket-keeper who made
his debut in 1970, was appointed as
the new captain.

Boycott, 43 on October 21, was
coaching in South Africa when the
announcement of his sacking was
made. He has made over 44,000 runs,
with 139 centuries, 91 of them for
Yorkshire, for whom he averaged
57.03 (highest in the County’s his-

tory). He headed the County’s bat-
ting averages every season from
1963 to 1983, with the exception of
1978, 1980 and 1981. He was club
captain from 1971 until 1978, when
he was relieved of the office

In 108 Test matches for England,
Boycott scored 8114 runs (a world
record), average 4773, with 22 cen-
turies, highest 246 not out v India,
Headingley, 1967. He was awarded
the OBE in 1980. For touring South
Africa with the unauthorised SAB
English XI in 1982, Boycott, with the
rest of the team was banned by the
TCCB from playing Test cricket for
three years.
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AUSTRALIA-PAKISTAN SERIES

Hughes on probation
once again

The Aussies are taking no chances against a young,

talented Pakistan touring side

Kimberley john hughes
would make a good caretaker if

ever he decides to renounce cricket
as a profession

He's certainly had a lot of practice,
playing nursemaid with Australian
cricket teams all round the world
Whenever Greg Chappell decided
he’d skip a tour, the Australian seltfc

tors decided, m turn, that they would
give Hughes the job of wet nurse
And when Chappell, m regal splen

dour, announced that he was ready
to play lor his country again, the
selectors would say 1 Thank you Mr
Hughes, we think vou did a dinkum
job mate, but Greg would like to lead
the country again*

And Kim Hughes would put away
his captain’s badge and wait for the
next time Chappell decided to give
his feet a rest

But it is now beginning to look like

he’s got the |ob for keeps
The most serious contendet tor the

Australian captaincs this season was
old Rod Marsh He’s been a conte n
der a few times in the past as well
but this was his best chance Most of

the betting was going his way but
the selectors don’t pav much am n
tion to public opinion
Certainly it was a tncky situation

Hughes has ne\er had it easy while
trying to handle the senior playeis in

his side, notably one Mr D K 1 illee

of fast bowling fame Lillee has been
openly critical ot Hughes even
though they both play foi Western
Australia

That, then was the problem Chap
pell m the side as an oi dinars playei
The posts of captain and \ ice captain
open Marsh as captain would have
been able to keep Lillee m turn and
also command lespect from the othci
senior playeis while Hughes as \ict
captain would have been able to

concentrate on his batting
Hughes is not going to have it t iss

Hughes nc vtr lias it c asy The kim t s

are shaipcntd ever\ time Hughes
appears on the houzon and this timt
is no different Ht also has two



former captains in his side—Chap-
pell and Yallop—and this series is

going to prove whether Kim Hughes
the diplomat is on par with Kim
Hughes the cricketer.

The Australian squad for the first

Test against Pakistan contains no
real surprises. The inclusion of Gra-
ham Yallop at the expense of David
Hookes was a calculated move, for
Yallop is far and away the better
player Of spin bowling and with
Abdul Qadir in the Pakistan squad
once more, the Aussies are going to

need all the technique against spin
that they can muster. The younger
players will certainly learn a thing or
two watching Yallop in action.

“Wally", as Yallop is affectionate-
ly known ( it is actually a contraction
of the endearment ‘Wallop* which is

precisely how you can describe his

approach to batting when he is on
song) has a great season behind him.
He had over a thousand runs in the
last Sheffield Shield and in the only
Test Australia have played since
then—in Sri Lanka—mauled the
bowling.

So. is his return to the told such a

gre^t surpnse after all ? No wav.
As for David Hookes, he is too

talented a batsman and too seasoned
a campaigner to let it worry him.
He'll be battling for a recall and
that's as healthy a sign tor Austra-
lian cricket as any.
The only other new man is Wayne

Philips, who will be keeping Kepler
Wessels companv. The opening
spots haVe traditionally seen the
hottest competition over the last tew
years and it does one's heart good to

know that there are opening bats-

man of the calibre of Graeme Wood,
Bruce Laird, Steve Smith and John
Dyson waiting in the wings.
Wood, another Western Austia-

han, must have lost out narrowly at

the team selection meeting for the
first Test against Pakistan, but his 74
in the opening state game against

the tourists must have given him
quite a boost.
The WA side is at its strongest

tight now and Kim Hughes reckons
they only need to get a bit more
adventurous if they are to start their

Sheffield Shield campaign on a suc-

cessful note.
At full strength, WA have Wood

and Laird opening the batting, Lillee

and Alderman the bowling. “I'm very
pleased with the depth of talent in

Western Australia," said Hughes.
“The acquisition of all-rounder
Shaun Graf is a bonus and fast

bowler David Boyd has a new atti-

tude towards fitness." With Mike
Veleta, Hughes, Ken Macleay, Rack-
emann ana Marsh, that's quite a
lineup.

Veletta, who could be a good thing
for WA cricket, made a sensational
debut for his state shortly before his

twentieth birthday. A regular open-
er, he went in at number five against
Victoria in a McDonald’s Cup qual-
ifying match and blasted the Vies for

Rod Marsh Consoled with the post of vice-captain

,4

a match-winning 67 off only 60 de-

liveries.

A member of the Australian under-
16 team tour years ago, Veletta led

the under- 19 side in Pakistan and
England and could be destined for

great things in the full-fledged WA
side.

Meanwhile, cricket -watchers
Down under feel that appointment of

Allan Bolder as Queensland's cap-

tain signifies more than just a

change ot masters Border was also

one of the contenders for the Austra-
lian captaincy and in a recent poll

carried out bv the Syciney Sun, took
eight pei cent of the votes behind
Chappell's 14 per cent. Marsh, in-

cidentally took 5.1 per cent while
Hughes took 20.

But would Border be a serious

contender for the post of Australian
skiper?

Douotful. He is a superb batsman,
no doubt about that. No one in his

right senses would question Border's
pedigtee, but the last time he lead a
cricket side was way back when he
was still in school.

So the day that Allan Border takes
over the reins of ;he country will be
some time coming yet. There was a
whisper a season or so ago about
Dirk Wellham being groomed as a

future candidate for the job, but he
will have to first force his way into
the Aussie side and then establish
himself there before he can stake his
claims. And that will take some
doing.
The good news for Queensland and

Australia is- a new-look Carl Rack-
omaun, who has been bowling with
great fire in the opening games of
the season. Rackemann's ability with
the ball has never been questioned.
His attitude to the game has, his
fitness too.

But Kackemann seems to have
woken up to the fact that if he wants
a berth in the Test side, he is going to
have to approach the game with a
great deal of more dedication and
seriousness than before. The first

signs are encouraging.
Border, his state captain, has said

in public that the Rackemann of
1983 is vastly removed from the
Rackemann sneered at by the Press
in past seasons. Ray Phillips, the
Queensland keeper, is convinced
that Rackemann nas finally silenced
his critics. “This could he the turning
point of his career," admits Plullipj.

If he's right, that will be good news
for Australia, who are no doubt ea-
ger to avenge their humiliation in
Pakistan.



Hundreds of

marathons are t un ev
eryvear But the New
York Marathon is spebial
There is none other like

it Imagine 15 19 * runners
at the starting line at one
of the biggest bridges m
the country
Some oi them were

Olympic hopefuls, otners
were invalids in wheel
chans There is nothing
like it in track and field

The New York streets and
crowd make it memorable
for the runnei s as well as
the spectators
Thousands more wanted

to run in the 1 People s

Marathon But rhe oiga
nisers pi oc essed the ap
plications through a com
puter in an attempt to les
tnct the entries
The fifteen thousand

men and women came
from all the foui corners ot

the world The screening
committee did not want
anybody m a wheelchair to

“run* this time, but five ot
them used false names in

their applications and got
away with it Another
* ransisco Hidalgo came
all the wav fiom Spam to

race on the streets of New
York
This year’s race was sup

Jr-'*'

New York newsletter

A very special
New York
Marathon

GEORGE K GEORGE

posed to be an open one,
as none oi the top
maiathoucis of the world
were competing in the
men’s section EvenAlbti
to Sala/ai t he tax oui itt of

the Ncw^Jikuowd had
decided to pass it by for

training
The women s event was

expected to be dominated
by (jiete Wait/ another
New York favourite I here
was no other big name on
the list ol the competitors
vet it turn* d our to be one
ot the most intei esting
marathons that New York
has witnessed since the
event began 14 years ago
And the ert dit for that

goes to a 29 star old Brit

ish student ol Pio\ idencc
College Rhode Island and
alsotf New Zealand’s Ron
Dixon who txcntualh won
the title

Another foreign stu

dent 26 veai old (»idamis

Shahanaga ot the C ni

versits oi Texas hi Paso
also added a touch oi gloiv

to the race (.specialism
itseailx stages IheTanza
man w ho holds the nation

al collegiate titles in 5 000
and 10 000 metics got the

i ac e oft to an exc iting st ii t

in light lain and under an
oveicast sky

It was the iirst maiathon
for Geoff Smith ot Png

land And what a first it

was*
Rather , what a first it

could have been, had he
not let Dixon forge ahead
m the last mile and the
last minute of the race He
had led till the twenty
sixth mile but the last

mile and 385 yards made
all the diffetence
Dixon was right behind

him as they entered Cen
tral Paik and the experi
enct of the man who has
won 19 road races m the

last 14 months began to

show
Smith who had never

run anx thing longer than a
hall mat ithon began to

snuggle He was gradually
lunnmg out of steam
The p ict he had set in

the t at 1\ st igt s of the i act
was simplv liiuediblt H(
i an at a pact that would
have cut two m nutts out
of Albeito Said/ ir s world
ret oid of 2 bouts 8 mi
nutt s and Hsi tonds
Ht kt pt that pact toi

the in st 14 milts uid It d
the race till the last mile
and as the lastcriuial
mile began hew is 14
seconds against Dixon
Suddt nlv Dixon bt gan

to splint 1 he sprint tx
perience ol the 1 500

MMpimnV

TRACK SITE The Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum also used in the 1932 Olympic Games being tested in preparation lor the 199* Games
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bronze medallist at

Munich began to close the

§
ap between them. As
mith struggled against

pain, fatigue and cramps,
and almost tripped due to

nervousness, Dixon
charged across the finish

line. He knelt with this

face buried m his arms,
thanked God and stood up
to wave to the crowd.
Nine seconds later.

Smith collapsed over the
finish line. He had lost a
lifetime opportunity of

winning the first marathon
he ever ian.

It was so close, yet so

far He finished with the
best world timing for the
first marathon, a poor con-
solation foi someone so

close to victory.

Ron Tabb, the estranged
husband of Mary Decker
Tabb, finished third with a
timing of 2 10 4b but
neither the spectators nor
the media seem to notice
the top American finisher.

Shahanaga was only the
sixth.

There was no such ex
citement m store for the
women’s race Waitz had
come to win and she did
lust that

She led all the w*av and
finished in 2 hours and 27
minutes, her second best
time in New York. Howev-
er, it was still four minutes
slower than Joan Benoit’s
world record at Boston last

year. Waitz finished 141st

overall in the race.

The 24-year-old Laun
Fogli of Italy limshed
second with 2:31.49. The
third place was claimed by
a surprise entry from Eng-
land. 38-year-old Priscilla

Welch, a former member
of the British armed
forces, finished in 2:31.40,
way ahead of her husband
David, who took 2.38.47.

She has been running
marathons for only the
past four years. That was
one more surprise from
England, which is not ex-
actly well known for

marathoners.
In the absence of Joan

Benoit, Julie Seha was
supposed to be the main
American contender in the
women’s division. She
finished a poor twelfth.
The fastest American was
Nancy Dita, 29, of Stan-
ford, California, who
finished fifth. The fourth
place went to another Ita-

lian—Alba Milana. On the
whole, the American
women performed below

par.

However, the overall
performance of the run-
ners was impressive. In all,

14,438 oi 95.2 per cent of
the participants finished
the race The last finisher,

Carolyn Kessner of New
York, took 9 36 49 to cross

the finish line

Lasse Viren, the four-

time Olympic gold medal-
list, created a mild sensa-
tion by showing up m New
York for the event. He
would speak only through
an interpreter, although
he has good command of

English.

Gymnastics
no bar

THE US had a dis-

appointing week at the

World Gymnastics in

Budapest at the end of

October.
The men’s team finished

fourth behind China,
Soviet Union and Japan. It

was not at all a bad show
as the difference between
the Chinese and the Amer-
icans was less than six

points.

The Russians, on the

other hand, were pushed
to the second place by 15-

hundredths of a point.
Mitch Gaylord was the top
American finisher, eighth
in the all-round Peter VaJ-
dimir was ninth and Bart
Conner was eleventh.
Much more was ex-

pected of the American
women. Injuries pushed
them to the seventh place,
23-year-old Kathy Johnson
finishing eleventh in the
all-round Julianne McNa-
mara, the star of American
gymnastics, came up with
a poor sixteenth.

In recent years, gymnas-
tics has gained consider-
able popularity m the US.
However, the world cham-
pionships have been a set-

back for many American
contenders looking for-

ward to Los Angeles.

Medal strip-
tease

ET another blow to

rhe American Olympic
dream has come through
the disqualification of

weighthfter Jeff Michaels.
He was one of the 16
athletes stripped of med-
als and records at the Pan
American Games in Cara-
cas, Venezuela in August.

Lab tests had revealed
that there were banned
substances in their sys-

tems, ranging from eye
drops to anabolic steroids.

Michaels, of Chicago, had
won three gold medals,
but was stripped of those
honours as tests indicated
an abnormal amount of

testosterone, a male
growth hormone.
The decision to disqual-

ify Michaels and 10 other
lifters from other coun-
tries was taken at the
meeting of the Interna
tional Weightlifting Fed-
eration m Moscow.
The two-yeai suspension

will he effective from Au-
gust 14, the day after the
Pan American Games be-
gan, through till August
13, 1985. The decision was
disclosed by Canadian fed-
eration delegate Philip St.

Cvr on the eve of the
World and European
Championship which be-
gan m Moscow on October
22 He said that the execu-
tive board of the Federa-
tion discussed the matter
for almost six hours before
taking this tough decision

Equestrian
excellence

I
N the meantime, the US
equestrian team was not

horsing around either. It

won the Nations Cup, beat
ing Canada on the last day
at Madison Souare Gar- v

den. New York.
West Germany finished

third. The Canadians held
the lead till the last round,
but the US riders assured
themselves of their

eleventh straight year of
victory.

Hockey politics

POLITICS still holds
sports a hostage. There

were rumours that the ice
hockey series between the
US Olympic team and the
Soviet national team
might be called off due to
the shooting down of the
Korean jetliner. Fortu-
nately, bettei sense pre-
vailed and the six-game
pre-Olympic series has
been set for December.
No such*luck seems to

'bless the voleyball tour of
the Cuban team. The
men’s team from Cuba
'cancelled its six-city

American tour, because of
the US participation in the
invasion of Grenada.
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He is an old man, about 63 years of age, and tends to

get short-tempered easily

sian coach, Frank Lord, an English-
man, spent a lot of time together
discussing various things. Did he try
to tempt you to come to Malaysia as
a coach?
BB: Certainly we spent a lot of

time yarning, as we are old buddies.
Frank was a professional footballer
with Hereford United during 1951-
1966, when I too was a professional
player in England and since then,
like me, Frankie is also a wandering

football coach.
We discussed various things—the

state of football in England, especial-

ly our country's disastrous first ever
loss to Denmark at Wembley in the*

European Cup recently, we also dis-

cussed coaching techniques and
Asian football in general. Frank
Lord never offered me any coaching
assignments, rather he was inquiring
if it was possible for him to come to

India and coach. Also 1 discussed

with him the possibility bring***
j

the Malaysian football team, a vetj *

improved, exciting and attacking
side, to the Nehru Cup next year m
Calcutta. It i$ foolish to say that oat
of friendship I divulged oar
strategies to Frank. I could never :

dream of such a thing.
Moreover, Frank Lord never

needed such help, for he was in Delhi
on October 1, watching India play
Saudi Arabia and taking notes.
This is a very important aspect of

modern football, observing the
opposition’s style of play and I had
always requested the AIFF to send
one of the coaches to take notes on
our opponents in Indonesia,
Malaysia and Singapore when they
were playing Saudi Arabia. But they
did not listen to me. Frank Lord had
watched all his opponents and de-
cided on the strategy his team
Malaysia should adopt—something
we could not do.
SW: Would you please explain hok

the infamous incident with Milovqn
Ciric took place during one of IndiaTs
matches in Singapore?
BB: (reluctantly) It was an indi-

dent best forgotten. It happened dur-
ing the qi&tcn against Indonesia (In-

dia won 4-0). We played in the ortho-'
dox 4-2-4 formation, but in realiiy
were playing . 4-4-2, as my idea of
using wingers Biswajit Bhattacharya
and Kartick Sett in a withdrawn role
to assist in midfield was approved by
Milqvan before the match. The move
was successful as we were* leading,
but midway through the second half,

I found that Biswajit and Kartidk
were tiring. So I suggested to' Mile-
van that we should withdraw them.
Apparently. Milovan did not like

the idea, for he just told me to shut
up. However, things did not seem do
be going India’s way, so I suggested
to Amjad Khan that Abdul Majeed
should start warming up so that be
could replace the tiring Biswajit or
Kartick and again Milovan shouted
to me to shut up or leave the bench,
but I ignored mm. Finally, when I
felt we had to substitute one of the
wingers to maintain our lead I again
appealed to Milovan, but he, surpifr
singly, clutched my throat to throttle
me. Amjad Khan and Santo Mitm
restrained me. As I was humiliated
in front of the players I decided tp
leave for India on October 21.

SW: Was this the only reason why
you left Singapore?
BB: Yes, this was the main reason*

but also my wife Fatima is expecting
our first child in a Bombay hospital

and I wanted to be near her ana as 1
felt 1 was not wanted by Milovan I

decided to quit.

When I came to India I gave copies

of my report to the President of the

Asoke Ghosh. It is for them to rea
it, consult Santo Mitra and Amja
Khan and take necessary steps.

Without boasting I can say that the

players were upset when 1 left. At
least a dozen players (names delibef-



because ofour friendship I

divulged our strategies to

Frank. I could never
dream of such a thing.

Moreover Frank never
needed such help, for he
was in Delhi on October 1

Without boasting, lean
say that the players were
upset when I left. At least

a dozen players, including

some from Bengal, Goa
and Pupjab, garnered in

the lobby of the hotel to

persuade me not to go

ately not disclosed, but including
senior players from Bengal, Goa and
Punjab) gathered in thelobby of the
hotel to persuade me not to go. The
allegation that 1 spoilt team-spirit 01

tried to cause disunity is absurd as I

always tried to improve the morale
of the players by joking and jesting
with them and I have never talked to
•any of them about coaching the
national team for the forthcoming
Nehru Cup.

1 am living a comfortable life by
coaching JCT Mills Phagwara, so my
attitude is that if I am made national
team coach, well and good, otherwise
my best wishes to whoever is chosen.
Let my tongue be cut if there is any
proof of my making adverse com-
ments on Indian football.

SW: What about the allegations
that you spent a lot of time in your
room drinking?
BB: Another false allegation.! am

not puritan and like a drink after a
hard day's workout. But I never get
drunk and have never let drinks
disturb my responsibility to football
coaching or any other assigned
duties.

SW: Was there any ill-feeling be-

tween you and Milovan prior to the
incident?
BB: No ill-feelings existed. In fact,

I would say that Milovan and I were
good friends. We would go shopping
together, talk a lot and so on.
SW: Your reason then for Milo-

van's behaviour?
BB: He is an old man, about 63

years of age, and tends to get short-
tempered easily. Basically I think
that the reason for the incident can
be traced to the AIFF’s fallacious
policy of appointing five coaches. It

causes ego clashes, if there are
strong-willed people like me or Milo-
van around.
The AIFF should appoint a nation-

al coach and let him choose his group
or trainers from amongst coaches
who share his ideas, so that he has a
team of trainers whom he wants.

I felt that I have been successful in
improving the Indian team's morale,
skill and technique for the USSR
trip, especially considering the play-
ers available. If the AIFF did not
think so, they should have removed
me. Having too many coaches is like

j

"too many cooks spoiling the broth."
SW: Ifey people think that you

[are, Ziauddin’i m&n and hence anti-

My heart is in India. I will

stay here forever. I will be
buried In India, hopefully

in Goa, the place I really

love. My home, my life,

my concern for

football—everything is

now India.

Bengal. Your views on this allega-

tion.

BB: I am in nobody’s camp and do
not want to get involved in the
politics of Indian football. 1 respect
Ziauddin as he is an elderly man
with years of devotion to the game.
As for Calcutta players, I admit that
they have got ability, but many get
overrated by the eulogising Press.
Most Calcutta players need long

hours of practising the basics like

marking a man, receiving the ball at
any angle and first time shooting
with both feet. I love Calcutta foot-

ball, especially the enthusiasm for

the game. But I feel that the Calcutta
players should work harder to de-
serve the crowd’s worship.
SW: Did you have any dispute with

the AIFF vice-president Priya Ran-
jan Das Munshi?
BB: None whatsoever. But, with a

politician 1 cannot talk football. With
P.K. Banerjee I discuss football
whenever we meet and we are great
friends. I am sorry that he is no more
coaching East Bengal. He is a good
coach. As for the alleged insulting
remark I made about the AIFF vice-

president, it is totally fictitious for 1

never spoke about uas Munshi.
*

SW: Considering that you love Goa
so much and would like to settle

there, your reasons for joining JCT
mills, Phagwara.
BB: Challenges are good and the

money is good. Money is vital for me,
especially as 1 have to support my
wife, her unmarried elder sister and
ageing mother. I am the only man in

the family. Also, I feel that Punjab
players can take a lot of workload, as

they have tremendous strength and
stamina. They need proper training
and I want to provide that expertise.
That will be a major contribution to
Indian football.

I have always wanted the welfare
of Indian football in my mind.
Hence, I refused an offer to coach a
Saudi Arabian club in 1979, even
though they were offering a temp-
ting remuneration with all other faci-

lities. I have also refused coaching
offers from Baharain where Don Re-
vie, a personal friend, is working,
and also Iran and the Fiji national
team for the 1986 World Cup qual-
ifying competition.
My wife is an Indian and so I now

feel Indian and want to do something
for Indian football.
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The “silly season” produces
no real surprises

GEORGE K. GEORGE reviews the recent performances on the
professional tennis circuit, where the only sensational news has been the
pairing up of Chris Lloyd and Jimmy Connors, in addition to the special

appearance of Bjorn Borg

THE US women won the Wight-
man Cup, defeating the British

women’s tennis team Martina Nav-
ratilova led the assault on the
empire, with vigorous support from
her triend Pam Shriver. It was 6-1 in

favour of the US and its new captain,
Navratilova.
Things have been rather dull on

the professional tennis circuits since
the US Open. The major events have
been retirements and suspensions of

some of the top players. Business
goes on as usual as two or more
tournaments offering hundreds of

thousands of dollars are being play-

ed all over the world.
Under the ciicumstances, the

Wightman Cup competition between
the United States and Great Britain

became the “Mam Event” of the past

few weeks. Normally it is a non-event
from a newsman’s or tennis fan’s

point of view.
In the past 54 meetings between

the two countries, the US had won
the cup 44 times. Whenever the US
put together a strong team, it has
swept the traditional seven-match
series. The US had not conceded a
single match on home soil since 1975.
Pam Shmei, who knows only too

well what it is like to be on a losing
side thinks that it is only poetic
justice that she clinched this year’s
series at Williamsburg. Certainly she
made the crucial difference this

time.
The US was led by a new captain,

Martina Navratilova. The Czechos-
lovakian native who became an
American citizen m 1981, had repre-
sented the US once before as a
membei ol the 1982 Federation Cup.

Finally, she was leading her
adopted country for the first time. It

looked quite appropriate after her
US Open victory this year.
Shnver was the main target of the

British. If then trump card Jo Durie
could beat the temperamental Amer
ican on the opening day, it would
have given a tremendous advantage
to the visiting ream.
Shriver was not ignorant about it.

“I was sort of the pivotal person,”
she recalled at ter the series was won.

“The British couldn’t get me this

time. I liked the pressure. Or may be
it’s like playing behind someone like

Martina.”
Navratilova and Shriver won their

opening singles matches Durie
could take only five games m all

from Pam Shriver but the British
claimed a doubles match as Virginia
Wade and Sue Barker beat Paula
Smith and Candy Reynolds.
However, Shriver and Martina de-

molished Durie and Annabel Croft
who replaced an ailing Anne Hobbs
Shnver put the icing on the cake
with a win over Barker m the
seventh match.

In terms of the sheer score, the US
victory looks very impressive. Vet.
had Shriver flopped m a couple of

matches, the tables could well have
been turned as they were in 1978.

Two Wimbledons ago, the British
just did not have a name worth
mentioning in international tennis
Suddenly, it even has a women's
French youngster Catherine Janvier who is

rapidly making her presence felt

IP!

team which commands respect from
stars like Martina “I’ve thought of
her as a top ten player,” Martina
commented on thirteenth ranked Jo
Dune, “She is dangeiou.s.”

Chris Even Lloyd was not avail-

able for this year’s series as she and
husband John were participating m
the $400,000 world mixed doubles
championship at Houston This year
they had decided to loam up with
othei players, instead ot playing
together and the tabloid writers
drew much consolation— and, no
doubt some emulation—from the
fact that Chi is Lloyd was paned with
none other than hei one time fiance,
Jimmy Connors.
The same tournament also

attracted the legendary Bjorn Borg,
who came out of his self imposed
retirement to team up with talented
west German, Bettiha Bungee. They
were knocked out by the lllie Nas
tase liana Mandbkova combination
m straight sets, wdule John Lloyd
and Wendy Turnbull lost to Roscoe
Tanner and Andrea Jaeger In a way
it saved John Lloyd the embarrass-
ment ot facing his wife and Jimmy
Connors m the finals.

“At the beginning of the week
some people were joking about our
playing together,” Chris Lloyd said.
“We surprised nor only ourselves,
but some others as well.” Connors
also indicated the possibility of his
playing with Chris again in the near
future. Ater the event he said: “I’ve
seen her and talked to her more this

week than in five years.” Chris even
thanked her husband and Patti Con-
nors for allowing them to play
together. John and Patti were in the
stands, cheering their respective
spouses.

Will Borg continue to play in other
tournaments of this kind? There has
been much speculation on this front.

But Borg himself has poured cold
water on all debating, saving that he
has turned his back on the game for

good.
As for Jimmy Connors, the glory of

sharing the mixed doubles with
Chris Lloyd might hgve been reas-

suring after his loss to 21-year-old



Scott Davis of the United States in
the Tokyo Super Tennis Tourna-
ment.
Davis, who turned pro a few

months ago following his graduation
from Stanford University, was a wild
card entry into the 32-player tourna-
ment. He was beaten by Ivan Lendl
in the finals. Though the young
American played hxs heart out,
Lendl was far too experienced for
him.
Of late, things have going well for

Mats Wilander. He beat Vilas in the
finals of the Volvo at Barcelona just
before the veteran began to serve his
suspension rime. Then he took the
Stockholm Grand Prix cham-
pionship, beating Tomas Smid con
vincingly in the finals.

Peter Fleming, John McEnroe's
doubles partner, and Vitas Geru-
laitis were the other semi-finalists.
Peter Fleming is entering more sing-

les competitions these days and has
been building up a good record for
himself as a vastly-improved singles
players.
Two major titles on the Australian

circuit were decided recently. John
McEnroe took the Australian Indoor
Championship, along with a 21-day
suspension, while Pal Cash took the
Brisbane Open, beating Paul
McNamee on the latter’s own stamp-
ing ground.
Indian performances in these

rorunaments have been rather insig-

nificant, to say the least. The best
display came from Ramesh Krishnan
in the Japan Open in Tokyo in the
third week of October. He reached
the quarter-finals hut lost to Andres
Gomez, who in turn lost the final
encounter with Eliott Teltscher. At
the end of October, Ramesh and
Vijay Amritraj were ranked no. 85
and 158 respectively, on the ATP
computer list, and that’s not saying
very much, is it?

Martina Navratilova and Chris
Evert-Lloyd have not met across the
net in a singles encounter since the
US Open finals. Both have been
winning some important tourna-
ments. Chris heat Jo Durie to claim
the Daihatsu Challenger in Brighton,
England, where she also teamed up
with singles semi-finalist Pam Shriv-
er to take the doubles. A week
before that, Martina beat Shriver in
the Florida Federal Tennis Open,
but as usual teamed up with her to
grab the doubles.
There is another star in the tennis

horizon: Catherine Tanvier*of
France. They call her “Borgette.”
Indeed, she seems to be turning

into one. At Brighton she almost
knocked out Chris Evert-Lloyd from
the quarter-finals. In fact, Chris was
just two points away from defeat.
She took the first set 7-5, but lost the
second on a tie breaker. After being
one break and 4-3 up, Tanvief lost
the initiative in the third set due to
the lack of experience.
Look out for her: She could be a

.player to watch closely.
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v
Chfnt s Tong Fei who emerged as the top gymnast at the recent Works Gymnastics championship at Budapest performs on the bar m the men s
team event

• Sir

m
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ALLINTHEGAME
THE END
Not Quite

TEVE COPPELL, who
has made 42 appear-

ances for England, is a
footballer who has the
ability to combine the
roles of a rightside mid-
fielder and winger. His
forced retirement is in-

deed a great loss to both
Manchester United as well
as England.
He was adviced to hang

up his boots after he had
the third operation on his
left knee. He first sus-

tained the injury in the
World Cup qualifying
match between England
and Hungary two years
ago and repeated blows on
the same spot have
affected the bone. Doctors
feel that he will have to

nurse the knee for the rest

of hislite.

Coppell has an econo-
mics degree and is at pre-
sent the chairman of the
Professional Footballers*
Association. United hopes
that he will remain with
them though in another
capacity, but perhaps he
has different ideas.

OLD IS GOLD
And it glisters

THE words Wisden and
tradition are synony-

mous and thus the for-

mer’s latest decision come
as a surpnse indeed. The
Wisden yearly almanac
will no longer be printed
and published by Queen
Anne Press as it used to,

but will be printed by Wis
den themselves from next
season.
Why this radical deci

sion? The grapevine has it

that at the Wisden dinner
in 1982 the printeis',

perhaps after a few glasses
of wine, remarked that it

would be better if certain
designs and layout im-
provements were intro-

duced. If this story be true
and the printers'

1

conti act
is not renewed then it is

revisions in the text in the
last few years but these
have always been jusri

fied. In spite of these
changes all out attempts
are being made to keep
the cricket Bible as it was
when Editor John Wood-
cock first read as a

schoolboy

AULD
FAMILY TIE

an end

AUSTRALIANS victory
over Liberty in the

Americas Cup ended the
longest winning spree ( 132
years) in sporting history.
It also terminated a uni-
que family tie with the
trophy
One of the few men

allowed to enter the inner
sane turn ot the New York
Yacht Club’s trophy room
where the Auld Mug is

kept (or was kept) was

Hanley Rosenfeld. He en-
joyed this privilege be-
cause he was (and has
been for the last 53 years)
the dub’s official photo-
grapher.
Another man who en-

joyed a similar privilege
was his father. The family

from Australia, asking him
to take up his new assign-

ments—taking photo-
graphs of the empty
plinth.

At present, the Auld
Mug is in the Royal Perth
Yacht Club and President
Reagan has advised them
notto “bolt that Cup down
too tightly”. Perhaps the
Cup will now be renamed
the *Australia’s Cup’!

THE SOCCER
TRIBE

An European disease

Question—what in
sport is the ‘English

disease’?
Answer—Football hooli-

ganism.
Well, it may not remain

so for very long merely
because football hooligan-
ism is slowly but surely
becoming an European
disease.

Holland, where it has
gone up by 80 per cent in

the last year, seems to be
the most badly hit. Recent-
ly, a group of researchers
from the Amsterdam Uni-
versity spent (in fact

lived) an entire season
with the fans of the four
clubs that have now be-

come famous for their

hooligans. The researchers
have come out with an
interesting picture as to

what a football hooligan is.

He is young, belongs to

the working class, is prob-
ably unemployed, plays
the pame himself, and his

life is centred around the
week-end game that he
goes to see. The only pre-
stige or social status he is

likely to have, comes from
the fact that he is a
hooligan.
The hooligans them-

selves conceded to the re-

searchers that their be-
haviour (or lack of it) is

due to (A) The minor
punishment they get for
their actions; (B) The high
tension during a game and
(C) their desire to compen-
sate for their teams’ de-
feat.

“they know that they will
!

be able to make their
mark in society, even if it

is only a scar on someone
else’s body”. He continued
saying that they perceive
stadia not as more playing
fields but as gladiatorial
arenas. They see football
as a combat sport.

TENNIS
{

RACKET
Connors' style

J
IMMY' CONNORS is the
only top tenim player

without any lucra t vc rac-
quet conti act But he
might not remain thus for
very long, for after the US
Open he revealed that his
racquet was fmallv up for

grabs and that he was
ready to sign a multi*
million dollar deal with
Yonex of Japan.

Till now he used the Wil
son T-2000 and thus his

decision must be causing
Wilson some concern. But
they can do nothing to stop
Connors because they
were not paying him a cent
foi using their racquet.

‘Jimbo’ started off his

career with a Wilson not
for any other reason other
than that it looked ‘flashy’.

This change in racquet
could have an adverse
affect on his game. The
frame of the Yonex is

made out of Boron, an ele-

ment 125 per cent stronger
than steel and 600 times
stiffen This will no doubt
give him more control and
accuracy but he will surely
not be able to retain his

power-packed shots, which
he is so famous for. In fact.

tradition that has been the
victor once again.
There have been many

connection can be traced
back to the 1890s. Poor
Stan recently got a call

Sociologist Desmond
Morris wrote about the
‘Soccer Tribe* saying.

one shot which spectators
might not see is the re-

trieving backhand slice.
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I ISpot report

CHESS

The dragon spits lire

CCT^HEY were ruthless, energetic
X and efficient”: this was how

the powerful Chinese team was de-

scribed after they emerged victo-

rious in the Orkay Fifth Asian chess
team championship for Tuk Abdul
Razak Trophy, held at New Delhi
from 18th to 31st October, 1983.

China, with a tally of 30 points
ended the monopoly of holders the
Philippines on the prestigious cham-
pionship. In March 1983 Hanghzov
(China) won the 1983 Asian cities*

championship at Hong Kong and
with this impressive victory China
now shares the Asian supremacy in

chess along with Philippines.
Grandmaster Eugene Torre led the

young Filipino team. Despite his

marvellous score of 8V^/9, Philip-

pines could never equal or overtake
the score of the Chinese and had to

remain content being runner up with
27Vz points. The key factor for the
2Vz point difference was that the
Chinese were scoring heavily in low-

er boards against weaker teams
whereas the Filipinos dropped too

The victorious Chinese team in action

V. RAVI KUMAR
many points.

India improved on its previous
results by finishing third with a tally

of 26 points. I would say that this

result was well anticipated as the
stronger teams from Indonesia and
Australia did not participate for va-

rious reasons.
Indonesia had confirmed their par-

ticipation much earlier, but failed to

rum up before the start of the inau-
gural round. As regards Australia,
International Master Darryl Johan-
sen, representing the team, arrived
from Europe, but the other team
members, scheduled to arrive, back-
ed out in the last minute for some
unknown reasons and Johansen had
to return to Europe where he plays
professional chess.

India had originally selected 12
players for fielding two teams. But
when it was decided that only one
can take part, the All India Chess
Federation selected a team as per
national ranking without consider-

ing international performances of

other players.

Many members of the foreign
teams were surprised to see that the
Indian team had only two Interna-
tional Masters rather than four who
were present at the capital. National
champion Dibyendu Barua skip-
pered the team comprising P.M.
Thipsay, Nasir Ali, Rafiq Khan,
Mohanty and Mishra.
The tournament attracted teams

from ten countries and was con-
ducted in all-play-all league system.
With a favourable decision of the
chief arbiter on an issue over the
time control China overtook early
leaders India in the second round
with a cent per cent score of 8/8. The
Chinese player Wangli was in a diffi-

cult position against the Brunei play-

er who failed to complete the statu-

tory 40 moves in the first time con-
trol.

The official representative of the
tournament committee stopped the
clock and declared the Chinese as
the winner of the game. The Brunei
player protested against the decision
as the Chinese player has already
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lost count of the moves and has not
recorded it. The chief arbiter with
the help of the official score card
established that only 39 moves have
been made and settled the dispute in

favour of the Chinese.
After this lucky break, China nev-

er turned back and held on to its

lead until the end of the tournament.
India was Vz point behind them

after two rounds and they were trail*

ing the leaders all the way until
round six when China beat India by
3-1 to increase the margin of lead.
On the other hand, Philippines

were held to a 2-2 draw in round two
and in Pakistan they lost a lot of
crucial Vz points due to the poor form
of International Master Mascarinas.

After the loss to China, India’s
chances for the second spot became
slim and they were pulled back
further when Bangladesh held them
to a 2-2 draw.
Meanwhile, the Filipinos reco-

vered their form in the fourth round
and soon narrowed the gap between
China and themselves.
The bout between Grandmaster

Torre and International Master Qi
Jin Xuan turned out to be an in-

teresting affair. Both the players
fought valiantly, but in the end Qi
Jin Xuan found himself largely on
the receiving end and had to give up
soon outwitted by the superior posi-

tional game of his rival from the
Philippines.

International Master Li Zo Nian
defeated Mascarinas in a complex
endgame move with the help of a

brilliant bishop manoeuvre.
However, Yap and Guzman put a

stubborn defence against their rivals

and their bouts ended in a 2-2 draw.
At this stage, it was quite clear

that there was nobody to stop the
Chinese from taking the title and the
second and third spots would go to

the Philippines and India respective-
ly. Pakistan and New Zealand were
behind India and the rest of the
participants were lagging further be-

hind with a gap of about four points.

In fact, Malaysia started off dis-

astrously when they were beaten by
China 4-0. This was followed by a
3.5-1.5 defeat at the hands of India
and the Philippines. China drubbed
the Kiwis 4-0 and further streng-

thened their position. But there was
a big surprise in store for the
Chinese. In the penultimate round
Pakistan brought about a major up-
set in the tournament when they
defeated China 2.5-1. 5.

This gave the Filipinos a golden
opportunity to overtake the Chinese.
But that was not to be. They failed to
cash in on the opportunity.

In Pakistan's victory over China,
the most important roles were play-

ed by Omar Khan and Hussain. The
victory gave Pakistan a slender
chance to win the third "spot.

Omar Khan adopted the modern
Benoni defence against Internation-
al Masters Li Zomian’s queen pawn
opening. The bout grew a little com-

E form

iplicated and also somewhat tense in

!the middle game.
i The Chinese master must have
been a little over-confident for he
was seen taking unnecessary risks

hoping for a breakthrough amid the
confusion. But in the end-result it

was he who became confused and the
Pakistani players spared no effort to

utilise the situation. He showed his

dexterity to produce what turned out
to be the most exciting game in the
tournament.

Quite surprisingly, India held Phi-

lippines to a 2-2 draw which put the
Chinese back into the lead. Torre
defeated national champion Barua in

a classical style from a queen's gam-
bit and in the third board Yap

V. Ravi Kumar

crushed P.M. Mohanty to put Philip-

pines to a 2-0 lead.
India’s latest International Master

Praveen Thipsay and Rafiq Khan
won convincingly to equalise. Thip-
say’s performance against IM Mas-
carinas was remarkable and the
match gave the spectators their
money’s worth. Thipsay sacrificed a
rook in the middle game and it

resulted in a powerful mating attack.
The Filipino master tried to stave

off the threat, but there seemed to

be no escape for his stranded king.
He had to resign in the 28th move.

Surprisingly, almost all the ad-
journed games were marked by dis-

putes, except the one between
Mahmood Lodhi (Pakistan) and Jim-
my Liew (Malaysia) which was de-
cided by the arbiter.

Mahmood Lodhi had a rook and
bishop against Jimmy Liew's lone
rook in the adjourned game from
round six. After three gruelling ses-

sions, Jimmy Liew claimed the draw
on the 112th move. FIDE rules and
regulations, were quoted especially
article 12 which says, “A game is

drawn if fifty consecutive moves are
made without a capture or a pawn
move". It was pointed out that Lodhi
exceeded the statutory 50 moves.
But surprisingly, the Pakistani repre-
sentative asked for a five-move ex-

tension. But when his request was
granted, the Pakistanis could not do
anything positive. And the arbiter
had no option bur to declare the
game as drawn.
The Pakistani player protested at

the decision and prayed for the in-

tervention of the tournament appeal
committee. But to their chagrin, the
committee upheld the arbiter's ver-

dict, added that the chief arbiter had
no authority to grant the extension.
Before the start of the final round

China had a slender lead of only one
point, over the favourites. They were
to meet Kuwait and most people
speculated that the Kuwaitis might
emulate their Pakistani brethren.
But the Chinese rose to the occa-

sion, crushed their unfancied oppo-
nents 4-0 and lifted the Tuk Abdul
Razak Trophy for the first time.

India defeated Pakistan 3-1, and
finished third. The most important
victories for us were achieved by
Dibyendu Barua and Mohanty.

Incidentally, the Philippines
edged New Zealand to finish runner
up. To sum up, Dibyendu Barua’s
performance was the most impress-
ive in the Indian side. His 5/8 was a
very good score, considering the
tough opposition he had to face.

Praveen Thipsay’s 7.5/8 was in-

valuable as it came to the Indian
team’s rescue and proved a key fac-

tor in India’s overall position in the
tournament. Nasir Ali made 4.5

while Mohanty, Rafiq Khan and Mis-'

hra had 4.5/7, 6/8, 1/2, respectively.

Not a bad performance considering
the little experience most of the
Indian players have in interaatkmal.
tournament.



If
News: National l

NATIONAL AQUATIC
CHAMPIONSHIPS

Water
works
THE Water Works pool at Irivan

drum, where the 40th National
Aquatic Championships wexe held
recently is perhaps the most beauti
ful pool in the country, hairing, of

course the Talkatoia pool in the
capital Tht tormei is situated m a

kind of a \ alley right m the heart of

this beautiful citv The pool itself is

very well maintained with neat con
crete stands all around The people
of the city are also extremeh enthu
siastic about the spoit for the stands

wete more or less full on all the days
of tht meet
The 'championships were domin

ated by the smooth swimming Persis

Madan of Mahaiashtra and the le

lentless Kha/an Singh of All India

Police While Persis accounted tor

eight golds Kha/an bagged seven
I he meet witnessed the bieakmg

ol twelve national rtcoid In fact, it

got oft to a living start when Khazan
brushed aside Ashis Chakravarty’s
two vear mark in the 100 m butterfly

stroke
The other swimmei who impress

ed, as he always does, was Kerala's
wonder bov who now represents the
Railways, Wilson Cherian He won
both the back«ti oke events in record

Mr K Karvnakaran Chief Minister of Kerala presenting the trophy to the manager and captain of the

AH India Police mens team who won the overall championship with 139 points Railways finished

second with 102 points

times Wilson seems unbeatable and
he improves with eveiy meet
Bengal's wonder girl Bula

Chaudhury won the women’s butterf
ly stroke events, as expected but she
failed to break her own iecord m the
100m, though she did go m the 200m
Ihe biggest shock came when Sanpb
Chakrabarty pushed Khazan to
second place m the 100m tree style
Sanpb became the fastest swimmer
of the meet clocking S6 6 seconds
Ihe water poio tirle was annexed

by the Services when they defeated
four time winners Railways
The Keiala Chief Minister Mr K

kaiunakaran was the guest of hon
our for the prize distribution cere

mony There was no doubt that the

wondei boy of the mett was thirteen
year old R Shirazi of Maharashtra
This lad, though he did noi get many
medals in the championships,
showed his piomise and calibre to

win over the hearts of the spectatoi s

The Bombay school student bagged
two silvei medals, one m the 200m
butterfly and the other m the 400m
individual medlev and came \crv
near to toppling Khazan Shira/i also
anchored his team in the lelavs
Iheit is tiemendous potential in this

youngster and the Swimming Fed
eration of India should tap and ex
ploit his talent and should not go to

waste, for theit is a shortage of it m
the countiy

M P SURESH Trivandrum

The Maharashtra relay Quartet (from toft—Anita Sood Kavttha Sood Persis Madan and Sonal Nanavathi) who created a record in the 4X100m
freestyle relay Maharashtra won the women s team championships
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Campus Kaleidoscope

Loyola College, Madras

rT,HE Dr Sir A.
X Lakshmanaswamy
Mudaliar Silver Jubilee
Commemoration Sports
(17th Meet) was held at
the Rajaratnam Stadium
recently.
This meet is held every

year as a selection for the
Madras Division team
which then takes part in

the Madras University
Inter-Division Meet. The
University meet in turn is

a trial to select the Madras
University team for the
Inter-University meet
which will be held at

Trivandrum in

December-January.
Every college is allowed

to send 2 athletes for each
event, excluding the relay
where only one team is

permitted. All the usual
events are held making it

a total of 20 individual
events and 2 relay events.
Loyola’s domination was
so great that its athletes
won 20 of the 22 events in
addition to 14 second
places and 2 third
positions.

Iwola was declared the

Monopoly

Champion College with
total points tally of 154 out
of a possible 180!! ( 8 per
event x 20 events; 10 per
event x 2 relays).

Pachaiyappa’s and Madras
Christian College tied for

the second position with a
paltry 16 points apiece;
Such was their supremacy
that in nearly every event
there was competition
only among Loyalites.

In the two*day athletic
festival 4 meet records
were re-written and
another 4 of them
equalled. In addition to
this there were 5 new
University records. Each
of them by Loyalites!
Ashoke Kumar Hiriduja,

a final year M. Com.
student brought off a
grand double bv winning
the 400 m and the 800 m,
the latter in a time of
1:57.5 sec which is a meet
as well as an University
record (which were also
held by him).

Selestian Sylvester also
a final year M, Com.
student, who is the present
State champion in the

The Seth G.S.
Medical College,

Bombay
1500m broke the meet as
well as the University
records in the event. He
came second in the 800M
and in doing so he broke
the University mark.
Surendra Reddy a

stockily built Economics
student overcame a groin
injury to throw the 2 kg
discus to a new meet and
University mark of 41.96
meters, which is

incidentally also a State
record.

Ricardo Ferrier a first

year B. Sc student putt the
shot to a distance of 13.27
meters, breaking the meet
.and University records. It

is on his shoulders that the
future of Loyola's
throwing prowess rests.

Meet records were
equalled by G.P. Suresh in

the 200m, B. Kamraj in the
400m hurdles and the
Loyola 100m relay team.
No praise will be sufficient

for the athletes of Loyola.
They put in hard work and
sweat, training day in and
day out all throughout the
year.

I

A CORRESPONDENT

A T the All
xXIndia-Met

*?. QumshkapBtovkitory

xXIndia-Medical Sports
Festival held at the All
India Institute of Medical
Science, New Delhi, Manoj
Chandiramani of the
College won three titles

and his college made a
clean sweep of the lawn
tennis events, winning the
men’s open singles, the
men’s open doubles and
the team championships.
About 36 medical

colleges participated in

the festival. The Open
singles consisted of 32
players. Manoj, who was
the top seed, beat Hemant
Hegde (the second seed)
also of his college, in a
very thrilling and exciting
final which Manoi won 3-S,

6-4, 6-4. The duel lasted for
two and a half hours.

In the men’s doubles
event, Manoj and Hemant
beat A.I.M.S 6-2, 7-6 in the
finals. In the team event
they defeated Baroda
Medical College.
Thus Manoi ended up

with three golds while
Hemant bagged two golds
and a silver.

ACORRESPONDENT
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Regional round-up

This photograph was sent to us by Charles Borromeo shortly after the issue carrying the feature on
Borromeo (26 October 1983 ) had gone to press. The elderly gentleman on Borromeo s left is his

mentor. Fr Arroyo In the athlete's words, thepnest’s “straight-forwardness and honesty had a lasting

impression on me Credit for my achievements should go to him and he will always have a special

place in my heart" 1 Fr Arroyo, who represented Spain in thejunior World Cup soccer, missed the flight

that would have taken him to Delhi to see Borromeo setting an Asian Games 800m record. This

photograph . too. missed our last page deadline, so we reproduce it here for the benefit of our readers

CALCUTTA

Sports Journalism

THE four-day All India seminar on
sports journalism organised by

the Hanuman Vyayam Prasarak
Mandal’s Degree College of Physical
Education, Amravati ended on a suc-

cessful note.
The seminar has recommended to

the University Grants Commission to

introduce a one-year specialised de-

gree course in sports journalism in

all Indian universities.

Attended by 25 eminent sports
journalists and physical education
experts from various universities

and institutions all over the country,
the seminar also unanimously recom-
mended that specialised training in

sports journalism may be introduced
as an optional subject in the Bache-
lor of Physical Education examina-
tion in Indian universities.

The seiftinar, the first of its kind to

! be organised by the University

|

Grants Commission, was inaugu-

|

rated by the Maharashtra Minister of

|
State for Sports, Mr Arun Divekar

!
who asked the communitv to adopt

i the slogan of "More the playground

|

less the hospitals,” seriously.

j

In all, fifteen special papers coven*

i ing various aspects of sports journal-
i ism and allied fields were read by
experts who included Dr V. S. S. M.

! Rao of Laxmibai College of Physical

j

Education, Gwalior Dr V. D. Bapat,
Dr S. H. Deshpande and Dr Vijay
Vaidya of HVPM. Among the prom-
inent sports journalists who partici-

pated and presented papers were Mr
! G. T. Parande, former Editor of The
Hitavada, Nagpur, Mr Gopesh
Mehra, former Sports Editor of UNI
and Mr Yog Raj Thani, Sports Edi-

tor, Khel Bharti, Mr Sundar Rajan,
Cricket Correspondent of Times of
India Bombay, also addressed the
seminar.
Two other recommendations of im-

portance made by seminar at the
concluding session were that special

orientation courses in sports Jour-
nalism be conducted by the Depart-
ments of Mass Communication and
journalism of various universities
and colleges of physical education
for in-service physical education
teachers and sports journalists to

acquaint them with the essentials
ana developments in the field; and
considering the usefullness of the

I
seminar to the participants and its

effectiveness in forging deeper
understanding the UGC should moti-

vate more meets of this nature in

future.

ANIL JADHAV

Young and Fit

THE Education Department of the
Government of West Bengal and

the School Games Federation of In-

dia organised the National School
Games, Autumn Meet Parr II at va-

rious sporting centres in the city.

More than a thousand students vied
with each other in three disciplines

(six events)—football (boys), kho
kho (girls and boys) and kabbadi
(boys and girls).

The opening ceremony was a very
colourful affair which included a

march past. Grand opening cere-

monies seem to have become a trend
for all sports meets ever since the
Delhi Asiad. The Manipuri team
marched off with the best contingent
award. The West Bengal Chief Minis-

ter declared the games open. As
many as 21 states ( excluding the
Kendriya Vidyalaya Sanghatan

)

took part.

Football seemed to be the main
attraction, though the other two dis-

ciplines also drew some curious spec-

tators.

The host state seemed to have a
monopoly, for they entered five out
of the six finals. In football, Bengal

scraped past holders Manipur, but
were surprised by Assam in the final.

The boys from Maharashtra put
some kind of stop to the monopoly of
Bengal by beating them in the kho
kho final, while in the kabbadi final

they defeated a spirited Andhra
Pradesh.
But the Bengal girls more than

made up for this by accounting for
the Maharashtra girls in both kho
kho and the kabbadi.
More attention should be paid to

school meets for it is here that the
futuie of our country's sport lies. In
fact, meets should be held in various
sports at this level. Moreover, grea-
ter encouragement must be given to
such sports like kho kho and kabbadi
for they are more in keeping with
our country’s heritage.

ANDY OBRIEN

Check mate

THE chief guest, Mr Jatin
Chakravarty, West Bengal’s

Minister for Public Works asserted
that the match would serve to

illustrate the relative merits of the
Ganga and the Padma hilsa. If the
ministrial judgment did not err, then
the exhibition match between the
Alekhine Chess Club and the

Bangladesh national team proved
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that the fish on this side of the nver
was of a better grade, as the former
prevailed 2Vi-lVi Whatever be the
case the Alekhine Club’s
performance must be regarded as
creditable since the same
Bangladesh players had held the
Indian contingent to a 2 2 draw at
the xecentlv concluded Asiad Chess
The ball, or rather—the Kmg-~was

sent rolling by Neeraj Mishra (FIDE
rating 2290) of ACC who took
revenge for his earlier loss by
defeatingM Ahmed (2205) in a
brief, if bloodv, tussle Neei a i played
the Semi Tarrasch variation of the
queen's Gambit Declined, to wrest
the early initiative Both sides chose
to defy the book and m the ensuing
complications Mishra sacrificed a
lece to trap his opponent’s Queen
aced with a hopeless position
Ahmed avoided the ignominy ot

mate to resign m 32 moves
The central attraction of the

evening's pi oceedmgs was, of
course, the match between Dibyendu
Barua (2475) and Niaz Murshed
(2405) Apart from the similarity of
their ages, these two represent the
brightest prospects of Asian chess
and, as the Consul General of the
USSR remarked, must vie with each
other for the distinction of being the
first Grandmaster from the
subcontinent

Niaz, who has been the Bangladesh
national champion since the age of

Dibyandu Barua

thirteen chose the Paulsen vanation
of the Sicilian delence against
Barua’s customar\ PK4 While he did
succeed in getting some countei plav
on the Queen side Bar ua kept the
initiatne right through with a pawn
storm on the King side—even at the
cost of a pawn Tmally Nia/ was
forced to sacrifice the exchange
without adequate compensation and

Barua continued to play accurately
to wrap up the game
On the second board, Yunus

Hassan (2305) drew by repetition
against A K Ghoshm the
hyper-accelerated dragon of the
Sicilian Ghosh got into some early
difficulties but some inaccurate play

a Hassan, notably his reluctance to

ly PB5, helped black (Ghosh) gam
sufficient counterplay
The fourth game between R

Haque and Bipin Shenoy generated
considerable excitement as both
players seemed blissfully unaware of

the clock In the ensuing time
scramble, played at an almost
lightning speed, both players lost

their wav Haque overlooked the
winning combination but still

succeeded m steering towaid a
favourable end game hai liei

Shenov had appiopuatelv enough,
opened with tht Alekhine defence
and achieved a shghtlv uamped but
equal game
While the mai ch t v okt d

substantial intei est among the chess
enthusiasts ot the ut\ the games
themsehes failtd to providt much
foi the connoisstui It is howevei,
hoped that this and similai e\cnts
will gist a much nt « ded fillip to

chess in Wes* Bengal which it must
be admitted has stiff ei t d too long
from fa< toi s unrelated to rah nt or
the game
SUDIP MULLICK
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Crossword UQuestion box l|
I Ranjit Otiose

ACROSS

1

The new terror for Indian batsmen
has a maternal beginning (7)

5 Miss di Alvarez of the tennis world
between the Wars turns quite
egoistic (4)

6 Manufacturers of one of the best
sportinq shoes in the world (4)

8

Former record holder of the most
wickets by a Test bowler (5)

1

1

Bespectacled spinner of India has a
greeting at the end (5)

Dutch tennis player st

QUESTIONS

12 Dutch tennis player stutters to*

waras the end (5)

13 Indian soccer player, now dead,
has a drink in between (5)

16 Race made famous by Roger Ban-
nister (4)

17 Last British champion at Wimble-
don comes back (4)

18 Footballer from Argentina who rep-

resented his country in their World
Cup win in 1978 is between circles

(7)

DOWN
2 Mr Sumariwala of Indian athletics

(4)

3 What cricketers toss befpre the
start of a soccer game (4)

4 Demarcated division for runners in

a race (4)

5 Billiards legend ends with a drink

(7)

7

South African cricketers ends in an
expression of injury (1,6)

9

Miss Sood of Indian acquatics (5)

10

Kiwi cricketer picks up a fight in the
middle (5)

13 Units of computation of a ten-

nis match (4)

14 Football coach Datta of the maidan,
climbs (4)

1 5 Manufacturers of world famous ten-

nis equipment (4)

Excellent: 20*18, Good: 17, Fair: 16*15.

Say which of the following statements
ts/are correct?

1 In the 37th World Table Tennis
Championships held at Tokyo in

Aprll-May, 1983, the Chinese play-

ers carried away all the available

titles

2 Puskas played for Hungary in the
Olympic soccer tournament

3 In basketball the choice of baskets
is always decided by a toss

4 In billiards the first player must play
the red with his first shot.

5 In archery the maximum number of

points (in a double F I T.A. round
for men or women) is 2,500

6 Emil Zatopek trained six-and-a-half

hours, every day of the year
7 “Wrong un' is an alternative name

for a yorker in cricket

8 Teofilo Stevenson, the great Cuban
boxer, had a Soviet coach

9 The long jump and high jump
events for women were included in

the Olympics in the same year

10

Ice hockey is not played by
women’s teams

ANSWERS
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Sudhir Vwdya

Q Who are the batsmen who have hit a
century in their first and the last appear-
ance in Test
A R A Duff and W H Ponsford of

Australia and A G Ganteaume of West
Indies and R Redmond of New Zealand
have scored a century in their first and
last Test appearances
E P Kuvnaravelu, Madras.

Q What were the scores when George
Headley of West Indies hit a century in

each innings9

A 1 14 and 1 12 in the third Test against
England at Georgetown in 1929-30 and
106 and 107 in the first Test against
England at Lord’s, 1939
Sumant Redkar, Taniavur.

Q In which year India played her first

ever Test and against which country9
Who were the rival captains and who
was the top scorer for India in said
Test9 Was there many century part-
nership in that Test by the batsmen on
either sides?
A India played her first Test against
England in 1932 at Lord's, London C K
Nayudu and D R Jardme captained the
rival sides of India and England respec-
tively L Amarsingh was the top scorer
with 51 for India in the said Test There
was no century partnership by any
batsmen on either sides

Q What the experimental new rule re-

garding awarding of the no balls and
wides to the bowlers and including

these additional penalties in the bowling
analysis of the respective bowlers
A In accordance with the new ex-
perimental rules of the International

Cricket Conference, no balls and wides
nave to be added to the respective

figures of the bowlers an only byes and
leg byes should be taken into account
for tallying the bowling analysis to the

i scores
Abhal R Oltikar, Thane.

Q What is Brijesh Patel s highest score
in Tests9

A 1*15 not out

Q Who is the highest scorer in Tests as
well as in first class cricket9

A Garfield Sobers of West Indies has hit

the highest score of 365 not out in

Tests wheieas Hamf Mohammad of

Pakistan has reached the top score of

499 in first-class cricket

Pradeep Dave. Ahmedabad.
Q How many centuries have been scored
by Ajit Wadekar in Tests and In Ran|l

Trophy?
A Ajit Wadekar has just one century to

his credit in Tests while 12 centuries in

the Ranji Trophy
Rajib Das, Dimapur. Nagaland
Q How many double centuries are
scored by Garfield Sobers in Tests9

A Just one—226 v England at Bridge-
town in 1959-60
Biswa)it Bhattacharya, Agartala.

Q Between Gavaskar and Vishwanath,
who got first opportunity to play in Ranji

Trophy, who made the first century in

the Ranji Trophy (wflh month and year)



and who got first opportunity to play in

Tests for India when (month and year?)
A Vishwanath appeared in the Ranji
Trophy earlier (in November 1967) than
Gavaskar who made his debut in March
1970 Vishwanath hit 230 in his first

appearance while Gavaskar registered
a duck on his debut Vishwanath is

senior to Gavaskar in Tests as well as
he entered the Test arena in November
1969 while Gavaskar in March 1971
Subhash Paul, Doom Dooma, and Masod
Ashraf Patna

Q What is right among the statement
that Majid Khan hit 13 or 7 Test cen
turies?

A Neither is right Majid Khan has hit 8

Boris Schapro

One of the neatest forms of end play is

the one known as loser on loser A
declarer who has two tricks to lose is

able to telescope the two losers into one

The declarer managed to do this on the

following deal

98753
ASM
KQ87
non*

4 4
KJ1096
62 _4L4 QJ7d5

4 KQJ10
_ 032
E 5

4 109642

4 A62
7
AJ10943

4 AK8

North South were vulnerable and this

was the bidding

S W N E
1 1 14 pass
3c pass 5 pass
6 pass pass pass

The final contract was a poor one but

i is fair to say that there was an

unfortunate duplication of values in the

club suit

West led his singleton spade and East

false carded with the Queen South won
with thp Ace and noted that there were
two losers in spades and no chance to

establish sjfficent winners for a useful

discard

Reflecting on the spade situation

South decided that Easts Queen of

spades could hardly be a true c<*rd It was
quite possible that West had led a

singleton and South proceeded on that

assumption

His first move was a heart to the Ace
and a heart ruff After two rounds of

diamonds he ruffed another heart Then
came Ace and King of clubs and a club
ruff The posihon was then

4 KJ10
Z non*

The 8 of hearts was led from dummy and

centuries in Tests for Pakistan
Rajondra Mandat, Nirmah
Q What is the Test record of Ramesh
Saxena?
A One Test 2 innings 25 total runs 16
highest score 12 50 average 12 balls

bowled and 1 1 runs conceded against
England in 1967
AmTya Amlt Ajay Amal Majumdar, Sank-
an Burdwan
Q What is the world record for the 9th
wicket partnership in Tests?
A 190 runs compiled by Asif Iqbal and
Intikhab Alam of Pakistan against Eng
land at The Oval in 1967
Tutsidar Patel Harihar Karnataka

Q What was E A S Prasannas score

South discarded a spade West wdn and

resumed a club presenting South with a

ruff and discard which enabled him to

dspose of the second of the second
spado loser

Note that it was essential to ruff two
rounds of hearts thus eliminating the

suit from East s hand

This week s quiz- You open one
diamond holding

Q5
^ A J 4

A K 10 7 4?
*K3

Partner responds one heart What is

your rebid?

Chess

Many of us would like to share

grandmaster florin Gheorghius ronh
dence that White can deprive his

opponent of enough compensation for

the pawn in the Benko Gambit (1 P Q4
Kt KB3 2 P QB4 P B4 3 P Q5 P QK14
4 PxP P QR3) His performances may be

good but the general impression from
master practice is that Black obtains a

long term initiative and is more than

likely to come out on top A typical case

is shown by a game which was lost by
Ghcorqhiu himself admittedly against

one of the USSRs best players White
held on to the extra pawn for almost 30
moves but when the material balance

was restored Black s nagging prospects

caused the Romanian to falter and get his

pieces in a knot

Wh f
t Florin Gheorghiu Black Alexan-

der Beljavskij Queens Pawn Benko
Gambit (Interzonal Tournament Mos
row 1982

)

1 P 04 Kl KBS
2 P QS4 P 64
3 P 05 P QK«4
4 PxP P-QR3
5 PxP BxP
6 P KKt3 P Kt3
T P M3 B-KKt2
6 B-0K«2 P-03
9 B-Ktt.0-0

10 Kt KR3 QKKJ2
11 0-0 R-R2
12 R-K1.Q-R1
13 P-K4.R-KI1
14 B-QB3, Kt Kl
15 BxB, KtxB
ie Kt 02, Kt K4
17 Kt KB4, B-K14
18 P-QR4, B-R3

It is hard to see what White s extra pawn
ran accomplish on the Q side for the

black major pieces command the files

19

Kt B3 KtxKteh 30 Kt-Q3, R Ktl

20 QxKt, R Kt5
21 P R4 R(R2) Kt2
22 R K3 0*11
23 RR3.KIK1
24 B-B1, BxB
25 KxB, Kt B3

31 P-B3 RxRP
32 RxR.OxR
33 R-S4,Kt43
34 P-QKt4, PxP
36 0-02, K443
35 RxP R-OB1

during his 9th wicket stand with Sarde*
sai against West Indies at Kingston in

1970-71?
A 25
Q Who were the victims of B S Chan-
drasekhar during his spell of 8 for 79
against Englana at Delhi in 1972-73?
AB Wood KW R Fletcher A R Lewis, A
P E Knott G G Arnold P I Pocock, D L
Underwood and R M H Cottam

Manohar, Arangaswamy, Manjackampaty
Tamil Nadu
Q Who is the bowler to have taken the
highest number of wickets in Tests?
A Denis Lillee of Australia who in 65
Tests has captured 335 wickets

29 K-KI2 P-R4 37 R-Kt2 Q-R6
27 P-R5 Kt Kt5 33 R-R2 045
29 R-S3 R-R2 39 Kt-KM
29 Q-K2 0-R1

The Knight now proceeds on a misguided
path 39 R Kt2 was better

39 R-Ktl 40 R-Ktt

If 40 Kt B6 Black has 40 R Kt8
penetrating the enemy King s defences

40 Kt K4 44 P-B4 Kt KtS
41 Kt R2 RxR 45 O 02 Kt KOcti

42 Q KBS 046 45 K B2
43 0 KR2 Q Rt

Or 46 K Ktl Kt B5 47 Q KB? Q Q6 and
White is helpless

46 Kt B6 44 R**lgn*
47 Q-K2 Kt KI7

The White Knight is trapped

Competition 0596 Solution next week

(8k1/1b4pp/p2q4/3PR1P1/3BQ2P/
1PP5/1P1K4/5r2)
White to play How did the game finish?

Solution to G595 Tarrasch - Marco,
Vienna 1893

)

(r3nk2/3b1pp1/1q1p1b2/
2pP1Pn1/1pP5/1P1B1NB1/
2Q5/4RR1K - White ta play ) The great

German master concluded his K side

attack by 31 Q-KR2 K— Ktl 32 KtxKt

BxKt 33 P-B6 P Kt3 34 BxKtP and

Black resigned (if 34 KtxP then 35
RxKt wins)

Problem No 1250 Solution next week
L Szwedowski (First Prize Schweize

nsche Schachzeitung 1962)

(5R2/1pp4K/2b3Q1/1kN5/R7/1N8/8/B
-

6 white mao, 4 Mack)
White to play and mate in two moves

Solution to No 1250 (AMbolm)
(4r3/2R1p1n1/3Pp3/5P2/8/6p1/
2P1k1B1/2KN4 - mate In five ) 1 R-B3
(threatening 2 R-K3), KtxP 2-R-B4
KtxP 3R-B5 Kt-B2 4 R-B3 and 5 R-
K3 The tries 1 R B4 and 1 R-85 are

defeated by 1 PxBP and 1 PxQP
respectively

42
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Letters to the Editor

Well Don

Sunny

I
CONGRATULATE the
little master ‘Sunny*

Gavaskar for getting his

29th Test hundred and
thereby equalling the
legendary Bradman*s re
cord of the maximum Test
hundreds
With his exquisite knock

of 121 in India’s first in

nmgs of the Delhi Test,

Sunil’s 99th, he achieved
man> mile stones

This was Gavaskar’s
64th 50 plus knock which

g
uts him at par with Geoff
oycott His 178 run stand

with Vengsarkar was his
46th century stand in
Tests m which he has been
involved in So, he has also
equalled Boycott’s record
of the maximum number
of centurv stands m Test
annals
When he reached 104,

he became only the third
player m the history of the
game to score over 8,000
Test runs The only two
ahead of him now are
Boycott (8114 runs in 108
Tests) and Gary Sobers
(8012 runs in 93 Tests)
Gavaskai touched this

magic mark in the 166th
innings of his illustrious
career Incidentally,
Boycott took 190 innings
to achieve this figure
while Sobers played 157
innings for his 8000 runs

I wish Gavaskar, on be-
half of many cricket fans
all over the world, many
more successes with the
bat, and that by the time
this letter is published he
have surpassed all the re
cords that he equalled
DR PARDEEP KHANNA,
Rohtak

I
T is typical of Sunil
Gavaskar that he admit

ted the greatness of
Bradman
But mere statistics is not

the only yardstick to mea
sure a batsman Bradman’s
’invincible 11’ never left
anv pressuie on him, but
India’s overdependence
on Gavaskar’s perform
ance m the last decade is

definitely a psychological
inhibition on him

It is easier to score a
century coming two down
or three down when there
is already 200 on board
(which was always there m
Bradman’s case) than play
mg the hrsr ball of the
innings when ev ervthing is

fresh «nd new, that too,
when vou have to score

Sportsworld
CAMPUS

KALEIDOSCOPE
Has your school team just won a local

championship?
Has vour college athletics squad just

broken a host of records?
If so, write and tell us about it and we II print it,

along with anv photographs you can send us

We have started anew section that is

devoted solely to sporting events in school and
college campuses throughout India

\NDWf DLlkl YOU TO BL A PART OF
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All leports MUST be typed in double spacing
and will only be consideted for publication tf
they arc accompanied by a covering letter

signed by the head of the institution and beating
the seal of the institution as well



300 odd runs to avoid a\

follow-on (which Gavaskar
had invariably to face).

Scoring more centuries
outside his home land and
having a higher average
outside the country, in
different playing condi-
tions, is definitely an in-

dication of superlative
batting. This Gavaskar has
done but not the legen-
dary Bi adman
Again, m the case of

centuries in each innings
of a Test—Gavaskar has
done it thrice, Bradman
twice.

Considering the above
facts we can conclude that
Gavaskar is no less than
that immortal batting ge-
nious, Bradman To put it

in other words, Bradman is

the greatest middle order
batsman the world has
ever seen, whereas, Gavas-
kar is the greatest opening
batsman that the game has
witnessed.
DR. SANTOSH KUMAR
PADHY
DR . BALABHAI NANA
VATI HOSPITAL,

Bombay.

Heartiest congra-
tulations to Sunil

Gavaskar for adding yet
another feather to his cap.
He has not only equalled
the Don’s record of 29 Test
centuries but has also cros
sed 8,000 run mark.
Lavish praise have been

showered on him for this

achievement, by British
writers, some of whom
have gone to the extent of

putting Gavaskar on a
Higher pedastal than Brad
man. However Gavaskar
himself has chosen to re-

main modest in his hour of

glory by refusing to be
compared to the Don.

All credit to him for tak-

ing such an extraordinary
achievement in his stride,

with utmost humility and
modesty. He has not for-

gotten his countless admir-
ers and fans in his hour of
triumph, who according to
his own admission stood
by him even though he was
passing through a compa-
ratively lean patch.
These are all character-

istics of a truly great
sportsman. Gavaskar has
proved that he is not only
a great cricketer but at the
same time a true sports-

man. Thank you Gavaskar,
you have put India right
on top of the cricketing
map.

N* i

Many new horisons are
waiting to be conquered
by you and best wishes for

the same
M GOUTAM KHAR -

rwn
Bamzaloic

WH1LL Sum! Gavaskar
t merged out forceful-

ly to prove anew that he is

one of the few all-time

greats cricket has ever
had, anothei ptide of In-

dia, Prakash Padukone,
failed once again to estab-
lish his superiority in hav-
ing been defeated in the
Scandinavian Cup Bad
mmton Tournament, even
after beating Luan Jin and
Ichuk Sugiarto, the two
futrmdable opponents in

the badminton arena at

present
It is true that a player

can go through a bad patch
in his long playing career
bui it is equally certain
that a player of interna-
tional repute should have
the capacity to make a
come back sooner or later.

Both Gavaskar and
Padukone an- masters of
technique in their respec-
tive games Earlier Gavas-
kar, while batting, had
been restricting his shots
and getting out cheaply.
But for the last few Tests
he had been making
strokes. That his changed
technique had paid di-

vidends was cleai from his

innings in Delhi.
Padukone on the other

hand had suddenly has
changed his technique,
slowed down the pace of

the game and made his

opponent play at his will.

But things have reversed
now. One wonders why
Padukone, so prosperous

in technique, will not be
successful if he moulds his
game as required, con-
sidering his own ability

and the quality and trend
of the game in major
tournaments at present.
Thinking of these two,

one would simultaneously
feel joy and pain in the
corner of one’s heart, for
while Gavaskar is moving
towards establishing an
almost untouchable land-
mark, Padukone seems to
be over the hill.

PANKAJ KUMAR DE-
BNATH,
Bongaon.

Heartiest congra-
tulations to Sunil

Manohar Gavaskar for get
ting his 29th Test hundred.
Gvaskar's knock of 121 at
the Kotla exhibited his ap-
plication, concentration
and dedication.
He has yet again proved

beyond doubt that he i$

one of the greatest open-
ers the world has ever Had.
He has given a fitting rep-
ly to his detractors who
had stated that he is over
the hills. Keep it up Sunny
and all the best for the
30th.

SANJAY SINGHAt

Calcutta.

Mistimed

KAPIL suiely missed
the bus at Kotla on the

4th day Alter the lunch
session in the full two ses-

sions of 2 hours each,
something between 200
and 250 was necessary to

exert pressure on the Win-
dies and we had a galaxy
of fast scoring batsmen
who could have made it,

given the opportunity
With Gavaskar and

Vengsarkar back in nick,

at the fall of Gaekwad’s
wicket, the choice surely
lay between Kirti Azad,
Binny, Kapil, Madan Lai in

that order. We might have
made it and personally I

think that we would have,
and if things went wrong
we had Mohinder, Yash-
pal, Ravi Shastri and Kir-
mani for a rear guard ac-
tion.

Of course, the situation
at 2 down was tailoi-made
for a Sandeep Patil or a
Srikkanth but they were
not in the eleven. Setting
the Windies a target of 30u
lus and a day (less half an
hour) would have been a
challenging situation.
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It is about time the selectors
forgot the World Cup

Instead, points out PATAUDI, they should concentrate on finding

players who will be prepared to show a little more enthusiasm when
batting on less than perfect wickets.

All photographs by NIKHIL BHATTACHARYA

POLLY UMRIGAR’s preparation gave the West Indies first strike and is that I would rather write about
of wickets elicits two kinds of India had to bat when conditions them than bat on them,

reactions from the players. Delight were at their worst. Kapil Dev's decision to put the
and despair, depending on whether But whatever may be said of Pol* West Indies in, will be criticised,
one happens to be a batsman or a ly’s preparation, he has followed the (Lloyd has already done so) but in
bowler. unwritten dictates of modern crick- retrospect, it was less the decision

It will be remembered that the . et, which put a premium on enter- than India's failure to capitalise on
pitch for the Jubilee Test so en- tainment, and since the last five an advantage which she had gained
chanted Botham that he was happy Tests played under his supervision on at least three occasions,
to bowl all day. Some time later, the have produced results, the public This was in spite of a more hostile
same pitch turned square and Pakis- can hardly complain. spell by Kapil Dev, and as it often
tan was duly humbled. Whether the captains, in their con- happens, perhaps because of it Binny
And now, Polly’s ministrations to fidential reports, have accepted provided the early breakthrough

the new wicket at the Gujarat Sta- them as fit for Test matches is of with three wickets, including
diumso confused Kapil Dev that he course another matter. What is sure Richards who on this tour has

Whether the captains, in their confidential reports, have accepted these wickets as fit for Test matches
is of course another matter. What is sure is that I would rather write about them than bat on them

*
C
H-



attempted to treat the Indian bowl- ball. This did not mainfest itself while
with more contempt than it de- After tea, India continued with a Gavaskar and Gaekwad opened their

serves double spin attack, a luxury (if one is innings. It was a delight to watch
His failure has put pressure on the not ready to consider Azad) which Gavaskar in an aggressive mood and

middle order, which has managed to she has not been able to afford for on this evidence, no wonder Sir
retain some solidity due to Lloyd’s some time, but it was against Dujon Donald Bradman calls him the finest
composure and experience. Once who is an exceptional plaver of spin, opening bat in contemporary cricket,
again the West Indian captain, Soon, Kapil Dev reintroduced him- Though the odd ball stoppped and
helped by the obstinate Gomes, held self, returning Maninder Singh to caught him in two minds, the devil in
firm, scoring mainly off their feet the original end from which had the wicket had disappeared, at least
and waiting for the time when Kapil extracted more help. This was met when he was on strike, and shots to

*mmediate success as Llovd, the fence came with enough regular-
ise Indian policy was clear totally out of character, essayed a itv to keep the score moving to

enough. Maninder Singh was given casual push, and Marshall was de- India’s satisfaction,
the Gandhi Nagar end, from which ceived by a ball that came in with At the other end. Gaekwad was
he bowled well enough to bemuse the arm. Daniel ran himself out, and happy to admire his partner’s hand-
Gomes, while from the other end the for all intents the Indian captain’s iwork though he also contributed
seamers were asked to concentrate gamble had succeeded. wih sharp nudges through the on
on and outside the off stump, hoping But he had not reckoned wirh side. On occasions, both batsmen
tor an indiscreet shot. Dujon, who went on to play an in- missed the line outside the off
Gomes nearly obliged twice, but nings of even greater value than his stump, but the situation did demand

Lloyd refused to take the bait, and captain. Not only did it stem a com- that India approach the West Indies
when for some reason best known to plete rout, but the last three bats total with some speed,
him, Kapil Dev introduced Azad, supported him to add too manv runs Gomes was per force put on, and
both batsmen were visibly relieved, for India’s comfort: the wicket Gaekwad found him amenable
and the partnership progressed to looked underprepared, was already enough to demonstrate more authen-
the 100 in Jess than 40 overs. stopping and turning and a score of ticitv in his strokes. Till tea, India
The tourists having survived and 281 was about 60 more runs than was sitting prottv and Lloyd regret-

approaching escape, Maninder Singh India could afford to give. ting the absence of Harper and
brought India back into the game All in all the Indian bowling had Roberts, whose experience and
with two quick wickets, ending a failed to impress as it had done on change of pace mav have posed
controlled and competitive innings the first day, and this was the first of weightier problems,
by Gomes, and forcing Logie to play three occasions that India was to Soon after (he break, when it was
an over-ambitious shot to the first gain and lose her grip in this game. imperative that Indian wickets re-

Kapil Dev's decision to put the West indies in, will be criticised but in retrospect, it was less the decision
than India’s failure to capitalise on an advantage which she had gained on at least three occasions



main intact, Davis bowled Gaekwad
with an incutter, but the disappoint-
ment of his dismissal was soon for-

gotten as Gavaskar overtook
Boycott’s formidable record.
Whatever other records Gavaskar

has already broken and however
many centuries he intends to get,

one suspects that being ahead of
Boycott will bring him the most satis-

faction, and though he was not des-
tined to overtake Bradman in this

game, he had put India well and
truly on the way to a possible victory.

It has often been remarked that
since Richards’ advent nine years
ago, the West Indians Jiave failed to

produce a world class batsman.
There is nothing mysterious about
this: all it does suggest is that a
plethora of fast bowlers have more
than compensated for the small total

by bowling the opposition out for
less. To a large extent, therefore, the
need for another Richards has not
been acutely felt. While this situa-

tion cannot last forever, for the mo-
ment anyway a batting failure in the
first innings is less conclusive for the
West Indians than the other sides.

The third morning’s cricket only
confirmed this as the quicker bow-
lers tore into the middle order and in

the space of two hours and 49 runs
destroyed ail Indian hopes of gaining
a substantial lead, which on this

wicket would surely have also gained
a victory.

The batting failed to apply itself, a
fine start was ruined and for the
second but not yet the last time India
had thrown away a well-earned
advantage.

India was to be given another
opportunity: using the wicket as

well, if not better than the faster

West Indians, Kapil Dev brought
Indian gradually back into the game.
Even Richards was subdued and

regarded the deteriorating pitch
with increasing suspicion. He was
justified, for he soon received an
unplayable delivery which he fended
into short leg’s hands.
Haynes and Greenidge had

already gone and soon Gomes also

followed, trapped by the vagaries of

this wicket. And then Logie collected
his second zero of the game, playing
the kind of shot which will, or

should, absolve him from the respon-
sibility of representing his country
for a considerable time.
This brought in Dujon and the last

genuine hope of a lengthy part-

nership. It also brought on Maninder
Singh and there followed an absorb*
ing contest between 19 years of

Lloyd’s experience and Maninder’s
raw but apparent talent.

Lloyd and Dujon won this particu-
lar contest, but neither could negoti-
ate Kapil Dev as he repeatedly hit

the awkward patch at the Sabarmati
end to take two more wickets.

India was now well within striking

Polly Umrigar’s preparation of wickets elicits two kinds of reactions

from the players-, delight and despair, depending on whether one

happens to be a batsman or a bowler

distace of victory, but again and for

the last time failed to drive home the
advantage.
Though Kapil Dev bowled himself

into very distinguished company
with an untiring and magnificent
spell of seam bowling, he lacked the
requisite support. With Holding tak-

ing the lead, the West Indians
showed enough determination to

place themselves well outside the
capabilities of an Indian victory.

Not content with the major part
that he had played in restoring his

side’s position with the bat, Holding
soon began to hit the same spot

which Kapil Dev had utilised with
telling effect. Predictaoly, the Indi-

an batting was soon in complete
disarray.
The only ray of light was Gaek-

wad’s display of courage as he took
the rising ball on his body without a

flinch, and some late resistance by
Knmam and Maninder, which must
have embarrassed the earlier bats-
men, but in the end this West Indian

j

victory was as convincing as the win
at Kanpur,
With half the series gone and India

two down comes the acid test for
Kapil Dev. Can he through his per-
sonal example and leadership, in-

spire a bunch of slightly spoilt
cricketers to bounce back as he had
promised after the first Test? And
will some of the senior players be
ashamed enough by Maninder
Singh’s gutsy defiance to apply
themselves a little more?

If not, it is about time the selectors
forgot the World Cup and concen-
trated on finding players who will be
prepared to show a little more enthu-
siasm when batting on less than
perfect wickets.



What India needs is another
Kapil Dev

CLIVE LLOYD tells MUDAR PATHERYA
after India’s disastrous defeat at Ahmedabad

SPORTSWORLD: Wtytt did you
feel about West Indies’ chances

after the Indians had 242 runs to
score for a victory.

CLIVE LU)YD: 1 was certain that
we would win and was not surprised
that the Indians folded as they did.
There was no way they could havfe
scored 242 on this track, though one
should not blame their batsmeir^or
having lost it for them. I was relieved
thatno one was hurt seriously on this

wicket.
SPWD: What about the recovery in

the morning by the West Indies
tail-enders? Your eighth wicket put
up 74 runs.
LLOYD: I was delighted with the

way Michael Holding batted in the
morning. He had entered when we
were 114 for seven and batted till the
end to put us past a match-winning
200.

SPWD: We saw you using Michael
Holding and not Marshall from the
end opposite the pavilion to exploit
the ‘spot.’ Any particular reason?
LLOYD: Well, that was basically

because Holding is taller and would
have used the area better.

SfWD: How far did Kapil Dev’s
decision to field first affect the for-

tunes of the game?
LLOYD: 1 think that the decision

backfired on him. We would certain*

ly have struggled had we batted last.

Moreover, the problem for the Indi-

ans was {hat they had only one
world-class bowler in their side.

Kapil did well by taking nine wickets
in the second innings. It is impera-
tive that they have another Kapil
Dev from the other end, if they want
to win a Test match.
SPWD: Do you think that it was a

good toss to lose?
LLOYD: It was a good toss to win,

really. 1 would have batted first if 1

had won it. I don’t know why Kapil
Dev decided to put us in, because the
wicket did not look like it was going
to last five days. The surface was
very hollow, wasn’t firm as it was; in

tl\e other places. And Kapil Dev had
to bat last on it. The wicket after the
third day was not getting any better.

In fact, it was becoming increasingly

dangerous to bat on, physically
dangerous that is. The pitch from the
first day itself turned quite a lot. A

well-prepared wicket would never
have done that.

The stadium in contrast is a fine
one, ouite beautiful. It is one of the
best that 1 have seen for long and the
seating arrangements are quite
good. But 1 would like to see stands
covered—they don’t believe in
covering them here—as 1 find if

difficult to believe that people can
sit it out for six hours under the sun.
The viewing facilities for the players
are excellent and the dressing-rooms
are nice. There is a nice big clock
and scoreboard. Another thing that
they could have done was to have
played a game or two on this wicket
to test the playing surface. It must be
one of the worst wickets that I have
played on ever.
SPWD: What about the composi-

tion of the sides? The West Indies
retained the same team as they had
in Delhi, while the Indians brought
in Maninder Singh, Navjot Singh
Sidhu and BaJwrinder Sandhu.
LLOYD: Well, obviously the wick-

et was greep so we decided to con-
tinue with the bowlers we had. We
did not include Roberts even at this

As far as my batting Is concerned, I am just trying to keep my place in the team: I am very confident and
faei that every time I gir out I can get a few



stage because we thought that he
was still not fit enough.
The Indians, perhaps, thought that

they had to make changes because
Vengsarkar was ill, Sharma wasn't
making many runs and Mohmder
Amamath was looking out of form.
They included Sidhu. I thought

that he was trying to be too dour and
should have played more shots in the
game, especially if vou come in at

that position. I was fairly impressed
with him in the other matches when
he got that century and a fifty, tie

gets behind the ball and 'appears
confident.
Manmder Singh appears to be a

fine cricketer, tie had a lean time
when he came to the West Indies—
unfortunate for him, but that hap-
pens to most oi the cricketers.

SPWD: How would you account for

the early West Indian collapse of

three for 27 on the first day?
LLOYD: Greemdge was out to a

good catch Haynes was leg before
and Richards was out on driving and
being caught by Kapil Dev. But it

was that sort of pitch on which one
had to battle and vou couldn't play
too many shots on it. The ball was
stopping and coming on to the bat
and natuially stiokemakmg was dif-

ficult. Binny got all three by some
steady bowl:ng He is never go^ng to
frighten anyone out. He swings and
seams it a bit like Sandhu. It wasn't
an extraordinary piece of bowling,
just' some bad shots on a bad wicket.
SPWD: Thereafter, Gomes and you

got along, the former for the first

time in the series staying in the
middle long enough.
LLOYD: I think Gomes is getting

better and is coming in to his own
and if we get a few harder wickets
and he can just stay m for sometime,
he is going to make some runs
Richards too was looking very good
on the third day until the ball ‘pop
ped* up and got him out The prob-
lem with Gomes had been that he
does not play too much cricket after
the season in the West Indies. So it

means that for four or five months,
he is doing nothing. He is just short
of international cricket, the same
being the problem with Logie.
As far as my batting is concerned, I

am just trying to keep my place in
the team (laughs). I am quite happy
with it, very confident and feel that
every time I go out I can get a few.
The approach when we were
together was quite simple, to stay
out there as long as possible as then
the runs would come automatically.
Once the holes began appearing on
the pitch we knew that runs would
be more difficult to come by.
SPWD: After Gomes and you had

put Wpst Indies back into the game,
there was another collapse around
tea on the first day.
LLOYD: Yes, Logie was out first

ball playing a bad shot. But he is

Dujon batted very welland we all think that he 1$ a very food player.

The only thing is that he has to get some hundreds. I think that we
might have to send him higher in the order

nervous at this stage, since this is

just his second international series.

He u going to learn with time that he
has got to play srraighter and cut out
many fancy shots m Test matches
You've got to wait and take your
time, play siraighter up and down
the line and when vou are not getting
any runs you have got to stay within
that ‘V.’ He batted well at Delhi
where it was a different kind of
wicket But it is not the end of the
world for him He's still young.
SPWD: What about Matiixider’s

spell on the first day when he picked
up four wickets?
LLOYD: A couple of them turned

quite sharpy for the first day and
there were t\ few good catches taken.
1 was quite unlucky, in both innings
of the Ahmedabad Test I was taken
brilliantly, first by Gursharan and
then by Gavaskar. Maninder bowled
well in the first innings though in the

second one he did not look as
penetrative as before. He didn't
know where he wanted to bowl and
what to do He has it in him to be a
world-class bowler, though he shall
have to learn much. He is short of
experience now,
SPWD: What were your feelings

after West Indies ended the opening
day with 190-odd and were eight
wickets down? This was, perhaps,
the first time in the series that the
West Indian batting was being sev-
erely tested.
LLOYD: I knew that once we could

get 250 we would be safe. We got 281
which I thought was very good and
had redeemed our early collapse. We
didn't bowl very well at all after that,
unfortunately.

1 did think, however, that the
situation would have been better
had Larry Gomes not been given out
caught at slip off his pads.



The ball before had gone for four
byes and we ran after which the
umpire said ‘dead ball’ Ihen the
Indians brought up a slip and it is

amazing for a slip fielder to catch a
ball and not appealing The point is

that losing a wicket at that stage put
me in a diffeient state of mind It

was desperate that some of us sue
ceeded and then we lost Logie 1m
mediately after tea From a very safe
134 fot three we were 149 lor five
So it shall be understood how that
decision set us back m the match
SPUD Dujon batted very respons-

ibly Ifid n’t her
lLOYD lit batted vtiv well and

wt all think tha* hf is a veiv good
player I he only thing is that Duyon
ha* now to pit bi/pu scores some
Munched per hips It is a matter ot

posn ( n ib \\ lu mOinp r \ ntm
m mix t <,evcn Much is very near tlu

tad 1 th nt th it we might hast to

>cr it 1 jm up hr; hci m the order He
is \ line placer ol spin bowling use^
his h ej quitt wt II

I ht last wicket finally added 51

and we managed to make 281 It was
very good batting and we have tail

endc i s now w ho tan make runs Thc\
unde? stand situations better than m
the past and when plav ended on the

thud day I was hoping for a score of

200- w< were l-*? for seven—so th if

India would havt to make 240 odd to
win If we managed to keep to the
right hm I told myself, the match
was as good as ours The Indians
would ti y to hit to get some tuns and
with the wicket as it was it would
then be a matte i of time befoie we
made it

SPWD So you must have been
satisfied with 281 considering the
state of the wicket

1 1 0\ D Yes, though I thought that
t()0 would have been even better ,1

w u nm satisfied with the was Du ion
was oi t attc r batting long He ought
ti have got i hundred On an after

thought I ft Jt pit ased with 283 ^ ou
car not be too gre cdy in a I est match
SPWD Thereafter Gavaskar bat

ted quite freelv

!!t)\D Hi plavcd quite a few
b but aPi i omt time ht re lhsed

il? n hi Louid not quite continue fox
l

j m ikt th it He settled down after

it i think th n he now realise s that

had icquutd quite a lot So he
ju^t went out to enioy himself The
ispeu of his batting that stood out
was that lie pi ived a tew moio shots

than usual He gave some chances,
especially a** the bow lei s bowled to

tho light line

SPWD For example when Mar-
shall thought he had him leg before
at one stage’

LLOYD: 1 do not know whether
Marshall thought’ (laughs), con-
vinced would bebetter It happens in
cricket, but we would not want it

happen too often As I have said
before, when three things happen
often, it stiams the relations be-

tween the two sides and the umpires*
So far, things had been going fairly

well Look l am a pretty straight

fellow I would not want to cheat
anybody and iust hope that it does
not occur But 1 hate incompetence
and believe that if you are supposed
to be a Test umpire you are umpiring
at the highest class of cricket At that
stage you are expected to know all

he rules ot the game, you should be
ible to handle the tension and be
confident, iust like a player is ex-

pected to be You should not be
bullied by players If you make a
decision vou should be able to stand
rv it And here at Ahvnedabad we
have had the Indian captain taking
the ball with him into the pavilion at
lunch time
The umpires are supposed to take

custody of the ball at lunch, tea and
the water intervals We aie noilnnt
mg at anything but we have had
stories about Imran injecting some
fluid into balls to extract greater
swing What if the Indians had
changed the ball itself’

I think that the decision (to bowl) backfired on Kapil. We would certainly have struggled had we
batted last

",r *

to



Then on the third day we had the
Indians bowling sax overs short We
had to sand down 51 overs on the
second dpy This was all because
Kapil Dev was tired and could not
bowl continuously from one end
Play was ended then That I think
was not right The rules say that 77
overs have to be bowled in the day
and to complete the quota our side
bowled till as late as 5 05 pm on the
second day
Why could the Indians not do the

same? Kapil Dev could have put on
his spinners to get his overs through
Just like I had done so by putting
Larry Gomes on earlier That is just

the idea The rules specify that a
certain number of overs have to be
completed so let’s stick to that
Then there was a little argument

between the umpires and me on the
second day You can’t change a ball

without allowing the captain of the
fielding side to have a look at the
replacement
One of the umpires said that 1

couldn’t see the substitute in that

case, he could have brought out a
tennis ball and expect us to play with
it I thoughtthat he (Hanumanth
Rao) was very rude and 1 was verv
annoyed with him tor that Because I

have said before that I am a pretty

straight person and I don’t get angrj
very easily But I am very nasty when
I do get annoved 1 am here to pla>
my cricket straight and expect peo
pie to play it that way with me If one
is not familiar with a rule it is the
duty of the umpire to explain it to

him The other day they did not even
know the number of overs that we
had to bowl I had to go over and ask
the chap Now, he ought to ha\t
(come and told me in the first plate
You see sometimes 1 am forced to

put on my spinners because I have to

get my overs m and bnng me up with
the required over rate The Indians
have not been observing this i don t

think Kapil Dev knows the i ules too
well I think he must start looking up
the books We begin with a set of

rules and they get transgiessed by
other people I don’t like that
SPWD: You have said that poor

umpiring could strain the relations
between the two sides. Has that been
the case in this senes?
LLOYD: It is getting now in and 1

am getting very frustrated with peo
pie who 1 feel should have a lot ol

integrity and should know their set
bf rules And that chap (Hanumanth
Rao) was very rude to me He asked
me not to go near and see the
replacement when I was very much
within my rights to see the ball being
changed

I think he ought to have apolo
gised The other fellow (Ramas
wamy) is not a very bad umpire and
fairly competent m his job I don’t
like getting into controversies, but
the point is that vou must have the

There >was no way they could have scored 242 on this track

though one should not blame their batsmen

be>t people to bt in charge oi the
game And these two are not the best

that arc around
We got out repot ts a week late s<

we could not write about them So wc
took it on ourselves to give rhe two
umpires, whom we had seen earliei

at Ainu snr another chant e Wc
didn’t redll\ have to I vould ha' e

said that iht\ had been terrible

SPWB You mentioned somethin*
about the integrity of the umpires
Do you mean to say that you doubt
then fair-mindedness?
LLOYD Well 1 might have used

the wrong word Incompetent would
have been better
SPWD With India all out tor 241

and the West Indies having taken a
40-run lead how did you see your
side placed then*
LLOYD* All we winted when we

went out in the second innings was a
good start which we did not get We
lost wickets fairly regularly, but I

reckoned the 150 runs by the end of
the dav would bt safisfactor y We

got thar righr, but onl> lost more
wickets than wt oughi to have
SPWD Then there was the col

lapse- on the third day when India

lost eight wickets for 68 runs
I LOYD I was confident thar s mie

i\ mg >f thar sort would happen
Wav nt Danitl w the most effective

and iiot mrpnsinph so He got more
lift from the pitch because he is

strongf i than rhe others and because
he bdii a > the ball in

I he* told me that Daniel got rht
best figures ut his Test caieei I saw
him a lot m his earlv dav* when he
was tasrei thar is now It’s a pttv that

he could not plav toi the West Indies
m the intervening vears bet au»e of

injuries

SPWD Haynes has been seen tail-

Xin the Test matches m India
t about that*

LLOYD He has been batting for
an hour and a half quite legularlv m
three day fixtures, bur 1 guess his

concentration was disturbed, mainlv
because of the wuket



The hour of the hangman
MUDAR PATHERYA reports from Ahmedabad on the chaotic third

Test match between India and the West indies

FOUR days. Forty wickets. A total

of eight hundred and twenty-six
runs scored.
On a different continent, there was

a carnage of a different kind as
Pakistan collapsed to the Australian
fast bowlers, led by Carl Rack-
emann. Both Tests ended with a day
to spare as the limitations of neigh-
bours Pakistan and India were bru-
tally exposed by the pacemen of
Australia and the West Indies, re-

spectively.
The pendulum of fortune swung

v

several ways in the duration of the*

Ahmedabad Test. After Binny had'
made the early breakthroughs, Du-
jon grabbed the initiative, missing a
richly-deserved second Test century
by only two runs. Gavaskar laid the
foundation of the Indian reply with
his 90 and then Kapil ripped through
the visitors' batting lineup with his

nine wickets, while Holding held out
defiantly.
And then India batted again...

One looked forward to the Ahme-
dabad game with more than just the
usual attention. A new centre and a
hitherto untried pitch provided

quite the ideal ingredients for a
match more interesting than most
and the events of the opening day
only confirmed this belief.

Kapil won the toss and asked the
West Indies to take first strike,

though the subsequent couple of

wickets did not highlight his decision
as a stroke of genius.
Whereas the grass on the wicket

may have influenced Kapil's think-

ing, the breakthroughs were the re-

sult, of the wicket’s unpredictable
nature. It had a tendency to retard
the momentum of a delivery onto the

Quite a few things pointed to India's defeat on the fourth day. The fact that eight Indians had been

dismissed on the third day for 68 was grim evidence of the fact that the Indians were suspect against

high pace on an equally suspect wicket



bat with the expected speed after

pitching and it was the necessary
last-minute adjustments that proved
to be their undoing.
Haynes survived a caught behind

chance off Kapil down the leg side,

the umpire not seeming to agree
with the close-in fielders. Television
replays did not appear to clarify the
situation. However, Kirmani
appeared upset, considering the
effort that launched him through the
air to where Kapil might have put his

leg slip.

However, Haynes was soon pad-
ding up Amamath-style and was
given out leg before; Greenidpe
square cutting uppishly into Manin-
der at point and Richards being
pocketed by Azad. All three to Binny
and West Indies were 27 for three in

38 minutes.
A while later, Binny was returning

with a back sprain and figures of

6-0-18 3. This was the man, they had
said, for whom there was no place m
the side.

The first hour yielded only 22 runs
from 14 overs and West Indies lun-

ched at 50 for three. On resumption,
Lloyd and Gomes preferred to have a
careful look at the opposition before
doing anything positive, only 30 runs
from 17 overs now coming off the

third hour.
Gradually, Lloyd afforded himself

the odd liberty while Gomes, who
was finding the middle of the bat
with certainty for the first time in

Tests on this trip, preferred to re-

main the proverbial sleeping
partner.

Lloyd’s 50 came in 140 minutes
and 103 balls which seemed time
enough to put Maninder Singh out
for a six. The 100 of the stand came
in 146 minutes before Gomes went
forward to Maninder, edged—debat
able whether off bat or pad—to

Gavaskar and was given out for 38.

With the first ball after tea, Logie
was taken behind off Maninder,
Lloyd turned Maninder to Gursharan
at short leg for 68 as the procession
continued, with Marshall bowled by
Maninder for 10 and Daniel, slow to

react on the last ball, run out for six.

West Indies finished the day with
209 for six, for the first time in the
series with suspect batting on a pitch

that was not exactly the best for

strokemakers.
Sitting back and having a quick

run through the scorecard, two per-

formers for the day stood out indi-

vidually:

Maninder Singh and Jeffrey Dujon.
We saw in Pakistan, Gavaskar’s

preference for Maninder and despite
his poor showing mathematicaly, he
was chosen to go to the West Indies.

On that tour he did impress but once

again fell way back where it mat-
tered most—-in terms of taking wick-
ets. He returned with five in eight
Tests at an average that would have
done a batsman proud.
But here in Ahmedabad, on a slow

turner, he bowled 21.3 overs for 56
runs and four wickets, all in a spell
of 17 runs and 30 balls. Was it the
start of another era in Indian slow
bowling on the lines of one which
had first made its mark in cricketing
history on a Calcutta winter’s day
some 15 years ago?
Then there was Dujon, unbeaten

on 44 and displaying the old classical
virtues of going down to slow bowl-
ing. Dujon’s nse in iinternational
cricket has been due more to his
batting than his keeping.
For some time here he was content

to keep his end up, but now, with a
devilish square cut played with a
fencer’s elan and polish, he was
asserting himself late in the middle
order.
At Kanpur he had given evidence

though not amply, of just why he was
once called number two to Richards,
this time at least in responsibility.

Only Lloyd came near him.
West Indies revived suddenly, did

well to prolong their end to 281 on
the second day. Dujon got past his

50, and as long as he batted, the
Indians were toiling net bowlers.



Greenidge was prey to the hot spot. The ball bounced a bit more,

straightened after pitching and hit the off stump

seeming to aim everthmg foi the
middle of Du ion's bat
Dujon relished the squaie cut and

the runs kept coming whilt at the
othei end i out tos> the new ball.

Holding was bowled for 1G
India ought to have wrapped it up

just then but Gavaskar missed a

Dujon edge—a difficult chance—and
the last wicket added *51, Daviv’

share being onlv three Finally Shas
tn induced Du ion to drive slightly

uppishlv and Kapil at shoit extra

covet held last

West Indits were all out for 281
and it was the last wicket stand that

seemed to tilt tht scales in fa\our of

the visitois In the end, this was to

matter gieatl\

The Indians in turn, rather Gavas
kai, began in a manner that has
become quite usual of late Gavaskar
hit Marshall's fust two deliveries for

fours then employed a tennis shot to

steer Holding for more runs
Subsequent o\ers onlv brought

forth more aggression from the Indi-

an openefT...At the cost of impecc-
able technique, one considered.
There was an occasion when he play-

ed a Sunday drive in the air to where
deep extra cover might have been.
The Gavaskar of old might have
thrown a fit in mid-pitch after such a
stroke
Gavaskar escaped an lbw appeal

off Marshall, which had fhe west
Indians covinced the Indian was out.

It hardly had Gavaskaty deterred.
The 50 of the innings came up in 40
minutes and only 8 3 overs and the
Indians seemed to he getting their

priorities mixed up The score would
have been better m a one-day match
In the serious solemnity of a Test
match, there always was the nagging
apprehension that it wouldn't last

Supnsingly, it did Gavaskar
nudged to leg for his 50 off 58 balls,

breaking Boycott’s landmark of 64
fifties Gaekwad not to be left out,

on-drove Holding for his first conft

dent fout of the afternoon Reflected
inspiration However, he was out at

127, losing his leg stump to a Holding
in cutter for 39
Gavaskar continued as if deter

mined to tear the stitching on the
seam apart No wonder the ball was
changed 1 It was ironical that a man
woefully out of touch for most of the
recent lests should still get 1000 m a
calendar year
A little later, Gavaskar was ack

nowledgmg, bat aloft, cheers for his

achievement of becoming the high
est run gettei in Test history Gavas
kar and records seemed to be chas
ing each othei
And he might have got himself yet

another, had he not fallen ten short

ol his thirtieth hundred The ball

came up more than expected and
Gavaskar, intending to square cut,

scratched to Lloyd at slip India wet

e

148 for two By the end of the day,
another 25 had been added, Sidhu
and Patil seeing out play with 14 and
16 i espectively
The third day unfolded more ter

rors Ihe pitth now raising more dust
than hope, appeared to be the cul-

prit A 4pot near the pavilion end
was what the bowlers tried to ex-

ploit Fifteen wicket fell m the day,
eleven from the more dangerous
end The match had by now been
working itself to an almost certain
result

Sidhu’s run out started the slide as
he failed to beat a Daniel throw
when 15 Soon, Patil had edged Mar-
shall behind for 22 and Shastn was
taken by Lloyd off Daniel for 13

India had relinquished the morn-
ing’s advantage, were now 197 for

five and proceedings were building
up for an interesting day
Wickets continued to fall and In-

dia lunched uneasily with eight out.

On resumption, Kapil Dev was ad-

judged leg before for 31 to Daniel.

14



Mamnder went the same way a cou
pie of balls later and India yielded a
40 run lead, all out tor 241 Daniel
walked in with five for 19, head
bowed to escape acknowledgement
But surprises had not finished tor

the day Sandhu induced Haynes to

edge to Patil foi one while
Greenidce was piey to the hot spot,

the ball bounced a bit mote, stiaight

ened after pitching and hit the off

stump West Indies weie eight fot

two £ nter Richards
Richards might have gone earlier

than when he did, beaten bv Kapil
Dev, but he survived to make 20
before being taken bv Gursharan at

foiward short leg oil Kapil The
pitc h all venom and spite was doing
its worst
One exnccud the West Indies to

panic without Richards Not surpn
nngly thev did
Gomes and I ogic both went leg

betorc to Kapil lor 1^ and nine
iesptcti\tlv and at one »tagc West
Indus with "'4 on the hoard and five

nun out did not look the master
team that rhe\ wtu tc pitted tf be
unplavable pitch or not

it was at thp st ige that I lovd
sobtud the mnmgs lailur he had
squau dnvi ri Sandhu foi i loui of

blinding powt i Now he g n altei

Mamndci sweeping him past th^
ropf s *na tlu r supping hack to cur

again It was an innings of responsi
bility and as long as Dujon and he
remained to fight out the issue, Indi
a’s progress remained retarded

hinally Duion took his leave to a
familiar combination, caught Gur
sharan, bowled Kapil 20, making
contact and squirming as if the ball
were red hot
At 114 Lloyd on 30 on drove for

Gavaskai to give Kapil his sixth
success and it was the late order
West Indian resistance that saw the
day end at 152 for seven, with Mar
shall on 20 and Holding, after he hit
Shasm toi a six, on 22
Strangely enough the atmosphere

in both the diessmg looms could not
have been moie joyous The West
Indians felt they had the match all

but sewn up Marshall assuicd Lloyd
of anothei sixty iuns and Robeits
was of the opinion that the match
was as good as finished once the
West Indies bowled Wayne Daniel,
bioad of Ik am and smile said
* Wt re going to win, maan v

Champagne flowtd
The Indians also felt that victory

was theirs

Thev wtu on tiack to get the West
Indus out ioi then lowest scoie in
the series Besides the West Indies
hadn’t been beaten since 1979 80
when New A aland got past them by
i nariow margin Now theie was a

distinct possibility that the series
could be levelled it was coming
down to an all systems go
Ahmedabad watched with bated

bieath
Quite a few things pointed to Indi

a’s defeat on the fourth day The
pitch was getting no bettet and the
fact that eight Indians had been
dismissed on the third dav for 68 was
gum evidence of the fact that the
Indians wtrt suspect against high
pate on an equally suspect wicket

lo add to India’s discomfiture,
Holding was caught by Madan Lai off
a Kapil uo ball m the morning and it

was not until an hout had passed that
the pait net ship uotrh 74 for the
eighth wuket, was broken
Kapil piobed the touchv spot, got

the ball to rear into Gursharan’s
hands via the inside edge for 29, but
Holding s lusty hitting interspersed
with his goiru down to the spinners
like a biophysics bookworm over his

evening homework worked to good
effect He turned Kapil to leg to get
his thud Test fiftv in S* balls, then
heived A/ad into the stiaight field

tor a four one bounce
Darntl tame and went bowled

Kapil and the innings t tided when
Holding was give n out leg before foi

58 West indits were out foi 201,
leaving India foi tv more to get

Kapil walked m with the team and



his best figures behind him: nine for
83 in 30.3 unchanged overs had been
some achievement, but one must not
override the consideration that they
were wrought from a spot that was
scrupulously yielding.

The Indian chase looked futile

from the very second over. Holding,
given the more venomous end to
exploit, had Gavaskar going, with his
first ball. The umpire hesitated,
appearing to be influenced more by
the chorus than by his won convic-
tion. Not many Indian umpires have
been known to give Gavaskar leg
before on Indian soil.

And then the avalanche. Dujon
almost excavated a Sidhu nick off

Holding, and Patil faced just two
balls before making the long walk
back to the dressing-room. At eight
for three, the conclusion appeared to
be foregone.
Gaekwad’s drive off Marshall for

four relieved the embarrassment
somewhat. As if suddenly inspired
by his own boldness, he drove for
four again. However, two off Holding
ought to have been run three by
India’s opener. He traipsed between
wickets like a portly gentleman
ambling through in a veteran’s
match.
To pile on the comedy of proceed-

ings, Shastri missed a Holding deliv-

ery around his shoelace. Next deliv-

ery he was playing the ball down,
almost off his eyebrows.
And they still called it a pitch: the

umpire, not to be outdone m this

sequence, signalled a bye and a leg
bye simultaneously for a single. A
couple of days earlier, for pavilion
laughs, he had allowed seven balls in

an over.
Shastri was picked up behind off

Holding for one and there appeared
subsequently more emphasis in his

reaction to hooting elements than
the shot that got nim out. Shastri
motioned upward with his bat, point
ing the handle to the sky for all that
it was supposed to mean
Azad was bowled by Marshall foi

three, which in the context of the
Indian ruin, looked almost an
achievement. Azad had tried to hit

the bowler out of the ground, out of

the stadium, beyond Ahmedabad
and Gandhi’s little ashram and out of
his earthly mixture of things He
missed and India were 27 for five.

Gaekwad continued on his own
trip. He lofted Marshall for four
while Kapil failed to sort out Davis’s
incutter. Binny was caught by
Haynes off Holding a run later at 39
and the batsman had walked without
even waiting to see the umpire’s
finger. i

Man of the Match Michael >Hold-
ing—someone called him “The Rolls
Royce of fast bowlers” was grinning
with figures of 8.4-3-9-4. The match
looked as if it would be over before
tea.

West Indies finished the (first) day 209 for six for the first time

in the series with suspect batting on a pitch that was

not exactly the best for strokemakers

Meanwhile, as it presiding over his
team’s failure to come to terms with
the pitch and the pacemen, Gaekwad
on-drive Davis foi tour, repeating it

some minutes later.

Finally, gritty Gaekwad’s lease ex

E
ired He made 29 before failing to
ring his bat down on a Davis deliv-

eiy, when standing out an over or
three might have been rewarded
with a decorating for bravery

First 'n, eighth out, Gaekwad’s
inning* was a revelation for all who
thought that his technique was de-
fective to meet pace Tne yawning
backhft, wide enough tor a pickpock-
et to nip out at stump without being
held, had been condemned but there
was Gaekwad coming m for the
loudest cheers.
When Sandhu went at 63, the ninth

man, the stands were beginning to
empty. Almost as if out of some
fiction storyteller’s imagination
Maninder and Kirmam held out for
an hour and 20 minutes, prolonging
the issue beyond tea and adding 42
between themselves

India were all out just half an hour
before close on the fourth day, when
Daniel trapped Maninder Singh for
15 in front after what seemed an age.
India had made 103, having lost tne
match by 138 runs.
What one shall not forget is how

close India came to reversing the
lesult In both the innings, when the
groundwork had been completed
and only the tailenders had re-
mained The Indians had muffed it.

In their first innings, the last West
Indian pair added 51 runs and in
their second venture the eighth
wicket put up 74. When seen against
the losing margin, both partnerships
combined to win the game for the
West Indies.
Had this Test match been squared,

the interest in the series would have
been fuelled aliye. With the third’
Test having been lost, it will take a
superhuman effort and three con-
secutive wins to bring the rubber
home again.
On paper, that sounds improbable
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Focus

Towards better coverage
of a noble sport

RAJU MUKHERJEE examines the question of Test commentary

DOORDAKSHAN deserves a pat
on the back for the very praise-

worthy decision of having only ex-
Test cricketers to comment during
the Test matches.
However, this should not mean

that all non-Test cricketers were not
up to the mark. Far from it.

In fact, some of them were a real
credit to audiovisual broadcasting.
But the emphasis is on the word
“some”. For most of the broadcasters
fall far short, not only of the know-
ledge of the laws and the technicali-

ties of cricket, but as a result of this,

were making the kmd of faux pas
that did no service to the game.
The Test cricketers-tumea broad-

casters have brought this commend-
able 'knowledge to the televiewers
With their firsthand acquaintance
with the intricacies of this complex
game, they have refrained from mak-

ing wild remarks. Nor have they
resorted to extreme views.
However, some have been tactless,

others short of vocabulary. This has
resulted in a rather poor standard of
description of the proceedings. Door-
darshan’s commendable policy
should not mean to give blanket
acceptance to all former Test cricke-
ters. They should be asked to go
through the “works”, whereby their
handling of the broadcasting media
can be properly judged.
No one is questioning the cricket-

ing knowledge of these former play-
ers. Actually televiewers are thank-
ful to get the opportunity to listen to

the experts.
But a televiewer would prefer to

listen to someone who knows his job
and not just focus his attention on a
former “star” who makes a mess of
broadcasting.

it is time some of our ex-Test
cricketers realised that the business
of commentary too entails, a
tremendous amount of professional
expertise.
Some are 'naturals*, as in any other

sphere. Others have to learn the
trade through a relentless grind.
Whichever group they may belong
to, they should be made to under-
stand that they owe to the viewers
the professional expertise that their

new job demands.
Usually, among the commentators

with no working knowledge of the
first-class game, it has been found
that their opinions fall far short of

the standard desired. Certain broad-
casters, even the experienced ones,
become biased. Gavaskar is invari-

ably said to get out to 'unplayable*
balls. And Vishwanath as always the
victim of his impetuosity. Such

CHERRY
BLOSSOM
WHITE CLEANER

LINTAS(C)/CBWC/21 '1»1«
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amateurish ideas we can do without.
Others develop peculiar concept

tions about the game with the mike
;
in front of them. Every time a bats-
man snicks, they feel he has
“chased” the ball. How can one ex-
plain to these know-alls that it is

possible to snick a delivery on the
,middle stump by playing down the
wrong line?
Where their deficiencies become*

e
aring is in the content of cricket
ws and their interpretation. Field

restrictions, mandatory overs, wide
deliveries etcetera are usually
beyond most non-cricketer broadcas-
ters. Because of their ignorance, the
viewers too are usually kept in the
dark about the latest amendments
and regulations in force.

Unfortunately, some ex-Test
cricketers themselves too are not too
well versed in the current laws.
.Hence the standard of commentary
on the whole does not provide the
enrichment it should.

Television commentary is on a
different wavelength from radio
broadcasting. On the latter, a con-
tinuous flow of words is required to
make up for the lack of visuals.

Whereas on television, the pictorial

.view does not require any elabora-
tion of what is obvious.
The viewer needs the kind of in-

formation that is not apparent on the
screen. Some of our broadcasters
have done wonderfully well in this

respect. They have punctuated their
pauses with meaningful discourse.

But again, most of them feel that a
continuous monologue is what the
viewers need.
In this respect the Test cricketers

in general are far better off for they
.

tend to keep away from unnecessary
details like, “That’s a cover drive.”

Fielding positions like fine leg and
long leg still confuse most commen-
tators not familiar enough with the
game. Backward of square leg and
square leg, they are delightfully
vague about. It is precisely in this

context that Doordarshan’s policy
will earn general approval.
The other glaring problem in

broadcasting, whether on television
or radio, is having an “expert” along
with the team of commentators.
Usually it is observed that the com-
mentators have so much to say that
they even encroach on the areas to

be kept exclusively for the experts.
The consequent result is that the

“expert” has nothing new to say
And his views become only a stale
repetition of what has alreay been
said.

Hence Doordarshan, by asking ex-

Test cricketers to comment, will

hopefully do away with the “expert”.
We would rather listen to many
experts—even if they differ—rather
than to one, who has nothing new to

offer.

Another aspect that needs very
careful handling is the matter of
asking the Indian players, especially
the captain, to speak on the game.
Now that the BCCI has clamped

down on the players’ writing on the
game (which I do not approve of), I

guess under similar grounds, there
should be a complete ban of current
players speaking on radio or televi-

sion.

This is of urgent necessity. For, not
only will it avoid unnecessary con-
frontation between egos, but also be
consistent with the Board’s policy of
banning players from writing on the
game.
There can hardly be two opinions

that the viewers would prefer to hear

men who have played the game at
the top level, rather than those who
hardly have a nodding acquaintance
with the game of cricket.
Hence, obviously, the ex-Test

cricketers start off at an advantage.
They have first hand anecdotes to
regale the viewers during the te-

dious moments. They realise the
pressures and the problems of being
in the middle. And so are inevitably
better placed to judge, having gone
through the rigours themselves.
One very unfortunate aspect of

most non cricketers at the mic-
rophone is that after their initial

forays when they concentrate on
reporting, they suddenly develop a
streak of self-acclaimed expertise on
the game. Make comments that have
no relevance. Pass judgements
which only help to mislead the
onlooker.
However, thankfully, there are

some exceptions, who concentrate on
articulate reporting and bring into
focus the fact that cricket would lose
out without their professional com-
petence.
Before embarking upon selection

of personnel for the broadcasting
panel, the Doordarshan administra-
tion would do well to pursue a policy
where not only the knowledgeable
which (former Test cricketers pre-
sumably are) but also the articulate
are given the opportunity of taking
the intricacies of this great game to
the listeners, who range from the
advanced to the early beginner.
Merely Test status should not be a

qualification for a seat in the com-
mentators’ box, just as a mere grasp
of the language should not qualify
one for a cricket broadcast.
A proper combination of the two is

the essential ingredient.





'Book Extract

Choosing the troops
Edited extracts from the book “The Captain’s Diary” by BOB

WILLIS, where he tells of how he was appointed England captain
for the 1 982-83 tour of Australia and New Zealand. The book is

published by Collins Willow

ENGLISH Ukktt Masons can be

hopelesslv be (tic If ottin seems
as though no soonci has that hist
over been bowled unde i three swta
teis on a mistv Apt ll mot ning than it

is all met It whins past a tumble of

motor wavs and hote Is sort ft tt ind
rht odd sleepltss mght black moods
and those treasured davs of cuphoi
la 1 ookmg back whtn it all guilds io

a halt the sensation is rathei 1 ike

watching a wdto film with \mu
thumb on the fast Ini ward button
Moments for quiet reflection have

t#>e n rart in rtcent vears In 1MX2

thc\ batch existed but on tin even
ing oi 1 ridav Seplt mbe r

l
J the it was

a need and a chance to recall it all 1

was in a < ar vet again but sitting toi

once m the passe ngei seat as m\
good friend Alan Smith the Wai
wickshire secret arv and an l ngland
selector negotiated the cones and
chicanes of the dreaded Mi tn route
from Birmingham to I ondon
Oui penultimate Championship

match of the season had fust ended
and rhtre w 1 no timt to do more
than blcakh bemoan tlu tact that we
would now collect the woodt n spoon
Showei changi a ftw la>t mmutt
in ingenu nts n oned out for t fit next
da\ s fixture: against Hampshire tnd
then we we re on tht toad heading
lor the V\ t stmoiel md Holt 1 opposite
1 or iJ Our In it f was to help t boost
the nit n with whom 1 would be

spending tht wmtti in Australia and
New Zealand

It was 1 2 \tais since m\ lust lest

tour iheit under Ra\ Illingworth It

had been a tra/v 1 1 \iais in which
m\ caictr had described some
obscuit tangents be lent tomvfie it

suipuse I was landed with tht job I

hddntvu stnouslv txpee td is c ip

lain of 1 ngland
I wtP renu mbti ilit afternoon in

Mav when the phone call l mie from
IVtti Mac felling me of nn eppoint
ment and mv astonished accept
am t 1 rtmtmbei too tlnnkii l nn

me diatt 1\ of Ke ith I It tchc r a matt
toi so lorn? and now tht guv 1 was
leplacing m a ioh ht %o oh\ louslv

cherished He w is u erne ndous about
it but I know that losing the capt on
tv hint him more than lit could e vti

sa I ft It as much sadru ss toi him is

I felt da/ed de light toi mv r 11 It w is

an tveniug toi confused celt lira

lions

In the divs which followed 1

not ict cl that t» w people in tin media
set me d tit In mush happv o\ti mv
ippouiinit lit iwaiehtel Jonv lewis
ind lom(iiaun<\ both forme i 1 ig

land skippets telling e ith other on
television how rhtv h id ilrnost die p
pt el Oi n di inks w he n 1 lu v fit i» d of

it Some Ihe s cornrntn wcie hi i

similn s i in \ie ht\ lmplc sm
prised is 1 am I wendtred oi dr

ihtv dunk thev tfunk I will be i

liopr le ss c aptam *

Otu thing in no f ivmu w is the

numbei of times I hid been vu<
captain tspetiillv under Mike

The opening question was “Well, Bob, this must be the worst English team ever
to leave >our shores." I didn't agree, of course.... I knew we were no

world-beaters. But we were not mugs, either



Brearley We had not always agreed
and I did not intend to tollow his
methods oi attempt to inmate him
but at least I had been involved on
the managemc nt side of that imagin
arv tc nee and 1 km w what to expect

1 spent a lot of time at tlu |oh last

smnnn i trying to get the blok< s on
mv side being stiaight with them
but establishing my identity as a
captain Wi do not hast the qu ilit\

playeis that Ln^land possessed 20
vcais and moie ago the Bailing
tons Cowdreys and Dexrcrs who
looked at t e i themse l\e s s< ry nice is

thank sou So these dass a captain
has to ( once nil itc on making his

plavtrs be lust th it they hive the

abilits to succeed
long before I bet unc t lptam I

ilwass h id something to sa* at team
gt t tog* the rs md now I just took
that a stage hilfher

Pei h ips I in Both im will not pas
t<io much mention t>u t 1 hast to
sitisfs mssclt tbit ioi instance 1

hive told him how much betrei the
b i* v hen he 1 ikes Lis time md does
not tis to hit (\lt\ bill ot his fust
vti loi tout M ivbe ins ids ice has

g i tl i »iigl to him nos or pet hap
he w oi ) t <1 v hi via. s ' uf t oi tiimself But
it e m c* ) no hum to how pliseis
tbit sou ie inte 1

1

steel in then
;

i in

We we it jut king piaseis toi an
unusuil pei hips tun it solution
us torn fj\t Iests encapsulated
between mid Nov* mbei and enlv
T imms weie to be toll >we i b\
prott ie It d st l its oi one d iv Hatches
ioi the Benson and Hedges World
Senes Cup
Wt hid to plas \tw Zealand ind

Austr ilia e leh five times ind at the
end ot this group st ige the two
It uling sides progie sse d to a be st of

thret find stnes so ilthoi gS the
Ashe« i e rn lined nui fnst pi mi its

this time our dtlibti itrons could not
ignore limited os e is talent

Ms initial thoughts on the inner
irs wcic tathei nnxtd lhase seldom
been able to motivate msstlf t > the
same degree toi one d is ganits is

lor Tests and 1 Mt th it \usti ilia

having been initially inn nisigt nt ab
out limited overs etieket hid now
gone too tar in the opposite dirtc
tion

1 had heard a fan amount of

maiketmg nonsense expounded on
the the»ory that kids could be hooked
on cricket b\ the one das game and
thus progress to appreciating Tests
but I also accepter d that e ticket m
Australia was now a highpowtrtd
business designed primarily to
make the greattst possible pi of it m
the shortest possible unit

In pnneiple I am not against such
ideals tor too long cnckct kept its

head m the sand and refused to

acknowledge commercial benefits
When realization dawned it was a
great dav for f v jr\one involve d but
m Australia the business element
has encroached to an e xtent that tills

me with reset vations

We were picking players

for an unusual, perhaps even

revolutionary, tour

Wt were down for ten one das
games in the space of 2S da\s but of

these the fust four wtie crammed
into a ax dav ptnnd in three diffe

rent tints and as anyone with anv
geographic d knowledge will agitt
travelling between Australian cities

is much moie taxing than sav a tup
betwten Birmingham and 1 ondon
Our destins in the one dav com

petition co ild easily be decided
within those first six da\s If bv
some ghistly mischance we wtrt to

hist rhe Iol six mote wteks aw^s
from home sti etched btfort us vn
tuallv without incentive

In ans event the ltinerais btcom
(situ sss at the end of Tanuais wht n
all thi te lOimtnes ueiequned tolls

act oss to Perth— four hours from the

eastern statts—tor l wet Lend ot

game s and then back to Sv dries and
Melbourne tor tilt finals

While I was happier that the Tests
are to be plascd fust th in it the split

wa reversed 1 still e innot under
stand whs so mans of rht one d iv

games are scheduled tor weeteto
Surtls as two ot the grounds (Penh
and Brisbane) onl\ hold nound
18 000 people it would not be diffi

cult to till them m midweek whieu
would have reduced the mihilantf
in the ltrnei irv

la 1082 we pi ise il Indi l and P lkis

tan and won both tuts Wt lost just

rhe one Test jurist P ikist in u
I lids md th it happened to be the

one I missed rliomh minis Ms
presence chinny »h it Ust might well

have made no dittei trice on or off

the lu Id and I eettainls do not t e e 1

I>a id (tower dd i bad 30b
Bit 111 tht * nse dressing room

atmispheie on the thud evening ot

that game is we snuggled to isoid

the lollop on and possible d« f< at l

would have been caiohng the Luis

into a positive attitude trying to
make them believe thev would pass
that target It might not have woik
ed but it would not have been foi

want of tiving
I found eaptames very enjoyable

but now and agnn the constant in

solve me nr that I relish so much
iiu vitabls became a stiam I have
nevci been one to take any Test
match lightly and my friends and
tannls know only too well how insu
lai and lrut iblt 1 can be on the first

morning ot i match
But now I was thinking tor ten

other blokes a well is toi myselt 1

thought of each I est as a week out of
rn\ life and T had to prepart mvself
mentally to tackle it No matte r what
th* stage oi the season 01 the state oi

the sene s a capt un lias to be seen to
be keen and ittentivc at all turns
Anv lapse transmits itself im

medutels to the plaveis ind the
result will be seen on the field

Ms wjss had to change dunng a
game too In the past wfult T ngland
were balling I tended to drift

around the pwilion watching oeca
siotialls but using to wind down b\
has ing a nap m the drt ssing room or

a chat in the physios 100m
\ can t do that as captain Lstn at

number 11 ms habitual batting posi
tior foi 1 ngland I had no opportun
its to relax aw a> irom the game Ihis
was ms team and I would be pi lying

1 pai t in the selection of the next
one so l tell I had to w itch e verv
ball It w is a di dining exeici,t but
it time s turf illmr too

1 h inktullv problems with hand
ling the blokes had betn rart and
minor It had been a successful sum
rnei better than l had anv right to

hope tor I 1K0 telt there were
be » uses in nui amt idt on the title!

not Ie 1st it the geru 1 lllv overlooked
m inner which we tickltd tht new
ost 1 rate t ^ larions

We ilwav tried to comply will

rhtm ind »nlv twice did we fal

bullv below the stipulated lb o\ei s

in hour Inch 1 wert equally eo
>pcrui\t wheieasthe Pakistanis I

felt m ide little 01 no etfoit to mim
it tht 1 ate

1 un sun that the regulitions ait
\ I'huhile but the ie 1* a pitfall the
rmoetnt sidt still has to stay at the

h mud until past seven it night it its

upp merit aie not bothering to
attempt the t ate

Ot e out st not everything had
come up lose-* 1 retained enough of
rns native realism to bt acute Is

aw nt th it we had done enough to
win our matches without much ot

the time looking pat titular Is tor

mutable
Wc would start as underdogs in

Austialia which did not distress me
unduly What didtiouhlc me was the
knowledge that our batting trailties
it repeated against Australian bow
lers nm*ht be lathei more brutally
exposed than either the Indian* 01

Pakistanis had m inaged
To t>e continued
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European football

When soccer

heartbreaks
PREMEN ADDY

LIVlRPOOl/sthu-ats
finalh became <i it al

ity In the l nglish tn st

division league Munches
tei lbutt d had l >st to

Aston \ ilia 1 2 at home
and t vtivtlimr the n dt
pended on the ouUorm of

theMeist \sidt l)(‘tl)\ h*

tween la\ 1

1

poo! and
Tver Lon

Li\eipoo) answt led tht

call in an emphatic st\k
The} dismissed tin it in
als h\ three clcai goals
and though 1 \eiton modi
a busk opening in a garm
aflame with local passion
ihejssu* wasnt\ei reall}

in doubt Dalglish m mid
field was gn on net ans ot

spar c while I c i and \u ol

i named hec on t it her

flank
Wl we ic* thus tit ated to

beautiful!} weighted pas
ses and inti lligent i uns
and the game appealed
absuidlv simplt Ilu

Liverpool goals weit
scored bv Rush Robinson
and \icol but it was Dalg
lish wfcho opened ut) tht

Lverton defence like a
pan of foueps
Manchester Dm ted

went down to Aston \ ilia

in one ot the sui pi ise r e
suits of tlu season \ ilia

have had a tearful r un
lately and had not won at

Old li at ford since 19^4
T oi the tn st halt of the
match United stiolled ab
out like Lords of the' man
oi and awaited foi tin* in

evitable to happen But
Villa with then massive
striker Petei Withe who
pla\ed with a broken
thumb were struck with a

nevei sav die spun
They battled on and

soon the tide turned Un
ited lost then composure
and it was Withe who
turned in two goals to Rob
son’’* one

In tht thud place are
West Ilain who beat
Ipswich 2 1, with flu goals
coming through Dave
Swindlchurst Osman got
one back foi Ipswich The
East Londoners with stai s

like Trevor Booking— still

one of the best midfield
men in British football -

and Alan Devonshne, aie
always a pleasure to

watch The> seem to have
added depth m defence
and this has given them
consistent} winch the\
have lacked in pievious
years

The Arsenal bubble,
meanwhile, appear eel to

»i^.Aw*, imiii jt

Kenn\ Dalqltsh—a par ot forceps

have hurst, albeit trmpor
an]} Aftei then spec tac u
lar wm ovei Aston Villa,

theic were hopes that tlu

gunnets were at last tind
ingtheii touch
The\ flattered to de

ceive when going down 1 2
to Sundei land and thus
languish in the middle oi

the i li st div ision table
Nicholas showed brilliant

toiu lies as he glided past
opponents, but once again
c ndc d up goalless West
and Atkins scored for the

M ft in

w inner s and W oodcock tor

the losers

Luton kept up their e\
ct llent form with a 2 1 win
ocer Queen’s Paik Ran
gers Both aie in the top
six positions of the league
and will be pi essing hat d
for honours in the coming
months I he all important
goal came tiom an I lliol

header off a c loss fiom the
18 vear old Paikei

lottenh lm, who have
their eyes on something
big, let slip a valuable

point when thev diew 1 1

with Stoke Citv and aie
fifth in the table aftei

1 uton Blit, Spurs vvel

e

hi ought crashing to the
gi ound bv then gleat
Noi th 1 ondon i iv als

Visenal in midweek m the
thud round ot tlu league
c up, losing 12 I or Ai sen
al the high spot of the
night was (. Inn lit Nicho
las\ t ii st goal lor his I n
gli^h club
Mi anw hilt , in the

>et one! div i noil Bi lghton
.it 1

1

r tin stoi m w hie h
.ii cornpamt d a d< par rim.

manager came hat k to m
Hi tan ushmg $ 1 dt It ar

on Htiddei ‘tn Id and so
climb horn tlu bottom to

tin middle ol tin table \t

the top at t She Hit Id

V\ edne -da\ who with a
comloi tablt 2 0 w in o\ ti

Bai nsk \ hav < » 1 po rits

horn Is games with New
c asilt in tht see ond >pot

w if h 29 and Mancht Mci
C itv w itli 2S

In Scotland s pi c mu r di

\i%ioii Dundee l mtccl l«>st

to Dundee h\ a sohtaiv
goal and with it wt nt tlu ir

first place *n tin table to

A be ideen who i linibc d
ov er the m w » r h a r

> 0 win
over St Johnstone

C elm m the se e ond
place aie onh a point be

hind tht leadei s thanks to

a 2 1 win nv ei then arch
i iv ilk, Rangei s I hi latter

with little mi cc s^ to show
leccntlv have dispensed
with tin sei v it es of tht ir

manager and got a new
one m lot k W allat e

Whether this will bung
them to the foie again is

quit* another question,
howevei Manager s these
days are looked upon as
medicine men, much to

then discomfort
1 Ins wei k’s principal

off the field %toi\ con
cerns Steve I ostet, the
Br lghton t aptam whose
leadc i ship and defensive
skills had much to do w ith

his club’s success m the
f* A Cup last veai He
apparently got on famous
Jv with Jimmy Melia, the*

sacked Bi lghton manager,
but is bait!} on speaking
terms with the present m
cumhenr C hi ish Call in

I ostei is thus set to seek
his lor tune elsewheie

Is it small wonder that
football managers and
plavers make good homes
pun philosopher s J

'I he
game can otten be a heart
br eak
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T HF. goal that kept Calcutta's Mohammedan Sport-

ing in the fray in group B of this year's DCM
football quarter final league sparked off a bitter

controversy. Mohammedan Sporting was desperately

|

m need of a victory in their match against Abahani

Krira Chakra of Bangladesh They went all oul to tilt

!
the scales in their favour and they succeeded, but not

to everybody’s satisfaction. Many people, including

the Abahani players, thought that the only goal of the
1 match had been unfairly awarded to Mohammedan
:

Sporting. They argued that though the Abahani goal-

keeper had failed to thwart the danger in his first

attempt, wrhen Jamshid Nassin launched a raid on

their citadel, he made a desperate bid seconds later

and did succeed in grabbing the ball before it could

enter the net.

But the referee as well as the linesman had no doubt

whatsoever that it was a goal.

Whatever the case, it was a scene of utter confusion.

Photographer JAYANT SETT captured those dramatic

moments in celluloid for oui readers to lorm their own
opinions- (See clockwise from top left)
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gold here in 16.25m* according to the
chief coordinator of their coaching
programme, Huan Jiang* had mea-
sured 16.78m earlier this year.

In the past, China had run short of
talent only in the distance events,
but the rise of Zhang Guowei has
now eliminated that problem. Zhang
bettered his New Delhi performance
by winning the gold in the 5000m as
well as in the lOOOOm.
Hardly any pressure was put on

him by anybody in either of the
races. In 5000m, he hit the tape in

14:07.72, almost 150m ahead ofIndi-
a’s Rajkumar.
Zhang did not have to toil hard for

the lOOOOm gold either. He finished
almost 150m ahead of South Korea’s
Park Kyong Dock in 29:45.41. India
did not enter this event. Had they
done a medal would have been a
certainty. Instead of Inder Singh, the
myopic AAFI selectors took two
women shot putters in the squad,
who eventually finished fourth and
second last.

The honour of the fastest man of

the meet went to veteran Suchart
Jeasarpurp of Thailand- Suchart had
won the event in 1979 and 1981,
besides finishing second in 1973 at

Manila. He set a meet record of 10.47

secs, about half a metre ahead of

team-mate Sumet PromO. Promno

Sthered a gold in the 200 m, while
b Asian Games winner Jai Keun

Chang, likely to undergo a leg opera-
tion soon m the United States,

finished third behind Puronomo of

Indonesia. India’s Anand Shetty
finished third.

India had high hopes in the 400m
but an exceptionally fast race shat-

tered all her ambitions. Isidero Del
Prado of the Philippines silenced his

detractors by finishing a clear four
metres ahead of Iraq’s Abdul Rah-
man in 46.24—the second fastest

time in Asia this year. Malaysian
Nordin Jadi finished a few cen-
timetres behind the Iraqi. Indian
entries*Pavittar Singh and Charanjit
Bajwa

.
came into the home stretch

with the leaders, but with nothing to

spare for it. Pavittar was fifth and
Bajwa seventh.
The middle distance lent some

respectability to the Indians,
although nobody from the team fi-

gured in the finals of the 800m

—

once an Indian stronghold.
Suresh Yadav, with only the ex-

perience of the Asian Games behind
him, ran superbly in 1500m set a
meet record of 3:44.74. Throughout
tiie first 1200m Yadav was in an
advantageous position, right behind
the 'Iraqi duo of Faleh Naji Jaralah
and Sa’ad Namek, the two Asian
Games stars.

However, the Iraqis faded out in
the last 300m. At tins stage, Yadav
moved up to the fore with Kuwait's
Khalid Kbalipha and Najim Mutlek
running not on his heels. But these
two also found themselves in a help*
less position when the Indian kicked

In the home straight.
In fact, he initial effort pushed

Khalipha down to the seventh spot
and Najim to the bronze. The silver

was taken by Japan’s Yoshida
Susumu.
The hurdles saw two of the best

performances of this meet. The 110m
hurdles was won by Taipei’sWu Chin
Jing in 13.90 secs, the fastest electro-
nically-timed performance in Asia
this year. However, it is doubtful
whether the timing should be re-

garded as an Asian record claimed
by the organisers, since a hand-timed
performance of 13.5 secs still stands
in the name of China’s Cu Lin. Yu
Zhicheng of China and Ahmed
Hamada of Bahrain won the silver
and bronze, respectively.
The one lap obstacle race, as ex-

pected, went to Hamada. Even his
Asian record of 49.43 was not entire-
ly unexpected. The Bahrain soldier
has run a string of races in the 50
secs region this year.
Hamada pulled up with the entire

field by the halfway mark and then
put in a gap of ten metres between
himself and second-placed
Shigenoru Omori of Japan at the
tape. The bronze in the event was
taken by Lin Chin Jin of Taipei.
The 3000m steeplechase had no

Japanese entry and so the race never
really moved into the top gear.
Hwang Wen Chen of Taipei, Hector
Begee of the Philippines and India's
Anokh Singh went about the laps
together up to the last lap Vhen the
superior finishing and better water
jump clearance of the first two left

the Indian well down the field. Wen
Chen won the gold in 8:54.85 secs,

about three metres ahead of the
Filipino. Anokh Singh finished third
in 9:05.80.

India’s Chand Ram walked his way
to his third successive Asian crown
in the 20km walk. Chand Ram had
won the Asian meet in 1981 and last

year the Asian Games.
The Indian armyman led from the

gun and there was not a single spot
on the course where any of his rivals

really came near him. China’s Fuxin
Zhang accompanied him from the
nine km mark for only one km.
Chand Ram registered a new

Asian meet record of 1:30:14 to fin-

ish almost 3000m ahead of his
Chinese rival. Another Indian Buta
Singh took the bronze.
Tne biggest upset for the Indian

team came in tne men’s shot putt
when short and stocky Balwinder
Singh fell exactly 1.67m short of his
personal best of 18.56m measured a

The middle distance lent

some respectability to the

Indians, although nobody
from the team figured in the

finals of the 800m—once an
Indian stronghold

^little over a month back in the Jaafr
shedpur Open. The top spot wife
claimed by Kuwait’s twice Asian
(champion Mohammad Zankhawi in a
meet record of 17.90m.
Balwinder attributed his failure to

an injury in his putting hand, con-
tracted during the Jamshedpur meet
and a long bout of viral fever in the
last coaching camp in New Delhi.
However, Baiwinder’s loss was partly
compensated by the bronze medal of
Iqbal Singh, who replaced the Asian
record-holder Bahadur Singh at the
last moment.

India’s medal in the men's pole
vault was entirely unexpected and
also a landmark. Sunder Singh Tan-
war became the first Indian to win a
medal in a major Asian meet. He
cleared 4.50m to take the bronze,
Zhang Chen of China took the first

place with 5m and Taipei's Gu Jim
Shoei was second.
Ajmer Singh hurled the discus to

52.30m to take the silver behind
China's Asian Games champion Li
Weinan who measured 55.40 for a
meet record.

India also got a silver in the
4x400m relay. The sad baton ex-
change mishap of the Asian Games
was almost repeated here when the
first man failed to pass the stick
properly to Pavittar Singh. This
lapse put India into the rear so much
that at the end of the third Jeg, run
by Ghulam Kibria, India were m the
fourth position.

But the simultaneous arrival of
three men together led to pushing
and jostling in the exchange zone.
Out of this confusion Charanjit Ba-
jwa was the first to emerge, while
Taipei and The Philippines lost
ground to the Indians.

All this while the Iraqi runners
had been upfront all alone. They won
in 3:07.98 and India took the second
spot almost 30m behind in 3:11.02.

In the women’s section India’s
challenge was led solely by P.T.
Usha. More medals were expected,
but the last-minute drop out by the
former Asian half mile champion
Geeta Zutshi deprived India of at
least two silvers and possibly one
gold.

Usha lived up to the expectations
in tiie quarter mile with a blistering
lap of 54.20 to set a meet record.
Usha, drawn in the second lane,
pulled up with the field by the 250m
•meric end then entered the- home
stretch struggling her way against
the strong breese. Usha opened up a
lead of four metres on Japan's Junko
Yoshida in this stretch. Lydia de
Vega, who had alreadywon the 100m
and 200m. took the brense finishing
another five metres behind.
Lydia, coming to this meat with

the expectation of collecting a sprint
treble was not entirely disappointed,
however, as she comfortablywon the
two shorter races. She finished fodr
metres abend of UshS in dm 2000m
in 24.07 secs.
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BATTLES have beert“
won and lost in the

Asian meet The Indian
team has competed, won
three gold medals, five sil-

ver and five bronze, and is

now back home However,
they have not yet received
their national kit

The Amateur Athletic
Federation of India was
supposed to have con
tracted Puma, a leading
sports goods manufactur
er, to outfit the Indian
team Initially, the kit was
to be made available be
fore the Indian team’s de
parture on November 1
but the chairman of the
AAFI selection committee
informed the team that
due to some delay m trans
portation, the kit would be
available when the team
reached Kuwait
Despite the assurance,

things did not improve in

Kuwait First, Mr Umrao
Singh told the athletes
that the consignment had
got stuck at Kuwait airport
but later revised it to “It

has been put on a wrong
flight and has reacht d
some other destination ”

This irked the team
members to no end “At
least he can be more con
sistent with his excuses,”
commented the Indian
athletes wryly
Their displeasure is

understandable It is hard
ly a pleasure to turn out
for your country m all

kinds of colourful kits that
do not conform Some
were attired m their de
partmental kits, others in

Kuwait diary
their State kits, while
some intelligent ones had
brought their Asian
Games kit

But none felt the agony
of this mismanagement as
keenly as decatmete Sabir
All A decathlete, by the
very nature of his calling,

requires several pairs of
spiles for each different
events, but the Indian de
cathlete was compelled to
run and jump m the same
spikes So it wasn’t sur-
prising that he went out
after the third event with
a twisted ankle

ALL major sports meet
xngs are generally

noted for the generous
flow of sporting spirit But
the just concluded Fifth
Asian Track and Field
Championships will be
long remembered for the
genet ous flow of the petro
dollars

Some unofficial sources

put rhe expenditure on the
week long meet at the ten
million dollai mark
(approximately ten crore

Indian rupees) Whatever
be the exact expenditure,
there was nothing more
that the invited delega
tions could have deman
ded The organisers pro
vided everything—and
that is no exaggeration
The organisers put up

all the female athletesm a
five-star hotel and the
male athletes in a three-

star hotel although it is

never the obligation of the
organisers to provide
board and lodging to the
participants
The organisers even

paid the air fares of the
leaders of the vanous de-
legations and also pro-
vided free hospitality to

the foreign journalists

I
T wouldn't have been a
bad idea if the orgams

ers had earmarked some
of their budget for the
training of the officials of

the meet As far as orga
nisation went, there was
chaos all over, no matter
how leniently one may
look at it

The names of the
athletes weie rarely spelt

correctly and were always
a source of irritation to
covering journalists For
instance, the name of P T
Usha was always spelt as
B7 Yosha on the giant
electronic scoreboara
Then the results were

never ready, even hours
after the completion of an
event No stand was
marked tor the athletes
for the first two days
Perhaps the Press enclo
sure could have been
given to the participants
as the Fourth Estate hard
ly used it after the first

7*0 Kuwait Mm durma the march past ted by the maecot ot the Games

day when the ladies occu-
pied their seats and small
children used their tables
as dancing floors

Besides, it was hardly
useful to sit in the Press
enclosure The results
were only available in the
Press centre and during
the competition it was
usually not possible to get
in or out of the stadium as
security-obsessed guards
would lock all the entr-
ances at random and dis-

appear
Hopefully these short-

comings will be pruned m
the two years before the
proposed Afro-Asian
Games in Kuwait

TAIWAN entered the
Asian athletic fold af-

ter a lapse of eight years.
They had last participated
m the Second Asian Meet
at Seoul m 1975 This time
they competed under the
new name China Taipei,
which has also been
accepted by the Interna
tional Olympic Com
mittee
Leading the Taipei de

legation was their world
renowned athlete Chi
Cheng who held six world
records at one time or the
other Taipei owe a lot to
Chi Cheng for their three
gold medals, six silver and
six bronze
When Chi Cheng re-

turned to her country from
America m 1978, there
was no organised athletics
She introduced cross coun-
try running, then
approached the State and
business houses for spon-
sorship and that same year
organised an international
meet patronised by super
stars like 400m hurdles
world record holder Edwin
Moses

Another first which
the organisers can

surely claim is the parti-
cipation of Palestine A
team of eleven male and
lour female athletes was
allowed by the organisers
to compete
The Palestine contin-

gent comprised mainly
students, who live and
tram m Kuwait and whose
parents bad moved to
Kuwait after the creation
of Israel
Most of them were com-

peting for a land which
they have never seen.
Some enthusiasm indeed!

LOKESH SHARMA



Sportsworld Exclusive

BOXING: WORLD MIDDLEWEIGHT TITLE BOUT

Judges steal

Hagler’s laurels
GEORGE K. GEORGE reports from New York

AT the end of round 13 of the
|

None of that would have matte
world middleweight title bout as long as the judges had their <XlLworld middleweight title bout

between Marvin Hagler and Roberto
Duran, all the three judges had
Duran m the lead on a round by
round basis He was also ahead by
one point on two caids and was even
on the third Perhaps, only the most
fanatic admirers of Duran could
have agreed with the official
scorecard In the minds of the Press
and the public, marvellous Marvin
Hagler, the defending champion,
was way ahead m rounds and on
points Accordmj^to some experts up
lo nine out longed to Hagler

None of that would have mattered
as long as the fudges had their own
magic numbers of the cards Roberto
Duran could have created history as

the first boxer in history to claim
four titles, adding to the mid
dleweight, lightweight, welterweight
and junior middleweight catagones
He also could have become the sixth

welterweight to claim the 160 pound
middleweight title

Above all, he would have erased
the memories of his humiliating act
during the rematch with Sugar Ray
Leonard three years ago He had just

walked away from the ring, refusing

RobertoDuran raises his arvsm victory after detesting Davey Moore m the World Boxing Association

junior middleweight me bout at New York in June this yea/

to fight any more He retired in
disgrace, but changed his mind later
and returned to the nng After a
couple of humiliating defeats, he was
able to save his fighting career
through a win over the World Boxing
Association's junior middleweight
champion Davey Moore last June
The public had already forgiven

him Here was the moment et glor

lfication, just two rounds away
Roberto Duran probably did not

know that after taking so many pun
ches from Hagler he was still leading
m the fight Nor did marvellous
Marvin Later as the contents of the
scorecards were made known to him
after he bounced back m the last two
rounds to win, Hagler said, “That’s
what I meant when 1 told you I was a
little scared about fighting in Las
Vegas Who knows what will
happen’”

Evidently, even Hagler did not
know the judges could steal the title

from him so unfairly Had he known
how they were scoring, he would not
have relaxed after the 12th round
he did He would have gone all out
for a knock out, instead of complet
mg the 15 round routine Had he
slowed down a little m the last two
rounds due to complacency, Marvin
Hagler would have been the ex
middleweight champion of the world
and Roberto Duran boxing’s greatest
legend It would also have gone down
as one of the mo&t conti oversial
decisions m boxing history
The final score cards read ludge

Guy Jutras of Canada had Hagler by
144 142 Ovesen of Denmark scored
144 143 Japan’s Yasuku Yoshida
had it 146 145 Yoshida had also

scored six rounds even Usually a

judge scores a round even, only
when it is impossible to determine
who had the better share of the
exchanges Even m very close fights

only one or two rounds are marked
even In the Hagler Duran affair,

just one or two rounds might have
Deen that close Even by liberal

standards, one could not give Duran
more than four rounds

In spite of the controversy over the

scoring, it was a magnificent fight,

though not marvellous On the
whole, it was a dean fight as well. It
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was one of the best match-ups in

boxing in recent months.
Marvin Hagler, a 29-year-old black

boxer from the ghettos of New
Jersey came to this fight with a
57-2-2 record, which included 48
knockouts. In spite of that marvel-
lous record, he did not gain the
recognition or monetary rewards he
deserved. For years he could not get
a strong opponent as the leading
middleweijghts kept ducking him. He
had to wait until 1979 to get a title

shot. But the bout against Vito
Antuofermo ended in a controversial
draw. A year later he captured the
tirle from Alan Minter of England
through a third round knock-out.

In a few months, he ran out of

opponents, but kept fighting to keep
his title. In May 1983, he began to
talk about retirement following his

victory over Wilfred Scypion. The
only interesting prospect seemed to

be a possible match-up with Duran
and that in case Duran beat Davey
Moore for the junior middleweight
title. At that time it sounded more
like wishful thinking. But Duran’s
win over Moore made the impossible
happen. Promoter Bob Arum was
able to come up with the deal that
Duran and Hagler wanted so much at

that stage of their careers.
Hagler wanted recognition and a

good pay cheque. He was the undis-

the days following is victory over
Sugar Ray Leonard. He wanted to
create history by being the only
boxer ever to win four different
titles ranging from lightweight to
middleweight.
Bub Arum promised Hagler four

million dollars. Duran was guaran-'

teed only one and a half million, but
was informally assured that his total

earnings could be at least four mil-
lions. Hagler might make anything
from six to eight millions overall.

The tale of the tape showed some
interesting differences between the
two contenders. Duran is 32, three
years older than Hagler. He is two
mches shorter. Hagler has a reach of
75 inches, while Duran has only 67.

The defending champion had also a
two-inch advantage in chest
measurements. Both weighed 160
pounds each.
Duran was clean shaven this time.

The beard was gone. Hagler as usual
had his head clean shaved and shin-
ing. The contrast of appearances
could not be more vivid.

Both men were equal in terms of
motivation, determination and in-

centive. Both had prepared for
weeks. But they were no match in
physical strength. Duran still re-

mained a blown up lightweight. Hag-
ler was far more superior in stamina
and strength. He held tremendous

advantage m reach, power, strength
and his trademark southpaw stance.
His style had more versatility* Duran
was still a little quicker than Hagler,
but his legs were weaker due to the
sudden increase of weight.
Duran’s 76-4 record was not a

major concern for Hagler, though
the Panamanian had lost only tothe Panamanian had lost only to
Leonard, Wilfred Benitez and Kirk-
land. The defending champion was
more concerned about the tricks

hold back due to excessive fear of his
dirty tricks.

'

The latter seems to have been the
case. Hagler stayed away from
Duran cautiously and wore him out,

instead of going all out for a knock-
out. That strategy almost cost him
the fight, thanks to the scoring pat-
tern of the three international
judges.

In the first round they hardly
reached each other. In the second,
Hagler allowed Duran to come at
him. The South African referee
warned Duran of low blows. Duran
had a better share of the exchanges
in the second. Evidently, Marvelous
was feeling him out. He had to make
sure that Duran could not really hurt
him. Once he did that, the fight
picked up pace and from the fourth

puted middleweight champion, espe-
cially after the title unifying bout
and the defence against Scypion. He
had a great record He even changed
his name to Marvelous Marvin Hag-
ler, legally.

Still, fame did not come. He was
not yet one of the big names of
boxing history. He knewhe deserved
it. He had to take risks. Fighting
Duran, who is notorious for his illeg-

al tactics and performing before Las
Vegas judges were more than minor
rides. Moreover, the man he was
going to fight has been one of the
most enigmatic figures of boxing
history.

Roberto Duran wanted glory. Af-

ter ail, he has already oeen re-

deemed in the eyes of the public
after his title win over Moore. That
was not enough for the proud
Panamanian. He wanted glory as in.
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mMoytHoyr Hoo**rknockedouthiaopponentmtho fourth round
round the chammnn hAoan tn Ml/A I U n - 1 -round the champion began to taJke
control of the fight at his own pace

HAGLER was not willing to make
the blunder that cost Sugar Ray

Leonard the brawl of Montreal He
refused to fight Duran’s fight In
stead, he set the pace and style of“* bout Duran’s efforts to get close
in the fifth round were rewarded
with upper cuts He even began to
open his mouth for air Hagler was
certainly wearing him down
From the fourth round till the

ninth. Marvelous fought magni
ficently They even smiled at each
other m the seventh It was a gallant
fight on the part of both men In the

S? cjl.
rou™» Duran tried to rally

No 8 has been of special significance
for him He had said *no mas’ and
quit ini the eighth He had redeemed
himself by knocking out Davey
Moore m the eighth too
Glory did not come in the eighth

uus time But things improved a
Uttle for him m the next round
Hagler had him breathing hard at
this time. But for some strange
reason, the champion began to relax
a uttle It looked as if he was waiting
f
?
r I)y,?n t0 come 1Ti Tht fwkt

slowed down and Dm an got the time i

he wanted to regain his breath
the ninth round was probably

even Duran came back in the 10th to

sa
.f.tbe fight look much closer

Mill Hagler was better in that round
ana the following

In the 12th round, Hagler was cut
over his left eye as Duran’s thumb
landed viciously His left eye closed
quickly Hagler hit back in anger,
put Duran was very successful with
his right A solid right rocked the
champion in the 13th, a round that
belonged to Duran All Hagler could

|

do was to hold on
It was at this stage that the judges

had Roberto Duran m the lead
Frankly I don’t know where and

what they were looking at,” ex
claimed Hagler’s trainer Goody Pet
ronelli Who did’
Duran hurt Hagler again m the

14th as the cut over the left eve was. I
14th as the cut over theTeft e^e was
opened up Probably that was the
best thing that could have happened
to Marvelous From the beginning of
the round, he has been chasing
Duran with fury Duran dropped his
hands and made a face at him Then
he stuck his mouthpiece at the cham-
pion That did not help him either
Buf me blood at the end of the round

1 *w;k HtijJt r up fhe 15th round was

Hagler s Duran invited him to tomem and he obliged He had him to
ropes with right and left
The fury of the last two rounds

saved Marvin Hagler from the
tudges
Why didn’t he go all out for his

ninth successive knock out, Hagler
was asked “I just had to give up my
plans to go for a knockout,” he said,

I

This man is a tough warrior I felt as
though I had to adjust, go with the
speed, get off my combos a little
taster in the later rounds ”

Overcaution cost Hagler his repu-
tation as the invincible But he won
what he wanted, recognition and
reward AH Duran wanted was to
hold on for 15 rounds and keep up
his box-office value Ironically, both
emerged winners in this fight with
Duran being the greater beneficiaryA knock out by Hagler would have
sent him packing to Panama once

He deserved to lose honour-
ably because of the incredible sur
vival instinct that brought him to the
rf"8 for this title fight, after the
shameful loss to Ray Leonard, Very
few human beings are capable of
that kind of redemption Duran is
one and for that alone he deserved to
share some of Hagler’s glory



OLD
PARTNERS
Back In Service

CHRIS EVERT-LLOYD
and her husband John

Lloyd decided that it

would be better for their
relationship to have diffe-

rent partners for the
World Mixed Doubles
Championships, which
concluded at Houston re-

cently.

They had tried playing
together in last year’s

tournament but had lost in
the second round. T think
when I play with John I am
more high strung/ said
Chris, ‘It’s difficult play-
ing with someone you are
close to.’

So Evert paired up with
Jimmy Connors, to whom
she was once engaged.
Lloyd on the other hand
teamed up with Wendy
Turnbull, with whom he
won the 1983 Wimbledon
mixed doubles title

.

Evert and Connors played
together again for the first

time since they reached
the finals of the 1974 US
Open mixed doubles
event.
Both have professed

that their primary bond is

now money. “It is a re-

laxed atmosphere,' says
Evert, ‘We were engaged
nine to ten years ago.
Things have changed since
then. We’ve grown up and
chosen our own lives. We
have a very nice
friendship.’

The reunion was a prom-
oted dream—a publicity
draw. Evert said that she
would be surprised if she
and Connors won the
tournament. Well she
must be. She must also be
relieved that she did not
have to face the embar-
rassment of playing
against her husband in the
final. ‘When I played
against my brothers it was
difficult,' said Evert. ‘To
have to play against your
husband would be even
more difficult.’

BAND
BOXING

Your Money Or
Your Life

THE World Medical
Association m a docu-

ment issued at the end of
its yearly congress held at

Venice, has demanded a
worldwide ban on boxing
on the grounds of health
risks.

The document has also
recommended new boxing
rules granting the ring
doctor the power to stop a
fight at any moment
whenever he recognises
any clinical danger. At
present only the referee
can stop the fight. The
doctors were only con-
sulted in case of serious
injuries.
Summarising the results

of the congress, the Secret-
ary General of the Associa-
tion, Andre Wynen, said:

‘There is no doubt that
boxing causes risks and
alterations to the health of
athletes. Thus it must be
banned’. He added that
boxing may cause brain
lesions even to boxers who
have never suffered a
knockout.

Within the last two
years a number of boxers
nave died due to injuries
received in the ring. This
has sparked off con-
troversies about the risks
of boxing. But then the
sport is also a big business,
worth several million
pounds a year.

INSULT
UMPIRE?

Pay Fine

YATEST GERMAN foot

VY ball captain Karl-

Heinz Rummenigge has
been fined 750 pounds for

unsporting behaviour. The
disciplinary committee of

the West German Football
federation (DFB) fined
the Bayern Munich for-

ward aftei the incident
during last month, home
match when fans whistled
the referee for booking
Rummenigge.

Rummenigge a former
European Footballer of

the Year was visibly upset
by the booking and signal-

M>•'

led the crowd to whistle
louder.
Rummenigge has a repu-

tation for good sports-

manship. He apologized
for his behaviour calling it

a momentary lapse.

The fine is a part of the
DFB’s crackdown on play-
ers who insult referees.
Perhaps the football au-
thorities m India could
take a leaf out of the
DFB’s book.

HIGH
POWER
New Rocket

THE world’s top tennis
players may soon be

using a revolutionary car-
bon-fibre racket which can
not only generate more
power from a standard-
size frame but can also
eliminate painful tennis
elbow.

The racket has been de-
veloped by a British de-
sign team and was shown
for the first time recently
at a sports trade exhibi-
tion in Munich, Federal
Germany.

The designers spent
hours re-running video
films of top tennis stars in
action, studying their be-
haviour on court, before
starting their work. The
new design is a collabora-
tion between Win Sports
Products of Leicester-
shire, England, and the
Stockport-based R.K.
Technologies Group.

Mr. Gordon Tilley, Man-
aging Director of Win
Sports Products, says his

original aim was to pro-

duce a more powerful
racket, but found that the
new-style shaft helped eli-

minate tennis elbow

—

caused by the arm muscles
continually absorbing the
force of the ball hitting the
racket.

Its unique feature is its

“open throat”. Normal
tennis rackets consist of a
closed, elliptical frame to
which a handle is attached
and across which the
strings are stretched. But
the new racket’s loop is

open at the bottom. This
enables energy generated
by hitting theball to np-
ple up and down the
strings. Because the open
throat allows the racket
head to flex under stress,

little of the energy in-

volved is absorbed by the
frame. The effect is to
maximise the amount of
power transferred to the
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NATIONAL TENNIS
CHAMPIONSHIPS

Little talent,

less interest

TENNIS is still a rich man’s game
in India. All the youngsters who

take to the game come from families
with social status and in most cases
their interest in tennis seems to be
restricted to making a trip abroad
every year and coming back and
playing in the national circuit.

None of the youngsters who
showed some promise as juniors
could collect any points to get into
the computurised ATP list

After surrendering the Grand Pnx
tournament, India have gone m for a
satellite circuit so that our juniors
could benefit and collect some ATP
points. Unfortunately, instead of

helping the Indian players, the cir-

cuit is being utilised by overseas
entrants to pick up valuable points
When our players cannot take

advantage of conditions here, one
can well imagine their showing in

the satellite circuits of Europe. This
year the Indians played in Holland
and Belgium but with little profit.

And now they are back for the Indian
series As is always the case, the
Indian circuit is sandwiched be-

tween the national championships
and the European circuit.

Since the national lawn tennis
championships have to be played on
grass, only Calcutta, New Delhi and
Pune, which have grass courts, as a
rule get to stage the tournament,
though Chandigarh was an exception
last year This year’s nationals were

played a little too early. Normally,
Demi stages the nationals in Decern-
ber-Jammry hi the thick of winter.

Ail the regulars were there barring
thfe two reigning champions Sriniva-
san Vasudevan and Anu Peshwaria.
The former reportedly was prepar-
ing for his examinations, while thci

latter has been out of the game for
quite some time. Amrita Ahluwalia,
a former champion, has also decided
to call it a day.

The entire Indian Davis Cup team
skipped the nationals. The Amritrai
brothers and Ramesh had stopped
coming long ago, but this time Sashi
Menon also decided not to come.
However, he had written to the

organisers, saying that he would be
busy with the Australian circuit this

time. Ramanathan Krishnan, who
had also been invited to play, ex-
pressed his and Ramesh’s inability to

play as both would be away from
India during the time of the nation-
als He sent his daughter Gowri to

play instead.

It is difficult to fathom why the
Amntraj brothers and Ramesh can-
not be persuaded to play in the
nationals as the three are m India
around Christmas and Pongal time
almost every year It is only a ques-
tion of adjusting the dates. If nothing
else, their presence here can give a
boost to the game and help some of
the youngsters
Be that as it may, the nationals this

Offer a Morton.
Share a smile.
• Coconut Cookies

• Chocolate Cookies

• Rose Eclairs

• Lactobonbons

• Deluxe Toffees

• Coconut crunch

• Peppermint rolls

• Minipops

MORTON

MORTON CONFECTIONERY & MILK PRODUCTS FACTORY
P.O. Marhowrah (Dist. Saran) Bihar.

SWEETS OF
DISTINCTION
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ytmr bad nothing much to offer,

though they produced two now
national champions. Nandan Sal at

last made it to the top even though
he has been around for seven years.
Except for two years, when he was

ranked third in the country, he has
been the number two. Twice he was
frustrated in the final, Sashi Menon
beating him to the title both times,
while Jayakumar Royappa knocked
him out in the semi-final round itself

last year.
For the women’s champion, Vidya

Priya, it was a fulfilment of her
promise as a top junior of the coun-
try. Though she nas shed much of her
baby fat, she is still on the heavier
side but her ground strokes have
improved tremendously. The only
time she looked vulnerable was
when she met Sonali Mukherjee in

the semi-finals. The Calcutta girl

also hits as hard as the Coimbatore
schoolgirl.

In most matches, the players were
trying to psyche one another as they
seemed to know one an other’s
strong points and weaknesses too
well, having played together in the
circuits for a couple of years. This
was apparent when only three seeds
survived till the semi-final stage.

Five of the seeds, including third-

seeded Royappa, were out in the
second round itself.

Royappa, who is on a comeback
trail after two knee operations, play-

ed in Belgium before coming here.

He has opened up his shoulders with
weight training and looked in good
nick. He is a player who likes to

attack and in the second round he
was up against a tenacious pusher
from the baseline, Nadendla Man-
ohar from Andhra Pradesh.

The son of the Andhra Finance
Minister, Manohar had a stint at the
Harry Hopman clinic in the U.S. and
the fruit of it was all too clear when
he beat Royappa in three sets.

For a player who is on his first

circuit, Manohar, with a little luck,
would have made to the last eight. In
the pre-quarter, he took the first set

against Calcutta's Tejbir Singh

I

Bhandari and as the match went into

the decider, he crashed into the
fencing while chasing a lob and had
to retire with a strained calf muscle.
The other seeds to make an early

exit were Mayur Vasant (5), Amer-
ican Ian Schindler (6), Mayank
Capoor (7) and Dinesh Reddy (8).

Capoor, once a promising junior, did
well to beat stocky Madan Suri, who
had created a good impression dur-
ing the Asiad trials last year, but
could not progress further as Naren-
dranath was too efficient for him in

the next round.
Narendranath, who had won the

all-India hard court title at Yamuna-
nagar just before the national, was
expected to do well against Nandan
Bal in the quarter-finals. Bal was at

the receiving end on mote than one
occasion when they played during

the selection trials for the Asiad last

year.
This time Narendranath made the

mistake of playing into Bal’s hands
by trying to counter attack. Bal, who
had a lay-off, had a good practice
match with Akhtar Ali, the former
Indian Davis Cup coach, who re-

turned to play in the nationals
almost after a decade. Ali, who came
essentially to accompany his son,
Zeeshan, gave a lesson or two to Bal
while taking three and five games in
the two sets, respectively.
Second seeded Enrico Piperno had

no such benefit as he hardly encoun-
tered any opposition till the semi-
final stage. The 21-year-old Calcutta
lad spent more time off the court
than on it and all of a sudden he had
to play eighty-one games on the
penultimate day of the cham-
pionships.
He was taken to five sets by Ilyas

Ghouse who had beaten him when
the two had played last. Later in the
day he was involved in both the
men’s mixed doubles competitions
and all this on a day when he was
recovering from an upset stomach.
Ghouse made the most of the

Piperno’s slow movements by repe-
atedly passing him with his back-
hand cross-court shots and lobbed
frequently to tire him out. Yet,
Piperno played the big points belter
to win the match.
Bal met with no resistance from K.

Somnath in the other semi-final. Bal
was through with the first set before
Somnath could realise what hit him
and he took the second also in a jiffy

without conceding a game. Somnath

salvaged some refutation by making
a pretence of a fight.

So, the stage was set for the final

which meant more to the Pune stu-

dent, who at 24, had his best chance
of winning the title for the first time..

The tensions of the final

^g||| were more for Bal for
obvious reasons. Piperno,
who had two good wins

m

m

against BaL, including one
'W on clay courts in Holland

recently, quickly seized the
opportunity to take the first

set and Bal could still not pull
nimself up.
His service was wobbly and his

volleying wayward. He looked stiff.

Piperno was up 5-2 in the second set,

having broken Bal’s service twice. At
this stage his sendee ran into prob-
lems. He dropped his service in the
next game and a fault of the “let"
judge led to an altercation with the
umpire in the ninth game when the
disputed point would have given him
a set point on Nandan’s service. A
“let” was called finally and thereaf-
ter the match took a different
course, though Piperno still had the
chance of winning the set in the tie

breaker when he was 6-3 up. Bal was
back with all his fire and power at
this stage and pipped Piperno at 10-8

in this set ana went on to take the
next two sets, the third one again on
tie breaker. The two came back to
win the doubles final against Ghouse
and Vasant.
The standard of women’s tennis

does not seem to be improving at all.

With all the girls staying back to
push or lob there was little to enth-

j

use about. So, on their day each
|

seemed capable of beating the other.
Only Vidya, Sonali, Radhika Krish-
nan and Gowri Krishnan showed any
power in their ground shots. Gown,
in particular, has improved with her
double-fisted forehand. Munisha
Muthana and Nasreen Shujat Ali
have all the strokes, but their tiny
frames lack power.
Both the semi-final matches were

well contested. Radhika matched
Vidya on a slow centre court but the
latter prevailed in three sets because
of her better court craft. Namrata
was gifted the match by Sonali by
her erratic play. She, however,
brought off some unplayable fore-
hand shots.

The final was an anti-climax with
Namrata, despite having won against
her at Yamunanagar, unable to stop
Vidya. Hitting on both flanks with
remarkable consistency, Vidya easi-

ly encountered Namrata's topspin,
the only potent weapon in the lat-

ter’s armoury. Vidya was also the
architect of victory while winning,
the mixed doubles title along with
Madan Suri, beating Piperno and
Namrata.

LAKSHMI SUNDAR,
New Delhi
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Big BaMes

THE new index system introduced
this year in the Sixth Sub-junior

Volleyball National Championship
helped the Andhra and Kerala teams
to win the gold medals in boys and
girls groups respectively.
Undoubtedly, this system was in-

tended to eliminate the over aged
players. The worst affected State
was Uttar Pradesh, five of their boys
were rejected for not complying with
the norms. Besides, others also
effected were Haryana, Karnataka,
Manipur, Tamil Nadu, Bihar, Rajas-
than, Maharashtra and Delhi. Such is

the state of Indian sport.

Hosts Andhra Pradesh regained
the boy’s title crushing the defend-
ing champions Karnataka 8-15, 15-

13, 15-3. The persons responsible for
the dramatic change in the comple-
xion of the game were Andhra’s
Venkateswarlu and Prabhakar, who
pumped in smashes with telling

effect.

Earlier ii\the semi-finals, the
Andhra boys had defeated Tamil
Nadu 15-4, 15-4, while Karnataka
prevailed over Rajasthan 15-4, 18-16.

In the girls, group, Kerala owe
their maiden success to two play-

ers—Regi Anthony and Beena. The
duo’s perfect understanding enabled
Kerala to overcome strong Tamil
Nadu in three well contested games
(15-7, 11-15, 15-12). The scores were
level at ten all in the decider when
Regi, the tall lanky girl, gave off her
best and helped her side take a 13-11

lead, before clinching the issue.

These two girls were also in-

strumental in winning the semis
against Karnataka, whom they defe-

ated effortlessly—15-3, 15-1.

M S SHANKER

Outright Win

ORISSA retained the East Zone
Vijay Merchant (under-15) crick-

et title when they defeated Bengal in

the final. It was a tournament full of
thrills and surprises.

Bengal had reached the final by
overcoming Bihar in the semis. But
what a match it was! Bengal could
only manage 128 runs in their first

innings. By the end of the second day
(all matches were held over three
days) Bihar had scored 116 and thus
needed only 12 runs to win. When
the game resumed next morning
Bihar were in for a surprise. Four of

their wickets fell in the space of just
21 minutes and after they had added
only 5 runs to their overnight total,

thu9 giving Bengal a lead of seven,
which was enough to put them into
the final.

In the other semi-final, Orissa
routed Assam in a completely one
sided affair. In fact, the match was
over when Assam were all out in

theii first innings for 88 runs.
Bengal began the final poorly,

being bundled our for 175 and this

thanks to a mature 59 by number
five bat Moinath Roy. In reply Orissa
were 27 without loss at the end of the
first day.
Helped by a strokeful partnership

of 107 between Sritam Das (72) ana
Suhhakar Misra (67), Orissa amassed
a score of 229, and got the vital first

innings lead.
When stumps were drawn on the

second day Bengal were 115 for two
but the match was more or less over
because an outright victory for Ben-
gal seemed remote.

It was in fact Orissa who won
outright. Bengal could only add 30
runs while they lost their remaining
eight wickets. Orissa made the 92
runs needed to win losing only two
wickets.

ANDY O'BRIEN

Triumphant Host

THE All-India Inter-varsity Foot-
ball Championship was held at

Calicut and the hosts emerged as
champions. Left-inside Ranjit has
finally done it for Calicut. The scor-

ing machine of the Calicut Universi-
ty made no mistake when he neatly
headed the ball through a host of

Kerala defenders into the net to

clinch the match winner and title for

the Calicut University. The goal
came in the opening minute of the
second half. Calicut had last won the
championship in 1978-79.

It was a creditable double triumph
for the hosts who had won the South
Zone title a couple of days back on
the same ground. The Ail Ind ;a Inter
zone Championship started after the
South Zone championship at the
same venue. Top teams from the four
zones competed for the honours m
the 10-day league-cum-knock out
affair. The eight teams were divided
into pools ana the pool winners and
runners-up qualified for the semi-
finals.

Defending champions Ranchi, Ali-

garh, Bombay and South Zone run-

s
/
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ners-up Serai* were in Pool A. East
Zone winners Burdwan, Punjab,
Calicut and Jabalpur formed pool B.
Calicut emerged tops with the max-
ium number of points. Burdwan, the
East Zone winners, finished behind
them with four points.

Calicut had a difficult time against
Burdwan and could only register a
solitary goal victory. Calicut started
their campaign routing Jabalpur 4-1.

The Jabalpur boys were no match for

the speedy Calicut forwards who also
have a strong link and deep defence.

Calicut also had a tough time
against the Punjab lads and in fact
the match was full of controversy
and rough play. Calicut was down
but later restored parity and went on
to lead 2-1 at half time. Trouble
broke out when the match was twen-
ty-five minutes into the second half.

Punjab right striker Emerka tram-
pled on Calicut's Anil Kumar who
was on the ground. Emerka who had
been warned earlier, was shown the
red card by the referee. The players
protested the decision, and at their
not coming back on the field the
referee blew the long whistle and
declared Calicut the winners. Pun-
jab was scratched for the rest of the
matches and an explanation has
been tailed from them.

Burdwan, who had two successive
victories in this ground against Pun
jab (2-1) and Jabalpur, traded spells

of superiority with Calicut. Burdwan

could have scored but they wasted a
penalty kick in the 28th minute.
Then came the solitary goal of the
match in the 33rd minute. However
both the teams entered the semis.
Kerala University started their

campaign defeating Bombay 2-1. It

was fast paced encounter and Bom-
bay could do little against the hard-
working Kerala lads. However the
rain drenched ground was a hand-
icap for Bombay. In the next match
Kerala were put to the test by Ali-

garh who have got a big dose of
overseas students. The match was
really interesting and fortune fluctu-

ated from side to side. The defence
of both the sides was weak, as a
result the forwards came across
many chances. However, Kerala had
a better custodian who saved them
from certain embarrassment. The
only hat trick of the Tournament was
registered in the encounter between
Kerala and Ranchi by Kerala's
speedy striker Jayakumar.

Burdwan who gave a tough time to

Calicut in the league matches were
whipped 5-0 by Kerala in a fast

packed semi-final. Jayakumar was
again the king-pin of Kerala's attack.
Burdwan fought brilliantly but in the
second half they crumbled when
Kerala changed their strategy. This
victory over Burdwan turned out. a
morale booster for Kerala who were
to face Calicut in the finals. Howev-
er, Calicut had built up their confi-

dence with a 4*1 victory over Kerala
in the South Zone league and their
superb and successful teamwork in
the league matches.
The anal started on a brisk note

with the Calicut lads exhibiting more
thrust. The winning goal came m the
opening minute of the second half
and even the goal failed to spur the
Kerala forwards on. Kerala’s danger-
ous forward Jayakumar was well
guarded by Calicut’s skipper and
right back Benny, even tnough he
occasionally tried to wriggle out of
the hold but that was not enough to
worry the deep defence.
Later in the second half Calicut

were completely in command and
the Kerala defenders had a time.
Gradually the hope of an equaliser
faded and as the time ticked by they
tried to contain the hardworking
Calicut forwards rather than go up
for the goal.

This is the first championship for
the Calicut lads under former State
captain, Vitos Manjila’s coaching
and incidentally he was also the first

captain of the University which
annexed the all India title. A couple
of years back he turned into the
mentor when his guru and the
architect of Calicut’s many sensa-
tional triumphs, Usman Koya, left

for an assignment abroad. Well done
Manjila.

M P SURESH

SUNIL GAVASKAR’S NEW BOOK

3M
A GREAT CRICKET CLASSIC
from the author of

SUNNY PAYS
|

Author of SUNNY DAYS, a bestseller and a cricket classic,

I Gavaskar is one of the few sportsmen who keep writing and
fr write beautifully. In IDOLS he pays tribute to thirtyone of his

|| contemporaries all over the cricket world. The stars that he

H* writes about are not only the sportsiovers* idols, they are also
figures whom Gavaskar himself admires for their verve,

|p technique and style.

..*kf"**

Available with a(l leading bookshops.
In case of difficulty, please contact

:

T^aifua. « G>.
3831, Pataudi House Road, Daryaganj, New Delhi-110002
Phones : 278586 & 272161
Also at : CALCUTTA • ALLAHABAD • BOMBAY
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European Soccer
Cup for under 16
years: Action during
a match between
Belgium and Spain-

played in Duffel, 35
kms north of
Brussels. Spain won
34)

West German
motor-mechanics are
seen on duty on the
Audi-Quattro car of
Finnish driver
Hannu Mikkola,
who was expected to

be this year’s hero of
World Rally
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ACROSS

1

Great golfer has a negative ending

in Munich has
a 'loop' in the middle (4)

5 Golfing stretch (4)

6 One-time record-holder of the moat
wickets m Tests from the West
Indies comes back (5)

7 Form of self defence has a circular

ending (5)
0 Comical winner from Essex has a

direction for his name (1,4)

10. Directions for bridge (5)
12 Weapon for a former English

cricketer who also played for Notts

13 Primer of the first Wimbledon in

1877 returns (4)
14 Ball bowled between the bat and

the ground In cricket (1, 6)

• ' lira -V !• I I -1

1

1 - 1 u , Ll

I

3 Miss Kim of the Moscow Olympics

4. Promoter of many an Aliflghthasa
‘relative’ In between (3,4)

6. Cricket writer for The Guardian has
a munch in Ns name (7)

8. Manufacturers of famous tennis

equipment begins with a cricketing

12'ISSLS^ ,
now dead, has a

masculine beginning (4)

CnsHsafc 18-1, Qsod: 14. Fair; 13.

C. R. MwtfMftaran, Tamil Nadu.
Q. How many wickets has Karsan Ghav-
ri taken In Tests? How many Tests did
he play?
A. Ghavn has captured 109 wickets in

39 Tests for India

Vanfcatssli Data), Goa.
Q. What are the full names of 8 M H
Klrmani and Yashpal?
A. Syed Mintaba Hussain Kirmani and
Mulkraj Yashpal Sharma

Rafandra Singh Sawhnsy, Sambalpar.
Q. Who has scored the maximum num-
ber of half centuries in Tests and how
many?
A. Geoff Boycott of England has re-

corded 42 half centimes in his 108 Test
appearances

Arf)tt Chowdhwy, Shillong

0. Who has hit the most centuries in

Duleep Trophy matches?
A. A)it Wadekar and Bnjesh Patel share
the record of sconng a maximum of six

centuries in the Duleep Trophy tourna-
ment

Narendrakumar Sharma, Ahmodahad.
0. How many Tests has Don Bradman
played against India? What is his record

against India in Tests?
A. 5 Tests, 6 innings, twice not out, 71

5

runs, 201 highest score, 178 75 aver-

age, 4 centuries and one half century
and captain in all the five Tests
S. K. Oatta, Ranchi.

Q. Has Vishwanath ever been dropped
from a Test side for India? If not, is it a
record of consecutive Tests?
A. Yes, he missed the first two Tests
against West Indies' in Wed Indies in

1970-71 , after playing first four Tests of

Ns career in 1 969-70 Thereafter his 87
consecutive appearances is a world
record
Q. Who has taken maximum wickets in

a Test series and in a Test innings?

A. S F Barnes of England has captured
a maximum of 49 wicicets in a senes
against South Africa in 1913-14 J C
Laker of England has captured all the

10 wickets of Australia at Manchester in

1956 (Record for an innings)

Q. How many Tests has Umngar played
for India? What are his total runs in

Tests?
A. Umrtgar has played in 59 Tests for

India, in which his total aggregate is

3631

SOUmON 221

eshgiehio

^Question box JHil
la on a
dddan anaan
a a a
\m annans ml
lamia a annealnan

aannann

NHBHHBNHHH Sudhir VaJdya

Mhi Janl, Cambay.
Q. How often and against whom and
where has India scored 300 or more
runs in a day’s play in Tests?
A. 383 on the fifth ray of the 4th Test
against England at Trie Oval m 1979
and 344 on the 3rd day of the 2nd Test
against England at Manchester m 1962

A. 9. Pstkak, PataHa.

Q. In which year did Sunk Gavaskar play

at Kinan Stadium at Jamshedpur? What
was Ns performance there then?
A. Gavaskar made 0 and 22 in the Ranji
Trophy match for Bombay against Bihar
at Jamshedpur’s Kinan Stadium in

1973-74
Prasad G. P. Oasal, Goa.
Q. What is the full name of Roger
Bmny?
A Roger Michael Binny
8. Umakanth, Roorakala

G. How many wickets have been cap-
tured by Imran Khan for Pakistan in

Tests? What is Ns highest score in

Tests?
A. Imran Khan has captured a total ol

232 wickets m 49 Tests for Pakistan
His highest score in Tests is 123 made
against West Indies in Pakistan m 1980-

JQuiz
I Ranpt QhOM

QUESTIONS

1 Who is the only batsman to score
double centuries against all the
countries against whom he played
in Tests'?

2 Who is the only batsman to score
two tnple hundreds in Tests'?

3 What is the maximum number of

centunes by a batsman against one
country'?

4 Who is the only batsman to score
three double centunes in one Test
senes?

5 Who is the only batsman to have
been associated in five part-

nerships of over 300 runs'?

6 What Is the only instance in Test
cncket o* a side winning all the

three matches after losing the pre-

vious two Tests in the senesr
7 Who is the Indian batsman to have

scored most runs on first appear-
ance against Pakistan?

8 Who is the only batsman to score
over 5 000 runs against one
country?

9 Who has scored the fastest double
century in Test cricket?

ANSWERS
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Q What are the highest and lowest totals

by West Indies and Australia?

A The highest and the lowest totals by
West Indies are 790 for 3 wickets
declared and 76 respectively and those
by Australia are 758 for 8 wickets
•declared and 36 respectively

P C Banish, Gauhatl

Q Name the players who have taken
100 or more catches in Tests?
AM C Cowdrey (120 catches) W R
Hammond (110 catches) of England G

mmmmmmmmmm Bon* schaptro

Are you sometimes at a loss tor words
when your partner has committed an
atrocity? I can generally find words but

they are not always the right ones I have

made a resolution to be guided by a new
formula established during the prelimi

nary stage of a French international trial

This was the deal that piovided the

occasion

AS
AKQJ64
AQJ
73

QJ108642
6
10

4 KJ84

N 4 93

W E K743
8 4 A9652

4 K7
10983
98662

4 OIO
North was tht dealei and North South

were vulnerable Playing for a vulnerable

game the North South pairs were

sometimes pushed overboard For

example at one table the bidding went

s W N E
1C pass

ID 1NT 4H pass
pass 4b pass pass
5H pass pass pass

South playing the Blue Club system had

i maximum tor his response of one
diamond and was not wrong to try five

hearts North with several losers should

certainly have doubled four spades
instead of making a forcing pass

fhc best result occurred when Chemla
and Lebel held the North South cards

North opened two clubs and the bidding

continued

S w N E

^ 2C pass
2D 3S pass pass
4H pass 6H pass
pass pass

I must say that I don t see much point in

North s pass over three spades It caused
him to overbid on the next round

However West led the 10 of diamonds
and East in with the King returned a

spade at trick two presenting the

declarer with twelve tricks What he was
thinking about is difficult to imagine
West then made this memorable speech
Tu est mon metlfaur amt C est la saute

raison pour laquetle j accepte de
m assaaotr i une table da bridge an face
de tot Je supports baaucoup de

S Chappell (114 catches) R B Simpson
(1 10 catches) 1 M Chappell (105 catch-
es) of Australia and G S Sobers (109
catches) of West Indies

Q Could you please name the players
who have played in 90 or more Tests7

A M C Cowdrey (1 14 Tests) of England
G Boycott (108 Tests) APE Knot (95
Tests) T G Evans (91 Tests) of Eng-
land R W Marsh (91 Tests) of Australia

G S Sobers (93 Tests) C H Lloyd (90
Tests) of West Indies and S M Gavas

lhoses mats ca vraiment pour les

nerfs t est trop ( You are my best

friend That is the sole reason why I

agree to sit opposite you at the bridge

table ( endure many things but this

tortheneives is really too much )

Tu est mon mailleur amt III

remember that*

LAST WEEK S QUIZ The bidding by

South and North begins 10 IS 20
Holding SJ76542 HAJ64 03 C62 North

must pass

THIS WFEK'S QUIZ What is meant by
The Principle of Fast Arrival?

Chess
I Peter Clarke

After Jonathan Mestel s outstanding

performance in the European Team
Championship (see last week s article) it

was no surprise when he emerged the

wirner of the Grieveson Grant British

Championship at Southport l<rt month
He scored 8VII and was the only

unbeaten player in the huge field of *58

which included grandmaster Speelman

and many other dangerous competitors

Mestel handled all types of position

vigorously and his deep knowledge of

opening theory usually got him away to a

good start In the following rase it did

even more guiding White into a short

and sharp attack on the K side the loser

must have been stunned by the way his

game fell apart before he had had a

chance to orqam/e himself

White Jonathan Mattel Black John

Cox French Defence (Southport 1983)

1 PMPK3
2 P 04 P 04

3 Kt-063 Kt KB3
4 B KtS 8-KtS

With this move introducing the

MacCutcheon Variation Black challenges

his opponent to a more violent struggle

than that normally reached after 4 B

K2

5 P K5 P KR3 7 PxB
t 8-02 8xKt

7 BxB poses few problems (see for

instance the game Fischer Petrosian

Candidates Tournament 1962}

7 Kt K5 10 KjcKI P-084
• OKM P KKt3 11 Kt 83 Kt 83
• 6 03, Ktxfi 12 Q 84 8 02

In French MaiCutchenn and Advance
Unas (London 1979 T U Harding

recommends
t ? pxp i j

oxp 3 q2

13 Oft OKU 0 82

This defends the QKtP ind makes the

blocking move P B4 ‘eastbie but

White can at once penetrate the

weakened enemy K side 13 P Kt3

was sounder

kar (93 Tests), and G R Vishwanath (91
Tests) of India, before India-West Indies

Tests commenced in India

Vinay Deshpande, Nssik.

Q How many century partnerships are
recorded in the names of Gavaskar-
Chauhan for the first wicket for India in

Tests?
A 10 times for the first wicket and once
for the fourth wicket

14 0-86

Fischer suggested (My 60 Memorable
Games p 320) the same idea in his

notes to Fischer Rossolimo US
Championship 1965 66 It leaves Black

in desperate trouble

14 ft KKfl UP KIM R-Q61

Perhaps 14 PxP offered more
chances of resistance

16 P R5, P KKt4
17 QxftP'PxP

IS PiP, P KtS
19 QB6

The Queen returns to the key point and

gives way for the KRP

ie pxki
20 p-ne Kt K2

21 p n7 o etch
22 K K3 RtKoni

Competition G599 Solution next week

(r5rk / p2b3p / 3Pln2 , 2plpP? / 2P4q /
1R5P / P2QB2K / 3N1R2)
Black to play How did the game finish?

Solution to G598 (Palau to Kolflo,

London, 1927) (mbq3r / pp3kbR /
2p2ppl / 3pp3 / 3P4 / 2NBPNP1
PPP2PP1 / R2Qk3 White to play)

Palau exploited his lead in development
by tl BxPch KxB 1? KtxKPch PxKt (if

12 KxR then 13 0 R5ch K Ktl 14 Q
B7ch K R2 1 5 0 0 0 forces mate) 13 Q
R5ch KB3 14 QxPch K B2 ISQxBch
KK3 16 Q K5mate

Problem No 1262 Solution next week
J E Driver (Third Prize British Chats
Maghzlne, 1961)
(ItllNZQI / 1n6 / 8 / 3R1p1K / 4K3 /

1P1p1n2 / 3p2N1 / 8 - 6 whita mao, 7
black)

White to play and mate in two moves

Solution to No 1261 (Wrobol) (3Q3K /

1pR2BB1 / blq2N2 / 4r3 / 8 / Ppk1fiR2 /

Ippiil / 2Nr2bl - mate In two) 1 R B4
(threat 2 Q Q4) (a) 1 Kt B6 2 Kt K4
(b) 1 Kt B4 2 KIQ5 (r)

1 Kt(07)B5 2 Kt K2 (d)

1 Kt(K6) B5 2 Q Q3 (e) 1 R Q4
2 KtxR (f) I* R K5 2 KtxR
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FLetters to the Editor

Artificial

records
A CCORPING to Press

.TXreportis, 13 national re-

cords have been estab-
lished in the just-
concluded National Aqua-
tic Championship held at

Trivandrum. However, by
my reckoning, ‘only three
performances would merit
that tag—among women,
Persis Madan’s 100m
breast stroke win in 1 min.
21.9 second; and among
men, Khajan Singh’s 1:0.7

in the lOum butterfly and
2:22.9 in 200m medley, be-
sides a record being equal-
led by Wilson Cherian
12:18.0 for 200m back-
stroke.

The other so-called
new' marks are simply
meet records. It is mystify-
ing that the all-time Indian
bests (what ‘national' re-

cords should be) estab-
lished at the ’82 Asiad/'83
Age group Cham-
pionship—recorded elec-
tronically to hundredths of
a second and unquestion-
ably accurate—are not
being deemed as national
records. Thus Bula Chow-
dhury, who clocked 1:8.39
in the Asiad (heats), is now
being (wrongly) credited
with a record of 1:8.9 in

the 100m. butterfly, and,
shockingly, Anita Sood’s
9:54.6 in the 800m, free
style is being described as
a record when she herself
had docked 9:42.81 in the
national age-group meet m
July this year at New
Delhi.

This disquieting state of

affairs has three possible
explanations: there is an
illogical and outdated
principle at work to firstly,

recognise as records only
performances at the
national championship it-

self; secondly, little atten-
tion is paid to data com-
pilation and accuracy in
statistics (phi's, sports
journalists not doing their
homework?), unlike crick-

et, which suffers from sur-
feit of documentation;
thirdly, just another inst-

ance of cynical hypocricy
at work: setting levels de-

liberately low so that,
when these are surpassed,
a euphoria is created
among our gullible public,
who are ignorant of preva-
lent standards anyway,
generally speaking.
There can be no justi-

fication for not giving,
proper recognition to the
all-time ratified bests, set
in official meets,—as these
indicate the high water
mark, the challenge to’

overcome through pursuit
for excellence, which is

what sporting endeavour
is all about.
The episode is particu-

larly unfortunate at this

stage when our teenaged
swimmers are at last
approaching international
class. Theii cause is not
served by artificial lower-
ing of standards and cru&ir-

ing a false sense of
achievement,—though 1

am sure they are not being
taken in.

Having said tins, 1 am
proud of the recent prog-
ress. It is heartening that
the heights attained in

1982 have been, by and
large, maintained--and
occasionally surpassed

—

in the post-Asiad lull. 1

expect and hope that Ani-
ta, Bula. Persis, Shanaz,
Khazan, Ranajov, Sanjib,
Tnuba, Wilson and the rest
will make a big splash
come April in Seoul at the
Asian Swimming Cham-
pionship.
As a step in that direc-

tion, the Swimming Fed-
eration might like to re-

view their notions about
‘national records’ and,
perhaps, change the anti-
quated name of ‘National
Aquatic Championship’ to
the prosaic, and universal,
‘National Swimming
Championship’.

SURANJAN ROY.

Calcutta



f^oveTstory

Over the last few seasons, Test umpires have been hitting the headlines
more prominently than ever before. The phenomenon is not merely

confined to India: Colin Croft ’s encounter with New Zealand umpire Fred
Goodall was a case in point. So too was Rodney Hogg’s action of knocking
over his stumps with his bat. Closer home, we saw Sikander Bakht kick a
stump out of the ground in 1 979 and Hogg doing a repeat performance
here the same year. Finally there was the time Keith Fletcher had to
apologise for directing his wrath—and bat—at his stumps. All these

incidents and many more have combined to place incredible pressure on
the men who preside over events in the middle—the umpires. The current
controversy arose as a result of Clive Lloyd’s criticism of umpires Rao and

Ramaswamy. Lloyd’s outburst, published in The Telegraph of 14
November is reproduced here for the benefit of our readers. The heading

for the article was:

Rao and Ramaswamy are the worst umpires

I have ever seen

I am fed up with all this nonsense

I hope this is the last I have seen of them

Umpire Bhairab Ganguli at left (his interview is published in this issue) and Swaroop Knshan seem fo be discussing the playing conditions with Wes
Hall and CliveLloyd(extreme right) UmptreGanguli was involved in a bit of controversy at Kanpur while Knshan the most respected tndtan umpire
was recommended by Lloyd for the remaining Tests He was referred to as the fat fellow



mil, but the two umpires standing in

tills Test are the worst l*ve come
across in my playing career
They have done a bad job, and

worse, one of them is not even famil-

iar with the laws of the game 1 am
fed up of alt this nonsense It 1$ time
we pick the best

Personally, I would not like to
meet Mr Hanumanta Rao and Mr
K.B. Ramaswamy again m my life

These two umpires stood in our
game at Amritsar, and although they
aid not impress me, we agreed to let

them have a Test to give them
another chance 1 regret it now
As is the practice, I shall be sub

mittmg mv report at the end of the
match, ana sincerely hope the Indian
Board will heed my suggestion and
ensure that these two umpires are
not given another lest against us
They are only straining the good
relations that exist between the two
teams

I think 1 am justified m being
harsh about these two gentlemen
Not only do they ignore our legiti

mate leg before appeals, they never
bother to answer out queries

I know they are not bound to do
that, but umpires do clarify matters
That ball from Kapil Dev earliei in

the dav went off left Dujon's gloves
to the boundary but the umpire
signalled "no runs’ for delibeiate
padding
When Diiion indicated that the

ball went off his glove Mr Ran
ignored him and asked him to bat on
Nothing could be more humiliating
for the batsman
Malcolm Marshall was nevei the

same bowler once Rao disallow ed a
very confident appeal for leg In tore
against Sunil Gavaskar (when the
batsman was on 41 ) There could nor
have been two wavs about that deu
sion
Aun&hutnan Gaekwad too bene

fited in similar fashion and went on
to put up a good fust wicket stand
with Sunil It wus fi ustvating for the
bowler to have his appeals negatived
without anv explanation coming
from the umpitc
But full credit is due to Gavaskai

for becoming the highest scorer m
Test cricket He nchlv deserves the
honour, and 1 a.n confident he will

continue to scute mote runs—and
hundreds—m future
He is still a magnificent plaver

and, mote important, has a lot of

cricket left m him His appetite tot

runs and the technique he emplovs
to get them is quite similat to that of

Geoff Boycott the man whose record
he broke todav and ceirainlv has
more strokes
Talking of strokes reminds me of

Pujon 1 thought he was superb to-

day and vety unluckv to miss his
contury He plavs shots all round the
wicket and is comfortable against
bath pace and spin It is a pleasure to

Gomes r Gavaskar b Mwinder 38 at Ahmedabad Gavaskar Gnekwjd (at nahti arxt the bowler

have not appealed

>

see him bat

A score of 281 looked a fighting
one, but unlortunatelv, oui bowlets
wcie very untidv in then length and
line Most of them weie bowling
wide and shott, that made the wicket
appeal easier than it was yesterday
But it still has an uneven bounce

and is cracking up lapidlv To be
honest I did miss the sei vices of a
specialist spinnei but still maintain
that if the fast bowleis had done
their job well, we could have a few
more Indian wickets
The outcome of this Test will rest

on tomoriow’s proceedings We will

have to get India out betoie they put
up a substantial total and bat better
than in the fust innings to ha\e a
vhance of winning this game I he
match is still wide open

AHMIDABAL) Nov l
r
> A lot is

being made heie of mv haish
atticism of the umpms
But 1 still maintain that one of

them does not know the i tiles of the
game This was evident even on the
thud dav
Now the agreement between the

two sides is that 77 ovtis have to bt
bowled in a dav irrespective of

which side is fielding

Yestetdav we bowled 30 oveis in

the Indian fust innings Deducting
three mus foi tin ten minutes’
intend! between innings, the Indi
ans weie lequtted to bowl a mini
mum of 44 ovtis pi rvided ol coutse,
the light was good enough foi plav
Iheie was no doubt about the light

vesteiday, vet the umpnes called off

plav aftei 40 oveis Whv weie the
additional four o»eis not howled**

If vou tecollcct I hi ought on
Gomes at the fag end of the second
day to complete the itquued quota
Could not Kapil Dev have done the
same thing and bi ought on the spin
nets**

I am sorrv to sav this, but it gives
the impression that the umpires let

Kapil go otf because he was too tired,
having bowled unchanged tor so
long

The argument that a fielding side
has to bowl as many oveis as the
time peimits m case two innings are
played (on a dav) holds no water
The agieement savs that 77 overs
have to be bowled m a dav and
that’s it The Indians seem to be
mterpieting the rules to suit ttyem
selves
As if this is not enough, I was

aghast to see Kapil Dev take the ball
into his diessing room duung inter
vals Anv follower of the game will
know that the ball has to be handed
oi er to the umpues during the lunch,
tea and drinks intervals
How could the umpires permit the

Indian captain to keep the balP If

the umpue does not know the rules, I

an sutpused that Kapil Dev doesn’t
eithei a veiv sons state of affairs
liioetd

1 be Indian boaid will do well to
name onlv the best persons for the
mb of umpiring It’s not that vou
don t have anv—I think Swaroop
Kishcn and Goihoskai are really
good so whv stiain the relations
betwt en the two teams by appoint
ing substandatd officials

Aftei all, a Test match is very
senous business and involves onlv
the best, be it playeis, gioundsmen
ot umpues
A wot Id panel of umpues

appointed in consultation with the
plaver s will strive such pioblems to a
great extent lhen at least the
cricketets cannot complain since
thev ate a pai tv to the appointments

Such panels exist in othet games
like tennis and football so why not in

tucket** It will onlv ud the game of
the tensions that ptevail today

5



Lloyd’s bombshell
was timely
RAJU MUKHERJEE explains that Lloyd’s criticism

of our umpires can do our cricket a world of good

SKIPPER Clive Lloyd has hit the I was required to shake us from oui
nail right on its h*ad True and I stupor The timing was very, veryOnail right on its head True and

proper His observation on the stan
dard of umpiring m the Ahmedabad
Test was long overdue It was high
time someone had the guts to call a
spade a spade by raising specific
issues
Usually it was found that some

visiting captains tried to intimidate
the Indian umpnes while others
showed then dissent in a most unbe
coming manner Later they attemp
ted many a hollow justification And
then finally, aftei leaving our shoies,
they usually resorted to petty senti
ments, at times even questioning the
integrity of Indian umpires in
general
In our domestic tournaments, too,

conscientious captains have come
forward with genuine grievances
But unfortunately, nothing worth
while evolved
Hence, Clive Lloyd’s bombshell

was required to shake us from our
stupor The timing was very, very
appropriate Right m the middle of a
Test match when the maximum
leverage could be had from the
media
And, thankfully, Lloyd’s convinc

mg victory did not make the utter
ance appear to be a lame excuse to
explain away a failure
To begin with, not once has the

West Indian captain expressed that
Messrs Ramaswamy and Hanumanth
Rao have shown a biased approach
No, never
His contention was that the

umpires weie just bad, in fact the
woist he had come across He elabo
rated that either they were not famil
iar with the laws of the game or that
their interpretation deviated too tai

from the required standard
No doubt, very harsh criticism in

deed He has not pulled any punches
in the piecess In deep conviction,

Kapil Dev appeals confidently against Greenidge for Ibw. The bats-
man—at Kanpur—went on to make 194,

m opinion waft*
given only affect the So# test of
repeated digressions Clive Lloyd’s
opinion, very personal, has not once
raised any query about the umpires*
integrity, take note
On the other hand, let’s have a

look at the gentlemen concerned
Messrs Rao and Ramaswamy are
umpires of wide experience who
have shown their ability m handling
the complexities of cricketing laws
And most important of all, they are
men of integrity far above the petty
consideration of bias
Then where did they go wiong, if

at all they did go wrong' Piesummg
that they did make unfortunate
en ors, I will put thaCdown to human
frailty To use a cliche, just as a
cricketer makes mistakes, so it is

With umpires This, of course, is

considered very much a part of the
game
But then one question lust as

every cricketer is open to criticism,

why shouldn’t the umpires be ds
well' Whv thev should be considered
above lepioach is quite btvond me
Anyone perfoiming m public

should be broad minded enough to

tealisc that his pcrioimance will

come undei dost sciutmv CutK al

evaluation is necessary m e\eiv held
of competition Only m that way will

we be able to distinguish between
the good and the ordinars

1 congiatuldte skippti Lloyd toi

the principal itason that he has
prosed to all and sundr\ that he is no
hvpocntt Not toi him the shallow
tact of back Mabbeis
Lloyd has shown the strength of

charactei to stand b\ what he felt

was he well considt ted opinion In

dians who once heio worshipped the

uncouth behaviour ot lonv Grng
and toleiated Hetchei’s breaking of

the stumps m annoyance base tor

feued any ught to demand an apolo

gy fiom Clive Llovd
Those who watchtd the Ahmeda

bad Test weie extreme Jv dis
appointed at tin way thi game was
conducted Iht decision against
Kapil Des in the fust innings appal
led everyone, including the West
Indians
Nobody could be suie whether it

was a case of caught behind, leg
befoie wicket 01 something else At
tei endless TV teplays and discus
sions, the broadcasters could haidly
make out what had happened Much
latet the clarification and confirms
tion came from the umpires, helping
to raise quite a few eyebrows
The verdict surprised many But

then the umpiie, 1 am ceitain, gave
the decision m all honesty and with
out the least semblance of prejudice
Kapil did leave the crease, as every
one must, without questioning the

umpire's authority But then whv
should there not be a ptopei assess

ment of ttte umpire off the field7

Then, the decision against Lam
Gome$ had players on either

' apprehensive The photogi apn



showed how tittle conviction the
muffled appeal carried. By then,
both the teams realised that their
confidence in the umpires was mis-

As the match progressed, one dig-

ression ieu 10 anotner. votive juiovq

claimed that the Indian team carried
the ball in use into their dressing-
room during the intervals. If this is

true, nothing can be so absurd.
Then Aunshuman Gaekwad’s sub-

stitution raised a moot point of the
law. The latest regulation regarding
substitution is that a substitute fiel-

der may be allowed only when there
is a case of external injury or the
umpires have authentic proof of in-

ternal ailment. Fair enough that the
umpires were convinced that a sub-
stitute could be allowed for Gaek-
wad, but shouldn't it have been basic
cricket courtesy to inform the oppos-
ing side?

J personally feel that the umpires
at the Ahmedahad Test left a lot to

be desired. For instance, in the
second innings, when Holding rap-
ped Gavaskar on the pads, the
umpire initially did not respond at

all. But then the West Indians let

loose a thunderous roar. Immediate-
ly rhe dreaded finger went up.

J have nothing to say about the
pros andrcons of the decision but the
manner in which it was decided did
no credit to the umpire concerned. If

the first appeal was not enough to
elicit a favourable response, then
any number of subsequent appeals
should have received the same treat-
ment.
Vet, we saw in the face of a second

appeal, the guardian of the law suc-
cumb. A glaring weakness in the
knees was sadly exposed.
Whatever the reasons may be, the

umpires in question have seen better
days. One very inconsequential inci-

dent which Lloyd even did not
bother to mention, revealed to me
that the umpires were under the
adverse effects of Test match strain:
One ball went off Gomes’ thigh off an
intended flick and he and Richards
crossed over for what was certainly a
very valid leg bye. But no, the
umpire refused the run on the
ground of deliberate pad-play)

I honestly cannot blame the bats-
men’s annoyance for the umpire’s
gross misconception. Similar miscon-
ceptions are among the main draw-
backs of Indian umpires.
However, to generalise would be

unfair to men like Mr Swarup
Kishan, Mr .liban Ghosh and Mr
Reporter, among others. But then,
most umpires here in India have not
had much acquaintance with the
actual playing of the game.
There can be no doubt that a

theoretical grasp of the laws is as
Rood as any. There is no denying that
these men have an, honest love for
the game and a serious involvement
yuh it. But mere book knowledge
Rod love for cricket is not the best
-Passport to do justice to this verv
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responsible post.

Rarely can a man attain top status
as an umpire unless he himself has
played the game with a certain level
of seriousness. Only in this way can
the umpires have the confidence to
deal with authority at the highest
level.

What is required is the advent of

younger men, preferably with some
experience of having played com-
petitive cricket. There will surely be
many candidates if the BCCI takes
the initiative to raise the match fee
of the umpires to a level higher than
the players. After all, they ao a much
more responsible job. Only then we
will get the best of material.

Most Indian umpires, more so the
experiened ones; have perfected the
“line of least resistance” habit. They
usually tend in case of doubt to

favour the stronger side. For inst-

ance, West Indies would get the
benefit against India but the reverse
would be true against New Zealand.
On the domestic front Bengal would
be favoured against Assam but
against Bombay, the latter would get
the favoured treatment. This, as one
can well imagine, is very unfortun-
ate. But. this is rhe true picture.
However, we do have some marvel-
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lous men who are a real credit to the
country’s umpiring community. Mr
Swarup Kishan has very deservingly
earned international renown for his
tactful but tough approach. In Mi-
Reporter of Bombay we have a very
brave and conscientious man who
has called “chuckers”, generally pas-
sed by the old brigade, not only from
square leg, but on certain occasions,
on receiving no suppoit, from the
bowling end as well. A page out of
his book would do wonders for our
umpires.
Among the new ,umpires whom I

have observed from close quarters,
the names of three come readily to
mind. They are Achinttva Nandy.
Biltu Ghosh and Samir Sengupta of
Bihar. They have combined tact with
firmness, knowledge with intelli-

gence. And if they do not start ac-
quiring the habit of hero-
worshipping certain players they are
bound to usher in a new era of bold
and pragmatic umpiring in India.

To go Back to the Ahmedahad Test
incidents, I feel that Clive Lloyd's
outburst will do our cricket a world
of good. For not only was our umpir-
ing of poor quality, mu i ticket and
groundsmanship were also of ex-
tremely low standard.
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Target: Umpires
MUDAR PATHERYA

NOTHING influences the fortunes
of a cricket match more than the

supervision which governs it. How
else can its importance be measured
other than from the fact that there
are more discussions concerning the
validity of decisions than any other
subject of relevance. Arguments and
tempers hinge on the umpire’s split

second frame of mind to decide
Even the majority of laughs in crick-

et’s pocket book of jokes are
directed from the same source*

Clive Lloyd’s complaints against
the Indian umpires looked like com-
ing—for some time. The verdicts at

Delhi hadn’t been entirely to his

side’s advantage but then, the short-

comings had been spread over both
the teams. At Ahmedaba d however,
he felt that he was getting the wrong
side of the stick. And unfairly too.

But more than the decisions, it was
the attitude of the umpires, as Lloyd
explained on the rest day, that he
found most intolerable. He held out
‘rudeness’ on their part as very dis-

turbing, especially when he wanted
to be shown the substitute ball with
which his bowlers expected to bowl.
“What if they brought out a tennis
ball and asked us to go on with it?”

he argued. “One of the umpires
asked me to get away from where I

was standing. I was very annoyed
and I expect an apology.”
The West Indian captain did not

spare his Indian counterpart either.

“The umpires allowed Kapil Dev to
take the ball into the dressing room.
That is not done. We have had stories
about Imran Khan injecting balls to
achieve more swing.”
Lloyd was also of the opinion that

rules had been altered on the third
evening and the Indians bowled five
overs less just because Kapil Dev
was tiring and could not go on* If his
bolwers could stay in till £p.m. Lloyd
saw no reason why the Indians
should not have put on their spinners
and got their overs through. “It is

high time this Kapil Dev began read-
ing the books. I am a straight man
and I expect others to play it straight
with me. Once I get annoyed I can
get quite nasty. Let us not have an
occasion when cheating has to
occur.”

Fair enough. Lloyd is entitled to
his observations and the fact that he
feels that he was checkmated—un-
fairly—on a few counts should win
him some Indian sympathy. But that
he chose the convenient window of

his daily column in which to criticise

the umpires during the game is what
leaves him open to attack. As was the
result, word rebounded to Ahmeda-
bad almost immediately as the edi
tion was released.

It cannot have escaped the
umpires officiating; it only tended to

place greater pressure on them. An
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umpiring over*ieacticm could have
followed and it seemed only fair that

Uoyd ought to have done his bit to

ensure that the umpires should have
remained in the best possible mental
state of mind during the game.
After die Test, of course, if Lloyd

thought that the supervision really

had oeen the worsr in his career,
then he could have gone to town. Not
before.
Umpiring controversies are as old

as Test cricket itself. Earliest
memories go back to 1880 when
Murdoch, tne Australian W.G., was
given not out to a nick because the
umpire, the veteran H.H. Stephen
son, was actually hard of hearing.
Then, at the turn of the century,

the Sydney Cricket Ground erupted
when Hill was run out closely and
the crowd appeared to be having 4

different opinion. The rise of Ches
ter as an umpire did well m reverb

ing the trend and supported by men
of integrity from Australia, he did

well m bringing to his job much
authority. The succeeding years and
the increasing commercialisation
blunted the influence somewhar
The age of open dissent took root

Cricket umpiring must be seen in

the right perspective The men who
stand out m the middle do make
errors; it is only the number which
sifts the incompetent from the

acceptible. Test-playing sides are

often reconciled to the possibility ot

a couple of decisions going against

them per match It is only when th»

frequency and magmmity inctedse

that the pressures mount and tht

columns m the sports pages turn

controversial—and readable. Indian

umpire Gothoskar’s retort that “1

don’t think 1 have made any mis

takes in my career* m that context

appeared far-fetched. Only a couple

or seasons ago, the bleary-eyed could

have sworn that Taylor picked up on

one-bounce and Vengsarkar was
given caught behind at Calcutta for

70-somethmg.
The pattern set at Bangalore this

season couldn’t have been much oi

an encouragement either. “Gavas
kar’s dismissal in the first innings

was the strangest one,” said Iqbal

Qasim touring in September. “We all

considered it to be a very good

decision in the sense that Gavas
kar—neither back nor forward—
nicked it finely off Naqqash onto his

pads and was taken by a diving Bafn

In front of first slip. After the day’j

play we were surprised to be told

that umpire Swaroop Krishan had

ruled the batsman out leg before! It

just showed that if Bari had not

caught the ball then the umpire

would not have given Gavaskar out

The umpire would then have said
|

that Gavaskar had edged it! It was

only after the reaction from Gavas-

kar, after the batsman had played it

and pretended that he had not, that

Swaroop Krishan changed his m*nd

and gave Gavaskar out lbwl K the

Gavaskar is given leg before to Naqqash in the first innings of the
Bangalore Test against Pakistan. Iqbal Qasim (standing with his back
to the camera) commented: "Gavaskar's dismissal was the strangest
one. We all considered it to be a very good decision in the sense that
Gavaskar-—neither back nor forward—nicked it finely off Naqqash onto
his pads and was then behind by a diving Bari in front of first slip. After
the day's play we were surprised to be told that umpire Swaroop
Krishan lied ruled the batsman out leg before!"
-



umpire hatl Judged Gavaskar out
caught behind it would have been
the best decision of the Test match

"I also appeared to be a victim of

the circumstances Normally, m the
subcontinent there is a tendency to

undei score the tailenders A deci

sion, which should have gone m the
batsmen’s favour, is ruled to the
fielding side’s advantage when the
last pair is m No one takes the tail

ender seriously I sti etched myself
forward to a Venkat delivery,
appearing to put my bat behind mv

f

iad The ball rebounded oft my front

eg into Gaekwad close by The
umpire ruled me out taught Some
Indian fielders were laughing on
then way back 1

"

Howevei, not all appeared to the
detument ot the Indian adiudica
tion “One of the bt st decisions that

one has ever seen m India '' said
Qasim was when Srikkanth was
ruled run out at Delhi during the
night match Ue played a ball slight

lv to the on sidt and Qasim Um.u ran
in fiom mid on and thitw The ball

did not hit the stump-. duecily at the
Milker's end only just touched it

Snkkainh was taken aback when he
was given out the truth is that while
the bat was tn it had not been
pi minded Hen Wasmi Bari and
Qasinf Umar nevti knew that Srik
kanth had been run out It was only
after the umpire had been holding
up his finger foi nearly 50 seconds
that the fact registeied Hats off to

the umpne— I forger his name— for

that decision Quite often playeis arc
blamed lor criticising umpires Let
this be an exception ’

During the Tests against the West
Indies, observeis pointed out a few
more to sticich that list They felt

fiteenidgc ought to have been given
out leg before eailv on in Kanpu* to
Kapil Dev and that Shastn was lucky
t > escape a plumb verdict tust before
stumps on the third da\ Even the
batsman was sutpnsed that he had
actually survived n
At Delhi, Richards and Lloyd wore

ruled leg befoie, «n each case
appearing to contest the wisdom,
while Vengsaikar returned after hi«
lest best 159 emphasising that it had
been off his arm’ One pen pusher,
looking for more scoops than turns
on an lcecieam cone, wrote “Veng
sarkar came back crying” (sic)

Inaccurate Ptess teporting can
often aggravate the situation We
watched last winter at Hyderabad
how Saifra7 tiapped Srikkanth m
front The drift of the minimal ele
ment of doubt came when the
umpne hesitated for a couple of
seconds, then lai&ing his finger One
writer—we weie sitting behind long
off some 85 yards fiom the
epicentre—was spontaneous in cn
ticism “The worst decision of the
series,” he shrieked and readers m
his faraway little township next day
must have been similarly convinced
Flipping through the calendar a

bit and using the Delhi Test as a

current example, one Writer labelled
Shastn—out leg before to Davis—as
the ‘victim of an umpiring lapse ”

Someone's imagination had been at

work, Shastn perhaps himself would
have needed convincing that he was
not out* Nuisery journalists are
named about the dangers of commit
ting themselves categorically al

ways ‘doubtful’, never ‘wrongful', al

ways ‘close’, nevei ‘poor'
Nor can the television in some

cases be taken as the last word on
the dilemma Often an lbw verdict
which may appear lusufied on the
box may not be so in xeality Often

Haynes pads up outside the off

stump at Ahmedabad He was
given out leg before

the viewing public tends to overlook
the camera positioning which m
most cases is not stationed duectly
behind the stumps The height is also
an important factor, often to the
armchair critic in his di awing 100m
the batsman might look plumb
whereas in the middle the umpire
would be willing to sweai that it

would have passed ovei the bails
Stand ng umpires have often stres
sed the impoitance of the principle
of parallax, a shift of even a single
foot, they have said, can present an
entire!/ difieient picture
The other trip wire that umpires

have touched upon fromtime to rime
is environmental Gothoskai ex
plained “People should realise that
is very difficult to concents ate when
vou have 80,000 shoutmg all aiound,
firecracker* exploding, the players
appealing and strange noises coming
from places In all that din we have
to diffeientiate between a close bat
and pad decision \ lot of times
mattets can get complicated lor
example the other dav, every time
the bow lc r i an n to bowl rhei e was a
faint tingle later it tianspired that
the bowler’s little locket had a small
steel ball inside Then there was
anothet instance of the ball striking
a com m the batsman’s pocket Anv
one would have mistaken it foi an
edge It sounded similar "

All said and gra^pad one feels that
the Pakistani umpiring last seasen
was better than what we are having
now Ihis might rome as biased to
those dated on television replays
last wintei but the professional am
tud* of the umpires impressed They
goofed it at times but one could not
with tht exception ot Shakeel Khan
fault thur integrity or their compt
tence Of all the decisions that went
the unexpected the batsmen seldom
suffeied—Majid Khan m the fifth

Test tor one- and Indian bowlers
complained of how they had almost
stopped appealing whenevei the ball

hit the pad Thev hadn't gone hoarse
luckily b\ then

Indians also carped about how the
Pakistanis escaped being declared
leg be foie while there never seemed
to be an alter native when the Indi
ans batted Reasons weie proffered
It sounded logical that most of the
Pakistani batsmen tended to come
down to the Indian bowlers, using
the from foot and thus standing little

chance for being given lbw The
Indians ton*oisel\ retieating
against Imi an Khan had little hope

One of the advantages tnjoved b\
the umpnes from across the border
is the facility of overseas travel
Quite a few of hav e stood in England
and expanded on their technical
knowledge Going through the toui,
it seuned less probable to pressurist
the into ‘misreading’ situations In
India, mote plaveis would chance a
‘shout’ and hope Like the old story
about Bill Whittv tor nit i Australian
bowler After a strong claim had
been rejected he bowled a wide and
appealed again ‘But that was a
wide,” admonished the umpire

“I know l only thought vou would
make two mistake*- m one day

Io end m a similar vein only with
the roles reversed After vet anothet
of those leg befoie appeals had been
upheld, the it turning batsman was
furious “1 was not out Look m the
sports page tnmonow he >aid
“You look 1 ' shouted back the

umpne “l am the ediuu 1

Indian umpires shall wish this season
that all ot them were editois 1
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Making of a

controversy
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Kapil Dev looks to see where his The lapse of the match? Kirmani stretches to catch Haynes on the leg

feet are in Ahmcdabad He was side off Kapil Dev on the first morning at Ahmedabad Picture two
given leg before to Daniel. For shows the glee on Gavaskar's face Perhaps, the batsman also seems
some time one thought that he to be returning to the pavilion Picture three captures the jubilation

was caught behind 1 among the Indian players The batsman was given not out.
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Marshall faals he has Gavaskar trapped in front at 41

.

‘Marshall was never , the same bowler again after

that. There could not have been two ways about the

[

decision. Marshall was convinced about that one,

reposed Uoyd.

Zaheer Abbas and Intikhab Alam argue it out with the

Indian umpires during the closing stages of the

Bangalore Test

Zaheer Abbas said: "You can't just go on playing for

one man. I don't think it is right. If one of my bowlers

got nine wickets, there would be no justification in

my extending play in the mandatory overs to enable

him to get his tenth.

"When Gavaskar got his hundred Swaroop Knshan

immediately pulled ut the stumps without even

completing the over. Do you think they were playing

for the public?...They requested us to play, we
showed them that we were right and then came out.



We can’t be held to ransom
Test umpire BHAIRAB GANGULY talks to ANDY O’BRIEN

SPOKTSWORLD: Have you ever
been invovled in any kind of

controversy? In other words has any
decision of your's ever been ques-
tioned?
BHAIRAB GANGULi: Yes, in fact

I cannot count the number of times I

have been criticised for my decisions
but then they have been only in local

league cricket. As far Test cricket is

concerned. 1 have never been in-

volved in any major controversy. It's

therefor easier to supervise a Test
match than a match of lesser import-
ance.
SPWD: Has there been any inst-

ance when a Test player has openly
shown his disgust at your decision?
BG: There have been two sui h

instances, but these have not been
too serious. The first was when I was
standing in my first Test—India
against England at Madras in 1982—
1 gave Mike Carting out. a Vish-
wunath b Doshi. The ball had un
douhtedly hit Catting's pad but it

hail also got a faint edge off his hat,

for 1 heard a 'double sound.' The
batsman gave me a dirty look on his

way back to the pavilion. Later, he
told me that the ball had not got his

bat.

Then, in the Kanpur Test of the
present series against the West In-

dies, 1 turned down an appeal for leg

before against Shastri. The ball had
made contact with Shastrifs pad in

front of the wicket. But I was sure

Umpire Ganguhstask is made easier. Kirmani

that the ball would not have hit the
stumps as it was leaving the bats-

man. The West Indians were very
disappointed and openly showed it.

SPWI): How did you react when
you were told that you had made a
mistake?
BG: They were not mistakes. Even

today r feel that I was right. 1 have no
regrets at all. It is just a matter of

opinion.
SPWD: Does press criticism and

comments by players put any press-
ure on umpires? Does it affect deci-

sions?
BG: Yes, criticism does put us

under pressure but it does not com-
pel us to give hasty decisions. When 1

am criticised 1 make it a point to

concentrate even more on the game.
I am not saying that mistakes do not
occur. After all, we are human. But
the mistakes are not deliberate. You
see, we have to be very careful,
because one wrong decision on our
part could mean the end of a player's
career and that means a lot. So we do
have a big responsibility not only to

the game, but also to the players.
Thus, there is some element of fear
before declaring someone out, which
is whv 1 always take my time over
decisions. Also, I am very concerned
about the prestige of the country and
am very serious about mv perform-
ance and impartiality.
SPWD: Some people feel that

when an umpire takes his time he is

is clean bowled by Holding at Kanpur

either unsure of himself or is giving a
wrong decision. Any comment on
this?

BG: First, I must make it clear that
the batsman always gets the benefit
of the doubt. 1 have to take iny time
about what I decide because I am put
there to be a judge and what I decide
could have a great alfect on a match,
it is only when I am sure that I lift

my finger. Sometimes 1 have to take
time, especially in cases of caught
behind appeals. One must make sure
that the catch has been taken cleanly
and also held onto. Only in absolute-
ly certain cases do I give a batsman
out instantly. Why should 1 be ex-

pected to do otherwise?
SPWD: What do you have to say

about Clive Lloyd’s remarks against
Mr Hanumantha Rao and Mr Ramas-
wamv that they are the worst
umpires he has seen and that he is

fed up with the nonsense?
BG: I have ne\er partnered Mr

Ramaswamv so I would not know
how good he is. But since 1 have
worked with Hanumantha I can say
that he is a very good umpire.
Lloyd is a very sporting player and

a fine gentleman too, so I am stunned
at this sudden outburst of his. I do
not know the tacts of the case and
thus cannot say categorically
whether his allegations are justified

or not.

SPWD: Lloyd has claimed that

Kapil had taken the ball into the



dressingroom and that the umpire*
had refused to show him the ball

when it was changed.
BG: If Kapil did take the ball into

the dressingroom then that was
wrong. As far as the change of ball is

concerned the fielding captain has
no say in the matter. The decision as
to the wear and tear of the ball is

absolutely the concern of the
umpire. The captain can see the ball

if he wants to—this is usually the
case—but there is no compulsion
that the umpire has to show the ball

to the fielding captain.
I must say that Lloyd should not

have done what he did during the
match. He already has a very power-
ful weapon in his hands which he
could have used—the report he sub-
mits after the match. He could have
said what he had to say in his report
and could have even requested the
authorities not to consider the
umpires concerned for the remain-
mi; Tests. This would have been
more effective. But his criticism in
the middle of the game was wrong.
He should have waited till after the

i march.

SPWD: It has been alleged that
Lloyd did this on purpose so as to put
pressure on the umpires.
BG: l do not know how far that is

true and as to what Lloyd’s inten-

:
tions were. But 1 must admit that

!

these things do put pressure on
umpires. After all being criticised by
an experinccd player like Lloyd and
that too so strongly, is no joke.
The touring captains through

1 adverse reports can do a lot of harm
to umpires and thus I don’t under-
stand why some of them feel that

i

Indian umpires are biased. We can-
not afford to be, for then our careers
us umpires will be jeopordized. And
why should we risk our careers?
But this does not mean that we

! have to give in. We cannot be held to
ransom. I am a judge and so I have to
be fair, what others say does not
matter. 1 have to do my duty.
Moreover, while the players, can

criticise us openly, we can’t say any-
thing. We can only defend our ac-
tions in the report we submit, but
then the public never ever see that.

SPWD: How far do public opinion
and TV coverage affect you?
BG: They don’t in the least. Not

everyone in the public know the
rules of the game. Yet they pass
judgements.
The spectators (in the stadium or

watching on TV) are not in a better
Position than the umpire to judge
correctly. We are the closest to the
jetion and get the best view. We also
near everything, and hearing is a
Ver.V important part of umpiring.
TV cameras like spectators see

ttimgs from a particular angle which
Jay not always be the best. All these
JjBngs haveto be taken into account.
*hus the public should not make
rash judgements on whether we are
ysut or wrong. But, of course, every

i
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"Only in absolutely certain cases bo I give e batsman out instantly

"

one can have an opinion and the
right to air it.

SPWD: The lot of the Test cricke-
ter has improved by leaps and
bounds over the last few years. Has
this been the case with umpires too?
BG: The pay for umpiring in Tests

has just been increased at the start
of this series. Though naturally 1 do
hope that something more will be
done for us umpires, yet I feel that
the players deserve what they get.

Cricket in India is becoming more
and more professional. On the other
hand we umpires in India are not
pros. Umpiring for us is not a profes-
sion. We all have other jobs and
umpiring is a little more than a
hobby.
SPWD: Then why isn’t Indian

umpiring made professional? This
would not only give you what you
deserve, but the standard of umpir*
iitg would also be raised.

BG: It is not possible for umpiring
to be made professional in India. In
England the cricket season is very
long and many matches played
almost daily. Thus it is feasible to
have professional umpires there. In

our country the season is short and
matches are not as numerous. What
would the professional umpire do
when the two or three months of

cricket is over?
SPWD: Heated debate is going on

whether neutral umpires should be
used or not in Test matches. What is

your opinipn?
BG: I do not like the word ‘neut-

ral.’ It implies that we, the present
umpires are not neutral. The word
‘umpire’ is synonymous with ‘neut-

ral.’ 1 believe that every umpire-

should (and 1 am sure is) neutral
when they are assingned to super-

vise national and international
matches. The question of neutral
umpires is a threat to the honesty
and integrity of all umpires. We do
not do things wrong dileberatly.

SPWD: what about an internation-

al panel of umpires?
BG: It’s the same thing. If such a

panel is made, will, an Indian umpire
be allowed to supervise match in

which his country is playing? No.
Then that again is questioning the
integrity of today’s umpires. 1 am
sure that all umpires are neutral.



Book Extract

Up in arms
BOB WILLIS narrates the incident when Australian fast bowler
Terry Alderman was pinned to the ground and injured by a

drunken intruder during the first Test in 1982-83. This is the
second extract from his book The Captain'sDiarypublished by

Collins Willow Books.

TATHEN I and my fellow selectors

VV met at midday today to decide
on the Test team, two positions were
still problematic. The stock bowling
and the second opening batsman
were the contentious issues, and we
decided on Derek Pringle and Geoff
Cook, surprisingly with relatively lit-

tle discussion. 'Pring* has done well
in the warm-up matches without re-

turning devastating figures, whereas
Robin Jackman has not quite got
himself into the tour yet on the field.

As for Cook, we know as well as he
does that he is no world-beater, but
Foxy’ Fowler has made so few runs
that he could not possibly carry
much confidence into a Test.

I announced the side to the squad
and showed the appropriate, heart-

felt sympathy for those left out.

Everyone built towards this moment,
early in a tour, and to have it con-
firmed suddenly that you will not be
part of the Test team can’t be easy. I

refrained from going into any depth
about the selection processes, but
told the lads that the man left out of

the selected 12 would be Cowans,
Pringle or Hemmings, depending on
the pitch. Hemmings, as a second
spinner, is the obvious candidate to

stand down.
The tension is getting to me now.

Aftet joining the lads in a store

appearance tor JVC, I went back to

my room and played the hypnosis
tape, followed by a cassette of lute
music by Julian Bream. 1 was much
more relaxed by the time I had to get
ready for our 6.30 p.m. team
meeting.
As usual on the eve of the start of a

series, we dissected the opposition,
man by man, talking through any
special fields which we would need
to set for their batsmen. For inst-

ance, Bruce Yardley can be a big
danger at number eight, often mak-
ing irritatingly good scores, but he
has a tendency to slash the ball on
the up, over the slip cordon. A short,

third-man and a few deliveries dug
in, we thought, might do the trick.!

Most of their bowlers are well-1

known to us, but there are those in

our batting line-up who had not seen
Geoff Lawson, so we spent some time
chatting about him. We had also

heard that he is an improved
batsman.
The discussions continued for an

hour, ranging from the specifics on
individuals to general topics such as
umpiring and dissent, which I want
us all to avoid. The meeting lasted
more than an hour, and we then
stayed together for dinner on the
first floor of the Sheraton Hotel

—

seafood cocktail, rack of lamb and
fresh fruit salad.
Nobody is positively instructed to

go to bed after dinner. Some players
find it easier to relax and sleep if

they have another drink and an
informal chat, and 1 would never
discourage that. But I preferred to go
straight back to my room, and was in

bed soon after ten.

WOKE with that familiar knot in

the stomach, despite having
had an eight-hour sleep, a rare lux-

ury for me the night before a Test.

For everyone the nerves are always
worse on the first day of a new
series, especially abroad For a

month you have prepared for no-

thing else, and although you think
the job is under control, you nevei
really know until the battle is prop-
erly underway. So after my custom-
ary early breakfast I spent some
gently meditative minutes in my
room to the strains of Chopin’s Noc
turnes.
The WACA ground is about half a

mile from the Sheraton Hotel so we
did not need to leave before 9.30
a.m. for the 11 a.m. start. My first job
was to inspect the pitch and it looked
good: a bit of grass, a few cracks and
the merest hint of moisture, but
nevertheless my first inclination was
to bat if I won the toss. Chatted it

through with the other selectors and
a majority came down in favour of

batting, making Eddie Hemmings
12th man. Soon afterwards ‘Bom*
came to me and said he had changed
his mind and fancied bowline first. I

asked around some of the other lads
and this seemed to be the consensus,
although some of the reasons were
principally negative. Nevertheless, I

was willing to be swayed by the
majority.
Greg Chappell and 1, with our

respective team managers, met the

umpires at 10.25 a.m. to resolve any

problems, but apart from the stipula-

tion that no substitutes would be

allowed for any reason except injury

there were no quibbles. The umpires
suggested this ruling and 1 thorough
ly agreed because the lecent trend

has been for quick bowlers to wan
der off for a shirr-change after each

spell, something which was not to be

encouraged.
All our debates on the toss became

irrelevant when Greg threw up an

old penny, black with age, and i

wrongly called heads. Greg said

‘WeTl have a bowl’ and we were then

each interviewed by two television

channels m mid-pitch, so that by the

time 1 had walked back to our dies

sing-room, the lads knew their fate

via the public address
What followed is typical of the

atmosphere that pervades the Test

side on the opening day of eveiy

series. The bowlers relaxed a little,

but the batsmen became visibly tau-

ter as their stomachs began to chum
I had a quick word with them all,

reminding them of the millions at

home who would be tuning into the

game on their radios. We did not

want to let them down, I said.

Nerves unravel as the day progies

ses. After being put in, natural

doubts existed unspoken in all our

minds about how the pitch nugnt

play. I wished the openers good luck

and then took my seat, behind the

blackened glass of the dressing-

room. I never left that seat during

playing hours and watched every

ball bowled. It was soon apparent

that there was little pace in the piten

and, more surprisingly, little move
|

ment off the seam, either.

bounce was even and short bam
pitched on the stumps could be Jen

alone. But ‘Tosh* Cook was out early

to an indeterminate shot, so tne

tension in the dressing-room PJ*"

sisted. Until lunch, there was almos

total silence.
During the afternoon people

gan to talk among themselves as ou

position improved through Tavare a

his most immovable and Gower at nw

most elegant* ‘Lulu* looked supers

until brilliantly, but unluckily
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caiightby 'John Dyson, dhrihg mt>

sqatofekfr AThieved Bruce Yardley
said immm that David 'looked as B
he would get 300\..and so he did.
The final session contained its

share of disappointment, but by now
the lads were acting more normally.
There was a constant level of con-

versation, and when I glanced round
l noticed two of the side lying on
benches, not watching the game at

all, and two more intent on the
television. Some were reading or

playing cards, while the non-playing
members of the squad were mainly
outside on the balcony. Everybody
sounded altogether more content.

We lost Allan Lamb, who had been
concentrating hard on keeping his

game tight, and then Ian Botham in

the most controversial fashion. Ian
had looked stunning, taking 12 very
rapid runs with blistering shots be-

fore the weird incident which
brought his end. Lawson's delivery, a

slower ball, seemed to pass between
bat and pad Quite harmlessly. Rod
Marsh dived forward to scoope up
the ball and there was a half-hearted
appeal. Umpire Tony Crafter said

'Not out’ and called 'Over’, but for

some reason he then wandered
across to consult with his colleague
Mel Johnson about whether the ball

had carried. When told that it had,
he raised his finger and Ian had to

go. It was a comedy of errors but Ian,

although very annoyed, kept control
of himself and walked off without
complaint.
There were no further casualties

and we closed at 242 for four, a
position any English supporter must
surely celebrate. *Tav’ batted all day
for 66 and did not score in the last 69
minutes, but after his ‘pair* last week
I am just delighted to see him back
in the groove of old. Quite early in

the day, sitting on my dressing-room
chair and waiting to bat, I com-
mented to no one in particular that
the group of youths who had begun
chanting in the style of soccer fans,

on the bank away to the left of us,

were bound to make trouble of some
sort after a few more cans of beer. I

am not proud that the prediction
came true, because the trouble they
did cause was about as sickening as

anything 1 have seen on a Test
ground, and totally unexpected in its

repercussions.
We Were eight wickets down when

it happened, the old boys Taylor and
Willis together at the crease again.
Much to my pleasant surprise, after
few batting outings on tour and only
a brief ten-minute knock-up this

morning, I had managed to hang
ground for some time. We had lost

four wickets for .about 50 before my
entrance and the innings looked like
petering out rather sadly, but ‘Chat'
end I had picked up runs from a tired
attack, Terry Alderman had bowled
steadily, but whaa I edged the last
pall of his 43rd over for four, bring-
ing our total to 400, I could have
mr^fcett. hint lor harbouring some

relieved Bruce Yariley
hat David 'looked as B

Alderman's condition was now causing rising panic, and it was not

long before a stretcher was summoned, it transpired he had
dislocated his shoulder on landing from his flying tackle.

wearily malicious thoughts. He had
one for 84, had been in the field for

more than ten hours and still there
was no real sign of an end to it. But
for him, at least, the end was much
closer than anticipated.

About 20 of the chanting mob
came over the fence and began run-
ning towards the middle. More
lumbering, actually, because they
had plainly mixed heavy measures of

sun and grog and discovered the
powerful chemistry. It was not some-
thing I like seeing on any ground, but
we have all grown used to it over the

years and like most unwanted folk, if

you ignore them long enough they
usually go away.

I find it hard to be rational in

relating this incident because it cer-

tainly disturbed everyone. But I

can't escape from the conclusion that

Alderman was at fault on two counts.

First, he pushed one of the invaders
quite violently away from him,
although he had not seemed to be
posing him any kind of threat. Then
another, trotting away from the pitch

back towards the boundary, raised

his arm as he passed Alderman,
whether with the intent of hitting

him or just grabbing his sun-hat I am
not sure. What is certain is that he
connected with a cuff to the back of

Terry's head, and suddenly the frus-

trations of five sessions in the field

for only one wicket visibly boiled

over. Terry Alderman forsook the

sensible course of turning the other
cheek and leaving the mob to the
police, and gave chase in most deter-

mined style.

It was hardly a contest. The youth,
doubtless carrying an overweight of

Swan Lager, survived for about 20
yards. Then Alderman, who plays
Australian Rules football in his
spare time, brought him down with
as good a tackle as I have seen in a
long time. I found it all hard to
believe, standing there leaning on
my bat and watching what was be-
coming a dangerous style of farce.

As soon as Alderman hit the
ground he rolled over in apparent
agony, while Allan Border and De-
nnis Lillee, who had both sprinted to
the assistance of their team-mate,
pinned the out-numbered youth in a
commanding arm-lock until the
police regrouped to take charge.
Alderman’s condition was now

causing rising panic, and it was not
long before a stretcher was sum-
moned. It transpired he had dislo-

cated his shoulder on landing from
his flying tackle. Nerves were also
damaged and the initial prognosis is

that he will not be fit for a month.
What a way to go! There are quite
enough opportunities for a fast bow-
ler to injure himself, but this was one
I had never considered and don't
intend to try. I sympathize with him,
of course; he was on a short fuse and
when a bloke appeared to have a go
at him, he exploded. But for ail that,
it can never be the players’ job to
deal with crowd invasions, and the
sight of Terry being carried off,

obviously seriously hurt, was the
signal for the type of terrace brawl-
ing normally Associated with Elland
Road in Leeds.



Only thechosen one
can bring home
allthe nail-biting excitement

of cricket



But I can’t escape from the conclusion that Alderman was at fault on two counts.

Greg Chappell had led his team off

while the police strove to regain
some degree of control. The umpires,
Tony Crafter and Mel Johnson,
asked Bob Taylor and I if we would
remain in the middle. We actually
walked halfway to the boundary,
where we were met by Doug Insole. I

can’t remember what 1 said to him. I

do know I was upset, for the selfish
reason that it had interrupted our
progress and wrecked a Test match.
The fighting went on for half an

hour or more, certainly breaking out
a$ain regularly long after Greg and
hxs lads returned and play resumed.
It seemed clear that most of the pitch
invaders had been English—certain-
ly they had been either wearing or
waving Union Jacks. Many wore tee-
shirts extolling the delights of World
Cup soccer in Spain, another event
at which so-called England suppor-
ters distinguished themselves in the
worst possible fashion. It puzzled me
that such a large contingent of En-
glish youths had found tneir way to
Western Australia, but there they
were, upholding the ugliest tradi-
tions of British sporting fans. It was
plainly all down to booze again, but
it was clear that the boot boys had
spread to cricket, and that prospect
revolted me.

Fourteen minutes had been lost

and it had ruined my concentra-

tion.. .at least, that is the story 1 shall

stick to, as I was out soon afterwards
for 26. 1 wonder if I will ever score 30
in a Test innings?
We were all out for 411. Yardley

taking five wickets. He bowls a dis-

tinctly different line to English off-

spinners and none of our -guys have
collared him yet. ‘Tav* and ‘Arkle’

found it difficult to dominate this

morning and both were out when
they ought to have gone on to three
figures. ‘Dusty’ played well for his 30
but Derek Pringle looks desperate in

defence. Ian Botham suggests he
should be given his head to play

shots, as that is how be has played
his be tter innings at home. Perhaps
he is right.

By tie time we came out to field

for the last 4S minutes, most of the

drunks had either been arrested or

evicted. A sinister-looking group,
apparently of English origin, had
been led away inside the boundary
boards by police; most of them were
skinheads wearing that menacing
sneer on their faces that is so famil-

iar on English soccer grounds.
We might well have got rid of both

the Australian openers tonight but in

fact dismissed neither. Wood went

for the hook a few times and once
gave a high, difficult chance to Nor-
man Cowans at long leg. He got two
hands to it but couldn’t hang on. It

would have been a memorable catch,
and a valuable one, for this is now a
very flat pitch and there is a long
battle ahead if we are going to bowl
them out twice.

I was asked to do a stack of inter-

views on the crowd incidents tonight
but declined them all. Firstly, I don’t
think it is up to me to discuss it

publicly—it is much more a manage-
ment and security affair—and
secondly, it seems to me there must
be well over 100 media men here for
this game and it would take me all

night to satisfy them. Thankfully,
Doug handled it all capably and I

was able to get back to the hotel for

my usual recuperative bath. It seems
to have been a long day.
Watched the half-hour highlight?

on TV tonight, which is unusual for
me. 1 wanted to study myself running
in to bowl, as 1 didn’t feel very
smooth. I also bowled too many no-
balls for comfort: I do hope that
won’t be a problem this series. Ten-
nis followed the cricket, but not even
Bore v McEnroe could keep me
awake.

TO BE CONTINUED
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“The European
circuit helped my
confidence”
THE rise of Ahmed Hamada has

been nothing short of phenomen-
al in the last two years. Just two
years ago, in the fourth Asian Track
and Field meet at Tokyo this 400m
hurdler from Bahrain had failed to

get beyond the semi-finals. He was
just another runner.
But the fifth Asian meet in Kuwait

catapulted the shv 22-year-old army
man to the headlines. He majestical-
ly strode past the hurdles to shatter
the five-year-old Asian mark of 49.59
secs, standing in the name ofJapan's
Takashi Nagao. He timed 49.43 secs.

The main factor behind his success
this year had been a long stint on the
European circuit. He was third in

both the Talbot Games and the AAA
championship in London and was
always very near the 50.04 secs bar-

rier. The climax of his European
circuit came in the world cham-
pionships in Helsinki where he reg-

istered a personal best of50.40 in the
semi-finals. That, however, was still

not fast enough to take him into
final.

But that was just the beginning—

a

preparation for the Asian meet. His
coach Vic Godfrey, said that the
sub-50 secs effort was carefully pre-
served for the Asian meet. Fair
enough. A timing of 49.43 secs
wouldn't have meant much in that

sea of talent except a possible final

berth , but in the continental meet it

had far greater significance.

Shortly after his victory in Kuwait,
Hamada talked to LOKESH
SHARMA.

SPORTSWORLD: How do you
assess the contribution of the

European circuit to your perform-
ance this year?
AHMED HAMADA: The tour

helped me to race on a regular basis.
Initially I restricted myself to smal-
ler competitions where a timing of
51-52 was good enough.
Also, the idea was to run as many

races as possible without getting
mentally knotted. Once I got my
confidence then 1 moved into the big
league, where I was repeatedly made
to draw deeply on my reserves. It

was a realisation of my actual poten-
tial.

SW: Did you run any flat races also
to improve your speed?

AH: I ran a couple of flat 400m races
as well. This was essential as I lack
natural speed. To run a sub-50 secs
hurdle race you should be at least at
47 flat quarter miler.

Ahmed Hamada (left) and Shigenori Omori
battling it out during the Delhi Asian Games

SW: What is your best quarter mile
time this season?
AH: 1 clocked 46.9 secs.

SW: With this kind of speed, don’t
you think you could have won the
flat event as well in Kuwait? What
made you drop out at the last bend in
the finals?

AH: I don't think it was possible for
me to win the flat event as well. I

would have definitely given the
eventual winner, Isideor Del Prado,
(46.24 secs) a run for his money but
for a sore achilles tendon.
Before the race, my doctor had

advised me to go ahead only if I was
feeling fine. Even though I knew that
everything wasn’t perfect I decided
to give it a try so as to have no
regrets later. I knew that I could
always drop out if I felt any pain.
And when 1 felt the pain on the last
bend I dropped out.
SW: Do you intend to run any flat

races in the future?

AH: MuclTas I would like to run flat

races, I cannot, for the simple fact
that the hurdles and flat events clash
in most championship schedules.
Only in Kuwait, the two finals fell on
different dates and so 1 decided to

attempt both.
SW: Coming back to your European
season, did you have to double
peak—once for the World Cham-
pionship in August and again for the
Asian meet?
AH: I think my coach Vic Godfrey
can answer this better.
(VIC GODFREY: Although Ahmed i

was running very near to his best on :

the European circuit 1 don’t think he
j

was ever at his peak. I had ensured i

that he would hit his peak only in
|

November for the Asian meet. The
j

competitions in July-August were
;

more preparatory. 1 planned to push
jhim near the 50 secs barrier and
j

make him realise that he was cap-
j

able of performing even better this I

year itself. ) j

SW: Who sponsored your Euro-
pean circuit?
AH: 1 am a sergeant in the Bahrain
defence forces. My coach thought
that the European circuit would do
me a world of good and placed the

\

proposal to my Lt. Colonel. He irn
j

mediately agreed to sponsor my trip. !

SW: How and when did you come
j

into contact with Vic Godfrey?
j

AH: I started athletics in 1978 and at
j

that time was running the 800m.
Godfrey spotted me in one of these

meets and made me switch over to

the 400m hurdles. He was of the

opinion that I was better suited to an

event where natural speed was less

important.
VIC GODFREY adds: Ahmed was

unlike most Bahrains. All of them
have short legs and long trunks but

Ahmed was long-legged. I was always

sure that he could do well in the

hurdles.)
SW: What are your expectations

for the future?
AH: Right now my eyes are set on

the Los Angeles Olympic Games next

July. I expect to run below 49 secs

and figure at least in the finals. With

runners like Edwin Moses one can’t

look beyond this with a degree u*

certainty.
SW: Was your third place in the

New Delhi Asian Games a disppoint-

ment to you?
AH: That time I was still a long way

from my actual potential. It was a

little disappointing to finish third

but all the same there were no

regrets: 1 had lost to people who

were better than me.
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WALTER SWINBURN
had a wonderfully

close view of the stretch

run of the Washington
D C International Novem
ber 12 The Irish jockey
spent most of the final two
furlongs looking merrily
over his shoulder i ather
than looking toward the
finish line That was how
he rode All Along to a
historic \ lctoiy m the 31st

International at Laurel
Race Course, Maryland
The victory made All

Along a sttong contender
for the American horse of

the year title and ex
tended her unprecedented
maith thiough the major
gi ass i acts of the world
Ihe 4 yeai old French
bred daughtei of Targo
wice began hei march by
running t he Pi ix Dt L’ At c

dt fiiumph in Paris six

weeks ago, then followed
it up with the Rothman's
International in Toronto a
month back and the
Aqueduct Turf Classic two
weeks ago

All Along, the favourite,
scoied bv 3 1/4 length over
Welsh 1 erm, w ith Majes
ty s Prince finishing thud
and Hush Dear fourth af
ter a mile and a half on the
glass in 2 min 35 sec
With the victory. All

Along set several stan
daids She became the
first horse to win both the
Arc and the International
Hei triumph was the rich
est m thoroughbred race
because she earned a one

l
Turf View

Great strides
all along

l

million dollai bonus for

sweeping the Rothman's
Turf Classic and Interna
tional That bonus, which
is considered pui t of her
official earnings, raised
her career total to

$2,439,299 fourth highest
m *acing history behind
JohnHen*> Spectacular
Bid and Irinycarol

In winning the bonus,
she beat the Insurance
Company Lloyd's of Lon
don ar the i ate of 60 to 1

Llovds’ wrote a policy
against an\ horse sweep
ing the big three races ioi

a piemium ot only $16,500,
whu h was shared by the
three North Amencan
tiacks

If she wins enough votes
in tne I clypst Horse of the

Year award she will be
the fust horse of the yeai
to make as few as two IIS

starts, the first to i ace only
on the grass, and the fust
older fily so honoured
Twilight Tear and Busher
won the award as 3 yeai

old iillies in 1944 and
1945, and Moccasin won
on some polls when she

was a 2 year old in 1965
All Along's chief rival

tor the award will be De
vil's Bag, whose brilliant

speed has stamped him as

one of the best 2 yeai olds
ever, despite All Along's
domination u the maiot
grass stakes Somevotcis
will argue against hei on
the basis of her limited US
campaign, her i ac ing only
on the grass and the te
lam ely weak competition
she has been lacing

All Along is by Taigo
wice out of the Vieux Man
oir maie Agujita Those
bloodlines mav sound
obscure to most Amer
leans, but her sire is a son
ot I om Rolfe and a Bold
Rulei All Along is owned
b\ Daniel Wildenstem, a
Pans art dealer who races
a laige European stable,

under the supervision of

trainer Patrick Louis Bian
cone a former French
jockev
The filly is scheduled to

be retired at the end ot

this year and bred to gieat
nephew in England next
spring But Wildenstem

has expressed the opinion
that there was an outside
possibility she would rate
next yeai

All Along’s v ictory on
Satui day was as easy as
her 8 3/4 length romp in

the Turf Classic two weeks
ago Once again she was
roused tor only a quarter
of a mile and she won
cantering the rest of the
wav

1 lght went to the post
after the Canadian based
Colt Nijinsky s seciet was
scratched because of a
mild cast of colic Without
him in the race there were
no front runners, so the
field loped along tighth
bunched, with a French
Colt named, Lovely Dan
cei, leading through tht
first quarter mile in 0 26 6
sec The halt mile was
clocked at 0 51 8 sec and
All Along, fifth for tht
first six iui longs, mo\ ed
through the pack under
mild urging fiom Sw i n
buin and took the lead
aftei completing the first

mile in 1 min 43 2 sec

After opening the lead
to f i\ e lengths in mid
stretch, she was eased con
sideiabls as Swinbuin
looked over his shoulder
five times ana saw nothing
coming close He showed
her the whip to keep hei
running straignt but was
barelv ui ging nt r with his

hands

A CORRESPONDENT

French coach Patrick Biancone (left) congratulates Wattei Swmbum and French filly All Along after their victory in Europe s nchest

thoroughbred horse race
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MRFTYRESconquer
theHimalayas

:utta) First Ambassador

termer Padminl

WRh4¥Rnsancfthe overall

ftstplaceamongMian cars,

theGreatHimalayanRaBy
wasalaboratoryforMRFTYRES.

Winning all the prizes was exciting. The
thrills were many. But the greatest thrill of all

was that once again MRF tyres were put
through a gruelling test by some of India’s

finest drivers and once again came up aces.
So you can be sure that every MRF tyre you
buy is backed by miles of tortuous testing.

Because the tyres we race are the tyres you
buy.

The tyres werace
arethe tyres youbuy.

.LINTAS (Ml MRF-2S
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Debashis Bay (20) and a Spearwood player in a brawl while Monaranjan Bhattacnarjee pounces on him

to^he Press box. Spurred on by the tent Koreans. The match was evenly eight minutes remained for the long
officials' gestures, the crowd went contested with the Calcutta team whistle, this made all the difference,
berserk. dominating the exchanges. Amalraj could have remained in the
The police force moved into action They played the 4-3-3 formation, midfield thus strengthening the de-

as the situation worsened. For the instead of the routine 4-2-4, bringing fence. In addition, he would have
first time in the history of the DCM, Majid in the vital midfield along been able to feed the forwards,
the constabulary had to resort to the with Dorji and Fareed. This was a Presumably, Subir Sarkar would
use of tear gas. Over 40 rounds were boon to the team, though Fareed was have been a better substitute for
ifired to disperse the crowd and in not his usual best. Majid also put up Mani, since the midfield was already
the process several innocent people a commendable performance after a functioning well. Since the Korean
in the stands experienced the wrath quiet spell. team’s ace shooter No In Ho was
of the mob. Jamsnid and Shabbir Ali proved a proving to be a threat, Dorji fell back
The scene outside was no better.T menace to the Myongji defence, to bottle him up. Amalraj should

wo buses were burnt, several vehh Fleetfooted Eabu Mani, who had a have refrained from moving up and
cles were damaged, arrests were streak of bad luck with scoring in the leaviiig Fareed to wage a lone battle
made and somewhere, somehow, a earlier encounters, was delighted to in the vital zone,
man lost his life as the caravan of give his team the lead. However* the Koreans were not in

fury progressed. At the same time, it cannot be their element and their defence was
denied that the Korean goalkeeper under constant pressure. In one of

MOHAMMEDAN SPORTING and Jung Yong was the most vulnerable these raids, Shabbir was within scor-

East Bengal had different tales link. Had he been able to grasp onto ing range, but a defender intern

to relate about their passage to the Pern Dorji’s floater from the right, tionally stopped him and referee

finals. While Mohammedan S.C. had the story might have been different. Mour let it go lightly,

to battle it out against the sprightly The ball, slipped from his hands The replay added pep to the Ko-
Myongji University lads for 205 mi* and a mishead off Shabbir saw Mani reans as they dominated the pro-

nutes and overcome the Koreans via tap in the ball with glee. Later a ceedings for the first thirty minutes,
the tie breaker (3-0), East Bengal, fatigued Mani was replaced by Amal- Within that span they were close to

after raking a physical battering raj and Majid joined the attack. scoring, but Atanu Bhattacharjee did

from the burly and rugged Austra- The moment Mohammedans went himself proud under the bar.

lians, won the semis—an encounter back on the defensive the Koreans Thereafter, Mohammedan S. C.

which was marred by rank bad su- tried to cash in on the change. That came back strongly making a num-
pervision that led to an explosive was the biggest blunder. Had Amal- ber of forays. However, neither team
situation—by a margin. raj stayed put in the midfield instead was ready to compromise and the

Coming to Mohammedan’s tie, one of overlapping frequently and creat- game was dominated by deep de-

can conclude that a replay would ing gaps Kim Jong Hee might not fence and mid-field play. Hence,
have been unnecessary, had there have obtained the equaliser. It was openings were at a premium. Mam
been a coach to advise the players on at this stage that the advice of a and Shabbir were off-colour, while

how to pin down the swift and consis* coach was essential. When just about Jamshid gave a good account of
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Mygon/i Umvorsfty's Kim JoungHeeendAnudeb Das (24)m a mkMekt tueete during the replayaamm Mohammedan S C won via the tie-breaker

himself.
Fareed made amends for his mis-

takes in the previous outings. In the
defence, Samar and Aslam displayed
confidence. At one stage. No In Ho,
who was on the brink of scoring, was
dispossessed of the ball by the latter

ana referee Mour overlooked the
infringement in the penalty zone.
Medio Cho Jin Hon and winger Kim
Joung Hee played well.

With the scoresheet remaining
blank at extra time, the tie-breaker
was enforced. The Korean coach
knew what was on the cards and left

the field in a huff. Sure enough, their
goalkeeper, visibly nervous, could do
nothing to prevent Dorji, Shabbir
and Samar from scoring. On the
other hand Atanu Bhattacharjee
made two brilliant saves and was
obviously the man of the match.

SPEARWOOD, backed by six West
Australian first divisioners be-

lieve in robust football. In fact, they
have a penchant for body play which
East Bengal are not used to. As
favourites, the Aussies were sup-
posed to have taken a leading role,

but the professional fouls saw re-

feree Sondarapandian pull them up
frequently.
What is regarded in India as robust

football is looked on by the Aussies
a* perfectly legitimate. Then again,
the referee unaccustomed to such
Professional fouls, used his whistle
otam, thereby annoying; them. Add

to this the provocation by Debashis
Ray and Manoranj&n Bhattacharjee
and you have the full picture.
But the referee should have been

able to grasp the situation initially

when the Perth team indulged m
kick-and-run soccer. This was due to
the absence of their ace striker
Kevin Elliot, who flew back on
account of his mother’s death.
Whereas East Bengal who kept

their cool for quite some time, were
superior in all departments of the
game. Their attempts to comer the
West Australians was due to the poor
forward line. Their defence was com-

E
mtly manned by young Tarun
and Manoranjan, while the mid-

1 was cohesive and combined
well.

In spite of a good goal scored by
Krishnagopal Choudhury off a bril-

liant floater by Kartick Sett, the
match became a free for-all, thereaf-

ter, following a tiff between Aloke
Mukherjee and Kamasz.
Those who witnessed the match

pointed the accusing finger towards
the referee—and rightly so. Had he
shown the card to a couple of players
from each team or cautioned one of
the main culprits, it would have
helped. David Kamasz started the
rough play in the initial stage when
he felled Manoranjan, who later took
his revenge by booting Willy Kelly in
front of tne linesman. The bad tem-
perament shown by Kelly, skipper
Pearson (both were shown cards)

and Kamasz made them forget the
game of football as they went for the
man.
Each time there was a dangerous

tackle Debashis Ray was seen
arguing. It was, indeed, a sad com-
mentary on the match to see the cool
Aloke Mukherjee lose his hearings
when Kamasz floored him. Violence
erupted. One question is: Was the
referee cowed down by East Bengal’s
fame, and ignored genuine fouls
which they had committed? this, too,

annoyed the Aussies tremendously
When the situation went out of

control referee Sondarapandian
looked panicky. For the foreign team
it became a nightmare when missiles
and the crowa reaction left them no
choice but to retire due to inadequ-
ate protection
They had taken shelter for some

’rethinking’ on whether to play the
remaining part of the match. Under-
standably, Spearwood resumed the
match, after making a verbal protest
to the organising secretary Sinha.
But East Bengal demanded that the
match be awarded to them, since the
opponents had left the ground. As a
matter of fact, the referee had the
power to cesume the match at an
appropriate time, when things were
in order, so the demand of East
Bengal was unjustified.
Eyebrows were raised when Mel-

vyn D’Souza and Hakeem, interna-
tional referees, went to the ground to
give moral support to the frightened



Brath nanda collects a Prasanta Banerjee (not In ptc) volley The Qoar> team beat bast Bengal by a
tone goal

Sondarapandian Nothing much was
left in the match and the final whis-
tle was, perhaps, the best solution
East Bengal entered the final after
several years, but the incident will

remain fresh m the minds of the
football lovers m the capital for
quite sometime
As for the referee, it is hoped that

he will in future use his discretion
independently—and use the powers
he has The cards are not meant to be
kept inside one’s pocket

AMONG the three foreign teams
Perth’s Spearwood Dalmanatics

and South Korea’s Myongji Universi
ty, who were directly seeded to the
quarters, faced little resistance to
make the semis while the renowned
Bangladesh club Abaham Knra
Chalgra had a lather unfortunate
campaign As for the two illustrious
Calcutta sides, Mohammedan Sport
ing and East Bengal lived up 10 their
reputation
Howevei, East Bengal weie lucky

that they beat a young and spirited
Salgaocar m goal average, and quite

understandably, despite their ouster
from the tourney the Goan side
earned the applause of the crowds
Salgaocar, already a force to reckon
with, should be able to perform bet
tei under the joint coaching of Shan-
mugham and S $ Hakeem
The Koiean students who topped

the group A league plays with an
effective sweeper system They had
an additional back to take care of the
deep defence and plug the gaps
Moreover, in contrast with the style

now m vogue m India, the Korean
wingbacks play an important role in

the attack
Another noteworthy feature of the

Korean’s style of play was their
movement without the ball which
put them at a great advantage The
most outstanding players were
Jeoung 11 Young in the rear, medio
Lee Cneon Hounge and the menac-
ing No In Ho in the front The team
depended too much on No In Ho, who
made use of his height and against
Salgaocar he was the Gullivar.
But the Goan team also adopted

the sweeper system but was quite

ineffective and made the game alow
as a tactic and banked on counter
attacks and one of them Ignatius
Dias’s shot rebounded off the post.
But after the interval Salgaocar went
into the attack minus their sweeper
and this proved their undoing.
However, the Koreans were a far

superior team In the absence of
Brahmananda, Sanjiv Nagvenkar
played well, but conceded the
second goal through a mistake.
Coach Hakeem said “We lost to the
better side, but were not humiliated.
If Brahmananda and Maurice been
in the side, we would have hoped for
a draw I, however, feel that Derreck
Penera, Ignatius Dias and Bento
Andrew played well.”
Against robust Punjab Police the

students did not seem at their best in
the first half and the policemen tried
to take advantage of this They were
unlucky twice when their efforts to
score goals were blocked by the
posts However, the Koreans found
their moorings after twenty minutes,
but the score&heet read blank at the
interval Myongp came back into
their own and outmanoeuvred the
policemen with the same tactics and
netted twice.
Punjab Police opted for kick and

run football Gurdev Singh did a
good iob but Paramjit, on the whole,
peiformed excellently m the de
fence Paramjit is a plaver to watch
and m a good team he should shine
The main drawback of the policemen
was their poor skill, otherwise, they
had quite a lew strong points—en
durance, speed and strength
The only team that could really

match the Koieans was East Bengal
This was the best encounter m the
quaiters Both sides played a con
structive and skilful game In fact, it

was difficult to determine which was
the better side And the two all draw
was fair enough
No In Ho and Prasanta Banerjee,

who proved the pivot of his team on
the day, scored the goals for their
sides
Down 2 1 East Bengal shrugged off

their lethargy and restored parity
Bhaskar Ganguly, Monoranjan Bhat-
tarcharya and Tarun Dey and, of

course, Prasanta Banerjee played
impressively. The weakest depart-
ment was the frontline
The cornerstone of the Korean’s

success was their discipline The re
spect they have for their coach is

something what our players should
learn. For every mistake the stu

dents made, the coach scolded them
at the interval and they were never
repeated No wonder the Koreans’
performance improved considerably
in the latter half m all their league
engagements
Without a coach a team cannot

rectify the mistakes they make Play-

ers do err but that's not intentional

But a player, however senior, has no

right to shout at his colleagues. That

was exactly the case with East Be«-

gal when they stayed fjbe JKoufcwtt, w
;



was also surprising to find that there
were half a dozen officials, but no
coach. And that was the case with
both the Calcutta teams.

AGAINST Salgaocar East Bengal
seemed to be in a very uncom-

fortable position. Within a year the
giants had lost to the Goan side

thrice —in Rovers Cup, Federation I

Cup and the DCM. Salgaocar won the 1

match.
Midfielders Arnold Rodrigues,

Derrek Periera, Lawrence and
Maurice were the main actors. They
were superior in the vital atea to

Prasanta, Debasis Mishra and Mihir
Bose. But Prasanta was off-colour

due to his exhaustion after the Pre-

Olympic soccer. The same the case

with Brahamananda and Maurice.
But Manoranjan Bhattacharjee play-

ed extremely well, while Narinder
Gurung was one of the also-rans.

The triumph gave Salgaocar a ray

of hope to qualify ro the last four

stage. But a draw with Puniab Police
virtually threw them off the deck.

The funny situation was that their

fate was depending on the outcome
of the result of the match between
East Bengal and Punjab Police.

, Bur alas! Dame Luck did not smile
on the junior Goaris.

There is nothing much to write

home about the last group A tie. East
Bengal should thank frontliner Dar-

shan Masih for handling the ball

Abahani Keeper Mutaleb Hossmn thwarts

a Spearwood attempt

inside the box and Prasanta for con-
verting the penalty, and also the two
chances missed by the policemen
after the breather.
Group B was comparatively strong.

Directly seeded into the last eighty

Spearwood topped the list. The An-

.

stralians made full use of their
height. Almost all of them are tall

and hefty. They played the 4-3*3.

formation, but while in defence they
switched over to sweeper as they are
slow in the defence.

At times they tended to be rough
which they demonstrated against
Mohammedan S.C., especially Dava
Kamasz. Frank Smerilli, the. tallest

in the side was a very effective
player in the air as well as the
ground getting able support from
Eric William. Kevin Elliot who is the
fastest in the attacking line is an
opportunist and the main goal-
getter.

However, the defence was very
weak due to the indisposition of
their trump card Howard Fransz, an
Anglo-Indian who migrated at the
age of 13. Mohammedan S.C.’s posi-

tion was not all that comfortable and
had it not been for the spectacular
save by Aslam Khan on the goalline
against JCT the story might have
been different. He was, indeed, the
saviour of the team. A similar save
was also made by Abahani’s Sultan
against Spearwood. And without
mentioning these two brilliant saves

tyF payers argue with Jamshed after he'd ftoored one of their players
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would have been doing injustice to

the two players Another point to

mention about the black and whites
is that had they fielded the full team
they may have won against Indian
Air Force While Atanu Bhattachar-
jee was away and Pratap Ghosh
forced to sit on the sideline, Nasir
Ahmed took charge under the bar
after nearly eleven months Earlier
Nasir played at Kashmir and
Gauhati
With five titles m their kitty Phag-

wara’s JOT campaign in the tourna-
ment did not augur well In the
absence of Panmnder, who was away,

j

for the Pre-Olympics, and Harjmder
Singh the vital midfield was vulner-
able* In fact, Harjmder was seen m
action for only ten minutes during a
tournament at Dehra Hun this sea

son and opted out from the rest of

the competition due to indisposition
The substitutions were mcompara

ble and found the going tough
against swift and hefty Perth team
Add to JCTs misery the deep de-

fence was rendered weak as stal-

waits Paramjit and Deepak were on
the injury list and $o the burden fell

on captain G $ Parmar Bhatia, too,

was not m his elements because of a
groin injury.
Even if an indispensable Mohm-

derlal was not in the list, Parmm-
der*s inclusion saw the resurgence of

JCT That is after the encounter with
Spearwood Dalmatraat, Against the
foreign side the Phagwara outfit,

then plagued by injury reeled under
pressure by the fearsome Frank

Kevin Elliot and Dave
pressure
smerilli,

Katnas?
And whom did JCT bank on m the

attacking line* The aging Kultar who
seemed to be quite unfit, and Kash-
mira But the latter was bottled up
by his rival teams, though he had the
speed and footwork
The way they fought back after a

deficit of three goals against the
Aussies to reduce the margin was
laudable The Aussies found the
going tough in the latter session due
to dehydration
However, their next league tie

with Indian Air Force saw expen
ence prevail over the undet dogs The
victory i aised their hopes for a berth
m the semis But luck seemed to go
agamst them as Mohammedan Sport
mg, who put up a deceptive appear-
ance managed to share points with
the airmen m a goalless draw swe
ated to win by a solitary goal A di aw
would have put the illustuous Cal
cutta team in a precarious position
And just to complete the formality
JCTs campaign ended >n a sour
note, when Abahani Krna Chakia of
Bangladesh —an im onsequential
match—beat them b< a lone goal
The Bangladesh league champions

who had a sprinkling ol the last

Asian Games plavfis had a tern hie
experience in then DCM debut
Then undoing was then poor finish

Otherwise, how could they lose by
the odd goal m tliict* against the
IAF The Bangladeshi side s setback
in this match was due to the injuiv of

then ace loiward Salauddm But
their display against the Aussu 4 was
no better The only sat islaction Aba
ham derived was that they were only
able to reach the rival box on a few
occasions and could not capitalise on
the chances despttc the tact that
Spearwood's weakest line was the
defence While Salauddm was unini
pressive, Ashish Bhadia took on the
task to trouble the defence
Abahani lacked coordination as

during practice eight of their plavet s

were doing duty for the nation in the
Merdeka tournament Then again,
the uncei taints of their coming to
the DCM also hampered prepara
tions The lenowned team could not
function well due to different weath
er condition and the ball they played
with at Delhi
Said the Abahani coach Md Ah

1 Imam “J think we played well Sul
tan is a dependable playei Ashis
Bhadra, on the whole, played im-
pressively but his counterpart Babu
was rather deceptive Withiegaidto
Salauddm, 1 have to say that ne has
been serving us foi the last twelve
years and is still trying to give his all

Emilly is a good striker but the
injury he sustained m the Merdeka
has not fully recovered Since we
could not find a proper replacement
we were compelled to play him But
Fackeer Aly and Dewan Arefin per-

formed the best m the side We lost

because of poor finishing And there
is no doubt about it We hope to

bring a better side next year.
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ret weapon against
NATO must, on current
reckoning, be a certain
class of British soccer fan.

Wherever he travels in

Europe, he is loathed and
feared, for he leaves
mayhem and destruction
in his wake.
A little more than a fort-

night ago, Totteenham
Hotspurs’ supporters
fought pitched battles

witn their rivals of the
Dutch club, Feyenoord. On
the evening of Wednes-
day, November 16, an in-

ternational between Eng-
land and tiny Luxembourg
left a sight of desolation in

the principality that would
have done credit to a milit-

ary bombardment.
The country’s total

police force being unable
to cope, the army was cal-

led in and even the West
Germans from across the
border were asked to give
a helping hand.
No game can be worth

this price and this incident
has besmirched the name
of a country whose reputa-
tion among the peoples of
the Continent once stood
skyhigh.
There is a deep disquiet

in London, and even
Whitehall was moved to

make an official apology
to the Luxembourg Gov-
ernment. But just what the
cure is to this endemic
hooliganism, nobody
seems to know.
Remedies like gaoling

and birching are popularly
bandied about, yet it is

accepted that these are
mere aspirin pills for a
social cancer that has
already done the game’s
exchcqure- -through fall-

ing gates—and its image,
untold harm.
The match itself was

academic. All eyes were
actually on Denmark’s cru-

cial tie with Greece in

Athens.
The Danes, having inex-

plicably lost to Hungary in

Budapest, had to win in
order to qualify for the
finals of tne European Na-
tions Cup next year in
Paris.

As it was, their superior
pedigree told in the end,
as they cruised to a com-
fortable 2-0 win, leaving
England literally nothing
but their pride to play for.

Only if Denmark had
failed to win, would an
English victory over Lux-
embourg have been deci-

The age of rage
and soccer

There are clearly hard
times ahead for the lads of

Bonnie Scotland.
Northern Ireland’s cup

of joy was full when they
beat West Germany, of all

sides, 1-0. The ageless Pat
Jennings shone in goal
like a beacon but the win-
ner came from the boot of

Norman Whiteside.
The Irishmen had thus

done the “double” aganst
the Germany a feat that
will no doubt be talked
about in the pubs and ter-

races of Belfast for many a
long day.
The pity of it is that

West Germany qualified
as they had only Albania
to beat—which they
promptly did, 2-1.

Wales had a poor night
as they lost to Bulgaria but

• they can still qualify if

they are to beat Yugosla-
via at home on December
14. So all is not over for

them—yet.

sive.

England did win the
match they couldn’t really
afford to lose. But was it

such a wonderful victory?
Luxembourg have not
tasted an international
victory for the last ten
years. The 4-0 margin in

favour of England must
therefore be seen in the
proper perspective.
Manager Bobby Rob-

son’s first year in office
hasn’t exactly been a bed
of roses. Indeed, on the
all-important night, it

looked as if he had sat on a
bed of nails. The England
failure against France
was, as he admitted, a bit-

ter blow, but it does give
him time to plan his lon-

ger term campaign for the
next World Cup.
The Scots were in a less

enviable state, being
beaten 2-1 by East Ger-
many and finishing at the
bottom of their group.

Violence breaks out in the stands at Rotterdam

Black and
powerful

AS I was going home on
the tube one day, 1

noticed that the girl oppo-
site me was quite ostenta-
tiously reading a black
power paper.

It was hard not to notice
as she had placed her leg
on the seat next to mine.
Perhaps it was a gesture of
defiance to the rest of the
world.
Whatever the message,

the world is more inclined
to pay attention to a black
rebel West Indian team
congregating in London en
route to South Africa.
This side was managed

by Gregory Armstrong,
once a rival of Andy
Roberts for a place in the
official West Indies side,

and among its new mem-
bers are Hartley Alleyne
and Faoud Bacchus.
Monty Lynch, who plays

for Surrey and could be in

the West Indies touring
party to England next
summer, is at present sit-

ting on the fence waiting
for the English Test and
County Cricket Board to
pronounce their penalty in
the event that he decides
to join the rebels.

Only last year Bacchus
swore in an ethnic maga-
zine published in Britain
that he would never per-
form in the Republic of
South Africa. However,
money, and losts of it, in
the shape of Krugerands,
can sometimes thaw har-
dened consciences.
The rebel manager’s

plea that “For the sake of
this country—particularly
the black people—it is im-
perative that the super-
stars come here and play”
has so far failed on deaf
ears.

Viv Richards, Michael
Holding and Clive LlOYD,
to name but three, have
turned down the most
fabulous of offers.

Dignity and their belief
that certain things in life

were beyond the greatest
of material things in life

were beyond the greatest
of material temptation,
will inspire those who seek
to establish temptation,
will inspire those who seek
to establish fair play—on
which the noble traditions
of this game are based—in
the basic working of South
African social life.

PREMEN ADDY
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Foreign Take over

A BUNCH of fresh faced West
German boys created hockey

history when they lifted the Junior
Jawaharlal Nehru Trophy, on the
very day thousands of children else-
where in the Indian capital were
celebrating the great “Chacha’s”
birthday. This was the first time that
the trophy was being taken away by
a foreign team Seeing a hockey
trophy being spirited away from In-
dian soil is a painful experience.

But the Germans had given notice
of their intentions and capabilities
as far back as 1971 when a senior
team from that country came over to
beat our nationalteam in an exhibi-
tion match on the same Shivaji Sta-
dium. Six years later, m 1977, they
sent their under17 team who man-
aged to reach the final of Junior
Nehru tournament.
This year’s team, under the lead-

ership of Paul Lissek, a 36-year-old
veteran of three World Cups, with 49
international caps under his belt,

was not as good as the 1971 team,
though it was more successful. Their
2-1 victorym the final over State
Sports School, Jalandhar, was the
crowning piece of their perform-
ances in Delhi.
They began with a 2-1 victory over

Delhi Public School in the super
league and followed it up 4-0 wins
over Jhunmar High School, Orissa
and NIS Rural Juniors. This took
them into the semi finals where they
beat State Subsidised School, Khun-
ti, Orissa, via the tie breaker. In
beating the Khunti team, the Ger-
man boys took revenge for the defeat
that the 1977 team had suffered in
that year’s final.

To form an under-17 German team
is not an easy task as the age groups
in that country are under 12, 12-14,
14-16, 16-18, and 18-21, with diffe-

rent coaches looking after different
groups under the overall supervision
of Lissek, who flew from Karachi to
join the team in New Delhi.
While on the question of age, this

year also there were protests ques-
tioning the date of birth of this or
that player. The worst affected team
on these ground was B.A.V. College,
'Meerut, the most skilful side in the
entire tournament. They lost to S.S.

Jalandhar in the replay, which was
ordered following a protest question-
ing the age of Sunil Seth, a junior
international. Both sides produced
birth documents. The one produced
by the Jalandhar team showed Seth’s
date of birth as 1-1-65. The document
showed by the BAV manager gave it

as 11-11-65. Only those born after
1-11-66 were allowed to take part in

this year’s tournament. BAV College
were ordered to replay the match
without Seth. They lost and missed a
place m the semi-finals.

There was little to choose among
the tour teams who figured in the
semi-finals. If Sports College, Luck-
now, were more skilful, the Jalan
dhar lads had that extra power and
speed that made the difference.
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The Khunti team was a very well
coached team and deservingly their
coach was honoured with an award
at the prize distribution ceremony.
As for the Germans, they were the
fittest and fastest and they had the
knack of making the best use of their
chances.
Michael Hilgers, the German cap-

tain, was easily the most outstanding
player of the tournament. His re-

verse stick centres alone could earn
him a place m any senior team.
The three Indian teams m the

semi-finals belonged to Punjab,
Uttar Pradesh and Bihar, three
States where most of hockey talent is

concentrated It is time steps were
taken to develop talent in other
States also. Of late Manipur has
made significant strides and at least

two of their lads have worn the
Indian |ersey. But what about the
schools of Madhya Pradesh’ Bhopal
has given Indian hockey many a star

player in the past What are the
school coaches and old “ustads”
there doing? come on Bhopal, where
are you’

A CORRESPONDENT

HYDERABAD

Strongman

THE hold of strongman P. R. Man-
singh, over the Hyderabad Crick-

et Association seems to be slipping,
if some of the recent developments
here are any indication. Man, as he is

popularly called in cricketing cir-

cles, has been at the helm of affairs
of the HCA, as the secretary, for ovei
a decade. He has successfully weath-
ered many a storm including, a re-

volt by a section of senior Hyderabad
Ranji Trophy players, in what has
come to be known as uthe track suit

episode”, and a challenge to his post
by a former national selector recent-
ly. Man’s long innings as the games
administrator seems to be
threatened, so is his ambition to get
into the Board as the treasurer.
The HCA has never been free of

feuds and factions.

Following the “track s\iit episode”,
some Ranji stars, with the blessings
of some senior Test stars, want to
form a rival organisation along the
lines of the Delhi District Cricket
Association, It may be recalled that
former Indian skipper Bishan Singh
Bedi had pulled down many an offi-

cial using forDDCA as a forum. But
the rebel party were reportedly wor-
ried about financial and legal prob-
lems as well as the fact that this

move may effect the careers of some
of the.up and coming players.
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difficult to put oil minds together
and work against an existing associa-
tion.We will have to face legal
problems. Some of the budding stars
nave to sacrifice their cozy careers at
least for a few seasons. Lots of
money would be involved. We cannot
afford to bear all these headaches”
Since then, every episode has

blown over except one, the Man-
singh-Viiay Paul feud. Paul, a
dashing batsman. He has even been
compared to "little master" G. R.
Vishwanath, in technique and style.

Mr Mansingh, who wants to settle

scores with Paul for leading the rival

croup to form an association, has
dragged him to court. All Paul did
was to criticise the Hyderabad team
manager through the columns of a
local English daily. This row was
settled amicably after a few months
of court proceedings.
A shrewd businessman, Mr Man-

singh will never allow any opportun-
ity for his rivals to score. That’s why
he seems to have planted Mr Rana
Reddy (an agriculturist turned crick-

et lover) as the treasurer; another
loyalist, Mr Chelapathi as the joint

secretary of HDCA and he has made
his journalist friend T. N. Pillay, the
secretary.
" Who will win or loose is only of
secondary importance to many. The
birth of new body raised many eyeb-
rows because many HDCA officials

belong to HCA also.

Only time will tell if Mr Mansingh
has a bed of rose*s or thorns in store
for himself.

M.S SHANKAR

CALCUTTA

Smooth Running

RED ROAD is the city’s most
popular road, perhaps because it

is the only one without pot holes

(well at least it was till the time of

writing). It was used as a runway for

fighter planes during World War II.

The West Bengal Basketball Asso-

ciation has its courts alongside Cal-

cutta's driving paradise, and it was
here that the Fourth State Basket-

ball Championships were held re-

cently.

Boys Training Association (BTA)
reigned supreme in the men’s sec-

tion while Eastern Railway annexed
the womenTs title.

BTA who came into the final by
beating Burdwan District, met Police

AC, who in turn had accounted for

Rakhi Sangha, to decide the state

champions. The police team played
well in the initial stages and even
took an early lead, thanks to some
mod scoring by the Khan brothers.

But the skilful scheming of lndra-

nathAuddy helped BTA to come out

on top (70-61). BTA has been domi-

ns'ti^l^ngall^ketbati for quffee
few years.

In the women’s final Eastern Rail-
way dominated their rivals Calcutta
Parsees winning convincingly 72-SI.
The stars of the railway team were
skipper Elina Bapen and their most
prolific scorer Slywana D’ Costa,
while, for the Parsees Aban Medhora
stood out. In fact, the railway team
also had many Parsee girls, and it

was with their assistance that East-
ern Railway was able to defend their
title successfully.
The Parsees had defeated Loreto,

the glamour team of the tournament,
in the semi-final in a close encoun-
ter. Eastern Railway in their semi-
final had easily overcome Barisha
Sporting in an one sided affair.

The tournament witnessed smooth
organisation and good supervising of
games, for which the WBBA deserves
a pat on the back.

Sweet Revenge

THE XV Annual Metropolitan
Table Tennis ChampionshipsJL Table Tennis Championships

were held at the Saturday Club, one
of the top social clubs of the city.

Three of India’s top players were
seen vying for the title. There was
three times national champion V.
Chandrasekar, reigning national
champion Kamalesh Mehta and Su-
jay Ghorpade.

• ICit^ wasexpected that the
tournamentwould benetween these
three and they did not disappoint the
city's sport crazy spectators.
But it was the veteran of many a

battle, Chandrasekar, who really
stole the show. From the very first

game that he played he showed his
class. He trampled over all his oppo-
nents to reach the semi-final. Here
he totally outplayed his rival Man-
ditip Sen though the score showed
otherwise.
Sujay Ghorpade and Mehta also

got to the semis quite easily but the
latter disappointed at times, though
he did beat Ghorpade in the semis in

straight games.
Chandrasekar excelled throughout

the tournament, but it was in the
final that he really showed his class.

He completely overwhelmed the
national champion from the word go
and got sweet revenge for his defeat
at the Indore Nationals. His powerful
loop drives and top spins together
witn his opponent’s mistakes won
him to match and the Metropolitan
Cup (21-17, 21-16, 21-9). Chan-
drasekar made it a double when he
teamedup with Ghorpade to easily
overcome Mehta and S.B. Talukdar
in the doubles final. Karabi Ghosh
won the Womens singles title by
defeating Debjani Bagchi, 21-11, 21*

17,21-10

ANDY O BRIEN



THEGREAT
HIMALAYANRALLY
Striving for greater heights

CCTT was a tough route, but I

Xenjoyed it very much. Besides,
the competition too was very tough.”
This was the reaction of a driver at
the end of the week-long 3,900 km

Himalavan Car Rally which began ways pilot, Aslam Khan, made it a
and ended at National Stadium, New double, having won the Air-India
Delhi.
Kenyan businessman Jayant Shah

along with his co-driver, Kenyan Air-
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30,000 last year in their Batson Viola
a^d this year in a Nissan 240.
Shah notched up 376 penalty

points this year. It was an improved
performance compared to last year
when he had 500 points. How much
of difference it makes to have gone
over the route. His co-driver had
reconnaissanced the route very well.
As for the Belgian, Guy Colsoul a

FISA *A* seed who took the second
place behind Shah with 513 penalty
points, it was a creditable perform*
ance. It was his first appearance and
he was not able to go over the route
before but had to depend on the
route book, provided by the Hima-
layan Rally Association, which he
said was “perfect.”

Colsoul, who had taken sixth place
in the Dakar-Paris Rally this year
and a fortnight before he reached
India, won the Flanders Rally, felt

that the rally would have gone off
better “without the rou$h stretch-
es.” But, he was determined to come
and have a fling at championship
next year.

“I had been given the number 13
for my car and many people believe
that it is unlucky. But, I do not
believe in superstition and I have
proved it wrong by coming third,”
said Ramesh Knoda, who was a mem-
ber of the Subaru EAB 5 team.
Khoda, who had won the second
Himalayan Rally in 1981, logged up
605 penalty points, which was an
improvement to his performance
when he had won. He had then got
779.
The rally once again showed that

Indian cars cannot take the rallying
conditions. The experienced.Indian
rallyist Rajiv Rai in his Premier
Padmini could only take the eighth
position in the overall standings with
1145 penalty points.
However, since 1981 the Indian

manufacturers have been giving
priority to drivers* entering the rally
and have also been setting up servic-
ing centres along the rally route.
As the cost of participation in the
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HIMALAYANRALLY

Attending to toothingproblems along the way

rally for an average driver is about
Rs 1.5 lakhs, which is excluding the
cost of the car, it is about time Indian
manufacturers began to enter their
cars as a team, similar to the Opels
and Toyotas, in the various rallies

around the world.
This year’s Himalayan Rally had

an observer from the world motoring
body—FISA—since the organisers
are making efforts to get recognition
as part of the World Championship

circuit. Of course, the earliest possi-
ble this can happen is 1985, since the
FISA calendar for next year has
already been drawn up.

The FISA observer, Scotman Ma-
jor Robert Tannant-Ried, said that
personally (since the report he is

submitting to the world body in Paris
is confidential) he felt the organisers
had done a ‘‘first class job in plan-

ning and running. It was a hell of a
lot of work.” However, he felt that

the organisersxouldbni fgbotxt cer- >

tain changes, namely, a change in .

the system of scrutiny; shorten the
time points for the cars so that all of
them may pass through the time
controls in one day and measures
should be taken tokeep spectators
out of the arena.

One noticeable factor in this year’s
rally was that of the 66 cars flagged
off from Delhi on October 23, 35(50
per cent) completed the rally. This
was unlike the previous years when
the same percentage dropped out
after the first leg.

It has been suggested to FISA that
the rally be made part of the Middle
East Rally Challenge which compris-
es the Oman Rally; Kuwait Rally and
the Abu Dhabi Rally.

Everyone was expecting the Mara*
tis to participate in the rally. But, the
Rally Association chairman, Mr
Nazir Hoosein said at the prize dis-

tribution ceremony, “the Marutjs”
were used as communication vehi-

cles and they proved their utility-

value beyond doubt. So, in all prob-
ability, they may enter the rally in

the years to come.

Another significant aspect of the
rally was that unlike the previous
years, the transport section of the
route was cut down, making it all the
more exciting. In the first two ral-

lies—1980 and 1981—when the rally

used to be flagged off from Bombay,
the Bombay-Delhi stretch was always
counted as transport section putting
a tremendous strain on the drivers as
well as the vehicles.

There was a mishap when two
people in a service were killed near
Ranikhet. There was also a head-on
collision between a competitor’s
vehicle and a lorry, near Simla, but
fortunately, nothing happened. The
rest of the rally went off smoothly.

L. SUNDER
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Thrilling all the way
TiyTOTOR rallying has indeed come
jLVXa long way. From one or two
days to a week. From a total distance
of a few hundred kilometres to a zig

zag course of 4000 kilometres. From
driving on smooth, concrete roads to

negotiating dangerous hairpin
bends, snow covered slopes, roaring
rivers, big boulders, mud tracks,
forests and mountains. Oh yes, motor
rallying has all the qualities that can
make a sport exciting—danger and
thrills, speed and challenge. If you
have the ability to take the rough
along with the smooth, there is no
other sport quite like it.

There are few people better qual-
ified to talk about rallying than
Rajiv Rai. The modest, unassuming
young man is by profession, a suc-

cessful businessman and at 28, is

already the managing director of a
steel firm in Madras. But if that was
not his profession, one would like to

think that his next choice would
have been to become a professional
rallyist. For he talks with as much
authority on rallying as he does on
the steel business.
And why not? Rajiv has partici-

S
ated in the last three Himalayan
allies and this year pulled off what

in the eyes of the most seasoned
observers of the sport was a ‘most
creditable achievement’. In a tough
competitive field, crowded with fore-
ign cars, Rajiv, in his Premier Padmi-
ni, emerged the winner of the nation-
al prize and first among the Indian
cars.

Few events have caught the public
fancy in recent years as much as the
Himalayan rally. Ever since its inau-
guration in 1980, it has grown in

331

strength, in popularity, toughness
and foreign participation. These
days most expert foreign rallyists

opine that there is nothing quite like

it in the world. The Belgian Guy
Colsoul, who finished second in the
overall category, after chasing the
title-holder and ultimate champion
Jayant Shah pretty close, thinks that

some of the roads that are encoun-
tered in the rally are the toughest in

the world. And he should know for

he is a professional rallyist. “It was
tougher than the last” was the opin-

ion of most drivers. And given the
conditions under which the Hima-
layan Rally is run, one does not fjnd

enough words to describe Rajiv’s
achievement.
Even three weeks after the conclu-

sion of the event, Rajiv was bubbling
with schoolboyish excitement while
relating what a “thrilling, fantastic,
fabulous experience” the whole
thing had been. “Winning the event
was of course a great thing. But it is

not everything. I would love to par-
ticipate again and again because it is

an experience which is too much for
mere words”, he said.

Rajiv bought his brand new Pre-
mier Padmini in April and drove it

for some time till August. The rally

needed four months of preparation,
and the car was done up quite a bit

so as to be in a proper condition to
face the gruelling task that lay
ahead. “Tackling the Himalayan Ral-
ly is 75 per cent luck and 25 per cent
skill”, said Rajiv. But one should
always make a lot of planning and
preparation and experience certain-

ly is a big plus point.”
As if to prove this, Rajiv under-

took a week-long survey of the route
prior to the rally and this stood him
in very good stead. He was well
prepared for the bumps, the bad
roads, the narrow slopes, the weath-
er changes, the hills, the rivers, the
forest and the mud tracks.

Listening to Rajiv relatingliis ex-
periences is enough to make one
gape at wonder as to how the drivers
really encounter the inconsistent
conditions. “The first leg of the rally
from New Delhi to Naim Tal. a
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Ra/tv Ral (Car No 17) a member of the MRF Ratty

Hero he is being congratulated oy Ns cenirrm

distance of 1400 kilometres was not
very dangerous**, said Rajiv, “It in-

volved a lot of hilly travelling tip to

the foothills of the Himalayas. The
next leg from Naim Tal to Mussorie
was pretty dangerous One has to

drive at heights of 8000 to 11,000
feet. But driving on this section,
which takes you up to the Tibetan
border, is very stimulating because
of the breathtaking beauty that sur-

rounds you. It is all mountains and
snow and this makes you want to go
ahead. This leg stretches for some
1100 kilometres.’*

The third leg, according to Rajiv is

“very dangerous*’. This was from
Mussorie to Manali and was for a

distance of 700 kilometres. There
was snow and ice on the roads and
the Indian cars had no special tyres
or chains that are normally used to

counter these conditions. Moreover,
a lot of the driving was done at a
height of 13,000 feet. And the climbs
near the Jhalori pass in Himachal
Pradesh were something incredible.
The drivers had to climb up a height
of 11,000 feet within a distance of
eleven kilometres. “It was this

stretch that separated the men from
the boys’’, said Rajiv.

The final leg from Manali to New
Delhi, a distance of 700 kilometres
was less dangerous. But this stretch
contained what Rajiv describes as

Teem came Href among the Indian contestants

1S&kilometres torn Raiment*m*
mm, duringwhich the raOylmlMRd
to encounter bumps at their worst,
had to cross riverswhich wore at
times a foot deep and hairpin bends
which did not seem to have an end.
These conditions and the inevitable
fatigue which accompanied the driv-

ers, after almost a week-long drive
were the chief obstacles to be over*
come.
The odyssey came to an end on the

evening of October 29, after they
were flagged off by the Vice-
President Mr Hidayatullah six days
ago. Rajiv had as his co-driver Kiren
Modi and Subhash Goel was the
navigator. His car was one of the five
cars sponsored by the MRF.
“What was the condition of the car

like?” This writer could not help but
ask after hearing about the terrible
road conditions it had to encounter.
“Well, it has gone for complete over-
hauling and check up” said Rajiv.
The rally has made it five to six years
older. Now it can be used only for

normal driving on good roads and it

can never be used for rallying again.
Like a man who ages fast after
passing through nightmarish experi-
ences”.
“Some of the drivers who took part

in the Himalayan Rally have had
such nightmarish experiences as ma-
jor mishaps to the engine, being
stranded m the middle of a snow
covered slope or being thrown off

the road into a ravine. Many have
sworn that they would never take
partm the rally again” said Rajiv.
“But come next year, and once again
they will turn up with then
machines—all memories of the bad
experiences fast fading out of their
minds. That’s what the Himalayan
Rally is all about. You cannot back
out just because you have once been
bitten by the rally bug. I know 1 will

keep going there whether I win or
not”, concluded Rajiv.

PARTABRAMCHAND
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^Crossword Question box |

ACROSS

1

West Indian cricketer has a reli-

gious incantation in the middle
(1 15)

4 Left arm Indian bowler has a pnn-
cess in the end (4)

5 One of the teams involved in the
high goal scoring fiasco at Calcutta
in the football season just ended
(1 1,1 1)

7

Footballer playing in Caicjtta is

‘barren most of the way <5)
10 Saviour in many crisis, this Indian

cricketer is a very good fighter He
returns (5)

11 Oft spinner for India a couple of

decades ago, now a selector (5)

1 2 A slow ball that deviates after pitch-

ing is simply a? (5)

14 The middle name of R Harvey,
one-time cricketer for Australia (4)

15 Tennis'player Lendl has a ‘Ternble

name (4)

16 Test venue in England and the

headquarters for cricket in Notting-

hamshire (1,6)

2 Former Pakistani cricketer now in-

volved with benefit matches in

Shanah (4)
3 Indian cricketer whose name ends

‘ with 'cha has this preceding it and
coming up (4)

4 Golfer D Souza has a woman's
undergarment to begin with (7)

6

Cricket writer knighted for his ser-

vices (6,1)
8 Bowler's weapon, especially a spin-

ner’s (5)
9 Female badminton player has a

'vehicle im the middle (5)
12 Hutton's first score in Tests (4)
1 3 Winner of the most titles at Wimble-

don (4)

ExceJIsnt: 18-17, Good: 16, Fair: 15.

Sudhir V*dya

Rajeev Ran|an, Muzaftarpur.
Q. Who has scored the maximum runs
in all Test Cricket against any particular

country'?

A Don Bradman of Australia, who
against England alone scored 5028
runs in 37 Tests that he played against
that country

Aminchand Kanuga, Vijayawada
Q How many times has Javed Miandad
been dismissed Ibw in Tests?
A 1 1 times in his 45 Test appearances

Pinky Gupta, Calcutta.

Q What is Ravi Shastri s date of birth*?

A. 27-5-1962

Partho Chakraborty, Jalpalgurl.

Q. Could you please give me the names
of all the 16-member team from Eng-
land that toured India in 1976-77?
A A W Greia (capt), J M Brearley
(vice-captain), D L Amiss; G D Bar-
low G A Cope K W R Fletcher, A P
E Knott, J K Lever, G Miller, C M
Old, D W Randall, M W W Selvey, R
Tolchard D L Underwood, R G D
Willis and R A Woolmer

Tanmaya Mltra, Buddhanagar.

Q Who, among the cncket players, has
played the maximum number of Tests?
A Colin Cowdrey of England has played
a maximum of 114 Tests

Khalid Zaman, Calcutta.

Q In how many Teste did Imran Khan
and Kapil Dev complete their 200
wicket mark?
A. Imran Khan reached the 200-wicket
mark in his 45th Test—2nd Test against

India at Karachi in 1982-83 and Kapil

Dev in his 50th Test—2nd Test against

the West Indies at Port of Spain in

1982 83

Benjamin, Bangalore

0. Does S Venkataraghavan of Tamil

Nadu hold the record of captunna the

most wickets in a season in Ranji

Trophy in India?

A No he does not

SOLUTION 222
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Attia Panda. Pori.

Q. Why people criticise Sunil Gavaskar
so much?
A. For obvious reasons—Gavaskar is

riot among the runs these days His fans
want runs flowing from his bat all the
while

Kartlka Narayan, Berhampur.
Q Who was the Man of the Match in the
second Test between West Indies and
India in West Indies in 1982-83?
A M Amarnath

Sanjay Vaidya, Jamshedpur
Q. What was Sunil Gavaskar $ batting

record for Somerset county in England?
A. 15 matches, 23 innings, 3 times not

wQuiz
I
Ranjit Ghose

QUESTIONS

Supply the missing names, terms or
figures, as the case might be

1 Yorkshire, Worcestershire,
,

,
Gloucestershire,

Hampshire, Kent, Sussex,
.Surrey Nottinghamshire, North-
amptonshire, Middlesex, Lan-
cashire, Leicestershire and
(The 17 first-class Counties of

English cricket)

2 Nineteen against England,
against West Indies against
South Africa and 4 against India

(Bradman s Test centunes

)

3 Geoff Hurst (3) and (Scorers
for England in the 1966 World Cup
soccer final

)

4 New York,
,
Manila (Venues

of Muhammad All s fights against

Joe Frazier)

5 , and 1974 (Johan
Cruyff was votec European Foot-
baller of the Year)

6 Standing, and prone
(‘Three positions of smallbore rifle

shoot,ng

)

7 Coxed pairs, Coxless fours and—
(The three Olympic rowing

events for men only

)

8 Back stroke, and
Free style (The four equal legs of

medley relay in swimming, in the
compulsory order

)

9 Touch-lines, goal-lines, .goal

areas, penalty areas and 10 yard
arcs ,the centre circle,

penalty spots (Markings necessary
in the football field

)

10

52, 56, 60, 67 5 75 ,
,

100, 110 over 110 (Weight clas-

ses in weightliftmg-iri kg

)

ANSWERS
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out, 886 total runs, 155 nbtout highest
score, 3430 average, i centuries, 2
fifties, one duck, 5 catches, 92 baits

bowled, two maiden overs and 69 runs
conceded »

Asls Oss, Howrah
Q. Who were the umpires in the 2nd
Test between Pakistan and England in

1978?
A. W L Sudd and D J Constant In the
second Test at Lord s against Pakistan
in 1978

Shyamalendu Biswas, Horan T E.

Q. What was Sunil Gavaskars age
when he first captained India in Tests?
A 27 years

Suahll Gur}ar, Basavakalayan

rifTJ'p
dli#PasTW iw flf

i>, IjK mtfmgk. 14 times not
out, 5357 runs, 250 tMmt score,

4828 average, 15 centuries, 33 half

centuries, 4 ducks, 44 catches, 3281
bails bowled, 76 maiden overs, 1427
runs conceded, 46 wickets, 29 12
average

Benjamin, Bangalore.

Q. How nwnycatches havebeen held

A. S Venkataraghavan held 1 1 catches
off Bedi, 8 off Chandrasekhar and five

off Prasanna's bowling

Oulal Chandra Mlsra, TangtoMAaam)
Q. Are L Slvaramaknshnan Sivar-

Bridge
Bnns Schaoiro

Many famous hands in bridge lore turn

up in the magazines and articles every

tew years generally attributed to some
leading light or to some friend of the

writer I happened to come across the

deal below on two occasions recently

once in a magazine of the 1930s onre

With an attribution to the Italian player

Benito Garozzo Benito has done many
clever things m his time but I find it

easier to believe that this defence was
first played by one Sidney Satenstein

otherwise unknown or perhaps even

Sidney just thought of it afterwaids

South was the dealer at {jame all and the

AO
AJ
632

4> Q1076B4

J 9 7 4 2
752
1085

4 82

bidding wa uneventful

SOUTH WEST NORTH EAST
1NT pass 3NT pass
pass pass

Most players would make an unselfish

sort of lead on the West hand such as a
heart but West advanced fourth best of
his longest suit the 4 of spades East
won and tne declarer s queen and ace tel?

together on the next tnck South had
seven sure tricks foui hearts and three

aces and the outcome appeared to rest

squarely ori finding East (our hero) with
the king of diamonds South was a good
player however and he npted another
possibility if East held the singleton king
of clubs South could run all the tricks he
wanted in that suit

So a low club was led from dummy at

tnck three At this point the artful Sidney
inserted the king of clubs' Likp a
bloodhound who has found the trail

South won with the are and ran thei) to

Easts jack The defenders now took

three more spade tricks to defeat the
contract

Qon t tell me the diamond finesse
was nght remarked South mournfully
East had to admit that it was
Wmt Waak'a Oult- South, hokimo 4J

7KQJ85 0A624AQ10 4 opens
one heart North responds one spade
South bids two clubs and North two
spades The question was In what order

would you place these possible actions

on the next round - pass 2NT 3S There

might be a play for game if North held

something like 4K Q 10 x x x and a side

king Still this ts against the odds and

South should pass 2NT comes a bad
third

Thlt Week'sQuiz* * South opens one
diamond North responds one spade and

South bids two diamonds North holdsJ 76542 9AJ64 03 462 What
should he call now?

Chess
I Peter Clarke

CHESS Peter Clerk#

England s fourth place behind the USSR
Yugoslavia and Hungary in the European
Team Championship at Plovdiv Bulgaria

confirmed our high standing in the chess
world The Netherlands Bulgaria

Denmark and West Germany finished in

the lower half whilst several strong

countries had failed to reach the final

Our top four grandmasters Miles Ninn

Speelman and Mestel played in all seven

rounds and scored respectively 4 4 V'z

and 6 points (made up of 9 wins 17

draws and 2 losses) thus setting a fine

example of steadiness against formid

able opposition Here is one of the

Impressive victories that helped Mestel

achieve the best score by any individual

in the competition White Hans Ree
Black Jonathan Mestel Queen s Pawn
King s Indian Defence (Plovdiv 1983)

1 P-04, Kt-ltoa, 2 P 084, P-KM3
a Kt-Q63 B*Kt2, 4PM P-Q3
6 P 83, 0 O i BIO, Kt-03
7 KK1-K2, P-QR3, I 0*02, R-Ktl

• P*KR4, P*KR4» 10 0-0-0, P QKt4
11 KI-B4, PxP

Black vanes from the 1 1 B Q2 played

by Nunn atfamst Tjmman (Tilburg, 1982)

and Ree (Wijk aan Zee 1982) both of

which games had been drawn

12 BxP,P*M, 13 PxP

13 KtxKtP was a trap answered by 13

PxP 14 BxQP R Kt5 and Black wins

material

10 PKttP, 14 B*Rta,04C1
10 KKI-QS, KtxKt; 10 KtxKt8-R3
17 O-M.BxKt, 10 OxB7P-84

Mtdu brothers?:

Plnakl Sun Gupta, RaneM.
Q. What is the lowest score by India In

Tests?
A. 42 against England at Lord's in 1974
Q. Who is the first Test batsman to hit a
century, double century and triple cen-
tury?

A. C Bannerman of Australia hit the first

century (165 retired hurt) in the very first

Test against England at Melbourne, in

1876-77, W L Murdoch of Australia hit

the first double century (211) against
England at the Oval in 1884 and A
Sandham of England hit the first svei
triple century (325) in the 4th Test
against the West Indies at Kingston in

1929-30

White s pawn formation is the sounder

but he cannot stand up to dynamic
powers that the enemy pawns help to

unleash on the Q side The attai k on the

other wing planned to tollow 9 P KR4
and 1 0 0 0 0 does not exist

1* B 02 P as 20 B C»2 R KI4
21 OxOP RxPt 22 OxRp
It 2? KxR Mestel intended < P

B6rh 23 KxP Kt B5rh M KxKt 0
Kt4mate

22 O Kit 23 0-R3 P BC
24 R 04 KtxP 26 R OS

Or 25 PxKt BxR °6 BxB Q B5fh and
Black wins

25 Kt 07 2S BxKI PxBch
27 KxP R B1 28 RMlgro

Competition G598 Solution ntxt week

(rnbqSr / ppSkbR / 2p2pp1 / 3pp3 / 3P4

1 2NBPNP1 / PPP2PP1 / R2QK3) White

to play How did the qame finish?

Solution to 0597 (Packman - Na|doif.

Mar del Plato 1955) (r3k2r / pp2!to|»p1 /
3p4 / 2pPpq2 / 2P1N1b1 / 3PBnPP /

PP4B1 / R201R1K - Black to play)
Nadert concluded this brevity by 16
RxPth 17 BxR 0 R4 18 0 R4ch K B1

19 RxKt QxBrh and White tesigned (if

20 K Ktl BxR 21 0 B2 then 21 Q
R8ch 22 K B2 Q Kt7ch wins the Queen)

Probtom No 1291 Solution next week
W Wrobel (First Prize Lwowskw Koto

Problemistow 1942)

(3Q3K / 1pR2BB1 / blq2N2 / 4r3 / > /

PpklnR2 / 1ppn4 / 2Nr2b1 - 9 White

men, 12 Mack)
White to play and mate in two moves

Solution to No 1200 (Adabaahav)
(SQK1 / • / 2B2DK1 / B4N2 / 4o2p / 9 /

2n1p2R / 4rk1N - mate in two ) 1 B Kte

(threat 2 R Ktl) (a) 1 Kt*B4 2 RB2
(b) 1 Kt Kt6 2 B Kt2 (c) 1 B-Q5
2 Kt K3 (d) 1 B-Kt4 2Kt(B5)-Kt3
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Sirsilk Dress Materials. Stunningly

elegant. Cosily comfortable. The
synonym of good taste. Available in

a range of explosive colours, saucy

prints and daredevil designs. msiLK
Suitings, shirtings &
dress materials.
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Ode to

cricket

WE thought they were
going to play cricket.

But Sunny was soon out
leg-before-wicket.
We hoped some kind of

a fight would emerge,
But there began an un-

timely dirge
For Indian wickets tum-

bled in a heap,
Siddhu and Patel fell,

rather cheap!
Kirti, rather unneces-

sarily, had a wild swish.
The shattering stumps

fulfilled his wish!
Shastri, we prayed,

would play it straight,

But he did not have long
to wait
GaekW'id was playing in

line with the ball

So we were shocked
when he had a casual fall;

Poor Kapil! It was taxing
for his cricketing brain,
For when he in came to

bat, he said,
MMaan, not

again!” .

Balwinder Sandhu did
not last very long,
I’m sorry, it’s such a

pathetic song!
Though Kiri and Mamn-

der did play well
I’m scared, I don’t want

to tell:

“Since we’ve reached
our cricketing heights,
Dear Tiger, please hurry

the funeral rites!”

DEBASHISH MA-
JUMDAR,

Calcutta.

Funny selections

THE fourteen-member
team selected for the

Ahmedabad Test matches
makes two things clear:

that the cupboard of Indi-

an cricket is quite bare at

present and that Bedi is

dominating selectorial
matters.
The selecion of Gurshar-
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an mA Aiad for their re-

cent (non) performances is

most baffling. So also is

the dropping of Bhat who
performed quite credit-

ably by taking two wickets
each in the two innings he
has bowled so far.

If this is how the selec-

tors trust the players' abil-

ity one can't blame Bhat
for not flighting the ball

nor even Srikkanth for his

unusual batting displays

in recent one-day matches.
These players have to

prove their merit, time
and again, but the yard-

stick seems to be different

with some of the players

from the north.
Though Maninder’s

show in the President’s
eleven tie was good, his

Test record is too poor to

make his recall possible. It

is unfortunate that
Malhotra could not im-

press the selectors with
that sweet and quick 29 in

Baroda. So also is the case
of Chetan Sharma.

JAYANAND SHETTY,
Bangalore .

THE Indian cricket
team selectors are

sidelining Tamil Nadu
speeds'er T. A. Sekhar,

Sportsworld
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Has your school team just won a local

championship?
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broken a host of records?

If so, write and tell us about it and well print it,

along with any photographs you can send us.
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they are accompanied by a covering letter

signed by the head of the institution and bearing
the seal of the institution as well.

while they still persist
with some players of qes-

tionable ability. Sekhar
was denied ot any more
chance after his Pakistan
Tour where he was praised

by many. He can really

match the Windies bow-
lers with his pace and
bounce.
N. SRIVASTAVA,

New Delhi.

HATS OFF to our selec-

tors* or should we pay
turbans off, considering
that all four Sardars were i

in the reckoning for the
Ahmedabad Test. The
other surprises are the re-

tention of Anshuman
Gaekwad, our strokeless
wonder, Madan Lai whose
number of Tests will very
soon exceed his number of

wickets and Kirti Azad
who, we are sure, is him-
self confused as to
whether he is in the team
as a batsman or as a
bowler.
Chetan Sharma could

have been given a try, con-
sidering the fact that
Kapil is now the only bow-
ler with anything like
penetration.

RAGHV, ANJANA and
RAMU;

Baroda.

Final say

THE grapevine has it

that Sunil Gavaskar is

following up the success of

‘Idols’ with another book
about his team-mates cal-

led ‘Idles’.

TERRENCE AUSTUN,
Bombay.
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Cover Story

The captaincy could have
done with a little more

purpose and imagination
MANSUR ALI KHAN PATAUDI analyses the reasons for India’s inability to

force a victory

AFTER being a little unkind in by categorically stating that if India wicket ideally suited for the three
the recent past about Umrigai, had won this game the chief person Indian spinners and when Kapil Dev

and the preparation of some of his responsible for this victory would won the toss, and for once the middle
wickets, let me make some amends have been Polly Umrigar. He made a order held firm, rhe West Indies

That this (an Indian victory) was not achieved was due entirely to the poorest catching seen in Test !

cricket, the inadequacy of the Indian spinners, and moments when the captaincy could have done with a
;

little more purpose and imagination. I



(though Lloyd dented it) looked a
worried lot

India lost Gavaskar early to an
undistinguished flourish and the rest
of the batting revolved around a
sensible and punitive innings by
Vengsarkar, whose, century, though
not as entertaining as the one played
later by Richards, was certainly
more convincing
And the most pleasing aspect of

the Indian batting was the more
resolute effort to occupy the crease,
and not treat a Test as a limited
overs game There may not have
been the heroics associated with the
Patils and Azads of cncket but some
down-to-earth batting by Gaekwad,
Shastn and Bmny all of whom played
within their recognisable limita
tions, and consequently stayed long
enough to take advantage of not only
playing on a wicket at its best but
also to ensure that there enough runs
to bowl at

Towards the end of the second day
the batting, inspire of another brave
effort, slowed and that was because
Kapil Dev’s lack of form has not
provided the necessary impetus to
the scoring rate at a time when the
bowlers and fielders are tired and
are looking forward to the last over
A few quick runs from Kapil Dev
would have ensured a declaration in
the evening and given him an oppor
tumtv to have a spell at some weary
batsmen
Even so a score of 46* on a wicket

which was already turning albeit
slowly, and with three whole davs to
go the, odds were clearh in favoui of
an Indian victory That this was not
achieved was due entirely to the
poorest catching seen m Test u lcket,
the inadequacy of the Indian spin
ners, and moments when the captain
cy could have done with a little more
purpose and imagination Having
dropped both Richards and Duion
twice the Indian fielders because
mere spectators, as the former laid
mto the spinners with the awesome
power of his thigh sized forearms
Even so rhe West Indians managed

only 204 in the whole day and this
surely should have been taken into
serious consideration later m the
fcame when Kapil Dev was calculat
mg the declaration Allowed the
hummer of fielding lapses the West
Indies not only saved the follow on
but reached a very respectable total
of 393, and then again dismissed
Gavaskar cheaply to another shot
that he would like to forget, though
it did indicate that India was contem
plating a follow on
Most of us felt that a lead of

220 230 and at most 15 minutes after
lunch would have been about the
nght time on a fifth day wicket,
which had developed several patch
os at the Garware End from which
Malhotra m a knock of great matur

. the rest of the Indian batting revolved around a sensible and punitive

innings by Vengsarkar whose century, though not 4$ entertaining as

the one played later by Richards, was certainly more convincing

on the body on a numbei of octa
sions A laige patch of loost eaith
had appealed at the Tata £nd and
there was no wav that the West
Indians would go foi the runs (HalJ
was to say latei that thev would not
have shown intei est even if India
had declared an hour earhei

)

Fven if it is not feasible to expect
to bowl out an international side m
three hours, many strange things
have happened in cricket and the
West Indians have been known ro

lose their Composure m times of

pressure But tor some indefinable

reason Kapil Dtv declared so late
that he gave himself no chance of
being gi »mted even a mmoi miracle
Sad to s iv but u was the customai y

storv of not ueepung auothei
heaven sent onpoitunitv and even
saddei to lealist that this is the
longest that India has gone without
winning a Test in Us 50 odd seats of
lest history The Indian peitoim
ante after the Woild Cup his been
dismal and it the credit tot that can
be attributed to the c aptam, he must
be piepared to accept the criticism
that is being now levelled at him foi
the showing of his team



The onus was on India to
make a fight of it

CLIVE LLOYD tells KULDIP LAL
All photographs by NIKHIL BHATTACHARYA

SPORTSWORLD: Already two up halt over, and we decided to play as getting help from this wicket, why
in the series, how did you well as we could did you again leave out Roger

approach the fourth Test? SPWD. How did you read the wick- Harper?
CLIVE LLOYD: There were still et at the start of the match? CLIVE LLOYD: I think it is best

three Tests to go after our Ahmeda CLIVE LLOYD: It looked like the not to disturb a winning combma-
bad victory, so we had to win one best track we have encountered on tion, although Logie’s off form
more to clinch the series Bombay this tour The top was firm enough to prompted me to play Richie Richard
was a crucial Test in the sense if we last three days and the batsmen son, who has had a few good knocks
won here, India would have been out could have a hit It looked like giving m the three-days games Who could
of reckoning, but if they managed to a little help to the spinners also It have been dropped to accommodate
pull it off then they still had a was quite similar to the one we got m Roger Harper’ Both Daniel and
chance to draw level I was deter 1974-75, although that wicket had a Davis contributed their bit to the
mined to wrap it up at Bombay itself few cracks on it But then that one West Indian victory at Ahmedabad
There was no way we could be com aided the batsmen while Marshall and Holding were the
placent, for after all the series is only SPWD: If the spinners looked like spearheads Harper is an excellent

The presence of the famed spinners would have made a lot of difference. They possessed a lot more
guile than Shastri, Yadav and Maninder



off-spinner and his turn will come.
SPWD: India made four changes in

their squad. Do you think Navjot
Sidhu’s exclusion was justified after
playing him in only one Test?
(CLIVE LLOYD: No, I was really

surprised that this young lad was
dropped and felt sorry for him. It

does a cricketer’s morale no good to
play one game and then be dropped
for the next. No one had a chance to
score on that treacherous Ahmeda-
bad wicket, and in the Indian team
none, except Sunny Gavaskar m the
first innings, had done well.

SPWD: How did you feel after you
called incorrectly and Kapil decided
to bat?
CLIVE LLOYD: Kapil took an un-

usually long time under the cir-

cumstances m electing to bat. 1 was
only hoping that he would give us
first use of the easy paced wicket.
But this time he opted to bat That
gave India the initial advantage and
our aim was to restrict the Indians to

a reasonable first mnmgs score and
then build a good score ourselves.

We were two up m the series so India
had all the running to do. The onus
was on them to attack
SPWD: Did the first day go accord-

ing to your expectations?
CLIVE LLOYD: India were 256 for

four by close on the first day, which
was an even battle, although 1 would
have liked to get one more wicket by
close The pitch did not afford any
bounce to my fast bowlers But some-
times the ball did tend to keep low at

the Pavilion End. However, I must
add that 1 was not satisfied with the
way Marshall, Davis and Daniel
bowled. In order to extract some
bounce from the slow wickets they
tended to bowl short and gifted

many unnecessary runs. It would
have been better if they had bowled
a good length and exploited the
Indian weakness outside the off

stump. Holding was the best that day
and he picked up two wickets, of

Gaekwad and Malhotra, both beaten
on the line of the off stump rather
than by bounce.

SPWD: You must have been de-
lighted to see the back of Sunil
Gavaskar so early in the game.
CLIVE LLOYD: Certainly, since

Gavaskar did so well at Delhi and
Ahmedabad but I think he became a
little overconfident after those suc-
cesses and went for his shots from
the beginning. He was out to a poor
stroke playing over a delivery that
kept low. He seemed dissatisfied
with umpire Gothoskar’s decision
which ruled him out lbw but Sunil
thought he had been given out
caught behind, since Dujon had held
the deflection. There was no doubt in
my mind that the ball had hit the pad
rather than the bat. Sunil must be
rueing his dismissal for there were
runs to be had in plenty on that
wicket.

In the face of the huge Indian first

innings total of 463, 1 think we did

well to come within 70 runs

of that score

SPWD: Gaekwad and Vengsarkar
demonstrated that by putting on 133
tor the second wicket.
CLIVE LLOYD: Well, Vengsarkar

was dropped first ball by Holding at
third slip and with the bowling be-
coming untidy, he began settling in.

He is the man in form in the Indian
team at the moment, so got away
with many adventurous strokes. He
scored his second hundred m as
many matches, but just after com-
pleting it, was out to Davis, cutting
the ball to Richards at gully.

Before that, Gaekwad fell to Hold
ing, but not before scoring 48 runs in

his characteristic dour fashion. He is

a very solid player but does not
possess many strokes. However, his

contribution to the Indian innings

was invaluable.

But Ravi Shastri and Ashok
Malhotra let slip the advantage by
some very defensive batting. At 190
for three after Vengsarkars depar-
ture these two should have consoli-

dated the score rather than prodded
along. Forty-foui runs later, we
claimed Malhotra and were looking

for another wicket by close but Shas-
tri and Binny denied us the oppor-
tunity although not many more runs
were scored.

SPWD: You were denied a further

break till after lunch on the second

^^LIVE LLOYD: Yes, I was hoping
that the new ball which was taken on
the second morning would provide
us with a breakthrough but it did not

turn out this way. Shastri is a very
solid player, but like Gaekwad lacks
the strokes. Still, he did a very good
job for India scoring 77 runs. Binny is

a more forceful player, and the value
of their 127 run-stand can be judged
from the fact that after their dismis-
sal the middle order caved in for
next to nothing and after being 360
for four, India slipped to 385 for
eight. This was largely due to our
pacers bowling a better line than on
the first day. I think we did well to
restrict the Indians to only around
200 runs on the second day.
SPWD: But from 385 for eight,

India managed to take their score to
463 with Kirmani and Yadav chip-
ping in with useful contributions.
CLIVE LLOYD: So often in the

past have the West Indian bowlers
been able to polish off the cream
only to get stuck with the tailenders.
It’s just one of those things that
happen in cricket. But I think Kirma-
ni played really well to remain not
out on 43. We dropped Vengsarkar
first ball and Kirmani when he was
on two, and paid dearly for our
lapses. Our fielding has not yet
touched the standard 1 expect, and
there is a lot we can do in this

regard.
SPWD: What were your tactics to

counter India’s score of 463?
CLIVE LLOYD: India's aim was to

get around 500, but they also took
two days to do so We then had to get
our heads down and play for the
remaining three days, if possible,
and prevent the Indians from forcing
a decision. The wicket was not a very
difficult one to bat on although the
ball was turning a bit and also ended
to keep low at times. But if we
played sensibly, there could not have
been any alarms

SPWD: At 204 for three by the end
of the third day, you were well on
your way to safety. Do you think
spinners of the calibre of Bedi, Pra-
sanna and Chandrasekhar would
have exploited the conditions better
than what Shastri and company did?
CLIVE LLOYD: (Laughs) Oh yes,

the presence of the famed spmners
would have made a lot of difference.
They were better thinkers of the
game, spun the ball sharply and
possessed a lot more guile than do
Shastri, Yadav and Mamnder
The Madras wicket in the 1974-75

series was quite similar to this one
and look how Prasanna and Bedi
destroyed us. The present-day spin-
ners are obviously not in the same
class. Yadav did manage to dismiss
Greenidge and Richardson soon but
then as Richards got going, he
strayed in direction and was hit out
of tne attack Mamnder is a fine
bowler but to succeed in the highest
grade of cricket, he must learn to
extract more from the wicket. I think
he relies too neavily on flight with
the result he comes very slow off the
wicket. Despite his height, Shastri

9
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too could not get any bounce from
the wicket. To get a batsman
Richards* calibre out, you have to be
a top class bowler. The only such
bowler in your team, Kapil Dev,
underbowled himself. Maybe the
long stint at Ahmedabad had taken
its toU.
SPWD Richardson was very un-

happy with his dismissal and Haynes
got out in very unusual circumst-
ances.
CLIVE LLOYD; Richardson felt

that he had got a nick onto the pad
but that is besides the point. On a
turning wicket he should never have
played Jback in the first place. He
deserved to be out on that count
alone.'

‘Haynes’ dismissal was very sad but
there is no doubt in my mind that
Haynes was out, for instead of using
his free hand he should have kicked
the ball away. The umpire gave the
right decision and Haynes while pro-
testing only showed that he was not
aware of the rules.

SPWD: What about Richards’ in-

nings?
CLIVE LLOYD: I was glad that he

regained form at the right time. We
paid dearly for dropping Vengsarkar
and Kirmani and Richards too sur-

vived twice, once at 40 when Kapil
dropped him at mid-wicket and then
again at 58, when Kirmani failed to
hold a sharp chance. One cannot
afford to drop catches off such a
great batsman and yet hope to do
well. Richards made full use of these
chances and recorded a hundred,
although this was by no means his
best knock. But its value to the side
cannot be underestimated. He is a
good striker of the ball, has a good
eyesight and possesses exquisite tim-
ing. These are the hallmarks of a
great batsman which Richards un-
doubtedly is. He is more comfortable
against pace bowling but at Bombay
he showed that he can play the
spinners equally well...

SPWD: But Richards was never the
same again next morning.
CLIVE LLOYD: Yes, that happens.

He was not as flowing as on the third
\iay and was never able to time his

shots properiy. In an attempt to go
after the bowling, Richards stepped
out to drive Shastri, missed the line
and was stumped.
SPWD: .Why did you promote Jeff

Dujon in the batting order above
you?
CLIVE LLOYD: Dujon has been in

superb form on this tour and I de-
cided to give him a chance to play a
long innings. He justified my deci-
sion*by playing a fluent knock of 84.

What a lovely player of spin bowling,
he is. That six to long-off against
Shastri was a magnificent stroke. He
ultimately fell to Shiv Lai Yadav, the
most impressive of the Indian spin-
ners on the fouth day, but not before
both of us had pu^ea the West Indies
out of the woods.

Kapil Dev’s defensive posture was rather strange. If I had been in his

place I would have asked my batsmen to score at a faster rate on the

second day

I chose to graft for my runs rather
than play shots for on this wicket
batting was never an easy task. I

think we did reasonably well to score
393, although I would have liked to

get closer to the Indian score.

SPWD: Despite a deficit of 70 runs,
did you enteratain any thoughts of a
victory when the Indian openers,
Gavaskar and Gaekwad, fell with
only six runs on the board?

CLIVE LLOYD: Gavaskar obvious-

ly cannot get away with rash shots all

the time because the new ball is

always bound to do something. He
again fell to a poor shot. Wonder how
long he can play like that. But by the
end of the fourth day, Ravi Shastri

and Ashok Malhotra denied us any
further breakthrough, with the latter

playing some beautiful shots. At that
stage, all we were hoping for was an

eaily Indian collapse on the final

morning, which would give us a
target of around 200 to chase. After
all, we were two-up in the series so
taking risks was out of the question.

SPWD: How would you sum up the
fourth Test?
CLJVE LLOYD: Well, we came to

Bombay with a two-nil lead, so the
onus was on India to make a fight of
it. Of course, 1 would have liked to
win this Test too, to ensure the
series, but I am not worried that we
didn’t.

At least we cannot lose from here.
I am quite satisfied with a draw.
SPWD: Would you say the honours

were evenly shared?
CLIVE LLOYD: Well, I would say

we did better than the Indians,
although we conceded the first in-

nings lead, because they had gained
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the initial advantage of batting first

on the easy paced wicket
In the face of the huge Indian first

innings total of 463, I think we did
pretty well to come within seventy
runs of that score, especially when
the wicket had begun to take spin
when we barted

Also, we did not let India score too
many runs in quick time in the
second innings and that helped us to

force a draw
SPWD Do you think India let slip

the opportunity of scoring over the
West Indies*
CLIVE LLOYD Certainly
Any side that scores around 500

runs in a Test match (and India came

I

iretty close to doing that), cannot
ose the game
In this respect, Kapil Dev’s defen

sive posture was i athei strange If I

had been in his place 1 would ha\e
asked my batsmen to scoie at a
faster i ate* on the second day and get
to around 450 500 an hour before
close

I would then have put the opposi
tion in and hoped that the tired

batsmen would lose concentiation
and give awa\ their wickets In such
situations there is aways a possibil

lty of one or two wickets being lost,

and that puts pressure on the batting
side

At Bombas, India just managed
over 200 runs on each of the first and
second davs and thankfully our
openers, Desmond Haynes and Gor
don Greenidge had only three overs
to face on the second evening
That gave us the opportunity to

come out fresh on the thud day and
play a long innings again Kapil let

us oft the hook by prolonging the

innings on the fifth day Not many
captains m present day cricket
would risk declaring with a lead of

only 200 runs
That was the Indian lead at lunch

on the last day, but there was no way
on the wicket that was almost turn

mg square, that we could have got

that many runs
Being down in the series, Kapil

could have taken a chance or at least

asked his batsmen to score fastet so

that a lead of around 250 runs could
have been buiH half an hour before
lunch
Kapil was not as enterprising as

many of India’s supporters could
have liked him to be Also, the

Indians dropped catches at vital

stages of the game that cost them
dearly Not that we were blameless
in this respect (I think our fielding

was atrocious), but India were
affected more than us
SPWD: Do you think India could

have bowled the West Indies out
again in the time available*
CLIVE LLOYD: They had 95 mi

nutes and twenty mandatory overs to

do so That makes it roughly forty

overs. Well, we lost four important
wickets, didn’t we*

Dujon justified my decision (to promote him m the batting order) by

playing a fluent Knock of 84 What a lovely player of spin bowling he is*

Ihe wicket was a tinner and India
had the bowleis to exploit it lhat
they were not able to get us out, onlv
confirms mv view that Kapil Dev did
not give his bowlers enough time to

do so

SPWD Did you feel at the start of
the final day, that the West Indies
could pull it off*

Cl IVE LLOYD It all depended on
how earl\ we bioke through If

either Malhotia or Shastri had gone
quickly, then we could have entei
tamed hopes of getting India out
cheaply

But it did not turn out this way, as

both batsmen plaved the fast bow
lers rather comfortahly
SPWD What have been the gains

for the West Indies from this Test
match*
CLIVE LLOYD The biggest gain

was the return to form of Vivian
Richards and De«mond Haynes Now
Larry Gomes is the only batsman left

who has not gor a big score
Also, Malcolm Marshall was again

beginning to look good and our
attack seemed quite effective, even
on a wicket that did not afford them
any assistance We are capable of

bownng the Indians out twice in a

match The same cannot be said ol

them

SPWD Did the Indians benefit in

any wav*
Cl IVF l LOYD Well the same set

of pt ople seem to be getting runs for
them— Vengsarkar Ravi Shastri Ro
ger Bmnv When they fail India has
found itself m tiouble

I wouldn t mind it Gavaskai con
tmues to bat in the same attacking
fashion We will always have a
ihante to get him early

India played six bowlers m this

lest match and yet could not get us
out twice Obviously something is

wiong somewhere
SPWD After Ahmedabad, the

standard of umpiring in this Test
match must have been a great relief

for you
CLIVE LLOYD Oh ves certainly
I think Swaroop Kishen and

Gothoskai did a very good job here
They handled the game firmly and
there were not many decisions that
displeased the two teams I have
always advocated that the best
umpires should stand in Tests, even
if it means that the same ones have
to officiate

On then last tour to the West
Indies, the Indians wanted David
Archer to umpire then games, and
he stood foi four Tests So whv not
here-*
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Lloyd took no
chances
HARESH MUNWANI reports from Bombay

The Indian skipper was dismissed for 8 and this meant that in his last

12 Test innings Kapil Dev has aggregated a paltry 139 runs, hardly the

sort of tally you would expect from a cricketer who had scored 175 in

one of the matches in the World Cup.

fact, he felt the ball was in Kapil
Dev’s court. But the Indian bowlers
lacked the penetration to bowl out
the West Indians twice in the match.
Hardly a few overs had been sent

down, after Kapil won the toss for
the third consecutive time and de-
cided to bat, when Sunil Gavaskar
was dismissed in mysterious cir-

cumstances. The Bombay man on his
home ground, chasing his 30th ton to
cross Bradman’s record, was first

thought to have been caught behind
off Malcolm Marshall, but later as
clarified by umpire Gothoskar was
adjudged leg before for 12.

Anshuman Gaekwad (48) and Dilip
Vengsarkar (100) added 133 runs for
the second wicket, but only after the
latter was dropped, off the very first

ball he faced, by Michael Holding at

third slip off Marshall. Well as Veng-
sarkar may have played, the latter

batsmen failed to capitalize on the
good start. Admittedly, Ravi Shastri
at number five and Roger Binnv at
number six played within theii
limitations, while the situation cal

led for someone who could dominate
the West Indian bowling. Then India
could have given her bowlers a de-
cent total to operate under.
Though a patch at the Pavilion

End caused the ball to stand up a bit,

the West Indies pace quartet of Mar-
shall, Holding, Deniel and Davis
were posing little problems to Shas-
tri and Binny. Surprisingly. Lloyd
asked Davis rather than Holding to

share the second new ball with Mar-
shall.

After Shastri and Binny had added 1

127 runs, Binny (65) offered no
stroke to a delivery from Marshall
which cut back sharply to be de-
clared leg before. Binnv’s knock con-
sumed 201 minutes and saw ten hits

to the fence. India lost her next three
wickets for a mere 24 runs
Michael Holding, bowling off a

shortened run-up, with emphasis on
line and length rather than speed,
got one through Kapil Dev’s defence.
The Indian skipper was dismissed for
8 and this meant that in his last 12
Test innings Kapil Dev has aggre-
gated a paltry 139 runs, hardlv the
sort of tally you would expect fom a
cricketer who had scored 175 in one
of the matches in the World Cup.
Holding struck once again when

his leg-cutter grazed Shastri’s pad
and clipped the off-stump bail.

Ravi.s 77 runs were made in 335
minutes. And with Madan Lai, like
Binny, offering no stroke to a ball

from Marshall that came in, India
were eight down for 385 after being
361 for four at one stage.
The West Indies pacemen ensured

that India did not reach 500, a total

from which she could entertain vi-

sions, however remote, of a victory.

It was at this stage that some experts
suggested that Kapil should declare
and put the tired opposition in. The
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last two wickets, they argued, addd a
mere 78 runs in 161 minutes and this

time could have been better utilised

for having a crack at the West Indian
batsman. But Kapil Dev, on the other
hand, felt, th team score was not big
enough to justify a declaration and
•that if the wicket was going to turn
on the coming days he needed as
many runs in the bag as possible.

India were all out for 463, with
Michael Holding capturing five for
102. The much-dreaded Malcolm
Marshall had three victims
Consequently Gordon Greenidge

and Desmond Haynes on the second
evening had to face three overs and
that too because Kapil asked Shastri
and Maninder to send down an over
each.
The next day off-spinner Shivlal

Yadav was difficult to get away. Both
Greenidge and Haynes stood their

ground more concerned with utilis-

ing time rather than scoring runs.
Yadav ended Greenidge's misery
and soon had test-debutant Richie
Richardson plumb in front of the
wicket
Vivian Richards joined Haynes at

the wicket. Richards by his own high
standard has not been among the
runs in the current series. But on this

day he made amends and was im-
mediately stroking the ball far more
confidently than Haynes who had
already been at the wicket for two
hours. The wicker was doing its bit to*

assist the spinners, but Richards dis-

played his 'amazing repertoire of

shots with consummate ease. The
incredible range of his strokes was a
feast to the eyes. A quick eye and his

sense of timing enabled Richards to

place the ball wherever he wanted. A
fielder or 'two in the vicinity did not
make any difference. While it may
pot have been Richards’s best cen-

tury, one can imagine how, at the
best of times, h can murder the
bowling.

In the process Richards hoisted his

15th Test hundred in 192 minutes,
off 130 balls which was studded with
one six and 13 fours. Richards was of

course blessed with three lives. Kir-

taani failed to snap ah edge off

Yadav, while Kapil at mid wicket did
well to get his hands to the ball but
dropped it to the ground and Malhot-
ra started late for a intended sweep
that ballooned in the air.

In the meantime, Haynes made a

defensive jab at a delivery from
Kapil, but the ball trickled towards
the stumps and Haynes scooped the
ball with his right hand. Kapil
appealed.

It was a straight forward decision,
but the umpire hesitated and this

added to the confusion. Non-striker
Richards wisely refrained from get-

ting involved because he knew
Haynes had done the wrong thing by
handling the ball without the con-
sent of the fielders

The wicket was doing its bit to assist the spinners, but Richards

displayed his amazing repertoire of shots with consummate ease. The

incredible range of his strokes was a treat to the eyes.

Larry Gomes was time and again
beaten all ends up by Kapil Dev. But
for reasons best known to him Kapil
took himself off and introduced Man-
inder whom Richards lifted into the
pavilion in th very fourth delivery
The pressure on the batsmen was
easing up. Perhaps, Kapil was con-

scious of the criticism in the earlier

Tests where it was claimed he over
bowled himself and so he was mak-
ing amends now by under-bowling
himself.

Jeff Dujon (84) and Clive Lloyd
(67) ensured that the lead would be
marginal. Dujon, whom Lloyd re-

gards as the best player of spin in the
West Indies, usea his feet admirably
to smother the turn. Both Dujon and
Lioyd lived a charmed life.

Dujon was dropped by Maninder
twice off his own bowling, while
Kirmani failed to effect a stumping.
Perhaps, a fielder more alert at first

slip than Gavaskar would have held
Lloyd at least on two different occa-

sions. Yadav finished with five wick-

ets for 131, as West Indies folded up
70 runs in arrears.

Sunil Gavaskar in the second in-

nings played an ambitions drive to

the third ball he faced to give a tame
catch at mid-off of Davis. Lloyd said,

“Today Gavaskar is playing a lot of

shots and that is good for us, because
that gives our bowlers a chance.”

Malhotra 72 not out, Shastri (38)
and Madan Lai (n.o. 26) helped India
to 173 for 5 wicket before Kapil
declared the innings. But when West
Indies batted for a second time,
quite content to draw the Test,
Yadav was not able to turn the ball
like in the first innings. Though
stroke-making may have been diffi-

cult, survival was not. Perhaps, Bedi,
Prasanna, Chandra would have ex-

ploited this wickets much better
than our present spinners. West In-

dies ended the day at 104 for 4
wicket of which 3 batsmen fell trying
to sweep, which is some indication of

the strip the game was played on<
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'Photo Feature

Bombay
Test in

pictures

NIKHIL
BHATTACHARVA
snaps the action
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Gavaskar is given teg before on the first dev to Marshak It was a controversial decision This sequence ofphotographs shows that Lloyd had

appealed only after it was evident that Dufon had held the ball Perhaps, a caught behind had been appealed for
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A LTHOUGH Kabhi
£ LAjnabee The has yet
to hit the country's
theatres, its lead player
Sandeep Patil has already
mastered the art, so com-
mon with film folks, of

keeping himself in the
news. A day after the Indi-

an team for the Bombay*
Test was announced

—

Patil was among those
named—the cricketer-
turned-film hero told a ,

correspondent of a Bom-
bay daily that he was pull-

ing out of the remainder of
the series due to a shoul-

der injury. The news was
splashed on the front page
of the daily the next morn-
ing, which surprised and
embarrassed not only the
Cricket Board officials,

but also captain Kapil
Dev. Even two days before
the Bombay Test, exactly
six days after the news was
published, the Board
secretary A. W. Kanmadi-
kar denied having re-

ceived any official com-
munication from Patil nor
did Kapil know whether
Patil was to be included in

the eleven or not.

Finallv on the eve of the
Test, Kanmadikar dis-

closed thai he had re-

ceived a letter the pre-

vious evening at 9.30 pm
staring PatiTs unavailabil-
ity. What took the com-
munication so long to

reach the Board office is

anybody’s guess. The ques-
tion now arose was who
should replace him in the
squad. Mohinder Amar-
nath’s name was bandied
about in almost every
Bombay daily, since lie

was in town But .Jimmy
was on his way to London
for medical attention.

There was no way he could
have played the Test. Ulti-

mately the selectors de-
cided against a replace-
ment and instead called on
Ghulam Parkar to stand by
as a substitute fielder.

There is no penalty for

‘ditching’ the team since,

Kanmadikar clarified,

there is nothing one can do
if a player is injured. So
Patil got away scot free.

But that is hot all as far
Patil is concerned. In a
sensational disclosure to
the Marathi sports maga-
zine he edits, Patil said
that there were threats to
his and Sunil Gavaskar’s
lives at Srinagar, where
the first limited overs in-

ternational was played.

f Tour Diary
i

Apparently, the security-
men in charge of the two
teams whisked away the
two Bombay players as
soon as they had checked
in to their hotel, and told
them they had received
anonymous calls to the
effect that they would be
murdered. The charge was
emphatically denied by
the Jammu and Kashmir
Cricket Official, Mr.
Nehru, who was the Board
observer at Kolhapur.
Patil did not go hack on his

statement, insisting that
Mr. Nehru was not aware
of the circumstances The
issue fizzled out as the
Test match began but not

before bringing Patil—and
his film—a lot of free pub-
licity. One hears that Patil

has received a few more
offers from producers to

act in their films and he is

seriously considering
accepting them. That will

put him a step ahead of his

Nirlon, Bombay and India

colleague, Gavaskar,
whose first acting assign-

ment was an unqualified

disaster.

Mohinder Amarnath’s
presence in Bombay was
marked by every Press-

man specially due to San-

deep Paul's withdrawal
from the team. He flew to

London three days before
the J est to set at rest any
speculation about his play-

ing the fourth Test.

But on the second after-

noon of the match Amar-

Vangsarkar on his way to the cantury

nath jr made a grand
appearance in the press
box to meet his father,
Lala Amarnath, who is

covering the series for a
few regional newspapers.
Mohinder clarified that he
had in fact gone to London
for a few days but not to
seek medical advice. He
had escorted his daughter
who was joining her
mother, a medical practi-
tioner, in a London hospit-
al.

U
I had been there for

only three days”. Said
Mohinder, “So where was
the question of getting any
sort of treatment? I have
recovered completely
from the viral infection
and am as fit as ever.” As
if to prove his point,
Mohinder joined the Indi-

an team at the morning
nets on the third day.

These morning nets
serve a dual purpose. They
not only help those taking
part in the match to loosen
their limbs and get into
their stride for the actual
play, but also give an
opportunity to the promis-
ing cricketers of the city to

seek advice from their

seniors. At most centres a
few youngsters are called
upon to bowl at the nets of
the Test side, to lessen the
burden on the bowlers. At
Bombay, it was Raju Kul;
karni who benefited by
the advice of Kapil Dev on
the nuances of seam howl-
ing. One also saw Sunil
Gavaskar explaining to

Gursharati Singh how a

lifting hall should he tack-
led. He demonstrated the
correct footwork and body
position and made voung
Gursharan repeat it a
number of times. On the
other side. West Indian
manager, Wesley Hall, a
great fast bowler of his

time, gave all-rounder
Eldine Baptiste a long
spell at the empty net, to
improve his line. Baptiste
was made to peg away at

only one stump and was
visibly admonished by
Hall whenever he strayed
down the (eg. Said a tired
Baptiste afterwards, "My
problem is that in matches
l tend to bowl down the
legside and gift many un-
necessary runs. None bet-
ter to take advice from
than the manager, who has
been one of my favourite
fast bowlers”

KULDIP LAL
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Book Extract

The ‘Test’ of a lifetime
BOB WILLIS, in The Captain’s Diary,

narrates the events leading to the nail-biting end in the fourh Test
at Melbourne. The book is published by Collins Willow Books.

SATURDAY 25 DECEMBER.
Christmas Days on tour follow a

familiar pattern and, while they can
certainly be enjoyed at the time, I

am invariably glad when they are
over. It is impossible to enter fully

into the spirit of things, especially as
.a Test match is very often scheduled
to begin on Boxing Day.

1 had slept well again, courtesy of
the tablets, and on waking at 8.30 am
the priority was a hasty attempt to
compose and rehearse my sketch for
the party. Last-minute panic as
usual! After the customary drinks
with the press at 10 a.m., the players
were all ushered away by Milier’s
Mafia to don costumes. A parade for
rhe cameras followed, and then down
to the serious business of lunch and
entertainment.
The food was not very exciting and

took a dreadfully long time to come
as courses were punctuated by
sketches and cabarets from each of
the lads in turn. The new tourists, for
instance, performed a skit of a Chas
and Dave song (words altered, of

course) and Doug Insole had taken
enormous trouble to write a script
for his management team. ‘Lubo’
Gower and I did a recital in rhyme,
we all sang Partridge in a Pear Tree
to more topical lyrics and a band of
carol singers appeared to serenade
us.

What with one thing and another,
the festivities continued until past
three o’clock, at which point the lads
were freed to do their own, hopefully
responsible, things for the rest of the
day. Julie and 1 went to see our tour
group, who appeared to have en-
joyed their lunch, and then spent an
hour trying to find a flat in Toorak
where Australian journalist Peter
McFarline was hosting a party. We
disturbed two McFarlines in the
neighbourhood before temporarily
giving up the chase and returning to

the Hilton to seek proper advice on
the address. Finally located the right
place around six o’clock and, after a
pleasant hour there, went on to meet
up with my brother and his girlfriend
for a relaxing evening, chatting and
drinking orange juice. It felt slightly
strange, knowing that a Test was
about to begin and yet not the ritual
team meeting and dinner.

SUNDAY 26 DECEMBER. Con-
sistency is supposed to be an admir-
able quality, but not when it applies

to constant, inexplicable batting col-

lapses. It happened again today

—

seven wickets going down for less
than 70 just when we have estab-
lished a firm platform for consolida-
tion—and I confess I had to take a
few deep breaths and bite my tongue
to prevent an outburst.
Once again, the hard part had

been done, which is always the most
discouraging thing. When 1 met with
the selectors on the middle this

morning, none of us had been in any
doubt that we should bowl first,

given the chance. Although it was a
warm, sunny day, the pitch was verv
damp in places—so damp that it was
possible to press in your thumb and
make quite a severe indentation
Our firSt inclination was to make
Pringle 12th man, but further discus-
sion on recent history at Melbourne
brought us to the conclusion that the
spinners seldom achieve much
bounce late on, so we settled on
Hemmmgs.

After our usual chat with umpires
Craftei*and Whitehead, Greg and I

went out to toss and that old penny
let me down. It bounced, rolled and
turned up tails. Greg said ‘We'll have
a bowl*; I said ‘What a surprise' and
we were off again.
Our start was as bad as ever. Geoff

Cook’s technique has looked in-

creasingly shaky against the short
ball but today he was out to one
pitched well up, failing to move his
feet and edging to slip ‘Foxy’ got a

good delivery from Hogg, another
slip catch, and when David Gower
was out to the first ball after lunch
we were in the mire at 56 for three.
Interestingly, all three wickets had
gone to pitched-up deleveries and I

felt we could have been in greater
trouble if the Australians had not
made the mistake of banging the ball

in short so monotonously.
What followed gave me more heart

than virtually anything so far m the
tour. Tavare and Lamb took the
battle to the bowlers, particularly
attacking the off-spin of Yardley,
and within a couple of hours we were
on top. ‘Tav’ was a revelation. We
had talked at length before the game
about showing more aggression but
after all his traumas I had scarcely
dared to hope that he would tackle
the problem quite so effectively.

‘Lego’ survived a big and confident
shout for a catch behind down the
leg side before playing with great

authority. Yardley was systematical-
ly taken apart for the first time m
the series and I think it came as
much as a surprise to the Australians*
as a relief to us. But all good things...

Soon after tea ‘Tav’ was caught at

gully and the procession began,
quite needlessly, just when we
needed to dig m. After playing so
well for his 83, Lamb was out to an
ugly, irresponsible shot—caught at

deep mid-wicket—and then Ian, af-

ter some strong blows, gave Yardley
his confidence back with an indetei
minate piod which presented a catch
to short-leg. T)ustv\ 1 am afraid,
seems to freeze when the collapse is

on and he, too, pushed unconvincing
lv at Yardley and was caught off bat
and pad on the off side
On and on we slid, into the obli

vion of 284 all out, when a total

neaiei 400 should have been within
our scope 1 felt like giving the
batsmen a rocket, but 1 have disto
vered they object to being told then-
shortcomings Some of the feeling
expressed at our team meeting on
Friday illustrated their belief that
they are being told too frequently
how* to play. I honestly don't know
how long 1 tan go on watching us
squander good positions as we’ve
been doing, hut this time I managed
to hold my tongue. Back at the hotel,

I had a light meal then searched for

something diverting on the televi-

sion. There were four films on the
various channels, but none of them
inspired and 1 was m bed, feeling
gloomy, soon after ten.

MONDAY 27 DECEMBER. Two davs
down, and this game is all square.
Australia sneaked a lead today, but
only of three runs. Our lads bowled
well in unpleasantly humid condi-
tions, and if we can only bat more
sensibly tomorrow, we can win this

Test and get back in the series.

It was a day of issues, notably to do
with umpiring and the electronic
video scoreboard, and if some of us

left the ground feeling slightly dis-

gruntled, maybe there were good
reasons. But it was also a day of

encouragement—the first signs of

which came when I watched Trevor
Jesty having a net this morning. For
one who landed only 24 hours ear

lier, not having held a competitive
bat since scoring a century off mv
Warwickshire side in September, he

looked in remarkably good nick and
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is an obvious candidate for the one
day side, if indeed circumstances
don’t dictate him playing in the final

Test'

I bowled a few deliveries m the
nets to get loose and told the other
seamers to do likewise It was clearly
going to be a difficult day, although
the overcast, sultry weather was
more to our advantage than detn
ment For all that, Australia got
away to their customary flier and my
rhythm was up the spout The no ball

cuise was back to haunt me, and
when I did manage to bowl a legiti

mate ball it looped down the other
end like a lollipop

1 ortun'ately, Tlash* did much bet
tei He has taken heed of all the
advice about stamina we havt
pumped into him and is also bowling
a much bettet line and length than
earlier in the series He got Dvson
lbw with a good one, and we then set

the man trap for Chappell—a fine

leg leg slip and a man lust in front of

squat e leg on the boundary The first

ball was shoit and straight Chappell
hooked m the an and almost unbe
lie\ablv to plan Lego’ took the
catch on the squat e boundary
When lan bowled his good mate

Mian Border they were 89 foi four
and in greatet difficulties than we
had bet n yesterday But Australia
too found a good stand to sustain
them Kim Hughes and David
Hookes continuing their fine form
and restoring the balance

It was around this stage of the day
that something oceutred which
turned me still further against the
video board concept Botham was
bowling and bowling well Twice

—

once against each batsman - he went
up with real confidence for lbw
Lvety one of the close fielders who
were m a position to see believed
them to be good shouts Fach time,
Rex Whitehead turned them down
I air enough perhaps but when Ian,

naturally disappointed let off some
violent expletiycs directed at no
body m particular, and wore a bel
hgerent expression on his face, the
provocative producer in the
scoreboard control room showed a
leplay of the incident with a close up
of Ian’s rantmgs The crowd reaction
can be imagined' Mv view is that
players cannot be expected to re
main totally serene in such circumst
ances and that no great harm is done
so long as they do not sweai at the
umpire or the opposing batsman But
to show the entile performance
again for the delighted consumption
of 50,000 people seems to me a
ludicrous and potentially dangerous
bit of mischief

It should not be a day for too manv
gripes, though We finally removed
Hookes caught behind, and although
Rod Marsh held us up again with his
one innings of any consequence so
far, we broke through again just as
we weie back on our heels a bit late
m the day 1 managed to get Hughes

Our breakthrough came when Hughes swept at ‘Dusty’, top-edged

the ball and was athletically caught behind by Taylor diving forward

to scoop up the hall with one hand.

to drag one on Marsh was bowled
round his legs and then Dusty’ mop
ped up tht tail It was a satisfying
feeling to havt clawed our wav back,
but 1 am not carried away with it

I he batting is still to come
TULSDAY 28 DECEMBER I was
awake at 4 iO a ni eaily even foi

me Whethei from the volume of

liquid I diank m yesterday’s heat or
fiom something I ate last night, I had
a violent attack of tht trots and
stomach ache hardly ideal in the
middle of a Test match l managed to

get back to sleep, but only until

seven when I was foiced to abandon
the struggle and get up Decided
against breakfast probably wisely,

but on reporting to the ground it was
cleai that the one mercy was that wc
were not due to bowl I could not
have got to the wicket
Watched the fust session of pla\

from the dressing room viewing
area silent and shaky Our batting

was at first rather similai and by
lunch wc had lost C ook Tavare and
Gower 1 managed a small piece of

fish then went to lie down but my
britf slumbers weie interrupted by a
shake ol the shoulder and a request
to sort out what seemed to be a

disputt ovei the ‘runner’ regulation
‘I oxv’ had smashed a ball on to his

to )t and clearly needtd a runner We
wanted to use David Gower but Greg
Chappell obiected on the grounds
that ht was better than ‘I oxv* be
tween the wickets There was a con
sideiable delav before we estab
lishtd that his objection had no
official grounds, but the episode was
scarcely worthwhile because David
had to tun only one before Fowler
was bowled by Hogg

Lamb was out soon aftei wards and
although Ian bludgeoned 46, losing
his wicket just when it seemed he
was about to produce the big innings
at last ‘Dusty’ went lbw foi 14 and
we were in trouble Fortunately,
Pringle and lavloi neither of whom
had featured ver\ heavily among the
lunscorcrs previously m the series,

put on a precious 61 to take us
nosing past 250, wheteupon Bob was
the subiect ol an cxtraotdmary leg
before cons dering he was hit near
the hip bone while padding up'
With sonit brisk contributions

from Cowans and yours truly we
managed to creep up to 294, leaving
Austiaha a respectable target of 292
to win On the whole it was a good
effoit 1 wo or three times we had
lurched into familiar trouble, but
several played m very determined
fashion, notably Foxy’
Mv short excursion to the middle

had left me feeling even worse and
aftei a shower at the hotel I went
straight to bed Bei nard Thomas pro
duced a handful of pills to kill all

known get ms and I lay there m
something of a trance, unable to
concentrate on the television and
lust praying that I will be OK to bowl
tomorrow—a day which will almost
ceitamly decide whether we stay in
this series, or whether the Ashes are
lost

WEDNFSDAY 29 DECEMBER As
soon as 1 tried to do the exercise
routine this morning 1 knew the day
was destined to be a battle My legs,

still weak and wobbly, weie also stiff

in the joints and my head felt muzzy
and unco nrdmated I had risen at

7 15 am, having slept relatively
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well, and breakfasted frugally on an
omelette and toast It was not only
bowling that was going to be difii

cult, but thinking straight enough to

captain the side effectively 1 needed
to lean more heavily than usual on
my deput\ Lubo\ and he did not let

me down
We made a splendid start, ‘1 lash*

lemoving Wessels and Chappell
cheaply Laily in the series, I had
bleakly imagined that these two
would provide us with plentv of

heartaches before the season was
out, but through the elementary dis

cipline of bowling to then weaknes
ses we have contained their scoring
to reasonable proportions
When Dvson, often such a difficulr

man to dislodge, fell |ust before
lunch, we looked to be in the driving
seat and I was especially pleased
that all the lads weie loudly and
heartily encouraging ‘Flash’, who
had laced m at a good pace for most
of the morning and picked up easily

his best figures of the tour
Hughes and Hookes, fast becoming

a verv unpopular double act for us,

batted well through the afternoon
session, although we weie again
aggneved when each of them sur
vised confident appeals—Hughes for

an ltm and Hookes a catch behind
My own bowling leflected my condi
tion I was like a wet paper bag,
haidlv able to generate any >peed on
mv run up and only able to go
thiough the motions in my delnerv
stndc It was anorhti stickv day,
another unplcasantlv shaky one for

me
Our bieakthiough came when

Hughes swept at ‘Dusty’ top edged
the ball and was athleticallv caught
behind by Taylor diving foiwaid to

scoop up the ball with one hand
Hookes was also caught behind
Maish and \ardky weie bam
boo/led b\ balls which failed to

bounce, and when Hogg was ninth

out the last pan came together with
almost 70 tuns wanted No one but

an outught gamblei would have wa
geied a pound on anv result othei

than an Fngland win But the imal
penod ot plav was a frustration to us

Bordet was still there, partnered bv
Thomson and while wc followed a

policv of putting the field hack foi

the accomplished batsman, and
attacking the tailendet, thev sur

vived to the close without great

alarms
Theu target is now down to 17 and

an agonizing wait confionts us all

before this great game is decided
tomorrow mot rung I ended the day
absolutely drained For some while I

could do no more than sit, slumped
on the dressing room bench, gazing
silently ahead and meditating on the

day’s events with a still muddled
biain When I managed to rouse
myself to stnp oft mv soaking gear, 1

returned acioss the paik to the Hil

ton, had another shower and went
back to bed The pioceduie was

Border (left) was doing well, farming as much of the strike as

possible and punishing the loose deliveries, but Thommo was holding

up his end without giving us great rounds of confidence.

much the same as 24 hours earlier,

Bernard again coming in with a var
rtv ot tablets, but I did manage to

consume some soup and another
omelette before seeking sleep at

half past nine

THURSDAY 10 DF CF MBLR I never
imagined I would play m another
game as tense or tight as the
Headinglev win ovei Australia in

1981, but this one matched it lor

tension and exceeded it in terms of

the narrow margin We squeezed
home, but by only three runs and
after a heartstopping finale

Last night might have been a rest

less one anyway, with the game per
ched so precariously, but my condi
tion hardly helped I woke at tour,

but got back to sleep eventually and
didn't get up until eight Then, incon

gruously, it was packing time again

Even before this Test is finished, we
were having to think ahead to

another journey, another game So I



I remember throwing my arms jubilantly into the air, and then

running blindly off. I remember that when I reached the

dressing-room, the non-players were still bear-hugging Doug Insole

thought ahead, and dreaded the
whistle-stop travelling which lies in

wait for us once the one-day circus
roadshow begins.
After the now familiar omelette 1

left for the ground at ten and chatted
to the other senior players about our
strategy. After some discussion, we
agreed that the policy of defending
against Border had to be right, be-
cause we simply could not afford to

concede boundaries. Thomson was
the vulnerable partner and we would

continue to attack him.

I opened the bowling, feeling

fresher than 24 hours earlier, and
'Flash' took the other end after his

splendid efforts so far in this game.
But the ball did nothing untoward,
end the bounce was more even than

at any time in the match. Just our

luck, I thought cynically.

We took the new ball as soon as it

became available, but still the Au-
ssies continued to inch ever closer to

the target, Border was doing well,

farming as much of the strike as

possible and punishing the loose de-

liveries, but ‘Thommo* was also hold-

ing up his end without giving us
great grounds for confidence.

‘Flash' was plainly tiring after his

exertions on the earlier days, and
probably we were all suffering from
the absence of a rest day in such a

high-pressure game. So I turned to

‘Beefy’, the magical Botham, hoping
that the sorcerer had something left

up his sleeve. At first, nothing
Down, ever down, the target slipped,
until only four runs were needed.
Almost 20,000 people had turned up
at the end of a tremendously well-

supported match and. although they
may have seen no more than one
delivery, they were now being re-

warded and were showing their

appreciation while we tried to con-
vince ourselves that defeat could
still not happen.

It didn't. With Border on strike, I

summoned reserves of energy and
bowled my best and tightest over of

the day. Border just could not get a
single, so Thomson had to face the
start of a new over from Ian. The end
came with the first delivery, but not
without further cause for coronaries.
Thomson edged the ball to second
slip and Tavare, normally a safe
catcher, fumbled it. History shows,
however, that he did manage to

knock the ball upwards, over his

head, and Geoff Miller ran behind
him from first slip to grab the ball.

1 remember throwing my arms
jubilantly into the air. and then
running blindly off. I remember that

when I reached the dressing-room,
the non-players were still bear-
hugging Doug Insole, who had prob-
ably bitten through another couple
of nails during the agony. Most of all,

I remember the overwhelming relief

that every person in our dressing-
room showed.
As usual, there was little time for

the captain to savour the moment. A
swift swallow of champagne and I

was off to conduct four TV and three
radio interviews, and then a press
conference for the newspaper guys.
Then it was a snack lunch with Doug,
discussing the thorny matter of the
umpires’ report. We felt bound to say
that Mr Whitehead’s performance
was unsatisfactory. But despite some
questioning on the topic from va-
rious branches of the media, I had
refrained from commenting publicly
even though, in victory, we were in a
stronger position than we might have
been.
Soon we were on the plane—an

earlier flight than scheduled—and in

Sydney 1 wound down by having a
quiet drink with Robert Sangster
and his wife. Even so, I was tired,

desperately so, and with the rem-
nants of my stomach bug still making
themselves known I retired at 10.30
p.m., feeling suitably bucked by a
win which should put new heart into
us all.
To be continued
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VrHERE is no doubt ab-

X out it Tottenham Hots-
purs are the most cultured
sidem London this season
West Ham, it is true, are
second m the first division

table, just one point be
hind the leaders Liver
pool, but Spurs are playing
the sort of soccer that is

more pleasing The reason
for this upsurge lies un
doubtedly m the con
sistency of Glenn Hoddle,
their midfield genius
whose control and vision

have opened up new vistas

for his colleagues up front

The delicacy of Hoddle's
,

touch, the measured
weight of his passes and
his unerring eye for the
decisive opening have
brought a Brazilian class

to his game And with
Steve Archibald ex
penencing a second re
naissance as a stnkei

,

Spurs are in the hunt for
major honours Six wins,
two draws, and unbeaten
m the league since
September, the North Lon
doners are riding high

At the weekend they
beat Luton 4 2 in a coi ker
of a match, with two new
stars on view Both played
on the wings and both are
teenagers One of them is

Cooke, an 18 year old with
the pace of a cheetah , the
other is Dick Each scored
m this his first big appear
ance The other two Spurs

!

goals were put in by Archi-
bald and Stein and Walsh
replied for Luton
Other heavy scorers on

the day were Manchester
United who put 4 goals
past Watford for only one
m return Frank Staple
ton, the republic of Ire
land International, reg
istered a hat trick and also
made Bryan Robson's goal
Watford, runners-up in the
league last year have now
played eight games with
out a win and look like
possible relegation candi
dates

United have the same
numbet of points as West
Ham, but aie in the thud
spot on goal diffetence
VVest Ham kept up then
challenge when thev beat
Sundei land bv a solitai v
goal scoied with a hi llliant

voiles bv Dave Swindle
hurst

Liverpool, meanwhile
got the better ot Stoke,
also bv a single goal, and
kept then place on top of
the table The secret of

fEuropean football

The magic of a
midfield genius

PREMEN ADDY

Liverpool s success o\ cm

the veais has been that
sven on then mdiffeient
davs thev bt it opponents
bvtheoddgoal while on
then good davs t hi >
steamrollet them with
anything up to six But
thev do ket p winning
Southampton w hu w* 1 c

challenging 1 oi top hon
ours in Septembei have
slipped to the middle a

thev stem to bt cveiv
vtai Pei haps thev lack
Livei pool's dint Whatev
ei it is thev lost to Notts
county Iving foui th trom
bottom
Arsenal had a somewhat

lutkv 2 1 win o\ ei L \ er
ton C harbe Nicholas has
stilfto score his fust home
goal, but Sunderland and

Robson did and that was
enough

Oi was lt^ With an ordin
ai\ mortal m goal, it most
certainh would not have
been But Pat Jennings at

18 is no ordinary moital
Aitt r his mspii ed per
iormame against the West
Germans in midweek in

tet national he was now in

no mood to stop His sav es
had his opponents staling
in disbelief Nevertheless
as a w hole the Arsenal
engine has only spluttered
to life once or twice in the
last couple oi months
rht y oc cupv a v ei v mod
est niche lr the first divi
sion stakes

In tne second division,

Sheffield Wednesday are
‘ like a ship in full saiL. a

1,1 ^ J — flh — . Ill A*. — — **

WaOOfO goassaspat wmww SffJmWOOO wSSmm®
Untbd'i Qarth Crooks during thotflrst division sooosr match si

Okf Trsftord stadium

majestic six points ahead
of Manchester City, their
nearest rivals In another
impressive outing they
beat Newcastle United 4 2
City m the meantime went
down 0 2 to the lowly
placed Carlisle, while

|

Chelsea took a point from
I an exciting 2 2 draw with
Crystal Palace and are
lodged m the third posi
lion

North of the border m
Scotland, Aberdeen beat
Hearts 2 0 and thus re
tamed their lead in the
premier division Chasing
them in second place are
Dundee United who lost

gtoundtiv drawing 0 0
with Rangets, who in a far
cry fiom their great days
are languishing near the
loot of the table In the
third place are Celtic who
stumbled to a 2 4-defeat at

tht hands of St Mirren
In midweek there were a

number of important
l uiopean Cup matches
1 he most engrossing of

them was the tie in the
Cup Winners' Cup be
tween Tottenham Hots»
purs and Bayern Munich
The Germans got a goal
through a Rummemgge

—

not the World Cup star,

the great Kai 1 Heinz, but
his brother, the teenaged
Michael
The temperature that

evening was down to 10
degrees below zero and
football in such conditions
is anything but fun Spurs
fans, meicifully, behaved
well—which was a relief

after the horrors of Am
sterdam when then side
plaved Tevenoord The
second leg at White Hart
Lane should be vigorously
contested, with the Ger
mans clinging to a slender
lead
Watfold s slide con

tinued as thev lost 2 3 to

Dukla Prague m the
ULA1 A ( up and will now
need a mitaclc ip t /echos
lovakia m the i etui n tie if

thev ai e to temain in the
competition
Ctowdirouble is never

fai awav these ddvs when
Bi itish clubs ate on v tew
1 he latest occasion took
place in England itself as
Celtic came south to play
Nottingham Forest in the
UFAI A Cup and drew 0 0
The city of Nottingham
was then subjected to the
familial bombardment
and mayhem by Scottish
.supporteis
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Pakistan end up on
the ‘rack’
BRAD BOXALL reports the first Test between
Australia and Pakistan at Perth.

PAKISTANI eageilv anticipated I wukets
fust full Test tout of Australia Unable to cxti let any benefit firXT hist full Tpst tout of Australia

was m dangei of developing into a
debacle aftet the fust Test in Perth
On the teceuing end of the most

fciocious Australian fast bowling
assault since Lillee and Ihomson’s
gloiv da\s Pakistan crumbled igno
mtniouslv to ail innings defeat

The toutists’ destioyeis weit
Geoff Lawson Call Rackemann
Rodnev Hogg and Dennis Lillee To
the shatteted ttoops of tntuied cap
Itain Imran Khan the quartet must
na\e seemed as deadly as the Pout
Riders of the Apocalvpse
Suspicious of Perth s WAC A

Gtound pitch and pet haps realising

his teammates’ distaste foi expuss
bowling, stand m Pakistan skippei
7aheei Abbas asked Austiaha to bat

aftci winning the toss

I he deflciencies of Pakistan s new
ball attack without Imian Khan were
brutally exposed on the fust day bv
Austiaiian debutant Wa\ne Phillips

and the back in favoui Giaham
Vallop

I he pair of attacking left handers
lomed in a partnetship of 2S9 toi the

second wicket that was a delightful

exhibition of cuts, drives, sweeps
and opportunist running between

VMlketS
Unable to cxti let an\ benefit fiom

a gi c enish looking smp, the
medium paceis Tahii Naqqash and
A/tttn Hafeez took a tnghttul
mauling
7aheei wasted no time in intioduc

ing the much vaulted leg spinnei
Abdul Qadu to the attack hut the
wondei bow let’ showed a chstits

sing inability to tope with the two
comhatiye It It handeis and sufftitd
a sinulai late to his lastci compel
i lots

I he gieat Austiaiian Ugspinnei
of \oie and todav s caustic ciitic

Bill O Kcillv excused Qidn in his

newspapti column but was scathing,

in his attack on /ahtci s I it Id place

me nt

With the bowling ptcscnfing no
gitat challenge Phillips the South
Austiaiian opening bat suit n chosen
foi his fust lest ahead of lohn l)\son

and Graeme Wood wasted no nppoi
tumties in racing to a debut ctntun
that only ended at 159
Suivivmg a chance to bt caught at

19 Phillips thnlled all who saw him
with tlu aggiession of his batting

Whtn Phillips was finally caught
fiom a tiled looking lofted stioke a

Tahir Naqoash mbit In the stomach bv a halt from Geoff LAwaon during the first Test

transformation came over Qadir
Now bowling to the right handed i

Australian captain, Kim Hughes,
Qadit was galvanised into a most
formidable oowlei
From the fust ball he had Hughes

nonplussed, and it was easv to see
whv Qadu pioved Hughes’ bogey
during the last series in Pakistan
Almost inevitably, Hughes came

forward tentatively and was bowled
bv Qadir’s wi ong ’un a most ungain
Iv dismissal

Lifted by his changed fortunes,
Qadir continued to bowl with plenty
of guile and tiouhled both Allan
Botdet and Gteg Chappell He had
Chappell caught on the sweep and
added lawson to finish with three
wk ktts

Dt spite the intei est in Qadu
when Austiaha dtclaied at 9 416 it

was tlu left aim medium pacei
Azctm Hafeiv who had stolen the
bowling honouis with 5 100
Aged onl\ 20 A/tcmm\tt looked

dangcious but his commitment to

lint and length coupled with his

honest toil (Mutually itwatded
lum

Ills most wot thy y ictim was Keplei
Wessels whom lit had caught behind
foi only 12 on the fust morning with
» usiful aw av swinger 1 tom theie
\/i i m was ht Ipt d by batsmi n keen
to play shots in i quc*r for quick
1 uns
Hughes dtclai itnm left tlu tout

isis with somi 70 minutes hatting
fxfou stumps and how the opine is

Mud iss ii ind Molisin must ha\e
iucd then walk to tlu muldlt
Whc n stumps wci t ill awn tlu lest

v\as as good as o\ti Pakistan wtie
staggenng at 4 28 aftti wiltmjL be
foit sonic ol tlu most hostilt t ist

bowling seen in Austiaha toi 10

veai
Hughes gayc the titw ball to l)e

unis l illt i and Rodnty Hogg sui

pi ising e\ti yont b\ o\ti looking last

seasons pace spcaihead Geoff
L aw son

It wasn t long be foie the skippei s

decision was \ indicated as Mudas
sat pushed foiwaid defensuely and
edged to Waynt Phillips at thud slip

liowevti it was Rodney Hogg who
shellshocked Pakistan with a fieiy

spell that netted thieo wickets
Gentiating expiess speed (some

thing Itff Thomson once said Hogg
didn t possess) Hogg had his boun
ceis i eat mg at the thioat and his

good length delueues tust shay mg
the off stump
Mohsin Khan faced a senes of

balls that thieatened to take his

head from his shnuldets and then he
tecetved the unplayable Hogg’s
most wicked bouncet left at Mohsin’s
nose at hmufying speed Somehow
he fended it off his face with his

ghnes and the catch was taken by
Rod Marsh

I he next pan m wete Pakistan’s

finest and most experienced bats

men, laved Miandad and Zaheer



Abbas. Hogg removed both for ducks
in three balls, each caught by Phil-
lips.

Hogg had 3-0 in 10 deliveries, and
3-12 off seven overs at stumps.
Pakistan were finished off on the

following morning for 129, their only
hero being tiny batsman Qasim
'Omar. Hit on the body a number of
times, the Kenyan-born Omai
showed great fighting spirit to top
score with 48.

Particularly strong off his pads,

j

Omar is not a stroke-player, but his

I

grit and determination were of more
I

value to Pakistan in Perth than a
host of more flashy players.
Taking over from where Hogg left

off on Saturday night, the giant
Queenslander Carl Rackemann,
playing in only his second Test, put
Pakistan to the sword on Sunday.
Tall and with an awkward deliv-

ery, Rackemann was irfarginally
slower than Hogg, but his surprising
bounce proved too much for Pakis-
tan’s finest.

.
In only eight overs he claimed 5-32

m Pakistan’s first innings, and be-
fore the day was out he added the
opening pair of Mudassar and

Mohsin as Pakistan followed oil.

While Rackemann was making hay
in the sunshine, Lawson was
floundering. Last season’s hero was
carted for 48 runs from 7.2 overs in

Pakistan’s first innings and plucked
ane meagre tailender.
He improved in the second innings

and after the match admitted that he
had felt somewhat “underdone”.
Optometry exams had also been wor-
rying him.
Before this series is out, Pakistan

will feel the fury of Geoff Lawso-
ns.and think themselves lucky he
was below par in Perth!

Pakistan put on a braver show in

their second innings, mainly thanks
to Omar, who again top-scored, and
.laved. The pair shared a stand of 125
for the third wicket that threatened
to frustrate Australia’s plans for a>

quick kill.

The signal for the final rites came
when Rackemann was called back to

the attack on Monday, and almost
immediately he had Omar caught
behind for 65—another innings of

character and courage.
Rackemann wasn’t finished. Down

went Javed, Zaheer and Tahir Naq-

qash as the blond giant continued to
intimidate with pace and sharp lift.

His 11 -wicket match haul won him
the man-of-the-match award ahead
of Wayne Phillips, and Australia
apparently had found a young part-
ner for Lawson in the campaigns
ahead.
A highlight of Pakistan's second

innings was Marsh’s five catches,
including one of the maestro’s most
brilliant efforts—a full-length dive
to the leg to take an inside edge from
Wasim Raja off Lawson.
Shortly before tea on Monday,

Mohammad Nazir jr. was caught by
Allan Border off Hogg and Pakistan
had sivimped to defeat by an innings
and nine runs.
They were victims of a relentless

four-pronged pace attack that brutal-
ly exposed their deficiencies against
the sharply rising ball.

But they also suffered from the
lack of an Imran or a Sarfraz to open
the bowling, and Qadir’s wayward
bowling to the left-handed Austra-
lians.

For the home team, it was a most
sweet revenge for the humiliation of
losing three-nil in Pakistan in 1982. ,



Sportsworld Exclusive

BOXING

Duel with Death
J
SIDRO (GINO) PEREZ, a light-

weight boxer, died on October 6,

having been comatose ever since he
was knocked outm a bout at the Felt
Forum in New York City on Septem-
ber 30 Perez’s death raised the total

of ring fatalities in the world this

year to eight, according to 'The
Ring’, a boxing magazine
Perez is said to have died of mas

nve injuries to the stem of the brain
Largely as a result of growing con
cern for the safety of boxers, resear-
chers have begun to examine the
effects of repeated punches to the

brain In this excerpt from a recent
article in the New York Times Maga
zme, David Noonan, who is writing a

book about brain surgery, tells what
damage years of shock and concus
sion can do to the brain of a boxer-
damages ranging from “punch-drunk
syndrome” and memory loss to coma
and death

EVEN in carefully controlled box
mg bouts, body punches are in

slim supply as a lack of boxing skills

and ring experience forces raw
young fighters to resort to an all-out
attack on their opponents’ heads, the
most direct route to victory As
round follows round, the relentless
assault on the human brain emerges
as the jarring theme Sometimes
even an old hand takes nonce Dur
ing a particularly nasty head pound
ing during one bout, a ringside judge
winces "Imagine going through life

with scrambled eggs for biains," he
says dryly
A gelatinous mass suspended in

cerebrospinal fluid and floating in

side a hard bony skull, the human
brain is particularly vulnerable to
the rude physics of science
Subtle in its functions beyond oui

understanding, the brain is the most
complex thing in existence It is a
charged and delicate web of elec
trochemical cells—neurons—that
fire m the endless patterns of life

itself, and there are few things worse
for it than to be punched around

Regulatory and legislative bodifes

around the country have been taking
a haid look at boxing for almost a
year now, since the death of the
23-year-old boxer, Duk Koo Kim, last

November The most important of
these were hearings earlier this year
of the House Subcommittee on Com
merce, Tianspoi ration and Tourism
headed by Rep James J Florio, a
Democrat fiom New Jeisev
“Oui ultimate conclusion," said

Florio, "is lhat there* has to be some
«degiee of uniformity with regard to

boxing across the nation We have to
spell out federal standards that have
to be adheied to b\ the states m
order for boxing to take place "

Clitics of modern boxing believe it

to be a primitive and deadlv blood
sport It’s an old controversy and, as
the debates and discussions have
continued ovci the years, so have the
deaths Iheie were 423 deaths in
professional and amateui boxing be
tween 1918 and 1981, according to

The 1982 Ring Record Book.

OukKooKkn Has unoonadouaon thecanvas eeoortda afterRay 'Boom Boom Mancim unleasheda vtdoua left-rightcombinationonMs headduring dvdr
World Boxing A**odetton Sghtwmght tttle bout at Las Vegas



Alexia AiqueHo Hoe on the canvas afterAamn Pryor scored a 14th round knockout over him during a
bout at Orange Bowl The victims trainers worked over his felted body for some time, but

to no avail

Most ring deaths result from brain
trauma, and any real attempt to cut
back on injury and death m the ring
will have to focus in large part on the
effects of boxing on the brain.

These effects fall into two categor-
ies—short term and long term The
short-term effects range from mild
concussion to cerebral hemorrhage
and death. The long-term effects

involve a clinically diagnosed condi-
tion called dementia pugilistica, also

known as chronic encephalopathy of

boxers and best known as the punch-
drunk syndrome.
Dr. Donald R. Bennett, a neurolog-

ist and a member of the American
Medical Association’s Advisory
Panel on Brain Injury in Boxing and
chairman of the departments of

neurology at the University of Neb-
raska College of Medicine and the
Creighton University School of

Medicine in Omaha, has compiled a
•cale of nine specific clinical syn-
dromes associated with concussion
in boxing.
The first end mildest of these

grades of neurological dysfunction is

the common one that is often refer-

red to as "seeing stars ” The fighter

is briefly stunned by a blow, usually
without any interference of motor
performance, and recovers quickly
and fully

The second syndrome, m ascend-

ing order of gravity, is characterised

by a slowing of reflexes and coor-

dination without loss or alteration of

consciousness

The third syndrome, a rare one, is

a loss of motor control without loss 01

alteration of consciousness.
The fourth syndrome is amnesia

without loss or alteration of con-

sciousness. Since it may not be
accompanied by any other problems,
this type of concussion can and has
gone unnoticed until late m a fight or

even after a fight, when the affected

boxer suddenly asks, “Where am I?”

The fifth syndrome 1$ the groggy
state, a condition Bennett describes

as entailing
Ma period of confusion,

amnesia, impairment of motor per-

formance, slowing of speech and the

inability to process new informa-
tion.” This condition is usually
caused by a severe battery, with or
without the fighter being knocked
down. This type of concussion is just
short of a knockout and often results
in the declaration of a technical
knockout It is at this level of neuro-
logical dysfunction that the serious
problems appear to begin.
The sixth grade of concussion syn-

drome on tne scale describes the
classic knockout There is alteration
or loss of consciousness with associ-
ated loss of muscletone and one or
two types of amnesia.
The seventh and eighth syndromes

on Bennett’s list are variations on
the sixth, with the variables being
degrees of rigidity and spesticity and
the onset of convulsions. Both are
usually evidence of severe neurolo-
gical injuries
The ninth syndrome is delayed

unconsciousness. After a blow or
blows to the head, a boxer passes
five or so seconds without being hit
again and then drops to the canvas.
Bennett considers this an indication
of a serious problem, and when it

Occurs, he believes a fight should be
stopped

In his last fight, on November 13,
1982, Duk Koo Kim appeared to
progress through several stages of
concussion Through the first seven
•rounds, though he took a heavy
pounding, he gave as good as he got,
fighting m a bruising head-to-head
style remarkably similar to his oppo-
nent’s Then, in the eighth round,
Kim’s style suddenl> changed. For
the first time in the fight, he slowed
the pace, loosening up and dancing a
bit. Though he returned to the attack
several times through the remaining
rounds, it r.ow seems that Kim may
well have begun experiencing the
slowed reflexes ana coordination
problems characteristic of the
second syndrome.

During the next three rounds, the
superior conditioning of his oppo-
nent Ray Mancini began to give nim
the edge and Kim’s fatigue became
more and more apparent. By thej

11th, Kim’s pointed ferocity was de-
(

generating into a kind of wildness,
and m the 12th round he was stumb-
ling occasionally and taking damag-
ing shots to the head. Though it was
apparently two punches in the 14th!

that killed him, Kim took his worst
beating in the 13th, as Mancini hit
him some 40 times in a row. The!
majority of the unanswered blows
were on the head. It was the kind of
battering that causes the groggy1

state and worse, and Kim was clearly
showing the symptoms. He was wob-
bling and seemingly defenceless.
One commentator noted that "hi*
legs look like spaghetti.”
Then, at the very end of the round,

Kim snapped out of it and attacked
one final time. Because it kept the
fight going, this rally may well have
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The nteteas body of Duk Koo Kim Hee in a hospital at Las Vegas after he was punished by Ray Boom Boom Mancint during their World Boxing
Association lightweight title bout Two doctors are trying acupuncture in a desperate bid to revive the Korean boxer Unfortunately their efforts

proved futile

caused his death Finally, Kim went
from the gtoggy state to delayed
unconsciousness, when he collapsed
in his corner A cerebral hemor
rhage, bleeding from a ruptured
blood vessel in the brain, was the
initial trauma that led to his death
Since 1928, when the term “punch

drunk** was first lifted from the
boxing patois and used m a medical
study by Dr Harrison Martland, a

New Jersey pathologist, most of the
two dozen or so studies of the medic
al aspects of boxing that have been
published have dealt with chronic
brain damage As the information
about chronic encephalopathy m
boxers has accumulated over the
years, several distinct clinical symp
toms and their apparent pathological
causes have been identified
The most important factor m the

development of the punch-drunk
syndrome seems to be time spent in

the ring getting punched m the head
Other factors are the number of bad
beatings and knockouts a fighter
experiences and his style Several
studies have noted that “sluggers”
who catch a lot of punches may be
more prone to long-term dysfunction
than more nimble, “scientific”
boxers.
Encephalopathy m boxers is wide-

ly considered to be irreversible It

usually becomes manifest some
years after the beginning of the
boxing career and sometimes only
after the career is at an end

Studies of the brains of boxers by
autopsy and by CAT scan (Compute
nsed Axial Tomography) and other
diagnostic techniques have turned
up three key anatomical features
that are now generally considered
indicative of the punch drunk syn-

drome One of these is cortical atro
phy, the erosion of neurons on the
surface of the brain As the brain
bounces off the inside of the skull

during a boxer's years m the ring,

the cerebral cortex gradually loses
tissue As the surface of the brain is

thus literally worn down, the second
feature evolves with the enlarge-
ment of the ventricles, the cavities m
the middle of the brain where cere-
brospinal fluid is produced. A third
anatomical defect associated with
chronic encephalopathy m boxers is

somethmg called cavum septum pel-

lucidum Simply, this is a hole m the
membrane that separates two of the
ventricles, and it is considered to be
the result of concussive forces deep
in the middle of the brain

It is thought that if years of shock

and concussion can weai a hole in
the septum pellucidum, they tan
have equally serious, if less anatomi
cally apparent consequences for
nearby structures, causing memory
difficulties, unsteady gait and
tremor
Damage to the cerebral cortex

would seem manifest in several
other symptoms of the punch drunk
syndrome Slurred speech could be
caused by damage to portions of the
left temporal lobe The medical tern
poral lobes have been connected
with memory, and damage to the
frontal lobes could result in demen
tia, mood swings and other emotion
al and psychiatric problems

Boxing is bad for the brain and
everybody knows it At the start of

the classic 1962 fight film “Requiem
for a Heavyweight,” the boxer Moun
tain Rivera, played by Anthony
Quinn, has been knocked out m the

seventh round A doctor examines
Rivera and tells his manager that the

boxer’s career is over, one more fight

could blind him As Rivera slowly

comes out of his fog, his manager
ruminates and then says with a

shrug, “Maybe he’s lucky at that At

least he walks away with his brains

That’s better than most ”
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small cherub-fa
youngster began his
career as a jockey. To*
wards the middle of the
season he rode his first

winner astride a filly

named My Squaw and
since then he has never
looked back. Pesi Shroff
had arrived* and weight
permitting he is here to

stay.

coiningfrom a family of
racing enthusiasts that vir-

tually had horsey blood
flowing in their veins*
Shroff's career was watch-
ed by all and sundry.
His cousin* the late Karl

Umrigar* had become a
legend ip his short but
brilliant sojourn as a rider*

and turfites were waiting
to see whether Resi could
emulate his illustrious

cousin's footsteps. It was,
however* an unfair com-
parison—Shroff had a lot

to learn, and most people
were expecting too much,
too soon.

It took Pesi sometime to
find his bearings, k was as
though he had been
thrown into the deep end
as he gradually began to
discover that becoming a
professional jockey was
not the piece of pie that it

looked.
As an amateur he could

afford to make mistakes
which may have cost him a
race and get away with it.

But as a pro there was a lot

at stake. Losing a race due
to inept handling got you
quite a bollicking from the
people concerned, and us-
ing the excuse that he was
just a kid would simply not
wash.
In the course of a little

over a year as a rider*
Shroffhad ridden his 40th
winner this time towards
the end of the Pune season
of 1982. So from new on he
was not entitled to any
allowance as a rider.
This would be his most

testing time, because he
would now have to hold his
own against his fellow pro-
fessionals* without any
weight allowance. Would
he be good enough?
By the end of tne 1982-

83 Bombay season* he had
done well enough to finish
fairly high up in the pro-
fessional tally* but he was
still not riding as well as
expected. But a trip to
Bangalore this summer
saw the emergence of a
new and far more compe-

Turf View

Pesi Shroff
has come
a long way

tent rider. He rode with
dash and confidence, two
qualities which seemed
sadly lacking initially.

Then it was on to Pune
and here the finishing
touches of the new cham-
pion were applied. He
finished the season with
27 winners to his credit
and beat his nearest rival
by almost 15 wins. It was a
season to remember for
young Pesi Shroff, a sea-
son where a new champion
was crowned.

He's still young and he
has a lot to learn. But some
of the races he rode this

monsooi; at Pune would
have made a purist purr
with pride. He is destined
to go far, this youngster,

but there is one thing that

seems to be going against

him. His weight.
Ever since he began rid-

ing two years ago, his rid-

ing weight has gone up
alarmingly, and today he
is riding at 52 Kg. Many a
good rider has had a bril-

liant career put to a stop
by weight problems and
one just hopes that Shroff
is not destined to the same
fate.

Thoroughbreds
are accustomed
to using steroids
Steroids aren't just for

Oly mpiads anymore
In view of the recent

controversy over the use
of anabolic steroids by
amateur athletes, it should
be noted that their use by
equine athletes is as com-
mon as milk on cereal. In

fact, quite a large percen-
tage of race horses in

Pesi Shroff

ere two general
kinds of stmr^ds*w|fbofk
and corticosteroids* which
losely defined, create pro-
tein in muscles and build
tissue.

Anabolic steroids* a
weightlifter’s candy* are
generally given to race-
horses under the brand
name Equipoise. They are
normally given to fillies •

and geldings to make them
more aggressive and to*

“promote general health”.
A cortico is an anti-

inflamatory drug used to
alleviate pain in injured
joints. It is injected into
the muscle-bloodstream of
the joint itself. Using tne
same technique practised
on injured humans, a
surgeon removes the Syno-
vial fluid that lubricates
joints with a needle and
replaces the fluid with
Cortizone, a member of
the cortico family.
Although the symptom,

not the injury, is treated
by “tapping” and de-
terioration of the joint can
result. The procedure is

necessary. After all, “the
good Lord didn’t make a
horse to do what we ask a
racehorse to do” he says.
“Every system in a horse is

not designed to take this
kind of punishment.”

Corticos have far more
harmful side effects than
anabolics and in some
cases a horse’s general
health can deteriorate. In
the horse racing world* the
worst side effect of anabo-
lic steroids is considered
to be decreased fertility

once the horse is retired.
But whereas in the

world of athletics steroids
are banned and have given
way to other legal growth
drugs. They are a fact of
life in horse racing.
According to Pat Pizzo* a

chemist for Laboratory
Specialists, USA which
does the drug testing on
horses running in

Louisiana,'anabolic ster-

oids are not prohibited in
that State. According to
them, anabolic steroids
have little effect on a
Horse’s performance in a
race.

All said and^done, put it

this way. If one man nas a
$10*000 horse and another
man has a $5,000 horse, Pll
take the $10,000 horse*
give you the other horse
and a drug store and still

.

outrun you every time.
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CaStml MULTIGRADE OILS
• SAVE FUEL • EXTEND MILEAGE

« ENSURE ADDED PROTECTION AT A LITTLE ExfJlA COST

India's most advanced motor oil suitable

for Petrol Engines in Summer or Winter
Made with exclusive 'Liquid Tungsten'
Performance level API/SAE SC/CC and
IS 496 HD Type 3

High performance Muitigrade Oil for Diesel

Engines, Turbo charged and naturally aspi

rated engines Outstanding lubncating pro
perties Performance level MIL l 2104C/
API/SAE. CD/SE and IS 496 HD Type 5

A multipurpose and an extensively

tested gear oil designed for highest
fuel efficiency Performance level

MIL L 71058 SAE Viscosity

classification 80W/140

Castro!

SAE 10W/30
FOR DIESEL ENGINES

Castro!

SAE 20W/40
FOB DIESEL ENGINES

UUl

Improved versions of a well known Diesel Engine Oil—Castrol
CRB— for year-round use For all naturally aspirated Diesel

Engines requinng Heavy Duty Oil to performance levels of
US, Military MIL-L 2104B, API/SAE CC/SC and IS 496
HD Type 3

A great oil for 2 Stroke Engines
Recommended (& 2% i e in SO 1 petrol

oil ratio Performance level API-TSC

1

endTSC2

Indrol Lubricants & Specialities Ltd., Bombay, Calcutta, Madras, New Delhi.



ALLINTHEGAME
MASTER
OF ARTS

Perfectionists

PERFECTION seems to

have become easy m
international gymnastics
today Stung by the critic

ism of erratic andpre
ferential judging at the re

cent World Gymnastics
Championships held at

Budapest where there

were numerous instances

of perfect scores, the In

temational Federation of

Perhaps there was no
fault with the judging
Couldn’t it be that the
gymnasts have mastered
their art to absolute
perfection^

Gymnastics (FIG) has de
cided to make radical
changes m the judging
system

The FIG has announced
that delegates have been
invited from all its 83
members to suggest
changesm the system of

judging The modifica
turns that are decided on
will be adopted at the Fed
oration’s meeting to be

I
held at Los Angeles next
year

LEGAL
CHANGE
Legal Growth

A THLETES contemplat
xjLmg to build up their

energy and strength with
the help of steroids will

now have to give it a

second thought
Recent research in

America has shown that

steroids may be something
different from what they
seem to be According to

Dr Ray Burgman, one of

the six medical advisers to

the 1984 Olympics, the ex
tra body weight that ster

oids produce is not muscle
but actually water, and
thus the belief that they

give you extra strength is

Fallacious

The University of Texas
has undertaken a study

which also seems to con
firm this Two groups of

people were weighed

—

one taking steroids and
the other taking
placebos—first out of the

water and then m water

The cone lusion was that

the water gains were due

to the watei retention

capac ity of the muscle

fibre
But nowadays steroids

have gone out of style

since they have been ban

ned by the International

Olympic Committee So

athletes have now turned

to legal growth drugs, like

Somatropm The inject

able drug, which is ex

tracted from the pitutary

gland of human corpses, is

not on the IOC’s banned
list because of the lack of

medical research on its

effect on athletes Andaf
ter what happened at the

Pan American games held

at Caracas it is feared that

Somatropm will become
increasingly popular

among athletes

Perhaps a safer and a
more enjoyable way of

gaimng weight and muscle
strei

protein food In 1981 Jan
Todd, a world class power
lifter decided not to go
into drugs and put on
weight by eating Not only
did she gain eighty pounds
but also a world record of

545 pounds in the squat,

j
which still stands

INTER-
ACTION^

Or Not?

EJTER MILAN, and in

act Italian footballm
general, have always been
accused of being involved
in illegal money deals In

1964 and *65 when Inter

won two European cups
they were accused of brib

mg referees during the

semi finals

Now the Dutch club Gro
nigen have alleged that

j

Inter attempted to bribe
their manager before their

second leg UEFA cup
game which Inter won 5 1

after having lost the first

20
The Gronigen manager

alleged that a week before

the second leg he was met
by Dutch soccer agent
Komjnenburg (who is

domiciled in Venice for

the last fourteen years and
who acts for many famous
foorballers), and was
offered 250,000 g nlde* s

(about ovei 750,000
rupees) and the mana
gership of Verona, if he
threw the game
Gronigen’s president

alleges that the offer was
repeated to him on the day
of the match This time,

along with the original

offer was added a further

amount of money which
would help Gronigen to

build then new stands

The agent involved de
nied the charge and the

case is to be taken up by
the European Football Un
ion’s Disciplinary Commit
tee It is very likely that

the UEFA will take no

action, as they have done
so many a times in the

past

CHANGE
OF SUIT

Clubs

rPWO members of Argen-
JL tina’s 1978 World Cup
winning team will prob
ably change their dubs by
the end ofthis year
Albei to Tarantme, the

Argentine left back, is now
ready to leave the French
first division side Bastia,

only four months after

joining the club 1 arantme
has not been able to settle

downm Bastia and has
had a series of financial

disputes with them
Ubaldo Fillol, Argenti

na’s goalkeeper has
already found a new
club—Flamingo, who are
second in the Brazillian

State Championships Fil

iol, 33, has been signed
from Argentmos Juniors
for $350,000 He will get
$100,000 of the transfer

fee, plus a nonthly wage
of $10,000

Fillol has been Argenti-

na’s goalkeeper since 1974
and helped themwm the
1978 World Cup He has
been playing for Jumois
for three months after a
dispute with River Plate,
where he had played smee
the beginning of his
career

j

The new contract stipu-
'

lates that Flamenco must
release him for official m
ternatinnals Fillol will re-

place the veteran
Flamengo goalkeeper
Raul, 39, who tetires at the
end of the season



Just one point

Track and field stars don’t
score centuries...

They win mere gold medals—and that is their only fault. A SPECIAL
CORRESPONDENT examines the media’s obsession with cricket

THE way the Indian media treats
its non-cricketing clientele# read-

ership or audience, is an insult. The
way the Asian Athletics Cham-
pionships at Kuwait was covered was
a shame. Barring one newspaper, no
other journal thought it worthwhile
to send its own reporters for on-the-

spot coverage, leaving the readers at

the mercy of news agencies who
provided sketchy accounts, omitting
the detailed results. India may not
be the champion Asian track and
field nation, still its athletes do have
a major role to play, as their record
at Kuwait of three gold, five silver

and the same number of bronze
medals proved.
The contingent of 28 athletes

which represented India in the
Kuwait meet after training for about
a month at Delhi’s Nehru Stadium,
the centrepiece of the last Asian
Games, received only grudging
notice from the media—electronic as
well as printed. If only they had been P. f. Uaha—her 400m achievement i

unnoticed

a bunch of cricketers, Akashvani,
Doordarshan and the newspapers
and news agencies would have gone
to any length to provide detailed
accounts of their doings not only on
the field but also away from it. Not
only the cricketers, even their fami-
lies. would have received extensive
notice.* Pictures of a Gavaskar’s son
playing with a toy bat or some other
cricket hero’s wife looking on doting-
ly would have appeared on the sports
pages. But track and field athletes
don’t score centuries, they win mere
gold medals.

Indian cricket is what it is today

—

a craze—because pf the media. Day
in and day out the TV screens dis-

play live 'telecasts of matches, radio
sets blare out ball-by-ball descrip-
tions and newspapers do not tire

putting pictures of bails flying and
big hits for sixes on their front pages.
What the Indian media has done for

cricket it can certainly do for the
other sports also.

The Indian women s team in action at the Asiad. They may not be world beaters but certainly the best in Asia 1
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U Kapil Dev has became a super i

star at 24, it is more because of the
attention he has got from the media
than anything else Does the media
bestow the same attention on a Zafar
Iqbal or a P T Usha’ The latter’s

spectacular use into an Asian 400
metres champion at Kuwait has gone
unnoticed in a season when every
body has been busy talking cricket

More space is devoted to statistics

like the 90 mph speed of a fast

bowler’s delivery and other fanciful

figures and “world” cricket records
compiled by the game’s ubiquitous
statisticians than to records of a

truly global nature The “world” of

cricket is not the wide world, as

everybody knows it, but is restricted

to a very few countries

Kapil Dev and Gavaskar between
them would appear to appropriate
more column space and time than all

other Indian sportsmen put together
A profile like the one Sportsworld
recently published about Asian
games 800 metres gold medallist
Charles Borromeo must be a rare
event in Indian sports lournalism

Agreed, cricket may have its spe
cial appeal and newspapers and jour
nals have to cater to the tastes of its

readers m order to thrive But they
should not lose their sense of propor
non or balance in doing so

Even the handful of sports maga
zmes in the country are guilty of
overplaying cricket, so much so that
they have often been sarcastically
described as cricket magazines
rathei than sports magazines How
many times have we seen non
cricketers being featured on the cov
er* How many times do they print
blowups of a champion wie>tlei or
weightiiftei or a track star or a
hockey plaver’

Women sports lovers are particu
larly sore that the magazines take
little notice of their activities, leave
alone pitting a woman star on the
cover The Indian women’s hockey
team may not be exactly world bea
ters, but they have left little doubt
that they are the best in Asia But
how many times has a cover been
devoted to an Eliza Nelson or a
Rajbir Kaur?

The newspapers, bairing one or
two exceptions, are no better Most
of them do not take any note of

women’s sports at all Their lepor
ters have no time to write about the
activities of the girls on sports fields

Few reporters, if at all any, would
care to write about new talent among
the girls, or go to their schools and
colleges, and write about then prob
lems

If a bowler happens to take three
wickets, imaginative reporters will

impress on the reader the wiles or
the fire he is capable of putting into
the deliveries that he has been send
mg down, depending on whether he

Shram Singh—got fust a nod of recognition

is a spinner or a speedster Should a

batsman hit up a 50 in a whole day
leaders will be told about the pedig
rec of the man, his character his

patience, his resolution and his de
termination to resist temptation But
little is lead into the sprinter who
has been toiling over the years in

order to be able to impiove his

lecord by a mere tenth of a second,
or the mat athon i unner who has run
a gruelling 42 kilometres

Whole ai tides will be wntten on
how women swoon at the sight of an
Imran or how many X rays have been
taken of his injured shin, or what
effect the mjuiy will have on his

country’s cncktt prospects But few
journals will have the lime oi space
to write about a footballer or hockey
player wasting awav with tuber culo

sis or a Snram Singh overcoming his

asthma to win an Asian games gold

medal, or a P T Usha snuggling
against poveity, prejudice and ill

ntss to set national and Asian le

cords

Thanks to sue h lopsided attention

by the media, a Gavaskar can climb
his way to a Padma Bhushan, while
wor'd standard athletes m the coun
try, like Snram oi Gurbachan Singh
Randhawa, both of whom have fjgi

gured m Olympic nack linals aie
expected be grateiul foi an occa
sional nod of recognition leave
alone aw aids and accolades

People ukc world billialds cham
pion Michael I erreira have gone on
record against how cricket has dam
aged other sports oi how success can
go oui cricketers’ heads But it is not
the game of cricket that is to blame
It is the media that lose s its sense of

proportion and perspective that is to

blame tor the plight of the non
ctickeimg sportsman finds himself
in In order to sell moie and more
copies, they should not allow their

judgment of sports to descend to the
level of the types gathtied around
the “panwalla’s” iadio su at stieet

corners

If some day the non cricketing
sports fans decide to organise them
selves into some soit of a trade union
to asseit their lights and stage a
boycott of the media oi it sort to
some othet agitational ways it would
be quite m order They could justifi

ably demand of then tavountc
sports magazines, newspapeis or the
government controlled electionic
media a proper apportioning of their
budget among the various, disci
phnes



PHILIPS

infraphil
for muscular pains. Its healing

rays penetrate deep into the affected
area...help provide complete relief.

A totally safe
home treatment

Philips Infraphit provides infra-red
rays (which are present in natural
sunlight in their most beneficial form.
The Infraphil treatment is ideal for
muscular pains, backaches, sprains
and stiffness.

All you do is: switch on the Infraphil
and keep it at arm's length (about
40 cm away). Direct the beam on the
affected part (keep skin bare). There
is no need at all for ointments or lotions.

Infra phil's warm healing rays penetrate
into the affected areas and stimulate
blood flow. Harmful waste products
are rapidly taken away. Healing is

promoted and pain subsides.

Infraphil has no side-effects. That's
why doctors recommend Infraphit as a
simple effective treatment for muscular
aches, pains and sprains.

Available et Philips Radio and
Light Dealers.

Moo ElectronicsA Electricals Limited
Block *A

#

Shivsager Estate
^ombay-400018 i

infraphil
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Regional round-up

KANPUR
Vlctpry One* Again

J
UST two days after the victory in

the Metropolitan Table Tennis
tournament at Calcutta, V. Chan-
drashekher of Tamil Nadu achieved
another glorious landmark when he
won the Ninth All India Kailashpati
Singhania Prize Money Table-Tennis
Championships. Chandrashekher de-

feated second seeded Manieet Dua
of Delhi in the three straight games
in the finals.

Arjuna award winner Indu Puri of

.Delhi won the women's singles title

beating Laxmi Karanth of Karnataka
in a one sided match.
As expected, Chandrashekhar

reached the finals from his group
without losing a match. But Manjeet
Dua could only enter the finals after

the organisers sought help of some
mathemetical calculations, when
Kamlesh Mehta of Maharashtra de-

feated him in a group B match.
„ The men’s singles was an exciting
match, though the first game was.

won by Chandrashekher 21-6, with
great ease. Manjeet fought back in

the second game and fought for each
point. Trailing behind 9-11, Manjeet
levelled the score 11-11 but Chan*
drashekher again got the lead using
his top spin shots which were too
good for Manjeet. Manjeet again
levelled the score 20-20 but lost the
game 21-23.

The third game was also closely

contested. Several long rallies were
played between the two, but Man-
jeet, who is an attacking left hand
player, was forced to play defensive-
ly by Chandrashekher. Chan-
drashekher who was trailing behind
8-14 in this game made ii 17-all and
once again the fight started. At 22-

all, Chandrashekher broke Man-
jeet’s serivee and then wrapped up
the game and the match.

ANANT MISRA

DELHI

On The Right Track

THE inter-railway athletic cham-
pionships is not just another de-

partmental meet. It is almost nation-
al in character and quality and for
long has been an important event in
the capital’s annual sports calendar.
There was a time when it was also a
social event with the ladies and
gentlemen of the Railways’ getting
together for tea at the Karnail Singh
Stadium and taking part in the
thread and needle race and the
musical chairs. But those days are

gone though not forgotten.
With so many internationals com-

peting, the 49tn inter-railway meet
was bound to produce several new
meet records and throw mpre light
on rising young athletes. P. T. Usha,
fresh from her triumph at the Kuwait
Asian meet, was outstanding among
women while the versatile Sabir Ah,
our captain at Kuwait, was best in
the men’s division.

While Usha helped Southern Rail-
way to the team championship in the
women’s section, Sabir Ali made his

customary large contribution as
Northern steadily steamed their way
to the men’s team title. The rivalry*

between Northern and Southern has
always been very keen and healthy.
Nothern athletes, officials and sup-
porters broke into a “Bhangra”
dance and exploded crackers to cele-

brate their victory.

Returning to the track after a
lay off due to injury, M. D. Valsam-
ma also of Southern Railway, won
the 100 and 400 metres hurdles in
14.4 seconds and 1:02.8, respective-
ly. Valsamma bear Hamida Banu,
another international, but could not
better the latter’s meet record of
1 :01 .

'

Another girl who recorded a dou-
ble was Charan jit Kaur of Northern
Railway. She won the 1,500 and
3,000 metres in four minutes 47.7
seconds and 10:29.6 respectively. No
records these, but still quite credit-

able efforts The girls doing the
endurance races need all the en<

couragement.

Sabir Ali, who had the bad luck of

injuring an ankle at the long jump
take-off board at Kuwait,.was the
busiest male athlete. After winning
the decathlon with a total of 6774
points, he won the javelin event with
a throw of 69.62 metres. He also took

second place in the 110 metres hur-
dles in*14.9 seconds, only a tenth of a
second slower than S. A. Naidu’s
.winning rime of 14.8. In both the
decathlon and the javelin, Sabir Ali
improved his own old meet records.

Thq, marathon, run on a cold Sun-
day morning when many were still

cuddled up in the warmth of their
blankets, was won by Chandar Bhan
of Northern Railway who beat Asian
Games bronze medallist H. K. Seeth-
arama of Southern Railway- The win-
ner’s time of two hours, 19 minutes,
31.31 seconds was a new meet re-

cord.

The field event saw a double by
Southern’s S. Balasubrpmaniam who
won the long jump with a leap of 7.0i
metres and the triple jump with an
effort of 15.37 metres.
The 19-vear-old Rajendra Sharma

of Western Railway, one of the most
promising 400 metres runners in a
long time, had the bad luck of pull-

ing a muscle halfway through the
race. But before that he had won the
800 metres in 1:52.4, heating sea-

and Sukhwant Singh, and was second
to Sunder Raj in tile 20(1metres, in
22.10 secs.

It was a pity to see the pole
vaulters and high jumpers landing
on sawdust pits while not far away at

the Jawaharlal Nehru Stadium the
one-metre thick foam matresses, im-
ported at the time of Asiad, were
lying unused. They were not loaned
to the Railways because their jum-
pers did not possess the right type of

“spikes”. The iron spikes can cause
damage to the foam pits. If the
Railways, the nation’s biggest em-
ployers, cannot arrange to equip
their athletes with proper spikes
then who can?

A CORRESPONDENT

Safer AH: Th§ mar ofth$ mmt
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Question box JR

ACROSS

1

Chinese badminton star ends in the
first name of an Australian captain
(3 4)

5 International wicket-keeper starts

with a drinking place (4)
6 Cricketer who represented India

and Pakistan at cricket (4)

8

Geoff Boycotts nickname (5)
11 Cricket writer who worked with

Brearley at some of his books (5)
12 When a referee is supervising a

tennis match he is in'? (5)
13 Stationery for a cricketing position

16 Miss Caslavska of the Mexico City

Olympics (4)

17 Nigenan-born Pakistani cricketer (4)
18 British woman tennis player (2 5)

2 The Brigadier o* Pakistan hockey

3 Month in which the Epsoms are run
in England (4)

4 An outswmger is also called an
—swinger (5)

5 Famous tennis coach of Amenca
has a womans undergarment to

start with (6 1)

7

An off spinner from the West Indies

currently on tour (1, 6)

9

A batsman scores a ‘pair if he
falls innings of the same match
(2. 3)

10

Australian semi-finalist at Wimble-
don some years back has a mascu
line ending (5)

13 One of Packers recruiting agents
ends in a circle (4)

14 This Paranjpe is a well-known cnck-
eting figure In Bombay (4)

15 Hartono, the badminton legend (4)

Excellent 20-18, Good 17, Fair

Sudtwf Vaidya

Upal Deb, Pandu (Assam).
Q Which batsman has hit the maximum
number of sixes in a Test innings'?

A Walter Hammond of England has hit

a maximum of 10 sixes in an innings in

the Test against New Zealand at Auck-
land in 1932-33 when he had scored an
unbeaten 336

Mrinalkanta Desh, Jeyporo (Koraput)

Q Who was the first all-rounder to

achieve the double of 1000 runs and
100 wickets in Tests?
A George Giffen of Australia

Faresd Zaman, Calcutta

Q What is the Test record of Wasim
Hasan Raja of Pakistan?
A 45 Tests 74 innings 12 times not
out 2321 runs 117 not out as highest
score 37 43 average 2 centunes 16
half centuries 6 ducks 12 catches,
3097 balls 94 maiden overs 1425 runs,

39 wickets 36 53 average

Syed Motiuzzaman, Murshldabad
Q Can you give me the list of batsman
who have hit 4000 or more runs in Tests
for Pakistan?
A Only Zaheer Abbas has scored over
4000 runs (4073 runs in 58 Tests) for

Pakistan

Ctiitra, B Madras
Q Could you please tell me Ian

Bothams address?
A you may write to him care Somerset
County Cricket Club Somerset County
Cricket Ground St James Street

Taunton TA 11 JT (United Kingdom)

S Patnaik, Kundra

Q Which is the first official cricket Test
match played by Sri Lanka?
k The only Test played between Sri

Lanka and England at Colombo in

1981-82 on February 17 18 20 and 21

1982 is the first official Test played by
Sri Lanka

Bharat Bhushan Goal, Tlnsukla

Q How many centuries have been
scored by Sunil Gavaskar in first-class

cncket?
A 68

SOLUTION 223

taaoatziiia
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Q. May I know Sunil Gavaskar's acorem
the Bangalore Test against West Indies

in 1974-75?
A. Sunil Gavaskar scored 14 and 0 in

the first Test played against West Indies

at Bangalore in 1974-75

l>rTil( T7 .IMiil ]MMniTrTM r rr7]FTTTl

Q Please give the bowling figures of B
S Bedi in Tests
A 21364 balls bowled, 1097 maiden
overs 7637 runs conceded, 266 wick-
ets 28 71 average, 14 times five or
more wickets in an innings and once 10
or more wickets in a match

Subhashls Dam, Agartala.

Q How many players from East Zone
have so far played in Tests for India?
Please name them
A Arun Lai S N Baneqee, S Banar-
iee N Chowdhury, D R Doshi, A
Gandotra S Guha, Ambar Roy Pankaj
Roy Pranab Roy, R Saxena, P Son,
N V Swamy

WQuiZ
I Ranjit Ghost

QUESTIONS

Fill in the blanks
1 India s men s team finished— in the

IX Asian Games volleyball

2 — players had the distinction ol

performing a hat-trick in the finals of

the World Cup soccer tournament of
1982

3 Till date — Indian referees have
awarded the FIFA badge

4 In 1979 BSF lifted the Federation
Cup football trophv beating— by—
goals in the final

5 Arthur Ellis, the famous British re-

feree, supervised the Olympic foot-

ball final in the year—
6 In the famous tie Test when the last

eight balls of the match were to be
bowled by —, Australia needed —
runs to win

7 Anatoly — Karpov is the reigning

chess champion of the world
8 In — Mihir Sen became the first

Indian to swim the English Channel
In 1981 Korchnoi and Karpov
clashed in — for the world chess
title

10 In 1988 while the Olympic Summer
Games will be held In Seoul, (South
Korea) — will host th Winter
Games

ANSWERS
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M. *, V. Smynyina R«)u, tirtnwpw.
0. Who wore the first victims of Chan-
drasekhar, Bed), Madan Lai, Prasanna
and Venkataraghavan?
A. Chandrasekhar's B R Knight of

England, Bedis C H Lloyd of West
Indies, Madan Lais APE Knott of

England, Prasanna s GMillman of Eng-
land and Venkataraghavan s G T Dowl-
ing of NZ
KB Shankarappa, Shlmoga
Q What is Sunil Gavaskars highest
score in the Ranji Trophy?
A. 340 for Bombay against Bengal at

Bombay in 1981-82

tBridge A

Bone schapiro

Dg you know the difference between the

Smith convention and the Smith peter >

One is comparatively jocose the other a

serious matter

The Smith convention comes into play

at rubber bridge when after two passes
the third player has a poor hand He says

I think I ve only got twelve cards will

you all count

7

His partner says Ivegot
fourteen and both players throw them
into the middle

The Smith peter is one of the names
given to a style of signalling that is also

called the Oddball The idea is that an
unorthodox signal by a defender conveys
a special message In particular (and

assuming that such a meaning is

plausible) it says I am unexpectedly

strong in the first suit led This deal

from tournameiit play was quoted as an
example of shrewd deception So it was
but use of the Smith peter might have
alerted the defence

K QJ 10 7 5
^ K10 7
0 6
043

4 A3
A J 6
K 7 64

4 AQ98

4 942
c S? 964
E <19 6

4 10762

4 86
Q832
A Q 10 3 2

4 KJ
North who was not vulnerable against

vulnerable opponents opened one
spade South made the somewhat
unorthodox reply of 3NT West doubled
and all passed

A

Having doubled West had to find a

lead He eventually decided on the 8 of

clubs East played the 10 and South the

jack When West won the second round

of spades he was nervous of continuing

clubs so he tried a low diamond Fast

played the tack and South won
deceptively with the ace When South led

a low heart West went up with the ace

and sought to give his partner the lead

with the marked queen of diamonds But

alas! South won with the 10 the king of

hearts was an entry for the spades and
when the hearts broke 3 3 declarer iced

the cake with two overtricks

East had two chances to put his

partner on the right track On the second

round of spades he could have played the

9 which must be a false card as with 9 x

he would have petered Similarly when
the heart was led he could have dropped

the 9 obviously not a normal signal

Either of these 9s would be a Smith

NtmtdmiKrtit Ssftoo, (Matt.
0. Can you give me ail the venues of
Olympics starting from 1896 till Los
Angeles Olympics in 1904?
A* Olympics were held at Athenes in

1896, at Pans m 1900, at St Louis in

1904, at London in 1908, at Stockholm
in 1912 at Antewerp in 1920, at Paris in

1924 at Amsterdam in 1928, at Los
Angeles in 1932, at Berlin m 1936, at

London in 1948, at Helsinki in 1952, at

Melbourne in 1956 at Rome in I960, at

Tokyo in 1964 at Mexico in 1968 at
Munich in 1972 at Montreal in 1976, at

Moscow in 1980 Olympics could not be

peter saying I have more than you
would expect in the suit originally led

With this information West can lay down
the ace of clubs

Last weak’* quiz You ooen one diamond
on

405
?AJ4
OA K 10 74

2

K 3

and partner responds one heart The best
rebid is certainly 2NT - not three hearts

which might result in your playing in the
suit when 3NT would be better and not
three diamonds which does not give a
picture of the all round strength

This week’s quiz: South and North bid

1H - IS 2C - 2S South holds S J H K Q
J 8 5 DA62 CAQ10 4 In what order
would you place these possible actions
on the next round - pass 2NT 3S?

1Chess

One of the most intriguing games at last

winters Hastings International Tourna
ment was a draw between two English

master* Tin opening variation a sharp
foim of thu KiosmU/ky Gambit was a

throwback to the time ol Morphy and in

fact both sides followed the tracks of the

America i genius in two ot his casual

games Mo phy won both as White and
as Blark but we may presume that he
would have drawn an encounter with

himself

White Mark Hebden Black Paul

Littlewood King s Gambit Accepted

(Hastings 1982 83)

1 PK4.PK4 2PKB4,PxP
3 Kt KB3. P KKU 4 P KR4, P-Ktf
6 Kt K6 Kt KB3 6 KtxKIP, KtxP
7 P-Q3 Kt KtS B BxP, KtxR
9 O K2ch Q-K2 10 Kt>B6oh K-Ol

11 BxPch KxB 12 Kt-Q6ch,K-Q1
13 KtxO BxKt 14 Q-Kt4, P 03
15 Q-KB4 R-Ktl 16 Kt-83,

Morphy-Anderssen Paris 1858 went
16 QxBP BxPch 17 K Q2 R K1 18

Kt R3 Kt R3? 19 Q R5 B 83 20 OxKt
BxP 21 Q R4ch K 02 22 R Ktl BxKt
23 Q R4ch and Black resigned

18 B K3 17 B-K2 Kt-Ktt

In Baucher Morphy Paris 1858 played

two months before the game in the

previous note Black continued 17

Kt B3 18 0 0 0 Kt Kt6 19 B B3 Kt B4
and gradually made his extra pieces tell

le 20 P Q4 Kt RP 21 K Ktl KtxB 22
PxKt P Q4 23 Kt KtS R OBI 24 P B4
K 02 25 PxP BxP 26 Kt B3 B Q3 27
Q B5ch BK3 28 Q QKt5 K B2 29
KR1 BQ2 30 Kt Q5ch K Ktl 31

Kt B6 R(Ktl) 01 32 P Q5 Kt K4 33
0 K2 B KB4 34 Kt k4 BxKt 35 PxB
Kt B5 36 R QB1 P Kt4 37 P K5 KtxKP

hold m 1918.1940 and 1944, duo to the
war$,

PrtthlraJ Handy, Imteki.
Q. How many players have represented
India so far in rests?
A. 164 at the conclusion of the Tests
against West Indies in West Indies in

1982-83

Indranll Chatterjee, Howrah.
Q. Please give the names of the two
umpires who conducted the "Tie" Test
Between Australia and West Indies at
Brisbane in 1960-62
A C J Egar and C Hoy

38 QxPch K KR1 39 R Q1 R B7, 40
Q R6 P B4 41 K-Ktl R-B2 42 R-KB1
Kt B5 43 R B2 R-QKtl 44 P-Kt3 B R6
and White resigned

1« 6-83,111-02 19 O-O-O, KMCB4
20 Q-ft4,8xKfVP 21 BxP, 8-Ktl
22 8*86, KS-KMch 22 K-Ktl, K1-K2
24 GMISch, Kt-KO 26 M3,Kt*S1
29 Kt-KtB, 8*83 27 P-04,8*KI4
29 P OKt3, K-k2 29 8-86.8*81
30 Q-86, KI-K2 21 B-S3, KqKt2>*1
32 KtxRP, KtxKt 32 OxKt KR-KI4
24 P-82.P-Q4 26 *K2. R(Kt4)-Kt2
30 0*86. Kt B1 27 0-82elil K-Kt2
21 8-02 8-82 29 0-S1,8<Kt1Ht1
40 8-81 K 81

A last minute blunder would have been
40 RxP 41 Q R6ch K Ktl 42 BxPch.
and White mates
41 P 84 8 Kt2 42 0-84.B-KI2
43 RxP RxKtP ch 44 K 82 8 KC2
46 8x8
This forces a draw by repetition White
did not wish to risk defeat at the hands of

his opponents superiority in attacking

units (Rook Bishop and Knight versus
Queen)
46 KxR 40 O Kt6 ch, Drawn

Competition 0597 Solution next week

(r3k2r/ Pl»2bpp1/ 3p4/ 2pPpq2/
3PSnPP/ PP4B1/ R2Q1H1K) Black to
play How did the game finish?

Solution to G696 (Tol-LarsoR, 10th

game. Bled. 1965) (Ml/ 1b4pp/ p2q4/
3PR1P1 3BQ2P/ 1PP5/ 1P1K4/ 5r2 -

Whits to play) Tal decided the match in

his favour by 34 B B5 QxB 35 R-K8ch
RBI 36 0 K6ch K R1 37 Q-B7 and
Black resigned in view of the inevitable

losses

Problem No 1260 Solution next week
M Adabashev (Die Schwalbe 1935)
<5QK1/ 0/ 2B20R1/ B4N2/ 4n2p/ 0/
2n1p2R/ 4rk1N - 8 white men; 7 black).

White to play and mate m two moves

Solution to No 1259 (ScwodowiM)
(5R2/ 1pp4K/ 20301/ 1kN5/ R7/ IN§/
8/8 - mate In two) 1 R(B6)-QR8
(zugzwang) (a) 1 K-Kt3 2 R-Qkt4
(b) 1 P Kt3 2 Q Q3 (c) 1 B-K5 2(b)1 I

R(R8) R5
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All-Rounder?

I
N Gavaskar’s “Idols”,
one finds that he is all

'

praise for Kapil.
On top of every write-up

of a player in the said
book, the batsman is de-
noted by a sketch of a bat,

a bowler by a ball and a

wicket-keeper by wickets,
in the case of an all-

Irounder he is denoted by a
[sketch of a ball and bat.

[Though Botham and Imran
[have rightly been denoted
,by both a ball and a bat,

[one wonders why Kapil
[has been left with a ball

[only? Does Gavaskar in-

tend to give an impression
|to the cricket lovers of the
country and abroad that
he does not consider Kapil
as an all-rounder? Will
Gavaskar please respond!
GOVINDDAS AGRAWAL

,

Calcutta

Recall Vlshy

THE composition of the
present Indian team

leaves much to be desired
At a time when our middle
order batting is crumbling
repeatedly, G. R. Vish-

wanath should be given an
opportunity to stage a
comeback. He served the
country with distinction
for almost a decade and a
half. He always played for

the side and was never
intent on amassing runs to

achieve personal glory.

Technically he is the
finest player of fast bowl-
ing in the country. Failure
in one series does not war-
rant exclusion from the
side forever. For instance
Zaheer Abbas was never
sacked though he failed in
the ’79-’80 series in India.

It is sad that nepotism
has reared its ugly head
once again in Indian crick-

et. Mr Ghulam Ahmed as
the Chairman of the selec-

tion committee, is like a
pickpocket in a nudist col-

ony. It is time he gives way
to a more competent
person.

If India is to regain its

lost glory only people of
the calibre of Mr Vijay
Merchant should be
appointed to such high
posts.

D. M. SASTRY,
Vishakapu(nam.

Sportsworld
CAMPUS

KALEIDOSCOPE
Has your school team just won a local

chnmpionship?

Has your college athletics squad just

broken a host of records?

If so, write and tell us about it and we’ll print it,

along with any photographs you ean send us.

We have started a new section that is devoted
solely to sporting events in school and college

campuses throughout India...

AND WE’D LIKE YOU TO BE A PART OF
IT

All reports MUST be typed in double spacing
and will only be considered for publication if

they are accompanied by a covering letter

signed by the head of the institution and hearing
the seal of the institution as well.





I
T it with great pain and
anguish that 1 am seeing

India the Prudential Cup
winners, being humiliated
first by a limited Pakistan
and then by the team led

by Clive Lloyd.

The most notable fea-

ture of this season is the
consistent failure of the

top batsmen of India, who
have failed to live up to

expectations. The bowlers
on the other hand have
performed well consider-

ing their limitations.

The ‘top’ Indian batting

collapse has proved how
brittle it is and how it truly

lacks the spirit and deter-

mination of Gundappa
Vishwanath. It is indeed a

sad state of affairs that

none of the above men-
tioned players can even
think of filling the void
left behind by the little

master Vishwanath an
artiste par excellence.
Vishwanath, as we know

is the only Indian batsman
to have played the
genuine pace of West In-

dies, Australia, New Zea-
land and England when
their fast bowlers were in

full ay, It will be a great
pity if the selection board
does not call back Vish-
wanath, the only exponent
of classical batting, back
to the team. One can be
sure, that Gundappa Vish-
wanath will live up to his

title “Man of Crisis”.

N S SUBASH;

Ahmedabad.

Forget the World
Cup

THE World champions
must now be getting

pretty used to this defeat.
Although ample opportu-
nities had been given to
fellow’s like Sandeep Patil
and Kirti Azad and others,
they continue to fail and
yet somehow get them-
selves selected for the
next Test match. The argu-
ments behind Azad’s selec-

tion is that he is a useful
off spin bowler and a fine

dashing batsman. Well 1

am yet to see or hear of a

single Test match where
Azad has scored more than
25 runs or has taken more

I than 2 wickets, and the

I
joke of it all is that he was

selected in preference to
Raghuram Bhatt, a
genuine off spinner.
Secondly is the selection

of the upcoming film star
and down going batsman
Sandeep Patil. The policy
with the selector’s with
this man is the more he
fails the more chances he
gets.

Even the selection of
Anshuman Gaekwad (the
only Indian batsman to

play sensibly after Gavas
kar) had no justification

simply because he is

blocking the entry of a
promising youngster like

Srikkanth, despite his dis-

mal record previous to this

Test match.
It is really high time the

selectors do rheir job prop-
erly. All this time all they
have been doing is select-

ing off form batsmen and
lousy bowlers. Unless they
do their job properly, the
Indian cricket team will

never be a force to reckon
with as it had been all

these years.
R. NARAYANAN,

New Delhi.

NOW after India’s dis-

astrous defeats at Kan-

pur and Ahmedabad the
Indian skipper would be
well within his rights to
demand a match-winning
new ball bowler at the
other, to ease his burden.
The whole lot, like San-

.dip Patil and Kirti Azad,
should be replaced by
blossoming youngsters
like Ashok Malhotra who
played a very convincing
knock in the limited overs
matches at Baroda, and
Srikkanth who must be
asked to bat at number
four to capitalise on a good
start provided by Gavas-
kar, Gaekwad and Veng-
sarkar.
Leg spin-cum-googly

bowler Sivaramakrishnan
has potential and could
prove to be the bane of
West Indies batsmen who
are ever suspect against
viciously turning deliver-
ies on the leg.

Unless our selectors
field a dynamic Test
eleven, and not a one day
eleven in the remaining
Tests of the series we are
unlikely to see an Indian
victory which has eluded
us in the last 26 Tests.
C.H. PANCHANATHAN,
New Delhi .

. *2.

A GREAT CRICKET CLASSIC
from the author of

SUNNY DAYS
Author of SUNNY DAYS, a bestseller and a cricket classic,

Gavaskar is one of the few sportsmen who keep writing and
write beautifully. In IDOLS he pays tribute to thirtyone of his

contemporaries all over the cricket world. The stars that he
writes about are not only the sportslovers* idols, they are also

figures whom Gavaskar himself admires for their verve,

technique and style.

Available with all leading bookshops.

> 362 In case of difficulty, please contact

:

TKj4fUU * G>.
3831 , Pataudi House Road.Daryaganj, New Delhi-1 1 0 002
Phones : 278686 & 2721 61
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Sportsworld Special

A warmly rewarding

JOHN ARLOTT looks back on 1 983

DISTANCE may not always lend
enchantment to the view, but, to

the remote spectatoi, following it

through television, sound radio, and
many newspapers, the English crick

et season of 198) was warml> re

waiding One advantage of i emote
ness of course, is not having to sit on
a rainswept ground, hoping against
certainty for the skies to clear, or,

even more frustratingly, foi the
pitch to dry

.... Keith Fletcher remains the archetypal old-hand captain.

The raid of the early part of the
season, though, was profoundly dis-

turbing, not only did it wash out day
after day of play, but it threw the
most ambitious of World Cup com-
petitions into peril Had it been
washed out, the financial, as well as
prestigious, loss to the game would
have been prodigious That England
have now got away with it three
times is, it must be feared, convinc
mg argument for not tempting for
tune again—at least not for a very
long time

In the event, only three matches

—

India West Indies, June 9 10, and,
both on June 11 12, New Zealand
Pakistan and West Indies Australia
went to a second day for a decision
The competition began with a quite
startling result 1 he bookmakers had
made Zimbabwe, the only non Test
playing count! y involved, 1000 1 out
siders tot the Cup, but on |une 9 at

Trent Bridge they beat Australia bv
13 runs As may be imagined even m
the furthest reaches of Britain and
indeed of the Commonwealth
strong men broke down and wept out
of sympathy for the Austialians
Zimbabwe did not achieve another
success but late m the gtoup match
es, Sri Lanka, the |unioi among the

Test playing countries btat New
Zealand Not simph that defeat but
a meie deficiency ol <0 mils kept
New Zealand out of the semi finals

and saw Pakistan in

With group fixtures allocated to

Swansea Taunton i eicestei
Worcestei, Bnstol Southampton
Tunbridge Wells, Deibv and l helm
sfoid, as well as the lest giounds
every county except Noithampton
shite and Sussex housed a march

Thete weie some splendid pieces
of entertainment, notably Abdul

8
adn, in his first Piudentiai World
up match, taking 4 for 21 with a

baffling mixture of leg bleaks, goog
lies and top spmneis

Fortunately, too, for those who
watched, the most attractive bats
men, David Gower, Viv Richaids
fthree times Man of the Match),
Imran Khan, Graeme Fowler, Allan
Lamb, Kapil Dev, Zaheer and
Jeremy Coney, all played attractive

innings
Surprisingly enough* England

scored their runs appreciably faster

than any othei side in the competi
tion They were, though, well beaten
by India m the semi-final They may
well have feared the lively pace of

Kapil, but he merely finished off rhe

process begun by the medium-pace
Roger Bmny and the even more
bland Mohinder Amamath England
were not alone In the sell-out final

the West Indian batsmen could not

wait to get at Amarnath, but their

impatience destroyed them and
Amarnath, chuckling to himself*

took 3 for 12 and the Man of the

Match award
West Indies, disappointed at fail

ing to complete three-m-a-row, were
nevertheless generous in defeat, and
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India gave a splendid signal to their followers all over the world to rejoice; few will begrudge a nation

of such immense cricket enthusiasts their delight

India gave a splendid signal to their

followers all over the world to re-

joice; few will begrudge a nation of

such immense cricket enthusiasts
their delight.

The fact that Marks took more
wickets than any other English bow-
ler prompts the thought that, instead
of ‘containing' batsmen in the li-

mited-overs game, they might be
encouraged to hit and destroy them-
selves.

If the World Cup final was, in

terms of tension and doubt, closer-

run than a margin of 43 runs would
suggest, the Benson & Hedges was
almost impossibly tight, with Essex
winning all the way to the last over
and a bare four runs in it at the end.
Middlesex won largely through the
errors of Essex batsmen, but, in the
last analysis, by their own unwaver-
ing nerve and tenacity in the face of

imminent defeat.
The good feeling of the season

once more owed much to the pre-

sence of the visitors from New Zea-
land, invariably the most felicitous

of touring sides. That they should
win their first Test in England was
both well-deserved and good for

cricket. It happened at Headingley
and, typically, it was a team success;
Wright, Edgar, Hadlee, Cairns, Chat-
field and Howarth—a captain of in-

creasing authority and understand-
ing—all played important parts. En-
glish supporters had the consolation
of an overall win by 3-1; the revival
of the Botham legend; Gatting at last

measuring up to his talents: and,
perhaps -most important, the emerg-
ence of the personable and capable
Nick Cook a9 a left-arm bowler of the
old school good enough to take 17

wickets at 16.18—in his first two
Tests. Neil Foster, the young Essex
fast bowler, too, created a favour-

able impression with his straightfor-

ward approach, pace, and ability to

move the ball awkwardly off the
seam. His second bout of back trou-

ble is depressing; but the holds out
encouragement.
England have had singularly back

luck with their ‘white hope' fast

bowlers in recent years. Hugh Wil-

son and Jonathan Agnew have hard-
ly redeemed their promise; Kevin
Emery had a grim season of 1983:

surely one with his innate gift of

pace off the pitch must come back to

success. Tony Pigott seems the most
durable of them; but the West Indi-

ans Franklyn Stephenson and^
George Ferris seem more natural*

fast bowlers.
The NatWest Bank Trophy saw

another hard-fought final, finished

in appalling light and, almost pre-

dictably, decided by the efforts of

Viv Richards, Vic Marks (29 and 3

for 30, Man of the Match) and, Joel
Garner. Why, oh why, oh why was
Derek Underwood, the best limited

overs bowler in the world after Gar
ner, not invited to turn his arm?

Still, though, the County Cham
pionship remains the senior competi
tion. Nothing in the season was more
compelling to follow than the inexor
able pursuit of Middlesex by Essex
until their win on the last day of the

season. The new champions are
admirably equipped; they seem to

bring on successors to their agening
players at precisely the right time;
and Keith Flecher remains the
archetypal old-hand captain.
Yorkshire finished bottom of the

table for the first time in their his-

tory. The fact recalls a story which
has long been current in the other 16
first-class counties. After a match a
number of the spectators gathered in

a pub near the ground where the
conversation ranged about the re-

spective merits of the counties. One
man in particular voiced strong opin-
ions until, at length, another turned
to him and asked, ‘What’s your coun-
ty then?’ ‘Oh, Cornwall,’ he
answered, ‘you know, minor county:
down there we don’t care who beats
Yorkshire ’ True they wo‘n the John
Player League for 1983; but that is

no compensation for their long
standing troubles.

Other, more pleasing, aspects ol

the season included David Steele
picking up his slow left-arm bowling
where he put it down years ago and
finishing at the top of the North-
amptonshire bowling averages; John
Shepherd justifying himself all over
again with Gloucestershire; the stur-

dy Jack Simmons taking most wick-
ets for Lancashire and frequently
batting usefully; Alan Lewis Jones
making the batting mark he always
promised to in preparation to taking
over from Alan—the most mellow of
Glamorgan batting worthies; Kim
Barnett making a cheerful success of

the seemingly fated Derbyshire cap-
taincy; Norman Gifford demonstrat-
ing his unfading ability and carrying
Warwickshire along with him; Ken
McEwan playing so consistently
valuably; Alvin Kallicharran still

scattering English cricket fields with
magic; Derek Randall and Chris
Cowdrey taking such immense plea-

sure in the game.
I Courtesy Wfeden Cricket Monthly



Book Extract

Looking back
BOB WILLIS sums up the 1 982-83 Ashes series in Australia. This

is the concluding extract from his book The Captain 's Diary,

published by Collins Willow Books

Wh did not expect to be wel
coined home as heioes, so no

one was disappointed Buttheiecep
non we leceived, and the label ot

abiect failures which had alieady
been eaimaiked lot us, left me re

fleeting that the cricket public, in

lommon with the critics in manv
othei spheies ot sport and entertain
ment have verv short memones

Pei haps it was undei standable
given the unusual format of the tout,

that the one dav series in which wt
had performed so badlv was to the

foietiont ot people’s minds when
March came aiound But it suipiised
me that manv opinions expressed
seemed based entnelv on those li

mited oveis games The lest senes,
which was b\ no means a disaster foi

us, appeared to have been complete
Iv forgotten

The obvious question is what went
wrong and at the risk ot being
thought monotonous, I must 1 evert to

the subtect of fast bowlers which had
so taxed the selectors six months
earliei Australia won the Ashes
series because thev had the more
effective seamers, evetuallv, thev
won the World Series Cup tor similar

leasons Bv comparison, we had a lot

of blanks and verv tew bullets

Throughout the tour, at first class

and one day level, it was the lac k of

penetration in our bowling attack
which blunted our ambitions Reck
less or inadequate batting was cer
tainiv responsible tor occasionally
relinquishing good position and put
ting us in danger of defeat, but m
tiuth our bowling was not up to the
attacking role which, nowadays, de
cides most Test matches
Mv own performance fell tust be

low personal expectations 1 thought
1 bowled verv well m the Second Test
at Brisbane, but never again lecap
tured that same momentum and,
after suffering some no-ball troubles
here and there, I bowled tidily in the
one dav senes without taking manv
wickets Thereby hangs the tale, be
cause although successful contain
ment is vital in one day cricket, the
side which takes two or three early
wickets and disrupts the planning of
the opposition must always be
favoured to win 1 very seldom man
aged to get people out early on, so I

must accept a lot of the responsibil-
ity for our plight

tven before the tout began 1

could have forecast the probability
of tiouble ahead with oui howling
but when 1 looked at the peisonnel 1

saw signs of hope Thtie v\as

Cowans untried but at least quick
and likelv to impiovt Pringle had
troubled good Test baistnc n last

summer and seemed likel\ to be
suittd bv Austiahan conditions
Botham at his best was a tine attack
mg swing bowlei and Vackman could
contain and get the good plavcis out
But not one of the foin finished the

Like me, he had difficulties with

no-balls and was sometimes

bowling as many as two or three

per over. But whereas, when that

happens to me, I accept that I

am overstepping and try to do

something about it, Derek

(Pringle) seemed to have the

strange notion in his head that

the umpire must be selling him

short

r
—

tout with much of met it to re
mtmbei

1 lash Cowans had his moments
and is 'till oih lot the futuic Maybe
it was too cailv to hope lot much
mote limn him but then a glance
thiough tht othti names which we
consult, ltd toi his spot ie\cals the
statk shoifagt of ability in this de
pat tine tit in I nglish cricket Norman
was unsiiK of hisell at fust as

expected but despite some pi ess
tepotts to tht cnntiat\ I truck up a
good iilationslup with him and as

the tout piugussed he showed an
metcast d willingness to listen and
Icain When ht got c\cty thing right

he wa<- mu most potc nt wt upon and a

psychological d not physical thieat
to the bi st ot tin oppositions bats
men With work and attention he
should soon be able to ptoduce such
moments mote ((insistently

Pi ingle who became known as

‘Suggsv at t e k a membti ot tht tock
group Madness had been chosen on
potential \irtuallv to the >ame dt
gree as was Cowans He had bowled
well in his i ax l\ I c sts without taking
manv wicxcts now, it lx ( amt cleai

that his basic fault was similar to

that of Mike Henduck His stock

length was tust a shade too short, so

that when ht did get tilt ball to move
away fiom the bat it would usually
beat the edge as well Pi ingle also

does not vet have the command of

accuracy which made Hendnck such
a valuable bowlei, and there were
times when his attitude puzzled me
Like me, he had difficulties with
no-balls and was sometimes bowling
as manv as two or three per over But
whereas, when that happens to me, 1

accept that 1 am overstepping and
try to do something about it, Derek
seemed to have the strange notion in

his head that the umpire must be
selling him short He is an intriguing

character, with boundless potential

and, to my mind, a good future But
on this trip he was undeniably a

disappointment
Nor is there any escape from the

fact that Ian 'Guy* Botham fell far

below the exalted standards we have
come to expect from him His figures

with bat and ball were not bad by
ordinary considerations, but Ian's

brilliance over recent years has sing

led him out as being a great deal

better than ordinary His natural
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flair ind' ebullience won matches
where victory had seemed inconceiv-

able and now, for the second time in

his Test career, he was having to live

with relative failure. On the first

occasion he had been plunged into

the captaincy for ten straight Tests
against the West Indies and that, in

itself, was excuse enough for his

subsequent lean spell. But now there
were no obvious reasons for his fail-

ings, only a growing suspicion that

he had not come to terms with the
need to work at his game to maintain
standards. Up to this tour he had
never needed to put in that little

extra effort; success had come rapid-

Iv and naturally—a graph of his

career would peak quickly and then
stay at that high level, excepting the
brief trough in 1980.

The manner in which he prepared
himself at the start of the tour was
tantastic. He was my ‘nap’ to make
more Test runs than anyone, and 1

saw nothing in our practice sessions
to discourage me. He made runs in

the opening match, hutting beauti-
fully, and my confidence rose again.
But those runs merely seemed to
satisfy Ian that he was in the best
possible nick and that he could now
afford to wait for the Tests. Til turn
on jthe hot tap when it counts/ he
kept saying. But he was to discover
that turning on the tap did not
always bring hot water gushing

1 had several chats with him about
his form, but he never shows out-

ward signs of worry and his answer
was always the same. ‘I'll he fine next
time—just wait until the next Test.’

Sadly, he could only kid himself and
everyone else for so long and even-
tually, I suspect, it filtered through

‘I’ll turn on the hot tap when it

counts,’ he (Botham) kept

saying. But he was to discover

that turning on the tap did not

always bring hot water gushing

We tried to instil in him (Tavarej

the ambition to score six singles

each hour more than he was
managing, because 60 runs in a

day was unacceptably slow...

to him that what he had been told

was right, that his natural flair now
needed the help of regular practice
and that he had to work to discover
just how much bowling he was now
capable of doing.

I have often laboured the point
that fast bowlers, in my view, win
Test matches nowadays, hut this

does not mean I am anti-spin.

Allan Lamb certainly could not be said to have had a bad tour, but

neither did he fulfil the heady hopes that many had for him.

Although we took three slow bowlers
on tour, however, none of them made
any great mark on the Test series
and only the least experienced of the
trio. Vic. Marks, came out of the
one-dav competition with reputation
enhanced. I still do not accept that a
leftarm spinner instead of one of the
off-break bowlers would have neces-
sarily made any difference, but I was
at times disappointed by the lack of
accuracy in our slow bowling and
even, occasionally, by a lack of en-
thusiasm. When the flak was flying
from the bat of Lance Cairns, for
instance. Marks was always keenest
to bowl. A slow howler needs what
sportsmen call ‘bottle', and Marks
showed he has plenty of that.

If the bowling at times left me
despairing, our batting revealed cer-
tain predictable shortcomings—not-
ably technical flaws against true
pace—and a tendency to collapse
under pressure.

The problem is, we came home
with as many problems in the open-
ers’ job as we left England with. Our
worst fears about Geoff Cook's tech-
nique were realized, Graeme Fow-
ler's debut tour was curate's egg and
Chris Tavare remained an enigma.
‘Tosh* Cook must rank among the
nicest guys 1 have ever played crick-

et with, but he suffered horrors
against the rising ball and I am
afraid the Australians knew it. ‘Foxy'
Fowler began the trip terribly, made
80 in the Second Test despite looking
hopelessly out of his depth, then
looked good in making runs at Mel-
bourne but broke his toe in the
process. He is a cocky character,
which may be no bad thing for a



young opener, an intriguing contrast
with the studious and sometimes
tortured temperament of the ironi

callv nicknamed ‘Rowdv’ Tavare.
I have related before how much of

an ordeal Chi is finds each lest
match Spectators tend to laugh at

his ldtosvnuai ies while hatting, but
thev aie not gimmicks, ot that I am
suie When he stiolls awav towards
squaie leg between dehveties. head
bowed, lacc expressionless. it is like

an act ot thanksgiving that the pre
vious bail has been survived and a
moment of pi aver lot the tibre to get
through the next Apait from at

Melbourne, wheie his onslaught
against Yaidlev was a sight woith
travelling some distance to behold,
he has piaved all his lest innings in

similai fashion, with occupation ot

the ctease his pnmarv obiective We
tried to instil in him the ambition to

some six singles each houi more than
he was managing because 60 i uns in

ii dav was icallv unacceptablv slow
and like the good professional 1 have
alwavs thought him he responded
and tried to do exactlv what was
asked He woines a gieat deal, seeks
jOut and listens to ad\ice and loss

himself m his own performance, 1

wondered, on the flight home, iust

how he will handle trie captamcv at

Kent It iust might transpire that
worrvmg about other people instead
of about his own game will be the
making ot him and that, through
these extia responsibilities, he will

be able to take a more detached and
telaxed view of himself

l he tour’s other batting success
received tar less praise but, for me,
was everv bit as rewarding Most
cucket wi iters did not even include
Derek Randall m then tour squads
before the official party was chosen,
so he tubbed quite a few noses in the
dust bv finishing top of the Test
match batting aveiages and then
pertoiming with admuable con
sistencv at limited over level When
he is out earlv, 'Arkle' can look
aw tul Usually, he tuthei shouldeis
arms and is bowled, ot whacks a tall

toss to covei. oi finds some other

equally outiageous manner of dis

missal But it he spends anv time at

the crease he lmariabiv produces
the' goods, and he was ceitainlv a
bonus to us on this tup
Allan Lamb ceitainlv could not be

said to have had a toad tour but !

neither did he quite fulfil the heady
hopes that manv had for him He has
taken time to accept that he cannot
toy with or destroy Test attacks m
the same way that he does County
bowlers, and Ins defensive technique
was occasionally exposed, but 1 don't
doubt he will be making big scores
tor England tor veats to come
The schedule hardlv helped

r

Ihe
World Series Cup qualifying com
petition involved ten matches for us
m the space ot 26 davs, but we were
asked to plav tout ot those in the
first six davs When wt weie elimin
ated, kebiuaiv turned into a niana
ger's nightmaie In 28 davs we had to

plav onlv four davs of cricket Wt
practised hard tot those closing

games m New Zealand but it was a

toieign situation to us attoi the cla

moui of the eaihei weeks Wt had
gone too long without plav mg and no
one seemtd adequatelv motivated
foi mtei national 1

1

u kt t

In Australia and South All ic a *

feel the piohlems stt rn paitlv iiom a

‘them and us hdtiut between plav

eis and uinpues \ eiv ltw t x plavti s

take to the white coat lit cause tilt

lob is considered semlc l mpnc >

are looked cm puitlv as ot tic nils

policing events larhei than paitici

pants in the garm and the resultant

lack ot comrmiMK irion dots not I

make lot anv great haimonv when it
'

comes to accepting decisions
|

The Austiahan set up however n
different to outs in so mam wavs
lake tor example the promotion oi

the game In L ngland we Mill sell

cricket verv softlv sometimes too

apologetically hut m \ustralia it is

subletted to a hvpe which can nval
that applied to am new tilm or

novel
At times it can bt offensive and 1

found the TV < ommeicial depicting a

senes ot people in London, osiens

iblv typical Lnglishmen, decivim
Australia's chances m the lest senes
verging on the insulting But PBL
know their mai ket I hev know the

Austiahan public hanker after tlu

gladiatorial image in then sport, and
they know the public's prime obiec

tive is to see Australia win Ihev
deal with the equation pretty well in

their wav, but 1 iust wonder if thev

may be a little insular I wonder, foi

instance, how rhey would cope with

marketing the World Cup, and put

ting bums on seats foi a match
between India and New Zealand >

Coloured clothes and white balls

were introduced fot marketing
reasons, not cricket reasons The

ignorant spectator, who would never

normally sit through a day at a Test,

can turn up for a one-day game and

immediately relate to the fact that

the guys m blue are playing against

the guys m yellow From the outei.

he can pick up the white ball easily

The whole effect is glamorously col

ourful, and the Australian crowds

clearly loved it.

CONCLUDED

In England we sell cricket softly—sometimes too apologetically—but

in Australia it is subjected to a hype which can rival that

applied to any new film or novel

to



THIRD ONE-DAY INTERNATIONAL

Limited bowling attack
India’s chances
SUJEET MOHANTY reports from Indore

WIST IND1LS won the Charmi
nai Challenge Trophy when

they defeated India by eight wickets
and ten balls to spare m the Indore
limited oveis international lor the
second time in succession Kapil Dev
won the toss and elected to bat on a

none too hostile wicket With India
scoring 240 for seven in 47 overs,

VW st Indies in eded a striking rate of

5 10 foi victory *Io this West Indies
replied with the requisite iun> for

the loss of two wickets at 5 33 an
u\t >

It was suipiising to see that Kapil
elected to bat after winning the toss

t specially in the context of one day
crick* t Off the \crv thud ball of the

fust ovei oft Mai shall Snkkanth
was mn out to Havnes with the scote

only thiee The out of form Mohm
dt i Amainath howevei, began mid
tiling the ball with the same authen
tic authority of the past
But Gavaskai was his unusual self

and trying to get his eve in and not
go tor his stiokes he groped forward
to tht outswingers of Roberts At 32

lie played an indiscreet shot and was
aught behind off Roberts himself

tht ball cocking up from the good
Itngth spot with Gavaskai already
committed to his forward stroke
One was surprised to see Arun Lai

included at the expense of Gurshar
•in Smgh and with 12 2 oyers gone,
Ial tiled to lift Holding and was
caught at square leg by Haynes
Robeits after he had bowled 6 0 24
1 was replaced by Baptiste but Hold
mg kept pegging on to a length and
bowled two successive maidens in

the process

It was only with the advent of

Ashok Malhotra that one witnessed
s mie scintillating cricket Then
S(-orc ciept to 65 in 20 oveis Mohin
dci batting solidly for 22 and Malhot
ra 14 It was heartening to witness
Amarnath’s return to form, getting
tight behind the ball and Malhotra
square cutting in the tiue Vish
tsanath mould The veiy first two
deliveries that the latter faced off
Baptiste were timed exquisitely leav
^ng fielders like Harpei and
Richards standing without much pur
pose After 2$ overs India were 92
tor three
Mohtnder soon got into his stride

with cover drives and leg glances
and was 37 to Malhotra’s 28 At 121
Malhotra was dropped by Haynes off

Baptiste at long on when his score
was 39 Not that Malhotra lasted
long At 123, he once again tried to
lift Baptiste and was caught at back
ward point after having made 40—
five fours—off 44 balls The 84 run
partnership between Amainath and
Malhotra came in only 17 2 overs
The scoring rate had been stepped
up
Kapil came m instead of Bmny oi

Shastri and this seemed a good tac
ticalmove Both Kapil and Amarnath
brought up the ISO of the Indian
innings m only 34 3 overs But if

there was ]ubiliation after Amarnath
completed a methodical SO in 118
balls it was a sad run out tor him
when trying to steal a second run at
55—the victim of a direct throw by
Richards Raj Singh Dungarpur was
of the opinion that ‘it was an innings
of great courage and grit and must
have taken same determination to

come back to Test cncket especially

at a time when oui middle order is

not clicking*

In the 37th ovei Kapil Dev lifted

Harper to tht long on boundary for

six, tiitd to repeat the same shot in

the oyei and was neatly caught by
Haynes for 28 off onlv 25 balls The
scoie now read 172 for six off 36 5

overs Eight runs later Bmny step
ped out to Harper and was caught
and bowled foi 12 Harpei and Bap
tiste had limshed then allotted

quota of 10 oveis yielding 55 luns (

two wicktts) and 44 runs (one wick
et) respectively Rathei expensive
though

The run rate was now A 2 an over and
one saw Shastri in an absolutely new
role as he rook as many as 17 runs oft

Gomes in one oyer and lifted two
successive delnenes foi massive
sixes to long on Then he was covei

driving Gomes a stioke one hardly
sees from Shastri It was hard to

believe that he could improvise
strokes to his own < onvemence, leav

ing the stumps open and moving to

the off side to glance to fine leg’

Shastn came m the 39th over when
the score was 180 for seven and the

200 was reached after 41 4 overs In

the process Gomes conceded 30 runs

m only three overs Madan Lai, who
had entered at the fall of Binny's
wicket, was also stroking beautifully
and m Holding’s seventh over both
Madan and Shastri took 12 runs off
Holding At the end of 47 overs India
had scored.240 for seven with Shastn
unbeaten with 41 — two tours and
two sixes— and Madan I al unbeaten
with 19

It was an easy task for the West
Indies, at Baroda they were given a
striking rate of 4 36 to win and at
Srinagar West Indies had scored at a
rate of 4 26 Farokh Lngineer told
Sportsworld that on this wicket West
Indies could win hands down only if

there was one big partnership
This was exactly what happened

Both Greenidge and Haynes started
on a sound note and by the time five
overs had been completed 23 runs
had been scored Both Kapil, who
bowled the spell of 5 1 16 0 and San
dhu whose first spell cost 7 0 26 0,
had bowled steadily but none could
contain the smooth i unmng between
the wickets Ihe 50 came in 13 1

overs as Mauan gave runs regularly

Bmny was more generous conced
ing 26 runs m just three oyers
Greenidge heaved Bmny tor a six to
long on and reached his fifty m 76
balls with a six and fite fours In 20
ovtrs the West Indians had reached
96 at a near striking rate of five
while Shastn gave away 25 runs in
four oveis It was a pathetic sight to
see the limitations of India’s bowling
attack As feared, m the 25th over
West Indies had reached 12G
Haynes 50 had come off 74 balls with
only one four
When the score had reached 149

Haynes foi 54 was stumped by Kir
mam off Shastri For India this
breakthrough was too late Only at

ter Mohindei had been summoned to
bowl that the i un rate seemed to be
checked a little In six overs he gave
away only 23 runs compared to Shas
in’s 53 in eight overs At the score of
193 Greenidge fell lbw to Kapil for
96 m only 127 balls, after an innings
of mixed aggression and immaculate
defence With Lloyd and Richards
batting the formalities were com
pleted m 45 2 overs with Richards
remaining unbeaten with 49 off only
50 balls
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I
Obituary

George Headley
—an appreciation
George alphonso head-

ley, born on 30 May 1909, died
on 20 November 1983. He was 76.

Having won widespread acclaim as

the 'Black Bradman’ at a time when
the Australian himself was in his

prime seemed in his playing days a

fitting salute from his countrymen.
Learie Constantine had it slightly

differently. When choosing Ins
World eleven for a television prog-

ramme once, he is said to have
impressed on the audience, “Well,
obviously we must have Headley;
and I suppose we must have Brad-
man, too, because he was the white
Headley.”
Today little of Headley is pre-

served m film; David Frith’s little

videocassette has ‘shots’ of him on
driving to leg, instantly appealing,
only if faintly comical, though that
one guesses has more to do with the
primitive contraptions for nun le

photography in the Thirties than the
style of batting which was Headley
himself.
And Headley's position in West

Indian history is significant, not be-

cause of the sheer weightage of

runs he stoied 10 centuries in 22
Tests but that he seemed to carry

the Caribbean batting and bowling
on his shoulders. The bowling be-

cause Martindale and Constantine,
or even Griffith, would have hardly
had a total to work on had Headley
not scored. Bradman was luckier; if

he failed early on there was always
the consolation of Woodfull, Archie
Jackson, Ponsford or Kippax doing
the lescue act with an anchor in-

nings. But if Headley missed one
early, n was time to pack and leave.
One of the peripheral reasons for
Headley’s comparative failings was
this, the pressure 'that the entire
innings revolved around him. adding
m course the restrictions in attack,
cut down on his scoring substantial-
ly Yet, Headlev retired when past 44
during his final Test match, with an
average of 60.83.

Headley was born m Panama, part
of the West Indian community resi-

dent there as labour force for the
budding of the Canal. When he was
ten, his mother and he shipped back
to Jamaica, mainly because of young
Headley’s education A career in

dentistry beckoned to America but
the long delay in acquning a pass
port gave him the chance to play the
visiting Englishmen, lleadley scored

HE DEFIANTLYWROTE AFRICAN...
BY FRANK KEATING

I
T was my great good luck to

watch this innings with a small,
white-haired, square old man in a
garish ‘Hawaiian’ shirt of red and
blue that matched his eyes

—

bloodshot whites and blue. He
was the man who had proudly and
defiantly written ‘African’ on his

immigration papers when the
West Indies had first toured Au-
stralia in 1930. He was George
Headley, now aged seventy -two,
and still revered as the most con-
summate batsman to have come
from these sunny islands. Vivian
Richards notwithstanding. There
was no doubt that this innings by
Gooch truly made his day. He
oohed and aahed with sheer plea-
sure as the white boy from Essex
put the West Indians to the sword.
And after the ‘ooh* would come a
crackling giggle of glee.

His ‘Boswell’, C.R.L. James,
wrote: ‘Between 1929 and 1939
Headley never failed in a series of

Tests. Tn the interval between the
wars only the computing Brad-
man surpasses his figures. And
these are considerations which no
mechanical calculations can ade-
quately register. For almost the
whole of his caret*] Headley,
going in first wicket down, knew
that if he failed to score or merely
to stay, it was problematical
whether his side would reach
150.’ is greatest triumph was the
Lord's Test against England in

1939—106 out of 277 and 107 out
of 225! The grand English writer,

R. C. Robertson-Glasgow, saw him
and was enraptured' ‘Great bat-

ting often has the beauty of the
blast or the grandeur of the gale.

In Headley’s art there is no poise

But it answers the test of great-

ness. As he walks down the pavi-

lion steps you expect, m hope or

fear. Only three cr four men can
do this for you always.’

Courtesy Another Blooctv nay in Paradise*

78 in the first match, 211 in the
second and was a certainty for the
Tests, though not yet 19.

The passport and the professional
inducements were subsequently for-

gotten. Headley got 1 76 in his debut
Test at Barbados and a century in

each innings of the final encounter.
The legend was launched.
In 1930-31 when he went to Austra-

lia the bowlers devised a way of

curbing him by concentrating their
line of attack towards the leg stump.
By practice alone on the tour Head-
ley overcame the block. His 131
against Victoria at Melbourne is

reckoned by experts to have been
the best at that ground, but by then
the Australians had devised a
method of frustrating Headley. They
kept him way from the off stump;
immediately the graph dipped and
Headley sequenced 27 and 16, zero
and 11, three, 14 and two, 19 and 17.

Just 21 then, Headley improvised his

stance, batted two-eyed, having been
credited with its invention. From
then on Grimmett and Ironmonger
ceased to be the bogey bowlers.
Headley now made an unbeaten 102
out of 193 in the third Test, top-

scored with 28 out of 148, 77 and
113,75 and 39, 33 out of 99 (highest),

11 out of 107, 70 run out and iwo, 105
and 30. By the end of the series he
had mastered the new problems to

such an extent that Grimmett consi-

dered him to be the greatest on side

player in the world. Herbie Collins
was similarly convinced. C.L.R.
James rated his as the quickest pair
of feet after Bradman’s.

In 1933 he scored 169 not out at

Manchester and A. Ratcliffe wrote in

the Cricketer Annual, “His cuts of
slow bowling were a strange sight to

see and I had only seen such strokes
once before when Woolley cut Roy
Kilner's slow deliveries to the bound-
ary time after time.” Headley aver-
aged 66 for that series, to Hammond
and Mead’s 67. A year and a half

later, his 270 not out against Eng-
land, as if specially reserved for

Jamaica, prepared the foundation
foi a West Indian victory (by an
innings) and the rubber

In 1939 he scored two hundreds at

Lord’s, 106 out of 277 and 107 out of

225, when only J.B. Stollmeyer of the
other West Indians made 50 and
nobody else crossed 30.

In later years, when the War had
subsided, Headley became the fiist

black man to captain the West Indies
in the first Test of 1947-48. The
practice was however still an
anachronism. Frank Worrell’s days
of leadership glory were a decade
and more years away.
Even today m the West Indies, for

those who have watched him, there
can be no comparisons. Merit scrolls

still begin with Headley at the top,
then Vivian Richards... After that it

doesn’t matter where they place the
rest of them.

MUDAR PATHERYA
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Interview

ASIAN BADMINTON

Better leadership needed
DR LEE TIN TAT belongs to that minority of sports administrators who have played the game they run at a level

of considerable note. Currently, the secretary general of the Asian Badminton Confederation, Dr Lee was twice a
men's singles semi-finalist in the All-England badminton championship, apart from winning national titles at home
in Singapore and a host of European titles like the Belgium Open the Irish Open and the French Open between 1963
and 1967.

in 1964 he beat the legendary Erland Kops in the quarter-finals of the All-England before bowing out to the
eventual winner, Nielsen. In 1967 he lost in the semi-finals to the eventual winner, Kops.
Armed with a doctorate in molecular physics Dr Lee gave up competitive badminton to enter the rubber trade and,

as he says, “keep in touch with badminton as an administrator.'’

Between 1974 and 1981, Dr Lee headed the Singapore B.A. and has been the secretary general of the ABC since

1981. He was in Calcutta last fortnight in connection with the fifth ABC championship. ASHOK KAMATH spoke to

him about the problems faced by the Asian badminton world and its future. Excerpts:

SPORTSWORLD: Why is the ABC
championship held so irregular-

ly? Between the first formal meet in

1966 and now only four have been
held. Should not a meet involving
the whole of Asia be as frequent as
once every two years, as per the ABC
constitution?

Dr. LEE TIN TAT: 1 must empha-
sise that all of us concerned with the
game in Asia are quite aware that a
meet of such import and magnitude
as the ABC championship deserves
far more importance than it has
received so far.

One of the constraints in holding
the ABC meet biennially as provided
for by our constitution, is finance. As
per the existing provisions, a country
hosting the meet will have to bear
the two-way travel expenses of all

articipants, in addition to their

card and lodging expenses.
In Calcutta, a large chunk of the

budget of the organising association
must have been taken lo pay for the
air fares of all the participants. This
is why the rule has now been
amended to take off this particular
head from the organisers’ budget.
SW: But why was the clause in-

corporated in the first place? It

seems not totally fair that such a
heavy burden should he placed on
the host association.
Dr LEE: When the ‘experimental'

ABC meet was held in 1962, Tunku
Abdul Rahman was the president of
the ABC. As Prime Minister of
Malaysia he could command inordin-
ate resources to host the meet. Once
the precedent was set, it was fol-

lowed. Of course, it no longer will be
so.

SW: Why cannot the ABC rope in

sponsors for its perimier meet? If the 4

IBF can get sponsors for its world
championship, should not the ABC
work out something along those
lines?
Dr LEE: Yes, we should be getting

more and more sponsorship. The
Alba World Cup has made a good

start in that direction. Seiko of

Japan sink something like 2,00,000
US dollars in the championship
annually. This was done through the
US-based company of sports promo-
ters, International Management
Group (IMG). Now, IMG have done a

great job in the world of tennis and
they could do the same to bad-
minton.

If you ask me to identify the big-

gest problem faced by the Asian
badminton fraternity, I would say it

is a lack of professional manage
ment. We need professionals to run
badminton in this continent.

Look at it this way: badminton,
like tennis or boxing or golf, needs to

be promoted like any product in the

market. And once you accept that,

you'll agree that any product, be it a

television, a computer or a cake of

soap, needs the best management
and marketing talents to promote it

in todays highly competitive world
And this is something that Asia sadly
lacks, at least as far as badminton is

concerned.

Lee Ten Tet

SW: Asia is easily the best badmin-
ton-playing continent in the world.
How come it has very little sa> in the
affairs of the IBF?
Dr LEE: 1 think the problem is

essentially political. Whv badminton
alone’ Third World countries hardly
count in international politics. Why
is the Non-aligned Movement not as
effective in international politics as
it should be?

In Asian badminton's case, we
could do well with better leadership.
We need to underline the fact that

we are the best, numerically and
qualitatively, in the world, in inter-

national forums such as the IBF.

SW: Since you are obviously an
ardent advocate of sponsorship and
professionalism, do you think that if

the Americans lake to badminton
like they've taken to tennis or, more
recently, football, the sport will grow
at a faster rate?
Dr LEE: Yes, the US can bring

about the kind of revolution it

brought to sports Like tennis, boxing
etc. The media will join in a big way
and when the media does, so will the
commercial houses and sponsorship.
This also makes it necessary that the

game be better managed, not by part

timers but by full-time professionals.

And when that happens, a badmin-
ton revolution will be around the
corner.
Let me elaborate. At the moment,

even if badminton were to spread
twice as rapidly as it has been doing,

we just won't be able to meet the

demand for shuttlecocks. This piece
of the game's equipment has been a

stumbling block in its spread. It is to

date the only non-synthetic aspect of

the game. To meet the growing needs
the international circuit will nave to

legalise plastic shuttles at the high*

est level of the competition. The
world is changing and we will have to

keep pace with the change.
The sooner this is realised the

better it will be for the game, not

only in Asia, but ail over the world..
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'Sportsworld Special

FIFTH ASIAN BADMINTON CONFEDERATION CHAMPIONSHIP

India runs out of breath
ASHOK KAMATH reviews the tournament

THE Tunku Abdul Rahman Gold
Cup which China took home fom

Calcutta distinctly lacked a certain
amount of glitrei With the Pro
Kennex Grand Pux finals around the
coiner, the cream of Asia's talents
decided to skip the Asian Badminton
Confederation (ABC) championship
m Calcutta, from December 1 to 8
The setting seemed ideal foi In

did —teinforced by the inclusion of

the Copenhagen based Prakash
Padukone—to seriously stake a
claim to being the best men’s team in
Asia India were in full strength
while the Chinese men’s team com
pused Chen Changue, cunentlv
number foui m his country, and a
trio of leiativelv new faces no reign
ing Asian Games men’s singles cham
pion, Han ban, no reigning All
1 ngland champion, Luan Jin no
giant killer I lan Bingyi
Indonesia were without the ser

vices of the foimer All England
champion, Liem Swie King, the cui
rent woild champion, Icuk Sugiarto,
and the man who promises to be king
(m more senses than one), Hastomo
Aibi
And if, despite all this India tailed

to win the final, it only underscored
the great depth of talent that goes
through the mill m the gieat Chinese
factories year after year With mono
tonous regularity, China seems to
unleash new stars m international
competition At the time of writing
this report (immediately after the
team championship in the ABC
meet), it was too early to say, but do
keep an eye on that 18 year old
southpaw, Zhao Jian Hua

India’s entry into the final, nevei
theless, was historic The farthest an
Indian men’s team had got in this
grade of international competition
till December 3, 1983 was a bronze m
the 1974 Asian Games m Tehran
India did well to reach the semi
finals, getting the better of a plucky
and talented South Korean bunch m
the quarterfinal stage And how*
A leaden-footed Prakash Padu-

kone lost the opening singles to a
South Korean teenager whom we
should be hearing a Tot about very
soon His name Joo Bong Park
Withm minutes of the start. Park

Was in the driver’s seat, leadmg 7-0
m the opening game Prakash never
really got over this. Though he level-

ler did not give the impression of

having his mind and bodv in the
match He was moving far too slow
and was beaten because his youngei
opponent was far fittei then he was
One cannot really blame Prakash

It was plavmg ‘under duress* the
moment the Bangalorean landed in
Bombay fiom Copenhagen) for the
Indian Masttrs, hi made it dear that
he intended io skip the AB( meet
But high officials realising that this
was Indus best chance to win the
title because of thi absence of manv
ot the continent’s top stais, success
lullv talked him into taking patt in

the team championship at least

Said Prakash in Bombas "I actual
h want to stay out of the ABC meet
m Calcutta, but 1 was lequested bv
the Badminton Association of India
to play for the countiv and streng
then the team's chances So, against

medical ads ice, 1 ha\e decided to
play in the team events ”

That the Indian ace was fit neithei
mentally not physically was evident
in his match against Park After
losing the first set at 12 15, he man
aged a H 10 lead in the second The
set went into extia points wheie
Paik had the last woid Prakash
unsuccessfully tried to pm the South
Korean to the* baseline And to com-
pound matters, the touch artiste was
having problems with his line and
length Quick on his feet. Park set

the game at a pace hotter than what
Prakash would have liked and called
the shots
While the teenaged Park un

doubtedly has oodles ot talent (he is

not \eiv strong m his legs, though),
too much should not be read m this

victory The main significance of this



match, however, lay in the fact that
India was left trailing 0*1 and the
mercury in the barometer in the
Indian camp started rising.
Indian champion Sved Modi won

the second singles with a fair degree
of comfort but the doubles pair of
Pradeep Gandhe and Uday Paftar
went down very tamely and the
South Koreans led 2-1 on the rubber
count.
Prakash made the side score two-

all by getting the better of the South
Korean number two, Deuk Choon
Lee, in the first of the reverse sing-
les. Lee is nowhere in the class of
Park and Prakash overwhelmed him
without much fuss. Playing a leisure-
ly game, the Indian conceded just
nine points in all.

That was when Modi came up
trumps with a sense of occasion.
Meeting Joo Bong Park in the decid-
ing second reverse singles, Modi
played to a plan. He controlled the
game beautifully, giving the ‘bird’

air aplenty and reflexing well in time
to meet his opponents* deadly fore-
hand crosscourt punches. His tosses
worked like a dream at crucial
points. And he was far less error
prone than his senior and better
known team-mate, Prakash. Add to

this the fact that Modi chased and
retrieved everything like a man pos-
sessed and you have the recipe that
left Park (and South Korea) in the
cold and India in the semi-finals.

No less dramatic was India’s semi-
final against Indonesia. Prakash took
on Kurniahu in the opening singles.

They two had met hardly a fortnight
earlier, in the Indian Masters in

Bombay. Prakash, his left knee cap
ped, beat the Indonesian much more
convincingly than he did in the
group match in Bombay.

In a match marked by some delect-

able net play and intelligent tosses,

Prakash charmed his way to victory.

Kurniahu did all the running around
while Prakash gathered the points,

more often 'than not. Kurniahu is an
inordinately noisy smasher. Towards
the end of the 58-minute two-setter,

the young Indonesian was grunting/
groaning louder as he unfurled his

smashes, putting every ounce of his

reserves behind them, only to see the
acutely angled shuttle dropped back
a few feet ahead of his optimistically

outstretched racket. Prakash’s was
an essay in energy conservation.
Modi then ran into Eddy Kur-

niawan, the teenager who beat Liem
Swie King in the semi-finals of the

last Indonesian national cham-
pionship, but lost to Icuk Sugiarto in

the final. The combatants were more
or less evenly matched, though it

must be said that Modi, the current

Commonwealth singles champion,
has more battles behind him than

the promising Indonesian.
Sixty-nine minutes of absorbing

badminton was on view as the two

players with contrasting styles bat-

tled it out—the Indian trying to

consolidate the L0 lead and the



Indonesian trying to even scores for
his team Modi trailed 5-7 m the
match opener but drove Kurmawan
back with an admixture of half
smashes and drops to win five points
m a row He kept the lead and
claimed the set at 15 10
But Kurmawan is made of 6terner

stuff than the first set allowed us to
believe He changed tactics, and
gears, never hesitated to spice his
big hits with net play (that he em
ployed at a premium m the first set)

and well and truly outclassed Modi,
making the match score one all with
a convincing 15 5
The decidei was a befitting thnl

ler Both the players punished them
selves into bringing off that extra bit

of energy time and again for their
winners Modi appeared m command
at 14 10 but the high drama began
telling on his nerves He required
tout match points before clinching
the issue, 1/14

If there ever was a case of being
outpointed but not outclassed, Kur
mawan's defeat qualifies as one The
scratch combination of Hadibowo
and Hafid got past India’s Uday
Pawar and Pradeep Gandhe in the
doubles Gandhe, who had a particu
larJv poor show against the South
Korean pair m the quarterfinals,
had to pull out following a trouble
some knee and the match was con
ceded early in the second set
The Indians lost the first at 15 17

despite having an incredible seven
game points their way Then came
the ticket to the final clincher the
Modi Kurniahu first reverse singles
The lead changed hands many times
and it was obvious that both the
players were tired after their respec
tive energy sapping singles emoun
ters earlier (Kurniahu at least had
the benefit of resting for twice as
long as Modi did because he had
played the first singles ) Modi pre
vailed 18 17, 9 15, 15 12
Come to think of it, India’s thorn

strewn path to the final was what
salvaged interest m the team cham
pionship In the other half of the
draw the Chinese were annihilating
all who stood in their way—the
Malaysians m the quarter finals
(China was given a bye into the last

eight) and the Japanese m the semi
finals—with such contemptuous ease
that one was left with very little to
write home about And the final was
no different
Chen Changjie and Zhao Jian Hua

(the singles players) and Jiang Guo
Liang-He Bhang Quan (the doubles
due) carried too many guns for Pra
kash. Modi and Pawar Leroy D’Sa
(the last mentioned replacing the
injured Gandhe) The final was a bit
of an anticlimax because, though
they were not exactly expected to
win, India went down without a
semblance of a fight
Chen Changjie must have revived

memories of his win over Prakash in
the World Games in Santa Clara, a
little over two years ago, when he

Eddy Kurmawan—made of stem stuff

gave China a 1 0 lead in the opening
single^ l hangjie enlisted his explo
sive smash mainly to finish a rally
and was never shy of meeting Pi a
kash at the net And such was his
elasticity of step, Changjie invari

i

San Hoe Yoo—4 successful weak

ably played his strokes with plenty
of time to spare Modi looked a
beaten man within minutes of the
start of his match against the left
handed Zhao Jian Hua The Chinese
won the first set giving Modi just one
point and eight m the second
After the match. Modi confessed

that his marathon matches m the
quarter and semi finals drained him
of all his energy He was so stiff on
the day of the final that it looked
that he had reconciled himself to
defeat even before the match had
started
The new champions must rate

their title win as among their easiest
The Chinese coach, Mr Wang Wen
jiao, agreed, however, that “it would
not have been so easy if the Indone
sians had fielded their best players ”

The winners tried out permuta
tions and combinations, reserving
their very best for the final Zhao, for
example, did not play the singles in
the semi-final against Japan (His
partner Sun Zhian m the doubles,
though) Wei Yan, a baby faced right
hander won both his singles against
Japan, the second being an academic
exercise because the tie had been
decided by then
China, after taking the doubles,

conceded the two reverse singles to
claim the Tunku Abdul Rahman
Gold Cup, 3 2 It was that country's
first title win since making their
debut m the last championship, in
Hyderabad, 1976
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INDIAN MASTERS BADMINTON

Great Dane
HARESH MUNWANI reports from Bombay

(US tar as I am concerned this is

xV.my best result in Asia, 1
’ said a

beaming Morten Frost Hansen atter
emerging triumphant in the final of

the Indian Masters Badminton
Tournament m Bombay Perhaps
what added greater satisfaction to

Hansen was that he beat Prakash
Padukone in Indian conditions and
in front of Indian crowds, IS 7, IS 13
Thus the Dane increased his career
record against Prakash to eighteen
wins m twenty matches For his

impressive showing. Frost Hansen
pocketed 1500 pound steiling

The tinaJ between Hansen and
Prakash, was action packed If was
Prakash’s best chance ot breaking
Hansen's dominance over him tor

the crowd and the humid conditions
would certainly bother the Dane On
the other hand the psychological
advantage was with Hansen
Neither contestant dished out any

thing surpi lsing to his opponent, the
reason being they piactice so often
together that both of them are well
versed with each other’s game Iheir
strengths and weaknesses aie no

Morten Frost Hansen— Best result in Asia

longei a seciet Consequently veiv
little strategy was appatent to the
spectators and it all boiled down to

stamina and physical fitness and (he
plavtr with the giealei leseivts
would coast through to victoiv
Prakash started in great fashion

hading 2 0 and then f> 2 in the hist

game Morten was certainly taking
his time to settle down but once he
was sure of his touch he made Pi a
kash tight foi tverv point Both play
cis weie moving each other around
quite a bit and making each other

plav their shots at shoulder levtl m a
bid to dram oti entigv

Rallies became a irequent tiaiuic

with the contestants waiting toi the

other player to lose patience and
commit an error And more ofttn
than not it was Prakash who did so

Ofcourse Hansen put evcrvihmg he

had into the first game to giab the

initiative He packed a lot of powti
into his smashes and subtle dtctp
tion in his drops

After trailing 2 b Hansen won the

next eleven points in a row In tact

with Prakash striving for something

extra at the expense of committing
errors, Hansen pocketed the game
while Prakash managed only one
additional point

1 rost Hansen continued his
domination into the next game and
tan off with a 4 0 lead It was at this

stage that Prakash pulled up his
socks and drew level By then both
players had reached their level of
exhaustion and were gasping for
bi eath Prakash v ai led his game and
had Morten stretching as the score
went to 4 all But once again, Pra
kash failed to tighten his hold on the
game giving away vital points
through mistakes Piakash must
have wished that the court was a bit

longei and wider because his tosses
were more often than not going out
But in spite of conceding the lead he
drt w level at 8, once aeain After this

if was a neck to ntek lace
At 13 all Hansen took a calculated

nsk hv opting toi a game ni 15
instead ol five straight points Con
fessed the 24\ear old Dane, ‘‘That
was niv best bet T decide d to pur
everything into it 11 Prakash had
won that game the third would have
been extremely tough tor me The
other factor that 1 took into consid
ciation was that like me Prakash
was also nred I gave ir everything
and it came oft

’

I he second game lasted 25 mi
nuies, simplv because the pace was a

bit slow ei than the lust game which
took 20 minute s

On his way to the title, I rost 1

Hansen swe pt aside the challenge ot

Cheng lian lluang ot China 15 10
15 0 and Sved Modi ot India 15 9

15 3 Tht 28 year old Padukone, who
had won the inaugural Indian Mas
ters at Pune, dropped a game in the

semis to Jens Petei Nierhot! ot Dc .

nmark 11 15 15 11 15 4 Incidental

lv, Nierhoft had beaten Prakash in I

the group match at Punt but this

time Prakash made sure of winning
But it was against Indonesia’s Kurm
ho that Prakash played his best bad
minton registering a win of 15 1

18 13
While the men’s section may have

gone through as expected, tht

women’s event saw a few upsets
Firstly, the event was won by Soutn
Korea’s Sang Hec Yoo The 19 year
old thrashed her much fancied oppo
nent, Denmark's Kirsten Larsen 11

6, 11 1 She pocketed 1200 pounds
sterling for winning the event

Earlier Yoo had upset Helen Troke
of England, who is incidentally th<

current leader on the Pro Kennex
Grand Prix points table m the semi
finals, 12 9, 11 2
Sang Hee capped a successful

week when along with Box Sun Kim
she won the women’s doubles defeat

ing Indonesia’s Ruth Damayanti and
Marta Fransisca 15 7, 15-12

Denmark’s Jens Peter Nierhoff

and Jesper Helledie won the men’s
doubles event, when they put it

across Steve Baddeley and Martin

Dew of England 7 15, 15*6, 15*4



contend with England’s Stephen
Baddeley and China's Tian Bingyi,

who all but beat Swie King in the
semi-finals of the Malaysian Open,
and who did scalp Sugiartb in the
second round of the All-England.

Sugiarto’s recent form has shown
wild up-and-down fluctuations, and
he was beaten by Baddeley at the
London Masters in October, and by
Prakash at the Scandinavian Open.
But in Indonesia, with the vociferous
support of his home crowds, Icuk is

strongly favoured to have the full

measure of both Sidek and Yates,
and top the group.
Swie King, who has had the most

consistent of performances among
all the world’s top stars, will face a

stern challenge from Luan Jin, who
has suffered two defeats at Prakash's
hands after beating him at the semi-
final stage of the 1983 All-England.
The King, who has recently become a
father, is reported by the Indonesian
team manager Soemarsono. to be
back in serious training, and will be
raring to go to prove that he is not
over the hill.

Frost had considerable difficulty

taming Bingyi at the semi-final stage

of the 1983 All-England; the return
match in Asian conditions will be
wor'h watching. Frost, who is trou-

bled by asthma in the humidity of

Asia, will have to prevent the match
from going over the full distance if

he hopes to top his group.
That leaves the fourth, perhaps

best -staffed, group. Prakash, after

his A.B.C. Championship leverses
againt Joo Bong Park of£01 tb Korea

|

and China's Chen Changjie, must be

|

feeling psychologically pretty low.

j

But he is too good a player, and too

old a hand, to let the defeats get him
down. He beat Nierhoff in a rough
and-tumble match during the Indian
Masters in Bombay, and there is no
reason why he should not repeat the
result, especially in Asian condi-

tions, which sorely trouble the
olonde Dane.

Arbi, however, will be no pushov-
er. The steady stone-waller with the

lasting powers of a thoroughbred
racehorse has several illustrious

scalps in his bag, including those of

Frost and Misbun Sidek; and is mak-
ing a serious bid to be a key player in

Indonesia’s campaign to regain the

Thomas Cup next year from their

dethroners, China. Prakash will have
to avoid playing long rallies against

Arbi; he cannot hope to outlast the

extremely fit 24-year-old pocket-
sized Indonesian.
The Indonesian conditions factor

is so heavily in favour of the home
players that it should come as no
surprise if all three of them qualify
for the semi-finals, and go a step
further by making the final an all-

Indonesian affair. Frost and Prakash
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Liam Swm King-back on court

seem to have the strongest chance of

upsetting the Indonesian calcula-

tions

There is, however, no Indonesian

in the fray m the women’s singles;

and a very fair result may therefore

emerge. The top home player, lvana

Lie joined the circuit only atui

June, sidelined as she had been

earlier by an Achilles tendon injury

She could not gain enough points to

qualify—both she and South Korea’s

Yun Ja Kim narrowly missed qual

ifying, coming in tenth and ninth,

respectively, with England’s rumbus-

tious Sally Podger edging past both

or the eighth spot.

Apart from the three Chinese girls

named earlier in this piece, there are

four English j*irls—circuit leader

Helen Troke, Jane Webster, Karen
Beckman and Podger The eighth

participant will be the Danish No. 1,

Kirsten Larsen, who made a late

dash by doing well at the Scandina-

vian Open,
The dice ire loaded heavily in

favour of the three Chinese girls,

who between them have won every

worthwhile title on the circuit this

V
rear. Zhang Ailing first took the title

at the All-England championships in

March, while Li Lingwrei won the
crown at the Copenhagen World
Championships, beating Han Aiping
r n the final. At the $1,18,000 Alba
World Cup in Kuala Lumpur in Au-
gust, it was Han Aiping's turn to beat

j

Zhang Ailing for the crown. Any one
ol these Chinese girls could win the
title at Jakarta, though the best of

the bunch seems to be that most
complete player, Zhang Ailing.

Most of the badminton-loving
world will look forward to seeing a

non-Indonesian win the men’s sing-

les “Grand Master” title in Jakarta.
It has been done just once before

—

Svend Pri beating the immortal
Rudy Hartono tn the Thomas Cup tie

between the two countries, to earn
the everlasting respect and affection

of the unpredictable Indonesian
crowds. If a non-Indonesian does
manage to beard the hon in his own
den, he will have won more than just

a few dollars more—he will become a

folk hero in Indonesia, still consi-

dered the most badminton-mad na-

tion in the world.
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Just one point

Whose interests will

the OCA serve?
LOKESH SHARMA examines the working of the Olympic Council of Asia

EXPEL Israel That was the name
of the game

The prime reason tor the forma
tion of the Olympic Council of Asia
was simply to turn a cold shoulder on
Israel, the black sheep of the intei

national sporting fraternity Unable
to turn their backs on this country,
the members of the now defunct
Asian Games Federation (AG*) real

lsed that they had to assume a new
“avatar” in ordei to do so Thus the
Olympic Council of Asia (OCA) was
born

Israel was a full member of the
AGF, and therefore difficult to expel
within the constitutional framework
of the Federation But the rumblings
from a strong Arab lobby, unhappy
about the presence of a Christian
state, precipitated the formation of

the OCA
It was against this backdrop that

the International Olympic Commit
tee's decision to strengthen its trans

continental branches came in handy
for the majority that supported the
ouster of Israel from the Asian sport
ing fraternity The formation of the
OCA, m effect, put a constitutional
seal on the exit of Israel which in

any case, had been kept out of the
Asian Games movement since 1S74
The OCA Congress in Kuwait dur

mg the recent fifth Asian Tiack and
Held meet made clear the growing
desire of the Arab nations to pla\ a
dominant role in Asian sport In
retrospect, this corner as no surprise
since the issue of national prestige
has assumed prime importance in

the sports arena
Further, the Arab bloc has an

unlimited supply of funds to fuel
their drive towards leadership in

sports This was all too apparent in

Kuwait, when the weight of petio
dollars quelled all other opposition
Kuwait was unanimously elected the
headquarters of the OCA simplj be

cause the other bidder countries
could not fulfil even one of the
prerequisite conditions to set up the
OCA headquaiters
The OCA constitution states that

the country awarded the OCA head
quarters will have to pump $100,000
annually into the council accounts,
bear all office expenses and also

shoulder costs borne by all delegates
who attend an> ol its meetings

All this adds up to a tidy sum of

one million dollars In this light, it is

hardly surprising that none of the
Asian countries, most of them beset
with acute economic problems, could
hope to provide funds of th*s nature
Kuwait’s Sheikh tahd A1 Ahmed

A1 Sabah, chairman of the OCA, ex
plaining the mcoiporation of these
financial conditions in the OCA con
stitution said “Only India had come
forward with these lavish offers Sai
dai Buta Singh had otfeied all these
facilities if New Delhi was selected

The formation of the OCA, in effect, put a constitutional seal on the exit of Israel

which, in any case, had been kept out of the Asian Games movement since 1974

1966 Asian Games Confusion at the basketball final between Thailand and Israel meiattei won after spectators disrupted the game by hurting

bottles on to the court
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Raja Bhalindra Singh categorically denied that India had withdrawn from hosting the

Afro-Asian Games. But Sheikh Fahd stated that....India had withdrawn on grounds of
possible financial limitation.

as the venue for the OCA headquar-
ters”.

It is ironical, therefore, that it was
this financial condition which forced
India to withdraw its candidature for

the OCA headquarters during the
Kuwait Congress.
Raja Bhalindra Singh, president of

the Indian Olympic Association, ex-

plained: ‘“Sheikh Fahd came up with
these proposals during the Asian
Gaines. We had no time to scrutinise

the text thoroughly. The reason for

our withdrawal was financial. The
government had allowed us an upper
ceiling of Rupees five lakhs for the
OCA office and I think this amount is

sufficient to run the office efficient-

ly, if not luxuriously. But the other
costs were heavy: which other con-

stitution says that the hosts should
bear the entire expenses of ail visit

ing delegates?”
The Indian case did not attract

much attention because of the poor
canvassing that accompanied it. Mr
Umrao Singh, campaigning for Indi-

a’s candidature, failed to emphasise
why India and not Kuwait should get

the OCA headquarters. Another In-

dian delegate, it seems, had his eyes
firmly set on the office of the OCA
general secretary* it is now apparent
that such an appointment is the sole

prerogative of the OCA chairman. In

all likelihood, Mr Essa A. AJ-Dashti
of the Kuwait Olympic Committee
will be nominated for this portfolio.

The prominence given to the Arab
lobby is also brought about by the
seating arrangement resorted to dur-
ing the Congress. Complained Raja
Bhalindra Singh, “As a matter of

policy, delegates are seated
alphabetically to avoid any heart-

burning. However, the first three
rows in Kuwait were occupied by

Arab delegates.”
The efforts to centralise sport in

one part of Asia are obvious. Kuwait
will also host the Afro-Asian Gaines
in 1985 and the Asian Cup Athletics
the following year.

Raja Bhalindra Singh categorical-
ly denied that India had withdrawn
from hosting the Afro-Asian Games.
According to him, the Afro-Asian
Games have not yet been allocated
to any member country. But Sheikh
Fahd has clearly stated that Kuwait
will be hosting the Afro-Asian Games
as India had withdrawn on grounds
of possible financial limitations. So
which of them is right?

When the question of concentra-
tion of sport in one region was raised

at a Press conference by a European
journalist. Sheikh Fahd replied in a

piqued tone: “Why should Euro-
peans be dissatisfied when the
Asians are content? Let me assure

you that Kuwait has the required
competence to hold all these events.

Our competence can be gauged from
the organisation of the Asian Track
and Field meet.”
The Sheikh could not have picked

a worse example of Kuwait’s organi-

sational capabilities. As far as inde-

pendent vision could travel, there

was chaos all round in the Asian

meet.
For two days the competitors and

officials were not allotted any speci-

fic stand and just moved around the

a/-ena or outside the stadium. There
was no co-ordination between the

scores and the scoreboards. The
names of competitors were spelt in-

correctly. The official results were
not available, even two hours after

the completion of an event. Access to

various parts of the stadium was
restricted. There was no interview

room.
In short, just about everything that

is associated with efficient organisa-
tion was missing at Kuwait. There
was a common consensus among the
foreign journalists that the meet was
actually the Fifth Asian Shambles.
Kuwait may once again score full

marks in terms of hospitality, giving
five-star treatment to all partici-

pants in the forthcoming sport
events. But weather it will be able to
run them efficiently is a matter of
conjecture.

Also, if Kuwait feels that it has an
unlimited sports budget, then will it

not be betier if it spent the money on
sports promotion programmes in-

stead of allowing an elite few to reap
the benefits?
Perhaps the OCA should take the

cue from the speech of the IOC
vice-president Mr Ashwini Kumar,
during the OCA Congress. Mr
Kumar, speaking in his capacity as
an IOC observer, said: “It was a
handful of nations which gave birth
to the Asian Games movement,
which has served the Asian youth
over the past thirty odd years. That
was the time when most Asian coun-
tries were freed from colonial bon-
dage.
“Let us not today, when our ranks

have increased manifold, fall prey to
a new kind of colonialism baciced by
money. We are here to serve the
interests of Asian youth. We are not
a body of lawyers about to discuss
the rules and regulations which will

bring only discontent. The issue at

hand is the issue of sport promo*
tion.”

One wag in Kuwait put the credo
of the OCA rather succinctly: “The
OCA is a body of the rich, for the rich
and by the rich.”
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They beat mighty Arsen
al in the F.A. Cup and
created a bit of football

history. The event, like

some passing meteor, has
long since passed into a
timeless black hole, with
Arsenal reaching the
heights, notably in 1971
when they won the League
and Cup “double”, while
Walsall have merely
fluctuated between the
third and fourth divisions.

But, as if in celebration
of their famous win fifty

years ago, a sort of golden
jubilee as it were, Walsall
pulled off another improb-
able victory over the Gun-
ners in the League Cup,
the margin being 2-1.

On the Saturday, Arsen-
al had lost 0-3 to bottom-
of-the table Leicester.
These successive defeats
have highlighted the
club’s lack-lustre perform-
ances this season.
Their occasional bril-

liance has only flattered to

deceive and there is, thus,

inevitable talk of sacking
the manager, Terry Neill.

There are no easy pickings
in football management at

least.

Holmes, fleet
Holmes

THE departure of

Muhammad Ali from
the heavyweight boxing
scene left one with a natu-

ral sense of anti-climax.

The man was such a mag-
nificent athlete and show-
man that you sensed im-
mediately it would be a
long time before someone
else made up for his abs-

ence.
Whence comes another?

For this reason alone, it

was perhaps unfortunate
that Larrv Holmes should
have trodden so soon on
his footseps and thus fal-

len in his shadow.
However, just how good

Holmes has become, was
made dramatically dear
the other night when he
tookon Marvis Frazier,

‘Smokin’ Joe’s son and
heir, in a non-title fight.

Holmes bludgeoned him
with three massive rights

to the head, before the
referee stepped into the
farce within two minutes
of the first round.
FrazierJunior had pre-

viously beaten Joe Bugner
and looked fairly impress-
ive,,but Holmes took his

London Newsletter J

A grand jubilee
celebration

PREMEN ADDY
measure with long, raking been able to accomplish,
lefts followed by the pile- England’s Number Three
driving rights. squash player has qual-
The two minutes in the ified for the quarter-finals

ring earned him a cool two of the World Open, spon-
million dollars and sent sored by Canadian Club at
his challenger, in his own the rackets sports centre
words, ‘back to the draw- in the Hirschgarten in
ing board’. Munich.
As for Holmes’s record: Kenyon beat his fellow

45 fights, 45 wins. You Englisman, Geoff Wil-
simply can’t do better than liams, in 56 minutes of
that. Now 34, he wishes to fiercely competitive
retire. squash in which he bom-
And why not? He has barded his opponent with

nothing left to prove and a series of non-stop vol-

when he goes, he will be leys, drives and delicate
sure to leave with a sound placements measured to a
constitution. length.
Unlike Muhammad Ali,

williams, who is rated as
who fought one f.ght too one of the most improved
manv

' players on the circuit, w is

Kenvon’s feat simply overwhelmed. To
iA. enalAnil make it to the top, one istor engiana often forced to perform

PHIL KENYON has beyond any previous limit.

done what none of his Kenyon’s triumph
countrymen have ever leaves him with the pros-

Gary Waddock of Queen s Park Rangers (left) and Glen Hoddle of

Tottenham Hotspur put their heads to the baft

' pect of meeting V,*?

Khan, the world champion , .

from Pakistan, who has
been unbeaten over the
last 31 months and is

trying for his third World
Open title.

Still a few days short of
his twentieth birthday,
Khan is a phenomenon, a
prodigy in the mould of
Borg, Pele and Sobers. In
addition to his unlimited
skill, he has the mental
strength and physical sta-

mina to remain at the top
for many years to come.
One can’t imagine him

quitting and running away
to pirouette on the cellu-

loid screen with droves of
starlets in tow, as some
sportsmen have been
known to do when the
going gets tough.

Brilliance on cue
rf1ALKING of beating the
A best, the Coral United
Kingdom Snooker Cham-
pionship quarter-final be-
tween the world’s top-

ranked player, Steve
Davis, 24, against Tony
Meo, also 24, provided an
enthralling spectacle.
Meo in the top eight,

made a break of 139, a
record for the tournament,
but Davis took the match
quite comfortably 9-4 in a
best-of-17 frames tie.

The challenger was bril-

liant in patches, Davis cli-

nically efficient through-
out. Later, Meo confessed
that he had given his all,

but even this wasn’t
enough. He must force
himself to even greater
heights—which means
more practice, more con-
centration more dedica-
tion and much else be-
sides, before another chal-
lenge becomes
meaningful.
And at the end, there is

no guarantee whatever
that success will be there
for the asking. Not on your
life. No twentieth century
sport has room for the
nineteenth century
amateur, unlessyou in-

clude politics, which
actors like Ronald Reagan
and N.T. RamaRao have
reduced to vaudeville.
Manu would argue that,,

in the process, neither
sport nor cinema has been
enriched* Nevertheless, to
enter into this controversy
would be to lie on a bed of
nails, and hot being a
sadhu, I hgve no wishto do
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COSMOS is no more the
magic name of North

American soccer
Gone are the days when

the club, owned bv Warner
Communications, symbol
ised the game in the sub
continent with immortals
like Pele, Beckenbauer,
Chmaglia and Carlos
Alberto in then ranks
Todav, a depleted and

humiliated Cosmos is fran
tically struggling to sui

vive The latest sign of

desperation is the refilling

of Eddie Firmani as coach
Can Hrmani guide Cos

mos to the top of the in

door and outdooi cham
pionships this season? 1 he
management seems to

hope so
Fmanc tal troubles of the

Wainei Communications
have toued the bosses to

make drastic c utbacks in

the budget of the team
The name Cosmos does not
di aw large c rowds anv
more these days, mainly
due to the absence oft in

ternational stars

T he budget cuts ai e
making it almost impossi
ble fot Cosmos to attract

the cream of world soccei

In fact, the team is finding

(
it hard to retain the few

i
New York newsletter

Chaos
in Cosmos

GEORGE K GEORGE

good players it had last

season
Cosmos has lust lost its

two top players Gioi gio
Chmaglia, the glamour
bov of North Aniei it an
sotiu, has left to own and
manage Lazio a first dm
sion team in Italv He mis
sed seveial games at the
end ot the season and the
effect oft his absence was
quite evident Cosmos was
eliminated in the first

round oft the playoffs It

was simply embai rassmg
toi the supei team ol

Amei ica

Then tame the question
of cutbacks and i ontract
renewals Theplayeis
were asked to take
paycuts up to SO per cent
Along with that came the
decision to play m the In

dooi league Onlvotuc
beftoie in 1981 did the
team pat ticipate in the In

dooi s and the i esult was
lathei dismal
Cosmos also signt d a

deal with a cable ftek\ i

sion compans Sdoi tsi han
nel to cableiast up to 40
games doting the 198 * 84
indoor and outdooi a
sons It was anothei set

back because the team has
been 1 1 \ mg dt spei at 1 1 \

lot veais towm ovt i one
oft tht major tele\ ision

netwoiks The cable deal
certainls is one step back
waid ftoi the wot Id famous
club

I he pas cut police le

suited in the loss of Ric k\
Davis the most popufai
soccei plavei of Noith
Ameucan origin The 24

veai old midfielder had a
sensational season with
the Cosmos last veat Af
tei six veais with the
tc am, he was otfei ed a
non negotiable conti act In
tht boaid of directois
Da\ is piefei i ed to accept
less from anothei team
than ft om his own He
signed up with the St
Louis Steameis in the ma
toi indoor soc c e t league
toi this wmtet
His contt act also<allows

him to plas with anothei
team dui mg the summer
outdooi season thus the
possibihts ot his weai mg
the C osmos unit oi m m the

Outdooi Lr ague is still

opc n But tm the mm
being he will lit a St< amt i

liulnoi pld\ii
In the me anriint ( ns

mos hi g m pu |> n moiis
toi pi is me m tin Imlnni
1 e igut of tin \< i ill Vine i

nan Sou (tie u k the
i is il <4 i lu in ss Is toi nu d
m hoi tudooi So c 1

1

I i ague I Ik c luh had lust

it turned home die i an
dhoi tc d tom ol \ti n a

Alte i the t h»N U h t

lai c we II in it c n against
I a mo in Rome ( osnien
had Hast lie d to \ti it a toi

a five mate li se i it s Iwoot

Jmwny Connors and Chns Evert-Uoyd share a laugh after winning the World Mixed Doubles)championships at Houston
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the matches were cancel*

led as the host teams did
not come up with the
money for advance pav
ments

Just before their open
mg match of the Indooi
League came the appoint
ment of Firmani as coach
He replaced Juho Maz/ei
According to Cosmos offi

cials, the changes were not

caused by the embarras
sing plavoff loss, but bv
Ma7?ei’s reluctance to

coach indoor soccei teams
and his own lack of ex
penecne

t irmani has ample ex
penence in both areas
The 49 year old Brazilian

toined Cosmos in 1977 as
coach He was dimissed 23
months later, m spite of

two championships titles

and a 9 2 record in his

third season

He was succeeded bv his

assistant Rav Klivecka
and then bv Mazzei who
was given the title of tech
meal director Md77ei him
self was replaced bv the
late Hennes Weisweilei at

ter a veai 1 hen he was
bi ought back and he led

the team to championship
title in 1982 but the < lub
was eliminated in the lirst

i ound of the championship
plavoff s this vear at Mon
treal

1 lom 1979 hitmam
coached the Philadelphia
1 unes which latei be
tame Montrel based Le
Manic He was removed
from that position at the
end of the 1982 season
Then he coached a Cana
dian Soccei League team
before that league folded
Howevei , he still main

tains the best winning per
cenfage among the NASL
coaches with a 622 aver
age and a 140 89 record

Earlier, he had coached
Tampa Bav, which won the
NASL Indoor Tournament
in 1976 and reached the
playoffs the vear before
Tampa Bay also won the
outdoor title m 1975 under
him He is the only coach
to claim three NASL cham
pionships so far
The contracts of seven

players were expiring by
midnight on November 15
Three of them, midfielders
Angelo Dibemardo and
Richard Chinapoo, and
goalie David Brcic elected
to stay Four other players
who are American citizens

were released A few days
later, Gerry Gray, a former

member of Le Manic was
also signed

in the first two indoor
matches of the season, the
Cosmos side has met with
disastrous results The
team lost then opening en
counter against the Col
den Bav Earthquakes 7 5
on the home coui t 1 hen it

was subjected to a 15 5
thrashing bv the San
Diego Socket s

Lvidentlv the 1 irmam
magic has not vet begun to
work If the management
fulfils its pi omise of hi mg
mg mote international
stars to the team he mav
he able to lift tht stan
dai ds of the team and
bring the uov d hack to
the Cosmos game s

The new agree-
ment

TH1 most expensive leg

al battle in tennis his

toi\ has been resolved out
side the court 1 he anti

trust suit filed bv 1 amai
Hunt’s World Cham
pionship I enms earlv this

vear against the Men s In

tei national Protc ssional

Tennis Council ended with
a settlement which will be
come effective m 1985
According to the new

agreement, WC 3 will he
able to plac e three ma |or

tournaments on the Grand
Prix circuit which the pro
tennis council adminis
teis The WCT finals at

Dallas, the WC I Tourna
ment of the Champions at

Potest Hills, New York,
and the WCT Doubles
championship have been
listed as the thiee selected

tournaments So far, the

winners of the WCT events

were not eligible for anv
Giand Prix points

BlHm Jean King Grand old lady

luma 40

Muhammad Ah Challenging

world hunger now

Ali's new hunger

MUHAMMAD ALI is in

the news almost as

much as Larrv Homes ot

Marvis Prazier He is fight

mg again, this time against
world hunger
He was in New Yoi k

recentlv to commemorate
the Muhammad All coin, a
one ounce, pure silver com
showing his likeness The
com will fund a campaign
agianst hunger
“I’m making a com

eback," the champ said, “I

will now fight in another
arena However, my oppo
nent will be hunger I*m
fighting hunger All my
life, 1 wanted to do some
thing big like this and I say
this is a much bigger arena
m life than a boxing ring

”

High stakes for

COLUMBIA BROAD
CASTING COMPANY,

a maior television net
work, has agreed to pay
around $96 million for

televising the National
Collegiate Athletic Asso
ciation’s basketball games
for the next three years
The present three year

contract, which will expire
at the end of this season
was worth only $48 mil
lions As a rival network,
the National Broadcasting
Company, was m the run
nmg, ABC decided to dou
ble its offer and play safe
The specific figures are
yet to be known

College teams which
reach the semi-finals may
get around Sone million
each foi their cham
pionship appearances
Hundi eds of college has
ketball games will be tele

vised bv different net
works and cable com
panies before the cham
pionships stage m the com
mg months Not bad for

the American version of
the inter collegiate and m
ter varsity basketball in

other counti les

More on the drug
problem

WORLD Boxing Asso
ciation tumor welter

weight champion Aaron
Pi vot , was art ested and
hooked foi investigation
of cocaine possesson after

the authorities allegedly
found samples of the drug
in his car He was pulled
up for a driving violation
in L os Angeles and as he
was searching foi his dnv
er\ license in his hag, the
police found a package of
white powder which they
claimed was cocaine

Pryor was later released
on a $2,500 bail aftei

being held for eight hours
Prvoi had announced his

retirement from boxing on
October 26, following his

September knockout of

Alexis Arguello in Las
Vegasm the tenth round
of a rematch It was the
climax of his 34 0 record
He first earned his title

in 1980 with a fourth
round knockout of Anto
nio Cervantes Hede
fended it eight times and
fought Arguello twice,
scoring upsets Finally, he
decided to retire as he ran
out of worthy challengers

If the white powder is

determined to be cocaine,
the offence may be worth
$200 the authorities say,
that will he quite suffi

cient to rum the unble
mished record of a gifted
fighter

In the meantime, public
fury is raging against the
sentences imposed on the
three top baseball players
of the Kansas City Royals
team, for attempting to
buy cocaine They were
given three monthsm jail

and $2,500 to $5,000 m
fines
The American Civil

Liberties Union de-
nounced it as “a mockery

. of the criminal sanction ”
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Capture the moment

Hey! Whoever said horses can’t fly?

Random memories — life is full of them
Memories of happiness, love pride and fun Moments that H
you just have to photograph They can happen any time H

Be ready to click — they may not happen again
™

Take a picture and keep it on record Later you can share

your memories And relive the happy times

WDM/Indu Roll Film and Bromides
States
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will tiotbe accepted. Un- - f
fortunately, nobody seems
to .be paving much atten-
tion to the rule and the
number of horses to be
named after their more
illustrious counterparts
has to be seen to be be-

lieved.

At Madras for instance,
>u come across the name
ureyev, a two-year-old

colt. Well, Nureyev, you
will recall, was the winner
of the English 2000
Guineas in 1980, but was
disqualified on account of
interfering with another
horse in the course of the
race.

That itself makes him
reasonably famous as the
horse which won the En-
glish 2000 Guineas but got
disqualified. But now he's
standing as a stalion in
Kentucky, USA at the Wal-
mac Warnerton Stud, and
a couple of mares who are
in foal to him have been
imported into India. Now
try and imagine the confu-
sion that could prevail
when they foal.

Among the other names
that have obviously been
taken from their more
illustrious counterparts
are Fun Of The Fayre, a
famous horse of his time in

India many years ago;
Marmolad, named after an
Italian filly who won the
Italian Oaks; Artails, a top
class colt now standing as
a sire in Ireland; Ben Lorn-
mond, a famous stallion

abroad. All the above men-
tioned have been copied
and it's the present batch
of two-year-olds who have
been named thus.

The stewards of the club
where these horses are
registered are well within
their rights and are fully

empowered to change any
names which are not in
accordance with the rules.

And, if my records are cor-

rect, they did use this pow-
er to change the names of
a couple of horses in the
mid-Sixties in Bombay.
What is even more dis-

concerting is having two
horses whose names sound
identical. A classic exam-

§an Diego. Can^ou im-
agine what would happen
if they were involved in a
tight finish? The poor com-
mentator would be tongue-
tied and of course the pun-
ters in a trance trying to
decipher which of the two
“Sans” would “Go” past
the post first.

TeRtniSBQER Edward
JDHide certainly began
the Bombay racing season
with a bang as he booted
home three out of four
winners.
Said Hide after his

accomplishment, “Before
the afternoon’s racing be-

gan, I would havelbeen
Sappy with even qne win-
ner. Two wins and Fd have
been thrilled but three,

well what more could I ask
for? Perhaps four?”
But even Hide’s three

winners was a record in

itself, and he goes down in

the annals of the Bombay
turf as the one and only
foreign rider to ride three
winners in his first day’s
engagements.

It was a trifle ironical to

see him get beat on Scar-
amouche in a two-horse
race, especially when the
world and its neighbour
considered him to be a
certainty.

But that defeat was by
no means due to any error

in judgement on the part

of Hide. His mount was
beaten a long way from
home and never looked a
winner at any stage. It just

goes to show that even a
man like Hide is not in-

vincible if his horse is not
good enough.
He’s begun in style and

one hopes that he will con-
tinue in the same vein, but
to expect him to ride three
winners every day is

asking for a bit too much.
In other words, don’t

point a finger when he
tails because after all

that’s what racing is all

about.
For a man who is getting

on in years. Hide displays*
a youthful enthusiasm
which would make most of
his youthful counterparts
look octogenerian.
He walked around the

track twice, making notes
on where the ground was
soft, and where the grass
was longer than usual and
by the time he’d done his

homework he knew that
track like the back of his

hand—a fact he displayed
with alacrity as he booted
home three winners.

It was indeed a treat to

watch Hide at his brilliant

best. He began by nursing
Gallantry (a two-year-old
colt who was very green)
to give his best, and with a

real power house finish he
gothimhome by a heed.

It was a hard race for a
two-year-old but by no

Turf View

Edward Hide
to the fore

means a punishing one.
Then he judged his run on
Gold Nugget to clockwork
precision to come storm-
ing through the narrowest
of openings and win by a
narrow margin.
And finally, on Petula

Clark he took over the
running from the word go
to win comfortably, never
asking the filly to do more
than was necessary to win.

At the end of the first

day’s racing, Eddie Hide
could not have asked for a
more auspicious start to
his season, and his style of

riding suggests that he can
still hold his own with the
best.

For Hide although now a

bit old, is like wine and is

getting better with age.

What’s in a
name?

THE naming of horses of

date in India appears
to be following one of the
seasoned practices in this

country, namely plagiar-

ism. Show an Indian the
original article and he will

produce a replica at half

the cost. Quite ingenious,
you might say, but for the
naming of horses, it’s just

no go.

The rule of racing is

quite clear on this point
and states that names of

famous horses of the past
or the not so recent past

The first progeny of the missing Irish racehorse Sheroer in the ring if

Thomestown Cast# during the sale in which he wee sokl at auction for a

European record price of 272,000 pounds sterling. The six-month

old bey colt was bought by the British Bloodstock Agency
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JAWAHARLAL NEHRU GOLD CUP

Problems and prospects
SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL

AFTER her disastrous experiences
at Singapore and Kuala Lumpur,

India is going to face yet another
acid test soon, but this time virtually
without any preparation. The forth*

coming Nehru Gold Cup football
tournament, to be held at Calcutta
from January 11, is likely to see
quite a few strong foreign teams vie
for the top honours. There will be the
soccer giants of Argentina, some top
class footballers from Hungary, a
strong contingent from China, who
put up a splendid performance here
in Calcutta in the inaugural year
and, above all, the unforgettables
from Uruguay who lifted the trophy
in this city in 1981. India will race
them all almost unprepared.
The reason is 'once again club

football. As learnt from reliable
sources, the All India Football Fed*
eration is planning to retain the
same players in the national side as
during the pre-Olympics campaign.
Most of them will be busy serving
their respective clubs till the end of

this year, after the Durand football

tournament is over. And only 10/15
days will be left before* the start of

this prestigious international com-
petition. One can be sure that no
serious preparation effort is going to

be made by the authorities in that
brief interval.

The AIFF, however, claims that
they have some plans for organising
a training camp in those few days.
But is that practicable, especially
considering the exhaustion most
players will be suffering from after

taking part in three top dass football
tournaments of the country—DCM,
Rovers and Durand?
Moreover, uncertainty still pre-

vails over the question of the coach.
So far most officials of the AIFF has
been claiming that Ciric Milovan
would take up the responsibility of

coaching once again in the first week
of Januaiy. They say the Yugosla-
vian coacn was very interested in

training the Indian boys and he had

g
iven a definite assurance to come
ack before the start of the Nehru

Cup. Nevertheless, one can well
sense that none of the AIFF officials

are too sure about Milovan’s return
and the reasons are manifold.

According to one school of obser-
vers, the Yugoslavian coach was not
at all happy with the way the AIFF
handled the affairs during India's
pre-Olympics campaign at Singapore

and Kuala Lumpur, and also during
the preparations at Delhi. He was
disappointed, they say, and had
hardly any reason to be interested in

returning here.
However, it was learnt from some

reliable sources that when he was
asked to train the Indian team for
the Nehru Cup, the Yugoslavian
coach had suggested that the assign-

ment be given to him from December
this year, so that he could watch
three first class tournaments being
held in the country during 'that
period and pick some fresh talent for

the national squad.
For some unknown reasons the

AIFF did not agree to the proposal.
Some say that finance was the prob-
lem. Yes, that could have been the
case, but then the federation was
paying the coach a lot of money
anyway. One can hardly deny that

Mr Milovan’s proposal was quite
sensible and the AIFF would nave
done well to accept it, because hon-
estly speaking there is hardly any
point in bringing the coach all the
way back from Yugoslavia only a
week left before the commencement
of the tournament.
There had been doubts about the

venue also. About a year ago, the
Government of West Bengal had
promised that the 1984 Nehru Cup
would be staged at the Salt Lake
Stadium, which once threatened to

become a problem child of the State,
until the authorities girded up their
loins recently and speeded up the
construction work Now it has been

' announced that only one match, the
final, would be played in the new
stadium.
Frankly speaking, that is a strange

way to keep a promise. It is quite
understandable that the authorities
have not been able to speed up the
construction work sufficiently. Then,
what is the point in holding the most
important match of a prestigious
international tournament in an in-

complete stadium?
This way the Government gets an

opportunity to claim that they have
kept their promise, but, in all likeli-

hood, they would not be able to

satisfy the public, because chances
are remote that the stands would
have all the facilities one looks for-

ward to in a modern stadium.
It has been learnt that the author-

ities have plans to install chairs only
in the lowest tiers. The ones above it

will have nothing but concrete slabs
to offer the ticket-buyers.
Moreover, the eastern sector

would have no concrete stands at all.

There have been plans to erect tem-
porary wooden galleries which
would, indeed, give the stadium a
queer look.

One might be wondering what the
prices of tickets would be like. It is

going to be pretty high. As things
stand now, there will be season tick-

ets of either R$ 200 or 180, depend-
ing on Uruguay's participation m the
toumaxhent. If Uruguay come, the
price would be no less than Rs 200.
Regarded as the most glamorous

team, the first champions of the
competitionJiave agreed to take part
in the tournament, but the amount
they had initially asked for was pret-

ty exorbitant by AIFF standards.
They had demanded $ 25,000 for



aach match. In reply, the federation
had given its last offer as $ 20,000.
Good news: the Uruguayans have
agreed to it.

The AIFF, however, had some
alternative plans. In case the Uru-
guayans backed out, the federation
would have invited Rumania In fact,

Rumania had already agreed to take
part in the competition and no finan-
cial problem was likely. Only the
federation was more interested in

Uruguay, thanks to their splendid
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A moment from the Induhlfruguay match

during the 1982 tournament at Calcutta

performance in the inaugural year
However, the bad news for the

soccer fans of the city is that Francis-

action. He has left his country for

some new pasture. Most of the other
stars, however, will be in the team
and chances are the Uruguayans will

once again dominate the show.
However, the question at the mo-

ment is: will the federation run into

trouble and controversy once again
while selecting the coaches and the

players, in case Mr Milovan fails to

return? Chances are that they will,

because at the moment the AIFF has
no alternative plans in hand,
although they can hardly afford to

take it for granted that the Yugosla-
vian coach will come.

Hakeem Quits Air Force

HE used to be Squadron Lead
er Syed Shahid Hakeem.

Now, he is Squadron Leader S.

S Hakeem (Retd.)
Strange though it might seem

the former Olympian, interna-
tional referee ana assistant to
national football coach P K
Banerjee during the ninth Asian
Games at Delhi as well as at

Merdeka '82, Hakeem had to seek
premature retirement from the
Indian Air Force
Why did he choose this course

of action, opting for a coaching
assignment at a time when he was
sitting pretty for promotion’

His is not the only such uist
ance Take the case of Sqn Ldr B
Singh, who had the distinction of

being the Services tennis cham-
pion for eleven years and who is

still awaiting a promotion due to

him for the last four years There
was another sportsman. Wing
Commander P K Mahanand, who
had to go to the Supreme Court
for his promotion when he was
superseded Another officer who
suffered similarly was Wing Com-
mander Inder lulka, but he was
not the last

The list is long There die a few
officers in the Indian Air Force
whose devotion to sport have not
met with due encouragement
The same is tme of airmen as
well Many of them, like Subir
Sarkar of Mohammedan Sporting,
Kumaran and Subramamam of

HAL, TISCO’s long distance run
ner A. T. John, to name a few,
were not given their due
According to Subir Sarkar, “If I

had stayed back in the Ah Force
for another year, my football
career would have ended pre-

maturely. When I was being
sought after by one of the Big
Three clubs m Calcutta the au
thonties concerned nearly
jeopardised my chances This was
after promising that 1 would be
allowed to join the club, provided
I participated in the Services foot-

ball in Madras. 1 left the 1AF m
time to save my football.”

Sportsmen m the Air Force are
required to go on sports duty
nearly four months in a year,
which entails a great deal of per-
sonal inconvenience. Despite this,

some officers view it as a hand-
icap since, they claim, they are
denied encouragement at the
time of their promotion.
The reward for all that Hakeem

did for the nation and the Indian
Air Force was a big disappoint-
ment. He recalls that when he was
secretary of the Air Force Sports
Control Board, the IAF salvaged
its sporting reputation. During his

tenure as secretary and coach of
the football team, it won the Ser-
vices Championship after a lapse
of 26 years. Vishist Seva Medals
were awarded to a few persons for
then contribution to sport but
apparently, Hakeem's achieve-
ments meant precious little to
those who control promotions.
The moot question is: is it a

crime to work for the nation or
the armed forces when it comes to

sport’ When it comes to this it

certainly means that personal in-

terest is sacrificed “It's a great
pleasure to do something for the
cause of sport,” said the former
Olympian
Time dragged. He was at the

crossroads. He had to choose be-

tween sports and his career. But
he has no regrets about that
choice because he knew that his

IAF career was already doomed.
‘We Services personnel talk big
about fostermg sport among the
armed forces, but there is no
safeguard for our own careers.”

Incidentally, this situation was
also expcilenced by his father,

the immortal Rahim Sahib, who
had to seek premature retire-

ment The then director of public
education, Mr Ramlal, did not
approve of Rahim’s involvement
with football
According to Hakeem, “My

father pi esented a demonstration
of coaching m the presence of the
then President of India, Dr. Ra-
jendra Prasad, in 1958. Thereaf-
ter, he was questioned as to why
he did so, since he was, principal
of a high school ”

Rahim was literally the person
who brought India onto the world
football map Under him, India
came fourth in the Melbourne
Olympics m 1956, won the gold
medal m the Jakarta Asiad;
emerged runners-up in Merdeka
(1957 and 1959) played well at the
Rome Olympics where India lost

to Hungary by a solitary goal,
drew with France and conceded
two goals to Peru.

In spite of all these achieve-
ments, Rahim was asked to under-

f
a a coaching stint at the NSN1S,
atiala, under Harry Wright.

Rahim, understandably, refused
Hakeem explains that his

father was deprived of a coaching
job by the Government and conse-
quently, died a broken man. His
brilliance, although never ade-
quately reqarded oy Indian offi-

cialdom, attracted assignments
from Malaysia, Pakistan and
Ceylon (now Sri Lanka). He
turned down the offers.

SUBHASH SARCAR



News: National

JUNIOR NATIONAL SOCCER

The Good And The Bad
TWO reasons shall make sure that

the 21st lunioi National 1 ootball
Champioships he described to post
eritv as a notewot thv event One the
bringing down of soccer giants Ben
gal aftei a humiliating defeat bv an
unfancied Punjab Two, the tourna
ment marked the 25th anmveisary
celebration of the hosts Goa I ootball
Association (GFA)
When Goa tamed giant killers Pun

lab 2 0 to regain the Dt B C Roy
1 rophv in the finals at the C ampal
grounds, Panaji, it was tht execution
of a perfect coup de giace to a
commemorative celebi at ion

Ihe nationals enacted at three
venues—Margao, Vasco and Pana
p—wasn't without the excitement of

a Punjab coup d’etat over soccer
maestros Bengal in the semi finals,

as also the soggy field theatrics some
matches were i educed to due to
unseasonal heavy downpours, or,

worse the simmering pent up discon
tent that hung over the host team
As for football buffs, the cham

pionship, blown almost out of prop
ortion a sport happening pai excell
ence by an emphatic local press,
unfurled as a near disillusionment
The early qualifying matches could
realise only sketchy soccei, watched
by an equally patchy spectatoi turn
out Even crowd pullers Goa failed to

impress at this stage, playing an

Goas Cammrio heads the ball to Inacto who
went on to score the first goal for Goa in

the final

erratic biand of football, tot allv un
worthy of a State that had the dis

finction of sharing the pustigious
Santosh Trophy with Bengal
Puniab in stoic detennination pio

vided the surprise ot the touina
ment, grounded the Bengal striking
machine to a halt At the lilak
grounds, Puniab resigned to forcing
a draw, adopted a defensive ploy to

A tense moment in the Punjab goalmouth during the Punjab Goa quarter final match which ended in a
goatees draw

hustiate Bengal to a 1 1 diaw in the
first leg of the semi final l ten then,
no one expected Puniab to pull off

the unbelievable upset m the second
leg ot the semi final

Pun tab showing tumeiulous st*i

mina and detei ruination matched
wits if not skill to bog down anv
quick silver tactics ot Bengal T ht

i use paid off Uu match ended in a
goalless draw entomnt the tic

breakei Ihcrcattci it w is the Pun
lab keep* i llct la I al who stole rhi

limelight V\ ith keen iucIm nit nt I al

dived twice to his litl to toil two of

Bengal i ptnalt\ kicks T>uniibcon
veiled fom to bung off 1 4

1 coup
d’etatc and make then dc but gainst
Goa in the finals

I ht tegaining of the Dt B ( Ro\
tioph\ was a sweet uwatd foi tlu

culmination of months ot pia< tier b\
tht Goan team The C.l A s own
aiduous task ot prcpai ations to host
llu nationals b\ puptnng \ annus
stadia is indeed commendable Uu
G1 A did delicti the ^oods and tht
soccer sentiment of the t ins wtic
satiated Lxctpt foi -i few untorrun
ate incidents hkt tlu ihdndonmi nt
of the Puniab Kerala tntounfti due
to rains anti the limited accommoda
turn ot stadia—which had the Press
box at Matgao o\ett m by fans on
occasions making it difficult for
sports set i be s to opperate tht Gl \
would do we 11 to bid for a chant e to

hold the prestigious Santosh Trophy
tournament in Goa in the near fu
ture
Yet the tournament was not

spared the embarrassment of a con
troversv Ironically this unsavoury
malaise, which threatens to leave an
ugly pockmark on a commemorative
Silver Jubilee of the GPA, has
spawned from within the ranks of
the host's themselves

The manner in which the host
team was selected reeks of nepotism
and “pressure” politics The choice
of the three to be discard from a list

of 25 probables came as a blatant
shock not only to the players them
selves, but also to football fans, and,
more so, to a couple of GFA officials

closely associated with the selection
trials

Avelino Dias, a talented goalkeep-
er who was dropped unceremonious
ly, said “1 have decided to hang up
my boots What is the use of playing
a game well when with the ment of

one’s skill one cannot steal a march
over another less gifted but blessed
with a godfather?’* Avehno's pre-

vious records should have been

34



An anxious moment dunng the Punjab Goa quarter final encounter which ended in a goalless draw

enough qualification to warrant his
selection He has represented Goa at
the schools nationals twice, once at
Hvdeiahad and another time at
Bfhai His performance earned him
an invitation to the Indian schools
selection camp More recent, the

voung lad has donned Gua colouts as

the 2nd goalkeopei in the Goan
squad at the Pondichenv nationals
Keeping goal foi St lose de Ateal a
tn st division side Avelmo has been
honouied with a “ment ccMtificate"*

b\ the Dnectoidte of Spoits
With his impiessive iccoid it is not

unnatuial that evebtows wtit taised
when Iie\oi Pan a was pieiened to

him foi the place of the second
goalkeepei m the team

Paiva is lepoited to have been
called back to Goa puoi to his plav
mg a match lot Bombas Univeisitv
lo turn down a c hance of plav mg for

tlu Bl is indeed sm prising' Could
this mean that the lad was guaian
tetd a place in the Goan sid< despite
his uiegulai attendance at piactuc
sessions'1 Mnuotei foi some un
known i#ason contiaiv to noimal
pi act ice the total Goan contingent
ot 22 plivfis was (hclaied onlv on
the mo) mng ot the inaiiguial da\

It is learnt that six pci sons s*n on
the st lection panel Included
among these was one who was noth

i i iminlnt ot the (.1 A not on tlu

se h t turn committee lht pc i son is i

coat hoi a first division sick who it is

believed had novel witnc ssed am •»*

tlu trial sc ssions, tun can onlv claim
to have an amicable telationship

with a semoi (.1 A oftiual
While the delibci ltions woe

going on oik ot tlu sis ‘mtmbeis
walked out This pci son was none
othti than a se moi division seleetoi

who ‘felt*'* that “his opinion was not
needed

Moie ie\ eating is the fact that onlv

one ot the two team managers was
pu sent at this meeting One expects

that m all fairness a manage! would
have some knowledge as to the capa
bilitu s ot his plavcis Both managers
should have* thus been piesent on

lid pintl

I hat ’ht t trial selection aHeeted
the Goan teams peiloimance could
!>< ascertained tiom then initial

shabbv outings and the inconsistent

wav the coach handled his eleven as
if the choice of plaveis wasn’t his
own The inclusion of the thiee plav
ers—I Ivis Rodrigues Jievor Paiva
and Dominic 1 einandcs suggests the
pit valance of tithci tavomitism oi

that diftv word politics’
1

sjnee the
discards (attoiding to some GI

A

officials) aie streets ahead in pet
toimance

Moit evidence that can tarnish the
GlA’s image is the axing of half
back Richaid Nunes The GFA, lol

lowing the announcement of 25 prob
ables, issued a cucular dated
September 1 (No 4 81 84) to all play
ei s forbidding them “to play in anv
private rournament/exhibiton
matches until released by GFA ”

Any players violating this directive
were cautioned ot “two years suspen

|

sion from paiticipating in any loot- 1

ball activity recognised by GFA M On
j

these giounds Richard Nunes was
expelled from the list of probables to
pave the wav for Anthony Baptista

If this is ti ue, then the GFA can be
accused of being biased as it is learnt
that six others of the Goa team had
also violated the directive Why were
they let off’

Then finally there is the case of
Rocky Almeida The wing half is a
plavev oi high calibre, no doubt, but
till the time oi selection and later at
the nationals he had not recovered
fully from an ankle injury Yet the
lad was included in the team Were
the selectors justified tn taking such
a risk’ f

Fortunately, Goa has won the title
Whatever acts of corruption have
taken place shall be buried m the
heap of glory got from regaining the
Dr B C Roy Trophy

LESLIE ST ANNE
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A Roaring Success

THOUGH the first boat races in

Calcutta have been traced back
to July 25, 1813, it was only with the
founding of the Calcutta Rowing
Club that the sport began to flourish.

The Calcutta Rowing Club is now
celebrating its 125 anniversary. All
these years have been full of ups and
downs. In spite of this chequered
history, the club has come out right

on top.

Founded in 1858, after the clouds
of mutiny and massacre had settled
down, it is the second oldest sporting
club in India, the oldest being the
Royal Calcutta Golf Club.
The CRC was founded by a group

of foreign merchants who wanted to

feel more at home in their country of

adoption. But the problem was as to

where to get the boats from. This was
solved by ordering them from Hong
Kong, the nearest place where boats
were built.

While the vessels were still being
built, a small shanty was erected at
Chandpal Ghat, on the Strand, which
was to be the boat house. For five
years it was smooth sailing, but in
1864 when the great tidal wave hit
the city the boats as well as the
house were washed away. Nothing
was left, apart from some fragments
of the boats, found under the portico
of the historic Town Hall.
But this destruction did not dam-

pen the spirits and determination of
the ‘shahibs’. In the following year,
the club secured an excellent site
near Fort Point. A ‘respectable fleet
was bought from the famous English
boat builders Wheller and Messen-
ger and also from Hong Kong. Now
with the course extending from Fort
Point to Shalimar or from Shalimar
to the famous Botanical Gardens,

famous for it’s giant size banyan
tree, regattas began to take place
frequently and in 1876 the Hooghly
Cup, the club's first trophy was initi-

ated.
The club received another jolt in

1890 when the Port Commissioners
needed the Fort Point grounds for
the Railways which by then was
growing rapidly. The ground had to
be given up, but compensation was
made with a site on Strand Road
near the gardens named after the
sisters of the Lieutenant Governor of
Bengal, Sir Ashley Eden. The Strand
was the place where the elite of
Calcutta met to take in the fresh
river air, and the club became one of
their places.
The club flourished for sometime

but when more and more ships began
to come down the river, rowing be-
came dangerous. “The crowded state
of the rivef,” complained William
Carey," stood in the way of further
development of the sport."
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Theclub received yet another
lease of life when it was allotted a

g
iece of land near the Kidderpore
ocks. A boat house was set up in

the backwater canal.
In 1907, the Port Commissioners

once again threatened the existence
of the CRC by taking over the Kid*
derpore site. In addition, the out-
break of World War II saw the club
enter dark days yet again It was only
through the tedious efforts of a cer-
tain Mr Plumber that the club was
resurrected.

In 1928 came a change that was to

make sure that the existence of the
club would never again be chal-
lenged. This was the move to the
newly-dug Dhakuria lakes where the
club still stands. The first CRC
Annual Regatta was held m the same
year and from then on there was no
looking back.

It was due to the inspiration of the
CRC that steps were taken to form
the Amateur Rowing Association of
the East. In 1935 the Viceroy, the
Earl of Wellington, donated the tro

phy that bears his name and since
then Regattas have been held every
year (except during the second Great
War). The CRC presented it’s Hoogh-
ly Challenge Cup to the ARAE Re-
gatta, which has been rightly called
the 'Henley (the oldest and most
famous regatta in Europe) of the
East’. Despite the various changes
that the club has undergone from a
purely rowing club to a social one as
well, it has maintained its outstand-
ing position in the Indian rowing
scene.

It is because of all this that the
CRC has rightly been given the pri-

vilege of holding the 43rd ARAE
Regatta, in which teams from all

over the country and also from
abroad will be taking part.

ANDY O'BRIEN

^cBiuo «iiu. n i vsuii) vaivuuwu
of the age limit by a year by the
Cricket Control Board marked this

year’s junior cricket tournaments
run by the Board.
The rules for Vijay Merchant Tro-

phy say:
MA player, who has com-

J
leted the age of 15 years on first

anuary of tne year of the tourna-
ment shall not be eligible to play in
the tournament”. Yet, Delhi, who
included as many as eight above-15
players in their ranks, won the North
Zone Merchant Trophy beating Jam-
mu and Kashmir by 241 runs in the
final at Rohtak. This prompted the
Board tomake amendments in the

rules with regard to age limits. Sub*
sequently, a directive was issued
stating that the age limit for all

junior tournaments—Vijay Mer-
chant Trophy, C. K. Navudu and
Cooch-Behar Trophy—have been re-
laxed by one year for the current
season.
North Zone were the worst suffer-

ers of the new change. Only under-15
years playei s had been selected for
the inter-zonal tournament while the
other teams had brought in some
above-15 for participation. North suf
fered as a result and lost to East
Zone m the semi-fmals. It was the
first time that North had failed to
make the final of the tournament
since its inception three years ago.
North Zone virtually threw away

the match, dropping many catches.
East’s skipper Dhirendra Rauth of
Orissa benefited most. Scoring a
doughty 71, he paved the way for
East Zone taking the vital first in-

nings lead to enter the final

Central Zone also made the final
beating West by the spin of the com,
the toss being resorted to after the
teams failed to complete one innings
each in the two-day semi-final. Cen-
tral, chasing West's 271, were 195 for
seven at stumps and owed their win
to left-hand Sanjay Negi, who batted
261 minutes for an unbeaten 63 and

prevented a collapse after Central
ware 49 lor four at ona stage*
Central retained the Vijay Mar*

chant Trophy when they beat East by
virtue of their 34-run first innings
lead, the three-day final having en-
ded in a draw when the champions
fell just six runs short of the victory
target of 148 set. The only century of
the match came from the stylish East
Zone batsman Srital Das. The Bhu-
baneshwar student made 103 in his
team’s total of 203.
Central Zone owed their success to

their slow bowlers, left-arm Salim
Ahmed and leg-spinner Majid Umar
who had match figures of eight for 80
and four for 64 respectively.

Haryana win titla after
eight years

TNDISCREET batting, innocuous
Xbowling and indifferent fielding.
That was the story of Delhi’s display
m the final of the North Zone Cooch-
Behar Trophy Cricket Tournament.
Haryana won the title after a gap of
eight yeafs, Kapil Dev having given
them the Trophy for the first time in
1975

Dqjhi, who had a strong batting
line-up, folded up for a paltry 90 on a
wicket full of runs. They all played

Rules amended after
teams flout directives
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theirshots too early and paid the
penalty. The ball tended to come
slow in the first hour of play. Ap>

?
lication was the need of the hour.
all opener Atul Mohindra, who was

later appointed skipper of the North
Zone team, was the top scorer with
2$. MHHyder, Sanjay Chauhan,
Abhay Sharma and Sanjay Sharma
failed. Although they fought back in
the second attempt after conceding a
big first innings lead of 315 runs, it

was too late.

If medium pacers Moloy Das (four
for 23) and Sukhwinder Bawa (three
for 47) took the honours with their
intelligent swing bowling in Delhi's
first innings, it was the clever off<

spin bowling of Vinay Dutt (seven
for 120) that really rattled them in

the second innings and put an end to

Delhi's hopes of scoring quick runs
and getting Haryana out cheaply.
Vinay finished with 14 wickets from
two matches, having taken seven
Himachal wickets in the semi finals

which Haryana won by an innings
and 266 runs.
Haryana's opening batsman San*

jeev Aggarwal, son of noted N. 1. S.

coach Desh Prem Azad, was the hero
of the home team. He scored a

strokeful 105 in Haryana's first in-

nings and helped himself to 51 in the
second innings when they needed
only 70 runs for victory.
Although Atul Mohindra, with

powerful drives, and Hyder scored

centuries end Manoj Miranda made
a quick 68 in DeHlfi second innings*
it was poor consolation for their first

innings debacle.

A CORRESPONDENT

MADRAS
Moving the Court

A PLAYER is omitted from the
state team for the nationals. He

goes to court contending that he has
been wrongly and wilfully omitted.
The court at first restrains the gov-
erning body of the game from send-
ing an entry for the nationals, and
rhen finally directs it to include the
said player in the team.

This was the kind of drama that
was enacted in Madras recently. The
player in question was Venugopal
Chandrasekhar, three time national
table tennis champion: the gov-
erning body was the Tamil Nadu
Table Tennis Association.

Matters came to a

head in July this year when Chan-
drasekhar in one of his regular col-

umns in the Calcutta daily ‘The
Telegraph ”had raised serious
doubts whether the TNTTA would
conduct the nationals successfully.
He said that the last ( 1973) nationals
held there had resulted in a
tremendous loss and the TNTTA con-

nnue4to be in a sorry financial
position. He concluded that if this
year's nationals too should end in a
financial loss then the players of the
next two generations would continue
to suffer.

One can't be sure how much the
TNTTA were irked by Chan-
drasekhar's comments in ‘The Tele-
graph. "But given the background of
their none too cordial relationship,
the TNTTA were probably waiting
for their chance to strike back at
him. When the state team was
announced, Chandrasekhar's name
was missing.
On the face of it, this was an

astonishing decision. The TNTTA
took refuge under the fact that Chan-
drasekhar had not been able to take
part in most of the local tournaments
and had not even participated in the
state championship, which is consi-
dered a ‘must’ for selection to the
state squad.
Chandrasekhar, a former law stu-

dent, promptly filed a suit before a
city civil court.

The climax of the drama came a
few days later when the court
directed the TNTTA to include Chan-
drasekhar's name in the list of per-
sons eligible to represent Tamil
Nadu in the nationals. Justice finally

prevailed.

PARTAB RAMCHAND

for quick relief

from sprains,aches
and pains

BENGAL WATERPROOF LTD.
CALCUTTA • BOMBAY • MADRAS
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Crossword
IMUDAR

ACROSS

I Great West Indian fast bowler has
everything’ towards the end (3, 4)

4. An English County ground has a

circle in the middle (4)

5. Czech tennis player Hrebec’s first

name returns (4)

7. East German champion swimmer at

Montreat stutters in the end (5)

8 Former Surrey professional who did

much coaching in India begins with an

informal greeting (5)

10. Winner of the 1939 women’s title at

Wimbledon, with the last alphabet mis-

sing, returns (5)

II Wicket-keeper for Australia has a

‘cross' in the middle (5)

13. Young-Aussie hopeful with the first

name of Robbie (4)

14 This Chand, coming back, was a

medal winner at the Bangkok Asiad (4

15. Boxer who knocked A. Jaucopucci

out fatally begins before nopn (1,6)

DOWN

2. Directions in the beginning and end
for a fencing equipment (4)

3. Australian opener, now dropped, has
an essential respiratory matter in the

middle (5, 1)

4 Squash legend (6, 1)

6. Baseball ‘great' has a floor covering

’somewhere in the middle (1, 6)

9. Indoor game ends with a religious

Hindu incantation (6)

12. A game of—pins (4)

Excellent: 16-15; Good: 14; Fair: 13

Question box
Sudhir

M. Jayagopi, Erlyur, Sinchalnatham, Dhar-

amapori.
Q. When and where was the first official

limited overs cricket match played?
A. The first one-day limited overs crick-

et match was played in 1963 when it

was introduced among the Counties
in England. It was known as the

Knock-out Competition for the Gillet-

te Trophy. Fifteen one-day matches

I'l" " : V —
Were played, comprising one pre-
liminary round, seven first founds,
four second rounds, two sefoi finals

and one final.

Lancashire and Leicestershire play-

ed the first preliminary round and the

final between Sussex and Worces-
tershire was won by Sussex at

Lord’s on 7 September, 1963. The
champions, Sussex played against
the West Indies at Lord s the same
season and won against the visitors

too.

Robin Kumar Chattopadhyaya, Uttarpara.

Q. Which of the bowlers, having cap-

tured all ten wickets in an innings,

has not conceded a run while per-

forming such a feat in first-class

cricket?

A. No bowler has captured ail ten wick-

ets of an innings, without conceding
any single run.

Q. When and where did Jim Laker of

England capture all ten wickets in

Test?
A. Jim Laker of England dismissed ten

Australian batsmen in their second
innings in the Test at Manchester in

1956, when he conceded only 53
runs

Q. What was R Benaud’s father s

name?
A. Louis Richard Benaud.
Q. Is it true that Richie Benaud's father

had taken all 20 wickets in a grade
cricket match?

A. Yes

Utpal Ch. Kalita. Goalpara (Assam).

Q. Would you please recommend a

book for learning cricket?

A. Art of Cricket by Sir Donald Bradman
is the ideal book for such a purpose.

Dr. Kalyanbrata Bhattacharya, Calcutta.

Q. How many runs did Doug Walters of

Australia score in his entire Test

career?
A. He scored 5357 runs at an average

of 48.26 in 74 Tests.

Rajendar Bhongir, Andhra.

Q. How many Tests has India lost or

won by an innings?

A. India has lost a total of 29 Tests by

an innings and won a total of six

Tests by an innings, till the conclu-

sion of the third Test against the

West Indies at Ahmedabad in

November 1983.

SOLUTIONS 224

w*, tort*. ^
Q How many runs did (Sary Sobers

score In the Innings when he hit 36
runs in an over? Howmany sixes did

he hit in the innings?

A. Sobers made 76 not out in the match
for Nottinghamshire against Glamor-

gan at Swansea in i960, whan in

one of the overs, he. hit six sixes off

M. A. Nash. Those were the only hits

for six in the innings by Sobers.

K. Ajay and Vijay, MacMIlpatnam.
Q. Give me the batting and bowling

figures of Sir Garfield Sobers in

Georgetown Test against India in

1970-71.

A. Sobers made four and 108 not out
and his bowling was 43-15-72-3 and
5-1-14-0 in the Georgetown Test.

Q. What was the Test average of C. K.

Nayudu? What was his full name?
A. Cottari Kankaiya Nayudu’s Test

average was 25.00.

Dalan Chakraborty, Lofabad.

Q. How far is Karsan Ghavri away from
performing the "double” in Tests?

A. Though he has crossed the 100-

wicket mark with his 109 wickets, he
is short of the 1 000-run mark. He has
scored only 913 runs in 39 Tests.

Subhasis Ghosh, Cuttack.

Q. How many players have represented
Australian Tests?

A. As many as 319, before the com-
mencement of their series against

Pakistan in Australia.

Quiz
Ranjti Ghose

QUESTIONS

What/where are the folkwing?
1 . Pitthapuram Cup.
2. U.S.S.F.

3. Bing Crosby National Pro-Am.
4. Long Room.
5. C.S.A.
6. Azteca Stadium.
7. Pacaembu Stadium.
8. Naranjito.

9. Sambo.
10. Muleta.

ANSWERS
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Armen Hazarika, Gwhail.
Q. How many Tests has 8n Lanka

played till now and with what re*

suits
4
’

A. Sn Lanka has played a total of eight
Tests losing six and drawing two
without winning any Test as yet

Q How and by whom is a country
selected to play Test cricket

4
’

A. The International Cricket Confer-
ence, which is represented by all the
cncket playing countries grants the
Test status to their member coun
tries

Q What is the Test record of I V A
Richards'’

A. At the conclusion of the Test in Delhi
in November Richards Test career

recoftf was 55 Tests, 85 innings, 4
times not out, 4552 runs, 291 as his
highest score, 5619 average, 14
centunes, 20 half centuries, 4 ducks,
61 catches, 2158 balls bowled, 102
maiden overs 800 runs conceded
14 wickets 57 14 average He led
his side in one Test

Devendra, Sindhanur
Q What is Madanlals full name9
A Madanlai Udhouram Sharma
Chinna, Jamshedpur
Q Who has taken the most catches

behind the wickets as a wicket
keeper in a Ranji innings and a
Ranji match 9

A* A maximum of six dismissals in an
innings were made by Inderjitsinh of

4* ystem for example 1 4 14 is

fornnq In ay) /NT A lump to /NT
\ dirtltKjIv crit in* nothiriq else to

Imw l4 14 I NT mutes inquiry

THIS WEEK S QUIZ At lovi all t is!

opm thift hi ut md South hold'

k

A

0

IdflbS
k ja n>
Should South pass double bid 44 or

3NT (foi the minors) >

1Bridge 1
HHHHHHHHHHIHi Boris

Whether you are rlirnbing a mount an or

playing a hind ol bridge you have to be

careful not to lost touch with the rest t

tm team On the deal blow south
suddenly found himself out of te tie t with

Hu dummy and the re,nil wi in

undignified fall

A7?
9
A K Q 8 6 5 3
7 3

9b
65
1094
AKQJ52

KQ 108 J
10 74 3
J 2
96

J 6 4
AKQJ82
7
1084

Tn s was Hit bidding at game all

SOUTH WEST NORTH [AST
1 pass

?4 3 pass
us 34 pass
Pi r prs pass

Ni Oh te e cl lu te e i the bidding into 3NT
b it South hiving i o tnj m club* wis
ue i ihlt to oblige

t ist played hgh low m the fust two
rounds ut e lubs >o West continued with

i mird round South put in tht 9 of hearts
from dummy but East ove rruffed with

the 10 Now l ist retuneri the Kng of

spirit A 1 lie (life it h«t taken tf ire

e

ti e k iln ad\ South had to win in

dum ny
Al tin point there wo ml tiavi t»r en no

problem it South had net n able to draw
trumps IJufoiturutr ly h< was on the

t ihlp The best lie could do was pUy off

thu t top dnmonds I ist ruffed the thud
round and then there wa^ no way for

South to dispose ol his losing spade

There were fourteen tricks on top if I

could qet in South lamented Were
still all right it the 9 of hearts wins

You re all right if it doesn t so long

as you dun t play with it North replied

Just don t ruff the third club If they

switch to a spade you go up with the ace

draw trumps and have an entry in

diamonds

LAST WEEK S QUIZ the principle of

I Jst Arrival means that when a

partnership is committed to a certain

level is comparatively limited tn a 1

ChessI Pole k€*

Aspiring British players arp fortunate that

one of thp world f strongp 1 Swiss sys
tem tournaments i held m l ondon Thp
seventh annual L loyds Bank Intel

national staged at thp Park Lane Hotel

from August 24 to September 1

attracted 1 30 entrants including ]

grandmasters and 33 others with FIDE

titles Yuri Razuvaev (USSR) Alpksandar

Matanovic (Yugoslavia) and John Nunn
and William Watson (both England)

scored V9 and shared 12 400 in prize

money In sue! a highly competitive

event some of the favourites inevitably

falter and one of the biggest upsets thij

time was suffered by Keene m the

following game What was intended as in

aggressive sortie with the Queen on the

9th move < ompletely misfired

White Stuart Conquest Black Ray
Keene Modem Detenu (Lloyd > Bank
London 198 3

)

1

P 04 P KKt3 2 P UB4 B Kt

3 Kt QB3 P 03 4 P K4 Kt QB 3

S P 05 Kt Qb 6 B K3 P K4

I he alternative is 6 P 0134 tint it may
not be any better

7 KKUK? KtxKt 8 HxKl kt R 3

Black is m ( xpenmentdl vt in At t orbing

to The Modem Defenrt by Kune and
Both rill the c orient move is 8 P KB4
9 P KKt4 0 R6 10 R KKf 1 P KB3

Having discovered that he dare not play

10 OxRP on account of 11 K Q2
Black should have retreated his Queen
again Now it is cut off from the defence

of the 0 side

II Kt Kt5 KOI 12 PBS Kt B2
13 Q 82 B Q? 14PB6 PxP
15 PxP B-k3 16 B QB4 R K1
17BXB RxB 18 Q Kt3 R K2
19 KtxRP KK1 20 Q Kt7 R 01

Delhi, D D Deshpandeof Service*,
A Bhanot of UP, Dafilt Singh (an
catches) of Bihar, Banin Thomas of
Kerala, A Ghosh of Bihar, Zulflqar
Parkar of Bombay and B Reddy of
Tamtl Nadu tn one Ranii Trophy
A maximum of 9 dismissals in a
match of two Innings were made by
M K Mantri of Bombay P G Joshi
of Maharashtra and K S Indrajltsmh
of Saurashtra in the Ranji Trophy

G P Nand, Bapujrnagar

Q Who has scored the most number of
centuries in firstetass cncket9

A Jack Hobbs of England has scored
the record number of 197 centunes
in first-class cricket

21 Kt B6 R K3 ?/ OxP B R3
730 0 0 QxBP

The first impression here is that White

has slipped up allowing the enemy
Our on to get back into the fray But m
fart it is far too late tor anything to be

done to Mop the advance ol the white

GBP
24 BxB KtxB 75 K Kt 1 k! B7
?b Q Kt7 Ri uqr s

In spite of this disaster Keene tmshed
with 6^9 (ahead of two other

gnndmasters ic Quintero** ol Argentina

and Btlek ot Hungary) The 1b year old

( onq jest scored 5/9

Competition G600 solution m xt wu k

(5r1k / 1b4pp / Sri / p1R5 / Pp2p2q /

1Q2B2P / 1P3PPK / 4R3)
Black to play and win

Solution to G599 (Conquest-Watson,
Lloyds Bank, London, 1903) (rSrfc /

p2b3p / 3P1n2 / 2p1pP2 / 2P4q / 1B5P
/ P2QB2K / 3N1R2 Black to play )

The

attack concluded 31 B 63 32 R 82
QxRcti 33 KtxQ R Kt7ch 34 K RI

(JR KKtl and White resigned (if 35 B B3
then 35 BxB 36 RxB R Kt8cb and

mate next move)

ProtHem No 1263 Solution next week
J Brower (Die Welt 1959)

(8 / K2N4 / IPPPIPIq / 1B6 / p2k3p /

P1HP3R / P7 / 3RB3 14 whito men, 4

bladk)

White to play and mate in tour moves

Solution to No 1202 (Driver) (161N2Q1
/ 1n6 / 6 / 3R1p1K / 4fc3 / 1P1p1n2 /

3p2N1 / 8 mate in two.) 1 RxQP (threat

2 0 05) (a) 1 KxR 2 QB4 (b)

1 K K4 2 Q 2 QK6 <c) 1 Kt Q5
2 R K3 The try 1 RxBP ts defeated by
1 B K4i
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protection against decay
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after every meal Stop bad breath fight tooth decay
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'Letters to the Editor i
Education

a must

Before publishing the
interview of Mr Saidm

in your magazine it would
have been better if you
could ascertain the coi

rectness of the Salam’s
allegations against the
AIFF on the rehes particu
larly Mr Ziauddin and
Messrs Bhaskar Ganguly
and Manoranjan Bhat
tacharya
Mr Salam had become a

non entity m Indian foot
ball It was only due to Mr
Ziauddin that he was
appointed as the chief
coach of the national team
for the last Nehru Cup I

would not like to say any
thing about Mr Salam ex
cept “You don’t throw
atones on others when you
yourself are sitting m a
house of glass ”

I leave it to your Hyder
abad correspondent to
find out the details
Sqr Ldr Syed Shahid
Hakeem ,

India Air Force

Yes, Goal

THE taruel decision by
the linesman and re-

feree against Mohamme-
dan Sporting has deprived
them the chance of emerg-
ing winners m the DCM
final played between them
and East Bengal in Delhi
on November 20, *8T The
match which was shown on
I V in the ‘World of Sport’
programme clearly re
vealed that the goal scored
by Subir Sarkar of Moham
medah Sporting was a sure
goal and the wrong deci
sion by the linesman and
the referee stating that
Subir Sarkar was off side

has absolutely pinned the
hopes of Mohammedan
Sporting of lifting the
DCM Trophy

MS MURAD,

Calcutta

A Fluke

I
S it wrong on our part to
think that India’s win in

the Prudential Cup was a
fluke’ As this Indian team
played so superbly against
this same West Indian
team in the World Cup,
what can be the exact

Sportsworld

CAMPUS
KALEIDOSCOPE

Has ) our school tram just won a local

championship?
Has your college athletics squad just

broken a host of reeords?

If so, write and tell us about it and we*H print it,

along with any photographs you can send us

We have started a new section that is devoted
solely to sporting events in school and college

campuses thioughout India

AND WE’D LIKE YOU TO BL A PAR rOF
n

All reports MUST be typed in double spacing
and will only be considered for publication if

they are accompanied bv a covering letter

signed by the head of the institution and bearing

the seal of the institution as well
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reason? b it tint ill our
world class and renowned
batsmen are out of form as
stated by the Indian cap-

tain after all the Tests so
far played?.

It is real difficult to pre-
diet what has got into our
captain which is making
him lose all Tests, one-day
internationals against a
team that had earlier lost

to this Indian team. Or to
put it very frankly, the
tremendous reception and
gorgeous celebrations af-

ter India’s arrival at the
capital (after their win)
have spread an air of su-

periority among every In-

dian player which is mak-
ing them lose all the
games and proving Kapil's
decisions wrong at every
step m the Tests and one-
day internationals. It's a
pity to see the world cham-
pions being reduced to
such a level where they
are losing (2-0) in the Tests
and (3-0) 'in one-day
against the West Indians.

SUHMITA DATTA,
Calcutta.

Biased

1
WOULD like to criticise

the commentators for

their inefficacious act.

They are often heard to be
vehemently supporting
the Indian side and boast-

ing about their players ga-
lore. If an Indian player
plays a bit better the
whole commentary is fil-

led with his appraisal. But
despite the magnificent
demonstration by an oppo-
nent player, nothing is

told about him, no past
records given; leave alone
his appraisal. If the Indian
side is likely to lose the
game the motion of com-
mentary tends to subside
and it i» tilled with atmos-
phere, cloud and light

rather than the fact on the
field.

It might he delightful
for the Indian audiences to

hear a lot about their play-

ers only. But the commen-
tators must know that
their commentary is lis-

tened to by non-Indian au-
diences also. So they
should endeavour to con-
vey the facts impartially to

win the favour of others
than their own. The exag-
geration establishes only
boredom rather than en-
thusiasm among the fore-
igners, if not Indians.

SUNAY DUVADL
Biratnagar.

Tm Much
Cricket

AWORLD Champion
returns home, no

crowds will await him
at the airport, no Press-

men pressing him for

photographs or inter-

views, no Doordarshan
cameramen focussing
their cameras on him,
no Minister in sight, no
garlands to decorate
him. no nothing for this

World Champion
Michael Ferreira re-

turns home after win-

ning the World Bil-

liards title for the third

consecutive year bring
ing much glory to the

country and himself.

Not for him are the

lakhs of rupees bes-

towed upon our demi-
gods sorry, cricketers-

....not for him are crates

of drinks (soft and
hard) to be delivered at

his home, not for him
are suitcases and other

pieces of moulded lug-

gage, not for him are

girts of popular two-

wheelers, no songs are

composed in honour of

his victory, no nothing

for this Champion.
He comes home un-

heralded and unsung.

But, yet, he is the World
Champion. He is the

crowned King of the
green baize
He does not appear m

colour bloVv-ups in
popular sports maga-
zines. His records are
not food and fodder for
the hungry sports lov-

ing (?) Indians. We do
not eat and breathe his
shots. We rarely seek
his autographs. The
Government owned
(Yes, I repeat, owned)
media, i.e., the A.I.R
and Doordarshan com-
pletely black out all

news on his progress m
the Championship with
a vengeance. This is the
way we treat a World
Champion in our
country.

So, sports loving Indi-

ans, do not comjplain
the next time our hock-
ey team gets thrashed
by a tennis score or our
lootball team gets
mauled by some tiny
nation or our runners
don't qualify for the
Olympics or the
list could go on and
on
This is the price we

are paying for overpat-
ronising cricket at the
cost of other sports.
Given that sort of pub-
licity and facilities that
cricket has been given
all these years we are
bound to do well in

other sports too. By the
way, where do we stand
in the world as far 5-day
cricket is concerned?
We have played 25
Tests without a win.

Till then, 9.40 a.m. to
4.35 p.m., we watch the
dull dogs (Yes, we are
still the dull dogs of the
5-day cricket, never
mind the World Cup
win) at play. In the
evening we discuss the
pi os and the cons of the
day's play. At night we
watch them again in the
highlights for another
half an hour.
Next morning, we

read about the previous
day's play in the news-
papers. A few days la-

ter we lap up a resume
of the entire match
illustrated profusely in
all the magazines
(sporting and non-
sporting). By this time,
the next Test begins
and so does the vicious
circle*

Till such time we de-
vote more time for pub-
licity and facilities to
othet sport we will have
to be satisfied with the
rare Amritraj, Ferreira
and Padukone.

Till then ovei to
Kapil Dev and Co.
SUkUMAR MURTl
Bombay.
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Allan Border's Column

^PHIS will probably get

X me into a lot of trouble
but I can understand why
some people believe the
Pakistanis shouldn’t have
their wives with them on
tour
Sometimes, wives can

detract a lot from a tour

mg team’s success
The line between going

well and going badly is

veiv thin, and it’s no sec
ret that it’s hard to mam
tain 100 per cent team
spirit when some of the
players have their wives
with them
The ideal toui is one on

which the pla\ ers spend
all their time together
They eat, sleep and drink
cricket and the camar
adene isveiystiong

I think the worst situa

tion is when onH four oi

five of the plavers have
their wives with them, and
it doesn’t help when kids
are around as well

If a player is staying
outside the team hotel
with his wife, sometimes
you’ll only see him at prac
tice and on the morning of
a match In that situation,
total team spirit cannot be
achieved
While I prefer no wives

on tour, I think all wn es is

bettei than just a few
At least with all wives

the team spirit can be re
tamed, as everyone goes
out and spends time
together as a group There
is not the ’splintering’ you
get when only a few wives
are on tour
How do you assess the

value or otherwise of hav
mgyour wife on tour’ 1

canf
t put my linger on It

For example, my wife

J
ane was mEngland dur*
ig the last tour there, as
were several other wives
Forme, Jane was a

steadying influence and I

had a personally success
fultour For the team,
however, it was a disaster
tour.We lost 1-3 when we
should have won 3-1

It is when things are
going badly that I believe
wives can nave the most
detrimental effect.

It is in these situations
that the team must pull
together as a unit The
spirit must be stoked high
and the mateship fuelled

Naturally, when some
players are staying outside
the team hotel with their
wives, it is much more dif

ficult for the touring side
to rally around the flag as
a cohesive unit

If you are having a sue
cessful tour, however, the
presence of wives has a
negligible effect A sue
cessful team is a happy
confident one
The whole question of

wives on tour is a difficult

one
For example, it can be

said that wives prevent
the tourist from going out
every night with the boys
and having a few beers,
and 1 can see the merit in

that

On the other hand, going
out and having a few beers
with the boys can be the
single most important wav
to build spirit and
mateship

It is over a beer that

many important issues are
discussed A lot of good
suggestions, comments
and criticisms are aired in

stich a relaxed atmos
phere
For the tour captain

being accompanied by his

wife can be an even grea
ter problem

Foi example, one night
he might arrange to take
his wife to a restaurant
and then a show

Just before he's leadv to

leave, a young player
might approach the cap
tain with a problem that

just can’t wait
The captain would like

to take the youngster for a

quite beer somewhere and

st rt things our but the
restaurant is booked and
the wile is looking foi ward
to a good night out

Getting off thi ticklish

topic 1 notue with some
sadnes , that rny old mate
Hooksev s itc« nr illness

has obvioush softened his

brain
Instead of < onterning

himself with Queensland
(and b\ the wa\ we would
have definitely taken four
points and most probably
16 m the* game against
South Australia if it wasn t

fori am) David should
won y, about his ow n team
Tudgmg b\ the Rick

Dai lmg episode there
must bt problems with
ttamharmonv down m
Adelaide

I hope you 1 1 1 it all

sotted out in turn to it

ten e the wooden spoon
David old mate

David Hookes' Column

SOME observations ol a

Sheffield Shield match
At the moment it seems

Western Australia have a

perfect blending of very
good juniors mixed m with
experienced players

And even though no
single player is doing any
thing outstanding, they

have enough players get

ting wickets and runs to

avoid a total team crash

All the other teams are

chasing WA now, but

things will get interesting

when the top plasers go
tramping off o the West
Indies

It is when the young
stand ins have to play four

f
ames straight without the

est men that their true

value will be gauged
Terry Alderman bowled

Very well against us in

Adelaide and that pleased

me greatly

He was tpuch more adv-

anced m his progress than
I thought he would be,
which is a tribute to his

hard work
He surprised me with

his pace and he even came
up with a few inswingers
Not as prodigious as be
fore, perhaps, but remem*
be; it was Adelaide Dc
nms Lillee bowled well as

did Tom Hogan
Tom hasn’t had much

bowling lately but he land
ed it on the spot and
looked like a bowler m
form
Rodney Hogg was excep

tionally quick in the first

innings
The reason can be put

down to the extra work
Hoggy did for this season,
particularly on his

strength and all-round fit

ness
This year he is bowling

longer spells, nine and 10
overs, and his last four or

five are express
People praise Hoggy for

his *?ne and length but a
gi eater attribute is that he
can howl to a plan

secret is prob
ably his marvellous deln
ery action He leans back a
long way and gets
tremendous level age
For myself I’m feeling

okay, even though I can
feel«j>neumoma t elapse
coming on thanks to Hugh
esy making me stand m
the i am

All 1 need is one big
score to get everything
right, and 1 hope to do that
against 1 asmanm

Tust getting back to
Western Australia brief
ly —notice how they ha
ven’t had any batsmen
sconng zillions of runs and
averaging over 150’
before I sign off, I d like

to pass on my best wishes
to Allan Bordet ’s wde,
Jane

I hope she doesn't read
AB’s column in this

issue for AR’s sake*



Kapil Dev has not managed to
get the best out of his players

MANSUR ALI KHAN PATAUDI

All photographs by NIKHIL BHATTACHARYA

TAHTH two down and two to go the

VV situation not only put India in

an invidious position but gave the
West Indians so much confidence
that they were content to drop a
batsman and play a spinner for the

first time in this senes
Ever smce the early Sixties, the

Calcutta wicket has become a slow
turner and this, no doubt, influenced

Lloyd to include Harper, but as it

turned out he need not have
bothered, for Marshall, Holding and
Co. proved more than enough for a

batting side which was totally devoid
of character.
One does not disclaim that the

West Indians are the better side* and
they were obviously expected to
win—nor is there any shame in los-

ing to them«~but to be utterly
humiliated by a side which is by no
means infallible deserves more than
a polite censure.
And while Kapil Dev as the cap-

tain cannot be held responsible for
Gavaskar’s novel attitude towards
his batting, nor his spinners’ inabil-

ity to force an issue to a quick
conclusion, one is not prepared to
accept the lame excuses that haveaccept the lame excuses that have
nowbecome a predictable part of his

remarks at the end of every same.
After all, India did win the World

Cqp and won it handsomely. At least

on the surface it is inexplicable, how
and why a side which a few weeks
ago was riding a crest of glory, is now
floundering in the depths of despair,
How are the mighty fallen, indeed.

One can only hope, though this may
be considered somewhat naive, that

One can only hope, though this may be considered somewhat naive, that India's performances this

season, are not due (as they say) to reasons apart from cricket..if indeed this is the

case, those people playing these games are achieving

nothing except putting the game back by approximately 30 years

r



India** performances this season, are
notdue (as they say) to reasons apart
from cricket.

If indeed this is the case, those
people playing' these games are
achieving nothing except putting the
game back by approximately 30
years.
As for this particular match, even

the West Indians must have been
embarrassed by the lack of opposi-
tion and the eventual facility of their

victory.

The main architects were Lloyd
and Marshall (one of whom is bound
to win the award for the Man Of The
Series), and they were more than
ably supported in their moments of

crisis.

In the prevailing circumstances,
Lloyd played one of the most valu-

able innings seen on this ground.
While the more adventurous, like

Greenidge and Richards, went for

their shots straightaway, Lloyd’s
patience was inexhaustible, and
while the couple of Indian batsmen
who had settled down in the first

knock, failed to produce an innings
of sufficient length, Lloyd not only
showed his experience but, more
importantly, a sense of responsibility

which was patently lacking in the
Indians.

I find it most difficult to evaluate a
game which on a straightforward
wicket, finishes in virtually three
days, and a side loses by an innings. 1

can understand Ifidia being bowled
out for 42 on a green top in England,
but I find it hard to believe that

Marshall was unplayable on a per-

fectly normal Eaen Gardens track,

and that too, against <
^de

which was competent, Plough to

score over 400 runs on previous
occasions.

I am sorry to admit that 1 have
nbthing more to say about the Indian
performance, no mitigating cir-

cumstances to offer as reasons for

condolence, and much as I hate to

write critically of fdllow players,

knowing that they must be quite as

unhappy as their followers, this

showing must be one of the most
dismal efforts by any Indian team.
Kapil Dev has not managed to get

the best out of his players, especially

some of his from line batsmen who
seem more bent on a following an
independent course rather than fall-

ing into the pattern of the main
theme.
Are his stars in disorder, is it just

misfortune, or does he lack the

necessary confidence and therefore
the authority?

I really do not know.
For sure, his failure with the bat

has not helped matters. Also, I am
fairly certain that the Indian captain
is presently confused and angry.

But then, uneasy does lie the head
that wears a crown.
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While Kapil Dev cannot be held responsible (or Gavaskar’s

novel attitude towards his batting, one is not prepared to

accept the lame excuses that have now become a

predictable part of the Indian captain’s remarks at the end

of every game



Our bowling was the difference
Says CLIVE LLOYD in an exclusive interview

PORTSWORLD: At one state In- I direction: the last few weeks in India I with the best of all time but we lost

SPORTSWORLD: At one stage In-

dia looked like winning the Cal-

cutta Test. But the West Indians
fought back in just about a day to

emerge the winners. The West Indies
is probably the strongest side in the
world and the most professional.
CLIVE LLOYD: Although we lost

quite a lot of our players in the last

couple of seasons because of the
South African offers, we are trying to

combine the same fighting spirit in

the side that we had some years ago.

1 think we are working well in that

direction; the last few weeks in India

have proved that we have the poten-
tial and we are doing as well as we
had wanted to.

SPORTSWORLD: Considering the
potential, are you satisfied with the
performance of the side on this trip?

CLIVE LLOYD; I would have loved
to see more runs being scored by our
frontline batsmen but it did not turn
out to be so, unfortunately. It’s one
of those things, really. Our fielding

has been very patchy. Some years
ago our fielding used to be compared

some of our outstanding players gra-

dually to South Africa. But now we
have some younger players and in

the next couple of series we should
be in the right gear again.

SPORTSWORLD: Would you pick
out any points of satisfaction on this

trip?
CLIVE LLOYD: Well, we have
Eldine Baptiste who over the last few
weeks has shown great improve-
ment. Then we have Roger Harper,
whose opportunities shall come in

It was important for me to stay at the crease as long as I could. More important, I had to adjust

myself greatly and stay around for nudges and singles most of the time.
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He (Marshall) is fast developing into an ah rounder, though his full worth shall be realised

when he plays England and Australia also.

of occasions.
SPORTSWORLD: You have done
very well in this series, scored two
centuries besides leading them at 39.

Isn’t it a sad commentary on the
Caribbean batting that time and
again you had to come to the aid of

the side when there are younger
players with potential around?
CLIVE LLOYD: Well, I hope that I

am not required to do this too often.

Its quite a strain especially when you
have many good players around. But
1 am confident that we shall get the
right people to make runs time and
again soon enough.
SPORTSWORLD: Was your innings
in this Test match one of the best

that you have played?
CLIVE LLOYD: It was a restrained

type of innings, which was so be*

cause of the circumstances. And it

might have been that after my dis-

missal the Indian bowling would
have made further inroads into our
batting. So it was important for me to

stay at the crease as long as 1 could.

More important, I had to adjust

myself greatly and stay around for

nudges and singles most of the time.

I just showed that there is another

j
it

side to my hatting apart from the
aggressive one. I guess I have done
this on a few occasions before also.

SPORTSWORLD: How would you
sum up the West Indian bowling?
CLIVE LLOYD: We bowled very well
in this game and only when we had
seven or eight Indian wickets down
in the first innings did our line stray
a bit. But apart from that we did
magnificently.
SPORTSWORLD: How would you
assess the performances of Michael
Holding and Malcolm Marshall?
CLIVE LLOYD: Marshall bowled
very well, most of the time within
himself and to a very good line. He
was very fast at Calcutta too.
Michael Holding is not bowling from
his normal long run up. He had a
knee operation and also feels that he
is going to last longer this way. He
paces himself up rather wcli and
then bowls the quicket one. Sudden-
ly he also comes up with .the perfect-
ly unplayable ball. Moreover, be-
cause of his accuracy he makes the
batsman play a bit more line
and length.
The delivery with which he clean

bowled Amarnath was a beauty. The

the course of time. Then we have
Logie who did not do as well as we
thought he would have.
SPORTSWORLD: The reckless bat-

ting by some of the West Indians
must have been of much concern.
You were at one stage five down for

S3 pretty bad batting.

CLIVE LLOYD: Yes, I thought that

we could have put our heads down a

bit more. Some of us did play a few
injudicious shots that got us out,

having tried it after succeeding in

the earlier games with those strokes.

But no two wickets in India have
been the same and we ought to have
curbed our natural style.

SPORTSWORLD: You were allowed
to come back into the match because
of the mineless Indian bowling.
CLIVE LLOYD: That is right. They
do not have the same penetrative

bowlers as they had in the past, so

after having made a few inroads

there was- nobody around to finish

the job.
The bowling side when 1 last came

to India in 1974-75 was much better.

They had more depth in the attack

and Ivere better spinners of the ball.

Moreover, they beat the bat on a lot



Richards played at a wide one and didn’t perhaps judge the line

properly

ball swung in and then left him off

the pitch, bowling him between bat
and pad Ainamath ipptartd to be
vorked
SPORTSWORLD How would >ou
account for the inclusion of Roberts?
Was it consolation more*1

CLI\ fe LLOYD Yes, you could to a
certain extent say consolation he
has not got a great season but it is

quite obvious that if we had a chance
to play him we wouldn’t lose it 1 feel
that he is now nearing the end of his
careez, well, for that matter so aie
many others 1 guess he knows it too
SPORTSWORLD You also chose Ro-
ger Harper but he was hardlv used in
the game apart from the first even-
ing when you used him to get the 77

overs through.
CLIVE LLOYD. 1 wanted to bring
him on a little earlier but then 1 was
hoping to get the Indians out with
the quickies I expected that the
Indians would at least have put on a
better second innings so there would
have been the chance of using him
then That did not come about,
though his chance shall come and I

shall be pleased to see him bowl
some more overs It has been argued
that Harper's inclusion has been
quite redundant amidst the presence
of the quicker bowlers But we have
to look ahead, we are interested in

looking at him as a long investment,
especially when we play some other
countries

SPORTSWORLD: Whut about the ex-

dufion of Daniel and Richardson?
CLIVE LLOYD: Well, Daniel was
unfit, or rather had a groin strain

and I did not want to risk it I am not
particularly keen on giving youngs-
ters like Richardson just one Test
match He ought to have been given
a longer run and when we had a
situation when he could be capped
we did so The circumstances to plav
him again were not too favourable
We did discuss the dropping of

Haynes for Richardson but decided
against it m the end Havnes has
been the main West Indian opener
for long and got a century just last

seasori It's not that he is a bad
player but just that he is not m form
SPORTSWORLD* Getting back to

the proceedings, what did you feel

about the Indian batting collapse m
the first innings?
CLIVE LLOYD. 1 had some mind to

change the bowling but kept on the
fast bowlers when I kept getting the
wickets We had a good chance of

running through the Indian batting
but we did not take chances Ga\ as

kar began the rot, he is plavins ven
looseh at the moment and I do not
know whether this is part of a new
appioach If he is going to plav like

this then he is going ro gn e us more
chances of getting him out The ball

that got him out m the first innings
sort of stopped a bit before it came
on to him and kicked a bit And then
we bowled outside the off stump
we noimallv do that an\wa\ and
got most of out wickets India in

fact, might hase done e\en worse
had we held a couple of chances that

came our wav Richaids diopped
Kapil De\ when he had we held a

couple of chances that came out wau
Richards dropped Kapil Dev when
he was on five the ball kept a bit

low and he did not get his hands

SPORTSWORLD' The Indians reco-

vered after that to 240 all out.

CLIVE LLOYD It was entirely due
to Kapil De\ and Roget Binnv Kapil

plaved his shots like he always does
timing well and hitting all sound the

wicket Binn\ is a hard hitter who
shall gue a chance oi two but on his

dav he might onls scote 70 oi 80, not

moie Since he is a big chap who
believes in plaving his shots, I doubt

if he can play a big innings
I thought that we had given the

Indians SO iun$ more than we ought

to have yielded Had we held our

chances, they might even have been

restrained to about 150 only
SPORTSWORLD: How much did >ou

think the West Indians outfit to base

put up?
CLIVE LLOYD: The way we began

pressure on the Indians nut we iw
quite a few early wickets Greenidge

square cut uppishly— I thought ne

12



hit Jt pretty well ifter the tall

tod* .bounced quite .a bit. He may
have been troubled by a bad lag and
I won’t know whether he wa* Ham-
pered by that. It was a long hop and
he was unfortunate in ' hitting it

straight into a fielder.

Richards played at a wide one and

ly^The'same tLing went for *Dujo»

thought that even getting to 200
would be a Struggle. But we batted
extremely weU and we might not
have made many runs had Marshall
and I not got into a big partnership.

Personally, I had felt quite a strain

getting a century at Delhi. This timegetting a century
I did not feel tired at all even though
I batted for a day and a half and was
not out in the end. Funny really.

Probably that’s because my family
has been here (laughs).

SPORTSWORLD: Did you feel un-
comfortable initially?

CLIVE LLOYD: In the beginning the
timing was off a little bit but I

realised that the only thing was to

get as many singles as possible and
then try to get my timing back.

Trying to graft was the most normal
thing to (fo, wait for the bad balls

and then have a go.

SPORTSWORLD: What was the util-

ity of Marshall’s 54 and then later,

Roberts’ 68?
CLIVE LLOYD: Marshall batted
very well. He is fast developing into

an all rounder though his full worth
shall be realised when he plays Au-
stralia and England. Roberts' knock
was invaluable as he stayed around
for a long time and helped me add
the runs. We might have got all opt

had he not stayed there for some
time. When we began the third day it

was difficult to see how we could
have wrapped the game up. But with
Roberts’ batting and later, our bowl-
ing, we ensured that the match
would not be given away. It was one
of the finest days in our history of

cricket for some time. Roberts knew
exactly what was required. He was
prepared to hang around with odd
singles and when we got around 100
runs’ lead he went for a bash until

we got 130. Moreover, we were all

out at the right time as it gave the

Indians,some 40 minutes of batting

on the third evening.
SPORTSWORLD: Do you think that

Kapil Dev ought to have opened the

bowling himself in the morning?
CLIVE LLOYD: WeU, in Calcutta
you expect the ball to swing about in

the morning than seam, don’t you?
And ha probably should have bowled
himself when Roberts came in to bat.

The Indian bowling did well when
Kapil bowled. The fellow Maninder
Singh howled fairly in parts, though I

feel he ought to have been used
more. On the second evening he was
brought on rather lata and managed
to turn a few.

Roberts knew exactly what was required. He was prepared to hang

around with odd singles...

SPORTSWORLD: Hie Indians col-

lapsed, half the side going, on the
third evening. Gavaskar’s was a poor
shot.

CLIVE LLOYD: Well, 1 guess the
team required him to put his head
down. ‘He wants to enjoy himself at

the crease these days it seems.
Perhaps, they could drop him down
the batting orjler.

In the second innings Gavaskar
started off in an agkressive fashion.

But then, I think, ne grew a little

overconfident, as he always tends to

do, and this possibly led to his down-
fall.

SPORTSWORLD: Do you think the

wicket played an important role in

the trend of the fourth day's play?

CLIVE LLOYD: The wicket behaved
well and was looking good when we ;

took the field on the fourth day. And
everybody knows that early morning
Eden Gardens is always a bowler's

turf.

SPORTSWORLD: What do you think

was the main difference between the
two sides?
CLIVE LLOYD: Our bowling, with-
out doubt. It has been penetrative
right from the start of the series.

Malcolm Marshall has consistently
bowled a good line and length. He
has also swung the ball around con-
siderably.
However, Michael Holding was not

feeling too well on the fourth morn-
ing. Yet, he bowled quite satisfac-

torily,

Winston Davis is a very promising
cricketer. I hope he will make him-
self a regular in the side before long.
Of course, he will have to sort out his
no-ball problem. But that 1 don't
think is a very difficult job.

We have some talented pace bow-
lers back home also, like Leacock,
Lambert and so on. Hence, it is

highly unlikely that we would run
into trouble when it will come to
finding replacements for Holding
and Roberts.





agg;
TT was while having lunch on the

JLrest day that Lloyd spoke. “This

Indian team does not have the same
fighting spirit as the earlier ones.

There is no one prepared to keep his

head down for hours and try to build

an innings. They seem to be more
interested in hitting every ball over

the top. You can't win a Test match
that way.’’

That the Indians lost was hardly

the pivot of frustration; it was the
manner,more than the fact,which
sent reporters rushing to their type-

writers, with vitriol and car-

bon paper.
Half the Indian side was dismissed

in 40 minutes of batting on the third

afternoon. It took another hour and a

half to carve away the remainder
and the mhtch was over even before
lunch on the following day. Nine and
a half hours of playing time re-

mained unutilised.

But, as must be stressed, it is not

the defeat but the process in itself

which must come under a micro-

scope. Gavaskar in the second in-

nings batted with an approach fore-

ign to the situation; we thought that

he was not capable of this, even if he
had tried. Starting again 137 behind,

an anchor inning^ was most ex-

pected, and the Gavaskar' of old
might have put his head down like a
punished schoolboy, the bat and pad
close enough to shut out filtered

daylight—or a yorker—adhering to
the 4V* and the gradual building of
the innings. The circumstances at

Calcutta required just that—the
sticking to first principles. On the
contrary, Gavaskar square cut up-
pishly and might have been taken,
had gully stood deeper. A few mi-
nutes later, he edged Holding to

Dujon off a delivery so wide that it

was a surprise that he even got to it.

Gavaskar had created a do-it-

yourself crisis. For gross irresponsi-
bility and divorce from the dictates
of the situation, this was unpardon-
able.
And it is an ironic reflection on the

state of things that we should devote
so much of national attention to

cricketers struggling even to draw a

Test. On an average, each player
makes Rs 15,000 today, inclusive of

endorsement money and the Test
fee. Each cricketer is making as
much in a season as their predeces-
sors did in a lifetime. The question of

the hour is whether this is at the cost

of professional expertise and the
gradual decline being suffered by

toth£r sports in India. If this down*
ward graph is an indication of things
to come, then ifis time the selectors

sat down to tear up old resolutions
and did a lot of rethinking. If increas-

ing rewards and diminishing returns
are conversely variable, as they are
proving to be, then the winning of
the World Cup was one big tragedy.
The subsequent pattern of things

was evident from the first ball of the
match. Preferring to bat after win-
ning the toss, Kapil must have been a
cornered man. Gavaskar went first

ball, parrying at a short ball which
he might have left alone and being
taken behind off Marshall. Queues of
expectant watchers were trickling in

to see the Little Master get his

thirtieth ton and now he was gone!
Marshall yorked Gaekwad nine

runs later, Mohinder played uppish-
ly to Marshall for a return offering
while Vengsarkar was bowled Hold-
ing for 23.

India lunched uneasily at foqr for
47. On resumption, Shastri missed
Holding’s nipback for a dozen but
Malhotra was still there. Here was
the Pothos to Kapil’s D’Artagnan
with crisis thrust upon him, choreog-
raphed to hold the centre stage. He
couldn’t have had it better for a



situation to prove his utility to the
side, but on 20 he tried to drive
Davis, miscued and Gomes said
‘Good afternoon and goodbye, thank
you.’ At 63 for six India seemed fast

sinking.
Six runs later, Richards dropped

Kapil in the slips. The crowd hissed
like 80,000 snakes in unison as an
appreciation of a near fatal outswin-
ger. /
After the early shivers had been

seen off, Kapil and Binny flourished.

Binny pulled Holding, clipped him
off his legs and ended with a

glance—all fours. Immediately, a
bowling change was considered

necessary. Marshall was adminis-
tered the same treatment; he tried to
float one outside' the off and Binny
obligingly drove for four. The 50 of
the partnership had come in 40 mi-
nutes and 10.2 overs.

It finally todk Roberts—and three
appeals in three balls—to break the
association. Binny was trapped leg
before for 44 off 58 balls with eight
fours and India went to tea with 147
for seven. The last 82 runs had come
in 74 minutes.
Kapil removed his foot from the

pedal after that. He drove Roberts
for four to get his thirteenth 50, this

time in 61 balls, square drove with

identical results off Roberts a little

later, and past extra cover for four
again. Late in the afternoon he,
however, missed the line and was
bowled Holding for 69 and India
pulled down the curtains at 212 for

eight, Kirmani and Yadav keeping
vigil.

The next morning, India managed
to prolong the end to 241 all out,

Yadav pocketed by Greenictae off

Roberts and Kirmani bowled
Roberts for 49. At least now the issue
was worth fighting out, West Indies
having lost more than half the side
with not even 70 on board.
The West Indies settled for the

accepted pattern of the match.
Richards for a start, was just
Richards, dismissing Binny from his

S
resence with one past square leg.

Lis impetuosity was, however,
abbreviated; Richa

Richards poked at a Kapil outswinger more out of exuberance than

discretion and Kirmani was jumping around in ecstacy

His impetuosity was, however,
abbreviated; Richards poked at a

Kapil outswinger more out of ex-

uberance than discretion and Kirma-
ni was jumping around in ecstasy.

Haynes was leg before for five, the
ball from Kapil straightening, and
now nobody in the stands was leav-

ing for lunch. Anything could hap-
pen. And sure enough, Dujon went
down to Kapil, was beaten by the
swing and Gaekwad had picked up
the edge. Three wickets in 12 balls

and at 42 for four the match was
suddenly the bookmaker’s dilemma.
Yadav was introduced as the

prime hope against the left handers,
Lloyd and Gomes. India got the
breakthrough they wanted. Gomes
was lured down, beaten by the break
and bowled for 18. Critics now fan-

cied an Indian victory
Marshall and Lloyd delayed

another dismissal. The former put
Mohinder out of the firing line with
two fours before turning his atten-

tion to the others. By some very
straight batting, bat open-faced,
Marshall picked up his singles and
interspersed them with fours. His 50
came in 92 minutes off 85 balls; a

little later Lloyd was acknowledging
the cheers for his half hundred in

174 minutes and 100 balls. Restraint
and caution wasthe keynote, espe-

cially after Maninder had Marshal)
leg before with a squatter for 54. The
batsman had done his bit: 122 mi-

nutes, 109 balls and eight fours. West
Indies ended the day with 179 for six,

Lloyd 58 and Holding yet to score.

The wheel was beginning to inch the
other' way.
The West Indians got even closer,

though with further loss of wickets
on the third morning. Holding, using
the long handle-^-his gripping of the
bat more close to the top of the

handle quite explains this-^-hit

Yadav over mid wicket for six, swung
Maninder Singh against the spin for

four, tried a repeat some balls later

and was caught by Shastri for 17.

Harper came and went, leg before to

Kapil and at 213 for eight, India



If increasing rewards and diminishing returns are conversely

variable, as they are proving out to be,

then the winning of the World Cup was one big tragedy

seemed to be emerging for the
second time in the series with a
greater grip on the circumstances
But Roberts and Llovd put an end

to the rot The foimer was content to

drop his bat and stay put, refusmg
even full tosses and half volleys m
the process Llovd also tried an
adjustment, shunned the big hit, but
kept the scoie moving with the sing
les Soon enough, the partnership
was on the move At times. Llovd
reverted to habit and diove as well
he might have His one tvpital shot
off Bmnv was so masteiful foi place
ment and power that it might well
have been signed *C H Llovd’ He
cut Manmder a little latei to get the
hundred out of the wav oft 200 balls

surviving a stumping chance at the
same score
Roberts at the other end suddenly

fired from the doimant to the vio
lent swung Maninder for six and hit

the next ball tight ovei the bowler’s
head foi fout Another four off Shas
tri bi ought him his hftv and the West
Indies went in for refreshments at

344 foi eight Llovd 143 and Roberts
53 both still batting and m no trou
ble Roberts hit Yadav foi a straight

six to get his highest Test scot#* while
Llovd got past his 150 still resisting

temptation
It was onlv after 125 4 overs that

Roberts made his fatal error An
intended six oif the bowling of

Yadav went instead to Amarnath in

the straight country for b8, his high
est in first c lass c ncket i he ninth
wicket stand of 161 was now the
West Indian record against all coun
tries Davis soon afterwards missed
Yadav’s quicker one and wa^ out leg

before West Indies were all out foi

377, Lloyd unbeaten on his island of

runs with 161 The lead was 136 1 ans
With some 40 minutes of batting

left, India might have, with some
effort, seen through the dav without
a wicket falling The light was get

ting increasingly murky and grafting

was the order of the day But Gavas
kar turned Marshall for four off the

third ball, stiaight drove the next

and square drove the same bowler

again in his following over Mean
while, Gaekwad failed to bring his

bat down in time tor the Holding
vorker and had his stump cartwheel

mg Gavaskar flashed was taken and
the match for the West Indies

seemed as good as won The silence

at Eden Gardens was sepulchial

Vengsarkar was leg befoit in

trvmg to turn to mid on and Amai
nath was bowled bv a beautv almost

in the dark With five ducks in six

innings and a series avciage ot J6

Amarnath could well go into the

poultry business To put a tinak to

an amazing dav’s cncktt night

watchman Yadav missed a Marshall

incuttei and was bowled leg stump
India were five for 36 A Calcutta

businessman as if to fire the spn it m

the Indian dressing loom ol feted

them Rs 10,000 to diaj the match
into the fifth day
Shastu was not to last on the

fourth dav While Malhotra cut and
drove as if extracting titting revenge

for tht indignities he iped on the rest

ot the side Shasrn was howkd foi

sheer pace bv Mai shall for two
Malhotra continued unbotheied He
on drove Holding foi tour then

stiaight drove and hnallv finished

vs it h a covei drive to the ropes

Holding was hurriedlv sent out to

tieid in tht country and Roberts
intioduced
M 77 Malhotra made his erroi He

slashed wildlv at Marshall got the

faintest of touche* ftom the bottom
of the bat and Du ion had done the

needful Malhoua had made 30 as

long as he had baited then was some
hope ot making the West Indies bat

again He had tempered aggression

with a certain judiciousness and

then like a medieval swoidsman
searching for the neck had drowned
it all with one shot
Kapil without adding to the score,

was the eighth man out at 77, caught
dexteiouslv by Duion moving almost
ro short fine leg One moi e scalp for
Marshall Binnv went at 80, perhaps,
to the tmest catch of the match,
caught Hai pet in the slips tor six J en
runs later Kiimam failed to get his
bat in line to Robot*- and the ba»ls
had flown India all out for 90, had
lost bv an innings and 46 runs

An interesting statistic stood out
Marshall stuck it out foi 122 minutes
and 109 balls Holding 54 balls for
his 17 and Roberts 220 minutes and
181 balls in getting 68 Which is to
sav that any two ot then bowlers put
togtther—or Roberts alone— batted
longer than the Indians ni their
second innings A bowler’s match,
either wav'

77
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Colgate's

trusted formula works
to give you clean,

fresh breath...

strong, healthy teeth

every time you brush.

Here s how:

Odour- and decay-causing bacteria

i t t t j 9row m food particles trapped
r 7~"T r 3 between your teeth

Colgate's unique active foam

0f0f^ reaches deep to remove dangerous
*uT fTCIfll food particles and bacteria.I Result. Fresh-breath confidence,

fjjjj protection against decay,

\ T T T 1 strong healthy teeth.

Remember to brush with Colgate Dental Cream
after every meal’ Stop bad breath... fight tooth decay.
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Pakistan in Australia

Lawson’s Law
confounds the tourists

BRAD BOXALL reports on the Brisbane Test

SLLMINGLY against all odds,
Pakistan'* tour of Australia was

still m business after the Second
lest in Brisbane
Destined tor a repeat of then

humiliation in Perth the tourists
were saved to fight another da\
when ram washed out the entire filth

dav and most of the fourth
An innings defeat was inevitable

given good weathci Crusfu d for 15b
m ihe fust innings tilt Pakistanis
took onlv seven Austialian wicktts
toi 509 and weie * 82 in then second
innings still 267 runs behind
Spared bv the Ram God Pakistan

were bolstered before the I hird Ttst
m Adelaide bv an impressive win
over \ictona in which Mudassai
Nazar scored two hundreds and
laved Miandad a brilliant centuiv

off onlv 71 balls in 93 minutes
Then fortunes were further lm

proved b\ the addition of controver
adl mtdium paeei Sarfr az Nawaz to

the paitv and the prospect that bats
man Saleem Mahk might arrive in

time toi the Adelaide Test to replace*

out of form Wasim Raid
Theie is life left in this tout, but

tor three davs in Brisbane, the omens
weie ominous
Zaheei Abbas won his second toss

and chose to bat, reflecting no doubt
on the cnticism he incurred when he
sent Australia m to bat m Perth
He mav as well have tepeated the

Perth gambit, howevei, as his c hange
of mind in Brisbane proved lust as

It unless Indeed Austialian captain
Kim Hughes appaientlv couldn’t be

lieve his luck when Zaheer said he’d

The smut for Brisbane was the
same as that used in Perth onlv
Geoff Lawson was given the new ball
and Dennis Lillee relegated to
second change
With just 10 tuns to then credit,

Pakistan started to wobble, with the
despondent Mohsm Khan caught bv
Greg Chappell at fust slip from
Lawson

I rom thei. it was a procession,
with I awson, Rodnt v Hogg and L arl

Rackemann dominating the batsmen
with pace, lift and a bouncer bai
i age
The onlv partnership of value

came from /aheer and Hasim Raid,
but rheir stand of 62 tor the fourth
wicket was spiced with so much luck
that it failed to raise the hopes of

c hippol ( ipht) witches as Allan Rorurr puts down i chan c from Odbim Omar



even tht most fanatical Pakistan
supporter
With his optometi\ exams behind

him, Lawson the tall New South
Wales opening bowler, settled into

his work in Brisbane like the man
who dt rnolished I ngland last season
His pact was notictabl\ impimed

and his line almost impeccable He
was rewarded with £ 49 and re

established himselt as Austi ilia s

premier last man
Rodney Hogg simply earned on

tiom where he left oil in l
>
t i th but

luck was once moie agunst him
Hogg must have used a lifetime of

good fortune duiing his dt but stues
against I ngland in 1978 79 win n ht
claimed 41 wickets Smu then he

I has been despt lately unfortunate
. Hogg claimed 2 43 m the Pakisra

nis first Minings but could easiK
I hay* had Lawson’s figures In Pci h

ht dt Inc it <1 the ball of tin n itch m
vitsnii s Mohsin- in Bush me ht pul

h d another unplav lblt out out to

el nm Ia\til Mi indad
1

l i\ed s ill foitunt e ontmued wht n
ht received a further rrifmhctnt

I dt liverv in the aeond irn i if.
* < n

I

Ri kc niann \t least lit howtd hi

e 1 *'s bv actually gt ft mg i lice oil at

I

t< both dtliveiics
I When l aw son and Hoj g wt it c > >1

* nig then heels in tht i flu lei ilie

PasKistants got lit u ^ pit t p M<u

I

lailv from Rat kern um
In Peith Kackt m um howtd in

almost ama/mg abilitv to pn k up
wickets (unlikt pool Haig and m
Busbant ht it intuited r lus im
pre ssion

Called to tht attack dm mg the

frustrating Zaheei Rap ilhanet

Ratkemann broke tht rngn nn
mediately in spectaculai fashion

Raja flashed oner more at a bill

wide ol the oif stump but this time

was snapped up at fouith slip Iv

Hughes Pour runs latei Waum Bari

played withour put post and guided

Rackemann to Border at stcond slip

J wo balls latti Rackemann found

Abdul Qadir s stumps and the vt i \

next ball Rashid Khan was struck on

the pads playing back
Rackemann mated hn appeal in

unison with the slips cordon but

umpire Me’ ]ohm on was unmoved
Quite frankly Rashid was plumb
lbw Rackemann would have had

three wickets in four balls and have

been on a hat tuck
Seemingly demoralised by the

umpire’s stunning decision Rack
emann failed to take another wicket

in the innings
Perhaps the most startling Austia

lian bowling statistic wis that along

side Dennis Lillies name —eight

overs, none tot 31
Here we have a team demolished

for 156 and the' great 1 dice goes

wicketless of a paltry numbers of

overs Have things changed so much
In truth, Lillee bowled craftily in

the first two Tests, but his pace is

noticeably slower than his thiee fast

bowling colleagues

*

11 cUi M tyntnq ( entur

,

1 oi the Paki tarns am respite

horn the nenatt to lilt md stumps
ol i iwson Hogg md Rackemann
mu -.t b^ welcomed \nd despite 111

let leg cuUeis and ott breaks he is

tht bowle i in whom tht tounstsseck
jelitf

Tht Austiahan it ply was an awe
some assault on Pakist in s tiug

f ling bowlers despite the inclusion

of Rashid Khan tor lahir Naqqash
Australia s top m\ pile d on 4 35

urns tiom tht bat and even Geoff

lawsoti got intc the act with aju>ty

49 bttorc Vlughtj declared at " 509

Kepler Wcsstls and Wavnc P 1
jJ

lips started the fl rod with 56 lor the

lust wicket and theie were later

paitnei ships of 64 f\ allop Phillips)

U)K 'Hughes Boidc f ) l^l (Bordei

Chappell' an 1 103 <( happcll
Lawson)
Unlike Peith W t ssels started in a

blaze ol si ori ig hitting 35 in 68

minutes with t v* touts a* it to tiase

the momoM ol hi tentative Fust
Test displ n

It came as i sh k when ht tailed

to gel o\u an attempted squat

e

slash off leit irmti A/etm Haft e/

and was well caught low down b\

Qasim Omar n the covers

In srark contrast to the confident

iebutant n Peith Phillips looked

out of touch tiom the start Perhaps
caught out by the (.abba’s slower

pace and lower bounce the ball just

wasn’t coming off bat

To his credit however—and it

marked contrast to the Pakistanis-

Phillips battled on until when he

played on to Rashid
V allop got «he tainted i dge 1 vt

c vet seen in Tt st tucket to be caught

behind off Rashid and m an tia

when iirnpnts are unt 1 1 fne tiom
u lev ision rt plays full niaiks to Dick
French who heard tlu snick that V\

\ it we i s didn t

Kim Hughes bli/td i hail century

althougl once mow rioubUd by

Abdul Q ftdn In tact tht little leg

spinner w is dre adtullv unlucky to

hive a lbw appe il against the Au
sti than captain turned down before

he hid stoic d 20
Lve ntuallv Qadi* w is b t down bv

/alien Ablm In rht shot of a dc

spei j

1

1_ min according to one
suibt Hught came down the tiack
to miu Q edit over long on lor six

/alien w iction w.i» to immediate
Iv it place Qadir i mmt roundly
condemn* d and one th it must have
trust! ited the wilh spume x

With Hughes out tivmg to slog

Azetm Butler and Chappell took
the att id- bv tin uuii ol it 4

* ruck
Border posted ht first tentuiv

smu lanuarv Iasi \ear and later

sud it was mimic dlv his btsr ( ei

t iinlv In looked th* most composed
Amtr than on displ i\—-eve n moit so

than Chipptll— md his cutting and
dm nu wlm inspirational

Uitppclls 150 contauu d i widei

i uige ol tiokes tsomt puu nnen
tion like hr swats o\n slips) but

wa^ nit is corn t is Bnwlei s 1 18

A much mow w laxed plavti le

tenth Clnppells was a delightful
disdainful inning tor the spectator

When be att n b tht bow It r he
smiled rr noddc i approval onh to

lift him iv i r nndwcktt lor tour on
the nts» hill

Of th bowlt is \/t tm continue d
his manful ti il from Ptith and was
again rew irded while Rashid Khan
suiptistd the Australians with his

pt tsistc nt\
Pitching ori the left hand i s leg

I stump anti moving tht ball acwr> to

*ht slips he piovtdvtrv difficult to

scow from and beat the bat with

j

sonic regularity

11 < victims wcit Phillips \ollop
md border no lightweight two

—

and none 1 tht scalps wcw gifts

Rashid be i» ill tht cc on his ments
and can be proud ot hi clients

yacht puked up i single wicket
(tht lowly lawson) hut once tnort

showe f c noiuh to padrer hi will be
a handful it evti ht sari bowl igamst
the Australians on a wealing pitch

1 oi Kirn Hughes howtvci Qadu is

aheadv i piopositinn
Pikistms second innings looked

like b int a bcttci show a* it was in

Perth but anotlu r two wicktts to

Rackemann and me to ] awson nidi
cattcl thai u innings defeat was not
tai away

That s when the thunder clouds
called stumps and handed the
Pakistanis an tally but most (her
ished Chn tmas gift



I would not shut out thosewho
oppose astro-turf

Says the chief of the West German Hockey Federation, JURG SCHAEFER,
who is currently running for President of the Federation of International

Hockey, in an exclusive interview with HARESH MUNWANI in Frankfurt

WPSl C,P RMANYN hockey tod
nation has (let ided to pioposc

iht name ot its picMdtMif fuig
Schaefer (>T. toi the preside ntship ot

the federation of Inti i national
Hockey (TIHi Tht post tia< fallen
vacant due to tlu death m August
19M ot tht legendary Rent 1 lank
who headed the wot Id bod\ tm 1”

veai s

The last da\ toi filing nominations
toi tht above post is Dttembei 2*1

19SS At tht tune of wilting the onlv
othei candidate who has decided to

contest toi tlu T1H pit sident's post
is frenchman Ititnnt 1 C.luhiuh
iiinenih tht hon«>iaiv stcietary
genet al of the 1 1H and now acting
president

Utoiding to Scliatlei 'the 111]
tongiess meeting has be en advanced
to elect the new preside tit because ot

the Los Angi It * < >l\ mpu s, >tht dull d
m July nevi veai Now tht MH
congrts-. meeting h*e been called on
lanuarv 21, 19M at Rrussels to elect
the new pitsident

Initiallv Schaetei was not kttn to

tun toi tht game's highest post hut
lepiesentativ t s of some ot the othc i

countries uiged him to offer himself
a> a candidate it not toi auv thing
else to oftei an alternative
Confesses Schaetei “Rent 1 lank

was a sec i ttai \ genet al ot tht T IH
befott bt mg elected its president
and it was onlv logical that Mi
(Hie hitch who lias been seuetaiv
geneial ot the 1 Hi since 1%S should
be the nt xt ptesident But m\ ft itnds
fioni othei countnes emphasise d
that tht F lit needs a change it

r

1 1 all

(host vears and the It aM t could do
was to otter mvselt as m ‘alter native
candidate lr was a \t*r\ diffuiih
decision for me because Mi (.he hitch
is a deal tnend I had to tigutc out if

I could spare the tune toi the iob and
whether I would bt able to coti|ri

hute positively to tilt gamt Iht it

was ot couise piessurt fiom im
fi lends and tht\ had assured im ot

then valuable suppoit It is in Mv
light ot these facts that I am mat mg
m\ hid

”

B\ an\ standaids Sc hat ft i ceitain
Iv has the requisite quahi ication ioi

such a post He has been the pr« *a

dent ot his coi.nttv’s hotkey feck i

a

turn since 197 >,

In fact, Schaefer fust played hot k
e\ m 19 1's and has srm t In i n c lose 1\

associated with iht development ot

the gamt m his country Besides

hockey Sthatfei has tued his hand
at tennis and c anoi mg
Coupled with his aduumsti ativ c*

skill schaetei acknowledges, albeit

modestly the conti ibntion Ins play
ing duvs have made in raising the

standaids ot tht gamt* m I utnpt
which is more than c«m be said ot *h<

Indian hockev officials who art al

wav* worried about grabbing powei
at flu txpenst ot devc lopmeni of tht

game Oft om st iht it suits ait tit u
lot ail to see

limt and again Schaefii empha
sjs^s thiii his relations with Mr
('.lit hitch aie excellent In tact it

speaks volumes of Schaetei s di

plomatic talent that hi has conit to

an undei standing with hr* opponent
so that m case Schaetei win 1 he

would like Mr Gli< hitch to tontmut
as '.euetaiv geneial

/urO & fat'fpr

It elected, Schaefer promises that
lie will certainly change tht stvle of

functioning ‘At this point I must
acknowledge the contribution Rene
Trank has madt to tht game A tew
veai s ago the* I 111 w as made up ot

National federations Today tlu

number has tripled But Rent* I tank
wanted to go everywhere and no
decision could he taken without his

approval 1 believe in decentralised
powei and delegating responsibility
If netcssaiv I would navel but cei

t uiily not as much as Rene 1 lank
”

informs Sthatfei
I diking of his priorities Schaetei

saicf,’ “us an International sport.

hockev is well developed What we
have to do is to try and devc lop rht

game a hit moit m some small coun
tnes bit ot hockev is played in

these countries but tht 1 IM must
support and c nc our age the prnhftra
Non ot hotkey in these plates by
si tidiiu1 coucht' and umpires to

countries like North Africa Rumj
ilia Bulgaria, Wieoce and I uxern
houig for t sample Otherwise rhese
emmmes will lose interest m the

game, which consequently nit are
hotkey is going to he the casiu It v it

is time tht I IH shouldered this ic

spoie ilubtv

Besides 1 believe in team wori*

Suite ss o* any venture is due to tin

joint tffoit of < ath and everyone ot

tht numbers Addc d Sc hac ft i ‘Mu
othc*! change I have in mind is to st t

up in executive hoaid ot five m mx
mi minis who will i^poit n> tlu pit s

idem diiiitlv on ill rnatltis (>l

louist the 1

1

comnit udations of the
txiiutivt boaid will fu put up he

foie tht TIH toum ll bt foie the v art

approved I lit member ottheexeen
live board shall bt drawn from tin

vanoiis committee' like tlu rult

committee and the tec brutal c omnut
tec etc Such a boaid does not cxet
today

Iht financial position of the 1 IH
today is healths thank' to tht ic

venue through T\ lights and
Schaetei is cony meed that this is tht

time to stienjgthc n the infrastructure

of the world body “While tht mn
get ot the women's body with th< !

men is a step in the i ight duett ion I
I

would not shut out those who oppose |

astroturf Bv encouraging comptii
lion among other manufactmeis a

well as those who art interested m
poly grass the* 1 HI tan eiisiiie that

puces will tome down to rational

levels There has been a longstuiid

mg d< bate m the T IH ovei poly gras

being a b£uei playing surface as

opposed to astroturf This is wlun
tht executive board can help I urth

ei Australia and a few count! u*s m
Asia seetn to believe that tht I IH i'

tailored to meet the needs of t h#

I uiopean count! ies The new piesi

dent must dispel these fears at the \

taihest it he has to bt effective

T inallv Schaetei teels that it

elected he would like to serve ioi a

tetm oi two aud insists ou p«»ssin?

this premiei position to someone
else so that hockev tan benefit fion

fresh ideas
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“In order to succeed, it is

important to dream”
CHI CHENG, former Taiwanese track star who now administers her

country’s athletes speaks to LOKESH SHARMA
Hb spirits of the Taiwanese
athletic team lifted along wrtn

the Kuwait Ait lines Boeing 747 is

tht Dubai airport runwav dwindled
tapidh to a thin pencil lint ! ht

larwanese were on the last lap ot a
journey that had reinstated them m
tht Asian athletic fold llu\ hatl

been earlier debarred from interna
I tional competition m 1 9~i and wttc
1 rum on their wav to tht fifth Istm
metl m Kuwait

\boaid that same, anu tft was m
unassuming lotnut trade stai C hi

( hcrig of raipei is without d mbr one
td tht greatest athlete s to 1 oil off the

i generally sick isran athletics tit ad
mill An Olympic bron/t medal win

1 net /S()m hurdles 7% S (amt s at

I

Me \u o) she could ban naJ t\tn
nuit international Luutls had sin

it tut her peak in tht period in

I twicn the WbH and Olympic
I (>aim s

I c htng produced he r ht

s

,v »/ nn

|

mu during +he summer f 1

I Within the space of five weeks begin
I MJ/ij June 11 she credited heist it

|
with no less than six world it tort's

On this date at Portland Oregon she

tan world records tn the WC 10 0
sets and 200 yards 22 "b on Juh »

u l os \ngehs she clocked ’2 h to

improxe hei 220 yard tttord \mt
• d ix s lattr again at P >t tland Or eg i n

j

sht str world records of 22 4 and 12 1

|

tor fhe 200m and 100m hut dies
1

r t spec try tlx lhc last record t irm
on July IS at Sud stadt Austria tr

the lOOri (110 A \tar earlier

( hc,ng had also won tht 200m hut
dlts m a wor ld re ord time ot 2b 2

Ihis beautiful and easy smiling
athlete w^s mitt tuekx with those

competitions which are specifically

programmed to be a part of history

At the beg'nnnig of her track and
field career , Cheng won the long

i jump gold in tin 19b6 Bangkok Asian
Carnes bout years later at the samt
place

, in her glorious \tar of sus

tamed athletic brilliance she ended
with a gold in only the 100m A
muscle injury ruled out any further

success But she still holds tht con
tmental records for the 100m 200m
and 100m hurdles
All those feats art encapsulate d n

the last decade Today s lit has
assumed the task ot leuxuu athh
tits m Taiwan ( hr ( heng who h id

married her American coach at 1

settled down in the l nited states

returned to Taiwan in 107b $inct

then she has not spared any effort in

her aim to raise the standaid ot her

|

ompatnutx
Secretary gt r t tr ll / mi in s

national track mil fit Id assoc 1 in m
I sht i also i legist nor m tht national
assembly \1though sIn is not gnti
unlimited resources to channel in*o
laiwans qm st tor athletic bid

I
hum sht hi tht ids begun r

it i rd impro 1

1

nit nt

Ti* tt- li/'s wm t licit nr Jut mg
, the tOd \s in {mate in it hit he

j

nit 1 1 1 i n w leturrifii to tht isnri
I told am 1

fir sht d wnh three gold md
j

sj\ s hxtt tnd />/ n*t medals In in

j

txchisnt until mi with 'spoil

swoild Chi C heng shed some light

>n adrhtn m J uw m 7 hist ut
tsurprs ft tin tht conxtrs nr m

SPORISWORtD Aie sou satisfied

with your teams performance'
C HI (HI \(» I dm sure our rt

entry did to g< urnuictd
\ll the s one I tl mk we could lns

e

tot r couple ot nit dais moit Ht lost

I a it r rain nit dal in tht mens 100m
l * 1 \ v s lit_n our last i »mnt i t ot host d

(i n j re >uli >t rht tnnfuaon j tx tht

I t xtl irif t /oi *

1 Then in rht nu i discus it v\as

I
paitidhts in the part ot the refer *

that rule d out a bionzt medal tor our

tirower (in Isong thing Also oui

st'ci m athltte In Tueh Hsmang
misstd tht bron/t by one centimetre.

,

md the sdvti by n\o untrmettes
SW How did the expulsion ot

I

Taiwan from the Asian fold affect its

standard'
‘ CC I don t think tnat the •‘hut door

|

made mv difference to us It one
I aitna is not a\<ulahle then vou can

alwav compett m morhei one O u
<it hit tes c < mpeted regularly in 1 um
ptun and American meets so th t

was no dearth ot competition at anv

r u t

|

SW But surely competing against

a miuh higher level ot opposition

doesn't cons<*\ the ‘ame benefits as

competing with athletes of jour own
standard
CC Of course many of our

athletes must ha e *elt detected

kn wing thev wtit hopelessly out

classed Ihev weit not up to that

standaid but rht miociioi opposi

tio i snetched them to then limit

And this wa a benefit in itself

An Asian competition may laise

tht possibility o a gold medal but

thes intimation d iom;w titions

vseie important days Our athletes

saw tht at am ot wot Id athletic ta

lent arid brusned shouldeis with

tht in on the track

Sum it them mi line suited
uttamin/ d match ul, tic u m rht

is >i Id in oi dtx tc sot retd it is impoi
t uit to dr t i n 1 onU hope tl at tht *

dit im tin- impoi rar * dieim
S\\ On \oui return to Taiwan

what immediate steps did sou take'
CC I t a 1 about one sen to t inn

li ihsm imsclt with idmimsti une
and othti i tics ant details 1 liad

been i\s n toi too long a time \l

th it time irhletus was in an abso
liitt sh imblc

s

Ihcu wtn no tioss country tom
petitions not mans rrack eompeti
not rnd onl\ out marathon \ttd
les^ to sc*\ athletics w p* not stis

popular
Si the t ii st stt-p wiscb iouih to

popidinst ithletns It ichit\c*hit
i t organist d an mtt r national com
ptt lion and secuitd the par tic pa
non of famous \nu i can tthletes
lilt l dwin Moses and D-iwd Itt
who l know person ills lot t \ ent
was widely publicised and »lu com
pennon diew a crowd ot 1" K)0

SW Did the response gathei
momentum m the tollowing sears'
CC Tht innit atonal athletic

mett btcanu a imminent sp< it

csent This is t\mud b\ the tut
th»* ht toilowiiu s ai atttudanu
had lisen to ^ (Uiu tsii thouch sst i

hadnsiiicti 1 1 uti to tit ktt h ddtis
<ml\

SW How would sou rate \sian
athletes in comparison with world
standards'
CC Baiting a couple ot Chinese

lumpers and fapamsc distance mn
neis Asian athlitts an milts assay
* rn woild stai d ucl

^diking of indis uluals 1 think
ms 7hu fiaiihua ithe high tu.np

woild r^coid holdti) Tipanes
mai ithone i loshihni s t ko and
Bahrain s \hmed H im id.* (400m
huidles) irt tiuls sun Id ilass

SW l)o sou see am potential
woild calibre athletes m soui own
countrs >

CC Botl out dccithletts Itt 1 u
An the ssinnei in kuw ut and (iu V in

Choeusilsei medallist) aiecapible
ot making then rnaik it the limma
tional ltsel A lot can bt expected
tiom Ghoi i as ht is only nineteen
and still managtrl to ama s "4

points hert after gtrtinp m lined in

(apan rwo months ago Oui 110m
hurdler Wu ( n king who *t\ an
Asian record ot H 90 secs is also
capable of mosing into the top
bracket
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European football

Managers + Bad Luck =
The Sack!

PREMEN ADDY

THE gap at the top of
the English first divi-

sion, which only a week
ago was no more than the
proverbial coat of paint,

has grown wide enough to

let in a shaft of light.

Where earlier, only a
solitary point had sepa-
rated leaders Liveijiool

from their nearest joint

challengers, Manchester
United and West Ham, the
margin at the time of writ-

ing is four times as great.
Manchester United,

with their glittering array
of names and theirhunger
to buy some more, still

lack the consistency that
has become Liverpool's
signature tune over the
last decade and more.
They met Everton, the

other Merseyside Club,
and lost 0-1, after dominat-
ing the game for much of
the time. Indeed, so
marked was their control
that it seemed inevitable
that United’s goal would
come, perhaps in a rush.
They were within an

inch of fulfilling these ex-

pectations as a powerful
header from Gordon
McQueen was cleared off

the line by Sheedy. Then
followed a spate of corners
and scrambles in front of
the Everton goalmouth,
but United hadn’t quite
the imagination—or the
touch—to score.
Their opponents, mean-

while, beat United’s
offside trap, but Sharp,
with merely Baily to
round, shot hurriedly into
his legs and the after-

noon's best chance went
abegging.
Within a minute of the

interval, matters were put
right as Sheedy, once
Everton’s saviour, banged
the ball home with his for-

midable left foot to give
his side an improbable vic-
tory.

The pattern oi this game
was almost dittoed by
Aston Villa and West

Ham. The Hammers,
second in the table with
Manchester United, also
lost to their less fancied
opponents 0-1.

The match oscillated
from end to end. Like
Sheedy for Everton, Ride-
out saved off the line for
Villa and then topped off

his effort by scoring the
winner.
Neither Manchester Un-

ited nor West Ham lose
their second place, as Tot-
tenham Hotspurs lost 1-2

to Norwich and remain
fourth. Liverpool, mean-
while, beat Birmingham 1-

0, thanks to an lan Rush
goal and their present lead
at the top of the First

Division puts their rivals

under even fiercer

pressure.
In the Second Division,

Sheffield Wednesday
drew 1-1 with Shrewsbury,
a surprisingly poor result

for them against a team
drifting somewhere in the
middle of the table. De-
spite this, Wednesday are
clear of their closest chal-

lengers, Manchester City,

by three clear points

City climbed over
Chelsea into second posi-

tion by beating the Lon-
doners 1-0. The victory
was narrow, but the goal
was the sort of gem which
football connoisseurs find
priceless.

Having won a free kick
some twenty-five yards
from the Chelsea goal, Jim
Tolmie, a Scotsman who
was recently playing in
Belgium, lobbed the ball
high over the Chelsea
wall. As the keeper watch-
ed anxiously, it suddenly
dipped into the net.

As one scribe described
it the next morning, it was:
“A goal conceived in

Rio...it was a kick the
Brazilians made famous,
Hoddle patented and Tol-
mie has tried often this

season, until yesterday
with little sign of success.”

In the Scottish premier
division, the cynosure of
all eyes are Aberdeen,
who by beating Mother-
well 3-0, have opened up a
three-point gap between

Mtotf goalkeeper Mck Kmvm (left) gathers the ball from the feet of

Arsenal's Tony Woodook during a Milk Cup fourth round match

themselves and Celtic m
second place Dundee Un-
ited are a further two
points adrift. Celtic kept
up the race bv scoring
thrice against St Jonstone
without reply, while Dun-
dee Unitea’s was a 2-0

advantage over Hibernian.
The principal talking

point of the week has been
the continuing crisis at
Arsenal. Rumours are
afloat that manager Terry
Neill was being fattened
for the sacrificial feast

that was being prepared to

appease the football gods
or mobs, depending on
one’s point of view.
The club, among the

proudest in the land, lost

recently to Walsall and
this was looked upon as
the nadir of their fortunes.
League results have been
poor and the fans have
held public demonstra-
tions against the luckless
Neill. As I once remember
remarking, soccer mana-
gers are seen by far too '

many people today as
medicine men and witch
doctors. It is clear that
Terry Neill isn’t one, for
West Bromwich Albion
beat them 1-0, and the
Gunners are fast reaching
the perilous end of the
English First Division.

Unless there is a visible

change of fortune—and
soon—we may find yet
another manager looking
for a job, together with
three million other people
in the dole queque.
That sounds worse than

it is, as Neill has the talent
and experience to be snap-
ped up by half a dozen
clubs here and on the Con-
tinent. Besides, his dole
cheque, considering the
salary he has been earn-
ing, is sure to be pretty
big.

Nevertheless, the ten-

sion and uncertainty add
to the wear and tear in any
individual’s life. Rather
him than me.
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A guide to better cricket: 1

You can't play good cricket on a bad pitch.

Here in brief are easy to follow instructions

to help you make a good pitch at your
favourite grounds. Improvisations to suit

particular ground and weather conditions is

permissible.

After marking out the ground to the specified
length (80 ft) and width (40 ft), dig a trench
to a depth of 1.5 ft.

Once it is done, you get on with the real

work of laying a good pitch.

Start by spreading a layer of bricks (4 to 8
truck loads would suffice) edge-to-eage,
lengthwise. Spray water and tamp the bricks

in gently.

Considering that the pitcn goes through a
lot of rough handling, it is important to
choose the right kind of grass.

Generally, the grass that grows after a lake
dries up is preferred Thin, durable and fasti

growing. Keep the grass wet

Before laying this grass, soak the pitch
thoroughly with water. Also ensure that the
entire pitch is a little curved and higher than
the ground around it. (This makes drainage
efficient).

Allow the grass to take root and grow to S
height of about 2 inches. Water the pitch
regularly.

Over this, spread burnt coal (You'll find plenty
of it at all major railway stations). Use a rake
to level and tamp.

Now the ground is ready for the soil. Use only
black soil. Or a combination of black and red
soil (2.1). Fill the trench so that after using the
roller, the pitch is in level with the ground.

If you discover cracks or patches, use
fine black soil mixed with grass. Fill cracks
and cover patches. Use a light roller.

Crop the grass to less than '/*" before a match.
After that, good cricket is really upto the two
teams. Most of us however, will be eagerly wait-
ing to watch the excitement live. On an OStv

TestedTrustedAnd

ryp Electronics Corporation of India limited
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' TTs not often that racing
l,isdominated by the fair-

er sex, but the year 1983*
84 will in all probability go
down in the annals of the
turf as the Year of the
Filly.

Even as All Along was
making history in foreign
lands, two grey fillies, one
based in Bangalore and
the other in Bombay, were
proving themselves to be
In a different league to the
rest of their vintage.
They were Camineto

and Snow; and the way the
land lies at present the
winter classics will in all

probability be dominated
by one or the other.
Of the two, Camineto is

still unbeaten. She has run
six times tilkdate and not
once has there been even a
shadow of doubt that she
would taste defeat. On
each occasion she virtually

pulverised the opposition
and till today she has not
been asked to go flat out to;

win.

Trained by none other
than Rashid Byramji,
Camineto is a full sister to

the great Camino but the
way things stand at the
moment her accomplish-
ments may supercede
those of her late brother’s
in the record books.

She has won three clas-

sics to-date and in all of

them has been partnered
by Byramji’s stable rider

Vasant Shinde.
Shinde evaluates the fil-

ly this, “She is a

tremendous filly. She can
accelerate from first gear
into top gear in a matter of

three strides and till today
I have never had to ask her
to give her all to win. She
has a wonderfully relaxed
temperament and can be
settled anywhere in a race
Yes, Camineto is one of

.

the greatest horses 1 have
ever ridden. Only one
other horse I rode had the
capacity to quicken from
an eayy gallop into top
speed and that was
Squanderer.”
Formationwise,

Camineto is exceedingly
well put together, and is

by no means a poor look-
ing specimen, or small as
some people have said.

She haspowerful quarters
and it’s from there that
she produces her
accelerating power.

It’s intriguing at this
stage to digress slightly
and go into how Rashid

Turf View

The fillies

appear
in a different

league
Byramji chose her from
the stud where she was
bred. On blood she has the
pick because her brother
Camino had already begun
to show his potential. But
it was her gait that put the
majority of people off.

She appeared to trot

lame in the paddock and
till today she still distinct-

ly gives the impression
that she is a “nodder.”
Byramji obviously thought
otherwise and bought her,

jand the rest is history.

It looks as though the
main thing is that she gets

a bit stiff in the shoulder
and hence when she trots

it takes a bit of time be-

fore she can loosen up. In

fact I still recall on the
fillies trial day at Banga-
lore she stumbled twice on;

the way to the starting

gates, but once the race

was on she was in full cry.

And now that Camineto
ihas been discussed in de-

n foiUet’shawa lookat the
jfilly called Snow. Based in

.

[Bombay and trained by Be-
|zan Chenoy, Snow was un-
{defeated until she met one
•better in Camineto.
:

She’s lost to her twice,

once in the fillies trial and
•then in the Bangalore Der-
by, and on both occasions
it cannot be said that she
was unlucky. She was
purely and simply out-
classed.

It’s doubtful that she
will ever be able to turn
the tables on her van-
quisher, unless of course
something went wrong
with the latter. So if and
when they meet my money
will always be on
Camineto.
But in Gamineto’s abs-

ence Snow appears to be
the best three-year-old in

training. This was proved
without a shade of doubt
in the Bangalore Derby
where, although she was
beaten into second place,
she still hammered the
best in the country by over
eight lengths and more.

A prolific galloper with a lovely fluid action. Snow

is certainly a handsome looking fiily. But although

she has learned to settle easily enough in a a race,

she can get to be a bit of a problem in a small field

&now! Second onfy to Ctmtnoto

Finishing behind her
were Queen of the Hills,

and Vibrant, both of whom
have won more than just

their share of classics. On
that form it does look as
though she is one of the
best, second only to

Camineto.
A prolific galloper with

a lovely fluid action. Snow
is certainly a handsome
looking filly. But although
she has learned to settle

easily enough in a race,
she can get to be a bit of a
problem in aemail field as
•she likes to go into the
lead the minute she sees
daylight. However it’s not
a serious drawback be-
cause it can easily be cor-

rected with proper
training.

Among the horses that
will be bold enough to face»

this duo of Camineto and
Snow, there are only two
who they have not met as
yet and both are top class

horses. One is Land of
.

Glory, the winner of the
breeders produce at Bom-
bay and the other is Decan
Star, the winner of the
Deccan Derby.
However the way things

stand now, both Camineto
and Sncfw look to be in a
•separate class and until

they are beaten they will

always remain there in my
assessment.
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Gary Kasparov:

Maestro in the making
V. RAVI KUMAR

M\rYEPLOKHO”!!-Not bad!
JlN That’s how the Russian Chess

fortnightly “64” greeted 13-year-old
Gary Kasparov’s performance in the
3rd World Cadet Championship at
France in 1976. This was Gary’s first

success abroad, and no junior as
young as Gary has ever before repre-
sented the Soviet‘Union in sport in a
Western country. Today Gary, the
Chess prodigy of USSR is knocking
the d<un> of world chess cham-
pionship at a very young age of 20.
His rise to fame has been phenomen-
al. Within a short span of just four
years he has transformed himself
from a talented master to a conten-
der for the world title.

Gary Kimovich Kasparov was born
on 13 April 1963 in Baku the capital
of Azerlbaidzhan in Soviet Union.
When Gary turned six, his parents
decided to teach him music. It is

interesting to ponder over the
thought as to what Gary would have
contributed to music had the deci-
sion been pursued.
But that was not to be. Soon Gary's

parents, who were casual chess play-
ers discovered that their son was a
chess prodigy. One evening they
were cudgeling their brains in trying
to solve a position problem pub-
lished in a local magazine. Gary

Gary Kasparov-nervous

observed it keenly and the next
morning Gary suggested a move
which turned oul to be the actual
solution, Gary was initiated to the
game and there began the career of a
chess genius
Gary played in the Baku Young

Pioneers Chess Club where local
master Oleg Privarotsky used to give
coaching to the boys. The club train-
er noticed his exceptional memory
and amazing power of concenti ation

His first chess idol was the former
World Champion Alekhine, whose
dynamic style of play cast a lasting

influence on Gary’s game. Gary prog-
ressed steadily and rapidly climbed
the chess ladder. From a fourth
category player he jumped to categ-
ory one and won a scholarship in the
premier chess institution of Soviet
Union, “The Bo tvinnik Chess
School.”
Grand Master Mikhail Botvmnik,

the director of the school had been
world champion many times His
school begun in 1963 and has pio-

duced several talented playeis like

Anatoly Karpov (World Champion),
Tukmukov Artur Yusupov, Psahis
and Dolmatov. Here training is im-

parted through correspondence and
the pupils meet their teachers only
thrice a year.
The course is tough, but very in-

structive. These years of intensive
training proved a boon to Gary. Re-
calling those formative days, Gary
once said, “In 1973, when I was still a
boy, Botvinnik invited me to join his
school. But I had to pay nothing.”
Under the watchful eyes of Botvin-
nik his favourite student crossed one
barrier after another to join the top
elite of the chess world.
Botvinnik's intensive training

methods enhanced Kasparov’s abil-

ity to calculate variations and armed
with his exceptional memory, the
prodigy soon achieved many sensa-
tional victories which took the chess
world by surprise.

Gary won the USSR Junior title in

1976, The year 1978 saw Kasparov
clinch the first place m a strong
tournament at Minsk and then m the
Otbarochnij (USSR top league qual-
ifying tournament) at Daugavpils.
These successes made him the

youngest player ever to qualify for

the “USSR Top League,” the tough-
est National Championship of the
world.

I
N the top league which was pretty
tough Gary was to face 17 interna-

tional title holders, 16 of whom were
Grandmasters. There were three
targets for the young master—to be
first and to finish among the top nine
to obtain seeding for the next year.

Gary started with draws with Gel-

ler and Bgirov, then won over Levo
plugayevsky and Kuzmin. But disas-

ter struck in the next three rounds
with consecutive losses
However, Gary recovered with a

couple of draws and wins which
gained him the 9th position and the
seeding for the next year. Former
world champion Tal summed up the
performance as, ’ He is an asto

nishmgly lalenied junior His per
formance is outstanding sporting
achievement. He will make further I

progress very soon' .

?

The year i979 saw the begmtung I

of Kasparov ’s rise to the top echelons
of world chess. Despite the fact thdt

,

he did not have an Flo lating, Cank '

(another name of Gary Kasparov; i

was invited to participate in a strong
|

International Grandmaster at Bama
,

Luka in Yugoslavia which had four

teen Grandmasiers in the list inciud

ing famous ones like Petrosian
Andersson, Adorian, Browne and
Snejkal. Garik pulled off yet another

Anatofy Karpov—bo* tong wHI ha reign9
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Gary Kasparov taco to toco with Victory Korchnoi (right) during the World Chess Championships semi-finals in London

sensational result by fulfilling the
requirements tor a Grandmaster
norm, apart from taking the first

position with a margin of two full

points
Garik was fouith m the next top

league which was won bv veteran
Gellei Bv virtue of this success he
represented USSR in the Euiopean
team championsghip at Skara, wheit
his contribution of 5 1 * from o was
uucial to the team’s victor*

Then came the Grandmast* i event
in his home twon 4 Baku’ Gary thnl

led his admirers and well wishers by
gaming the final GM norm by top

ping tne list ahead of several well

known Grandmasters
Young players who grow used to

playing Grandmasters often cannot
apply themselves when it comes to

participating m a tumor tournament
Britain's chess prodigy Ni$el shorts’

performances against juniors aie a

case m point.
But Gary convincingly won the

19th World Junior championship at

Dortmund, West Germany in 1980

The title also had a sentimental

value as former World Junior Cham

S
ums Boris Spassky and Anatoly

.arpov later became World Chess

Champions w ,

Gary striked Gold in the Malta

Chess Olympiad by scoring heavily

He won eight and drew three and his

only loss was due to an ingenious

innovation in opemng by Geogiev of

Bulgaria who won convincingly In

the Moscow Super Grandmaster
tournament Kasparov finished
second behind Karpov Indeed, tne

world champion dominated the field

from start to finish

In the second super GM event at

Tilburg (Holland) his itsuit was dis

appointing A number of fumes he
failed to press home the advantage
and was a victim of extrc me resour
cefjlness th-it distinguishes the top
super Giandmasteis

Aftei this sad episode Gan pre
pared hard for iht lop league and
the Inter 7onals which leads to the
world championsh p ivclc

The reward foi kuspaiov’s deter
mined preparation wus the gold med
al m the 49th USSR lop It ague
along with Lev Psakhis Ovei to

Gary ‘Victor Kuprcichik and Oleg
Romanishin were tht initial leaders
after round nine but Psakhis and 1

weie potential leadti'- cadi having
tour adjourned games with Z from 6

On completion Kaspai ov found him
self halfpoint beh nd the leader T he
same position waj maintained unu T

the penultimate round as both oi us

progressed steadil* In the final

round Psakhi> drew with a lit lie luck

from an intenoi position while I was
involved m a heated bat tit against

GM Tukmukov Iht littei gained a

tangible advantage but l managed to

complicate the game by another
pawn sacrifice 1 ukmukov s tune
piessure ad^ed fuel to the fire and I

coasted home exploiting a mistake
winch enabled m? to unleash a clas

sh tactical combination 1 consider

tins game to be one of the most
important in mv chess career

.After comfortably winning the So
per at Bugoinc, Kasparov took the

Inter zonals by storm, clinching the

title and a be th in the Candidates

Matches Thus, Gauk entered the

long trek of the thrtt stage cycle to
become World Champions Kaspar
ov’s triumph in Inter zonals was well
antiupated and he won with a round
to spare

The drawing ot the lots for the
candidates’ matches was made dur
mg Luftrn Olympiad in 1982 where
Kasparov played on the second
board foi USSR and made a lespect
able score of 8 J * f om 11 rounds,
enabling the Soviet team to retain
the Olympic Gold Casparov’s draw
brouehr hir against fellow country
man Alexjndar Btliavskv in the
c and idate * quarter finals I he match
took place at Moscow which Kaspar
ov won with a thumping score of 6 3

Ihts result signified that Kasparov
is not only an excellent tournament
player but can also adjust to the
requirements of match play Kaspar
o 4 opening preparation was superb
wi ich was the mam reason for his

dushmg victory and a decisive fac

tr r for the wiae margin Finally, a
sum up on Gary’s personality, Kas
paiov is young, energetic and lm
aginative but is extremely a tense
person This nervousness could be a
minus factoi if he was to play match
es against < hess giants like Karpov,
Korchnoi, TaJ or Bobby Eischei'

His favourite opening is the kings
Indian defence m which he has un
earthed many interesting and novel
ideas and scoied mstiuctive victor
les His style is basically tactical

oriented, but if the situation de
mands play along positional lines, he
is capable of conducting the same
His game against former world
champion Tigran Petrosian a posi
tional giant is a striking example



Sportsworld Special

Mismanagement comes easy
to the AAFI

LOKESH SHARMA explains that the Amateur Athletic Federation of India is

running into heavy weather

THE Asian Games were expected
to usher a new era m Indian

athletics The Games filled some
important gaps like the absence of a
synthetic track, a stadium compara-
ble with the very best in the world a
modern gymnasium, and a bio che
mistry laboratory The stage was
more or less set for the Great
Launch

But, if anything, the standard of
athletics has gone down in the last

one year The benefits expercted to
accrue after the Asian Games are not
m sight In fact, the Indian team
could not even maintain its Asian
Games haul of four gold, nine silver

and eight bronze medals despite
much poorer field of competition m
the Asian meet in Kuwait last

November India finished with three
gold, five silver and as many bronze
medals
The Amateur Athletic Federation

of India can claim very little by way
of promotion of the sport it is sup
posed to run Mismanagement is

more a rule than an exception m
matters athletic in India
Mr Buta Singh, union minister for

sport, told a newsman m Madias
three weeks before the Indian Olym-three weeks before the Indian Olvm-

S
ic Association dissolved the Indian
[ockey Federation that he was thor

oughly dissatisfied with the IHF’s
functioning and was planning “dras-
tic action” against its office bearers.
The fallout of the minister’s dissatis-

faction was the dissolution of the
IHF on October 8 this year

Fair enough It is common know
ledge that the IHF has been amonp
the most controversial and maladmi
nistered federations in the country
But Mr Buta Singh who, signifi

cantly, is also the president of the
AAFI, will do well to indulge m some
soul searching m the light of the
protest by some senior members of
the federation
Led by senior vice president Mr G

Lakshmanan, some members on
November 19 complained of inaccur
acies in the minutes of general and
executive meetings, the AAFI’s fai

lure to hold elections foi office bear
ers, appointment of managers and
coaches without the approval of the
executive committee and also 1m
proper mamtenence of accounts
They also said that accounts have not
been audited for many yeais
This is just the tip of icebeig The

national records have not been up
dated regularly, no steps have been
taken to provide more international
competitions to leading athletes and
finally no effort has been made to

promote athletics at the grassroot

Consider this Raj Kumar returned
the best ever Indian time of 13 46 40
sec in 5000m on October 7, 1982, at

Bnsbane during the Commonwealth
Games But the record list provided
during the Jamshedpur Open meet

in Octobei still carried Gopal Sami’s
13 52 22 sec as the national record
Similarly, no mention is made of the
Open meet recoid of 3 45 7 sec set b\

Snram Singh, India’s greatest mid
die distance runner, in the 1977
Chandigarh Open meet The Open
meet record continues to stand at

3 48 2 m the name of Edward Sc

queira
Similarly inaccuracies atound in

the document that anywhere tlse in

the world is consider vital 1 uithei

there has been no consistency in the

recognition ot national ttcoids set m
trial meets Bahadui Singh s eliort of

18 66m m the selection tnals prior to

the Montieal Olvmpics in 1976 is

recognised as the national record
However, Bhaktawar Khambarta
14 58m registered duunp the seltc

tion tnals For the Asian Games in the

second week of Octobr r 1982 is not

recognised According to the VAf l

records she became tnt fust woman
to put beyond 14m after registering

14 08m at Jamshedpur
Another example of the lack of

efficiency of the AAFI in the case oi

a woman athelte who had failed to

pass the chromosome test in a junior
international meet last year
Although ttfe manager f the Indian

team Mr Milkha Singn had reported
officially on this issue, no action was
taken to debar the athlete from
participating in the Open meet m
New Delhi in September last Even



tually she came out with a new meet
record HoW can the AAFI justify

their action (or lack of it) which
deprived a genuine femaleathlete of
a record9

One reason often cued for the poor
performance of Indian athletes is the
lack of international exposure The
AAFI can never honestly claim to

have done much to eliminate this

problem to the extent possible with
in the framework of financial and
other constraints
The Chinese Atheletic Federation

sent the AAFI an invitation for four
athletes Four athletes—Charles Bor
romeo (800m), shot puttei Balwinder
Singh, sprinter PT Usha and huid
ler M D Valsamma—were picked for

the competition The two female
athletes dropped out eventually
Finding replacements should not

have been anv problem but the
AAFI, instead of using the opportun
lty to blood some youngsters chose
to allow the invitations go abeggmg
There was a simtlai invitation for

four athletes thereaftei This time
Valsamma and long jumper Men\
Kuttan went but Borromeo and quat
tei miler KK Premachandran with
drew Borromeo had aggravated his

knee injury by then and Preinac han
dran did not have enough motivation
left once the financial rewards
accrued aftet the Asian Games
Again, the AAFI let the opportunity
slip

Even for the Helsinki world cham
pionships India sent onlv two
athletes and a manager although the
International Amateur Athletic T ed
eration was paving the entire ex
penses of six members per contm
gent India’s main Asian rivals Chi
na and Japan, sent much larger con
tingents comprising mainly raw
athletes
A meet of the magnitude of the

world championship is the meeting
place of everybody who is anybody
m athletics Indian could have sent

either Mi Ken Bosen or Mr J S Sami
two coaches who have been associ

ated with the preparation of national

teams for quite sometime now In

stead the AAFI preferred to send a

nondescript an AAFI office bearer

While India was sitting on mvita
tions, other Asian countries made
good use of the European circuit

Japanese athletes regularly partici

pated m European competitions
China had its athletes hopping
across the two Germanys, Chinese
Taipei worked on their flaws m the

United States and many Gulf coun
tries sent their athletes on the Euro
pean circuit
The results have begun to show

Ahmed Hamada the 400m hurdler

from Bahrain has become the Asian

record holder in just one season,

Chinese Taipei are a force to reckon
with, the Gulf countries are on their

way up and China and Japan aie

increasingly pushing away
Similar progress can be attained in

the Indian ranks provided somebody

shows the imagination and takes the
initiative

A lot of countries, especially m
Asia, ate interested in inviting India,
but the AA1 1 prefers to turn a Nel
son s eye to these overtures
The 1966 Asian Games javelin

throw champion Nashattai Singh
told us during the Asian Games last
yeai that the Malaysian federation
had been inviting India to the inter
national meet they oiganise annual
1\ but without any response
Mike Tarrell the Melbourne

Olympic 800m finalist and now an
official of the Ameteur Athletic
Association of Lngland, is on lecord
as saving on a t lsit to New Delhi last
year that an English all star team
visits Australia every January and if

approached, may stop m India for a
met* Apparently the AAFI eithti
has nor heard about it or else has not
bothered to pursue matteis

Just imagine the boost athletics
would have got if a Steve Ovett or
Steve Cram were to step on the
elliptical arena of the Jawaharlal
Nehiu stadium m New Delhi

The AAFI in its present

structure is absolutely incap-

able of running the

sport...Mr Buta Singh, the

president of the federation,

will do well to indulge in

some soul-searching in the

light of the protect by some
senior members

At the moment, what is needed
more than anything is a laige num
ber of international competitions
within India to spiead the message
of athletics to the masses Besides,

these domestic competitions will

also cost less

The one yeai after the Asian
Games has also piovoked the ques
tion about the wisdom ot hav mg long

coaching camps A lot ol athletes got

stale bv the time of the Asian Gam* s

began last year and similarly this

year many of them failed to lencat

their year best performances m the

Asian meet Charanjit Bajwa (400m),

Ajmei Smgh (discus) Balwindei

Singh (shot put) and Raj Kumar
(5000m) are some who weit well

below their marks m Kuwait
The psychological pressure and

the sense of loneliness arising from

long stay from their families does not

do an> good to the athl«*es Also, the

daily grind in the camps and the

absence of compmtions has made
the athletes more training roiented

The injuries to many top athletes

and the retiiement of an inotdmate

ly large number underlines the toll

long caching « amps take ot the

athletes Among last year’s four

Asian Games winners, onlv Chand
Ram retained his title in the Asian
meet M D Valsamma has done pre-
cisely nothing this vear and appears
headed for letiremcnt Charles Bor
romeo is recovering from a knee
injury and Bahadur Smgh has re
tired But more disturbing is the
disappearance of athletes like Pre
machandian who appeared to have
had a couple of yeais more ot com
petitive athletics in store

Athletics at the junior level emits
no rav ot hope either Fii st of all, the
age group system has outlived its

utility because it is sevt rely infected
bv the malady of oveiaged partici

pants No genuine junior is getting a
fair deal and the ones who are win
mng aie not tumors These overaged
participants haveno future but their
wins arc teason enough to discour
age a lot of genuine and promising
youngsters Firhei this system
should be abolished or steps should
be taken to verify the age of the
participants
A word about the AAI 1 selection

policy The AAFI bosses will do well
to let selection remain the preroga
tive of toxmei internationals like Mr
Ranjit Bhatia and Mr Ldward Se
queira Unfortunatelv, these two
apparently canv no weight as
national selectors Otherwise, two
women shot purlers will never have
made the trip to Kuwait at the ex
pense of a 10000m runner who would
have ceitaml} won a medal
The AAFI in its present structure

is absolutely incapable ot running
the sport Theic is the president, Mr
Buta Singh who has his finger m too
many things including two uhion
cabinet portfolios Mi Buta could
well argue that if at athlete can
compete in ten events (decathlon)
why can’t he* Ttuc er ough But one
hopes the AA* 1 piesident realises

that the decathlete is never rbe mas
ter of anythin*.
The affairs of the federation are

supposed to be managed bv the
secietarv Mr G S Sivia Mr Sivia is

also the chief ot the University
Spoits Conti ol Board and seldom
see ms to have time foi athletics In
fact he had tendered his resignation
iron the AAFJ post earlier this yeai
but it was not accepted The con
tmuation of a secretary who has
neither the time nor the inclination
is not understandable
lhat leaves onlv the cleik who sits

m the AAFI office m Jawaharlal
Nehru sports complex Jawaharlal
Nehru complex brings to the mind
the fact that the AAFI have not been
asked to pay the rent for their office

so far The salary of the clerk comes
from the government and that wipes
out all the major expenses of the
federation Rs 25,000 are collected
annually fiom the member states
and units, according to the AAFI
treasure Mr Bannerjee With no ex-
penses entailed n the running of the
office where andhow is this sum
being spent9
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ASIAN BADMINTON CHAMPIONSHIPS (OPEN EVENTS)

Plenty of sting in the tail

COMING as it did m the last !

sessipn of an eight dav competi
Lion pockmarked by one sided
affairs, the men’s singles final of the
fifth Asian Badminton Confedera
tion Championship provided out of
the otdmary recompense for the
game’s faithfuls who gathered in the
Netap Subash Indoor Stadium in

Calcutta on Decembei 8
Top seed Chen Changjie of Chula

met number two seed Eddy Kur
mawan of Indonesia to produce a
glorious exhibition of ’power* bad
minton that glistened, a trifle ironi

cally, with net play and touch artis

try of a high ordei Changjie took the
title ll IS, IS 6, 18 IS but Kurniawan
had no reason to feel smaller be
cause of the runner up sash that

became his He went down, as the
cliche goes, guns blazing
Changjie himself must have wel

corned meeting a near match in the
final In the seven daws (inclusive of

the team champiommip) preceding
the final, the Chinese foutth stringer

was barely stretched He won all nis

matches en route to the final in

straight sets, not once allowing a

nval to enter double digits But
against Kurniawan in the opening
set he trailed throughout The In

donesian's tactics became obvious
within the first few minutes of the
match look Changjie m the eve,

dispense him with some of his own
potent potion (lethal smashes) and
diaw him into net play as often as

was possible
The strategy worked like a drearti

m the first set With Kuimawan
covering court like a hunted gazelle

and thi owing every bit of what his

five feet eight inch frame could

muster behind his smashes, Changjie
ran into rough weather early He
trailed 0-6 before he emerged from
the depths and pulled alongside Kur
mawan at 10 He was aidea in this to

a large extent by three of Kui

niawan’s overhead backhand returns

that crashed into the net But the

Chinese failed to get much farthei

Kurniawan won the opener at 15 11

after every point from 10 was bitter

ly fought out (In fact, when Kur
niawan led 13 11, the service

changed hands as many as six times

before he forged ahead )

If Changjie was conscious of the

fact that Kurniawan, on the basis of

his first set showing, was a different

kettle of fish, he did not show it

ASHOK KAMATH
when the combatants changed courts
for the second set One did not have
to be a mind reader to realise that
Changjie knew that he could not
affoid to allow Kurniawan to dictate
the pace of the game like he did in

the first set And evidence of this

realisation on Changpe’s part came
earlv in the second set trailing 1 2,

(hanppp had the last word in an
inordinatciv long rally Smash was
met with smash an acutely angled
diop with a more acutel\ angled
equivalent, a toss from the baseline
was answered with a halt smash that
skimmed over the net and so it went,
on and on till a midcouit positioned
Changjie effected one of nis famous
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leaps, summoned that extra bit of
.energy and punched the ‘bird’
straight on Kurniawan’s chest to put
an end to the argument. Both players
immediately reached for their towels
for a brief mop of face and playing
palms and, of course, the much
needed, wind-restoring seconds of
inaction before continuing.

Come to think of it, the rally just
spoken about could be considered
tne turning point of the contest, not
so much because the first four points
were equally split but because there-
after it was Changjie who more often
than not called the tune. He claimed
the set at 15-6; Kurniawan made it

apparent midway through the set
that he had reconciled himself to
playing the decider and was saving
himself up for it.

The lead changed hands quite a
tew times m the deciding third set
From 3-7 Kurniawan reeled off seven
points in succession, augmenting a
couple of gross misjudgements of
length by Changjie with some fine
cross court smashes and taps to the

|

t hinese’s relatively vulnerable
backhand. Changjie then bridged
the three point gap quickly and it

was touch and go for both before the
Chinese won the set at 18 15 and,
with it, the match and the title

.Standing out in stark contrast was
the women’s singles final that pre-
ceded the men’s An all South Ko-
rean affair, the battle was so
hopelessly one sided that one was
left wondering whether there was
some basis to the theory that it was
rigged by mutual consent

Sang Hee Yoo took the title at

11-6, 11-2 against compatriot Kim
Yun Ja without much of an effort.

Sang Hee, who won the women's
singles and the doubles titles in the
Indian Masters championship a fort-

night earlier, was as the scoreline
suggests, in complete command
throughout. Yun Ja, the reigning
South Korean number one and Sang
Hee's doubles partner till recently,
looked thoroughly disinterested m
the final. One lost count of the
number of negative points she gave
away. A bulk of them came via

misreading of length of some of the
tosses which she left alone thinking
they would land beyond the base-
line.

The championship marked the
arrival of South Korea on the Asian
badminton scene in a big way. (At
the last Asian Games the South Ko-
reans made an impact by finishing in

the last four of both the men’s and
the women's team championship.) In
the meet under review, South Ko-
reans figured in the finals of seven of

the nine oran events that were up
for grabs. (The only exception being
the men's and the boys’ singles.)

They took home five of them while
the Chinese took the other four.

Significantly, South Korea took
three of the four junior titles that

. were at stake: the boys’ doubles, the

Sang Nm Yoo in action during tho final

girls’ singles_and the girls’ doubles.
Indonesia, without their first

string, ended finalists in five events
before players frpm that country fell
to Chinese and South Korean super-
iority. Surely, very soon there is

going to be a third major factor in
Asian badminton after China and
Indonesia—South Korea.

Indonesia’s lone title winner was
Beben Supendi who took the boys’
singles bearing China’s Bao Wen Be,
18-17, 15-6.

National boys’ champion Indrajeet
Mukherjee was India’s sole survivor
by the time the championship en-
tered the semi-final stage. In fact it

was the four-member boys’ squad
that raised cause for cheer: three of

them, Ajay Misra, left-handed
George Thomas and Indrajeet
Mukherjee, figured in the last eight

stage of the boys’ singles with Aritra

Nandy the sole prequarter final

round loser.

Mukherjee, a Calcutta collegian,

got past China’s Zheng Xiao Bing in a

three-setter to enter the last four.

There his run was halted b> the

eventual winner, Beben Supendi of

Indonesia.
The most amazing part of Mukher-

jee’s game is his almost totally de-

fensive posturing. His progress into

the semi-finals and his near entry (he

lost the deciding third set 7-15) into

the finals was the product of percen-

tage badminton: he was far from
flashy, more often than not steady

and made an impression mainly be-

cause he made lesser mistakes than

his opponents.

All this is not meant to sound
uncharitable to the young national

champion; one only hopes that he
shrugs off his self-imposed motild

and acquire greater variety to his

arsenal of strokes. His selection for

the Indian team for the four-nation
invitation meet in Seoul should go a
long way in helping this Calcutta lad

improve his game.
National champion Syed Modi did

not progress beyond the quarter-

finals. In the earlier round. Modi was
lucky to get away with a pathetic
first game against South Korean Han
Kook Sung hv fighting back to take
the second at\J8-15 after trailing for

most of the early pan.
He however made the best of a fast

tiring and erratic Sung in the decid-

er. In his quarter-final against Chi-
na’s Zhao jian Hua, Modi looked a
beaten man before the match had
barely begun. The teenager from
China gave away no points in the
first set and five in the second.
Modi later confessed that his

marathon matches, first against the
South Koreans and then against the
Indonesians (in the semi-finpls of the
team championship) had taken a

heavy toll on his energy reserves and
that was the reason for his going
down without as much as an attempt
to fight.

From the women’s section, former
national champion and Uber Cup
player Ami Ghia kept Modi ip the
last eight stage and like her compat-
riot, could not forge further. So too
went Ameeta Kulkarni, after a win
over Japan’s Imagawa by a wafer
thin margin. Ameeta went on to lose

to the eventual winner. Sang Hee
Yoo, in the next round.
Saniay Mehrotra was a first round

casualty, while the other Indians
who fell by the wayside in the last

sixteen stage were Madhumita Gos-
wami Singh and Vimal Kumar.
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CALCUTTA

Golf Carnival

HE 14th Dunlqp Cup Golf
Tournament was held at its usual

venue, Tollygunge Gymkhana Club
recently. This tournament which is a
handicap foursome competition has
attracted a large number of teams
over the years since its inception.

Presently, the sponsors and the
organisers can boast of making this

amateur tournament the largest on a

single course. No wonder this year
too as many as 105 teams took part.

The line up included teams from
Bhutan, Bangladesh, Jaipur, Patna,
Varanasi and Assam. To put it short,

the tournament is the congregation
of both ‘rabbits* and ‘tigers’. And it

has always been a treat to watch
those in the fray for the covetous
Dunlop Cup and the many titles that

follow.

The eight-day golf carnival was
very keenly fought with last year’s

runrters-up Anil Sehgal, Tapan Dai*

ta, Harjivan Singh and V. C. Varma
calling themselves ‘King Coles Chas
ing Holes’ taking the overall first

lace, while last year’s winners lead

y Sanjay Agarwal did not fare too

well. Young Niket Khaitan bagged
the Ray Nairn Cup with a best nett

score of 131. Interestingly, Khaitan
and Indrajit Bhalotia, another prom*
ising youngster, returned the same
nett scores (over two rounds) but the

former edged past his rival on the
basis of a better second round per-

formance. However, Indrfcjit Bhalo-

tia had to be content with the Tolly

Club Handicap Cup,which is also

awarded for the best individual
score by a lady or gentleman over 36
holes.

The best individual scratch prize

for men was won by Asiad silver

medallist Rajeev Mohta while the

ladies was won by Mrs. Indu
Chaudhury.
‘Fearsome Foursome Win-

some’wa& adjudged the best team
name and the Flat Tyre was won by
the very aptly-named ‘Wooden
Spoons1

. The Dunlop ‘65’ Cup went to

‘We Are Going For It’ who with a

score of 426 finished two strokes
behind the winners.
This year for the first time there

was a ban on corporate names as a

result of which there were some very

attractive names such as ‘Tyreless

Punters', ‘Goldfabolics’, ‘Up For The
Downstroke\ ‘Hope Swings Eternal
‘No Holes barred , Cherry Blossoms

,

‘If Hooks Could Kill’ etc.

PRADEEP PAUL

LUCKNOW

Kerala All Over

THE All-India Women’s Hockey
tournament for the Lady Kashi

Nath Trophy was revived after a
decade and a half and the Kerala
State team made the occasion really
memorable by their dazzling display.
Fittingly, they lifted the trophy ana.
in the process made some ofthe
teams flaunting big names look
small. In the final which was gone
through recently at the K. D. Singh
‘Babu’ Stadium here, they prevailed
over North-Eastern Railway,
Gorakhpur by a solitary second half
goal.

Being away from home for nearly
two months evidently made no dif-

ference to the Kerala girls. Before
coming here they had done duty at

the senior and junior nationals. As a
matter of fact, their earlier two out-

ings seemed to have done them a
world of good, chiselling them into a
mature and skilful outfit.

Kerala gave a sparkling display in

their very first encounter against
Eastern Railway, Calcutta whom
they prevailed over 4-1 to enter the
semi-finals.

More noteworthy was Kerala’s vic-

tory over the Air India girls in the
semi-finals for the simple reason that
amongst the latter were about half-a-

dozen who had donned the national
colours like Lorraine Fernandez.

Air India
defenders found it difficult to con-
tain the Keralaires.

In the final against North Eastern
Railway, GorakhpurJCefala initially

found the going tough as the Railway
girls had Stella heavily marked. She
had, therefore, compelled to make
all her moves from the right flank.
During the first fifteen minutes of
play the Railway girls applied
tremendous pressure and forced two
penalty comers which they could not
convert, but after that the Kerala
forwards got into their elements as
Stella, Lally George and Sulekha
upset their opponents’ plans with
some shrewdmoves ana flank-to-

flank passes. However, the first half
remained barren. In the thirteenth
minute of the second half, Sulekha
brought ofr a fine solo effort, moving
speedily from midfield past all the
defenders and beating the Railway
custodian with a stinging drive. Af-
ter this the Railway girls had com-
pletely lost whatever grip they had
earlier over the match.

KESHAV RAU
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Crossword Quiz Question box
r

r

MUOAR

ACROSS
1 Badminton great has a heavy

weight somewhere in the middle (7)

4

He supervises a soccer matrh (3)

6 Tennis term for a bail hitting the

net dropping over in the nght court

and calling lor another serve (3)

8 Australian wicket keeper of the Fif

ties now a judge (7)

10

Australian batsman s first name is

quite familiar in the Bombay film

world (3)

11 Renowned Indian swimmer (3)

12 Racing greyhound winner of the

most races in Amencan history

returns (4 3)

15 Initials of the highest run-getter in

Test history (111)
16 Units in a carrom game return (3)

17 Section of athletics in which Edwin
Moses excels (7)

DOWN
2 Middle distance runner of America

who ran the mile in less than 4

minutes when only 17 years old (4)

3 Famous cncket ground beside the

gasworks (4)

4 Indoor game played in Australia

USA and Canada and England

with ongins traced back to handball

(7)

5 McEnroes doubles partner has a

famous Chinese dynasty to end
with (7)

6 One of the greatest soccer goal-

keepers of all time has charred

remains in the middle (1 6)

7 A series of six professional motor

car races organised by the Sports

Car Club of Amenca ends in the

morning (5 2)
9 Nartow lane for a cncket position’

13 One of the finest medium pace

bowlers of India has a maternal

sounding in the middle (4)

14 A fencing contest is called more

specifically a’ (4)

EwtHwfc 19-17, Good 16, Fair 15

Rari|rt Ghose

QUESTIONS
Why are the tour liqhtinq towers of
the Jawahartal Nehru Stadium (New
Delhi) inclined at an anqlc to the
qround instead of risinq vertically

1

2 Who became the first Indian referee
to supervise a World Cup soccer
match and when’

3 Who is the only Indian referee to

have supervised a Merdeka football

tournament final and when did he do
so?

4 Who is the only Indian woman to

have crossed the English Channel?
5 Who led the Indian football team in

its first foreign tour (to South Africa)

in 1934’
6 Who won the first championship at

Wimbledon and when?
7 Whi^h took place earlier —

Sweden s Davis Cup victory, or,

Bjorn Borg s first Wimbledon
crown?

8 For what ambunt is the FIFA World
Cup insured’

9 In which match dicLPobby Charlton
surpass Billy Wrights record of

playing most internationals
0

1

0

How many laps are there in the Tour
de France ’
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Sudhir Vjudya

Pradlp Sood, 6ima
Q Please let me know who has scored
highest runs in all the three World Cups
and the bowler who nas captured high
est number of wickets
A I V A Richards of West Indies has
scored the highest of 622 runs in three
Prudential Cup tournaments A M E
Roberts captured the highest number of

28 wickets in the tourney

Mohd Fayazuddln and Mohammad
Nayazuddln, Botangir

Q Who has scored the highest runs in

an innings of a Test’
A Gary Sobers of West Indies has
scored the highest of 365 not out
against Pakistan at Kingston in 1957

Badal Das, Nowgong
Q What were the batting records of

Imran Khan and Kapil Dev at the end of

the India-Pakistan Tests in India in

1983-84’
A Imrans record was 49 Tests 73
innings 11 times not out 1853 runs
123 as his highest score 29 88 aver-

age two centuries five half centuries
and four ducks was the batting record of

Imran Khan Kapil Dev s was 58 Tests
85 innings eight times not out 2347
runs 126 not out as the highest score
30 48 average three centuries, 12 half

centuries and nine ducks
Surajlt Ctiowdhury, Shillong

Q What was F E Woolley s score in

the Test against Australia at The Oval in

1921?
SW 16/119
A Woolley was run out for 23
Q What is the highest first-wicket part-

nership in Tests?
A 413 by Indies Vmoo Mankad and
Pankaj Roy against New Zealand at

Madras in 1955 56
SDR Brahma, Tamufpur
Q What is the highest individual and
team score in the Prudential Cup?
A The highest individual score is of 1 75
no by Kapil Dev of India against

Zimbabwe at Tentbridae Wells in 1983
The highest team total is 338 for five in

60 overs by Pakistan versus Sri Lanka
at Swansea in 1983

Sun|ay P Janl, Bombay
Q Against which countries did
Greemdge Richards and Lloyd make
their Test debut and what were their

scores in that match’
A All of them made their Test debut
against India Gieemdae made 93 and
107 Richards four ana three in the first

Test at Bangalore in 1974-75 Lloyd
scored 82 and 78 not out in the first Test
at Bombay in 1966 67
Dha|adhari Mandal, Calcutta

Q What are the addresses of the Test
and County Cncket Board and the West
Indies Cncket Control Board’
A Test and County Cricket Board,
Lord s Ground, London NWS 8QN and
the address of West Indies Board of

Control is 9 Appleblossom Avenue
Petit Valley Dieqo Martin Tnnidad
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Mlts Minisha Rajwade, NasHt.

Q. What ts Kapil Dev s address?
A. You may write to him care of

Haryana Cricket Association, Vijayna-

gar Colony, Near Hans Gate, Bhiwani
125021, from where your letter will be
forwarded to Kapil Dev
Q.

Chabi Tanty, Nowgong.
Q. Who has hit most sixes in an in-

nings

9

What is India s record in this

respect
A. Walter Hammond of England hit a
maximum of 10 sixes in an innings of a

(Bridge
Boris Schapiio

Ever since David struck Goliath a shiewd

blow on the foiehead, giarlt killing

escapades have pleased the populace I

well remember the excitement (not to

say amusement) when in the 1904

Olympiad the Republic of China (now

laiwan) defeated the US A 7 0 There

were short matches of 18 boards in the

qualifying round that year so a tew

shocks were inevitable but this was
something special The Chinese players

(now regular contenders at world level)

were quite unknown at that time and their

team was drawn from three hundred

bridge players as against some thirty

million in America. It happened in New
York, too

One biq gam was enough to swtnq a

match of this length, and the Chinamen
scored, when they trapped then

opponents into making a phantom
sacrifice

KQ1042
Q J 4 3
K 5

4 106

4 none N
10 9 8 5
A 7 4 W
AK98 72 s

4 8653
, T62
E 02

4 Q J 54

4 A J 9 7
AK
J 109863

4 3

This was the bidding when the Americans
were fcast West aqamst vulnerable

opponents

s W N E
Wu Robinson Wong Jordan
- - - pass

ID 2C 2S 5C
5S pass 6S pass
pass
pass

7C
pass

dbiH pass

Cast s leap to five clubs was a typical

advance sacrifice North had no reason to

think that six spades was on, but he

reckoned that the opponents would

sacrifice The wiles of Wu and Wong*

The defenders took the maximum.

700. which was better than playing in six

spades with two aces missing

Meanwhile, at the other table, the

Americans doubled their opponents in

live clubs The defenders allowed their

hearts to be blocked and scored only

100. that was 12 match points to

Formosa

Last Week's Quiz: At love all East opens

m knock of 336 not out
agamst Now Zealand at Auckland In

1932-33. S> A. Durrani, B. P. Patel, B.
S Bedi, Yashpal Sherma, K. D. Ghavri,
Kapil Dev (twice) and M. Amamath
have each hit three sixes in an innings
of a Test for India.

Kousar Khan, Maddur.
Q. What is the record number of extras

in an innings?
A. As many as 68 conceded by West
Indies to Pakistan at Bridgetown in

1976-77

Q. Rease let me know the Test record
of M. A. K. Pataudj and the break-up of

his centuries.

A. He played 46 Tests, 83 innings, was
three times not out, 2793 total runs, with

203 not out as highest score, 34.91

average, six centunes, 16 half centur-

ies, seven ducks and captain in 40
Tests. He made three centunes (103,
202 not out and 148) against England,
two against New Zealand (153 and 113)

and one against Australia (128 not out)

three hearts and South holds S K HA
D Q 10 8 6 5 CKJ8732 An overcall

of 3NT would be natural, double would
invite a response in spades, and four

Hubs would be dangerous South must
iss. he may consider an advance lb

4NT if West bids for four hearts

This Week's Quiz: At love alt in a pairs

South holds

10863
9 2

K Q 7

Ah MO
East on his i jhi, opens with a weak

two spades When this comes round to

North, *he doubles What should South <]o

after East has pasted9

'Chess
On the bark ot Volume 35 of Chess
Informant there are some taels and

figures about the information system
established anil published by Saliovski

Infoimatoi in Beograd. Yugoslavia It

consists, one mads, ol the twice yearly

Chess Informant the live volume

encyclopaedia of Chess Openings and

the [ nryi lopaedia ot Chess Codings also

in live volumes (the first of which

appeared last yeai) Howevpf there is no

mention of the t nryrlopaedsi of Chess

Middlepames started in I i80 with a

volume on combinations Can it be that

the middleqame is defying systemah/a
hon9 In 18 years more than 800 000
copies of these books have been

distributed throughout the world

confirming the international r hararler of

the language ol symbols and codes and

the authority of the contributors Heie is

one of the games judged to be among the

top ten in Cl 34

White Ljubomir L|ubo|evic. Black Lajos
Portisch Sicilian Defence (Lucerne

m?

)

1 P-K,P-OB4.
3 P-Q4, PiP,

5 KI-Q83, P-QR3,
7 P B4.B K2.

9 0 0 0. 0X1-02,
11 0K Kt, KtxB;

13 P-B6

.

2 KI KB3.P Q3;
4 KtaP, X1-KB3;
6 B-KKI5, P-K3:

9 O 83, 0-B2.
10 P-KKI4, P-KI4;

12P-KIS, XI-02

Hus is one of the sharpest opening lines

found in contemporary master practice A

good coverage ol it may be seen in

Sk 11mn Defence Naidort Variation by

Nunn and Sloan

13 KI-B4,

Acceptance r#1 the KKtP risks leaving

White with too many open attacking

lines

14 P-Kr4, P-KtS;

19 Kt-Qkt3, B*Xt2;

15 Ktf83)*K2, P-K4;
17 Kt*K«3. 0-0-0

The King is soon in trouble on the Q side

and thus this is no improvement on the

previously known 17 R OBI

19 B-B4, KtxP; 19 B-QS, KtiKt;

20 CUKt, K-Ktl 21 KR-K1, ft-QBl,

22 0-K«2.BxB; 23 RiB.0-Kt3;
24 R-KM.R-B2,

24 K - R? was slightly bettoi

25 0-K14.K-R2, 29 R«XIP. Q-XScti.

27 K-Ktl, P-KR4, 29 0-01. KR OBI
“

1 he last chant e was />8 R UK! 1

29 O-KBI.K-RI

White was threatening both 1ft OxPrli

and 30 ri 03 It is all ovei

30 R-R5.R-R2. 31 O-RIcti, RcfttQn*

Competition G601 Solution next week

(Irlnrtt / R5b1 / 2q1b1pN / IppIppBp
/ 4Nn2 f 1BPP1Q1P / 1P3PP1 / 3R2K1)
White to pfay and win

Solution to G600 (Schmid - Rossolimo.

Heidelberg. 1949). (Srlk / 1b4pp / 6r1 /

plR5 / Pp2p2q / 1Q2B2P / 1P3PPK /

4R3 - Black to ploy.) Rossolimo offered

both Rooks with 27 RxKtPch 28KxR

RxPrh and Wtnte resiqucd in view of 29

BxR P K6r h. 30 R 06 QxBr.li 31 K R1

QxRch 3? K R? 0 B7i:h 33 K R1. V 07

followed by male

Problem No 1264 Solution next week
G. F Anderson (Western Morning News
1922
(1R6 / 2p1K1r1 / p4rnN / 2Kb2B1 / 1R6

I Q6B / 4n3 / 8 - 7 white men; 8 black)

White.to play <ind mate in two moves

Solution to No 1263 (Brower). (6 / K2N4

( IPPPIPIq / 1B6 / p2k3p / P1NP3R I

P7 / 3RB3 - mole in four.) 1 R-81

(threatening ? B B2ch) (a) 1 0 07 2

BB4, QxQP. 3 BB2ch ami either

3 Q K6' 4 RxP or 3 KxB. 4 Kt K5

(h) 1 OxR. 2 B-B4. 0 Kt 7. 3 K R8

QxKt 4 B B2
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Go in for
General Insurance.

For real protection.

Almost everyday you read aboi t burgl inf's f'r£'

accidents but prefer not to think about them Su<

things happen only to other people

Do they really 7 Can you afford to risk losses which mean

an end to all you have hoped and worked fu<

answer to thest naqgmg doubt*, s pmvi ei y

Insurance You can protect evervth.no you valu. at a

premium which is fat lower than what yoi may

thought it to be

At present the General Insurance industry r

,

1 5b0 regional divisional and branc h offices Y

protection within your easy reach And they

personalised service You art as import int to them a

General Insurance is to you

The. following four companies and their \A' * and

growing dll In Jid m t\*p'k i Jt your st ^ich

• National Insurance Co Ltd

• The New India Assurance Co Ltd

• The Oriental Fire fit

General Insurance Co Ltd
|

• United India Insurance Co Ltd

General Insurance the one certainty

in in uncertain world

Generalinsurance
Corporation of Dndia

Internuh GIC 6 8d



Bowled by four charming air-hostesses from my favourite airline Air India

Their service is as quick as Malcolm and a^ classy as Sunny Air India s hospitality

really leaves me stumped

That s why I m a West Indian Air Indian

lT
B
A
P
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Letters to the Editor i
Well Said

I
AM an ardent entket
fan and follow the game

closely During tin last
year or so I followed all

commentators, panicular
ly the experts, with deep
interest and carefully Its

term'd i

o

the i views In mv
>piiiiou and also in the
opinion ot a small, infot

mal opinion poll I con
dieted our best commen
u i jis aie Anand Sctalvad,
Dr k'i Ratnagai (though
he i not a frequent tal

kci;, Ashis Key, Naiottuin
Ptm and Sushil DoJn
Ai.iong the expeits Man

Ah Khan Pntaudi, L-ia
Amuiuaih, Rai biugh and
to a iesse* extent Jaisimha
aiL the best Pataudi, of
couise, is supenoi and he
would easily compete with
rhe best in the world
During the aecentlv

concluded Bombay Te .t

F aland la ^ nts weie
just tup'io . «*in suie that
thioughout the countiy
eveivone enjoved it Some
of his comments included
Ruhaid's 100 is not his

bt st. he gave at least foui
easy t fiances, Comes may
piav a*jd miss hyu lc us

lemember oui players also
did the same, Haynes is

out but I wish such a dis
missal does not come
often, oui spinners did not
and .ould not exploit the
wicket and when thev got
the batsman m trouble our
fieldeis gave awas, you
cannot affoid to diop bats
man like Viv, Lloyd et al

moie than once Bombas
uowd is big but Calcutta's
is bigger and its cricket
atmosphere i omplete,
Kapil's long that With
Manmdei attei every o\ei
does not teallv help, Man
index’s apology to the
i iiipiR loi his needless
appeal is meaningless you
can't core 450 oi 500
against Wmdies often and
if you do it, half the lest
match is over and that is

why thev lost fewer
marches—so and jO
forth

lo ciown it >h he put
ome soaiching attacking
question tv Kapil m the
last dm mu niudt him
reali t t lia. India s pei
toinianci is not at all im
piessi\e Ht also asked
line questions to \isitmg
digrutanos toirnei tncke
teis, both tiom heie and
abroad, and saved us man*
times Horn talkative

Sportsworld
CAMPUS

KALEIDOSCOPE
Ha out xi iu <>i «u»u (uhI <tuii a loom

<'ltaiu|*ioki«ilii|i *

Has 5 our roller athletic** squad just

broken a howl of records*?

If so wide and tell us about it and we 11 punt it.

along with any photographs you can send us

Wt have started a new sec non that isdeuited
solely to sporting c\ents in school and college

campuses throughout India

AND WE D LIKE YOU TO BE A PARI OP
n

All leports MUbT be typed in double spacing
and will only be considered tor publication it

they are accompanied bv a covering letter

signed by the headot the institution and bearing
the seal of the institution as well.



Why is a travellers cheque
so much like a batsman’s helmet?

P>#
'NX'^y
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;
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:
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Both serve as protective gear when you’re out

playing. Both have proved their utility. There are a lot

of grateful batsmen and frustrated pickpockets to prove
it. And both give you an immense_ degree of

confidence.An emotion so yital»dBK^?%/it can make
all the difference to your play.

Carry Travellers Cheques.
Almost nothing protects your
money better.

Stale Bank
Let’s come closer

HTB-SBl

9916



xnm*m*tmicomanatvtot*. i m«f»
Pataudi would treat us fre-

quently with hit modest
but frank, outspoken com-
ments
PRABHA PADMA

NABHAN,
Bombay

Ceegrafnlallons
TWISH to convey my
Aheartiest congratula
tions to the West Indies
skipper Clive Lloyd and
his men for their deserv
mg victory over India

It is a fact that the game
of cncket is famous for its

uncertainties and the deci
jsions of umpires are often
dubious But it is not
genuine on the part of
tounng skipper to humili
ate or criticise them m the
harsh way in which he did
I suppose this was just to
pressurise our umpires to
seek some favourable de
cisions from them Wascn
ticising the umpires m
such a harsh way during
the Test match proper*
Certainly not from a

man like Lloyd who is

leading his side and has
fifty rest matches m his
cricket tenure
Further I would like to

say that it was a psycholo
gical victory of Clive Lloyd
over Indian players as well
as over Indian umpires An
umpire is the best mdge m
the game of cncket and
such acts are unpardon
able from Clive Lloyd and
the West Indian Cncket
Control Board must take
proper action

Lastly, I would like to

request the Board of Con
trol for Cncket m India to

select the best umpires of
the country for Test
matches as, if any one
opens his memory album
he will remember that all

tounng skippers refused
to play with these two
umpires.

SHAMSHAD AUMlf

Allahabad

After Gavaskar,

Win?
TA71LL there be any life

VV in Indian cricket af-

ter Sunil Manohar Gavas
Jkar? Thu is a question on
everybody’s lips and each
seems to be trying to find
an answer from the others’
face.

I, for sure, am convinced
that Indian cncket would

cemtmy be there and | ue (same score) in both
there is no two ways about 1 innings, the 16 points areAmA t- O.L ^ 1 «« .1 1 - S t it* it wm
that, but the thrill, the
excitement, the erase for
tickets, the rush, the refer
fence to record books, the
inquisitive drive to the
fence and the ton making
would certainly come
down to a level of no
(return Gavaskar, as ev
$rybody knows, is a master
in himself and there is

hardly any batsman on the
earth today who can match
the quality and capability
•of Gavaskar’s genius
He is a perfect batsman

on the field and a perfect
gentleman outside Bar
ring a few incidents here
and there, he has never
been criticized and every
one has been ail praise for
him He is real fun to
Watch He has never res
trained himself from giv
mg his valuable and much
needed advice time and
again
Gavaskar’s absence

would lease a void in the
cricketing circles which
would be hard to fill For
the next few decades at
least, there may not be
another Gavaskar to be
born
We have not been able

to find an able batsman to
open along with Sunny
since the departure of
Chaiftian and one wonder'
what would be the com
position of opening pair
after Gavaskar 11

Gavaskar, for God*'
sake, please be with us foi

some more time to come
Or will you *

GOVINDDAS AGARWAL,

Calcutta

Change Of Rules

^piHE English County
tgpe rules have been
adopted m the Ranji Tro
phy this year This system
will continue for two years
on a trial basis By the new
rules, the Ranji trophy
matches have really be
come interesting and ex
citing Previously, the
team with the first innmgsj
lead, played the next por
tion of the game m a lack

lustre manner But by vir

tue of the new rules, there

is no value in the first

innings lead as the leading

team could not get any
points for that {hirpose A
team would get 16 points

for outright victory and
plus four points for an in-

nings victory In case of a

to be divided equally If

play is marred by incle-

ment weather or due to
any other reason, both the
teams could not get any
points Each team would
earn a maximum of four
bonus points from each in-

nings by virtue of good
bowling and batting aver
ages respectively A team
would secure totally a
maximum of 32 points
from a match
Ihe bowling bonus

points are
First innings up to 90

overs 3 to ‘4 wickets one
point, 5 to 6 wickets two
points, 7 to 8 wickets three
points and 9 to 10 wickets
four points

Sectind inotag* up to #
overs 2 to s wickets one
point, 4 to 5 wickets two
points, 6 to 7 wickets three
points and 8 to 10 wickets
four points

The batting bonus
points are as follows

First innings up to 90
overs 150 to 199 runs one
point, 200 to 249 runs two
points, 250 to 299 runs
three points and 300 to 350
and above runs four
points

Second innings up to 40
overs 100 to 124 runs one
point, 125 to 149 runs two
points, 150 to 174 runs
three points and 175 and
above runs four points

ISAM GOPAL PAL,
Asdnsol

What A State

HOW vulnerable and
fragile is our bat

'tine in general and the
middle order m particu
lar against real pace
swing bowling and
against spinners* One
feels ashamed to dis

cuss the subject This
vulnerability was quite
evident once again in

the last seven innings
on our own soil Last
innings against Pakis
tan at Nagpur, and the
6 innings of the three
Tests against West In

dies m tnis series which
is m progress Except a

very few, our batting
has become totally a

mess and hoirible,
which is understand
able m words, and hard
to swallow
Are we really ‘World

Champions*’ This is the
million dollar question
now Seeing the pathe
tic display of batting of

our star players, woild
record holders and one
of the best all-rounders,
one has simply to be
<lieve that our perform
ances were a mere
fluke in the last World
Cup This was achieved
by Kapil's team due to

the failure of others'

rather than his own
team’s ability and
ment
Too much praise,

awards, pots of money
and last but not the
least lot of champagne
and liquor, after an un

expected and tluke vie

tory They are a bunch
!of ‘Spoiled Children,’
who have been bes
towed everything for a
very little they have
actually done Foi this

their cncket parents
i e , Indian Cricket Con
trol Board bosses and
Indian selectors are
mainly responsible No
body else

We have totally for
gotten that too much
patting and uncalled
love spoils a child We
must always keep m
mind the gteat saying,
spare the red and spoil

the child What is

actually needed is, a
complete reshuffling of
the Indian cricket team
both for batting and
bowling, infusing new
blood and youngsters,
keeping the future of
Indian cricket m mind
But, can we do this* 1

believe never 1 Because
we believe m hero
worship and records
only

India rtevei had such
a non standard Test
bowling attack in the
annals of Indian Test
cricket histoiy since
1934 We want to see
some new blood in
bowling attack such as
Manmaer Singh, Shiv
ram Knshnan, Kulkar
m, Valson, Gopal Shar
ma, Chetan Sharma and
others
Save Indian cricket 1

WAU AHMAD,

Lucknow
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“Clive Lloyd’s remarks
had no effect on me”

Umpire K. B. Ramaswamy replies to the charges against

him , despite the specific edictofthe BCCI that prohibits

umpiresfrom speaking to the Press during the current series

THOUGH he has officiated in only
eight Test matches since he first

stood as an umpire against New
Zealand at Madias in 1976, K B
Ramaswamy has had more than his
share of both, bouquets and brick
bats
At the end of the 1979 series

against Australia, he was praised bv
the visiting skipper Kim Hughes and
the manager Bob Mernman as one of
the best umpires m the country He
has also been in the midst of con
troversy many times—his confronta
tion with Rodney Hogg, who kicked
the stumps when Ramaswamy repe
atedly no balled him at Bangalore,
he was nicknamed “Finger of Fear”
by the English players after their
defeat at Bombay in 1981, and was
also the taiget of severe criticism
from the Pakistan players after their
defeat at the same venue two years
before
Recently he was one of the two

prime targets (Hanumantha Rao was
the other) of Clive Lloyd for their
umpiring in the Ahmedabad Test
last month

On the charge that “The umpires
never bothered to answer our
queries” regarding appeals

uWe are not bound to Theie is

nothing in the laws of the game that
says that we have to explain our
decisions Let me cite an example At
Bombay in 1981 1 gave Sandip Patil
out leg before In the following over 1

ruled Kapil Dev not out on a leg
before appeal
“At the end of the over the English

skipper Keith Fletcher came and
asked me as to why I had given Kapil
not out I replied how was it that he
did not ask me how I had ruled Patil
out ”

On the question that there is an
agreement between the two sides
that “77 overs have to be bowled in a
day, irrespective of which side is

fielding”

“There is no mention of this in the
playing conditions (Heie Ramas
wamy showed a copy of the playing
conditions) Rule number seven

dealing with this issue says ‘The
ovei rate shall be lourteen overs pei
hour

“if at rhe end ol the day’s play it is

noticed that the over rare has not
been maintained, the game should
be extended beyond 5 1/2 hours,
provided the conditions pertaining
to light and shadows permit con
tmuation of the game However on
the last day of the match the manda

... ? •

Kapil Dm hooks at Ahmedabad whffa

umpire Ramaswamy watches

toiy o\ets shall be bowled iriespec

tive of completion ot 77 overs
“Unfortunateh theie is a loophole

m this Law which tan be used to one
team’s advantage and another s dts

advantage One team can employ
untair tactics and hold the other to

i ansom
* It is tint that Wt st Indies bowled

TOoveis m the Indian fust innings on
the third day But thev maintained a
niggardly ovet rate and look about 2

1/2 houis to bowl thest
“At the beginning of rhe West

Indian second innings we calculated
that India had to bowl 40 overs (at

the late of 14 pei houi) Once thev
bowled 40 overs wt called it stumps
Just because one team bowls at a
niggard] \ over rate it does not mean
that other team has to mort than
make up
“There is nothing in the playing

conditions that sa\ 77 ovt rs ha\e to

be bowled uiespecmt of which side

is fielding, as Lloyd has maintained
He has not mentioned the fact that

his team did not keep up to the

stipulated over tate
“We aie tht guardians of fan play

and if one team icsorts to uniair
tactics it does not mean thai the onus
is on the othei team to be moie than
fair To force India to bowl 44 overs
would not have been fair to them at

all

“Against that on the pievious
(second day) India had maintained
the correct over rate (2-1 overs in

about 100 minutes) So West Indies
had to send down 91 oveis m the
remaining time

“This the West Indies failed to do
by 4 30 pm (the usual closing time)
and so play was extended to 9 pm so

that they could finish the stipulated

overs
“Unfortunately there is no penalty

for not maintaining the required
over rate in Tests as there is in

County cricket or even m our Ranp
Trophy and this quite encourages
these unfair tsetkes

”

On the charge that the umpires cal-

led off play after 40 overs because
“They wanted to let Kapil go off

because he was too tired* having
bowled unchanged for so tong.”
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Did Clive Uoyd have to stoop so tow

?

“My retort to that would be: had J
|

allowed play to go on Kapil would
probably have bowled them out: in

such devastating form was he.

“In fact, the point to note here is

that Lloyd’s outbursts came at the

end of the second day when India

were in command. He was scared

that West Indies would lose the Test

and hence he was out to make us the

scapegoats.”

On the allegation that “Kapil Dev
took the ball into his dressing-room
during intervals/*

“It is an utter falsehood. We took

charge of the bail every time during

the intervals. Lloyd has probably

blown up one incident and made it

appear that Kapil did it every lime.

“What happened was that just be-

tween the Indian first innings and
the West Indies second innings on
the third day* we sent a few new
balls as usual to the li\dian dressing-

room for Kapil to choose one from.

The Indian skipper took some time

to send the ball back.

“Now there is only ten minutes

between innings and we have to see

to so many things-—rolling of the

pitch, the ringing of the bell at the

correct time and so on. We also have

to be at the pitch before the fielding

side and the opening batsmen come
out. There was also unfortunately a

language problem with the ground

staff.

“So we got out in a hurry and then

the Indian team followed with Kapil

bringing the ball. He showed it to us,

we approved and play resumed. The
fact that Kapil was in such good form

W&h the ball in the West Indian

tecoftd innings forced Uoyd to make
* big issue of it*

“Pray, what is an me rues ana aao aoouf?” umpire Ramaswamy seems to as/c The West Indians

in the bail-changing incident.

On the criticism that the umpires did

not allow Lloyd to have a look at a

ball that was changed during play.

“Let me counter this charge by quot-

ing from the Laws of cricket. Rule 5

(5) concerning the ball states ‘In the

event off a ball during play being

lost or in the opinion of the umpires
becoming unfit for play, the umpires
shall allow it to be replaced by one
that in their opinion has had a simi-

lar amount of wear. If a ball is to be
replaced, the umpires shall inform

the batsmen.’
“First there is nothing in the Laws

that state that I have to show a

changed ball to the fielding captain.

Secondly, Lloyd wanted a ball that
]

had been bowled for a similar num-
ber of overs.

“1 told him that the Laws did not

say this but only state a similar

j

amount of wear. I also told him he

was not entitled to have a look at it.

What probably prompted Lloyd to

complain was the fact that I was
forced to go to the pavilion to get the

changed ball.

“Normally, this is done by asking

ground staff to get a few balls and it

is changed in the middle of the field.

But again there was a communica-
tion problem and the ground staff

never got the correct balls. So I was
forced to go in get the required

ones.”

Or whether Lloyd’s remarks put

pressure on the umpires.

“Personally it had no effect on me,
though I would like to set the record

straight. I am retiring in two months
time. But I guess his remarks must
have generally put some pressure on

the umpires standing in later.”

On the charge that he and some
other umpires give quick decisions

without any hesitation.

“Why should 1 take time to give a

decision that I know is correct? In a

leg before decision, ail I have to

decide is whether the ball would
have hit the stumps or not. How long
does it take to decide that? If l have
seen everything there is to see, and 1

am confident why should I delay?
“In fact* I feel that delayed deci-

sions leave you more open to be
prejudiced. For example, I don’t

know why Gothoskar delayed in giv-

ing Haynes out ‘Handled the ball* at

Bombay.
“It was a clear breaking of Law 33

and should have been an easy and
immediate decision. Just because it

does not happen often; does not

justify the delay.”

On neutral umpires

“Much has been made of this but I

don’t think that would solve the

problem.”

On the general quality of Indian
umpiring.

“1 think the Indian umpires are
reasonably good, probably as good as

any in the world. We have received
our share of the bouquets and brick-

bats too. Kim Hughes and Bob Merri-

man, the Australian captain and
manager, each had a good word to

say about me at the end of the 1979
series. And Hanumantha Rao was
praised by Tony Greig. The West
Indians themselves seem to have a
high regard for Swaroop Kishen.”

As told to PARTAB RAMCHAND
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I hope to be around for
another six to seven years
DILIP VENGSARKAR tells MUDAR PATHERYA in an interview

SPORTSWORLD: How did you #e«
yourself at the begimting of this

season?
DILIP VENGSARKAR: I was very
confident at the start* I had scored 94
in the last Test that we had played in

Antigua (in the West Indies) and felt

that 1 was in fairly good nick.

Moreover, in the World Cup I scored
quite a few runs. I was injured
midway and could not play later on.

During that match at The Ovfcl

against the West Indies we had put
up some 84 runs in 14 overs. That
was a very eood start that India got
and I thought I was playing well. I

got 32 before I was injured.
So before the season began I was

rather cocky and waiting for things
toget started.

SPWD: But the critics were of the
opinion that you were on trial and
would have to prove yourself.

DILIP VENGSARKAR : I cannot
understand why most of them should
have written such a thing. I had
scored nearly 4000 runs in Tests. To
whom did I have to proVe—-and
what?

I guess people tried to make much
of the fact that I did not play a few
games in the World Cup. I was play-

ing well, as l have said, in that Oval
match against the West Indies and
would have certainly kept my place
lor all the subsequent matches hgd it

not been for the injury. The fact that
I did not play in those, remaining
games got the word started that I

would have to prove myself again to

seek inclusion.

SPWD: The first match of this season
was the bani Trophy game at Ra-
jkot, but you didn’t do anything
outstanding there.
DILIP VENGSARKAR: It was a poor
wicket there and one should not
have been swayed by it. Moreover, it

was my first match after a month and
1 had not had nets before the game
either. It had been raining in Bom-
bay prior to our arrival, so there was
just no question of having played in
Bombay too. I was just lacking in
match practice. But I was still quite
confident: 1 had made runs in two of

my last three international encoun-
ters.

SPWD: What of the fact that you
were dropped from the side that
played Pakistan at Bangalore in the
first TW*

DILIP VENGSARKAR: I was asked
to open for India but I refused. I

hadn't done so for a long time—fcince
1976—and made it clear that where-
as I didn't mind batting at number
three, I would not open with Sunil
(Gavaskar). That is why I was
dropped.
SPWD: Did you refuse because you
had not opened for the last seven

Actually I am more comfortable

against pace tban spin. I like the

ball coming on to the bat as than

1 can get into rhythm.

SB? VENGSARKAR: Not really. I
had made quite a lot of runs at
number three and four and felt that
it was unfair of them to ask me to
open just because there was a vacan-
cy. I had batted at number three and
four in the West Indies and Pakistan

last winter, so 1 could not understand
why I should have been asked to
open so suddenly. I would not have
found it uncomfortable as I have
often batted one drop, which has
been at times as good as opening the
innings, especially if one of the open-
ers has got out early. 1 was firm in my.
mind that just because they had one
place free I should not be made to
rill it. It was a question of principle.
So I was very disappointed when
they dropped me. I was left out for
the Jalandhar Test also which came
as a big shock to me. 1 didn't quite
expect that. The players who were
chosen in my place did not even have
half the number of runs that I had. I

could have walked into the team
without a fight.

SPWD: The inclusion for the third
Test at Nagpur must have steeled
you up to prove how wrong the
selectors had been.
DILIP VENGSARKAR: That’s right.

I got 21 and 40 in that match. People
later asked me how I was in such
good nick. But I had always been in

fine jouch. I had not failed in the
first place. There was no reason why
they should have dropped me. After
that game I was confident again for

the series against the West Indies
and was looking forward to play the
quickies.
SPWD: You did well at Kanpur when
most of the Indians wilted against
pace. In fact, you had scored runs on
both previous occasions against the
West Indies—at The Oval and at

Dtt$VENGSARKAR: Yes, I guess I

played fairly well in the first Test. I

made 65 in one innings. Actually I

am more comfortable against pace
than spin. I like the ball coming on to
the bat as.then I can get into rhythm.
SPWD: Howl did you prepare year-
self mentally for that Kanpur Test?
DILIP VENGSARKAR: f wanted
runs against the West Indians very
badly. They have the best pace
attack in the world; ifyou can master
them you are on tap of the world. It’s

the best team in the world at the
moment.

I was quite confident when 1 went
. in for that Test—as you said I bad
scored runs on two prior, occasions
against diem. The wicket was un-
even in bounce at Kanpur, though we
got better strips at ma&mgr and



’Delhi. Marshall was bowling ex-
tremely well* last and swinging it a
bit too. He bowled me with the best
ball that 1 have faced in Test cricket.
He pitched it on the middle and leg
stump and took the off. 1 did manage
to catch sight of the ball but even
before 1 could move my bat he had
bowled mel It must have been one of
the best spells I have seen.
SPWD: You got 159 at Delhi, your
Test highest. Would you call it your
best?
DILIP VENGSARKAR: It surely is

among the best though I would not
classify it as the best. I batted for a
day and a half before I was given out,
caught off my shoulder!
SPWD: You mentioned that you bat-
ted for one and a half days. How do
you manage to keep your concentra-
tion going?
DILIP VENGSARKAR: I do not have
very strong powers of concentration
like Sunil (Gavaskar). I find it quite
difficult to keep myself mentally
alert for one particular motive for
long. To help myself 1 look down
when at the crease, try not to look
around and avoid distractions.
Moreover, when I am ready in my
stance and waiting for the bowler I

tend to bend a bit. That helps my
concentration.
SPWD: In the end after having made
159 you got out in somewhat con-
troversial circumstances.
DILIP VENGSARKAR: That is true.

I was given out caught after the ball

had gone off my shoulder! But such
things are a part and parcel of the
game. Such derisions have often
gone against me in my career; rather
more against me than most other
batsmen. The last time at Calcutta
against England I was given caught
behind off one bounce after I had 70
odd. This time I was fortunate that I

had already made 159 before deci-

sion went against me. Had_I been
given out so early in my innings it

would have been frustrating.

SPWD: You missed the Ahmedabad
Test but at Bombay you got another
century.
DILIP VENGSARKAR: To tell you, I

was quite disappointed that I could

not be there at Ahmedabad because
of an injury, though the pitch there

was really a terrible one. At Bombay
I played well and was timing the ball

finely. It was quite a crucial innings

for me since 1 had not scored a

hundred at Bombay before that. 1

had had a good match at the Wank-
hede against Pakistan in 1979-80

when I scored 15 and 45 on a very

bad wicket. People complained that I

bad batted very slowly little realis-

ing the value of those knocks. It was

alow scoring game too.

There were words of encourage-

ment this time. However, my mother
was quite tense and as usual kept

has never seen me batting and is so

worked up that does not even watch

the television or hear the comxnen-

taryl After I had finished playing my

I was asked to open for India but I refused. I hadn’t done so for a long

time-since 1976—and made it clear that whereas I didn’t mind batting

at number three, I would not open with Sunil (Gavaskar). That is why I

was drooped.

mother who must have heard from
the others that I had made runs, felt

very bad that I had not gone on to

score more. She never even con-

gratulated me; she only said that 1

v/as ‘stupid’ that 1 should have' got

out when the going was good for me.
My wife was very pleased for me

and so was my father. My father is

never critical of my batting while my
mother is exactly the opposite.
Though she has never seen bat she
picks up whatever the people around
her or the newspapers have to say

SPWD: You played quite an aggres-
sive knock to get that hundred.
Minds went back to the days when
you got that Irani Trophy hundreds
early in your career in the same
vein—attacking—but settled down
in the middle years. Around thin

time you were preoccupied with
mending more time at the crease
than the others. And then you began
to open out again after some more
time.
DILIP VENGSARKAR: I have this

tendency to play as the nature of



He (Marshall) bowled me with the best ball i have faced in Test cricket.

He pitched it on the middle and leg stump and took the off. I did

manage to catch sight of the ball but even before I couid move my bat

he had bowled me!

wickets require me to. I adjust my-
self to the conditions; I prefer an
even track with a bit of pace in it for

attacking batting. If I come across a

slow turner then there is no option
but to graft.

§PWD: Going back a bit, you didn’t

do too well in Pakistan last winter.

How would you account for that?

DILIP VENGSARKAR: I got 89 at

Karachi in the last Test, though one
must confess that it was when the
series was nearly over. My main
problem right through the tour was
Imran Khan. He was just the one
reason why l never made runs on
that trip. H was perhaps the best

bowling I have seen in a series from
anyone. He kept getting me time and
again; I was confident against the
others though.
Another of the problems was that

the openers seldom did well, so on
most occasions I would be out facing
Imran with the new ball hardly mi*

nutes after the beginning of the

match. Hot only was he quick but he

had this ability to move the ball both
ways. One had a hard time guessing
what the next one was going to do!

SPWD: At Faisalabad, for instance,

he bowled three away and suddenly
brought one in to have you leg be-

fore.

DILIP VENGSARKAR: The truth is

that at Faisalabad J got two very bad
leg before decisions. So the umpiring
in a way also contributed to my
batting failure in Pakistan. After 1

had got a couple of unfavourable
decisions a sort of complex set in.

Most of us were a frustrated lot; we
sort of felt that it only needed the
Pakistanis to hit our pads to be given
out leg before. After the second Test
we werr* merely going through our
motions. That is why 1 would have
preferred a three-Test series in

Pakistan instead of a long tour of six

matches, which was another reason
why we did so badly.

SPWD: Did you feel during the Test
matches that you had no one to

advise you, to help you sort out your

technique?
DILIP VENGSARKAR: I respect Pol-
ly Umrigar a lot and feel that his
knowledge of the game is
tremendous. He would have been the
best person to help me out there. It

would have made a lot of difference
had he along with senior cricketers
like Borde and Phadkar been pre-

sent. Their advice would have meant
a slight adjustment in technique and
might have proved very helpful.

SPWD: You made 79 at Karachi in

the second Test and 58 not out at

Hyderabad.
DILIP VENGSARKAR: I remember
that on the third evening at Karachi
match I was standing at the other
end batting with Sunil (Gavaskar).
Suddenly he was bowled and the
wickets started falling. Imran’s spell

was simply unbelievable. The ball

with which he got Vishwanath—it

swung in late—was a beauty. It

would have got anybody. I was for-

tunate in watching it from the non
striker’s end! The most amusing
thing is that when I resumed my
innings on the next day*—I was bat-

ting 52 overnight—I had no problems
in facing him. He was bowling with-
out any venom at all. But, 1 guess, the
damage had been done. A sort of

complex set in against Imran and
then there were Miandad, Zaheer
and Mudassar.

They must have played two to three
innings every time they went in to

bat. The umpiring was always in

their favour. It w'as very partial.

Their batsmen knew that there was
no way they were going to be given
out leg before so they covered their
stumps and played without a care in

the world.
SPWD: How would you look at the
series in the W'esl Indies?
DILIP VENGSARKAR: I was getting
my forties and fifties all right but the
problem was that 1 was playing very
fast. I was not allowing myself to

settle down; l wasn’t taking my own
sweet time over things. I wasn’t
trying to build my innings after get-

ting into the fifties in no time. This
was happening in the island games
as well as the Test matches. One
cannot play like this and keep suc-

ceeding for a long time. But i did
manage to score 62 in Guyana, 94 in

the Antigua Test, I was Man of the
Match in one of the one-day interna-
tionals and got the fastest 50 in one
of the games. 1 also received an
award for the most sixes in the
Grenada limited-overs match. 1 was
in good nick right through and with a
bit of luck on three occasions I might
have got centuries,
SPWD: How did you manage to cope
with the pace of the West Indian
bowlers?
DILIP VENGSARKAR: The wickets
were quite bouncy there and since
the ball came on to the bat I quite
enjoyed myself. Their umpiring was
much better than what we experi-

enced in Pakistan. However, on
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quite a tew occasions we tell that

Malcolm Mat shall, bowling tound
the wicket into the batsmen with fi\e
bounce! s ail ovet, got awav with hts
mtimidatoiv bowling He ought to
have been wained Theie was gieat
physical dangei in playing him
though I was not tcallv seated 1

would not have been playing the
game if I weie ftightened of getting
nuit (

1 wasn't mimed on that torn but
Mai shall did get me m England The
ball that hit me at The Oval iust lose
without warning, 1 saw it only at the
last moment and could not avoid it

Mv lace went numb and 1 thought 1

might ha\c btoktn a iaw Luckily 1

had iust to take fne stitches though
mv face was swollen toi quite some
turn That wasn t howevei mv woist
mtuiv The woist has been in 1976
when I had a slipped disc and missed
much ol the suits against l ngland
SPWD In this (onnexion vou are
accused of not being fit and a pool
fielder Ashok Mankad, who was the
manager for a couple of Tests against
Pakistan, was of the opinion that he
would base to toice you into
tiainmg
DILIP VENGSARKAR 1 don't agiee
with the accusation that I am a poor
fieldet iust because 1 diopped some
catches in Pakistan I was gulled foi

flowing two in one afteinoon at

Katachi in the last lest Iht truth is

that 1 had a slight crack in mv palm,
sustained in the act ot trying to catch
Miandad oil Kapil it 1 ahore in the
first Test It was cerv cold at that

time and I slight 1\ injured rnvself at

that time I still stood in the slip

right through the scries as theic was
nobodv else to stand there I he rc

suit was that more catches were
diopped But I have till now taken
fifty catches in 1 est c Ticket How c an
1 be labelled a poor fielder theiP I

may not be outstanding but I think I

am quite safe m the field Nobody in

the Indian ttMrn is bmliant anyway
As fai as Ashok Mankad s allega

tion goes | think n is \eiy wrong to

say that I have to be forced into

training I feel that I am quite fit

because I can bar for two day* at a

stretch without any problems That

is fitness as 1 look at it I don’t have
to touch mv nose to mv tot s, 1 do not

believe m that sort of training 1 am
not used to exercises bee ausc being a

Bombay bo\ and subiected to the

Lity’s hot and humid climate, one is

not used to running about and doing

hectic exercises lhat is why we are

not a$ used to strict naming as the

players from North India are

SPWD: Critics started taking you a

lot seriously after you got the hun-

dred at Lord's in 1979 How would
you assess it now?
DILIP VENGSARKAR. 1 was abso

lutely new to English conditions and
though I got some runs m the County

games 1 could manage only six and
22 in the first Test at Edgbaston And
then when I got out foi a duck in the

I don't have to touch my nose to my toes; I do not believe in that

sort of training

lust innings at Loid’s I was feeling
really miserable When I went out to

bat I was wc II under the impression
that it was going to be my last

innings for some time in 1 est ci leket

Clitics were of the opinion that I

would be a failure m those condi
lions and some veterans back in

India had agieed that even if 1 Wf at

ten times to Lngland I would not be
able to got the nns So the ic was a

lot ot pussure on mo Tlu fact that

Vishwanath begjn playing well gave
me a lot of coni dencc l went on to

play a charu eh ss innings When I

returned Vonkat our captain was
overjoyed that I had got a century
John Arlott adiudicated the Man of

the Match award in my favour Later
Tom Gravenej came and said, “I am
a fan of youi batting ” The wot Id soit

of changed overnight I went on to

score 65 at la*eds and 52 after that

SPWD You scored another hundred
at Lord's in 1982, becoming one of
the only four persons to have scored
two Test hundreds at that venue
Which gave you more satisfaction?

DILIP VENGSARKAR: The second
one was against an attack of Ian

Botham, Bob Willis, Deitk Pi ingle, !

Paul Allott and Phil Edmonds It was
,

definitely a better attack than the
one in 1979 but my first hundied was
moie satisfying as I was i datively
inexperienced then

SPWD Some time ago you were
considered as a serious contender for
the captaincy But when Kapil was
appointed deputy to Gavaskai vour
chances receded Now Kapil m the
captain and Mohmder Amarnath has
stood m as his vice-captain already.
Did you ever feel that you had a
chance to be captain of India?
DILIP VENGSARKAR : I was very
hopeful that the selectors would
appoint me the vice captain when
the Indian team toured Australia in
1980 81 But I was quite dis-
appointed that they did not do so
But now it is ciuite okay and if they
do not have plans for captaincy for
me m the future it will not bother
me But I may still get my chance, f
am just 27 \ears ola now and have j

played mote than 60 Tests* 1 still <

have a long career ahead of me* For /

the next six to seven years I hope to J

be around
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The AIFF is the main culprit
SUBHA$H SARCAR and ANDY O’BRIEN spoke to three members of the

Calcutta Referees' Association, whose sole stipulation was that their

identities be kept confidential

ON who is to actually to blame tor I they have been elected Bur these
|

the game
the current state of affairs: duties are being ignoied [ tor instance, it a team 01 a pla\

The AIFF is the mam culprit They
are not interested in taking any
measures to enforce discipline in

Indian football The officials have
only one aim—the acquisition of

power But once the power is with
them, they do not choose to use it

They want votes for elections and
it seems that the only constructive
thing they do is the drawing out ot

the year’s soccer programme They
schedule all the tournaments m the
country—even the nunoi ones This
is all very well but it is not their only
job
They have to look into major prob-

lems such as discipline. That is why

they have been elected But these
duties are being ignuied

If there is something winng with a
State Government then tht Centre
intervenes This is not so in the case
of Indian football Thus, the local

authonties should not be blamed foi

anything since it is tht dut\ of the
centtal bodv to enforce law and
order

Football has a set of rules which is

recognised throughout the* world
These tules govern all com enable
aspects of the game, including tht
maintaining of discipline AH usso
uations ate bound to follow this set

of rules, but in oui case though wt
follow i he rules of the game, we do
not choose to adheie to those rules
pertaining to the disciplinary side of

the game
tor instance, it a team 01 a plaver

defies a lefeiee, then theie ate cet

tain prescribed pur ishments that
FIFA (International Fedeiation of
Football Associations) lass down
But the AIFF does not appeat to

consider that these tules ate woith
adhering to Lven if thev do. then
nothing is done to enforce them No
disciplinary measures are taken Un
less and until this is done, referees
will continue to be humiliated

On the players’ responsibility to-

wards the game of football.

It one is not collected when one
docs something wiong, one is not
afraid to do the same thing again
That is human nature Since the

The AIFF is the main culprit. They are not interested in taking any measures to enforce
discipline in Indian football. The officials have only one aim—the acquisition ofpower



AIFF does not take anf action
against erring players, they (the
players) are not afraid to repeat the
wrong Thus the blame rests square
ly on the shoulders of the AIFF
Moreover, the players have

reached a stage where they consider
that they are now indispensable,
both to their clubs and to football m
general They think they can get
away with anything

In this respect, the media must
also share a portion of the blame, for
they are the ones who have put these
players on a pedestal In the first

place, the players do not deserve
this, secondly, this makes gods out of
ordinary mortals The players are
not criticised when they behave m
an uncivilised manner and thus the
attitude becomes ‘I have got away
with it once, so I can do the same
thing and get away with it again

1

The Press should cut the players
down to size when they deserte it,

but this is not being done as often as
it should So, it is true that the

S
layers have become too big for their
oots, but the media must lealise

that they also have a dutv to the
game
The players arc now obsessed with

money They want to make as much
as they possibly can There can bt

nothing wrong with that It is the
attitude to the game that is urong
for they do not want to plav m oidei
to earn it

It is noticed that, in most cases
referees have the pioblems with
players who are past theih pnme
This is because players of that
calibre would rather get thrown off

the field, instead of playing a full

match That wav they get then bread
buttered on both sides They get

their money anyway, and at the same
time, they become—'erroneously
so—folk heroes because they have
crossed swords with the men who
control pxoceedings on the field of

^ T^iere have been instances when
certain footballers have purposely
indulged m rough play, m the hope
that they would be sent off There
have also been cases, believe it 01

not, when soccer players have re

quested the leferee to send them off

the field Why should this state of

affairs be allowed to continue*
It is this attitude, coupled with the

lack of fear for authority, which
could expalm the general malaise

On why the referees, in their indi-

vidual capacity, or as a bod), cannot

do anything to combat the humilia-

tion which is thrust upon them;

Legally, we have the right to sue

anyone who beats us up But that is a

different matter altogether

The mam point is Why don’t the

authorities prevent such things from
happening? If they took a firm grip

on proceedings, referees would not

lire to face such problems

tfc# duty of the referee to

The players have reached a stage where they consider that

they are now indispensable, both to their clubs and to

football in general. They think they can get away with

anything

submit a report of ever> game that
he supti vises Bui, while 99 9 per
cent ot the referees adhere to this

practice it ha* been found that re
ports which place blame on any of

the major clubs—especially the Big
Three—produce no results Organic
ers of the tournaments concerned
ensuie that these reports are either
Lhanged oi ignoied altogethei

The teason foi this is the oft

repeated excuse no tournament can
aftoid, literally or metaphorically, to

antagonise the leading clubs of Indi
an football

It is not a matter of coincidence

that m most cases of referee abuse, it

is the players from Bengal who are

involved The reason for this is that

players are treated like god> in Ben
gal and in no other State of this

country Again, it is onlv in Bengal

that the game is monopolised by a

lew select persons In short, the root

of the evil lies m the system itself

Players from other States m India

have a lot more t aspect for referees,

perhaps because the entire setup

and approach in Bengal is so diffe

rent Priorities here are all warped
But then again, how can you blame

the State associations’ The AIFF,
the highest body m Indian soccer, is

turning a blind eye to all these

shortcomings as if they do not exist

On whether the dubs can be held
responsible to some extent:

No One cannot blame the club

authorities
If a club suspends or takes any

haish steps agamst one of its own
players, then it becomes, sadly
enough, a rase oi ci tting one’s nose
to spite one’s face So, in this sort of
a situation why should the clubs do
anything'* Onlv when the AIFF
awakens and takes measures agamst
the clubs, will the clubs in turn, take
action against the players m ques
tion

But then, it is not m the interests
of the AIFF to take action against
anyone It is a vicious circle You see,
officials depend on the clubs for the
sntes m order to get elected to the
parent body In the centre of this

vicious circle lies the AIFF and its

reluctance to enforce discipline

On the change of the rule which
penalised players shown the red card
by suspending them for the next two
games

FIIA has decided to change the
rule, but the AIPF has not made
anything clear on this score to us, the
referees It seems strange that we,
who should be the first people to be
informed about any change in the
rules, have nor been told about tius
change

This only proves what the AIFF
thinks of us It appears that we are
not only looked down upon by the
players, but also-—and to a greater
extent—by those in control of th*
game t



It all boils down to the
"Nelson’s Eye” syndrome

The most harmful'blindness is intentional blindness,

as SUBHASH SARCAR points out

TUI insatiable thus! tot ti opines
at am tost has litt'iallx begun to

pi mi dtx astating Keteiees and
linesmen who do duiv in a ciuual
match tan alwaxs expect the woist it

the\ make a decision that goes
against the lun of plav Reteice
baiting seems almost to be the oidei
of the da\ But when this escalate s to

the despicable lex el of teteiee
beating it is obxious that we aie not
doing the game am good The lecent

( ontmho incident tamt as no leal
suipnse to anvone who admits that
soccei disc ipline in this counriv is ai

us lowest ebb
1 have no giouse against anv pai

ttctilui plavei 01 tJub Rut theie is a
set of I IhA tides lhat gmetns the
game and that has to Ih.h smells
adhued to Iheie can be no .two
waxs about that Auv concessions on
these uiles will lead to a luithei nose
dtxe in discipline But the tules must

be entmeed I lieiein lies the at mour
to the pioblem It is one thing to
haxe tides it is quite annthet to

entoice them
Remembei the Delhi Asiad, when

teteiee Vigit ot 1 hailand was beaten
up bv Noith koiean plavei This
altei «« decision went against them in

then match against Kuwait Aimv
commandos had to tntet vene in
otdei to piexent luithei tiouble
tiuns weie diawn on a soccer pitch.

Remember the Delhi Asiad, when referee Vigit of Thailand was beaten up? The Asian
Football Confederaton reacted instantly, banning the entire Korean side for two years.

Can we expect the same (sort of) strong stand to be taken by Indian authorities?
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supposedly the symbol of sporting
behaviour. The Asian Football Con-
federation reacted instantly, ban-

ning the entire Korean side for two
years.

Can we expect the same strong

stand to be taken by Indian author-

ities? Or, in this case, will East
Bengal go scot-free? Should referee

Coutinho submit an adverse report

|

d

the Rovers Cup Tournament Com-
mittee, it will, in all likelihood be
hushed up.
*lt is the prime duty of any lourna

ment panel to submit a report to the

All-India Football Federation after

each competition. But this is never

taken seriously. A vitriolic report

against a major side can have only

one result; the side will refuse to

return next year to the tournament.

And the absence of a star-studded

side means a loss in spectator

appeal.
Any club seeking to participate in

an aU-India meet should, according

to normal procedure, get the State

association’s sanction. But whatever

occurs during the tournament is not

the associations’ business. Instead,

this {alls under the jurisdiction of

xflp tournament committee which

runs the show.
]

Everyone knows about the sup-

pression of reports and the subse-

quent shows of indiscipline are proof
of the fact that no one wants to take
a firm stand on the issue. Organisers,

under the auspices of the respective

State associations are empowered to

take direct action against errant

players and clubs. Failing this, State

associations staging the tournaments
concerned may step in instead, but

this has never been followed.

All of which brings us to the next,

parallel, question. If disciplinary ac

tion is not taken by the authorities

concerned, how then will the player

be brought to task? It is alleged that

a particular player in the East Ben-
gal ranks was shown the yellow card
during the DCM final of 1981. The
tournament committee, however, did
not refer the matter to the Western
India Football Association. In direct

contravention of the existing laws of

the game, the same footballer played
the next match as well (Rovers Cup).
Was the AIFF unaware of the rules

governing such a situation? If not,

was it then unaware that the rules

had been pointedly ignored? Or was
this yet another case of a Nelson’s

eye? Of course, the AIFF, in defence,
will argue that no report was for-

warded to them on this matter. The
old story, where the buck gets passed
around a lot and never seems to stop
anywhere.
The DCM committee was promin-

ent in this respect this year. No
action was taken against Mohamme*
dan Sporting when, after a con-
troversial goal was disallowed in the
DCM final, they refused point blank
to play on. The match was ultimately
awarded to East Bengal, but the
matter was not forwarded to the
federation. Neither did the Delhi
Soccer Association rake any action
when the DCM tournament commit-
tee ignored the whole incident, nor
did they send a report to the AIFF* .

Instead, the DSA secretary, Mr Sunil
Ghosh, wrote a letter to the Indian
Football Association secretary re-

garding the unbecoming conduct of\

Mohammedan Sporting players and
officials which led to subsequent,
violence in the capital.
" In this letter the DSA secretary
stated: “I would therefore request
you to kindly consider the contents^
of the tournament Committee’s letter
and the referee's report for stm*





Clubs themselves are a party
tothecrime

So it is absurd to expect them to take any sort of positive action against
wayward piayers, explains SUPRAKASH GHOSHAL

TATHEN a soccer player assaults a
VV referee, it is the most despic-
able act possible on a sporting arena
No argument there.

It is an outrage against the basic
ideal of sport. It is rebellion against
all authorities of sport.

Yet, however surprising it might
sound, it would be absolutely pre-
posterous for one to expect the peo-
ple who govern the leading football
clubs of the country to take steps
against their erring players when
such an incident takes place in any
part of the country. Such is the
condition of Indian football today.

In July last year, this writer wit-

nessed an ugly incident at a Calcutta

football ground during a league
match between Mohammedan Sport-
ing and a local outfit, Railway F. C
One would have expected the gla-

mour team to hold sway but that day,
things went the other way around.
The Railway team forged into the

lead through a well-concerted move
A stir rippled over the stands.
But there was something even

more surprising m store for the spec-

tators. Some stars in the Mohamme-
dan SC side were not in a mood to

concede defeat and an irate Pern
Dorji suddenly became the focus of

the handful of photographers pre-

sent at the ground. He was assaulting

one of the linesmen mercilessly,

claiming that the Railway goal had
been scored from an offside position.

Yes, action was indeed taken
against Pem Dorp and his accom-
plice Jamshid Nasirri by the club
authorities but this appeared to be
part of their tactics to persuade the
IFA not to award the match to Rail-

way F. C.
The motive became apparent the

moment the IFA delivered its verdict
m favour of the Railway team. The
Mohammedan Sporting authonties
openly regretted their decision to
punish the two offenders, thus giving
rise to the theory that it was not
their conscience that prompted them
to take the decision against Dorji

Most dubs are a party to this crime. How then can the idea of their punishing erring

players even arise?



and Nasim
The whole incident was an eye

opener to the attitude adopted by
most clubs towards this problem of
player referee controntation In nine
cases out oi ten the club officials

side with tht offending players
Obvioi sly a player especially if

he i\ a star is always m asset to the
team lit has been bought at i high
price and pampered by a section of
ilub off ic lals In fact, m the present
uu umstances, almost every footbal
lei needv M>me godfather in his club
hteiarchy to look after him

Tr i« piensely these people who
piotec bur lgainst his detractors It

is this* pt )lt wh< ensure that he
gers hi 1 uneiation m full It is

rhtse peoph again ho a^e empo
we»ed to ensure tbit \ disobedient
player spends most of his time on the
«delmes
Ouite understandably whenever it

lorn* s to punishing a player on
gr m ids of indiscipline- whatever
tht t barge may be— the different
grt

i
m the club officialdom start

woik g at crosspui poses
Win 1 some offiuah shelter rhe

offendu othersm to nut the plivei
m a tight corn Jb situation be
form* ev^Jostv ind th* uithonties
prompts mryihf n*.vM before tht
nft * i jita ngerous prop
ortion Ir the cr* 1 h the offen
der gets oft *c *

The idea o* Job taking action
against the it 1 would
seem all the nr r »> t\ rmis, if

one is an are < f 1 n some
cases the ciut $n ut* have been
known to instigate tbeir n» v^rs *o
intimidate the ieter s

In < akutta ^ v m *r nnes*
such a scene, \ou in r

v
* u »

t

a tend
an oflu e league mat T> vuc 1 by
all soifs of cor if o < us this

tournament has li nlly be
come a disgricc to ihe sorter
frateinity of the cny And this de
spite the fact that n held under the
auspices ot the IF A and conducted
by the members of rhe C alcutta
Referees Association
Matches arc rigged Basic rules ot

the game are flouted Woist o! all

the men who conduct the mate he
are reduced to the lole of mlookeis
by the players as s\ 1 11 as their offi

cials

Things however weit not quite so
m the eaily Seventies The year 1978
proved to be the watershed There af
ter the situation staited detenorat
mg rapidly, foi a variety of reasons

In 1979 this writei can temembei,
at least fifty pei cent of the referees
who conducted matches in the office
league were either heckled or man
handled Others who wete a little

moie fortunate were either “spoken
to” or intimidated by local toughs
who, it seems, have now become very
much a part of the maidan’s football
officialdom Incredible though it

may sound, almost all the clubs in

the maidan today, big or small have

their own groups of musclemen to
* xert pressure on the efc ^es
Another mum n ason \vh\ e

teiees are iubiected to tit mention*
pressui* is the piesenit ot st »* play
eis in the ranks of th*"* Bn? Ihroc
who m then spate turn *c duty hn
then respective* offuc
These plavers vntuallv h< * 1 t

feret r to ransom Takm» ?uH J* i i

tage of then oopulaut i^J*h f *

th t office kugt match tit pt v

i d at upon groi nds the v oftt n in f

g tie the »pectatois to move in

v/ivnevei a referee’s decision f i 1 to
sat sfv them The onlv savioui of \

poor reftree in °uch a situ it ion is the
mounted police
AH rhs

»
points to iht k

tv t
4 hat most

J b« are a par tv to 'he cr m* He w
then can the idea o 4 *hf i punishing
emne plavc ro. even insc**

Laws of gravity

J
UD1CTA1 IY speaking this act
of violence ha** t criminal

aspect to it The injured referee,
Mt } P ( o»'tinho can prtfei his
suit m a court of law against
Monoranjan Bhattacharjee Mihu
Bose Bhaskar Ganguly, and De
baslush Roy Undei Section 323
of the Indian Penal Code, “be
sides disciplinary action accord
mg to the laws of the gamt, cn
mmal action can be initiated
against the offender ”

By this “criminal action”, a
player can be oidered to pay a
fine as compensation ind, if the
act is very severe, impiisonment
may be effected Unless this sort
of thing is done and the playeis
realise the gravity of their action,
this behaviour will continue Af
ter all, the referee is the fudge on
the field, isn’t he*

Moreover f'ven if some clubs do
want to take genuine step*' igaipsr

unspoitsm nuke H^htviour *r>im

technical ob*Mcb' stand in their

way To e\w id'tte the only basis on
whuh iho ii tbonties can take steps

again** crrnp pliver n l

-

eferee <

report But m *he present jyMem
ih*se eports go only to the til Tndx
bod' tod of i out t loth'* >rgamser
of a ton-name nt Copies ire no

t

sent

to the clubs ionceined
As a result the lubs arc hardly m

a position to tak* punitive action
“What proof do w» have by which

we can punish Mono) an ran or for

that matter any othei player ’ asks
Mr Prasanta Ghosh football sec ret

ar\ of 1 asr Benp whose u* dtien
der Monoianjan Bhittachurva md
fromlmei Deb^shish Ro\ >ssndt*d
referee ) P ( outmhn
He furtbM iddcd We know just

as much i* evtrv newst) ip«_r n ider
knows Mono er not iff the reports

said the sun* »h»ng 1 he m wen
manv difterenc * s w n within rht sc

repoits
Mr f.boM j i ( mug hniviiM »

not is sound is i st* m Mi* t

more to it i* on rhiMhi » fctii

repoit i not hi i d* d ti *hf lub
bu T fh n h* >b » if tht tt fTi m m*i

ge? p n
Or h t non ro tht dub head

quaiters un am it, is supposed
to gt h i* tth t\n f 4 to thf lub
nit! it'

r
h< r in b i * i isot

h\ h (I 1 ^ r h\ i o kc

anv tenon i »nst plivti'- u 'hi

ba^i Mi t*hisfi when <sk* 1 ibo i
f

th» c could nn iepl\

1 hett ^ a? h no b< tn i t x »mpl ot

the attitude gintiilly adopt! d bv
tht ( luh^ (owaifls «1 is issiu

The qucstic i hung asked at th«

moment is who i# allv got wrong
Wh\ do< ipla\< *uddfnl\ loos« hi

i ool and m ick tht man in > harct f

the whis»h knowing fullv well ih it

the c >p ip m o might hi piov*
disastious x

r his career'*

Jheu Hi vanous explanation*'

One of them is that it is basically the
trustiation of a player on his wav
down, that prompts him to indulge in

such unseemlv behaviom It is an
effoit that hides then own failure

Anothei school of opinion howev
er lays the blame enturJy oi th»

referees According to some obstr
vers if there is any reason why
players indulge in such act> it is

incompetence on the pan of the

referees In some quarters in ( alcut

ta, it was pointed out that Mr J P
Coutinho has a very bad recoid be
hyid him The finals ot the 1980
l ederation Cup in Calcutta saw
widespread violence both on and off

the ground caused largely by Mr
Coutinho’s refereeing
There are many more instances,

but then the undeniable fac t is that a

referee’s incompetence however se

nous, can hardly justify such misbe
haviour on the part of a sportsman
That is not the lesson ot sport
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Introducing theTop-of-the-Line
Stereo Cassette Tape Deck with Dolby*NR,
Metal Tape Facility and Soft Touch Controls:

SONODYNE D-700

Exceptional features at a mini price!
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Sonodyne s in depth experience in hi fi

technology pays off again In the form
of this new top of the line Stereo

Cassette Tape Deck D 700 With
incredible built in features and luxury

credentials like high performance
sleek styling convenience and
versatility
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Dolby i t lu rcoistered trad*m ji k *

Dolby labur<itorif l uensmg C i po ^tio

Highlights of D 700
• Slow eject type cassette door and ^oft touch push button

controls • Heavy duty Japanese tape dec* mechanism to

reduce wow and flutter • Dolby" noise reduction circuitry

• Tape selector facility tor using Normal Chromium Dioxide and
Mf tal tapes • Sendust head for met *1 composition tapes

• Double LbD VU meter

Sonodyne s D 700 is its own spokesman Sv itch it on at your nearest
Soncdynf dealer «t won t take you long to find out it s the best

value cassette deck tn the market 1

(?)SONODYNE
The name that s music to your ears
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